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SPECIAL NOTICE
The abstract sections of the monthly supplements of Aeronautical Engineering can
be bound separately. Individual abstracts can be located readily by means of the page
numbers given at each entry, e.g., p 543 N84-23654. To assist the user in binding
Supplements SP-7037(171) through SP-7037(182), a title page is included in the back
of this Cumulative Index.
NASASP-7037(183)
A CUMULATIVE INDEX
TO
A CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY ON
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes
contained in supplements [SP-7037(171) through
SP-7037(182)] published by NASA during 1984.
Scientific and Technical Information Branch- 1985
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
. Washington/DC
This index is available as NTISUB/141/093 from the National Technical Information
Service (NTIS), Springfield, Virginia 22161 at the price code of $10.00 domestic;
$20.00 foreign.
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037(171) through NASA SP-
7037(182) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Continuing Bibliography, NASA SP-7037, and its supplements have
been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries
prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N84-10000 series).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A84-10000 series).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author, and corporate source index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that the
following term or terms are used instead. For example:
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area,
under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:
FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for
particular items, this is because subject terms can readily include more than one class of document. For
example:
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including pilot role, instrument landing systems and guidance aids.
Airport congestion as constraint on air travel, considering runway capacity and adjusted
demand.
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject term.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index.
Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching of the index for variants of an author's
name. For example: '. ,..
EMELIANOV, M. D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M. D.
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-
section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational
component) does not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV. (Source citation entry)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. (Source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear
in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may require multiple
searching for variants. For example: ' '
AF 33(615)-71-C-1758 -, • .• •:
F33615-71-C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging activity
appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in different report number series. For example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in
the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover of
this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the
second column, the desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 948 will be found in Supplement 182.
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aeronautical Engineering supplements is
found in the Introduction to the most currently issued supplement.
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Foreign Technology Index D-1
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PUBLIC COLLECTIONS OF NASA DOCUMENTS
DOMESTIC: NASA and NASA-sponsored documents and a large number of aerospace publications are
available to the public for reference purposes at the library maintained by the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Technical Information Service, 555 West 57th Street, 12th Floor, New
York, New York 10019. . •
EUROPEAN: An extensive collection of NASA and NASA-sponsored publications is maintained by the
British Library Lending Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire, England for public access. The
British Library Lending Division also has available many of the non-NASA publications cited in Star.
European requesters may purchase facsimile copy or microfiche of NASA and NASA-sponsored
documents, those identified by both the symbols # and * from ESA - Information Retrieval Service
European Space Agency, 8-10 rue Mario-Nikis, 75738 Paris CEDEX 15, France.
FEDERAL DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROGRAM
In order to provide the general public with greater access to U.S. Government publications, Congress
established the Federal Depository Library Program under the Government Printing Office (GPO), with
50 regional depositories responsible for permanent retention of material, inter-library loan, and reference
services. Over 1,300 other depositories also exist. A list of the regional GPO libraries appears on the
inside back cover. . ' . " . ' "
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Typical Subject Index Listing
JANUARY 1985
SUBJECT HEADING
CRACK PROPAGATION
— Fatigue crack growth and tow cycle Migu* <X two nickel
bttss suporattoyv
(NASA-CR-174S34] p 76 N84-10267
TITLE
. -t •
REPORT
NUMBER
I
PAGE
NUMBER
NASA
ACCESSION
NUMBER
The subject heading is a key to the subject
content of the document. The title is used to
provide a description of the subject matter. When
the title is insufficiently descriptive of the
document content, the title extension is added,
separated from the title by three hyphens. The
(NASA or AIAA) accession number and the page
number are included in each entry to assist the
user in locating the abstract in the abstract
section. If applicable, a report number is also
included as an aid in identifying the document.
Under any one subject heading, the accession
numbers are arranged in sequence with the AIAA
accession numbers appearing first.
A-10 AIRCRAFT
Right test and evaluation of the A-10 single-seat night
attack avionics
[AIAA PAPER 83-2767] p 37 A84-123S2
A-10 OCAS proven through realistic simulation
[AIAA PAPER 83-2721] p 135 A84-13380
Preliminary design of a digital command augmentation
system lor the A-10 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2490] p 135 A84-13391
A-10 single seat night attack p 190 A84-15978
Evaluation of benefits of the A-10/TF34 Turbine Engine
Monitoring System Squadron Integration Program
[AIAA PAPER 84-1414] p 603 A84-35208
TEMS/CEMS IV - An advanced on-condrBon
maintenance concept undergoing evaluation on the
A-10/GE TF34-100
[AIAA PAPER 84-1413] p635 A84-38977
Effects of gun gas ingestion on engine performance
p888 A84-444S6
Low altitude simulator training: A-10_aircrafl
[AD-A130794] p 73 N84-10106
A-300 AIRCRAFT
Change regarding the camber of the wing of the Airbus
A300-600
 P11 A84-10563
Investigations of the flight characteristics of airliners with
reduced static longitudinal stability
[DGLR PAPER 82-091] p 62 A84-10566
The aerodynamic design of the Airbus A300-600
[DGLR PAPER 83-123] p 436 A84-29683
Long term in-service evaluation of CFRP components
(spoilers) on Airbus A300, phase 1
[BMFT-FB-W-83-028] p 353 N84-19344
Access to maintenance via Aircraft Integrated Data
System (AIDS): Future aspects of the expanded AIDS
p 691 N84-26567
Analysing redundant flight path data on two Airbus A-300
aircraft p692 N84-26577
A-4 AIRCRAFT
Over simplification can sometimes be hazardous to your
health - The XA4D Skyhawk story p 192 A84-16164
A-« AIRCRAFT
All-weather attack for the next century
• . p866 A84-43911 .
Development of lateral-directional equivalent system
models for selected U.S. Navy tactical aircraft
[AD-A141672] p 790 N84-28810
A-7 AIRCRAFT '
A fatigue life tracking program for an aluminum wing
p 347 A84-23504
. Development and flight test evaluation of an analytical
model of the air-to-air tracking task
' [AD-A138058] • p 484 . N84-21555s
Reconftgurable digital control laws for the A-7D DIGITAC
2 aircraft with failed primary control surfaces
[AFIT/GE/EE/82D-59] p610 N84-24535
Development of lateral-directional equivalent system
models for selected U.S. Navy tactical aircraft
[AD-A141672] p 790 N84-28810
ABLATION
The role of thermal motions of particles in gases of
fireballs p248 A84-19274
Asymmotric Wowing modol dosiQn snd tssting
p368 A84-2S219
Hypersonic flow past evaporating bodies at angles of
attack p404 A84-27062
Transient ablation of blunt bodies at angles of attack
p716 A84-36S55
A method for solving the unsteady heat transfer and
ablation problem for a body P716 A84-37067
ABLATIVE MATERIALS
Nonlinear modeling and initial condition estimation for
identifying the aerothermodynamic environment of the
Space Shuttle Ortaiter
[AD-A136928] p 372 N84-19391
ABLATIVE NOSE CONES
Hypersonic flow of a viscous gas at the surface of a
blunt cone with strong injection near the blunt section
p264 A84-21133
ABORTED MISSIONS
Exploration of dose-response techniques with some
applications to a simulation problem
[AD-A138029] p 492 N84-22252
ABRASION
Spraying for time - Abradable seals the key
p382 A84-26074
Impact dynamics research on composite transport
structures p802 N84-29975
ABRASION RESISTANCE
Fiber metal abradable seals
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-67] p 1001 A84-46914
The wiper abrasion and rain erosion resistance of
transparent materials and coatings for aircraft glazing
[AD-P003227] p713 N84-26640
Effects of surface flaws on impact resistance of uncoated
polycartionate
[AD-A141364] p 800 N84-28998
ABRASIVES
The reduction of life-cycle costs through continuing
acrylic maintenance
[AD-P003224] p 637 N84-26637
ABSORBERS (MATERIALS)
Sound-absorbing composite structures for gas-turbine
engines p58 A84-11347
ABSORPTANCE
Comparison of JFTOT (Jet Fuel Thermal Oxidation
Tester) and absorbance methods for determining jet fuel
thermal stability
[AD-A138673] p 616 N84-2482S
ABSORPTION SPECTRA
Applications of photoacoustic techniques to the study
of let fuel residue
[NASA-CR-173322] p 375 N84-18420
ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
Optical gas temperature measurement In gas turbines
[PNR-90174] p538 N84-22572
ABSTRACTS
The Shock and vibration Digest volume 16, no. 3
[AD-A139707] p 560 N84-22976
Bibliography of Supersonic Cruise Research (SCR)
program from 1980 to 1983- - - -
[NASA-RP-1117] .... p66S N84-27674
AC GENERATORS ' •'" • '-' •" •'• •'•' "
Electrically compensated aircraft alternator drive
: . ' . . . . ' • • • . • : y'vP.ZIA A84-16535
Three-phase, high-voltage,'high-frequency distributed
bus system for advanced aircraft p 79 N84-10058
ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS
Accelerated corrosion testing of fuselage components
' of passenger aircraft . : : . ., p 397 A84-27864
Designing for durability in fighter engines
' [ASME PAPER 84-GT-164] p 973 A84-4696B
Long terrn evaluation of the effects of shaJe oil produced
JP-4 on aircraft construction materials
[AD-A131665] " -V ... . .p;123 N84-12161
Simulation of exposure of aircraft transparencies to flight
line environment
[AD-P003212] p 685 N84-26825
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
Feasibility of using longitudinal acceleration (Nx) for
monitoring takeoff and stopping performance from the
cockpit p192 A84-16166
Visualization of accelerating flow around an airfoil at
high angles of attack p 261 A84-19592
Attitude and acceleration performance in the flight
control system p456 A84-26730
Velocity estimation on a dual-spin spacecraft
p 795 A84-42386
Design of a lateral ride comfort control system for STOL
aircraft
[UTIAS-TN-247] p 292 N84-16165
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data for
Navy and Marine fleet aircraft from 1 January 1962 to
31 December 1982
[AD-A134289] p 292 N84-16169
Effects of motion base and g-seat cueing of simulator
pilot performance
[NASA-TP-2247] p 350 N84-18189
The cumulative exceedance distribution for
accelerations due to turbulence encountered by a CT/4A
air trainer
[AD-A135640] p 363 N84-18211
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin. Part 1: Welcome,
keynote address, invited papers, pyrotechnic shock, and
shock testing and analysis
[AD-A134452] p 387 N84-19866
Acceleration to a steady state for the Euler equations
[NASA-CR-172398] p 758 N84-29852
An investigation of a new flight test method for measuring
the performance of general aviation aircraft
p880 N84-32375
ACCELERATION PROTECTION
The high acceleration cockpit (HAQ - A technology base
overview
[AD-A145439] p 770 A84-41697
Design and development of an automatically controlled
variable-toad energy absorber
[AD-A142683] p 774 N84-29868
ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
Between ejection and injury p 24 A84-10747
ACCELEROMETERS
Laser accelerometers In aerial gravimetry systems
p775 A84-40869
Utilization of double integration methodology to
determine an aircraft's vertical displacement
[AD-P002681]
 P447 N84-20818
Subharmordc vibrations of rotor mounted in rolling
bearings p 725 N84-26943
ACCEPTABILITY
Physiological acceptability tests of the modified SJU-5/A
ejection seat for the F-18 aircraft
[AD-A139416] p 518 N84-23614
Aircraft transparency testing methodology
[AD-P003213] p685 NB4-26626
ACCESSORIES
All-electric accessory drive systems: Implications on
engine design and performance p 132 N84-12184
ACCIDENT INVESnOATION
Controls, Displays, and Information Transfer for General
Aviation IFR Operations
[NASA-CP-2279] p 86 N84-12029
A-1
ACCIDENT PREVENTION SUBJECTINDEX
Aircrew Automated Escape Systems (AAES) In-service
Usage Data Analyses, volume 2
[AD-A134834] p 281 N84-17155
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
Convective violence and humility — aircraft accidents
caused by meteorological conditions p 26 A84-11615
Anatomy of a helicopter accident p26 A84-11616
• Accident survival - The airport and the aircraft
p26 A84-11617
Traffic-Watch — cockpit displays for pilots
p36 A84-11621
Analysis of incorrect human behavior in flight accidents
and possibilities for influencing this behavior
p108 AB4-1S418
Reduction. . of military high-altitude parachute
entanglement using the controlled alternating parachute
exit system p279 A84-20295
A review of the new ICAO Accident Prevention
Manual p417 AS4-2S256
Recommendations for coping with microburst wind shear
- An aviation hazard p669 A84-36943
Crashworthy cyclic control stick
[AD-A135150] p294 NB4-17176
Protection equipment against high velocity ejections —
pilot 6J6ctiori
[STPA/CIN-6J p 675 N84-27705
ACCUMULATORS
Spacelab 4: Primate experiment support hardware
p 624 N84-2S092
ACCURACY
Improvement of the accuracy of Doppler direction finders
for general aviation by spectral signal analysis — German
thesis p590 A84-35694
Improving the accuracy of a shear finite element used
in the NASTRAN program p 921 A84-45748
Theoretical modelling of three-dimensional vortex flows
in aerodynamics p 101 N84-12116
Error reduction program: A progress report
p 454 N84-20536
Evaluation of instrument landing system ODM
(difference in Depth of Modulation) calibration
accuracies
[AD-A138301] p428 N84-21533
i Performance evaluation of a Magnavox GPS (Global
Positioning System) Z-set
[AD-A138569] p 522 N84-22547
Civil turbofan propulsion system integration studies using
powered testing techniques at ARA, Bedford
[ARA-MEMO-246] • p 535 N84-22561
Spacelab 4: Primate experiment support hardware
p624 N84-25092
Optical effects of F-16 Canopy-HUD (Head-Up Display)
integration
[AD-P003222] p 736 N84-26635
Study of NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration) WP-3D terminal navigation errors based
on navigators logbooks: 1977-1983
[PB84-155738] p 677 N84-26692
Psychoacoustic considerations for helicopter noise
quantification: Metrics, human response and criteria
p818 N84-29675
An extended real-time microwave airplane position
system p 972 N84-34419
ACEE PROGRAM
Comparison of full-scale engine and subscale model
performance of a mixed flow exhaust system for an energy
efficient engine (E3) propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 844283] p 217 A84-17997
the drive for Aircraft Energy Efficiency
p435 A84-29569
Energy Efficient Transport - Technology in hand
p526 A84-32697
The aerodynamic design and performance of the
NASA/GE E3 low pressure turbine
[AIAA PAPER 84-1162] p 888 A84-44186
A flight test of laminar flow control leading-edge
systems
[NASA-TM-8S712] p 149 N84-14110
Airframe technology for aircraft energy efficiency —
economic factors
[NASA-TM-85749] p 328 N84-18154
Advanced aerodynamics. Selected • NASA research
[NASA-CP-2208] p 638 N84-27660
Acoustic flight testing of advanced design propellers on
a JetStar aircraft p 736 N84-27661
F-111 TACT natural laminar flow glove flight results
p 687 N84-27662
Measured transonic unsteady pressures on an energy
efficient transport wing with oscillating control surfaces
p665 N84-27663
Nacelle Aerodynamic and Inertial Loads (NAIL) project
[NASA-CR-165807] p 667 N84-27685
Advanced composite elevator for Boeing 727 aircraft
Volume 1: Technical summary
[NASA-CR-3290] p 688 NB4-27722
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project:
Final ACT configuration evaluation
[NASA-CR-3519] p689 N84-27723
Configuration design studies and wind tunnel tests of
an energy efficient transport with a high-aspect-ratio
supercritical wing
[NASA-CR-3524] p 740 N84-28727
Results of design studies and wind tunnel tests of
nigh-aspect-ratio supercritical wings for an energy efficient
transport
[NASA-CR-159332] p 754 N84-28735
Pressure distribution data from tests of 2.29-meter
(7.5-ft.) span EET high-lift research model in Langley 4-
by 7-meter tunnel
[NASA-TM-83111] p 754 N84-28739
Nacelle Aerodynamic and Inertial Loads (NAIL) project
[NASA-CR-3585] p772 N84-28777
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transpot
project-demonstration act system definition
[NASA-CR-165920] P 789 N84-28804
Energy efficient engine program contributions to aircraft
fuel conservation
[NASA-TM-83741] p 783 N84-29876
ACEE Composite Structures Technology: Review of
selected NASA research on composite materials and
structures
[NASA-CP-2321] p801 N84-29969
Residual-strength tests of L-1011 vertical fin
components after 10 and 20 years of simulated flight
service p 801 N84-29970
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
Sound-absorbing composite structures for gas-turbine
engines P 58 A84-11347
Influence of a parabolic-velocity profile on the acoustic
attenuation in a lined rectangular duct
p494 A84-28149
Noise transmission characteristics of advanced
composite structural materials p 735 A84-37938
Active sound reduction systems — headsets
[IZF-1983-8] p496 N84-22371
Measurement of the absorption coefficient using the
sound-intensity technique
[NASA-CH-173848J ' . p 941 N84-32115
Study of double wall panels for use in propeller driven
aircraft
[NASA-CR-173847] p941 N84-32116
ACOUSTIC DUCTS
A mapped factored implicit scheme for the computation
of duct and far field acoustics
[AIAA PAPER 84-0501] p 254 A84-18134
Acoustic power dissipation on radiation through duct
terminations - Experiments p 321 A84-21272
A wave envelope finite element scheme for acoustical
radiation p394 A84-25863
Influence of a parabolic-velocity profile on the acoustic
attenuation in a lined rectangular duct
p494 A84-28149
Investigation of a silencer for the powerplant of a modem
jet aircraft p449 A84-2S820
Propagation and radiation of sound from flanged circular
ducts with circumferentialry varying wall admittances. I
Semi-infinite ducts. II - Finite ducts with sources
p 631 A84-34746
Experiments on sound radiation from a duct with a
circumferentially varying liner p 735 A84-36488
An acoustic evaluation of circumferentially segmented
duct liners p 938 A84-44631
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
AE source identification by frequency spectral analysis
for an aircraft monitoring application
p237 A84-15909
Acoustic emission in aircraft structural integrity and
maintenance programs . p238 A84-15928
In-flight acoustic emission monitoring oi a wing
attachment component p 189 A84-15935
Effect of crack presence on in-flight airframe noises in
a wing attachment component p 189 A84-15936
Sound emission from an unsteady boundary layer
p495 A84-28813
Sound emission during the scattering of
Tollmein-Schlichting waves in a boundary layer on a
nonuniform surface p 478 A84-28815
Acoustic emission due to crack growth, crack face
rubbing and structural noise in the CC-130 Hercules
aircraft p 804 A84-40678
Acoustic emission: A brief introduction to some of its
uses in the aero engine industry
[PNR-90172] p536 N84-22571
ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
Excited annular jets of large inner diameter
p265 A84-21206
Tone generation by rotor-downstream strut interaction
p298 A84-22174
Formation of coherent structures in a turbulent wake
under acoustic excitation p378 A84-23319
Acoustic emission of structures excited by a turbulent
boundary layer - Influence of excitation-field modeling
p494 A84-28150
Aeroacoustic characteristics of acoustically excited
jets p494 A84-28804
Large deflection multimode response of clamped
rectangular panels to acoustic excitation, volume 1
[AD-A139622] p 624 N84-25107
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
The effect of tangential flow velocity on the impedance
of a hole in a body in a flow p495 A84-28817
Propagation and radiation of sound from flanged circular
ducts with circumferentially varying wall admittances. I
Semi-infinite ducts. II - Finite ducts with sources
p 631 A84-34746
Experimental study of noise transmission into a general
aviation aircraft
[NASA-CR-172357] p 820 N84-30888
ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY
Experimental studies of spontaneous and forced
transition on an axisymmetric body
[AIAA PAPER 84-0008] p 155 A84-17829
Interactions of unsteady acoustic and vortical
oscillations in axisymmetric cylindrical cavity
[AIAA PAPER 84-1635] p 844 A84-46116
ACOUSTIC LEVITATION
Development of the sonic pump levitation
[NASA-CR-161963] p 929 N84-32749
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
Instrumentation for in-flight acoustic measurements in
an engine intake
[AIAA PAPER 83-2733] p 56 A84-12326
Helicopter noise certification and sensitivity studies
along the procedural lines of the new ICAO Annex
16/Chapter 8 regulations p 277 A84-19620
Method for investigating unsteady aerodynamic pressure
pulsations on rotating fan blades p495 A84-28819
Acoustic measurements in high-speed subsonic jets
p 735 A84-36483
Acoustic wave propagation through shear layer of the
German-Dutch open jet wind tunnel (DNW)
[NLR-MP-83003-U] p 497 N84-22379
Nondestructive Evaluation Technology Working Group
report (IDA/OSD R and M (Institute for Defense
Analyses/Office of the Secretary of Defense Reliability
and Maintainability study)
[AD-A139484] p 563 N84-23919
Experimental investigation of shock-cell noise reduction
for dual-stream nozzles in simulated flight comprehensive
data report. Volume 1: Test nozzles and acoustic data
[NASA-CR-168336-VOL-1] p 567 N84-24323
Acoustic measurements of a full-scale rotor with four
tip shapes. Volume 1: Text appendices A and B
[NASA-TM-85878-VOL-1] p 567 N84-24327
Estimation of the flight parameters of low flying aircraft
using the radiated noise
[LFD-211] p595 N84-24569
Area equivalent method VISICALC (trade name). Users'
guide
[AD-A141430] P814 N84-29572
NASA/Army supported noise source/noise reduction
programs at Langley p 817 N84-29669
Instrumentation for in-flight acoustic measurements in
an engine intake
[NLR-MP-83060-U] p 820 N84-30898
Measurement of the absorption coefficient using the
sound-intensity technique
[NASA-CR-173848] p 941 N84-32115
Prediction of light aircraft interior sound pressure level
using the room equation
[NASA-CR-173840] p 941 N84-32117
ACOUSTIC NOZZLES
Jet noise modification by the 'whistler nozzle'
p393 A84-23355
On the propagation of sound in nozzles of variable
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bodies
[NASA-CR-173829J p 758 N84-29851
Potential application of artificial concepts to
aerodynamic simulation
[NASA-TM-85976] p 847 N84-31093
A review of some Reynolds number effects related to
bodies at high angles of attack
[NASA-CR-3809] p 848 N84-31097
Aerothermodynamic data base, phase C
[NASA-CR-173862] p911 N84-31259
Splash and spray from road vehicles and associated
topics: A bibliography
[CAR-8425] p 926 N84-31557
Aerothermodynamic data base
[NASA-CR-171807] p912 N84-32415
Investigation into the internal aerodynamic design and
associated errors in a fast descent ducted sonde for the
measurement of atmospheric pressure and temperature
(AMPARS phase 2)
[AD-A143189] p 933 N84-32969
Experimental investigation of shock-cell noise reduction
for single-stream nozzles in simulated flight,
comprehensive data report. Volume 2: Laser velocimeter
data
[NASA-CR-168234-VOL-2] p 942 N84-33149
High Reynolds number tests of the cast 10-2/DOA 2
airfoil in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel,
phase 2
[NASA-TM-86273] p 965 N84-33382
Flight operation manual for the MI-8 helicopter
[AD-A143860] p 976 N84-33407
Design study of test models of maneuvering aircraft
configurations for the National Transonic Facility (NTF)
[NASA-CR-3827] p 993 N84-33422
GROB G-112: Flight testing fulfills expectations
[NASA-TM-77745] p 978 N84-34438
AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
A new method for flight test determination of propulsive
efficiency and drag coefficient
[AIAA PAPER 83-2750] p 49 A84-12338
The effect of a slipstream on the lift and drag
characteristics of a wing of finite span
p 152 A84-16917
Free-flight and wind-tunnel data for a generic fighter
configuration p 152 A84-17401
Aerodynamics of very slender rectangular wing bodies
to high incidence p 153 A84-17407
Implementation of aircraft parameter identification
p200 A84-18610
Design of airfoils for a specified moment coefficient
p262 A84-19660
Modifying TRANDES to obtain given lift coefficient
p330 A84-24109
Aerodynamic calculation on the basis of the first three
terms of the Rice series for the single reflection of
rarefied-gas atoms from a rough surface
p406 A84-28286
Unsteady aerodynamic characterization of a military
aircraft in vertical gusts
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-16] p 507 A84-32484
Measurements of ground effect for delta wings
p575 A84-34466
General equations of motion for an elastic wing and
method Of solution p 805 A84-40843
Dual and single wing design integration-optimized for
decalage angle, R(e), and M(cr)
[AIAA PAPER 84-2161] . p 769 A84-41335
Flat spin of circular cylinders induced by artificial
roughness p 749 A84-42248
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Reynolds number effects on the aerodynamics of a body
with square cross-section p 749 A84-42249
Comparison of various drag coefficient expansions using
polynomials and splines
[AIAA PAPER 84-2113] p 751 A84-42358
A technique for determining powered-lift STOL aircraft
performance at sea level from flight data taken at
altitude p 867 A84-44461
Transonic wind tunnel wall interference minimization
p905 A84-44512
Parameters estimation of a nonstationary aerodynamics
model for longitudinal motion of aeroplane from (light
measurements p 898 A84-44948
Indicial aerodynamic coefficients for trapezoidal wings
. p834 A84-45009
Investigation of flow in the wake of a high-aspect-ratio
wing and the nonlinear moment characteristics of a
wing-fuselage model at large angles of attack
p840 A84-45719
Right measurements of hinged-plate wing-spoiler hinge
moments — dhc-6 Twin Otter series 100 aircraft
[NASA-TM-84343] p 17 N84-10021
Dynamic-stall regulation of the Darrieus turbine
[DE83-017994] p 98 N84-12097
Vortex flow simulations- past wings using the
Euler-equations p 101 N84-12118
Triservice program for extending missile aerodynamic
data base and prediction program using rational
modeling
[AO-A1324S5] p 107 N84-13166
Interacting boundary-layer solutions for laminar
separated flow past airfoils
[NASA-CR-172287] p 270 N84-16140
A recontoured, upper surface designed to increase the
maximum lift coefficient of a modified NACA 65 (0.82) (9.9)
airfoil section
[NASA-TM-85855] p 275 N84-17144
An analytical design procedure for the determination of
effective leading edge extensions on thick delta wings
[NASA-CR-172351] p 338 N84-19284
Use of adaptive walls in 2D tests
[NASA-TM-77380] p 371 N84-19359
Data acquisition and aerodynamic coefficient estimation
at high angles of attack p 511 N84-22542
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of wings with
thickness and camber by a new method based on the
modified vortex lattice method
[TAE-493] p584 N84-25640
Immersion of disk in compressible fluid at angle to free
surface p 724 N84-26930
' Effect of elastically suspended masses on stability of
elastic panels in supersonic stream p 665 N84-26949
Wave propagation from moving singularities and a
unified exposition of the linearized theory for aerodynamics
and acoustics
[DFVLR-FB-84-17] p 807 N84-29080
AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS
Flow past axisymmetric bodies with three
constant-velocity regions p 10 A84-10181
AD-1 oblique wing research aircraft pilot evaluation
program
[AIAA PAPER 83-2509] p 45 A84-10573
Grid generation in three dimensions by Poisson
equations with control of cell size and skewness at
boundary surfaces p 14 A84-11594
The use of computational fluid dynamics in the solution
of a number of aerodynamic transonic flow problems
p15 A84-11855
Application of the quadrature formula of cubic splines
to calculate potential flow past a system of aerodynamic
profiles p89 A84-13404
The wave drag of elongated star-shaped bodies at
moderate supersonic flight velocities p 93 A84-14889
Aerodynamics of a simple cone-derived waverider
[AIAA PAPER 84-0085] p 158 A84-17870
Transonic flow calculations using a flux vector splitting
method for the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0090] . p 158 A84-17875
Optimization and application of riblets for turbulent drag
reduction
[AIAA PAPER 84-0347] p 166 A84-18039
Comparison of full-potential and Euler solution
algorithms for transonic flowfield computations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0118] p 173 A84-19234
PAN AIR modeling studies. II - Sideslip option, network
gaps, three-dimensional forebody flow, and
thick-trailing-edge representation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0220] p 173 A84-19244
Nonlinear aerodynamic effects on bodies in supersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-0231] p 174 A84-19245
Aerodynamics of the helicopter rear fuselage upsweep
p 261 A84-19654
So what's new? — aircraft design history and future
p 258 A84-21723
Transport configuration wind tunnel tests with engine
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0592] p 364 A84-24183
Ram air parachute design considerations and
applications
[AIAA PAPER 64-0826] p 416 A84-26587
Treatment of supersonic configurations by an updated
low-order panel method p 429 A84-26952
Slender body theory and optimization procedures for
transonic lifting wing bodies p 429 A84-26956
The aerodynamic design of the Airbus A300-600
[DGLH PAPER 83-123] p 436 A84-29683
Row visualization as an aerodynamic diagnostic tool
p618 A84-33850
On the aerodynamic optimization of supersonic wings
-Thesis p575 A84-34500
Mesh generation strategies for CFD on complex
configurations p 578 A84-35328
Numerical solution of the Euler equation for a
compressible flow problem p 579 A84-35354
Elements of the theory of a class of ill posed extremum
problems — for aerodynamic configuration and airfoil
optimization p 732 A84-37227
Flow prediction for propfan configurations using Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-1645] p 652 A84-38032
Theoretical investigation into forward swept wings -
p682 A84-38411
Methodological aspects of the testing of aerodynamic
models with combustion in high-enthalpy blowdown wind
tunnels p 655 A84-38673
Performance trades of two-surface and three-surface
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2221 ] p 684 A84-39277
Tandem fan applications in advanced STOVL fighter
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-1402] p 777 A84-40245
The three-dimensional turbulence transport properties
in the boundary layers of conical body configurations at
Mach3
[AIAA PAPER 84-1528] p 743 A84-40815
On the aerodynamic optimization of mini-RPV and small
GA aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2163] p 769 A84-41336
Reynolds number effects on the aerodynamics of a body
with square cross-section p 749 A84-42249
An overview of some monoplanar missile programs
p739 A84-42280
Cone-derived waveriders with longitudinal curvature
[AIAA PAPER 84-2100] p 750 A84-42350
The aerodynamics of some guided projectiles
[AIAA PAPER 84-2097] p 752 A84-42373
Application of an optimization method to high
performance propeller designs
[AIAA PAPER 84-1203] p 888 A84-44181
Flow simulations for nacelle-propeller configurations
using Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2143] p 827 A84-44192
Advanced numerical methods for analysis and design
in aircraft aerodynamics p 831 A84-44932
Experimental validation by flight measurement of the
pressure distribution computed on Pilatus PC-7 wing using
a three dimensional aerodynamic panel program
p869 A84-44949
Validation of a transonic analysis code for use in
preliminary design of advanced transport configurations
p832 A84-44971
Structural optimization with non linear constraints
p918 A84-45057
Bodies of revolution with minimum wave resistance in
sonic gas flow p 959 A84-47079
An analysis of the natural vibrations of fuselage-type
complex structures as systems with imposed constraints
p 1007 A84-47579
Redesigning fuselage compartments by the special
contour method p973 A84-47580
Nonlinear aerodynamic effects on bodies in supersonic
flow p963 A84-49094
Gates-Piaggio 180 - No aerodynamic compromises?
p975 A84-49371
Computational methods for subsonic and transonic
aerodynamic design p 95 N84-12074
Aerodynamic design for overall vehicle performance
P121 N84-12077
Transonic empirical configuration design process
p121 N84-12079
Transonic configuration design p 121 N84-12081
Optimization of waverider configurations generated from
non-axisymmetric flows past a nearly circular cone
p 176 N84-15108
Computational procedures in transonic aerodynamic
design
[NLR-MP-82020-U] p 179 N84-15131
The drag of magnetically suspended wind-tunnel models
with nose-cones of various shapes
[NASA-TM-77325] p 270 N84-16137
SUN WORSHIPER: McCready's Solar Challenger flies
over the English Channel
[NASA-TM-77327] p 292 N84-16166
High altitude aerodynamic platform concept evaluation
and prototype engine testing
[NASA-TM-58256] p 299 N84-16182
A study of prediction methods for the high
angle-of-attack aerodynamics of straight wings and fighter
aircraft
[NASA-CR-3764] p 273 N84-17131
Airloads research study. Volume 2: Airload coefficients
derived from wind tunnel data
[NASA-CR-170410] p 294 N84-17174
Aerodynamic design for improved manueverability by
use of three-dimensional transonic theory
[NASA-TP-2282] p 335 N84-18161
An investigation of new possibilities to simplify the
standard supersonic area rule
[AD-A137018] p 341 N84-19297
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic effects
of forward facing wedges on the upper surface and leading
edge of an aerofoil, with emphasis on high angles of
attack
[ARL-AERO-TECH-MEMO-356] p 408 N84-20477
Wingtip vortex propeller
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13019-1 ] p 411 N84-20495
The present calculation method of adhering layers on
aircraft wings
[AD-A137585] '
 r "p411 N84-20496
Investigation of operational and design factors resulting
from main rotor and tail rotor interactions
[AD-A137710] p411 N84-20497
Computational methods for subsonic and transonic
aerodynamic design
[AD-B079994] p414 N84-21524
A collection of procedures for defining airplane surfaces
for input to PANAIR p 492 N84-22220
The computation of mesh configurations for
three-dimensional flow analysis p 492 N84-22221
Evaluation of 3-D graphics software: A case study
p 492 N84-22222
Using a commercial CAD system for simultaneous input
to theoretical aerodynamic programs and wind-tunnel
model construction p492 N84-22223
The design and operational development of
self-streamlining 2-dimensional flexible walled test
sections
[NASA-CR-172328] p 510 N84-22534
Development and analysis of a STOL supersonic cruise
fighter concept
[NASA-TM-85777] p 528 N84-22553
Transonic flow around protruding comer with free
streamline p 513 N84-22796
The new calibration tank for engine simulators at DFVLR
Goettingen p 546 N84-23593
Recent developments in store separation and grid survey
techniques using the ARA Two-Sting Rig
p515 N84-23595
Recent developments in the measurement of
time-dependent pressures p515 N84-23601
Investigation of aerodynamics of non axisymmetric
projectiles
[AD-A139107] p517 NS4-23609
Development of MCAERO wing design panel method
with interactive graphics module
[NAS 1.60:3775] p 529 N84-23623
Aeropropulsive characteristics of
nonaxisymmetric-nozzle thrust reversers at Mach numbers
from 0 to 1.20
[NASA-TP-2306] p 581 N84-24538
An investigation into the nature and control of vortex
flow round helicopter upsweep
[BU-285] p 582 N84-24544
The aerodynamic effects of cavities in a body
[BU-289] p582 N84-24547
Tandem fan applications in advanced STOVL fighter
configurations
[NASA-TM-83689] p 605 N84-24579
.Acoustic measurements of a full-scale rotor with four
tip shapes. Volume 2: Appendices C, 0, E and F
[NASA-TM-85878-VOL-21 p 631 N84-25426
Application of an optimization method to high
performance propeller designs
[NASA-TM-83710] p 572 N84-25607
The influence of V/STOL on wing design and tailplane
design p 597 N84-25627
A technique for optimizing the aerodynamic design of
a generalized combat aircraft with forward swept wings
for the purposes of stability and control investigation
[CA-8325] p598 N84-25700
Towards a better understanding of helicopter external
noise
[SNIAS-832-210-113] p 632 N84-26388
Aerodynamic design using numerical optimization
[NASA-TM-85550] p 662 N84-26661
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Low-speed investigation of effects of wing leading- and
trailing-edge flap deflections and canard incidence on a
fighter configuration equipped with a forward-swept wing
[NASA-TM-85795J p 662 N84-26667
Design study for a low density wind tunnel
[INPE-3072-TDL/160] p 706 N84-26707
Aerodynamic and thermal characteristics of
3-dimenstonal stellate bodies in rarefied gas
p663 NB4-26915
F-111 TACT natural laminar flow glove flight results
p 687 N84-27662
Unconventional missile concepts from consideration of
varied mission requirements
[NASA-TM-85829] p 666 N84-27679
Study of aerodynamic technology for
single-cruise-engine VSTOL fighter/attack aircraft, phase
1
[NASA-CR-166268] p 668 N84-27693
PAN AIR: A computer program for predicting subsonic
or supersonic linear potential flows about arbitrary
configurations using a high order panel method. Volume
2: User's manual (version 1.1)
[NASA-CR-3252] p 668 N84-27698
Application of selected advanced technologies to high
performance, single-engine, business airplanes
[NASA-CR-172361] p 688 N84-27719
Current development at National Aerospace Laboratory
(NLR) and Fokker in computer aided aerodynamic
design
[NLR-MP-83031-U] p 734 N84-28530
Study of transonic flow over swept wings
[NASA-CR-173799] p 754 N84-28734
Wind tunnel tests of high-lift systems for advanced
transports using high-aspect-ratio supercritical wings
[NASA-CR-3523] p 755 N84-28742
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic effects
of forward facing wedges on the upper surface and leading
edge of an aerofoil, with emphasis at high angles of
attack
[AD-A142053] p 757 N84-28755
Energy efficient engine: Turbine intermediate case and
low-pressure turbine component test hardware detailed
design report
[NASA-CR-167973] p 781 N84-28789
Experience with transonic unsteady aerodynamic
calculations
[NASA-TM-86278] p 849 N84-32353
Design of a composite wing extension for a general
aviation aircraft
[NASA-CR-173832] p 880 N84-32377
Computer studies of hybrid-slotted working sections with
minimum interference at subsonic speeds
[NASA-TM-86002] p 881 N84-32379
A mathematical simulation model of the CH-47B
helicopter, volume 2
[NASA-TM-84351-VOL-2] p 881 N84-32380
Development and flight evaluation of an augmented
stability active controls concept with a small tail
[NASA-CR-173880] p 903 N84-32395
Flight Test Techniques
[AGARD-CP-373] p 949 N84-34396
Determination of external store drag
p 976 N84-34397
Role of aerodynamics in Tupolev, llyushin aircraft
designs p967 NS4-34426
Ground vibration test of F-16 airplane with initial
decoupler pylon
[NASA-TM-86259] p 978 N84-34439
AERODYNAMIC DRAG
An analytical study of the induced drag of
canard-wing-tail aircraft configurations with various levels
of static stability p 63 A84-11170
A new method for flight test determination of propulsive
efficiency and drag coefficient
[AIAA PAPER 83-2750] p 49 A84-12338
Profile design for wings and propellers
p95 A84-15411
Minimum induced drag of wings with curved planlorm
p 153 A84-17415
Performance of large-eddy breakup devices at
post-transitional Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 84-0345] , p 241 A84-18037
A nonlinear structural concept for drag-reducing
compliant walls . p 329 A84-23365
Thrust and drag of aircraft - Prediction and verification
[AIAA PAPER 84-0611] p 348 A84-24197
An investigation of civil transport aft body drag using a
three-dimensional wake survey method
[AIAA PAPER 84-0614] p331 A84-24198
Form drag instability and multiple equilibria in the
barotropic case p 486 A84-26603
Drag of a tubular projectile with internal blockage
p 405 A84-27447
Motion of solid bodies in combustible gas mixtures
p477 A84-28385
The aeroballistic characteristics of a slotted-square
parachute
[AIAA PAPER 84-0791] p 408 A84-29970
Ballistic orbital motion in a rotating atmosphere
[AAS PAPER 83-416] p 547 A84-30593
Air-ice drag coefficients for first-year sea ice derived
from aircraft measurements p 628 A84-34508
Injection into a turbulent boundary layer through different
porous surfaces p715 A84-36499
The aerodynamic optimization of wings in the subsonic
speed range and the influence of the design of the wing
tips — German thesis p639 A84-36992
Wave models of turbulent flow over compliant
surfaces p805 A84-41129
Induced drag reduction with wing tip mounted
propellers
[AIAA PAPER 84-2149] p 769 A84-41329
The minimum induced drag, longitudinal trim and static
longitudinal stability of two-surface and three-surface
airplanes
[AIAA PAPER 84-2164] p 785 A84-41337
Comparison of various drag coefficient expansions using
polynomials and splines
[AIAA PAPER 84-2113] p 751 A84-42358
Progress in natural laminar flow research
[AIAA PAPER 84-2222] p 807 A84-42617
Explicit guidance of drag modulated aeroassisted
transfer between elliptical orbits
[AIAA PAPER 84-1848] p 909 A84-43415
The role of airfoil geometry in minimizing the effect of
insect contamination of laminar flow sections
[AIAA PAPER 84-2170] p 828 A84-44199
Effects of icing on performance of a research airplane
p 851 A84-44514
Double shock wave almost halves drag
p 846 A84-46476
A more accurate calculation of the induced drag of a
wing in subsonic flow using the method of discrete
vortices p958 A84-47069
Numerical computation of base flow for a projectile at
transonic speeds
[AD-A130293] p 18 N84-10027
Polyurethane aircraft coatings for fuel savings
p3 N84-11096
Dynamic-stall regulation of the Darrieus turbine
[DE83-017994J p 98 N84-12097
Tabulation of data from tests of an NPL 9510 airfoil In
the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TM-84579] p 105 N84-13151
The drag of magnetically suspended wind-tunnel models
with nose-cones of various shapes
[NASA-TM-77325] p 270 N84-16137
Minimal drag for wings with prescribed lift, roll moment
and yaw moment
[AD-A134572] p 272 N84-16152
Navier-Stokes computations of projectile base flow at
transonic speeds with and without base injection
[AD-A135783] p 337 N84-18176
Wind tunnel tests on a nonaxisymmetric projectile shape
at Mach numbers 2.5 to 6.0
[AO-A135784] p 337 N84-18177
Trending of cruise drag -- aircraft performances
[NLR-TR-82078-U] p 351 N84-18200
An investigation of new possibilities to simplify the
standard supersonic area rule
[AD-A137018] p341 N84-19297
Use of adaptive walls in 2D tests
[NASA-TM-77380] p 371 N84-19359
Demonstration of the coast-down technique for
determining train resistances
[NASA-CR-173468) p 413 N84-21515
An interactive system for the analysis and constrained
minimization of induced drag of aircraft configurations
(SAMID)
[NLR-MP-82057-U] p414 N84-21523
Model identification and parameter estimation of the
power, lift, and drag of light aircraft from a single
maneuver p 527 N84-22552
Test techniques for jet effects on fighter aircraft
p528 NS4-23589
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A140895] p 663 N84-26671
Aerodynamic and thermal characteristics of
3-dimensional stellate bodies in rarefied gas
p663 NS4-26915
Effect of elastically suspended masses on stability of
elastic panels in supersonic stream p 665 N84-26949
In-night lift and drag measurements on a first generation
jet transport equipped with winglets p 667 N84-27689
Wing design for minimum drag with practical
constraints p 878 N84-31109
Development and flight evaluation of an augmented
stability active controls concept with a small tail
[NASA-CR-173880] p 903 N84-32395
The nature and origin of refractory inclusions in the
Allende meteorite p 945 N84-33318
Transonic equivalence rule with lift
[AD-A143591] p 966 N84-33389
A discrete element prediction approach for turbulent flow
over rough surfaces p 1009 N84-33744
Laminar flow control - viscous simulation
p 1010 N84-33764
Determination of external store drag
p976 N84-34397
A technique to determine lift and drag polars in flight
p966 N84-34402
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Aerodynamic forces arising in the blade passages of
turbomachine impellers p 16 A84-12172
The design of control forces and their adaptation in a
flight test, taking into account the example of the DO
228 p 120 A84-15414
Sail theory p152 A84-16928
Flutter analysis using nonlinear aerodynamic forces
p268 A84-22170
Motion-induced aerial forces for detached flow and their
application to the study of structural response — German
thesis p268 A84-22249
Hinge moments of a control surface with a
servocompensator or a two-part control surface with
allowance for the deformation of their kinematic
connection p 304 A84-22324
Lateral aerodynamics of delta wings with leading-edge
separation p 329 A84-23352
A new method for calculating supersonic unsteady
aerodynamic forces and its application
p 330 A84-23S04
Measured aerodynamic forces on three typical helicopter
tail boom cross sections p 348 A84-25194
Experimental measurements of the aerodynamic surface
pressures on spinning bodies p 332 A84-25214
An experimental study of the aerodynamic shielding of
the air intake of a turbojet engine from the exhaust
gases p 357 A84-25567
Aerodynamic Decelerator and Balloon Technology
Conference, 8th, Hyannis, MA, April 2-4,1984, Technical
Papers p 414 A84-26551
Experimental determination of the input parameters to
the parachute equations of motion
[AIAA PAPER 84-0798] p 401 A84-26566
The coupled response of turbomachinery bladlng to
aerodynamic excitations . p 448 AS4-26959
Aerodynamic effects of moveable sidewall nozzle
geometry and rotor exit restriction on the performance of
a radial turbine
[SAE PAPER 831517] p 451 A84-29460
Vibration of impellers. V - Measurement of resonant
vibratory stresses of an impeller and pressure distribution
due to aerodynamic excitation p 558 A84-32764
A parachute opening shock p 518 A84-32962
On the convergence of unsteady generalized
aerodynamic forces p 574 A84-34460
Finite element approximation to Theodorsen's solution
for non-steady aerodynamics of an airfoil section '
[AIAA PAPER 84-1640] p 651 A84-38027
An approximate solution of aircraft lateral-directional limit
cycle oscillation induced by aerodynamic hysteresis
p 785 A84-41777
Active control of asymmetric vortex effects in circular
cylinder »
[AIAA PAPER 84-2101] p 751 A84-42351
An experimental study of the flutter of a controlled
stabilizer with nonlinearities in the control mechanism
during the electromechanical modeling of aerodynamic
forces p874 A84-45743
Re-examination of the maximum normalized
vortex-induced side force — for aerodynamic design
p 964 A84-49503
XTRAN2L A program for solving the general-frequency
unsteady transonic small disturbance equation
[NASA-TM-85723] p 105 N84-13150
An approximate method of estimating the aerodynamic
interference between two parallel bodies (normal force and
side force)
[NAL-TR-752] p 105 N84-13154
Aerodynamic force measurements with a strain-gage
balance in a cryogenic wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-2251 ] p 107 N84-13162
Triservice program for extending missile aerodynamic
data base and prediction program using rational
modeling
[AD-A132455J p 107 N84-13166
Determination of elevator and rudder hinge forces on
the Learjet model 55 aircraft p 247 N84-15604
Aeroelastic analysis using nonlinear aerodynamic
methods
[AD-A135133] p 275 N84-17146
Doublet point method for calculations on oscillatory
lifting surfaces. Parti: Subsonic flow
[NAL-TR-781-PT-1] p 336 N84-18168
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Comparative force measurements on half and whole
models of a heavy lift wing in the large wind tunnel
Emmen
[F/W-50-1596] p341 NB4-19301
Minimum time turns with direct sideforce
[AD-A136958] p 352 N84-19342
Analysis of wind gust data p 393 N84-20308
Generalization of the subsonic kernel function in the
s-piane, with applications to flutter analysis
[NASA.TP-2292] p 409 NB4-20480
A self-contained captive trajectory system for a
btowdown wind tunnel p 546 N84-23596
New methods of excitation, acquisition and data
reduction about unsteady wind tunnel tests
p515 NS4-23599
A mathematical model of the UH-60 helicopter
[NASA-TM-85890] p 542 N84-23653
Doublet point method for calculations on oscillatory
lifting surfaces. Part 2: Supersonic flow
[NAL-TR-785-PT-2] p 586 N84-25649
A theoretical analysis of the aerodynamic and structural
forces associated with a ribbon parachute canopy in steady
descent p 587 N84-25671
Operation and performance measurement on engines
in sea-level test facilities: Introduction and general
survey p612 N84-25724
Protection equipment against high velocity ejections —
pilot ejection
[STPA/CIN-6] p675 N84-27705
Evaluation of aerodynamic admittance of a model bridge
oscillating with vertical motion
[NMI-R-175] p729 N84-28104
The aerodynamic admittance of model bridges
[NMI-H-176] p729 N84-28105
Gasdynamic study of model with combustion in shock
tunnel p 907 N84-32061
Investigation of the external flow analysis for density
measurements at high altitude — shuttle upper atmosphere
mass spectrometer experiment
[NASA-CR-173881] p 849 N84-32352
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Description and application of a stand-alone airborne
aerodynamic data-recording system
[AIAA PAPER 83-2757] p 56 A84-12344
Roughness induced transition and heat transfer
augmentation in hypersonic environments
[AIAA PAPER 84-0631] p 380 A84-24208
A conditional-sampling study of the interaction of two
turbulent wakes p 557 A84-32600
The application of surface hot film in aerodynamic
testing p718 A84-37909
Turbulent boundary layer behind constant velocity shock
including wall blowing effects p 805 A84-40829
Effect of Mach and Reynolds numbers on heat transfer
at the blunt leading edge of a variable-sweep wing in the
region of bow-wave incidence p 840 A84-45723
Heat transfer in the nose section of axisymmetric objects
under conditions of nonseparated and separated flows
p 845 A84-46237
An experimental verification of heat flux measurements
using two-layer thermoindicating coatings
P1006 A84-47071
Nonlinear modeling and initial condition estimation for
identifying the aerothermodynamic environment of the
Space Shuttle Orbiter
[AD-A136928] ^ p 372 N84-19391
Aerodynamic and thermal characteristics of
3-dimensk>nal stellate bodies in rarefied gas
p663 N84-26915
AERODYNAMIC HEATING
Thermal environment of missiles in captive flight
[AIAA PAPER 83-2764] p 16 A84-12350
Hypersonic flow past evaporating bodies at angles of
attack p 404 A84-27062
The engineering numerical technique for the
determination of the inviscid flow field and heating rate
on ballistic re-entry vehicles p 645 A84-37907
Protuberance interference heating in high-speed flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1724] p 722 A84-39368
Thermal response of Space Shuttle wing during reentry
heating
[AIAA PAPER 84-1761] p 742 A84-40813
A criterion for comparing materials for a 'hof structure
p 1006 A84-47084
Computational modeling of aerodynamic heating for
XM797 nose cap configurations
[AD-A133684] p 175 N84-14126
Boundary-layer trip effectiveness and computations of
aerodynamic heating for XM797 nose-tip configurations
[AD-A128036] p 271 N84-16148
Thermal control of tethered satellite in a very low altitude
aerodynamic mission p 373 N84-19444
Interaction of unsteady spatial boundary layer with
hypersonic flow near rapidly heated portion of surface
p513 N84-22794
Status of new aerothermodynamic analysis tool for
high-temperature resistant transparencies
[AD-P003236] p 724 N84-26649
Studies of boundary layer transition and surface
roughness effects in hypersonic flow
[AD-A140803] p 662 N84-26670
Aerodynamic heating computations for projectiles.
Volume 1: In-depth heat conduction modifications to the
ABRES shape change code (BRLASCC)
[AD-A143252] p 850 N84-32359
Aerodynamic heating computations for projectiles.
Volume 2: Swept wing calculations using the planar version
of the ABRES shape change code (PLNRASCC)
[AD-A143253] . p 850 N84-32360
Aerodynamic heating computations for projectiles.
Volume 3: BRL interactive plotting program
(BRLINPLOT)
[AD-A143254] p 850 N84-32361
A study of leeside flow field heat transfer on Shuttle
Orbiter configuration
[NASA-CR-172362] p911 N84-32410
AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE
Computation of propeller nacelle interference flows
using streamtube co-ordinates p 13 A84-11586
Studies on blade-to-blade and rotor-fuselage-tail
interferences p 119 A84-14761
Finite difference computation of the aerodynamic
interference of wing-pylon-store combinations at transonic
speeds p 151 A84-16839
Wind tunnel wall interference corrections for aircraft
models in the transonic regime p 231 A84-17408
The application of a second generation low-order panel
method - program Vsaero' - to powerplant installation
studies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0122] p 196 A84-17895
Pan Air applications to mutual interference effects due
to close proximity — computer program for subsonic and
supersonic flow calculation about complex aircraft
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0217] p 162 A84-17953
The wind tunnel simulation of propulsion jets and their
modeling by congruent plumes including limits of
applicability
[AIAA PAPER 84-0232] p 231 A84-17962
Investigation of the effects of a small centrally located
fence on two-jet upwash flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0533] p 168 A84-18154
PAN AIR prediction of NASA Ames 12-foot pressure
wind-tunnel interference on a fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 84-0219] p 173 A84-19243
Calculation of rotor/airframe interference for realistic
configurations p 287 A84-19638
Sidewall effects on airfoil tests p 306 A84-21521
Transport configuration wind tunnel tests with engine
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0592] p 364 A84-24183
Civil turbofan propulsion system integration studies using
powered testing techniques at ARA, Bedford
[AIAA PAPER 84-0593] p 355 A84-24184
Wall pressure measurements for three-dimensional
transonic tests
[AIAA PAPER 84-0599] p 365 A84-24188
Three-dimensional testing in a flexible-wall wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0623] p 366 A84-24203
A slotted test section numerical model for interference
assessment
[AIAA PAPER 84-0627] p 366 A84-24205
An experimental investigation of transonic wind tunnel
wall interference effect on airfoil testing
p369 A84-25997
The active and passive influencing of shock boundary
layer interference at supercritical aircraft wings
[DGLR PAPER 83-059] p 509 A84-33150
Two-dimensional wind-tunnel interference from
measurements on two contours p 574 A84-34459
Experimental investigation of wall interference and
two-dimensionality of the flow in a transonic airfoil wind
tunnel p 576 A84-35017
Progress toward a model to describe
jet/aerodynamic-surface interference effects
p638 A84-36481
A simple estimation procedure of roll-rate derivatives
for finned vehicles p 702 A84-36567
A calculation method for propeller-wing interferences
p645 A84-37911
Surface pressures on a flat plate with dual jet
configurations p646 A84-37932
Application of panel methods in external store load
calculations p646 A84-37940
Direct derivative measurements in the presence of sting
plunging
[AIAA PAPER 84-2107] p 792 A84-42355
Validation of a wall-interference assessment/correction
procedure for airfoil tests in the Langley 0.3-meter
Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-2151] p 905 A84-44191
Application of panel method to wake vortex/wing
interaction and comparison with experiment
[AIAA PAPER 84-2182] p 827 A84-44194
The use of multipoles for calculating the aerodynamic
interference between bodies of revolution
p829 A84-44509
Wind tunnel wall influence considering 20 high lift
configurations p905 A84-44935
PAN AIR applications to mutual interference effects —
computer program for subsonic and supersonic flow
calculation about complex aircraft configurations
p 963 A84-49093
A study of the aerodynamic interactions of the tail rotor
and fin
[AD-A130757] P 19 N84-10030
Special Course on Subsonic/Transonic Aerodynamic
Interference for Aircraft
[AGARD-R-712] p 87 N84-12072
Subsonic/Transonic Aerodynamic Interference for
Aircraft Introductory remarks p 95 N84-12073
Computational methods for subsonic and transonic
aerodynamic design p 95 N84-12074
Subsonic/transonic viscous interactions
p95 N84-12075
Aerodynamic design for overall vehicle performance
p 121 N84-12077
Application of computational procedures in aerodynamic
design p 121 N84-12078
Transonic empirical configuration design process
p 121 N84-12079
Aerodynamic interference: A general overview
p96 N84-12080
Transonic configuration design (fighter)
p122 N84-12082
External stores interference p 96 N84-12083
Interference problems in aircraft design
p96 N84-12084
Engine/airframe interference p 96 N84-12085
Engine-airframe interference effects
p96 N84-12086
A study of wing-body aerodynamic interference of a light
twin aircraft utilizing a panel method potential flow
program p 104 N84-12134
An approximate method of estimating the aerodynamic
interference between two parallel bodies (normal force and
sideforce)
[NAL-TR-752] p 105 N84-13154
Suppression of interference flutter by composite
tailoring p 228 N84-14155
Special opportunities in helicopter aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-84396] p 270 N84-16138
Calculation of the aerodynamic flow field in the vicinity
of a Sea King helicopter
[ARL-AERO-REPT-158] p 273 N84-17128
TWINTN4: A program for transonic four-wall
interference assessment in two-dimensional wind
tunnels
[NASA-CR-3777] p 307 N84-17189
An experimental investigation of nacelle-pylon
installation on an unswept wing at subsonic and transonic
[NASA-TP-2246] p 335 N84-18162
A study of the aerodynamic interference effects during
aerial refueling
[AO-A136895] p 339 N84-19290
Two-dimensional wind tunnel wall interference
[AD-A138964] p412 N84-20499
Application of computational procedures in aerodynamic
design
[NLR-MP-83012-U] p414 N84-21521
Test techniques for jet effects on fighter aircraft
p528 N84-23589
Design of a wind tunnel afterbody model for the
development of a transonic combat aircraft
p515 N84-23591
Development and application of an analysis of
axisymmetric body effects on helicopter rotor
aerodynamics using modified slender body theory
[NASA-TM-85934] p 847 N84-31090
AERODYNAMIC LOADS
A prediction method for characteristics of cooled
transonic turbines with low aspect ratio and high load
p 59 A84-12043
Structural flight load testing pre and post flight
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 83-2763] p 50 A84-12349
A study of stresses on the surface of a plane obstacle
in an underexpanded jet of a rarefied gas
p95 A84-15763
Dynamic load measurements with delta wings
undergoing self-induced roll oscillations
p225 A84-17404
A method for predicting wing response to buffet loads
p 195 A84-17413
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A method for prediction ol jet-induced loads on
thrust-reversing ajrcraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0222] . .'. p 196 A84-17954
Comparison of measured and calculated airloads on an
energy efficient-transport wing model equipped with
oscillating control surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-0301 ] p 165 AS4-18008
A lifting line theory for curved helicopter blades in
hovering and axial flight p 261 A84-19655
A simple method for the derivation of isolated and
installed store loads p 267 A84-21796
Airfoil shape and thickness effects on transonic airloads
and flutter p 347 A84-24107
Determination of non-linear loads on oscillating models
in wind tunnels p 368 AS4-25218
A semi-empirical theory to predict the load-time history
of an inflating parachute
[AIAA PAPER 84-0814] p 402 A84-26578
Pressure distributions on parachute ribbon shapes
[AIAA PAPER 84-0815) p 402 A84-26579
Steady state stresses in ribbon parachute canopies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0816] p 416 A84-26580
Separated flow unsteady aerodynamics for propfan
applications
[AIAA PAPER 84-0874] p 505 A84-31687
Evaluation of flutter impact for repaired T-38
stabilizers
[AIAA PAPER 84-0904] p 524 A84-31691
Optimal control applied to aircraft flutter suppression
p541 A84-32713
Effects of structural coupling on mistimed cascade flutter
and response
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-117] p618 A84-33701
Supersonic missile aerodynamic and performance
relationships for long-range mission profiles
p677 A84-36554
Application of panel methods in external store load
calculations p 646 A84-37940
Aerothermal loads analysis for high speed flow over a
quilted surface configuration — metallic Thermal Protection
System panels simulation for Space Shuttle
[AIAA PAPER 84-1630] p 651 A84-38019
System for the automatic computation of aircraft
loading p 770 A84-41649
A new aerodynamic integral equation based on an
acoustic formula in the time domain p 830 A84-44649
Validation of design methods and data by flight test
p869 A84-44947
Design procedure of an active Load Alleviation System
(LAS) p 899 A84-44979
A calculation of load distribution in wings in a supersonic
flow p839 A84-45711
Determination of aerodynamic loads in supersonic flow
for the analysis of aircraft flutter at low Strouhal
numbers p 921 A84-45742
Maximum loading capability of axial flow compressors
p 691 A84-45961
Application of NLR's numerical simulation methods to
the transonic potential flow about oscillating wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-1564] p 844 A84-46113
The vibratory airioading of helicopter rotors
p875 A84-46273
Hub loads reduction by modification of blade torsional
response p 876 A84-46342
Preliminary study on forward loaded cascades designed
with inverse method for low pressure turbine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-65] p 952 A84-46912
The dynamics of parachute opening
p 961 A84-47390
A study of the aerodynamic interactions of the tail rotor
and (in
[AD-A130757] p 19 N84-10030
Study of an asymptotic method for helicopter rotor blade
aerodynamic loads p 104 N84-12135
Loads and aeroelasticity division research and
technology accomplishments for FY 1982 and plans for
FY1983
[NASA-TM-84594] p 178 N84-15120
The effect of superposing ripple loading of maneuver
load cycles
[AO-A132653] p 205 N84-15148
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data for
Navy and Marine fleet aircraft from 1 January 1962 to
31 December 1982
[AD-A134289] p 292 N84-16169
Effect of blade structural parameters on helicopter
vibrational characteristics
[AD-A134547] p 293 N84-16174
Helicopter rotor wake geometry and its influence in
forward flight. Volume 1: Generalized wake geometry
and wake effect on rotor airloads and performance
[NASA-CR-3726] p 275 N84-17149
The cumulative exceedance distribution for
accelerations due to turbulence encountered by a CT/4A
air trainer
[AD-A135640] p 363 N84-18211
Testing for severe aerodynamtcally induced vibration
environments p 342 N84-19905
Prediction of fatigue crack-growth patterns and lives in
three-dimensional cracked bodies
[NASA-TM-85787] p 561 N84-22979
Operational loads on B-747 aircraft Design
assumptions, actual experience and maintenance
aspects P 691 N84-26569
Nacelle Aerodynamic and Inertial Loads (NAIL) project
[NASA-CR-165807] p 667 N84-27685
KC-135 Winglet Program Review
[NASA-CP-2211] p667 N84-27686
KC-135 wing and wingfet flight pressure distributions,
loads, and wing deflection results with some wind tunnel
comparisons P 667 N84-27688
Energy efficient engine: Low-pressure turbine subsonic
cascade component development and integration
program
[NASA-CR-165592] P 701 N84-27738
Pressure distribution data from tests of 2.29-meter
(7.5-ft.) span EET high-lift research model in Langley 4-
by 7-meter tunnel
[NASA-TM-83111] p 754 N84-28739
Measurement of unsteady aerodynamic pressures
[ESA-TT-834] p 757 N84-28757
Nacelle Aerodynamic and Inertial Loads (NAIL) project
(NASA-CR-3585) p 772 N84-28777
Results of the AFRSI detailed-environment test of the
0.035-scale SSV pressure-loads model 84-0 in the Ames
11x11 ft. TWT and the Lewis 8x6 ft and 10x10 ft SWT
(OA-310A. B, C), volume 2
[ N AS A-CR-167686] p911 N84-31260
Results of the AFRSI detailed-environment test of the
0.035-scale SSV pressure-loads model 84-0 in the Ames
11x11 ft. TWT and the Lewis 8x6 ft. and 10x10 ft. SWT
(OA-310A, B, C), volume 1
[NASA-CR-167685] p911 N84-31261
NASA rotor system research aircraft flight-test data
report: Helicopter and compound configuration
[NASA-TM-85843] p 881 N84-32381
Aerothermodynamic data base
[NASA-CR-171807] p912 N84-32415
Aerodynamic feasibility for airborne retrieval of a
remotely piloted vehicle
[AD-A143695] p 976 N84-33404
Flight test techniques used for proof of structural integrity
of Tornado when carrying external stores
p977 N84-34413
AERODYNAMIC NOISE
Supersonic jet screech tone cancellation
p82 A84-10136
Effect of edge-tone noise on supercritical airfoil data
p82 A84-10145
Effects of streamwise variations in noise levels and
spectra on supersonic boundary-layer transition
[AIAA PAPER 84-0010] p 155 A84-17830
The role of Helmholtz number in jet noise
[AIAA PAPER 84-0403] p 253 A84-18069
Propeller tone bursts p320 A84-21213
Correction of fan noise for effects of forward flight
p297 A84-21217
High frequency green function for aerodynamic noise
in moving media. I - General theory. II - Noise from a
spreading jet p 321 A84-21273
Prediction of sources moving at high speed as applied
to helicopter and propeller noise
[AIAA PAPER 84-0251 ] p 321 A84-21858
Broadband noise of turbofan compressors - Potential
role of inertial waves due to rotating flows — French
thesis p 393 A84-25816
Pressure and velocity fields induced by vortex shedding
in a turbulent wake p 406 A84-28147
Multivariable analysis of obstacle noise
p 493 A84-28148
Acoustic emission of structures excited by a turbulent
boundary layer - Influence of excitation-field modeling
p494 A84-28150
The acoustics of turbulent flow p 494 A84-28802
Noise intensity and spectrum in a turbulent boundary
layer on a flat plate p 494 A84-28806
The spectrum of spatial correlations of turbulent
pressure pulsations at a wall at high Reynolds numbers
p 407 A84-28808
Comparative study of the acoustic fields of air and helium
jets at subsonic outflow speeds p 494 A84-28810
The effect of external boundary layer flow on jet-noise
characteristics p 495 A84-28811
Profile noise in turbulent flow p 495 A84-28812
Sound emission from an unsteady boundary layer
p 495 A84-28813
Sound emission during the scattering of
Tollmein-Schlichting waves in a boundary layer on a
nonuniform surface p478 A84-28815
Investigation of aerodynamic forces causing fan vibration
and noise p 478 A84-28818
Method for investigating unsteady aerodynamic pressure
pulsations on rotating fan blades p 495 A84-28819
Distributions of intensity and scale of turbulence around
rotor blades (in connection with turbulent noise from a
fan) p508 A84-32585
Acoustic measurements in high-speed subsonic jets
p735 A84-36483
Noise transmission characteristics of advanced
composite structural materials p 735 A84-37938
Nozzle optimization study for quiet supersonic wind
tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 84-1628] p 706 A84-38017
The calculation of transonic rotor noise
p 735 A84-38847
Aerodynamic noise - A review of the contributions to
jet noise research at the College of Aeronautics, Cranfield
1949-1961 (together with some recent conclusions)
p 735 A84-39721
Effects of nozzle design parameters on the extent of
quiet test flow at Mach 3.5 p 742 A84-40025
Sound generated aerodynamically revisited -
Large-scale structures in a turbulent jet as a source of
sound p815 A84-40599
Comment on 'Derivation of the fundamental equation
of sound generated by moving aerodynamic surfaces
p 8T5 A84-40852
Wave models of turbulent flow over compliant
surfaces p 805 A84-41129
The influence of surface compliance on the production
of sound by a turbulent boundary layer
p816 A84-41130
Discrete frequency noise generated from a flat plate in
parallel with a uniform oncoming flow
p 938 A84-43693
Low flight speed fan noise from a supersonic inlet
p 938 A84-44508
Acoustic near-field properties associated with
broadband shock noise p 936 A84-44628
A new aerodynamic integral equation based on an
acoustic formula in the time domain p 830 A84-44649
Comparison of broadband noise mechanisms, analyses,
and experiments on rotors p 940 A84-45960
Aerodynamic sound due to a point source near a
half-plane p 940 A84-46013
A parametric study of blade vortex interaction noise for
two, three, and four-bladed model rotors at moderate tip
speeds Theory and experiment p 940 A84-46365
Towards a better understanding of helicopter external
noise p 940 A84-46366
Light aircraft sound transmission study
[NASA-CR-174540] p 83 N84-10910
Experimental blade vortex interaction noise
characteristics of a utility helicopter at 1 /4 scale
[NASA-TM-84653] p 322 N84-18018
On the significance of unsteady surface pressures for
aerodynamically induced interior noise of automobiles
[DFVLR-FB-83-28] p 341 N84-19303
Interaction of aerodynamic noise with laminar boundary
layers in supersonic wind tunnels
[NASA-CR-3621 ] p 483 N84-20781
Acoustic environmental accuracy requirements for
response determination
[NASA-CR-171003] p 566 N84-23234
Fan noise reduction achieved by removing tip flow
irregularities behind the rotor - forward arc test
configurations
[NASA-TM-83616] p 566 N84-23235
Aerodynamic sound generation by turbulent boundary
layer flow along solid and compliant walls
[MPIS-116/1983] p566 N84-23239
Installation noise measurements of model SR and CR
propellers
[NASA-TM-85790] p 631 N84-25425
Noise generated by a propeller in a wake
[NASA-TM-85794] p 631 N84-26382
Propeller noise at subsonic blade tip speeds, torque and
thrust force
[ESA-TT-821] p632 N84-26385
Rotorcraft noise
[NASA-CP-2234] p816 N84-29662
A comparison of wind tunnels suitable for rotorcraft noise
studies p 794 N84-29665
Rotary wing aerodynamically generated noise
p817 N84-29668
Rotor noise prediction technology: Theoretical
approach p819 N84-29678
Experiment versus theory p 819 N84-29679
Aerodynamic prediction I p819 N84-29680
Aerodynamic predictions II p819 N84-29681
An experimental investigation of the effect of boundary
layer refraction on the noise from a high-speed propeller
[NASA-TM-83764] p 1016 N84-34230
AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
Excitation and growth of instabilities in three-dimensional
stationary boundary layers p 11 A84-10184
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Aerodynamical design considerations lor future
supersonic aircraft - Advantages and limitations of the
unstable design of military aircraft p44 A84-10S6S
Review of support interference in dynamic tests — in
wind tunnels P 138 AM-13572
Ouasi-doubleMattice method for oscillating thin airfoils
in subsonic flow p 151 A84-16054
Bifurcation analysis of aircraft pitching motions about
large mean angles of attack p 225 A84-17367
The stability of an elliptic jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-0068) p157 A84-17857
A guided projectile/mortar aerodynamic control concept
- The trailing ring-tan
[AIAA PAPER 84-0077] p 157 AB4-17S84
A method for the design of the controller for active
flutter-suppression systems P 302 A84-19594
Dynamic behavior of transmission systems — for
helicopter drive stability analysis P 288 • A84-19626
A general algorithm for quasilinearization in helicopter
dynamics p311 A84-19641
Some aspects of optimizing Kiebitz/ARGUS flight
dynamics and control system by simulation and flight
testing p303 A84-19646
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities on a
forward-swept wing p360 A84-24106
Adaptive control algorithm for flutter suppression
p 361 A&4-25509
Parachute/submunition system coupled dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 84-0784] P 400 A84-26555
Further experimental determination of parachute virtual
mass coefficients
[AIAA PAPER 64-0797] p 401 A84-26565
Advances In the application of parameter identification
analysis techniques to parachute aerodynamic test data
[AIAA PAPER 84-0799] P 408 A84-29971
A unified flutter analysis for composite aircraft wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-0906] P 556 A84-31692
Aeromechanical stability analysis of a muttirotor vehicle
model representing a hybrid Heavy lift airship (HHLA)
[AIAA PAPER 84-0987] P 540 A84-31712
Unsteady aerodynamics In time and frequency domains
for finite time arbitrary motion of rotary wings in hover
and forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 844988] P 525 A84-31713
Possibility of various airfoil shape modes and their steady
state stability of single membrane sailwing
pS09 A84-32758
Measurements of self-excited rotor-blade vibrations
using optical displacements
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-132] p 618 A84-33702
Problems concerning the stability of a flight vehicle at
a given altitude P 702 A84-37233
Unsteady aerodynamic modeling of a fighter wing in
transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1566] p 649 A84-37975
Aeroelastic stability of forward swept composite winged
aircraft p682 A84-38423
Distributed parameter system theory of autopilot design
of slender vehicle P 704 A84-39740
The minimum induced drag, longitudinal trim and static
longitudinal stability of two-surface and three-surface
airplanes
[AIAA PAPER 84-2184] p 785 A84-41337
Row phenomena causing wing and body rock
[AIAA PAPER 84-2177] p 748 A84-41342
F-4S flight simulation fidelity enhancement and aft center
of gravity envelope expansion p868 A84-44470
Development and flight testing of a new amphibian
technology demonstrator p869 A84-44956
Self-sustained oscillations of 9 shock wave interacting
with a boundary layer on a supercritical airfoil
p939 A84-45661
Unsteady flow concepts for dynamic stall analysis
p842 A84-45982
Measured and calculated inplane stability characteristics
for an advanced beartngless main rotor
p 875 A84-46341
Optimization and mechanisms of mistuning In
cascades
[ASME PAPER 84-QT-196] P 983 A84-46993
Stability, Sequencing and Recovery (SSR) — of flying
ejection seats p973 A84-47260
Gust response of a light, singte-engined, high-wing
aircraft
[AD-A131033] p64 NS4-10081
Aeromechanical stability of a hingeless rotor In hover
and forward flight Analysis and wind tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-85683] p 80 N84-10610
Self-sustained oscillations of a shock wave interacting
with a boundary layer on a supercritical airfoil
[NASA-CR-175338] p 269 N84-16131
Helicopter Hying qualities characteristics-CH-46E,
volume 1
[AD-A134320] p 293 N84-16170
Helicopter frying qualities characteristics-CH-46E.
volume 4
[AD-A134323] p 293 N84-16173
Wind tunnel tests on a nonaxisymmetric projectile shape
at Mach numbers 2.5 to 6.0
[AD-A135784] p 337 N84-18177
Research on boundary feedback and control theories,
1978-1883
[AD-A136531] p 392 N84-18987
Numerical investigation of the aerodynamics and stability
of a flared 'afterbody for axisymmetric projectiles at
supersonic speeds
[AD-A136826] p 339 N84-19289
A time domain analysis of a rigid two-bladed fuDy
gimballed helicopter rotor with droulation control
[AD-A136947] p 340 N84-19296
Locture notes on airpJano stability and control 1, parti
[VTH-LR-384-PT-1] p 383 N84-193S7
LoctuFB notes on anptano stability snd control 1, part
2
[VTH-LR-384-PT-2] p 383 N84-19358
Wingtip vortex propeller
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13019-1] p411 N84-20495
Practical aspects of modeling aircraft dynamics from
flight data p438 N84-20575
Transonic calculation of airfoil stability and response with
active controls
(NASA-TM-85770) p413 N84-21513
On the stability of flight vehicles in the low Reynolds
number non-linear regime
[AD-A138379] p 465 N84-21559
Actlvo suppression of aoroolastic instabilities for forward
swept wings p 564 N84-25638
Full scale wind tunnel tests on hang glider pilots
[CA-8416] p585 N84-25643
A technique for optimizing the aerodynamic design of
a generalized combat aircraft with forward swept wings
for the purposes of stability and control investigation
[CA-8325] p 598 N84-2570O
Effect of elasttcally suspended masses on stability of
elastic panels in supersonic stream p 665 N84-26949
Aerodynamic instability of cable-st&yed bridges?
Theoretical experimental study of stall flutter
p669 N84-27700
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities for forward
swept wings
[AD-A141739] p 773 N84-28783
Space Shuttle separate-surface control-system study
[NASA-TP-2340] p 788 N84-28801
An oxptanation of spin-up instabilittes for &. 155mfn binary
projectile
[AD-A141534] p808 N84-29173
Development and flight evaluation of an augmented
stability active controls concept with a small tail
[NASA-CR-173880] p 903 N84-32395
Role of aerodynamics in Tupolev, llyushin aircraft
designs p967 N84-34426
AERODYNAMIC STALLING
Theoretical and experimental dynamic stall
investigations on a rotor Wade tip p8 A84-10100
An automated stall-speed warning system
[AIAA PAPER 83-2705] p 56 A84-12311
Cellular patterns in poststall flow over unswept wings
p90 A84-13586
Tornado flight testing at high angles of attack
p 191 A84-15990
A dynamic model for aircraft poststall departure
p225 A84-17409
An unsteady S8p&r&t8d flow of an mcornpressibte fluid
around an airfoil - Comparison botwoon numerical and
experimental results p 154 A84-17597
Calculation of steady and oscillating airfoil How fields
via the Navier Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0525] p 168 A84-181SO
Application of an analytic stall model to dynamic analysis
of rotor blades p 262 A84-19665
Applications of an analytic stall model to time-history
and eigenvalue analysis of rotor blades
p262 A84-19743
Performance degradation of a typical twin engine
commuter type aircraft in measured natural icing
conditions
[AIAA PAPER 844179] p 290 A84-21289
Analytic extrapolation to full-scale aircraft dynamics
p347 A84-24110
Laser holographic interferometry for an unsteady airfoil
undergoing dynamic Stan p474 A84-27138
All about stalls and spins — Book
p457 A84-29001
Shock-induced dynamic stall p 504 A84-30804
Engineering analysis of drooped leading-edge wings
near stall p 575 AB4-34468
Modelling of an airfoil empirical flow Held below and
through dynamic stall p 576 A84-34832
Effects of compressor nub treatment on stator stall and
pressure rise p699 A84-37930
Instantaneous flow fleld measurements of stalled
regions on an oscillating airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 84-1565] p 648 A84-37974
A summary overview of work on dynamic stafl
P657 A84-38880
Analysis of stalled multi-element airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 84-2196] p 747 A84-41348
TostinQ of a stall flutter suppfftSfwon system for hoQcopter
rotors using individual-blade-control p 785 A84-42277
Flight characteristics of a manned, low-spaed, controlled
deep stafl vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 84-2074] p 788 A84-42330
Effect of Karman vortex shedding on dynamic stall
[AIAA PAPER 84-2077] p 749 A84-42333
Handling qualities related to Stan/spin accidents of
supersonic fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2093] p 787 A84-42346
Aerodynamic characteristics of two general aviation
canard configurations at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 84-2198] p 866 A84-44190
Effects of gun gas ingestion on engine performance
p888 A84-44456
Separation jump and sudden stall over an ellipsoidal
wing at incidence p830 A84-44647
Maximum loading capability of axial flow compressors
p891 A84-45961
Unsteady flow concepts for dynamic stall analysis
p842 A84-45962
Synthesized airfoil data method for prediction of dynamic
stall end unsteady airloads p846 A84-46328
Inlet boundary layer effects in an axial compressor rotor.
II - Througnflow effects
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-65] p 953 A84-46927
Experimental investigation of dynamic stall for a pitching
airfoil P963 A84-49097
A dynamic model for aircraft poststall departure
p64 N84-10077
Performance degradation of a typical twin engine
commuter type aircraft in measured natural icing
conditions
[NASA-TM-835B4] p 123 N84-13173
An investigation of airfoil dynamic stall with large
amplitude motions
[AD-A134230] p 271 N84-16150
Effect of blade structural parameters on helicopter
vibrational characteristics
[AD-A134547] p 293 NB4-16174
Numerical simulation of stalling flows by an Integral
equation method p 301 N84-16199
Air Force Academy Aeronautics Digest - Fall/Winter
1982
[AD-A135073] p 275 N84-17145
Experimental investigation of dynamic Stan
[AD-A135848] p 338 N84-18172
Investigation of effects contributing to dynamic stall
using a momentum-integral method
[AD-A136897] p 339 N84-19291
An automated stall--^ eed warning system
[NASA-TM-84917] p 446 N84-20520
Application of the small body pressure transducer
[AD-P002687] p 484 N84-20822
Wind-tunnel investigation of an advanced general
aviation canard configuration
[NASA-TM-85760] p 439 N84-21539
Data acquisition and aerodynamic coefficient estimation
at high angles of attack p 511 N84-22542
An investigation of three-dimensional stall development
on NACA 23012 and NACA 0012 aerofoils
[GU-AERO-8300] p582 N84-24554
Aerodynamic characteristics of 2 NASA supercritical
airfoils with different maximum thickness
[NASA-TM-X-2532] p 638 N84-27667
Aerodynamic instability of cable-stayed bridges:
Theoretical experimental study of stall flutter
p669 N84-27700
Experimental studies of flow separation of three airfoils
at low speeds
[NASA-CR-3530] p 754 N84-28738
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic effects
of forward facing wedges on the upper surface and leading
edge of an aerofoil, with emphasis at high angles of
attack
[AD-A142053] p 757 N84-28755
Flight characteristics of a manned, low-speed, controlled
deep Stan vehicle
[NASA-TM-86041] p 773 N84-29863
Calculation of boundary layers of oscillating airfoils
[NASA-TM-85943] p 926 N84-31554
Subsonic/transonic stall flutter investigation of a rotating
rig
[NASA-CR-174625] p 989 N84-33417
Laser velocimeter measurements of dynamic stall —
conducted in the Ames two foot wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-166603) p 967 N84-34429
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Identification of quasi-steady compressor characteristics
from transient data
[NASA-CR-174685] p 989 N84-34444
AERODYNAMICS
Symposium on Numerical and Physical Aspects of
Aerodynamic Rows, 2nd, California State University, Long
Beach. CA. January 17-20.1983. Proceedings
p4 A84-10076
Wing design and analysis - Your job p6 A84-10086
Wind tunnel effects in vehicle aerodynamics
p 71 A84-10561
Low-frequency transonic flows past a thin airfoil
p 92 A84-14388
Note on the box method and the linear segment method
in the integral equation of thin aerofoil theory
p151 A84-16830
On Reynolds number effects in vortex flow over aircraft
wings
(AIAA PAPER 84-0137) p 160 A84-17905
A natural formulation for numerical solution of the Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0163] p 241 A84-17922
A numerical procedure to predict the effects of Reynolds
number and trip strip variation on three-dimensional wing
lift and pitching moment
[AIAA PAPER 84-0255] p 163 A84-17978
Equivalent flap theory - A new look at the aerodynamics
of jet-flapped aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0335] p 165 A84-18028
Empirical curves for predicting supersonic aerodynamics
of very-low-aspect-ratio lifting surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-0575] p 169 A84-18173
A method for designing three dimensional configurations
with prescribed skin friction
[AIAA PAPER 84-0526] p174 A84-19257
visualization of accelerating flow around an airfoil at
high angles of attack p 261 A84-19592
Impact of computers on aerodynamics research and
development p 262 A84-19903
Supercritical airfoil and wing design
p 269 A84-22587
Transfer of aircraft technology into other industries
Examples from aerodynamics
[MBB-UT-20-83-OE] P 324 A84-22852
The ground boundary-layer flow induced by an airfoil
section p 334 A84-26367
Integral equations for lifting surfaces in unsteady flow
p334 A84-2636B
Hypersonic Mach number and real gas effects on Space
Shuttle Orbiter aerodynamics p 405 A84-27435
Fundamentals of aerodynamics — Book
p 407 A84-28823
New developments in aerodynamics
(DGLP PAPER 83-100] p 407 A84-29664
The validity conditions in three-dimensional supersonic
linear aerodynamics p 505 A84-31122
An efficient coordinate transformation technique for
unsteady, transonic aerodynamic analysis of low
aspect-ratio wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-0872] p 505 A84-31686
Computational aerodynamics and supercomputers
p509 A84-33138
Computation of the thrust vector of obliquely cut
supersonic nozzles p 575 A84-34719
Computational aerodynamics and design
p 577 A84-35302
Aerodynamics and aerodynamicists in the year 2000
p 635 A84-37034
Numerical methods in aeronautical fluid dynamics
p 640 A84-37051
Numerical methods in aeronautical fluid dynamics - An
introduction p 640 A84-37052
Numerical modelling of Shockwaves and other
discontinuities p 640 A84-37058
Survey of techniques for estimating viscous effects in
external aerodynamics p 641 A84-37062
A survey on boundary integral methods
p 641 A84-37064
Requirements and developments shaping a next
generation of integral methods — for computational fluid
dynamics p 641 A84-37065
Asymptotic methods in mechanics
p732 A84-37226
Parameter identification applied to the oscillatory motion
of an airplane near stall p 702 A84-37934
Three-dimensional unsteady Euler equations solution
using flux vector splitting
[AIAA PAPER 84-1552] p 647 A84-37968
Computational aerodynamics and artificial intelligence
[AIAA PAPER 84-1531) p 733 A84-39306
The von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics - Teaching
and research p 70S A84-39715
Some thoughts on mathematical models for flight
dynamics p 704 A84-39716
Grid-size reduction in flow calculations on infinite
domains by higher-order far-field asymptotics in numerical
boundary conditions p 742 A84-40074
Fundamentals of aviation (2nd revised and enlarged
edition) — Russian book p 739 A84-40137
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference. Seattle. WA,
August 21-23, 1984. Technical Papers
p 739 A84-42326
The National Transonic Facility - A research
perspective
[AIAA PAPER 84-2150] p 904 A84-44189
Application of the single-cycle optimization approach to
aerodynamic design
[AIAA PAPER 84-2165] p 827 A84-44193
American Helicopter Society, Annual Forum, 39th, St.
Louis, MO, May 9-11,1983, Proceedings
P824 A84-46326
The aerodynamics and aeroacoustics of rotating
transonic flow fields p 940 A84-46364
Introduction to computational aerodynamics
[AD-A130717] p 19 N84-10031
Evaluation of the variable reluctance transducer/carrier
amplifier method of measuring low pneumatic pressures
in aerodynamic and propulsion testing
[AD-A130695] p 79 N84-10546
AFWAL FY82 technical accomplishments
[AO-A131839] p87 N84-12054
Acta Aeronautica et Astronautics Sinica
[AO-A131828] p87 N84-12055
Vortical flow management for improved configuration
aerodynamics: Recent experiences p 103 N84-12129
An overview of aerodynamic research and technology
requirements as related to some military needs
[NASA-TM-85691 ] p 87 N84-13138
Some thoughts concerning large load-carrying
vehicles
[NASA-TM-85701] p 87 N84-13139
Analytical model of rotor wake aerodynamics in ground
effect
[NASA-CR-166533] p 106 N84-13157
Computational aerodynamics and supercomputers
[NASA-TM-85887] p 270 N84-16139
A laser velocimeter system for large-scale aerodynamic
testing
[NASA-TM-84393] p 270 N84-16144
Numerical techniques for high incidence reentry
aerodynamics
[AO-A134178] p271 N84-16149
Airframe technology for aircraft energy efficiency —
economic factors
[NASA-TM-85749] p 328 N84-18154
Aeronautical engineering, a continuing bibliography with
indexes
[NASA-SP-7037(171(] p 328 N84-19279
Kinematics, influence functions and field quantities for
disturbance propagation from moving disturbance
sources
[NASA-TM-77410] p 410 N84-20489
Helicopter fatigue design guide
[AD-A138963] p 437 N84-20513
Aerodynamic features of flames in premixed gases
p473 N84-20559
Report by the Chairman of the Fluid Dynamics Panel
p485 N84-21499
Validated Engineering Data Index, 1983 -1984
P485 N84-21758
Research activities at the Institute for Aerospace
Studies, 1982 p498 N84-22492
INTFL-8401 computer tomography for interferomatic
aerodynamic measurements
[AD-A139591] p517 N84-23611
The study of an idealized wing/body junction
[AD-A139933] p 583 N84-24559
Projects and programs as a reflection of the
performances of engineers in aircraft making by
Hans-Wocke
[MBB-UT-24-83-O] p 572 N84-25608
Jet flowfields p 583 N84-25631
Notes on special flight aspects, such as STO, ski-jump
andODM p 598 N84-25637
Nonlinear problems in flight dynamics
[NASA-TM-85940] p 585 N84-25648
The wind tunnel S2MA of the aerodynamic testing plant
in Modene-Avrieux, France
[ONERA-NT-1983-5] p613 N84-25735
The ONERA Aeronautics Research Establishment in
Cannes (France)
[ONERA-P-1983-2] p 633 N84-26455
Langley aeronautics and space test highlights, 1983
[NASA-TM-85806] p 633 N84-26564
International aviation (selected articles)
[AO-A140895] p 663 N84-26671
Aerodynamics of hovering p 664 N84-26923
Advanced aerodynamics. Selected NASA research
[NASA-CP-2208] p 638 N84-27660
EET theoretical design techniques
P687 N84-27666
Energy efficient engine fan component detailed design
report
[NASA-CR-165466] p 701 N84-27737
Unsteady aerodynamics of moving control surfaces at
the Airbus wing
[BMFT-FB-W-84-001] p 790 N84-28811
Production version of the extended NASA-Langley
vortex lattice FORTRAN computer program. Volume 2:
Source code
[NASA-TM-83304] p814 N84-29500
Some aerodynamic discoveries and related
NACA/NASA research programs following World War 2
[NASA-TM-86258] p 741 N84-28847
Computational aerodynamics and artificial intelligence
[NASA-TM-85994] p 847 N84-31089
Report to Congress on the effectiveness of the Civil
Aviation Security Program
[AD-A143023] p 853 N84-31103
Unsteady aerodynamics of fast moving control
surfaces
[BMFT-FB-W-84-020] p 879 N84-31117
Experimental determination of the inertia constants of
an airplane or of a missile
[NASA-TM-77767] p 965 N84-33381
AEROELAsnctTY
Unified aeroelastjc flutter theory for very low aspect ratio
panels p77 A84-10142
Time-marching transonic flutter solutions including
angle-of-attack effects p78 A84-11038
Experiences in the use of composite material for a wing
Skin p46 A84-11040
Control of aeroelastic divergence p 135 A84-14728
Dynamic stability of flexible forward swept wing
aircraft p 118 A84-14729
Excitation system for wind-tunnel unsteady tests on
half-wing models p 139 A84-15859
Computations and aeroelastic applications of unsteady
transonic aerodynamics about wings
p 153 A84-17405
Aeroelastic flutter and divergence of stiffness coupled,
graphite/epoxy cantilevered plates p239 A84-17410
Generic approach to determine optimum aeroelastic
characteristics for composite forward-swept-wlng aircraft
p239 A84-17442
On-line methods for rotorcraft aeroelastic mode
identification p 200 A84-19177
A general algorithm for quasilinearization in helicopter
dynamics p311 A84-19641
Application of the local circulation method to the flutter
analysis ol rotary wings p 311 A84-19642
New aspects on helicopter rotor dynamics
p287 A84-19650
The anelasfic compliant rotor - An analytic and
experimental investigation p 287 A84-19652
Automatic generation of helicopter rotor aeroelastic
equations of motion p287 A84-19653
Application of an analytic stall model to dynamic analysis
of rotor blades P 262 A84-19665
Scattering of sound by an elastic plate with flow
p320 A84-21216
Holographic vibration measurment of a rotating fluttering
fan p313 A84-21511
Flutter analysis using nonlinear aerodynamic forces
p268 A84-22170
Frequency determination techniques for cantilevered
plates with banding-torsion coupling p 378 A84-23368
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities on a
forward-swept wing p 360 A84-24108
Load-depending deformations of windtunnel models —
for wing aeroelasticity
[AIAA PAPER 84-0589] p 348 A84-24180
Quadratic synthhesis of integrated active controls for
an aeroelastic forward-swept-wing aircraft
p360 A84-24987
Active flutter control using discrete optimal constrained
dynamic compensators p 361 A84-25528
The oscillations of a flexible aircraft when acted upon
by a gust of wind p 382 A84-25623
Transonic flow of an elastic medium past a thin rigid
body p334 A84-26330
The coupled response of turbomachinery bladlng to
aerodynamic excitations p 448 A84-26959
Investigation of aerodynamic forces causing fan vibration
and noise p 478 A84-28818
Method for investigating unsteady aerodynamic pressure
pulsations on rotating fan blades p 495 A84-28819
Constructional possibilities for minimizing dangerous
flutter in gliders and light aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 83-111] p 460 A84-29674
Effects of viscosity and modes on transonic aerodynamic
and aeroelastic characteristics of wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-0870] p 505 A84-31685
A unified flutter analysis for composite aircraft wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-0906) p 556 A84-31692
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Limit cycle oscillations of a nonlinear rotorcraft model
[AIAA PAPER 84-0923] p 525 A84-31695
Equations of motion of an elastic flight vehicle utilizing
static aeroelastic characteristics of the restrained vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 84-0986] p 556 A84-31711
Aeromechanical stability analysis of a multtrotor vehicle
model representing a hybrid heavy lift airship (HHLA)
[AIAA PAPER 84-0987] p 540 A84-31712
Unsteady aerodynamics in time and frequency domains
for finite time arbitrary motion of rotary wings in hover
and forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 844988] p 525 A84-31713
Transonic calculation of airfoil stability a/id response with
active controls
[AIAA PAPER 844873] p 541 A84-31748
Aeroelastic behavior of straight and forward swept
graphite/epoxy wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-O903] p 556 A84-31749
Longitudinal stability analysis of elastic vehicles
P525 A84-31776
Aeromechanical aspects in the design of
hingeless/bearingless rotor systems
[MBB-UD-403-83-OE] p 525 A84-32471
Buffeting of a slender circular beam in axial turbulent
flows P558 A84-32617
Simulation of the aeroelastic properties of aircraft
p 527 A84-32964
Effects of structural coupling on mistuned cascade flutter
and response
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-117] p618 A84-33701
Measurements of self-excited rotor-blade vibrations
using optical displacements
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-132] p 618 A84-33702
Divergence boundary prediction from random responses
- NAL's method — aeroelastic instability boundary
estimation for subcritical divergence cantilever wing model
test P619 A84-34463
Aeroelastic optimization of axisymmetric circular
cylindrical shells for supersonic flow p619 A84-34722
Rap-tag damping of an elastic rotor blade with torsion
and dynamic inflow in hover from symbolically generated
equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0989] p619 A84-34909
Use of composite materials for fabricating the anisotropic
structure of a swept-forward wing required by aeroelasticrty
and strength considerations p 621 A84-35537
Propulsive efficiency of an oscillating wing in supersonic
flow P580 A84-35736
Flutter analysis of advanced turbopropellers
P715 A84-36492
The connected problem of flexible wing oscillations in
a compressible flow p 641 A84-37070
Evolution of test methods for structural vibrations
P716 A84-37149
The solution of large flutter problems on small
computers P717 A84-37379
Finite element analysis of natural, longitudinal vibrations
of a deformable aeroplane with suspended masses
P680 A84-37948
Aeroelastic stability of forward swept composite winged
aircraft P682 A84-38423
Aerodynamic properties of a two-dimensional
inextensible flexible airfoil P655 A84-38826
Limit cycle oscillations of a nonlinear rotorcraft model
P683 A84-38841
Distributed parameter system theory of autopilot design
of slender vehicle p 704 A84-39740
Structural optimization of an aircraft design with
consideration of aeroelastic flutter stability
p 768 A84-40891
Active effect on the aeroelastitity of a lifting surface
P785 A84-41650
The use of computer techniques for aeroelastic
calculations at NP LET p 805 A84-41655
Effect of Karman vortex shedding on dynamic stall
[AIAA PAPER 84-2077] p 749 A84-42333
The aeroelastic wing - Improved performance through
use of anisotropic materials p 771 A84-42569
Oscillating airfoils and their wake p 753 A84-42570
Control of forward swept wing configurations dominated
by tlight-dynamic/aeroelastic interactions
[AIAA PAPER 84-1866] p 894 A84-43424
Control law synthesis for active flutter suppression based
on the modal cost analysis
[AIAA PAPER 84-1931) p 895 . A84-43460
Effects of viscosity on transonic-aerodynamic and
aeroelastic characteristics of oscillating airfoils
p 830 A84-44513
Flutter characteristics of high aspect ratio tailless
aircraft p 869 A84-44518
Solution of the nonlinear dynamic problem of structural
behaviour of a coupled model of an airplane wing with
an aileron p 870 A84-44965
Prevention of forward swept wing aeroelastic instabilities
with active controls p 898 A84-44977
Steady and unsteady pressure distributions on a NACA
0012 profile in separated transonic flow
p833 A84-44982
Flutter calculation on a supercritical wing in the transonic
range - Comparison theory-experiment
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-108] p 872 A84-45010
Optimization of hybrid laminated composite plates
p918 A84-45058
Application of transonic codes to aeroelastic modeling
of airfols including active controls p 901 A84-45966
Hub loads reduction by modification of blade torsional
response p 876 A84-46342
Modelling the effects of blade torsional flexibility in
helicopter stability and control p 901 A84-46368
The importance of nonBnearity on the higher harmonic
control of helicopter vibration p 923 A84-46377
Optimum design of rotor blades for vibration reduction
in forward flight p 878 A84-46379
Right and mechanical vibrations p 947 A84-46848
Numerical solution of the Cauchy problem for
generalized equations of aeroelasticity
P1000 A84-46875
Aeroelastic instabilities in labyrinth air seal systems
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-169] p 1004 A84-46973
Aerodynamically excited vibrations of a part-span
shrouded fan
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-172] p 1004 A84-46975
Optimization and mechanisms of mtstuning in
cascades
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-196] p 983 A84-46993
A method for the construction of a flutter model wing
having given influence coefficients p 1008 A84-49545
Aeroelastic response of an aircraft wing to random
loads
[AD-A130476] p 18 N84-10028
Parametric tip effects for conformable rotor
applications
[NASA-TM-85682] p 80 N84-10609
Aeroelastic Considerations in the Preliminary Design of
Aircraft
[AGARD-CP-354] p4 N84-11116
Preliminary Aeroelastic Design of Structures (PADS)
methods development and application
p51 N84-11117
Aeroelastic tailoring of high-aspect-ratio composite
wings in the transonic regime p52 N84-11119
Aeroelastic design of civil transports at the project
stage p52 N84-11120
Transonic flutter clearance for a supercritical transport
aircraft in the preliminary stage p 67 N84-11121
Influence of main design parameters on flutter behaviour
for aircraft configurations with heavy concentrated
masses p68 N84-11122
Aeroelastic design considerations for turboprop
powerplant installations p 61 N84-11123
Aeroelastic design considerations in the development
of helicopters p 52 N84-11126
The influence of aeroelastic stability requirements on
helicopter design p68 N84-11127
Aeroelastic considerations in the design of high speed
rotors p52 N84-11128
Estimated analysis of the aeroelastic behavior of tall
rotors p52 N84-11129
The role of aeroelasticity in the preliminary design of
helicopter rotors p 52 N84-11130
Aeroelasticity and optimization at the design stage
p53 N84-11131
Aeroelastic considerations in preliminary design of a
military combat aircraft p 53 N84-11132
Preliminary design of aircraft using structural
optimization methods p53 N84-11133
A flutter optimization program for complete aircraft
structural design p68 N84-11134
Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sirica
[AD-A131828] p87 N84-12055
Development of the basic methods needed to predict
the aeroelastic behavior of helicopters
. p 142 N84-12811
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Biomonthly Bulletin, no.
1982-4, 209/July-August 1982
[ESA-TT-781] p88 N84-13141
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
1982-5. 210/September-October 1982
[ESA-TT-785] p 88 N84-13142
Specification for a Program for an Interative Aeroelastic
Solution (PIAS)
[NASA-CR-172200] p 105 N84-13153
Loads and aeroelasticity division research and
technology accomplishments for FY 1982 and plans for
FY1983
[NASA-TM-84594] p 178 N84-1S120
Aerodynamics, aeroelasticity, and stability of hang
gliders p 180 N84-15134
Bladed-shrouded-disc aeroelastic analyses: Computer
program updates in NASTRAN level 17.7
[NASA-CR-165428] p 220 N84-15154
Optimal mistiming for enhanced aeroelastic stability of
trsrtsonic fsns
[NASA-CR-173179] p 299 N84-161BO
Flutter of swept fan blades
[NASA-TM-83547] p 316 N84-16587
Loads and aeroelasticity division research and
technology accomplishments for FY 1983 and plans for
FY1984
[NASA-TM-65740] p 274 N84-17135
Aeroelastic analysis using nonlinear aerodynamic
methods
[AD-A13S133] p275 N84-17146
Airloads research study. Volume 1: Flight test toads
acquisition
[NASA-CR-170409] p 294 N84-17173
Hover test of a full-scale htngeless helicopter rotor:
Aeroelastic stability, performance and loads data — wind
tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-85892] p 350 N84-18190
An assessment of the capability to calculate tilting
prop-rotor aircraft performance, toads and stability
[NASA-TP-2291] p 351 N84-19333
Fracture, longevity (fatigue), dynamics, and
aeroelasticity of composite structures
[A0-A137047] p376 N84-19486
Generalization of the subsonic kernel function in the
3-plane, with applications to flutter analysis
[NASA-TP-2292] p 409 N84-20480
Formulation of blade-flutter spectral analyses in
stationary reference frame
[NASA-TP-2296] p 454 N84-20562
Tools for active control system design
p462 N84-20582
Pilot modeling, modal analysis, and control of large
flexible aircraft p 462 N84-20584
A computational method for predicting the effects of
varying Reynolds number and dynamic pressure on flexible
wings at transonic speeds p 412 N84-21508
Transonic calculation of airfoil stability and response with
active controls
[NASA-TM-85770] p413 N84-21513
Body-freedom flutter of a 1 /2-scale forward-swept-wing
model, an experimental and analytical study
[NASA-CR-172324] p 484 1484-21553
Calculation of apparent masses In blade ring
p538 N84-22793
Further development of XTRAN3S computer program
[NASA-CR-172335] p 516 N84-23608
A study of aeroelastic and structural dynamic effects
in multf-rotor systems with application to hybrid heavy lift
vehicles
[NASA-CR-173505] p 529 N84-23620
An aeroelastician's perspective of wind tunnel and flight
experiences with active control of structural response and
stability
[NASA-TM-85761] p 563 N84-23924
Flutter and forced response of mistuned rotors using
standing wave analysis
[NASA-CR-173555] p 606 N84-24586
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities for forward
swept wings p 584 N84-25638
Transonic aeroelastic stability and response of
conventional and supercritical airfoils including active
controls p 661 N84-26655
Calculation of unsteady aerodynamics for four AGARD
standard aeroelastic configurations
[NASA-TM-85817] p 756 N84-28747
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities for forward
swept wings
[AD-A141739] p 773 N84-28783
Aeroelastic problems caused by tornados and their
successful treatment with technologies that result from
experiences of precedent intensive technologic
modernizing
[MBB-FE-294/S/PUB/110] p 809 N84-29253
Aeroelasticity in turbomachine-cascades
[AD-A141905] p784 N84-29880
Two-dimensional and quasi three-dimensional
experimental standard configurations for aeroelastic
investigations in turbomachine-cascades
[AD-A141904] p 810 N84-30297
Aeroelastic effects in multi-rotor vehicles with application
to a hybrid heavy lift system. Part 1: Formulation of
equations of motion
[NASA-CR-3822] p 902 N84-31216
Active controls: A look at analytical methods and
associated toots
[NASA-TM-86269] p 927 N84-31684
Summary of recent NASA propeller research
[NASA-TM-83733] p 826 NB4-32344
Experience with transonic unsteady aerodynamic
calculations
[NASA-TM-86278] p 849 N84-32353
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Refined methods of aeroelastic analysis and
optimization — swept wings, propeller theory, and subsonic
flutter
[NASA-CR-173967] p 1010 N84-33835
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities on a
forward swept wing using a linear optimal regulator
[AD-A144561] p 978 N84-34442
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
Computational aerodynamics and design
p 577 A84-35302
International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences,
Congress, 14th. Toulouse. France, September 9-14.1984,
Proceedings. Volumes 1 & 2 p 823 A84-44926
Engineering aspects of international cooperation in
aeronautics p 824 A84-44927
Aircraft design in Canada from Silver Dart to Challenger
and Dash a p 947 A84-46807
Aeronautics and space report of the President, 1982
activities •
[NASA-TM-85454] p 84 N84-11093
Aerospace research activities in West Germany
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operation with the afterburner on p 986 A84:47570
A study of the effect of transverse flow at the outlet of
perforations on heat transfer inside the perforations
p1007 A84-47578
Multi-small hole drilling by EDM — electrodischarge
machining (EDM)
[PNR-90184] p559 N84-22813
Increase of efficiency in cooled high temperature
turbines
[BMFT-FB-W-84-019] P 893 N84-31212
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Design and performance considerations in modem
phased array radar P 30 A84-1075S
The simulation of terrain-following targets
P250 A84-16636
A new generation air defense radar
p344 A84-23900
The assessment of low level air defence weapon
effectiveness p 327 A84-257S3
Route finding using digital terrain data
P423 A84-26762
Soviet design policy and its implications for U.S. combat
aircraft procurement p 501 A84-30474
Infra-red surveillance techniques for guided weapon
systems P622 A84-36298
Miss distance dynamics in homing missiles
[AIAA PAPER 84-1844] p 855 A84-43411
Tactical requirements impact on avionics/weapon
system design p 211 N84-15036
Improved dynamic models for air combat analysis
[TAE-483] p252 N84-15878
Description and analysis of PACAM 5 (Piloted Air Combat
Analysis Model) as a tactical decision aid with a user's
guide for operation at NPS
[AD-A136793] p 393 N84-20313
DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency)
air vehicles technology office technical task order
contract
[AD-A138887] p 529 N84-23625
The Enforcer aircraft program: A lower-cost alternative
weapon system
[AD-A141564] p 740 N84-28728
Concepts for LHX avionics
[AD-P003575] p 885 N84-31180
Missile system for tow altitude air defence
p910 N84-31255
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Airdrop Controlled Exit System (ACES)
[AIAA PAPER 64-0821 ] p416 A84-26584
USSR report: Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-64-005] p 638 N84-27668
IL-76 used successfully for Arctic cargo air drops
p 674 N84-27673
AIR DUCTS
An optimization of subsonic axisymmetric transition
channels — in aircraft engines p 842 A84-45739
Dynamic characteristics of a jet engine test facility air
supply
[AD-A136910] p372 N84-19365
AIR FLOW
Calibration of the test section flow in the German-Dutch
wind tunnel p 70 A84-10552
Adaptable wind tunnel for testing V/STOL configurations
at high lift p71 A84-11048
Thrust modeling - A simplified in-flight thrust and airflow
prediction technique for flight test performance
measurements
[AIAA PAPER 83-2751] p 49 A64-12339
Determination of the absolute humidity of air using a
Laval nozzle p 369 A84-26370
A review of internal combustion engine combustion
chamber process studies at NASA Lewis Research
Center
[AIAA PAPER 84-1316] p 604 A84-40242
Numerical simulation of controlled flow tunnel for
V/STOL testing
[AIAA PAPER 84-2152] p 791 A84-41330
Experimental studies on subcrilical intakes flows
p 836 A84-45040
The effect of air condensation on heat transfer and
certain characteristics of flow In a wind tunnel
p839 A84-45714
The prediction of flow through leading edge holes In a
film cooled airfoil with and without Inserts ,
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-4] p 1000 A84-46876
The effect of oxygen concentration on ignition of fuel
spray in low pressure air flow
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-147] p 982 AB4-46958
Evaluation of a total energy-rate sensor on a transport
airplane
[NASA-TP-2212] p 126 N84-12164
An experimental investigation Into the forebody and
engine inlet airflow characteristics of a photographic
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[AD-A132271] p 107 N84-13167
A study of helicopter rotor aerodynamics in ground-effect
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Extinguisher agent behavior in a ventilated small
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Energetics of vortex ring formation
[AD-A138795] p511 N84-22539
Contingency power concepts for helicopter turboshaft
engine
[NASA-TM-83679] p 539 N84-23648
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chamber process studies at NASA Lewis Research
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[NASA-TM-83666] p623 N84-24999
Aero/thermodynamic and acoustic considerations in the
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Theoretical and measured airflow about the Twin Otter
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Effect of radial load distribution on the first-harmonic
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[AD-AI42840] p 848 N84-31100
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A study of the gas dynamics of a model with combustion
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on the NASA CV-990 aircraft
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Effect of a shear layer on stability of an axisymmetric
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Water droplet trajectory computation around an air
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Form drag instability and multiple equilibria in the
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Optimal catapult impulse shaping for ejection seats
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[AD-A131987] p 97 N84-12093
AIR LAW
Legal protection in the planning of airports - The
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Recent developments in aviation case law
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Considerations in autopilot litigation
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Punitive damages in aviation cases - Solving the
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Airworthiness directives - Recovering the cost of
compliance p 395 A84-25032
Aircraft accident investigation procedures - The French
system p 416 A84-27409
Aircraft accident investigation procedures in Japan
p417 A84-27410
Aircraft accident investigation - From an insurance
perspective p 497 A84-27411
Aircraft accident enquiries - Whose interest prevails?
p497 A84-27412
Accident investigation procedures as viewed by a
technician p417 A84-27413
U.K. aircraft accident investigation procedures
p 417 A84-27414
Aircraft accident investigation procedures in the U.S.A
p497 A84-27415
NTSB procedures — United States National
Transportation Safety Board p 497 A84-27416
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p497 A84-27417
An introduction to air law — Book
p 497 A84-29010
Effects of FAR 25.1309 on airplane operation and
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[SAE PAPER 831405] p 397 A84-29626
The effect of regulation 25.1309 on aircraft design and
maintenance
[SAE PAPER 831406] p 397 A84-29627
Aircraft accident investigation - Whose interest
prevails? p 671 A84-39085
The destruction of the KAL 007 (KE 007) - How did it
happen? p 671 A84-39701
The Warsaw Convention - A discussion of the present
position p 943 A84-44854
Aircraft noise legislation: An overkill
[PNR-90167] p 564 N84-23037
Legal expert expounds on new civil air code
p 569 N84-23553
AIR NAVIGATION
Navigation - An overview (Invited Paper)
p35 A84-10866
Navigation systems performance versus civil aviation
requirements p 36 A84-10873
Radionavigation system integrity and reliability
p36 A84-10874
PLANS '82 - Position Location and Navigation
Symposium, Atlantic City, NJ, December 6-9, 1982,
Record p 38 A84-12426
The design and measured performance of an
experimental GPS navigation receiver for general
aviation p 38 A84-12428
OME/P - The new international standard
p39 A84-12431
Fault tolerant navigation in a Microwave Landing System
environment p 39 A84-12433
Grid merging approaches for JTIDS Stage One
operation p 39 A84-12442
Analysis of future navigation requirements for higher
capacity in terminal maneuvering areas
p40 A84-12448
The ONI-7000 airborne Loran-C system
p41 A84-12461
Strapdown inertiai-navigation systems
p111 A84-14282
Feeding and decoupling of antenna elements in DVOR
navigation equipment p 111 A84-14302
Advances related to radio navigation aids for civil
aviation p113 A84-15422
Avionics/navigation architectural design
considerations p 113 A84-15625
GPS fixed wing FAA exploratory flight test
p114 A84-15654
A navigation algorithm using measurement-based
extrapolation p 189 A84-19345
Air navigation 1950-1980 - Canada's contribution
p 283 A84-19674
Communications-electronics in the RAAF
p 283 A84-20458
A terrairvaided navigation system p 344 A84-23909
Low altitude navigation and targeting infrared system
for night (LANTIRN) p 420 A84-26702
Performance analysis of elevation map referenced
navigation systems p 423 A84-26764
Flight test results with collision avoidance systems
p 423 A84-26791
Application of laser inertia! technology to commercial
airplanes p 424 A84-26801
A GPS navigation set for commercial aviation
applications
[SAE PAPER 831507] p 426 A84-29511
Lasemav — inertia! navigation system for
business-aviation aircraft p 427 A84-29568
Civil navigation aids in ITT p 519 A84-32326
Second generation Vortac equipment
p 519 A84-32327
System 4000 navigation aids p 520 A84-32329
Civil use of Tacan p 520 A84-32332
Off-shore helicopter radio navigation using DME-based
positioning system p 521 A84-32337
Problems in air navigation at the North Pole. II
p590 A84-35589
Air navigation 1973-1983 p 590 A84-35590
Position updating using a passive millimeter wave sensor
— for low altitude air navigation p 591 A84-36263
From 1950 to the year 2000 - The dynamics of
aeronautical inertia) navigation systems
P675 A84-37037
Determination of accuracy requirements of future
navigation systems for terminal areas by means of a Monte
Carlo simulation p 764 A84-40888
A statistical analysis of gravity-induced errors in airborne
inertial navigation
[AIAA PAPER 84-1877] p 855 A84-43433
Effects of aircraft and flight parameters on
energy-efficient profile descents in time-based metered
traffic
[AIAA PAPER 84-1915] p 864 A84-43452
The role of NEXRAD in aircraft navigation and flight
safety enhancement p 932 A84-44150
Ground-to-air facilities p 857 A84-44728
Simulation analysis of future terminal procedures with
respect to the required navigation accuracy
p860 A84-45062
A new concept of an integrated navigation,
communication, and surveillance system based on the
standard DME P 860 A84-45O64
Navigational instruments and systems — Russian
book p 861 A84-45921
Real time gyro error compensation in Strapdown
systems p 861 A84-45952
Development and flight test of a weather radar precision
approach concept p 862 A84-4S349
Operation of a single-channel, sequential Navstar GPS
receiver in a helicopter mission environment
p862 A84-46350
Precision DME - Distance measurement in the MLS
p970 A84-48124
Problems in air navigation at the North Pole -1.
p 970 A84-48125
Air navigation — Russian book p 971 A84-49320
Course-indicating systems and their operation aboard
aircraft (3rd revised and enlarged edition) — Russian
book p 971 A84-49331
The requirement for oceanic navigation in the air
p 971 A84-49396
Investigation of air transportation technology at Ohio
University, 1982 p 28 N84-11100
Aircraft navigation technology and errors
[GPO-26-859] P115 NB4-13170
Methods for developing the navigation and weapon
systems of the Mirage 2000 p 189 N84-15068
Status, future plans for Aeroflot's meteorological
support p730 N84-27711
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Semiannual report to Congress on the effectiveness of
the civil aviation security program
[AD-A134860] p 281 N84-17156
AIR POLLUTION
A Lagrangian study of the boundary layer transport of
pollutants in the Northeastern United States
p 487 A84-26688
Axial flow compressor performance deterioration
[AIAA PAPER 84-1208] p 601 A84-35133
Predictions of air pollution from an offshore airport III
Analysis of dispersion process in internal boundary layer
p 932 A84-44429
Aircraft generation equipment emissions estimator
(AGEEE)
[AD-A136829] p 390 N84-20031
Corrosion in large aircraft Management of the
problem p 473 N84-20666
Analysis of particulates in the exhaust plume of a TF30
engine at military power
[AD-A142510] p 784 N84-29882
The high altitude pollution program (1976 -1982)
[AD-A144390] p 1012 N84-34800
AIR SAMPLING
Experimental determination of the boundary layer at
air-sample inlet positions on the NASA CV 990 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0028] p 265 A84-21282
Air-sampling inlet contamination by aircraft emissions
on the NASA CV-990 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0029] p 279 A84-21283
Simultaneous cabin and ambient ozone measurements
on two Boeing 747 airplanes. Volume 2: January to
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[NASA-TM-81733] p 498 NS4-22488
AIR SEA ICE INTERACTIONS
Air-ice drag coefficients for first-year sea ice derived
from aircraft measurements p 628 A84-34508
AIR TO AIR MISSILES
Testing to user's requirements - AMRAAM IOT&E —
Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile Initial
Operational Test and Evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 83-2684] p 48 A84-12303
Importance of helicopter performance to air-to-air
combat p277 A84-19611
Data processing techniques for imaging air to air
guidance systems p 343 A84-23248
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Target acceleration modeling for tactical missile
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guide for operation at NPS
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Weapons file
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Transient flow analysis of an aircraft refueling system
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Navy evaluation of C-2A aerial refueling
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Pressure transients in aerial refueling systems
[SAE PAPER 831431] p 419 A84-29629
A study of the aerodynamic interference effects during
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an aircraft to act as a receiver during air-to-air refuelling
p977 N84-34405
AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES
Flight management for air-to-surface weapon delivery
— evaluation of cockpit configuration
p209 A84-16682
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[AIAA PAPER 84-0807] p 401 A84-26572
Unconventional missile concepts from consideration of
varied mission requirements
[NASA-TM-85829] p 666 N84-27679
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Determination of accuracy requirements of future
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Carlo simulation p 764 A84-40888
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Right testing the CDTI concept — Cockpit Display of
Traffic Information p 882 A84-44752
Influence of physical and air traffic conditions on aircraft
noise emission to the ground
[MPIS-11/1982] p44 N84-11159
Contributions of flight mechanics to civil air traffic
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Republic of Germany
[FACHTHEMEN-5] p 259 N84-16130
FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) statistical
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[PBB4-127323J p 260 N84-17124
Aircraft over Steinberg (West Germany)
[REPT-5/1982] p345 N84-19316
System safety study of minimum TCAS II (Traffic Alert
and Collision Avoidance System)
[AD-A138674] p 522 N84-22548
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[AD-A138759] p 522 N84-22549
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Hungarian officials comment on performance of
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The changing airline industry: A status report through
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National Airspace Review: Implementation plan
[AD-A145379] p 863 N84-31107
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The development of automatic altitude reporting for air
traffic control p 29 A84-10525
Monopulse secondary surveillance radar - Principles and
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p31 A84-10784
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Secondary radar performance prediction
p32 A84-10788
The multiradar tracking in the ATC-system of the Rome
FIR p32 A84-10802
Methods for radar data extraction and filtering in a fully
automatic ATC radar station P 33 AB4-10803
ASMI-18X an airport surface surveillance radar
p33 A84-10805
Detection of hazardous meteorological and clear-air
phenomena with an air traffic control radar
p 33 A84-10806
Traffic-Watch — cockpit displays for pilots
p36 A84-11621
ATC design standards - Equipment orientation versus
systems orientation p 37 A84-12186
DEHD-MC - A modular, distributed-processing ATC
system p 37 A64-12187
New surveillance radar planned for installation at over
100 U.S. airports p37 A84-12189
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[AIAA PAPER 83-2711] p3 A84-12316
Using MT-DARC and FAA radars for mission
management at the AFFTC — Mosaic and Tracking Direct
Access Radar Channel
[AIAA PAPER 83-2781 ] p 38 A84-12361
Analysis of future navigation requirements for higher
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p40 A84-12448
National airspau data interchange network (NADIN)
p 141 A84-13329
Air traffic control and collision avoidance system and
their application to ships P111 A84-13847
A computerized flight plan p 111 A84-14299
Results of the Italian CNR project 'Navigation Aids and
Air Traffic Control' pm A84-14306
A procedure for the European ATFM service -- Air Traffic
Flow Management P111 A84-14307
Monopulse receivers for ATC beacon radar - Analysis,
comparison and selection criteria p111 A84-14308
A packet switched data link for aeronautical broadcast
channels P112 A84-14312
Integrated voice and data communications for
applications to air traffic control p 112 A84-14314
Measurement set to evaluate primary ATC radar
performance in the presence of moving clutter
P112 A84-14316
SATCAS-80 - A new generation of air traffic control
systems p112 A84-14321
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Technical
Symposium and Annual Assembly Meeting, Washington,
DC, November 17-19, 1982, Proceedings
P113 A84-15393
Systems for reducing the collision risk for general
aviation p113 A84-15420
Functional airport installations - A necessary condition
for aviation today and tomorrow p 139 A84-15421
Impact of air traffic controllers' strike on the safety of
National Airspace System p 183 A84-19322
Keeping the traffic flowing - Is monopulse SSR the next
big market? p 284 A84-20600
A case study illustrating time scales and operational
responses for a wind shear episode during the JAWS
project — Joint Airport Weather Studies Project
[AIAA PAPER 84-0351] p318 A84-21864
Flight-plan coordination in the Federal Republic of
Germany p 280 A84-22599
Problems regarding selective calling, giving particular
attention to air-ground communication
p 344 A84-24749
Flight test results with collision avoidance systems
p 423 A84-26791
Enhanced TCAS-II test results ~ Traffic Alert and
Collision Avoidance System p423 A84-26792
A trafffic alert and collision avoidance system for general
aviation p 424 A84-26793
On the exploitation of the SSR mode S data link
capabilities towards improving ATC tracker performance
p 424 A84-26794
The probability of overlap in the vertical dimension —
for analyzing navigation errors p 424 A84-27940
Integration of the European Air Traffic Control network
p 424 A84-27941
A new Air Traffic Control system for Cyprus
p425 AB4-28141
Historical development of collision risk models for
en-route air traffic p 425 A84-28254
CONTRAN-UNIT • The elimination of conflicting and
unintentional transmissions p 426 A84-28260
Ground-based air traffic control communication
equipment p 520 A84-32328
Time flies - The 4D flight management system
p609 A84-33847
Air navigation 1973-1983 p 590 A84-35590
Status report on the modernization of the ATC system
[AIAA PAPER 84-2235] p 676 A84-39288
Environment and factors influencing optimum multi-radar
processing in air traffic control p 762 A64-40012
Selective-interrogation SSR - A future technique for
automating ATC p 763 A84-40048
The operation of the facilities of air traffic control —
Russian handbook p791 A84-40117
Concept for a new radar data collection system of the
Federal Institute for Air Traffic Control
p763 A84-40378
Design and testing of an MTD subsystem for air traffic
control radars p 763 A84-40379
The pilot's role in the automated ATC system
p739 A84-41066
Toward the twenty-first century - Modernization of the
National Airspace System p 764 A84-41075
The loss of prescribed separation between aircraft - How
does it occur? p 764 A84-41077
ATMOS - Simulation for the air traffic of tomorrow
p 792 A84-42573
The role of NEXRAD in aircraft navigation and night
safety enhancement p 932 A84-44150
Air Traffic Control Association, Annual Fall Conference,
27th, Atlantic City, NJ, October 18-21, 1982,
Proceedings p 857 A84-44726
Future air traffic requirements p 857 A84-44727
Future developments in FAA telecommunications
p 857 A84-44729
A view from the auxiliary side of the FAA's National
Airspace System p 905 A84-44730
Improving air traffic control and airport capacity
p857 AB4-44731
The O'Hare Runway Configuration Management
System p 858 A84-44732
Digital avionics, air-ground data link, and the evolving
air traffic control system p 858 A84-44735
Airborne systems requirements in the evolving National
Airspace System p 858 A84-44736
Benign IMC p 852 A84-44739
Experimentation for flight service systems
p 852 A84-44740
Air traffic control improvements in the Republic of
China p 858 A84-44741
A modem ATC system for Spain - SACTA
p 856 A64-44742
Progress in the development of an integrated air traffic
flow management system for Europe
P859 A84-44743
Electronic tabular display subsystem (ETABS) for flight
plan data p 859 A84-44744
High speed transparent system reconfiguration for
failsafe computer networks p 935 A84-44745
Ruggedized military ATC display requirements - The U.S.
Marine Corps solution p 859 A84-44746
Monopulse SSR - The United Kingdom Civil Aviation
Authority programme p 859 A84-44754
Air traffic control in a zone of convergence - Assessment
within Belgian airspace p 859 A84-45061
Simulation analysis of future terminal procedures with
respect to the required navigation accuracy
P860 A84-45062
Design of an adaptive high-frequency data link '
p 971 A84-49285
Start automated traffic control system operational at
Krasnodar p41 N84-10004
Time controlled descent guidance algorithm for
simulation of advanced ATC systems
[NASA-TM-84373] p 42 N84-10043
Marine Air Traffic Control And Landing System
(MATCALS) investigation
[AD-A130309] p 42 N84-10045
The FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) air traffic
activity, fiscal year 1982
(PB83-228460J p 43 N84-10048
Standard Engineering Installation Package. Ground
control approach radar systems and radome(S)
[AD-A130726] p 79 N84-10430
Investigation of air transportation technology at MIT
p28 N84-11104
Development of real-time ATC simulation facility
p73 N84-11106
Performance of the collision avoidance logic during
preliminary flight tests of the traffic alert and collision
avoidance system (TCAS 3)
[MTR-82W238] p 44 N84-1115B
Study to determine the IFR operational profile and
problems to the general aviation pilot
p 109 N84-12032
Airport and air traffic control system
[OTA-STI-175] p 114 N84-12143
Airport and air traffic control system. Executive
summary p i t 4 N84-12144
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overview p 114 N84-12145
The National Airspace System p 114 N84-12146
Aviation growth scenarios p 110 N84-12147
Technology and the future evolution of the ATC
system p 114 N84-12148
Airport capacity alternatives p 139 N84-12149
Policy implications p 115 N84-12150
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system project
[AD-A139807] p 588 N84-24564
'Safety recommendations A-84-8 and -9, and A-84-17
through -20 p 589 N84-25675
Safety recommendations A-84-U and -15
p 589 N84-25678
Cabin safety subject index
[AO-A140409] p590 N84-25683
Alternate T-38 transparency development
[AD-P003219] p686 N84-26632
Evaluation of an improved flame resistant aircraft window
system
[FAA-CT-83-10] p 674 N84-26680
Aircraft seat fire blocking layers. Effectiveness and
benefits under various scenarios
[AD-A140796] p 674 N84-26681
Protection equipment against high velocity elections —
pilot ejection
[STPA/CIN-6] p675' N84-27705
An experimental and theoretical investigation of an
Nemp (nuclear electromagnetic pulse simulator) type fast
rise lightning simulator
[AD-A141283] p 731 N84-28346
System safety in aircraft acquisition
[Ar>A141492] p761 N84-28763
Structures and Dynamics Division research and
technology plans for FY 1894 and accomplishments for
FY1982
[NASA-TM-85828] p 809 N84-29245
History of aircraft escape system propulsion •
p761 N84-29941
• Propulsion in a life-saving role for ACES 2
p762 N84-29942
Crest Crew escape technologies for the 1990's
p762 N84-29944
Energy management for crew escape systems
p 762 N84-29945
Simulated crash decelerations in a light aircraft cabin
[AD-A142806] p 853 N84-31102
Fire blocking systems for aircraft seat cushions
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11423-1] p 968 N84-33394
Radar cross section measurements ol wtngtip vortices
p 1012 N84-33934
. Modernization of the US national airspace system.
Foundation for the future
[AD-A144332] ' p 972 N84-34435
AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS
Status of the flying qualities MIL Standard
p224 A84-16679
Ideal characteristics for a mountain rescue helicopter
p276 A84-19607
The Soko G-4 Super Caleb - A new competitor in the
trainer market . p429 A84-26897
Indians from Arizona — AH-64 advanced attack
helicopter specifications p 526 A84-32874
Color CRT displays - A new standard for flight
instrumentation? . • p 776 A84-41069
Soviet helicopters: Design, development and tactics
p769 A84-41388
Tornado - Four years on p 973. A84-48551
Managing aircraft/simulator concurrency . •
[AD-P003463] p 944 N84-32240
AIRCRAFT SPIN .
Use of a discontinuous wing leading-edge modification
to enhance spin resistance for general aviation airplanes
[AIAA PAPER 84-0559] p 227 A84-19261
Numerical simulation of aircraft spin
p 360 A84-25177
All about stalls and spins — Book
p 457 A84-29001
Handling qualities related to stall/spin accidents of
supersonic fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2093] p 787 A84-42346
On the prediction of auto-rotational characteristics of •
light airplane fuselages
tAIAA PAPER 84-2112] p 788 A84-42357
F-14 high angle of attack investigation with asymmetric
thrust and external stores ' p 867 A84-44465
Engineering aspects of the F/A-18A high AOA/spin
program p 897 A84-44466
AIRCRAFT STABILITY
Investigations of the flight characteristics of airliners with
reduced static longitudinal stability
[DGLH PAPER 82-091] p 62 A84-10566
Realization of reduced stability in a modem transport
aircraft by controlling the center of gravity
[DGLR PAPER 82-092] p 62 A84-10567
Leading edge flap systems for slim wings: 'vortex
flaps'?
[DGLR PAPER 82-103] p 11 A84-10571
A fundamental comparison of canard and conventional
configurations p 46 A84-11050
Some effects of high-rate springs in elevator control
systems ' p64 A84-12492
Comment on 'Low-order approaches to high-order
systems Problems and promises' p 64 A64-12493
Dynamic stability of flexible forward swept wing
aircraft p118 A84-14729
The stability boundaries of rapid-rolling airacraft with
fuselage elasticity considered p 136 ' A84-15252
Bifurcation analysis of aircraft pitching motions about
large mean angles of attack p225 A84-17367
An investigation of side-stick-controller/stability and
control-augmentation system requirements for helicopter
terrain flight under reduced visibility conditions
[AIAA PAPER 84-0235] p 226 A84-17965
Wind tunneling testing and analysis relating to the
spinning of light aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0558] p 226 A84-18163
Stability, control, and handling qualities characteristics
of the Lear Fan Model 2100
[AIAA PAPER 84-0561] p 226 A84-18165
Adaptive flutter suppression as a complement to LOG
based aircraft control — Linear Quadratic Gaussian
p227 A84-18628
Aircraft parameter estimation with non-rational
turbulence model p 227 A84-18629
Digital flight control system design using singular
perturbation methods p 227 A84-19154
Model reference adaptive control for a relaxed static
stability aircraft p 227 A84-19178
A method for the design of the controller for active
flutter-suppression systems p 302 A84-19594
Nonlinear helicopter stability p 303 A84-19639
On the adequacy of modeling dynamic inflow for
helicopter flap-lag stability p 287 A84-19649
Toward a better understanding of helicopter stability
derivatives p 303 A84-19664
Toward a better understanding of helicopter stability
derivatives p 304 A84-19742
Quadratic optimal cooperative control synthesis with
flight control application p 360 A84-24989
Determination of non-linear loads on oscillating models
in wind tunnels p 368 A84-25218
Evaluation of angle of attack and sideslip angle using
a coupled nonlinear monitor for longitudinal and lateral
motions
[DGLR PAPER 83-109] p 460 A84-29672
Constructional possibilities for minimizing dangerous
flutter in gliders and light aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 83-111] p 460 A84-29674
Toward static stability in gliders and light aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 83-112] p 460 A84-29675
Aircraft longitudinal motion control by utilizing degrees
of freedom in pole assignment p 460 A84-29752
Longitudinal stability analysis of elastic vehicles
p525 A84-31776
Optimal control applied to aircraft flutter suppression
p 541 A84-32713
Problems concerning the stability of a flight vehicle at
a given altitude p 702 A84-37233
Problems in the longitudinal dynamics of a flight vehicle
in a bounded flow p 702 A84-37234
Parameter identification applied to the oscillatory motion
of an airplane near stall p 702 A84-37934
An inverse solution for component positioning using
homogeneous coordinate transformations
P732 A84-37942
Dynamics of spatial motion of an aeroplane with fixed
controls • p 702 AB4-37947
Comparative stability analysis of a conventional and
swept forward wing aircraft at high angles of attack and
sideslip p703 A84-38417
Limit cycle oscillations of a nonlinear rotorcraft model
p 683 A84-38841
Electrostatic autopilots p 784 A84-40644
An approximate solution of aircraft lateral-directional limit
cycle oscillation induced by aerodynamic hysteresis
p 785 A84-41777
Selection of SAS' longitudinal feedback coefficients to
improve riding qualities p 785 A84-41778
Compilation and application of a state-time spectrum
of aircraft ambient vibration p 770 A84-41779
Maximum likelihood algorithm using an efficient scheme
for computing sensitivities and parameter confidence
intervals
[AIAA PAPER 84-2084] p 814 A84-42339
A preliminary analysis of flight data from the AFTI/F-16
airplane
[AIAA PAPER 84-2085] p 787 A84-42340
Limited evaluation of the longitudinal frying qualities of
a centerstick controlled NT-33A aircraft with variations in
stick force per g and stick force per inch
[AIAA PAPER 84-2094] p 787 A84-42347
Direct derivative measurements in the presence of sting
plunging
[AIAA PAPER 84-2107] p 792 A84-42355
New simplified ways to understand the interaction
between aircraft structure and active control systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-1868] p 894 A84-43426
Analysis of the nature and cause of turbulence upset
using airline flight records p 851 A84-44468
Aircraft stability and control. Part 1 — Serbo-Croatian
book p 897 AB4-44713
Aircraft stability and control. Part 3 - Mathematical
analysis in applied aircraft stability — Serbo-Croatian
book p898 A64-44714
Bifurcation analysis of critical aircraft flight regimes
p 898 A84-44952
Robust back-up stabilization for artificial-stability
aircraft p 899 A84-45049
Longitudinal motion of aircraft in wind shears — German
thesis p 900 A84-45526
A multiloop system stability margin study using matrix
singular values — for wing flutter suppression and drone
lateral attitude control p 935 A84-45606
Dynamics of an aircraft in wind shear of arbitrary
direction p 900 A84-45611
Investigation of flow in the wake of a high-aspect-ratio
wing and the nonlinear moment characteristics of a
wing-fuselage model at large angles of attack
p 840 A84-45719
Computer assisted analysis of aircraft: Performance
stability and control — Book p 901 AB4-45900
Divergence/flutter suppression system for a forward
swept-wing configuration with wing-mounted stores
p901 A84-45967
The theoretical bases of methods for the in-flight
determination of the flight characteristics of aircraft-
Application of similarity theory — Russian book
p 874 A84-46050
On the influence of atmospheric disturbances on aircraft
aerodynamics p 845 A84-46191
Theoretical and experimental investigations into
helicopter air resonance p 876 A84-46343
Modelling the effects of blade torsional flexibility in
helicopter stability and control p 901 A84-46368
Optimum design of rotor blades for vibration reduction
in forward flight p 878 A84-46379
Hovercraft heave stability p 1017 A84-46810
Airborne laboratory measurement of aircraft
performance and stability and control for light aircraft
Supplement
[AD-A131457] p69 NB4-11179
Reduced stability in a modem commercial aircraft and
center of gravity control
[MBB-UT-22-82-OE] p 228 N84-14156
Bifurcation analysis of aircraft pitching motions near the
stability boundary
[NASA-TM-85881] p 274 N84-17137
A wind tunnel investigation to determine dominant
forebody strake design characteristics for an F-15
equipped with conformal fuel tanks
[AD-A136912] p 340 N84-192S2
The effect of constant versus oscillatory rates on
dynamic stability derivatives
[AD-A136913] p 340 N84-19293
An assessment of the capability to calculate tilting
prop-rotor aircraft performance, loads and stability
[NASA-TP-2291] p 351 N84-19333
Low-speed wind-tunnel study of the high-angle-of-attack
stability and control characteristics of a
cranked-arrow-wing fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-85776] p 543 N84-23654
On the stability of flight vehicles in the low'Reynolds
number non-linear regime
[AD-A140008] -p583 N84-24561
A-40
SUBJECTINDEX AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
In-flight investigation ol landing approach flying qualities
of transport aircraft with relaxed static stability
[DFVLR-FB*4-11] P704 NB4-26706
On the stick-free longitudinal dynamic stability of a
general aviation aircraft equipped with an all-movable
horizontal (ail P 705 N84-27748
In-flight investigation of longitudinal flying qualities
criteria
[AD-A143614) P990 N84-33419
Determination of performance and stability
characteristics from dynamic manoeuvres with a transport
aircraft using parameter identification techniques
p 976 N84-34400
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
Optimal frequency response modification by added
passive structures — for helicopter design
P46 A84-11037
Optimum estimation for accuracy of distance between
mounting holes for aircraft equipment by Kalman filtering
theory p 82 A84-12040
Structural flight load testing pre and post flight
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 83-2763] p 50 A84-12349
Fire resistant films for aircraft applications
p 140 A84-13375
AE source identification by frequency spectral analysis
for an aircraft monitoring application
p237 A84-15909
Acoustic emission in aircraft structural integrity and
maintenance programs p 238 A84-15928
Neutral axis offset effects due to crack patching
p 147 AM-16899
Repair of post-buckled advanced composite fuselage
Structure p 148 A84-17119
Moisture transport in composites during repair work
p 233 A84-17121
Inhibition of stress corrosion cracking in trie design of
aircraft structures p 195 A84-17170
Progress on isothermal shape rolling
p239 A84-17185
Bonded repair center — aircraft adhesive structural
bonding p 148 A84-17192
Hot isostatic pressing of aluminum castings
p235 A84-17195
Evaluation of Ti P/M technology for naval aircraft
components P 235 A84-17204
An electromagnetic vibrator for use in flutter testing
[AIAA PAPER 84-O086] p 241 A84-17871
The calculation of diffraction effects of radome lightning
protection strip p 242 A84-18551
Calculation of the life of a wing panel element
P242 A84-19183
A survey of serious aircraft accidents involving fatigue
fracture p 279 A84-20446
Exploratory study of crack-growth-based inspection
rationale p 313 A84-21364
Method for determining probability of structural failure
from aircraft counting accelerometer tracking data
P313 A84-21366
Analysis of structural failure probability under spectrum
loading conditions p 313 A84-21367
Motion-induced aerial forces for detached flow and their
application to the study of structural response — German
thesis p 268 A84-22249
Superplastic forming, an economical sheet-forming
process
[MBB-BB-555-83-OE] .p314 A84-22851
Composite part production techniques reviewed
p379 A84-23901
Solutions to nonlinear problems in the structural
mechanics of aircraft p 381 A84-25584
Methods of reference basis for identification of linear
dynamic structures
[AIAA PAPER 82-0769] p 474 A84-27148
Experimental investigations of fiber composite
reinforcement of cracked metallic structures
P470 A84-27361
Near real-time automated inspection and evaluation
system (AIES) -- of graphite structures in aircraft
p 477 A84-28501
Keeping the wet wing dry p 397 A84-29562
The problem of the analytical formulation of aircraft
surfaces p 564 A84-30429
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, 25th, Palm Springs, CA, May 14-16. 1984,
Technical Papers. Part 1 p 554 A84-31626
Innovation in aircraft structures - Fifty years ago and
today
[AIAA PAPER 84-0840] p 501 A84-31627
An investigation into the probabilistic combination of
quasi-static and random accelerations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0908] p 555 A84-31646
Structural potential of Superplastic formed aluminum
[AIAA PAPER 84-0935! p 548 A84-31678
Equations of motion of an elastic flight vehicle utilizing
static aeroelastic characteristics of the restrained vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 84-0986] p 556 A84-31711
The mechanical properties of titanium P/M parts
produced from superdean powders p 549 A84-32859
Fatigue life of the Z-37 agricultural aircraft, ways of
gradual raising of it. operation, and maintenance without
overhaul P 502 A84-38961
Carbon fibre fabric repairs to metal aircraft structures
p 502 A84-32983
Survey of quality results obtained in serial production
ot aerospace composite structures p 558 A84-32993
Comparative investigations involving aircraft structural
components produced by different procedures from
high-strength aluminum materials
[MBB-VFW-48-83-OE] p 550 A84-33146
Aircraft structures (2nd edition) — Book
p595 A84-35687
Crack resistance of pressed and rolled semifinished
products from aluminum alloys used in load-bearing units
in aircraft wings p614 A84-35724
Survey lecture and special experiences in FRG — carbon
fiber composite structures for aerospace application
[MBB-UD-410-83-OE] p 614 A84-35920
Autoclave - Curing of extremely thin HM CFC-skins —
tor fabrication of fiber composite aerospace structures
[MBB-UD-409-83-OE] p 622 A84-35921
Materials in aeronautical research
p710 A84-37040
Evolution of test methods for structural vibrations
p 716 A84-37149
Noise transmission characteristics of advanced
composite structural materials p 735 A84-37938
Finite element analysis of natural, longitudinal vibrations
of a deformable aeroplane with suspended masses
pSaO A84-37948
Flight demonstrations and the forward swept wing
p636 A84-38402
Flight service of composite structure on McDonnell
Douglas commercial airplanes p 683 A84-39030
Performance of two load-limiting subfloor concepts in
full-scale general aviation airplane crash tests
[AIAA PAPER 84-2225] p 684 A84-39279
Citation III bonded structure
[AIAA PAPER 84-2244] p 637 A84-39287
Viscous flow calculations of shock diffraction and drag
loads on arched structures
[AIAA PAPER 84-1680] p 722 A84-39316
Composite materials response under low-velocity
impact . p 797 A84-40374
Acoustic emission due to crack growth, crack face
rubbing and structural noise in the CC-130 Hercules
aircraft p 804 A84-40678
The VYZLE program package - Calculation of aircraft
service life p 770 A84-41662
Fibre/resin composites for aircraft primary structures -
A short history, 1936-1984 p 797 A84-42209
Crash performance of Al and fiber-reinforced-composite
structural elements p 760 A84-42567
Flight service of composite structures on McDonnell
Douglas commercial airplanes p 863 A84-42746
Effects of service environment on the boron/epoxy skins
of the F-15 horizontal stabilator p 864 A84-42749
Weldbond production process technology
p916 A84-42761
Large area aerospace composite structure fabrication
technology p 823 A84-42864
Development of a new hybrid material (ARALL) for
aircraft structures — aramid reinforced aluminum
laminate p913 A84-42866
New simplified ways to understand the interaction
between aircraft structure and active control systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-1868] P 894 A84-43426
Polygonal plate modeling of realistic structures •- for
aircraft radar cross section calculation
p917 A84-43615
Ballistic testing of composite materials
p913 A84-43893
Improved damage-tolerance analysis methodology
p917 A84-44516
Lightning and composite materials
p 852 A84-44950
Solution of the nonlinear dynamic problem of structural
behaviour of a coupled model of an airplane wing with
an aileron p 870 A84-44965
Certification problems tor composite airplane
Structures p 824 A84-44975
A310 structural testing for certification philosophy and
application to meet current durability and damage tolerance
requirements p 872 A84-45000
A new method of modal analysis - Multiple input by
uncorrelated signals p 906 A84-45004
Computerized methods for analysis and design of aircraft
Structures p 872 A84-45019
Application and integration ot design allowables to meet
structural-life requirements p 873 A84-45028
MultJvariate optimisation as applied to aircraft project
design p 873 A84-45032
Multicomponent calculations of the aerodynamic
characteristics of aircraft after-bodies
p 837 AB4-45053
Application of pulsed laser holography to nondestructive
testing of aircraft structures p 919 A84-45497
Ah application of the finite element method to the local
strength analysis of the structural elements of aircraft
p920 A84-45708
An approximate calculation of stress intensity factors
in the joints of aircraft structures p 920 A84-45710
Improving the accuracy of a shear finite element used
in the NASTRAN program p 921 A84-45748
The buckling ot honeycomb sandwich circular rings
p922 A84-46190
Development of a stochastic model for fatigue cracks
in aircraft structures p 922 A84-46337
Predicting structural dynamic behavior using a combined
experimental/analytical model — for helicopter design
p 878 AB4-46378
Metal bonding slowly winning over reluctant designers
p923 -A84-46484
Electron-beam weld solidification structures and
properties in AI-3IJ-X alloys , p 996 A84-48766
Large-scale structural optimization
p 1007 A84-49124
Aircraft fatigue, with particular emphasis on Australian
operations and research
[AD-A131036] ., p51 NS4-10051
Right service evaluation of Kevtar-49 epoxy composite
panels in wide-bodies commercial transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-166065] p 75 N84-10188
Advanced NO techniques (or composite primary
structures p 75 N84-10216
The significance of defects and damage in composite
structures p 75 NB4-10219
Effect of defects on aircraft composite structures
p 75 N84-10221
The engineering significance of defects in composite
structures p 76 N84-10222
Defect occurrences in the manufacture of large CFC
structures and work associated with defects, damage and
repair of CFC components p 76 N84-10223
Poor quality aircraft exterior surfaces cause greater fuel
expenditures p3 N84-11095
Polyurethane aircraft coatings for fuel savings
p3 N84-11096
Estimated analysis of the aeroelastic behavior of tail
rotors p52 N84-11129
Aeroelastictty and optimization at the design stage
p53 N84-11131
Metal matrix composite structural panel construction
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12807-1] p 77 : N84-11214
Aircraft transparency testing methodology and
evaluation criteria. Part 2: Methodology development for
improved durability.
[AD-A131928] p 122 NS4-12157
Aircraft transparency testing methodology and
evaluation criteria. Parti: Test methods and information
analysis
[AD-A131927] p 122 N84-12158
Fligntline thermal environment testing of F-111
transparencies
[AD-A131642] p 123 N84-12163
Evaluation ol the crack gage as an advanced individual
aircraft tracking concept • p 142 N84-12551
Some thoughts concerning large load-carrying
vehicles
[NASA-TM-85701] p 87 N84-13139
Connection of large Airbus components taking example
of control surfaces junctions : • ' "-
[MBB-UT-07-82-OE] p 201 N84-14134
Recognizing defects in carbon-fiber reinforced plastics
[NASA-TM-78947J p 204 N84-15I43
Report on visit to the US and Europe in May 1983,
covering the 1983 ICAF (International Committee on
Aeronautical Fatigue) Meetings and related visits
[AD-A133415] p205 N84-15147
Effect ol suction on the wake structure of a
three-dimensional turret
[AD-A13S897] p 337 N84-18174
The use of interfarence-fri bolts or bushes and hole cold
expansion for increasing the fatigue life of thick-section
aluminium alloy bolted joints
[AB-002-973] p 384 N84-18676
Concepts for improving the damage tolerance of
composite compression panels — aircraft structures
[NASA-TM-85748] p 384 N84-18678
New analytical methods for the prediction of fatigue
crack growth under realistic loading — aircraft structures
[NLR-MP-82055-U] . p 385 N84-18713
Testing for severe aerodynamicalty induced vibration
environments p 342 N84-19905
A-41
AIRCRAFT SURVIVABILITY SUBJECT INDEX
Numerical determination of the effects of boundary
conditions on the instability of composite panels with
cutouts
[AD-A138772] p 388 N84-19931
Optimized bolted joint
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13250-1] P 484 N84-20859
AGARD Highlights, March 1984
[AGARD-HIGHUGHTS-84/1] P 399 N84-21498
Report by the Chairman of the Fluid Dynamics Panel
p485 N84-21499
An RAF viewpoint on ajrcraft structural integrity
p439 N84-21S03
The application of cold worked holes (in aircraft
structures)
[NLR-TR-81120-U] P 561 N84-22990
Aluminum precision forging components
p562 N84-23S63
Recent developments and future directions in dynamic
stability research at NAE, Ottawa P 514 N84-23582
Urge deflection multimode response of clamped
rectangular panels to acoustic excitation, volume 1
[AD-A139622] P 624 N84-25107
Safety recommendations A-84-1 through -3
P588 N84-25673
Influence of the environment on the application and
drying quality of organic paints — aircraft structures
[SNIAS-832-551-102] p617 N84-25833
Radomes for flight vehicles
[AD-A140174] P625 N84-25920
Revisions to the PETROS 4 shell response code
[AO-A140268] P 628 N84-26059
On improving the fatigue performance of a double-shear
lap joint
[VFW-29/B3-O] P628 N84-26431
Successful utilization of economic, light
aluminum-casted structures in airplane construction
[VFW-31/83-O] P599 N84-26439
New high performance windshield/canopy materials
[AD-P003199] p 685 N84-26612
An industry test program for interlayer equivalency
[AD-P003200] p 723 N84-26613
Fluroepoxy and fluroacrylic transparencies
[AD-P003201] p712 N84-26614
Polycrystalline MgAI2O4 spinel for high performance
windows
[AD-P003202] D712 N84-26615
An improved acrylic sheet material with enhanced craze
resistance
[AD-P003203] p712 N84-26616
Protective linear materials for transparent plastics
[AD-P003204] P712 N84-26617
Specialty coatings for increased sendee life of acrylic
aircraft transparencies, part 2
[AD-P003206] P 713 N84-26619
In-flight measurement of pressure distribution over T-38
student canopy
[AD-P003207] P660 N84-26620
Swedish Air Force maintenance programme for aged
transparent enclosures for jet trainer and jet fighter
aircraft
[AD-P003208] P 637 N84-26621
Optical effects of F-16 Canopy-HUO (Head-Up Display)
integration
[AD-P003222] p 736 N84-26635
Lufthansa German Airlines experience with cabin and
cockpit windows of Boeing 707. 727, 737. 747, Douglas
DC10 and Airbus A300
[AD-P003226] p 686 N84-26639
Windshield problems on UK operated transport sized
jet aircraft 1976 to 1982
[AD-P003228] p 686 N84-26641
Evaluation of an improved flame resistant aircraft window
system
[FAA-CT-83-10] P 674 N84-26680
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-005] P 638 N84-27668
Theoretical and experimental results of dynamic
behavior of periodically stiffened cylindrical shell
p 690 N84-27731
Hygrothermal effects in continuous fibre reinforced
composites. Part 1: Thermal and moisture diffusion in
composite materials
[AD-A128228] p714 N84-27837
SPF/DB primary structure for supersonic aircraft (T-38
horizontal stabilizer)
[NASA-CR-163114] p 714 N84-27860
An investigation into the probabilistic combination of
quasi-static and random accelerations
[NASA-TM-82584] P 729 N84-28111
Flexible manufacturing line for aircraft structures of sheet
metal
[BMFT-FB-W-84-011] p 740 N84-28731
Aeroelastic problems caused by tornados and their
successful treatment with technologies that result from
experiences of precedent intensive technologic
modernizing
[MBB-FE-294/S/PUB/110] p 809 N84-29253
USAF durability design handbook: Guidelines for the
analysis and design of durable aircraft structures
[AD-A142424] p 774 N84-29866
Stress-corrosion crack-growth study of titanium alloy
T1-6AI-4V exposed to Freon PCA and nitrogen tetroxkJe
MON-1 p 801 N84-29923
ACEE Composite Structures Technology: Review of
selected NASA research on composite materials and
structures
[NASA-CP-2321 ] p 801 N84-29969
Residual-strength tests of L-1011 vertical fin
components after 10 and 20 years of simulated flight
service p 801 N84-29970
Worldwide flight and ground-based exposure of
composite materials p 802 N84-29971
Prediction of light aircraft interior sound pressure level
using the room equation
[NASA-CR-173840] p 941 N84-32117
Development and flight evaluation of an augmented
stability active controls concept with a small tail
[NASA-CR-173880] p 903 N84-32395
Rigid closed-cell polyimide foams for aircraft applications
and foam-in-place technology
[NASA-CR-171805] p 916 N84-32535
The need for biaxial fatigue testing at A.R.L
[AD-A143203] p 931 N84-32878
AIRCRAFT SURVIVABIUTY
Air mobility and the Agusta A-129 'Mongoose1
p47 A84-11070
Low level delivery test program - Correlation of wind
tunnel/sled track test separation results
[AIAA PAPER 83-2761] p 72 A84-12347
Modular (lighter/high sortie rates and mission flexibility
[AIAA PAPER 83-2568] p 117 A84-13394
TORNADO autopilot measures to ensure survivability
after failures
[MB8-FE-325/PUB/TOR/007] p 135 A84-15193
The trajectory generator for tactical flight management
p224 A84-16683
Surviving airliner crashes - The record improves, but
more research is needed p 517 A84-30949
Future combat environments - Implications for the engine
development process
[AIAA PAPER 84-1339] p 605 A84-35659
Impact of flying qualities on mission effectiveness for
helicopter air combat
[AIAA PAPER 84-2106] p 787 A84-42354
Evaluation of singularly perturbed pursuit-evasion
games p 935 A84-44940
Lessons learned in the development of the F-16 flight
control system p 229 N84-15092
Tornado autopilot measures to ensure survrvability after
failures p 229 N84-15094
Increased aircraft survrvability using direct voice input
p204 N84-15100
Technical information support for survivability
p 396 N84-19868
Aircraft survivability p 354 N84-19869
Crew survivable helicopter undercarriage
[AD-A137770] . p 438 N84-20517
Survivability design guidelines for Fly-By-Wire Flight
Control Systems development
[AD-A138211] p464 N84-21557
Educational aids in aircraft combat survivability
[AD-A139090] p 528 N84-22556
Application of multifunction strapdown inertia! system
p 594 N84-25698
Aircraft seat fire blocking layers. Effectiveness and
benefits under various scenarios
[AD-A140796] p 674 N84-26681
A simulation model to evaluate aircraft survivability and
target damage during offensive counterair operations
[AD-A141324] p 689 N84-27728
The effect of component redundancy upon aircraft
combat survivability
[AD-A141815] p 773 N84-28784
AIRCRAFT TIRES
Cockpit CRT display tyre pressure indicating system
p56 A84-11625
Selection of efficient landing gear arrangements for
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Approach and landing aerodynamic technologies for
advanced STOL fighter configurations
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New ICAO obstacle clearance requirements
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Off-shore helicopter radio navigation using DME-based
positioning system p 521 A84-32337
Simulator evaluation of a remotely piloted vehicle lateral
landing task using a visual display
.[AIAA PAPER 84-2095] p 771 A84-42348
An in-flight investigation of pilot-induced oscillation
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Landing approach handling qualities of transport aircraft
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parameters — Instrument Meteorological Conditions
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p57 N84-11105
General aviation single pilot IFR autopilot study
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A simulator evaluation of an automatic terminal approach
system p 114 N84-12037
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landing displays p 125 N84-12039
Simulation analysis and derivation of accuracy
requirements for future terminal area navigation. Part 1:
Single aircraft analysis
[BMFT-FB-W-83-035-PT-1] p 428 N84-21535
Simulation analysis and derivation of accuracy
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Multi aircraft analysis
[BMFT-FB-W-83-036-PT-2] p 428 N84-21536
FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) air traffic activity
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[AD-A142493] p 766 N84-29861
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Authorization Bill, 1984
[S-REPT-98-455] p 569 N84-24506
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Authorization Act
[S-REPT-98-455] p 569 N84-24507
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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Report of accomplishments under the airport
improvement program
[AD-A142444] p 794 N84-29889
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An engineering approximation of supersonic flutter for
overall missile configuration p 382 A84-25999
The optimal thermal gasdynamic design of gas turbine
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Approximate Factorisation methods—for computational
fluid dynamics p640 A84-37056
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interference effects. Volume 1: Theoretical description
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Aircraft generation equipment emissions estimator
(AGEEE)
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Entropy condition satisfying approximations for the full
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Conical flows with leading edge vortices
p 623 N84-25013
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Distributed asynchronous microprocessor architectures
in fault tolerant integrated flight systems
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Scientific data processor - Telemetry preprocessing in
the real-time flight test environment
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considerations p 113 A84-15625
Avionic architectures for fly-by-wire aircraft
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A distributed microprocessor system architecture for
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avionics systems maintenance trainers
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The digital flight control and active control systems on
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A new bus architecture for distributed avionic systems
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Directions in avionic data distribution systems
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Broad range of programmable fault tolerance in
transition machine computer architectures
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architecture for Boeing 737-300 aircraft
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Integrated powerplant control systems and potential
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and control DATCOM
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Advanced Concepts for Avionics/Weapon System
Design, Development and Integration
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System architecture: Key to future avionics
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Certification experience of the Jaguar fly-by-wire
demonstrator aircraft integrated flight control system
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A study of optimal computer network architecture for
digital avionics systems
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Dynamic spacecraft simulators in military space ground
systems
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Fault tolerant architectures for integrated aircraft
electronics systems, task 2
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Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
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Integrated Computer-Aided Manufacturing (ICAM)
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architecture
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Advanced cockpit-systems integration
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stability and control characteristics of a
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[AIAA PAPER 83-2401 ] p 54 A84-10046
Computational aerodynamics and artificial intelligence
[AIAA PAPER 84-1531] p 733 A84-39306
Strategies of cooperation in distributed problem
solving
[AD-A136527] p 392 N84-1895S
Multivariable digital flight control design of the X-29A
[AD-A140983] p 704 N84-27745
Computational aerodynamics and artificial intelligence
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aerodynamic simulation
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[NASA-TM-86264] p 862 N84-31104
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Aerospace bibliography, seventh edition
[NASA-TM-85438] p 396 N84-19136
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A theoretical and experimental investigation of a
transonic projectile flowfield p 153 A84-17430
ASCENT TRAJECTORIES
Solving the optimal control problem using a nonlinear
programming technique. II - Optimal Shuttle ascent
trajectories
[AIAA PAPER 84-2038] p 909 A84-44222
Shuttle Performance: Lessons Learned, part 2
[NASA-CP-2283-PT-2] p 75 N84-10144
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Performance evaluation of a glider with constant span
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[DGLR PAPER 83-114] p 436 A84-29677
Langley high-lift research on a high-aspect-ratio
supercritical wing configuration p 665 N84-27665
Selected advanced aerodynamic and active control
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[NASA-CR-3469] p 666 N84-27683
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[AD-A135317] p 371 N84-18222
Development of criteria for the use of asphalt-rubber
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[AD-A137412] p 385 N84-19608
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pavements P 906 N84-31220
Mechanistic methodology for airport pavement design
with engineering fabrics. Volume 1: Theoretical and
experimental base
[DOT/FAA/PM-84-9.1 ] P 993 N84-34450
Evaluation of the pavement condition index for use on
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guide
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Aircraft, ships, spacecraft nuclear plants and quality
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ASTEROIDS
Wave drag of elongated astroid bodies at moderate
supersonic flight velocities p 513 N84-22797
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How aerospace ISO standards will impact new designs
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[SAE PAPER 831513] P 481 A84-29638
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A simulator to study dynamic interaction of the Space
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Velocity estimation on a dual-spin spacecraft
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Fatigue crack growth and low cycle fatigue of two nickel
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Airborne far-infrared and submillimeter spectroscopy
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ASTRONOMY
Airborne observatories - Astronomy at high altitudes
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ASYMPTOTIC METHODS
A uniformly valid asymptotic solution for unsteady
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of a viscous fluid near the axis of a vortex sheet
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The effect of hydrodynamics on the thermal diffusion
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Asymptotic methods in mechanics
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ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION
Initializations for numerical weather prediction based on
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. air-to-ground attack phase p 137 N84-12071
Secondary power supplies for a small single engine
combat aircraft p 131 N84-12175
Computer aided construction of ground attack mission
profiles over European terrain p202 N84-15060
Survivability design guidelines for Fly-By-Wire Right
Control Systems development
[AD-A138211] p464 N84-21S57
DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency)
air vehicles technology office technical task order
contract
[AO-A138887] p 529 N84-23625
Study of aerodynamic technology for
single-cruise-engine V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft
[NASA-CR-166270] p 754 N84-28738
Study of aerodynamic technology for
single-cruise-engine V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft
[NASA-CR-166269] p 765 N84-28767
Weapons file •
[AD-A142508] p774 N84-29867
ATTENUATION
Radio frequency distribution assembly, operations and
maintenance manual
[AD-A143864] p 1009 N84-33649
ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS
Measurement of the absorption coefficient using the
sound-intensity technique
[NASA-CR-173848] p 941 N84-32115
ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)
Calculation for attitude angles of an all attitude aeroplane
strapdown system p360 A84-23910
Using the Peripheral Vision Horizon Display
[SAE PAPER 831473] p446 A84-29505
V/STOL (Vertical/Short Takeoff and Landing) low speed
end transition equivalent systems analysis
[AO-A131955] p122 N84-12156
Orientation and calibration of three-dimensional
tachometer with aid of available angle data
p725 N84-26954
ATTITUDE CONTROL
Attitude and acceleration performance in the flight
control system P456 A84-26730
Twenty-five years of handling qualities research
[AIAA PAPER 82-1353] P 540 A84-30801
Geometric methods for mulSbody dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 84-1022] P 547 A84-31751
Distributed parameter system theory of autopilot design
of slender vehicle p 704 A84-39740
Instrument failure detection and isolation in a system
with variable plant parameters
[AIAA PAPER 84-1856] p934 A84-43420
Tentative STOL (short-takeoff-and-tanding) flying
qualities criteria for MIL standard and handbook
[AD-A132857] p 201 N84-14138
Multivariable control laws for the AFTI/F-16
[AD-A135870] p 363 N84-18210
Aircraft control position indicator
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12984-1] p 447 N84-20522
Multivariable control laws for the AFTI/F-16
[AFIT/GE/EE/83S-4] p 609 N84-24531
A piloted simulator Investigation of decoupling
helicopters by using a model following control system
[AD-A139976] p611 N84-24598
Multivariable digital control laws for the UH-60A black
hawk helicopter
[AD-A141046] p 705 N84-27746
Development of lateral-directional equivalent system
models for selected U.S. Navy tactical aircraft
[AD-A141672] p 790 N84-28810
Computer program to simulate the lateral-directional
response of a high performance aircraft digital electronic
flight control system
[AD-A144480] p 991 N84-34447
ATTITUDE INDICATORS
Pilot-aircraft interaction concerning a wind shear
indication system p693 N84-26586
AUDIO FREQUENCIES
Propeller tone bursts p320 A84-21213
AUDIOLOQY
Activities report of the Institute of Sound and Vibration
Research p 820 N84-29693
AUDITORY PERCEPTION
Accuracy and speed of response to different voice types
in a cockpit voice warning system
[AD-A13559S] p 383 N84-18503
AUDITORY TASKS
Frequency encoded auditory display of the critical
tracking task
[NASA-TM-85869] p 531 N84-22558
AUGMENTATION
A piloted simulator investigation. of side-stick
controller/stability and control augmentation system
requirements for helicopter visual flight tasks
p906 A84-46370
Proposed revisions to MIL-F-878SC related to flight
safety of augmented aircraft. Volume 1. Section 1 - 7
[AD-A131414] p29 N84-11153
Proposed revisions to MIL-F-8785C related to flight
safety of augmented aircraft. Volume 2. Appendices A
-F
[AD-A131415] p29 N84-11154
Proposed revisions to MIL-F-8785C related to flight
safety of augmented aircraft. Volume 3. Appendix G.
Pilot comments
[AD-A131416] p29 N84-11155
NASA Aircraft Controls Research, 1983
[NASA-CP-2296] p 461 N84-20567
Flying qualities criteria for superaugmented aircraft
p 461 N84-20569
Large aircraft handling qualities p 461 N84-20570
A summary of rotorcraft handling qualities research at
NASA Ames Research Center p 461 N84-20571
Implications of control technology on aircraft design
p 461 N84-20573
Design ol a complete multivariable digital flight control
system
[AFIT/GE/EE/82D-18] p 810 N84-24532
Optimal cooperative control synthesis applied to a
control-configured aircraft
[NASA-CR-170411] p610 N84-24593
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
Fracture temperature and flaw growth in nitronic 40 at
cryogenic temperatures
[NASA-TP-2312] p 552 N84-23750
AUSTRALIA
Australian airspace management p 571 A84-35377
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AUTOCLAVING
Autoclave - Curing of extremely thin HM CFC-skins —
for fabrication of fiber composite aerospace structures
[MBB-UD-409-83-OE] p 622 A84-35921
AUTOMATED EN ROUTE ATC
Development of threat logic for airborne TCAS — Traffic
Alert and Collision Avoidance System
p423 A84-26790
The pilot's role in the automated ATC system
p 739 A84-41066
The role of NEXRAO in aircraft navigation and flight
safety enhancement p 932 A84-44150
Air traffic control improvements in the Republic of
China p 858 A84-44741
Electronic tabular display subsystem (ETABS) for flight
plan data P 859 A84-44744
Automated en route air traffic control algorithmic
specifications. Volume 3: Right plan conflict probe
[AD-A136795] p 346 N84-19319
AUTOMATED PILOT ADVISORY SYSTEM
Development of threat logic for airborne TCAS — Traffic
Alert and Collision Avoidance System
p 423 A84-26790
Experimentation for flight service systems
p852 A84-44740
AUTOMATED RADAR TERMINAL SYSTEM
DERD-MC - A modular, distributed-processing ATC
system p 37 A84-12187
Selective-interrogation SSR - A future technique for
automating ATC p 763 A84-40048
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
Automated measurements of atmospheric visibility
p 78 A84-12196
Integrated systems for the automatic control of aircraft
powerplants — Russian book p297 A84-21579
American Control Conference, San Francisco, CA, June
22-24, 1983, Proceedings. Volumes 1, 2 & 3
p 390 A84-25451
Models and analysis for twin-lift helicopter systems
p 362 A84-25553
Synthesis of a controller of simple structure for a multilink
system stable in the case of infinite gain factors
p490 A84-27873
Automation of small-scale machine-shop production and
the product quality — Russian book p 717 A84-37523
The role of pilots and automation in future transport
flight stations p 768 A84-41059
Robust back-up stabilization for artificial-stability
aircraft p899 A84-45049
Systems of terminal control — Russian book
p 935 A84-45647
Synthesis of an optimal on-board electric power
distribution system for aircraft using computer-aided
design p 986 A84-47564
Start automated traffic control system operational at
Krasnodar p 41 N84-10004
Gust alleviation — numerical analysis
p69 N84-11180
Flight-test of the glide-slope track and flare-control laws
for an automatic landing system for a powered-lift STOL
airplane
[NASA-TP-2128] p 138 N84-13198
The integrated manual and automatic control of complex
flight systems
[NASA-CR-173308] p 362 N84-18207
Automated en route air traffic control algorithmic
specifications. Volume 4: Sector workload probe
[AD-A136796] p 346 N84-19320
HP-85/Mini-Ranger navigation system
[AD-A142131] ' p765 N84-28770
Solid state power controller fuse development
program
[AD-A142118] p807 N84-29118
Design and development of an automatically controlled
variable-load energy absorber
[AOA142683] p 774 N84-29868
Energy management for crew escape systems
p762 N84-29945
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
Tactical Air Control System experiments in command
and control automation
[AIAA'PAPER 83-2396] p 69 A84-10045
The dynamics of vehicles with two-channel guidance
— Russian book on flight vehicles p 62 A84-10486
Precision timing in commercial flight - A way to increase
efficiency through onboard and ground-based aids
[DGLR PAPER 82-095] p 29 A84-10568
Real-time, on-line automatic guidance and control flight
simulation p 63 A84-11939
Tactical Flight Management - System definition .
p 40 A84-12447
Integrated system design for flight and propulsion control
using total energy principles
[AIAA PAPER 83-2561] p 117 A84-13393
Development of the F/A-18 handling qualities using
digital flight control technology p 221 A84-15979
Real-time pilot guidance system for improved flight-test
maneuvers p 205 A84-16161
AFTI/F-16 flight test results and lessons
p 192 A84-16167
AFTI/F-16 DFCS development summary - A report to
industry redundancy management system design — Digital
Flight Control Systems p 222 A84-16666
AFTI/F-16 DFCS development summary - A report to
industry software design/mechanization
p 222 A84-16667
AFTI/F-16 DFCS developrrmt summary - A report to
industry verification and valida km testing
p 223 A84-16668
The use of fault-tolerant software for flight control
systems fi 223 A84-16675
Recent digital technology advancements and their
impact on digital flight control design
p223 A84-16676
Automation of fighter aircraft trajectory control
P224 A84-16681
AFTI/F-16 digital flight control computer design
p224 AB4-16693
New concepts in control theory 1959-1984 - Dry den
Lecture for 1984 — for aerospace flight control
[AIAA PAPER 84-0161] p 225 A84-17920
Microcomputer control applications in integrated
flight/weapon control system p 188 A84-19124
Digital automatic flight control system for helicopters
p303 A84-19617
Flight management computer systems
p354 A84-23850
Use of differential pressure feedback in an automatic
flight control system p 360 A84-24998
Tomorrow's flight controls - Helicopter fly-by-light •
p 455 A84-26705
Software control and system configuration management
- A process that works p 488 A84-26713
Experience with the F/A-18 digital flight control
system p 455 A84-26721
Perspectives on software development and verification
- Boeing 757/767 AFDS — Autopilot Flight Director
Systom p 488 A84-26722
Development and certification of the 757/767 autopilot
Flight director system p455 A84-26723
Fault tolerant flight control avionics integration using
MIL-STD-1553B p 456 A84-26744
The digital flight control and active control systems on
theL-1011 p456 A84-26745
Multi-Microprocessor Flight Control System, 1982
p 456 A84-26746
Development and simulation testing of an integrated
sensory subsystem (ISS) for advanced aircraft (Phase
III). p 440 A84-26748
Digital autopilot monitoring and its applications to the
Boeing 767/757 aircraft p 441 A84-26766
Effects of near-coincident faults in multiprocessor
systems — reliability engineering for commercial aircraft
flight control p 489 A84-26776
Advanced autopilot-flight director system computer
architecture for Boeing 737-300 aircraft
p 443 A84-26799
Application of nonlinear transformations to automatic
flight control p 456 A84-26891
Fly-by-light sensors p 456 A84-27266
Operational aspects of the integrated vertical flight path
and speed control system
[SAE PAPER 831420] p 458 A84-29483
Future flight control capability development
[SAE PAPER 831486] p 459 A84-29544
Digital flight control system EMI/EMP testing-lessons
learned
[SAE PAPER 831411 ] p 468 A84-29628
Automatic camber flap adjustment in gliders
[DGLR PAPER 83-113] p 436 A84-29678
Automating tactical-fighter combat
p526 A84-32695
Time flies - The 4D flight management system
p609 A84-33847
Flight management systems - Wanted but only when
they work p 702 A84-36574
The commercial aircraft cockpit in the year 2000
p 679 A84-37028
The introduction of generalized automatic control in
avionics and flight safety
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-6] p 636 A84-37528
Real time study of a microprocessor based flight control
system • p 703 A84-38883
Automation of the flight path - The display required
p775 A84-41068
Design and flight test of one-man operability in the
F/A-18 p768 A84-41071
Trajectory generation - An automation concept of the
future p784 A84-41072
Frying the lean machine Boeing 757
p760 A84-41242
Unique night test considerations for the Integrated
Flight/Fire Control program p86S A84-44474
Aircraft stability and control. Part 3 - Mathematical
analysis in applied aircraft stability —'Serbo-Croatian
book p898 A84-44714
An optimal proportional-plus-integral/tracking control
law for aircraft applications p 935 A84-44793
Design on digital flight-mode control systems for
helicopters with non-linear actuators
p899 A84-44990
Qualification of a TUPOLJEW TU-154B-2 for landings
of CAT II operation p 853 A84-45067
Digital avionics - The best is yet to come
p970 .A84-47693
Fly-by-wire British style p989 A84-48517
An integrated AFCS for the."PROFILE"-mode
p137 N84-12069
Frequency-shaped estimation and robust cortroller
design for aircraft flight control in wind disturbances
p227 N84-14154
AFTI/F-16: An integrated system approach to combat
automation p 203 N84-15063
Nonlinear transformat
[NASA-CR-166606] p 252 N84-15877
Flight test experience with pilot-induced-oscillation
suppression filters
[NASA-TM-86028] - p 305 N84-16213
Functional integration of vertical flight path and speed
control using energy principles p 463 N84-20588
. AFTI/F-16 digital flight control system experience
p 463 N84-20592
Multiple input - multiple output flight control design with
highly uncertain parameters; application to the C-135
aircraft • . •
[AD-A138011] p464 N84-21554
The use of a formal simulator to verify a simple real
time control program p 630 N84-25322
Status, future plans for Aeroflot's meteorological
support p730- N84-27711
Software control and system configuration management
-• A systems-wide approach •
[NASA-TM-85908] - p 879 N84-31112
AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL
Automatic gain ranging amplifier — for military aircraft
p 978 A84-46635
AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
Wind shear estimation by frequency-shaped optimal
estimator p391 A84-25452
. Scanning pencil beam precision approach radar
p520 A84-32333
Automatic helical rotorcraft descent and landing using
a microwave landing system .. p 860 A84-45576
Ministry official on improving all-weather aviation
capabilities p 523 N84-23552
A flight-test and simulation evaluation of the longitudinal
final approach and landing performance of an automatic
system for a light wing loading STOL aircraft equipped
with wing spoilers
[NASA-TM-85873] p 903 N84-32393
AUTOMATIC PILOTS
Improved operational techniques in the simulation of a
missile autopilot p 63 A84-10907
Flight testing of the autopilot and terrain following radar
system in the Tornado aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2770] • p 38 AS4-12354
TORNADO autopilot measures to ensure survtvability
after failures
[MBB-FE-325/PUB/TOR/007] p 135 A84-15193
Software testing of safety critical systems
[MBB-FE-352/S/PUB/106] p 135 A84-15195
.• Digital avionics in transport aircraft
p185. A84-15989
Considerations in autopilot litigation
p323 A84-20453
Design and flight testing of a digital landing approach
autopilot p361 A84-25487
Digital autopilot design and evaluation for FAMMS
(Future Army Modular Missile System)
. p362 A84-25534
Perspectives on software development and verification
- Boeing 757/767 AFDS — Autopilot Flight Director
System • • • - ' . p488 MV26722
Development and certification of the 757/767 autopilot
Flight director system p 455 A84-26723
Digital autopilot monitoring and its applications to the
Boeing 767/757 aircraft • p 441 A84-26766
Advanced autopilot-flight director system computer
architecture for Boeing 737-300 aircraft '
, p 443 A84-26799
Operational aspects of the integrated vertical flight path
and speed control system
[SAE PAPER 831420] . p 458 AB4-29483
Twenty-five years of handling qualities research
[AIAA PAPER 82-1353] p 540 A84-30801
Perturbation analysis of optimal integral controls
p629 A84-36131
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Distributed parameter system theory of autopilot design
of slender vehicle P 704 A84-39740
Electrostatic autopilots P 784 A84-40644
Automation of the flight path - The display required
p775 A84-41068
Robust missile autopilot design using generalized
singular optimal control technique
[AIAA PAPER 84-1847] P 894 A84-43414
Improvement of the 767 lateral autopilot using optimal
control design techniques
[AIAA PAPER 84-1956] P 896 A84-43485
Automated flight test maneuvers - The development of
a new technique P 697 A84-44464
The SCOUT system - A real time intelligence and
surveillance system P 870 A84-44957
Flying the Mirage 2000 by wire P 824 A84-44989
Computer aided flight testing of' a digital autopilot on
board a research aircraft > P 899 A84-45002
From autopilot to strapdown - Electrotechnology in
inertial guidance and control / p 1017 A84-47690
Computer control for automated flight test
maneuvering P 974 A84-49088
Single pilot IFR program overview and status
p 66 N84-12030
General aviation single pilot IFR autopilot study
p 136 N84-1203S
Flight test validation of a design procedure for digital
autopilots P136 N84-12036
A simulator evaluation of an automatic terminal approach
system P114 N84-12037
Control/display trade-off study for single-pilot instrument
flight rule operations P 125 N84-12044
Fixed-base simulator investigation of Display/SCAS
requirements for army helicopter low-speed tasks
[AD-A134123] P211 N84-14140
Tornado autopilot measures to ensure survivability after
failures , P 229 N84-15094
Fast estimation of state feedback gain for the design
of aircraft autopilots
[GU-AERO-8305] P610 N84-24596
Design and analysis of Coordinated Bank-To-Turn
(CBTT) autopilots for Bank-To-Tum (BTT) missiles
[AD-A140103] p613 N84-24698
The use of a formal simulator to verify a simple real
time control program P630 N84-2S322
Autopilot performance evaluation Tornado experience
and future applications p990 N84-34407
AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
A distributed, real time, flight test system•
[AIAA PAPER 83-2732] P 71 A84-12325
Grumman's automated test system past present and
future
[AIAA PAPER 83-2760] P 72 A84-12346
Closing the loop with a flight test customer - Management
and follow-up techniques for vendor or customer flight
testing
[AIAA PAPER 83-2743] P 116 A84-13383
EME susceptibility testing of aircraft — ElectroMagnetic
Environment p 206 A84-16S40
An automated technique for predicting and evaluating
the performance of the improved AN/APG-66 Fire Control
Radar p 186 A84-16S88
B-1B central integrated test system optimization
p209 A84-16608
A new approach to automated flight test data
reduction p 230 A84-16640
Double-order criterion for optimizing tests of mulfiblock
aircraft systems p 327 A84-25178
Systems for the automatic recording and processing of
test results for gas turbine engines P 356 A84-25179
Toward automatic testing of flight software
p489 A84-26727
Testing BITE on Boeing 757/767 in a simulated
operational environment P 442 A84-26768
Automated data system for helicopter structural fatigue
testing p 544 A84-32443
Automation of the inspection of part shapes using
coordinate-measuring machines at N.P. LET
p 739 A84-41648
A new method of modal analysis - Multiple input by
uncorrelated signals P 906 A84-45004
Logistics challenges of the Apache ATE
p 825 A84-46335
The Integrated Blade Inspection System (IBIS) - Program
review and status P 922 A84-46345
Development of an environmental stress indicator for
airborne avionics equipment P 1000 A84-46724
A O-GERT analysis of the effect of improved automatic
testing on F-16 aircraft availability
[AD-A134280] P 259 N84-16128
Evaluation of automatic test equipment for use with the
Army helicopter improvement program
[AD-A137647V p 447 N84-20523
B-1B Avionics/Automatic test equipment Maintenance
queueing analysis
[AD-A141175] P694 N84-27738
AUTOMATIC TRAFFIC ADVISORY AND RESOLUTION
Selective-interrogation SSR - A future technique for
automating ATC p 763 AB4-40048
AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS
Establishment and discontinuance criteria for Automated
Weather Observing Systems (AWOS)
[AD-A135674] p 389 N84-18811
AUTOMATION
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Technical
Symposium and Annual Assembly Meeting, Washington,
DC, November 17-19,1982, Proceedings
p 113 A84-15393
Automatic target recognizer evaluation method
p 209 A84-16576
The impact of automation on flight test
p768 A84-41080
Automation effects in a stereotypical multiloop manual
control system — for aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-1896] p 934 A84-43481
An automation of the topological description of the
schematic arrangements of load-bearing structures
p920 A84-45717
Operational and functional description of the AERA
packages
[AD-A136852] p 346 N84-19326
AUTOMOBILE ENGINES
Combustor development for automotive gas turbines
p 78 A84-10499
Fuel control systems for hydrogen-fueled automotive
combustion engines - A prognosis p 314 A84-22721
Initial development of the AGT 100 advanced gas
turbine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-56] p 1001 A84-46909
AGT101 advanced gas turbine technology update
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-168] p 982 A84-46970
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT] technology
development
[NASA-CR-168235] p 246 N84-15554
Real-time simulation of an automotive gas turbine using
the hybrid computer
[NASA-TM-83593] p 633 N84-26484
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) Technology Project
[NASA-CR-174629] p 729 N84-28089
AUTOMOBILES
Improving the flow quality in an open wind tunnel
p70 A84-10554
Wind tunnel effects in vehicle aerodynamics
p 71 A84-10561
On the significance of unsteady surface pressures for
aercdynamically induced interior noise of automobiles
[DFVLR-FB-83-28] p 341 N84-19303
Simulation of vehicle aerodynamics by means of a
general-purpose computer program
[CFD/84/4] p758 N84-28759
AUTOROTATION
New, high-performance rotating parachute — for reentry
vehicle recovery
[AIAA PAPER 84-0808] p 402 A84-26573
A simple autorotative flare index p 785 A84-42279
On the prediction of auto-rotational characteristics of
light airplane fuselages
[AIAA PAPER 84-2112] p 788 A84-42357
Numerical aerodynamic analysis of a free falling
autorotating plate
[AD-A138900] p 517 N84-23612
AUXILIARY POWER SOURCES
APU operational efficiency
[MBB-UT-14-83-OE] p 128 A84-15194
Modem technology secondary power systems for next
generation military aircraft p 890 A84-44970
Aircraft Electric Secondary Power
[NASA-CP-2282] p 59 N84-10055
Secondary electric power generation with minimum
engine bleed p 79 N84-10059
Primary electric power generation systems for
advanced-technology engines p 60 N64-10060
Installation of electric generators on turbine engines
p 60 N84-10061
Application of advanced materials to rotating
machines p 60 N84-10063
Cycloconverter on the all-electric airplane
p 79 N84-10069
Auxiliary Power Systems
[AGARD-CP-352] p 130 N84-12168
Auxiliary power requirements: Their role in aircraft
performance p 130 N84-12169
Auxiliary power systems with gas turbines
p 130 N84-12170
Secondary power systems for fighter aircraft
experiences today and requirements for a next
generation p 130 N84-12171
Small auxiliary power unit design constraints
p 131 N84-12172
APU in commercial airline operation
p 131 N84-12173
Auxiliary power units for wide-body aircraft
p 131 N84-12174
Secondary power supplies for a small single engine
combat aircraft p 131 N84-12175
Hydraulic generation of auxiliary power for the Mirage
2000 aircraft p 131 N84-12176
Optimization of engine power offtake by secondary
power system design p 131 N84-12177
Hot gas APU starter for advanced aircraft applications
p 131 N84-12178
Cost efficient on board power for airline operation
p 132 N84-12180
APU operational efficiency p 132 N84-12181
Ground and inflight operational effects of APU's
p 132 N84-12182
All-electric accessory drive systems: Implications on
engine design and performance p 132 N84-12184
The 400 Hz generators evolution, effects on installation
arrangements p 132 N84-12166
Ground and inflight operational effects of APU's
[VFW-30/63-O] p 609 N84-26438
AVAILABILITY
A O-GERT analysis of the effect of improved automatic
testing on F-16 aircraft availability
[AD-A134280] p 259 N84-16128
AVIONICS
Artificial Intelligence - An implementation approach for
advanced avionics
[AIAA PAPER 83-2401] p 54 A84-10046
How lockheed cut avionics failures p36 A84-10890
Right decks of the future - Technology explodes
p55 A84-11074
Avionics analysed. V - Aircraft brain power
p36 A84-11S04
An alternative to airborne radar for thunderstorm
avoidance p 55 A84-11624
Flight evaluation results for a digital electronic engine
control in an F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 83-2703] p 59 A84-12310
RF production test facility for the LAMPS SH-60B Sea
Hawk
[AIAA PAPER 83-2762] p 72 A84-12348
Flight test and evaluation of the A-10 single-seat night
attack avionics
[AIAA PAPER 83-2787] p 37 A84-12352
Special considerations for testing integrated avionic
systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-2769] p 116 A84-13386
A new approach to recording MIL Standard 1553B
aircraft bus data
[AIAA PAPER 83-2792] p 110 A84-13388
New flight deck design In the light of operational
capabilities
[MBB-FE-301/S/PUB/109J p 119 A84-15191
International Conference on Electromagnetic
Compatibility, University of Surrey, Guildford, England,
September 21-23.1982. Proceedings
p141 A84-1538S
CAML - Digital avionics in a real-time application — Cargo
Aircraft Mine Laying p 120 A84-15624
Avionics/navigation architectural design
considerations p 113 A64-15625
High resolution color raster graphics generator for
Advanced Display and Control Systems (ADACS)
0142 A84-15649
Avionic architectures for fly-by-wire aircraft
p136 A84-15652
Improved avionics reliability through phase change
conductive cooling p 142 A84-156S3
Transistor devices for switching and shielding in dc
aircraft circuits p 142 A84-15768
Preliminary results from the NASA general aviation
demonstration advanced avionics system program
p 185 A84-15987
Digital avionics in transport aircraft
p 185 A84-15989
NAECON 1983; Proceedings of the National Aerospace
and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OH. May 17-19,1983.
Volumes 1 & 2 p 147 A84-16S26
Implementing microprocessor technology in aircraft
electrical power generating system control
p216 A84-16536
Aircraft EMC problems and their relationship to
subsystem EMI requirements p 186 A84-16538
Computer analysis - An EMC tool p 186 A84-16539
Standard Central Air Data Computer (SCADC) into
production p 206 A84-16549
Omnidirectional air data system for helicopters in the
80'sand90's p 206 A84-16SSO
Omni-directtonal air data systems for helicopters
p206 A84-16551
The reliability analysis of a separated, dual fail
operational redundant strapdown IMU — inertial
measurement unit p 207 A84-16558
Cockpit integration in the HH-60D Night Hawk
helicopter p207 A84-16559
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Display management in future military aircraft
p207 A84-16561
New video standards — for aircraft applications
p207 A84-16562
Multicolor electrochromic display technology
[AD-A136286] p 208 A84-16569
Flight simulator evaluation of a high speed graphics
dot-matrix display while portraying primary flight control
information p 208 A84-16570
The multi-mode matrix (MMM) multi-color LEO flat panel
display p 208 A84-16571
Speech technology for avionic computers
p208 A84-16573
The cockpit voice entry trail - Where is it going?
p208 A84-16574
New technologies and their logistics effects on
integrated CNI avionics — Communication Navigation
Identification p 187 A84-16591
The use of EEPHOMs in embedded computers for
avionic applications — Electrically Erasable Programmable
Read-Only Memory devices p238 A84-16603
Implementation of broadcast messages and acyclic data
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BLINDNESS
' The 1980 and 1981 accident experience of civil airmen
with selected visual pathology
[AD-A134898] p 282 N84-17158
BLOCKING
Correlation of laboratory-scale fire test methods for seat
blocking layer materials with large-scale test results
[AD-A131666] p109 N84-12138
SLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS
Demonstrated performance capabilities of the
Aerodynamic and Propulsion Test Unit (APTU) with a
vitiated air heater
[AIAA PAPER 84-0605] p 366 A84-24192
A distributed computer system for control, data
acquisition and processing in a blowdown wind tunnel
p 367 A84-25212
Transient ablation of blunt bodies at angles of attack
p 716 A84-36555
Methodological aspects of the testing of aerodynamic
models with combustion in high-enthalpy blowdown wind
tunnels P655 A84-38673
The MIT blowdown turbine facility
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-116] p 992 A84-46950
The use of tandem ejector, pumps in an intermittent
blowdown tunnel
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-226] p 992 A84-47006
Aerodynamic and Propulsion Test Unit (APTU)
performance with a vitiated air heater
p 795 N84-29964
BLOWING
Investigation of tangential blowing applied to a subsonic
V/STOL inlet p 12 A84-11042
Asymmetric blowing model design and testing
P368 A84-25219
Tests of wall blowing concepts for diffuser boundary
layer control
[AIAA PAPER 84-1276] p 642 A84-37217
The interaction between an unsteady boundary layer
and a supersonic flow under conditions of strong slot
injection P 839 A84-45713
Control of the forebody vortex orientation by asymmetric
air injection. Part A: Application to enhance departure/spin
recovery of fighter aircraft and Part B: Details of the flow
structure P 65 N84-10088
Analytical study of blowing boundary-layer control for
subsonic V/STOL inlets
[NASA-TM-83576] p 270 N84-16141
Stall delay by boundary layer blowing and/or suction
P846 N84-31086
BLUFF BODIES
Two recent extensions of the vortex method
[AIAA PAPER 84-0343] p 174 A84-19249
Velocity characteristics in the turbulent near wakes of
confined axisymmetric bluff bodies p 403 A84-26883
Navier-Stokes solutions for two-dimensional subsonic
base flow p407 A84-29474
Effect of free stream turbulence on the flow around Muff
bodies P507 A84-3231S
Body-turbulence interaction
[AIAA PAPER 84-1527] p 647 A84-37953.
Two-dimensional hydrodynamic characteristics of a bluff
symmetrical lairing section p83Q AM-44829
Airloads on bluff bodies, with application to the
rotor-induced downloads on tilt-rotor aircraft
[NASA-TM-84401] p 20 N84-11142
BLUNT BODIES
Correlation of hypersonic stagnation point heat transfer
at low Reynolds numbers p 10 A84-10146
Trie structure of separated flow in the case of supersonic
flow past blunt cones with a rear sting
p 171 A84-19001
Supersonic viscous compressible gas flow past corocatly
blunted cylinders at low Reynolds numbers
p 171 A84-19002
Laminar boundary layer stability experiments on a cone
at Mach 8. II - Blunt cone
[AIAA PAPER 844006] p 172 A84-19227
Hypersonic flow of a viscous gas at the surface of a
btunt cone with strong injection near the blunt section
p264 A84-21133
Simulation of blunt-fin-induced shock wave and turbulent
boundary-layer interaction
[AIAA PAPER 844)457] p 266 A84-21301
Hypersonic flow past evaporating bodies at angles of
attack p404 A84-27062
Characteristics of the interaction of a supersonic jet
above the critical pressure with a finite obstacle
p408 A84-28367
Motion of solid bodies in combustible gas mixtures
p477 A84-28385
Radiative heat transfer in the shock layer in
three-dimensional flow around blunt bodies
p504 A84-31015
Supersonic flow of a gas past bodies of revolution in
the presence of strong localized two-phase injection from
the body surf ace p506 A84-32157
Transient ablation of blunt bodies at angles of attack
P716 A84-365S5
Simplified Navier-Stokes equations and their numerical
solutions p 645 A84-37910
Shock shape over a sphere cone in hypersonic high
enthalpy flow p 657 A84-38852
Hypersonic flow of a mixture past blunt bodies
p657 A84-39171
Interference effects between spherically blunted
cylinders at M = 2.5 and'1.5
[AIAA PAPER 84-2098] p 750 A84-42349
The absorption of an entropy layer on a blunted cone
in hypersonic flow of a viscous gas p 839 A84-45703
Characteristics of the electrification of a metal body
moving at a high velocity in an aerosol medium
p 839 AB4-4S706
Calculation of a three-dimensional boundary layer In the
vicinity of an isolated critical point p958 A84-47055
Characteristics of steady hypersonic flow past blunt
bodies with discontinuities of the generatrix
p962 A84-47846
Numerical analysis of dusty supersonic flow past blunt
axisymmetric bodies
[UTIAS-267] p 18 N84-10023
A generalized solution technique for the parabolized
Navier-Stokes equations p 20 N84-11137
An analytical method to calculate the flow field about
blunt bodies of revolution at incidence in supersonic free
stream flow
[CSIR-NIAST-82/72] p 106 N84-13156
Studies of boundary layer transition and surface
roughness effects in hypersonic flow
[AD-A140803] p 662 N84-26670
BLUNT LEADING EDGES
A numerical method for calculating supersonic flow past
aircraft wings p 741 A84-39872
Effect of Mach and Reynolds numbers on heat transfer
at the blunt leading edge of a variable-sweep wing in the
region of bow-wave incidence p 640 A84-45723
BLUNT TRAILING EDGES
Experimental studies of the separated flow over a NASA
GA(W)-1 airfoil p 405 A84-27144
An experimental study of a supercritical trailing-edge
flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-2187) p 843 A84-48105
The effect of discrete spanwise regions of bleed on
pseudo-two-dimensional base flow at transonic speeds
[ARL-AERO-NOTE-418] p 269 N84-16132
BO-105 HELICOPTER
Practical aspects of helicopter parameter identification
[AIAA PAPER 84-2081] p 787 A84-42337
Mast mounted visual aids — for future helicopters
p8S2 A84-46274
BOATS
Development of satellite position location system for
aircraft and boat distress beacons p 38 A84-12427
Analysis of US Coast Quant HU-25A visual and radar
dotoction poftonrianco
[AD-A133380] p 185 N84-15138
BOATTA1LS '
Global PNS solutions for subsonic strong interaction flow
over a cone-cylinder-boattail configuration — Parabolized
Navier-Stokes p92 A84-14690
Second order composite velocity solution for large
Reynolds number flows
[AIAA PAPER 844172] p 162 A84-17830
Supersonic axisymmetric flow over boattaOs containing
a centered propulsive jet p962 A84-48129
Some aerodynamic characteristics of a projectile shape
with a nonaxisymmetric boattafl at Mach numbers of 0.91
and 3.02
[AD-A133755] p 175 N84-14125
Numerical investigation of the aerodynamics and stability
of a flared afterbody tor axisymmetric projectiles at
supersonic speeds
[AD-A136826] p 339 N84-19289
Investigation of aerodynamics of non axisymmetric
projectiles
[AO-A139107] p517 N84-23609
On the evaluation of boundary layer measurements on
boattaDed bodies of revolution in axisymmetric
compressfcle subsonic flow
[DFVLR-FB-84-09] p 728 N84-28010
BODIES
A lifting surface computer code with jet-in-crossflow
interference effects. Volume 1: Theoretical description
[NASA-CR-166524] p 271 N84-16147
BODIES OF REVOLUTION
Development of boundary layers and separation patterns
on a body of revolution at incidence p9 A84-10108
jet trajectories and surface pressures induced on a body
of revolution with various dual jet configurations
p12 A84-11049
Finite difference computation of wave drag and pressure
on slender bodes of revolution at transonic speeds with
zero-lift p 15 A84-12037
Method tor calculating the aerodynamic characteristics
of bodies on the basis of invariant relations of the theory
of local interaction p93 AB4-14939
The turbulent wake behind an axisymmetric body and
its interaction with the external turbulence
p170 A84-18358
The effect of a surface discontinuity on an axisymmetric
boundary layer. • p 331 A84-24894
An improved second-order shock-expansion method
p334 A84-25994
Nose parts of bodies of revolution with a passage that
is dose to bodies of minimum wave resistance
p404 A84-27063
Calculation of potential flow past simple bodies using
axial sources and a least-squares method
p575 A84-34464
Optimal shape of a body of revolution in a transonic
gas flow with constraints on length and volume
p642 A84-37231
Lamtnar-to-turbulent transition on a body of revolution
with an extended favorable pressure gradient forebody
p720 A84-38368
The use of multipoles for calculating the aerodynamic
interference between bodies of revolution
p 829 A84-44509
The effect of the Reynolds number and the position of
the transition point on transonic nonseparated flow past
a body of revolution p958 A84-47062
Re-examination of the maximum normalized
vortex-induced side force — for aerodynamic design
p964 A84-49503
Aerodynamic characteristics for heave displacement of
a slender round-nosed body of revolution in a tube
p964 A84-49548
A ring source method for predicting the aerodynamic
characteristics of bodies of revolution
[COA-8409] p755 N84-28744
BODY KINEMATICS
Motion control of a jumping vehicle in the flight phase
p490 A84-2B684
BODY-WING AND TAIL CONFIGURATIONS
High angle-of-attack aerodynamics of a
strake-canard-wing V/STOL fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 83-2510] p 12 AB4-10574
An analytical study of the induced drag of
canard-wing-tail aircraft configurations with various levels
of static stability p63 A84-11170
Mesh generation for wing-body-tail configurations
pU A84-11592
Grid generation for wing-tail-fuselage configurations
p14 A84-11595
Wind tunnel wall interference corrections for aircraft
models in the transonic regime p 231 A84-17408
Nonlinear computation of wing-body-vertical tail-wake
flows at low supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 84-0427] p 268 A84-21871
Configuration development of a highly-manoeuvrable
research aircraft with forward swept surfaces
pB82 A84-38416
Theoretical prediction of roll moment on wing-controlled
p745 A84-41328[AIAA PAPER 84-2148]
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The aerodynamics ol some guided projectiles
[AIAA PAPER 84-2097] p 752 A84-42373
Two-dimensional gas-particle flow past thin bodies
p962 A84-47777
Wind tunnel investigations of glider fuselages with
different waistings and wing arrangements
p 177 N84-15116
New investigation of short wings with lateral jets
[NASA-TM-77347] p 178 N84-15124
Fuselage and nozzle pressure distributions of a
1/12-scale F-15 propulsion model at transonic speeds.
Effect of fuselage modifications and nozzle variables
[NASA-TP-2333] p 850 N84-32354
BODY-WING CONFIGURATIONS
Transonic flowlield computation using a modified
shock-point operator p8 A84-10105
The use of computational fluid dynamics in the solution
of a number of aerodynamic transonic flow problems
p15 A84-11855
A subdomain decomposition technique as an alternative
for transonic potential flow calculations around
wing-fuselage configurations
[ONERA. TP NO. 1983-124] p 91 A84-13639
Calculation of transonic Hows around wing-fuselage
combination by a subdomain decomposition approach
• p95 A84-15855
Aerodynamics of very slender rectangular wing bodies
to high incidence p 153 A84-17407
Algebraic grid generation for wing-fuselage bodies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0002] p 154 A84-17826
A block-structured finite element grid generation scheme
for the analysis of three-dimensional transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0004] p 155 A84-17827
A numerical procedure to predict the effects of Reynolds
number and trip strip variation on three-dimensional wing
lift and pitching moment
[AIAA PAPER 84-0255] p 163 A84-17978
Treatment of supersonic configurations by an updated
low-order panel method p 429 A84-26952
Slender body theory and optimization procedures for
transonic lifting wing bodies p 429 A84-26956
The separate spatial extents of the trailing horseshoe
root vortex legs from a wing and plate junction
[AIAA PAPER 84-1526] p 646 A84-37952
Experimental study of the behavior of 3D-turbulent
boundary layer in a simplified wing/body junction
[AIAA PAPER 84-1529] p 647 A84-37954
Aspects of the aerodynamic design of a thin supercritical,
forward swept wing for a combat aircraft
p 654 A84-38414
The flying wing reconsidered p 683 A84-38486
A transonic wing-body flowfield calculation with
improved grid topology and shock-point operators
[AIAA PAPER 84-2157] p 828 A84-44196
Three-dimensional computational methods applied to
aerodynamic analysis of transonic flows past a wing-body
configuration
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-92] p 831 A84-44944
Analysis of transonic and supersonic flows around
wing-body-combinations p 831 A84-44945
Validation of a transonic analysis code for use in
preliminary design of advanced transport configurations
p 832 A84-44971
Aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body-combinations
at high angles of attack p 834 A84-45011
Effects of engine nacelles on transonic flow around
airplane configurations, calculations by ISP-method
p837 A84-45055
Investigation of flow in the wake of a high-aspect-ratio
wing and the nonlinear moment characteristics of a
wing-fuselage model at large angles of attack
p840 A84-45719
Calculation of inviscid transonic flow past a
wing-fuselage combination p 840 A84-45720
Method of uniformly precise approximation and its
application to the calculation of the aerodynamic
interaction of a wing-fuselage combination and a body of
revolution at supersonic flight speeds
p840 A84-45721
Flow past wing-body junctions p843 A84-46023
Separated flow around a conic combination of a
low-aspect-ratio wing and a nonsymmetrical fuselage
p957 A84-47051
A comparison of the weight ratios of the airframe designs
of aircraft with a cantilever wing and with a closed wing
system p 973 A84-47076
Numerical simulation of wing-fuselage aerodynamic
interaction p 962 A84-48126
Transonic wing and wing/body flow computations on
non-surface-conforming grids p 963 A84-49107
Body and canard effects on an attached-flow maneuver
wingatMach 1.62
[NASA-TP-2249] p 335 N84-18163
Development of a computer code for 3-dimensional
higher order panel method for subsonic potential flow
[FFA-138] p338 N84-18180
Surface grid generation for wing-fuselage bodies
p 491 N84-22186
Visualisation of the vortex dominated flow around a delta
wing-body combination using a water tunnel
[BAE-821/RES/6631] p 559 N84-229O4
Right mechanical analysis of dynamic derivatives of the
Dornier variation wind tunnel model
[DFVLR-FM-83-38] p 581 N84-24541
The study of an idealized wing/body junction
[AO-A139933] p 583 N84-24559
Safety recommendations A-84-1 through -3
p588 N84-25673
Configuration design studies and wind tunnel tests ol
an energy efficient transport with a high-aspect-ratio
supercritical wing
[NASA-CR-3524] p 740 N84-28727
Results of design studies and wind tunnel tests of
high-aspect-ratio supercritical wings for an energy efficient
transport
[NASA-CR-159332] p 754 N84-28735
Transonic interference flow-field analysis for
wing-body-pylon-store
[AD-A141811] p757 N84-28754
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities for forward
swept wings
[AD-A141739] p 773 N84-28783
Transonic equivalence rule with lift
[AD-A143591] p 966 N84-33389
BOEING AIRCRAFT
Application of laser inertia! technology to commercial
airplanes p 424 A84-26801
Service experience with composites on Boeing
commercial aircraft p 864 A84-42751
Productivity improvements through the use of
CAD/CAM p918 A84-45048
BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT
Vertical drop test of a transport fuselage center section
including the wheel wells
[NASA-TM-65706] p 142 N84-12531
BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
Advanced composite elevator lor Boeing 727 aircraft
Volume 1: Technical summary
[NASA-CR-3290] p 688 N84-27722
BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
Advanced autopilot-flight director system computer
architecture for Boeing 737-300 aircraft
p 443 A84-26799
Investigation of control law reconfigurations to
accommodate a control element failure on a commercial
airplane p 542 A84-33136
Advanced composite stabilizer for Boeing 737 aircraft
[NASA-CR-157639] p 799 N84-28915
Right service evaluation of two aluminum-brazed
titanium spoilers
[NASA-CR-172371] . p915 N84-31343
BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT
The destruction of Korean Air Lines Boeing 747 over
the Sea of Japan, 31 August 1983 - A break-down of the
international legal order? p 737 A84-39702
Extended Upper Deck-300 p 865 A84-43810
Work done to determine the source of errors on
conditioned pressure transduce signals in the JT9D-7F
turbofan engines used on SAA Boeing 747 aircraft
[NIAST-82/78] p 134 N84-13192
Simultaneous cabin and ambient ozone measurements
on two Boeing 747 airplanes. Volume 2: January to
October 1978
[NASA-TM-81733] p 498 N84-22488
Operational loads on B-747 aircraft: Design
assumptions, actual experience and maintenance
aspects p 691 N84-26569
Operational loads on B-747 aircraft Design
assumptions, actual experience and maintenance
aspects
[NLR-MP-83051-U] p 687 N84-26697
BOEING 757 AIRCRAFT
The fine art of accepting an airliner
p25 A84-11274
767/757 flight testing p 190 A84-15983
757 lightning protection p 194 A84-16541
Perspectives on software development and verification
- Boeing 757/767 AFDS — Autopilot Flight Director
System p 488 A84-26722
Development and certification of the 757/767 autopilot
Flight director system p 455 A84-26723
System development and validation testing - 757/767
electronic flight instrument system p 442 A84-2678B
Lessons learned in the development of the 757/767
flight management system equipment
p443 A84-26804
Indication and alerting — digital cockpit displays for
Boeing 757 engine monitoring p 599 A84-33830
Flying the lean machine Boeing 757
p 760 A84-41242
Testing the new Boeing twinjets p 871 A84-44985
Boeing 757/767 durability programs
p874 A84-45044
BOEING 767 AIRCRAFT
767/757 flight testing p 190 A84-15983
Perspectives on software development and verification
- Boeing 757/767 AFDS — Autopilot Flight Director
System p 488 A84-26722
Development and certification of the 757/767 autopilot
Right director system p 455 A84-26723
System development and validation testing - 757/767
electronic night instrument system p 442 A84-28788
Lessons learned in the development of the 757/767
flight management system equipment
p443 A84-26804
The Boeing 767 hydraulic system.
[SAE PAPER 831488] p 434 A84-29546
Improvement of the 767 lateral autopilot using optimal
control design techniques
[AIAA PAPER 84-1956] p 896 A84-43485
757/767 brake and antiskid system
p870 A84-44968
Testing the new Boeing twinjets p 871 A84-44985
Boeing 757/767 durability programs
p 874 A84-45044
Airliner office equipment p 824 A84-46197
BOLIDES
The role of thermal motions of particles in gases of
fireballs p 248 AB4-19274
BOLTS
The use of interference-fit bolts or bushes and hole cold
expansion for increasing the fatigue life of thick-section
aluminium alloy bolted joints
[AR-002-973] .p 384 N84-18676
Optimized bolted joint
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13250-1] p 484 N84-20859
Strains in an elastic plate containing an interference-fit
bolt near a free edge
[AR-003-012] p811 N84-30333
Improving the fatigue life of the Mirage IIIO wing main
spar
[ARL-STRUC-REPT-398] p 977 N84-34437
BOMBARDMENT
A fixed-beam multilateration radar system for weapon
impact scoring p 30 A84-10772
BOMBER AIRCRAFT
Rockwell completes first B-1B fuselage
p257 A84-20372
Boeing delivers B-1B avionics shipsets
p 283 A84-20373
Global positioning systems improves tactical bombing
accuracy p519 A84-31547
US military aircraft cost handbook
[ AD-A136035] p 328 N84-18158
Near-optimal finite solutions to the 3 and 4 step discrete
evasion games
[AD-A136811] p393 N84-20314
llyushin design bureau achievements profiled
p503 N84-23554
BOMBS (ORDNANCE)
Improved acrylic systems for rapid runway repair
[AD-A130389] p 73 N84-10103
Ultraviolet curable resin system for rapid runway repair
[AD-A130364] p 73 N84-10104
Connecting aircraft and external loads
p202 N84-15046
Mach 0.6 to 3.0 flows over rectangular cavities
[AD-A134579] p 272 N84-16153
Evaluation of selected commercial construction
equipment for bomb damage repair
[AD-A140907] p 707 N84-26714
Simulator design features for air-to-ground bombing.
Part 1: Performance experiment 1
[AD-A141190] p708 N84-27753
Bomb damage repair Precast slab design
[AD-A141687] p 793 N84-28819
Aircraft loading adapter for use with ordnance lift
vehicle
[AD-D011147] p992 N84-33421
BONDING
Preliminary evaluation of large area bonding processes
for repair of graphite/polyimide composites
p235 A84-17202
Composite casting/bonding construction of an
air-cooled, high temperature radial turbine wheel
[SAE PAPER 831519] p 480 A84-29462
Composite structure repair
[AD-A141456] p 914 N84-31300
BOOMS (EQUIPMENT)
Rotating-boom facility for evaluation of wind
characteristics approaching a wind-turbine blade
[DE83-013117] p73 N84-10107
Design of incident field B-dot sensor for the nose boom
of NASA F-106B aircraft
[AD-A141765] p 776 N84-28787
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BORON
Materials research for advanced inertia! instrumentation.
Task 2: Gas bearing material development
[AD-A130471] p42 N84-10044
BORON NITRIDES
Economic use of CBN grinding tools in the production
of jet turbine components
lCSIR-TRANS-1736) P 928 N84-32561
BORON REINFORCED MATERIALS
Nondestructive evaluation of boron-carbide-coated,
boron-fiber-reinforced titanium p 470 A84-28240
BORON-EPOXY COMPOUNDS
Effects of service environment on the boron/epbxy skins
of the F-15 horizontal stabilator p 864 A84-42749
BOUNDARIES
Numerical determination of the effects of boundary
conditions on the instability of composite panels with
cutouts
[AD-A136772] p 388 N84-19931
Exact solution to problem of interaction between wedge
moving at supersonic velocity and interface of two gaseous
media p512 N84-22790
BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD
Lifting aerofoil calculation using the boundary element
method p 12 A84-11174
Three-dimensional grid generation using elliptic
equations with direct grid distribution control
p378 A84-233S8
A numerical analysis of unsteady separated flow by
discrete vortex model using boundary element method
p 382 A84-25882
Extension of boundary elements to lifting compressible
aerodynamics p 333 A84-25883
Fundamental solutions and numerical methods for now
problems p 475 A84-27423
The boundary element method in an industrial
environment p 564 A84-30701
A boundary element technique in transonic flow
p644 A84-37901
Nonlinear Structural Analysis
[NASA-CP-2297] p 927 N84-31S88
Three-dimensional stress analysis using the boundary
element method p927 N84-31700
BOUNDARY INTEGRAL METHOD
Two recent extensions of the vortex method
[AIAA PAPER 84-0343] p 174 A84-19249
A survey on boundary Integral methods
p 641 A84-37064
Requirements and developments shaping a next
generation of Integral methods — for computational fluid
dynamics p 641 A84-37065
Transonic full potential solutions by an Integral equation
method p655 A84-38829
Axial compressor performance restoration by blade
profile control
(ASME PAPER 84-GT-232] p 983 A84-47012
The 'close' problem method and its application to the
St Venant torsion problem for a rod
p 1007 AB4-47092
Some new developments in exact integral equation
formulations for sub- or transonic potential flow
[NLR-MP-82024-U] P 252 N84-15860
Development of a computer code for 3-dimenslonal
higher order panel method for subsonic potential flow
[FFA-138] p338 N84-18180
Multigrid methods for boundary integral equations
[NLR-MP-82059-U] P 392 N84-19011
BOUNDARY LAYER COMBUSTION
Full coverage discrete hole wall cooling - Cooling
effectiveness
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-212] p 1005 A84-47001
BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
Investigation of tangential blowing applied to a subsonic
V/STOL inlet p 12 A84-11042
Cloud particle effects on laminar flow and
instrumentation for their measurement aboard a NASA LFC
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2734] p 56 A84-12327
Analytical and experimental studies on natural laminar
flow nacelles
[AIAA PAPER 84-0034] P 156 A84-17839
Effects of local boundary layer suction on
shock-boundary layer interaction and shock-induced
separation
[AIAA PAPER 84 )^098] p 159 A84-17880
Effect of Sidewall suction on flow in two-dimensional
wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 84-0242] p 162 A84-17970
Sidewall effects on airfoil tests p306 A84-21521
Technology developments for laminar boundary layer
control on subsonic transport aircraft
p432 A84-29473
Fresh attack on laminar flow p 407 A84-29577
Technology developments for laminar boundary layer
control on subsonic transport aircraft
p527 A84-33137
The active and passive influencing of shock boundary
layer interference at supercritical aircraft wings
[DGLR PAPER 83-059] p509 AB4-33150
Fluid dynamics of airfoils with circulation control for
V/STOL application
[AIAA PAPER 84-2090] p750 A84-42343
Analytical study of suction boundary layer control for •
subsonic V/STOL inlets
[AIAA PAPER 84-1399] p827 A84-44187
Transonic shock-boundary layer interaction control
p832 A84-44961
The interaction of a shock wave and a turbulent boundary
layer and its control
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-27] p837 A84-45177
An investigation of a method for controlling a
three-dimensional separation zone p 841 AS4-45730
Design integration of laminar flow control for transport
aircraft p 874 A84-45964
A study of a flow control device in the form of a circular
groove in the casing of a compressor
p986 A84-47572
A flight test of laminar flow control leading-edge
systems
[NASA-TM-85712] p 149 N84-14110
Investigation to optimize the passive shock
wave-boundary layer control for supercritical airfoil drag
reduction
[NASA-CR-173276] p269 N84-16135
Analytical study of blowing boundary-layer control for
subsonic V/STOL inlets
[NASA-TM-83576] p 270 N84-16141
Design of transonic compressor cascades for minimal
shock losses and comparison with test results
p300 N84-16192
Airframe technology for aircraft energy efficiency —
economic factors
[NASA-TM-85749] p328 N84-18154
Experimental investigation of tangential blowing applied
to a subsonic V/STOL inlet
[NASA-TP-2297] p411 N84-20493
Aerodynamic design of the contoured wind-tunnel liner
for the NASA supercritical, laminar-flow-control,
swept-wing experiment
[NASA-TP-2335] pS64 NS4-33377
BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS
Calculation of the boundary layer of profiles for flows
with laminar and turbulent zones p 92 A84-14264
Supersonic compressive ramp without laminar
boundary-layer separation p153 A84-17429
Evolution of the discontinuity of a vortex sheet
p334 A84-26333
Separation criteria for three-dimensional boundary-layer
calculations p474 A84-27145
Boundary-layer calculations In the Inverse mode for
Incompressible flows over Infinite swept wings
pS38 A84-3S476
The theoretical determination of the damping
coefficients of the surrounding medium by means of the
aerodynamical boundary-layer theory
p718 A64-37724
A procedure for solving the compressible interacting
boundary-layer equations for subsonic and supersonic
flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-1614] p650 A84-38008
Determination of the parameters of a boundary layer
on a rotating axisymmetric cone p 752 A84-42526
Subsonic/transonic viscous interactions
p95 N84-12075
Interacting boundary-layer solutions for laminar
separated flow past airfoils
[NASA-CR-172287] p 270 N84-16140
Design of single component airfoils using an inverse
boundary element method
[REPT-83-A2-SER-A] p413 N84-21512
Transonic flow around protruding comer with free
streamline p 513 N84-22796
Wave drag of elongated astroid bodies at moderate
supersonic flight velocities p 513 N84-22797
Stall delay by boundary layer blowing and/or suction
p846 N84-31086
Simulation of transonic separated airfoil flow by finite
difference viscous-inviscid interaction
[NASA-TM-85980] p 850 N84-32358
Transonic viscous-inviscid interaction using Euler and
inverse boundary-layer equations p 964 N84-33376
BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW
Calculation of boundary layers and separation on a
spheroid at incidence p 9 A84-10109
Stem boundary-layer flow on two three-dimensional
bodies having elliptical transverse cross-sections
p9 A84-10110
Throughflow analysis of axial flow turbines
p1S1 A84-16845
An inverse coupling algorithm for modelling a shock
wave-boundary layer interaction p 154 A84-17596
Effects of local boundary layer suction on
shock-boundary layer interaction and shock-induced
separation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0098] p 159 A84-17880
Second order composite velocity solution for large
Reynolds number flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0172] p 162 A84-17930
Propagation of propeller tone noise through a fuselage
boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 84-0248] p 253 A84-17975
Numerical solutions of 2-D unsteady transonic flows
using coupled potential-flow/boundary-layer methods
[AIAA PAPER 84-0268] p 164 A84-17987
The structure of turbulence of a comer flow
p 170 A84-18354
The interaction of a wake with a boundary layer
p 170 A84-18356
Performance comparison of straight and curved
diffusers p 171 A84-18648
The influence of airfoil roughness on the performance
of flight vehicles at low Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 84-0540] p 174 A84-19258
A dividing layer in high-temperature flows
p312 A84-21137
Effect of boundary layers on solid walls In
three-dimensional subsonic wind tunnels
p329 A84-23359
Investigation of Sidewall boundary layer removal effects
on two different chord airfoil models in the Langley
0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0598] p 365 A84-24187
The effect of a surface discontinuity on an axisymmetric
boundary layer p 331 A84-24894
The ground boundary-layer flow induced by an airfoil
section p 334 A84-26367
The effect of external boundary layer flow on jet-noise
characteristics p 495 A84-28811
Computation of transonic flow around airfoils with trailing
edge and shock/boundary layer interactions
p 574 A84-34454
Sidewall boundary layer corrections in subsonic,
two-dimensional airfoil/hydrofoil testing
[AIAA PAPER 84-1366] p 620 A84-35195
Application of 20 and 3D criteria to the calculation of
the transition and the boundary layer of sweptback
wings
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-16] p 642 A84-37535
Mathematical developments regarding boundary layer
theory during the last 25 years p 718 A84-37728
Compressor cascade optimization based on inverse
boundary layer method arid Inverse cascade method. I -
An inverse cascade method for Incompressible
two-dimensional potential flow p653 A84-38081
New Implicit boundary procedures • Theory and
applications p 743 A84-40836
High speed Interferometric method for density field
Investigation In a boundary layer behind the shock wave
p 919 A84-45491
The Interaction between an unsteady boundary layer
and a supersonic flow under conditions of strong slot
injection p839 A84-45713
An asymptotic theory for the interaction between a
supercritical boundary layer and a hypersonic gas flow
p 841 A84-45737
Inlet boundary layer effects in an axial compressor rotor.
I Blade-to-blade effects
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-84] p 953 A84-46926
Inlet boundary layer effects in an axial compressor rotor.
II - Throughflow effects
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-85] p 953 A84-46927
A theoretical model for rotating stall In the vaneless
diffuser of a centrifugal compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-204] p 955 A84-46997
Interaction between a boundary layer and an external
flow in flows over thin axisymmetric bodies
p 960 A84-47087
Compressor cascade optimization based on inverse
boundary layer method and Inverse cascade method. II -
An inverse boundary layer method and wind-tunnel tests
of optimized compressor cascade with high loading
p 961 A84-47132
Effect of an entropy layer on the propagation of unsteady
perturbations in a boundary layer with self-induced
pressure p 961 A84-47482
Gas flow and heat transfer in zones of shock
wave-boundary layer interaction — Russian book
p961 A84-47631
Aerodynamics of advanced axial-flow turbomachinery
[AD-A131360] p60 N84-10073
Transonic empirical configuration design process
p 121 N84-12079
La Recherche Aerospatiale bimonthly bulletin, number
1983-3. 214/May-June
[ESA-TT-822] p 322 N84-18014
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Investigation of effects contributing to dynamic stall
using a momentum-integral method
[AD-A136897] p 339 N84-19291
Design of single component airfoils using an inverse
boundary element method
[REPT-83-A2-SER-A] p413 N84-21512
Aerodynamic sound generation by turbulent boundary
layer flow along solid and compliant walls
[MPIS-116/1983) p566 N84-23239
A short note on recent advances in the adaptive wall
technique for 3D-model tests at the TU-Bertin
p 514 N84-23571
Turbulent diffuser flow studies related to the design of
the ETW diffuser p562 N84-23572
The boundary layer on compressor cascade blades
[NASA-CR-173514J p 623 N84-25001
Numerical computation of vortical flows about wings
p 587 N84-2S9S7
Effect of injection into boundary layer on flow of
supersonic stream past oscillating cone
p664 N84-26925
Secondary flows and endwall boundary layers in axial
turbomachines — conferences
[VKI-LS-1984-05] p 808 N84-29162
Sidewall boundary layer corrections in subsonic,
2-dimensional airfoil-hydrofoil testing
[AD-A144002] p 966 N84-33391
BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
Measurements and calculations of a separating
boundary-layer and the downstream wake
p 5 A84-10084
A survey of recent work on interacted boundary layer
theory for flow with separation p 6 A84-10091
An interactive approach to subsonic flows with
separation p6 A84-10092
Development of boundary layers and separation patterns
on a body of revolution at incidence p 9 A84-10108
Computer solutions of Navier-Stokes equations for
shock wave turbulent boundary layer interactions far away
from the leading edge p 88 A84-13266
Transonic turbulent separation on swept wings - A return
to the direct formulation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0265) p 163 A84-17984
Geometric characteristics of the separation of a turbulent
boundary layer during the interaction with a normal shock
in conical flows p 260 A84-19555
The transonic interaction of a normal shock with a mildly
separated turbulent boundary layer p 261 A84-19593
Computation of the flow around wings with rear
separation p 268 A84-22168
The boundary layer induced by a convected
two-dimensional vortex p 403 A84-26876
Shock-induced dynamic stall p 504 A84-30804
The method of successive approximations in calculating
the interaction of a supersonic gas flow with a laminar
boundary layer in the presence of a separation zone
p507 A84-32158
Supersonic separated flow past a cylindrical obstacle
on a flat plate p 508 A84-32606
Analysis of separated boundary-layer flows
p 578 A84-35311
Analysis of airfoil transitional separation bubbles
[AIAA PAPER 84-1613] p 650 A84-38007
The influence of laminar separation and transition on
low Reynolds number airfoil hysteresis
[AIAA PAPER 84-1617] p 650 A84-38010
A comparative theoretical study of the boundary-layer
development on forward swept wings
p 654 AB4-38412
Heat transfer on the Oblako meteorological rocket in
the presence of boundary layer separation
p 655 A84-38672
Numerical and experimental determination of secondary
separation on delta wings in subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-2175] p 746 A84-41340
An evaluation of a parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS)
code for cone-cylinder-flared configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2116] p 751 A84-42361
Boundary layer characteristics of the Miley airfoil at low
Reynolds numbers p 829 A84-44507
The structure of turbulence in a supersonic
shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction
p 630 A84-44635
Separation jump and sudden stall over an ellipsoidal
wing at incidence p 830 A84-44647
The effect of gas compressibility on the characteristics
of flow in the vicinity of the separation point of a laminar
boundary layer p 841 A84-45736
Laminar separation from airfoils beyond trailing-edge
stall
[AIAA PAPER 84-1612] p 844 A84-46115
Computation of transonic flows in and about turbine
cascades with viscous effects
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-18] p 950 A84-46885
Boundary-layer transition and separation near the
leading edge of a high-speed turbine blade
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-179] p 954 A84-46980
Aerodynamics of Vortical Type Hows in Three
Dimensions
[AGAHD-CP-342] P 98 N84-12099
Boundary layer segmentation on sharp highly swept
leading edges and its effects on secondary vortices
p 103 N84-12132
A model of the trailing edge separation on an airfoil
[AD-A126703] P 179 N84-15125
Potential flow analysis of glaza ice accretions on an
airfoil
[NASA-CR-168282] p 271 N84-16146
Some unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of
separated and attached flow
[AD-A137070] P 341 N84-19300
Experimental study of the separating confluent
boundary-layer. Volume 2: Experimental data
[NASA-CR-166018] P 409 N84-20481
Determination of boundary layer transition and
separation on double circular arc compressor blades in
a large subsonic cascade
[AD-A137550] p 484 N84-20786
ALESEP: A computer program for the analysis of airfoil
leading edge separation bubbles
[NASA-CR-172310] p 510 N84-22537
Experimental investigations on airfoils with different
geometries in the domain of high angles of attack — flow
separation
[REPT-A-5/84-PT-1] p 966 N84-33393
BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
Excitation and growth of instabilities in three-dimensional
stationary boundary layers p11 A84-10184
Propagation of unsteady perturbations in a boundary
layer with self-induced pressure p 93 A84-14930
Unsteady turbulent boundary layers in adverse pressure
gradients P 153 A84-17428
Laminar boundary layer stability experiments on a cone
at Mach 8. II - Blunt cone
[AIAA PAPER 84-0006] p 172 A84-19227
Excitation of Tollmein-Schlichting waves In the boundary
layer on the vibrating surface of a swept wing of infinite
span p264 A84-21117
Instability of compressible boundary layers along curved
walls with suction or cooling p 266 A84-21507
The interaction between a boundary layer and
supersonic flow around a body during a rapid local increase
in the surface temperature of the body
p404 A84-27057
Sound emission from an unsteady boundary layer
p495 A84-28813
Linear problem of a vibrator oscillating harmonically at
supercritical frequencies in a subsonic boundary layer
p579 A84-35497
Calculation of the boundary layer growth behind an
unsteady expansion wave in a tube p 718 A84-37903
Effects of nozzle design parameters on the extent of
quiet test flow at Mach 3.5 p 742 A84-40025
Natural laminar flow flight experiments on a swept-wing
business jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-2189] p 746 A84-41344
Goertler instability of compressible boundary layers
p962 A84-48127
Experimental studies of boundary layer transition on a
spinning and non-spinning axisymmetric body
p 16 N84-10014
the development of unsteady boundary layers on the
rotor of an axial-How turbine p 300 N84-16197
On the stability of an infinite swept attachment line
boundary layer
[NASA-CR-172300] p 339 N84-19285
Excitation of Tollmin-Schlichting waves in boundary layer
at vibrating surface of infinite-span sweptback wing
p513 N84-22792
COSAL: A black-box compressible stability analysis
code for transition prediction in three-dimensional
boundary layers
[NASA-CR-165925] p 728 N84-28002
Boundary-layer linear stability theory
p 1009 N84-33759
BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION
Excitation and growth of instabilities in three-dimensional
stationary boundary layers ' p11 A84-10184
The development of a three-dimensional wave packet
in a boundary layer p240 A84-17704
Experimental studies of spontaneous and forced
transition on an axisymmetric body
[AIAA PAPER 84-0008] p 155 A84-17829
Effects of streamwise variations in noise levels and
spectra on supersonic boundary-layer transition
[AIAA PAPER 84-0010] p 155 A84-17830
Boundary layer transition effects on flow separation
around V/STOL engine inlets at high incidence
[AIAA PAPER 84-0432] p 167 A84-18090
An evaluation of flight test measurement techniques for
obtaining airfoil pressure distributions and boundary layer
transition locations
[AIAA PAPER 83-2689] p 169 A84-18249
Decreasing the side wall contamination in wind
tunnels p 306 A84-20043
Roughness induced transition and heat transfer
augmentation in hypersonic environments
(AIAA PAPER 84-0631 ] P 380 A84-24208
Visualization of boundary layer transition on a cone with
liquid crystals p 332 A84-25203
Investigation of transition from laminar to turbulent
boundary layer flow by means of a thermal imaging
system p 581 A84-36460
Analysis of airfoil transitional separation bubbles
[AIAA PAPER 84-1813] p 650 A84-38007
The influence of laminar separation and transition on
low Reynolds number airfoil hysteresis
[AIAA PAPER 84-1617] p 650 A84-38010
Nozzle optimization study for quiet supersonic wind
tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 84-1628] p 706 A84-38017
Laminar-to-turbulent transition on a body of revolution
with an extended favorable pressure gradient forebody
p720 A84-38368
Laminar flow and transition on swept wings
p654 A84-38413
Flat spin of circular cylinders induced by artificial
roughness p 749 A84-42248
Effect of vehicle dynamics on slender cone transition
[AIM PAPER 84-2184] p 752 A84-42365
Boundary layer characteristics of the Miley airfoil at low
Reynolds numbers p829 A84-44S07
Boundary-layer transition and separation near the
leading edge of a high-speed turbine blade
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-179] p 954 A84-46980
The effect of the Reynolds number and the position of
the transition point on transonic nonseparated flow past
a body of revolution p 958 A84-47062
Full-scale studies of the boundary layer structure
p 1012 A84-47099
Experimental studies of boundary layer transition on a
spinning and non-spinning axisymmetric body
p 16 N84-10014
Laminarization of a boundary layer in a supersonic nozzle
by cooling of the surface
[NASA-TM-77341 ] p 175 N84-14119
Predicting the onset of turbulence in the presence of
a pressure gradient
[AD-A136980] p 386 N84-19760
Interaction of aerodynamic noise with laminar boundary
layers in supersonic wind tunnels
[NASA-CR-3621] p 483 N84-20781
Determination of boundary layer transition and
separation on double circular arc compressor blades in
a large subsonic cascade
[AD-A137550] p 484 N84-20786
The generation of higher levels of turbulence in the test
section of the high speed cascade wind tunnel at Brunswick
for simulation of turbomachinery conditions
[ESA-TT-815] p586 N84-25654
Studies of boundary layer transition and surface
roughness effects in hypersonic flow
[AD-A140803] p 662 N84-26670
COSAL: A black-box compressible stability analysis
code for transition prediction in three-dimensional
boundary layers
[NASA-CR-165925] p 728 N84-28002
Numerical simulation of boundary-layer transition
[NASA-TM-85984] p 756 N84-28746
Investigation of the mechanism of transonic shock
wave/boundary layer interactions using a Navier-Stokes
analysis
[AD-A141551] p757 N84-28752
Special Course on Stability and Transition of Laminar
Row
[AGARD-R-709] p 1009 N84-33757
Environment and receptivity p 1010 N84-33760
BOUNDARY LAYERS
Computation of three-dimensional viscous flows on
transonic wings by boundary layer-inviscid flow
interaction p95 A84-15854
A new method of boundary layer correction in the design
of supersonic wind tunnel nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 84-0171] p 162 A84-17929
Effects of boundary layer refraction and fuselage
scattering on fuselage surface noise from advanced
turboprop propellers
[AIAA PAPER 84-0249] p 253 A84-17976
Experimental determination of the boundary layer at
air-sample inlet positions on the NASA CV 990 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0028] p 265 A84-21282
Solution of three-dimensional time-dependent viscous
flows p621 A84-35352
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BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS SUBJECT INDEX
Application ot a quasi-3D inviscid flow and boundary
layer analysis to the hub-shroud contouring of a radial
turbine
[AIAA PAPER 84-1297] p 827 A84-44177
Dynamic-stall regulation of the Darrieus turbine
[DE83-CM7994] • p 98 N84-12097
End-wall boundary layer calculations in multistage axial
compressors p 301 N84-16205
Experimental verification of an endwall boundary layer
prediction method p 302 N84-16211
An approach to the design of airfoils with high lift to
drag ratios
[UTIAS-TN-245] p 335 N84-18160
Research on boundary feedback and control theories,
1978-1983
[AD-A136531] p 392 N84-18987
Experimental study of the separating confluent
boundary-layer. Volume 2: Experimental data
[NASA-CR-166018] p 409 N84-20481
Inverse transonic airfoil design methods including
boundary layer and viscous interaction effects
[NASA-CH-173449] p 413 N84-21514
Study of large-scale mixing in developing wakes behind
streamlined bodies
[NASA-CR-173478] p 413 N84-21517
Numerical analysis of an unsteady shock in an inlet
diffuser p 512 N84-22686
Aerodynamic forces on an airship hull in atmospheric
turbulence
[UTIAS-277]
 P516 N84-23604
Unsteady laminar boundary-layer calculations on
oscillating configurations including backflow. Part 2: Airfoil
in high-amplitude pitching motion. Dynamic stall
[NASA-TM-84319-PT-2] p 581 N84-24537
Application ot a quasi-30 inviscid flow and boundary
layer analysis to the hub-shroud contouring of a radial
turbine
[NASA-TM-83669] p 585 N84-25647
Mathematical modeling of transient separation flow
around circular cylinder p 724 N84-26916
Graduate engineering research participation in
aeronautics
[NASA-CR-173849] p 944 N84-32220
An experimental investigation of the effect of boundary
layer refraction on the noise from a high-speed propeller
[NASA-TM-83764] p 1016 N84-34230
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
Computational models of the interaction between
vortices and the permeable boundary of a subsonic flow
region p267 A84-21732
Elements of the theory of a class of ill posed extremum
problems — for aerodynamic configuration and airfoil
optimization p 732 A84-37227
Prediction of pressure distribution Co on a long
rectangular wing in transonic-supersonic flow
p 644 A84-37756
Certain exact solutions to problems concerning flow past
a profile near a rectilinear boundary (quasi-theoretical
profiles) p 742 A84-39997
Numerical design of plane and axisymmetric supersonic
nonequilibrium-flow channels for obtaining nonuniform
output characteristics p 742 A84-40799
Second-order accurate boundary conditions for
compressible flows p 830 A84-44630
Eigenmode analysis of unsteady one-dimensional Euler
equations
[NASA-CR-172217] p 18 N84-10022
Nonperiodic fluctuations induced by stationary surface
waviness on a semi-infinite plate
[AD-A130820] p 21 N84-11146
Computational methods for subsonic and transonic
aerodynamic design p 95 N84-12074
Improved wave drag predictions using modified linear
theory
[NASA-CR-174494] p 98 N84-12096
The effect of the artificial far field boundary on a finite
different approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations for
a compressible fluid
[AD-A135152]
 P317 N84-17536
Feedback laws for fuel minimization for transport
aircraft p 438 N84-20579
Energetics of vortex ring formation
[AD-A138795] p511 N84-22539
More precise numerical simulation of transsonic flow
through passages in turbomachines p512 N84-22786
The method of complex characteristics for design of
transonic compressors p 661 N84-26659
PAN AIR summary document (version 1.0)
[NASA-CR-3250] p 755 N84-28741
Calculation of boundary layers of oscillating airfoils
[NASA-TM-85943] p 926 N84-31554
BOW WAVES
Axisymmetric nonconical supersonic potential flow with
embedded subsonic regions p 656 A84-38848
Interference effects between spherically blunted
cylinders at M = 2.5 and 1.5
[AIAA PAPER 84-2098] p 750 A84-42349
Conical flows with leading edge vortices
p623 N84-25013
BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
Aerodynamic Decelerator and Balloon Technology
Conference, 8th, Hyannis, MA, April 2-4,1984, Technical
Papers p414 A84-26551
An overview of munition decelerate* technology with
recent applications at Honeywell
[AIAA PAPER 84-0780] p 398 A84-29969
Regulation of mechanical characteristic of iron-powder
electromagnetic brake p925 N84-31444
BRANCHING (MATHEMATICS)
Bifurcation analysis ot aircraft pitching motions about
large mean angles of attack p225 A84-17367
Bifurcation analysis of critical aircraft flight regimes
p898 A84-44952
The behavior of dynamic systems near the limits of the
stability region (2nd revised and enlarged edition) —
Russian book p1016 A84-48754
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
1982-2. 207/March-April 1982
[ESA-TT-759] p 88 N84-13143
Bifurcation analysis of aircraft pitching motions near the
stability boundary
[NASA-TM-85881 ] p 274 N84-17137
BRAYTON CYCLE
Test results of a steam injected gas turbine to increase
power and thermal efficiency p 553 A84-30064
The Britalus Brayton cycle engine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-258] p 1015 A84-47031
Overview of advanced Stirling and gas turbine engine
development programs and implications for solar thermal
electrical applications p 729 N84-28231
Brayton module development overview
p 731 N84-28245
Near-term Brayton module status p 731 N84-2S246
Subatmospheric Brayton-cycle engine program review
p 731 N84-28247
BRAZILIAN SPACE PROGRAM
Pitch control of a satellite using stabilizing flaps
[INPE-3185-PRE/550] p910 N84-31246
BRAZING
Materials for Advanced Turbine Engines (MATE):
Project 3: Design, fabrication and evaluation of an oxide
dispersion strengthened sheet alloy combustor liner,
volume 1
[NASA-CR-174691] p915 N84-32504
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
Aerodynamic instability of cable-stayed bridges:
Theoretical experimental study of stall flutter
p 669 N84-27700
Evaluation of aerodynamic admittance of a model bridge
oscillating with vertical motion
[NMI-R-175] P729 N84-28104
The aerodynamic admittance of model bridges
[NMI-R-176] P729 N84-28105
BRISTOL-SIDDELEY BS S3 ENGINE
Real-time Pegasus propulsion system model
V/STOL-piloted simulation evaluation
p217 A84-17362
Ground based testing without wind tunnels
p 598 N84-25634
BROADBAND
Broadband rotor noise analyses
[NASA-CR-3797] p 496 N84-22365
Role of empirical methods p 817 N84-29670
Priority for empirical methods development
p818 N84-29671
BROADBAND AMPLIFIERS
Jet noise modification by the 'whistler nozzle'
p393 A84-23355
BROADCASTING
A packet switched data link for aeronautical broadcast
channels p112 A84-14312
BRUSHES (ELECTRICAL CONTACTS)
Repetitive switching for an electromagnetic rail gun
[AD-A138360] p485 N84-21814
BUBBLES
A calculation method of leading edge separation
bubbles
[ONERA.TP NO. 1983-10] p7 A84-10093
Prediction of subsonic separation bubbles on airfoils by
viscous-invistid interaction p 7 A84-10094
Analysis of airfoil transitional separation bubbles
[AIAA PAPER 84-1613] p650 A84-380O7
ALESEP: A computer program for the analysis of airfoil
leading edge separation bubbles
[NASA-CR-172310] p510 N84-22537
Analysis of airfoil transitional separation bubbles
[NASA-CR-3791] p 758 N84-29854
BUCKLING
Influence of hygrothermal conditioning on the
compressive buckling of graphite/epoxy composite
structures p 710 A84-36522
Static and fatigue post-buckled behavior of composite
shear panels in the ACAP design — Advanced Composite
Airframe Program p 716 A84-36525
Nondestructive test method for determining the critical
pressure on the inside panels of a fuselage fuel tank
p 917 A84-45001
POSTOP: Postbuckled open-stjffener optimum panels,
user's manual
[NASA-CR-172260] p 384 N84-18682
Postbuckling behavior of graphite-epoxy panels
p 802 N84-29976
BUDGETING
Activities report of the aerospace industry in West
Germany p110 NB4-12139
BUDGETS
CONUS Loran-C error budget Right test
[AD-A139871] p 592 N84-24568
BUFFETING
Pressure measurements on twin vertical tails in buffeting
flow p46 A84-11041
A method for predicting wing response to buffet toads
p 195 A84-17413
Buffeting of a slender circular beam in axial turbulent
flows p558 A84-32617
BURGER EQUATION
Adaptive grid generation for numerical solution of partial
differential equations
[AD-A136985] p 392 N84-20289
BURNERS
Recovery of burner acoustic source structure from
far-field sound spectra
[AIAA PAPER 83-0763] p 566 A84-32609
BURNING RATE
Correlation of laboratory-scale fire test methods for seat
blocking layer materials with large-scale test results
[AD-A131666] p 109 N84-12138
BURNTHROUGH (FAILURE)
A laboratory test for evaluating the fire containment
characteristics of aircraft class D cargo compartment lining
material
[DOT/FAA/CT-83/44] p 27 N84-10035
BURSTS
Propeller tone bursts p 320 A84-21213
BUS CONDUCTORS
Three-phase, high-voltage, high-frequency distributed
bus system for advanced aircraft p 79 N84-10058
Techniques for interbus communication in a multibus
avionic system p213 N84-15050
A video bus for weapon system integration
p202 N84-15051
General Purpose Bus Interface Unit (GPBIU) system test
software design
[AD-A138005] p 447 N84-21543
BYPASS RATIO
An experimental study of high contraction ratio, subsonic
wind tunnel inlets
[AIAA PAPER 84-0618] p 366 A84-24199
Experimental performance evaluation of ventilated
mixers - A new mixer concept for high-bypass turbofan
engines p 891 A84-45958
A lobe mixer for bypass engines p 985 A84-47551
HYTESS: A hypothetical turbofan engine simplified
simulation
[NASA-TM-83561] . p 299 N84-16184
CBAND
A user's manual for the NASA/JPL synthetic aperture
radar and the NASA/JPL L and C band scatterometers
[NASA-CR-173209] p 315 N84-16428
C-130 AIRCRAFT
Evaluation of the AF-10 adhesive sealing system for
. use on the C-130 aircraft p 234 A84-17171
Training effectiveness evaluation of the C-130 Weapon
System Trainer wide-angle visual system
p 706 A84-38891
Acoustic emission due to crack growth, crack face
rubbing and structural noise in the CC-130 Hercules
aircraft p 804 A84-40678
Data acquisition for evaluation of an airborne lightning
detection system
[AD-A135318] p 281 N84-17153
Electroluminescent formation lights for HC-130 P/N
special operations. 1: Flight test candidates
[AD-A137662] p 437 N84-20516
A SLAM (Simulation Language for Alternative Modeling)
airfield model for airfift operations
[AD-A141106] p761 N84-28762
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SUBJECT INDEX CANOPIES
C-135 AIRCRAFT
KC-135R DT&E — Developmental Test and Evaluation
for re-engined aircraft P 192 AB4-16163
Dynamic stability analysis of nose/drogue refueling
system P683 A84-38902
Multiple input - multiple output flight control design with
highly uncertain parameters; application to the C-.13S
aircraft
[AO-A138011J P464 N84-21554
KC-135 Winglel Program Review
[NASA-CP-2211] P667 NB4-27686
KC-135 winglel program overviey
p 667 N84-27687
KC-135 wing and winglet flight pressure distributions,
toads, and wing deflection results v"th some wind tunnel
comparisons P 667 N84-27688
In-flight lift and drag measurements on a first generation
jet transport equipped with winglets P 667 N84-27689
Measurements of the fuel mileage of a KC-135 aircraft
with and without winglets P 687 N84-27690
Comparison of flight measured, predicted and wind
tunnel measured winglet characteristics on a KC-135
aircraft P 667 N84-27691
KC-135A winglet flight flutter program
p668 N84-27692
Digital multivariable tracker control laws for the
KC-135A
[AD-A141118] P776 N84-28786
Development of the sonic pump levftation
(NASA.-CR-1619631 P 929 N84-32749
C-140 AIRCRAFT
Acoustic flight testing of advanced design propellers on
a JetStar aircraft P 736 N84-27661
C-141 AIRCRAFT
Demonstration of electromechanical actuation
technology for military air cargo transport
p 193 A84-16532
Airborne far-infrared and submillifneter spectroscopy
P499 A84-29259
Extending the lifetime of operational systems through
corrosion tracking and prediction
[AD-A133931] P 149 N84-14112
Proceedings of the Workshop on Multivariable Control
Systems
[AD-A139050] P 571 N84-24529
Digital multivariable tracker control laws for the C-141-A
Stariitter aircraft
[AFIT/6E/EE/82D-47] P 610 N84-24533
A SLAM (Simulation Language for Alternative Modeling)
airfield model for airlift operations
[AD-A141106] P761 N84-28762
C-15 AIRCRAFT
YC-15 EBF (Externally-Blown Flap) STOL (Short Takeoff
and Landing) airplane fuselage and interior noise
environment
[AD-A131462] P 54 N84-11164
C-2 AIRCRAFT
Navy evaluation of C-2A aerial refueling
p 190 A84-15980
C - S AIRCRAFT . . .
The giants of Georgia -- development of C-5B aircraft
p290 A84-21549
A SLAM (Simulation Language fo( Alternative Modeling)
airfield model for airlift operations
[AD-A141106] P761 N84-28762
C-9 AIRCRAFT
Ozone survey of C-9A
[AD-A130632] P 51 NB4-10052
CABIN ATMOSPHERES
Trade-off considerations for environmental Control
System on board of helicopters P 287 A84-19648
Simultaneous cabin and ambient ozone measurements
on two Boeing 747 airplanes. Volume 2: January to
October 1978
[NASA-TM-81733] P 498 N84-22488
System for the removal of airborne contaminants from
aircraft environmental control systems
[AD-D011172] P1008 N84-33815
CABLES (ROPES)
Electrostatic hazards in helicopter search and rescue
operations P 182 A84-18539
Optimal guidance for airborne ci»ble pickup system —
for payload retrieval from hostile environment by use for
aircraft-pulled towed vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 84-1893] P 851 A84-43443
CALCULATORS
Computer program lor preliminary helicopter design
[AD-A136026] P 351 N84-18197
CALENDARS
Calendar of selected aeronautical and space meetings
[AGARD-CAL-83/2] P 499 N84-21490
CALIBRATING
Issues in calibrating infrared seekers at low energy
levels P 474 A84-27180
Rotating-boom facility for evaluation of wind
characteristics approaching a wind-turbine blade
[DE83-013117] p73 N84-10107
Calibration of air-data systems and flow direction
sensors. AGARD Right Test Techniques Series, volume
•1
[AGARD-AG-300-VOL-1] p 246 N84-15530
Simulator scene display evaluation
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11504-1] p 307 N84-16221
Hot wire in low Reynolds number flow
p 324 N84-18087
Flow behavior in the Wright Brothers Facility
[WBWT-TR-1187] p 307 N84-18088
Some aspects of the compatibility between strain gauge
readout equipment and multi-component wind tunnel
balances
[ARL-AERO-NOTE-417] p 384 N84-18606
Evaluation of instrument landing system DDM
. (Difference in Depth of Modulation) calibration
accuracies
[AD-A138301] p428 N84-21S33
Civil turbofan propulsion system integration studies using
powered testing techniques at ARA, Bedford
[ARA-MEMO-246] p 535 N84-22561
Aeroacoustic noise measurements in wind tunnel
p567 N84-23584
Aerodynamic forces on an airship hull in atmospheric
turbulence
[UTIAS-277] p516 N84-23604
V/STOL wind-tunnel testing
[NASA-TM-85936] p 571 N84-24528
Regression analysis technique tor air data sensor
calibration with an inertia! navigation system
[DFVLR-MITT-84-03] p 677 N84-27716
Stores weight and inertia system update: Cable
attachment redesign, flexible length parameter calibration,
data sheet revision
[AD-A141087] p 773 N84-28781
Results of the first complete static calibration of the
RSRA rotor-load-measurement system
[NASA-TP-2327] p 879 N84-31111
Calibration of CT-4A fatigue test article. March 1983
[AD-A142880] p 879 N84-31115
Air data position-error calibration using state
reconstruction techniques
[NASA-TM-86029] p 887 N84-32384
General Integrated Multipurpose Inflight Calibration
System (GIMICS) p 979 N84-34420
CALIFORNIA
Helicopter noise survey performed at Parker Center,
Pasadena, and Anaheim. California, on February 10-14,
1983
[AD-A130962] p 83 N84-11887
Aircraft traffic density in the Los Angeles basin
[AD-A141435] p 765 N84-28768
CAMBER
Vane stagger angle and camber effects in fan noise
generation p 779 A84-40833
A general iterative method to design Karman-Trefftz and
Joukowsky airfoils p 826 A84-43339
Modification of wing design to increase lift for future
Airbus derivatives (NEW)
[BMFT-FB-W-83-005] . p 54 N84-11167
Delta wings with shock-free cross flow
[NASA-CR-172297] p 338 N84-19282
Investigation of effects contributing to dynamic stall
using a momentum-integral method
[AD-A136897] p 339 N84-19291
Numerical analysis of a variable camber rotor blade as
a lift control device
[NASA-CR-173452] ' " p 439 N84-21538
CAMBERED WINGS
Unsteady pressure on a cambered blade under periodic
gusts (Comparison with the experiments)
p 12 A84-10899
Engineering analysis of drooped leading-edge wings
near stall p 575 A84-34468
Mission adaptive wing advanced research concepts
[AIAA PAPER 84-2088] p 771 A84-42371
Variable wing camber control for civil transport aircraft
p869 A84-44955
Body and canard effects on an attached-flow maneuver
wingatMach 1.62
[NASA-TP-2249] p 335 N84-18163
Wind tunnel tests on an outer wing segment of the
ASW-19X sailplane
[VTH-LR-369] p 342 N84-19305
VORCAM: A computer program for calculating vortex
lift effect of cambered wings by the suction analogy
[NASA-CR-165800] p 966 N84-33387
CAMERAS
Visual aids for future helicopters p 210 A84-18375
CAMOUFLAGE
Cleaning compound efficiency; test method for aircraft
surface cleaners
[AD-A138515] p 399 N84-21504
CANADA
Air navigation 1950-1980 - Canada's contribution
p283 A84-19674
Aircraft design in Canada from Silver Dart to Challenger
and Dash 8 p 947 A84-46807
Guide to Canadian aerospace related industries
[AD-A140606] p638 N84-26650
CANADAIR AIRCRAFT
The damage tolerance approach to the Canadair
CL-600 p288 A84-19672
CANADIAN SPACE PROGRAMS
Research activities at the Institute for Aerospace
Studies. 1982 p498 N84-22492
CANADIAN SPACECRAFT
Oscar satellites, amateur radio in space
p995 A84-48416
CANARD CONFIGURATIONS
High angle-6f-attack aerodynamics of a
strake-canard-wing V/STOL fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 83-2510] p 12 A84-10574
A fundamental comparison of canard and conventional
configurations p46 A84-11050
An analytical study of the induced drag of
canard-wing-tail aircraft configurations with various levels
of static stability p 63 A84-11170
Aircraft that fly backwards? - The application of forward
swept wings p 47 A84-11172
3-dimensional grid generation with applications to high
performance aircraft p 14 A84-11597
Aerodynamic canard/wing parametric analysis for
general aviation applications
[AIAA PAPER 84-0560] p 169 A84-18164
Were the Wrights right? — canard configuration
applications to fighter aircraft p258 A84-20991
Close-coupled canard-wing vortex interaction •
p268 A84-22169
Aerodynamic design optimization trim analysis of canard
conventional configurations p347 A84-24104
Problems in the longitudinal dynamics of a flight vehicle
in a bounded flow p 702 A84-37234
Theoretical investigation into forward swept wings
p682 A84-38411
Experimental documentation of the lifting surface wakes
of a canard and forward swept wing configuration
p 655 A84-38418
Transonic aerodynamic computations for a canard
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 84-2158] p 745 A84-41333
Aerodynamic characteristics of two general aviation
canard configurations at high angles of attack
(AIAA PAPER 84-21981 , p 866 A84-44190
Wing design for delta-canard configuration
p835 A84-45014
Wake characteristics and interactions of the
Canard/wing lifting surface configuration of the X-29
forward-swept wing flight demonstrator
[AD-A133188] p 179 N84-15126
Control definition study for advanced vehicles
[NASA-CR-3738] p 304 N84-16212
Body and canard effects on an attached-flow maneuver
wing at Mach 1.62
[NASA-TP-2249] p 335 N84-18163
CANONICAL FORMS
Nonlinear transformat
[NASA-CR-166506] p 252 N84-15877
CANOPIES
Unassisted through canopy ejection experience
p 23 A84-10728
Ejection through a reinforced canopy transparency
p23 A84-10730
Fragilization systems for aircraft canopies
p23 A84-10731
An investigation of the fatality rates for different canopy
modes of ejection p 23 A84-10738
A canopy module escape system for future tactical
aircraft P 291 A84-22400
Numerical prediction of deployment, initial fill, and
inflation of parachute canopies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0787] p 400 A84-26557
A method for calculating the pressure field about a ribbon
parachute canopy in steady descent
[AIAA PAPER 84-0794] p 400 A84-26562
Vortex lattice theory applied to parachute canopy
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0795] p 401 A84-26563
Parachute canopy dimpling collapse mode
[AIAA PAPER 84-0796] p 401 A84-26564
Pressure distributions on parachute ribbon shapes
[AIAA PAPER 84-0815] . p 402 A84-26579
• Steady state stresses in ribbon parachute canopies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0816] p416 A84-26580
Axisymmetric-parachute theory with a consideration of
fabric deformability . p417 A84-28060
Parachute theory accounting for the canopy fabric
structure p 501 A84-31762
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Aircraft transparency testing methodology and
evaluation criteria. Part 2: Methodology development (or
improved durability
[AD-A131928] p 122 N84-12157
Aircraft transparency testing methodology and
evaluation criteria. Part 1: Test methods and information
analysis
[AD-A131927] p 122 N84-12158
RpghSine thermal environment testing of F-111
transparencies .
[AD-A131642] p 123 N84-12163
A theoretical analysis of the aerodynamic and structural
forces associated with a ribbon parachute canopy in steady
descent . p 587 N84-25671
Optical interactions of aircraft windscreens and HDDs
(Head-Up Displays) producing diplopta
[AD-P003159] p736 N84-26590
Conference on Aerospace Transparent Materials and
Enclosures
[AD-A140701] p637 N84-26596
Pyrotechnic dear path egress system for the T-38 trainer
aircraft
[AD-P003184] p672 N84-26597
New high performance windshield/canopy materials
[AD-P003199J p685 N84-26612
Fluroepoxy and fluroacrylic transparencies
[AO-P003201] p712 N84-26614
In-flight measurement of pressure distribution over T-38
student canopy
[AD-P003207] p660 N84-26620
Swedish Air Force maintenance programme for aged
transparent enclosures for jet trainer and jet fighter
aircraft
[AD-P003208] p 637 N84-26621
MAGNA (Materially and Geometrically Nonlinear
Analysis) computer simulation of bird impact on the F-15
aircraft canopy
[AD-P003230] p733 N84-26643
Simulation of T-38 aircraft student canopy response to
cockpit pressure and thermal loads using MAGNA
(Materially and Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis)
[ AD-P003231 ] p 733 N84-26644
Parametric studies of the T-38 student windshield using
the finite element of code MAGNA (Materially and
Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis)
[AO-P003232] p723 N84-26645
Theoretical evaluation of the structural performance of
Swedish fighter aircraft windshields subjected to bird
impact
[AD-P003235] p 673 N84-26648
Status of new aerothermodynamic analysis tool for
high-temperature resistant transparencies
[AD-P003236] p 724 N84-26649
Improving the birdstrike resistance and durability of
aircraft windshield systems: Program technical summary
[AO-A143712] p968 N84-33395
CANS
Rame radiation and liner heat transfer in a tubular-can
cofnbustor
[NASA-TM-63S38] p 133 N84-13188
CANTILEVER BEAMS
Shear stress distribution and shear stiffness in
transversely loaded, inhomogeneous cross-sections of
arbitrary form made of orthotropic materials
p 621 A84-35592
Preliminary experimental and theoretical results on
cantilever vibration absorbers applied for aircraft cabin
vibration
[SPER-8390] p690 N84-27730
CANTILEVER MEMBERS
A study of swept cantilever wings employing inter-phase
element concept for structural reduction
p 475 A84^27936
The influence of gyroscopic forces on the dynamic
behavior and flutter of rotating blades
[NASA-CR-175444] p 454 N84-20524
CANTILEVER PLATES
Analysis of swept plates with structural reduction using
transition element concept p238 A84-16309
Aeroelastic flutter and divergence of stiffness coupled,
graphite/epoxy cantilevered plates p 239 A84-17410
Frequency determination techniques for cantilevered
plates with bending-torsion coupling p 378 A84-23368
Stress singularities in swept canUever plates
p 475 A84-27937
CAPTIVE TESTS
Thermal environment of missiles in captive flight
[AIAA PAPER 83-2764] p 16 A84-12350
Captive trajectory system test planning information for
AEDC supersonic wind tunnel (A) and hypersonic wind
tunnels (B) and (C)
[AD-A136439] p 370 N84-18217
Recent developments in store separation and grid survey
techniques using the ARA Two-Sting Rig " '
p515 N84-23595
A self-contained captive trajectory system for a
blowdown wind tunnel P 546 N84-23596
CARBAMIDES
TWocarbamide derivatives of 2.6-di-tert-butylphenol as
jet fuel stabilizers P 913 A84-43544
CARBIDES
Nondestructive evaluation of boron-carbide-coated,
boron-fiber-reinforced titanium p 470 A84-28240
CARBON
Status of understanding for seal materials
p624 N84-25062
CARBON DIOXIDE
Conditions of the mixing of transverse CO2 jets with a
supersonic nitrogen flow in a nozzle p 171 A84-18996
Evaluation of a carbon dioxide scrubber in a 2-lock
recompression chamber
(AO-A141052] p793 N84-28816
Carbon-13 and proton nuclear magnetic resonance
analysis of shale-derived refinery products and jet fuels
and of experimental referee broadened-specification jet
fuels
[NASA-CR-174761] p 916 N84-32552
CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION
Development of temperature-, velocity- and
concentration-profiles in a curved combustor
p608 N84-24757
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
Airspeed and wind shear measurements with an airborne
CO2CW laser p55 A84-11622
A CW CO2 laser rangeflnder/velocimeter using
heterodyne detection p 591 A84-36232
Using an airborne CO2 CW laser for free stream airspeed
and windshear measurements p 1011 N84-34417
CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS
Local charge distribution and development on insulating
surfaces — of fiber reinforced plastics and aluminum used
for aircraft parts p 236 A84-18542
Development and test of the lightning protection system
for the CFRP rudder on A310 aircraft
p 199 A84-18549
Service life of sailplanes made of CFRP
p288 A84-19678
Determination of the air flight fitness of carbon
fiber-reinforced structural components using the Alpha jet
horizontal stabilizers and elevators as an example
[DGLR PAPER 83-080] p 472 A84-29653
Composites or metals (Tomorrow's aircraft - black or
silver) p550 A84-32977
Survey lecture and special experiences in FRG — carbon
fiber composite structures for aerospace application
[MBB-UD-410-83-OE] p 614 A84-35920
Trends in the development of eddy current equipment
for aircraft maintenance p 716 A84-36600
Design of a forward swept wing fighter aircraft
p681 A84-38407
Characterization of MY 720 IV — Tetraglycidylated
Metnylane Diamiline p 912 A84-42778
Large area aerospace composite structure fabrication
technology p 823 A84-42864
Structural certification of Airbus fin box in composite
fibre construction p 871 A84-44976
The significance of defects and damage in composite
Structures p 75 N84-10219
Defect occurrences in the manufacture of large CFC
structures and work associated with defects, damage and
repair of CFC components p76 N84-10223
Recognizing defects in carbon-fiber reinforced plastics
[NASA-TM-76947] p 204 N84-15143
Long term in-service evaluation of CFRP components
(spoilers) on Airbus A300, phase 1
[BMFT-FB-W-83^28] p 353 N84-19344
High performance composites and adhesives for
V/STOL aircraft
[AD-A139168] p 552 N84-23702
Carbon structures on the wing of the regional transport
plane ATR-42
[SNIAS-832-111-113] p 598 N84-25704
Investigation of the RF properties of carbon fibre
composite materials
[AD-A140261] p617 N84-25774
An approach for estimating the impact of
carbon-reinforced plastic p 999 N84-34515
CARBON FIBERS
Carbon fibre fabric repairs to metal aircraft structures
p 502 A84-32983
Some trends in airship technology developments
[AGARD-R-717] p 86 N84-12050
Composite structural materials
[NASA-CH-173259] p 310 N84-17293
Composite materials: The user and the producer
[SNIAS-632-111-108] p 617 N84-25772
CARBURIZ1NQ
Advances in case hardening technology
p473 A84-29963
CARCINOGENS
Simple method for analysis of benzo(a)pyrene in exhaust
particles from jet engine by high-performance liquid
chromatography using extrelut extraction
p710 A84-38500
CARGO
Redesign of cargo mobility containers
[AD-A137396] p 343 N84-19312
Airport activity statistics of certificated route air
carriers
[AD-A137418] p 343 N84-19313
CARGO AIRCRAFT
CAML - Digital avionics in a real-time application—Cargo
Aircraft Mine Laying p 120 AM-15624
Demonstration of electromechanical actuation
technology for military air cargo transport
p 193 A84-16532
History and future of aircraft with supporting payload
cell p398 A84-29685
C-17 transport employs externally blown flap system
p683 A84-38465
Cost effectiveness of cargo transport by air — Russian
book p820 A84-40119
Simulator study of flight characteristics of a large
twin-fuselage cargo transport airplane during approach and
landing
[NASA-TP-2183] p 137 N84-12190
Antonov Bureau developing new STOL turbofan for use
in far north p 687 N84-27710
CARTESIAN COORDINATES
Three-dimensional digitization of real world objects
[SAE PAPER 831521] p 426 A84-29513
Effect of injection into boundary layer on flow of
supersonic stream past oscillating cone
p664 N84-26925
CASCADE CONTROL
A multiloop system stability margin study using matrix
singular values — for wing flutter suppression and drone
lateral attitude control p935 A84-4S606
CASCADE FLOW
Hybrid C-H grids for turfaomachinery cascades —
parabolic and Cartesian coordinates p 13 A84-11591
A prediction method for characteristics of cooled
transonic turbines with low aspect ratio and high load
p59 A84-12043
Investigation of the possibilities of trailing edge shock
waves intensity reduction by means of the edge geometry
modification p 92 A84-14392
Throughflow analysis of axial flow turbines
p 151 A84-16845
Numerical computation of transonic flows over airfoils
and cascades p 151 A84-16849
A uniformly valid asymptotic solution for unsteady
subresonant flow through supersonic cascades
p 154 A84-17454
Rule of forbidden signals in a two-dimensional
supersonic compressor cascade p 154 A84-17455
Efficient grid generation for axial turbomachinery
[AIAA PAPER 84-0071 ] p 157 A84-17859
An implict LU scheme for the Euler equations applied
to arbitrary cascades — new method of factoring
[AIAA PAPER 84-0167] p 161 A84-17925
Two recent extensions of the vortex method
[AIAA PAPER 84-0343] p 174 A84-19249
Compatibility of transonic flows at thick trailing edge in
turbine blade row p 260 A84-19413
An actuator disc analysis of unsteady supersonic
cascade flow p 265 A84-21189
An investigation of the flow in turbine cascades with
off-design inlet angles. The pulsation characteristics of the
flow p268 AS4-22001
Evaluation of losses as a function of angle of attack in
cascades of axial turbine stages p 381 A84-24831
Blade-to-blade calculation by finite element -
Comparison of various approaches p 333 A84-25870
The effect of the degree of turbulence of the approach
flow on a three-dimensional boundary layer
p406 A84-27471
Cascade aerodynamics — Book p 407 A84-28824
Axial fan performance with blade-base clearance
[ASME PAPER 83-JPGC-GT-6] p 449 A84-28979
A systematic computational design system for turbine
cascades, airfoil geometry and blade-to-blade analysis
[ASME PAPER 83-JPGC-GT-7] p 407 A84-28980
A rapid blade-to-blade solution for use in turbomachinery
design
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-67] p 505 A84-31289
Indicia! and gust response of an unstaggered thin-airfoil
cascade
[AIAA PAPER 84-0912] p 555 A84-31675
Effects of structural coupling on mistuned cascade flutter
and response
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-117] p 618 A84-33701
Numerical solution of viscous flow around arbitrary
airfoils in a straight cascade p 579 A84-35340
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Performance investigation of a fan thrust revereer for
a high by-pass turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 84-1178] P 696 A84-36956
Redesign and cascade tests of a supercritical controlled
diffusion stator blade-section
[AIAA PAPER 84-1207] P 639 A84-36960
Analysis of inviscid and viscous flows in cascades with
an explicit multiple-grid algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 84-1663] P 652 A84-38043
Compressor cascade optimization based on inverse
boundary layer method and inverse cascade method. I -
An inverse cascade method for incompressible
two-dimensional potential flow P 653 A84-38081
Influence of a periodical fluctuation on a profile loss of
a cascade. I - Determination of the total pressure loss
coefficient II - Behavior of a boundary layer
p 653 A84-38082
Improved design of subcritical and supercritical
cascades using complex characteristics and
boundary-layer correction P 656 A84-38839
Calculation of transonic flow in a linear cascade
[AIAA PAPER 84-1301 ] P 742 A84-40241
Base flow measurements in a transonic cascade using
a laser transit anemometer P 744 A84-40862
Influence of dihedral on the secondary flow in a
two-dimensional compressor cascade
[ASME PAPER 83-GTJ-12] P 748 A84-41632
On the theory of the Wells turbine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-5] P 748 A84-41636
Application of streamline iteration and relative How field
methods to the calculation of the subsonic flow field of
S1 stream surface of turbomachinery
p826 A84-43316
The time-dependent finite element method for
calculating transonic flow .field in turbomachinery
cascade p826 A84-43317
Viscous-inviscid interactive procedure for rotational flow
in cascades of airfoils P 830 A84-44639
Transonic cascade flow analysis using viscous/inviscid
coupling concepts
[AIAA PAPER 84-2159] P 843 A84-46103
Experimental study of the flow field behind an annular
turbine nozzle guide vane with and without downstream
rotor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-15] P 950 A84-46884
Computation of transonic flows in and about turbine
cascades with viscous effects
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-18] P 950 A84-46885
Numerical flow analysis of fully three-dimensional turbine
cascades
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-19] P 950 A84-46886
Design of highly loaded blade profiles using an iterative
inverse-direct computational procedure
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-22] P 950 A84-46887
Transonic cascade flow solved by separate supersonic
and subsonic computations with shock fitting
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-24] P 951 A84-46889
Preliminary study on forward loaded cascades designed
with inverse method for low pressure turbine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-65] P 952 A84-46912
Recent progress in the understanding of basic aspects
of secondary flows in turbine blade passages
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-78] P 952 A84-46921
Use of an inverse method for the design of high efficiency
compressor and turbine blades with large change in
radius
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-167] P 953 A84-46971
Holographic measurements and theoretical predictions
of the unsteady flow in a transonic annular cascade
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-174] P 953 A84-46976
An investigation of the transverse velocity profile in the
case of internal viscous aerodynamic problems
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-218] P 955 A84-47004
The use of tandem ejector pumps in an intermittent
blowdown tunnel
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-226] P 992 A84-47006
Mass flow limitation of supersonic blade rows due to
leading edge blockage
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-233] P 956 A84-47013
The effects of freestream turbulence on the profile
boundary layer and losses in a compressor cascade
t ASME PAPER 84-GT-242] P 956 A84-47019
Extima-2, an explicit time-marching method to calculate
transonic turbomachinery cascade flow
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-243] P 957 A84-47020
Comparison of controlled diffusion airfoils with
conventional NACA 65 airfoils developed for stator blade
application in a multistage axial compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-246] P 957 A84-47023
Compressor cascade optimization based on inverse
boundary layer method and inverse cascade method. II -
An inverse boundary layer method and wind-tunnel tests
of optimized compressor cascade with high loading
p961 A84-47132
A combined method for solving the direct problem of
the hydrodynamics of the airfoil cascades of
turbomachines p 1007 A84-48000
The calculation of steady and unsteady transonic flow
in cascades
[CUED/A-TURBO/TR-118] p 17 N84-10016
Application of an inviscid-viscous interaction method to
transonic compressor cascades p 300 N84-16190
A viscid inviscid interaction procedure for two
dimensional cascades p 300 N84-16191
Design of transonic compressor cascades for minimal
shock losses and comparison with test results
p 300 N84-16192
Aerodynamic computation method of airfoil cascades
subjected to viscous flow p 300 N84-16198
Secondary flows and losses in a turbine cascade
p 301 N84-16203
Report of tests of a compressor configuration of OCA
blading
[AD-A133350] p 316 N84-16501
Potential flow through a cascade of alternately displaced
circular bodies: The rod-wall wind tunnel boundary
conditions
[NASA-TM-85750] p 410 N84-20487
Analysis of inviscid and viscous flows in cascades with
an explicit multiple-grid algorithm
[NASA-TM-83636] p 502 N84-22527
Redesign and cascade tests of a supercritical controlled
diffusion stator blade-section
[NASA-TM-83635] p 510 N84-22533
Calculation of apparent masses in blade ring
p 538 N84-22793
Calculation of transonic flow in a linear cascade
[NASA-TM-83697] p 581 N84-24539
Behavior of cascaded airfoils under conditions of high
mean loading and flow unsteadiness
[AD-A139799] p 607 N84-24592
The method of complex characteristics for design of
transonic compressors p 661 N84-26659
Energy efficient engine: Low-pressure turbine subsonic
cascade component development and integration
program
[NASA-CR-165592] p 701 N84-27738
Energy efficient engine high-pressure turbine supersonic
cascade technology report
[NASA-CR-165567] p 701 N84-27739
Aeroelasticity in turtaomachine-cascades
[AD-A141905] p784 N84-29880
Two-dimensional and quasi three-dimensional
experimental standard configurations for aeroelastic
investigations in turbomachine-cascades
[AD-A141904] p810 N84-30297
Unsteady transonic flow in cascades
[NASA-TM-83780] p 849 N84-32351
Report of tests of a compressor configuration of CD
(Controlled Diffusion) blading
[AD-A143499] p 930 N84-32832
CASCADES
Axial flow compressor performance deterioration
[AIAA PAPER 84-1208] p 601 A84-35133
Optimization and mechanisms of mistuning in
cascades
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-196] p 983 A84-46993
CASING
A study of a flow control device in the form of a circular
groove in the casing of a compressor
p 986 A84-47572
Dual clearance squeeze film damper
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13506-1] p 535 N84-22562
CAST ALLOYS
Advanced, high-strength aluminum castings for airframe
construction
[DGLH PAPER 83-79] p 481 A84-29652
MRCA run-in floors p 503 N84-23557
Statistical and vibratory fatigue limit characteristics of
aluminum cast alloys p 561 N84-23558
Economic riveting: Different bore qualities, fittings,
connection elements p 561 N84-23560
Welding of components made of the aluminum cast alloy
A357 p 561 N84-23561
Successful utilization of economic, light
aluminum-casted structures in airplane construction
[VFW-31/83-O] p599 N84-26439
Gas turbine engine design considerations as related to
alloys of high critical element content
p 989 N84-33470
CASTING
New technology expands uses of a precision
cast-machined aluminum plate p 235 A84-17196
Composite casting/bonding construction of an
air-cooled, high temperature radial turbine wheel
[SAE PAPER 831519] p 480 A84-29462
Advanced, high-strength aluminum castings for airframe
construction
[DGLR PAPER 83-79] p 481 A84-29652
CASTINGS
Hot isoslatic pressing of aluminum castings
p 235 A84-17195
Advancements in titanium castings
p235 A84-17206
Alpha jet pylon p 503 N84-23556
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
Clean catalytic combustor program
[NASA-CR-168323] p 220 N84-15151
Diesel engine catalytic combustor system — aircraft
engines • . . .
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12995-1] p 1010 N84-33808
CATAPULTS
Optimal catapult impulse shaping for ejection seats
[AIAA PAPER 84-1895] p 864 A84-43445
Propulsion in a life-saving role for ACES 2
p762 N84-29942
The Stencel S4S ejection seat: A study in new
pyrotechnic developments p 762 N84-29943
Crest: Crew escape technologies for the 1990's
p 762 N84-29944
CATHODE RAY TUBES
Cockpit CRT display tyre pressure indicating system
p56 A84-11625
Characterization of CRT resolution -- in display systems
for air to air combat p 207 A84-16563
Performance of a five-inch by five-inch very
high-resolution, full-color avionic CRT display
p210 A84-16686
CRT displays in air transport cockpits - Experience to
date p443 A84-26805
Redundant color coding on airborne CRT displays
p 599 A84-35899
Color CRT displays - A new standard for flight
instrumentation? p 776 A84-41069
Manufacturing Methods and Technology (MM and T)
specifications for miniature cathode ray tube
[AD-A132797] p 243 N84-14439
Color display technology in advanced fighter cockpits
p214 N84-15061
CAUCHY PROBLEM
A new and improved computational technique for
two-dimensional, unsteady, compressible flows '
p639 A84-36484
Application of Riemann problem solvers to wave
machine design p 721 A84-38853
Numerical solution of the Cauchy problem for
generalized equations of aeroelasticity
p 1000 A84-46875
CAUSES
Investigation', reporting and analysis of US Army aircraft
accident p 184 N84-15077
McCauley Aviation, Inc. Mitsubishi MU-2B, N72B near
Jeffersonville. Georgia, March 24, 1983 aircraft accident
report ,
[PB84-910401] p674 N84-27702
CAVITATION FLOW
Suppression of the acoustic environment in an irregularly
shaped cavity with an opening exposed to subsonic flow
p735 A84-38882
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin. Part 2: Fluid-structure
dymanics and dynamic analysis
[AD-A134453] p 387 N84-19881
A study of pump cayitation damage — space shuttle
main engine high pressure oxidizer turbopump
[NASA-CR-170992] p 483 N84-20783
CAVITIES
Pulsations in the interaction of a supersonic jet with a
cavity ' p333 A84-25615
Detection of cavities under concrete pavement
[AD-A131851] P 142 N84-12331
Analysis of electromagnetic backscatter from an inlet
cavity configuration
[AD-A133626] p 242 N84-14400
Mach 0.6 to 3.0 flows over rectangular cavities
[AD-A134579] p 272 N84-16153
The use of interference-fit bolts or bushes and hole cold
expansion for increasing the fatigue life of thick-section
aluminium alloy bolted joints
[AR-002-973] p 384 N84-18676
The aerodynamic effects of cavities in a body
[BU-289] p582 N84-24547
Supersonic jet-cavity interaction pulsation
p 848 N84-32089
CAVITY RESONATORS
End • effects in coupled rectangular resonators in
unilateral fin line p 475 A84-27985
Periodic flow noise reduction using flow-excited
resonators: Theory and application — centrifugal fans
[DFVLR-FB-83-29] p 245 N84-15409
CDC CYBER 170 SERIES COMPUTERS
XSECT: A computer code for generating fuselage cross
sections - user's manual
[NASA-TM-83218] p 668 N84-27696
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Computer modeling of aircraft cabin fires
[PB84-101153] p2S2 N84-17162
CELESTIAL GEODESY
Gravity field products from ocean altimeter data
[AIAA PAPER 84-1875] p 931 A84-43431
The accuracy of alttnetric surfaces
p 1012 A84-46814
CELLS
Operation and performance measurement on engines
in sea-level test facilities: Introduction and general
survey p 612 N84-2S724
CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
A high energy stage for the National Space
Transporation System
[NASA-TM-83795] p912 N84-32411
CENTER OF GRAVITY
Realization of reduced stability in a modem transport
aircraft by controlling the center of gravity
[OGLR PAPER 82-092] p 62 A84-10567
Robust back-up stabilization for artificial-stability
aircraft p 899 A84-45049
Reduced stability in a modem commercial aircraft and
center of gravity control
[MBB-UT-22-82-OE]
 p 228 N84-141S6
Weight and balance for the airmass incorporated
sunburst model C ultralight
[NASA-CR-175356] p 292 N84-16163
CENTER OF MASS
The influence of different inflow models on the coupled
flapping and torsion of helicopter rotor blades
p303 A84-196S1
CENTER OF PRESSURE
The center of pressure of pyramidal bodies — flight
vehicle design p 90 A84-13405
Position of the center of pressure on a delta wing in
nonequilibrium hypersonic air flow p 959 A84-47081
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Shear layer development in an annular jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-0400) p 166 A84-18068
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Processor monitoring and self-test in the Boeing
767/757 Right Control Computer p 490 A84-2679S
CENTRIFUGAL CASTING
Centrifugal scaling laws for ground launch cruise missile
shelter
[AD-A141572] p 793 N84-28818
Low cost thermal protection system processing
[AD-D011142] p915 N84-32434
CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
Possibilities of raising the efficiency of the compression
process in a centrifugal compressor rotor
p 297 A84-20869
Experimental study of centrifugal impeller discharge flow
in vaneless and vaned diftusers p 505 A84-31290
On the evaluation of Reynolds number and relative
surface roughness effects on centrifugal compressor
performance based on systematic experimental
investigations
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-118] p 533 A84-31291
Design and test of two 8:1 pressure ratio single stage
centrifugal compressors of different flow size
p 699 A84-38482
Static pressure recovery characteristics of some radial
vaneless diffusers p 720 A84-38484
Compressor response to periodic transients
[ONERA.TP NO. 1984-94] p 890 A84-44992
An experimental investigation of oil-buffered shaft seal
flow rates
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-9] p 1001 A84-46B80
Performance characteristics of shrouded and
unshrouded impellers of a centrifugal compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-48] p 1001 A84-46905
The influence of different geometries for a vaned diffuser
on the pressure distribution in a centrifugal compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-68) • p 952 A84-46915
Flow in the inducer of a centrifugal compressor
measured with a laser velocimeter
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-74] p 1002 A84-46919
A computer aided design-method for vaned diffusers
in centrifugal compressors
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-83] p 1002 A84-46925
Prediction of stiffness and damping coefficients for
centrifugal compressor labyrinth seals
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-88] p 1002 A84-46928
Centrifugal compressor surge behaviour
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-91 ] p 1002 A84-46933
Flow in a centrifugal fan impeller at off-design
conditions
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-182] p 1005 A84-46983
A discussion of the factors affecting surge in centrifugal
compressors
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-194) p 1005 A84-46992
A theoretical model for rotating stall in the vaneless
diffuser of a centrifugal compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-204] p 955 A84-46997
Seal oil degassing in gas turbine centrifugal
compressors
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-214] p 1005 A84-47002
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[ASME PAPER 84-GT-222] p 955 A84-47005
The effects of Reynolds number of the efficiency of
centrifugal compressor stages
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-247] p984 A84-47024
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design procedure
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-249] P 957 A84-47025
Validation of flow coefficients measurement by laser
velocimeter in straight-through labyrinth seal models with
full size test rig results
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-280] p 1006 A84-47040
Periodic flow noise reduction using flow-excited
resonators: Theory and application — centrifugal fans
[DFVLR-FB-83-29] p 245 N84-15409
A viscid invtscid intorsction procedure for two
dimensional cascades p300 N84-16191
Row generation in a novel centrifugal diffuser test
device
[AD-A136874] p 386 N84-19754
Prediction of critical speeds, unbalance and
nonsynchronous forced response of rotors
p388 N84-19918
Centrifugal-reciprocating compressor
[NASA-CASE-NPO-14597-2] p 728 N84-28081
An improved method for the prediction of centrifugal
compressor rotational-tone noise
[DE84-013345] p 930 . N84-32B42
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
Determination of the angular rotor speed during the
computer-aided design of a volute pump
p 357 A84-25570
An improved method for the prediction of centrifugal
compressor rotational-tone noise
[DE84-013345] p930 N84-32842
CENTROIDS
New centrotd algorithm based upon amplitude-angle
signature — lor tracking radar p29 A84-10518
CEPSTRAL ANALYSIS
Cepstrum analysis of the vibrations of rotor machines
p 481 A84-29728
CERAMIC COATINGS
Ceramic composite liner material for gas turbine
combustors
[AIAA PAPER 84-0363] p 236 A84-18044
Phase analysis of plasma-sprayed zircoraa-yttria
coatings p308 A84-19781
Mechanical and physical properties of plasma-sprayed
stabilized zirconla p308 A84-19786
Degradation mechanisms of ceramic thermal barrier
coatings in corrosive environments p 799 A84-42868
High performance ceramics for heat engine
applications
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-92] p995 A84-46934
Development of strain tolerant thermal barrier coating
systems, tasks 1 - 3
[NASA-CR-168251] p 140 N84-12312
Sputter-deposited metallic and ceramic coatings for heat
engines
[DE84-011401] P803 N84-30030
CERAMICS
Compression structured ceramic turbine rotor concept
p58 A84-11668
The first all composite firewall as developed and
designed for the Lear Fan 2100 p 234 A84-17191
The effect of the microstnjcture on slow crack
propagation and the mechanical properties of hot-pressed
silicon nitride between room temperature and 1500 C —
German thesis p308 A84-22237
Ceramic components for the AGT 100 engine
p315 A84-22878
Ceramic application in gas turbine engines
[SAE PAPER 831520) p451 A84-29463
Ceramic components for the AGT 100 engine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-81 ] p 1002 A84-46924
Characterization of ceramic vane materials tor 10KW
turboaltemator
[AD-A132505] p 134 N84-13196
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) technology
development
[NASA-CR-168235] p246 N84-15554
Status, needs, and opportunities for structural ceramics
in advanced heat engines
[DE84003307] p 375 N84-18413
Ceramic coatings for heat engine materials: Status and
future needs
[DE84-O03401] p377 N84-19590
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) Technology Project
(NASA-CR-174629) p 729 N84-28089
Swedish research in high-temperature ceramics,
superaJloys p916 N84-33142
CERMETS
Coating with overlay metallic-cermet alloy systems
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13839-2] p 714 N84-27855
CERTIFICATION
Closing the loop with a flight test customer - Management
and follow-up techniques for vendor or customer flight
[AIAA PAPER 83-2743] p 118 A84-13383
Trie problems of type certification p 120 A84-15410
Research towards and development of aerospace
vehicle noise certification with emphasis on propeller
aircraft and helicopters
[AIAA PAPER 84-0247] p 149. A84-17974
The liability of the United States for negligent inspection
1983 p323 A84-20454
Enwoonwnta) testinQ (or civil oBftiflcsts of composite
propellers p 358 A84-25598
Development and certification of the 757/767 autopilot
Flight director system p455 A84-26723
HoDcoptw porform&nco 8v&tu&tion for osftificfltJon
(MBB-UD-401-83-OE) p 525 - A84-32473
The impact of automation on flight test
p768 A84-41080
Certification problems for composite airplane
structures p824 A84-44975
Testing the new Boeing twinjets p 871 A84-44985
A310 structural testing for certification philosophy and
application to meet current durability and damage tolerance
requirements p872 AB4-4SOOO
Research towards and development of aerospace
vehicle noise certification with emphasis on propeller
aircraft and helicopters p 150 N84-15026
Certification experience with methods for minimum crew
demonstration p 204 N84-15101
Study of noise-certification standards for aircraft
engines. Volume 3: Selection and evaluation of
engine-noise-certification concept
[AD-A137805] p 454 N84-20563
Reid evaluation of proposed ICAO annex 16 takeoff
noise certification procedure for propeller-driven airplanes
not exceeding 5700 kg
[OFVLR-FB-83-34] p 496 N84-22378
Safety study: Airport certification and operations
[PB84-917002] p 760 N84-28761
An extended real-time microwave airplane position
system p 972 N84-34419
CESSNA AIRCRAFT
Citation III bonded structure
[AIAA PAPER 84-2244] p 637 A84-39287
CESSNA 210 AIRCRAFT
Extinguisher agent behavior in a ventilated small
aircraft
[FAA-CT-83-30] p 280 N84-16158
CH-47 HELICOPTER
Chinook's trial by Ice p588 A84-35359
A composite rotor shaft for the Chinook
p 771 . A84-42278
Design on digital flight-mode control systems for
helicopters with non-linear actuators
p899 A84-44990
CHAMBERS
Diffuser/ejector system for a very high vacuum
environment
[NASA-CASE-MRS-25791-1] p 708 N84-27749
CHANNEL CAPACITY
The application of multiple speed data rate transmission
to a MIL-STD-1773 data bus structure — avtonic network
control via fiber optical transmission
p 441 . A84-26751
CHANNEL FLOW
Numerical study of self-similar problems concerning
viscous compressible gas flow in channels
p172 A84-19004
An approximate analytical solution of incompressible
potential flow around a circular cylinder between two
parallel flat plates p 576 A84-35023
Prediction of turbulent flows in combustor by using
Reynolds-stress closure
[AIAA PAPER 84-1494] p 620 A84-35237
Numerical design of plane and axisymmetric supersonic
nonequilibrium-fiow channels for obtaining'nonuniform
output characteristics p 742 A84-40799
Contouring of two-dimensional and axisymmetric
supersonic channels realizing discontinuous parameters
at the outlet and flow leveling p 753 A84-42536
Preliminary study on forward loaded cascades designed
with inverse method for low pressure turbine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-65] p 952 A84-46912
CHANNEL NOISE
Use of forward error correction in a
ground-to-air-to-ground telemetry and control links
p969 A84-46614
CHANNELS
Plane, rectangular, axisymmetric convergent channels
p 642 A84-45738
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CHANNELS (DATA TRANSMISSION)
A new approach to recording MIL Standard 15538
aircraft bus data
[AIAA PAPER 83-2792] p 110 A84-13388
An integrated voice-data communication system for VHP
links P114 A84-15835
Implementation of broadcast messages and acyclic data
transfer techniques in a multibus based avionic system
p187 A84-16605
Evolution of the digital avionics bus
p440 A84-26733
Fault tolerant flight control avionics integration using
MIL-STD-1553B P 456 A84-26744
The application of multiple speed data rate transmission
to a MIL-STD-1773 data bus structure — avionic network
control via fiber optical transmission
p 441 A84-26751
A new bus architecture for distributed avionic systems
p 441 A84-26752
Interfaces to telemetry systems -- for connection to
digital multiplex data bus in avionics subsystems
integration p 521 A84-32405
Using the STD bus for encoder/decoder systems aboard
a high-altitude balloon platform p 970 A84-46670
The relations between the numerical control of the
engine and other aircraft functions p 136 N84-12062
Effects of integrated maintenance on the definitions of
onboard equipments — Mirage 2000 aircraft
p 121 N84-12068
General Purpose Bus Interface Unit (GPBIU) system test
software design
[AD-A138005] p 447 N84-21543
Multibus Avionic Architecture Design Study (MAADS)
[AD-A138226] p 448 N84-21546
A common 1553B I/O channel for the F-16
[AD-P003546] p 883 N84-31150
Advanced cockpit-systems integration
[AD-P003569] p 880 N84-31174
Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air.Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
4: Tutorial: MIL-STD-1553 multiplex data bus
[AD-A142779] p 885 N84-31202
CHARACTER RECOGNITION
The effects of character stroke width on the visibility
of a head-coupled display
[AD-A132046] p 127 N84-13183
CHARACTERISTICS
Energy efficient engine fan component detailed design
report
[NASA-CR-165466] p 701 N84-27737
CHARGE DISTRIBUTION
Local charge distribution and development on insulating
surfaces — of fiber reinforced plastics and aluminum used
for aircraft parts p 236 A84-18542
CHARGE TRANSFER
CXR testing of box IEMP effects due to charge transfer
-- Continuous X-Ray Internal Electromagnetic Pulse
p312 A84-20725
A laboratory study of aircraft precipitation static
charging
[AO-A142561] p933 N84-31848
CHECKOUT
Advanced Ultra-Violet (UV) aircraft fire detection system.
Volume 3: Ground Support Equipment (GSE) for system
check-out
[AD-A130298] p 28 N84-10039
Avionics fault tree analyzer p 213 N84-15053
Operational experience with the National Transonic
Facility p 545 N84-23565
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
A gas turbine combustor test facility for fuel composition
investigations
[AD-A132479] p 140 N84-13201
CHEMICAL CLEANING
Cleaning compound efficiency; test method for aircraft
surface cleaners
[AD-A138515] p 399 N84-21504
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
Effects of flame temperature and fuel composition on
soot formation in gas turbine combustors
p 298 A84-22747
A statistical examination of the effect of composition
on the freezing points of hydro-carbon mixtures
[AD-A131000] p77 N84-11321
A gas turbine combustor test facility for fuel composition
investigations
[AD-A132479] p 140 N84-13201
Properties of aircraft fuels and related materials
[AO-A141068] p801 N84-29019
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Validated Engineering Data Index, 1983 -1984
p485 N84-21758
CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
Local viscous chemically nonequilibrium flows
p 752 A84-42533
CHEMICAL EXPLOSIONS
Organic azides as jet fuel additives: Synthesis of azides
and micro-explosion characteristics of droplets
p 801 N84-29963
CHEMICAL FUELS
Alternative fuels use in a vehicular gas turbine
p615 N84-24741
CHEMICAL LASERS
Multiple ducted streams with a periodic or a steady
supersonic driver flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-0350] p 166 A84-18042
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
Low temperature behavior of fuels in simulated aircraft
tanks
[AD-A130267] p 76 N84-10336
Aviation-fuel property effects on combustion
[NASA-CR-168334] p310 N84-17407
Properties of fuels employed in a gas turbine combustor
program
[AO-A136663] p 377 N84-19600
Overview of zirconia with respect to gas turbine
applications
[NASA-TP-2286] p 473 N84-21740
Influence of fuel chemical properties on gas turbine
combustors p 538 N84-23634
Fuel property effects on USAF gas turbine engine
combustors and afterburners p 539 N84-23635
Fuel property effects on USN gas turbine combustors
p 539 N84-23636
Properties of aircraft fuels and related materials
[AD-A141068] p801 N84-29019
Aviation fuels, 1983
[OE84-011823] p 803 N84-30106
CHEMICAL REACTIONS
Chemical mechanisms and reaction rates for the
initiation of hot corrosion of IN-738
[NASA-TP-2319] p 799 N84-28958
CHEMICAL REACTORS
Turbulent combustion zone in a tubular reactor
p 471 A84-28393
A study of the fundamental problems of combustion in
the combustion chambers of turbojets using a tubular
reactor p 616 N84-24759
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The role of materials and processes in high density
electronic packaging p 918 A84-42757
Kevlar epoxy substrate for interconnecting leadless chip
carrier p912 A84-42776
MIL-STD-1553B Marconi LSI chip set in a remote
terminal application
[AD-P003538] p 924 N84-31142
Third generation MIL-STD-1553B LSI chip set
[AD-P003542] p 924 N84-31146
MIL-STD-1750A microprocessor chip set development
[AD-P003548] p936 'N84-31152
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Carbon-13 and proton nuclear magnetic resonance
analysis of shale-derived refinery products and |et fuels
and of experimental referee broadened-specificaton jet
fuels
[NASA-CR-174761] p 916 N84-32552
CHROMIC ACID
Evaluation of a primary anticorroston surface treatment
for adhesively bonded aluminum structure
p234 A84-17180
CHROMIUM
Substitution and conservation technology for
chromium p 997 N84-33473
CHROMIUM ALLOYS
Behavior of Ni-Cr-Si coating alloys in Na2SO4, V205
and mixed salt hot corrosion
[DE84-012386] p915 N84-31363
CHROMIUM STEELS
Problems of failure analysis, taking into account the
example of a destroyed axial-flow compressor
p722 A84-39498
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The role of materials and processes in high density
electronic packaging p 916 A84-42757
Kevlar epoxy substrate for interconnecting leadless chip
carrier p912 A84-42776
Advanced application of the printed circuit board
testability design and rating system
[AD-A141147] p728 N84-27989
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
RF front end interface and AGC modification
p43 N84-11102
CIRCUIT PROTECTION
Transistor devices for switching and shielding in dc
aircraft circuits p 142 A84-15768
Studies of lightning-attachment testing using aircraft
models p 198 A84-18532
Mushrooming vulnerability to EMP
p 917 A84-44046
Laboratory evaluation of lightning induced transients in
aircraft electrical wiring
[ONERA.TP NO. 1984-51] p 874 A84-45192
CIRCUITS
Circuits and devices in aircraft electrical equipment
systems — Russian book p 554 A84-30850
CIRCULAR CONES
Stability of shock waves attached to wedges and
cones p90 A84-13565
Hypersonic similarity in the flow past a combination of
a circular cone and delta wing p 580 A84-35742
Optimization of waverider configurations generated from
non-axisymmetric flows past a nearly circular cone
p 176 N84-15108
Supersonic flows around a circular cone with or without
blowing on the surface
[AD-A143258] p 851 N84-32362
CIRCULAR CYLINDERS
Flow past a rotating and a stationary circular cylinder
near a plane screen. I - Aerodynamic forces on the
cylinder p 154 A84-17707
Flow and heat transfer around a heated circular cylinder
in a rarefied gas p 554 A84-31119
Buffeting of a slender circular beam in axial turbulent
flows p558 A84-32617
On vortex shedding from circular cylinder with step
p509 A84-32756
Aerodynamics of pointed forebodies at high angles of
attack p574 A84-34461
An approximate analytical solution of incompressible
potential flow around a circular cylinder between two
parallel flat plates p 576 A84-35023
Computation of compressible flow around a circular
cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 84-1631 ] p 651 A84-38020
Flow past rotating and stationary circular cylinders near
a plane screen. II - Characteristics of flow past a stationary
cylinder p 721 A84-38674
Flat spin of circular cylinders induced by artificial
roughness p 749 A84-42248
Active control of asymmetric vortex effects in circular
cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 84-2101] p 751 A84-42351
Thermofluiddynamic experiments with a heated and
rotating circular cylinder in crossflow
p922 A84-46320
Stability of a pair of stationary vortices in the leeward
side of a cylinder in a potential flowfield
[AD-A131917] p98 N84-12095
Heat transfer distributions around nominal ice accretion
shapes formed on a cylinder in the NASA Lewis icing
research tunnel
[NASA-TM-83557] p 243 N84-14463
Effect of a rotor wake on heat transfer from a circular
cylinder
[NASA-TM-83613] p 485 N84-21832
Aeroacoustic noise measurements in wind tunnel
p567 N84-23584
Water-tunnel study of transition flow around circular
cylinders
[NASA-TM-85879] p 516 N84-23606
Investigation of the effects of pressure gradient
temperature and wall temperature ratio on the stagnation
point heat transfer for circular cylinders and gas turbine
vanes
[NASA-CR-174667] p 539 N84-23649
First stage of equipment for aircraft Do 28 of DFVLR
as a research aircraft for icing and first research results
[DFVLR-FB-83-40] p 596 N84-24571
Mathematical modeling of transient separation flow
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A review of some Reynolds number effects related to
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Vibration and flutter of mistuned bladed-disk
assemblies
[NASA-TM-83634] p 563 N84-23923
CIRCULAR POLARIZATION
Double-polarisation radar measurements
P856 A84-43742
CIRCULAR SHELLS
Aeroelastic optimization of axisymmetric circular
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CIRCULAR TUBES
Propagation and radiation of sound from flanged circular
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Semi-infinite ducts. II - Finite ducts with sources
p 631 A84-34746
Turbulent heat transport in circular ducts with
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CIRCULATION
Numerical predictions of residence times behind a
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CIRCULATION CONTROL AIRFOILS
NOTAR - NO TAil Rotor (circulation control tail boom)
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Circulation controlled STOL wing optimization
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p83 A84-11044
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Interiaminar fracture of composites
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solving incompressible flows
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supersonic turbulent boundary layer
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Calculations of viscous transonic flow over airfoils
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Instability of compressible boundary layers along curved
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Time-split finite element method for compressible
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Comparison of experimental and computational
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Blade-to-blade calculation by finite element -
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configurations p 474 A84-27137
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Numerical solution of the Euler equation tor a
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Numerical simulation of compressible, viscous flow using
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Turbulence measurements In a compressible
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The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model for
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three-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations
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Second-order accurate boundary conditions for
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flows
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Two types of swirling gas flows p 93 A84-14929
Numerical predictions of residence times behind a
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A new method for calculating the pressure distribution
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and heat transfer distribution of supersonic turbulent flow
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p 94 A84-152S9
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in the integral equation of thin aerofoil theory
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interference of wing-pylon-store combinations at transonic
speeds p 151 A84-16839
Throughflow analysis of axial flow turbines
p 151 A84-16845
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and cascades p 151 A84-16849
Computation of supersonic inviscid flow around wings
with a detached shock wave p 151 A84-16854
A mixed finite element method for solving transonic flow
equations p 152 AW-16863
The construction of models for supersonic jet flows
p 152 A84-16910
Numerical modeling of nonstationary supersonic jet flow
over an obstacle p 152 A84-16913
Computation of three-dimensional boundary layers on
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Numerical computations of turbulence amplification in
shock-wave interactions p239 A84-17427
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equation p 153 A84-17448
Behavior of the flow through a numerically captured
Shockwave p 153 A84-17451
Comment on 'A new solution method for lifting surfaces
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wave-boundary layer interaction p 154 A84-17596
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The application of vortex theory to the optimum swept
propeller
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Characteristics of separated flow airfoil analysis
methods
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Numerical solution of the Euler equations for flow past
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method for the Euler equations
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Experimental investigation of a simulated compressor
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A new method of boundary layer correction in the design
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Pan Air applications to mutual interference effects due
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Computed and measured wall interference in a slotted
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An incompressible Navier-Stokes flow solver in
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Viscous/inviscid interaction analysis of separated
trailing-edge flows
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interaction A comparison of experiment and computation
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An evaluation of NCOREL, PAN AIR and W12SC3 for
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p328 A84-23351
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p378 A84-23358
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p329 A84-23361
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attack p330 A84-24108
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[AD-A138396] p 331 A84-24737
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boundary p 381 A84-24744
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p331 A84-24893
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turbulence p 381 A84-25561
Turbulent jet flow in a duct with a circulation zone
p381 A84-25583
Finite element method applied to solving the transonic
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p333 A84-2S862
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Comparison of various approaches p 333 A84-25870
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discrete vortex model using boundary element method
p382 A84-25882
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aerodynamics p 333 AB4-25883
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p382 A84-25886
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p403 A84-26948
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[AIAA PAPER 84-0872] p 505 A84-31686
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and finite-differencing
[AIAA PAPER 84-0875] p 506 A84-31688
A method for computing the kernel of the downwash
integral equation for arbitrary complex frequencies
[AIAA PAPER 64-0983} P 506 A84-31754
Finite element analysis of transonic flow In nozzles with
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The method of successive approximations In calculating
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Effect of free stream turbulence on the flow around bluff
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supersonic flow p 508 A84-32607
Computational aerodynamics and supercomputers
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terminal shocks
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Numerical computation of the Reynolds stress in
supersonic inlet flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-1364] p 577 A84-35193
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Reynolds-stress closure
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International Conference on Numerical Methods in Fluid
Dynamics, 8th, Rheinisch-Westfaelische Technische
Hochschule Aachen, Aachen, West Germany, June 28-Juty
2,1982, Proceedings p620 A84-35301
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[SAE PAPER 831431] p419 A84-29629
Simulation of the aeroelastic properties of aircraft
P527 A84-32964
Application of computational aerodynamics to airplane
design p 594 A84-34452
Thrust vector control of a V/STOL airship
p609 A84-34458
On the convergence of unsteady generalized
aerodynamic forces p 574 A84-34460
An adaptive antenna for military aircraft
communications p 592 A84-36292
Determination of compressor in-stall characteristics from
engine surge transients
[AIAA PAPER 84-1206] p 696 A84-36959
Development of a fast response Jl control system guided
by analytical transient response computer modeling — Jet
Interaction
[AIAA PAPER 84-1252] p 708 A84-36965
Monte Carlo simulation of the engine development
process p699 A84-37929
Three-dimensional . simulation of muzzle brake
flowftelds
[AIAA PAPER 84-1641] p719 A84-38028
Numerical simulation of axisymmetric base flow on
tactical.missiles with propulsive jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-1658] p 658 A84-39307
Numerical calculations of complex Mach reflection
[AIAA PAPER 84-1679] p 658 A84-39314
The Shuttle Mission Simulator computer generated
imagery p795 A84-40604
Determination of accuracy requirements of future
navigation systems for terminal areas by means of a Monte
Carlo simulation p 764 A84-40888
Finite element-integral acoustic simulation of JT15D
turbofan engine p816 A84-41132
Numerical simulation of controlled flow tunnel for
V/STOL testing
[AIAA PAPER 84-2152] p 791 A84-41330
Determination of AV-88 flying qualities by nonlinear
parameter identification
[AIAA PAPER 84-2086] p 787 A84-42341
Use of air combat simulation for calculation of combat
allowances
[AIAA PAPER 84-2127] p 814 A84-42368
ATMOS - Simulation tor the air traffic of tomorrow
p792 A84-42573
Simulation of air cushion heave dynamics with vent valve
relay control p 821 A84-42688
Development of dynamic simulation of TF34-GE-100
turbofan engine with post-stall capability
[AIAA PAPER 84-1184] p 887 A84-44178
Time-delay compensation in active control algorithms
p935 A84-44941
Experimental validation by flight measurement of the
pressure distribution computed on Pilatus PC-7 wing using
a three dimensional aerodynamic panel program
p869 A84-44949
A new approach to mission management for combat
aircraft p 899 A84-45046
Simulation analysis of future terminal procedures with
respect to the required navigation accuracy
p860 A84-45062
An automation of the topological description of the
schematic arrangements of load-bearing structures
p920 A84-45717
A cost modeling approach to engine optimization
p891 A84-45957
The prediction and analysis of the response of a turbojet
engine to the blast wave p 891 A84-46015
Development of avlonlc systems for future helicopters
p882 A84-46353
Simulation and modelling; Proceedings of the Eighth
International Symposium, Orlando, Fl_ November 9-11,
1983 P1013 A84-46S76
Airline Maintenance Management System (AMMS)
p947 A84-46582
Simplified method for flow analysis and performance
calculation through an axial compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-2SO] p 957 AB4-47026
Development of real-time ATC simulation facility
p73 NB4-11106
A model to investigate losses and exchange ratios in
large-scale air-to-air engagements
[AD-A131410] p54 N84-11166
General aviation single pilot IFR autopilot study
p 136 N84-12035
Combustion jet Ignition p 133 N84-12188
Rotor systems research aircraft: Fixed-wing simulations
results
[NASA-TM-85863] p 124 N84-13176
Computer aided construction of ground attack mission
profiles over European terrain p 202 N84-15060
HYTESS: A hypothetical turbofan engine simplified
simulation
[NASA-TM-83561 ] p 299 N84-16184
Path discrepancies between great circle and rhumb
line
[NASA-TM-85522] p 285 N84-17168
Numerical simulation of transonic flutter of a
high-aspect-ratio transport wing
[NAL-TR-776T] p 362 N84-18208
Comparison of the longitudinal flying qualities of an
optimal pilot model, a ground-based simulator and an
airborne simulator
[AD-A135853] p 370 N84-18218
Development of a flight simulation concept and
aerodynamic buildup for investigation of departure
prevention systems in tactical aircraft
[AD-A136182] p 370 N84-18221
A time domain analysis of a rigid two-bladed fully
gimballed helicopter rotor with circulation control
[AD-A136947] p 340 N84-19296
Suboptlmal missile evasion through a sensitivity analysis
of proportional guidance to target evasion maneuvers
[AD-A136603] p 352 N84-19338
Parallel processor engine model program
[NASA-CR-174641] p 359 N84-19353
Predictor displays as training aids in carrier landings
[AD-A136643] p 372 N84-19367
Description and analysis of PACAM 5 (Piloted Air Combat
Analysis Model) as a tactical decision aid with a user's
guide for operation at NPS
[AD-A136793] p 393 N84-20313
NASA Aircraft Controls Research. 1983
[NASA-CP-2296] p 461 N84-20567
Enhancement and verification of the Navy CASEE
(Comprehensive Aircraft Support Effectiveness
Evaluation) model (calendar year 1983 task)
[AD-A138516] p 399 N84-21505
A-87
COMPUTERS SUBJECT INDEX
Design of single component airioils using an inverse
boundary element method
[REPT-83-A2-SER-A] p413 N84-21512
Simulation analysis and derivation of accuracy
requirements for future terminal area navigation. Part 2:
MulD aircraft analysis
[BMFT-FB-W-83-036-PT-2] p 428 N84-21536
Simulation of a cockpit-display concept for executing a
wake-vortex avoidance procedure
[NASA-TP-2300] p 447 N84-21542
Development and flight test evaluation of an analytical
model of the air-to-air tracking task
[AD-A138058] p 464 N84-215S5
The role of simulation in high technology missile
applications
[AD-A138277] p 470 N84-21601
Exploration of dose-response techniques with some
applications to a simulation problem
[AD-A138029] p492 N84-22252
The design and operational development of
self-streamlining 2-dimensk>naJ flexible walled test
sections
[NASA-CR-172328] p 510 N84-22534
A Generalized Escape System Simulation (GESS)
computer program: GESS user's guide, version 2, volume
1
[AD-A138844] pS18 N84-2254S
Model identification and parameter estimation of the
power, lift, and drag of light aircraft from a single
maneuver p 527 N84-22552
Determination of compressor in-stall characteristics from
engine surge transients
[NASA-TM-83639] p 535 N84-22566
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly bulletin, number
1983-4, 215/July-AuguSt
[ESA-TT-823] p 545 N84-22589
Nonlinear/transient rotor dynamics analysis
p560 N84-22977
Recent developments in store separation and grid survey
techniques using the ARA Two-Sting Rig
p515 N84-23595
A self-contained captive trajectory system for a
blowdown wind tunnel p 546 N84-23596
The accelerated light model technique of store
separation as developed and used at British Aerospace,
Brough p 528 N84-23597
Vortical flow exploration methods developed for the F1
wind tunnel p 563 N84-23598
Recent developments in the measurement of
time-dependent pressures p515 N84-23601
The transfer function model: A computer program lor
determination of jet engine test cell exhaust particulates
and opacity
[AD-A139222] p 564 N84-24017
A spatial model of wind shear and turbulence for flight
simulation
[NASA-TP-2313] p 564 N84-24044
Flight simulation investigations for the problem of
flyability of noise optimal approach and takeoff paths
[IPD-3/83] p568 N84-24329
Optimal cooperative control synthesis applied to a
control-configured aircraft
[NASA-CR-170411] p610 N84-24593
The use of a formal simulator to verify a simple real
time control program p 630 N84-25322
Experimental modal analysis
[SNIAS-832-210-110] p 587 N84-25655
System concepts for helicopter air-to-air combat
[SNIAS-832-210-102] . p 598 N84-25705
Development of dynamic simulation of TF34-GE-100
turbofan engine with post-stall capability
[NASA-TM-83660] p 608 N84-25712
VTOL shipboard letdown guidance system analysis
[NASA-CR-166519] p 611 N84-25716
Computer program to simulate digital computer based
longitudinal flight control laws in a high performance
aircraft
[AD-A140143] p611 N84-25719
Revisions to the PETROS 4 shell response code
[AD-A140268] p628 N84-26059
Real-time simulation of an automotive gas turbine using
the hybrid computer
[NASA-TM-83593] p 633 N84-26484
Validation of the MAGNA (Materially and Geometrically
Nonlinear Analysis) computer program for nonlinear finite
element analysis of aircraft transparency bird impact
[AD-P003229] p 723 N84-26642
MAGNA (Materially and Geometrically Nonlinear
Analysis) computer simulation of bird impact on the F-15
aircraft canopy
[AD-P003230] p 733 N84-26643
Control of separated flowflelds using forced
unsteadiness p 661 N84-26654
Airfield delay simulation model (ADSIM) users guide
[PB84-171552] p 707 N84-26715
A simulation model to evaluate aircraft survivability and
target damage during offensive counterair operations
[AD-A141324] ' p 689 N84-27728
Evaluation of HiMAT aircraft landing approach lateral
control gearing using simulation and a visual display
[NASA-TM-64916] p 704 N84-27743
Development situation for guiding systems
p 705 N84-27747
Numerical simulation of boundary-layer transition
[NASA-TM-85984] p 756 N84-28746
A numerical simulation of three-dimensional flow in an
adaptive wall wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-2351] p 756 N84-28750
A SLAM (Simulation Language for Alternative Modeling)
airfield model for airlift operations
[AD-A141106] p761 N84-28762
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project-
Current and advanced act control system definition study.
Volume 2: Appendices
[NASA-CR-165631-VOL-2] p 789 N84-28803
A numerical simulation of the dispersal of aerial
sprays
[NASA-CR-165B16] p 808 N84-29151
Air Force Academy Aeronautics Digest
[AD-A142399] p 741 N84-29849
Interference drag in a simulated wing-fuselage
juncture
[NASA-CR-3811] p 758 N84-29853
Definition and layout of a traffic generator for an air
traffic control simulation
(DFVLR-FB-84-15J p 766 N84-29882
Improved pilot model for application to a computer flight
testing program for helicopters
[NLR-MP-83052-U] p 774 N84-29869
Potential application of artificial concepts to
aerodynamic simulation
[NASA-TM-85976] ' p 847 N84-31093
Fuel conservative guidance concept for shipboard
landing of powered-life aircraft
[NASA-TM-85971] • p 902 N84-31215
Fiber optic helmet mounted display: A cost effective
approach to full visual flight simulation
[AD-P003482] p 866 N84-32249
Report of the working group on large-scale computing
in aeronautics
[AGARD-AR-209] P 1014 N84-34177
Simulation applied to the avionics system testing in the
F/A-18 P979 N84-34409
The Lincoln Laboratory-Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory digital speech test facility
[AD-A144303] P 1011 N84-34662
COMPUTERS
A summary of the Naval Postgraduate School Research
Program
[AD-A132871] p 256 N84-15024
CONCAVITY
An orthogonal coordinate grid following the
three-dimensional viscous flow over a concave surface
p 14 A84-11598
Film cooling effectiveness on a turbine blade
p355 A84-23915
A determination of the parameters of cup-shaped landing
gear p 523 A84-30431
Separation flow at concave conical wings
p 664 N84-26933
CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
Exhaust system for combat aircraft optimized for
supersonic cruise p 574 A84-34172
The Concorde and aeronautical research
[NASA-TM-76973] p 328 N84-18153
CONCRETES
Ultraviolet curable resin system for rapid runway repair
[AD-A130364] p 73 N84-10104
Rapid runway repair program subtask 1.07 - rapid
concrete cutting
[AD-A131771] • . p 139 N84-12195
Detection of cavities under concrete pavement
[AD-A131851] P 142 N84-12331
Investigation of the FAA overlay design procedures for
rigid pavements
[AD-A135317] p 371 N84-18222
Heat Initiated furan resin for rapid runway repair
[AD-A140902] p 707 N84-26713
Bomb damage repair Precast slab design
[AD-A141687] p 793 N84-28819
Mechanistic methodology for airport pavement design
with engineering fabrics. Volume 1: Theoretical and
experimental base
fOOT/FAA/PM-84-ft)] p993 N84-34450
CONDENSATES
- Prediction of condensation onset and'growth in the
European Transonic Wind Tunnel (ETW)'
p 562 N84-23578
CONDENSATION
Transonic flow around a profile with heat input via
condensation p11 A84-10562
Pre-existing seed particles and the onset of
condensation in cryogenic wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 84-0244] p 231 A84-17972
Steady transonic profile flow with addition of heat by
condensation p 644 A84-37758
The effect of air condensation on heat transfer and
certain characteristics of flow in a wind tunnel
pS39 A84-45714
CONDENSING
Heat exchanger modeling accounting for condensation
and temperature pinch — in aircraft environmental control
systems
[SAE PAPER 831106] p 430 A84-29041
Prediction of condensation onset and growth in the
European Transonic Wind Tunnel (ETW)
p562 N84-23578
CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Improved avionics reliability through phase change
conductive cooling p 142 A84-15653
Heat transfer in airplane fuel tanks at low
temperatures
[ASME PAPER 83-HT-102] p 479 A84-29095
Mixed time integration schemes for transient conduction
forced-convection analysis p804 A84-40656
Viscous effects and heat transfer in a calculation method
for axialsymmetric flow in multistage turbomachines using
the stream function p 301 N84-16201
Aerodynamic heating computations for projectiles.
Volume 1: In-depth heat conduction modifications to the
ABRES shape change code (BRLASCC)
[AD-A143252] p 850 N84-32359
Aerodynamic heating computations for projectiles.
Volume 2: Swept wing calculations using the planar version
of the ABRES shape change code (PLNRASCC)
[AD-A143253] p 850 N84-32360
CONES
. Computation of supersonic flow around bodies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0259] p 163 A64-17981
Observations on the highly coned propeller — for
helicopters p 296 A84-20025
Velocity characteristics of the flow around disks and
cones
[ASME PAPER 83-WA/FE-15] p 504 A84-30629
Computational probing of hypersonic laminar wakes
[AIAA PAPER 84-(579J p 660 A84-39424
Radiative and convective heat transfer interactions in'
the three-dimensional compressible hypersonic turbulent
layer on a sharp cone at an angle of attack
p744 A84-41165
Subsonic high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic
characteristics of a cone and cylinder with triangular cross
sections and a cone with a square cross section
[NASA-TM-84377] p 17 N84-10019
On the generation of vortical flow at hypersonic speeds
over elliptical cones p 101 N84-12114
CONFERENCES
Symposium on Numerical and Physical Aspects of
Aerodynamic Flows, 2nd, California State University, Long
Beach, CA, January 17-20.1983. Proceedings
p4 A84-10076
Flow quality in wind tunnels; Meeting. Bremen, West
Germany, September 9,10, 1982, Reports
p 69 A84-10551
SAFE Association, Annual Symposium, 20th, Las Vegas,
NV, December 6-10,1982, Proceedings
p 1 A84-10706
Radar-82; Proceedings of the International Conference,
London, England, October 16-20, 1982
p78 A64-10751
International Helicopter Forum, 14th, Bueckeburg and
Hanover, West Germany, May 20.21,1982, Proceedings.
Part 1 - Military part. Part 2 - Civil part pi A84-11051
PLANS '82 - Position Location and Navigation
Symposium, Atlantic City, NJ, December 6-9, 1982,
Record p 38 A84-12426
Rotor dynamical instability; Proceedings of the Applied
Mechanics, Bioengineering, and Fluids Engineering
Conference. Houston. TX. June 20-22.1983
p 141 AB4-13226
International Conference on Electromagnetic
Compatibility, University of Surrey, Guildford, England,
September 21-23,1982, Proceedings
p 141 A84-15385
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Technical
Symposium and Annual Assembly Meeting, Washington,
DC. November 17-19, 1982, Proceedings
p113 A84-15393
Problems and development trends in general aviation;
Symposium, Friedrichshafen, West Germany, March 24,
25, 1983, Reports
[DGLR BERICHT 83-01] p 85 A84-15406
A-88
SUBJECTINDEX CONFIGURATION INTERACTION
1982 report to the aerospace profession; Proceedings
of the Twenty-sixth Symposium, Beverly Hills, CA,
September 22-25. 1982 P 189 A84-15976
1983 report to the aerospace profession; Proceedings
of the Twenty-seventh Symposium, Beverly Hills, CA,
September 28-October 1,19S3 p 191 A84-16157
NAECON 1983; Proceedings of the National Aerospace
and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OH. May 17-19,1983.
Volumes 182 P 147 A84-16526
Technology advances in engineering and their impact
on detection, diagnosis and prognosis methods;
Proceedings of the Thirty-sixth Meeting, Scottsdale, AZ,
December 6-10, 1982 P 240 A84-17531
International Aerospace Conference on Lightning and
Static Electricity, Oxford University, Oxford, England,
March 23-25. 1982. Proceedings. Volumes 1 & 2
p 149 A84-18508
Army Aviation Manufacturing Technology Conference,
3rd. Williamsburg, VA, March 7-11,1983, Report
p257 A84-19858
Probabilistic fracture mechanics and fatigue methods;
Applications for structural design and maintenance
p312 A84-21360
Japan Titanium Society. Anniversary International
Symposium, 30th, Kobe, Japan, November 15-18, 1982.
Proceedings P 373 A84-23826
Aerodynamic Testing Conference. 13th, San Diego, CA,
March 5-7,1984, Technical Papers p 363 A84-24176
ICIASF '83; International Congress on Instrumentation
in Aerospace Simulation Facilities, Saint-Louis, Haut-Rhin,
France, September 20,1983, Record
p367 A84-25201
American Control Conference. San Francisco, CA, June
22-24,1983, Proceedings. Volumes 1, 2 & 3
P390 A84-25451
Aerodynamic Decelerates and Balloon Technology
Conference, 8th, Hyannis, MA. April 2-4, 1984, Technical
Papers P 414 A84-26551
Digital Avionics Systems Conference, 5th, Seattle, WA.
October 31-November 3,1983, Proceedings
p439 A84-26701
Industrial and commercial applications ol holography.
Proceedings of the Meeting, San Diego. CA, August 24,
25,1982 p475 A84-27992
International Symposium on Applications of
Laser-Doppler Anemometry to Fluid Mechanics, Lisbon.
Portugal, July 5-7,1982, Proceedings
p 477 A84-28701
Advances in aerospace propulsion; Proceedings of the
Aerospace Congress and Exposition, Long Beach, CA,
October 3-6, 1983 P 450 A84-29451
Powered lift systems plus an overview of the JVX
program; Proceedings ol the Aerospace Congress and
Exposition, Long Beach. CA, October 3-6,1983
p433 A84-29526
Aerospace fluid power and control systems; Proceedings
of the Aerospace Congress and Exposition, Long Beach,
CA, October 3-6, 1983 P 459 A84-29540
Damage tolerance in aerospace components;
Colloquium on Steels and Special Alloys in Aeronautics.
10th. Le Bourget, Seine-Saint-Denis, France, June 1983,
Proceedings P 473 A84-29959
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, 25th, Palm Springs, CA, May 14-16, 1984,
Technical Papers. Part 1 P 554 A84-31626
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, 25th, Palm Springs. CA. May 14-16, 1984,
and AIAA Dynamics Specialists Conference, Palm Springs,
CA, May 17,18, 1984. Technical Papers. Part 2
p556 A84-31684
Superplastic forming of structural alloys; Proceedings
of the Symposium, San Diego, CA, June 21-24,1982
p 549 A84-32676
1982 National Powder Metallurgy Conference, Montreal,
Canada, May 24-27,1982, Proceedings
p 549 A84-32851
International Conference on Numerical Methods in Fluid
Dynamics, 8th, Rheinisch-Westfaelische Technische
Hochschule Aachen, Aachen, West Germany, June 28-July
2,1982, Proceedings P 620 A84-35301
Numerical methods in aeronautical fluid dynamics
p640 A84-37051
Forward swept wing aircraft: Proceedings of the
International Conference, University of Bristol, Bristol,
England. March 24-26, 1982 P 636 A84-38401
Annual Mini-Symposium on Aerospace Science and
Technology, 10th. USAF Institute of Technology.
Wright-Patterson AFB. OH. March 20, 1984.
Proceedings p 636 A84-38876
General Aviation Technology Conference, Hampton, VA,
July 10-12,1984, Technical Papers p 637 A84-39276
Space - The next twenty years; Proceedings of the
Twentieth Space Congress, Cocoa Beach, FL, April 26-28,
1983 p 795 A84-40601
Vibration Conference 1982. Neu-Ulm, West Germany.
October 7, 8. 1982, Reports p 805 A84-40994
Atmospheric Right Mechanics Conference. Seattle. WA.
August 21-23,1984, Technical Papers
p739 A84-42326
vibrations of bladed disk assemblies; Proceedings of
the Ninth Biennial Conference on Mechanical vibration
and Noise, Dearborn. Ml. September 11-14, 1983
p806 A84-42415
High-temperature protective coatings; Proceedings of
the Syjiposium, Atlanta. GA. March 7, 8,1983
p798 A84-42651
Canadian Symposium on Air Cushion Technology, 17th,
Ottawa, Canada. October 4-6,1883, Preprints
p821 A84-42686
Fibre-resin composites - New applications and
developments; Proceedings of the Seminar and Workshop,
University of Manchester Institute of Science and
Technology, Manchester, England, June 22,1982
p913 A84-42861
Guidance and Control Conference, Seattle, WA. August
20-22,1984, Technical Papers p 933 A84-43401
Flight testing technology: A state-of-the-art review;
Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual Symposium. New
York, NY, September 19-22. 1982 p 823 A84-44451
Air Traffic Control Association, Annual Fall Conference,
27th. Atlantic City, NJ, October 18-21. 1982,
Proceedings p 657 A84-44726
International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences,
Congress, 14th, Toulouse, France, September 9-14,1984,
Proceedings. Volumes 1 A 2 p 823 A84-44926
American Helicopter Society, Annual Forum, 39th, SL
Louis, MO. May 9-11,1983, Proceedings
p 824 A84-46326
Simulation and modelling; Proceedings of the Eighth
International Symposium, Orlando, FL, November 9-11,
1983 p 1013 A84-46576
ITC/USA/ '83; Proceedings of the International
Telemetering Conference, San Diego, CA, October 24-27,
1983 p 1000 A84-46601
Aircraft Electric Secondary Power
[NASA-CP-2282] p 59 • N84-10055
Computer-Aided Design and Analysis of Digital Guidance
and Control Systems
[AGARD-LS-128] p 66 N84-10093
Shuttle Performance: Lessons Learned, part 2
[NASA-CP-2283-PT-2] p 75 N84-10144
Joint University Program for Air Transportation
Research, 1982
[NASA-CP-2285] p4 N84-11099
Aeroelastic Considerations in the Preliminary Design of
Aircraft
[AGARD-CP-354] p4 N84-11116
Controls, Displays, and Information Transfer for General
Aviation IFR Operations
[NASA-CP-2279] . p 86 N84-12029
Aerodynamics of Vortical Type Flows in Three
Dimensions
[AGARD-CP-342] p 98 N84-12099
Auxiliary Power Systems
[AGARD-CP-352] p 130 N84-12168
Aeroacoustics: Ten Years of Research —
conferences
[VKI-LS-1983-05] p 150 N84-15025
Turbulent shear flows — conferences
[VKI-LS-1983-03) .. p 245 N84-15448
Lectures of a Flight Mechanics Conference --
conferences
[DFVLR-MITT-83-05] p 259 N84-16120
Viscous Effects in Turbomachines
[AGARD-CP-351 ] p300 N84-16188
Aircrew Automated Escape Systems (AAES) In-service
Usage Data Analyses, volume 1
[AD-A134833] p 281 N84-17154
Aircrew Automated Escape Systems (AAES) In-service
Usage Data Analyses, volume 2
[AD-A134834] p 281 N84-17155
Developmental possibilities and restrictions in air
transport — conferences
[ESA-TT-744] p 342 N84-19307
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin. Part 1: Welcome,
keynote address, invited papers, pyrotechnic shock, and
shock testing and analysis
[AD-A134452] p 387 N84-19866
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin. Part 2: Fluid-structure
dymanics and dynamic analysis
[AD-A134453] p 387 N84-19881
Combustion Fundamentals Research
[NASA-CP-2309] p 454 N84-20525
Calendar of selected aeronautical and space meetings
[AGARD-CAL-83/2] p 499 N84-21490
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 16, no. 3
[AD-A139707] p 560 N84-22976
Wind Tunnels and Testing Techniques
[AGARD-CP-348] p 503 N84-23564
Assessment of Alternative Aircraft Fuels
[NASA-CP-2307] p 538 N84-23630
Proceedings of the Workshop on Multivariable Control
Systems
[AD-A139050] p 571 N84-24529
Combustion Problems in Turbine Engines
[AGARD-CP-353] p614 N84-24732
Workshop on Requirements for Aircraft Corrosion
Control
[AGARD-R-714] p 573 N84-25613
Cost of corrosion for commercial aviation
p573 N84-25624
Proceedings of the 12th Symposium on Aircraft
Integrated Data Systems
[DFVLR-MITT-84-01] p 637 NB4-2656S
Conference on Aerospace Transparent Materials and
Enclosures
[AD-A140701] p637 N84-26596
Advanced aerodynamics. Selected NASA research
[NASA-CP-2208] p 638 N84-27660
KC-135 Winglet Program Review
[NASA-CP-2211] p667 N84-27686
Secondary flows and endwall boundary layers in axial
turbomachines ~- conferences
[VKI-LS-1984-05) p 808 N84-29162
ACEE Composite Structures Technology: Review ol
selected NASA research on composite materials and
• structures
[NASA-CP-2321] p 801 N84-29969
Proceedings papers of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference, volume
. 1
[AD-A142776] p 883 N84-31121
Proceedings papers of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference, volume
2
[AD-A142777] p 884 N84-31165
Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
3: Embedded computer resources governing documents
[AD-A142778] p 885 N84-31201
Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
4: Tutorial: MIL-STD-1553 multiplex data bus
[AD-A142779] p 885 N84-31202
.Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
5: Tutorial: MIL-STD-1589 JOVIAL (J-73) high order
language
[AD-A142780] p886 N84-31203
Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
6: Tutorial: MIL-STD-1679 weapon system software
development
[AD-A142781] p 886 N84-31204
Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
7: Tutorial: MIL-STD-1750, 16 bit instruction set
architecture
[AD-A142782] p 886 N84-31205
Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
8: Tutorial: MIL-STD-1815 Ada high order language
[AD-A142783] p 886 N84-31206
Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
9: Tutorial: -Navy case study implementation of military
standards
[AD-A142784] . p 886 N84-31207
Annual meeting of the Pyrotechnics and Explosives
Applications Section on the American Defense
Preparedness Association
[AD-A143157] p915 N84-31406
Prrjceedings of the Antenna Applications Syrnp., volume
2
[AD-A142754] - p 925 N84-31467
Nonlinear Structural Analysis
[NASA-CP-2297] p 927 N84-31688
Calendar of selected aeronautical and space meetings
[AGARD-CAL-64/1] p 945 N84-32341
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics Panel
Symposium on Wind Tunnels and Testing Techniques
[AGARD-AR-193] p 909 N84-32402
'Twelfth NASTRAN Users' Colloquium
[NASA-CP-2328) p 930 N84-32864
Materials Substitution and Recycling
[AGARD<;P-356J p 996 N84-33465
Special Course on Stability and Transition of Laminar
Flow
[AGARD-R-709] p 1009 N84-33757
CONFIDENCE LIMITS
Maximum likelihood algorithm using an efficient scheme
for computing sensitivities and parameter confidence
intervals
(AIAA PAPER 84-2084] p 814 A84-42339
CONFIGURATION INTERACTION
Experimental study of main rotor/tail rotor/airframe
interaction in hover p 875 A84-46327
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CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT SUBJECT INDEX
Investigation of operational and design factors resulting
from main rotor and tail rotor interactions
[AD-A137710] p411 N84-20497
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
Software control and system configuration management
- A process that works p 488 A84-26713
Configuration control methodology for system
performance enhancement
[AIAA PAPER 84-1942] p 934 A84-43469
A critique of NAVSTAR Global Positioning System, user
equipment, configuration control for DoD common and
Navy unique items
[AO-A131234] p43 N84-10047
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project
Final ACT configuration evaluation
[NASA-CR-3519] p 689 N84-27723
Software control and system configuratjon management
A systems-wide approach
[NASA-TM-85908] p 879 N84-31112
Managing aircraft/simulator concurrency
[AD-P003463] p 944 N84-32240
CONFINEMENT
An experimental investigation of gas jets in confined
swirling air flow
[NASA-CR-3832] p 988 NS4-33412
CONFORMAL MAPPING
Efficient turbomachinery grid generation using Traupel's
conformal mapping p 14 A84-11598
CONGRESSIONAL REPORTS
Air Force and Navy trainer aircraft acquisition
programs
[PB83-231076] p 3 N84-10012
Aircraft maintenance and fire
[GPO-24-247] p4 N84-11112
Joint services advanced vertical wing (JVX) program
[GPO-22-771] p53 N84-11160
Technology of airport safety
[GPO-24-762] . p74 N84-11183
Aircraft navigation technology and errors
[GPO-26-859] P115 N84-13170
NASA's five-year plan
[GPO-27-459] p2SS N84-14964
Improving the air traffic control system: An assessment
of the National Airspace System Plan
p285 N84-16160
A review of US international aviation policy
[GPO-18-813] p324 N84-17070
Improvement needed in the implementation of the United
States International Aviation Policy
[GPO-23-934] p324 N84-17072
Airport and aircraft safety research and technology
[GPO-26-497] p281 N84-17152
Semiannual report to Congress on the effectiveness of
the civil aviation security program
[AD-A134860] p 281 N84-17156
Alternative fuels for general aviation
[GPO-27-618] p311 N84-17409
Compilation of selected aviation laws
[GPO-99-811] ' p498 N84-21438
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Authorization Bill. 1984
[S-REFT-98-455] p 569 N84-24506
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Authorization Act
[S-REPT-98-455] p 569 N84-24507
The 1985 NASA authorization
[GPO-31-453] p 632 N84-25526
Future of aeronautics
[GPO-29-744] p633 N84-25529
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
p633 N84-25531
. Report of accomplishments under the airport
improvement program
[AD-A142444] . p 794 N84-29889
The 1985 NASA authorization, volume 2
[GPO-34-202] p 945 N84-33301
Oversight on the Federal Aviation Administration fiscal
year 1985 research, engineering and development budget
request
[GPO-34-924] p945 N84-33302
Airport safety technology: Washington National
Airport
[GPO-34-406] p993 N84-33423
CONICAL BODIES
* Aerodynamics of a simple cone-derived waverider
[AIAA PAPER 84-0085] p 158 A84-17870
Supersonic viscous compressible gas flow past conicaUy
blunted cylinders at low Reynolds numbers
p 171 A84-19002
A theoretical and experimental investigation of the
bending-rolling process applied to sheets to form conical
aircraft parts p 553 A84-30416
Aerodynamics of pointed forebodies at high angles of
attack p574 A84-34461
The three-dimensional turbulence transport properties
in the boundary layers of conical body configurations at
MachS
[AIAA PAPER 84-1528] p 743 A84-40815
The absorption of an entropy layer on a blunted cone
in hypersonic flow of a viscous gas p 839 A84-45703
Theoretical modelling of three-dimensional vortex flows
in aerodynamics p 101 N84-12116
Three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers at
bielliptical bodies in stream of compressible gas at some
angle of attack p725 N84-26936
CONICAL FLOW
Vectorized schemes for conical potential flow using the
artificial density method
[AIAA PAPER 84-0162] p 161 A84-17921
The computation of rotational conical flows
[AIAA PAPER 844258] p 163 A84-17980
Laminar boundary layer stability experiments on a cone
at Mach 8. II - Blunt cone
[AIAA PAPER 84-0006] p 172 A84-19227
Shock fitting in conical supersonic full potential flows
with entropy effects
[AIAA PAPER 84-0261] P 174 A84-19247
Geometric characteristics of the separation of a turbulent
boundary layer during the interaction with a normal shock
in conical flows p 260 A84-19555
Cylindrical and conical flow regimes of three-dimensional
shock/boundary-layer interactions p266 A84-21505
Finite area method for nonlinear supersonic conical
flows p266 A84-21510
Investigation of the conical flowfietd around external axial
comers p 329 A84-23357
A new method for calculating supersonic unsteady
aerodynamic forces and its application
p330 A84-23904
Visualization of boundary layer transition on a cone with
liquid crystals p 332 A84-25203
The validity conditions in three-dimensional supersonic
linear aerodynamics p 505 A84-31122
Conical, noncircular, second-order, potential theory of
supersonic flow p 508 A84-32607
Three-dimensional nonequilibrium viscous shock-layer
flows over complex geometries p 639 A84-36482
A numerical computation for the inviscid supersonic flow
around bent cone p 645 A84-37904
Similarity conditions for conical Shockwave turbulent
boundary-layer interactions
[AIAA PAPER 84-1557] p 657 A84-39301
Entropy corrections to supersonic conical nonlinear
potential flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-1683] p 659 A84-39318
Supersonic conical separation due to shock vorticity
p 743 A84-40830
New implicit boundary procedures - Theory and
applications p 743 A84-40836
A numerical determination of the characteristics of
.supersonic air intakes on the basis of calculations of
conical flows of an ideal gas p842 A84-45744
A wing concept for supersonic maneuvering
[NASA-CR-3763] p 177 N84-15115
The COREL and W12SC3 computer programs for
supersonic wing design and analysis
[NASA-CR-3676] p 273 N84-17130
Conical flows with leading edge vortices
p 623 N84-25013
Supersonic flows around a circular cone with or without
blowing on the surface
[AD-A143258] p 851 N84-32362
CONICAL NOZZLES
The density distribution of a supersonic jet issuing into
a vacuum from a nozzle with a beveled exit section
p261 A84-19571
An experimental study of full pressure recovery in a
hypersonic wind tunnel with conical and shaped nozzles
p 404 A84-27069
The supersonic flow around a conic nozzle
p 574 A84-34347
Inverted velocity profile semi-annular nozzle jet exhaust
noise experiments
[NASA-TM-83525] p 144 N84-13924
CONICAL SCANNING
Tracking radar electronic counter-countermeasures
against inverse gain jammers p 34 A84-10830
CONNECTORS
Connecting elements for glass fiber-reinforced plastics
structures - Mechanical connections lor highly-stressed
structures made of fiber-reinforced plastics
p314 A84-22475
CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
Behavior of the flow through a numerically captured
Shockwave p 153 A84-17451
Entropy condition satisfying approximations for the full
potential equations of transonic flow
[NASA-TM-85751] p410 N84-20485
CONSOLES
Display management in future military aircraft
p207 A84-16561
Manufacturing Methods and Technology (MM and T)
specifications for miniature cathode ray tube
[AD-A132797] p 243 N84-14439
Device 2E6 (ACMS) Air Combat Maneuvering Simulator
instructor console review
[AD-A138972] p 544 N84-22587
CONSTANTS
Experimental determination of the inertia constants of
an airplane or of a missile
[NASA-TM-77767] p 965 N84-33381
CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
Research and development program for the
development of advanced time-temperature dependent
constitutive relationships. Volume 2: Programming
manual
[NASA-CR-168191-VOL-2] p 80 N84-10614
CONSTRAINTS
Small auxiliary power unit design constraints
p 131 N84-12172
Passive Arm Restraint Curtain (PARC) for Navy aircraft
ejection seats
[AD-A139435] p 518 N84-23615
Flight operation manual for the MI-8 helicopter
[AD-A143860] P 976 N84-33407
CONSTRUCTION
Legal protection in the planning of airports - The
contestability of the airport construction permit
p84 A84-11310
Symmetric linear systems — twin-lift helicopter control
models for heavy construction use p 391 A84-25538
Deputy Minister Svechnikov on civil aviation construction
projects P 72 N84-10003
Uzbek SSR city of Shakhrisataz opens new airport:
Tourism planned p 72 N84-10007
Evaluation of selected commercial construction
equipment for bomb damage repair
[AD-A140907] p 707 N84-26714
The performance of civil airport pavement with
lime-cement-flyash base course
[FAA-PM-84-10] p792 N84-28815
More use of helicopters in construction wont urged
p 949 N84-34424
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
More use of helicopters in construction work urged
p 949 N84-34424
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Materials properties data base computerization
[SAE PAPER 831443] p 498 A84-29634
Applications of composite materials in helicopter
construction
[AD-A136678] p 352 N84-19336
CONSUMERS
Legislation needed to clarify future of consumer
protection and federal preemption after the Civil
Aeronautics Board sunsets
[PB84-210103] p854 N84-32371
CONTAINERS
The rise and change in airborne GRP
p 85 A84-13805
Flame radiation and liner heat transfer in a tubular-can
combustor
[NASA-TM-83538] p 133 N84-13188
CONTAINMENT
A laboratory test for evaluating the fire containment
characteristics of aircraft class D cargo compartment lining
material
[DOT/FAA/CT-83/44] p 27 N84-10035
Flywheel rotor and containment technology
development
[DE84-005742] p 484 N84-20864
CONTAMINANTS
System for the removal of airborne contaminants from
aircraft environmental control systems
[AD-D011172] p 1008 N84-33615
CONTAMINATION
Air-sampling inlet contamination by aircraft emissions
on the NASA CV-990 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0029] p 279 A84-21283
CONTINUOUS WAVE LASERS
Airspeed and wind shear measurements with an airborne
CO2CW laser p 55 A84-11622
A CW CO2 laser rangefinder/velotimeter using
heterodyne detection p 591 A84-36232
Using an airborne CO2 CW laser for free stream airspeed
and windshear measurements p1011 N84-34417
CONTINUOUS WAVE RADAR
Optimising the integration aperture for a high PRF CW
surveillance radar — Pulse Repetition Frequency
p 31 A84-10776
CONTINUUM MECHANICS
Asymptotic methods in mechanics
p 732 A84-37226
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SUBJECTINDEX CONTROL SURFACES
CONTOURS
Analytical and experimental investigation of stator
endwall countouring in a small axial-flow turbine
[NASA-TP-2309] P 893 N84-32388
CONTRACT INCENTIVES
The design of computer generated images
[AIAA PAPER 84-0556] p 936 A84-46122
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
The new procurement concept at the USAF Aeronautical
Systems Division on aircraft oxygen systems
p83 A84-107tt
Lessons learned-advanced attack helicopter
[AD-A135521] P 294 NB4-17177
An automated airtrame production cost model
[AD-P002787] P 568 N84-23334
System safety in aircraft acquisition
[AD-A141492] p 761 N84-28763
CONTRAROTATING PROPELLERS
A transmission for the contra-rotating prop-fan
powerplant
[AIAA PAPER 84-1196] p 698 A84-37632
CONTROL
Design environments and the user interface for CAD
of control systems p 66 N84-10095
Modeling and simulation techniques
p 66 N84-10096
Implementing microprocessor technology in aircraft
electrical power generating system control
p132 N84-1218S
X-29 flight-research program
[NASA-TM-86025] P 292 N84-16168
Experimental and analytical investigation of active loads
control for aircraft landing gear p 354 N84-19886
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project:
Current and advanced act control system definition study,
volume 1
[NASA-CR-165631-VOL-1] p 789 N84-28802
Development and flight evaluation of an augmented
stability active controls concept with a small horizontal
tail
[NASA-CR-165951] p 789 N84-28805
Digital control loading: A microprocessor-based
approach
[AD-P003483] p 908 N84-32250
CONTROL BOARDS
New flight deck design in the light of operational
capabilities
[MBB-FE-301/S/PUB/109] P 119 A84-15191
Which solution for the low-intensity lighting of aircraft?
p445 A84-28047
CONTROL CONFIGURED VEHICLES
High angle-of-attack aerodynamics of a
strake-canard-wing V/STOL Tighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 83-2510] p 12 A84-10574
Fuselage pointing control law using practical sensors
p 186 A84-16582
Integrated pilot - Optimal augmentation synthesis for
complex flight vehicles: Experimental validation
P223 A84-16670
An experimental investigation of surface pressure
measurements on an advanced winged entry vehicle at
Mach 10
[AIAA PAPER 84-0308] p 165 A84-18012
Approach and landing aerodynamic technologies for
advanced STOL fighter configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0334] P 197 A84-18027
Digital flight control system design using singular
perturbation methods P 227 A84-19154
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities on a
forward-swept wing p 360 A84-24106
Adaptive control algorithm for flutter suppression
p 361 A84-25509
Unsteady aerodynamics of rapidly moving flaps and
spoilers for the active-control reduction of gust and
maneuver loads
[DGLR PAPER 83-107] p 408 A84-29670
Optimal control applied to aircraft flutter suppression
p 541 A84-32713
Investigation of control law reconfigurations to
accommodate a control element failure on a commercial
airplane p 542 A84-33136
Problems in the longitudinal dynamics of a flight vehicle
in a bounded flow p 702 A84-37234
Configuration development of a highly-manoeuvrable
research aircraft with forward swept surfaces
p 682 A84-38416
Estimator synthesis for flutter control using positivity of
transfer matrices p 703 A84-38884
Theoretical prediction of roll moment on wing-controlled
missile
[AIAA PAPER 84-2148] p 745 A84-41328
Control of forward swept wing configurations dominated
by flight-dynamic/aeroelastic interactions
[AIAA PAPER 84-1866] p 894 A84-43424
An optimal proportional-plus-integral/tracking control
law for aircraft applications p 935 A84-44793
Active control - A look at analytical methods and
associated tools p898 A84-44954
A nonlinear control law for piloting aircraft in the
air-to-ground attack phase • p 137 N84-12071
Cooperative pilot-optimal augmentation system
synthesis for complex flight vehicles
p437 N84-20511
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities for forward
swept wings p 584 NB4-25638
CONTROL DATA (COMPUTERS)
Space Shuttle separate-surface control-system study
[NASA-TP-2340] p 788 N84-28801
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
Air traffic control and collision avoidance system and
their application to ships p 111 A84-13847
The fiy-by-wire Jaguar p 193 A84-16169
Synthesis and performance evaluation tools for CGT/PI
advanced digital flight control systems — Command
Generator Tracker control employing
Proportional-plus-lntegral controllers
P223 A84-16671
Microprocessors as emulators in a control system
environment p 251 A84-19123
Microcomputer control applications in integrated
flight/weapon control system p 188 A84-19124
Future airliner flight decks - Harnessing the new
technology p 291 A84-22498
American Control Conference, San Francisco, CA, June
22-24, 1983. Proceedings. Volumes 1, 2 & 3 •
p 390 A84-25451
S-3A aircraft - Integrated communications control with
confidence p 421 A84-26736
Helicopters get updated control/display systems
p 444 A84-27949
Microprocessor adaptive control for aircraft ECS
[SAE PAPER 831139] p 431 A84-29068
The status of microprocessor based generator control
unit development — for aircraft electric power systems
p532 A84-30116
Design of automated monitoring systems for on-board
flight equipment - Russian book p 564 A84-30972
Developmental tendencies in aircraft control systems
[MBB-UA-754-83-OE] p 547 A84-31791
Flight control system on modem civil aircraft •-
p898 A84-44929
Fluidics: Basic components and applications
[AD-A134046] p 243 N84-14465
Aircraft accident report: Sierra Pacific Airlines,
DHC-6-300, N361V. Hailey, Idaho. February 15, 1983
[PB84-910403] p 420 N84-2152S
The flight test of an automatic spin prevention system
P990 N84-34398
CONTROL RODS
Aircraft accident report: Sierra Pacific Airlines,
DHC-6-300, N361V, Hailey, Idaho, February 15,1983
[PB84-910403] p 420 N84-21525
CONTROL SIMULATION
Digital simulation of an optimal flight guidance and
control computer system p 36 A84-11918
Real-time, on-line automatic guidance and control flight
Simulation p 63 A84-11939
Control of turbine simulators for low speed windtunnel
tests p367 A84-25211
American Control Conference, San Francisco, CA, June
22-24,1983, Proceedings. Volumes 1, 2 & 3
p 390 A84-25451
Digital control loading - A modular approach — for flight
simulator p 391 A84-25510
An experimental investigation of VTOL flying qualities
requirements in shipboard landings p 609 A84-34453
Calculation of the response of an aircraft to the failure
of one engine during the takeoff run
p770 A84-41663
ATMOS - Simulation for the air traffic of tomorrow
p 792 A84-42573
Simulation of air cushion heave dynamics with vent valve
relay control p 821 A84-426B8
Allowable response delay for large aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-1917] p 895 A84-43453
Modelling the effects of blade torsional .flexibility in
helicopter stability and control p 901 A84-46368
Analog-digital simulation of variable time lag
p 1014 A84-47545
A pilot/vehicle model analysis of the effects of motion
cues on Harrier control tasks
[AD-A136291] p 363 N84-18209
CONTROL STABILITY
Effects of displacement and rate saturation on the
control of statically unstable aircraft p 360 A84-24988
Synthesis of a controller ol simple structure for a multilink
system stable in the case of infinite gain factors
p490 A84-27873
Investigation of control law reconfigurations to
accommodate a control element failure on a commercial
airplane p 542 A84-33138
Perturbation analysis of optimal integral controls
p 629 A84-36131
An engineering approach to transient response
sensitivity p813 A84-42301
Nonconservative evaluation of uniform stability margins
of multivariable feedback systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-1939] p 934 A84-43466
Aircraft stability and control. Part 1 — Serbo-Croatian
book p897 A84-44713
Aircraft stability and control. Part 3 - Mathematical
analysis in applied aircraft stability — Serbo-Croatian
book P898 A84-44714
Hovercraft heave stability p 1017 A84-46810
Flight test experience with pilot-induced-oscillation
suppression filters
. [NASA-TM-86028] p 305 N84-16213
CONTROL STICKS
Ah investigation of side-stick-controller/stability and
control-augmentation system requirements for helicopter
terrain flight under reduced visibility conditions
[AIAA PAPER 84-0235] . p 226 A84-17965
Sidestick controllers for general aviation aircraft - A
feasibility study
[AIAA PAPER 84-2242] p 703 A84-39285
Limited evaluation of the longitudinal flying qualities of
a centerstick controlled NT-33A aircraft with variations in
stick force pet g and stick force per inch
[AIAA PAPER 84-2094] p 787 A84-42347
An evaluation and force gradient determination of
mechanically linked reversible Sidestick controllers for
General Aviation aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-1916] p 897 A84-43488
Crashworthy cyclic control stick
[AD-A135150] p294 N84-17176
CONTROL SURFACES
- The design of control forces and their adaptation in a
flight test, taking into account the example of the DO
228 . p 120 A84-15414
. Comparison of measured and calculated airloads on an
energy efficient transport wing model equipped with
oscillating control surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-0301 ] p 165 A84-18008
Hinge moments of a control surface with a
, servbcompensator or a two-part control surface with
, allowance for the deformation of their kinematic
connection p 304 A84-22324
Use of differential pressure feedback in an automatic
flight control system p 360 A84-24998
Four-bar mechanisms with two degrees of freedom and
prespecifled input-output behavior p 383 A84-26369
Numerical calculation of unsteady transonic potential
flow over three-dimensional wings with oscillating control
surfaces P 405 A84-27132
A review of some recent research on time-dependent
aerodynamics p 406 A84-28015
Fry-by-wire actuation for combat aircraft
p457 A84-28018
Development of control surface actuation systems on
various configurations of the F-16
[SAE PAPER 831483) p 459 A84-29541
" Development of redundant flight control actuation
systems for the F/A-18 Strike Fighter
[SAE PAPER 831484] p 459 A84-29542
The Boeing 767 hydraulic system
[SAE PAPER 831488] p 434 A84-29546
Investigation of control law reconfigurations to
accommodate a control element failure on a commercial
airplane p 542 A84-33136
On the convergence of unsteady generalized
aerodynamic forces p 574 A84-34460
Autoclave • Curing of extremely thin HM CFC-skins —
for fabrication of fiber composite aerospace structures
[MBB-UD-409-83-OE] p 622 A84-35921
Eigenspace design of an active flutter suppression
system
[AIAA PAPER 84-1867] p 894 A84-43425
Prevention of forward swept wing aeroelastic instabilities
with active controls p 898 A84-44977
Special Course on Aerodynamic Characteristics of
Controls
[AGARD-R-711] . p 64 N84-10082
Introductory remarks and review of 1979 symposium
p65 N84-10083
The aerodynamics of aircraft control: A general survey
in the context of active control technology
p65 N84-10084
Mathematical modelling and theoretical methods for the
aerodynamic behaviour of control devices
p65 N84-10085
Dynamic effects of controls p 65 N84-10086
Experimental methods to determine control
effectiveness in wind tunnels p 65 N84-10087
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CONTROLTHEORY SUBJECTINDEX
Control ol advanced fighter aircraft
p65 N84-10089
Direct force control p 65 N84-10090
Experimental methods in night for the measurement of
control characteristics p 66 N84-10091
Aerodynamic characteristics of missile controls
p66 N84-10O92
NonperkxJic fluctuations induced by stationary surface
waviness on a semi-infinite plate
[AD-A130820] p 21 N84-t1t46
Triservice program for extending missile aerodynamic
data base and prediction program using rational
modeling
[AD-A132455] • p 107 N84-13166
Connection of large Airbus components taking example
of control surfaces junctions
[MBB-UT-07-82-OE] p 201 N84-14134
Rososfcn on bound&ry fsodbdck find control thoonoSt
1978 - 1983
[AD-A136531] . p 392 N84-18987
New methods of excitation, acquisition and data
reduction about unsteady wind tunnel tests
' p515 N84-23599
Muttivariable control law theory p 609 N84-24530
An investigation into the nature and control of vortex
flow round helicopter upsweep
[BU-285J p 582 N84-24544
Preliminafy method for estimating hinge moments of
all-movable controls
(AD-A139728] p611 N84-24597
Langley high-lift research on a high-aspect-ratio
supercritical wing configuration p 665 N84-27665
Experimental investigation of elastic mode control on
a model of a transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-3472] p 688 . N84-27721
Unsteady aerodynamics of moving control surfaces at
the Airbus wing
[BMFT-FB-W-84-001 ] p 790 N84-28811
Investigation of parameters influencing the deflection
of a thick wall jet by a thin wail jet coflowing over a rounded
comer
[AO-A142773] p 848 N84-31099
Unsteady aerodynamics of fast moving control
[BMFT-FB-W-84-020] p 879 N84-31117
CONTROL THEORY
Fuselage pointing control law using practical sensors
p 186 A84-16582
New concepts in control theory 1959-1984 - Oryden
Lecture for 1984 — for aerospace flight control
[AlAA PAPER 84-0161] p 225 A84-17920
Model reference adaptive control for linear time varying
and nonlinear systems p 251 A84-19085
Aircraft control gain computation using an ellipsoid
algorithm p 251 A84-19113
An application of a finite spectrum assignment technique
to the design of control laws lor a wind tunnel
p 251 A84-19143
Multivariable control laws for the AFTI/F-16
[AlAA PAPER 84-0237] p 227 A84-19246
A general adaptive scheme p 175 A84-19335
American Control Conference. San Francisco, CA, June
22-24, 1983, Proceedings. Volumes 1, 2 ft 3
p390 A84-25451
Model reference adaptive control tor systems with time
varying model commands p 391 A84-25491
Models and analysis for twin-lift helicopter systems
p362 A84-25553
An aspect of adaptive control for use in aircraft
p457 A84-28199
Sampled-data control. Volume 1 - Analysis and
synthesis. Volume 2 - Design of robust systems /2nd
revised and enlarged edition/ — German book
p491 A84-28770
A second variational theory for optimal periodic
processes p 491 A84-28864
Aircraft longitudinal motion control by utilizing degrees
of freedom in pole assignment p 460 A84-29752
Robustness against sensor failures — for flight control
systems p 540 A84-30274
Machine-oriented method for the synthesis of optimal
controls p 564 A84-30447
Design of robust digital controllers for gas turbines with
explicit actuator and sensor dynamics
[AlAA PAPER 84-1185] p 601 A84-35128
Aircraft and spacecraft control — Russian book
p812 A84-40143
Optimal controllers for bank-to-tum CLOS guidance —
Command to Line of Sight- p 785 A84-42148
An engineering approach to transient response
sensitivity p 813 A84-42301
Flight control system synthesis using eigenstructure
assignment p 786 A84-42314
An application of tensor ideas to nonlinear modeling
of a turbofan jet engine p 780 A84-42382
Guidance and Control Conference, Seattle, WA, August
20-22,1984, Technical Papers p933 A84-43401
Control law synthesis for active flutter suppression based
on the modal cost analysis
[AlAA PAPER 84-1931] . p895 A84-43460
Design of a decentralized flight control system •
[AlAA PAPER 84-1938] p895 A84-43465
Configuration control methodology for system
performance enhancement
[AlAA PAPER 84-1942] p 934 A84-43469
Optimal low order fOght critical pitch augmentation
control law for a transport airplane
(AlAA PAPER 84-1911] p 896 A84-43483
The behavior of dynamic systems near the limits of the
stability region (2nd revised and enlarged edition) —
Russian book p 1016 A84-48754
Computer-Aided Design and Analysis of Digital Guidance
and Control Systems
[AGARD-LS-128] p66 N84-10093
Fundamentals of analysis for digital control systems
p66 N84-10094
Numerical aspects of control design computations
p66 N84-10097
Systematic computer aided control design
p67 N84-10100
PrscttcoJ ftspocts of diQitsJ irnpterncntstioo of control
laws p67 N84-10101
. F100 multivariable control synthesis program. Computer
implementation of the F100 multivariable control
algorithm
[NASA-TP-2231 ] p61 N84-11171
Controls, Displays, and Information Transfer for General
Aviation IFR Operations
[NASA-CP-2279] . p88 N84-12029
Analysis of general aviation single-pilot IFR incident data
obtained from the NASA Aviation Safety Reporting
System • p 109 N84-12033
AFTI/F-16 flight test results and lessons
[NASA-TM-84920] p 229 N84-15159
Roconfiguniblo multiv&n&blB control l&w for conunsrci&l
dirpUino USIDQ ft diroct dtgitfll output foodbflck dosJQn
[NASA-TM-85759] p 362 N84-18206
Minimum time turns with direct sideforce
[AD-A136958] p 352 N84-19342
Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinicia (selected
articles)
[AD-A137150] p399 N84-20475
Generalization of the subsonic kernel function in the
s-plane, with applications to flutter analysis
[NASA-TP-2292] p 409 N84-20480
Tools for active control system design
p482 N84-20582
Nonlinear systems approach to control system design
p462 N84-20585
Military aircraft research opportunities for the future
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at ONERA/CERT p 545 N84-23567
The cryogenic wind tunnel Cologne
p 545 N84-23568
Producing a cryogenic gust in an Eiffel type atmospheric
wind tunnel with short gust p545 N84-23569
Prediction of condensation onset and growth in the
European Transonic Wind Tunnel (ETW)
p 562 N84-23578
Nonadiabatic model wall effects on transonic airfoil
performance in a cryogenic wind tunnel
p 562 . N84-23579
Computation of imaginary-side pressure distributions
over, the flexible walls of the test section insert for the
0.3-M transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-CR-172363] p 666 N84-27678
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics Panel
. Symposium on Wind Tunnels and Testing Techniques
[AGARD-AR-193] p 909 N84-32402
Cryogenic wind tunnel technology. A way to
measurement at higher Reynolds numbers
[NASA-TM-77481 ] p 993 N84-34451
CRYOGENICS
Study of a LH2-fueled topping cycle engine for aircraft
propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 83-2543] • p 129 A84-15207
High Reynolds number tests of the cast 10-2/DOA2
transonic airfoil at ambient and cryogenic temperature
conditions p 514 N84-23575
CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
Precision oscillators and their role and performance in
navigation systems p 40 A84-12456
CRYSTALS
USSR report Physics and mathematics
[JPRS-UPM-84-005] ' p 941 N84-32081
CUBIC EQUATIONS
Application of the quadrature formula of cubic splines
to calculate potential flow past a system of aerodynamic
profiles p89 A84-13404
CUES
Effects of motion base and g-seat cueing of simulator
pilot.performance
[NASA-TP-2247] p 350 N84-18189
A pilot/vehicle model analysis of the effects of motion
cues on Harrier control tasks
[AD-A136291] p 363 N84-18209
Low-Altitude Database Development Evaluation and
Research (LADDER)
[AD-P003468] p 944 N84-32243
CUMULATIVE DAMAGE
Fatigue crack initiation in aluminium alloys under
programmed block loading p 374 A84-24963
Reliability with imperfect diagnostics —
flight-maintenance sequence p 474 A84-26765
Hot isostatic pressing for the repair of hot section turbine
parts p710 A84-38808
Improved damage-tolerance analysis methodology
p 917 A84-44516
A310 structural testing for certification philosophy and
application to meet current durability and damage tolerance
requirements p872 A84-45000
CURING
Development and applications of fast-sensitive magnetic
rubber inspection formulations p 720 A84-38111
Off-optimum cure conditions for structural adhesives •
Some effects on performance "p797 A84-41854
Ultraviolet curable resin system for rapid runway repair
(AD-A130364] ' p 73 . N84-10104
High-performance, low-energy-curing resins'
[AD-A141524] p 800 N84-29000
Low cost thermal protection system processing
[AD-D011142] • - p915 N84-32434
CURRENT AMPLIFIERS
Evaluation of the variable reluctance transducer/carrier
amplifier method of measuring low pneumatic pressures
in aerodynamic and propulsion testing
[AD-A130695] p 79 N84-10546
CURTAINS
Passive Arm Restraint Curtain (PARC) for Navy aircraft
ejection seats
.[AD-A139435] p518 N84-23615
CURTISS-WRIGHT AIRCRAFT ,
Were the Wrights right? — canard configuration
applications to fighter aircraft p 258 A84-20991
CURVATURE
Experimental investigation of curvature effects on
ventilated wall jets p 10 A84-10131
A lifting line theory for curved helicopter blades in
hovering and axial flight p 261 A84-19655
A calculation of internal flows in a rotating fluid with
curved streamlines of relative motion
p721 A84-38671
Film cooling on a gas turbine blade near the end wall
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-42] p 980 A84746903
A conformat mapping technique for nonsymmetric
potential flows with separation p 20 N84-11138
Potential flow through a cascade of alternately displaced
circular bodies: The rod-wall wind tunnel boundary
conditions
[NASA-TM-85750] p410 N84-20487
Film cooling on a gas turbine blade near the end wall
[AD-A138794] p 536 N84-22569
A universal 3-dimensional wall pressure correction
method for closed rectangular subsonic wind tunnel test
sections (displacement, downwash, . streamline
curvature)
[ESA-TT-800] p545 N84-22588
NASA-FAA helicopter Microwave Landing System
curved path flight test
[NASA-TM-85933] p 523 N84-23617
A-97
CURVED PANELS SUBJECTINDEX
Development ' of .temperature-, velocity- ' and
concentration-profiles in a curved combustor
p 608 N84-24757
CURVED PANELS
Nondestructive experimental method for determining
critical loads of shell structures under external pressure
p 379 A84-23906
Comment on 'Noise transmission into semicylindricat
enclosures through discretely stiffened curved panels'
- . p 393 A84-24570
Nonlinear response and failure characteristics of
clamped internally pressurized graphite-epoxy cylindrical
panels .
(AIAA PAPER 84-0955] p 555 A84-31680
Nonlinear bending and collapse of long, thin, open
section beams and corrugated panels
[ASME PAPER 84-APM-4] p 622 A84-36160
Large deformation behavior of long shallow cylindrical
composite panels ' •.
[NASA-CR-173286] p 560 N84-22975
CUSHIONS
A nonlinear analysis of the cushion stability of slowly
oscillating ACV's p 646 AB4-37941
Optimization of aircraft seat cushion fire blocking
layers
[NASA-TM-85430] . p 28 N84-10037
Correlation of laboratory-scale fire test methods tor seat
blocking layer materials with large-scale test results
[AD-A131666] p 109 N84-12138
Fire blocking systems for aircraft seat cushions
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11423-1] p 968 N84-33394
CUTTERS
T-700 blisk/impeller cutter life improvement program
p 923 A84-46346
Rapid runway repair program subtask 1.07 - rapid
concrete cutting
[AD-A131771] p139 N84-12195
Economic roughing and finish milling with end mills made
.of high speed tool steel class HSSE: High cobalt
alloyed p 383 N84-18442
Tubing and cable cutting tool
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12788-1J p 729 N84-2808S
CUTTING
Rapid runway repair program subtask 1.07 - rapid
concrete cutting
[AO-A131771] p 139 N84-12195
Tubing and cable cutting tool
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12786-1] p 729 N84-28085
CV-990 AIRCRAFT
Experimental determination of the boundary layer at
air-sample inlet positions on the NASA CV 990 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0028] p 265 A84-21282
Air-sampling inlet contamination by aircraft emissions
on the NASA CV-990 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0029] p 279 A84-21283
CYCLIC LOADS
Fracture, longevity, and damage tolerance of
graphite/epoxy filamentary composite material
p236 A84-17411
Calculation of the life of a wing panel element
p242 A84-19183
Life distribution under various operating conditions of
random cyclic loads — fatigue strength of aircraft
construction elements p 309 A84-22407
Thermoelastic limit cycling of zippered cross section
spacecraft booms
[AIAA PAPER 84-1065] p613 A84-34915
Crack closure and overload effects in fatigue .
p721 A84-39218
. The effect of cyclic overloads on the long-term strength
of a gas-turbine disk alloy p711 A84-39488
Cycle counting for fatigue crack growth analysis
0996 A84-48713
The effect of superposing ripple loading of maneuver
load cycles
[AD-A132653] p 205 N84-15148
Fatigue crack growth in aluminum alloy sheet material
under constant amplitude and simplified flight simulation
loading
[VTH-LR-381] p376 N84-19561
Development of a simplified procedure for cyclic
structural analysis
[NASA-TP-2243] p 484 N84-20878
The cyclic behaviour of a powjer. Ni-base superafloy
— aircraft engines
[PNR-90182]. p550 N84-22743
Mode 2 fatigue crack growth specimen development
[NASA-TM-83722] p 809 N84-29248
CYLINDERS
Supersonic flow past a plate and a cylinder in the case
of injection from a lateral surface p 171 A84-19003
Reynolds number effect on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an ogive-cylinder at high angles of
attack
(AIAA PAPER 84-2176] p 746 A84-41341
Flow past a cylinder in the presence of a jet in its
wake . p839 A84-45712
A method for the experimental investigation of plane
and axisymmetric nonswiriing flows by means of a
cylindrical pressure head over a wide range of Mach
numbers p958 A84-47058
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
Transonic flow calculations using a flux vector splitting
method for the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0090] p 158 A84-17875
Interaction between a turbulent planar plate boundary
layer and a planar cylinder wake p 264 A84-20843
• The icing of an unheated, nonrotating cylinder. I - A
simulation model p389 A84-23647
Transient ablation of blunt bodies at angles of attack
p716 A84-36555
Interference effects between spherically blunted
cylinders at M = 2.5 and 1.5
[AIAA PAPER 84-2098] p 750 A84-42349
Measurement of convective heat transfer to solid
cylinders inside ventilated shrouds
[AIAA PAPER 84-1725] p921 A84-46129
Re-examination of the maximum normalized
vortex-induced side force — for aerodynamic design
p964 A84-49503
Heat transfer distributions around nominal ice accretion
shapes formed on a cylinder in the NASA Lewis icing
research tunnel
[NASA-TM-83557] p 243 N84-14463
Wind tunnel tests on a nonaxisymmetric projectile shape
at Mach numbers 2.5 to 6.0
[AD-A135784] p337 N84-18177
Ruid forces on a rigid cylinder in turbulent crossflow
[DE84-006364] p623 N84-25012
Low cost thermal protection system processing
[AD4XJ11142] p915 N84-32434
Application of stiffened cylinder analysis to ATP interior
noise studies
[NASA-CR-172384] p 942 N84-33147
CYLINDRICAL CHAMBERS
Vortex motion in axisymmetric piston-cylinder
configurations p474 A84-27137
A comparison between the limiting theoretical
characteristics of supersonic gas ejectors with isobaric and
cylindrical mixing chambers p 959 A84-47074
Unstable interaction between an underexpanded
supersonic jet and a cylindrical cavity
p959 A84-47075
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS •
Nondestructive experimental method for determining
critical loads of shell structures under external pressure
p379 A84-23906
Response of long shallow cylindrical panels to radial
line loads
[AIAA PAPER 84-0954] p 555 A84-31660
Singular propagation behavior of cracks in stiffened
cylindrical shells p 558 A84-32624
Aeroelastic optimization of axisymmetric circular
cylindrical shells for supersonic flow p619 A84-34722
Large deformation behavior of long shallow cylindrical
composite panels
[NASA-CR-173286] p 560 N84-22975
Theoretical and experimental results of dynamic
behavior of periodically stiffened cylindrical shell
p690 N84-27731
CYPRUS
A new Air Traffic Control system for Cyprus
p425 A84-28141
DAMAGE
Improved acrylic systems for rapid runway repair
[AD-A130389] p 73 N84-10103
Ultraviolet curable resin system for rapid runway repair
[AD-A130364] p 73 N84-10104
The effects of weather on rapid runway repair, volume
2
[AD-A130350] p 73 N84-10105
The significance of defects and damage in composite
structures p75 N84-10219
Defect occurrences in the manufacture of large CFC
structures and work associated with defects, damage and
repair of CFC components p76 N84-10223
• Statistical approach to damage tolerance assessment
[SNIAS-832-111-112] p 596 NB4-24575
Battle damage repair of birdstrike resistant laminated
transparencies
[AD-P003185] p684 N84-26598
Civil aircraft windscreen damage due to birdstrikes
[AD-P003214] p673 N84-26627
USAF aircraft windshield/canopy bird strikes
[AD-P003215] p673 N84-26628
Evaluation of selected commercial construction
equipment for bomb damage repair
[AO-A140907] p 707 N84-26714
Bomb damage repair Precast slab design
[AD-A141687] p 793 NB4-28819
Evaluation of the pavement condition index for use on
porous friction surfaces
[AD-A144521] p 994 N84-34453
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
The application of ferrography to the condition
monitoring of gas turbines p 57 A84-10353
Procedure for working up a case of structural damage
p 380 A84-24427
Damage tolerance in aerospace components;
Colloquium on Steels and Special Alloys in Aeronautics,
10th, Le Bourget Seine-Saint-Denis, France, June 1983,
Proceedings p 473 A84-29959
The damage tolerance design philosophy — for
aircraft p 437 A84-29960
Metallurgical aspects of metallic materials and damage
tolerance in accessory gearboxes p 482 A84-29961
Lightning and composite materials
p852 A84-44950
Description and analysis of PACAM 5 (Piloted Air Combat
Analysis Model) as a tactical decision aid with a user's
guide for operation at NPS
[AD-A136793] p 393 N84-20313
A study of pump cavitation damage — space shuttle
main engine high pressure oxjdizer turbopump
[NASA-CR-170992] p 483 N84-20783
A simulation model to evaluate aircraft survtvability and
target damage during offensive counterair operations
[AD-A141324] p 689 N84-27728
Cost/risk analysis for disk retirement, volume 1
[AD-A141978] p 784 N84-29881
DAMPERS
Experimental analysis of damper behavior of squeeze
film dampers for gas turbine engines
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-8] p 1000 A84-46879
DAMPERS (VALVES)
Experimental study of uncentralized squeeze film
dampers
[NASA-CR-168317] p 388 N84-19927
DAMPING
Prediction of stiffness and damping coefficients for
centrifugal compressor labyrinth seals
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-86J p 1002 A84-46928
Dual clearance squeeze film damper
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13506-1] p 535 N84-22562
Preliminary evaluation of waveguide vibration
[AD-A140743] p 727 N84-27070
DAST PROGRAM
Eigenspace design of an active flutter suppression
system
[AIAA PAPER 84-1867] p 894 A84-43425
DATA ACQUISITION
Applications of inertial systems as flight test sensors
[AIAA PAPER 83-2738] p 56 AB4-12330
Evolution in flight test techniques - Application at
Aeritalia
[AIAA PAPER 83-2744] p 49 A84-12335
The impact of cross-rate interference on the acquisition
and track modes of Loran-C receivers
p39 A84-12434
A distributed computer system for control, data
acquisition and processing in a blowdown wind tunnel
p367 A84-25212
High-speed data-acquisition system for aerodynamics
experiments p 466 A84-27950
Automated data system for helicopter structural fatigue
testing p 544 A84-32443
CF6-80 condition monitoring - The engine
manufacturer's involvement in data acquisition and
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 84-1412] P 697 A84-36976
Data-measuring systems for flight testing of fixed wing
and rotary wing aircraft — Russian book
p775 A84-40134
Possibilities of the SOFEM system from the viewpoint
of data generation p813 A84-41652
The CEMS (Comprehensive Engine Management
System) IV OAP (Oil Analysis Program) algorithm
[AD-A131055] p60 N84-10072
Low temperature behavior of fuels in simulated aircraft
tanks
[AD-A130267] p 76 N84-10336
Data acquisition for stall/spin flight research
p67 N84-11111
Incident reporting: Its role in aviation safety and the
acquisition of human error data p 184 N84-15081
The analysis of records of parameters: An indispensable
tool in oversight and in operations control
p 184 N84-15082
A-98
SUBJECT INDEX DATA RECORDING
Data acquisition for evaluation of an airborne lightning
detection system
[AD-A135318] P 281 N84-17153
Airloads research study. Volume 1: Flight test loads
acquisition
[NASA-CR-170409] p 294 N84-17173
Experimental investigation of dynamic stall ,
[AD-A135846] P 336 N84-18172
Assessment methodology for the A-7E: Scale model
coupling experiments
[DE84-003139] p 351 N84-18199
Electro-Magnetic Compatability Test Facility, Bristol
[BAE-BT-10658] p 544 N84-22586
Use of a small scale wind tunnel and model shop at
Aeronautica Macchi as an industrial tool
p 546 N84-23585
General aviation pilot and aircraft activity survey
[PB84-154301] p503 N84-23602
V/STOL wind-tunnel testing
[NASA-TM-85336] p 571 N84-24528
CONUS Loran-C error budget: Flight test
[AD-A139871] . p 592 N84-24568
Access to maintenance via Aircraft Integrated Data
System (AIDS): Future aspects of the expanded AIDS
p 691 N84-26567
Intelligent flight data recorder: A contribution to
on-condition maintenance and optimization of operation
p 691 N84-26568
Spacecraft-aided aerial studies of atmosphere's
electrostatic zones ' p 731 N84-28184
Aerodynamic design and performance of a two-stage,
axial-flow compressor (Baseline)
[AD-A141796] p 782 N84-28798
A data acquisition and real-time display system for
testing a jet engine compressor
[AD-A142696] p811 N84-30301
Distributed problem solving for air fleet control:
Framework and implementations
[AD-A143168] p 863 N84-31108
Climatology of ozone at altitudes from 19,000 at 59,000
feet based on combined GASP and ozonesonde data
[NASA-TP-2303] p 933 N84-31865
The feasibility, practicality and utility of P-3 inflight
refueling
[AD-A143419] p 881 N84-32382
Data from tests of a R4 airfoil in .the Langley 0.3-meter
transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TM-85739] p 965 N84-33385
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Tactical Air Control System experiments in command
and control automation
[AIAA PAPER 83-2396] p 69 A84-10045
Computerized parachute data base system
p23 A84-10733
The design of computer generated images
[AIAA PAPER 84-0556] p 936 A84-46122
Triservice program for extending missile aerodynamic
data base and prediction program using rational
modeling
[AD-A132455] p 107 N84-13166
A wind tunnel database using RIM
P493 N84-22313
Cockpit data management requirements (current
technology aircraft)
[AD-A140643] p 694 N84-26699
A data management and presentation tool for
engineering and research
[NLR-MP-83044-U] p 733 N84-27482
DATA BASES
Computer image generator scene management
system p 239 A84-16695
Materials properties data base computerization
[SAE PAPER 831443] p 498 A84-29634
Omega Data Bank
[AD-A131089] p42 N84-10046
Triservice program for extending missile aerodynamic
data base and prediction program using rational
modeling
[AD-A132455] p 107 N84-13166
Aircrew Automated Escape Systems (AAES) In-service
Usage Data Analyses, volume 2
[AD-A134834] p 281 N84-17155
Automated data base implementation requirements for
the avionics planning baseline. Army
[AD-A135259] p 325 N84-18103
Automated en route air traffic control algorithmic
specifications. Volume 5: Data specification
[AD-A136851] p 346 N84-19325
Operational loads on B-747 aircraft: Design
assumptions, actual experience and maintenance
aspects p 691 N84-26569
Operational loads on B-747 aircraft: Design
assumptions, actual experience and maintenance
aspects
[NLR-MP-83051-U] p 687 N84-26697
NEMAR plotting computer program
[NASA-CR-165831] p 734 N84-28516
Flight characteristics of a manned, low-speed, controlled
deep stall vehicle
[NASA-TM-86041] p 773 N84-29863
Aerothermodynamic data base, phase C
[NASA-CR-173862] p911 N84-31259
Low-Altitude Database Development Evaluation and
Research (LADDER)
[AD-P003468] p944 N84-32243
Data base generation: Improving the state-of-the-art
[AD-P003470] p 944 N84-32245
Synthetic aperture radar simulation
[AD-P003474] p 927 N84-32246
Artificial Intelligence-Robotics applications to Navy
aircraft maintenance
[AD-A143219] p 826 N84-32345
DATA CONVERSION ROUTINES
Software conversion history of the Flight Dynamics
System (FDS)
[NASA-CR-175257] p911 N84-32404
DATA CONVERTERS
A dual digital to video converter and color video insetter
for avionics symbology and messages
[AD-A143772] p 979 N84-33408
DATA CORRELATION
Relationship between phonological phase data and the
seasonal distribution of birdstrike-induced incidents at
German civilian airports p 108 A84-14778
A digital terrain correlation system for tactical aircraft
p 423 A84-26759
Mach number correlation for a two-dimensional
helicopter rotor-blade analysis in the tip region
p412 N84-21509
Comparison of the full potential and Euler formulations
for computing transonic airfoil flows
[NASA-TM-85983] p 847 N84-31094
Climatology of ozone at altitudes from 19,000 at 59,000
feet based on combined GASP and ozonesonde data
[NASA-TP-2303] p 933 N84-31865
Unsteady viscous-inviscid interaction procedures for
transonic airfoil flows
[AD-A143764] p 966 N84-33390
DATA FLOW ANALYSIS
Three-dimensional flow analysis of turboprop inlet and
nacelle configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0193] . p 162 A84-17943
DATA INTEGRATION
Access to maintenance data via AIDS - Future aspects
of the expanded AIDS — Aircraft Integrated Data
System
[MBB-UT-17-83-OE] p 295 A84-22860
Integration of flight test data into a real-time simulation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0552] p 306 A84-22924
DATA LINKS
A packet switched data link for aeronautical broadcast
channels p 112 A84-14312
A voice-compatible data link system on the aeronautical
VHP band p112 A84-14313
An integrated voice-data communication system for VHF
links p114 A84-15835
Design of an adaptive high-frequency data link
p 971 A84-49285
Airborne Intelligent Display (AID) phase 1 software
development
[ATC-123] p 127 N84-13181
Cost analysis of Mode S data link avionics system for
the low-performance general aviation aircraft community
[DOT/FAA/PM-83/38] p 694 N84-27735
The Lincoln Laboratory-Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory digital speech test facility
[AD-A144303] p1011 N84-34662
DATA MANAGEMENT
Development and simulation testing of an integrated
sensory subsystem (ISS) for advanced aircraft (Phase
III). p440 A84-26748
A data management and presentation tool for
engineering and research
[NLR-MP-83044-U] p 733 N84-27482
Cockpit data management requirements (current
technology aircraft)
[FAA-PM-83-25] p 765 N84-28766
Data base generation: Improving the state-of-the-art
[AD-P003470] p 944 N84-32245
DATA PROCESSING
Methods for radar data extraction and filtering in a fully
automatic ATC radar station p 33 A84-10803
Presentation and processing of radar video map
information p 33 A84-10804
The Integrated Sensor System Data Enhancement
Package
[AIAA PAPER 83-2758] p 125 A84-13384
Instrumentation and data processing for AFTI/F-16 flight
testing p 194 A84-16690
Data processing techniques for imaging air to air
guidance systems p 343 A84-23248
Distributed processing in modem navigation systems
p425 A84-27942
Information processing using helmet mounted displays
and voice interactive systems
[SAE PAPER 831448] p 445 A84-29490
Real-time data display for AFTI/F-16 flight testing
p 531 A84-32403
Optimization of algorithms for data processing in a
complex radio altimeter p 691 A84-38751
Environment and factors influencing optimum multi-radar
processing in air traffic control p 762 A84-40012
Simulation system for development tasks in radar data
processing p 763 A84-40390
A preliminary analysis of flight data from the AFTI/F-16
airplane
[AIAA PAPER 84-2085] p 787 A84-42340
Computer symbol generator and control panel for an
integrated cockpit color display information system
[BMFT-FB-W-83-007] p 57 N84-11169
Integration of fire, flight and propulsion control systems:
An overview, retrospective and prospective
p 121 N84-12057
Triservice program for extending missile aerodynamic
data base and prediction program using rational
modeling
[AD-A132455] p 107 N84-13166
A dynamic approach to military avionics systems
testing p215 N84-15075
Activities report on air traffic control in the Federal
Republic of Germany p 345 N84-18182
Automated en route air traffic control algorithmic
specifications. Volume 5: Data specification
[AD-A136851] p 346 N84-19325
INTFL-6401 computer tomography for interferomatic
aerodynamic measurements
[AD-A139591] p 517 N84-23611
Towards a better understanding of helicopter external
noise
[SNIAS-832-210-113] p 632 N84-26388
Universal documentation system handbook.
Supplement 2: Procedures for the electronic processing
of level 1, 2 and 3 test requirements and support
information
[AD-A141850] p796 NS4-28886
Flight Test Techniques
[AGARD-CP-373] p 949 N84-34396
Application of advanced parameter identification
methods for flight flutter data analysis with comparisons
to current techniques p 990 N84-34401
Flight testing and real time data processing for
development and integration of weapon systems
p977 N84-34415
DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
Scientific data processor - Telemetry preprocessing in
the real-time flight test environment
[AIAA PAPER 83-2755] p 50 A84-12343
Synthesis of optimal signal-processing devices in a radio
altimeter for low altitudes p 354 A84-25441
Survey on data processing systems in netted radar
p554 A84-30519
Concept for a new radar data collection system of the
Federal Institute for Air Traffic Control
p763 A84-40378
DATA RECORDERS
The role of aircraft recorders in human performance
investigations
[SAE PAPER 831414] p 418.. A84-29479
Proceedings of the 12th Symposium on Aircraft
Integrated Data Systems
[DFVLR-MITT-84-01 ] p 637 N84-26565
Intelligent flight data recorder: A contribution to
on-condition maintenance and optimization of operation
p 691 N84-26568
DATA RECORDING
Description and application of a stand-alone airborne
aerodynamic data-recording system
[AIAA PAPER 83-2757] p 56 A84-12344
A new approach to recording MIL Standard 1553B
aircraft bus data
[AIAA PAPER 83-2792] p 110 A84-13388
Identification of vortex-induced clear-air turbulence using
airline flight records
[AIAA PAPER 84-0270] p 248 A84-17989
Systems for the automatic recording and processing of
test results for gas turbine engines p 356 A84-25179
Flight parameters recording for safety monitoring and
investigations p 184 N84-15083
Digital capability, for cockpit television sensor
instrumentation systems
[AD-A139432] . p 531 N84-23628
Engine condition monitoring with aircraft integrated data
systems on Lufthansa A310 p 691 N84-26571
Failure Identification Module (FIM) for digital control
systems — avionics p 692 N84-26573
A-99
DATA REDUCTION SUBJECT INDEX
DATA REDUCTION
Analysis of gas turbine engine dynamic instabilities
[AIAA PAPER 83-2694] p 59 A84-12307
A new approach to automated flight test data
reduction p 230 AB4-16640
Investigation of air transportation technology at Ohio
University, 1982 p 28 N84-11100
DATA SAMPLING
Formulation of a practical algorithm for parameter
estimation with process and measurement noise
p2S1 A84-18611
Sampled-data control. Volume 1 - Analysis and
synthesis. Volume 2 - Design of robust systems /2nd
revised and enlarged edition/ — German book
p 491 A84-28770
Measurements of the flow from a high-speed
compressor rotor using a dual probe digital sampling
(DPDS) technique
(ASME PAPER 83-GT-215] p 532 A84-31288
DATA SIMULATION
The simulation of terrain-following targets
p 250 AB4-16636
Testing BITE on Boeing 757/767 in a simulated
operational environment p 442 A84-26768
DATA STORAGE
Materials properties data base computerization
[SAE PAPER 831443] p 498 AB4-29634
Near-optimal finite solutions to the 3 and 4 step discrete
evasion games
[AD-A136811] p393 N84-20314
DATA SYSTEMS
dosing the loop with a flight test customer - Management
and follow-up techniques for vendor or customer flight
testing
[AIAA PAPER 83-2743] p 116 A84-13383
Omni-directional air data systems for helicopters
p206 A84-16551
Lockheed Airborne Data System advances test
technology P210 A84-16698
Directions in avionic data distribution systems
p 441 A84-26753
Interfaces to telemetry systems — for connection to
digital multiplex data bus in avionics subsystems
integration p 521 A84-32405
Validation of Datcom methods for sweptforward wings
p703 A84-38419
A ground test instrumentation data system for EW
Systems flight testing p 905 A84-44477
Access to maintenance via Aircraft Integrated Data
System (AIDS): Future aspects of the expanded AIDS
p 691 N84-26567
Engine condition monitoring with aircraft integrated data
systems on Lufthansa A310 p691 N84-26571
First experience with ARINC 717 Aircraft Integrated Data
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Water droplet trajectory computation around an air
intake p 744 A84-40890
DROPS (LIQUIDS)
Pre-existing seed particles and the onset of
condensation in cryogenic wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 84-0244] p 231 A84-17972
Study of aerospace materials, coatings, adhesions and
processes.- Aircraft icing processes
[AD-A139743] p 583 N84-24557
Detailed fuel spray analysis techniques
p622 N84-24747
. Electrical spray modification with various fuels in a 156
combustor
[AD-A139961] p616 N84-24824
Comparison of icing cloud instruments for 1982-1983
icing season flight program
[NASA-TM-83569] p 776 N84-29870
Organic azides as jet fuel additives: Synthesis of aides
and micro-explosion characteristics of droplets
p 801 N84-29963
DROPSONDES
Investigation into the internal aerodynamic design and
associated errors in a fast descent ducted sonde for the
measurement of atmospheric pressure and temperature
(AMPARS phase 2)
[AD-A143189] p 933 N84-32969
DRYING
Influence of the environment on the application and
drying quality of organic paints -- aircraft structures
[SNIAS-832-551-102] p617 N84-25833
DUAL SPIN SPACECRAFT
Velocity estimation on a dual-spin spacecraft
p795 A84-42386
DUAL THRUST NOZZLES
Jet trajectories and surface pressures induced on a body
of revolution with various dual jet configurations
p 12 A84-11049
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DUAL WING CONFIGURATIONS
A new bi-rotor helicopter configuration - Model
development and performance predictions
[AIAA PAPER 84-0385] p 197 A84-18054
Benefits of dual wings over single wings lor
high-performance business airplanes
p 291 A84-22172
Dual and single wing design integration-optimized for
decalage angle. R(e). and M(cr)
[AIAA PAPER 84-2161] P 769 AS4-41335
DUCT GEOMETRY
Contouring of two-dimensional and axisymmetric
supersonic channels realizing discontinuous parameters
at the outlet and flow leveling p 753 A84-42538
DUCTED FANS
Investigation of a silencer for the powerplant of a modem
jet aircraft p449 A84-28S20
DUCTED FLOW
Multiple ducted streams with a periodic or a steady
supersonic driver flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-0350] p 166 A84-18042
Comparison of experimental and computational
compressible flow in a S-duct
[AIAA PAPER 844)033] P 172 A84-19228
Investigation of mixing in a turbofan exhaust duct. I
Analysis and computational procedure
p329 A84-23361
Turbulent jet Dow in a duct with a circulation zone
p 381 A84-25583
Understanding and countering the swirt in S-ducts - Tests
on the sensitivity of swirl to fences p 642 A84-37378
A calculation of internal flows in a rotating fluid with
curved streamlines of relative motion
p 721 A84-38871
LOV measurements of three-dimensional flow
development in a curved rectangular duct with inlet shear
profile p657 A84-38898
A marching method for calculating viscous gas flows
inducts P803 A84-39874
A horseshoe vortex in a duct
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-202] p 748 A84-41638
Pressure losses in gas flows in cylindrical ducts with
friction and heating p917 A84-43935
LDV measurements of three-dimensional flow
development in a curved rectangular duct with inlet shear
profile
[AIAA PAPER 84-1601] p 844 A84-46114
Simplified method for flow analysis and performance
calculation through an axial compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-2SO] p 957 A84-47026
Development of temperature-, velocity- and
concentration-profiles In a curved combustor
p 608 N84-24757
An experimental investigation of an underexpanded
rectangular jet ejector p964 N84-33374
DUCTED ROCKET ENGINES
Turbulent mixing and combustion of multi-phase reacting
flows in ramjet and ducted rocket environment
[AD-A133802] p219 N84-14152
Multi-ducted inlet combustor research and
development
[AD-A135906J p 359 N84-18205
DUCTILITY
In sttu indications of ductility evolution during
high-temperature fatigue testing with and without hold
times P548 A84-30658
DUCTS
Design of an advanced composite outer duct for the
F404 engine
[SAE PAPER 831550] p 452 A84-29468
Plane, rectangular, axisymmetric convergent channels
p842 A84-45738
Spinning mode acoustic radiation from the flight inlet
[NASA-CR-172273] p 255 N84-15896
Laser beam duct pressure controller system
[AD-D011102] P929 N84-32811
DURABILITY
Right service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy composite
panels in wide-bodies commercial transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-166065] p 75 N84-10188
USAF durability design handbook: Guidelines for the
analysis and design of durable aircraft structures
[AD-A142424] p 774 N84-29866
Residual-strength tests of L-1011 vertical fin
components after 10 and 20 years of simulated flight
service p 801 N84-29970
Worldwide flight and ground-based exposure of
composite materials p 802 N84-29971
DUST
Dusty hypersonic Row past thick wedges
p508 A84-32620
DUST COLLECTORS
Finite element analysis of a split-flow particle separator
— for helicopter gas turbine engine p 89 A84-13278
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Rotor dynamical instability; Proceedings of the Applied
Mechanics, Bioengineering, and Fluids Engineering
Conference, Houston, TX. June 20-22,1983
p 141 A84-13226
The dynamical behaviour of externally pressurized
gas-lubricated unloaded porous journal bearings
p 383 A84-26374
Design of heQcopter rotor blades for optimum dynamic
characteristics
[NASA-CR-175380] p 293 N84-17171
Coop6r&tiv6 pUot-optbnsl fluQmontBtfon system
synthesis for cornptex flight vshtctes
p437 N84-20511
HeOstat simulation studies
[NASA-CR-166567] p 460 N84-20564
A study of aeroelastic and structural dynamic effects
in multi-rotor systems with application to hybrid heavy lift
vehicles
[NASA-CR-173505] p 529 N84-23620
Flight mechanics test with a restricted flying aircraft
model in a wind tunnel
[DFVLR-FB-84-13] p 669 N84-27701
Apparatus for and method of compensating dynamic
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12550-1] p 729 N84-28082
Tho fiorodynfirroc fldirwttenc© of rnodol bridQOS
[NMI-R-176) p729 N84-28105
The Shock and vibration Digest, volume 16, no. 7
[AD-A143958] p 926 N84-31679
Interactive finite elements for general engine dynamics
analysis p927 N84-31698
Dynamics of angular movements of a solid supporting
a rotating rotor with consideration of energy dissipation
[AD-A143349] p 931 N84-32881
DYNAMIC CONTROL
The dynamics of vehicles with two-channel guidance
- Russian book on flight vehicles p62 A84-10486
Computer aided design of a control system for a
hovercraft p255 A84-19175
Numerical simulation of controlled flow tunnel for
V/STOL testing
[AIAA PAPER.84-2152) p 791 A84-41330
Dynamical analysis of a two-gimbal mass-unbalanced
dynamically tuned gyroscope p806 A84-41785
Simulation of air cushion heave dynamics with vent valve
relay control p 821 A84-42668
Dynamic control aspects of development of three shaft
turboprop engine p 890 A84-45O07
Practical aspects of digital implementation of control
laws p67 N84-10101
DYNAMIC LOADS
Steady-state response of vibrating systems to periodic
pulse excitation p917 A84-44650
Experimental and analytical investigation of active loads
control for aircraft landing gear p 354 N84-19886
Static and dynamic structural-sensitivity derivative
calculations in the finite-element-bssed Engineering
Analysis Language (EAL) system
(NASA-TM-85743) p 485 N84-20880
DYNAMIC MODELS
Problems of invariance and stability in the dynamics of
stratospheric observatories p48 A84-12111
A dynamic model for aircraft poststall departure
p225 A84-17409
Multivariable frequency domain controller for magnetic
suspension and balance systems — for wind tunnel aircraft
models p 232 A84-19138
Balloon dynamic launch forces
[AIAA PAPER 844818] p 429 A84-26582
A linear mur&variaWe dynamical model of supersonic
inlet-engine combination
[AIAA PAPER 84-1496] p 577 A84-35239
Development of empirical models on the basis of
regression methods and their application in aviation
p813 A84-41658
Modeling and simulation techniques
p 66 N84-10096
The vortex skeleton model for three-dimensional steady
flows p 98 N84-12101
Crew station evaluation in a dynamic flight simulation
facility p232 N84-15069
Improved dynamic models for air combat analysis
[TAE-483] p252 N84-15876
Mathematical modeling of the aerodynamic
characteristics in flight dynamics
[NASA-TM-85880] p 274 N84-17141
Report by the Chairman of the Fluid Dynamics Panel
p 485 N84-21499
Numerical simulation of the tip vortex off a
low-aspect-ratio wing at transonic speed
[NASA-TM-85932] p 510 N84-22535
DYNAMIC PRESSURE
PAN AIR prediction of NASA Ames 12-foot pressure
wind-tunnel Interference on a fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 84-0219] p 173 A84-19243
. Application of the small body pressure transducer
[AD-P002687] p 484 N84-20822
A computational iiwUKXl for predicting the effects of
varying Reynolds number and dynamic pressure on flexible
wings at transonic speeds p 412 N84-21508
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
Optimal TF/TA route planning using digital terrain
elevation data — terrain following/terrain avoidance
p423 A84-26761
DYNAMIC RESPONSE
Experimental stress analysis Ota thin walled pressurized
torus loaded by contact with a plane —dynamic response
of aircraft fires p239" A84-17443
Motion-induced aerial forces for detached flow and their
application to the study of structural response — German
thesis p268 A84-22249
An experimental method for determining the dynamic
contact law p475 A84-27426
Analysis of the response of a multi-f otor-bearing system
containing a transverse crack in a rotor
[ASME PAPER 83-OET-84) p 480 A84-29111
Analysis and calculation of vibration response induced
by inflow distortion in the first-stage compressor blading
of turbo-engine p 533 A84-31784
Dynamic response of shock waves in transonic diffuser
and supersonic Net - An analysis with the Navter-Stokes
equations and adaptive grid
[AIAA PAPER 84-1609] p650 A84-38004
Solution to the problem of the dynamic response of a
wing by direct Integration p 770 A84-41653
A new method of modal analysis - Multiple input by
unoorrelated signals p906 A84-45004
The prediction and analysis of the response of a turbojet
engine to the blast wave p891 A84-46015
Dynamic effects of controls p65 N84-10086
Direct digital design via pole placement techniques
p67 N84-10099
Lateral runway approach guidance using Loran-C
p57 N84-11105
Alternate T-38 transparency development. Part 4:
Parametric studies
[AD-A131904] p 122 N84-12159
Flight test and analyses of the B-1 structural mode
control system at supersonic flight conditions
[NASA-CR-170405] p 138 N84-13197
Nonlinear oscillations of a fluttering panel in a transonic
airstream
[AD-A133918] p 175 N84-14124
Ekwtrofluidlc angular rate sensor for ejection seat thrust
vector control
[AD-A133233] p 185 N84-15137
Measurement of unsteady aerodynamic pressures
[DFVLR-MITT-83-08] p 272 N84-18155
Dynamic characteristics of a jet engine test facility air
supply
[AD-A136910] p372 N84-19365
Fracture, longevity (fatigue), dynamics, and
aeroelasttcrry of composite structures .
[AD-A137047] p 376 N84-19486
Testing for severe aerodynamJcally induced vibration
environments p 342 N84-19905
Eigenspace design techniques for active flutter
suppression p 462 N84-20581
Pilot modeling, modal analysis, and control of large
flexible aircraft p 462 N84-20584
On the stability of flight vehicles in the low Reynolds
number non-linear regime
[AD-A138379] p 465 N84-21559
Flutter and forced response of mistuned rotors using
standing wave analysis
[NASA-CR-173555] p 606 N84-24586
Revisions to the PETROS 4 shell response code
[AD-A140268] p 628 . N84-26059
Validation of the MAGNA (Materially and Geometrically
Nonlinear Analysis) computer program for nonlinear finite
element analysts of aircraft transparency bird impact
/ [AD-P003229] p 723 N84-26642
MAGNA (Materially and Geometrically Nonlinear
Analysis) computer simulation of bird impact on the F-15
aircraft canopy
[AD-P003230] p733 N84-26643
Flight mechanics test with a restricted flying aircraft
model in a wind tunnel
[DFVLR-FB-84-13) p 669 N84-27701
Theoretical and experimental results of dynamic
behavior of periodically stiffened cylindrical shell
p690 N84-27731
Evaluation of aerodynamic admittance of a model bridge
oscillating with vertical motion
[NMI-R-175] p729 N84-28104
The aerodynamic admittance of model bridges
[NMI-R-176] p 729 N84-28105
Current status of an organic Rankine cycle engine
development program p 731 N84-28230
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A model of rotor blade first natural (lapping response
for up to three/rev excitations
[AD-A141725] P 773 N84-28782
Fuselage torsion of a CT4 aircraft
[AD-A142753] P 879 N84-31114
DYNAMIC STABILITY
Analysis of gas turbine engine dynamic instabilities
[AIAA PAPER 83-2694] p 59 A84-12307
Dynamic stability of flexible forward swept wing
aircraft P 118 A84-14729
Free flight method in hypersonic impulse type tunnels
for static and dynamic stability study
p369 AB4-25996
Experimental determination of the input parameters to
the parachute equations of motion
[AIAA PAPER 84-0798] p 401 A84-26566
Predicting dynamic instability boundaries using lattice
filters — for wind tunnel flutter models
[SAE PAPER 831432] p 468 A84-29630
An investigation of large amplitude wing-rock
pS42 A84-32788
Dynamic stability analysis of hose/drogue refueling
system p 683 A84-38902
The behavior of dynamic systems near the limits of the
stability region (2nd revised and enlarged edition) —
Russian book p 1016 A84-48754
Experimental determination of gap flow-conditioned
forces at turbine stages and their effect on the running
stability of simple rotors
[NASA-TM-77293] p 246 N84-15553
Hover test of a full-scale hingeless helicopter rotor
Aeroelastic stability, performance and loads data — wind
tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-85892] p 350 N84-18190
Recent developments and future directions in dynamic
stability research at NAE, Ottawa p 514 N84-23S82
Flight data on liquid-filled shell for spin-up instabilities
[AD-A139136] p517 N84-23610
On the stick-free longitudinal dynamic stability of a
general aviation aircraft equipped with an all-movable
horizontal tail p 705 N84-27748
Boundary-layer linear stability theory
p 1009 N84-33759
DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Optimal frequency response modification by added
passive structures — for helicopter design
p46 A84-11037
Pre-flight transient dynamic analysis of B-52 carrying
Space Shuttle solid rocket booster drop-test vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 83-2698] P 117 A84-13725
Control of aeroelastic divergence p 135 A84-14728
Further application and development of strain pattern
analysis p311 A84-19632
Flutter analysis using nonlinear aerodynamic forces
p268 A84-22170
Structure model refinement using reanalysis
techniques P 314 A84-22622
Frequency determination techniques for cantilevered
plates with bending-torsion coupling p 378 A84-23368
Dynamic analysis of practical blades with shear center
effect p 380 A84-24561
The coupled response of turbomachinery blading to
aerodynamic excitations p 448 A84-26959
Methods of reference basis for identification of linear
dynamic structures
[AIAA PAPER 82-0769] p 474 A84-27148
Spring properly of ball bearing p 475 A84-27455
NASTRAN forced vibration analysis of rotating cyclic
structures
[ASME PAPER 83-DET-ZO] p 480 A84-29103
Coupling technique of rotor-fuselage dynamic analysis
[ASME PAPER 83-DET-25] p 431 AS4-29107
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, 25th, Palm Springs, CA, May 14-16, 1984,
Technical Papers. Part 1 p 554 A84-31626
An investigation into the probabilistic combination of
quasi-static and random accelerations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0908] p 555 A84-31646
Nonlinear response and failure characteristics of
clamped internally pressurized graphite-epoxy cylindrical
panels
[AIAA PAPER 84-0955] p 555 A84-31680
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, 25th, Palm Springs, CA, May 14-16, 1984,
and AIAA Dynamics Specialists Conference, Palm Springs,
CA, May 17,18,1964, Technical Papers. Part 2
p556 A84-31684
Evaluation of flutter impact for repaired T-38
stabilizers
[AIAA PAPER 84-0904] p 524 A84-31691
Limit cycle oscillations of a nonlinear rotorcrafl model
[AIAA PAPER 84-0923] p 525 A84-31695
Equations of motion of an elastic flight vehicle utilizing
static aeroelastic characteristics of the restrained vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 84-0986] p 556 A84-31711
Analytical determination of real normal modes from
measured complex responses
[AIAA PAPER 84-0995] p 556 A84-31715
Structural and dynamic tailoring of
hingeless/bearingless rotors
[MBB-UD-404-83-OE] p 525 A84-32474
Estimation of vibrational stressed state for GTE blades
under random vibrations p619 A84-34133
Flap-lag damping of an elastic rotor blade with torsion
and dynamic inflow in hover from symbolically generated
equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0989] p619 A84-34909
Evolution of test methods for structural vibrations
p 716 A84-37149
The solution of large flutter problems on small
computers p717 A84-37379
Finite element analysis of natural, longitudinal vibrations
of a deformable aeroplane with suspended masses
p 680 A84-37948
Divergence of forward swept wings
p 682 A84-38424
Limit cycle oscillations of a nonlinear rotorcrafl model
p683 A84-38841
Finite element model adjustment using experimental
vibration data
[ONEflA, TP NO. 1984-1] p 803 A84-39975
Structural dynamics of rotating bladed-disk assemblies
coupled with flexible shaft motions p 889 A84-44645
Solution of the nonlinear dynamic problem of structural
behaviour of a coupled model of an airplane wing with
an aileron p870 A84-44965
Optimization of hybrid laminated composite plates
p918 A84-45058
Predicting structural dynamic behavior using a combined
experimental/analytical model ~- for helicopter design
p878 A84-46378
An analysis of the natural vibrations of fuselage-type
complex structures as systems with imposed constraints
p 1007 A84-47579
Review of aircraft crash structural response research
[AD-A131696] p 123 N84-12160
Vertical drop test of a transport fuselage center section
including the wheel wells
[NASA-TM-85706] p 142 N84-12531
Development of the basic methods needed to predict
the aeroelastic behavior of helicopters
p142 N84-12811
Blade loss transient dynamics analysis with flexible
bladed disk
[NASA-CR-168176] p 134 N84-13193
Research on aero-thermodynamic distortion induced
structural dynamic response of multi-stage compressor
blading
[AD-A133853] p 219 N84-14151
Wind tunnel tests on a model of a semisubmersible
platform and comparison of the results with full-scale
data
[NLR-MP-82014-U] p 176 N84-15113
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin. Part 1: Welcome,
keynote address, invited papers, pyrotechnic shock, and
shock testing and analysis
[AD-A134452] p 387 N84-19866
The influence of gyroscopic forces on the dynamic
behavior and flutter of rotating blades
[NASA-CR-175444] p 454 N84-20524
Survey of NASA research on crash dynamics
[NASA-TP-2298] . p 486 N84-21901
A study of aeroelastic and structural dynamic effects
in multi-rotor systems with application to hybrid heavy lift
vehicles
[NASA-CR-173505] p 529 N84-23620
Lewis Research Center spin rig and its use in vibration
analysis of rotating systems
[NASA-TP-2304] p 605 N84-24578
An Investigation into the probabilistic combination of
quasi-static and random accelerations
[NASA-TM-82584] p 729 N84-28111
Advanced composite stabilizer for Boeing 737 aircraft
[NASA-CR-157639] p 799 N84-28915
Structures and Dynamics Division research and
technology plans for FY 1894 and accomplishments for
FY1982
[NASA-TM-85828] p 809 N84-29245
Durability methods development, volume 7
[AD-A142400] p 774 N84-29865
Active controls: A look at analytical methods and
associated tools
[NASA-TM-86269] p 927 N84-31684
Interactive finite elements for general engine dynamics
analysis p 927 N84-31698
Experience with transonic unsteady aerodynamic
calculations
[NASA-TM-86278] p 849 N84-32353
Application of elastic wave scattering theory to the
detection and characterization of flaws in structural
materials
[DE84-013729] P 930 N84-32852
An assembly language program for calculating random
decrement signatures
[AD-A143908] p 1015 N84-34195
Ground vibration test of F-16 airplane with initial
decoupler pylon
[NASA-TM-66259] p 978 N84-34439
DYNAMIC TESTS
Review of support interference in dynamic tests — in
wind tunnels p 138 A84-13572
Dynamic load measurements with delta wings
undergoing self-induced roll oscillations
p 225 A84-17404
An experimental method for determining the dynamic
contact law p 475 A84-27426
Advances in the application of parameter identification
analysis techniques to parachute aerodynamic test data
[AIAA PAPER 84-0799] p 408 A84-29971
Automated data system for helicopter structural fatigue
testing p 544 A84-32443
A dynamic approach to military avionics systems
testing p 215 N84-15075
Wind Tunnels and Testing Techniques
[AGARD-CP-348] p 503 N84-23564
DYNAMOMETERS
The application of air dynamometers for testing
turbo-shaft gas turbine engines
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-216] p 983- AB4-47003
EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS
A British AEW radar system p30 A84-10759
EARPHONES
Active sound reduction systems — headsets
[IZF-1983-8] p496 N84-22371
EARTH ALBEDO
Multipath interference for in-flight antennas
measurements p 188 A84-18240
EARTH OBSERVATIONS (FROM SPACE)
New results of airborne measurements with a sensitive,
high resolution 90 GHz radiometer - First results for an
equivalent 140 GHz system p 600 A84-36287
EARTH RESOURCES
Materials Substitution and Recycling
[AGARD-CP-356] p 996 N84-33465
Measures for materials conservation in aero-engine
construction p 989 N84-33468
EARTH SURFACE
Optimization of sounding signals for the measurement
of distance to the earth's surface p 187 A84-17651
ECHO SOUNDING
Optimization of sounding signals for the measurement
of distance to the earth's surface p 187 A84-17651
ECHO SUPPRESSORS
Suppression of the residue of ground clutter after trie
MTI p424 A84-27918
Performance evaluation of the adaptive MTI canceller
for extended clutter. ACEC p 554 A84-30517
Relative performance of a simple MTI canceller selection
rule p861 A84-45901
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
An economic analysis of new transport technology (using
equipment in air transport as an example)
p26 A84-11961
Analysis of the influence of trie load factor in planning
aircraft transport capacity p 342 A84-25192
Energy efficient engine: Flight propulsion system,
preliminary analysis and design update
[NASA-CR-167980] p 61 N84-11170
The Tracked Wing In Ground-Effect (TWIG)
p 122 N84-12155
Deregulating the airlines: An economic analysis
[PB83-250019] p 145 N84-14070
The 8th FAA Forecast Conference Proceedings
[AD-A132646] p 149 N84-14114
Establishment and discontinuance criteria for airport
traffic control towers
[AD-A133461] p 189 N84-15141
Establishment and discontinuance criteria for precision
landing systems
[AD-A135606] p 345 N84-18185
Historical inflation program. A computer program
generating historical inflation indices for Army aircraft
Revision
(AD-A137670] p 398 N84-20474
P/M superalloys: A troubled adolescent?
[NASA-TM-83623] p 713 N84-26785
National airspace review benefits and costs
[FAA-AT-84-1] p 764 N84-28765
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ECONOMIC FACTORS SUBJECT INDEX
The performance of civil airport pavement with
lime-cement-flyash base course
[FAA-PM-84-10] p792 N84-28815
Historical research and development inflation indices for
Army fixed and rotor winged aircraft
[AO-A142943] . p 825 N84-31085
Oversight on the Federal Aviation Administration fiscal
year 1985 research, engineering and development budget
request
[GPO-34-924] p945 N84-33302
ECONOMIC FACTORS
Aircraft accident investigation - From an insurance
perspective . p 497 A84-27411
Acoustical design economic trade off for transport
aircraft p 939 A84-45068
Airframe technology for aircraft energy efficiency —
economic factors
[NASA-TM-65749] p 328 N84-181S4
Economic cases of the Civil Aeronautics Board, Volume
101. April 1983 to May 1983
[P884-127695] p 396 N84-19183
Economic cases of the Civil Aeronautics Board, Volume
102. June 1983 to July 1883
[P084-127703J p396 N84-19184
The supplier Constraints and prospects — civil air
transport p 343 N84-19311
Definitions of noise and noise pollution
p816 N84-29466
The changing airline industry; A status report through
1982
[GAO/RCED-83-179] p 761 N84-29858
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Punitive damages in aviation cases - Solving the
insurance coverage dilemma p 324 A84-20455
Economic impact of fuel properties on turbine powered
business aircraft p 530 N84-23646
ECONOMICS
integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC1
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project
Final ACT configuration evaluation
[NASA-CR-3519] • p689 N84-27723
Economic cases of the Civil Aeronautics Board, volume
104, October • November 1983
[PB84-209287] p 854 N84-32370
EDDY CURRENTS
Trends in the development of eddy current equipment
for aircraft maintenance p 716 A84-36600
JDF-1 small light-weight electric eddy current oscillator
[AO-A137572] p 483 N84-20761
EDGE LOADING
Experimental evaluation of the F-4 transparency support
structure interface p 683 A84-38896
EDUCATION
Advanced flight control instruction at the Air Force Test
Pilot School p 221 A84-15996
The von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics - Teaching
and research p 709 A84-39715
Changing pattern of aeronautical education in the UK
p737 A84-39719
Training aeronautical and astronautical engineers in
France p943 A84-43897
Handbook for parachute instructors — Russian book
p 968 A84-47349
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 16, no. 3
[AD-A139707] p 560 N84-22976
Dynamic spacecraft simulators in military space ground
systems
[AD-P002159] p547 N84-23825
Single-pilot IFR flights and operations
[SNIAS-832-210-103] p 630 N84-26374
Integrated Computer-Aided Manufacturing (ICAM)
architecture. Part 3, Volume 6: Composite information
model of 'Manufacture product' (MFG1)
[AD-A143072] p 937 N84-31973
NASA Ames summary high school apprenticeship
research program, 1983 research papers
[NASA-TM-8S931] p 946 N84-33365
Integrated Computer-Aided Manufacturing (ICAM)
architecture, part 3. Volume 7: MFG01 glossary
[AD-A144426] p 1015 N84-34991
EFFECTIVENESS
The aerodynamics of aircraft control: A general survey
in the context of active control technology
p65 N84-10084
Experimental methods to determine control
effectiveness in wind tunnels p 65 N84-10087
EFFICIENCY
Comparison between measured turbine stage
performance and the predicted performance using
quast-3D flow and boundary layer analyses
[AIAA PAPER 84-1299] p 696 A84-36972
An overview of NASA intermittent combustion engine
research"
[AIAA PAPER 84-1393] p 777 A84-40244
An analytical method to predict efficiency of aircraft
gearboxes
[AIAA PAPER 84-1500] p 888 A84-44180
Application of an optimization method to high
performance propeller designs
[AIAA PAPER 84-1203] p S88 A84-44181
A modified lifting line theory for wing-propeller
interference
[NASA-CR-173324] p 336 N84-18171
Use ol adaptive walls in 2D tests
[NASA-TM-77380] p 371 N84-19359
Comparison between measured turbine stage
performance and the predicted performance using
quasi-3D flow and boundary layer analyses
[NASA-TM-83640] p 535 N84-22584
Analytical fuel property effects: Small combustors
p 539 N84-23639
An overview of NASA intermittent combustion engine
research
[NASA-TM-83668] p 606 N84-24583
An analytical method to predict efficiency of aircraft
gearboxes
[NASA-TM-83716] p 572 N84-25606
Application of an optimization method to high
performance propeller designs
[NASA-TM-83710] p 572 N84-25607
Wind tunnel investigations on thin supercritical airfoils
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aircraft/engines operating in a dry-cooled jet engine
maintenance test facility p360 N84-19901
Study of noise-certification standards for aircraft
engines. Volume 3: Selection and evaluation of
engine-noise-certification concept
' [AD-A137805] ' p 454 N84-20563
Study of stator-vane fluctuating pressures in a turbofan
engine for static and flight tests
[NASA-TP-2217] ' p 496 N84-22363
Helicopter engine core noise p 818 N84-29676
Rotorcraft noise prediction p 818 N84-29677
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Analysis of the effect on combustor noise measurements
of acoustic waves reflected by the turbine and combustor
inlet
[NASA-TM-B3760) p 941 N84-32122
A theoretical model for the cross spectra between
pressure and temperature downstream of a combustor
[NASA-TM-83671 ] p 1016 N84-34231
The Lincoln Laboratory-Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory digital speech test facility
[AD-A144303] p 1011 N84-34662
ENGINE PARTS
High energy igniters - The development of materials
suitable for continuous ignition p 296 A84-20108
Ceramic components for the AGT 100 engine
p315 A84-22878
Large titanium disc manufactured under the 65,000
metric ton press p 379 A84-23831
The role of titanium alloys in the history of jet engines
p373 A84-23832
Recent development in titanium alloys
p373 AB4-23833
Machining of component parts of aircraft jet engine
p379 A84-23834
The application of titanium alloys in jet engine
components p 373 A84-23835
Strength, quality, and lifetime in the case of hot engine
components p 360 A84-24714
Spraying for time - Abradable seals the key
p 382 A84-26074
Oxide dispersion strengthened materials in advanced
gas turbine engines - Inconel alloy MA 754 vanes
p 471 A84-2B338
The optimal thermal gasdynamic design of gas turbine
engines on the basis of the characteristics of part
prototypes. II p 532 A84-30415
Fatigue reliability of gas turbine engine components
under scheduled inspection maintenance
[AIAA PAPER 84-0850] p 533 A84-31670
Production of near net shapes by hot Isostatlc pressing
of superalloy powder p 549 A84-32855
An exploratory study of retirement-for-cause for gas
turbine engine components
[AIAA PAPER 84-1220) p 601 A84-35136
Power reduction gear development for Lycomlng T53
turboprop engines
[AIAA PAPER 84-1382] p 698 A84-37650
Surface layer activation technique for monitoring and
In-sltu wear measurement of turbine components
[AIAA PAPER 84-1410] p 696 A84-37652
Hot isostatic pressing for the repair of hot section turbine
parts p 710 A84-38808 .
Precision buildup method draws a bead on condemned
let engine parts p 804 A84-40682
Component research for helicopter engines of the 21st
century p 778 A84-40789
A composite rotor shaft for the Chinook
p 771 A84-42278
A cost modeling approach to engine optimization
p 891 A84-45957
The Integrated Blade Inspection System (IBIS) - Program
review and status p 922 A84-46345
Experimental analysis of damper behavior of squeeze
film dampers for gas turbine engines
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-8] p 1000 A64-46879~
The development of the high energy surface discharge
spark igniter
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-51 ] p 981 A84-46908
Initial development of the AGT 100 advanced gas
turbine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-58) p 1001 A84-46909
Ceramic components for the AGT 100 engine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-61 ] p 1002 A84-46924
High performance ceramics tor heat engine
applications
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-92] p 995 A84-46934
Progress in net shape fabrication of alpha sic turbine
components
[ASME PAPER 64-GT-273] p 1006 A64-47036
Experimental studies on chemical reactivity and
dimensional growth in machining of titanium alloys
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-276] p 1006 A84-47038
Rim cooling from two rows of holes Inclined in the
streamwise and spanwlse directions
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-286] p 1008 A84-47044
Investigation of water rotor turbofans for Cruise Missile
engines, volume 2
[AD-A13I168] p62 N84-11173
Development of strain tolerant thermal barrier coating
systems, tasks 1 - 3
[NASA-CR-168251] p 140 N84-12312
The structure and behavior of vacuum plasma sprayed
overlay coatings on nickel based superalloys
[AD-A132631] p 237 N84-14301
Aircraft gas turbine guide
[GE-AEG-607R(10/60)1 p 299 N84-16183
Acoustic emission: A brief introduction to some of its
uses in the aero engine industry
[PNR-90172] ' p536 N84-22571
The development of advanced specimen testing and
analysis techniques applied to fracture mechanics lifing
of gas tuibine components
[PNR-90179] p537 N84-22575
A review of advanced manufacturing technology — gas
turbine components
[PNR-90194] p559 N84-22815
Laser drilling of aero engine components
[PNR-90185] p560 N84-22956
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) Technology Project
[NASA-CR-174629] p 729 N84-28089
Energy efficient engine: Turbine Intermediate case and
low-pressure turbine component test hardware detailed
design report
[NASA-CR-167973] p 781 N84-28789
Three-dimensional stress analysis using the boundary
element method p927 N84-31700
ENGINE STARTERS
Designing reliability into an air turbine starter
[SAE PAPER 831541] ' p 452 A84-29466
Impingement starting and power boosting of small gas
turbines
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-188] p 982 A84-46987
Development of a state-of-the-art let aircraft start unit
for U.S. Navy use - A program overview
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-264] p 985 A84-47035
A study of a flow control device in the form of a circular
groove in the casing of a compressor
p986 A84-47572
Hydrazine APU starter development
[AD-A131575] p62 N84-1117S
Hot gas APU starter for advanced aircraft applications
p131 N84-12178
A jet fuel starter for lowest system life cycle cost
p132 N84-12179
Cost efficient on board power for airline operation
p132 N84-12180
The start-up of a gas turbine engine using compressed
air tangentiaHy fed onto the blades of the basic turbine
[NASA-TM-77021 ] p316 N84-16583
ENGINE TESTING LABORATORIES
Computational analysis of the flow field In an engine
test cell
[AIAA PAPER 84-0285] p217 A84-17999
Modification of NASA Langley 8 Foot High Temperature
Tunnel to provide a unique national research facility for
hypersonic air-breathing propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-0602] p 365 A84-24190
The MIT btowdown turbine facility
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-118] p 992 A84-46950
Dynamic characteristics of a jet engine test facility air
supply
[AD-A136910] p372 N84-19365
Investigation of the acoustic characteristics of
aircraft/engines operating In a dry-cooled |et engine
maintenance test facility p380 N84-19901
Aerodynamic and Propulsion Test Unit (APTU)
performance with a vitiated air heater
P795 N84-29964
ENGINE TESTS
Combustor development for automotive gas turbines
p78 A84-10499
Analysis of gas turbine engine dynamic instabilities
[AIAA PAPER 83-2694] p 59 A84-12307
Effects of wind on turtaofan engines in outdoor static
test stands
[AIAA PAPER 83-2766] p 129 A84-15204
Vehicle test results for the Garrett GT601 gas turbine
engine p 240 A84-17544
Fault-inspection of aircraft gas turbine engines according
to thermogasdynamic parameters p217 A84-17675
Comparison of full-scale engine arid subscale model
performance of a mixed flow exhaust system for an energy
efficient engine (£3) propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 84-0283] p217 A84-17997
Army, NASA lead testing of turboshaft components
p 296 A84-20138
A unit for AGTE shaft strength testing under cyclic torque
and axial thrust loading p 298 A84-22415
Correlation of gas turbine combustor efficiency
P355 A84-24042
Real-time engine testing
[AIAA PAPER 84-0591 ] p 364 A64-24182
Analysis of the effectiveness of various diagnosis
procedures for the assessment of the technical condition
of the NK-6-4 engines p 356 A84-24750
Systems for the automatic recording and processing of
test results for gas turbine engines p 356 A64-25179
Control of turbine simulators for low speed windtunnel
tests p367 A84-25211
Generalizing test results for the nozzle rings of
inward-flow micro-turbines using the method of regression
analysis p 358 A84-25578
Fuels for testing aircraft gas turbine engines
p 374 A84-2S591
Liquid chromatographic analysis of a formulated ester
from a gas-turbine engine test
[ASLE PREPRINT 83-LC-1A-1] p 472 A84-28995
Extraordinary benefits of combined environmental
reliability testing (CERT) on digital electronic engine
controls
[SAE PAPER 831480] p 451 A84-29458
Propulsion simulation test technique for V/STOL
configurations
[SAE PAPER 831427] p 467 A84-29529
Medium speed V/STOL propulsion installation losses
Comparison of prediction and model test data
[SAE PAPER 831494] p 433 A84-29533
The extension of the Stuttgart altitude-test chamber for
an enlarged flow rate
[DGLR PAPER 83-099] p 468 A84-29663
Test results of a steam injected gas turbine to increase
power and thermal efficiency p 553 A84-30064
Predicting changes in the reliability characteristics of gas
turbine engines in use p 532 A84-30420
Regenerative Interceded Turbine Engine (RITE) study
[AIAA PAPER 84-1267] p 602 A84-35153
F/A-18A/F404 propulsion system integration
[AIAA PAPER 84-1330] p 595 A84-35174
Preliminary flight test results of the F100 EMD engine
in an F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 84-1332] p 602 A84-35176
Preliminary investigation of a two-zone swirl flow
combustor
[AIAA PAPER 84-1169] p 695 A84-36951
Performance investigation of a fan thrust reverser for
a high by-pass turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 84-1178] p 696 A84-36956
NASA-General Electric Energy Efficient Engine high load
squeeze fllm damper-system analysis' and test results
[AIAA PAPER 84-1217] p 696 A64-36961
The investigation of engines feed systems dynamic
characteristics by hydrodynamic modelling method
p709 A84-38151
Flight testing of airplane and helicopter gas turbine
engines — Russian book p 777 AB4-40140
Army aviation Demonstrator Engine program
p 778 A84-40790
A study of blockage errors — Induced by probe
placement in turbojet and turbine engine flow
passageways • p904 A84-43318
The aerodynamic design and performance of the
NASA/GE E3 low pressure turbine
[AIAA PAPER 64-1162] p 888 A84-44186
F101 DFE flight test evaluation in the F-14 aircraft
p889 A84-44456
F101 DFE flight test evaluation In the F-16 aircraft
p689 A84-44459
Convertible fan/shaft engine demonstration
p892 A84-46357
TURBOTEST - A computer program for rig test analysis
of arbitrary gas turbine engines
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-33] p 980 A84-46897
Initial development of the AGT 100 advanced gas
turbine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-58] p 1001 A84-46909
Stress mapping of a low pressure compressor for an
advanced turbojet engine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-99] p 981 A84-46939
The effect of fuel composition on hot section
performance of a gas turbine engine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-105] p 982 A84-46943
Development of the F110-GE-100 engine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-132] p 982 A84-46955
Experimental studies of deposition by electrostatic
charge on turbine blades
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-159] p 1004 A84-46966
Designing for durability in fighter engines
.[ASME PAPER 84-GT-164] p 973 A84-46968
A new generation T56 turboprop engine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT.210] p 983 A84-46999
Seal oil degassing in gas turbine centrifugal
compressors
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-214] p 1005 A84-47002
The application of air dynamometers for testing
turbo-shaft gas turbine engines
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-216] p 983 A84-47003
The PW1120 - A high performance low risk F100
derivative
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-230] p 983 A84-47010
A long-tern) field test of advanced gas turbine airfoil
coatings under a severe industrial environment
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-277) p 996 A84-47039
The role of computational fluid dynamics in
aeropropulsion ground testing p 992 A84-49084
A simulation investigation of the effects of engine-and
thrust-response characteristics on helicopter handling
qualities
[NASA-TM-85849] p 27 N84-10034
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150 hour engine test of corrosion inhibited MIL-L-23699C
oil
[AD-A131633] P 140 N84-12317
Engine performance monitoring: Rolls-Royce Dart and
Allison T56 turbo-prop engines
[ARL-MECH-ENG-NOTe-393] p 134 N84-13191
High altitude aerodynamic platform concept evaluation
and prototype engine testing
[NASA-TM-58256] P 299 N84-16182
Flight evaluation of the DEEC secondary control air-start
capability
[NASA-TM-84910] P 359 N84-18203
Investigation of the acoustic characteristics of
aircraft/engines operating in a dry-cooled jet engine
maintenance test facility P360 N84-19901
Test-engine and inlet performance of an aircraft used
for investigating flight effects on tan noise
[NASA-TP-2254] P 495 N84-21277
Study of stator-vane fluctuating pressures in a turtaofan
engine for static and flight tests
[NASA-TP-2217] P 496 N84-22363
Preliminary investigation of a two-zone swirl flow
combustor
[NASA-TM-83637] P 535 N84-22565
Fluid dynamic aspects of turbine engine testing
p 538 N84-23586
The new calibration tank for engine simulators at DFVLR
Goettingen P 546 N84-23593
The transfer function model: A computer program for
determination of jet engine test cell exhaust partculates
and opacity
[AD-A139222] P 564 N84-24017
Preliminary flight test results of the F100 EMD engine
in an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-85902] P 606 N84-24588
Comparison of a propfan/turbotan engine by
thermodynamic cycle calculation
[ESA-rr-820] P608 N84-25715
Operation and performance measurement on engines
In sea-level test facilities: Introduction and general
survey p612 N84-25724
Instrumentation techniques in sea level test facilities
p612 N84-25727
Performance derivation of turbojets and turbofans from
tests In sea-level test cells p608 N84-25728
Testing of turboshatt engines p 612 N84-25729
Unlnstalled aero engine testing in operation in the Royal
Air Force P 612 N84-25731
Unsteady flow in turbomachinery: An overview
p625 N84-25981
Brayton module development overview
p 731 N84-28245
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT)
[NASA-CR-174694] P 821 N84-29805
T700 engine case study report. IDA/OSD R and M
(Institute for Defense Analyses/Office of the Secretary of
Defense Reliability and Maintainability) study
[AD-A143104J P893 N84-31211
Energy efficient engine component development and
integration program
[NASA-CR-173884] P 894 N84-32389
Response of a small-turboshaft-engine compression
system to inlet temperature distortion
[NASA-TM-83765] P 988 N84-33414
Identification of quasi-steady compressor characteristics
from transient data
[NASA-CR-174685] P 989 N84-34444
ENGINEERING DRAWINGS
Some mathematical tools for a modeller's workbench
p 491 N84-22204
ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Avionics software management and control
p488 A84-26714
State of the art: Design for noise I
p619 N84-29682
ENGINES
Stirling engine - Availability criteria — optimum
temperature ratio for waste heat recovery systems or
without recuperators P 565 A84-30082
Current status of an organic Rankjne cycle engine
development program P 731 N84-28230
Overview of advanced Stirling and gas turbine engine
development programs and implications for solar thermal
electrical applications p 729 N84-28231
ENTHALPY
Methodological aspects of the testing of aerodynamic
models with combustion in high-enthalpy blowdown wind
tunnels p655 A84-38673
Shock shape over a sphere cone in hypersonic high
enthalpy flow p 657 A84-38852
Introduction to unsteady flow in turbomachines
p625 N84-25962
ENTRAINHENT
Entrainment effects on impingement heat transfer. I
Measurements ot heated jet velocity and temperature
distributions, and recovery temperatures on target
surface
(ASME PAPER 83-HT-8] p 479 A84-29078
Unsteady viscous transonic flow computations using
LTRAN2-NLR code coupled with Green's lag-entrainment
method
[NLR-MP-82052-U] p 338 N84-18181
ENTROPY
Transonic small disturbance calculations including
entropy corrections p 8 A84-10103
Shock fitting in conical supersonic full potential flows
with entropy effects
[AIAA PAPER 84-0261] p 174 A84-19247
Entropy corrections to supersonic conical nonlinear
potential flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-1683] p 659 A84-39318
The absorption of an entropy layer on a blunted cone
in hypersonic flow of a viscous gas p 839 A84-45703
Effect of an entropy layer on the propagation of unsteady
perturbations in a boundary layer with self-induced
pressure p 961 A84-47482
Entropy condition satisfying approximations for the full
potential equations of transonic flow
[NASA-TM-85751] p 410 N84-20485
ENTRY GUIDANCE (STS)
Shuttle Performance: Lessons Learned, part 2
[NASA-CP-2283-PT-2] p 75 N84-10144
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS
Ground and inflight operational effects of APU's
p 132 N84-12182
The industry's materials: SNIAS and general conditions
of its environment
[SNIAS-832-502-101] p 624 N84-25865
Ground and inflight operational effects of APU's
[VFW-30/83-O] p609 N84-26438
Noise measurement flight test: Data-analyses
Aerospatiale SA-365N Dauphin 2 helicopter
[AD-A143229] p 942 N84-33151
The high altitude pollution program (1976 -1982)
[AD-A144390] p 1012 N84-34800
ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
Flight noise problems In general aviation
p143 A84-15416
The Fifteenth Sir Richard Falrey Memorial Lecture - The
quieter airport p 258 A84-21228
Aircraft noise control - Progress and prospects
p 595 A84-34950
The effect of aircraft with noise certificates according
to class ICAO Annex 16 on the determination of noise
protection domains following the law on protection against
aircraft noise
[MPIS-117/1983] p 1016 N84-34234
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
Aerodynamic balance for high altitude simulation
chamber p368 A84-25217
The wiper abrasion and rain erosion resistance of
transparent materials and coatings for aircraft glazing
[AD-P003227] p713 N84-26640
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATORS
Radar electromagnetic environment simulation
p 32 A84-10791
Experimental and theoretical evaluation of a
fast-risetime. high current lightning indirect effects
simulator p 241 A84-18527
Weather radar simulator p 466 A84-26787
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
Trade-off considerations for Environmental Control
System on board of helicopters p 287 A84-19648
Heat-powered environmental control systems for fighter
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 831104] p 430 A84-29039
Advanced aircraft electric system p695 A84-36905
'Electric airplane' environmental control systems energy
requirements p 678 A84-36911
Electrically driven environmental control system
p679 A84-36912
System for the removal of airborne contaminants from
aircraft environmental control systems
[AD-D011172] p 1008 N84-33615
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Studies of US universities' research equipment needs
inconclusive
[AD-A141784] p793 N84-28821
ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORIES
Laboratory evaluation of lightning induced transients in
aircraft electrical wiring
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-51] p 874 A84-45192
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
Noise monitoring in the vicinity ot genera) aviation
airports p 252 A84-16260
Design of a flight track and aircraft noise monitoring
system p 939 A84-45050
Development of an environmental stress indicator for
airborne avionics equipment p 1000 A84-46724
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEYS
Helicopter noise survey performed at Parker Center,
Pasadena, and Anaheim, California, on February 10-14,
1983
[AD-A130962] p 83 N84-11887
Studies to improve environmental assessments of sonic
booms produced during air combat maneuvering
[AD-A138254] p 496 N84-22368
Area equivalent method VISICALC (trade name). Users'
guide
[AD-A141430] p 814 N84-29572
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
Helicopter flight testing in natural snow and ice
[AIAA PAPER 83-2786] p 108 A84-13387
Lightning tests of aircraft fuel tank details
p 199 A84-18535
The cyclic fracture toughness of pressed panels of
D16chT and V95pchT2 alloys in liquid media
p308 A84-19582
Environmental testing for civil certificate of composite
propellers p358 A84-25598
Thermal characteristics of standardized Air Force avionic
enclosures
[SAE PAPER 831103] p 479 A84-29038
Extraordinary benefits of combined environmental
reliability testing (CERT) on digital electronic engine
controls
[SAE PAPER 831480] p 451 A84-2945B
Flight service evaluation of composite components on
Bell 206L and Sikorsky S-76 helicopters
p 710 A84-36521
Effect of adverse environment on composites
p 797 A84-40913
Oxidation of CoCrAlY and Y-implanted CoCrAI alloys
p798 A84-42659
Microstructural characterization of service exposed
CoCrAlY overlay coating p798 A84-42663
Effects of service environment on the boron/epoxy skins
of the F-15 horizontal stabllator p864 A84-42749
Weldbond production process technology
p916 A84-42761
Fatigue crack growth and tow cycle fatigue of two nickel
base superalloya
[NASA-CR-174534] p 76 N84-10267
Aircraft transparency testing methodology and
evaluation criteria. Part 2: Methodology development for
Improved durability
[AD-A131928] p122 N84-12157
Aircraft transparency testing methodology and
evaluation criteria. Part 1: Test methods and Information
analysis
[AO-A131927] p122 N84-12158
Protective linear materials for transparent plastics
[AD-P003204] p712 N84-26617
Aircraft transparency testing methodology
[AD-P003213] p685 N84-26626
Natural weathering of selected organic matrix
composites
[AD-A144091] p997 N84-33527
EPOXY MATRIX COMPOSITES
Effect of moisture on static and fatigue behavior of
aramid composites p 374 A84-2S193
On the optical assessment of the void content in
composite materials p 806 A84-42206
Kevlar epoxy substrate for interconnecting leadless chip
carrier p912 A84-42776
EPOXY RESINS
Carbon fibre fabric repairs to metal aircraft structures
P502 A84-32983
Void formation in adhesive bonds p912 A84-42765
Characterization of MY 720 IV — Tetraglycidylated
Methylane Diamiline p912 A84-42778
Development of a stable epoxy resin system for
composite repair
[AD-A135390] p310 N84-17395
Journal of aeronautical materials (selected articles)
[AD-A140181] p572 N84-25611
Fluroepoxy and (lure-acrylic transparencies
[AD-P003201] p712 N84-26614
Process for improving mechanical properties of epoxy
resins by addition of cobalt ions
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13230-1] p 999 N84-34571
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Automatic generation of helicopter rotor aeroelastic
equations of motion p 287 A84-19653
Incorporation of wind shear terms into the governing
equations of aircraft motion
[AIAA PAPER 84-0275] p 304 A84-21860
Experimental determination of the input parameters to
the parachute equations of motion
[AIAA PAPER 84-0798] p 401 A84-26566
Equations of motion of an elastic flight vehicle utilizing
static aeroelastic characteristics of the restrained vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 84-0986] p 556 A84-31711
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General equations of motion for an elastic wing and
method of solution p 805 A84-40843
Bifurcation analysis of aircraft pitching motions near the
stability boundary
[NASA-TM-85881] p 274 N84-17137
Flexible aircraft frying and ride qualities
p461 N84-20572
Effect of injection into boundary layer on flow of
supersonic stream past oscillating cone
p 664 N84-26925
Experimental determination of the inertia constants of
an airplane or of a missile
[NASA-TM-77767] p 965 N84-33381
Periodic control of the individual-blade-control helicopter
rotor
[NASA-CR-166607] p 1012 N84-34771
EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS
The structural modelling of rotating blades
p 889 A84-44963
The behavior of dynamic systems near the limits of the
stability region (2nd revised and enlarged edition) —
Russian book p 1016 A84-48754
EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
Numerical modelling of Shockwaves and other
discontinuities p 640 A84-37058
Development and evaluation of a performance modeling
flight test approach based on quasi steady-state
maneuvers
[NASA-CR-170414] p 689 N84-27724
EQUIPMENT
Evaluation of selected commercial construction
equipment for bomb damage repair
[AD-A140907] p 707 N84-26714
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
High pressure ratio testing with a nozzle driven ejector
[AIAA PAPER 84-1488] p 705 A84-36986
Upgraded aircraft accident recorder standards
p692 N84-26574
Deficiencies of current flight data recorders in accidents
investigation p 692 N84-26575
EROSION
The development of the high energy surface discharge
spark igniter
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-51 ] p 981 A84-46908
High temperature erosion study of metals used in
turbomachinery
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-168] p 1004 A84-46972
Erosion of corrosion resistant coatings for jet engine
compressors
[NLR-MP-83010-U] p 455 N84-21550
Development of improved LACV-30 propeller blade
coatings for protection against sand and rain erosion and
marine environment corrosion
[AD-A132999] p 727 N84-27914
ERROR ANALYSIS
A computer-aided study of errors in discrete
representations of an airfoil profile p 91 A84-14255
Monopulse receivers for ATC beacon radar - Analysis,
comparison and selection criteria p 111 A84-14308
Measurement set to evaluate primary ATC radar
performance in the presence of moving clutter
p112 A84-14316
Investigation of a Microwave Scanning Beam Landing
System azimuth error source — in Space Shuttle autoland
guidance p 113 A84-15647
On the breakdown of the Crocco temperature-velocity
relationship and the law of the wall in compressible
two-dimensional turbulent boundary layers
p 170 A84-18351
Performance analysis of monopulse receivers for
secondary surveillance radar p 344 A84-23260
A terrain-aided navigation system p 344 A84-23909
Rate of climb for light propeller powered airplanes
p429 A84-26960
The probability of overlap in the vertical dimension —
for analyzing navigation errors p 424 A84-27940
Uncertainty methodology for in-flight thrust
determination
[SAE PAPER 831438) p 431 A84-29452
Application of in-flight thrust determination uncertainty
[SAE PAPER 831439] p 432 A84-29453
Further development of the DPS technique for precision
DME — Double Pulse Shaping p 520 A84-32334
Grid-size reduction in flow calculations on infinite
domains by higher-order far-field asymptotics in numerical
boundary conditions p 742 A84-40074
The loss of prescribed separation between aircraft - How
does it occur? p 764 A84-41077
A study of blockage errors — induced by probe
placement in turbojet and turbine engine flow
passageways p 904 A84-43318
A statistical analysis of gravity-induced errors in airborne
inertial navigation
[AIAA PAPER 84-1877] p 855 A84-43433
Application of estimation techniques for the evaluation
ol sensor errors from flight tests with the experimental
strapdown system of DFVLR P 861 A84-45951
Common misconceptions in the calculation of transonic
full potential flows
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-211] P 955 A84-47000
Aircraft navigation technology and errors
[GPO-26-859] P115 N84-13170
Work done to determine the source of errors on
conditioned pressure transduce signals in the"JT9D-7F
turbofan engines used on SAA Boeing 747 aircraft
[NIAST-82/78] . p 134 N84-13192
New flight deck design in the light of the operational
capabilities P 204 N84-15097
Effects of wall interference on unsteady transonic
flows P 176 N84-15105
Aircraft avionic system maintenance cannot duplicate
and Retest-OK analytical source analysis
[AD-A134449J P 259 N84-16129
Multi-models to increase accuracy
p629 N84-25154
Regression analysis technique for air data sensor
calibration with an inertial navigation system
[DFVLR-MITT-84-03] p 677 N84-27716
Instrumentation for in-flight acoustic measurements in
an engine intake
[NLR-MP-83060-U] p 820 N84-30898
Fault tolerant software modules lor SIFT
[NASA-CR-165874] p 937 N84-31955
ERROR CORRECTING CODES
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articles
[AD-A138531] p 400 N84-21506
The NASTRAN user's manual
[NASA-SP-222(06)] p 486 N84-21899
Present capabilities and future, requirements for
computer-aided geometric modeling in the design and
manufacture of gas turbine p 492 N84-22219
Transonic flow calculations using triangular finite
elements p 509 N84-22529
Validation of the MAGNA (Materially and Geometrically
Nonlinear Analysis) computer program for nonlinear finite
element analysts of aircraft transparency bird impact
[AD-P003229] p 723 N84-26642
MAGNA (Materially and Geometrically Nonlinear
Analysis) computer simulation of bird impact on the F-15
aircraft canopy
[AD-P003230] p 733 N84-26643
Parametric studies of the T-38 student windshield using
the finite element of code MAGNA (Materially and
Geometrically Nonlinear Analysts)
[AD-P003232] p 723 N84-26645
Development of a thermal' and structural model for a
NASTRAN finite-element analysis of a hypersonic wing
test structure p 661 N84-26656
Nonlinear Structural Analysis
[NASA-CP-2297] p 927 N84-31688
Interactive finite elements for general engine dynamics
analysis p 927 N84-31698
Twelfth NASTRAN Users' Colloquium
[NASA-CP-2328] p 930 N84-32864
FINITE VOLUME METHOD
Numerical study of the turbulent flow past an airfoil with
trailing edge separation p 10 A84-10134
A finite volume method for two dimensional transonic
potential flow through turbomachinery blade rows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0035] p 156 AS4-17840
Improvements in techniques for the numerical simulation
of steady transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0089] p 158 A84-17874
Thin turbomachinery blade design using a finite-volume
method
[AIAA PAPER 84-0438] p 217 A84-18093
A new finite-volume method for the Euler equations with
applications to transonic flows p 640 A84-37059
A three-dimensional Euler solver for turbomachinery
blade rows
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-79] p 952 A84-46922
Calculation of transonic flow around two wing-fuselage
combinations using a full potential equation method
[FFA-137] . p 179 N84-15132
Some new developments in exact integral equation
formulations for sub- or transonic potential flow
[NLR-MP-82024-U] p 252 N84-15860
FINNED BODIES
Samara type decelerators — for submunitions
[AIAA PAPER 84-0807] p 401 A84-26572
A simple estimation procedure of rolkate derivatives
for finned vehicles p 702 A84-36567
Reynolds number effects on the aerodynamics of a body
with square cross-section p 749 A84-42249
Calculations of viscous supersonic flow over finned
bodies using a 'thin-fin' approximation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2114] p 751 A84-42359
- PNS computations for spinning and fin-stabilized
projectiles at supersonic velocities
[AIAA PAPER 84-2118] p 751 A84-42362
FINS
Effects of Mach number on upstream influence in sharp
fin-induced .shock wave turbulent boundary layer
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 84-0095] p 159 A84-17878
Simulation of blunt-fin-induced shock wave and turbulent
boundary-layer interaction
; [AIAA PAPER 84-0457] p 266 A84-21301
Length to diameter ratio and row number effects in short
pin fin heat transfer
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-54] p 618 A84-33706
Numerical simulation of 3-D shock-turbulent boundary
layer interaction generated by a sharp fin
[AIAA PAPER 84-1559] p 648 A84-37971
A study of the aerodynamic interactions of the tail rotor
and fin
[AD-A130757] p 19 N84-10030
Some results from a programme of research into the
structure of vortex flow fields around missile shapes
p 100 N84-12111
Determination of elevator and rudder hinge forces on
the Learjet model 55 aircraft p 247 N84-15604
Determination of optimum fin planform and airfoil section
for minimizing fin hinge moment
[AD-A134523] p 272 N84-16151
Preliminary method for estimating hinge moments of
all-movable controls
[AD-A139726] p611 N84-24597
Residual-strength tests of L-1011 vertical fin
components after 10 and 20 years of simulated flight
service • p 801 N84-29970
Temperature and heat-flux distributions in a strip-heated
composite slab
[DEB4-006016] p 998 N84-33529
FIR FILTERS
Sacrifices in radar clutter suppression due to
compromises in implementation of digital Doppler filters
p30 A84-10760
FIRE CONTROL
Tactical Flight Management - System definition
p 40 A84-12447
Concepts for beyond-visual-range engagement of
multiple targets p 186 A84-16578
An automated technique for predicting and evaluating
the performance of the improved AN/APG-66 Fire Control
Radar p 186 A84-16588
Automation of fighter aircraft trajectory control
p224 A84-16681
Communications-electronics in the RAAF
p283 A84-20458
Programmable millimeter wave (MMW) radars for gun
fire control p 426 A84-28445
Unique flight test considerations for the Integrated
Right/Fire Control program p 868 A84-44474
Integration of Fire Control, Flight Control and Propulsion
Control Systems
[AGARD-CP-349] p 87 N84-12056
Integration of fire, flight and propulsion control systems:
An overview, retrospective and prospective
p 121 N84-12057
Integration of fire control, navigation system and head
up display p 126 NS4-12060
A nonlinear control law for piloting aircraft in the
air-to-ground attack phase p 137 N84-12071
Connecting aircraft and external loads
p202 N84-15046
System concepts for helicopter air-to-air combat
[SNIAS-832-210-102] p 598 N84-25705
F-18 APG-66 fire control radar case study report
IDA/OSD R and M (Institute for Defense Analyses/Office
of the Secretary of Defense Reliability and Maintainability)
study
[AD-A142075] p 777 N84-29874
Cost-effective and efficient maintenance training
devices: A user accepted design process
[AD-P003456] p 908 N84-32233
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Extinction of in-flight engine fuel-leak fires with dry
chemicals P 472 A84-28404
Extinguisher agent behavior in a ventilated small
aircraft
[FAA-CT-83-30] p 280 N84-16158
Integrated aircraft fuel tank inerting and compartment
fire suppression system. Volume 2: Evaluation of
nitrogen-enriched air as a fire suppressant
[AD-A134S83] p 281 N84-17157
FIRE FIGHTING
The uncontrollable cabin fire p 278 A84-20076
FY85 technical objectives document
[AD-A137887] p 498 N84-22493
FIRE PREVENTION
Valve blocks - Crash fires p 481 A84-29582
Surviving airliner crashes - The record improves, but
more research is needed p 517 A84-30949
An assessment of correlations between laboratory and
full-scale experiments for the FAA aircraft fire safety
program. I - Smoke p 796 A84-40052
Rre management-suppression system-concepts relating
to aircraft cabin fire safety
.[FAA-CT-82-134] p 183 N84-14130
Antimisting kerosene: Base fuel effects, blending and
quality control techniques
[NASA-CR-174509] p 309 N84-16351
Atomization and combustion performance of antimisting
kerosene and jet fuel
[NASA-CH-174507] p 309 N84-16353
Explosion and fire hazards in an oil-oxygen system —
of an airplane
[FOA-C-20507-D1] p 282 N84-17159
Safety recommendation A-84-7 p 588 N84-25674
Evaluation of an improved flame resistant aircraft window
system
[FAA-CT-83-10] p 674 N84-26680
Decision analysis model for passenger-aircraft fire safety
with application to fire-blocking of seats
[AD-A142477] p 761 N84-29859
FIREPROOFING
Fire resistant films for aircraft applications
p 140 A84-13375
The first all composite firewall as developed and
designed for the Lear Fan 2100 p 234 A84-17191
FIRES
The survivability aspects of post crash fires
p26 A84-11618
Evaluation and prognosis of the toxJcity of aeronautical
materials at the time of fires p 548 A84-31200
A laboratory test for evaluating the fire containment
characteristics of aircraft class D cargo compartment lining
material
[DOT/FAA/CT-83/44] p 27 N84-10035
Advanced Ultra-Violet (UV) aircraft fire detection system.
Volume 3: Ground Support Equipment (GSE) for system
check-out
[AD-A130298] p 28 N84-10039
Aircraft maintenance and fire
[GPO-24-247] p4 N84-11112
Correlation of laboratory-scale fire test methods for seat
blocking layer materials with large-scale test results
[AD-A131666] p 109 N84-12138
Effects of ventilation and panel properties on
temperature rise from aircraft fires
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN83/63] p 280 N84-16157
A-130
SUBJECTINDEX FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
Integrated aircraft fuel tank inerting and compartment
fire suppression system. Volume 2: Evaluation of
nitrogen-enriched air as a fire suppressant
[AD-A134883] P 281 N84-17157
Computer modeling of aircraft cabin fires
[PB84-101153] p282 N84-17162
Aircraft seat fire blocking layers. Effectiveness and
benefits under various scenarios
[AD-A140796] P674 N84-26681
A research study of the assessment of escape
impairment by irritant combustion gases in postcrash
aircraft fires
[FAA-CT-84-16] p 854 N84-32366
FITTINGS
Economic riveting: Different bore qualities, fittings,
connection elements p 561 N84-23560
FIXED WINGS
GPS fixed wing FAA exploratory flight test
pi 14 A84-15654
The anelastic compliant rotor - An analytic and
experimental investigation p 287 A84-19652
Tunnel display for four-dimensional fixed-wing aircraft
approaches p 531 A84-32716
An approach to selecting gas turbine engine ratings for
fixed wing airplanes
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-163] p 973 A84-46967
Rotor systems research aircraft: Fixed-wing simulations
results
[NASA-TM-85863] p 124 N84-13176
Numerical studies of the deposition of material released
from fixed and rotary wing aircraft p 410 N84-20491
Application of the small body pressure transducer
[AD-P002687] p 484 N84-20822
FLAME DEFLECTORS
Velocity characteristics in the turbulent near wakes of
confined axisymmetric bluff bodies p 403 A84-26883
FLAME HOLDERS
An experimental study of the thermal state of the walls
of a combustion chamber with flame tubes under service
conditions p 921 A84-45822
FLAME PROPAGATION
The survivability aspects of post crash fires
p26 A84-11618
Dynamic effects of combustion p 472 A84-29128
Flame radiation in gas turbine combustion chambers
p996 A84-49444
Flame radiation and liner heat transfer in a tubular-can
combustor
[NASA-TM-83538] p 133 N84-13188
Aerodynamic features of flames in premixed gases
p473 N84-20559
Wall effects on combustion in an engine
[AD-A141418] p782 N84-28796
FLAME RETARDANTS
New fireworthy composites for use in transportation
vehicles P 472 A84-28873
Fire management-suppression system-concepts relating
to aircraft cabin fire safety
[FAA-CT-82-134] p 183 N84-14130
Fire-retardant decorative inks for aircraft interiors
[NASA-TM-85876] p 376 N84-19475
Evaluation of an improved flame resistant aircraft window
system
[FAA-CT-83-10] p 674 N84-26680
Fire blocking systems for aircraft seat cushions
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11423-1] p 968 N84-33394
FLAME TEMPERATURE
Effects of flame temperature and fuel composition on
soot formation in gas turbine combustors
p298 A84-22747
FLAMMABILITY
Optimization of aircraft seat cushion fire blocking
layers
[NASA-TM-85430] p 28 N84-10037
Improved acrylic systems for rapid runway repair
[AD-A130389] p 73 N84-10103
Antimisting fuel breakup and flammability
[NASA-CR-174508] p 310 N84-16354
Evaluation of an improved flame resistant aircraft window
system
[FAA-CT-83-10] p 674 N84-26680
FLANGES
An analysis of the flanged joints of the staler of an aircraft
gas turbine engine p 887 A84-43920
FLAPPING
On the adequacy of modeling dynamic inflow for
helicopter flap-lag stability p 287 A84-19649
The influence of different inflow models on the coupled
flapping and torsion of helicopter rotor blades
p303 A84-19651
Flap-lag damping of an elastic rotor blade with torsion
and dynamic inflow in hover from symbolically generated
equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0989] p619 A84-34909
Aerodynamics of hovering p664 N84-26923
A model of rotor blade first natural flapping response
for up to three/rev excitations
[AD-A141725] p 773 N84-28782
FLAPPING HINGES
New aspects on helicopter rotor dynamics
p287 A84-19650
FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
The performance of a subsonic combat aircraft witlh
transonic wing and maneuver flaps
[DGLR PAPER 82-101] p 45 A84-10570
A310 slat and flap control system management and
experience p 455 A84-26724
Unsteady aerodynamics of rapidly moving flaps and
spoilers for the active-control reduction of gust and
maneuver loads
[DGLR PAPER 83-107] p 408 A84-29670
Design and experimental verification of the USB flap
panel structure for NAL-STOL research aircraft
p 594 A84-34451
Study of an asymmetric flap nozzle as a vector-thrust
device
[AIAA PAPER 84-1360] p 576 A84-35190
National Aerospace Laboratory News (Japan)
[NASA-TM-76962] p 352 N84-19335
Pitch control of a satellite using stabilizing flaps
[INPE-3185-PRE/550] p 910 N84-31246
Flow-field measurements on an airfoil with an oscillating
trailing-edge using holographic interferometry
[NASA-CR-166604] p 967 N84-34430
FLARED BODIES
An evaluation of a parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS)
code for cone-cylinder-flared configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2116] p 751 A84-42361
FLAT PLATES
Nose shape effects on turbulence in the separated and
reanached flow over blunt flat plates p 93 A84-14754
Experimental studies on two dimensional shock
boundary layer interactions
[AIAA PAPER 84-0099] p 159 A84-17881
The structure of a two-dimensional, supersonic, high
Reynolds number turbulent wake p 170 A84-18352
Turbulent How near the trailing edge of a plate at zero
angle of attack p 260 A84-19553
Electro-impulse deicing - Structural dynamic studies,
icing tunnel tests and applications
[AIAA PAPER 84-0022] p 288 A84-19886
Periodic vortex shedding in the supersonic wake of a
planar plate p 263 A84-20842
Interaction between a turbulent planar plate boundary
layer and a planar cylinder wake p 264 A84-20843.
An actuator disc analysis of unsteady supersonic
cascade flow p 265 A84-21189
Separated flow noise of a flat plate at large attack
angles p 321 A84-21221
Numerical solution of hypersonic flow near leading edge
Of flat plate p329 A84-23903
Design of high-Reynolds-number flat-plate experiments
in the NTF
[AIAA PAPER 84-0588] p 368 A84-25726
A theoretical and experimental investigation of the
bending-rolling process applied to sheets to form conical
aircraft parts p 553 A84-30416
A method for measuring skin friction drag on a flat plate
in contaminated gas flows p 646 A84-37943
Protuberance interference heating in high-speed flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1724] p 722 A84-39368
The flows over tapered flat plates normal to the
stream p 660 A84-39720
Prandtl-Batchelor flow past a flat plate with a
forward-facing flap
[AD-A146324] p 749 A84-41808
Discrete frequency noise generated from a flat.plate in
parallel with a uniform oncoming flow
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Computational analyses of unsteady flow past airfoils
with flapping and/or pitching motion p 16 N84-10013
Nonperiodic fluctuations induced by stationary surface
waviness on a semi-infinite plate
[AD-A130820] p 21 N84-11146
Interaction of unsteady spatial boundary layer with
hypersonic flow near rapidly heated portion of surface
p513 N84-22794
Numerical aerodynamic analysis of a free falling
autorotating plate
[AD-A138900] p517 N84-23612
Unsteady laminar boundary-layer calculations on
oscillating configurations including backflow. Part 2: Airfoil
in high-amplitude pitching motion. Dynamic stall
[NASA-TM-84319-PT-2] p 581 N84-24537
Large deflection multimode response of clamped
rectangular panels to acoustic excitation, volume 1
[AD-A139622] p 624 N84-25107
.Three-dimensional unsteady viscous flow analysis over
airfoil sections
[NASA^CR-172368] p 808 N84-29152
Interference drag in a simulated wing-fuselage
juncture
[NASA-CR-3811] p 758 N84-29853
FLAT SURFACES
Supersonic nonstationary flow around flat and
axisymmetric tapered bodies p 333 A84-25617
FLEXIBILITY . . ...
Effect of structural flexibility on the design of
vibration-isolating mounts for aircraft engines
[NASA-TM-85725] p 316 N84-16590
vibration and flutter of mistuned bladed-disk
assemblies .
[NASA-TM-83634] p 563 N84-23923
Multi-variate acceptance plans for flexible airport
pavements p 906 N84-31220
FLEXIBLE BODIES
Three-dimensional testing'in a flexible-wall wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0623] p 366 A84-24203
Samara type decelerators — for submunitions
[AIAA PAPER 84-0807] p 401 A84-26572
The influence of surface compliance on the production
of sound by a turbulent boundary layer
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Structural dynamics of rotating bladed-disk assemblies
coupled with flexible shaft motions p 889 A84-44645
A blade loss response spectrum for flexible rotor
systems '
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-29] p 1001 A84-46893
The active magnetic bearing enables optimum damping
of flexible rotor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-117] -p1003 A84-46951
" Flight test and analyses of the B-1 structural mode
control system at supersonic flight conditions
[NASA-CR-170405] p 138 N84-13197
The 2-dimensional inextensible lifting membrane airfoil,
theory and experiment
[AD-A135251] p 275 N84-17147
Interactive aircraft flight control and aeroelastic
stabilization
[NASA-CR-173866] p 902 N84-31214
FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT
A simulator to study dynamic interaction of the Space
Shuttle on-orbit flight control system with deployed flexible
payloads p 469 A84-26717
System definition study of deployable, non-metallic
space structures
[NASA-CR-171090] p 796 N84-28887
FLEXIBLE WINGS
Variable geometry airfoils using inflatable surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-0072] p 157 A84-17860
Solar array power to weight performance of 1: to
10-kilowatt. flat-folded flexible wings
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the connected problem of flexible wing oscillations in
a compressible flow ' p 641 A84-37070
AGES exploratory development investigation of aircrew
emergency escape ram-air inflated flexible wing — Aircrew
Gliding Escape System (AGES) p 968 A84-47261
An evaluation of a mobile aerodynamic test facility for
hang glider wings
[COFA-8330] p371 N84-19361
A computational method for predicting the effects of
varying Reynolds number and dynamic pressure on flexible
wings at transonic speeds p412 N84-21508
Evaluation of a digital flight controller for a flexible-fighter
aircraft
[AD-A138269] p 464 N84-21558
Aircrew Gliding Escape System (AGES) exploratory
development investigation of aircrew emergency escape
ram-air inflated, flexible wing
[AD-A139928] p 588 N84-24565
FLEXING
Oscillations of elastic airplane due to wind gust
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FLIGHT
X-29 flight-research program
[NASA-TM-86025] p 292 N84-16168
FLIGHT ALTITUDE
Optimization of aircraft altitude and flight-path angle
dynamics p 225 A84-17368
The probability of overlap in the vertical dimension —
for analyzing navigation errors p 424 A84-27940
Problems concerning the stability of a flight vehicle at
a given altitude p 702 A84-37233
Estimating the pressure altitude of aircraft by radar
, p690 A84-37796
' Helistat simulation studies
[NASA-CR-166567] p 460. N84-20564
System for indicating fuel-efficient aircraft altitude
[NASA:CASE-NPO-15351-2] p 980 N84-34443
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS ..
Investigations of the flight characteristics of airliners with
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[DGLR PAPER 82-091 ] p 62 A84-10566
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FLIGHT CONDITIONS SUBJECTINDEX
Problems regarding flight characteristics in connection
with a performance-optimum design of future combat
aircraft
[OGLR PAPER 82-097] p 45 AS4-10S69
AO-1 oblique wing research aircraft pilot evaluation
program
[AIAA PAPER 83-2509] p 45 A84-10573
Stratospheric hot-air balloon completes revolution
around the globe p 1 A84-10621
Mission-specific effects on helicopter flight mechanics
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F-16XL flight test program overview
[AIAA PAPER 83-2730] p 48 A84-12324
Comment on 'Low-order approaches to high-order
systems Problems and promises' p 64 A84-12493
X-29 flight research program
[AIAA PAPER 83-2687] p117 A84-13724
The design of sport and touring aircraft
p 119 A84-15407
The design of high-performance gliders
p 120 A84-1S408
The design of control forces and their adaptation in a
flight test, taking into account the example of the DO
228 p 120 A84-15414
FL500 - High altitude soaring project 'Soaring steps
into the space age' p 180 A84-16162
Over simplification can sometimes be hazardous to your
health - The XA4D Skyhawk story p 192 AB4-16164
Comparative evaluation of predicted flying qualities
boundaries using ground and airborne simulators
p222 A84-16170
Status of the flying qualities MIL Standard
p 224 A84-16679
Large aircraft flying qualities p 224 A84-16680
STOL flying qualities and the impact of control
integration p 224 A84-16691
In-flight investigation of large airplane flying qualities for
approach and landing p 225 A84-17364
Influence of roll command augmentation systems on
flying qualities of fighter aircraft p 225 A84-17365
Aviation experience in helicopter night flying practice
p 277 A84-19612
Techniques in the assessment of helicopter frying
qualities . p 303 A84-19644
Identification of longitudinal flying characteristics of an
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Right demonstrations and the forward swept wing
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Flight characteristics of a manned, low-speed, controlled
deep stall vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 84-2074] p 786 A84-42330
Determination of AV-8B flying qualities by nonlinear
parameter identification
[AIAA PAPER 84-2086] p 787 A84-42341
Limited evaluation of the longitudinal flying qualities of
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An in-flight investigation of pilot-induced oscillation
suppression filters during the fighter approach and landing
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Aircraft stability and control. Part 1 — Serbo-Croatian
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The theoretical bases of methods for the in-flight
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Evaluation of the energy efficiency of bird flight
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Experimental methods in flight for the measurement of
control characteristics p66 N84-10091
Limited performance and flying qualities validation of
the SGM 2-37 powered sailplane
[AD-A131445] • p 54 N84-11165
Airborne laboratory measurement of aircraft
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Supplement
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Simulator study of flight characteristics of a large
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landing
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single-engine propeller-driven aircraft ,
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The use of oil for in-flight flow visualization
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Evaluation of the effects of lateral and longitudinal
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qualities criteria for MIL standard and handbook
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X-29 flight-research program
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volume 1
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volume 2
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Helicopter flying qualities characteristics-CH-46E,
volumes
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Helicopter flying qualities characteristics-CH-46E,
volume 4
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A helicopter flight investigation of roO^ontrol sensitivity,
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characteristics in flight dynamics
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Lecture notes on the principles and practice of airplane
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2
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Helistat simulation studies
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Pilot modeling, modal analysis, and control of large
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Computer program to simulate digital computer based
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Intelligent flight data recorder A contribution to
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deep stall vehicle
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FLIGHT CONDITIONS
Wing contamination - Threat to safe flight
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Anatomy of a helicopter accident p26 A84-11616
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A comparison between the limiting theoretical
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Unsteady turbulent boundary layers in adverse pressure
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The interaction of a wake with a boundary layer
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Scattering of sound by an elastic plate with flow
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Investigation of the conical flowfteld around external axial
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The interaction between a boundary layer and
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in the surface temperature of the body
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Allowance for the effect of the finiteness of Mach
numbers on regime coefficients in the theory of local
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Numerical solution of transonic shear flows past thin
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Experimental research on helicopter fuselage and rotor
hub wake turbulence P 846 A84-46384
Rim cooling on a gas turbine blade near the end wall
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-42] P 980 A84-46903
Recent progress in Ihe understanding of basic aspects
of secondary flows in turbine blade passages
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-78J P 952 A84-46921
Some practical aspects of staged premixed. low
emissions combustion
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-88J P 981 A84-46930
Axial compressor staler aerodynamics
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-901 P 953 A84-46932
Holographic measurements and theoretical predictions
of the unsteady flow in a transonic annular cascade
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-174] p 953 A84-46976
Experimental investigation of dynamic stall for a pitching
airfoil P963 A84-49097
Instabilities in trailing vortices: Row visualization using
hot-wire anemometry P 99 N84-12103
Visualization of vortical type flows in three dimensions
p99 N84-12107
Viscous three-dimensional flow separations from
high-wing propeller-turbine nacelle models
p 101 N34-12115
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
1982-5, 210/Septembar-October 1982
[ESA-TT-785] P 88 N84-13142
Row visualization and interpretation of visualization data
for deflected thrust V/STOL nozzles
[NASA-TM-83554] P219 N84-14147
A study of helicopter rotor aerodynamics in ground-effect
at low speeds P 176 N84-15106
An experimental study of airfoil-spoiler aerodynamics
p 180 N84-15133
Application of holography to flow visualization
[NASA-TM-84325] P316 N84-16530
Multi-ducted inlet combustor research and
development
[AD-A135906] P 359 N84-18205
Rowfield measurements in a model scramiet combustion
using laser-induced iodine fluorescence
[NASA-CR-175399] P 338 N84-19283
Determination of boundary layer transition and
separation on double circular arc compressor blades in
a large subsonic cascade
[AD-A137550] P 484 N84-20786
Report by the Chairman of the Fluid Dynamics Panel
p485 N84-21499
Wind-tunnel investigation of an advanced general
aviation canard configuration
[NASA-TM-85760] P «39 N84-21539
Measurement of fluid properties using
rapid-double-exposure and time-average holographic
interferometry
[NASA-TM-83630] P 485 N84-21849
An experimental and analytic study of the flow subsonic
wind tunnel inlets
[AD-A138865] P511 N84-22540
Experimental investigation of the internal flow field in
STOL engine inlets P 511 N84-22544
Film cooling on a gas turbine blade near the end wall
[AD-A138794] P 536 N84-22569
Visualisation of the vortex dominated flow around a delta
wing-body combination using a water tunnel
[BAE-821/RES/6631] P 559 N84-22904
A flow visualisation study of tip vortex formation
[ARL-AERO-NOTE-421 ] P515 N84-23603
Water-tunnel study of transition flow around circular
cylinders
[NASA-TM-85879] P 516 N84-23606
Swirl at gas-intake inlet
[AD-A139472] P 563 N84-23861
Wake visualization
[BU-282] P 581 N84-24542
An aerodynamic study Of combustion in the combustion
chambers of turbomachines: Experimental and theoretical
approaches p608 N84-24764
Natural laminar flow experiments on modem airplane
surfaces
[NASA-TP-2256] P 662 N84-26660
Dilution jets in accelerated cross flows
[NASA-CR-174717] P 782 N84-28794
Experimental investigation of shock-cell noise reduction
for single-stream nozzles in simulated flight,
comprehensive data report. Volume 3: Shadowgraph
photos and facility description
[NASA-CR-168234-VOL-3] P 942 N84-33150
Results of design studies and wind tunnel tests of an
advanced high lift system for an Energy Efficient
Transport
[NASA-CR-159389] p 976 N84-33403
FLOWUETERS
Measurements of the flow from a high-speed
compressor rotor using a dual probe digital sampling
(DPDS) technique
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-215] p 532 A84-31288
Calibration and use of an ONERA miniature five hole
probe
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-2] p 803 A84-39973
FLUID AMPLIFIERS
FlukJics: Basic components and applications
[AD-A134046] p 243 N84-14465
The effect of fluid inertia and viscoelastitity in
squeeze-film damper bearings
[AD-A138054] p 486 N84-21880
FLUID BOUNDARIES
Laser Doppler velocimeter measurements in unsteady,
separated, transonic diffuser flows p 90 A84-13576
Magnetohydrodynamic flow past nonconducting
wedge p 736 NS4-26931
FLUID DYNAMICS
International Symposium on Applications of
Laser-Doppler Anemometry to Fluid Mechanics, Lisbon,
Portugal. July 5-7,1982, Proceedings
p 477 A84-28701
Advances in the application of parameter identification
analysis techniques to parachute aerodynamic test data
[AIM PAPER 84-0799) p 408 A84-29971
The von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics - Teaching
and research p 709 A84-39715
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of bodies having square cross-section at
transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 84-2091] p 750 A84-42344
Aerodynamic design for overall vehicle performance
p 121 N84-12077
Waves on vortex cores and their relation to vortex
breakdown p 103 N84-12128
Numerical fluid dynamics
[AD-A135900] p 384 N84-18593
Roughness effects on compressor blade performance
in cascade at high Reynolds number
[AD-A136896] p 386 N84-19755
Adaptive grid generation for numerical solution of partial
differential equations
[AD-A136985] p 392 N84-202B9
AGARD Highlights, March 1984
[AGAHD-HIGHLIGHTS-84/1 ] p 399 N84-21498
Wind Tunnels and Testing Techniques
[AGARD-CP-348] p 503 N84-23564
A review and an update of the FDP Specialists Meeting
(London) on Wall Interference in Wind Tunnels
P513 N84-23570
Fluid dynamic aspects of turbine engine testing
p538 N84-23586
Physical aspects of computing the flow of a viscous
fluid
[NASA-TM-65893] p 516 N84-23605
INTFL-8401 computer tomography for interferomatic
aerodynamic measurements
[AD-A139591] p 517 N84-23611
AGARD bulletin: Meetings, publications, membership
[AGARD-BUL-84/1] p 569 N84-24527
V/STOL wind-tunnel testing
[NASA-TM-85936] p 571 N84-24528
The generation of higher levels of turbulence in the test
section of the high speed cascade wind tunnel at Brunswick
for simulation of turbomachinery conditions
[ESA-TT-815] p586 N84-25654
Unsteady Flow in Turbomachines. volume 1
[VKI-LS-1984-02-VOL-1] p 625 N84-25960
Introduction to unsteady flow in turbomachines
p625 N84-25962
Stability of pumps and compressors
p625 N84-2S963
Theory of rotating stall of multistage axial
compressors p 625 N84-25964
Immersion of disk in compressible fluid at angle to free
surface
 p 724 N84-26930
An analysis of wave interactions in swept-wing flows
[NASA-CR-173723] p 666 N84-27681
USSR report: Physics and mathematics
[JPRS-UPM-84-005] p941 N84-32081
An integral equation for the solution of nonlinear wave
equations
 p 349 N84-32347
Sidewall boundary layer corrections in subsonic,
2-dimensk>nal airfoil-hydrofoil testing
[AD-M 440021 p 966 N84-33391
An experimental investigation of gas jets in confined
swirling air flow
[NASA-CR-3832] p
 988 N84-33412
FLUID FILMS
Experimental observation of the dynamic behavior of
noncontacting coned-face mechanical seals
[ASLE PREPRINT 83-LC-3B-1] p 479 A84-28990
Unbalance response of a single mass rotor mounted
on dissimilar hydrodynamic bearings
p388 N84-19919
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 16, no. 7
[AD-A143958] P 926 N84-31679
FLUID FILTERS
Electrostatic charging test for aviation fuel filters
[AD-A136986] p 372 N84-19366
FLUID FLOW
Heating experiments for flowability improvement of
near-freezing aviation fuel p 470 A84-26955
A lifting surface theory in rotational flow
[NASA-CR-172233] p 17 N84-10017
Aerodynamics of 'Vortical Type Rows in Three
Dimensions
[AGARD^P-342] p 98 N84-12099
Vortex breakdown: A two-stage transition
p 102 N84-12124
A contribution to the problem of vortex breakdown
p 102 N84-12125
Numerical simulation of vortex breakdown by the
vortex-filament method p 103 N84-12126
A viscous-inviscid interactive procedure for rotational
flow in cascades of two dimensional airfoils of arbitrary
shape
[NASA-CR-174609] p 105 N84-13149
An application of the finite element method to the
solution of low Reynolds number, incompressible flow
around a Joukowski aerofoil, with emphasis on automatic
generation of grids
[AD-A133008] p 176 N84-14127
Combustion Fundamentals Research
[NASA-CP-2309] p 454 N84-20525
A practical adaptive-grid method for complex fluid-flow
problems
[NASA-TM-85989] p 755 N84-28745
FLUID INJECTION
Pre-existing seed particles and the onset of
condensation in cryogenic wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 84-0244] p 231 A84-17972
Numerical simulation of unsteady supersonic injection
into an incoming flow p 172 A84-19005
Lateral jet injection into typical combustor flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 84-0374] p 242 A84-19251
Injection of a transverse sonic jet into a supersonic
stream p 329 A84-23745
Analytical study of the thermal and fluid mechanical
evolution of a cooling film injected from a single line of
Inclined round holes p 554 A84-31315
Injection into a turbulent boundary layer through different
porous surfaces P 715 A84-36499
Experiments in dilution jet mixing
p 1007 A84-48140
FLUID JETS
Supersonic flow past a plate and a cylinder in the case
of injection from a lateral surface p 171 A84-19003
Numerical simulation of unsteady supersonic injection
into an incoming flow p 172 A84-19005
New investigation of short wings with lateral jets
[NASA-TM-77347] p 178 N84-15124
FLUID MECHANICS
Annual review of fluid mechanics. Volume 16
p 314 A84-22576
The fluid mechanics of slender wing rock — vortex
shedding of delta configurations p 504 A84-30805
Analytical study of the thermal and fluid mechanical
evolution of a cooling film injected from a single line of
inclined round holes p 554 A84-31315
Swirl flows--Book p 717 A84-37298
The National Transonic Facility - A research
perspective
[AIAA PAPER 84-2150] p 904 A84-44189
Special Course on Subsonic/Transonic Aerodynamic
Interference for Aircraft
[AGARD-R-712] p 87 N84-12072
On the stability of an infinite swept attachment line
boundary layer
[NASA-CR-172300] p 339 N84-19285
Validated Engineering Data Index, 1983 -1984
p485 N84-21758
Vortex generating flow passage design for increased
film-cooling effectiveness and surface coverage — aircraft
engine blade cooling
[NASA-TM-83617] ' p 559 N84-22909
On the stability of flight vehicles in the low Reynolds
number non-linear regime
[AD-A140008] pS83 NB4-24561
Jet flowfields p 583 N84-25631
USSR report: Engineering and equipment
[JPRS-UEO-84-003] p 724 N84-26895
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FLUID PRESSURE SUBJECT INDEX
Investigation of the three-dimensional flow field within
a transonic fan rotor Experiment and analysis
[NASA-TM-83739] p 850 N84-32357
FLUID PRESSURE
Pressure and velocity fields induced by vortex shedding
in a turbulent wake p 406 A84-28147
Laminar-to-turtxitent transition on a body of revolution
with an extended favorable pressure gradient forebody
p720 A84-38368
Subsonic airfoils with a given pressure distribution
p830 A84-44626
FLUID ROTOR GYROSCOPES
Instabilities of a gyroscope produced by rapidly rotating,
highly viscous liquids p 919 A84-45584
FLUID TRANSMISSION LINES
Dynamic characteristics of a jet engine test facility air
supply
[AO-A136910] p 372 N84-19365
FLUID-SOLID INTERACTIONS
Discrete frequency noise generated from a flat plate in
parallel with a uniform oncoming flow
p 938 A84-43693
Prediction of stiffness and damping coefficients for
centrifugal compressor labyrinth seals
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-86] p 1002 A84-46928
Recent studies at NASA-Langley of vortical flows
interacting with neighboring surfaces
p 100 N84-12109
FLUIDICS
Ruidics - A reliable alternative for aircraft control
P135 A84-13398
Backup control for variable cycle engine
[SAE PAPER 831475] p 450 A84-29454
RukJtes: Basic components and applications
[AD-A134046] p 243 N84-14465
Electrofluidic angular rate sensor for ejection seat thrust
vector control
[AD-A133233] p 185 N84-15137
FLUORESCENCE
Flowfield measurements in a model scramjet combustion
using laser-induced iodine fluorescence
[NASA-CR-175399] p 338 N84-19283
FLUOROPOLYMERS
Ruroepoxy and fluroacrylic transparencies
[AD-P003201] p712 N84-26614
FLUTTER
Excitation system for wind-tunnel unsteady tests on
half-wing models p 139 A84-15859
Aeroelastic flutter and divergence of stiffness coupled,
graphite/epoxy cantilevered plates ' p 239 A84-17410
Adaptive flutter suppression as a complement to LOG
based aircraft control — Linear Quadratic Gaussian
p227 A84-18628
A method for the design of the controller for active
flutter-suppression systems p302 A84-19594
Active suppression of aeroelastjc instabilities on a
forward-swept wing p 360 A84-24106
Active flutter control using discrete optimal constrained
dynamic compensators p 361 A84-25528
Wind tunnel correlation study of aerodynamic modeling
for F/A-18 wing-store Up-missile flutter
p524 A84-30806
Rotating aerodynamic exciter
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-22] p 526 A84-32490
Optimal control applied to aircraft flutter suppression
p 541 A84-32713
Measurements of self-excited rotor-blade vibrations
using optical displacements
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-132] p618 A84-33702
Winglet effects on the flutter of twin-engine-transport
type wing
[AIAA PAPER 84-0905] p 594 A84-34907
Estimator synthesis for flutter control using positivity of
transfer matrices p 703 A84-38884
Testing of a stall flutter suppression system for helicopter
rotors using individual-blade-control p 785 A84-42277
Control of forward swept wing configurations dominated
by flight-dynamic/aeroelastic interactions
[AIAA PAPER 84-1866] p 894 A84-43424
Eigenspace design of an active flutter suppression
system
[AIAA PAPER 84-1867] p 894 A84-43425
New simplified ways to understand the interaction
between aircraft structure and active control systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-1868] p 894 A84-43426
Design of a flutter mode controller using positive real
feedback
[AIAA PAPER 84-1869] p 895 A84-43427
Control law synthesis for active flutter suppression based
on the modal cost analysis
[AIAA PAPER 84-1931] p 895 A84-43460
Divergence/flutter suppression system for a forward
swept-wing configuration with wing-mounted stores
p 901 A84-45967
Influence of main design parameters on flutter behaviour
for aircraft configurations with heavy concentrated
masses p68 N84-11122
The development of FAST-FLOW (a program for flutter
optimization to satisfy multiple flutter requirements)
p68 N84-11124
Aeroelastic considerations in preliminary design of a
military combat aircraft p 53 N84-11132
Preliminary design of aircraft using structural
optimization methods p 53 N84-11133
A flutter optimization program for complete aircraft
structural design p68 N84-11134
Fast flutter clearance by parameter variation
pSB N84-11135
Development and flight test of an active flutter
suppression system for the F-4F with stores. Part 3. Right
demonstration of the active flutter suppression system
[AD-A131972] p 137 N84-12191
NASTRAN flutter analysis of advanced turtaopropellers
[NASA-Cfl-167926] p 219 N84-14148
Suppression of interference flutter by composite
tailoring p 228 N84-14155
Measurement of unsteady aerodynamic pressures
[DFVLfl-MITT-83-08] p 272 N84-16155
Optimal mistuning for enhanced aeroelastic stability of
transonic fans
[NASA-CR-173179] p 299 N84-16180
Flutter of swept fan blades
[NASA-TM-83547] p 316 N84-16587
Formulation of blade-flutter spectral analyses in
stationary reference frame
[NASA-TP-2296] p 454 N84-20562
Experiences with the design and implementation of
flutter suppression systems p 463 N84-20593
Recent developments in the measurement of
time-dependent pressures p 515 N84-23601
Vibration and flutter of mistimed bladed-disk
assemblies
[NASA-TM-83634] p 563 N84-23923
An aeroelastician's perspective of wind tunnel and flight
experiences with active control of structural response and
stability
[NASA-TM-85761] p 563 N84-23924
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities for forward
swept wings p 584 N84-25638
Unsteady Row in Turbomachines, volume 2
[VKI-LS-1984-02-VOL-2] p 626 N84-25965
Friction damping of flutter in gas turbine engines
p700 N84-26701
STABCAR: A program for finding characteristic root
systems having transcendental stability matrices
[NASA-TP-2165] p 733 N84-27461
KC-135 Winglet Program Review
[NASA-CP-2211] p667 N84-27686
KC-135A winglet flight flutter program
p 668 N84-27692
Aerodynamic instability of cable-stayed bridges:
Theoretical experimental study of stall flutter
p669 N84-27700
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project:
Wing planform study and final configuration selection
[NASA-CR-3468] p 688 N84-27720
Control theory of partial differential equations
[AD-A140945] p 734 N84-28541
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities for forward
swept wings
[AD-A141739] p 773 N84-28783
Design of a candidate flutter suppression control law
for DAST ARW-2
[NASA-TM-86257] p 790 N84-29883
Application of advanced parameter identification
methods for flight flutter data analysis with comparisons
to current techniques p 990 N84-34401
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities on a
forward swept wing using a linear optimal regulator
[AD-A144561] p 878 N84-34442
FLUTTER ANALYSIS
Unified aeroelastic flutter theory for very low aspect ratio
panels p 77 A84-10142
Time-marching transonic flutter solutions including
angle-of-attack effects p 78 A84-11038
Experiences in the use of composite material for a wing
Skin p46 A84-11040
Dynamic stability of flexible forward swept wing
aircraft p 118 A84-14729
The synthesis of an active flutter suppression law based
on an energy criterion • p 222 A84-16523
An electromagnetic vibrator for use in flutter testing
[AIAA PAPER 84^X186] p 241 A84-17871
Application of the local circulation method to the flutter
analysis of rotary wings p311 A84-19642
Application of an analytic stall model to dynamic analysis
of rotor blades p 262 A84-19665
An actuator disc analysis of unsteady supersonic
cascade flow p265 A84-21189
Rutter analysis using nonlinear aerodynamic forces
p 268 A84-22170
Airfoil shape and thickness effects on transonic airloads
and flutter p 347 A84-24107
Adaptive control algorithm for flutter suppression
p 361 A84-25509
An engineering approximation of supersonic flutter for
overall missile configuration p 382 A84-25999
Predicting dynamic instability boundaries using lattice
filters — for wind tunnel flutter models
[SAE PAPER 831432] p 468 A84-29630
Constructional possibilities for minimizing dangerous
flutter in gliders and light aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 83-111] p 460 A84-29674
Evaluation of flutter impact for repaired T-38
stabilizers
[AIAA PAPER 84-0904] p 524 AB4-31691
A unified flutter analysis for composite aircraft wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-0906] p 556 A84-31692
Aeroelastic behavior of straight and forward swept
graphite/epoxy wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-0903] p 556 A84-31749
Divergence boundary prediction from random responses
- NAL's method — aeroelastic instability boundary
estimation for subcritical divergence cantilever wing model
test p619 A84-34463
Thermoelastic limit cycling of zippeced cross section
spacecraft booms
[AIAA PAPER 84-1065] p613 A84-34915
Linear problem of a vibrator oscillating harmonically at
supercritical frequencies in a subsonic boundary layer
p579 A84-35497
Rutter analysis of advanced turbopropellers
p715 A84-36492
The solution of large flutter problems on small
computers p717 A84-37379
A flutter eigenvalue program based on the
Newton-Raphson method p 721 A84-38846
Structural optimization of an aircraft design with
consideration of aeroelastic flutter stability
p 768 A84-40891
A study of unsteady pressures near the tip of a transonic
fan in unstalled supersonic flutter p 780 A84-42420
Twin mode analysis of aeroengine fan vibration and
flutter for use in design studies p 780 A84-42421
DC-10-10 winglet flight test program management
p866 A84-44452
Right flutter test methodology at Grumman
p 867 A84-44463
Effects of viscosity on transonic-aerodynamic and
aeroelastic characteristics of oscillating airfoils
p830 A84-44513
Recent developments in the F-16 flutter suppression
with active control program
[AIAA PAPER 83-0995] p 897 A84-44515
Rutter characteristics of high aspect ratio tailless
aircraft p869 A84-44518
Prevention of forward swept wing aeroelastic instabilities
with active controls p 898 A84-44977
A practical method for predicting transonic wing flutter
phenomena p 834 A84-45008
Flutter calculation on a supercritical wing in the transonic
range - Comparison theory-experiment
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-108] p 872 A84-45010
Measuring the flutter of plane model with dynamic
shadow moire topography p919 A84-45517
A muttloop system stability margin study using matrix
singular values — for wing flutter suppression and drone
lateral attitude control p 935 A84-45606
Determination of aerodynamic loads in supersonic flow
for the analysis of aircraft flutter at low Strouhal
numbers p 921 A84-45742
An experimental study of the flutter of a controlled
stabilizer with nonlinearities in the control mechanism
during the electromechanical modeling of aerodynamic
forces p 874 A84-45743
Some recent advances in the understanding and
prediction of turbomachine subsonic stall flutter
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-151] p 1003 A84-46961
Aerodynamically excited vibrations of a part-span
shrouded fan
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-172] p 1004 A84-46975
An analysis of the natural vibrations of fuselage-type
complex structures as systems with imposed constraints
p 1007 A84-47579
A method for the construction of a flutter model wing
having given influence coefficients p 1008 A84-49545
Aerospatial'es approach to the study of flutter at the
design stage of the project p 67 N84-11118
Estimated analysis of the aeroelastic behavior of tail
rotors pS2 N84-11129
Aeroelasticity and optimization at the design stage
p53 N84-11131
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SUBJECT INDEX FORWARD SCATTERING
Development and flight test of an active flutter
suppression system for the F-4F with stores. Part 2:
Ground tests and subcritical flight tests
[AD-A131402] p53 N84-11163
NASTRAN documentation for flutter analysis of
advanced turbopropellers
[NASA-CR-167927) p 220 N84-15153
Flutter of swept fan blades
[NASA-TM-83547] p316 N84-16587
Aeroelastic analysis using nonlinear aerodynamic
methods
[AD-A135133] . p 275 N84-17146
Generalization of the subsonic kernel function in the
s-plane, with applications to flutter analysis
[NASA-TP-2292] p 409 N84-20480
Body-freedom flutter of a 1/2-scale forward-swept-wing
model, an experimental and analytical study
[NASA-CR-172324] • p 464 N84-21553
Calculation of apparent masses in blade ring
p 538 N84-22793
Flutter and forced response of mistuned rotors using
standing wave analysis
[NASA-CR-173555] ' p 606 N84-24586
Experience with transonic unsteady aerodynamic
calculations
[NASA-TM-86278] p 849 N84-32353
Model mount system for testing flutter
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12950-1] p 993 N84-34448
FLUX DENSITY
Application of advanced materials to rotating
machines P 60 N84-10063
FLY ASH
The performance of civil airport pavement with
lime-cement-flyash base course
[FAA-PM-84-10] p792 N84-28815
FLY BY WIRE CONTROL
Avionic architectures for fly-by-wire aircraft
p 136 A84-15652
The fly-by-wire Jaguar p 193 A84-16169
Multivariable control laws for the AFTI/F-16
[AIAA PAPER 84-0237] . p 227 A84-19246
Safety in numbers. VI • - Avionics analysed -~
computerized flight control systems' p284 A84-21550
Architecture tradeoffs with fluidic backup flight
controls p 361 A84-25490
Experience with the F/A-18 digital flight control
system p 455 A84-26721
The application of digital techniques and advanced
system concepts to meet the electrical power requirements
of an advanced fighter aircraft p 448 A84-26735
Fly-by-wire actuation for combat aircraft
p457 A84-28018
Fly-by-wire Jaguar p457 A84-28020
Electrically signalled flight-control for civil aircraft
p 457 A84-28022
Development of control surface actuation systems on
various configurations of the F-16
(SAE PAPER 831483] p 459 A84-29541
Flight control system development on the B-1 program
[SAE PAPER 831485] p 459 A84-29543
Application of microprocessors to aircraft fly-by-wire
hydraulic actuation systems, SAE Committee A-6 1983
[SAE PAPER 831489] p 460 A84-29547
Real-time data display for AFTI/F-16 flight testing
p 531 A84-32403
Analytical design and assurance of digital flight control
system structure p 541 A84-32711
Flight safety issues of an all-electric aircraft
p 678 A84-36908
The all-electric fighter airplane flight control issues,
capabilities, and projections p 678 A84-36909
Electromechanical actuation technology for the
all-electric aircraft p678 A84-36910
The all-electric aircraft - A systems view and proposed
NASA research Programs p 695 A84-36913
Flight investigation of various control inputs intended
for parameter estimation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2073] p 786 A84-42329
Flying the Mirage 2000 by wire p 824 AS4-44989
Fly-by-wire British style p 989 A84-48517
The impact of the F/A-18 aircraft digital flight control
system and displays on flight testing and safety
p228 N84-15091
Lessons learned in the development'of the F-16 flight
control system p 229 N84-15092
The MIRAGE 2000: Fly by wire control and safety
p203 N84-15093
. Certification experience of the Jaguar fry-by-wire
demonstrator aircraft integrated flight control system
p229 N84-15095
Control definition study for advanced vehicles
[NASA-CR-3738] p 304 N84-16212
Survivability design guidelines for Fly-By-Wire Flight
Control Systems development
[AD-A138211] p464 N84-21557
Technology review of flight crucial flight controls
[NASA-CR-172332] p 542 N84-22583
Application of JOVIAL (J-73) to digital flight controls
[AD-P003525] p 901 N84-31129
FLYING EJECTION SEATS
A canopy module escape system for future tactical
aircraft p 291 AS4-22400
Stability, Sequencing and Recovery (SSR) — of frying
ejection seats p 973 A84-47260
Speed-sensing seats - Martin-Baker adapts to stay
ahead p 968 A84-48521
Protection equipment against high velocity ejections —
pilot election
[STPA/CIN-6] p675 N84-27705
FLYING PLATFORMS
Some aspects of optimizing Kiebitz/ARGUS flight
dynamics and control system by simulation and flight
testing p 303 A84-19646
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation (PAE) of the
Williams Aerial System Platform II (WASP II), Individual
Lift Device (ILO) p 876 A84-46361
High altitude aerodynamic platform concept evaluation
and prototype engine testing
[NASA-TM-58P56] p 299 N84-16182
Structural s Jng of a solar powered aircraft .
[NASA-CR-172313] p 598 N84-25702
FLYWHEELS
Flywheel rotor and containment technology
development
[DEB4-005742] p 484 N84-20864
FOAMS
Electrostatic safety with explosion suppressant foams
[AD-A137503] p 343 N84-19314
Rigid closed-cell polyimide foams for aircraft applications
and foam-in-place technology
[NASA-CR-171805] p 916 N84-32535
FOCUSING
Numerical solution of the problem concerning the
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shape, of a Mach 6 aircraft concept
. [NASA-TP-2235] p 107 NB4-13184
Analysis of a topping-cycle, aircraft, gas-turbine-engine
system which uses cryogenic fuel
[NASA-TP-2294] p 455 N84-21549
HYDROGEN MASERS
Precision oscillators and their role and performance in
navigation systems p 40 A84-12456
HYDROGEN OXYGEN ENGINES
Development of a supersonic turbine stage for the HM60
engine — to improve Ariane Launch Vehicle
performance
[AIAA PAPER 84-1464] p 709 A84-36984
HYDROGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS
Design of long-endurance unmanned airplanes
incorporating solar and fuel cell propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 84-1430] p 595 A84-35215
HYDROGRAPHY
The use of satellite and aircraft SAR to detect and chart
hazards to navigation
[AD-A141658] p812 N84-2929B
HYDROLYSIS
Interactions between F-111 fuselage fuel tank sealants.
Part 1: Characterisation of polyester sealants and their
hydrolytic degradation products
[MRL-R-657-PT-1] p617 N84-25B2B
HYDROMECHANICS
Backup control for variable cycle engine
[SAE PAPER 831475] p 450 A84-294S4
The 400-Hz aircraft power-generation systems:
Advancing the baseline . p 79 N84-10058
The 400 Hz generators evolution, effects on installation
arrangements p 132 N84-12188
HYDROMETEOROLOGY
Clouds and flight safety — Russian book
p587 A84-33525
HYDROPLANING
High speed braking of an aircraft tire on grooved wet
surfaces p870 AB4-44969
Modified reflex-percussive grooves for runways
[AD-A143569] p 909 N84-32400
HYGRAL PROPERTIES
Effect of moisture on static and fatigue behavior of
aramid composites p 374 A84-25193
HYGROSCOPICITY
Environmental and high strain rate effects on composites
for engine applications p 236 A84-17444
HYPERBARIC CHAMBERS
Evaluation of a carbon dioxide scrubber in a 2-lock
recompresskjn chamber
[AD-A141052] p 793 N84-28816
Hyperbartc chamber equipment: A consolidated
equipment list from selected multiplace hyperbaric
facilities
[AD-A141702] p793 N84-2S820
HYPERBOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Explicit second order splitting schemes for solving
hyperbolic nonlinear 'Problems: Theory and application
to transonic flow
[ESA-TT-768] p252 N84-1S855
HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
Design study of a dual-cycle turbofan-ramjet engine for
a hypersonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2484] p 58 A84-10S72
Certain problems of three-dimensional hypersonic flow
p 152 A84-16918
Analytical comparison of two wing structures for Mach
5 cruise airplanes p 429 AS4-26958
The shape of things to come p 974 A84-48553
Aerodynamic characteristics, including effect of body
shape, of a Mach 6 aircraft concept „
[NASA-TP-2235] p 107 N84-13164
Development of a thermal and structural model for a
NASTRAN finite-element analysis of a hypersonic wing
test structure p 661 N84-26656
HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER
Theory of similarity and the profile of the mean density
distribution of hypersonic boundary layer
p645 A84-37906
Radiative and convective heat transfer interactions in
the three-dimensional compressible hypersonic turbulent
layer on a sharp cone at an angle of attack
p744 A84-41165
Studies of boundary layer transition and surface
roughness effects in hypersonic flow
[AD-A140803] p 662 N84-26670
HYPERSONIC FLOW
Computation of flow past a hypersonic cruiser
p 5 AB4-10080
A limiting case of a hypersonic flow of an ideal gas
past a thin tapered airfoil p 92 A84-14273
Hypersonic flow past a planar body in the regime of
intense radiative heat transfer p 93 A84-14887
Certain problems of three-dimensional hypersonic flow
p152 A84-16918
Laminar boundary layer stability experiments on a cone
at Mach 6. II - Blunt cone
[AIAA PAPER 84-0006) p 172 A84-19227
Hypersonic nonequilibrium gas flow past a
low-aspect-ratio wing p 260 A84-19562
Theory of hypersonic three-dimensional flow around a
slender wing of arbitrary aspect ratio by an unsteady stream
of relaxing gas p 264 A84-21120
Three-dimensional hypersonic flow of a radiating gas
.past a wing p264 A84-21131
Hypersonic flow of a viscous gas at the surface of a
blunt cone with strong injection near the blunt section
p264 AB4-21133
Viscous hypersonic flow over complex bodies at high
angles of attack
tAIAA PAPER 84-0015] p 265 A84-21279
An evaluation of some collision models used for Monte
Carlo calculations of diatomic rarefleld hypersonic flows
p266 A84-21381
Numerical solution of hypersonic flow near leading edge
of flat plate p329 A84-23903
Hypersonic flow past evaporating bodies at angles of
attack - p 404 A84-27062
Hypersonic interactions with surface mass transfer. I -
Steady flow. II - Unsteady flow p 405 A84-27126
Allowance lor the effect of the flniteness of Mach
numbers on regime coefficients in the theory of local
interaction p 406 A84-28294
The aerodynamic and thermal characteristics of
star-shaped bodies around which hypersonic rarefied gas
flows at the angle of attack p 506 A84-31769
Dusty hypersonic flow past thick wedges
p508 A84-32620
Hypersonic large-deflection similitude for quasi-wedges
"and quasi-cones p 509 A84-32790
Hypersonic similarity in the now past a combination of
a circular cone and delta wing p 580 A84-35742
Optimization of the profile of a plane wing in supersonic
and hypersonic flows p 642 A84-37229
A survey of. modem research in hypersonic
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 84-1578] . p 649 A64-37983
Aerothermal loads analysis for high speed flow over a
quilted surface configuration — metallic Thermal Protection
System panels simulation for Space Shuttle
[AIAA PAPER 84-1630] p 651 A84-38019
Experimental and computational study of roughness
effects at M = 6
[AIAA PAPER 84-1681 ] p 653 A84-38053
Calculation of viscous hypersonic flow over a severely
indented nosetip p 656 A84-38836
Shock shape over a sphere cone in hypersonic'high
enthalpy flow p 657 A84-38852
Hypersonic flow of a mixture past blunt bodies
p657 A84-39171
Investigation of hypersonic raretled-gas flow past wings
of infinite span p 753 A84-42535
Hypersonic flow past a delta wing at large angles of
attack p 753 A84-42554
Experimental studies involving sweptback corner
configurations in longitudinal flow of the hypersonic range
— German thesis p 838 A84-45524
Three-dimensional hypersonic flow past a wing with a
low aspect ratio p 638 A84-45702
The absorption of an entropy layer on a blunted cone
in hypersonic flow of a viscous gas p 839 A84-45703
Pressure distribution on a low-aspect-ratio-wing in
hypersonic flow p 841 A84-45729
Hypersonic air flow past low-aspect-ratio wings and thin
bodies p641 A84-4S733
• A similarity law for hypersonic flow of uniformly reacting
air past a low-aspect-ratio wing p 841 A84-45734
An asymptotic theory for the interaction between a
supercritical boundary layer and a hypersonic gas flow
p 841 A64-45737
A-167
HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER SUBJECT-INDEX
. A linear problem concerning three-dimensional
supersonic and hypersonic flows over a wing at angles
of attack and sideslip ' p 959 A84-47070
Position of the center of pressure on a delta wing in
nonequilibrium hypersonic air flow p 959 A84-47081
Effect of an entropy layer on the propagation of unsteady
perturbations in a boundary layer with self-induced
pressure • p 961 A84-47482
Characteristics of steady hypersonic flow past blunt
bodies with discontinuities of the generatrix,
p 962 A84-47846
On the generation of vortical flow at hypersonic speeds
over elliptical cones . p 101 N84-12114
Assessment of real gas effects on the prediction of the
aerodynamics of high velocity Army shells .
[AD-A134739] • p 276 N84-17150
Theory of hypersonic three-dimensional flow of
nonsteady gas stream with relaxation past thin wing with
arbitrary aspect ratio p 512 N84-22791
Interaction of unsteady spatial boundary layer with
hypersonic flow near rapidly heated portion of surface
p513 N84-22794
Hypersonic flow around flat body in case of intense
radiative heat exchange p 513 N84-22795
Hypersonic Aerothermodynamics
[VKI-LS-1984-01] p587 N84-25656
Studies of boundary layer transition and surface
roughness effects in hypersonic flow
(AD-A140803) p 662 N84-26670
Method of calculating strong viscous interaction at delta
wing. p664 N84-2691B
Hypersonic three-dimensional flow of radiating gas
around wing p 848 N84-32062
HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
Correlation of hypersonic stagnation point heat transfer
at low Reynolds numbers p 10 A84-10146
The role of thermal motions of particles in gases of
fireballs p 248 A84-19274
Experimental studies of surface roughness shape and
• spacing effects on heat transfer and skin friction in
. supersonic and hypersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0016] p 267 A84-21851
Roughness induced transition and heat transfer
• augmentation in hypersonic environments
[AIAA PAPER 844)631] p 380 A84-24208
Hypersonic interactions with surface mass transfer. I -
Steady flow. II - Unsteady flow p405 A84-27126
Radiative heat transfer in the shock • layer in
three-dimensional flow around blunt bodies .
p504 A84-31015
Radiative and convective heat transfer interactions in
the three-dimensional compressible hypersonic turbulent
layer on a sharp cone at an angle of attack
p744 A84-41165
HYPERSONIC NOZZLES
An experimental study of full pressure recovery in a
hypersonic wind tunnel with conical and shaped nozzles
p404 A84-27069
HYPERSONIC REENTRY
An experimental investigation of surface pressure
measurements on an advanced winged entry vehicle at
Mach 10 . • .
[AIAA PAPER 84-0308] p 165 A84-18012
. Hypersonic Mach number and real gas effects on Space
Shuttle Orbiter aerodynamics p 405 A84-27435
Numerical solution of Space Shuttle Orbiter now field
including real gas effects
[AIAA PAPER 84-1747] p 659 A84-39367
HYPERSONIC SHOCK
A limiting case of a hypersonic flow of an ideal gas
past a thin tapered airfoil p 92 A84-14273
Preliminary study of oil-flow technique and
• separated-flow in hypersonic shock tunnel
p94 A84-15255
HYPERSONIC VEHICLES
Computation of flow past a hypersonic cruiser
p 5 A84-10080
Preliminary scramjet design for hypersonic airbreathing
missile application
[NASA-CR-3742] p 134 N84-13195
• Studies of boundary layer transition and surface
roughness effects in hypersonic flow
[AD-A140803] . p 662 N84-26670
HYPERSONIC WAKES
Computational probing of hypersonic laminar wakes
[AIAA PAPER 84-1579] p 660 A84-39424
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Preliminary study of oil-flow technique and
separated-flow in hypersonic shock tunnel - . -
p94 A84-15255
• Free flight method in hypersonic impulse type tunnels
for static and dynamic stability study
p 369 A84-25996
An experimental study of full pressure recovery in a
hypersonic wind tunnel with conical and shaped nozzles
• . p 404 A84-27069
HYPERSONICS
' Development of a thermal and structural model for a
NASTRAN finite-element analysis of a hypersonic wing
test structure ' p 661 N84-26656
HYPERVELOCtTY FLOW
High speed interferometric method for density field
investigation in a boundary layer behind the shock wave
p919 A84-45491
HVPERVELOCITY GUNS
• Repetitive switching for an electromagnetic rail gun
. [AD-A138360] • p 485 N84-21814
HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS
• Low pressure measurement techniques in a
hypervelocity wind tunnel p367 A84-25213
High altitude maneuver control test in the NSWC
hypervelocity tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0616] p 369 A84-25732
Extended capabilities for high altitude reentry simulation
in the NSWC hypervelocity wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0412] p910 A84-46119
HYSTERESIS
Hysteresis of supersonic separated flows
p 580 A84-35734
The influence of laminar separation and transition on
low Reynolds number airfoil hysteresis
[AIAA PAPER 84-1617] p 650 A84-38010
An approximate solution of aircraft lateral-directional limit
cycle oscillation induced by aerodynamic hysteresis
p785 A84-41777
Investigation of the behavior of axial compressor stages
with steady state inlet distortions
[DFVLR-FB-83-39] p 607 N84-24590
Results of the first complete static calibration of the
RSRA rotor-load-measurement system
[NASA-TP-2327] p 879 N84:31111
I BEAMS
Impact dynamics research on composite transport
Structures p802 N84-29975
ICE
• The effect of the atmospheric droplet size distribution
on aircraft ice accretion
[AIAA PAPER 84-0108] p 181 A84-17886
Static charging by collisions with ice particles
p 241 A84-18537
Potential flow analysis of glaze ice accretions on an
airfoil
[NASA-CR-168282] p 271 N84-16146
Evaluation of UH-1H hover performance degradation
caused by rotor icing
[AD-A141252] p 689 N84-27727
Comparison of icing cloud instruments for 1982-1983
icing season flight program
[NASA-TM-83569] p 776 ' N84-29870
GASP cloud- and particle-encounter statistics and their
application to LPC aircraft studies. Volume 1: Analysis
and conclusions
[NASA-TM-85835-VOL-1 ] p 1013 N84-34828
ICE ENVIRONMENTS
Helicopter flight testing in natural snow and ice
[AIAA PAPER 83-2786] p 108 A84-13387
ICE FORMATION
Wing contamination - Threat to safe flight
p25 A84-10893
The Air Force Right Test Center artificial icing and rain
testing capability
[AIAA PAPER 83-2688] p 71 A84-12305
Performance degradation of propeller systems due to
rime ice accretion
[AIAA PAPER 82-0286] p 195 A84-17406
Helicopter rotor performance degradation in natural icing
encounter p 195 A84-17412
Measurements of local convective heat transfer
coefficients on ice accretion shapes
[AIAA PAPER 84-0018] p 240 A84-17835
A new characterization of supercooled cloud design
criteria for aircraft ice protection systems below 10,000
leetAGL
[AIAA PAPER 84-0182] p 247 A84-17935
Experimental investigation of ice accretion on rotorcraft
airfoils at high speeds
[AIAA PAPER 84-0183] . p 196 A84-17936
' Experimental study of performance degradation of a
model helicopter main rotor with simulated ice shapes
[AIAA PAPER 84-0184] p 198 A84-17937
Performance degradation of a typical twin engine
commuter type aircraft in measured natural icing
conditions
[AIAA PAPER 84-0179] p 290 A84-21289
The icing of an-unheated, nonrotating cylinder. I - A
simulation model p 389 A84-23647
Aerodynamic evaluation of a helicopter rotor blade with
ice accretion in hover
[AIAA PAPER 84-0608] p 342 A84-24194
Performance degradation of a model helicopter main
rotor in hover and forward flight with a generic ice shape
[AIAA PAPER 84-0609] p 348 A84-24195
Effect of geometry on airfoil icing characteristics
p670 A84-37935
Thermodynamic performance of an airplane wing leading
edge anti-icing system p 670 A84-37939
Aircraft icing in a dear sky p 730 A84-38670
Water droplet trajectory computation around an air
intake p 744 A84-40890
Effects of icing on performance of a research airplane
p 851 A84-44514
Experimental and analytical investigations into airfoil
icing p852 A84-45054
High speed ice accretion on rotorcraft airfoils
p853 A84-46330
Performance degradation of a model helicopter rotor
with a generic ice shape p 974 A84-49096
A steady-state thermal model for analysis of incipient
icing on an air foil leading edge
[AD-A131207] . p22 N84-11150
Performance degradation of a typical twin engine
commuter type aircraft in measured natural icing
conditions
[NASA-TM-83564] p 123 N84-13173
Heat transfer distributions around nominal ice accretion
shapes formed on a cylinder in the NASA Lewis icing
research tunnel
[NASA-TM-83557] p 243 N84-14463
, Rotorcraft icing technology: An update
p203 N84-15084
Ice formation in aircraft p 179 N84-15130
Results of an experimental program investigating the
effects of simulated ice on the performance of the NACA
63A415 airfoil with flap
[NASA-CR-168288] p 271 N84-16145
Documentation of ice shapes on'the main rotor of a
UH-1H helicopter in hover
[NASA-CR-168332] • p 274 N84-17139
Status for knowledge: Meteorological affected icing on
aircraft in clouds
[DFVLR-MITT-83-12] p319 N84-17763
Mechanical ice release processes. Part 1: Self-shedding
from high-speed rotors
[AD-A135369] . p 351 N84-18198
Preliminary study for the modeling of an artificial icing
cloud
[AD-A135717] - p 389 N84-18813
Review and assessment of USAF and US Army (HISS)
artificial icing cloud studies
[AD-A135720] p 390 N84-18814
Current procedures for forecasting aviation icing: A
review
[AD-A136152] p 390 N84-18818
Analysis of AFGL aircraft icing data
[AD-A137197] p 390 N84-20087
Progress toward the development of an aircraft icing
analysis capability
[NASA-TM-83562] . p410 N84-20490
• Study of aerospace materials, coatings, adhesions and
processes. Aircraft icing processes
[AD-A139743] p 583 N84-24557
First stage of equipment for aircraft Do 28 of DFVLR
as a research aircraft for icing and first research results
[OFVLR-FB-83-40] p 596 N84-24571
Measurement of local connective heat transfer
coefficients of four ice accretion shapes
[NASA-CR-174680] p 585 N84-25646
Safety recommendation(s) A-84-10 and -11
p589 N84-25676
Aerospatiale's experience on helicopter flight in icing
conditions
[SNIAS-832-210-107] p 599 N84-25707
Evaluation of UH-1H hover performance degradation
caused by rotor icing
[AD-A141252] p 689 N84-27727
ICE PREVENTION
Wing contamination - Threat to safe flight
p25 A84-10893
Analysis of an airplane windshield anti-icing system using
hot air p 46 A84-11047
A new characterization of supercooled cloud design
criteria for aircraft ice protection systems below 10,000
feet AGL
[AIAA PAPER 84-0182] p 247 A84-17935
An improved method of predicting anti-icing flow rates
for a fluid ice protection system
[AIAA PAPER 84-0023] p 279 A84-21280
Predicted electrothermal deidng of aircraft blades
[AIAA PAPER 84-0110] p 279 A84-21286
Aerodynamic evaluation of a helicopter rotor blade with
ice accretion in hover
[AIAA PAPER 84-0608) p 342 A84-24194
A-168
SUBJECTINOEX IMPELLERS
E-2C Passive detection system (PDS) nose radome
anti-icing demonstration test program
p868 A84-44480
Progress toward the development of an aircraft icing
analysis capability
[NASA-TM-83562] P 410 N84-20490
First stage of equipment for aircraft Do 28 of DFVLR
as a research aircraft for icing and first research results
[DFVLR-FB-83-40] p 596 N84-24571
Measurement of local connective heat transfer
coefficients of four ice accretion shapes
[NASA-CR-174680) p 585 N84-25646
Aerospatiale's experience on helicopter flight in icing
conditions
[SNIAS-832-210-107] p 599 N84-25707
IDEAL FLUIDS
On the theory of thin airfoils in nonequilibrium ideal
fluids . P403 A84-26591
Numerical fluid dynamics
[AD-A135900] p 384 N84-18593
IDEAL GAS
Aerodynamic forces arising in the blade passages of
turbomachine impellers p 16 A84-12172
A limiting case of a hypersonic flow of an ideal gas
past a thin tapered airfoil p 92 A84-14273
An exact solution for the problem of the interaction of
a wedge moving at supersonic velocity with the interface
of two gases p 264 A84-21121
Computational models of the interaction between
vortices and the permeable boundary of a subsonic flow
region ' p 267 A84-21732
A numerical determination of the characteristics of
supersonic air intakes on the basis of calculations of
conical flows of an ideal gas p 842 A84-45744
IDENTIFYING
Integrated CNI (Communication Navigation and
Identification) avionics and future standardization
[AD-P003580] P885 N84-31185
IFF SYSTEMS (IDENTIFICATION)
The full scale development of US Navy DTDMA JTIDS
integrated communication - Navigation-identification
terminals — Distributed Time Division Multiple Access Joint
Tactical Information Distribution System
p39 A84-12441
Secondary radar systems p 111 A84-14300
System reconfiguration for functional fault tolerance in
ICNIA — Integrated Communication Navigation and
Identification Avionics terminal p 421 A84-26740
Integration of ICNIA into advanced high performance
fighter aircraft p 214 N84-15059
F-15 AN/APG-63 radar case study report IDA/OSD R
and M (Institute for Defense Analyses/Office of the
Secretary of Defense Reliability and Maintainability)
study
[AD-A142071] p777 N84-29873
IGNITERS
High energy igniters - The development of materials
suitable for continuous ignition p 296 A84-20108
Combustion jet ignition p 133 N84-12188
IGNITION
Ignition of small particles behind shock waves
p 471 A84-28378
The effect of oxygen concentration on ignition of fuel
• spray in low pressure air flow
(ASME PAPER 84-GT-147] p 982 A84-469S8
Combustion jet ignition p 133 N84-12188
Preliminary flight evaluation of F100 engine model
derivative airstart capability in an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-86031] p 781 N84-28792
IGNITION LIMITS
Analysis of the effect of oxygen addition on minimum
ignition energy p 373 A84-24057
Preliminary correlation of fuel effects on ignitability for
gas turbine engines
[ASME PAPER 83-JPGC-GT-8] p 450 A84-28981
Combustor performance with alternative fuels
p892 A84-46412
IGNITION SYSTEMS
Experimental and theoretical study of combustion jet
ignition
[NASA-CR-168139] p 59 N84-10054
IL-62 AIRCRAFT •
Analysis of the effectiveness of various diagnosis
procedures for the assessment of the technical condition
of the NK-8-4 engines p 356 A84-24750
Upgraded Yakutsk airport opens to IL-62 service
p 72 N84-10006
ILLINOIS
Airport noise and land use compatibility at downstate
Illinois airports
[PB84-177377] p 708 N84-26716
ILLUMINATING
Which solution for the low-intensity lighting of aircraft?
P445 A84-28047
IMAGE CONVERTERS
A dual digital to video converter for avionics symbology
and messages
[AD-A138383] p 448 N84-21547
A dual digital to video converter and color video insetter
for avionics symbology and messages
(AD-A143772) p 979 N84-33408
IMAGE ENHANCEMENT . .
Two-dimensional spatial filtering for terrain correlation
enhancement
[AIAA PAPER 84-1884] p 855 A84-43437
IMAGE PROCESSING ' '
The use of a multi-level quantiser in plot extraction —
surveillance radar clutter processing p 35 A84-10839
Performance analysis of a target detection system using
infrared imagery P 425 A84-27946
Digital scan conversion ~- for airborne radar display
pSOO A84-36259
Image processing as an aid to navigation systems
p854 A84-43368
The IRIS workstation -- Integrated Raster Imaging
System P 1014 A84-46694
APQ-102 imaging radar digital image quality study
[NASA-CR-171738] p317 N84-17435
Wake visualization . •
[BU-282] p581 N84-24542
Image generator architectures and features
[AD-P003449] p 907 N84-32226
Photodigitizing procedures
[AD-A143589] p 929 N84-32793
Array processor utilization in the computation of real-time
images
[ARL-SYS-TM-73] p 938 N84-33058
Autonomous surveillance in the visual spectral region
p 1016 N84-34786
IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
Experimental determination of the natural modes of
swept-wtng models using laser holographic
interferometry p 619 A84-35022
IMAGE ROTATION
An inverse solution for component positioning using
homogeneous coordinate transformations
p732 A84-37942
IMAGES
A laser image generation system for helicopter
Nap-Of-the-Earth (NOE) flight training
[AO-P003481] p928 N84-32248
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
Millimeter wave radiometry p477 A64-28446
Three-dimensional digitization of real world objects
[SAE PAPER 831521] p 426 A84-29513
Investigation of transition from laminar to turbulent
boundary layer flow by means of a thermal imaging
system ' p 581 A84-36460
IMPACT
A triangulation technique for obtaining deflections of
aircraft transparencies during bird impact testing
[AD-P003220] P723 N84-26S33
IMPACT DAMAGE
.Damage tolerant design demonstration — of transport
aircraft for full scale wing boxes
[AIAA PAPER 84-0847] p 555 A84-31628
Analytical and experimental investigation of bird impact
on fan and compressor blading p 699 A84-37937
Certification problems for composite airplane
Structures p 824 A84-44975
Influence of adiabatic shear bands on the fatigue
strength of a titanium alloy p914 A84-46513
Comparison of toughened composite laminates using
NASA standard damage tolerance tests
P802 N84-29972
IMPACT LOADS
Response of long shallow cylindrical panels to radial
line loads
[AIAA PAPER 84-0954] p 555 A84-31660
Elastic behaviour of composite structures under low
velocity impact p 798 A84-42210
Vertical drop test of a transport fuselage center section
including the wheel wells
[NASA-TM-85706] p 142 N84-12531
Validation of the MAGNA (Materially and Geometrically
Nonlinear Analysis) computer program for nonlinear finite
element analysis of aircraft transparency bird impact
[AD-P003229] ' p 723 N84-26642
MAGNA (Materially and Geometrically Nonlinear
Analysis) computer simulation of bird impact on the F-15
aircraft canopy
[AD-P003230] P733 N84-26643
Parametric studies of the T-38 student windshield using
the finite element of code MAGNA. (Materially and
Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis)
[AD-P003232] p 723 N84-26645
Current problems and progress in transparency impact
analysis
[AD-P003233] p 724 N84-26646
Theoretical evaluation of the structural performance of
Swedish fighter aircraft windshields subjected to bird
impact
[AD-P003235] p 673 NB4-26648
IMPACT PREDICTION
A fixed-beam multilateration radar system for weapon
impact scoring p 30 A84-10772
IMPACT RESISTANCE
An experimental method for. determining the dynamic
contact law p 475 A84-27426
New fireworthy composites for use in transportation
vehicles ' p 472 A84-28873
Development of a bird impact resistant T-38 instructor's
windshield p 975 A84-49579
Army helicopter crashworthiness p 184 N84-15090
Degradation of the bird impact resistance of
polycarbonate
[AD-P003193] . p711 N84-26606
Service-life induced failure of bird impact resistant
windshields
[AD-P003195] p672 N84-26608
Current problems and progress in transparency impact
analysis
[AD-P003233] p 724 N84-26646
IMPACT STRENGTH
Experimental evaluation of the F-4 transparency support
structure interface p 683 A84-38896
Composite materials response under low-velocity
impact p 797 A84-40374
Effects of surface flaws on impact resistance of uncoated
polycarbonate
[AD-A141364] - p 800 N84-28998
An approach for estimating the impact of
carbon-reinforced plastic • p 999 N84-34515
IMPACT TESTING MACHINES
A survey of biodynamic test devices and methods
(AD-A142467] p 795 N84-29894
IMPACT TESTS
Performance of two load-limiting subfloor concepts in
full-scale general aviation airplane crash tests •
[AIAA PAPER 84-2225] p 684 A84-39279
Composite materials response under low-velocity
impact p 797 A84-40374
Crash performance of Al and fiber-reinforced-composite
structural elements p 760, A84-42567
Ballistic testing of composite materials
p913 A84-43893
Aircraft transparency testing methodology and
evaluation criteria. Part 2: Methodology development for
improved durability
[AD-A131928] p 122 N84-12157
Aircraft transparency testing methodology and
evaluation criteria. Part 1: Test methods and information
analysis . i
[AD-A131927] . • p122 N84-12158
Alternate T-38 transparency development. Part 4:
Parametric studies '
[AD-A131904] p 122 N84-12159
Fllghtline thermal environment testing- of F-111
transparencies
[AD-A131642] p 123 N84-12163
New aircraft windshield applications using ion exchange
glass
[AD-P003187] p711 N84-26600
T-3B student windshield birdprcofing efforts utilizing
metal and composite materials for aft arch reinforcement
[AD-P003189] p 672 • N84-26602
Investigations concerning improvements of the SAAB
37 windshield birdstrike resistance
[AD-P003217] • p 673 N84-26630
IMPACT TOLERANCES
•Concepts for improving the damage tolerance of
composite compression panels -- aircraft structures
[NASA-TM-85748] p 384 N84-18678
IMPAIRMENT
Statistical review of alcohol-involved aviation
accidents
[NTSB-SS-84-03] p 589 N84-25681
IMPEDANCE MATCHING
Coupling technique of rotor-fuselage dynamic analysis
[ASME PAPER 83-DET-25] p 431 A84-29107
IMPELLERS
Aerodynamic forces arising in the blade passages of
turbomachine impellers p 16 A84-12172
Axial feedback in supersonic compressor stages with
constant and variable impeller geometry
[DGLR PAPER 83-151] p 408 ' A84-29688
Experimental study of centrifugal impeller discharge flow
' in vaneless and vaned diffusers . p 505 A84-31290
Vibration of impellers. V - Measurement of resonant
vibratory stresses of an impeller and pressure distribution
due to aerodynamic excitation . p 558 A84-32764
Problems of failure analysis, taking into account the
example of a destroyed axial-flow compressor
P722 A84-39498
A-169
IMPROVEMENT SUBJECT INDEX
T-700 blisk/impeller cutter life improvement program ,
p923 A84-46346
Performance characteristics ot shrouded and
unshrouded impellers of a centrifugal compressor .
(ASME PAPER 84-GT-46] . p 1001 A84-4690S
Row in the inducer of a centrifugal compressor
measured with a laser velotimeter
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-74) p 1002 'A84-46919
Flow in a centrifugal fan impeller at off-design
conditions
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-182J p 1005 AB4-46983
An improved method for the prediction of centrifugal
compressor rotational-tone noise
[DE84-013345] p 930 N84-32842
IMPROVEMENT
Introduction to the airport improvement program
[AD-A144556] p 994 N84-344S4
IMPULSES
Model helicopter rotor high-speed impulsive noise:
Measured acoustics and blade pressures
[NASA-TM-85850] p 17 N84-10020
Helicopter impulsive noise: Theoretical and
experimental status
[NASA-TM-84390] p 394 N84-19050
IM-FUGHT MONITORING
Analysis of gas turbine engine dynamic instabilities
[AIAA PAPER 83-2694] p 59 AS4-12307
Flight evaluation results for a digital electronic engine
control in an F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 63-2703] p 59 A84-12310
Instrumentation for in-flight acoustic measurements in
an engine intake
[AIAA PAPER 83-2733] P 56 A84-12326
Thrust modeling - A simplified in-flight thrust and airflow
prediction technique for flight test performance
measurements
[AIAA PAPER 83-2751 ] p 49 A84-12339
In-flight acoustic emission monitoring of a wing
attachment component p 189 A84-15935
Effect of crack presence on in-flight airframe noises in
a wing attachment component p 189 A84-15936
Feasibility of using longitudinal acceleration (Nx) for
monitoring takeoff and stopping performance from the
cockpit p 192 A84-16166
B-1B central integrated test system optimization
p209 A84-16608
Instrumentation and data processing for AFTI/F-16 flight
testing p 194 A84-16690
Lockheed Airborne Data System advances test
technology p 210 A84-16698
A flight study of tone radiation patterns generated by
inlet rods in a small turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 84-0499] ' p 253 A84-18132
In-flight measurement of engine power effects on the
lift and drag characteristics of a high performance business
jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-0563] p 198 A84-18166
Multipath' interference for in-flight antennas
measurements p 188 A84-18240
VISTA - A modest proposal for a new fighter in-flight
simulator
[AIAA PAPER 84-0520] p 232 A84-19256
A performance monitoring system for helicopters
p295 A84-19614
Access to maintenance data via AIDS - Future aspects
of the expanded AIDS — Aircraft Integrated Data
System
[MBB-UT-17-83-OE] p 295 A84-22860
Operational flight software techniques for on-aircraft
testing and maintenance p 489 A84-26769
Compact, pulsed LDA for airborne and windtunnel
applications p 478 A84-28730
Uncertainty methodology for in-flight thrust
determination
[SAE PAPER 831438] p 431 A84-29452
Application of in-flight thrust determination uncertainty
[SAE PAPER 831439] p 432 A84-29453
Design of automated monitoring systems for on-board
flight equipment — Russian book p 564 A84-30972
Rotating aerodynamic exciter
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-22] p 526 A84-32490
United Kingdom military engine monitoring experience
[AIAA PAPER 84-1409] p 603 A84-35207
Evaluation of benefits of the A-10/TF34 Turbine Engine
Monitoring System Squadron Integration Program
[AIAA PAPER 84-1414] p 603 A84-35208
Development of the Engine Condition Monitoring System
for the HH-65A helicopter
[AIAA PAPER 84-1411] p 605 A84-35666
B-1B - Designing for supportability
p 677 A84-36796
CF6-80 , condition monitoring - The engine
manufacturer's involvement in data acquisition and
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 84-1412] p 697 A84-36976
Acoustic emission due to crack growth, crack face
rubbing and structural noise in the CC-130 Hercules
aircraft p 804 A84-40678
A comparison of fixed-base and in-flight longitudinal
handling qualities simulations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2104] p 788 A84-42375
Instrument failure detection and isolation in a system
with variable plant parameters
[AIAA PAPER 84-1856] p 934 A84-43420
An in flight investigation of pitch rate flight control
systems and application of frequency domain 'and time
domain predictive criteria
[AIAA PAPER 84-1897] p 896 A84-43482
Direct measurement of in-flight thrust for aircraft
engines p889 A84-44457
An in-flight investigation ot pilot-induced oscillation
suppression filters during the fighter approach and landing
task p 897 A84-44471
Operational aircraft performance. evaluation - An
approach to testing using a Head-Up Display system
p882 A84-44472
The theoretical bases of methods for the in-flight
determination of the flight characteristics of aircraft:
Application of similarity theory — Russian book
p874 A84-46050
Heat transfer in the nose section of axisymmetric objects
under conditions of nonseparated and separated flows
p845 A84-46237
Experimental methods in flight for the measurement of
control characteristics p66 N84-10091
Safety recommendation A-84-7 p 588 N84-25674
Intelligent flight data recorder. A contribution to
orvcondition maintenance and optimization of operation
p 691 N84-26568
Engine condition monitoring with aircraft integrated data
systems on Lufthansa A310 p 691 N84-26571
First experience with ARINC 717 Aircraft Integrated Data
Systems (AIDS) on Airbus 310 for maintenance support
P692 N84-26572
Failure Identification Module (FIM) for digital control
systems — avionics p 692 NB4-26573
Analysing redundant flight path data on two Airbus A-300
aircraft p 692 N84-26577
Performance validation of Sperry Right Management
Systems (FMS) p693 N84-26580
Flight testing and real time data processing for
development and integration of weapon systems
p977 N84-34415
INCIDENCE
Vane stagger angle and camber effects in fan noise
generation p 779 A84-40833
An analytical method to calculate the flow field about
blunt bodies of revolution at incidence in supersonic free
stream now
[CSIR-NIAST-82/72] p 106 N84-13156
INCLUSIONS
The nature and origin of refractory inclusions in the
Allende meteorite. p 945 N84-33318
INCOHERENT SCATTERING
Optical gas temperature measurement in gas turbines
[PNR-90174] p536 N84-22572
INCOMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
Calculation of boundary layers and separation on a.
spheroid at incidence p9 A84-10109
Separation jump and sudden stall over an ellipsoidal
wing at incidence p 830 A84-44647
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW
A direct method for the solution of unsteady
two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
p 5 A84-10076
Global solution procedures for incompressible laminar
flow with strong pressure interaction and separation
p 5 A84-10079
Sail theory p 152 A84-16928
Prediction of vortex lift on interacting delta wings in
incompressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-0136] p 160 A84-17904
An incompressible Navier-Stokes flow solver in.
three-dimensional curvilinear coordinate systems using
primitive variables •
[AIAA PAPER 84-0253) p 163 A84-17977
On the method of pseudo compressibility for numerically
solving incompressible flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0252] p 262 A84-19889
Numerical prediction of deployment, initial till, and
inflation of parachute canopies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0787] p 400 A84-26557
The unsteady wake behind slender lifting bodies in
incompressible flow p 403 A84-26590
Modelling of an airfoil empirical flow field below and
through dynamic stall p 576 A84-34832
An approximate analytical solution of incompressible
potential flow around a circular cylinder, between two .
parallel flat plates p 576 A84-35023
On the use of several compact methods for the study /
of unsteady incompressible viscous flow for outer /
problems. II p 620 A84-35327 '
A composite velocity procedure for the incompressible ,
Navier-Stokes equations P 620 A84-35341 '
Boundary-layer calculations in the inverse mode for
incompressible flows over infinite swept wings
p 638 AB4-36476
Prediction of vortex lift on interacting delta wings in
incompressible flow p646 AB4-37927
A vectorized solution for incompressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1534] p 718 A84-37956
Compressor cascade optimization based on inverse
boundary layer method and inverse cascade method. I -
An inverse cascade method for incompressible
two-dimensional potential flow p 653 A84-38081
The incompressible flow at the stagnation point of
slender bodies p752 A84-42478
Vortex-fitted potential solution compared with
vortex-captured Euler solution for delta wing with
leading-edge vortex separation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2144] p 829 A84-44200
Vortex stability and breakdown - Survey and extension
p830 A84-44627
Hall effects on MHO free-convection flow past an
accelerated vertical porous plate p 939 A84-45292
A numerical solution to the problem of flow past a plate
with a jet flap of finite width for various Bernoulli
numbers p840 A84-45728
An analysis of flow past axisymmetric intakes at low
velocities p841 A84-45731
Fundamental studies on vortex flows
. ; ' P949 A84-46763
On the theory of a two-shell parachute
p 960 A84-47097
A combined method for solving the direct problem of
the hydrodynamics of the airfoil cascades of
turbomachines p 1007 A84-48000
An automatic adaptive numerical method for lifting
surface theories P 962 A84-48132
Application of a new Navier-Stokes solver to
three-dimensional jet flows P 963 A84-49113
The use of an adaptive grid in a solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow
p20 N84-11139
Stability of a pair of stationary vortices in the leeward
side of a cylinder in a potential flowfield
[AD-A131917] p98 N84-12095
Computational vortex flow aerodynamics
p 101 N84-12117
Simulation ot turbulent flows with a point vortex
method p 101 N84-12119
Steady and unsteady flow models for airfoils with
spoiler p 104 N84-12136
Numerical modeling of turbulent flow in a channel
(NASA-CR-168278] p 133 N84-13189
An application of the finite element method to the
solution of low Reynolds number, incompressible flow
around a Joukowski aerofoil, with emphasis on automatic
generation of grids
[AD-A133008] p 176 N84-14127
The linear vortex distribution using the alternative
approach
[NIAST-82/80] p269 N84-16133
A modified, lifting line theory for wing-propeller
interference
[NASA-CR-173324] p 336 N84-18171
Reattachment of a three-dimensional, incompressible
jet to ah adjacent axisymmetric inclined surface
[AD-A136288] p 383 N84-18584
Rotordynamic forces developed by labyrinth seals
[AD-A136217] p 384 N84-18599
Calculation of the flow over a stalled airfoil
p 509 N84-22531
Computation of viscous flows over airfoils, including
separation, with a coupling approach
[NASA-TM-77079] p 516 N84-23607
Unsteady laminar boundary-layer calculations on
oscillating configurations including backflow. Part 2: Airfoil
in high-amplitude pitching motion. Dynamic stall
[NASA-TM-84319-PT-2] p 581 N84-24537
Compendium of US incompressible flow facilities
[AD-A143650] . p 993 N84-33424
Description and prediction of transition in
two-dimensional, incompressible flow
p 1009 N84-33758
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS
An asymptotic solution to the problem concerning flow
of a viscous fluid near the axis of a vortex sheet
p404 A84-27056
INCONEL (TRADEMARK)
The development of an ODS turbine blade alloy
(INCONEL alloy MA 6000) for use in small gas turbine
engines — Oxide Dispersion Strengthened
p470 A84-28326
A-170
SUBJECT INDEX INFRARED LASERS
Hot corrosion testing of oxide dispersion strengthened
nickel base alloys p 471 AS4-28334
Oxide dispersion strengthened materials in advanced
gas turbine engines - Inconel alloy MA 754 vanes
P471 AB4-28338
T-700 blisk/impeller cutter life improvement program
P923 AB4-46346
Deformation studies in workable superalloys
[AD-A131606] P77 N84-11260
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Lightning simulator circuit parameters and performance
for severe-threat high-action-integral testing
(DE84-009065] p 810 N84-30211
INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION)
Calendar of selected aeronautical and space meetings
[AGARD-CAL-83/2] p 499 N84-21490
Validated Engineering Data Index, 1983-1984
P485 N84-21768
AGARD index of publications, 1980-1982
[ISBN-92-835-1462-9] p 569 N84-24S02
Cabin safety subject index
[AD-A140409] p 590 N84-2S683
Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches, 1983
[NASA-TM-85509] p 821 N84-31047
Notice for airmen, part 2. Index of approved
manufacturing operations for aeronautical appliances
according to paragraph 18 of test procedures for
aeronautical appliances
[NFL-ll-38/84] p 848 N84-34394
Notice for airmen, part 2. Index of approved aeronautical
engineering operations and of independent inspectors
according to paragraph 33 of test procedures for
aeronautical appliances
[NFL-ll-39/84] p 948 N84-34395
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
Primary flight display - A step beyond EADI's —
Electronic Attitude Director Indicator
[SAE PAPER 831533] p 446 A84-29521
Development of an environmental stress indicator for
airborne avionics equipment p 1000 A84-46724
Course-indicating systems and their operation aboard
aircraft (3rd revised and enlarged edition) — Russian
book p 971 A84-49331
INDOOR AIR POLLUTION
System for the removal of airborne contaminants from
aircraft environmental control systems
[AD-D011172] p1008 N84-3361S
INDUCTANCE
Radomes for flight vehicles
[AD-A140174] p 625 N84-25920
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
Guide to Canadian aerospace related industries
[AD-A140606] p 638 N84-26650
INELASTIC STRESS
Development of a simplified procedure for cyclic
structural analysis
[NASA-TP-2243] p 484 N84-20878
Nonlinear Structural Analysis
[NASA-CP-2297] p 927 N84-31688
INERTIA
The effect of fluid inertia and viscoelasticity in
squeeze-film damper bearings
[AD-A138054] p 486 N84-21880
Nacelle Aerodynamic and Inertial Loads (NAIL) project
[NASA-CR-165807] p 667 N84-27685
Nacelle Aerodynamic and Inertial Loads (NAIL) project
[NASA-CR-3585] p 772 N84-28777
Stores weight and inertia system update: Cable
attachment redesign, flexible length parameter calibration,
data sheet revision
[AD-A141087] P773 N84-28781
INERTIA PRINCIPLE
Experimental determination of the inertia constants of
an airplane or of a missile
[NASA-TM-77767] p 965 N84-33381
INERTIAL COORDINATES
Further experimental determination of parachute virtual
mass coefficients
[AIAA PAPER 84-0797] p 401 A84-26565
INERTIAL GUIDANCE
Design of the Integrated Inertial Sensor Assembly (MSA)
advanced development model p 440 A84-26747
From autopilot to strapdown - Electrotechnology in
inertial guidance and control p 1017 A84-47690
Materials research for advanced inertial instrumentation.
Task 2: Gas bearing material development
[AD-A130471]
 P42 N84-10044
INERTIAL NAVIGATION
An all-purpose inertial navigation concept for tactical
missile systems p 40 A84-12451
Strapdown inertial-navigation systems
P111 A84-14282
An optimally integrated track recovery system for aerial
bathymetry p 205 A84-16120
Application of VLSI to strapdown p 207 A84-16557
Offshore positioning with an integrated GPS/inertial
navigation system p 188 A84-18318
Algorithm for the digital processing of signals of onboard
receiving antenna arrays p 284 A84-20555
A terrain-aided navigation system p 344 A84-23909
Application of laser inertial technology to commercial
airplanes P 424 A84-26801
Laser gyros prove their mettle p 481 A84-29567
Lasemav — inertial navigation system for
business-aviation aircraft p427 A84-29S68
Breaking the precision barrier for aircraft inertial
systems P 521 A84-33022
Problems in air navigation at the North Pole.-II
p590 A84-35589
From 1950 to the year 2000 • The dynamics of
aeronautical inertial navigation systems
p675 A84-37037
Airborne gravity measurement with an astroinertial
system
[AIAA PAPER 84-1876] p 855 A84-43432
A statistical analysis of gravity-induced errors in airborne
inertial navigation
[AIAA PAPER 84-1877] p 855 A84-43433
GPS/INS integration for range instrumentation
p969 A84-46642
Gyros in business aircraft p971 A84-49357
Integration of fire control, navigation system and head
up display p 126 N84-12060
Study of NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration) WP-3D terminal navigation errors based
on navigators logbooks: 1977-1983
[PB84-155738] p 677 N84-26692
Regression analysis technique for air data sensor
calibration with an inertial navigation system
[DFVLR-MITT-84-03] p 677 N84-27716
Development, set up and testing of a measuring system
for components of the Derived Azimuth System (DAS)
[BMFT-FB-W-84-005] p 766 N84-28773
Sensor noise and Kalman filter for aided inertial
navigation system
[AD-A143360] p 863 N84-32372
INERTIAL PLATFORMS
Application of estimation techniques for the evaluation
.of sensor errors from flight tests with the experimental
strapdown system of DFVLR p 861 A84-45951
Fault-tolerant system considerations for a redundant
strapdown inertial measurement unit .
[NASA-CR-172426] p 971 N84-33396
INERTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEMS
Applications of inertial systems as flight test sensors
[AIAA PAPER 83-2738] p 56 A84-12330
A multipurpose Integrated Inertial Reference Assembly
(IIRA) p 206 A84-16556
Software verification, a case study of the inortial
reference system p 489 A84-26726
Application of laser inertial technology to commercial
airplanes p 424 A84-26801
INFINITE SPAN WINGS
Excitation of Tollmein-Schlichting waves in the boundary
layer on the vibrating surface of a swept wing of infinite
span p264 A84-21117
Investigation of hypersonic rarefied-gas flow past wings
of infinite span p 753 A84-42535
A linear problem concerning three-dimensional
supersonic and hypersonic flows over a wing at angles
of attack and sideslip p959 A84-47070
On the theory of a two-shell parachute
p960 A84-47097
Excitation of Tollmin-Schlichting waves in boundary layer
at vibrating surface of infinite-span sweptback wing
p513 N84-22792
INFLATABLE GLIDERS
AGES exploratory development investigation of aircrew
emergency escape ram-air inflated flexible wing — Aircrew
Gliding Escape System (AGES) p 968 A84-47261
INFLATABLE SPACECRAFT
System definition study of deployable, non-metallic
space structures
[NASA-CR-171090] p 796 N84-28887
INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
Variable geometry airfoils using inflatable surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-0072] p 157 A84-17860
Scientific balloon in China' p 670 A84-38291
Load deflection characteristics of inflated structures
[NASA-CR-174585] p 86 N84-12028
The structural and aerodynamic behaviour of a
semi-inflatable wing
[BU-297] p 596 N84-24574
INFLATING
Numerical prediction of deployment, initial fill, and
inflation of parachute canopies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0787] p 400 A84-26557
A semi-empirical theory to predict the load-time history
of an inflating parachute
[AIAA PAPER 84-0814] p 402 A84-26578
INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT
The influence of the Reynolds number on the
aerodynamic parameters of wing profiles near ground —
German thesis p 15 A84-11981
A method for the construction of a flutter model wing
having given influence coefficients p 1008 A84-49545
INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
Sixth Annual Workshop on Meteorological and
Environmental Inputs to Aviation Systems, 26-28 October
1982, Tultehoma. Tenn p 389 A84-23424
Aerospace research and technology in Germany
p 498 N84-21500
Combustion gas properties of various fuels of interest
to gas turbine engineers
[NASA-TM-B3682] p 606 N84-24584
Support interference of wind tunnel models: A selective
annotated bibliography
[NASA-TM-81909-SUPPL] p 706 N84-26708
Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches, 1983
[NASA-TM-85509] p 821 N84-31047
INFORMATION FLOW
Information formating - A search and transfer problem
— for aircraft flight decks
[SAE PAPER 831497] p 418 A84-29506
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
A wind tunnel database using RIM
p 493 N84-22313
Development of Integrated Programs for
Aerospace-vechicle Design (IPAD). . IPAD user
requirements: Implementation (first-level IPAD)
[NASA-CR-162713] p 772 N84-28776
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
Terrain analysis procedural guide for built-up areas
(report no. 13 in the ETL (Engineer Topographic
Laboratories) series on guides for Army terrain analysts)
[AD-A142918] ' p 932 N84-31768
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The full scale development of US Navy DTDMA JTIDS
integrated communication - Navigation-identification
terminals — Distributed Time Division Multiple Access Joint
Tactical Information Distribution System
p39 A84-12441
Design and development of a second generation relative
navigation analytic simulator for JTIDS full scale
development p 40 A84-12444
Implementing grads on a raster graphics device —
Graphics Real-time Application Display Support system
for avionics p490 A84-26783
The Aviation Safety Analysis System (ASAS) - An
overview p 759 A84-41079
Flight testing the CDTI concept -- Cockpit Display of
Traffic Information p 882 A84-44752
INFORMATION TRANSFER
Embedded information transfer technology
[AD-A142649] p 925 N84-31518
INFRARED ASTRONOMY
Airborne far-infrared and submillimeter spectroscopy
p499 A84-29259
INFRARED DETECTORS
Visual aids for future helicopters p 210 A84-18375
Issues in calibrating infrared seekers at low energy
levels p474 A84-27180
Is there a future for infra-red missile systems?
p 591 A84-36229
The aircraft infrared measurements guide
[AD-A132598] p 254 N84-14905
Cost and performance analysis of visual and sensor
simulation systems using Defense Mapping Agency data
[AD-A135955] p 370 N84-18220
Passive line-of-sight stabilization for an infrared sensor
[AD-A143305] p 929 N84-32792
INFRARED IMAGERY
Data processing techniques for imaging air to air
guidance systems p 343 A84-23248
Low altitude navigation and targeting infrared system
for night (LANTIRN) p420 A84-26702
Performance analysis of a target detection system using
infrared imagery p425 A84-27946
Is there a future for infra-red missile systems?
p 591 A84-36229
Image processing as an aid to navigation systems
p 854 A84-43368
INFRARED INSPECTION
Thermography - Applications to the manufacture and
nondestructive characterization of composites
p 477 A84-28639
INFRARED INSTRUMENTS
Aviation experience in helicopter night frying practice
p277 A84-19612
INFRARED LASERS
Infra-red laser velocimetry p 600 A84-36299
Wind measurement with coherent laser radar at 10
microns p 1012 N84-34750
A-171
INFRARED RADAR SUBJEGTINDEX
INFRARED RADAR
A CW CO2 laser rangeflnder/vekximeter using
heterodyne detection p 591 A84-36232
INFRARED RADIATION
Theoretical and experimental study of infrared radiation
from helicopters p 283 A84-19624
Black Hawk hover infrared suppressor subsystem
p767 A84-40788
Aircraft oxhsust phuno stQnsturs protfctions for
nofvflxisymmctric rnuttipto origins installations
p537 N84-22627
INFRARED RADIOMETERS
Airborne infrared low level wind shear predictor
[AIAA PAPER 84-0356] p 210 A84-18043
Wide dynamic range forward looking infrared set
(WDRF) p444 A84-27188
Airborne Infrared tow-altitude wind shear detection test
P979 AB4-49091
INFRARED SCANNERS
Incorporating geometric and radiative effects Into
infrared scanning computer analysis
p469 A84-28841
Infra-red surveillance techniques for guided weapon
systems p 622 A84-38298
INFRARED SIGNATURES
Theoretical and experimental study of infrared radiation
from helicopters p 283 A84-19624
Helicopter infrared signature and countermeasure
evaluation • p 283 A84-19629
Three-dimensional target signature modeling
p856 A84-43887
INFRARED SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
FTIR analysis of aviation fuel deposits
[NASA-TM-83773] p 998 N84-33608
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
Airborne far-infrared and submUlimeter spectroscopy
p 499 A84-29259
INFRARED SUPPRESSION
Aero-thermo activities for the development of a 'passive
infrared suppressor' for helicopter use
p2B8 A84-1962S
INFRARED TRACKING
The aircraft Infrared measurements guide
[AO-A132598] p 254 N84-14905
INGESTION (ENGINES)
Effects of water ingestion into jet engine
[AIAA PAPER 84-0542] p 297 A84-21880
Thrust reverser exhaust plume reingestton model tests
p601 A84-34457
FOD (Foreign Object Damage) generation by aircraft
tires — probability of engine ingestion and airfield surface
movements
[AD-A133319] p 205 N84-15148
Vortex lifted stone ingestion: The Influence of stone
diameter
[BAE-KRS-N-GEN-276] p 673 N84-26676
INGOTS
Engineering property comparisons of Powder Metallurgy
(PM) alloy X7901-T7E69 and Ingot Metallurgy (IM) alloy
forgings
[NLR-MEMO-SM-83450-U] p 998 N84-33SB3
INHOMOGENEITY
An experimental investigation of gas jets In confined
swirling air flow
(NASA-CR-3832] . p 988 N84-33412
INJECTION MOLDING
GTE sintered silicon nitride — for advanced heat
engines
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-22B] p 998 A84-47008
Progress In net shape fabrication of alpha sic turbine
components
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-273] p 1006 A84-47036
INJURIES
Design and development of an automatically, controlled
variable-load energy absorber
[AD-A1426B3] p 774 N84-29868
INKS
Rre-retardant decorative inks for aircraft Interiors
[NASA.TM-85876] p 376 N84-1947S
INLET AIRFRAME CONFIGURATIONS
Review of inlet-airtrame integration using Navier-Stokes
computational fluid dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 84-0119] p 160 A84-17892
Three-dimensional flow analysis of turboprop inlet and
nacelle configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0193] p 162 A84-17943
Experience in engine face, non-steady, flow
measurements through a side and bottom engine air inlet
duct p 538 N84-23600
INLET FLOW
Investigation of tangential blowing applied to a subsonic
V/STOL inlet p 12 A84-11042
Buzz in axlsymmetric supersonic inlet and its control
p 16 A84-12042
Inlet flow distortion In turbomachinery - Comparison of
theory and experiment in a transonic fan stage
p90 A84-13592
Mixed finite difference computation of external and
Internal transonic flow field of Inlets p 150 A84-15914
Numerical Investigation of unsteady inlet flow fields
[AIAA PAPER 64-0031] p 156 A84-17838
Review of inlet-airframe Integration using Navier-Stokes
computational fluid dynamics
(AIAA PAPER 84-0119] p 160 A84-17892
The application of a second generation low-order panel
method - program Vsaero' - to powerptant installation
[AIAA PAPER 844122] p 198 AB4-17895
Aorodynsfnic dosJQn of WQh contrscbon rstio. subsonic
wind tunnd tntets
[AIAA PAPER 844416) p 167 A84-18078
One-dimensional unsteady modeling of supersonic inlet
unstanV restart
[AIAA PAPER 84-0439] p 168 A84-18094
A flight study of tone radiation patterns generated by
inlet rods in a small turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 844499] p 253 A84-18132
Numerical simulation of unsteady supersonic injection
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surfaces
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emitting, and scattering medium on a permeable plate
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Computational probing of hypersonic laminar wakes
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Basic failure mechanisms ol laminated composites and
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transonic turbines with low aspect ratio and high load
p59 A84-12043
Performance of a high-work low aspect ratio turbine
tested with a realistic inlet radial temperature profile
[AIAA PAPER 84-1161] p 777 A84-40239
Experimental measurements of wake characteristics of
low aspect-ratio delta and flapped-plate planforms
[AD-A130398] p 18 N84-10026
Low aspect ratio wing/body vortex interaction at large
angles of pitch and yaw p 20 N84-11140
Performance of a high-work low aspect ration turbine
tested with a realistic inlet radial temperature profile
[NASA-TM-83655] p 607 N84-24589
Low aspect ratio turbine design at Rolls-Royce
p 808 N84-29169
LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
On Reynolds number effects in vortex flow over aircraft
wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-0137] p 160 A84-17905
Numerical simulation of the tip vortex off a
low-aspect-ratio wing at transonic speed
[AIAA PAPER 84-0522] p 168 A84-18149
Empirical curves for predicting supersonic aerodynamics
of very-low-aspect-ratio lifting surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-0575] p 169 A84-18173
Hypersonic nonequilibrium gas flow past a
low-aspect-ratio wing p 260 A84-19562
Three-dimensional hypersonic flow of a radiating gas
past a wing p264 A84-21131
An efficient coordinate transformation technique for
unsteady, transonic aerodynamic analysis of low
aspect-ratio wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-0872] p 505 A84-31686
Investigation of two extremal problems of quadrupole
wing theory p717 A84-37230
Divergence of forward swept wings
P&82 A84-38424
Computational-experimental pressure distributions on a
transonic, low-aspect-ratio wing
[AIAA PAPER 84-2092] p 750 A84-42345
Three-dimensional hypersonic flow past a wing with a
low aspect ratio p 838 A84-45702
Pressure distribution on a low-aspect-ratio wing in
hypersonic flow p 841 A84-45729
Hypersonic air flow past low-aspect-ratio wings and thin
bodies p841 A84-45733
A similarity law for hypersonic flow of uniformly reacting
air past a low-aspect-ratio wing p 841 A84-45734
Separated flow around a conic combination of a
low-aspect-ratio wing and a nonsymmetrical fuselage
P957 A84-47051
A method for the construction of a flutter model wing
having given influence coefficients p 1008 A84-49545
Effects of blowing spanwise from the tips of low-aspect
ratio wings of varying taper ratio, with application to
improving STOL capability of fighter aircraft
[AD-A135688] . p 337 N84-18175
Numerical simulation of the tip vortex off a
row-aspect-ratio wing at transonic speed
[NASA-TM-85932] p 510 N84-22535
Theory of hypersonic three-dimensional flow of
nonsteady gas stream with relaxation past thin wing with
arbitrary aspect ratio p 512 N84-22791
LOW COST ,
The design and measured performance of an
experimental GPS navigation receiver .for general
aviation p 38 A84-12428
ACAP - A giant step towards low cost composite aircraft
— Advanced Composite Airtrame Program
p 195 A84-17205
The'affordable'fighter market p 289 A84-20599
Low cost thermal protection system processing
[AD-D011142] p915 N84-32434
LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS
Design study for a low density wind tunnel
[INPE-3072-TDL/160] p 706 N84-26707
LOW NOISE .
RF subsystems for precision DME
p 520 A84-32335
LOW PRESSURE
Low pressure measurement techniques in a
hypervelocity wind tunnel . p 367 A84-25213
Stress mapping of a low pressure compressor for an
advanced turbojet engine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-99] p 981 A84-46939
Energy efficient engine: Low-pressure turbine subsonic
cascade component development and integration
program
[NASA-CR-165592] p 701 N84-27738
LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER
A comparison between the predicted and experimental
characteristics of a NACA 64(3)-418 aerofoil at low
Reynolds numbers p6 A84-10090
Correlation of hypersonic stagnation point heat transfer
at low Reynolds numbers p 10 A84-10146
Clark-Y airfoil performance at low Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 84-0052] p 157 A84-17848
The influence of airfoil roughness on the performance
of flight vehicles at low Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 84-0540] p 174 A84-19258
Jet noise at low Reynolds number
p321 A84-21504
Wind-tunnel tests on a high performance low-Reynolds
number airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 84-0628] p 331 A84-24206
The influence of laminar separation and transition on
low Reynolds number airfoil hysteresis
[AIAA PAPER 84-1617] p 650 A84-38010
Boundary layer characteristics of the Miley airfoil at low
Reynolds numbers p 829 A84-44507
Airfoil heat transfer calculation using a low Reynolds
number version of a two-equation turbulence model
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-261] p 1005 A84-47032
An application of the finite element method to the
solution of low Reynolds number, incompressible flow
around a Joukowski aerofoil, with emphasis on automatic
generation of grids
[AD-A133008] p 176 N84-14127
On the stability of flight vehicles in the low Reynolds
number non-linear regime
[AD-A140008] p583 N84-24561
LOW SPEED
A comparison with theory of peak to peak sound level
for a model helicopter rotor generating blade slap at low
tip speeds . p 94 A84-15201
A method for predicting low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of transport aircraft p 330 A84-24102
A comparison of turbulence intensity measurements
using a laser velocimeter and a hot wire in a low speed
jet flow .. p478 A84-28741
An experimental investigation of the vortex flow over
delta and double-delta wings at low speed
p99 NB4-12106
Analysis of nonplanar wing-tip mounted lifting surfaces
on low-speed airplanes . p 204 N84-15142
Experimental studies of flow separation of three airfoils
at low speeds
[NASA-CR-3530] p 754 N84-28736
Flight characteristics of a manned, low-speed, controlled
deep stall vehicle
INASA-TM-86041] p 773 N84-29863
LOW SPEED STABILITY
Vortex induced lift on two dimensional low speed
wings
[AD-A146318] ,p 827 A84-44133
Effect of Reynolds number on upper cowl flow
separation p 837 A84-45051
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
Transport configuration wind tunnel tests with engine
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0592] p 364 A84-24183
Control of turbine simulators for low speed windtunnel
tests ' p367 A84-25211
An experimental study of the performance of clustered
parachutes in a low speed wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0822] p 402 A84-26585
Modernization of the Breguet low-speed wind tunnel at
Velizy • ' '
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-11] p 544 A84-32481
Experimental study of the behavior of 3D-turbulent
boundary layer in a simplified wing/body junction
[AIAA PAPER 84-1529] p 647 A84-37954
.. Low speed closed circuit high pressure tunnel for gas
flow spark gap studies
[AIAA PAPER 84-1596] p 705 A84-37995
Transient aerodynamic characteristics of a
two-dimensional low-speed wing at several angles of
attack
[AIAA PAPER 84-2076] p 749 A84-42332
Active control of asymmetric vortex effects in circular
cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 84-2101] p 751 A84-42351
Low flight speed fan noise from a supersonic inlet
p938 A84-44508
The experimental investigation of the spatial vortex
patterns of some slender bodies at high angle of attack
in low speed tunnel p 835 A84-45012
Low speed twin engine simulation on a large scale
transport aircraft model in the DNW p 906 A84-45056
The cryogenic wind tunnel Cologne
p 545 N84-23568
Recent modifications and calibration of the Langley
low-turbulence pressure tunnel
[NASA-TP-2328] p 665 N84-27675
The 6M x 8M low speed wind tunnel
p907 N84-31221
LOW TEMPERATURE
the filterability of T-6 fuel at low temperatures
, p 374 i A84-25590
Heat transfer in airplane fuel tanks at low
temperatures
[ASME PAPER 83-HT-102] p 479 A84-29095
Low temperature behavior of fuels in simulated aircraft
tanks. ' • '
[AD-A130267] p 76 N84-10336
Simulation of T-38 aircraft student canopy response to
cockpit pressure and thermal loads using MAGNA
(Materially and Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis)
[AD-P003231] p733 N84-26644
LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS
Fracture temperature and flaw growth in nitronic 40 at
cryogenic temperatures
[NASA-TP-2312] p 552 N84-23750
Low temperature evaluation of advanced technology
hydraulic system (8,000 psi)
[AD-A143389] . p 903 N84-32396
A-187
LOW THRUST SUBJECTINDEX
LOW THRUST
Residual thrust due to decomposition of insulator
materials — in solid propellent rocket engines
p709 A84-38150
LOW TURBULENCE
Dynamic flow quality measurements in the Langtey Low
Turbulence Pressure Tunnel
(AIAA PAPER 84-0621 ] p 366 A84-24201
Recent modifications and calibration of the Langley
low-turbulence pressure tunnel
[NASA-TP-2328J p 665 NB4-2767S
LOW VISIBILITY
An investigation of side-stick-controller/stability and
control-augmentation system requirements for helicopter
terrain night under reduced visibility conditions
[AIAA PAPER 84-0235] p 226 A84-17965
Optronics for PAH-2/HAC/HAP. Strangers in the sight
i . p 444 A84-26898
A holographic head-up display for low visibility landing
operations
[SAE PAPER 831451) p 445 A84-29492
LUBRICANT TESTS
Parametric evaluation of a solid-lubricated ban bearing
[ASLE PREPRINT 83-LC-1B-1) p 479 A84-28994
Liquid chromatographic analysis of a formulated ester
from a gas-turbine engine test
[ASLE PREPRINT 83-LC-1A-1] p 472 A84-28995
LUBRICANTS
Fuel-and-lubricant chemistry in civil aviation: Handbook
— In Russian p 236 A84-18506
Classification of fuels and lubricating materials for
aviation equipment p 548 A84-31123
Effects of wear metal on lubricant deposition
[AD-A142027] - p 801 NS4-29008
Transmission efficiency measurements and correlations
with physical characteristics of the lubricant
[NASA-TM-83740] ' p 810 N84-30293
LUBRICATING OILS
Ferrographic and spectrometer oil analysis from a failed
gas turbine engine p 78 A84-11273
A portable x-ray analyzer for wearmetal particles in
lubricants . p 240 A84-17543
Evaluation of thermal-oxidative stability of aviation oils
on the OP-100 device p 374 A84-25589
AIR 1828 - A guide to gas turbine engine oil system
monitonng
[SAE PAPER 831477] ' p 451 A84-29456
The CEMS (Comprehensive Engine Management
System) IV OAP (Oil Analysis Program) algorithm
[AD-A131055] " p60 N84-10072
150 hour engine test of corrosion inhibited MIL-L-23699C
oil-
[AD-A131633] ' p 140 N84-12317
Turbine engine lubricant reclamation
[AD-A135926] p 375 N84-18410
Aircraft accident report. Eastern Air Lines. Incorporated,
Lockheed L-1011. N334EA. Miami International Airport.
Miami. Florida. May 5. 1983
[MTSB-AAR-84-04] p 518 N84-23613
PerfluoroaJkylether substituted phenyl phosphines
[AD-D011122] p915 N84-32529
LUBRICATION
Measurements of squeeze Film bearing forces to
demonstrate the effect of fluid inertia
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-11] P 1001 A84-46882
The effect 'of- fluid inertia and viscoelasticity in
squeeze-film damper bearings
[AD-A138054] p 486 N84-21880
LUGS '
Surface cracking of quenched and tempered steel by
shear instability - Cause of premature fatigue cracks in
helicopter main rotor spindle lugs? p 914 AB4-46339
Semielliptical cracks along holes in plates and lugs
[AD-A130786] p 80 N84-10622
LUHINAIRES
Artificial aging of transparent aerospace materials
[AD-P003210] p713 N84-26623
LUMINESCENCE
Evaluation of arctic test of tritium radioluminescent
lighting
[AO-A139176] ' p523 N84-23619
M
MACH CONES
Coherent structures producing Machwaves inside and
outside of the supersonic jet p 170 A84-18353
HACH NUMBER
Effects of Mach number on upstream influence in sharp
fin-induced shock wave turbulent boundary layer
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 844095] p 159. A84-17878
Investigation of mixing in a turbofan exhaust duct II
Computer code application and verification
p 448 A84-27140
Hypersonic Mach number and real gas effects on Space
Shuttle Orbiter aerodynamics p405 A84-27435
Allowance for the effect of the tiniteness of Mach
numbers on regime coefficients in the theory of local
' interaction p406 A84-28294
The validity conditions in three-dimensional supersonic
linear aerodynamics p505 A84-31122
Effects of Mach number on the development of a
subsonic multiple jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-1656] p 652 A84-38038
The three-dimensional turbulence transport properties
in the boundary layers of conical body configurations at
Mach 3
(AIAA PAPER 84-1528] p 743 A84-40815
Interference effects between spherically blunted
cylinders at M = 2.5 and 1.5
[AIAA PAPER 84-2098] p 750 A84-42349
Advantage of Internal bleed for the performance of a
two-dimensional air Intake in the extended Mach-number
range 1.8 - 3+
(ONERA, TP NO. 1984-38] p 838 A84-45183
Effect of Mach and Reynolds numbers on heat transfer
at the blunt leading edge of a variable-sweep wing in the
region of bow-wave Incidence p840 A84-45723
An approximate determination of the critical Mach
number from the calculated pressure distribution
p960 A84-47086
A study of transonic normal shock wave-turbulent
boundary layer interactions in axisymmetric internal flow
p16 N84-10015
Aerodynamic characteristics, including effect of body
shape, of a Mach 6 aircraft concept
[NASA-TP-2235] p 107 N84-13184
Phase averaged measurements of the coherent
structure of a mach number 0.6 Jet
[NASA-CR-175359] p 269 N84-16134
Mach 0.6 to 3.0 flows over rectangular cavities
[AD-A134579] p 272 N84-16153
Assessment of real gas effects on the prediction of the
aerodynamics of high velocity Army shells
[AD-A134739] p 276 N84-17150
Evaluation of a flow direction probe and a pilot-static
probe on the F-14 airplane at high angles of attack and
sideslip
[NASA-TM-84911] p 437 N84-20514
Mach number correlation for a two-dimensional
helicopter rotor-blade analysis in the tip region
p412 N84-21509
Base pressure measurements on a projectile shape at
Mach numbers from 0.91 to 1.20
[AO-A141341] p669 N84-27699
A review of some Reynolds number effects related to
bodies at high angles of attack
[NASA-CR-3809] P 948 N84-31097
MACH REFLECTION
A uniformly valid asymptotic solution for unsteady
subresonant flow through supersonic cascades
p154 A84-17454
Pan Air applications to mutual interference effects due
to dose proximity — computer program for subsonic and
supersonic flow calculation about complex aircraft
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0217] p 162 A84-17953
Numerical calculations of complex Mach reflection
[AIAA PAPER 84-1679] p 658 A84-39314
PAN AIR applications to mutual interference effects —
computer program for subsonic and supersonic flow
calculation about complex aircraft configurations
p963 A84-49093
Mach reflection flow fields associated with strong
shocks
[AD-A131384] . p21 N84-11148
MACH-ZEHNOER INTERFEROMETERS
High speed interterometric method for density field
investigation in a boundary layer behind the shock wave
p919 A84-45491
MACHINERY
Technology advances in engineering and their impact
on detection, diagnosis and prognosis methods:
Proceedings of the Thirty-sixth Meeting, Scottsdale. AZ.
December 6-10.1982 p 240 A84-17531
MACHINING
New technology expands uses of a precision
cast-machined aluminum plate p235 A84-17196
Machining of fiber-reinforced synthetic materials in
aircraft construction
[DGLR PAPER 83-81] .p4B1 A84-29654
Experimental studies on chemical reactivity and
dimensional growth in machining of titanium alloys
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-276] p 1006 A84-47038
Economic use of CBN grinding tools in the production
of jet turbine components . . •
[CSIR-TRANS-1736] ' p 928 N84-32561
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
Effects of metal flow on fatigue strength and mechanical
properties of ZK60A magnesium alloy forging
p913 A84-44173
MAGNESIUM COMPOUNDS
PolycrystalBne MgAI2O4 spinel for high performance
windows
[AD-P003202] p712 N84-26615
MAGNETIC BEARINGS
The active magnetic bearing enables optimum damping
of flexible rotor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-117] p 1003 A84-46951
MAGNETIC CONTROL
Muttivariable frequency domain controller for magnetic
suspension and balance systems — for wind tunnel aircraft
models p 232 A84-19138
MAGNETIC EFFECTS
USSR report Physics and mathematics
[JPRS-UPM-84-005] p 941 N84-32O81
MAGNETIC LEyiTATION VEHICLES
Magnetic levitaton - The track currents
p917 A84-43574
MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
Progress towards large wind tunnel magnetic suspension
and balance systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-0413) p 231 AS4-18075
Muttivariable frequency domain controller for magnetic
suspension and balance systems —lor wind tunnel aircraft
models • p232 A84-19138
The drag of magnetically suspended wind-tunnel models
with nose-cones of various shapes
[NASA-TM-77325J p 270 1484-16137
Magnetic suspension and balance system study
[NASA-CR-3802] p 794 N84-29888
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC FLOW
Hall effects on MHD free-convection flow past an
accelerated vertical porous plate p939 A84-45292
Magnetohydrodynamic flow past nonconducting
wedge P 738 N84-26931
MAGNETOHYOROOYNAMIC GENERATORS
.Turbomachlnes and MHD generators of gas-turbine and
combined power plants — Russian book
p477 A84-28670
MAGNETOMETERS
Design of incident field B-dot sensor for the nose boom
of NASA F-106B aircraft
[AD-A141765] p 776 N84-28787
MAGNETOSTRICTION
Improved accuracy magnetostrictive torquemeter .
[AIAA PAPER 84-1280] p 717 A84-37642
MAGNETS
Permanent-magnet motors and generators for aircraft
p 60 N84-10062
Cydoconverter on the all-electric airplane
p79 N84-10069
MAGNUS EFFECT
Navier-Stokes computational study of the influence of
shell geometry on the Magnus effect at supersonic
speeds p9 A84-10107
The boundary layer on an axisymmetric body with and
without spin p9 A84-10128
PNS computations for spinning and fin-stabilized
projectiles at supersonic velocities
[AIAA PAPER 84-2118] p 751 A84-42362
Computations of projectile magnus effect at transonic
velocities
[AO-A133212] P 179 N84-15127
MAINTAINABILITY
Reconnaissance system maintainability from concept to
deployment .. . p474 A84-27252
Supportability considerations of advanced tighter
engines
[AIAA PAPER 84-1257] p 635 A84-36968
Reliability and maintainability issues for future military
helicopter engines p892 A84-48358
Design, development and flight test of a demonstration
advanced avionics system p 214 N84-15067
Structural composites technology working group report
IDA/OSD R and M (Institute for Defense Analyses/Office
of the Secretary ol Defense Reliability and Maintainability)
study
[AD-A137331J p 387 N84-19829
Engineering and technical services to improve reliability
and maintainability of instrument landing system
components
[DOT/FAA/PM-84/7] p 427 N84-20503
Future engine technologies and their effect on
maintenance — aircraft engines
[PNR-90190] p540 N84-23651
Nondestructive Evaluation Technology Working Group
report (IDA/OSD R and M (Institute for Defense
Analyses/Office of the Secretary of Defense Reliability
and Maintainability study)
[AD-A139484] p 563 N84-23919
A-188
SUBJECTINDEX MANAGEMENT PLANNING
F/A-18 AN/APG-65 radar case study report (IDA/OSD
R and M (Institute lor Defense Analyses/Office of the
Secretary of Defense Reliability and Maintainability)
study
[AD-A142103] p 807 N84-29057
AN/APN-128 Lightweight Doppler Navigation System
(LDNS) case study report (IDA/OSD R and M (Institute
for Defense Analyses/Office of the Secretary of Defense
Reliability and Maintainability) study
[AD-A142072] p766 N84-29860
F-15 AN/APG-63 radar case study report IDA/OSD R
and M (Institute for Defense Analyses/Office of the
Secretary of Defense Reliability and Maintainability)
study
[AD-A142071] p777 N84-29873
F-16 APG-66 fire control radar case study report
IDA/OSD R and M (Institute for Defense Analyses/Office
of the Secretary of Defense Reliability and Maintainability)
study • . .
[AD-A142075] p 777 N84-29874
T700 engine case study report. IDA/OSD R and M
(Institute for Defense Analyses/Office of the Secretary of
Defense Reliability and Maintainability) study
[AD-A143104J p893 N84-31211
MAINTENANCE
Preliminary evaluation of large area bonding processes
for repair of graphite/polyimide composites
p235 A84-17202
Probabilistic fracture mechanics and fatigue methods:
Applications for structural design and maintenance
p312 A84-21360
Avionics maintenance - A perspective
p 441 A84-26767
Fatigue reliability of gas turbine engine components
under scheduled inspection maintenance
[AIAA PAPER 84-0850] p 533 A84-31670
The study of graphite/epoxy repair variables using a
double lap shear specimen p 710 A84-38889
Rehabilitation of the Mauritius Island Plaisance airport
Upgrading the runway p 791 A84-40023
Repairs without interruption of the air traffic on the
runway of the Geneva-Cointrin airport
p 791 A84-40024
Improved acrylic systems for rapid runway'repair
[AD-A130389] p 73 N84-10103
The effects of weather on rapid runway repair, volume
2 -
[AD-A130350] ' ' p 73 N84-10105
Defect occurrences in the manufacture of large CFC
structures and work associated with defects, damage and
repair of CFC components p 76 • N84-10223
Optimization of long range major rehabilitation of airfield
pavements p 74 N84-11181
Effects of integrated maintenance on the definitions of
onboard equipments — Mirage 2000 aircraft
p 121 N84-12068
Integrated logistic supportability (Aviation materiel)
[AD.A 132367] p 88 N84-13146
Flight service evaluation of advanced composite ailerons
on the L-1011 transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-172246] p 141 N84-13223
AVRADCOM research helicopter vibration
p 353 N84-19867
Integrated testing and maintenance technologies
[AD-A1385B7] p 503 N84-22528
Moisture transport in composites during repair work
[AD-A138658] p 550 N84-22703
Uninstalled aero engine testing in operation in the Royal
Air Force p612 N84-25731
Swedish Air Force maintenance programme for aged
transparent enclosures for jet trainer and jet fighter
aircraft
[AD-P003208] p637 N84-26621
Heat: Initiated furan resin for rapid runway repair
[AD-A140902] p 707 N84-26713
Justification of estimates for fiscal year 1S85 submitted
to Congress February 1984. Aircraft procurement, Air
Force
[AD-A140837] p 737 N84-27610
Safety study: Airport certification and operations
[PB84-917002] - p 760 N84-28761
Bomb damage repair: Precast slab design
[AD-A141687] p793 N84-28819
Study of the FAA (Federal Aviation Administration)
program to modernize maintenance operations
[AD-A142295] p 741 N84-29848
Field repair of AH-16 helicopter window cutting
assemblies
[NASA-TM-85831 ] p 774 N84-29864
Effects of variations in coldworking repair procedures
on flaw growth and structural life *
[AD-A141966] p812 N84-30336
Improvements to software maintenance methods in real
time embedded aviation flight systems
[AD-A141949] p815 N84-30742
Composite structure repair
[AD-A141456] p 914 N84-31300
Damaged radar radome repair device
[AD-D011158] p998 N84-33528
Radio frequency distribution assembly, operations and
maintenance manual
[AD-A143864] p 1009 N84-33649
Evaluation of aircraft battery charge, discharge, and
analyzation requirements for ground support equipment
[AD-A144243] p 1011 N84-34678
MAINTENANCE TRAINING
Cost-effective and efficient maintenance training
devices: A user accepted design process
[AD-P003456] p 908 N84-32233
MALFUNCTIONS
Weibull/Weibayes analysis of hydraulic pump
malfunction data
[SAE PAPER 831542] p 481 A84-29467
MAN ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS
' Guidelines lor assessment and control of noise
p 816 N84-29477
MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS
Artificial Intelligence - An implementation approach for
advanced avionics
(AIAA PAPER 83-2401] p 54 A84-10046
Analysis of incorrect human behavior in flight accidents
and possibilities for influencing this behavior
p 108 A84-15418
F-16 power approach handling qualities improvements
p190 A84-15982
Real-time pilot guidance system lor improved flight-test
maneuvers . p205 A84-16161
Cockpit integration in the HH-60D Night Hawk
helicopter p 207 A84-16559
Speech technology for avionic computers
p208 A84-16573
The cockpit voice entry trail - Where is it going?
p208 A84-16574
. Buffered receptor, avionics integration network (BRAIN)
- A concept proposed for memory managed avionics
p 238 A84-16610
Integrated pilot - Optimal augmentation synthesis lor
complex'flight vehicles: Experimental validation
p223 A84-16670
Analysis of aircraft attitude control systems prone to
pilot-induced oscillations p 225 A84-17366
Toward a unifying theory for aircraft handling qualities
[AIAA PAPER 84-0236] p 197 A84-17966
Implementation of aircraft parameter identification
p200 A84-18610
Toward the totally integrated airplane
p 258 A84-21887
HH-60D helmet mounted display formats - A pilot's view
and a human factors view
[SAE PAPER 831446] p 445 A84-29489
Efforts to assure anthropometric cockpit compatibility
in Navy aircraft
[SAE PAPER 831455] . p 432 A84-29493
Methods and instrumentation for evaluation of advanced
displays and pilot performance
[SAE PAPER 831462] p 446 A84-29497
. Flight management - The real man machine interface
[SAE PAPER 831365] p 458 A84-29498
Advanced cockpit design for multi-role fighter avionics
integration
[SAE PAPER 831471] p 432 A84-29503
F-15 dual role fighter cockpit integration
[SAE PAPER 831472] p 432 A84-29504
Information formating - A search and transfer problem
— (or aircraft flight decks
[SAE PAPER 831497] p 418 A84-29506
Voice control on military aircraft p 676 A84-37038
Control and display requirements for single pilot IFR
[AIAA PAPER 84-2240] p 691 A84-39283
The role of pilots and automation in future transport
flight stations p 768 A84-41059
Design and flight test of one-man operability in the
F/A-18 p768 A84-41071
The high acceleration cockpit (HAC) - A technology base
overview
[AD-A145439] p 770 A84-41697
.Considerations in the use of in-flight and ground based
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2102] p 792 A84-42352
Automation effects in a stereotypical multiloop manual
control system -- for aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-1896] p 934 A84-43481
A flight test evaluation of the pilot interface with a digital
advanced avionics system
[AIAA PAPER 84-1819] p 865 A84-43487
Ruggedized military ATC display requirements - The U.S.
Marine Corps solution p 859 A84-44746
Suppression of biodynamic disturbances and
pilot-induced oscillations by adaptive filtering
p900 A84-45578
The IRIS workstation — Integrated Raster Imaging
System p 1014 A84-46694
Design environments and the user interface lor CAD
of control systems p 66 N84-10095
Low altitude simulator training: A-10 aircraft
[AD-A130794] . p 73 N84-10106
A comparison of manual and vocal response modes
for the control of aircraft subsystems
[AD-A132O48] . p-115 N84-12152
System architecture: Key to future avionics
capabilities p211 N84-15035
Flight Mechanics and System Design Lessons From
Operational Experience
[AGARD-CP-347] p 150 N84-15076
The analysis ol records of parameters: An indispensable
tool in oversight and in operations control
p 184 N84-15082
New flight deck design in the light of the operational
capabilities p204 N84-15097
Aircrew training devices: Utility and utilization of
advanced instructional features. Phase I: Tactical Air
Command
[AD-A135052] p 307 N84-17190
Computer programs tor helicopter high speed flight
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[AlAA PAPER 84-0298] p 164 A84-18006
Calculation of steady and oscillating airfoil flow fields
via the Navier Stokes equations
[AlAA PAPER 844)525] p 168 A84-18150
Pressure field induced on an airfoil by an unsteady
flow p261 A84-19623
Pulsations in the interaction of a supersonic jet with a
cavity p 333 A84-25615
Shear-stress pulsations on a plate surface
p478 A64-28809
Aerodynamic response of airfoils In sinusoidal oblique
gust p504 A84-30802
A conditional-sampling study of the interaction of two
turbulent wakes p 557 A84-32600
Steady and unsteady separated flow computations for
transonic airfoils
[AlAA PAPER 84-1618] p 650 A84-38011
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OSCILLATION DAMPERS SUBJECT INDEX
Structure of self-excited oscillations in transonic diffuser
flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-1636] p 651 A84-38023
Frequency dependence of coherent structures in a Mach
number 0.6 jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-1657] p 719 A84-38039
Numerical simulations of unsteady transonic flow in
diffusers p 744 A84-40842
Unsteady wake measurements of an oscillating flap at
transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 84-1563] p 844 A84-46112
Unstable interaction between an underexpanded
supersonic jet and a cylindrical cavity
p 959 A84-47075
Row characteristics of a vibratJonalry relaxing gas in
nozzles with a region of constant cross section in the throat
area p 961 A84-47484
Multiple grid methods for equations of the second kind
with applications in fluid mechanics
[MATH-CENTRE-TRACTS-163] p 937 N84-32018
Supersonic jet-cavity interaction pulsation
p 848 N84-32089
OSCILLATION DAMPERS
An in-flight investigation of pilot-induced oscillation
suppression filters during the fighter approach and landing
task p 897 A84-44471
OSCILLATIONS
Analog-digital simulation of variable time lag
p 1014 A84-47545
Effect of blade structural parameters on helicopter
vibrational characteristics
[AD-A134547] p 293 N84-16174
The effect of constant versus oscillatory rates on
dynamic stability derivatives
[AD-A136913] p 340 N84-19293
Recent developments and future directions in dynamic
stability research at NAE, Ottawa p514 N84-23582
Doublet point method for calculations on oscillatory
lifting surfaces. Part i: Supersonic flow
[NAL-TR-785-PT-2] p 586 N84-25649
Oscillations of elastic airplane due to wind gust
p880 N84-32087
Flow-field measurements on an airfoil with an oscillating
trailing-edge using holographic interferometry
[NASA-CR-166604] p 967 N84-34430
OUTLET FLOW
Contouring of two-dimensional and axisymmetric
supersonic channels realizing discontinuous parameters
at the outlet and flow leveling p 753 A84-42536
A study of the effect of transverse flow at the outlet of
perforations on heat transfer inside the perforations
p 1007 A84-47578
OUTPUT
Investigation and appreciation of optimal. output
feedback. Volume 1: A convergent algorithm for the
stochastic infinite-time discrete optimal output feedback
problem
[NASA-CR-3828] p 902 N84-31217
OV-1 AIRCRAFT
An automated stall-speed warning system
[AIAA PAPER 83-2705] p 56 A84-12311
An automated stall-speed warning system
[NASA-TM-84917] p 446 N84-20520
OXIDATION
Analysis of the effect of oxygen addition on minimum
ignition energy p 373 A84-24057
Comparison of JFTOT (Jet Fuel Thermal Oxidation
Tester) and absorbance methods for determining jet fuel
thermal stability
[AO-A138673] p616 N84-24825
Basic study of fuel storage stability
[AD-A142194] p 782 N84-28799
OXIDATION RESISTANCE
Evaluation of thermal-oxidative stability of aviation oils
on the OP-100 device p 374 AB4-25589
Aircraft water-based solid film lubricants
[AD-A133732] p 237 N84-14328
OXIDE FILMS
Improved thermal barrier coating system
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14057-1] p 998 N84-33595
OXIDES
Oxide dispersion strengthened alloys
p997 N84-33472
OXYGEN SUPPLY EQUIPMENT
The new procurement concept at the USAF Aeronautical
Systems Division on aircraft oxygen systems
p83 A84-10711
OZONE
Ozone survey of C-9A
[AD-A130632] p 51 N84-10052
Facilities for meteorological research at NASA
Goddard/Wallops Flight Facility
[NASA-TM-S4422] p 629 N84-25223
Climatology of ozone at attitudes from 19,000 at 59,000
feet based on combined GASP and ozonesonde data
[NASA-TP-2303] p 933 NS4-31865
The high altitude pollution program (1976 -1982)
[AD-A144390] p 1012 N84-34800
OZONOMETRY
A Lagrangian study of the boundary layer transport of
pollutants in the Northeastern United States
p 487 A84-26688
Simultaneous cabin and ambient ozone measurements
on two Boeing 747 airplanes. Volume 2: January to
October 1978
[NASA-TM-81733] p 498 N84-22488
P-1 ENGINE
Analysis of particulates in the exhaust plume of a TF30
engine at military power
[AD-A142510] p784 N84-29882
P-3 AIRCRAFT
The feasibility, practicality and utility of P-3 inflight
refueling
[AD-A143419] p 881 N84-32382
Passive line-of-sight stabilization for an infrared sensor
[AD-A143305J p 929 N84-32792
P-531 HELICOPTER
European ideas on scout helicopter p2 A84-11072
Impact of flying qualities on mission effectiveness for
helicopter air combat
[AIAA PAPER 84-2106] p 787 A84-42354
PACIFIC OCEAN
Meterological feasibility of transpacific balloons and
related problems p 670 A84-38292
PACKET SWITCHING
A packet switched data link for aeronautical broadcast
channels p 112 A84-14312
PACKING
Preliminary results of the effects of sewing, packing and
parachute deployment on material strength
[DE84-006464] p511 N84-22541
PACKINGS (SEALS)
Status of understanding for seal materials
p 624 N84-25062
PAINTS
Aircraft painting facility p 148 A84-17167
Polyurethane aircraft coatings for fuel savings
p3 N84-11096
Improved paint removal technique
[AD-A136671] p 376 N84-19580
Cleaning compound efficiency; test method for aircraft
surface cleaners
[AD-A138515] p 399 N84-21504
Influence of the environment on the application and
drying quality of organic paints — aircraft structures
[SNIAS-832-5S1-102] p617 N84-25833
PANEL FLUTTER
Unified aeroelastic flutter theory for very low aspect ratio
panels p77 A84-10142
Weight minimization of orthotropic rectangular flat
panels subjected to a flutter speed constraint
p916 A84-45060
Nonlinear oscillations of a fluttering panel in a transonic
airstream
[AD-A133918] p 175 N84-14124
PANEL METHOD (FLUID DYNAMICS)
A vortex-lattice method for calculating longitudinal
dynamic stability derivatives of oscillating delta wings
P225 A84-17426
The application of a second generation low-order panel
method - program 'Vsaero' - to powerplant installation
studies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0122] p 196 A84-17895
Prediction of vortex lift on interacting delta wings in
incompressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-0136] p 160 A84-17904
Computational analysis of the flow field in an engine
test cell
[AIAA PAPER 84-0285] p 217 A84-17999
Aerodynamic canard/wing parametric analysis for
general aviation applications
[AIAA PAPER 84-0560] p 169 A84-18164
An evaluation of NCOREL, PAN AIR and W12SC3 for
the prediction of pressure on a supersonic maneuver wing
— nonlinear finite difference and panel computer programs
for computational aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 84-0218] p 173 A84-19242
Lateral aerodynamics of delta wings with leading-edge
separation p329 A84-23352
A nonlinear hybrid vortex method for wings at large angle
Of attack p 329 A84-23353
PAN AIR applications to aero-propulsion integration
p330 A84-24101
Treatment of supersonic configurations by an updated
low-order panel method p 429 A84-26952
The use of a panel method in the prediction of external
store separation p 504 A84-30803
A rapid blade-to-blade solution for use in turbomachinery
design
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-67] p 505 A84-31289
Prediction of vortex lift on interacting delta wings in
incompressible flow p 646 A84-37927
Application of panel methods in external store load
calculations p 646 A84-37940
HISSS - A higher-order subsonic/supersonic singularity
method for calculating linearized potential flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1646] p 652 A84-38033
A source-equality Kutta condition for panel methods
p 744 A84-40846
Estimation of wake rollup over swept wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-2174] p 746 A84-41339
Viscous-inviscid simulation of upper surface blown
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2200] p 747 A84-41349
Application of panel method to wake vortex/wing
interaction and comparison with experiment
[AIAA PAPER 84-2182] p 827 A84-44194
Investigation of the triplet concept using a higher-order
supersonic panel method p 831 A84-44931
A panel method for calculating loads on the surface of
a wing of finite thickness vibrating harmonically in a
subsonic flow p838 A84-45701
The application of a low-order panel method - program
VSAERO to powerplant and airframe flow studies
[AIAA PAPER 84-2178] p 843 A84-46104
Slender wings with leading-edge vortex separation - A
challenge for panel methods and Euler solvers
p963 A84-49085
Evaluation of NCOREL, PAN AIR, and W12SC3 for
supersonic wing pressures — computer programs
p963 A84-49095
Development of V/STOL methodology based on a
higher order panel method
[NASA-CR-166491] p 18 N84-10024
Predicting aerodynamic characteristics of vortical flows
on three-dimensional configurations using a
surface-singularity panel method p 100 N84-12112
A study of wing-body aerodynamic interference of a light
twin aircraft utilizing a panel method potential flow
program p 104 N84-12134
Development of a computer code for a three-dimensional
higher order panel method for subsonic potential flow
[FFA-138] p 106 N84-13155
Some new developments in exact integral equation
formulations for sub- or transonic potential flow
[NLR-MP-82024-U] p 252 N84-15860
Development of a computer code for 3-dimensional
higher order panel method for subsonic potential flow
[FFA-138] p338 N84-18180
Civil component program Integrated
Wing-Engine-System (IFAS). phase 1 — computational
methods
[BMFT-FB-W-83-018] p 353 N84-19343
A method for computing the leading-edge suction in a
higher-order panel method
[NASA-CR-3730] p 409 N84-20479
Computational vortex flow aerodynamics
[NLR-MP-83017-U] p414 N84-21522
A collection of procedures for defining airplane surfaces
for input to PANAIR p 492 N84-22220
Transonic panel method for the full potential equation
applied to multi-component airfoils
[NLR-MP-83030-U] p 663 N84-26674
PAN AIR: A computer program for predicting subsonic
or. supersonic linear potential flows about arbitrary
configurations using a high order panel method. Volume
2: User's manual (version 1.1)
[NASA-CR-3252] p 668 N84-27698
Computer program documentation for a subcritical wing
design code using higher order far-field drag
minimization
[NASA-CR-3457] p 755 N84-28740
PAN AIR summary document (version 1.0)
[NASA-CR-3250] p 755 N84-28741
A ring source method for predicting the aerodynamic
characteristics of bodies of revolution
[COA-8409] p 755 N84-28744
PANELS
Field-incidence noise transmission loss of general
aviation aircraft double wall configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0500] p 253 A84-18133
Optimization of stiffened panels under compression
p557 A84-31783
Calculation of the optimal design parameters of a
stiffened panel by means of mathematical programming
p805 A84-41656
Improving the accuracy of a shear finite element used
in the NASTRAN program p 921 A84-45748
Right service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy composite
panels in wide-bodies commercial transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-166065] p 75 N84-10188
A-210
SUBJECT INDEX PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
Concepts for improving the damage tolerance of
composite compression panels — aircraft structures
[NASA-TM-85748] p 384 N84-18678
POSTOP: Postbuckled open-stiffener optimum panels,
user's manual
[NASA-CR-172260] p 384 N64-18682
Fire-retardant decorative inks for aircraft interiors
[NASA-TM-85876] p 376 N84-19475
Numerical determination of the effects of boundary
conditions on the instability of composite panels with
cutouts
[AD-A136772] p 388 N84-19931
Combustor liner construction
(NASA-CASE-LEW-14035-1] p 605 N84-24577
Large deflection multimode response of clamped
rectangular panels to acoustic excitation, volume 1
[AD-A139622] p 624 N84-25107
Effect of elastically suspended masses on stability of
elastic panels in supersonic stream p 665 N84-26949
Residual-strength tests of L-1011 vertical tin
components after 10 and 20 years of simulated flight
service p 801 N84-29970
Postbuckling behavior of graphite-epoxy panels
p 802 N84-29976
Studies of noise transmission in advanced composite
material structures . p 602 N84-29977
Characterization and degradation studies on synthetic
polymers for aerospace application
[NASA-CR-166597] p 914 N84-31284
Flight service evaluation of Kevlai-49 epoxy composite
panels in wide-bodied commercial transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-172344] p914 N84-31287
PARABOLIC BODIES
Bodies of revolution with minimum wave resistance in
sonic gas flow p 959 A84-47079
PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
A comparative study of the parabol/zed Navier-Stokes
code using various grid-generation techniques
[AIAA PAPER 84-0459] p 266 A84-21302
PARABOLIC REFLECTORS
Apparatus for and method of compensating dynamic
unbalance
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12550-1] p 729 N84-28082
Near-term Brayton module status p 731 N84-28246
PARACHUTE DESCENT
A study of post-egress procedures and techniques
conducted to increase aircrew survival following
emergency escape over water p 24 A84-10745
U-2, TR-1, SR-71 pressure suit open water survival
training p 25 A84-10749
Aerodynamic Decelerates and Balloon Technology
Conference, 8th, Hyannis, MA. April 2-4,1984, Technical
Papers p414 A84-26551
Parachute/submunition system coupled dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 84-0784] p 400 A84-26555
Improved prediction of parachute line sail during
lines-first deployment
[AIAA PAPER 84-0786] p 400 A84-26556
Numerical prediction of deployment, initial fill, and
inflation of parachute canopies
[AIAA PAPER 64-0787] p 400 A84-26557
A technique for determining the glide ratio of gliding
parachutes using space positioning data
[AIAA PAPER 84-0792] p415 A84-26560
A method for calculating the pressure field about a ribbon
parachute canopy in steady descent
[AIAA PAPER 84-0794] p 400 A84-26562
Parachute canopy dimpling collapse mode
[AIAA PAPER 84-0796] p 401 A84-26564
Further experimental determination of parachute virtual
mass coefficients
[AIAA PAPER 84-0797] p 401 A84-26565
Experimental determination of the input parameters to
the parachute equations of motion
[AIAA PAPER 84-0798] p 401 A84-26566
Terminal descent controlled vehicle recovery
[AIAA PAPER 84-0801] p415 A84-26567
High-speed, low-altitude payload delivery using a single
large ribbon parachute
[AIAA PAPER 84-0803] p 401 A84-26569
Retrorocket-Assisted Parachute Inflight Delivery
(RAPID) system study
[AIAA PAPER 84-0805] p415 A84-26570
A semi-empirical theory to predict the load-time history
of an inflating parachute
[AIAA PAPER 84-0814] p 402 A84-26578
Experimental investigation of full-scale and model
parachute opening
[AIAA PAPER 84-0820] p 402 A84-26583
An experimental study of the performance of clustered
parachutes in a low speed wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0822] p 402 A84-26585
Ram air parachute design considerations and
applications
[AIAA PAPER 84-0826]
 P416 A84-26587
History and evolution of competitive body flight
[AIAA PAPER 84-0830] p 397 A84-26589
An overview of munition decelerator technology with
recent applications at Honeywell
[AIAA PAPER 84-0780] p 398 A84-29969
The aeroballistic characteristics of a slotted-square
parachute
[AIAA PAPER 84-0791 ] p 408 A84-29970
Advances in the application of parameter identification
analysis techniques to parachute aerodynamic test data
[AIAA PAPER 84-0799] p 408 A84-29971
A look at those jumping balloonatics
[AIAA PAPER 84-0827] p 398 A84-29975
A parachute opening shock p 518 A84-32962
Handbook for parachute instructors — Russian book
p968 A84-47349
Recent advances in parachute technology
[RAE-TM-FS(F)-514J p 97 N84-12089
Parachuting in night conditions
[FOA-C-59010-H1] p675 N84-27708
Parachute descent from altitude 5000 to 7000 meters
[FOA-C-59008-H1] p 757 N84-28756
PARACHUTE FABRICS
Kevlar parachute design and performance . .
[AIAA PAPEP J4-0810] p 416 A84-26574
Axisymrrv..pc-parachute theory with a consideration of
fabric deforrr.ability P 417 A84-28060
Parachute theory accounting .for the canopy fabric
structure p 501 A84-31762
Theory of an axisymmetric parachute allowing for fabric
deformability p 501 A84-31765
Recent advances in parachute technology
[RAE-TM-FS(F):514] p 97 N84-12089
PARACHUTES
Computerized parachute data base system
p23 A84-10733
A look at the 'Eagle' parachute - An interesting unique
personnel parachute of the 1940's p 24 A84-10744
Future parachute test and evaluation capability at the
Naval Weapons Center p 24 A84.10746
Flight testing of military ram air parachutes
[AIAA PAPER 83-2787] p 27 A84-12351
A parachute opening theory with allowance for flow past
the parachute and its permeability p 152 A84-16951
Recent advances in parachute technology
p280 A84-21795
High-speed, low-altitude payload delivery using a single
large ribbon parachute
[AIAA PAPER 84-0803] p 401 A84-26569
The Naval Weapons Center's SQUARE* canopy design
- A new parachute concept
[AIAA PAPER 84-0806] p 416 A84-26571
The development and function of the three ring release
and hand deployed pilot chute
[AIAA PAPER 84-0829] " p416 A84-26588
Computer simulations untangle 'fish hooks' in parachute
lines p419 A84-29552
Parachute life expectancy policy - It's time for a
change
[AIAA PAPER 84-0779) p 419 A84-29968
The aeroballistic characteristics of a slotted-square
parachute
[AIAA PAPER 84-0791 ] p 408 A84-29970
On the aerodynamic characteristics of two- and
three-dimensional concave bodies p 838 A84-45534
On the theory of a two-shell parachute
p960 A84-47097
AGES exploratory development investigation of aircrew
emergency escape ram-air inflated flexible wing — Aircrew
Gliding Escape System (AGES) p 968 A84-47261
The dynamics of parachute opening
p 961 A84-47390
High-speed! low-altitude payload delivery using a single
large ribbon parachute
[OE84-002731] p 179 N84-15128
Development of the parachute recovery system for the
LBRV-2 reentry vehicle*
[DE84-001540] p 414 N84-21518
Preliminary results of the effects of sewing, packing and
parachute deployment on material strength
[DE84-006464] p511 N84-22541
Improved prediction of parachute line sail during
lines-first deployment
[DE84-007340] p 583 N84-24563
Aircrew Gliding Escape System (AGES) exploratory
development investigation of aircrew emergency escape
ram-air inflated, flexible wing
[AD-A139928] p 588 N84-24565
Parachuting in night conditions
[FOA-C-59010-H1] p 675 N84-27708
Parachute descent from altitude 5000 to 7000 meters
[FOA-C-59008-H1] p 757 N84-28756
PARACHUTING INJURY
Reduction of military high-altitude parachute
entanglement using the controlled alternating parachute
exit system p 279 A84-20295
PARALLEL FLOW
High frequency green function for aerodynamic noise
in moving media. I - General theory. II - Noise from a
spreading jet p 321 A84-21273
Effect of upstream parallel flow on two-dimensional
wind-tunnel tests
[AIAA PAPER 84-2153] P 745 A84-41331
Discrete frequency noise generated from a flat plate in
parallel with a uniform oncoming flow
p938 A84-43693
PARALLEL PLATES
Forces caused by the radial out-flow between parallel
disks p 1008 A84-49190
PARALLEL PROCESSING (COMPUTERS)
Recent digital technology advancements and their
. impact on digital flight control design
p223 A84-16676
Parallel processor engine model program
[NASA-CR-174641] p 359 N84-19353
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
Uses of parameter estimation in flight test
p118 A84-14734
Aerodynamic canard/wing parametric analysis for
general aviation applications
[AIAA PAPER 84-0560] p 169 A84-18164
Identification of multivariable high performance turbofan
engine dynamics from closed loop data
p218 A84-18582
Implementation of aircraft parameter identification
p 200 A84-18610
Formulation of a practical algorithm for parameter
estimation with process and measurement noise
p251 A84-18611
Flight test result of five input signals for aircraft parameter
identification p 200 A84-18613
A mathematical model for efficient estimation of aircraft
motions p 226 A84-18614
Aircraft parameter estimation with non-rational
turbulence model p 227 A84-18629
Wind shear estimation by frequency-shaped optimal
estimator p 391 A84-25452
Distributed estimation in the MIT/LL DSN testbed —
. Distributed Sensor Networks p 345 A84-25462
Comparison of innovations-based analytical redundancy
. methods p 391 A84-25519
An application software package for the prediction of
engine parameters (homogeneous combustion
products) p 357 A84-25555
Methods of reference basis for. identification of linear
dynamic structures . .
[AIAA PAPER 82-0769] . p 474 A84-27148
Maximum-likelihood parameter estimation in nonlinear
flight-mechanics systems
[DGLR PAPER 83-108) p 491 A84-29671
Advances in the application of parameter identification
analysis techniques to parachute aerodynamic test data
[AIAA PAPER 84-0799] p 408 A84-29971
A determination of the parameters of cup-shaped landing
gear p 523 A84-30431
Parameter identification applied to the oscillatory motion
of an airplane near stall p 702 A84-37934
Flight investigation of various control inputs intended
for parameter estimation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2073] p 786 A84-42329
Practical aspects of helicopter parameter identification
[AIAA PAPER 84-2081 ] p 787 A84-42337
Modeling clear-air turbulence with vortices using
parameter-identification techniques
[AIAA PAPER 84-2083] p 806 A64-42338
Maximum likelihood algorithm using an efficient scheme
for computing sensitivities and parameter confidence
intervals
[AIAA PAPER 84-2084] p 814 A84-42339
Determination of AV-8B flying qualities by nonlinear
parameter identification
[AIAA PAPER 84-2086] p 787 A84-42341
Modal analysis and parameter identification for twisted
compressor blades by means of impulse excitation
p807 A84-42419
Parameters estimation of a nonstationary aerodynamics
model for longitudinal motion of aeroplane from flight
measurements p 898 A84-44948
Influence of unsteady aerodynamics on aircraft
parameter identification • , p 987 A84-49548
Data acquisition for stall/spin flight research
p67 N84-11111
Fast flutter clearance by parameter variation
p68 N84-11135
Study of noise transmission through double wall aircraft
windows
• [NASA-CR-172182] p 83 N84-11884
Practical aspects of modeling aircraft dynamics from
flight data p 438 N84-20575
Two-dimensional flight-path reconstruction by means of
spline approximation
[NLR-TR-82075-U] , p 439 N84-21541
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System modeling and identification of equivalent
systems with and without compensating time delay for
control-augmented aircraft
(DFVLR-FB-83-36) P S96 N84-24570
Right investigation of various contra) inputs intended
for parameter estimation
[NASA-TM-65901] p 790 N84-29884
Unsteady aerodynamics of fast moving control
surfaces
' [BMFT-FB-W-84-020] p 879 N84-31117
Determination of ' performance and stability
characteristics from dynamic manoeuvres with a transport
aircraft using parameter identification techniques
p976 N84-34400
Application of advanced parameter identification
methods for flight flutter data analysis with comparisons
to current techniques p990 N84-34401
Identification of quasi-steady compressor characteristics
from transient data
[ NASA-CR-174685) p 989 N84-34444
Identification and verification of frequency-domain
models for XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft dynamics
[NASA-TM-86009] ' p 991 N84-34445
PARAMETERIZATION
Parametric studies of the T-38 student windshield using
the finite element of code MAGNA (Materially and
Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis)
[AD-P003232] p 723 N84-26645
NEMAR plotting computer program
[NASA-CR-165831] p 734 N84-28516
Positive displacement compounding of a heavy duty
diasel engine
[NASA-CR-168288] p 926 N84-31641
PARAWINGS
Scale effects on performance of ram air wings .
(AIAA PAPER 84-0783] p 400 A84-26554
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
A lifting surface theory in rotational flow
[NASA-CR-172233] p 17 N84-10017
Explicit second order splitting schemes for solving
hyperbolic nonlinear problems: Theory end application
to transonic flow
[ESA-TT-768] p 252 N84-1S8S5
Adaptive grid generation for numerical solution of partial
differential equations
[AO-A13698S] ' p 392 N84-20289
Entropy condition satisfying approximations for the full
potential equations of transonic flow
[NASA-TM-85751] p410 N84-2048S
The present calculation method of adhering layers on
aircraft wings
[AO-A137585) p411 N84-2O496
Analysis of lateral and torsional vibration characteristics
of beams and shafts with end located rotational masses
[NASA-TM-84593] p 727 N84-27065
Control theory of partial differential equations
[AD-A140945] p 734 N84-28541
Shock-free transonic airfoil 'design by a holograph
method
[AD-A142752] p 848 N84-31098
PARTICLE COLLISIONS
Static charging by collisions with ice particles
p241 A84-18537
PARTICLE INTERACTIONS
Oblique shock waves in two-phase flow
P476 A84-28377
PARTICLE LADEN JETS
Supersonic flow of a gas past bodies of revolution in
the presence of strong localized two-phase injection from
the body surface P 506 A84-32157
A theoretical and experimental study of turbulent
particle-laden jets
[NASA-CR-168293] p 133 N84-13187
PARTICLE MOTION
Ignition of small particles behind shock waves
p 471 A84-28378
Investigation of the particle transport in compressible
vortices produced by shock diffraction
p 831 A84-44936
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Finite element analysis of a split-flow particle separator
— for helicopter gas turbine engine p 89 A84-13278
The effect of'the atmospheric droplet size distribution
on aircraft ice accretion
[AIAA PAPER 840108] p 181 A84-17886
Particle sizing in a fuel-rich ramjet combustor
[AD-A135632] p 359 N84-18204
Fuel effects on gas turbine engine combustion
[AD-A138385] . ' p 474 N84-21753
The transfer function model: A computer program for
determination of jet engine test cell exhaust partjculates
and opacity
[AD-A139222] p 564 • N84-24017
A theoretical and experimental study of turbulent
nonevaporating sprays
(NASA-CR-174668] p 783 N84-29877
Analysis of particutates in the exhaust plume of a TF30
engine at military power
[AO-A142510] p784 N84-29882
GASP cloud- and particle-encounter statistics and their
application to LPC aircraft studies. Volume 1: Analysis
and conclusions
.[NASA-TM-85835-VOL-1] p 1013 N84-34828
PARTICLES
GASP cloud- and particle-encounter statistics and their
application to LPC aircraft studies. Volume 1: Analysis
and conclusions
[NASA-TM-85835-VOL-1] p 1013 N84-34828
PASCAL (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
The use of high order languages in digital flight control
systems p 489 A84-26725
Advanced application of the printed circuit board
testability design and rating system
[AD-A141147] p728 NB4-27989
PASCAL-MP: A language for the algebraic and
numerical manipulation of polynomials
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methods to transonic flows p 15 A84-11856
Application of the quadrature formula of cubic splines
to calculate potential flow past a system of aerodynamic
profiles p89 A84-13404
Thickness and camber effects in slender wing theory
p90 A84-13585
A subdomain decomposition technique as an alternative
for transonic potential flow calculations around
wing-fuselage configurations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1983-124] , p 91 A84-13639
Computation of three-dimensional viscous flows on
transonic wings by boundary layer-inviscid flow
interaction p 95 A84-15854
Calculation-of transonic flows around wing-fuselage
combination by a subdomain decomposition approach
- > • - - p95 A84-15855
Nonunique solutions to the transonic-potential flow
' equation p 153 A84-17448
A finite volume method for two dimensional transonic
potential flow through turbomachinery blade rows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0035] • p 156 A84-17840
Vectorized schemes for conical potential flow using the
artificial density method
[AIAA PAPER 84-0162] p 161 A84-17921 '
Second order composite velocity solution for large
Reynolds number flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0172] p 162 A84-17930
Numerical solutions of.2-D unsteady transonic flows
using coupled potential-flow/bdundary-layer methods
[AIAA PAPER 84-0268] , p 164 A84-17987
Full-potential solutions tor transonic flows about airfoils
with oscillating flaps
[AIAA PAPER 84-0298] p 164 A84-18006
Transonic solutions for a multielement airfoil using the
full-potential equation < •
[AIAA PAPER 84-0300] p 165 A84-18007
•Second-order-accurate spatial differencing for the
transonic small-disturbance equation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0091] p 172 A84-19230
Improved finite difference schemes for transonic
potential calculations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0092] P 173 A84-19231
Comparison of full-potential and Euler solution
algorithms for transonic flowfield computations
(AIAA PAPER 84-0118] P 173 A84-19234
PAN AIR modeling studies. II - Sideslip option, network
gaps, three-dimensional forebody flow, and
thick-trailing-edge representation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0220] p 173 A84-19244
Shock fitting in conical supersonic full potential flows
with entropy effects
(AIAA PAPER 84-0261] ' p 174 A84-19247
Implicit treatment of the unsteady full potential equation
-in conservation form
[AIAA PAPER 84-0262] p313 A84-21857
Potential flow past axisymmetric bodies at angle of
attack p330 A84-24108
Extension of boundary elements to lifting compressible
aerodynamics p 333 A84-25883
A numerical analysis of unsteady separated flow by
vortex shedding model. I - Flow around a square prism
p 403 A84-26948
Numerical calculation of unsteady transonic potential
• flow over three-dimensional wings with oscillating control
surfaces • p 405 A84-27132
Fundamental solutions and numerical methods for flow
problems p 475 A84-27423
Calculation of potential flow past simple bodies using
axial sources and a least-squares method
p575 A84-34464
Modelling of an airfoil empirical flow field below and
through dynamic stall p 576 A84-34832
An approximate analytical solution of incompressible
potential flow around a circular cylinder between two
parallel flat plates p 576 A84-35023
A minimal residual method for transonic potential
flows p621 A84-35353
Conservative calculations of non-isentropic transonic
flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-1182] p 643 A84-37630
Compressible potential flows in arbitrary •
two-dimensional and axially symmetric slender nozzles
p645 A84-37905
Unsteady aerodynamic modeling of a fighter wing in
transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1566] p 649 A84-37975
Transonic full potential solutions by an integral equation
method p 655 A84-38829
Axisymmetric nonconical supersonic potential flow with
embedded subsonic regions p 656 AB4-38848
Performance trades of two-surface and three-surface
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2221 ] p 684 A84-39277
Numerical studies of motion of vortex filaments -
Implementing the asymptotic analysis
[AIAA PAPER 84-1542] p 658 A84-39313
Entropy corrections to supersonic conical nonlinear
potential flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-1683] p 659 AB4-39318
Certain exact solutions to problems concerning flow past
a profile near a rectilinear boundary (quasi-theoretical
profiles) p 742 A84-39997
A new consistent spatial differencing scheme for the
transonic full-potential equation p 743 A84-40827
Numerical simulation of two-dimensional unsteady
transonic flows using the full-potential equation
p 743 A84-40828
Vortex-fitted potential solution compared with
vorteX'Captured Euler solution for delta wing with
lead'ng-edge vortex separation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2144] p 829 A84-44200
A fast viscous correction method for full-potential
transonic wing analysis p 831 A84-44946
Relaxation and approximate factorization methods tor
the unsteady full potential equation p 833 A84-44995
Propellers in compressible flow p 834 A84-45005
Computation of potential flow on S2 stream surface for
a transonic axial-flow compressor rotor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-30] p 951 A84-46894
Common misconceptions in the calculation of transonic
full potential flows
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-211 ] p 955 A84-47000
Accuracy and convergence characteristics of steady
transonic potential flow solutions
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-227] p 956 A84-47007
A finite element computer code to calculate full 3-D
compressible potential flow in turbomachinery
(ASME PAPER 84-GT-238] p 956 A84-47016
A conformal mapping technique for nonsymmetric
potential flows with separation p 20 N84-11138
The treatment of convected vortices in compressible
potential flow p 102 N84-12121
The Tracked Wing In Ground-Effect (TWIG)
p 122 N84-12155
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Development of a computer code for a three-dimensional
higher order panel method for subsonic potential flow
[FFA-138] p 106 N84-13155
Calculation of transonic flow around two wing-fuselage
combinations using a full potential equation method
(FFA-137J p 179 N84-15132
Some new developments in exact integral equation
formulations for sub- or transonic potential flow
[NLR-MP-82024-U] p 252 N84-15860
Potential flow analysis of glaze ice accretions on an
airfoil
[NASA-CR-168282] p 271 N84-16146
Trailing edge flow conditions as a factor in airfoil
design
{NASA-CR-173294] p 274 N84-17140
Computation of potential flows with embedded vortex
rings and applications to helicopter rotor wakes
[NASA-CR-166542] • p317 N84-17526
Development of a computer code for 3-dimensional
higher order panel method for subsonic potential flow
[FFA-138] p338 N84-18180
Delta wings with shock-free cross flow
[NASA-CR-172297] p 338 N84-19282
COMFLO: An experimental program for multigrid
treatment of subsonic potential flows past airfoil profiles
[PREPRINT-604) p341 N84-19302
Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady
transonic flow over wings including inviscid/viscous
interactions
[NASA-CR.166561] p 409 N84-20478
Entropy condition satisfying approximations for the full
potential equations of transonic flow
[NASA-TM-85751] p410 N84-20485
Potential flow through a cascade of alternately displaced
circular bodies: The rod-wall wind tunnel boundary
conditions
[NASA-TM-85750] , p410 N84-20487
Test-engine and inlet performance of an aircraft used
for investigating flight effects on fan noise
[NASA-TP-2254] p 495 N84-21277
Development of MCAERO wing design panel method
with interactive graphics module'
[NAS 1.60:3775] p 529 N84-23623
Calculation of transonic potential flow past
wing-tail-fuselage configurations using the multigrid
method p 661 N84-26657
Integrating multigrid relaxation into a robust fast-solver
for transonic potential flows around lifting airfoils
[NLR-MP-83021-U] p 663 N84-26673
Transonic panel method for the full potential equation
applied to multi-component airfoils
[NLR-MP-83030-U] p 663 N84-26674
PAN AIR summary document (version 1.0)
[NASA-CR-3250] p 755 N84-28741
A ring source method for predicting the aerodynamic
characteristics of bodies of revolution
[COA-8409] p 755 N84-28744
Implementation of uniform perturbation method for
potential flow past axisymmetric and two-dimensional
bodies
[NASA-CR-173829] p 758 N84-29851
Multiple grid methods for equations of the second kind
with applications in fluid mechanics
[MATH-CENTRE-TRACTS-163] p 937 N84-32018
Refined methods of aeroelastic analysis and
optimization — swept wings, propeller theory, and subsonic
flutter
[NASA-CR-173967] p 1010 N84-33835
POTENTIAL THEORY
Transonic small disturbance calculations including
entropy corrections p8 A84-10103
Application of a full potential method for computation
' of three-dimensional supersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0139] p 161 A84-17907
Conical, noncircular, second-order, potential theory of
supersonic flow p 508 A84-32607
POWDER (PARTICLES)
Surface layer destruction during combustion of
homogeneous powders p 471 A84-28400
Extinction of in-flight engine fuel-leak fires with dry
chemicals p 472 A84-28404
Fatigue behavior of long and short cracks in wrought
and powder aluminum alloys
[AD-A142609] p802 N84-30024
POWDER METALLURGY
Powder metallurgy (P/M) aluminum alloys for aerospace
use . p233 A84-17130
Progress on hot isostatic pressing of titanium
p233 A84-17133
Evaluation of Ti P/M technology for naval aircraft
components p 235 A84-17204
Powder metallurgy gaining trust of aero designers
p 472 A84-29580
* Elevated temperature aluminum alloys for aerospace
. applications
'[SAE PAPER 831441] p 435 A84-29633
1982 National Powder Metallurgy Conference, Montreal.
Canada, May 24-27, 1982, Proceedings
p 549 A84-32851
Production of near net shapes by hot isostatic pressing
of superalloy powder p 549 A84-32855
Age hardening behavior of AI-Li-(Cu)-(Mg)-Zr P/M
alloys p 549 A84-32858
The mechanical properties of titanium P/M parts
produced from superdean powders p 549 A84-32859
Deformation studies in workable superalloys
[AD-A131606] p77 N84-11260
P/M superalloys: A troubled adolescent?
[NASA-TM-83623] p713 N84-26785
Powder metallurgy for the economical manufacture of
aeronautical components in titanium alloy
[AD-B076255] p 998 N84-33562
Engineering property comparisons of Powder Metallurgy
(PM) alloy X7901-T7E69 and Ingot Metallurgy (IM) alloy
forgings
[NLR-MEMO-SM-83-050-U] p 998 N84-33583
POWER
Super integrated power unit for fighter aircraft
p 132 N84-12183
POWER AMPLIFIERS
RF subsystems for precision DME
p 520 A84-32335
POWER CONDITIONING
Electrically compensated aircraft alternator drive
P216 A84-16535
Multivoltage high power electrical power system — for
aircraft p 532 A84-30118
Solar array power to weight performance of 1- to
10-kilowatt, flat-folded flexible wings
p547 A84-30146
POWER EFFICIENCY
Optimum propeller wind turbines p 389 A84-24055
Test results of a steam injected gas turbine to increase
power and thermal efficiency p 553 A84-30064
Advanced aircraft electric system p 695 A84-36905
Powerplant design for one-engine-inoperative
operation p 778 A84-40787
Turborotor hybrid gas turbine two-phase engine
[ ASME PAPER 84-GT-231] p 1005 A84-47011
Certain characteristics of the operation of bypass
engines with the afterburner on p 986 A84-47560
Family of airfoil shapes for rotating blades — for
increased power efficiency and blade stability
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12843-1] p 20 N84-11136
Optimization of engine power offtake by secondary
power system design p 131 N84-12177
APU operational efficiency p 132 N84-12181
Trending of cruise drag — aircraft performances
[NLR-TR-82078-U] p 351 N84-18200
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLERS
All-purpose bidirectional four-quadrant controller
p60 N84-10070
POWER SUPPLIES
Power effects on the longitudinal characteristics on
single-engine propeller-driven aircraft
[ARL-AERO-REPT-157] p 124 N84-13174
Computer analysis of effects of altering jet fuel properties
on refinery costs and yields
[NASA-CR-174642] p 715 N84-27908
POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS
Transistor devices for switching and shielding in dc
aircraft circuits p 142 A84-15768
Electrical power generation improved
p 987 A84-49369
POWERED LIFT AIRCRAFT
The anelastic compliant rotor - An analytic and
experimental investigation p 287 A84-19652
Circulation controlled STOL wing optimization
p268 A84-22173
Powered lift systems plus an overview of the JVX
program; Proceedings of the Aerospace Congress and
Exposition, Long Beach. CA, October 3-6,1983
p433 A84-29526
C-17 transport employs externally blown flap system
p 683 AB4-38465
Ground-simulation investigation of VTOL instrument
flight rules airworthiness criteria
[AIAA PAPER 84-2105] p 760 A84-42353
Flight-test of the glide-slope track and flare-control laws
for an automatic landing system for a powered-lift STOL
airplane
[NASA-TP-2128] p 138 N84-13198
V/STOL concepts in the United States: Past, present,
and future
[NASA-TM-85938] p 509 N84-22532
V/STOL maneuverability and control
[NASA-TM-85939] p 542 N84-22584
V/STOL concepts in the United States: Past, present,
and future p 597 N84-25628
V/STOL maneuverability and control
p611 N84-25632
Fuel conservative guidance concept for shipboard
landing of powered-life aircraft
[NASA-TM-85971] p 902 N84-31215
PRANDTL NUMBER
Prandtl-Batchelor flow past a flat plate with a
forward-facing flap
[AD-A146324] p 749 A84-41808
Solution of a minimum problem in aircraft wing theory
[AO-A131070] p21 N84-11147
PRECESSION
The influence of gyroscopic forces on the dynamic
behavior and flutter of rotating blades
[NASA-CR-175444] p 454 N84-20524
PRECIPITATION (METEOROLOGY)
Facilities for meteorological research at NASA
Goddard/Wallops Flight Facility
[NASA-TM-84422] p 629 N84-25223
Revised Uniform Summary of Surface Weather
Observations (RUSSWO). Parts A-E: dark AFB,
Philippines
[AD-A141228] p 731 N84-28342
A laboratory study of aircraft precipitation static
charging
[AD-A142561] p933 N84-31848
PRECIPITATION HARDENING
The development of an ODS turbine blade alloy
(INCONEL alloy MA 6000) for use in small gas turbine
engines — Oxide Dispersion Strengthened
p 470 A84-28326
Joining and coating of oxide dispersion strengthened
superalloys p 471 A84-28333
Hot corrosion testing of oxide dispersion strengthened
nickel base alloys p 471 A84-28334
Forging and fabrication of ODS alloys
p 471 A84-28336
Oxide dispersion strengthened materials in advanced
gas turbine engines - Inconel alloy MA 754 vanes
p 471 A84-28338
Age hardening behavior of AI-Li-(Cu)-(Mg)-Zr P/M
alloys p 549 A84-32858
PRECIPITATION PARTICLE MEASUREMENT
Visibility in heavy precipitation and its use in diagnosing
high rainfall rates
| AIAA PAPER 84-0541) p319 A84-21879
PRECISION GUIDED PROJECTILES
Samara type decelerators — for submunitions
[AIAA PAPER 84-0807] p 401 A84-26572
PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Analysis of an airplane windshield anti-icing system using
hot air p46 A84-11047
Thrust modeling - A simplified in-flight thrust and airflow
prediction technique for flight test performance
measurements
[AIAA PAPER 83-2751] p 49 A84-12339
A method for predicting wing response to buffet loads
p 195 A84-17413
Aerothermodynamic gas path analysis for health
diagnostics of combustion gas turbines
p240 A84-17545
A method for prediction of jet-induced loads on
thrust-reversing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0222] p 196 A84-17954
The analysis and prediction of clear air turbulence at
Western Airlines
[AIAA PAPER 84-0269] p 248 A84-17988
Empirical curves for predicting supersonic aerodynamics
of very-low-aspect-ratio lifting surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-0575] p 169 A84-18173
Compatibility of transonic flows at thick trailing edge in
turbine blade row p 260 A84-19413
A simple method for the derivation of isolated and
installed store loads p 267 A84-21796
Anafytic extrapolation to full-scale aircraft dynamics
p347 A84-24110
Thrust and drag of aircraft - Prediction and verification
[AIAA PAPER 84-0611] p 348 A84-24197
Numerical prediction of deployment, initial fill, and
inflation of parachute canopies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0787] p 400 A84-26557
A semi-empirical theory to predict the load-time history
of an inflating parachute
[AIAA PAPER 84-0814] p 402 A84-26578
Predicting dynamic instability boundaries using lattice
filters -- for wind tunnel flutter models
[SAE PAPER 831432] p 468 A84-29630
Improved statistical analysis method for prediction of
maximum inlet distortion
[AIAA PAPER 84-1274] p 639 A84-36968
Acoustic prediction methods for the NASA generalized
advanced propeller analysis system (GAPAS)
[AIAA PAPER 84-2243] p 700 A84-39286
The VYZLE program package - Calculation of aircraft
service life p 770 A84-41662
Soviet vs. U.S. helicopter weight-prediction methods
p 877 A84-46373
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SUBJECT INDEX PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
The prediction of flow through leading edge holes in a
film cooled airfoil with and without inserts
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-4) p 1000 AB4-46876
An inviscid blade-to-blade prediction of a
wake-generated unsteady flow
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-43] p 952 A84-46904
Prediction of stiffness and damping coefficients for
centrifugal compressor labyrinth seals
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-86] p 1002 A84-46928
A study of the prediction of tip and seal clearances and
their effects in gas turbine transients
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-245] p 984 A84-47022
An analysis of" shock coalescence including
three-dimensional effects with application to sonic boom
prediction p 83 N84-11890
Improved wave drag predictions using modified linear
theory
[NASA-CR-t 74494] p 98 N84-12096
Development of the basic methods needed to predict
the aeroelastic behavior of helicopters
p 142 .N84-12811
A review of NASA combustor and turbine heat transfer
research
[ NASA-TM-83541 ] p 218 N84-14146
Powerplant selection for conceptual helicopter design
[AD-A132982] p219 N84-14153
The effect of superposing ripple loading of maneuver
load cycles
[AD-A132653] p 205 N84-15148
A viscid inviscid interaction procedure for two
dimensional cascades p 300 N84-16191
A study of prediction methods for the high
angle-of-attack aerodynamics of straight wings and fighter
aircraft
[NASA-CR-3764] p 273 N84-17131
Theoretical and experimental engine-inlet flow fields for
fighter forebodies
[NASA-TP-2270] p 273 N84-17132
The cumulative. . exceedance distribution for
accelerations due to turbulence encountered by a CT/4A
air trainer
[AD-A135640] p 363 N84-18211
New analytical methods for the prediction of fatigue
crack growth under realistic .loading — aircraft structures
[NLR-MP-82055-UJ P 385 N84-18713
A study of the aerodynamic interference effects during
aerial refueling
[AD-A136895] . p 339 N84-19290
An investigation of new possibilities to simplify the
standard supersonic area rule
[AD-A137018] p341 N84-19297
Lecture notes on the principles and practice of airplane
performance prediction. Part 1: Basic elements
[VTH-LR-385-VOL-1] p 353 N84-19345
Lecture notes on the principles and practice of airplane
performance prediction. Part 2: Point-performance in
steady symmetric and unsymmetric flight
[VTH-LR-385-VOL-2) p 353 N84-19346
Lecture notes on the principles and practice of airplane
performance prediction. Part 3: Path performance in quasi
steady and unsteady symmetric flight
[VTH-LR-385-VOL-31 p 353 N84-19347
Mixing 40-equipped and unequipped aircraft in the
terminal area p 427 N84-20577
A computational method for predicting the effects of
varying Reynolds number and dynamic pressure on flexible
wings at transonic speeds p412 N84-21508
Mach number correlation for a two-dimensional
helicopter rotor-blade analysis in the tip region
p412 N84-21509
Exploration of dose-response techniques with some
applications to a simulation problem
[AD-A138029] p 492 N84-22252
A Generalized Escape System Simulation (GESS)
computer program: GESS user's guide, version 2, volume
1
[AD-A138844] p 518 N84-22545
The development of advanced specimen testing and
analysis techniques applied to fracture mechanics lifing
of gas turbine components
[PNR-90179] p 537 N84-22575
Mach number and density effects in the mixing of
supersonic {ets p 512 N84-22628
Acoustic environmental accuracy requirements for
response determination • .
[NASA-CR-171003] p 566 N84-23234
The transfer function model: A computer program for
determination of jet engine test cell exhaust parficulates
and opacity
[AD-A139222] p 564 N84-24017
Doublet point method for calculations on oscillatory
lifting surfaces. Part 2: Supersonic flow
[NAL-TR-785-PT-2] p 586 N84-25649
Surge prediction in industrial compressors
p 626 N84-25969
Advanced prediction technique for the low speed
aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft. Volume 1: Technical
discussion
[NASA-CR-166442-VOL-1] p 662 N84-26662
Advanced prediction technique for the low speed
aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft. Volume 2:. User's
manual
(NASA-CR-166442-VOL-2) p 662 N84-26663
PAN AIR: A computer program for predicting subsonic
or supersonic linear potential flows about arbitrary
configurations using a high order panel method. Volume
2: User's manual (version 1.1)
[NASA-CR-3252] p 668 N84-27698
Development and evaluation of a performance modeling
flight test approach based on quasi steady-state
maneuvers
[NASA-CR-170414] p 689 N84-27724
Sensitivity analysis of predicted reacting flow
characteristics in solid fuel ramjet combustors
[AD-A141279J p 701 N84-27740
Rotorcraft noise - .
[NASA-CP-2234] p 816 N84-29662
Role of empirical methods p817 N84-29670
Priority for empirical methods development
p818 N84-29671
Facility requirements for helicopter noise research
p 818 N84-29672
Acoustic methodology review p 818 N84-29674
Propeller aircraft interior noise'model
[NASA-CR-3813]. p819 N84-29687
Evaluation of U.S. Coast Guard forward-looking airborne
radars .
[AD-A142417] p 809 N84-30156
.The need for biaxial fatigue testing at A.R.L
[AD-A143203] p 931 N84-32878
Application of advanced parameter identification
methods for flight flutter data analysis with comparisons
to current techniques p 990 N84-34401
PREDICTIONS
Airborne infrared low level wind shear predictor
[AIAA PAPER 84-0356] p 210 A84-18043
The initial design of active control systems for a flexible
aircraft p 68 N84-11125
• Improved wave drag predictions using modified linear
theory . . •
[NASA-CR-174494] p 98 N84-12096
Predicting aerodynamic characteristics of vortical flows
on three-dimensional configurations using a
surface-singularity panel method p 100 N84-12112
• Triservice program for extending missile aerodynamic
data base and prediction program using rational
modeling
[AD-A132455J p 107 N84-13166
PREWATE: An interactive preprocessing computer
code to the Weight Analysis of Turbine Engines (WATE)
computer code
[NASA-TM-83545] p 144 N84-13812
TAS: A Transonic Aircraft/Store flow field prediction
code • .
[NASA-CR-3721] p 177 N84-15114
Special opportunities in helicopter aerodynamics -
[NASA-TM-84396] p 270 N84-16138
A cost prediction model for electronic systems flight test
costs
[AD-A135598] p 351 N84-18195
Preliminary method for estimating hinge - moments of
all-movable controls
[AD-A139726J p611 N84-24597
An experimental and theoretical analysis of the
aerodynamic characteristics of a biplane-winglet
configuration
[NASA-TM-85815] p 772 N84-28779
A theoretical and experimental study of turbulent
nonevaporating sprays
[NASA-CR-174668] p 783 N84-29877
An improved method for the prediction of centrifugal
compressor rotational-tone noise
[DE84-013345] p 930 N84-32842
PREFLIGHT ANALYSIS
Structural flight load . testing pre and post flight
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 83-2763] p 50 A84-12349
Pre-flight transient dynamic analysis of 6-52 carrying
Space Shuttle solid rocket booster drop-test vehicle .
[AIAA PAPER 83-2698] p117 A84-13725
PREFLIGHT OPERATIONS
Operational awareness in future space transportation
system concepts and technology selections
[AAS PAPER 83-382] p 547 A84.30574
PREMIXED FLAMES
Determination of the dependence of soot formation in
a premixed fuel-air combustion chamber on the combustion
process variables p 358 A84-25573
Time-resolved density measurements in premixed
turbulent flames p 548 A84-32612
Aerodynamic features of flames in premixed gases .
- p473 N84-20559
PREMIXING .
Some practical aspects of staged premixed, low
emissions combustion
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-88] p 981 A84-46930
Experimental study of the operating characteristics of
premixing-preyaporizing fuel/air mixing passages
[NASA-CR-168279] p218 N84-14143
Aerodynamic features of flames in premixed gases
p 473 N84-20559
PREPREGS
Processing characteristics of T300-6K/V378A
graphite/bjs-maleimide p 233 A84-17148
New fireworthy composites for use in transportation
vehicles , p 472 A84-28873
PREPROCESSING
The Grumman Advanced Telemetry Preprocessor
p973 A84-46667
. MAGMA (Materially And Geometrically Nonlinear
• Analysis). Part 2: Preprocessor manual
[AD-A129025] ... . • . p 82 N84-10782
PRESIDENTIAL REPORTS
Aeronautics and space report of the President, 1982
activities
[NASA-TM-85454] p 84 N84-11093
Aeronautics and space report of the President, 1983
activities , .
[NASA-TM-85538] p 946 N84-33364
PRESSING (FORMING)
Large titanium disc manufactured under the 65,000
metric ton press p 379 A84-23831
PRESSURE
Effects of JP-4 fuel on Graphite/Epoxy composites
[AD-A135416) . p310 N84-17296
PRESSURE BREATHING
. Voice communication and positive pressure breathing
in noise :
[AD-A141303] . p728 N84-27965
PRESSURE CHAMBERS
An optimum gas ejector with an isobaric mixing
chamber . p 840 A84-45724
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
.Unsteady pressure on a cambered blade under periodic
gusts (Comparison with the experiments)
• ... p12 A84-10899
Jet trajectories and surface pressures induced on a body
of revolution with various dual jet configurations
p12 A84-11049
Finite difference computation of wave drag and pressure
on slender bodies of revolution at transonic speeds with
zero-lift • p 15 A84-12037
Computations of unsteady transonic aerodynamics using
prescribed steady pressures
[AIAA PAPER 82-0956] p 92 A84-14736
A new method for calculating the pressure distribution
of supersonic thin wing p 94 A84-15257
The engineering computational method for the pressure
and heat transfer distribution of supersonic turbulent flow
at a two-dimensional compression corner
. p94 A84-15259
An evaluation of flight test measurement techniques for
obtaining airfoil pressure distributions and boundary layer
transition locations
[AIAA PAPER 83-2689] p 169 A84-18249
- . . . A n evaluation of NCOREL, PAN AIR and W12SC3 for
the prediction of pressure on a supersonic maneuver wing
— nonlinear finite difference and panel computer programs
for computational aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 84-0218] p 173 A84-19242
.An investigation of the flow in turbine cascades witn
off-design inlet angles. The pulsation characteristics of the
flow . p268 A84-22001
An evaluation of the effect of the circumferential
inhomogeneity of the total pressure field of the inlet flow
on the parameters of an axial-flow compressor
p332 A84-25565
An improved second:Order shock-expansion method.
p334 A84-25994
An experimental investigation of transonic wind tunnel
wall interference effect on airfoil testing
. p369 A84-25997
A method for calculating the pressure field about a ribbon
parachute canopy in steady descent
[AIAA PAPER 84-0794] p 400 A84-26562
Pressure distributions on parachute ribbon shapes
[AIAA PAPER 84-0815] p 402 A84-26579
• A review of some recent research on time-dependent
aerodynamics p406 A84-28015
Vibration of impellers. V - Measurement of resonant
vibratory stresses of an impeller and pressure distribution
. due to aerodynamic excitation p 558 A84-32764
Progress • toward a model to describe
jet/aerodynamic-surface interference effects
• • . p 638 A84-36481
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First stage stator vane unsteady aerodynamic response
in a multi-stage compressor
(AIAA PAPER 84-12091 p 643 A84-37634
Prediction of pressure distribution Cp on a long
rectangular wing in transonic-supersonic flow
p 644 A84-37756
Surface pressures on a flat plate with dual jet
configurations p 646 A84-37932
Three-dimensional simulation of muzzle brake
flowfields
| AIAA PAPER 84-16411 p 719 A84-3802S
Design using Euler equations — for two dimensional
airfoils
| AIAA PAPER 84-2166] p 746 A84-41338
Computational-experimental pressure distributions on a
transonic, low-aspect-ratio wing
[AIAA PAPER 84-2092] p 750 A84-42345
Experimental validation by flight measurement of the •
pressure distribution computed on Pilatus PC-7 wing using
a three dimensional aerodynamic panel program
p869 A84-44949
Pressure distribution on a low-aspect-ratio wing in
hypersonic flow p 841 A84-45729
Transonic pressure distributions on a rectangular
supercritical wing oscillating in pitch p 842 A84-45959
The influence of different geometries for a vaned diffuser
on the pressure distribution in a centrifugal compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-68] ' p 952 A84-46915
An approximate determination of the critical Mach
number from the calculated pressure distribution
p 960 A84-47086
Evaluation of NCOREL. PAN AIR, and W12SC3 for
supersonic wing pressures — computer programs
p 963 AB4-49095
Preliminary design of aircraft using structural
optimization methods p 53 N84-11133
Analysis of pressure distributions on a wing with an
oscillating trailing edge flap in subsonic and transonic
flow p 104 N84-13145
Specification for a Program for an Interative Aeroelastic
Solution (PIAS)
[NASA-CR-172200] p 105 N84-13153
Internal pressure distributions for a two-dimensional
thrust-reversing nozzle operating at a free-stream Mach
number of zero
[NASA-TM-85655] p 107 N84-13161
An experimental investigation into the forebody and
engine inlet airflow characteristics of a photographic
reconnaissance window pallet on the RF/A-18 aircraft
[AD-A132271] p 107 N84-13167
Calculation of transonic flow around two wing-fuselage
combinations using a full potential equation method
[FFA-137] p179 N84-15132
Potential flow analysis of glaze ice accretions on an
airfoil
[NASA-CR-168282] p 271 N84-16146
Flow behavior in the Wright Brothers Facility .
[WBWT-TR-1187] p 307 N84-18088
High altitude maneuver control tests in the NSWC (Naval
Surface Weapons Center) hypervelocity wind tunnel
[AOA136105] p337 N84-18178
Continued experimental investigation of dynamic stall
[AD-A136920J p 340 N84-19294
Flow generation in a novel centrifugal diffuser test
device
IAD-A136874] p 386 N84-19754
Mach number correlation for a two-dimensional
helicopter rotor-blade analysis in the tip region
p412 N84-21509
Definition, sources and lowest possible levels of
wind-tunnel turbulence p 562 N84-23576
In-flight measurement of pressure distribution over T-38
student canopy
[AD-P003207] p660 N84-26620
A numerical analysis for blade tip loadings on a thick
bladed hovering helicopter rotor p 661 N84-26658
Separation flow at concave conical wings
p 664 N84-26933
Aerodynamic characteristics of 2 NASA supercritical
airfoils with different maximum thickness
[NASA-TM-X-2532] p 638 N84-27667
Computation of imaginary-side pressure distributions
over the flexible walls of the test section insert for the
0.3-M transonic cryogenic tunnel •
[NASA-CR-172363] •" p 666 N84-27678
KC-135 wing and winglet flight pressure distributions,
loads, and wing deflection results with some wind tunnel
comparisons p 667 NS4-27688
Numerical optimization design of advanced transonic
wing configurations
[NASA-TM-85950] ' ' p 688 N84-27718
High speed ejectors .
[AD-A141562] ' ' p 701 N84-27741
Comparative measurements of the unsteady pressures
on three oscillating wing-tip models
[OFVLR-FB-«4-07] p 758 N84-28758
. Real jet effects on dual jets in a crossflow
[NASA-CR-173817] p 808 N84-29161
Investigation of parameters influencing the deflection
of a thick wall jet by a thin wall jet coflowing over a rounded
corner , .
IAD-A142773] p 848 N84-31099
Results of the AFRSI detailed-environment test of the
0.035-scale SSV pressure-loads model 84-0 in the Ames
11x11 ft. TWT and the Lewis 8x6 ft. and 10x10 ft. SWT
(OA-310A. B. C). volume 2
[NASA-CR-1676861 p911 N84-31260
Results of the AFRSI detailed-environment test of the
0.035-scale SSV pressure-loads model 84-0 in the Ames
11x11 ft. TWT and the Lewis 8x6 ft. and 10x10 ft. SWT
(OA-310A, B, C). volume 1
[NASA-CR-167685] p911 N84-31261
Fuselage and nozzle pressure distributions of a'
1/12-scale F-15 propulsion model at transonic speeds.
Effect of fuselage modifications and nozzle variables
[NASA-TP-2333] p 850 N84-32354
Calculation of the pressure distribution on a pitching
airfoil with application to the Darrieus rotor
[DE84-013571] p 851 N84-32363
Laser beam duct pressure controller system
[AD-D011102] p929 N84-32811
An experimental investigation of an underexpanded
rectangular jet ejector . p 964 N84-33374
Results of design studies and wind tunnel tests of an
advanced high lift system for an Energy Efficient
Transport
[NASA-CR-159389] p 976 N84-33403
A theoretical model for the cross spectra between
pressure and temperature downstream of a combustor
[NASA-TM-83671] p 1016 N84-34231
Wake profile measurements of fixed and oscillating
flaps
[NASA-CR-166602] p 967 N84-34428
A comparison of experimental and theoretical results
for leakage, pressure distribution, and rotordynamic
coefficients for annular gas seals
[NASA-CR-174000] p 1011 N84-34765
PRESSURE DRAG
An investigation of new possibilities to simplify the
standard supersonic area rule
[AD-A137018] p341 N84-19297
PRESSURE DROP
Effect of a shear layer on stability of an axisymmetric
external compression air intake p 330 A84-23908
Determination of total pressure losses in stepped annular
diffusers with curved outer walls and a homogeneous inlet
velocity Held p 357 AB4-25568
A lobe mixer for bypass engines p 985 A84-47551
PRESSURE EFFECTS
Compressor response to periodic pressure fluctuations
[ONERA. TP NO. 1983-136] p 91 A84-13647
The dynamical behaviour of externally, pressurized
gas-lubricated unloaded porous journal bearings
p383 A84-26374
Pressure transients in aerial refueling systems
[ SAE PAPER 831431 ] p 419 A84-29629
Improved statistical analysis method for prediction of
maximum inlet distortion
[AIAA PAPER 84-1274] p 639 A84-36968
Effects of temperature and pressure on the
photochemical reactivity of a representative aviation fuel
p797 A84-40250
Off-optimum cure conditions for structural adhesives -
Some effects on performance p 797 A84-41854
Real time pressure signal system for a rotary engine
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13622-1] p 534 N84-22559
PRESSURE GRADIENTS
Unsteady turbulent boundary layers in adverse pressure
gradients p 153 A84-17428
A new turbulence closure model for boundary layer flows
with strong adverse pressure gradients and separation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0175] p313 A84-218S4
Laminar-to-turbulent transition on a body of revolution
with an extended favorable pressure gradient forebody
P720 A84-38368
Fundamental studies on vortex flows
p949 A84-46763
A study of transonic normal shock wave-turbulent
boundary layer interactions in axisymmetric internal flow
p 16 N84-10015
A contribution to the problem of vortex breakdown
p 102 NB4-12125
Experimentation with turbulent flows experiencing the
effects of an adverse pressure gradient
p 103 N84-12127
Investigation of axisymmetric confined turbulent jet
mixing in the near region with adverse pressure gradient
p 104 N84-13148
Trailing edge flow conditions as a factor in airfoil
design
[NASA-CR-173294] p 274 N84-17140
Predicting the onset of turbulence in the presence of
a pressure gradient
[AD-A136980] p386 N84-19760
An experimental study of the properties of surface
pressure'fluctuatjons in strong adverse pressure gradient
turbulent boundary layers
[NASA-CR-175410] p410 N84-20488
. Investigation of the effects of pressure gradient
temperature and wall temperature ratio on the stagnation
point heat transfer for circular cylinders and gas turbine
vanes
(NASA-CR-174667] p 539 N84-23649
Swirl at gas-intake inlet
(AD-A139472] p 563 N84-23861
Analytical and experimental investigation of stator
endwall countouring in a small axial-flow turbine
[NASA-TP-2309] p 893 N84-32388
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
Pressure measurements on twin vertical tails in buffeting
How p46 A84-11041
Wind tunnel wall corrections deduced by iterating from
measured wall static pressure p 138 A84-13573
Status of orifice induced pressure error studies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0245) p 163 A84-17973
An experimental investigation of surface pressure
measurements on an advanced winged entry vehicle at
Mach 10
[AIAA PAPER 84-0308] p 165 A84-18012
Acoustic power dissipation on radiation through duct
terminations - Experiments p 321 A84-21272
Low pressure measurement techniques in a
hypervelocity wind tunnel p 367 AS4-25213
Experimental measurements of the aerodynamic surface
pressures on spinning bodies p 332 A84-25214
Test of a probe used to sense altitude through
measurement of pressure p 705 A84-36552
Estimating the pressure altitude of aircraft by radar
p 690 A84-37796
Flow past rotating and stationary circular cylinders near
a plane screen. II - Characteristics of flow past a stationary
cylinder p 721 AB4-38674
Nondestructive test method for determining the critical
pressure.on the inside panels of a fuselage fuel tank
p917 A84-45001
An investigation of the aerodynamics of an RAE swept
tip using a model rotor p 846 A84-46382
Subsonic high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic
characteristics of a cone and cylinder with triangular cross
sections and a cone with a square cross section
[NASA-TM-84377] p 17 N84-10019
Evaluation of the variable reluctance transducer/carrier
amplifier method of measuring low pneumatic pressures
in aerodynamic and propulsion testing
[AD-A130695] p 79 N84-10546
Calibration of air-data systems and flow direction
sensors. AGARD Flight Test Techniques Series, volume
1
(AGARD-AG-300-VOL-1 ] p 246 N84-15530
Comparison of calculated and measured pressures on
straight and swept-tip model rotor blades
[NASA-TM-85872] p 270 N84-16143
Hot-flow tests of a series of 10-percent-scale turbofan
forced mixing nozzles
[NASA-TP-2268] p317 N84-17525
Experiment of a shockless transonic airfoil
[NAL-TR-783] p 336 N84-18166
Results of the test'on ONERA calibration model MS in
NAL 2m x 2m Transonic Wind Tunnel
[NAL-TR-774T] p 370 N84-18215
Simplified combustion noise theory yielding a prediction
of fluctuating pressure level
[NASA-TP-2237] p 394 N84-19049
New methods of excitation, acquisition and data
reduction about unsteady wind tunnel tests
p515 N84-23599
Recent developments in the measurement of
time-dependent pressures . p 515 N84-23601
Instrumentation techniques in sea level test facilities
p612 N84-25727
Base pressure measurements on a projectile shape at
Mach numbers from 0.91 to 1.20
[AD-A141341) p669 N84-27699
Measurement of unsteady aerodynamic pressures
[ESA-TT-834] p 757 N84-28757
Comparative measurements of the unsteady pressures
on three oscillating wing-tip models
[OFVLR-FB-84-07] p 758 N84-28758
Theoretical and measured airflow about the Twin Otter
wing
(AD-A141974] p 758 N84-29855
Subsonic and transonic unsteady- and steady-pressure
measurements on a rectangular supercritical wing
oscillated in pitch — wind tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-85765] p 849 N84-32348
Using an airborne CO2 CW laser for free stream airspeed
and windshear measurements p 1011 N84-34417
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PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS
Buzz in axisymmetric supersonic inlet and its control
p 16 A84-12042
Propagation of unsteady perturbations in a boundary
layer with self-induced pressure p 93 A84-14930
Pressure field induced on an airfoil by an unsteady
flow p 261 A84-19623
Numerical calculations of pressure oscillations in a
side-dump ramjet engine
[AIAA PAPER 84-0365] p 297 A84-21297
Forced oscillation experiments in supercritical diffuser
flows p405 A84-27130
Triple correlation of the pressure fluctuations in a
turbulent free jet — German thesis p 476 A84-28183
The spectrum of spatial correlations of turbulent
pressure pulsations at a wall at high Reynolds numbers
p 407 A84-28808
Method for investigating unsteady aerodynamic pressure
pulsations on rotating fan blades p 495 A84-28819
The effect of freestream turbulence on pressure
fluctuations in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1581] p 649 A84-37984
A study of unsteady pressures near the tip of a transonic
fan in unstalled supersonic flutter p 780 A84-42420
Similarity criteria for the spectra of wall pressure
fluctuations in a turbulent boundary layer .
p 921 A84-45983
Interactions of unsteady acoustic and vortical
oscillations in axisymmetric cylindrical cavity
[AIAA PAPER 84-1635] p 844 A84-46116
Centrifugal compressor surge behaviour
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-91] p 1002 A84-46933
Linear theory of pressure oscillations in liquid fueled
Ramjet engines
[AD-A130882] p 60 N84-10071
Linear theory of pressure oscillations in liquid-fueled
ramjet engines
[AD-A131610] p61 N84-10075
Nonlinear oscillations of a fluttering panel in a transonic
airstream
[AD-A133918] ' p 175 N84-14124
Mechanisms of exciting pressure oscillations in ramjet
engines
[AD-A133977] ' p 219 N84:i4150
Study of stator-vane fluctuating pressures in a turbofan
engine for static and flight tests
[NASA-TP-2217] p 496 N84-22363
Definition, sources and lowest possible levels of
wind-tunnel turbulence p 562 N84-23576
An evaluation of factors affecting the flow quality in wind
tunnels p 562 N84-23577
PRESSURE PULSES
Unstable interaction between an underexpanded
supersonic jet and a cylindrical cavity
p 959 A84-47075
PRESSURE RATIO
Design and test of two 8:1 pressure ratio single stage
centrifugal compressors of different flow size
p 699 A84-38482
Flow analysis in the exit plane of high turning angle
turbine blades p 655 A84-38485
PRESSURE RECOVERY
A new concept for exhaust diffusers of altitude test
cells
[AIAA PAPER 84-0634] p 367 A84-24210
An experimental study of full pressure recovery in a
hypersonic wind tunnel with conical and shaped nozzles
p 404 A84-27069
Performance prediction of high-inlet-blockage diffusers
p 638 A84-36477
Effects of small-scale, high intensity inlet turbulence on
flow in a two-dimensional diffuser p 654 A84-38360
Static pressure recovery characteristics of some radial
vaneless diffusers . p 720 A84-38484
A new diffuser mapping technique
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-237] p 956 A84-47015
PRESSURE REDUCTION
Effects of pin shape and array orientation on heat
transfer and pressure loss in pin fin arrays
p 618 A84-33707
Influence of a periodical fluctuation on a profile loss of
a cascade. I - Determination of the total pressure loss
coefficient. II - Behavior of a boundary layer
p653 A84-38082
Pressure losses in gas flows in cylindrical ducts with
friction and heating p917 'A84-43935
A new diffuser mapping technique
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-237] p 956 A84-47015
Secondary electric power generation with minimum
engine bleed p 79 N84-10059
New IPS calibration bench, and ejector tests ~ wind
tunnel turbines and powered models
p 546 N84-23594
Evaluation of a carbon dioxide scrubber in a 2-lock
recompression chamber
[AD-A141052] p 793 N84-28816
PRESSURE REGULATORS
Apparatus and method for jet noise suppression
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11903-2] p 254 N84-14873
Laser beam duct pressure controller system
[AD-D011102] p929 N84-32811
PRESSURE SENSORS
Cockpit CRT display tyre pressure indicating system
p56 A84-11625
Airspeed measurements p 206 A84-16552
Airfoil probe for angle-of-attacK measurement
p 210 A84-17414
Optimizing the use of surface sensors for wind shear
detection - Experimental and analytical considerations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0353] p 313 A84-21866
Low pressure measurement techniques in a
hypervelocity wind tunnel p 367 A84-25213
Test of a probe used to sense altitude through
measurement of pressure p 705 A84-36552
Work done to determine the source of errors on
conditioned pressure transduce signals in the JT9D-7F
turbofan engines used on SAA Boeing 747 aircraft
(NIAST-82/78] p 134 N84-13192
Calibration of air-data systems and flow direction
sensors. AGARD Flight Test Techniques Series, volume
1
[AGARD-AG-300-VOL-1] p 246 N84-15530
Measurement of unsteady aerodynamic pressures
[DFVLR-MITT-83-08] p 272 N84-16155
Application of the small body pressure transducer
[AD-P002687] p 484 N84-20822
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
1983-6, 217/November-December
[ESA-TT-841] p625 N84-25870
Multisensor speech input
[AD-A140894] p 726 N84-26974
Measurement of unsteady aerodynamic pressures
[ESA-TT-834] p 757 N84-28757
PRESSURE SUITS
U-2, TR-1. SR-71 pressure suit open water survival
training " p 25 A84-10749
PRESSURIZED CABINS
Lufthansa German Airlines experience with cabin and
cockpit windows of Boeing 707, 727, 737, 747, Douglas
DCIOand Airbus A300
[AD-P003226] p 686 N84-26639
' Experimental modal analysis of a partial full-scale
fuselage of turboprop aircraft — vibration modes
p690 'N84-27732
PREVAPORIZATION
Experimental study of the operating characteristics of
premixing-prevaporizing fuel/air mixing passages
[NASA-CR-168279] p 218 N84-14143
PRIMATES
A research study of the assessment of escape
impairment by irritant combustion gases in postcrash •
aircraft fires
[FAA-CT-84-16] p 854 N84-32366
PRIMITIVE EQUATIONS
An incompressible Navier-Stokes flow solver in
three-dimensional curvilinear coordinate systems using
primitive variables
[AIAA PAPER 84-0253] p 163 A84-17977
PRINTED CIRCUITS
Advanced application of the printed circuit board
testability design and rating system
[AD-A141147] p728 N84-27989
PRIORITIES
Federal Aviation Administration's system for prioritizing
airport grants
[PB84-181650] p 795 N84-29893
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
A method for determining if unequal shape parameters
are necessary in a bivariate gamma distribution
p 392 N84-20306
PROBABILITY THEORY
Probability of pulse coincidence in a multiple radar
environment — at ECM aircraft position
p29 A84-10524
Probabilistic fracture mechanics and fatigue methods:
Applications for structural design and maintenance
p 312 A84-21360
Statistical methods for estimating crack detection
probabilities . p312 A84-21362
Exploratory study of crack-growth-based inspection
rationale p313 A84-21364
Method for determining probability of structural failure
from aircraft counting accelerometer tracking data
p313 A84-21366
Analysis of structural failure probability under spectrum
loading conditions p313 A84-21367
The probability of overlap in the vertical dimension —
for analyzing navigation errors p 424 A84-27940
Fatigue reliability of gas turbine engine components
under scheduled inspection maintenance
[AIAA PAPER 84-0850] p 533 A84-31670
Description and analysis of PACAM 5 (Piloted Air Combat
Analysis Model) as a tactical decision aid with a user's
guide for operation at NPS
[AD-A136793] p 393 N84-20313
Development of probabilistic rigid pavement design
methodologies for military airfields
[AD-A138212] p 485 N84-21760
The effect of component redundancy upon aircraft
combat survivability
[AD-A141815] p773 N84-28784
Flaw detection reliability criteria. Volume 1: Methods
and results
[AD-A142001] p811 N84-30320
PROBES
New device for flow survey around models in large
wind-tunnels
[ONERA, TP NO. 1983-128] p 139 A84-13643
PROBLEM SOLVING
The NASTRAN theoretical manual
[NASA-SP-221(06)] p 384 N84-18677
Strategies of cooperation in distributed problem
solving
[AD-A136527] p 392 N84-18955
An optimal control approach to pilot/vehicle analysts
and Neat-Smith criteria
[NASA-CR-170416] p 463 N84-21551
The NASTRAN user's manual
(NASA-SP-222(06)] p 486 N84-21899
Hypersonic flow around flat body in case of intense
radiative heat exchange p 513 N84-22795
Transonic flow around protruding corner with free
streamline p 513 N84-22796
Acoustic design criteria and validation
p 817 N84-29663
Shock-free transonic airfoil design by a hodograph
method
[AD-A142752] p 848 N84-31098
Distributed problem solving for air fleet control:
Framework and implementations
[AD-A143168] p 863 N84-31108
PROCEDURES
New ICAO obstacle clearance requirements
p 278 A84-20077
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
Processing characteristics of T300-6K/V378A
graphite/bis-maleimide p 233 A84-17148
New technology expands uses of a precision
cast-machined aluminum plate • . p 235 A84-17196
Assembly, control, and testing of aircraft instrumentation
(2nd revised and enlarged edition) — Russian book
p 354 A84-25902
Automation of small-scale machine-shop production and •
the product quality — Russian book p 717 A84-37523
Design of noninteracting multivariable feedback control
systems without decoupling filters
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-157] p 1014 A84-46964
PROCUREMENT
Aircraft Spare Stockage Methodology (aircraft spares)
study
[AD-A142259J p 740 N84-28730
PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT
The new procurement concept at the USAF Aeronautical
Systems Division on aircraft oxygen systems
p83 A84-10711
An innovative approach to supplier cost control
p 944 A84-46348
Managing aircraft/simulator concurrency
[AD-P003463] p 944 N84-32240
PROCUREMENT POLICY
Soviet design policy and its implications for U.S. combat
aircraft procurement p 501 A84-30474
Navy study of propulsion development and acquisition
policy
[AIAA PAPER 84-1255] p 695 A84-36832
A comparison of simulator procurement/program
practices: Military versus commercial
[AD-P003453] p 944 N84-32230
Notice for airmen, part 2. Index • of approved
manufacturing operations for aeronautical appliances
according to paragraph 18 of test procedures for
aeronautical appliances
[NFL-ll-38/84] p 948 N84-34394
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Development of an Air Force RLG strapdown standard
navigator p 41 A84-12464
Soviet aircraft design methodology
[AIAA PAPER 83-2459] p117 A84-13390
BV 234 Commercial Chinook - First year of operation
p 180 A84-15991
Tri-service flat-panel development — aircraft display
devices p 208 A84-16572
A review of United Kingdom airborne radar
p 187 A84-16689
A revolutionary aircraft - The Grumman X-29A
p 194 A84-17014
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Civilian-aircraft engines - Battle at ten tons
p217 A84-17015
The FoKker 50, successor to the F-27 Friendship
p 194 A84-17016
VISTA - A modest proposal (or a new lighter in-flight
simulator
IAIAA PAPER 84-0520] p 232 A84-19256
The development and tests of Yan'an 2 Light
Helicopter p 286 A84-19628
Development of the Westland 30 p 288 A84-19663
The evolution of the helicopter for the year 2000
p 289 A84-20798
The American fighter Northrup F-20 Tigershark
p 290 A84-20799
The giants ol Georgia — development ol C-5B aircraft
p290 A84-21549
Ceramic components for the AGT 100 engine
p 315 A84-22878
The structured world of the Soviet designer
p 327 A84-25803
DO-178 - Its history and purpose — of digital avionics
software development p 488 A84-26711
Implementation of DO-178 in commercial airborne
software design p 488 A84-26712
The Cyclo-Crane - A hybrid aircraft concept
[SAE PAPER 831524] p 433 A84-29516
Concurrent superplastic forming/diffusion bonding ol
titanium P 549 A84-32684
Tactical fighter modernization p 502 A84-32690
Behind the alternate fighter engine competition
p 534 A84-32696
1982 National Powder Metallurgy Conference, Montreal,
Canada. May 24-27, 1982. Proceedings
p 549 A84-32851
Evolution of the combat aircraft p 571 A84-34171
Navy study of propulsion development and acquisition
policy
[AIAA PAPER 84-1255) p 695 A84-36832
Development and applications of fast-sensitive magnetic
rubber inspection formulations p 720 A84-38111
Lessons learned developing a derivative engine under
current Air Force procedures
[AIAA PAPER 84-1338] p 700 A84-39423
Development of avionic systems for future helicopters
p882 A84-46353
Centralized warning systems (or the new generation of
airliners
[VTH-LR-373] p 343 N84-19315
The accelerating pace of advancing aero engine
technology
[PNR-90191] p537 N84-22577
Projects and programs as a reflection of the
performances of engineers in aircraft making by
Hans-Wocke
[MBB-UT-24-83-0] p572 N84-25608
Current development at National Aerospace Laboratory
(NLR) and Fokker in computer aided aerodynamic
design
[NLR-MP-83031-U] p 734 N84-28530
Growian rotor blades: Production development,
construction and test
[NASA-TM-77479] p 781 N84-28793
Integrated technology wing design study
[NASA-CR-3586] p 975 N84-33402
PRODUCTION COSTS
Engine affordability — aircraft engines
(PNR-90178) p536 N84-22574
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
Technology modernization at Lockheed-Georgia — in
military aircraft production p 239 A84-17157
Composite part production techniques reviewed
p 379 A84-23901
EDM in the aircraft industry — Electrical Discharge
Machining p618 A84-33829
Automation of small-scale machine-shop production and
the product quality -- Russian book p 717 A84-37523
The use of a master-geometry system and computer
techniques in technical production preparation and the
production of aircraft parts p 805 A84-41647
Automation of the inspection of part shapes using
coordinate-measuring machines at N.P. LET
p 739 A84-41648
An analysis of CAD/CAM applications with an
introduction to CIM — Book p 1014 A84-49385
Identification of bottlenecks and capacity constraints in
F-14, F-15. F-16, and F/A-18 aircraft production
[AD-A134629] p 259 N84-17121
A review of advanced manufacturing technology — gas
turbine components
[PNR-90194] p559 N84-22815
An automated airframe production cost model
IAD-P002787] p 568 N84-23334
Development and demonstration of economic
production systems in airframe construction. Part 2:
Technological phase. Part 6: Review
p503 N84-23555
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
The fine art of accepting an airliner
p25 A84-11274
Product liability in aviation and its insurability
p84 A84-11311
Improvements in work of aircraft repair plant no. 402
p 949 N84-34425
PRODUCTION PLANNING
Soviet design policy and its implications for U.S. combat
aircraft procurement p 501 A84-30474
PRODUCTIVITY
Productivity improvements through the use of
CAD/CAM p 918 A84-45048
PROFILE METHOD (FORECASTING)
Effects of aircraft and flight parameters on
energy-efficient profile descents in time-based metered
traffic
[NASA-CR-172338) p 676 N84-26685
PROFILES
Some aspects of flight trajectory control in future avionic
systems for combat aircraft p 126 N84-12066
An integrated AFCS for the "PROFILEl>-mode
p 137 N84-12069
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic effects
of forward facing wedges on the upper surface and leading
edge of an aerofoil, with emphasis on high angles of
attack
[ARL-AERO-TECH-MEMO-356] p 408 N84-20477
PROGRAM VERIFICATION (COMPUTERS)
AFTI/F-16 DFCS development summary • A report to
industry verification and validation testing
p223 A84-16668
Implementation of DO-178 in commercial airborne
software design p 488 A84-26712
Perspectives on software development and verification
- Boeing 757/767 AFDS — Autopilot Flight Director
System p 488 A84-26722
Software verification, a case study of the inertial
reference system p 469 A84-26726
Toward automatic testing of night software
p 469 A84-26727
Stress testing of digital flight-control system software
p 489 A84-26728
Operational flight software techniques for on-aircraft
testing and maintenance p 489 A84-26769
Validation ol digital systems in avionics and flight control
applications handbook, volume 1
(AD-A133222] p215 NS4-15150
Enhancement and verification of the Navy CASEE
(Comprehensive Aircraft Support Effectiveness
Evaluation) model (calendar year 1983 task)
[AD-A138516] p 399 N84-21505
Investigation, development, and evaluation of
performance proving for fault-tolerant computers
[NASA-CR-166008] p 629 N84-25307
STP: A mechanized logic for specification and
verification p 629 N84-25308
Specifying and verifying ultra-reliability and
fault-tolerance properties p 630 N84-25309
Improvements to software maintenance methods in real
time embedded aviation flight systems
[AD-A141949] p815 N84-30742
The Multiple System OFP Support (MSOS) system, a
Pre-PMRT capability for evaluating tactical software
[AD-P003524J p 883 N84-31128
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
A development methodology for real-time graphics —
software p 490 A84-26782
Design environments and the user interface for CAD
of control systems p66 N84-10095
Software conversion history of the Flight Dynamics
System (FDS)
[NASA-CR-175257] p911 N84-32404
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
A project management system for the X-29A flight test
program
[AIAA PAPER 83-2712] p 121 A84-15850
Avionics software management and control
p 488 A84-26714
Flight test and management of a contractor-developed
fighter The F-20 Tigershark p 527 AB4-32967
Assessment of the NASA Flight Assurance Review
Program
[NASA-CR-173418] p 569 N84-23401
Projects and programs as a reflection of the
performances of engineers in aircraft making by
Hans-Wocke
[MBB-UT-24-83-O] p 572 N84-25608
AN/TPN-19 improvements program management plan
[AD-A140728] p 677 N84-26690
An analysis of the implementation plan for the conversion
from the T-37 to the T-46 aircraft in undergraduate pilot
training
(AO-A141199) p689 N84-27726
National Aerospace Laboratory, 1982
P792 N84-28813
Advanced composite stabilizer for Boeing 737 aircraft
(NASA-CR-157639) p 799 N84-28915
National Airspace Review: Implementation plan
[AD-A145379] p 863 N84-31107
Oversight on the Federal Aviation Administration fiscal
year 1985 research, engineering and development budget
request
(GPO-34-924] p945 N84-33302
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The role of modifications in the development of aviation
equipment — Russian book p 117 A84-13489
Bonded repair center — aircraft adhesive structural
bonding p 148 A84-17192
Developments in research stimulated by cryogenic wind
tunnel construction planning and projects
p 991 A84-46764
Simulation in civil-aviation planning — Russian book
p 947 A84-47375
V/STOL wind-tunnel testing p 583 N84-25633
Federal Aviation Administration's system for prioritizing
airport grants
[PBB4-181650] p795 N84-29893
PROJECTILES
A theoretical and experimental investigation of a
transonic projectile flowfield p 153 A84-17430
' A guided projectile/mortar aerodynamic control concept
- The trailing ring-tail
[AIAA PAPER 84-0077] p 157 A84-17864
Velocity characteristics of the wake of an in-cylinder
projectile p 332 A84-25225
Drag of a tubular projectile with internal blockage
p 405 A84-27447
The aerodynamics of some guided projectiles
(AIAA PAPER 84-2097] p 752 A84-42373
Numerical computation ol base flow for a projectile at
transonic speeds
[AD-A130293] p 18 N84-10027
A theoretical and experimental investigation of a
transonic projectile flow field
[AD-A131938] p 97 N84-12094
Some aerodynamic characteristics of a projectile shape
with a nonaxisymmetric boattail at Mach numbers of 0.91
and 3.02
[AD-A133755] p 175 N84-14125
Boundary-layer trip effectiveness and computations of
aerodynamic heating for XM797 nose-tip configurations
(AD-A128036) p 271 N84-16148
Assessment of real gas effects on the prediction of the
aerodynamics of high velocity Army shells
[AD-A134739] p 276 N84-17150
Navler-Stokes computations of projectile base flow at
transonic speeds with and without base injection
[AD-A135783] p 337 N84-18176
Wind tunnel tests on a nonaxisymmetric projectile shape
at Mach numbers 2.5 to 6.0
[AD-A135784] p 337 N84-18177
Numerical investigation of the aerodynamics and stability
of a flared afterbody for axisymmetric projectiles at
supersonic speeds
[AD-A136826] p 339 N84-19289
Investigation of aerodynamics of non axisymmetric
projectiles
[AD-A139107] p517 N84-23609
Flight data on liquid-filled shell for spin-up instabilities
[AD-A139136] p 517 N84-23610
A three-degree-ol-freedom flight simulator for
spin-stabilized projectiles
| AD-A140657) p 707 NB4-26709
Base pressure measurements on a projectile shape at
Mach numbers from 0.91 to 1.20
[AD-A141341] p669 N84-27699
An explanation of spin-up instabilities for a 155mm binary
projectile
[AD-A141534] p 808 N84-29173
Aerodynamic heating computations for projectiles.
Volume 1: In-depth heat conduction modifications to the
ABRES shape change code (BRLASCC)
[AD-A143252] p 850 N84-32359
Aerodynamic heating computations for projectiles.
Volume 2: Swept wing calculations using the planar version
of the ABRES shape change code (PLNRASCC)
[AD-A143253] p 850 N84-32360
Aerodynamic heating computations for projectiles.
Volume 3: BRL interactive plotting program
(BRLINPLOT)
(AD-A143254] p850 N84-32361
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Development of boundary layers and separation patterns
on a body of revolution at incidence p9 A84-10108
Unsteady vortical wakes over a prolate spheroid
[AIAA PAPER 84-0419] p 845 A84-46120
Separation and vortical-type flow around a prolate
spheroid: Evaluation of relevant parameters
p 100 N84-12113
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The first all composite firewall as developed and
designed for the Lear Fan 2100 p 234 A84-17191
Stability, control, and handling qualities characteristics
of the Lear Fan Model 2100
[AIAA PAPER 84-0561) p 226 A84-18165
Measurement and analysis of acoustic flight test data
for two advanced design high speed propeller models
[AIAA PAPER 84-0250] p 320 A84-20049
Shielding of prop-fan cabin noise by the fuselage
boundary layer < p 348 A84-24569
Turboprop engine propulsion for the 1990's
p 448 A84-26953
Integrating a propfan into a supercritical wing
p434 A84-29553
Propfans go full scale • p 453 A84-29560
Separated flow unsteady aerodynamics for propfan
applications
[AIAA PAPER 84-0874] p 505 A84-31687
Evaluation of single and counter rotation gearboxes for
propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-1195] p 604 A84-35651
Advanced propfan drive system characteristics and
technology needs
[AIAA PAPER 84-1194] . p 696 A84-36957
A transmission for the contra-rotating .prop-fan
powerplant
[AIAA PAPER 84-1196] p 698 A84-37632
Advanced gearboxes for a modern single rotation
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[AIAA PAPER 84-1197] p 698 A84-37633
Flow prediction for propfan configurations using Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-1645] p 652 A84-38032
Analytical and experimental study of a complex 3-0 inlet
for turboprop applications
[AIAA PAPER 84-2203] p 829 A84-44202
Computation of prop-fan engine installation
aerodynamics p 833 A84-44994
Single rotation and counter rotation prop-fan propulsion
system technologies p 890 A84-45006
Frugal, fast, but fractious — prop-fan technology
p875 A84-46196
Propfans - Fuel saving but ear splitting
p 987 A84-49352
Technology and benefits of aircraft counter rotation
propellers
[NASA-CR-168258] p 133 N84-13186
An analysis of prop-fan/airframe aerodynamic
integration
[NASA-CR-152186] p 338 N84-19281
Renovation of the Helice
[SNIAS-832-111-109] p 598 N84-25703
Comparison of a propfan/turbofan engine by
thermodynamic cycle calculation
[ESA-TT-820] p 608 N84-25715
Analytical model of the structureborne interior noise
induced by a propeller wake
[ NASA-CR-172381 ] p 941 N84-32119
PROPAGATION MODES
The effect of mode III loading on fatigue crack growth
in a rotating shaft p312 A84-19747
Singular propagation behavior of cracks in stiffened
cylindrical shells p 558 A84-32624
PROPAGATION VELOCITY.
Experimental determination of the propagation velocity
of VLF signals of the Omega navigation system on the
basis of phase measurements p519 A84-32145
PROPELLANT CHEMISTRY
Thiocarbamide derivatives of 2,6-di-tert-butylphenol as
jet fuel stabilizers p913 A84-43544
PROPELLANT PROPERTIES '
NASA/General Electric Broad-Specification Fuels
Combustion Technology Program - Phase I.
p355 A84-24033
PROPELLER BLADES
Profile design for wings and propellers
p95 A84-15411
The application of vortex theory to the optimum swept
propeller
[AIAA PAPER 84-0036] p 156 A84-17841
Observations on the highly coned propeller -- for
helicopters p 296 A84-20025
Propeller tone bursts p 320 A84-21213
Optimization of propeller blade twist by an analytical
method p 297 A84-21514
Environmental testing for civil certificate of composite
propellers p 358 A84-25598
Composite propeller blades for commuter aircraft
p 534 A84-32995
Flutter analysis of advanced turbopropellers
p715 A84-36492
Why credible propeller noise measurements are possible
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tunnel . p 735 A84-38091
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. p 778 A84-40792
Application of an optimization method to high
performance propeller designs
[AIAA PAPER 84-1203] p 888 A84-44181
Advanced airfoil design for general aviation propellers
p 829 A84-44506
A new aerodynamic integral equation based on an
acoustic formula in the time domain p 830 A84-44649
A method for machining metal airscrews on a lathe
p919 A84-45698
Model helicopter rotor high-speed impulsive noise:
Measured acoustics and blade pressures
[NASA-TM-85850] p 17 N84-10020
The compressible aerodynamics of rotating blades
based on an acoustic formulation
[NASA-TP-2197] p 144 N84-13923
Noise of the SR-6 propeller model at 2 deg and 4 deg
angles of attack
[NASA-TM-83515] p 322 N84-16946
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from high-speed rotors
[AD-A135369] p 351 N84-18198
A comparison of measured take-off and flyover sound
levels for several general aviation propeller-driven
aircraft
[AD-A139901] p631 N84-25429
Application of an optimization method to high
performance propeller designs
[NASA-TM-83710] p 572 N84-25607
Development of improved LACV-30 propeller blade
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marine environment corrosion
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Active attenuation of propeller blade passage noise
[NASA-CR-172386] p 820 N84-30886
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structures using NASTRAN
[NASA-TM-83737] p 927 N84-31683
Annoyance caused by propeller airplane flyover noise
[NASA-TP-2356] p 942 N84-32124
Analysis of three-dimensional transonic compressors
[NASA-CR-166580] p 850 N84-32356
Application of stiffened cylinder analysis to ATP interior
noise studies
[NASA-CR-172384] p 942 N84-33147
PROPELLER DRIVE
Propagation of propeller tone noise through a fuselage
boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 84-0248] p 253 A84-17975
Advanced propfan drive system characteristics and
technology needs
[AIAA PAPER 84-1194] p 696 A84-36957
A transmission for the contra-rotating prop-fan
powerplant
[AIAA PAPER 84-1196] p 698 A84-37632
An investigation of a new flight test method for measuring
the performance of general aviation aircraft
p 880 N84-32375
PROPELLER EFFICIENCY
Aerodynamic improvements in wing and propeller design
as exemplified by the Do 28 TNT p11 A84-10564
Performance degradation of propeller systems due to
rime ice accretion
[AIAA PAPER 82-0286] p 195 A84-17406
Proposed arrangement to improve turboprop efficiency
p 532 A84-30808
' Measurements of the 3D turbulent flow behind a
propeller in a shear flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1676] p 653 A84-38052
Noise generated by a propeller in a wake .
[NASA-TM-85794] p 631 N84-26382
PROPELLER FANS
Advanced propfan drive system characteristics and
technology needs
[AIAA PAPER 84-1194] p 696 A84-36957
Computation of prop-fan engine installation
aerodynamics p 833 A84-44994
Propeller noise at subsonic blade tip speeds, torque and
thrust force
[ESA-TT-821] p632 N84-26385
PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS
Proposed arrangement to improve turboprop efficiency
p 532 A84-30808
Measurements of the 3D turbulent flow behind a
propeller in a shear flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1676] p 653 A84-38052
A modified lifting line theory for wing-propeller
interference
[NASA-CR-173324] p 336 N84-18171
Analytical model of the structureborne interior noise
induced by a propeller wake
[NASA-CR-172381] p 941 N84-32119
PROPELLERS
Computation of propeller nacelle interference flows
using streamtube co-ordinates p 13 A84-11586
Optimum propeller wind turbines p 389 A84-24055
Aerodynamic measurements about a rotating propeller
with a laser velccimeter p 404 A84-26957
Rate of climb for light propeller powered airplanes
p 429 A84-26960
A calculation method for propeller-wing interferences
p645 A84-37911
Acoustic prediction methods for the NASA generalized
. advanced propeller analysis system (GAPAS)
[AIAA PAPER 84-2243] p 700 A84-39286
Induced drag reduction with wing tip mounted
propellers
[ AIAA PAPER 84-2149 ] p 769 A84-41329
Application of an optimization method to high
performance propeller designs
[AIAA PAPER 84-1203] p 888 A84-44181
An advanced pitch change mechanism incorporating a
hybrid traction drive
[AIAA PAPER 84-1383] p 888 A84-44182
Flow simulations for nacelle-propeller configurations
using Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2143] p 827 A84-44192
Wind tunnel test of a twin, rear propeller transport aircraft
configuration at low speeds p 871 A84-44999
Propellers in compressible flow p 834 A84-45005
Solution of the wave equation for open surfaces involving
a line integral over the edge — for supersonic propeller
noise prediction p 940 A84-45664
Aeroelastic design considerations for turboprop
powerplant installations p61 N84-11123
Power effects on the longitudinal characteristics on
single-engine propeller-driven aircraft
[ARL-AERO-REPT-157] p 124 N84-13174
Technology and benefits of aircraft counter rotation
propellers
(NASA-CR-168258] p 133 N84-13186
Research towards and development of aerospace
vehicle noise certification with emphasis on propeller
aircraft and helicopters p 150 N84-15026
NASTRAN documentation for flutter analysis of
advanced turbopropellers
[NASA-CR-167927] p 220 N84-15153
Noise levels and data analyses for small prop-driven
aircraft
[AD-A134598) p 293 N84-16175
Determination of the static performance of a Cuyuna
cc model UL-430RR engine
[NASA-CR-175354] p 299 N84-16179
Reduction of propeller noise by a reflecting rubber layer
— ship propellers
[FOA-C-20506-E4] p 323 N84-18025
Wingtip vortex propeller
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13019-1] p411 N84-20495
Installation noise measurements of model SR and CR
propellers
[NASA-TM-85790] p 631 N84-25425
An advanced pitch change mechanism incorporating a
hybrid traction drive
[NASA-TM-83709] p 572 N84-25605
Application of an optimization method to high
performance propeller designs
[NASA-TM-83710J p 572 N84-25607
Renovation of the Helice
[SNIAS-832-111-109] • • p 598 N84-25703
Noise generated by a propeller in a wake
[NASA-TM-85794) p 631 N84-26382
Contribution to the study of light aircraft propeller
noise
[AD-8073101 ] p 632 N84-26386
Advanced aerodynamics. Selected NASA research
[NASA-CP-2208] p 638 N84-27660
Acoustic flight testing of advanced design propellers on
a JetStar aircraft p 736 N84-27661
Heads up display
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12630-1] p 694 N84-27733
Summary of recent NASA propeller research
[NASA-TM-83733] p 826 N84-32344
Refined methods of aeroelastic analysis and
optimization --- swept wings, propeller theory, and subsonic
flutter
[NASA-CR-173967] p 1010 N84-33835
An experimental investigation of the effect of boundary
layer refraction on the noise from a high-speed propeller
[NASA-TM-83764] p 1016 N84-34230
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Materials properties data base computerization
[SAE PAPER 831443] p 498 A84-29634
PROPORTIONAL CONTROL
An optimal proportional-plus-integral/tracking control
law for aircraft applications p 935 A84-44793
Suboptimal missile evasion through a sensitivity analysis
of proportional guidance to target evasion maneuvers
[AD-A136803] p 352 N84-19338
An open loop missile evasion algorithm for fighters
[AD-A136834] p 352 N84-19339
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A piecewise linear state variable technique for real time
propulsion system simulation P 779 A84-42378
Aeronautics Research and Technology Program and
specific objectives, fiscal year 1982
(NASA-TM-85474) p3 N84-10011
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in aeronautics
(AGARD-AR-209] P 1014 N84-34177
PROPULSION SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
Fifty years of experience in the service of the propulsion
of tomorrow's aircraft p 128 A84-13644
Shaping the technology of aircraft propulsion
p 356 A84-25413
Cross-ducted propulsion systems for medium-speed
• V/STOL applications
[SAE PAPER 831493] P 433 A84-29532
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propulsion system
[SAE PAPER 831536) P 452 A84-29535
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WD1000 and their applications
[DGLR PAPER 83-096] p 453 A84-29660
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transportation
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[AIAA PAPER 84-1431] P 603 A84-35216
A linear multivariable dynamical model of supersonic
inlet-engine combination
[AIAA PAPER 84-1496] P 577 A84-35239
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edition) — Russian book P 739 A84-40137
Single rotation and counter rotation prop-fan propulsion
system technologies P 890 A84-45006
Convertible engines for Fold Tilt Rotor aircraft and ABC
rotorcraft P 892 A84-46356
Effects of Nacelle configuration/position on
performance of subsonic transport
' [NASA-CR-3743] P 21 N84-11144
Investigation of wave rotor turbofans for Cruise Missile
engines, volume 1
[AD-A131167] P62 N84-11174
AFWAL FY82 technical accomplishments
[AD-A131839] P 87 N84-12054
Some thoughts concerning large load-carrying
vehicles
[NASA-TM-85701] P 87 N84-13139
Thrust-induced effects on subsonic longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of a
vectored-engine-over-wing configuration
[NASA-TP-2228] P 107 N84-13163
Effect of thrust reverser operation on the
lateral-directional characteristics of a three-surface F-15
model at transonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2234] P 107 N84-13165
LACV-30 increased payload study
[AD-A133804] P 242 N84-14355
V/STOL concepts in the United States: Past, present,
and future
[NASA-TM-8593B] P 509 N84-22532
Preliminary flight test results Of the F100 EMD engine
in an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-85902) P 606 N84-24588
V/STOL propulsion system aerodynamics
p 608 N84-25630
Study of aerodynamic technology for single-cruise
engine V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft
(NASA-CR-166271 ] P 754 N84-28737
Propulsion in a life-saving role for ACES 2
p 762 N84-29942
The Stencel S4S ejection seat: A study in new
pyrotechnic developments p 762 N84-29943
Energy management for crew escape systems
p 762 N84-29945
Energy efficient engine component development and
integration program
[NASA-CR-173884] P 894 N84-32389
PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Shaft propulsion systems for helicopters of the next
generation P 58 A84-11055
Real-time Pegasus propulsion system model
V/STOL-piloted simulation evaluation
p217 A84-17362
Synthesis and performance of an
Air-TurboRamiet-propelled supersonic target vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 84-0075] P 195 A84-17862
Comparison of full-scale engine and subscale model
performance of a mixed flow exhaust system for an energy
efficient engine (E3) propulsion system
I AIAA PAPER 84-0283 ] p 217 A84-17997
PAN AIR applications to aero-propulsion integration
p330 A84-24101
The Aeropropulsion Systems Test Facility - An
opportunity for improvements in aircraft propulsion
development
[AIAA PAPER 84-0590] p 364 A84-24181
Modification of NASA Langley 8 Foot High Temperature
Tunnel to provide a unique national research facility for
hypersonic air-breathing propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-06021 p 365 A84-24190
V/STOL propulsion control technology
p 356 A84-24986
Research-technology needs for transport airplanes
[SAE PAPER 831554] p 435 A84-29640
Comparison of combustion efficiencies for ramjet
engines p 601 A84-34723
Axial flow compressor performance deterioration
[AIAA PAPER 84-1208] p 601 A84-35133
Measurement of fluid properties using
rapid-double-exposure and time-average holographic
interferometry
[AIAA PAPER 84-1461 ] p 620 A84-35223
Supersonic missile aerodynamic and performance
relationships for long-range mission profiles
p 677 A84-36554
Preliminary investigation of a two-zone swirl flow
combustor
[AIAA PAPER 84-1169] p 695 A84-36951
An overview of NASA intermittent combustion engine
research
[AIAA PAPER 84-1393] p 777 AB4-40244
Supersonic STOVL ejector aircraft from a propulsion
point of view
[AIAA PAPER 84-1401) P 778 A84-40246
Supersonic STOVL aircraft with turbine
bypass/turbo-compressor engines
[AIAA PAPER 84-1403] p 778 A84-40247
Rotorcraft propulsion - An overview
p 778 A84-40786
Investigation on integrated selection of optimum engine
cycle parameters p 779 A84-41783
A piecewise linear state variable technique for real time
propulsion system simulation p 779 A84-42378
Optimum design cruise speed for an efficient short haul
airliner p 873 A84-45033
The prediction and analysis of the response of a turbojet
engine to the blast wave p 891 A84-46015
Convertible fan/shaft engine demonstration.
p 892 A84-46357
Rotorcraft flight-propulsion control integration
p 901 A84-46524
The PW1120 - A high performance low risk F100
derivative
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-230] p 983 A84-47010
Aircraft engine control mode analysis
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-262] p 985 A84-47033
Development and evaluation of integrated
flight/propulsion control algorithms for a tactical fighter
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-282) p 985 A84-47041
The role of computational fluid dynamics in
aeropropulsion ground testing p 992 A84-49084
Energy efficient engine: Flight propulsion system,
preliminary analysis and design update
[NASA-CR-167980] p 61 N84-11170
AFWAL FY82 technical accomplishments
[AD-A131839] . p 87 N84-12054
Ground and inflight operational effects of APU's
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Powerplant selection for conceptual helicopter design
[AD-A132982) p 219 N84-14153
Measurement of fluid properties using
rapid-double-exposure and time-average holographic
interferometry
[NASA-TM:83630] p 485 N84-21849
Model identification and parameter estimation of the
power, lift, and drag of light aircraft from a single
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Preliminary investigation of a two-zone swirl flow
combustor
[NASA-TM-83637] p 535 N84-22565
Rotorcraft contingency power study
[NASA-CR-174675] p 605 N84-24580
Supersonic STOVL aircraft with turbine
bypass/turbo-compressor engines
[NASA-TM-83686] p 606 N84-24582
An overview of NASA intermittent combustion engine
research
[NASA-TM-83668) p 606 N84-24583
Preliminary flight test results of the F100 EMD engine
in an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-85902) p 606 N84-24588
V/STOL propulsion system aerodynamics
p608 N84-25630
Cold-air performance of compressor-drive turbine of
department of energy upgraded automobile gas turbine
engine. 3: Performance of redesigned turbine
[NASA-TM-836271 p 585 N84-25644
Unsteady flow in turbomachinery: An overview
p 625 N84-25961
Ground and inflight operational effects of APU's
[VFW-30/83-O] p 609 N84-26438
Study of aerodynamic technology for
single-cruise-engine VSTOL fighter/attack aircraft, phase
1
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Weapons file
[AD-A142508] p 774 N84-29867
Energy efficient engine component development and
integration program
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Comparison of combustion efficiencies for ramjet
engines
[NASA-TM-77749] p 988 NB4-33411
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The M.C.A.-method, a flight test technique to determine
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[AIAA PAPER 83-2749] p 49 A84-12337
A new method for flight test determination of propulsive
efficiency and drag coefficient
[AIAA PAPER 83-2750) p 49 A84-12338
Comparison of measured and calculated airloads on an
energy efficient transport wing model equipped with
oscillating control surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-0301 ] p 165 A84-18008
Optimization of propeller blade twist by an analytical
method p 297 A84-21514
Preplans go full scale p 453 A84-29560
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p 869 A84-44928
Computation of prop-fan engine installation
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Optimum design cruise speed for an efficient short haul
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Missile system for low altitude air defence
p910 N84-31255
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[AD-A143157] p915 N84-31406
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
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USAF durability design handbook: Guidelines for the
analysis and design of durable aircraft structures
[AD-A142424] p 774 N84-29866
Effects of variations in coldworking repair procedures
on flaw growth and structural life
[AD-A141966]
 P812 N84-30336
Materials tor Advanced Turbine Engines (MATE):
Project 3: Design, fabrication and evaluation of an oxide
dispersion strengthened sheet alloy combustor liner,
volume 1
[NASA-CR-174691] p915 N84-32504
SERVOCONTROL
Analysis and testing of a nonlinear lateral fin servo
p221 A84-15919
Hinge moments of a control surface with a
servocompensator or a two-part control surface with
allowance for the deformation of their kinematic
connection p 304 A84-22324
Hydraulic generation of auxiliary power for the Mirage
2000 aircraft p 131 N84-12176
The MIRAGE 2000: Fly by wire control and safety
p203 N84-15093
SERVOMECHANISMS
Simulator study of pilot-aircraft-display system response
obtained with a three-dimensional-box pictorial display
[NASA-TP-2122] p 127 N84-13182
SEWING
Preliminary results of the effects of sewing, packing and
parachute deployment on material strength
[DE84-006464] p511 N84-22541
SH-3 HELICOPTER
Calculation ot the aerodynamic flow field in the vicinity
of a Sea King helicopter
[ARL-AERO-REPT-158] p 273 N84-17128
SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY
Experimental investigation of shock-cell noise reduction
for single-stream nozzles in simulated flight,
comprehensive data report.- Volume 3: Shadowgraph
photos and facility description
[NASA-CR-168234-VOL-3] p 942 N84-33150
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
A composite rotor shaft for the Chinook
p 771 A84-42278
A quasi-phase torque meter p 920 A84-45700
An experimental investigation of oil-buffered shaft seal
flow rates
(ASME PAPER 84-GT-9] p 1001 A84-46880
Analysis of lateral and torsional vibration characteristics
of beams and shafts with end located rotational masses
[NASA-TM-84593] p 727 N84-27065
Current status of an organic Rankine cycle engine
development program p 731 N84-28230
Dynamics of angular movements of a solid supporting
a rotating rotor with consideration of energy dissipation
[AD-A143349] p 931 N84-32881
SHAKERS
Lewis Research Center spin rig and its use in vibration
analysis of rotating systems
[NASA-TP-2304] p 605 N84-24578
SHALE OIL
Long term evaluation of the effects of shale oil produced
JP-4 on aircraft construction materials
[AD-A131665] p 123 N84-12161
Microbial deterioration of hydrocarbon fuels from oil
shale, coal and petroleum. Ill: Inhibition of fungi by fuels
from coal
[AD-A137177] p 377 N84-19596
Development of accelerated fuel-engine qualification
procedures
[AD-A143845] p 976 N84-33406
Decision recommendation board (DRB) report.
Transition of shale JP-4 to the operational validation
phase
[AD-A144504] p 999 N84-34633
SHAPE CONTROL
A computer-aided study of errors in discrete
representations of an airfoil profile p 91 A84-14255
SHAPES
Some aerodynamic characteristics of a projectile shape
with a nonaxisymmetric boattail at Mach numbers of 0.91
and 3.02
[AD-A133755] p 175 N84-14125
Wind tunnel tests on a nonaxisymmetric projectile shape
at Mach numbers 2.5 to 6.0
[AD-A135784] p 337 N84-18177
Base pressure measurements on a projectile shape at
Mach numbers from 0.91 to 1.20
[AD-A141341] p669 N84-27699
Evaluation of UH-1H hover performance degradation
caused by rotor icing
[AD-A141252] p 689 N84-27727
SHARP LEADING EDGES
The wave drag of elongated star-shaped bodies at
moderate supersonic flight velocities p 93 A84-14889
A multi-vortex model of leading-edge vortex flows
p 151 A84-16274
The aerodynamic and thermal characteristics of
star-shaped bodies around which hypersonic rarefied gas
flows at the angle of attack p 506 A84-31769
Assessment of preliminary prediction techniques for
wing leading-edge vortex flows at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 84-2208] p 747 A84-41353
A-242
SUBJECT INDEX SHOCK WAVE INTERACTION
Calculations of viscous supersonic flow over finned
bodies using a 'thin-fin' approximation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2114] p 751 A84-42359
The method of separation of variables in a problem
concerning three-dimensional now of an ideal fluid near
a sharp corner of a thin wing p 959 A84-47080
An experimental investigation of the vortex flow over
delta and double-delta wings at low speed
p99 N84-12106
SHEAR FLOW
Viscous-inviscid matching using higher-order shear-layer
equations p 6 A84-10089
The stability of an elliptic jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-00681 p 157 A84-17857
The structure of the large eddies in fully developed
turbulent shear flows. II - The plane wake
p266 A84-21393
Aeroacoustics of turbulent shear flows
p321 A84-22584
Aerodynamics of wings in supersonic shear flow
p405 A84-27127
Numerical solution of transonic shear flows past thin
bodies p 578 A84-35326
Measurements of the 3D turbulent flow behind a
propeller in a shear flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1676] p 653 A84-38052
LDV measurements of three-dimensional flow
development in a curved rectangular duct with inlet shear
profile p657 A84-38898
Jet. wake and wall jet similarity solutions using a
• k-epsilon turbulence model
' [AIAA PAPER 84-1523] p 659 A84-39319
LDV measurements 'of three-dimensional' flow
development in a curved rectangular duct with inlet shear
profile
[AIAA PAPER 84-1601 ] p 844 AB4-46114
Turbulent shear flows — conferences
[VKI-LS-1983-03] p 245 N84-15448
' Antimisting fuel breakup and flammability
[NASA-CR-174508] p310 N84-16354
Analysis of some acoustics-jet flow interaction
problems
[NASA-CR-175340] p 322 N84-16944
A fundamental study of relation between the velocity
fields far upstream of. at and far downstream of a a rotor
disk in a shear flow — wind turbine flow
[FFA-136] p726 N84-27006
Special Course on Stability and Transition of Laminar
Row
[AGARD-R-709] p 1009 N84-33757
Wake profile measurements of fixed and oscillating
flaps
[NASA-CR-166602J p 967 N84-34428
SHEAR LAYERS
Shear layer development in an annular jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-0400] p 166 A84-18068
Turbulence measurements in two
shock-wave/shear-layer interactions
p 169 AB4-18349
Disturbance of a planar turbulent wake by a compression
shock p 263 A84-20841
Effect of a shear layer on stability of an axisymmetric
external compression air intake p 330 A84-23908
Subsonic turbulent flow over a rearward facing
segmented step p 334 A84-26052
Turbulence measurements in a compressible
reattaching shear layer p 656 A84-38830
A lifting surface computer code with jet-in-crossflow
interference effects. Volume 1: Theoretical description
[NASA-CR-166524] p 271 N84-16147
Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady
transonic flow over wings including inviscid/viscous
interactions
[NASA-CR-166561] . p 409 N84-20478
Control of jet flowfield dynamics
[AD-A143631] p 1009 N84-33750
SHEAR PROPERTIES
Synthesis and toughness properties of resins and
composites p 802 N84-29973
Graduate engineering research participation in
aeronautics
[NASA-CR-173849] p 944 N84-32220
Natural weathering of selected organic matrix
composites
[AD-A144091] p997 N84-33527
SHEAR STRAIN
Surface cracking of quenched and tempered steel by
shear instability - Cause of premature fatigue cracks in
'helicopter main rotor spindle lugs? p 914 A84-46339
SHEAR STRENGTH
Some effects of alloying elements on the performance
of bonded aluminum alloy joints p 470 A84-26625
Shear stress distribution and shear stiffness in
'transversely loaded, inhomogeneous cross-sections of
arbitrary form made of orthotropic materials
p 621 A84-35592
The study of graphite/epoxy repair variables using a
double lap shear specimen p 710 A84-38889
Off-optimum cure conditions for structural adhesives -
Some effects on performance p 797 A84-41854
SHEAR STRESS
A study of stresses on the surface of a plane obstacle
in an underexpanded jet of a rarefied gas
p95 A84-15763
Dynamic analysis of practical blades with shear center
effect . p 380 A84-24561
Balloon dynamic launch forces
[AIAA PAPER 84-0818] p 429 A84-26582
Shear-stress pulsations on a plate surface
p 478 A84-28809
Shear stress distribution and shear stiffness in
transversely loaded, inhomogeneous cross-sections of
arbitrary form made of orthotropic materials
p621 A84-35592
The application of surface hot film in aerodynamic
testing p 718 A84-37909
Influence of adiabatic shear bands on the fatigue
strength of a titanium alloy p 914 A84-46513
Numerical modeling of normal turbulent plane jet
impingement on solid wall p 1008 A84-49440
Postbucklir behavior of graphite-epoxy panels
p 802 N84-29976
Simulation of transonic separated airfoil flow by finite
difference viscous-inviscid interaction
' [NASA-TM-85980] 'p 850 N84-32358
Laser velocimeter measurements of dynamic stall —
conducted in the Ames two foot wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-166603] p 967 N84-34429
SHELL STABILITY
The fracture of the binding rings of a reinforced cylindrical
shell cyclically heated by internal gas flow
p 887 A84-43921
SHELL THEORY
Response of long shallow cylindrical panels to radial
line loads
• [AIAA PAPER 84-0954] p 555 A84-31660
Vibration analysis of turbomachinery blades by shell
theory p 59 N84-10053
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
Effect of suction on the wake structure of a
three-dimensional turret
[AD-A135897] p 337 N84-18174
• Revisions to the PETROS 4 shell response code
[AD-A140268] p 628 N84-26059
Nonlinear Structural Analysis
[NASA-CP-2297] p 927 N84-31688
SHIELDING
An experimental study of the aerodynamic shielding of
the air intake of a turbojet engine from the exhaust
gases p 357 A84-25567
Modified shielding jet model for twin-jet shielding
analysis
[ASME PAPER 83-WA/NCA-2] p 565 A84-30648
Fluid shielding of high-velocity jet noise
[NASA-TP-2259] p 254 N84-15894
Analytical study of the twin-jet shielding
[NASA-CR-175357] p 321 N84-16943
SHIP HULLS
Triangular extrapolation
[AD-A144660] p 1015 N84-35025
SHIP TERMINALS
USSR report: Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-027] . p 949 N84-34422
SHIPS
The automatic track while scan system used within the
Searchwater airborne maritime surveillance radar
p32 A84-10793
Air traffic control and collision avoidance system and
their application to ships ' p111 A84-13847
Ship motion pattern directed VTOL letdown guidance
p 344 A84-25453
Ship satellite-navigation systems (2nd revised and
enlarged edition) — Russian book p 554 A84-30797
Canadian Symposium on Air Cushion Technology, 17th,
Ottawa, Canada, October 4-6, 1983, Preprints '
p 821 A84-42686
XV-15 shipboard evaluation p 876 A84-46359
Simulation and evaluation of the Sh-2F helicopter in a
shipboard environment using the interchangeable cab
system
[NASA-TM-84387] p 69 N84-11176
Reduction of propeller noise by a reflecting rubber layer
— ship propellers
[FOA-C-20506-E4] p 323. N84-18025
USSR report: Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-016] p 638 N84-26652
Differential NAVSTAR GPS (Global Positioning System)
design concept for Harbor/Harbor entrance marine
navigation
[AD-A141665] p 765 N84-28769
Aircraft, ships, spacecraft, nuclear plants and quality
[DE84-013262] p 943 N84-33166
USSR report: Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-026] ' p 948 N84-33368
USSR report: Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-027] ' p 949 N84-34422
SHIPYARDS
USSR report: Transportation
(JPRS-UTR-84-016] p638 N84-26652
SHOCK ABSORBERS
Design and development of an automatically controlled
variable-load energy absorber
[AD-A142683] p 774 N84-29868
SHOCK DISCONTINUITY
Some new developments of the singularity-separating
difference method p 621 AB4-35356
Investigation of the particle transport in compressible
vortices produced by shock diffraction
p831 A84-44936
SHOCK LAYERS
The modeling of stalled flows in the shock layer of
obstacles in nonuniform flow p 152 A84-16916
High altitude effects on three-dimensional
nonequilibrium viscous shock-layer flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0304] p 267 A84-21861
Radiative heat transfer in the shock layer in
three-dimensional flow around blunt bodies
p504 A84-31015
Three-dimensional nonequilibrium viscous shock-layer
flows over complex geometries p 639 A84-36482
Investigation of hypersonic rarefied-gas flow past wings
of infinite span p 753 A84-42535
Effect of body rotation and outer vorticity on heat transfer
near the stagnation point of a blunt body in a supersonic
flow p 753 A84-42540
Three-dimensional nonequilibrium viscous shock-layer
flows over complex reentry vehicles
p 511 N84-22543
SHOCK LOADS
Shock-induced dynamic stall p 504 A84-30804
A parachute opening shock p518 A84-32962
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 16, no. 3
[AD-A139707] ' p 560 N84-22976
SHOCK SPECTRA
A blade loss response spectrum for flexible rotor
systems
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-29] p 1001 A84-46893
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin. Part 1: Welcome,
' keynote address, invited papers, pyrotechnic shock, and
shock testing and analysis
[AD-A134452] p 387 N84-19866
SHOCK TUBES
Calculation of the boundary layer growth behind an
unsteady expansion wave in a tube p 718 A84-37903
Investigation of the effects of pressure gradient,
temperature and wall temperature ratio on the stagnation
point heat transfer for circular cylinders and gas turbine" _
vanes
[NASA-CR-174667] p 539 N84-23649
SHOCK TUNNELS
A study of power characteristics and flow parameters
in the channel of models with combustion
p534 A84-32159
A new operation method for a large-scale shock
tunnel
[NAL-TR-765] p 139 N84-13200
Gasdynamic study of model with combustion in shock
tunnel p 907 N84-32061
SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION
Investigation of the possibilities of trailing'edge shock
waves intensity reduction by means of the edge geometry
modification p 92 A84-14392
Supersonic flow of a gas past bodies of revolution in
the presence ol strong localized two-phase injection from
the body surface p 506 A84-32157
Viscous flow calculations of shock diffraction and drag
loads on arched structures
[AIAA PAPER 84-1680] p 722 A84-39316
SHOCK WAVE CONTROL
Selecting air intake parameters without transition to
sonic velocity p 961 A84-47565
Design of transonic compressor cascades for minimal
shock losses and comparison with test results
p300 N84-16192
SHOCK WAVE INTERACTION
Transonic small disturbance calculations including
entropy corrections p8 A84-10103
Computer solutions of Navier-Stokes equations for
shock wave turbulent boundary layer interactions far away
from the leading edge p 88 A84-13266
The construction of models for supersonic jet flows
p152 A84-16910
Numerical computations of turbulence amplification in
shock-wave interactions p 239 A84-17427
A theoretical and experimental investigation of a
transonic projectile flowfield p 153 A84-17430
An inverse coupling algorithm for modelling a shock
' wave-boundary layer interaction p154 A84-17596
A-243
SHOCK WAVE PROFILES SUBJECT INDEX
Transonic shock interaction with a tangentially-injected
turbulent boundary layer
'[AIM PAPER 84-0094] p 159 A84-17877
Effects of Mach number on upstream influence in sharp
fin-induced shock wave turbulent boundary layer
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 84-0095] P 159 A84-17878
Effects of local boundary layer suction on
shock-boundary layer interaction and shock-induced
separation
[AIAA PAPER 84-00981 P 159 A84-17880
Experimental studies on two dimensional shock
boundary layer interactions
(AIAA PAPER 84-0099) P 159 A84-17881
Turbulence measurements in two
shock-wave/shear-layer interactions
p 169 A84-18349
Two rapid distortions in supersonic flows -
Turbulence-shock wave and turbulence-expansion
p 169 A84-18350
Flowfield scaling of a swept compression corner
interaction A comparison of experiment and computation
[AIAA PAPER 84-00961 P 173 A84-19232
Geometric characteristics o) the separation of a turbulent
boundary layer during the interaction with a normal shock
in conical flows p 260 A84-19555
The transonic interaction of a normal shock with a mildly
separated turbulent boundary layer p 261 A84-19593
Disturbance of a planar turbulent wake by a compression
shock p263 A84-20841
Simulation of blunt-fin-induced shock wave and turbulent
boundary-layer interaction
[AIAA PAPER 84-0457! p 266 A84-21301
Cylindrical and conical flow regimes of three-dimensional
shock/boundary-layer interactions p 266 A84-21505
Regular reflection of a weak shock wave from a rigid
porous wall p 331 A84-24896
Oblique shock waves in two-phase flow
p 476 A84-28377
Ignition of small particles behind shock waves
p 471 A84-28378
Hot-wire investigation of an unseparated
shock-wave/turbulent boundary-layer interaction
P508 A84-32602
The active and passive influencing of shock boundary
layer interference at supercritical aircraft wings
[DGLR PAPER 83-059] p 509 A84-33150
A survey of recent ONERA experimental studies on
turbulent separated flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-14) p 642 AB4-37533
Numerical simulation of compressible, viscous flow using
an implicit, bi-diagonal method P 718 A84-37702
The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model for
two-dimensional shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions
p 656 A84-38834
Similarity conditions for conical Shockwave turbulent
boundary-layer interactions
(AIAA PAPER 84-1557) p 657 A84-39301
Numerical calculations of complex Mach reflection
[AIAA PAPER 84-1679J p 658 A84-39314
The asymptotic analysis of wave interactions and
numerical calculations of transonic nozzle flow
P742 A84-40775
A hybrid explicit-implicit numerical algorithm for the
three-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations
p 743 A84-40831
Interference effects between spherically blunted
cylinders at M = 2.5 and 1.5
[AIAA PAPER 84-2098) p 750 A84-42349
The structure of turbulence in a supersonic
shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction
p830 A84-44635
Transonic shock-boundary layer interaction control
p 832 A84-44961
The interaction of a shock wave and a turbulent boundary
layer and its control
(ONERA, TP NO. 1984-27] p 837 A84-45177
Art investigation of a method for controlling a
three-dimensional separation zone . p 841 A84-45730
Experimental studies of quasi-two-dimensional and
three-dimensional viscous interaction regions induced by
skewed-shock and swept-shock boundary layer
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 84-1677] p 845 A84-46126
Interaction between a pseudo-shock and an obstacle
P959 A84-47073
Gas flow and heat transfer in zones of shock
wave-boundary layer interaction — Russian book
p 961 A84-47631
Interaction between a shock-wave and a vortex flow
p99 N84-12104
Three dimensional/boundary layer interaction: Laminar
and turbulent behaviour
(AD-A137060] p 386 N84-19765
Mixing of swirling flows and behavior of wet flows
[AD-A138697] p 559 N84-22915
Investigation of the mechanism of transonic shock
wave/boundary layer interactions using a Navier-Stokes
analysis
[AD-A141551] p757 N84-28752
SHOCK WAVE PROFILES
Stability of shock waves attached to wedges and
cones p 90 A84-13565
Second-order-accurate spatial differencing for the
transonic small-disturbance equation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0091] p 172 A84-19230
Weak spherical shock-wave transitions of N-waves in
air with vibrational excitation p 379 A84-23871
An improved second-order shock-expansion method
p 334 A84-25994
. Weak nonlinear shock waves in steady two-dimensional
flow of a non-equilibrium gas along a curved wall
p504 A84-31117
A numerical method for calculating supersonic flow past
aircraft wings p 741 A84-39872
SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION
Measurement of air ionization behind intense shock
waves p 254 A84-18662
High speed interierometric method for density field
investigation in a boundary layer behind the shock wave
p919 A84-45491
Self-sustained oscillations of a shock wave interacting
with a boundary layer on a supercritical airfoil
p 939 A84-45661
Numerical solution of the problem concerning the
focusing of shock waves produced by a supersonic
aircraft p 1016 A84-47054
Self-sustained oscillations of a shock wave interacting
with a boundary layer on a supercritical airfoil
[NASA-CR-175338] p 269 N84-16131
Numerical solutions of acoustic wave propagation
problems using Euler computations
[NASA-CR-172434] p 938 N84-33112
SHOCK WAVES
Computation of supersonic inviscid flow around wings
with a detached shock wave p 151 A84-16854
Behavior of the flow through a numerically captured
Shockwave p 153 A84-17451
Shock fitting in conical supersonic full potential flows
with entropy effects
[AIAA PAPER 84-0261] p174 A84-19247
On flows with vibrational relaxation behind an attached
shock wave p 403 A84-26844
Nose parts of bodies of revolution with a passage that
is close to bodies of minimum wave resistance
p 404 A84-27063
Numerical simulation of flow through inlets/diffusers with
terminal shocks
[AIAA PAPER 84-1362] p 577 A84-35192
Finite difference computation of pressure and wave-drag
of slender bodies of revolution at transonic speeds with
zero-lift p 579 A84-35330
Numerical solution of the problem of supersonic flow
past wings of arbitrary form with a detached shock wave
p579 A84-35351
Numerical modelling of Shockwaves and other
discontinuities p 640 A84-37058
Dynamic response of shock waves in transonic diffuser
and supersonic inlet - An analysis with the Navier-Stokes
equations and adaptive grid
(AIAA PAPER 84-1609] p6SO A84-38004
Porosity effect on supercritical airfoil drag reduction by
shock wave/boundary layer control
[AIAA PAPER 84-1682] p 653 A84-38054
Axisymmetric nonconical supersonic potential flow with
embedded subsonic regions p 656 A84-38848
Shock shape over a sphere cone in hypersonic high
enthalpy flow p 657 A84-38852
Turbulent boundary layer behind constant velocity shock
including wall blowing effects p 805 A84-40829
A transonic wing-body flowfield calculation with
improved grid topology and shock-point operators
[AIAA PAPER 84-2157] p 828 A84-44196
Acoustic near-field properties associated with
broadband shock noise p 938 A84-44628
Double shock wave almost halves drag
p846 A84-46476
Transonic cascade flow solved by separate supersonic
and subsonic computations with shock fitting
(ASME PAPER 84-GT-24] p 951 A84-46889
A study of transonic normal shock wave-turbulent
boundary layer interactions in axisymmetric internal flow
p 16 N84-10015
Mach reflection flow fields associated with strong
shocks
[AD-A131384] p 21 N84-11148
An analysis of shock coalescence including
three-dimensional effects with application to sonic boom
prediction p83 N84-11890
Investigation to optimize the passive shock
wave-boundary layer control for supercritical airfoil drag
reduction
[NASA-CR-173276] p 269 N84-16135
Delta wings with shock-free cross flow
(NASA-CR-1722971 p 338 N84-19282
Two-dimensional wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-76963] p 468 N84-20602
An experimental and numerical study of weak spherical
N-waves produced by exploding wires
[UTIAS-TECH-NOTE-248] p 483 N84-20779
Interaction of aerodynamic noise with laminar boundary
layers in supersonic wind tunnels
[NASA-CR-3621] p 483 N84-20781
Exact solution to problem of interaction between wedge
moving at supersonic velocity and interface of two gaseous
media p 512 N84-22790
An analysis of shock coalescence including
three-dimensional effects with application to sonic boom
extrapolation
[NASA-TP-2214] p 559 N84-22906
Experimental investigation of shock-cell noise reduction
for dual-stream nozzles in simulated flight comprehensive
data report. Volume 1: Test nozzles and acoustic data
[NASA-CR-168336-VOL-1) p 567 N84-24323
Experimental investigation of shock-cell noise reduction
for dual-stream nozzles in simulated flight comprehensive
data report. Volume 2: Laser velocimeter data, static
pressures and shadowgraph photos
[NASA-CR-168336-VOL-2] p 567 N84-24324
Conical flows with leading edge vortices
p623. N84-25013
Transonic panel method for the full potential equation
applied to multi-component airfoils
[NLR-MP-83030-U] p 663 N84-26674
Response of a plaster-wood room subjected to simulated
sonic booms
(UTIAS-276) p927 N84-31701
SHORAN
Relative-datum Loran navigation p 43 N84-11107
SHORT HAUL AIRCRAFT
The new Swedish JAS fighter programme - and its
industrial background p2 A84-11969
The potential impact of technology on VTOL utilization
(The Third Nikolsky Lecture) p 257 A84-19741
NASA's OSRA plane uses upper surface blowing
P430 A84-27948
Composite propeller blades for commuter aircraft
p 534 A84-32995
Forward swept wings and commuter airplanes
p 681 A84-38408
Design of a digital ride quality augmentation system for
a commuter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-1958] p 896 A84-43486
Advanced commuter aircraft - How to leapfrog the
competition p 871 A84-44986
Optimum design cruise speed for an efficient short haul
airliner p 873 A84-45033
Transonic flutter clearance for a supercritical transport
aircraft in the preliminary stage p 67 N84-11121
SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
Trimming advanced fighters for STOL approaches
p63 A84-11046
STOL flying qualities and the impact of control
integration p 224 A84-16691
Approach and landing aerodynamic technologies for
advanced STOL fighter configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0334] p 197 A84-18027
Equivalent flap theory - A new look at the aerodynamics
of jet-flapped aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0335] p 165 A84-18028
The HIAM wing - Milestone in aeronautical
engineering
[AIAA PAPER 84-0386] p 166 A84-18055
Incorporating STOL capability into tactical Tighter aircraft
concepts
[AIAA PAPER 84-0573] p 290 A84-21306
Circulation controlled STOL wing optimization
p268 A84-22173
STOL and maneuver technology program
[SAE PAPER 831425] p 433 A84-29527
Design and experimental verification ot the USB Rap
panel structure for NAL-STOL research aircraft
p 594 A84-34451
Thrust reverser exhaust plume reingestion model tests
p 601 A84-34457
Vectoring exhaust nozzle technology
[AIAA PAPER 84-1175] p 694 A84-36829
C-17 transport employs externally, blown flap system
p683 A84-38465
Supersonic STOVL ejector aircraft from a propulsion
point of view
[AIAA PAPER 84-1401] p 778 A84-40246
Supersonic STOVL aircraft with turbine
bypass/turbo-compressor engines
[AIAA PAPER 84-1403] p 778 A84-40247
A-244
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Viscous-inviscid simulation of upper surface blown
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2200] p 747 A84-41349
A technique for determining powered-lift STOL aircraft
performance at sea level from flight data taken at
altitude P 867 A84-44461
STOVL technology - An overview p 868 A84-44486
A flight-test evaluation of a go-around control system
for a twin engine powered-lift STOL airplane
[NASA-TM-84408] p 69 N84-11178
Thrust-induced effects on subsonic longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of a
vectored-engine-over-wing configuration
[NASA-TP-2228] p 107 N84-13163
Right-test of the glide-slope track and flare-control laws
for an automatic landing system for a powered-lift STOL
airplane
[NASA-TP-2128] p 138 N84-13198
Tentative STOL (short-takeoff-and-landing) flying
qualities criteria for MIL standard and handbook
[AD-A132857J p 201 N84-14138
Aircraft operations from airfields with special
unconventional characteristics p 203 N84-15085
Nonlinear transformat
(NASA-CR-1665061 P 252 N84-15877
Design of a lateral ride comfort control system for STOL
aircraft
[UTIAS-TN-247) p 292 N84-16165
Effects of blowing spanwise from the tips of low-aspect
ratio wings of varying taper ratio, with application to
improving STOL capability of fighter aircraft
[AD-A135688] p 337 N84-18175
National Aerospace Laboratory News (Japan)
[NASA-TM-76962] p 352 'N84-19335
Experimental investigation of the internal flow field in
STOL engine inlets p511 N84-22544
Development and anaVysis ol a STOL supersonic cruise
fighter concept
[NASA-TM-85777] p 528 N84-22553
Supersonic STOVL aircraft with turbine
bypass/turbo-compressor engines
[NASA-TM-83686] p 606 N84-24582
Aerodynamic characteristics of fan-jet STOL aircraft
[NAL-TR-790] p 586 N84-25651
Advanced prediction technique for the low speed
aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft. Volume 2: User's
manual
[NASA-CR-166442-VOL-2] p 662 N84-26663
Calculation of vertical and ramp-assisted takeoffs for
supersonic cruise fighters
[NASA-TM-85818] p 662 N84-26668
Antonov Bureau developing new STOL turbofan for use
in far north p 687 N84-27710
Fuel conservative guidance concept for shipboard
landing of powered-life aircraft
[NASA-TM-85971] p 902 N84-31215
A flight-test and simulation evaluation of the longitudinal
final approach and landing performance of an automatic
system for a light wing loading STOL aircraft equipped
with wing spoilers
[NASA-TM-85873] p 903 N84-32393
SHROUDED NOZZLES
Impingement starting and power boosting of small gas
turbines
iASME PAPER 84-GT-188] p 982 A84-46987
SHROUDED PROPELLERS
Energy efficient engine fan component detailed design
report
[NASA-CR-165466] p 701 N84-27737
SHROUDED TURBINES
A simple method for solving three-dimensional inverse
problems of turbomachines flow and annular constraint
condition p 827 A84-43346
The interaction between mistuning and friction in the
forced response of bladed disk assemblies
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-139] p 1003 A84-46957
SHROUDS
Application of a quasi-3D Inviscid flow and boundary
layer analysis to the hub-shroud contouring of a radial
turbine
[AIM PAPER 84-1297] ' p 827 A84-44177
Measurement of convective heat transfer to solid
cylinders inside ventilated shrouds
[AIAA PAPER 84-1725] p 921 A84-46129
Aerodynamically excited vibrations of a part-span
shrouded fan
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-172] p 1004 A84-46975
Application of a quasi-3D inviscid flow and boundary
layer analysis to the hub-shroud contouring of a radial
turbine
[NASA-TM-83669] p 585 N84-25647
Development of an advanced composite aileron for the
L-1011 transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-3517] p 714 N84-27836
SHUTDOWNS
Effect of control logic modifications on airstart
performance of F100 engine model derivative engines in
an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-85900] p 783 N84-29879
SIDE-LOOKING RADAR
Digital SLAR of the OFVLR - System concept and
results p 763 A84-40381
APO-102 imaging radar digital image quality study
[NASA-CR-171738] p317 N84-17435
SIDELOBE REDUCTION
Performance of a receive siilolobe suppression system
for secondary surveillance radar p112 A84-14310
Performance evaluation of the adaptive MTI canceller
for extended clutter, ACEC t> 554 A84-30517
Video processor for air traffic control beacon system
[NASA-CASE-KSC-11155-1] p 244 N84-15395
SIDES
A new method of evaluating the side wall interference
effect on airfoil angle of attack by suction from the side
walls
[NASA-TM-77722] p 967 N84-34432
SIDESLIP
PAN AIR modeling studies. II - Sideslip option, network
gaps, three-dimensional forebody flow, and
thick-trailing-edge representation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0220] p 173 A84-19244
Lateral aerodynamics of delta wings with leading-edge
separation p 329 A84-23352
Evaluation of angle of attack and sideslip angle using
a coupled nonlinear monitor for longitudinal and lateral
motions
[DGLR PAPER 83-109] p 460 A84-29672
Comparative stability analysis of a conventional and
swept forward wing aircraft at high angles of attack and
sideslip p703 A84-38417
A linear problem concerning three-dimensional
supersonic and hypersonic flows over a wing at angles
of attack and sideslip p 959 A84-47070
Evaluation of a flow direction probe and a pilot-static
probe on the F-14 airplane at high angles of attack and
sideslip
[NASA-TM-84911] p 437 N84-20514
Development of lateral-directional equivalent system
models for selected U.S. Navy tactical aircraft
[AD-A141672] p 790 N84-28810
SIGNAL ANALYSIS
Aerodynamic disturbances of hot-wire probes and
directional sensitivity p 382 A84-25802
Improvement of the accuracy of Doppler direction finders
for general aviation by spectral signal analysis — German
thesis p 590 A84-35694
Instrumentation and signal analysis — aeroacoustics
p244 N84-15032
Video processor for air traffic control beacon system
[NASA-CASE-KSC-11155-1] p 244 N84-15395
SIGNAL DETECTORS
Automatic detectors for frequency-agile radar
p34 A84-10832
SIGNAL MEASUREMENT
Measurement set to evaluate primary ATC radar
performance in the presence of moving clutter
p 112 A84-14316
SIGNAL PROCESSING
Instrumentation and analysis of airborne pulse-Doppler
radar trials . p 30 A84-10773
Multistatic tracking and comparison with netted
monostatic systems p 31 A84-10783
A Kalman approach to improve angular resolution in
search radars p 33 A84-10812
Land clutter study - Low grazing angles
(backscattering) p 33 A84-10819
An X-band array signal processing radar for tracking
targets at low elevation angles p 34 A84-10829
The ONI-7000 airborne Loran-C system
p41 A84-12461
Reply processing in monopulse SSR system with
improved degarbling capability p 112 A84-14309
Performance of a receive sidelobe suppression system
for secondary surveillance radar p 112 A84-14310
Measurement set to evaluate primary ATC radar
performance in the presence of moving clutter
p112 A84-14316
Implementation of aircraft parameter identification
p 200 A84-18610
Flight test result of five input signals for aircraft parameter
identification p 200 AB4-18613
Algorithm tor the digital processing of signals of onboard
receiving antenna arrays p 284 A84-20555
A distributed computer system for control, data
acquisition and processing in a blowdown wind tunnel
p 367 A84-25212
Synthesis of optimal signal-processing devices in a radio
altimeter for low altitudes p 354 A84-25441
Algorithm implementation in a tactical communication
brassboard processor p 421 A84-26742
A versatile interference adaptive antenna processor
design approach •- for airborne communication, navigation
and identification applications p 422 A84-26743
The impact of digital signal processing on future radio
systems p 422 A84-26754
Integrated tactical communications signal processing
architecture developments p 422 A84-26756
Frequency domain processing for integrated CNI radios
— Communication. Navigation and Identification
p 422 A84-26758
New digital-RF technology aids airborne weather radar
p519 A84-31167
Design and testing of an MTD subsystem for air traffic
control radars p 763 A84-40379
Calculation of the detection range of pulse-Doppler
airborne radar systems p 763 AB4-40384
Relative performance of a simple MTI canceller se!ection
rale p 861 A84-45901
Omega Data Bank
. [AD-A131089] p42 N84-10046
Towards the functional partitioning of highly integrated,
fault tolerant avionics signal processors
p212 N84-15047
Utilization of double integration methodology to
determine an aircraft's vertical displacement
[AD-P002681] p447 N84-20818
Real time pressure signal system for a rotary engine
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13622-1J p 534 N84-22559
A simplified method of evaluating aircraft handling
qualities using a pilot transfer function model
[GU-AERO-8302] p 610 N84-24595
Multisensor speech input
[AD-A140894] ' p 726 N84-26974
F/A-18 AN/APG-65 radar case study report (IDA/OSD
R and M (Institute for Defense Analyses/Office of the
Secretary of Defense Reliability and Maintainability)
study
• [AD-A142103] p807 N84-29057
Embedded information transfer technology
assessment
[AD-A142649] p 925 N84-31518
The Lincoln Laboratory-Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory digital speech test facility
(AD-A144303] p 1011 N84-34662
SIGNAL RECEPTION
In-flight accuracy and coverage tests of ESM- and
ECM-systems • p 1011 N84-34412
SIGNAL REFLECTION
Optimization of sounding signals .for the measurement
of distance to the earth's surface p 187 A84-17651
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
Optimising the integration aperture for a high PRF CW
surveillance radar — Pulse Repetition Frequency
p 31 A84-10776
Position, velocity and acceleration estimates from the
noisy radar measurements p 476 A84-28159
Double-polarisation radar measurements
p 856 A84-43742
Relative performance of a simple MTI canceller selection
rule p861 A84-45901
An experimental investigation of the improvement in the
reception of TM (Transverse Magnetic)-polarized LF
(Low-Frequency) waves with a two-element spaced
array
[AD-A142478] p 809 N84-30159
SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
Navigation system and method
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12508-1] p 522 N84-22546
In-flight accuracy and coverage tests of ESM- and
ECM-systems p 1011 N84-34412
SIGNATURE ANALYSIS
Three-dimensional target signature.modeling
p 856 A84-43887
SIGNATURES
An assembly language program for calculating random
decrement signatures
[AD-At43908] p 1015 NB4-34195
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT
ACAP - A giant step towards low cost composite aircraft
— Advanced Composite Airframe Program
p 195 A84-17205
Sikorsky's Hawks - Helicopters for the Army, the Navy
and the Air Force ... amongst others
p767 A84-40569
SIKORSKY WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
Flight service evaluation of composite components on
Bell 206L and Sikorsky S-76 helicopters
p 710 A84-36521
SILENCERS
Investigation ol a silencer for the powerplant of a modern
jet aircraft p 449 A84-28820
SILICON ALLOYS
Behavior of Ni-Cr-Si coating alloys in Na2SO4, V2O5
and mixed salt hot corrosion .
[DE84-012386] p915 N84-31363
A-245
SILICON CARBIDES SUBJECT INDEX
SILICON CARBIDES
Silicon carbide, a high temperature semiconductor
p253 A84-17823
Progress in net shape fabrication of alpha sic turbine
components
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-273] p 1006 A84-47036
Characterization of ceramic vane materials for 10KW
turboalternator
[AD-A132505] p 134 N84-13196
SILICON NITRIDES
The effect of the microstructure on slow crack
propagation and the mechanical properties of hot-pressed
silicon nitride between room temperature and 1500 C —
German thesis p 308 A84-22237
High performance ceramics for heat engine
applications
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-92] p 995 A84-46934
GTE sintered silicon nitride — for advanced heat
engines
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-228] P 996 A84-47008
Characterization of ceramic vane materials for 10KW
turboalternator
[AD-A132505] p 134 N84-13196
Development of sintered Si3N4 for high performance
thermomechanical applications
[AD-A140795] p713 N84-26807
SILICON POLYMERS
The need for application of dynamic mechanical analysis
in the evaluation of intertayer materials
[AD-P003211 ] p 723 N84-26624
SILICONES
Field repair of AH-16 helicopter window cutting
assemblies
[NASA-TM-85831] P 774 N84-29864
SIMILARITY THEOREM
Hypersonic similarity in the flow past a combination of
a circular cone and delta wing p 580 A84-35742
Theory of similarity and the profile of the mean density
distribution of hypersonic boundary layer
p645 A84-37906
The theoretical bases of methods'for the in-flight
determination of the flight characteristics of aircraft:
Application of similarity theory — Russian book
p 874 A84-46050
SIMILITUDE LAW
A similarity law for hypersonic flow of uniformly reacting
air past a low-aspect-ratio wing p 841 A84-45734
SIMULATION
ICIASF '83; International Congress on Instrumentation
in Aerospace Simulation Facilities, Saint-Louis, Haut-Rhin,
France, September 20, 1983, Record
p 367 A84-25201
A piecewise linear state variable technique for real time
propulsion system simulation p 779 A84-42378
Numerical simulation of vortex breakdown by the
vortex-filament method p 103 N84-12126
Surface-attack mission simulation: Preliminary scenario
evaluation
[AD-A135868 J p 370 N84-18219
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A137617] p 398 N84-20473
AGARD Highlights, March 1984
[AGARD-HIQHLIGHTS-84/1] p 399 N84-21498
Nozzle tests for simulating heavy rain in a wind tunnel
(AD-A139566] p 546 N84-23657
Simulation of exposure of aircraft transparencies to flight
line environment
[AD-P003212] p685 N84-26625
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1984-1, 218/ January - February
[ESA-TT-85B) p 741 N84-29850
On-line task analyses in maintenance simulation
[AD-P003452) p 826 N84-32229
SIMULATORS
Generic tracking radar simulator p 32 A84-10789
ATOPS B-737 inner-loop control system linear model
construction and verification
[NASA-CR-166055] p 64 N84-10078
New TPS calibration bench, and ejector tests -- wind
tunnel turbines and powered models
p 546 N84-23594
Lightning simulator circuit parameters and performance
for severe-threat, high-action-integral testing
[DE84-009065] p810 N84-30211
SINE WAVES
Design and evaluation of a pulsating-flow wind tunnel
[PB84-116086] p371 N84-18223
Identification and verification of frequency-domain
models for XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft dynamics
[NASA-TM-86009] p 991 N84-34445
SINGAPORE
The development of a new airport, Changi, Singapore
p71 A84-11623
SINGLE CHANNEL PER CARRIER TRANSMISSION
Models for combining single channel NAVSTAR/GPS
with dead reckoning for marine positioning
p188 A84-16317
SINGLE CRYSTALS
Deformation studies in workable superalloys
[AD-A131606] p77 N84-11260
Energy efficient engine high-pressure turbine detailed
design report
[NASA-CR-165608) p 781 N84-28788
SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT VEHICLES
Reusable single-state-to-orbit vehicle concept utilizing
composite engines
[AIAA PAPER 84-1498] p 709 A84-37663
SINGULARITY (MATHEMATICS)
Potential flow past axisymmet/ic bodies at angle of
attack p330 A84-24108
Investigation of the triplet concept using a higher-order
supersonic panel method p 831 A84-44931
Evaluation of singularly perturbed pursuit-evasion
games p 935 A84-44940
Kinematics, influence functions and field quantities for
disturbance propagation from moving disturbance
sources
(NASA-TM-77410J p 410 N84-20489
Design of a complete multivariable digital flight control
system
[AFIT/GE/EE/82D-18] p610 N84-24532
SINTERING
• Characterization of ceramic vane materials for 10KW
turboalternator
[AD-A132505] P 134 N84-13196
Development of sintered Si3N4 for high performance
thermomechanical applications
[AD-A140795] p 713 N84-26807
SITE DATA PROCESSORS
Design and operation of a coordinated multisite test
environment p230 A84-16638
SITE SELECTION
Mountains cut down, land created to build new St.
Thomas runway p 904 A84-43623
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
Implication of heavy lift helicopter size effect trends and
multilift options for filling the need p277 A84-19662
Small engine technology 'p448 A84-28013
POSTOP: Postbuckled open-stiffener optimum panels,
user's manual
[NASA-CR-172260] p 384 N84-18682
SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
Experiences in the use of composite material for a wing
Skin p46 A84-11040
Processing characteristics of. T300-6K/V378A
graphite/bis-maleimide p233 A84-17148
Noise transmission characteristics of advanced
composite structural materials p 735 A84-37938
Effects of service environment on the boron/epoxy skins
of the F-15 horizontal stabilator p864 A84-42749
Friction and wear behavior of aluminum and composite
airplane skins
[NASA-TP-22621 p 294 N84-17175
Moisture transport in composites during repair work
[AD-A138658] p 550 N84-22703
The use of Aral I in fuselage skins
[AD-B080831 ] p 596 N84-24572
Impact dynamics research on composite transport
structures P 802 N84-29975
SKIN FRICTION
A method for designing three dimensional configurations
with prescribed skin friction
[AIAA PAPER 84-0526] p 174 A84-19257
Experimental studies of surface roughness shape and
spacing effects on heat transfer and skin friction in
supersonic and hypersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0016] p 267 A84-21851
A nonlinear structural concept for drag-reducing
compliant walls p 329 A84-23365
Design of high-Reynolds-number flat-plate experiments
in the NTF
[AIAA PAPER 84-0588] p 368 A84-25726
Injection into a turbulent boundary layer through different
porous surfaces p715 A84-36499
A method for measuring skin friction drag on a flat plate
in contaminated gas flows p 646 A84-37943
Turbulent boundary-layer relaxation with application to
skin-friction drag reduction p 655 A84-38827
New drag reduction methods for transport aircraft
p 833 A84-44974
Transonic airfoil development p95 N84-12076
Studies of boundary layer transition and surface
roughness effects in hypersonic flow
[AD-A140803] p 662 N84-26670
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[ESA-TT-858] p741 N84-29850
SKIS
The motion of the landing skis of aircraft along the
ground. II - The take-off run p 118 A84-14254
A determination of the parameters of cup-shaped landing
gear p 523 A84-30431
SLABS
Temperature and heat-flux distributions in a strip-heated
composite slab
[DE84-006016] p 998 N84-33529
SLEDS
Flight testing - On track p 906 A84-45161
Airplane take-off system
[AD-D011204] p993 N84-34449
SLENDER BODIES
Computation of the asymmetric vortex pattern for bodies
of revolution p 10 A84-10130
Finite difference computation of wave drag and pressure
on slender bodies of revolution at transonic speeds with
zero-lift p 15 A84-12037
Review of support interference in dynamic tests •- in
wind tunnels • p 138 A84-13572
Certain problems of three-dimensional hypersonic flow
p 152 A84-16918
Aerodynamics of very slender rectangular wing bodies
to high incidence p 153 A84-17407
The effect of a surface discontinuity on an axisymmetric
boundary layer p 331 A84-24894
Transonic flow of an elastic medium past a thin rigid
body p334 A84-26330
The unsteady wake behind slender lifting bodies in
incompressible flow p 403 A84-26590
Slender body theory and optimization procedures for
transonic lifting wing bodies p 429 A84-26956
Numerical solution of transonic shear flows past thin
bodies p578 A84-35326
Finite difference computation of pressure and wave-drag
of slender bodies of revolution at transonic speeds with
zero-lift p 579 A84-35330
Compressible potential flows in arbitrary
two-dimensional and axially symmetric slender nozzles
p 645 A84-37905
Body-turbulence interaction
[AIAA PAPER 84-1527] p 647 A84-37953
An asymptotic theory of wind tunnel wall interference
on subsonic slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 84-1625] p 706 A84-39303
Distributed parameter system theory of autopilot design
of slender vehicle p 704 ' AB4-39740
Analysis of axisymmetric body effects on rotor
aerodynamics using modified slender body theory
[AIAA PAPER 84-2204] p 769 A84-41352
The incompressible flow at the stagnation point of
slender bodies p 752 A84-42478
The experimental investigation of the spatial vortex
patterns of some slender bodies at high angle of attack
in low speed tunnel p 835 A84-45012
Two-dimensional gas-particle flow past thin bodies
p962 A84-47777
Aerodynamic characteristics for heave displacement of
a slender round-nosed body of revolution in a tube
p 964 A84-49546
Vortical flow management for improved configuration
aerodynamics: Recent experiences p 103 N84-12129
Studies of boundary layer transition and surface
roughness effects in hypersonic flow
[AD-A140803] p 662 N84-26670
Development and application of an analysis of
axisymmetric body effects on helicopter rotor
aerodynamics using modified slender body theory
[NASA-TM-85934] p 847 N84-31090
SLENDER CONES
Experimental studies of surface roughness shape and
spacing effects on heat transfer and skin friction in
supersonic and hypersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0016] p 267 A84-21851
Supersonic conical separation due to shock vorticity
p 743 A84-40830
Effect of vehicle dynamics on slender cone transition
[AIAA PAPER 84-2124] p 752 A84-42365
SLENDER WINGS
Leading edge flap systems for slim wings: 'vortex
flaps'?
[DGLR PAPER 82-103] p11 A84-10571
Thickness and camber effects in slender wing theory
p90 A84-13585
Cellular patterns in poststal! flow over unswept wings
p90 A84-13586
A multi-vortex model of leading-edge vortex flows
p 151 A84-16274
Theory of hypersonic three-dimensional flow around a
slender wing of arbitrary aspect ratio by an unsteady stream
of relaxing gas p 264 A84-21120
Hypersonic interactions with surface mass transfer. I -
Steady flow. II - Unsteady now p 405 A84-27126
The fluid mechanics of slender wing rock — vortex
shedding of delta configurations p 504 A84-30805
A-246
SUBJECT INDEX SOLAR COLLECTORS
Flutter characteristics of high aspect ratio tailless
aircraft p 869 A84-44518
Ground effect on slender wings at moderate and high
angles of attack P 836 A84-45026
Leading-edge flap systems for slender wings 'vortex
flaps'? p 836 A84-45027
Investigation of flow in the wake of a high-aspect-ratio
wing and the nonlinear moment characteristics of a
wing-fuselage model at large angles of attack
p 840 A84-45719
Applying slender wing benefits to military aircraft
p842 A84-45956
A study of flow past straight and swept wings of high
aspect ratios a> transonic speeds p 957 A84-47052
An application of a gradient method to the minimization
of the drag of slender wings in supersonic flow
p 958 A84-47064
Slender wings with leading-edge vortex separation - A
challenge for panel methods and Euler solvers
p 963 A84-49085
LANN (Lockheed. AFWAL. NASA-Langley and NLR)
wing test program: Acquisition and application of unsteady
transonic data for evaluation of three-dimensional
computational methods
[NASA-CR-174466] p 19 N84-10032
Effects of blowing spanwise from the tips of low-aspect
ratio wings of varying taper ratio, with application to
improving STOL capability of fighter aircraft
[AD-A135688] p 337 N84-18175
Numerical simulation of transonic flutter of a
high-aspect-ratio transport wing
[NAL-TR-776T] p 362 N84-18208
Theory of hypersonic three-dimensional flow of
nonsteady gas stream with relaxation past thin wing with
arbitrary aspect ratio p512 N84-22791
Wind tunnel tests of high-lift systems for advanced
transports using high-aspect-ratio supercritical wings
[NASA-CR-3523] p 755 N84-28742
SLIDING FRICTION
The motion of the landing skis of aircraft along the
ground. II - The take-off run p 118 A84-14254
Prediction of the life of all-metal vibration isolators made
of MR material p 1007 A84-475S3
SLIP CASTING
Progress in net shape fabrication of alpha sic turbine
components
(ASME PAPER 84-GT-273] p 1006 A84-47036
SLIPSTREAMS
The effect of a slipstream on the lift and drag
characteristics of a wing of finite span
p152 A84-16917
Turbulent jet flow in a duct with a circulation zone
p 381 A84-25583
Calculation of three-dimensional turbulent let
propagation from a lobe nozzle in a slipstream
• p 961 A84-47554
Optimizing the thrust deflecting surface for the
pneumatic thrust deflector
'[AD-A140612] p700 N84-26703
SLOPES
Family.of airfoil shapes for rotating blades — for
increased power efficiency and blade stability
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12843-1] p 20 N84-11136
NASA-FAA helicopter Microwave Landing System
curved path flight test
[NASA-TM-65933] p 523 N84-23617
SLOTS
Disturbances from ventilated tunnel walls in aerofoil
testing p 514 N84-23573
Computer studies of hybrid-slotted working sections with
minimum interference at subsonic speeds
[NASA-TM-86002] p 881 N84-32379
Axisymmetric thrust augmenting ejector with discrete
primary air slot nozzles
[AD-O011129] p893 N84-323B6
SLOTTED WIND TUNNELS
Computed and measured wall interference in a slotted
transonic test section
[AIAA PAPER 84-0243] p 163 A84-17971
Detailed flow direction measurements in a transonic test
section
[AIAA PAPER 84-0587] p 364 A84-24179
Wall pressure measurements for three-dimensional
transonic tests
[AIAA PAPER 84-0599] p 365 A84-24188
A slotted test section numerical model for interference
assessment
[AIAA PAPER 84-0627] p 366 A84-24205
Potential flow through a cascade of alternately displaced
circular bodies: The rod-wall wind tunnel boundary
conditions
(NASA-TM-85750] p 410 N84-20487
Disturbances from ventilated tunnel walls in aerofoil
testing p 514 N84-23573
SLURRIES
Kinetic-elastic approach for time-dependent rheological
data on slurry fuels and polymers
[AD-A141210] p715 N84-27911
SMALL PERTURBATION FLOW
The stability of an elliptic jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-0068] p 157 A84-17857
Second-order-accurate spatial differencing for the
transonic small-disturbance equation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0091 ] p 172 A84-19230
Invariance groups and reduction of the unsteady
transonic small disturbance equation
p263 A84^20215
Effect of boundary layers on solid walls in
three-dimensional subsonic wind tunnels
p329 A84-23359
Modeling of unsteady small disturbance transonic flow
using parametric differentiation, pseudospectral analysts
and finite-differencing
[AIAA PAPER 84-0875] p 506 AB4-31688
Conical, noncircular. second-order, potential theory of
supersonic flow p 508 A84-32607
The effects of gusts on the fluctuating airloads of airfoils
in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1580] p 659 A84-39315
Transonic aerodynamic computations for a canard
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 84-2158] p 745 AS4-41333
SMOKE
An assessment of correlations between laboratory and
full-scale experiments for the FAA aircraft fire safety
program. I - Smoke p 796 A84-40052
Correlations of soot formation in turbojet engines and
in laboratory flames
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-108] p 995 A84-46945
Fire management-suppression system-concepts relating
to aircraft cabin fire safety
[FAA-CT-82-134] p 183 N84-14130
The design and development of a low emissions transply
combustor for the civil Spey engine p 607 N84-24755
SMOKE ABATEMENT
The use of fuel additives to control plume opacity of
turbine engine test cells
[AD-A130777] p 76 N84-10339
SMOKE DETECTORS
A comparison of techniques for measuring paniculate
emissions of a gas turbine engine
[ASME PAPER 83-JPGC-OT-14] p 450 A84-28983
SNOW
Helicopter flight testing In natural snow and Ice
[AIAA PAPER 83-2788] p 108 A84-13387
SNOWSTORMS
Analysis of AFGL aircraft icing data
[AD-A137197] p 390 N84-20087
SOARING
FL500 - High altitude soaring project: 'Soaring steps
into the space age' p 180 A84-16162
SODIUM SULFATES
Deposition of Na2SO4 from salt-seeded combustion
gases of a high velocity burner rig
[NASA-TM-83751] p 926 N84-31558
SOFT LANDING
Terminal descent controlled vehicle recovery
[AIAA PAPER 84-0801] p415 A84-26567
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
DO-178 • Its history and purpose — of digital avionics
software development p 488 A84-26711
Implementation of DO-178 in commercial airborne
software design p 488 A84-26712
Software control and system configuration management
- A process that works p 488 A84-26713
Avionics software management and control
p488 A84-26714
Software verification, a case study of the inertial
reference system p 489 A84-26726
Stress testing of digital flight-control system software
p 489 A84-26728
A development methodology for real-time graphics —
software p 490 A84-26782
Time flies - The 4D flight management system
p609 A84-33847
Towards a modularity of software conceived for the
requirement of the user p 201 NB4-15040
CASCADE: A design environment for future avionic
systems p213 N84-15057
Investigation, development, and evaluation of
performance proving for fault-tolerant computers
[NASA-CR-166008] p 629 N84-25307
Airline experience with avionic software development
for aircraft integrated data systems p 693 N84-26581
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transpot
project-demonstration act system definition
[NASA-CR-165920] p 789 N84-28804
Software modifications to the Demonstration Advanced
Avionics Systems (OAAS)
[NASA-TM-85942] p 862 N84-31105
Software control and system configuration management:
A systems-wide approach
[NASA-TM-85908] p 879 N84-31112
Fault tolerant software modules for SIFT
[NASA-CR-165874] p 937 N84-31955
• Software conversion history of the Flight Dynamics
System (FDS)
[NASA-CR-175257] p911 N84-32404
Software Implemented Fault-Tolerant (SIFT) user's
guide
[NASA-TM-86289] p 1015 N84-34199
Application of advanced parameter identification
methods for flight flutter data analysis with comparisons
to current techniques p 990 N84-34401
SOFTWARE TOOLS
An application software package for the prediction of
engine parameters (homogeneous combustion
products) p357 A84-25555
Software verification, a case study of the inertial
reference system p 489 A84-26726
Toward automatic testing of flight software
p 489 A84-26727
Stress testing of digital flight-control system software
p 489 A84-26728
ICNIA - Software programmable integrated CNI avionics
— Integrated Communication, Navigation, Identification
Avionics for tactical aircraft p 422 A84-26757
Operational flight software techniques for on-aircraft
testing and maintenance p 489 A84-26769
Fly before buy software - The AN/ARN-101 service
report correction program p 856 A84-44475
Evaluation of 3-D graphics software - A case study
p 936 A84-46499
Preliminary description of the area navigation software
for a microcomputer-based Loran-C receiver
p43 N84-11103
Validation of the MAGNA (Materially and Geometrically
Nonlinear Analysis) computer program for nonlinear finite
element analysis of aircraft transparency bird Impact
[AD-P003229] p 723 N84-26642
Status of new aerothermodynamic analysis tool for
high-temperature resistant transparencies
[AD-P003236] p 724 N64-26649
A data management and presentation tool for
engineering and research
[NLR-MP-B3044-U] p 733 N84-27482
Improvements to software maintenance methods In real
time embedded aviation flight systems
[AD-A141949] pS15 N84-30742
Management overview of the benefits of efficient JOVIAL
J73/1750A software tools
[AD-P003519] p936 N84-31123
The Multiple System OFP Support (MSOS) system, a
Pre-PMRT capability for evaluating tactical software
[AD-P003524] p883 N84-31128
Software conversion history of the Flight Dynamics
System (FDS)
[NASA-CR-175257] p911 N84-32404
SOILS
Soil barrier coating for improved corrosion control —
in aircraft p 234 A84-17169
Revised procedure for pavement design under seasonal
frost conditions
[AD-A134460] p 315 N84-16384
Cleaning compound efficiency; test method for aircraft
surface cleaners
[AD-A138515] p 399 N84-21504
Centrifugal scaling laws tor ground launch cruise missile
shelter
[AD-A141572] p 793 N84-28818
SOLAR ARRAYS
Solar array power to weight performance of 1- to
10-kilowatt, flat-folded flexible wings
p547 A84-30146
The effects of unbalanced flow on the thermal
performance of collector arrays p 730 A84-37126
SOLAR CELLS
Design of long-endurance unmanned airplanes
incorporating solar and fuel cell propulsion
(AIAA PAPER 84-1430] p 595 A84-35215
Solar-cell airplane Solair 1
[NASA-TM-77061] p 292 N84-16164
SUN WORSHIPER: McCready's Solar Challenger flies
over the English Channel
[NASA-TM-77327] p 292 N84-16166
Structural sizing of a solar powered aircraft
[NASA-CR.172313] p 598 N84-25702
SOLAR COLLECTORS
Choice of optimal control programs for panels of satellite
solar batteries p 469 AB4-26980
The effects of unbalanced flow on the thermal
performance of collector arrays p 730 A84-37126
Near-term Brayton module status p 731 N84-28246
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SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SUBJECT INDEX
Survey of manufacturers of high-performance heat
engines adaptable to solar applications
[NASA-CR-173911) p 933 N84-32919
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
History of solar flight
[AIAA PAPER 84-1429] p 571 A84-35214
Structural sizing of a solar powered aircraft
[NASA-CR-172313) p 598 N84-25702
SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION
Brayton module development overview
p 731 N84-28245
Near-term Brayton module status p 731 N84-28246
Sub-atmospheric Brayton-cycle engine program review
p 731 N84-28247
Survey of manufacturers of high-performance heat
engines adaptable to solar applications
[ NASA-CR-173911 ] p 933 N84-32919
SOLAR OBSERVATORIES
Problems of invariance and stability in the dynamics of
stratospheric observatories p 48 A84-12111
SOLAR POWERED AIRCRAFT
History of solar flight
[AIAA PAPER 84-1429] p 571 A84-35214
Design of long-endurance unmanned airplanes
incorporating solar and fuel cell propulsion
(AIAA PAPER 84-1430] p 595 A84-35215
Solar powered aircraft •
INASA-CASE-LAR-12615-1] p 122 N84-12154
A preliminary study of solar powdered aircraft and
associated power trains
[NASA-CR-3699] p 134 N84-13194
Solar-cell airplane Solair 1
[NASA-TM-77061 ] p 292 N84-16164
SUN WORSHIPER: McCready's Solar Challenger flies
over the English Channel
[NASA-TM-77327] p 292 N84-16166
Structural sizing of a solar powered aircraft
[NASA-CR-172313] 'p 598 N84-25702
SOLAR PROPULSION
Solar-cell airplane Solair 1
(NASA-TM-77061] P 292 N84-16164
SOLAR RADIATION
Flight-time extension in hot-air balloons by appropriate
surface characteristics
[DGLR PAPER 83-086] p 398 A84-29655
SUN WORSHIPER: McCready's Solar Challenger flies
over the English Channel
[NASA-TM-77327] p 292 N84-16166
SOLENOIDS
Magnetic suspension and balance system study
[NASA-CR-3802] P 794 N84-29888
SOLID ELECTRODES
The development of the high energy surface discharge
spark igniter
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-51] p 981 A84-46908
SOLID LUBRICANTS
Parametric evaluation of a solid-lubricated ball bearing
[ASLE PREPRINT 83-LC-1B-1] p 479 A84-28994
Aircraft water-based solid film lubricants
[AD-A133732] p 237 N84-14328
SOLID PHASES
Liquid and solid phase compositions in a partially frozen
JP-5 fuel low in n-alkanes
[AD-A143390] p916 N84-32553
SOLID PROPELLANT COMBUSTION
Surface layer destruction during combustion of
homogeneous powders p 471 A84-28400
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
Residual thrust due to decomposition of insulator
materials — in solid propellant rocket engines
p 709 A84-38150
SOLID PROPELLANTS
Sensitivity analysis of predicted reacting flow
characteristics in solid fuel ramjet combustors
[AD-A141279] p 701 N84-27740
SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletjn, no.
1984-1. 218/ January - February
[ESA-TT-858] . p 741 N84-29850
SOLID SOLUTIONS
A new gas turbine combustor alloy
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-70] p 995 A84-46917
SOLID STATE DEVICES
New digital-RF technology aids airborne weather radar
p519 A84-31167
•Solid state power controller fuse development
program
(AD-A142118) p807 N84-29118
SOLID SURFACES
Effect of boundary layers on solid walls in
three-dimensional subsonic wind tunnels
p 329 A84-23359
SOLIDIFICATION
Electron-beam weld solidification structures * and
properties in AI-3LJ-X alloys p 996 AS4-48766
SOLIDS
A method for solving the unsteady heat transfer and
ablation problem for a body p716 A84-37067
SOLIDS FLOW
Review - Turbomachinery performance deterioration
exposed to solid participates environment
[AD-A146007] p 720 A84-38361
SOLITARY WAVES
Solitary waves - A low-level wind shear hazard to
aviation p 81 A84-11619
SONIC BOOMS
Weak spherical shock-wave transitions of N-waves in
air with vibrational excitation p 379 A84-23871
Numerical solution of the problem concerning the
focusing of shock waves produced by a supersonic
aircraft p 1016 A84-47054
An analysis of shock coalescence including
three-dimensional effects with application to sonic boom
prediction p 83 N84-11890
An experimental and numerical study of weak spherical
N-waves produced by exploding wires
[UTIAS-TECH-NOTE-248] p 483 N84-20779
Studies to improve environmental assessments of sonic
booms produced during air combat maneuvering
[AD-A138254] p 496 N84-22368
An analysis of shock coalescence including
three-dimensional effects with application to sonic boom
extrapolation
[NASA-TP-2214] p 559 N84-22906
Response of a plaster-wood room subjected to simulated
sonic booms
[UTIAS-276] p927 N84-31701
SONIC NOZZLES
The new calibration tank for engine simulators at OFVLR
Goettingen p 546 N84-23593
SOOT
Effects of flame temperature and fuel composition on
soot formation in gas turbine combustors
p 298 A84-22747
Determination of the dependence of soot formation in
a premixed fuel-air combustion chamber on the combustion
process variables p 358 A84-25573
Correlations of soot formation in turbojet engines and
in laboratory flames
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-108] p 995 A84-46945
Optical measurements of soot size and number density
in a spray-atomized, swirl-stabilized combustor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-153] p 995 A84-46962
An experimental investigation of soot behavior in a gas
turbine combustor
[AD-A132210] p 140 N84-13202
Effects of broadened property fuels on radiant heat flux
to gas turbine combustor liners
[NASA-TM-83537] p315 N84-16494
Fuel effects on soot formation in turbojet engines
[AD-A141287] p715 N84-27912
SOUND FIELDS
A flight study of tone radiation patterns generated by
inlet rods in a small turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 84-0499) p 253 A84-18132
Some remarks on source coherence affecting jet
noise p320 A84-21161
Comparative study of the acoustic fields of air and helium
jets at subsonic outflow speeds p 494 A84-28810
Sound emission from an unsteady boundary layer
p 495 A84-28813
Investigation of the characteristics of the sound field
of a moving source, with application to the analysis of
aircraft noise p 495 A84-28814
Recovery of burner acoustic source structure from
far-field sound spectra
[AIAA PAPER 83-0763] p 566 A84-32609
Sound generated aerodynamically revisited
Large-scale structures in a turbulent jet as a source of
sound p815 A84-40S99
Acoustic near-field properties associated . with
broadband shock noise p 938 A84-44628
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
1983-6, 217/November-December
[ESA-TT-841] p625 N84-25870
Multisensor speech input
[AD-A140894) p 726 N84-26974
SOUND GENERATORS
Comment on 'Derivation of the fundamental equation
of sound generated by moving aerodynamic surfaces
p815 A84-40852
Self-sustained oscillations of a shock wave interacting
with a boundary layer on a supercritical airfoil
p 939 A84-45661
Self-sustained oscillations of a shock wave interacting
with a boundary layer on a supercritical airfoil
[NASA-CR-175338] p 269 N84-16131
Analysis of some acoustics-jet flow interaction
problems
[NASA-CR-175340] p 322 N84-16944
SOUND INTENSITY
A comparison of measured take-off and flyover sound
levels for several general aviation propeller-driven
aircraft
[AD-A139901] p631 N84-25429
Measurement of the absorption coefficient using the
sound-intensity technique
[NASA-CR-173848] p 941 N84-32115
SOUND PRESSURE
Recovery of burner acoustic source structure from
far-field sound spectra
[AIAA PAPER 83-0763] p 566 A84-32609
Acoustic measurements in high-speed subsonic jets
p735 A84-36483
Suppression of the acoustic environment in an irregularly
shaped cavity with an opening exposed to subsonic flow
p 735 A84-38882
Study of noise-certification standards for aircraft
engines. Volume 2: Procedures for measuring far field
sound pressure levels around an outdoor jet-engine test
stand
[AD-A133408J p 221 N84-15158
Spinning mode acoustic radiation from the flight inlet
[NASA-CR-172273] p 255 N84-15896
Suppression of peak noise by reshaping coaxial flow
circumferentially under static conditions
[NAL-TR-770] p 394 N84-19053
National Aerospace Laboratory News (Japan)
[NASA-TM-76962] p 352 N84-19335
SOUND PROPAGATION
Sound emission during the scattering of
Tollmein-Schlichting waves in a boundary layer on a
nonuniform surface p 478 A84-28815
On the propagation of sound in nozzles of variable
cross-section containing low Mach number mean flow
p630 A84-34718
Experiments on sound radiation from a duct with a
circumferentially varying liner p 735 A84-36488
On the propagation of sound in nozzles of strongly
varying cross-section p 939 A84-45034
Transonic noise generation by duct and profile flow
[AD-A129367] p 255 N84-15899
Initial experiments on profile vortex interaction —
helicopter noise
[MPIS-6/1983] p414 N84-21520
Acoustic wave propagation through shear layer of the
German-Dutch open jet wind tunnel (DNW)
[NLR-MP-83003-U] p 497 N84-22379
Prediction of light aircraft interior sound pressure level
using the room equation
[NASA-CR-173840] p 941 N84-32117
Analysis of the effect on combustor noise measurements
of acoustic waves reflected by the turbine and combustor
inlet
[NASA-TM-83760] p 941 N84-32122
SOUND TRANSDUCERS
Estimation of the flight parameters of low flying aircraft
using the radiated noise
[LFD-211] p595 N84-24569
Development of the sonic pump levitation
[NASA-CR-161963] p 929 N84-32749
SOUND TRANSMISSION
Sound-absorbing composite structures for gas-turbine
engines p 58 A84-11347
Field-incidence noise transmission loss of general
aviation aircraft double wall configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0500] p 253 A84-18133
Comment on 'Noise transmission into semicylindrical
enclosures through discretely stiffened curved panels'
p 393 A84-24570
Light aircraft sound transmission study
[NASA-CR-173175] ' p 321 N84-16941
Experimental study using Nearfield Acoustical
Holography of sound transmission fuselage sidewall
structures
[NASA-CR-173639] p 726 N84-27024
Measurement of the absorption coefficient using the
sound-intensity technique
[NASA-CR-173848] p 941 N84-32115
SOUNDWAVES
Acoustic resonances and blade vibration in axial flow
compressors ' p 356 A84-24565
A wave envelope finite element scheme for acoustical
radiation p 394 A84-25863
Acoustic emission of structures excited by a turbulent
boundary layer - Influence of excitation-field modeling
p494 A84-28150
Propagation and radiation of sound from flanged circular
ducts with circumferentially varying wall admittances. I
Semi-infinite ducts. II - Finite ducts with sources
p 631 A84-34746
Experiments on sound radiation from a duct with a
circumferentialty varying liner p 735 A84-36488
Linear theory of pressure oscillations in liquid-fueled
ramjet engines
[AD-A131610] p61 N84-10075
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SUBJECT INDEX SPACECRAFT CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Spinning mode acoustic radiation from the flight inlet
[NASA-CR-172273] p 255 N84-15B96
Tne effect on acoustic radiation of mutual interaction
between a line vortex and an airfoil
[FFA-TN-1983-45] p 395 N84-19058
Computation of noise radiating from a free jet
perpendicular to its axis via laser anenometry
measurements
[ONERA-NT-1983-*] p 632 NB4-26387
Response of a plaster-wood room subjected to simulated
sonic booms
[UTIAS-276] p927 N84-31701
Analysis of the effect on combustor noise measurements
of acoustic waves reflected by the turbine and combustor
inlet
[NASA-TM-B3760] p 941 N84-32122
Numerical solutions of acoustic wave propagation
problems using Euler computations
[NASA-CR-172434] p 938 N84-33112
SOUNDING ROCKETS
Heat transfer on the Oblako meteorological rocket in
the presence of boundary layer separation
p655 A84-38672
Heat transfer in the nose section of axisymmetric objects
under conditions of nonseparated and separated flows
p845 A84-46237
Investigation into the internal aerodynamic design and
associated errors in a fast descent ducted sonde for the
measurement of atmospheric pressure and temperature
(AMPARS phase 2)
[AD-A143189] p 933 N84-32969
SOUTH KOREA
The destruction of Korean Air Lines Boeing 747 over
the Sea of Japan, 31 August 1983 - A break-down of the
international legal order? p 737 A84-39702
SOYUZ SPACECRAFT
Night landing of 'Soyuz-23' cosmonauts in Lake Tengiz
recounted p 796 N84-28837
SPACE BASED RADAR
A review of United Kingdom airborne radar
p 187 AS4-16689
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION
Space - The next twenty years; Proceedings of the
Twentieth Space Congress, Cocoa Beach, FL, April 26-28,
1983 p79S A84-40601
SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
Asymmetric blowing model design and testing
p368 A84-25219
Microgravity system by using stratospheric balloons
p636 A84-38288
Diffuser/ejector system for a very high vacuum
environment
[NASA-CASE-MRS-25791-1] p 708 N84-27749
SPACE EXPLORATION
Research and technology report, 1983
[NASA-TM-85865] p 325 N84-18152
Aerospace bibliography, seventh edition
[NASA-TM-85438] p 396 N84-19136
Aeronautics and space report of the President, 1983
activities
[NASA-TM-85538] p 946 N84-33364
SPACE FLIGHT
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt. Bereich wissenschartlich-technische
Betriebseinrichtungen - Scientific-technical report: Status
1983 -- German book p 325 A84-22253
Flight in America 1900-1983: From the Wrights to the
astronauts -- Book p 945 A84-44707
Research and technology, 1983
[NASA-TM-83540] p 145 NB4-14061
Significant NASA inventions available for licensing in
foreign countries
[NASA-SP-7038(05)) p 395 N84-19133
Significant NASA inventions available for licensing in
foreign countries
(NASA-SP-7038(07)] p 396 N84-19134
Langley aeronautics and space test highlights, 1983
[NASA-TM-85806] p 633 N84-26564
Night landing of 'Soyuz-231 cosmonauts in Lake Tengiz
recounted p 796 N84-28837
SPACE HEATING (BUILDINGS)
Design guidelines for heating aircraft hangars with
radiant heaters
[AD-A138496] p 468 N84-21565
SPACE MISSIONS
NASA's rive-year plan
[GPO-27-459) p 255 N84-14964
SPACE NAVIGATION
PLANS '82 - Position Location and Navigation
Symposium, Atlantic City, NJ, December 6-9, 1982,
Record p 38 A84-12426
SPACE PERCEPTION
Results of a slant range visibility field test in
Munich-Reim
[DFVLR-MITT-83-09] p 285 N84-17169
SPACE POWER REACTORS
SP-100 program: Space reactor system and subsystem
investigations
[OE84-003217] p323 N84-18045
SPACE PROCESSING
Development of the sonic pump levitation
[NASA-CR-161963] p 929 N84-32749
SPACE PROGRAMS
Aeronautics'and space report of the President. 1982
activities
[NASA-TM-85454] p 84 N84-11093
SPACE SHUTTLE ASCENT STAGE
Solving the optimal control problem using a nonlinear
programming technique. II - Optimal Shuttle ascent
trajectories
[AIAA PAPER 84-2038] p 909 A84-44222
SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
Pro-flight transient dynamic analysis of B-52 carrying
Space Shuttle solid rocket booster drop-test vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 83-2698] p117 A84-13725
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
A study of pump captation damage — space shuttle
main engine high pressure oxidizer turbopump
[NASA-CR-170992] p 483 N84-20783
A comparison of experimental and theoretical results
for leakage, pressure distribution, and rotordynamic
coefficients for annular gas seals
[NASA-CR-174000] p1011 N84-34765
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
Uses of parameter estimation in flight test
p118 A84-14734
Investigation of a Microwave Scanning Beam Landing
System azimuth error source — in Space Shuttle autoland
guidance p 113 A84-15647
Viscous hypersonic flow over complex bodies at high
angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 84-0015] p 265 A84-21279
Hypersonic Mach number and real gas effects on Space
Shuttle Orbiter aerodynamics p 405 A84-27435
Remotely controlled models slash tunnel time
P467 A84-29576
Aerothermal loads analysis for high speed flow over a
quilted surface configuration — metallic Thermal Protection
System panels simulation for Space Shuttle
[AIAA PAPER 84-1630] p 651 A84-38019
Numerical solution of Space Shuttle Orbiter flow field
including real gas effects
[AIAA PAPER 84-1747] ,p659 A84-39367
Thermal response of Space Shuttle wing during reentry
heating
[AIAA PAPER 84-1761] p 742 A84-40813
Solving the optimal control problem using a nonlinear
. programming technique. Ill - Optimal Shuttle reentry
trajectories
[AIAA PAPER 84-2039] p 910 A84-44223
A generalized solution technique for the.parabolized
Navier-Stokes equations p 20 N84-11137
Space Shuttle Orbiter rudder/speed brake actuation
system p 372 N84-18461
Aerothermodynamic data base, phase C
[NASA-CR-173862] p911 N84-31259
Results of the AFRSI detailed-environment test of the
0.035-scale SSV pressure-loads model 84-0 in the Ames
11x11 ft. TWT and the Lewis 8x6 ft. and 10x10 ft. SWT
(OA-310A, B, C), volume 2
[NASA-CR-167686] p911 N84-31260
Results of the AFRSI detailed-environment test of the
0.035-scale SSV pressure-loads model 84-0 in the Ames
11x11 ft. TWT and'the Lewis 8x6 ft. and 10x10 ft. SWT
(OA-310A, B, C), volume 1
[NASA-CR-167685] p911 N84-31261
A study of leeside flow field heat transfer on Shuttle
Orbiter configuration
[NASA-CR-172362] p911 N84-32410
SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOADS
A simulator to study dynamic interaction of the Space
Shuttle on-orbit flight control system with deployed flexible
payloads. p469 A84-26717
Incorporating geometric arid radiative effects into
infrared scanning computer analysis
p469 A84-28641
Acoustic environmental accuracy requirements for
response determination
[NASA-CR-171003] p566 N84-23234
SPACE SHUTTLES
Space shuttle descent flight control design requirements
and experiments Learned, Pt. 1 p 617-628
p 74 N84-10142
Shuttle Performance: Lessons Learned, part 2
[NASA-CP-2283-PT-2] ' p 75 N84-10144
Remembered images, NASA 1958-1983
[NASA-EP-200] . P372 N84-18224
Nonlinear modeling and initial condition estimation for
identifying the aerothermodynamic environment of the
Space Shuttle Orbiter
[AD-A136928) p 372 N84-19391
Activities of the Aeronautics and Space Engineering
Board Commission on Engineering and Technical
Systems
[NASA-CR-173529] p 613 N84-24600
Inherent problems in designing two-failure tolerant
electromechanical actuators p 624 N84-25088
Wind tunnel material test to quantify Space Shuttle
external tank insulation requirements
[AD-A141563] p 796 N84-28890
Aerothermodynamic data base, phase C.
[NASA-CR-173862] p911 N84-31259
Investigation of the external flow analysis for density
measurements at high altitude — shuttle upper atmosphere
mass spectrometer experiment
[ NASA-CR. 173881] p 849 N84-32352
A high energy stage for the National Space
Transporation System
[NASA-TM-83795] p912 N84-32411
Aerothermodynamic data base
[NASA-CR-171807] p 912 N84-32415
SPACE SIMULATORS
The Shuttle Mission Simulator computer generated
imagery p 795 A84-40604
SPACE STATIONS
Activities of the Aeronautics and Space Engineering
Board Commission on Engineering and Technical
Systems
, [NASA-CR-173529] p613 N84-24600
System definition study of deployable, non-metallic
space structures
[NASA-CR-171090] p 796 N84-28887
SPACE SURVEILLANCE (GROUND BASED)
A new concept o1 an ~ integrated navigation,
communication, and surveillance system based on the
standard DME p 860 A84-45064
SPACE SURVEILLANCE (SPACEBORNE)
Ground-to-air facilities p 857 A84-44728
SPACE TRANSPORTATION
A view of future technology needs for space
transportation
[AIAA PAPER 84-1283] p 613 A84-35156
Space - The next twenty years; Proceedings of the
Twentieth Space Congress, Cocoa Beach, FL, April 26-28,
1983 p795 A84-40601
Hypersonic Aerothermodynamics
[VKI-LS-1984-01] p587 N84-25656
Technical and scientific publication 1983: Research and
development P 633 N84-26430
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
Operational awareness in future space transportation
system concepts and technology selections
[AAS PAPER 83-382] p 547 A84-30574
A high energy stage for the National Space
Transporation System
[NASA-TM-83795] p 912 N84-32411
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM FLIGHTS
The Shuttle Mission Simulator computer generated
• imagery . P 795 A84-40604
SPACEBORNE ASTRONOMY
Airborne observatories - Astronomy at high altitudes
p 259 A84-22348
SPACEBORNE EXPERIMENTS
The annular flow electrothermal ramjet
[NASA-CR-174704] • p911 N84-31275
SPACECRAFT CABINS
Utilization of the B.Ae. Advanced Flight Deck
p 768 A84-41058
SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION
ITC/USA/ '83; Proceedings of the International
Telemetering Conference, San Diego, CA, October 24-27,
1983 . p 1000 A84-46601
A contormal SHF phased array for aircraft satellite
communication
[AD-P003509] . p925 N84-31477
SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
Thermoelastic limit cycling of zippered cross section
. spacecraft booms
[AIAA PAPER 84-1065] p613 A84-34915
Analysis of a high-frequency Stirling Cycle compressor
for cryogenic cooling in space
' [NASA-TM-85066] p 247 N84-15555
SPACECRAFT CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Survey lecture and special experiences in FRG — carbon
fiber composite structures for aerospace application
(MBB-UD-410-83-OE) p 614 A84-35920
Research and technology, 1983
[NASA-TM-85702] p 84 N84-12026
Composite structural materials
[NASA-CR-173259] p 310 N84-17293
AGARD bulletin: Meetings, publications, membership
[AGARD-BUL-84/1] p 569 N84-24527
The industry's materials: SNIAS and general conditions
. of its environment
[SNIAS-832-502-101] p 624 N84-25865
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SPACECRAFT CONTROL SUBJECT INDEX
System definition study of deployable, non-metallic
space structures
'[NASA-CR-171090] p 796 N84-28887
SPACECRAFT CONTROL
New concepts in control theory 1959-1984 - Dryden
Lecture for 1984 — for aerospace flight control
[AIAA PAPER 84-0161] p 225 A84-17920
A simulator to study dynamic interaction of the Space
Shuttle on-orbit flight control system with deployed flexible
pa/loads p 469 A84-26717
Geometric methods for multibody dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 84-1022] p 547 A84-31751
Aircraft and spacecraft control — Russian book
p812 A84-40143
Solving the optimal control problem using a nonlinear
programming technique. II - Optimal Shuttle ascent
trajectories
[AIAA PAPER 84-2038] p 909 A84-44222
Solving the optimal control problem using a nonlinear
programming technique. Ill - Optimal Shuttle reentry
trajectories
[AIAA PAPER 84-2039] p910 A84-44223
Space shuttle descent flight control design requirements
and experiments Learned, Pi 1 p 617-628
p74 N84-10142
Space Shuttle separate-surface control-system study
[NASA-TP-2340] p 788 N84-28801
SPACECRAFT DESIGN
The aeroplane approach to launch vehicle design
p469 A84-26927
Operational awareness in future space transportation
system concepts and technology selections •
[AAS PAPER 83-382] p 547 A84-30574
A view of future technology needs for space
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[NASA-CR-157639] p 799 N84-28915
Pitch control of a satellite using stabilizing flaps
[INPE-3185-PRE/550] p 910 N84-31246
STAGE SEPARATION
Captive trajectory system test planning information for
AEDC supersonic wind tunnel (A) and hypersonic wind
tunnels (B) and (C) -
[AD-A136439] p 370 N84-18217
STAGNATION FLOW
The incompressible flow at the stagnation point of
slender bodies p 752 A84-42478
STAGNATION POINT
Correlation of hypersonic stagnation point heat transfer
. at low Reynolds numbers p 10 A84-10146
The effect of turbulence on heat transfer near a
stagnation point p 260 A84-19556
Investigation of the conical llowfield around external axial
comers p329 A84-23357
Effect of body rotation and outer vorticity on heat transfer
near the stagnation point of a blunt body in a supersonic
flow p 753 A84-42540
A contribution to the problem of vortex breakdown
p 102 N84-12125
Studies of boundary layer transition and surface
roughness effects in hypersonic flow
[AD-A140803] p 662 N84-26670
STAGNATION PRESSURE
High speed ejectors
[AD-A141562] p 701 N84-27741
STANDARDIZATION
Avionics standardization - Do's and dont's —
experiences within Air Force ' p 443 A84-26803
F3 standardization - Does it work? — lorm-fit-function
for avionics p444 A84-26B06
The aircraft infrared measurements guide
[AD-A132598] p 254 N84-14905
.Automated data base implementation requirements for
the avionics planning baseline, Army
[AD-A135259] p 325 N84-18103
Interface control document for RT-XXXX/ARC-164
UHF-AM radio
[AD-A136970] p 386 N84-19681
Multibus Avionic Architecture Design Study (MAADS)
[AD-A138226] p 448 N84-21546
Proceedings papers of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference, volume
1
[AD-A1427761 ' p 883 N84-31121
JOVIAL language control procedures with a view toward
Ada (Trademark)
[AD-P003522] p 936 N84-31126
The Multiple System OFP Support (MSOS) system, a
Pre-PMRT capability for evaluating tactical software
[AD-P003S24] p883 N84-31128
Signal set standardization for the aircraft-store electrical
interconnection system
[AD-P003528] p 924 N84-31132
Consideration of MIL-STD-1760, aircraft/store electrical
interface standard on stores management system
architectures
[AD-P003529] p 883 N84-31133
Proceedings papers of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference, volume
2
[AD-A142777] p 884 N84-31165
Achieving the benefits of modular avionics design
(AD-P003562] p 884 N84-31167
Navy packaging standardization thrusts
[AD-P003564] p 924 N84-31169
Options and opportunities for standards: • A
NATO/AGARD viewpoint
[AD-P003577] • • p 925 N84-31182
Proposed MIL-STD for avionics installation interfaces
[AD-P003578J p 885 N84-31183
Integrated CNI (Communication Navigation and
Identification) avionics and future standardization
[AD-P003580] -p885 N84-31185
Quantum leap in avionics
[AD-P003584] p885 N84-31189
Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
3: Embedded computer resources governing documents
[AD-A142778] p 885 N84-31201
Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
4: Tutorial: MIL-STD-1553 multiplex data bus
[AD-A142779] p 885 N84-31202
ProceedingsOf the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
5: Tutorial: MIL-STD-1589 JOVIAL (J-73) high order
language
[ AD-A142780] p 886 N84-31203
. Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
6: Tutorial: MIL-STD-1679 weapon system software
development
(AD-A142781J p 886 N84-31204
Proceedings of trie 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
7: • Tutorial: MIL-STD-1750. 16 bit instruction set
architecture
[AD-A142782] p 886 N84-31205
Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
8: Tutorial: MIL-STD-1815 Ada high order language
[AD-A142783] p 886 N84-31206
A-252
SUBJECTINDEX STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
9: Tutorial: Navy case study implementation of military
standards
[AD-A142784] p886 N84-31207
STANDARDS
DME/P - The new international standard
p 39 A84-12431
A new approach to recording MIL Standard 1S53B
aircraft bus data
[AIAA PAPER 83-2792] p 110 A84-13388
New video standards — for aircraft applications
p207 A84-16562
Status of the flying qualities MIL Standard ,'
p224 A84-16679
Fuels for testing aircraft gas turbine engines
p 374 A84-25591
Evolution of the digital avionics bus
p 440 A84-26733
System considerations for the new DME/P international
standard -- precision Distance Measuring Equipment
p425 A84-27944
Historical development of collision risk models for
en-route air traffic p 425 A84-28254
How aerospace ISO standards will impact new designs
- SC-1 electrical requirements
[SAE PAPER 831513] p 481 A84-29638
Interfaces to telemetry systems -- for connection to
digital multiplex data bus in avionics subsystems
integration p 521 'A84-32405
Aircraft maintenance and fire
[GPO-24-247] p4 N84-11112
Tentative STOL (short-takeoff-and-landing) flying
qualities criteria for MIL standard and handbook
[AD-A132857] p 201 N84-14138
Research towards and development of aerospace
vehicle noise certification with emphasis on propeller
aircraft and helicopters p 150 N84-15026
DEF STAN 00-18: A family of compatible digital interface
standards . . p 202 N84-15049
Hetix and Felix: Loading standards for use in the fatigue
evaluation of helicopter rotor components ' •
[NLR-MP-82041-U] p 205 N84-15149
Study of noise-certification standards for aircraft
engines. Volume 2: Procedures for measuring far field
sound pressure levels around an outdoor jet-engine test
stand
[AD-A133408] p221 N84-15158
Economic cases of the Civil Aeronautics Board. Volume
101, April 1983 to May 1983
[PB84-127695J p 396 N84-19183
Economic cases of the Civil Aeronautics Board, Volume
102, June 1983 to July 1983 • .
[PB84-127703] p 396 N84-19184
Study of noise-certification standards for aircraft
engines. Volume 3: Selection and evaluation of
engine-noise-certification concept
[AD-A137805] p 454 N84-20563
Minimum operational performance standards for
airborne radio communications equipment operating within
the radio frequency range 117.975 - 137.000 MGz
[RTCA/DO-186] p 482 N84-20734
Safety standards on small passenger aircraft with nine
or fewer seats are significantly less stringent than on larger
aircraft . . '
[PB8J-142033] p420 N84-21526
The avionics integrity program (AVIP)
[AD-P002817] p 568 N84-23362
Upgraded aircraft accident recorder standards •
p692 N84-26574
Deficiencies of current flight data recorders in accidents
investigation p 692 N84-26575
Noise reduction techniques: Criteria and validation
p817 N84-29664
Management overview of the benefits of efficient JOVIAL
J73M750A software tools
[AD-P003519] p936 N84-31123
MIL-STD-1760 development program
[AD-P003526] p 883 N84-31130
MIL-STD-1750A microprocessor chip set development
[AD-P003548] p 936 N84-31152
Standards and integrated avionic digital system
architecture
[AD-P003561] p936 N84-31166
Achieving the benefits of modular avionics design
[ AD-P003562 ] p 884 N84-31167
An introduction to the avionics integrity program
[AD-P003565] p 884 N84-31170
Elements for successful implementation of computing
standards
[AD-P003566] p 884 N84-31171
The application of standards to the TDY-750
(TIGERSHARK) mission computer
[AD-P003567] p 936 N84-31172
Defense industry attitudes about AF interface standards
report of an electronics industries association survey
[AD-P003570J p937 N84-31175
Westinghouse uses USAF-developed standards
[AD-P003572] p 924 N84-31177
Options and opportunities for standards: A
NATO/AGARD viewpoint
[AD-P003577] p 925 N84-31182
Proposed MIL-STD for avionics installation interfaces
[AD-P003578] p 885 N84-31183
Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
9: Tutorial: Navy case study implementation of military
standards
[AD-A142784] p 886 N84-31207
STANDING WAVES
Supersonic jet screech tone cancellation
p 82 A84-10136
Nonperiodic fluctuations induced by stationary surface
waviness on a semi-infinite plate
[AD-A130820] p 21 N84-11146
Vibration and flutter of mistuned bladed-disk
assemblies
[NASA-TM-83634] p 563 N84-23923
Flutter and forced response of mistuned rotors using
standing wave analysis
[NASA-CR-173555] p 606 N84-24586
Refined methods of aeroelastic analysis and
optimization — swept wings, propeller theory, and subsonic
flutter
[NASA-CR-173967] p 1010 N84-33835
STARTING
Investigations of transonic Ludwieg tubes. II - Starting
process in the case of a downstream valve
p 466 A84-26949
The investigation of engines feed systems dynamic
characteristics by hydrodynamic modelling method
p709 A84-38151
Auxilliary power systems with gas turbines
p 130 N84-12170
Effect of control logic modifications on airstart
performance of F100 engine model derivative engines in
an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-85900] p 783 N84-29879
STATE VECTORS
Comparison of innovations-based analytical redundancy
methods p 391 A84-25519
Two-dimensional flight-path reconstruction by means of
spline approximation
[NLR-TR-82075-U] p 439 N84-21541
STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Analytic extrapolation to full-scale aircraft dynamics
p347 A84-24110
Equations of motion of an elastic flight vehicle utilizing
static aeroelastic characteristics of the restrained vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 84-0986] p 556 A84-31711
The effect of the nonsymmetry of a plane supersonic
flow of a nonviscous gas on the characteristics of a plane
nozzle under static conditions p 960 A84-47083
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
Static internal performance evaluation of several thrust
reversing concepts for 2D-CD nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 84-1174] p 697 A84-37628
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 16, no. 7
[AD-A143958] p 926 N84-31679
STATIC ELECTRICITY
International Aerospace Conference on Lightning and
Static Electricity, Oxford University, Oxford, England,
March 23-25, 1982, Proceedings. Volumes 1 & 2
p 149 A84-18508
Static charging by collisions with ice particles
p241 A84-18537
'A systematic characterization of the effects of
atmospheric electricity on the operational conditions of
aircraft p 228 N84-15086
Spacecraft-aided aerial studies of atmosphere's
electrostatic zones p 731 N84-28184
STATIC LOADS
Steady state stresses in ribbon parachute canopies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0816] p416 A84-26580
.The effect of superposing ripple loading of maneuver
load cycles
[AD-A132653] p 205 N84-15148
Static and dynamic structural-sensitivity derivative
calculations in the finite-element-based Engineering
Analysis Language (EAL) system
[NASA-TM-85743] p 485 N84-20880
Results of the first complete static calibration of the
RSRA rotoMoad-measurement system
[NASA-TP-2327] p 879 N84-31111
STATIC PRESSURE
Status of orifice induced pressure error studies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0245] p 163 A84-17973
Test of a probe used to sense altitude through
measurement of pressure p 705 A84-36552
An experimental and analytical study of flow through a
supersonic open channel with contoured floor
[AIAA PAPER 84-1179] p 643 A84-37629
Static pressure recovery characteristics of some radial
vaneless diffusers p 720 A84-384S4
Surface static pressures in an inlet vortex flow field
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-201 ] p 955 A84-46996
A new diffuser mapping technique
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-237] p 956 A84-47015
Apparatus and method for jet noise suppression
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11903-2] p 254 N84-14873
Hot-flow tests of a series of 10-percent-scale turbofan
forced mixing nozzles
[NASA-TP-2268] p317 N84-17525
Effects of a porous plug on orifice induced static pressure
error p 412 N84-21507
Experimental investigation of shock-cell noise reduction
for dual-stream nozzles in simulated flight comprehensive
• data report. Volume 2: Laser velocimeter data, static
pressures and shadowgraph photos
[NASA-CR-168336-VOL-2] p 567 N84-24324
The boundary layer on compressor cascade blades
[NASA-CR-173514] p 623 N84-25001
Theory of rotating stall of multistage axial
compressors p 625 N84-25964
Aerodynamic characteristics of 2 NASA supercritical
airfoils with different maximum thickness
[NASA-TM-X-2532] p 638 N84-27667
On the evaluation of boundary layer measurements on
boattailed bodies of revolution in axisymmetric
compressible subsonic flow
[DFVLR-FB-84-09] p 728 N84-28010
STATIC STABILITY
Investigations of the flight characteristics of airliners with
reduced static longitudinal stability
[DGLR PAPER 82-091] p 62 A84-10566
An analytical study of the induced drag of
canard-wing-tail aircraft configurations with various levels
of static stability . p 63 A84-11170
Some effects of high-rate springs in elevator control
systems p 64 A84-12492
Free flight method in hypersonic impulse type tunnels
for static and dynamic stability study
p 369 A84-25996
Toward static stability in gliders and light aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 83-112] p 460 A84-29675
Landing approach handling qualities of transport aircraft
with relaxed static stability p 899 A84-44978
Investigation of flow in the wake of a high-aspect-ratio
wing and the nonlinear moment characteristics of a
wing-fuselage model at large angles of attack
p 840 A84-45719
' Proposed revisions to MIL-F-8785C related to flight
safety of augmented aircraft. Volume 1. Section 1 - 7
[AD-A131414] p29 N84-11153
Proposed revisions to MIL-F-8785C related to flight
safety of augmented aircraft. Volume 2. Appendices A
-F
[AD-A131415] p29 N84-11154
Proposed revisions to MIL-F-8785C related to flight
safety of augmented aircraft. Volume 3. Appendix G.
Pilot comments
[AD-A131416] p29 N84-11155
Control definition study for advanced vehicles
[NASA-CR-3738] p 304 N84-16212
L-1011 testing with relaxed static stability
p 463 N84-20591
Low-speed wind-tunnel study of the high-angle-of-attack
stability and control characteristics of a
cranked-arrow-wing fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-85776] p 543 N84-23654
In-flight investigation of landing approach flying qualities
of transport aircraft with relaxed static stability
[DFVLR-F8-84-11] p 704 N84-26706
STATIC TESTS
Effect of moisture on static-and fatigue behavior of
aramid composites p 374 A84-25193
Relationship between static, flight, and simulated flight
jet noise measurements p 493 A84-27129
Flight effects on fan noise with static and wind-tunnel
comparisons p 699 A84-37928
Testing structural integrity and service life
p 706 A84-38618
Effect of defects on aircraft composite structures
p 75 N84-10221
Test-engine and inlet performance of an aircraft used
for investigating flight effects on fan noise
[NASA-TP-2254] p 495 N84-21277
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical methods for estimating crack detection
probabilities p312 A84-21362
Reliability analysis for paired main wing components
p 347 A84-23905
Model development and statistical investigation of
turbine blade mistuning p 533 A84-31905
A-253
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS SUBJECTiNDEX
Statistics of crack growth of a superalloy under sustained
load p614 A84-36175
Improved statistical analysis method for prediction of
maximum inlet distortion
[AIAA PAPER 84-1274] P 639 A84-36968
Applications of probit and logit analysis to the prediction
of the probability of an abort in the AEP model — Avionics
Evaluation Program P 732 A84-38894
A procedure for the adjustment of the endurance limit
of a component to account for a reduction in the number
of fatigue test specimens . P 922 A84-46338
Statistical energy analysis modeling of helicopter cabin
noise P 877 A84-46367
Statistics of crack growth of a superalloy under sustained
load
[AD-A130395] P 80 N84-10616
Single pilot IFR accident data analysis
p 109 N84-12031
A summary and integration of research concerning single
pilot IFR operational problems p 109 N84-12034
Comparison of low-altitude wind-shear statistics derived
from measured and proposed standard wind profiles
[NASA-TM-85668] P 123 N84-13172
FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) statistical
handbook of aviation: Calender year 1982
[PB84-127323] P 260 N84-17124
Airport activity statistics of certificated route air
carriers
[AD-A137418] P 343 N84-19313
Approaches to automatic strategy analysis and
synthesis
(AD-A137067) p 393 N84-20312
Statistical models for estimating overhead costs
[AD-A137351J P 396 N84-20444
Civil turbofan propulsion system integration studies using
powered testing techniques at ARA, Bedford
[ARA-MEMO-246] P 535 N84-22561
Statistical approach to damage tolerance assessment
[SNIAS-832-111-112] P 596 N84-24575
Statistical review of alcohol-involved aviation
accidents
[NTSB-SS-84-03] P 589 N84-25681
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS
Low altitude wind shear statistics derived from measured
and FAA proposed standard wind profiles
[AIAA PAPER 84-0114) P 248 A84-19233
Comparison of low-altitude wind-shear statistics derived
from measured and proposed standard wind profiles
[ NASA-TM-85668 ] P 123 N84-13172
A method for determining if unequal shape parameters
are necessary in a bivariate gamma distribution
p392 N84-20306
Analysis of wind gust data P 393 N84-20308
STATISTICAL TESTS
Durability methods development, volume 7
[AD-A142400] P 774 N84-29865
STATOR BLADES
Redesign and cascade tests of a supercritical controlled
diffusion stator blade-section
[AIAA PAPER 84-1207] p 639 A84-36960
Effects of compressor hub treatment on stator stall and
pressure rise P 699 A84-37930
Comparison of controlled diffusion airfoils with
conventional NACA 65 airfoils developed for stator blade
application in a multistage axial compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-246] P 957 A84-47023
Flow measurements in the stator row of a single-stage
transonic axial-flow compressor with controlled diffusion
stator blades P 302 N84-16209
Redesign and cascade tests of a supercritical controlled
diffusion stator blade-section
[NASA-TM-83635] P 510 N84-22533
Stator blade row geometry modification influence on
two-stage, axial-flow compressor aerodynamic
performance
[AD-A141793] p782 N84-28797
STATORS
Strength calculation for an aviation GTE stator in
axisymmetric deformation p 600 A84-34134
An analysis of the flanged joints of the stator of an aircraft
gas turbine engine P 887 A84-43920
Axial compressor stator aerodynamics
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-90] P 953 A84-46932
Aeroelastic instabilities in labyrinth air seal systems
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-169] P 1004 A84-46973
Flow measurements in the stator row of a single-stage
transonic axial-flow compressor with controlled diffusion
stator blades P 302 N84-16209
Report of tests of a compressor configuration of OCA
blading
[AD-A133350] p316 N84-16501
A mathematical model for the doubly-fed wound rotor
generator, part 2
[NASA-TM-83581] p317 N84-17479
Secondary flow spanwise deviation model for the stators
of NASA middle compressor stages
[NASA-CR-173360) p 358 N84-18202
Study of stator-vane fluctuating pressures in a turbofan
engine for static and flight tests
[NASA-TP-2217] p 496 N84-22363
Stator blade row geometry modification influence on
two-stage, axial-flow compressor aerodynamic
performance
[AD-A141793] p 782 N84-28797
Analytical and experimental investigation of stator
endwall countouring in a small axial-flow turbine
[NASA-TP-2309] p 893 N84-32388
STEADY FLOW
(Why?) A finite element algorithm for the parabolic
Navier-Stokes equations p5 A84-10085
Numerical viscid-inviscid interaction in steady and
unsteady flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1983-8] p6 A84-10087
Application of a finite element algorithm to the solution
of steady transonic Euler equations p 10 A84-10133
Implicit, nonswitching, vector-oriented algorithm for
steady transonic flow p 10 A84-10147
Aerodynamic forces arising in the blade passages of
turbomachine impellers p 16 A84-12172
Two types of swirling gas flows p 93 A84-14929
Comment on 'A new solution method for lifting surfaces
in subsonic flow1 p 154 A84-17456
Improvements in techniques for the numerical simulation
of steady transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0089] p 158 A84-17B74
Application of the Green's function method for 2- and
3-dimensiona! steady transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0425) p 167 A84-18085
Calculation of steady and oscillating airfoil flow fields
via the Navier Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0525] p 168 A84-18150
A nonlinear hybrid vortex method for wings at large angle
of attack p 329 A84-23353
A modified Trefftz method for fluid flow
p 382 A84-25886
Numerical and approximate methods for computing
steady inviscid supersonic flow over non-symmetrical body
with angle of side slip p 334 A84-25993
Hypersonic interactions with surface mass transfer. I -
Steady flow. II - Unsteady flow p 405 A84-27126
Steady and unsteady, distorted inlet flow simulation for
engine ground tests
[AIAA PAPER 84-1490] p 577 A84-35234
Steady transonic profile flow with addition of heat by
condensation • p 644 A84-37756
Conservative streamtube solution of steady-state Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-1643] p 719 A84-38030
Grid-size reduction in flow calculations on infinite
domains by higher-order far-field asymptote in numerical
boundary conditions p 742 A84-40074
Analysis of stalled multi-element airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 84-2196] p 747 A84-41348
Numerical computation of transonic flow past an
axisymmetric nacelle
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-91] p 837 A84-45052
Analysis on an implicit Euler solver — for steady
transonic flow computation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-62] p 838 A84-45203
Application of NLR's numerical simulation methods to
the transonic potential flow about oscillating wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-1564 ] p 844 A84-46113
Quasi-three-dimensional flow of a gas in the blade ring
of a turbomachine p 950 A84-46850
Calculation of the three-dimensional, steady, inviscid
flow in a transonic axial turbine stage
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-76] p 952 A84-46920
Stalled flow performance for axial compressors. II -
Rotating stall characteristic
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-120] p 1003 A84-46952
Accuracy and convergence characteristics of steady
transonic potential flow solutions
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-227] p 956 A84-47007
Characteristics of steady hypersonic flow past blunt
bodies with discontinuities of the generatrix
p 962 A84-47846
The calculation of steady and unsteady transonic flow
in cascades
[CUED/A-TUHBO/TR-118] p 17 N84-10016
Stability of a pair of stationary vortices in the leeward
side of a cylinder in a potential flowfield
[AD-A131917] p98 N84-12095
The vortex skeleton model for three-dimensional steady
flows p98 N84-12101
Steady and unsteady flow models for airfoils with
spoiler p 104 N84-12136
La Recherche Aerospatiale. Biomonthly Bulletin, no.
1982-4, 209/July-August 1982
[ESA-TT-781] p88 N84-13141
Application of laser velocimetry to unsteady flows in large
scale high speed tunnels
[NASA-CR-166575) p412 N84-21511
Transonic flow calculations using triangular finite
elements p 509 N84-22529
STEADY STATE
Design and implementation of a muttigrid code for the
Euler equations p 380 A84-24726
Steady-state response of vibrating systems to periodic
pulse excitation p917 A84-44650
A steady-state thermal model for analysis of incipient
icing on an air foil leading edge
[AD-A131207] p22 N84-11150
Digital computer program for generating dynamic
turbofan engine models (DIGTEM)
[NASA-TM-83446] p 299 N84-16185
Development and evaluation of a performance modeling
flight test approach based on quasi steady-state
maneuvers
[NASA-CR-170414] p 689 N84-27724
Hygrothermal effects in continuous fibre reinforced
composites. Part 1: Thermal and moisture diffusion in
composite materials
[AD-A128228] p 714 N84-27837
' Response of a small-turboshaft-engine compression
system to inlet temperature distortion
[NASA-TM-83765] . p 988 N84-33414
Temperature and heat-flux distributions in a strip-heated
composite slab
[DE84-006016] p 998 N84-33529
STEAM FLOW
Turbine aerodynamic design using through-flow theory.
Meridional through-flow calculation p 245 N84-15474
STEAMTURBINES
The effect of secondary flow taps on the characteristics
of a two-stage section with partial stages
p 921 A84-45821
Turbine aerodynamic design using through-flow theory.
Meridional through-flow calculation p 245 N84-15474
A review of current research activity on the aerodynamics
of axial flow turbines p 245 N84-15480
Three-dimensional flow calculations on a hypothetical
steam turbine last stage p 246 N84-15481
STEEL STRUCTURES
Optimality criterion techniques applied to frames having
general cross-sectional relationships
p 557 A84-32614
Structural analysis of the support system for a large
compressor driven by a synchronous electric motor
p 931 N84-32873
STEELS
Micro-mechanical modelling of mode III fatigue crack
growth in rotor steels p 235 A84-17251
Applicable parameters in the manufacturing of parts
made of special steel for aircraft flight control systems
p482 A84-29962
Advances in case hardening technology
p473 A84-29963
Aircraft water-based solid film lubricants
[AD-A133732] p 237 N84-14328
Status of understanding for gear materials
p623 N84-25061
Aircraft landing dynamics facility carriage weld test
program
[NASA-TM-85802] p 930 N84-32827
STEERABLE ANTENNAS
Electronically, steerable SATCOM terminals for airborne
use ' p591 A84-36230
A compact flush-mounting antenna with direction finding
and steerable cardioid pattern capability
p676 A84-38124
STEP FUNCTIONS
Indicia! and gust response of an unstaggered thin-airfoil
cascade
[AIAA PAPER 84-0912) p 555 A84-31675
STEREOPHOTOGRAPHY
Evaluation of UH-1H hover performance degradation
caused by rotor icing
[AD-A141252J p 689 N84-27727
STEREOSCOPY
Evaluation of radargrammetric stereo
[AD-A139565] p 563 N84-23835
STEREOTELEVISION
Preliminary experience with a stereoscopic video system
in a remotely piloted aircraft application
[NASA-TM-84909] p 531 N84-22557
STIFFENING
Optimization of stiffened panels under compression
p557 A84-31783
Metal matrix composite structural panel construction
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12807-1] p 77 N84-11214
POSTOP: Postbuckled open-stiffener optimum panels,
user's manual
[NASA-CR-172260] p 384 N84-18682
A-254
SUBJECTINDEX STRESS ANALYSIS
STIFFNESS
Aeroelastic duller and divergence of stiffness coupled,
graphite/epoxy cantilevered plates p 239 A84-17410
Prediction of stiffness and damping coefficients for
centrifugal compressor labyrinth seals
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-86] p 1002 A84-46928
Interactive aircraft flight control and aeroelastic
stabilization
(NASA-CR-173866] p 902 N84-31214
STIFFNESS MATRIX
Calculation of the optimal design parameters of a
stiffened panel by means of mathematical programming
p805 A84-41656
STIRLING CYCLE
Stirling engine - Availability criteria — optimum
temperature ratio tor waste heat recovery systems or
without recuperators p 565 A84-30082
Highly compact ceramic recuperator for engine
applications
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-50] p 1001 A84-46907
Analysis of a high-frequency Stirling Cycle compressor
for cryogenic cooling in space
[NASA-TM-85066] . p 247 N84-15555
Overview of advanced Stirling and gas turbine engine
development programs and implications for solar thermal
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Scientific and technical information output of the Langley
Research Center
[NASA-TM-85735] p 396 N84-19137
Validated Engineering Data Index, 1983-1984
p485 N84-21758
Directional extreme wind speed data for the design of
buildings and other structures
[PB84-178847] p 809 N84-30139
Computer aided modeling and post processing with
NASTRAN analysis p 930 N84-32869
STRUCTURAL FAILURE
Basic failure mechanisms of laminated composites and
related aircraft design implications p 75 A84-10453
Inhibition of stress corrosion cracking in the design of
aircraft structures p 195 A84-17170
Modification to an accident p 278 A84-2O087
A survey of serious aircraft accidents involving fatigue
fracture p 279 A84-20446
Method for determining probability of structural failure
from aircraft counting accelerometer tracking data
p313 A84-21366
Analysis of structural failure probability under spectrum
loading conditions p 313 A84-21367
Procedure for working up a case of structural damage
p 380 A84-24427
Lightning and composite materials
p 852 A84-44950
Lufthansa German Airlines experience with cabin and
cockpit windows of Boeing 707, 727, 737, 747, Douglas
DC10 and Airbus A300
(AD-P003226) p 686 N84-26639
Windshield problems on UK operated transport sized
jet aircraft 1976 to 1982
[AD-P003228] p 686 N84-26641
Note on an accident to the Boulton Paul 120 VT 951
delta aircraft
[RAE-STRUCT-ACC-248] p 674 N84-26677
Note on the structural failure of Handley page 88 (E6/48)
VX.330
[RAE-STRUCT-ACC-245] p 674 N84-26678
Validation of an Active Gear, Flexible Aircraft Take-off
and Landing analysis (AGFATL)
[NASA-TP-2353] p 880 N84-32378
STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
Divergence of forward swept wings
p 682 A84-38424
Aerospatial'es approach to the study of flutter at the
design stage of the project p 67 N84-11118
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
A method for calculating stress intensity factors in
structural elements with curvilinear cracks
p 921 A84-45727
Application of FRACTOMAT/KRAK GAGES to crack
growth measurements in structural components
[AD-A1309451 p 80 N84-10620
Review of aircraft crash structural response research
(AD-A131696) p 123 N84-12160
STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY
Estimation of the fatigue life of the structural elements
of an airframe from operating and repair data
p85 A84-14253
Reliability analysis for paired main wing components
p 347 A84-23905
Certification problems for composite airplane
structures p 824 A84-44975
A310 structural testing tor certification philosophy and
application to meet current durability and damage tolerance
requirements p 872 A84-45000
Application and integration of design allowables to meet
structural-life requirements p 873 A84-45028
Damage tolerance evaluation of aircraft components
under spectrum loading p 873 A84-45029
Adaptive inverse control for helicopter vibration
reduction
[NASA-TM-84336] p 69 N84-11177
An RAF viewpoint on aircraft structural integrity
p439 N84-21503
NERF: A computer program for the numerical evaluation
of reliability functions-reliability modeling, numerical
methods and program documentation
[AR-00-984] p 627 N84-26048
STRUCTURAL STABILITY
Application of the local circulation method to the flutter
analysis of rotary wings p311 A84-19642
Nondestructive experimental method for determining
critical loads of shell structures under external pressure
p 379 A84-23906
Aeromechanical stability analysis of a multirotor vehicle
model representing.a hybrid heavy lift airship (HHLA)
[AIAA PAPER 84-0987] p 540 A84-31712
Divergence boundary prediction from random responses
- NAL's method — aeroelastic instability boundary
estimation for subcritical divergence cantilever wing model
test p619 A84-34463
Nonlinear bending and collapse of long, thin, open
section beams and corrugated panels
[ASME PAPER 84-APM-4] p 622 A84-36160
Analysis of the critical stress for local instability by the
method of finite strips p 806 A84-41659
An application of the finite element method to the local
strength analysis of the structural elements of aircraft
p 920 A84-45708
Development of the basic methods needed to predict
the aeroelastic behavior of helicopters
p 142 N84-12811
Wind tunnel tests on a model of a semisubmersible
platform and comparison of the results with full-scale
data
[NLR-MP-82014-U] p 176 NB4-15113
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Numerical determination of the effects of boundary
conditions on the instability of composite panels with
cutouts
[AD-A136772] p 388 N84-19931
Large deformation behavior of long shallow cylindrical
composite panels
[NASA-CR-173286J p 560 N84-22975
An aeroelastitian's perspective of wind tunnel and flight
experiences with active control of structural response and
stability
[NASA-TM-85761] p 563 N84-23924
Radomes for flight vehicles
[AD-A140174] p625 N84-25920
Simulation of T-38 aircraft student canopy response to
cockpit pressure and thermal loads using• MAGNA
(Materially and Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis)
[AD-P003231] . p733 N84-26644
• Parametric studies of the T-38 student windshield using
the finite element of code MAGNA (Materially and
Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis)
[AD-P003232] p723 N84-26645
Evaluation of aerodynamic admittance of a model bridge
oscillating with vertical motion ' • * -
[NMI-R-175] p 729 N84-28104
The aerodynamic admittance of model bridges
[NMI-R-176] p729 N84-28105
Interactive aircraft flight control and aeroelastlc
stabilization
[NASA-CR-173866] p 902 N84-31214
STRUCTURAL STRAIN
Helicopter fatigue design guide
[AD-A138963] p 437 N84-20513
STRUCTURAL VIBRATION
Optimal frequency response modification by added
passive structures — for helicopter design
p46 A84-11037
Pressure measurements on twin vertical tails in buffeting
flow p46 A84-11041
A study of the vibrations of the blower rotors of
gas-turbine engines during changes in the conditions at
the engine inlet p 128 A84-13958
Further application and development of strain pattern
analysis p 311 A84-19632
Experimental modal analysis — of helicopter structural
vibrations p 286 A84-19633
Vibration of a structure with a tank containing fluid
p311 -A84-19645
A solution for aero-acoustic induced vibrations
originating in a turbofan engine test cell
[AIAA PAPER 84-0594] p 365 A84-24185
Excitation of vibrations in the fan impellers of aircraft
gas turbine engines p 356 A84-24770
Active vibration control of a single mass rotor on flexible
Supports p 382 A84-26247
' : Spring property of ball bearing p 475 A84-27455
NASTRAN forced.vibration analysis of rotating cyclic
structures
[ASME PAPER 83-DET-20] p 480 A84-29103
Multiple input estimation of frequency response
functions Excitation considerations .
[ ASME PAPER 83-DET-73 ] p 480 ^  A84-29109
The vibrational behavior of a multi-shaft, multi-bearing
system in the presence of a propagating transverse
crack
I ASME PAPER 83-DET-82] p 480 A84-29110
Constructional possibilities for minimizing dangerous
flutter in gliders and light aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 83-111] p 460 A84-29674
Cepstrum analysis of the vibrations of rotor machines
p481 A84-29728
An investigation into the probabilistic combination of
quasi-static and random accelerations
t AIAA PAPER 84-0908] p 555 A84-31646
Vibrations of bladed-disk assemblies - A selected
survey p 557 A84-31901
Vibration modes of packeted bladed disks
f>533 A84-31902
Model development and statistical investigation of
turbine blade mistuning p 533 A84-31905
Maximum resonant response of mistuned bladed disks
p 557 A84-31907
A rapid approach for calculating the damped eigenvalues
of a gas turbine on a minicomputer - Theory
[ASME PAPER 83-DET-83] p 533 .A84-31908
Vibrational behavior of coupled blade systems —
German thesis p 716 A84-36991
On the design of horizontal axis two-bladed hinged wind
turbines p 730 A84-37127
Evolution of test methods for structural vibrations
p716 A84-37149
The theoretical determination of the damping
coefficients of the surrounding medium by means of the
aerodynamical boundary-layer theory
p718 A84-37724
Finite element analysis of natural, longitudinal vibrations
of a deformable aeroplane with suspended masses
p680 A84-37948
Finite element model adjustment using experimental
vibration data
(ONERA. TP NO. 1984-1 ] p 803 A84-39975
Vibration Conference 1982. Neu-Ulm, West Germany,
October 7, 8, 1982, Reports p 805 A84-40994
Compilation and application of a state-time spectrum
of aircraft ambient vibration p 770 A84-41779
Vibrations of bladed disk assemblies; Proceedings of
the Ninth Biennial Conference on Mechanical Vibration
and Noise; Dearborn, Ml, September 11-14, 1983
p806 A84-42415
Frequencies and mode shapes of rotating bladed
axisymmetric structures - Application to a jet engine
p780 A84-42416
Modal analysis and parameter identification for twisted
compressor blades by means of impulse excitation
p 807 A84-42419
Steady-state response of vibrating systems to periodic
pulse excitation p 917 A84-44650
Transonic pressure distributions on a rectangular
supercritical wing oscillating in pitch p 842 A84-45959
The vibratory airtoading of helicopter rotors
p875 A84-46273
Design of helicopter rotor blades for desired placement
of natural frequencies p 878 A84-46380
Aerodynamically excited vibrations of a part-span
shrouded fan
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-172] p 1004 A84-46975
Optical blade vibration measurements of axial-flow
compressor p 1008 A84-49585
Aeroelastic design considerations for turboprop
powerplant installations p61 N84-11123
Adaptive inverse control for helicopter vibration
reduction
[NASA-TM-84336] P 69 N84-11177
• La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
1982-5, 210/September-October 1982
[ESA-TT-785] p 88 N84-13142
Work done to determine the source of errors on
conditioned pressure transduce signals in the JT9D-7F
turbofan engines used on SAA Boeing 747 aircraft
[NIAST-82/78] p 134 N84-13192
• Testing for severe aerodynamicalfy induced vibration
environments p342 N84-19905
Research opportunities for rotorcraft
p 438 N84-20596
Vibration and flutter of mistuned bladed-disk
assemblies
[NASA-TM-83634] p 563 N84-23923
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
1983-6, 217/November-December
[ESA-TT-841] p625 N84-25870
Structural analysis of the support system for a large
compressor driven by a synchronous electric motor
p931 N84-32873
STRUCTURAL WEIGHT
Towards minimum weight structures by the use of
composites p 140 A84-13807
Selection of efficient landing gear arrangements for
heavy aircraft based on concrete runways
p 118 A84-14267
Advanced electrical power system technology for the
all electric aircraft p215 A84-16528
Solar array power to weight performance of 1- to
10-kilowatt, flat-folded flexible wings
p547 A84-30146
Weight comparison of divergence-free tailored metal and
composite forward swept wings for an executive aircraft
p682 A84-38422
Optimization of hybrid laminated composite plates
p918 A84-45058
Soviet vs. U.S. helicopter weight-prediction methods
p 877 A84-46373
STUDENTS
NASA Ames summary high school apprenticeship
research program, 1983 research papers
[NASA-TM-85931] p 946 N84-33365
SUBCRITICAL FLOW
Experimental studies on subcritical intakes flows
p836 A84-45040
Numerical simulation of near-critical and unsteady,
subcritical inlet flow' p 962 A84-48131
Computer program documentation for a subcritical wing
design code using higher order far-field drag
minimization
[NASA-CR-3457] p 755 N84-28740
SUBMARINES
GPS/SSN integration p4V A84-12458
SUBMERGING
Immersion of disk in compressible fluid at angle to free
surface p 724 N84-26930
SUBM1LLIMETER WAVES
Airborne far-infrared and submillimeter spectroscopy
p 499 A84-29259
SUBROUTINES
Air Force Academy Aeronautics Digest
[AD-A142399] p 741 N84-29849
SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT
The performance of a subsonic combat aircraft witlh
transonic wing and maneuver flaps
[DGLR PAPER 82-101] p 45 A84-10570
A new approach to wing design for subsonic aircraft
p 430 A84-28197
Advancements in the aerodynamic integration of engine
and airframe systems for subsonic aircraft
p 524 A84-31316
Technology developments for laminar boundary layer
control on subsonic transport aircraft
p527 A84-33137
Computational design and validation tests of advanced
concept subsonic inlets
[AIAA PAPER 84-1329] p 576 A84-35173
Sky Shark - A subsonic V/STOL utility aircraft
p865 A84-43895
Robust back-up stabilization for artificial-stability
aircraft p 899 A84-4S049
Motion of aircraft trailing vortices near the ground
p963 A84-49089
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project:
Final ACT configuration evaluation
[NASA-CR-3519] p 689 N84-27723
SUBSONIC FLOW
An interactive approach to subsonic flows with
separation p6 A84-10092
Prediction of subsonic separation bubbles on airfoils by
viscous-inviscid interaction p 7 A84-10094
Applicability of the independence principle to subsonic
turbulent flow over a swept rearward-facing step
p 10 A84-10148
Three-dimensional flowfield inside a low-speed axial flow
compressor rotor p 90 A84-13574 .
Global PNS solutions for subsonic strong interaction flow
over a cone-cylinder-boattail configuration — Parabolized
Navier-Stokes p 92 A84-14690
Ouasi-doublet-lattice method for oscillating thin airfoils
in subsonic flow p 151 A84-16054
Comment on 'A new solution method for lifting surfaces
in subsonic flow1 p 154 A84-17456
Subsonic/transonic prediction capabilities for
nozzle/afterbody configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0192] p 162 A84-17942
Effect of sidewall suction on flow in two-dimensional
wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 84-0242] p 162 A84-17970
Shear layer development in an annular jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-0400] p 166 A84-18068
A method for calculating subsonic and transonic flows
over wings or wing-fuselage combinations with an
allowance for viscous effects
[AIAA PAPER 84-0428] p 167 A84-18087
Calculation of unsteady • three-dimensional
subsonic/transonic inviscid flowfields by the method of
characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 84-0440] p 168 A84-1B095
Gas and wave dynamics — Russian book
p 171 A84-18749
High frequency green function for aerodynamic noise
in moving media. I - General theory. II - Noise from a
spreading jet p 321 A84-21273
Computational models of the interaction between
vortices and the permeable boundary of a subsonic flow
region- p 267 A84-21732
Investigation of mixing in a turbofan exhaust duct. I
Analysis and computational procedure
p 329 A84-23361
Subsonic turbulent flow over a rearward facing
segmented step p 334 A84-26052
Shear-stress pulsations on a plate surface
p 478 A84-28809
Comparative study of the acoustic fields of air and helium
jets at subsonic outflow speeds p 494 A84-28810
Navier-Stokes solutions for two-dimensional subsonic
base flow p 407 A84-29474
Aerodynamic response of airfoils in sinusoidal oblique
gust p 504 A84-30802
Separated flow unsteady aerodynamics for propfan
applications
[AIAA PAPER 84-0874] p 505 A84-31687
Acoustic measurements in high-speed subsonic jets
p 735 A84-36483
A study of wall turbulence in jet flow past an obstacle
p 641 A84-37081
Parabolized Navier-Stokes analysis of three-dimensional
supersonic and subsonic jet mixing problems
[AIAA PAPER 84-1525) p 646 A84-37951
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A procedure lor solving the compressible interacting
boundary-layer equations for subsonic and supersonic
flows
IAIAA PAPER 84-1614] p 650 A84-38008
Subsonic/transonic. viscous/inviscid relaxation
procedures for strong pressure interactions
IAIAA PAPER 84-1627) p 651 A84-38016
Conservative slreamtube solution of steady-state Euler
equations
(AIAA PAPER 84-1643] P719 A84-38030
HISSS - A higher-order subsonic/supersonic singularity
method for calculating linearized potential flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1646] P 652 A84-38033
Effects of Mach number on the development of a
subsonic multiple jet '
[AIAA PAPER 84-1656] P 652 A84-38038
Frequency dependence of coherent structures in a Mach
number 0.6 jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-1657] p719 A84-38039
Why credible propeller noise measurements are possible
in the acoustically untreated NASA Lewis 8 ft by 6 ft wind
tunnel P 735 A84-38091
Axisymmetric nonconical supersonic potential flow with
embedded subsonic regions p 656 A84-38848
Suppression of the acoustic environment in an irregularly
shaped cavity with an opening exposed to subsonic flow
p735 A84-38882
An asymptotic theory of wind tunnel wall interference
on subsonic slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 84-1625] p 706 A84-39303
Theoretical analysis of aircraft afterbody flow
(AIAA PAPER 84-1524] P 743 A84-40814
Numerical and experimental determination of secondary
separation on delta wings in subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-2175] > p 746 A84-41340
Application of streamline iteration and relative flow field
methods to the calculation of the subsonic flow field of
S1 stream surface of turbomachinery
p 826 A84-43316
Analytical study of suction boundary layer control for
subsonic WSTOL inlets
[AIAA PAPER 84-1399] P 827 A84-44187
Aerodynamic characteristics of a two-dimensional
moving spoiler in subsonic and transonic flow
p829 A84-44511
Subsonic airfoils with a given pressure distribution
p 830 A84-44626
Subsonic investigations on configurations with forward-
and aft-swept wings of high aspect ratio
p 871 A84-44998
A panel method for calculating loads on the surface of
a wing of finite thickness vibrating harmonically in a
subsonic flow p 838 A84-45701
Characteristics of flow past an air intake with a sharp
cowl edge at Mach less than 1 p 839 A84-45705
Velocity and temperature characteristics of two-stream,
coplanar jet exhaust plumes
[AIAA PAPER 84-2205] P 891 A84-46106
Transonic cascade flow solved by separate supersonic
and subsonic computations with shock fining
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-24] p 951 A84-46889
Theoretical and experimental determination of the
transfer function of a compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-283] p 985 A84-47042
A more accurate calculation of the induced drag of a
wing in subsonic flow using the method of discrete
vortices p 958 A84-47069
Theoretical and experimental studies of gas flow in
collectors (nozzles) at low subsonic velocities
p 960 A84-47082
Wind tunnel wall interference
[AD-A131396] p 22 N84-11149
Special Course on Subsonic/Transonic Aerodynamic
Interference for Aircraft
[AGARD-R-712] p 87 N84-12072
Subsonic/Transonic Aerodynamic Interference for
Aircraft: Introductory remarks p 95 N84-12073
Subsonic/transonic viscous interactions
p 95 N84-12075
Theoretical modelling of three-dimensional vortex flows
in aerodynamics p 101 N84-12116
Some new developments in exact integral equation
formulations for sub- or transonic potential flow
[NLR-MP-82024-U] p 252 N84-15860
Quasi-doublet-lattice method for oscillating thin airfoils
in subsonic flow p 272 N84-16378
Development of a computer code for 3-dimensional
higher order panel method for subsonic potential flow
[FFA-138] p 338 N84-18180
COMFLO: An experimental program for multigrid
treatment of subsonic potential Hows past airfoil profiles
[PREPRINT-604I p 341 N84-19302
Two-dimensional wind tunnel wall interference
[AD-A138964] p412 N84-20499
An interactive system for the analysis and constrained
minimization of induced drag of aircraft configurations
(SAMID)
(NLR-MP-82057-U) p414 N84-21523
Computational methods lor subsonic and transonic
aerodynamic design
[AD-B079994] p414 N84-21524
Development of MCAERO wing design panel method
with interactive graphics module
[MAS 1.60:3775] p 529 N84-23623
Investigation of the behavior of axial compressor stages
with steady state inlet distortions
[DFVLR-FB-83-39] p 607 N84-24590
Wind tunnel investigations on thin supercritical airfoils
in the high subsonic flow regime
[ESA-TT-774] p 586 N84-25652
A quasi-simultaneous calculation method for strongly
interacting viscous flow around an infinite swept wing
[NLR-MP-83001-U] p 663 N84-26672
Energy efficient engine: Low-pressure turbine subsonic
cascade component development and integration
program
[NASA-CR-165592] p 701 N84-27738
On the evaluation of boundary layer measurements on
boattailed bodies of revolution in axisymmetric
compressible subsonic flow
[DFVLR-FB-84-09] p 728 N84-28010
Velocity and temperature characteristics of two-stream,
coplanar jet exhaust plumes
[NASA-TM-83730] p 781 N84-28790
Report of tests of a compressor configuration of CD
(Controlled Diffusion) blading
[AD-A143499] p 930 N84-32832
Control of jet flowfield dynamics
[AD-A143631] p 1009 N84-33750
SUBSONIC FLUTTER
Linear problem of a vibrator oscillating harmonically at
supercritical frequencies in a subsonic boundary layer
p 579 A84-35497
Some recent advances in the understanding and
prediction of turbomachine subsonic stall flutter
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-151] p 1003 A84-46961
Generalization of the subsonic kernel function in the
s-plane, with applications to flutter analysis
[NASA-TP-2292] p 409 N84-20480
Note on an accident to the Boulton Paul 120 VT 951
delta aircraft
[RAE-STRUCT-ACC-248] p 674 N84-26677
Experimental investigation of elastic mode control on
a model of a transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-3472] p 688 N84-27721
Subsonic/transonic stall flutter investigation of a rotating
"'a
[NASA-CR-174625] p 989 N84-33417
Refined methods of aeroelastic analysis and
optimization — swept wings, propeller theory, and subsonic
flutter
[NASA-CR-173967] p 1010 N84-33835
SUBSONIC SPEED
Flow visualization and interpretation of visualization data
for deflected thrust V/STOL nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 84-0102] p 297 A84-21852
Experimental study of hinge moment in the subsonic
and transonic speed range p 348 A84-25176
The aerodynamic optimization of wings in the subsonic
speed range and the influence of the design of the wing
tips - German thesis p 639 A84-36992
Numerical optimization of circulation control airfoil at high
subsonic speed
[AIAA PAPER 84-2162] p 828 A84-44198
An experimental documentation of trailing-edge flows
at high Reynolds number
[NASA-TM-84375] p 79 N84-10498
Flow visualization and interpretation of visualization data
for deflected thrust V/STOL nozzles
[NASA-TM-83554] p219 N84-14147
Lecture notes on the principles and practice of airplane
performance prediction. Part 1: Basic elements
[VTH-LR-385-VOL-1 ] p 353 N84-19345
Lecture notes on the principles and practice of airplane
performance prediction. Part 2: Point-performance in
steady symmetric and unsymmetric flight
[VTH-LR-385-VOL-2J p 353 N84-19346
Lecture notes on the principles and practice of airplane
performance prediction. Part 3: Path performance in quasi
steady and unsteady symmetric flight
[VTH-LR-385-VOL-3] p 353 N84-19347
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project:
Current and advanced act control system definition
study
[NASA-CR-3545] p 704 N84-27744
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project
Current and advanced act control system definition study.
Volume 2: Appendices
[NASA-CR-165631-VOL-2] p 789 N84-28803
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Aerodynamic design of high contraction ratio, subsonic
wind tunnel inlets
[AIAA PAPER 84-0416] p 167 A84-18078
The F2 wind-tunnel at Fauga-Mauzac
[ONERA, TP NO. 1983-139] p 306 A84-19928
Formation of coherent structures in a turbulent wake
under acoustic excitation p 378 A84-23319
Effect of boundary layers on solid walls in
three-dimensional subsonic wind tunnels
p 329 A84-23359
An experimental study of high contraction ratio, subsonic
wind tunnel inlets
[AIAA PAPER 84-0618] p 366 A84-24199
Application of the adaptive wall to high-lift subsonic
aerodynamic testing - An engineering evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0626] p 366 A84-24204
High-average-power exciplex laser system
p557 A84-32346
Sidewall boundary layer corrections in subsonic,
two-dimensional airfoil/hydrofoil testing '
[AIAA PAPER 84-1366] . p 620 A84-35195
Experimental study of the behavior of 3D-turbu!ent
boundary layer in a simplified wing/body junction
[AIAA PAPER 84-1529] p 647 A84-37954
An experimental study of a .vortex/mixing-layer
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 84-1543) p 660 A84-39425
Theoretical and experimental studies of gas flow in
collectors (nozzles).at low subsonic velocities
p960 A84-47082
Performance degradation of a model helicopter rotor
with a generic ice shape p 974 A84-49096
Report of tests of a compressor configuration of OCA
blading
[AD-A133350] p 316 N84-16501
Remarks on the layout of the subsonic free jet wind
tunnels
[NASA-TM-77326] p 370 N84-18214
Acoustic wave propagation through shear layer of the
German-Dutch open jet wind tunnel (DNW)
[NLR-MP-83003-U] p 497 N84-22379
An experimental and analytic study of the flow subsonic
wind tunnel inlets
[AD-A138865] p511 N84-22540
Low-speed investigation of effects of wing leading- and
trailing-edge flap deflections and canard incidence on a
fighter configuration equipped with a forward-swept wing
[NASA-TM-85795] p 662 N84-26667
The F2 wind tunnel at Fauga-Mauzac
[NASA-TM-77482] p 792 N84-28814
Compendium of US incompressible flow facilities
[AD-A143650] p 993 N84-33424
SUBSTITUTES
Materials Substitution and Recycling
(AGARD-CP-356] p 996 N84-33465
Understanding the roles of the strategic element cobalt
in nickel base superalloys p 997 N84-33471
Substitution and conservation technology for
Chromium . p 997 N84-33473
SUBSTRATES
Kevlar epoxy substrate for interconnecting leadless chip
carrier p 912 A84-42776
Coating with overlay metallic-cermet alloy systems
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13639-2] p 714 N84-27855
SUCTION
Effects of local boundary layer suction on
. shock-boundary layer interaction and shock-induced
separation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0098] p 159 A84-17880
Effect of sidewall suction on flow in two-dimensional
wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 84-0242] p 162 A84-17970
Instability of compressible boundary layers along curved
walls with suction or cooling p 266 A84-21507
Analytical study of suction boundary layer control for
subsonic V/STOL inlets
[AIAA PAPER 84-1399] p 827 A84-44187
• Effect of suction on the wake structure of a
three-dimensional turret
[AD-A135897J . p 337 N84-18174
Stall delay by boundary layer blowing and/or suction
p846 N84-31086
Supersonic flows around a circular cone with or without
blowing on the surface
[AD-A143258] p 851 N84-32362
VORCAM: A computer program for calculating vortex
lift effect of cambered wings by the suction analogy
[NASA-CR-165800] p 966 N84-33387
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A new method of evaluating the side wall interference
effect on airfoil angle of attack by suction from the side
walls
INASA-TM-77722) p 967 N84-34432
SULFUR
The effect of property changes on jet fuel productivity
and cost p 551 N84-23632
SUPERCHARGERS
Study of supercharger turbocompressors — French
thesis p 1000 A84-46759
Advanced turbocharger design study program
| NASA-CR-174633] p 486 N84-21879
An overview of the NASA rotary engine research
program
[NASA-TM-83699] p 781 N84-28791
Diesel engine catalytic combustor system — aircraft
engines
| NASA-CASE-LEW-12995-1] p 1010 N84-33808
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS
Magnetic suspension and balance system study
[NASA-CR-3802] p 794 N84-29888
SUPERCOOLING
A new characterization of supercooled cloud design
criteria for aircraft ice protection systems below 10,000
feet AGL
[AIAA PAPER 84-0182] p 247 A84-17935
SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOILS
Redesign and cascade tests of a supercritical controlled
diffusion staler blade-section
[AIAA PAPER 84-1207) p 639 A84-36960
Transonic shock-boundary layer interaction control
p 832 A84-44961
Redesign and cascade tests of a supercritical controlled
diffusion stator blade-section
[NASA-TM-83635] p 510 N84-22533
Wind tunnel investigations on thin supercritical airfoils
in the high subsonic flow regime
[ESA-TT-7741 p 586 N84-25652
Transonic aeroelastic stability and response of
conventional and supercritical airfoils including active
controls p 661 N84-26655
Aerodynamic characteristics of 2 NASA supercritical
airfoils with different maximum thickness
[NASA-TM-X-2532] p 638 N84-27667
High Reynolds number tests of a Boeing BAG I airfoil
in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
(NASA-TM-81922] p 666 N84-27684
High Reynolds number tests of the cast 10-2/OOA 2
airfoil in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel,
phase 2
[NASA-TM-86273] p 965 N84-33382
SUPERCRITICAL FLOW
Linear problem of a vibrator oscillating harmonically at
supercritical frequencies in a subsonic boundary layer
p 579 A84-35497
An asymptotic theory for the interaction between a
supercritical boundary layer and a hypersonic gas flow
p 841 A84-45737
Transonic airfoil development p 95 N84-12076
The status of analytical preparation for 2-dimensional
testing at high transonic speeds in the University of
Southampton transonic self-streamlining wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-3785] p411 N84-20494
SUPERCRITICAL WINGS
Effect of edge-tone noise on supercritical airfoil data
p82 A84-10145
Comparison of measured and calculated airloads on an
energy efficient transport wing model equipped with
oscillating control surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-0301 ] p 165 A84-18008
A multi-grid method for transonic wing analysis and
design p 268 A84-22175
Supercritical airfoil and wing design
p 269 A84-22587
Integrating a propfan into a supercritical wing
p 434 A84-29553
Unsteady aerodynamics of rapidly moving flaps and
spoilers for the active-control reduction of gust and
maneuver loads
[DGLR PAPER 83-107] p 408 A84-29670
Application of laser velocimetry to the study of the flow
behind a spoiler
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-21 ] p 508 A84-32489
The active and passive influencing of shock boundary
layer interference at supercritical aircraft wings
[DGLR PAPER 83-059] p 509 A84-33150
Detailed study of the How around a profile with high-lift
devices - Comparison with calculations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-17] . p 643 A84-37536
Three-dimensional unsteady Euler equations solution
using flux vector splitting
[AIAA PAPER 84-1552] p 647 A84-37968
Porosity effect on supercritical airfoil drag reduction by
shock wave/boundary layer control
[AIAA PAPER 84-1682] p 653 A84-38054
Aspects of the aerodynamic design of a thin supercritical,
forward swept wing for a combat aircraft
p 654 A84-38414
Improved design of subcritical and supercritical
cascades using complex characteristics and
boundary-layer correction p 656 A84-38839
Porous airfoils in transonic flow p 656 A84-38844
Prediction of the flow over supercritical high-lift
configurations by a multigrid algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 84-1664] p 659 A84-39317
Numerical simulation of two-dimensional unsteady
transonic flows using the full-potential equation
p 743 A84-40828
Three-dimensional computational methods applied to
aerodynamic analysis of transonic flows past a wing-body
configuration
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-92] p 831 A84-44944
Flutter calculation on a supercritical wing in the' transonic
range - Comparison theory-experiment
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-108] p 872 AB4-45010
Transonic pressure distributions on a rectangular
supercritical wing oscillating in pitch p 842 A84-45959
An experimental study of a supercritical trailing-edge
flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-2187] p 843 A84-4S105
Double shock wave almost halves drag
p 846 A84-46476
Numerical calculation of the transonic potential flow past
a cranked wing
[NASA-TM-84391] • p 51 N84-10049
Transonic flutter clearance for a supercritical transport
aircraft in the preliminary stage p 67 N84-11121
Transonic airfoil development p 95 N84-12076
Transonic empirical configuration design process
p 121 N84-12079
Analysis of pressure distributions on a wing with an
oscillating trailing edge flap in subsonic and transonic
flow p 104 N84-13145
Investigation to optimize the passive shock
wave-boundary layer control for supercritical airfoil drag
reduction
[NASA-CR-173276] p 269 N84-16135
An experimental investigation of nacelle-pylon
installation on an unswept wing at subsonic and transonic
[NASA-TP-2246] p 335 N84-18162
Measured transonic unsteady pressures on an energy
efficient transport wing with oscillating control surfaces
p665 N84-27663
Langley high-lift research on a high-aspect-ratio
supercritical wing configuration p 665 N84-27665
Selected advanced aerodynamic and active control
concepts development
[NASA-CR-3469] ' * p 666 N84-27683
Configuration design studies and wind tunnel tests of
an energy efficient transport with a high-aspect-ratio
supercritical wing
[NASA-CR-3524] p 740 N84-28727
Results of design studies and wind tunnel tests of
high-aspect-ratio supercritical wings for an energy efficient
transport
[NASA-CR-159332] p 754 N84-28735
Pressure distribution data from tests of 2.29-meter
(7.5-ft.) span EET high-lift research model in Langley 4-
by 7-meter tunnel
(NASA-TM-83111) p 754 N84-28739
Wind tunnel tests of high-tin systems for advanced
transports using high-aspect-ratio supercritical wings
[NASA-CR-3523] p 755 N84-28742
Subsonic and transonic unsteady- and steady-pressure
measurements on a rectangular supercritical wing
oscillated in pitch — wind tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-85765] p 849 N84-32348
Experience with transonic unsteady aerodynamic
calculations
[NASA-TM-86278] p 849 N84-32353
Results of design studies and wind tunnel tests of an
advanced high lift system for an Energy Efficient
Transport
[NASA-CR-159389] p 976 N84-33403
SUPERHIGH FREQUENCIES
An X-band microstrip phased-array antenna with
electronic polarization control p 34 A84-10822
An X-band array signal processing radar for tracking
targets at low elevation angles p 34 A84-10829
Development and flight test of an X-band precision
approach concept for remote-area rotorcraft operations
. . . . p420 A84-26707
On trie exploitation of the SSR mode S data link
capabilities towards improving ATC tracker performance
p424 A84-26794
Development and flight test of an X-band precision
approach concept for remote-area rotorcraft operations
[NASA-TM-84398] p 41 N84-10041
A contormal SHF phased array for aircraft satellite
communication
[AD-P003509] p925 N84-31477
SUPERPLASTICITY
Recent developments in titanium superplastic
forming/diffusion bonding p 234 A84-17181
Superplastic forming, an economical sheet-forming
process
[MBB-BB-555-83-OE] p314 A84-22851
Structural potential of superplastic formed aluminum
[AIAA PAPER 84-0935] p 548 A84-31678
Superplastic forming of structural alloys; Proceedings
of the Symposium, San Diego, CA. June 21-24, 1982
p549 A84-32676
Concurrent superplastic forming/diffusion bonding of
titanium p 549 A84-32684
Aerospace applications of SPF and SPF/DB —
superplastic forming with concurrent diffusion bonding
p501 A84-32685
Deformation and fatigue of aircraft structural alloys
[AD-A133947] p 237 NS4-14297
Superplastic transformation and diffusion welding of
titanium alloys p 561 N84-23562
SPF/OB primary structure for supersonic aircraft (T-38
horizontal stabilizer)
[NASA-CR-163114] p714 N84-27860
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
Aerodynamical design considerations for future
supersonic aircraft - Advantages and limitations of the
unstable design of military aircraft p 44 A84-10565
An evaluation of supersonic STOVL technology
[AfAA PAPER 83-2493] p117 A84-13392
Synthesis and performance of an
Air-TurboRamjet-propelled supersonic target vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 84-0075] p 195 A84-17862
A study of supersonic aerodynamics of aircraft with the
aid of the computer — Russian book
p330 A84-23967
V/STOL propulsion control technology
p356 A84-24986
Vortex flaps - Advanced control devices for supercruise
fighters p 435 A84-29559
The suitability of a propulsion system without afterburner
for future fighter aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 83-97] p 453 A84-29661
Flow-field investigation of a supercruise fighter model
[AIAA PAPER 84-1331] p 576 A84-35175
Aerodynamic performance of acoustically suppressed
exhaust nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 84-1173] . p 696 A84-36954
The M.88 - A fighter aircraft engine in the year 2000
p 697 A84-37029
Toward a supersonic vertical take-off and landing
aircraft p 679 A84-37030
Comparative stability analysis of a conventional and
swept forward wing aircraft at high angles of attack end
sideslip p703 A84-38417
Supersonic STOVL ejector aircraft from a propulsion
point of view
[AIAA PAPER 84-1401] p 778 A84-40246
Effect of adverse environment on composites
p797 A84-40913
Impact of fuselage incidence on the supersonic
aerodynamics of two fighter configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2193] p 747 A84-41345
Design, wind tunnel testing and rational analysis of a
ventral pilot-type air intake
[AIAA PAPER 84-2202] p 747 A84-41350
Handling qualities related to stall/spin accidents of
supersonic fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2093] p 787 A84-42346
Subsonic/supersonic aerodynamic characteristics for a
tactical supercruiser
[AIAA PAPER 84-2192] p 828 A84-44195
AV-8B flight test program overview - 20 October 1982
p867 A84-44454
Weight minimization of onhotropic rectangular flat
panels subjected to a flutter speed constraint
p918 A84-45060
Determination of creep deformations under unsteady
heating and loading p 920 A84-45718
Numerical solution of the problem concerning the
focusing of shock waves produced by a supersonic
aircraft p 1016 A84-47054
Power for the ATF - GE and P&W prepare for battle
p948 A84-48516
Status review of a supersonically biased fighter wing
design study p 974 A84-49087
Supersonic V/STOL ready for technology push
p987 A84-49353
B-1B program continues two and one-half months ahead
Of schedule p 975 A84-49387
Control definition study for advanced vehicles
[NASA-CR-3738] p 304 N84-16212
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Calculation of vertical and ramp-assisted takeoffs for
supersonic cruise fighters
[NASA-TM-85818] \ P 662 N84-26668
Effect of fuselage upwash on the supersonic longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of 2 fighter configurations
[NASA-TP-2330] P 665 N84-27676
Study of aerodynamic technology for
single-cruise-engine V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft .
INASA-CR-166270] P 754 N84-28738
Study of aerodynamic technology for
single-cruise-engine V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft
[NASA-CR-166269J P 765 N84-28767
Response of a plaster-wood room subjected to simulated
sonic booms
(UTIAS-276) p927 N84-3I701
Supersonic jet shock noise reduction
[NASA-TM-83799] P 1017 N84-35085
SUPERSONIC AIRFOILS
• Recent progress in the application of finite element
methods to transonic flows p 15 A84-11856
Aerodynamic characteristics of bodies with star-shaped
cross sections at moderate supersonic velocities
p89 A84-13401
A limiting case of a hypersonic flow of an ideal gas
past a thin tapered airfoil p 92 A84-14273
A mixed finite element method for solving transonic flow
equations P 152 A84-16863
The effect of a slipstream on the lift and drag
characteristics of a wing of finite span
p 152 A84-16917
Numerical solution of the Euler equations for flow past
an airfoil in ground effect
[ AIAA PAPER 84-0051 ] p 156 A84-17847
Transonic flow calculations using a flux vector splitting
method for the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0090] p 158 A84-17875
Second-order-accurate spatial differencing for the
transonic small-disturbance equation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0091] P 172 A84-19230
An evaluation of NCOREL, PAN AIR and W12SC3 for
the prediction of pressure on a supersonic maneuver wing
— nonlinear finite difference and panel computer programs
for computational aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 84-0218) p 173 A84-19242
The inverse problem for supersonic airfoils
p267 A84-21520
On the aerodynamic optimization of supersonic wings
— Thesis P 575 A84-34500
Numerical solution of the problem of supersonic flow
past wings of arbitrary form with a detached shock wave
p 579 A84-35351
Optimization of the profile of a plane wing in supersonic
and hypersonic flows P 642 A84-37229
Applications of a conservative zonal scheme to transient
and geometrically complex problems — in solving
supersonic flow over double-airfoil configuration
[AIAA PAPER 84-1532] p 647 A84-37955
A numerical method for calculating supersonic flow past
aircraft wings P 741 A84-39872
Leeside flows over delta wings at supersonic speeds
p829 A84-44510
Supersonic wing design concepts employing nonlinear
flows P 835 A84-45022
On optimum supersonic wings with subsonic leading
edges P 837 A84-45069
Computer simulation of non-potential flows around
wings p 845 A84-46189
A linear problem concerning three-dimensional
supersonic and hypersonic flows over a wing at angles
of attack and sideslip P 959 A84-47070
Evaluation of NCOREL, PAN AIR, and W12SC3 for
supersonic wing pressures — computer programs
p'963 A84-49095
Delta wings with shock-free cross flow
[NASA-CR-172297] p 338 N84-19282
Wing planform effects at supersonic speeds for an
advanced fighter configuration
[NASA-TP-2269] p410 N84-20486
SUPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYERS
An experimental study of local heat transfer in a turbulent
boundary layer at supersonic velocities
p 12 A84-11446
Effects of streamwise variations in noise levels and
spectra on supersonic boundary-layer transition
[AIAA PAPER 84-0010] p 155 A84-17830
The effect of a short region of concave curvature on a
supersonic turbulent boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 84-0169] p 161 A84-17927
Friction and heat transfer in laminar and turbulent
boundary layers in the case of nonuniform supersonic flow
past axisymmetric bodies p 580 A84-35730
Heat transfer on the Oblako meteorological rocket in
the presence of boundary layer separation
p 655 A84-38672
Calculations of viscous supersonic flow over finned
bodies using a 'thin-fin' approximation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2114] p 751 A84-42359
The structure of turbulence in a supersonic
shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction
p 830 A84-44635
SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
Design study of a dual-cycle turbofan-ramjet engine for
a hypersonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2484] p 58 A84-10572
Supersonic flow over a rearward facing step with
transverse nonreacting hydrogen injection
p90 A84-13578
Reusable single-state-to-orbit vehicle concept utilizing
composite engines
[AIAA PAPER 84-1498] p 709 A84-37663
Preliminary scramjet design for hypersonic airbreathing
missile application
INASA-CR-3742] p 134 N84-13195
Flowf ietd measurements in a model scram jet combustion
using laser-induced iodine fluorescence
[NASA-CR-175399] p 338 N84-19283
Numerical predictions of residence times behind a
rearward facing step with transverse injection
p 512 N84-22687
SUPERSONIC COMPRESSORS
Axial feedback in supersonic compressor stages with
constant and variable impeller geometry
[OGLR PAPER 83-151] p 408 A84-29688
Unsteady interactions in supersonic compressor
stages p 626 N84-25972
SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT RESEARCH
Investigation of installation effects on twin-engine
convergent-divergent nozzles
[NASA-TP-2205] p 105 N84-13152
Inlet flow field investigation. Part 1: Transonic flow
field survey
[NASA-CR-172239] p 178 N84-15123
Development and analysis of a STOL supersonic cruise
fighter concept
[NASA-TM-85777] p 528 N84-22553
Application of near-term technology to a Mach 2.0
variable-sweep-wing, supersonic-cruise executive jet
[NASA-CR-172321] p 529 N84-23621
SUPERSONIC DIFFUSERS
Flow and heat transfer measurements along a cooled
supersonic diffuser ' p 639 A84-36487
Numerical simulation of compressible, viscous flow using
an implicit, bi-diagonal method p 718 A84-37702
Efficient methods for predicting compressible inviscid
flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-1648] p719 A84-38034
A comparison between the limiting theoretical
characteristics of supersonic gas ejectors with isobaric and
cylindrical mixing chambers p 959 A84-47074
Variable area ejector-diffuser model tests
[AD-A134843] p 302 N84-17182
Design and testing of scaled ejector-diffusers for jet
engine test facility applications
[AD-A136745] p 371 N84-19364
SUPERSONIC DRAG
Aerodynamic characteristics of bodies with star-shaped
cross sections at moderate supersonic velocities
p89 A84-13401
The influence of leading-edge load alleviation on
supersonic wing design
[AIAA PAPER 84-0138] p 160 A84-17906
An advanced aerospike to minimize nose drag
p 573 A84-33849
Optimal shape of a body of revolution in a transonic
gas flow with constraints on length and volume
p 642 A84-37231
Wave drag of elongated astroid bodies at moderate
supersonic flight velocities p 513 N84-22797
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
The wave drag of elongated star-shaped bodies at
moderate supersonic flight velocities p 93 A84-14889
An investigation of the effects of non-uniform throat flow
on base pressure at supersonic flight speeds
[AIAA PAPER 84-0314] p 174 A84-19248
Supersonic radomes in composite materials
p 550 A84-32980
Inviscid multiple zone calculations for supersonic tactical
missiles
[AIAA PAPER 84-2099] p 752 A84-42374
Determination of aerodynamic loads in supersonic flow
for the analysis of aircraft flutter at low Strouhal
numbers p 921 A84-45742
An analysis of three-dimensional flow past a plane
supersonic air intake in a configuration with a delta wing
p 958 A84-47053
Selecting air intake parameters without transition to
sonic velocity p 961 A84-47565
Flight test and analyses of the B-1 structural mode
control system at supersonic flight conditions
[NASA-CR-170405] p 138 N84-13197
A wing concept for supersonic maneuvering
[NASA-CR-3763] p 177 N84-15115
AOM-61A firebolt
[AD-A135895] p 350 N84-18194
Air force technical objective document fiscal year
1985
[AD-A136724] p 396 N84-20471
Wave drag of elongated astroid bodies at moderate
supersonic night velocities p 513 N84-22797
Bibliography of Supersonic Cruise Research (SCR)
program from 1980 to 1983
[NASA-RP-1117] p665 N84-27674
SUPERSONIC FLOW
Navier-Stokes computational study of the influence of
shell geometry on the Magnus effect at supersonic
speeds p9 A84-10107
The center of pressure of pyramidal bodies — flight
vehicle design p go A84-13405
Supersonic flow over a rearward facing step with
transverse nonreacting hydrogen injection
p 90 A84-13578
Propagation of unsteady perturbations in a boundary
layer with self-induced pressure p 93 A84-14930
A new method for calculating the pressure distribution
of supersonic thin wing p 94 A84-15257
The engineering computational method for the pressure
and heat transfer distribution of supersonic turbulent flow
at a two-dimensional compression corner
p94 A84-15259
Computation of supersonic inviscid flow around wings
with a detached shock wave p 151 A84-16854
Computation of three-dimensional boundary layers on
fuselages p 153 A84-17403
Supersonic compressive ramp without laminar
boundary-layer separation p 153 A84-17429
Rule of forbidden signals in a two-dimensional
supersonic compressor cascade p 154 A84-17455
An inverse coupling algorithm for modelling a shock
wave-boundary layer interaction p 154 A64-17596
Aerodynamics of a simple cone-derived waverider
[AIAA PAPER 84-0085] p 158 A84-17870
Application of a full potential method for computation
of three-dimensional supersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0139] p 161 A84-17907
Vectorized schemes for conical potential flow using the
artificial density method
[AIAA PAPER 84-0162] p 161 A84-17921
Computation of supersonic flow around bodies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0259) p 163 A84-17981
Multiple ducted streams with a periodic or a steady
supersonic driver flow
(AIAA PAPER 84-0350] p 166 A84-18042
One-dimensional unsteady modeling of supersonic inlet
unstart/restart
[AIAA PAPER 84-0439] p 168 A84-18094
Empirical curves for predicting supersonic aerodynamics
of very-low-aspect-ratio lifting surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-0575] p 169 A84-18173
Turbulence measurements in two
shock-wave/shear-layer interactions
p 169 A84-18349
Two rapid distortions in supersonic flows -
Turbulence-shock wave and turbulence-expansion
p 169 A84-18350
The structure of a two-dimensional, supersonic, high
Reynolds number turbulent wake p 170 A84-18352
Gas and wave dynamics — Russian book
p 171 A84-18749
Conditions of the mixing of transverse CO2 jets with a
supersonic nitrogen flow in a nozzle p 171 A84-18996
The structure of separated flow in the case of supersonic
flow past blunt cones with a rear sting
p 171 A84-19001
Supersonic viscous compressible gas flow past conically
blunted cylinders at low Reynolds numbers
p 171 A84-19002
Supersonic flow past a plate and a cylinder in the case
of injection from a lateral surface p 171 A84-19003
Numerical study ol self-simitar problems concerning
viscous compressible gas flow in channels
p 172 A84-19004
Numerical simulation of unsteady supersonic injection
into an incoming flow p 172 A84-19005
Nonlinear aerodynamic effects on bodies in supersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-0231] p 174 A84-19245
• Shock fitting in conical supersonic full potential flows
with entropy effects
(AIAA PAPER 84-0261] p 174 A84-19247
Separated flow past bodies with fixed separation sites
p263 A84-20178
Disturbance of a planar turbulent wake by a compression
shock p263 A84-20841
An exact solution for the problem of the interaction of
a wedge moving at supersonic velocity with the interface
of two gases p 264 A84-21121
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A study of the gas dynamics ol a model with combustion
in a pulsed wind tunnel p 264 A84-21129
An actuator disc analysis of unsteady supersonic
cascade flow p 265 A84-21189
Simulation of blunt-fin-induced shock wave and turbulent
boundary-layer interaction
1AIAA PAPER 84-0457] p 266 A84-21301
Instability of compressible boundary layers along curved
walls with suction or cooling p 266 A84-21507
Finite area method for nonlinear supersonic conical
flows p266 A84-21510
The inverse problem for supersonic airfoils
p267 A84-21520
Turbulent flow over vehicles at angle of attack
p 328 A84-23351
Investigation of the conical flowfield around external axial
comers p 329 A84-23357
Injection of a transverse sonic jet into a supersonic
stream p 329 A84-23745
Supersonic nonstationary flow around flat and
axisymmetric tapered bodies p 333 A84-25617
Numerical and approximate methods for computing
steady invisctd supersonic flow over non-symmetrical body
with angle of side slip p 334 A84-25993
An improved second-order shock-expansion method
p 334 A84-25994
On flows with vibrational relaxation behind an attached
Shock wave p 403 A84-26844
Treatment of supersonic configurations by an updated
low-order panel method p 429 A84-26952
Numerical simulation of two-dimensional inlet
flowfields p 404 A84-26954
The interaction between a boundary layer and
supersonic flow around a body during a rapid local increase
in the surface temperature of the body
p404 A84-27057
Nose parts of bodies of revolution with a passage that
is close to bodies of minimum wave resistance
p 404 A84-27063
Aerodynamics of wings in supersonic shear flow
p405 A84-27127
Effects of viscosity and surface tension on a jet plume
in supersonic crossflow p 405 A84-27128
Weak nonlinear shock waves in steady two-dimensional
flow of a non-equilibrium gas along a curved wall
p504 A84-31117
Flow and heat transfer around a heated circular cylinder
in a rarefied gas P 554 A84-31119
The validity conditions in three-dimensional supersonic
linear aerodynamics p 505 A84-31122
An analysis of flow characteristics for the case of uniform
injection of a homogeneous gas at the rear of a body
p506 A84-32156
Supersonic flow of a gas past bodies of revolution in
the presence of strong localized two-phase injection from
the body surface p 506 A84-32157
The method of successive approximations in calculating
the interaction of a supersonic gas flow with a laminar
boundary layer in the presence of a separation zone
p507 A84-32158
Viscous-inviscid interactions on axisymmetric bodies of
revolution in supersonic flow p 508 A84-32599
Supersonic separated flow past a cylindrical obstacle
on a flat plate p 508 A84-32606
Conical, noncircular, second-order, potential theory of
supersonic flow p 508 A84-32607
The supersonic flow around a conic nozzle
p 574 A84-34347
Aeroelastic optimization of axisymmetric circular
cylindrical shells for supersonic flow p 619 A84-34722
Numerical solution of the problem of supersonic flow
past wings of arbitrary form with a detached shock wave
p 579 A84-35351
Some new developments of the singularity-separating
difference method p 621 A84-35356
Hysteresis of supersonic separated flows
p580 A84-35734
Numerical analysis of separated laminar viscous-gas
flows in the case of supersonic flow past bodies with
leading spikes p 580 A84-35735
Propulsive efficiency of an oscillating wing in supersonic
flow p 580 A84-35736
Transonic supersonic flow from a wedge
p 644 A84-37746
Laminar interaction processes at variable-geometry
wings in supersonic flow p 644 A84-37751
Prediction of pressure distribution Cp on a long
rectangular wing in transonic-supersonic flow
p 644 A84-37756
A numerical compulation for the invisctd supersonic flow
around bent cone p 645 A84-37904
Simplified Navier-Stokes equations and their numerical
solutions p645 A84-37910
Applications of a conservative zonal scheme to transient
and geometrically complex problems — in solving
supersonic flow over double-airfoil configuration
[AIAA PAPER 84-1532] p 647 A84-37955
A procedure for solving the compressible interacting
boundary-layer equations for subsonic and supersonic
flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-1614] p 650 A84-38008
Subsonic/transonic, viscous/inviscid relaxation
procedures for strong pressure interactions
[AIAA PAPER 84-1627] p651 A84-38016
Conservative streamtube solution of steady-state Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-1643] p719 A84-38030
HISSS - A higher-order subsonic/supersonic singularity
method for calculating linearized potential flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1646] p652 A84-38033
Flow analysis in the exit plane of high turning angle
turbine blades p655 A84-38485
The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model for
two-dimensional shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions
p656 A84-38834
Axisymmetric nonconical supersonic potential flow with
embedded subsonic regions p 656 A84-38848
Numerical calculations of complex Mach reflection
[AIAA PAPER 84-1679] p658 A84-39314
Entropy corrections to supersonic conical nonlinear
potential flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-1683] p659 A84-39318
Effects of nozzle design parameters on the extent of
quiet test flow at Mach 3.5 p 742 A84-40025
Numerical design of plane and axisymmetric supersonic
nonequilibrium-flow channels for obtaining nonuniform
output characteristics p 742 A84-40799
Theoretical analysis of aircraft afterbody flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1524] p 743 A84-40814
Supersonic conical separation due to shock vorticity
p 743 A84-40830
Assessment of preliminary prediction techniques for
wing leading-edge vortex flows at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 84-2208] p 747 A84-41353
PNS computations for spinning and fin-stabilized
projectiles at supersonic velocities
[AIAA PAPER 84-2118] p 751 A84-42362
Local viscous chemically nonequilibrium flows
p 752 A84-42533
Variation of the parameters of a supersonic flow with
transverse injection p 753 A84-42542
Investigation of the triplet concept using a higher-order
supersonic panel method p831 A84-44931
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integrated control system design p 250 A84-16669
Automation of fighter aircraft trajectory control
p224 A84-16681
Offshore positioning with an integrated GPS/iriertial
navigation system p 188 A84-18318
Microcomputer control applications in integrated
flight/weapon control system p 188 A84-19124
Integrated systems for the automatic control of aircraft
powerplants — Russian book p 297 A84-21579
Toward the totally integrated airplane
p 258 A84-21887
Civil turbof an propulsion system integration studies using
powered testing techniques at ARA, Bedford
[AIAA PAPER 84-0593] p 355 A84-24184
System simulation for integrated avionics development
p465 A84-26719
Flight evaluation results from the general-aviation
advanced avionics system program p 440 A64-26732
S-3A aircraft - Integrated communications control with
confidence p 421 A84-26736
A track correlation algorithm for multi-sensor
integration p 421 A84-26741
Fault tolerant flight control avionics integration using
MIL-STD-1553B p 456 A84-26744
Design of the Integrated Inertial Sensor Assembly (USA)
advanced development model p 440 A84-26747
Development and simulation testing of an integrated
sensory subsystem (ISS) for advanced aircraft (Phase
III). p440 A84-26748
Validated results from an integrated communications
modem — for Naval aircraft p 422 A84-26755
Integrated electronic map system — for aircraft
navigation p 441 A84-26763
Integrated testing and maintenance technologies — for
airborne weapon systems p 442 A84-26770
Integration facility for avionic systems testing
p466 A84-26780
Integration of the European Air Traffic Control network
p 424 A84-27941
A systems approach - Minimizing avionics life cycle
cost
[SAE PAPER 831107] p 431 A84-29042
A design approach to integrated flight and propulsion
control
[SAE PAPER 831482] p 458 A84-29459
Operational aspects of the integrated vertical flight path
and speed control system
[SAE PAPER 831420] p 458 A84-29483
Advanced cockpit design for multi-role fighter avionics
integration
[SAE PAPER 831471 ] p 432 A84-29503
Future flight control capability development
[SAE PAPER 831486] p 459 A84-29544
Interfaces to telemetry systems — for connection to
digital multiplex data bus in avionics subsystems
integration p 521 A84-32405
Electronic warfare - New priority for next-generation
fighters p 521 A84-32694
F/A-18A/F404 propulsion system integration
[AIAA PAPER 84-1330] p 595 A84-35174
Integrating the future fighter's controls
p 784 A84-40574
Weapon integration - Key to the 'clean machine'
p866 A84-44044
Unique flight test considerations for the Integrated
Flight/Fire Control program p 868 A84-44474
Weapon system integration, test and evaluation • The
LAMPS MK III experience p 876 A84-46360
Rotorcraft flight-propulsion control integration
p 901 A84-46S24
The IRIS workstation — Integrated Raster Imaging
System p 1014 A84-46694
Integrated flight/propulsion control system
considerations for future aircraft application
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-192] p 983 A84-46990
Development and evaluation of integrated
flight/propulsion control algorithms for a tactical fighter
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-282] p 985 A84-47041
Flight evaluation results from the general-aviation
advanced avionics system program
[NASA-TM-84397] p 42 N84-10042
Integration of Fire Control, Flight Control and Propulsion
Control Systems
[AGARD-CP-349] p 87 N84-12056
Integration of fire control, navigation system and head
up display p126 N84-12060
The relations between the numerical control of the
engine and other aircraft functions p 136 N84-12062
Integrated powerplant control systems and potential
performance benefits p 129 N84-12063
Full authority digital electronic engine controls and their
integration with flight control systems in VSTOL aircraft
p 130 N84-12064'
Design and development of the multifunction flight
control reference system p 126 N84-12065
Some aspects of flight trajectory control in future avionic
systems for combat aircraft p 126 N84-12066
A diagnosis scheme for sensors of a flight control system
using analytic redundancy p 126 N84-12067
Effects of integrated maintenance on the definitions of
onboard equipments — Mirage 2000 aircraft
p 121 N84-12068
An integrated AFCS for the "PROFILE"-mode
p 137 N84-12069
The integration of flight and engine control for VSTOL
aircraft p 137 N84-12070
A nonlinear control law for piloting aircraft in the •
air-to-ground attack phase p 137 N84-12071
Advanced Concepts for Avionics/Weapon System
Design, Development and Integration
[AGARD-CP-343] p 150 N84-15034
Avionics/crew station integration p 212 N84-15042
Guidelines and criteria for the functional integration of
avionic systems with crew members in command
p212 N84-15044
Connecting aircraft and external loads
p202 N84-15046
Towards the functional partitioning of highly integrated,
fault tolerant avionics signal processors
p212 N84-15047
Advanced F/A-18 avionics p212 N84-15048
A video bus for weapon system integration
p202 N84-15051
First level integrated maintenance in weapons
systems p 202 N84-15054
A practical approach to the design of-a new avionic
system p213 N84-15058
Integration of ICNIA into advanced high performance
fighter aircraft p 214 N84-15059
A review of recent developments in flight test techniques
at the Ames Research Center, Dryden Flight Research
Facility
[NASA-TM-86039] p 437 N84-20515
Implications of control technology on aircraft design
p 461 N84-20573
AFTI/F-16 digital flight control system experience
p463 N84-20592
Multibus Avionic Architecture Design Study (MAADS)
[AD-A138226] p 448 N84-21546
Integrated testing and maintenance technologies
[AD-A1385871 p 503 N84-22528
Highly integrated digital engine control system on an
F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-86040] p 606 N84-24587
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Physical integration of the HUD (Head-Up Display)
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Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project:
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volume 1 •
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Proposal and development plan for an aircraft systems
integration laboratory
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Avionics Systems (DAAS)
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Standards and integrated avionic digital system
architecture
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PAVE PILLAR: A maturation process for an advanced
avionics architecture
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Advanced cockpit-systems integration
[AD-P003569] p 880 N84-31174
Integrated CNI (Communication Navigation and
Identification) avionics and future standardization
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Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
3: Embedded computer resources governing documents
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Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
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Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
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Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
Command) Avionics Standardization Conference. Volume
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Proceedings of the 2nd AFSC (Air Force Systems
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standards
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Application of TOS/AMS to TORS E and F
[NASA-CR-171124] p 910 N84-31225
Sensor noise and Kalman filter for aided inertia)
navigation system
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Flight Test Techniques
[AGARD-CP-373] p 949 N84-34396
Autopilot performance evaluation Tornado experience
and future applications p 990 N84-34407
Flight testing and real time data processing for
development and integration of weapon systems
p977 N84-34415
Integrated Computer-Aided Manufacturing (ICAM)
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Flight management of advanced systems in the crew
station p 55 A84-10668
Results of the Italian CNR project 'Navigation Aids and
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Cockpit-design and systems management for light
helicopters p 285 A84-19615
Software control and system configuration management
- A process that works p 488 A84-26713
Multiplexing utilities in general aviation aircraft — using
military-type aircraft utility systems management
p 429 A84-26731
Testing BITE on Boeing 757/767 in a simulated
operational environment p 442 A84-28768
Fly before buy software - The AN/ARN-101 service
report correction program p 856 A84-44475
Integrated powerplant control systems and potential
performance benefits p 129 N84-12063
Software control and system configuration management
A systems-wide approach
[NASA-TM-85908] p 879 N84-31112
SYSTEMS SIMULATION
Design and development of a second generation relative
navigation analytic simulator for JTIDS full scale
development p 40 A84-12444
An application of simulation to the design formulation
of a helicopter integrated multiplex system
p209 A84-16613
Navigation and defensive systems simulation in the U-2
cockpit procedures trainer p 230 * A84-16625
Simulation of future EW systems in a complex
environment p 187 A84-16626
The use of the optimal output feedback algorithm in
integrated control system design p250 A84-16669
Nonlinear helicopter stability p303 A84-19639
Quadratic synthhesis of integrated active controls for
an aeroeiastic forward-swept-wing aircraft
p360 A84-24987
Data flow for simulation and digital avionics
p488 A84-26716
System simulation for integrated avionics development
p465 A84-26719
A generic approach to simulation/support facility design
— for aircraft weapon systems p 466 A84-26778
Simulation system for development tasks in radar data
processing p 763 A84-40390
Simulation study of an airborne antenna beamforming
algorithm using orthogonal perturbation sequences
p 764 A84-42380
Development of avionic systems for future helicopters
p882 A84-46353
Simulation and modelling: Proceedings of the Eighth
International Symposium, Orlando, FL, November 9-11,
1983 p 1013 AS4-46576
Modeling cost and effectiveness for tactical aircraft
survivability p973 A84-46579
Airline Maintenance Management System (AMMS)
p947 A64-46582
Simulation in civil-aviation planning — Russian book
p947 A84-47375
Nonlinear control of mismatched uncertain linear
systems and application to control of aircraft
p989 A84-49186
Computer-Aided Design and Analysis of Digital Guidance
and Control Systems
[AGARD-LS-128] p 66 N84-10093
Modeling and simulation techniques
p66 N84-10096
Numerical aspects of control design computations
p66 N84-10097
Methods for developing the navigation and weapon
systems of the Mirage 2000 p 189 N84-15068
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Symmetric linear systems — twin-lift helicopter control
models for heavy construction use p 391 A84-25538
A muttiloop system stability margin study using matrix
singular values — for wing flutter suppression and drone
lateral attitude control p 935 A84-4S606
The behavior of dynamic systems near the limits of the
stability region (2nd revised and enlarged edition) —
Russian book p 1016 A84-48754
T-2 AIRCRAFT
The VTX duty cycle developed from T-2C and TA-4J
engine usage data
[AD-A133992] p219 N84-14149
T-38 AIRCRAFT
Lessons learned during investigation of T-38 accidents
p 1 A84-10718
Nonlinear self-tuning adaptive control of the T38
aircraft p223 AB4-16678
Evaluation of flutter impact for repaired T-38
stabilizers
[AIAA PAPER 84-0904] p 524 A84-31691
Alternate T-38 transparency development Part 4:
Parametric studies
[AD-A131904] p122 N84-12159
Pyrotechnic dear path egress system for the T-38 trainer
aircraft
[AD-P003184] p672 N84-26597
In-flight measurement of pressure distribution over T-38
student canopy
[AD-POO3207] p 660 N84-26620
Simulation of T-38 aircraft student canopy response to
cockpit pressure and thermal loads using MAGMA
(Materially and Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis)
[AD-P003231] p733 N84-26644
Parametric studies of the T-38 student windshield using
the finite element of code MAGNA (Materially and
Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis)
[AD-P003232] p 723 N84-26645
SPF/DB primary structure for supersonic aircraft (T-38
horizontal stabilizer)
[NASA-CR-163114] p714 N84-27660
T-53 ENGINE
Power reduction gear development for Lycoming T53
turboprop engines
[AIAA PAPER 84-1382] p 698 A84-37650
T-56 ENGINE
A new generation T56 turboprop engine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-210] p 983 A84-46999
TABS (CONTROL SURFACES)
An investigation of the tabbed vortex flap
[AIAA PAPER 84-2173] p 828 A84-44197
Note on an accident to the Boulton Paul 120 VT 951
delta aircraft
[RAE-STRUCT-ACC-248] p 674 N84-26677
TABULATION PROCESSES
Heat transfer and thermal stability of alternative aircraft
fuels. Volume 2: Appendices
[AD-A137405] p 377 N84-19598
TACAN
A navigation algorithm using measurement-based
extrapolation p 189 A84-19345
Second generation Vortac equipment
p519 A84-32327
New family of Tacan and DME equipment
p520 A84-32331
Civil use of Tacan p 520 A84-32332
Sensor noise and Kalman filter for aided inertial
navigation system
[AD-A143360] p 863 N84-32372
TACHOMETERS
Orientation and calibration of three-dimensional
tachometer with aid of available angle data
p725 N84-26954
TACT PROGRAM
F-111 TACT natural laminar flow glove flight results
p 687 N84-27662
TACTICS
Critical factors and operational research in tactical fighter
avionic system development p214 N84-15062
The Multiple System OFP Support (MSOS) system, a
Pre-PMRT capability for evaluating tactical software
[AD-P003524] p 883 N84-31128
TAIL ASSEMBLIES
Pressure measurements on twin vertical tails in buffeting
flow p46 A84-11041
NOTAR - NO TAil Rotor (circulation control tail boom)
p 191 A84-15995
A guided projectile/mortar aerodynamic control concept
- The trailing ring-tail
(AIAA PAPER 84-0077] p 157 A84-17864
Wind tunneling testing and analysis relating to the
spinning of light aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0558] p 226 A84-18163
A reconsideration of the tail-wheel in an actively
controlled, undercarriage management system
p290 A84-21798
A mathematical model for performance comparisons of
different types of tail units p 361 A84-25191
Thermoelastic limit cycling of zippered cross section
spacecraft booms
[AIAA PAPER 84-1065] p613 A84-34915
An evaluation of the relative merits of wing-canard,
wing-tail, and tailless arrangements for advanced fighter
applications p 872 A84-45013
Suppression of interference flutter by composite
tailoring p 228 N84-14155
Determination of elevator and rudder hinge forces on
the Learjet model 55 aircraft p 247 NB4-15604
Testing for severe aerodynamicalty induced vibration
environments p 342 N84-19905
On the stick-free longitudinal dynamic stability of a
general aviation aircraft equipped with an all-movable
horizontal tail p 705 N84-27748
TAIL ROTORS
Development and certification of the BK 117
multipurpose helicopter p 877 A84-46374
Aircraft accident report Western Helicopters, Inc.,
Bell-UH-1B, N87701, Valencia. California July 23.1982
[PB84-910402] p 419 N84-20502
A rear engine without joints and pillows
[MBB-UD-383-83-O] p 628 N84-26441
Noise reduction experience at Hughes Helicopter, Inc.
p817 N84-29666
TAILLESS AIRCRAFT
History and future of aircraft with supporting payload
cell p398 A84-29685
Remarkable L/D achieved by short-span tailless
sailplane. II p506 A84-31806
The flying wing reconsidered p683 A84-38486
Flutter characteristics of high aspect ratio tailless
aircraft p 869 A84-44518
TAKEOFF
A procedure for determining flight path wind component
during takeoff and landing tests
[AIAA PAPER 83-2741] p 49 A84-12333
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Simulated flight through JAWS wind shear - In-depth
analysis results —loint Airport Weather Studies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0276] p 181 A84-17992
Operational techniques for increasing airport capacity
p 858 A84-44733
Full-scale studies of structure and development of a
vortex wake of a medium trunk-route aircraft in the
atmospheric boundary layer p 852 A84-45066
Simulated flight through JAWS wind shear — Joint
Airport Weather Studies P 968 A84-49092
Aircraft operations from airfields with special
unconventional characteristics p 203 N84-15085
Influence of windshear on flight safety
p 184 N84-15088
Evaluation and analysis of experience reports
concerning wind shear problems
[DFVLR-FB-83-19] p 280 N84-16159
Noise levels and data analyses for small prop-driven
aircraft
[AD-A1345981 p 293 N84-16175
Field evaluation of. proposed ICAO annex 16 takeoff
noise certification procedure for propeller-driven airplanes
not exceeding 5700 kg
[DFVLR-FB-83-34] p 496 N84-22378
Ministry official on improving all-weather aviation
capabilities ' p 523 N84-23552
Flight simulation investigations for the problem of
flyability of noise optimal approach and takeoff paths
[IFD-3/83] p568 N84-24329
Evaluation of strategies to enhance departure
sequencing
[AD-A140710] p677 N84-26689
Validation of an Active Gear, Flexible Aircraft Take-off
and Landing analysis (AGFATL)
[NASA-TP-2353] p 880 N84-32378
Radar cross section measurements of wingtip vortices
p 1012 N84-33934
Airplane take-off system
[AD-D011204] p993 N84-34449
TAKEOFF RUNS
The motion of the landing skis of aircraft along the
ground. II - The take-off run p 118 A84-14254
Feasibility of using longitudinal acceleration (Nx) for
monitoring takeoff and stopping performance from the
cockpit p192 A84-16166
Conventional takeoff and landing (CTOL) airplane ski
jump evaluation p 193 A84-16173
Beyond V1 - The dangers of high speed aborted
take-offs p 278 A84-20081
Take-off safety p417 A84-28258
Wind determination on the basis of data measured during
the flight of an airliner p 730 A84-38774
Performance of fighter aircraft ramp take-off
p 683 A84-38878
Application of the clearways concept to the
determination of the maximum take-off weight
p 767 A84-40047
Calculation of the response of an aircraft to the failure
of one engine during the takeoff run
p770 A84-41663
The STALINS method for measuring trajectories for
take-off and landing performance measurements
p872 A84-45003
XV-15 shipboard evaluation p 876 A84-46359
TANDEM WING AIRCRAFT
A fundamental comparison of canard and conventional
configurations p 46 A84-11050
TANGENTS
Investigation of tangential blowing applied to a subsonic
WSTOL inlet p 12 A84-11042
TANKER AIRCRAFT
A study of the aerodynamic interference effects during
aerial refueling
[AD-A136895] p 339 N84-19290
The handling and performance trials needed to clear
an aircraft to act as a receiver during air-to-air refuelling
p 977 N84-34405
TANKS (COMBAT VEHICLES)
The antitank helicopter of the second generation
[DGLR PAPER 83-125] p 436 A84-29684
TAPE RECORDERS
Digital capability for cockpit television sensor
instrumentation systems
[AD-A139432] p 531 N84-23628
Upgraded aircraft accident recorder standards
p 692 N84-26574
TARGET ACQUISITION
Reliable single scan target acquisition using multiple
correlated observations p 30 A84-10762
The automatic track while scan system used within the
Searchwater airborne maritime surveillance radar
p 32 A84-10793
A high performance aeroscout target acquisition and
designation system p2 A84-11071
The TADS/PNVS - The eyes of the Apache
p41 A84-12775
Kalman filter applications in highly maneuverable.
intelligent target tracking p 238 A84-16579
Maneuvering target tracking using bearing
measurements p 186 A84-16580
Unambiguous range estimation in a pulse Doppler
airborne radar p 519 A84-30521
Tomcat sees through long range eyes
p519 A84-31336
Target acceleration modeling for tactical missile
guidance p 521 A84-32709
Optical effects of F-16 Canopy-HUD (Head-Up Display)
integration
[AD-P003222] p 736 N84-26635
TARGET RECOGNITION
A Kalman approach to improve angular resolution in
search radars p 33 A84-10812
Angle estimation and discrimination of monopulse SSR
replies in the presence of synchronous interference
p112 A84-14311
Automatic target recognizer evaluation method
p209 A84-16576
Concepts for beyond-visual-range engagement of
multiple targets p 186 A84-16578
Low altitude navigation and targeting infrared system
for night (LANTIRN) p 420 A84-26702
Speech technology enhancements of automatic target
recognition p 421 A84-26709
Performance analysis of a target detection system using
infrared imagery p 425 A84-27946
Programmable millimeter wave (MMW) radars for gun
fire control p 426 A84-28445
• Calculation of the detection range of pulse-Doppler
airborne radar systems p 763 A84-40384
Range tracking concept for use of GPS at Canadian
Forces Base Cold Lake p 857 A84-44476
Detection range of an airborne pulse-Doppler radar using
medium and high pulse frequencies p 860 A84-45134
Avionics concept evaluation at the force level
p212 N84-15038
Evaluation of U.S. Coast Guard forward-looking airborne
' radars
[AD-A142417] p 809 N84-30156
Autonomous surveillance in the visual spectral region
p 1016 N84-34786
TARGET SIMULATORS
Generic tracking radar simulator p 32 A84-10789
Active-passive terminal guidance simulators for
millimeter wave systems p 467 A84-28441
Three-dimensional target signature modeling
p 856 A84-43887
Synthetic aperture radar target simulator
[NASA-CASE-NPO-15024-1] p 727 N84-27951
TARGETS
AQM-81A firebolt
[AD-A135895] p 350 N84-18194
Suboptimal missile evasion through a sensitivity analysis
• of proportional guidance to target evasion maneuvers
[AD-A136803] p 352 N84-19338
A formulation and analysis of combat games
[NASA-TM-85927] p 542 N84-22585
A simulation model to evaluate aircraft survivabiiity and
target damage during offensive counterair operations
[AD-A141324] p689 N84-27728
Evaluation of U.S. Coast Guard forward-looking airborne
radars
[AD-A142417] p809 N84-30156
TASK COMPLEXITY
Cockpit data management requirements (current
technology aircraft)
[FAA-PM-83-25] p 765 N84-28766
TASKS
Development of speech input/output interfaces for
tactical aircraft
[AD-A136485] p 350 N84-18193
TAXIING
A study on the possibility of stone ingestion into the
engine inlets of jet aircraft p 671 A84-38879
TAYLOR SERIES
. A simple method for solving three-dimensional inverse
problems of turbomachines flow and annular constraint
condition p 827 A84-43346
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Application of TOS/AMS to TORS E and F
[NASA-CR-171124] p910 N84-31225
TEACHING MACHINES
Pre-simulator part-task training p 71 A84-11061
TEARING
Impact dynamics research on composite transport
structures ' p 802 N84-29975
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Air Force Academy Aeronautics Digest
[AD-A142399) p 741 N84-29849
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Problems associated with the aerodynamic design of
p 8 A84-10099
NAVSTAR - Global positioning system - Ten years later
(Invited Paper) p 35 A84-10870
Civil GPS from a future perspective (Invited Paper)
p36 A84-10871
The demands of the Air Force with respect to the
helicopters of the 1990s p2 AW-11052
Military demands concerning helicopters for the Navy
of the 1990s p 2 A84-11053
Demand and concepts for satisfying this demand in the
case of transport helicopters for the 1990s
p2 A84-11054
Shaft propulsion systems for helicopters of the next
generation p 58 A84-11055
Grumman's automated test system past, present and
future
[AIAA PAPER 83-2760] p 72 A84-12346
The LHX preliminary design process
p 50 A84-12772
Future development trends for head-up displays
p 210 A84-16687
Trends for future rotary wing aircraft
p 276 A84-19604
The potential impact of technology on VTOL utilization
(The Third Nikolsky Lecture) p 257 A84-19741
The evolution of the helicopter for the year 2000
p 289 A84-20798
The next 75 years in aerospace p 258 A84-21721
Future airliner flight decks - Harnessing the new
technology p 291 A84-22498
Fuel control systems for hydrogen-fueled automotive
combustion engines - A prognosis p 314 A84-22721
Aeronautics lor the 21 st century p 327 A84-23222
Aircraft of the world - Trends of their development
p 347 A84-23827
Shaping the technology of aircraft propulsion
p 356 A84-25413
Large turbofans to the year 2000 p 356 A84-25414
The regeneration of the turboprop
p357 A84-25415
Tomorrow's flight controls - Helicopter fly-by-light
p 455 A84-26705
The impact of digital signal processing on future radio
systems p 422 A84-26754
Aero engine development - The next generation (The
Fairey Memorial Lecture) p 449 A84-27925
Fighters of the future p 430 A84-28827
Future flight control capability development
[SAE PAPER 831486) p 459 A84-29544
' The right stuff for the Navy p 499 A84-29566
Operational awareness in future space transportation
system concepts and technology selections
[AAS PAPER 83-382] p 547 A84-30574
Helicopters adapt to multiple battlefield needs
p 524 A84-31334
A view of future technology needs for space
transportation
[AIAA PAPER 84-1283] p 613 A84-35156
An engine for tomorrow's small helicopters
[AIAA PAPER 84-1277] p 604 A84-35655
Is there a future for infra-red missile systems?
p 591 A84-36229
The evolving revolutionary all-electric airplane
p 678 A84-36906
Digital electronic flight decks - The outlook for
commercial aviation p 678 A84-36907
Research and the future evolution of aircraft
p679 A84-37026
Passenger aircraft in the year 2000
p 679 A84-37027
The commercial aircraft cockpit in the year 2000
p 679 A84-37028
The M.88 - A fighter aircraft engine in the year 2000
p 697 A84-37029
The status of helicopter technology in France
p679 A84-37031
Aerodynamics and aerodynamicists in the year 2000
p635 A84-37034
Thoughts on the evolution of small gas turbines to the
year 2000 p 697 A84-37035
From 1950 to the year 2000 - The dynamics of
aeronautical inertia! navigation systems
p 675 A84-37037
Space - The next twenty years; Proceedings of the
Twentieth Space Congress, Cocoa Beach, FL, April 26-28,
1983 p 795 A84-40601
Forecasting maximum speed of aeroplanes - A case
study in technology forecasting p813 A84-40766
Trajectory generation - An automation concept of the
future p784 A84-41072
Modern technology secondary power systems for next
generation military aircraft p 890 A84-44970
Navigation satellites - Their future potential
p 860 A84-45681
Advanced systems applications - Foundations for LHX
— avionics for future army helicopters
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p 102 N84-12124
Studies of boundary layer transition and surface
roughness effects in hypersonic flow
[AD-A140803] p662 N84-26670
A preliminary design study on an acoustic muffler for
the laminar flow transition research apparatus
[NASA-CR-172374] p 756 N84-28748
Description and prediction of transition in
two-dimensional, incompressible flow
p 1009 N84-33758
TRANSLATORS
GPS translator application considerations for test
ranges p 991 A84-46641
TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY
Current developments in Loran-C p 35 A84-10867
Fundamentals of mode S parity coding
[DOT/FAA/PM-83/6] p 483 N84-20736
TRANSMISSION LOSS
Field-incidence noise transmission loss of general
' aviation aircraft double wall configurations •
[AIAA PAPER 84-0500] p 253 A84-18133
Light aircraft sound transmission stuoV
[NASA-CR-173175] p 321 N84-16941
Study of double wall panels for use in propeller driven
aircraft
[NASA-CR-173847] p 941 N84-32116
TRANSMISSIONS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
Kinematic precision of gear trains
[ASME PAPER 82-WA/DE-34] p 238 A84-15951
Dynamic behavior of transmission systems — for
helicopter drive stability analysis p 286 A&4-19626
Four-bar mechanisms with two degrees of freedom and
prespecified input-output behavior p 383 A84-26369
Advanced gearbox health monitoring techniques
p 531 A84-31310
Evaluation of single and counter rotation gearboxes for
propulsion systems
(AIAA PAPER 84-1195] p 604 A84-35651
A transmission for the contra-rotating prop-fan
powerplant
[AIAA PAPER 84-1196] p 698 A84-37632
Development of large rotorcraft transmissions
p 892 A84-46354
NASA transmission research and its probable effects
on helicopter transmission design p 923 A84-46355
Transmission efficiency measurements and correlations
with physical characteristics of the lubricant
[NASA-TM-83740] p 810 N84-30293
Summary of drive-train component technology in
helicopters
[NASA-TM-83726] p 810 N84-30294
Advanced system for testing new helicopter
transmissions p 880 N84-31120
Thermal analysis of a planetary transmission with
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oil •
[NASA-TP-2367] p 930 N84-32824
TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS
Improved acousto-optic laser scanner guidance
system p 861 A84-46030
TRANSMITTERS
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[DOT/FAA/PM-84/7] p 427 N84-20503
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Current developments in Loran-C .p 35 A84-10867
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p 670 A84-38293
TRANSOCEANIC SYSTEMS
.Navigation - An overview (Invited Paper)
p35 A84-10866
Omega (Invited Paper) — global navigation system
p35 A84-10868
TRANSONIC COMPRESSORS
Experimental investigation of a simulated compressor
airfoil trailing edge flowfield
[AIAA PAPER 84-0101] p 159 A84-17883
Unsteady losses in transonic compressors
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-183] p 954 A84-46984
Flow mechanism and experimental investigation of a
rotating stall in transonic compressors
[NASA-TM-77373] p 178 N84-15122
Application of an inviscid-viscous interaction method to
transonic compressor cascades p 300 N84-16190
Design of transonic compressor cascades for minimal
shock losses and comparison with test results
p300 N84-16192
Experimental and theoretical studies of parietal viscous
boundaries in a single stage transonic compressor
p301 N84-16206
The method of complex characteristics for design of
transonic compressors p 661 N84-26659
Analysis of three-dimensional transonic compressors
[NASA-CR-166580] p 850 N84-32356
TRANSONIC FLIGHT
The performance of a subsonic combat aircraft witlh
transonic wing and maneuver flaps
[DGLR PAPER 82-101] p 45 A84-10570
Free-flight and wind-tunnel data for a generic fighter
configuration p 152 A84-17401
Aeroelastic tailoring of high-aspect-ratio composite
wings in the transonic regime p 52 N84-11119
' Transonic configuration design p 121 N84-12081
Transonic configuration design (fighter)
p 122 N84-12082
Computational procedures in transonic aerodynamic
design
[NLR-MP-82020-U] p 179 N84-15131
Wave drag as the objective function in transonic fighter
wing optimization
[NASA-TP-2265] p 272 N84-17127
Transonic equivalence rule with lift
[AD-A143591] p 966 N84-33389
TRANSONIC FLOW
Unsteady viscous transonic flow computations using the
LTRAN2-NLR code coupled with Green's lag-entrainrnent
method p7 A84-10095
Numerical simulation of turbulent trailing edge flows
p7 A84-10098
Transonic small disturbance calculations including
entropy corrections p8 A84-10103
The efficient solution of transonic wing flow fields
p8 A84-10104
Transonic flowfield computation using a modified
shock-point operator p8 A84-10105
A multigrid strongly implicit procedure for transonic
potential flow problems p9 A84-10126
Conservative full-potential calculations for axisymmetric,
transonic flow p 10 A84-10129
Application of a finite element algorithm to the solution
of steady transonic Euler equations p 10 A84-10133
Implicit nonswitching, vector-oriented algorithm for
steady transonic flow p 10 A84-10147
Analytical and experimental study of axisymmetric
underexpanded jets p 11 A84-10504
Transonic flow around a profile with heat input via
condensation p 11 A84-10562
Numerical design of a shockless transonic
quasi-aircraft p 12 A84-11107
Adaptive grid relocation algorithms for transonic full
potential calculations using one-dimensional or
two-dimensional diffusion equation p 13 A84-11581
The use of computational fluid dynamics in the solution
of a number of aerodynamic transonic flow problems
p 15 A84-11855
Recent progress in the application of finite element
methods to transonic flows p 15 A84-11856
Finite difference computation of wave drag and pressure
on slender bodies of revolution at transonic speeds with
zero-lift p 15 A84-12037
A prediction method for characteristics of cooled
transonic turbines with low aspect ratio and high load
p59 A84-12043
Laser Doppler velocimeter measurements in unsteady,
separated, transonic diffuser flows p 90 A84-13576
Transient decay times and mean values of unsteady
oscillations in transonic flow p 90 A84-13589
Inlet flow distortion in turbomachinery - Comparison of
theory and experiment in a transonic fan stage
p90 A84-13592
A subdomain decomposition technique as an alternative
for transonic potential flow calculations around
.wing-fuselage configurations
[ONERA. TP NO. 1983-124] p 91 A84-13639
Computation of three-dimensional transonic inviscid
flows on a wing by pseudo-unsteady resolution of the Euler
equations
' [ONERA, TP NO. 1983-125] p 91 A84-13640
A second-order Lagrangian-Eulerian method for
computation of two-dimensional unsteady transonic
flows
[ONERA. TP NO. 1983-126] p 91 A84-13641
Low-frequency transonic flows past a thin airfoil
p92 A84-14388
Computations of unsteady transonic aerodynamics using
prescribed steady pressures
[AIAA PAPER 82-0956] p 92 A84-14736
Transonic flow over a convex corner with a free
streamline p 93 A84-14888
Calculations of two-dimensional unsteady transonic
flows over aerofoils p 94 A84-15260
Computation of three-dimensional viscous flows on
transonic wings by boundary layer-inviscid flow
interaction p 95 A84-15854
Calculation of transonic flows around wing-fuselage
combination by a subdomain decomposition approach
p95 A84-15855
Mixed finite difference computation of external and
internal transonic flow field of inlets p 150 A84-15914
Finite difference computation of the aerodynamic
interference of wing-pylon-store combinations at transonic
speeds p 151 A84-16839
Numerical computation of transonic flows over airfoils
and cascades p 151 A84-16849
A mixed finite element method for solving transonic flow
equations p 152 A84-16863
A theoretical and experimental investigation of a
transonic projectile flowfield p 153 A84-17430
Nonunique solutions to the transonic potential flow
equation p 153 A84-17448
Behavior of the flow through a numerically captured
Shockwave • p 153 A84-17451
A block-structured finite element grid generation scheme
for the analysis of three-dimensional transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0004] p 155 A84-17827
A finite volume method for two dimensional transonic
potential flow through turbomachinery blade rows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0035] p 156 A84-17840
Numerical solution of the Euler equations for flow past
an airfoil in ground effect
[AIAA PAPER 84-0051) p 156 AS4-17847
Improvements in techniques for the numerical simulation
of steady transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0089] p 158 A84-17874
Transonic flow calculations using a flux vector splitting
method for the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0090] p 158 A84-17875
Transonic shock interaction with a tangentially-injected
turbulent boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 84-0094] p 159 A84-17877
Subsonic/transonic prediction capabilities for
nozzle/afterbody configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0192] p 162 A84-17942
Transonic turbulent separation on swept wings - A return
to the direct formulation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0265] p 163 A84-17984
Numerical solutions of 2-D unsteady transonic flows
using coupled potential-flow/boundary-layer methods
(AIAA PAPER 84-0268] p 164 A84-17987
Full-potential solutions for transonic flows about airfoils
with oscillating flaps
[AIAA PAPER 84-0298] p 164 A84-18006
Transonic solutions for a multielement airfoil using the
full-potential equation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0300] p 165 A84-18007
Transonic analysis of canted winglets
[AIAA PAPER 84-0302] ' p 165 A84-18009
Transonic CFD applications to engine/airframe
integration
[AIAA PAPER 84-0381] p 197 A84-18052
Application of the Green's function method for 2- and
3-dimensional steady transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0425] p 167 A84-18085
A method for calculating subsonic and transonic flows
over wings or wing-fuselage combinations with an
allowance for viscous effects
[AIAA PAPER 84-0428] p 167 A84-18087
Calculation of unsteady three-dimensional
subsonic/transonic inviscid flowfields by the method of
characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 84-0440] p 168 A84-18095
Numerical simulation of the tip vortex off a
low-aspect-ratio wing at transonic speed
[AIAA PAPER 84-0522] p 168 A84-18149
Second-order-accurate spatial differencing for the
transonic small-disturbance equation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0091 ] p172 A84-19230
Improved finite difference schemes for transonic
potential calculations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0092] p 173 A84-19231
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Comparison of full-potential and Euler solution
algorithms for transonic flowtield computations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0118] p173 A84-19234
Compatibility of transonic flows at thick trailing edge in
turbine blade row p 260 A84-19413
Invariance groups and reduction of the unsteady
transonic small disturbance equation
p263 A84-20215
Calculation of transonic inlet flows
p263 AB4-20839
Disturbance of a planar turbulent wake by a compression
shock P263 A84-20841
Numerical simulation of the interaction of a vortex with
stationary airfoil in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-0254] p 265 A84-21294
Calculations of viscous transonic flow over airfoils
p266 A84-21506
A multi-grid method for transonic wing analysis and
design P 268 A84-22175
Supercritical airfoil and wing design
p 269 A84-22587
Injection of a transverse sonic jet into a supersonic
stream p 329 A84-23745
Airfoil shape and thickness effects on transonic airloads
and flutter p 347 A84-24107
Modifying TRANDES to obtain given lift coefficient
p330 A84-24109
Design and implementation of a multigrid code for the
Euler equations p 380 A84-24726
Transonic oblique-wing flow computation
p 331 A84-24893
Finite element analysis of transonic flow in nozzles with
small throat-wall radius of curvature p 332 A84-2S425
A study of an underexpanded sonic jet issuing from a
slot along a solid surface p 332 A84-25576
Finite element method applied to solving the transonic
integral equations of three dimensional thin wings
p 333 A84-25862
The stream-line iteration method for computing the
two-dimensional transonic flow in orthogonal stream-line
coordinates P 334 A84-25990
Transonic flow of an elastic medium past a thin rigid
body P 334 A84-26330
Slender body theory and optimization procedures for
transonic lifting wing bodies p 429 A84-26956
Unsteady quasi-one-dimensional transonic gas flows
p405 A84-27071
Effects of viscosity and modes on transonic aerodynamic
and aeroelastic characteristics of wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-0870] p 505. A84-31685
An efficient coordinate transformation technique for
unsteady, transonic aerodynamic analysis of low
aspect-ratio wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-0872] p 505 A84-31686
Modeling of unsteady small disturbance transonic flow
using parametric differentiation, pseudospectral analysis
and finite-differencing
[AIAA PAPER 84-0875] p 506 A84-316B8
Transonic calculation of airfoil stability and response with
active controls
[AIAA PAPER 84-0873] p 541 A84-31748
Finite element analysis of transonic flow in nozzles with
small throat-wall radius of curvature . p 506 A84-31777
Computation of transonic flow around airfoils with trailing
edge and shock/boundary layer interactions
p 574 A84-34454
Unsteady pressures and forces during transonic
buffeting of a supercritical airfoil
[AD-A1331391 p 575 A84-34465
Computation of inviscid transonic internal flow
. p578 A84-35317
Transonic-flow computation using an explicit-implicit
method p 578 A84-35325
Numerical solution of transonic shear flows past thin
bodies p 578 A84-35326
Noniterath/e grid generation using parabolic difference
equations for fuselage-wing flow calculations
p 579 A84-35334
Euler solutions as limit of infinite Reynolds number for
separation flows and flows with vortices
p579 A84-35344
A minimal residual method for transonic potential
flows p 621 A84-353S3
Redesign and cascade tests of a supercritical controlled
diffusion stator blade-section
[AIAA PAPER 84-1207] p 639 A84-36960
A survey of finite element methods for transonic flows
p640 A84-37057
A new finite-volume method for the Euler equations with
applications to transonic flows p 640 A84-37059
Transonic aerofoil calculations using the Euler
equations p 640 A84-37060
Optimal shape of a body of revolution in a transonic
gas flow with constraints on length and volume
p 642 A84-37231
Conservative calculations of non-isentropic transonic
flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-1182] p 643 A84-37630
Numerical treatment of the viscous interaction problem
for blown transonic airfoils P 644 A84-37682
Transonic supersonic flow from a wedge
p 644 A84-37746
Prediction of pressure distribution .Cp on a long
rectangular wing in transonic-supersonic flow
p 644 A84-37756
Steady transonic profile flow with addition of heat by
condensation p 644 A84-37758
A boundary element technique in transonic flow
, p 644 A84-37901
Hybrid approach to steady transonic normal-shock
compressible laminar boundary-layer interactions over
airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 84-1561] p 648 A84-37973
An algorithm for unsteady transonic flow about tapered
wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-1567] p 649 A84-37976
The effect of freestream turbulence on pressure
fluctuations in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1581[ P 649 A84:37984
Steady and unsteady separated flow computations for
transonic airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 84-1618] p 650 A84-38011
Computation of compressible, flow'around a circular
cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 84-1631] p 651 A84-38020
Structure of self-excited oscillations in transonic diffuser
flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-1636] p 651 A84-38023
Spurious entropy production and very accurate solutions
to the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-1644] . p'651 A84-38031
A semi-implicit and unsteady numerical method of
viscous-inviscid interaction for transonic separated flows
p 654 A84-38093
A comparative theoretical study.of the boundary-layer
development on forward swept wings
p654 A84-38412
Transonic aerodynamics of forward swept wings
analysed as a lifting-line problem . p 654 A84-38415
Transonic full potential solutions by an integral equation
method p 655 A84-38829
Porous airfoils in transonic flow p 656 A84-38844
The calculation of transonic rotor noise .
p 735 A84-38847
Prediction of transonic separated flows
p656 A84-38850
The effects of gusts on the fluctuating airloads of airfoils
in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1580] p 659 A84-39315
Prediction of the flow over supercritical high-lift
configurations by a multigrid algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 84-1664] p 659 A84-39317
Optimal conception of aerodynamic form
p660 A84-39736
Calculation of transonic flow in a linear cascade
[AIAA PAPER 84-1301] p 742 A84-40241
Comparison of measured and predicted transonic flow
around an airfoil p 743 A84-40826
A new consistent spatial differencing scheme for the
transonic full-potential equation p 743 A84-40827
Numerical simulation of two-dimensional unsteady
transonic flows using the full-potential equation
p743 A84-40828
Separation' model for two-dimensional airfoils in
transonic flow p743 A84-40832
Numerical simulations of unsteady transonic flow in
diffusers . p 744 A84-40842
Inviscid transonic flow characteristics of sharp-edged
rectangular wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-2147] ' p 745 A84-41327
An iterative procedure for three-dimensional transonic
wing design by the integral equation method
[AIAA PAPER 84-2155] p 745 A84-41332
Transonic aerodynamic computations for ajcanard
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 84-2158] p 745 A84-41333
The time-dependent finite element method for
calculating transonic flow . field in turbomachineiy
cascade . . p826 A84-43317
Application of the single-cycle optimization approach to
aerodynamic design
[AIAA PAPER 84-2165] . p 827 A84-44193
A .transonic wing-body flowfield calculation with
improved grid topology and shock-point operators
[AIAA PAPER 84-2157] . p 828 A84-44196
Euler solutions of transonic vortex flows around the
Dillner wing - Compared and analyzed
[AIAA PAPER 84-2142] p 829 A84-44201
Aerodynamic characteristics of a two-dimensional
moving spoiler in subsonic and transonic flow
. . " ' p829 A84-44511
Effects of viscosity on transonic-aerodynamic and
aeroelastic characteristics of oscillating airfoils
p830 A84-44513
Three-dimensional computational methods applied to
aerodynamic analysis of transonic flows past a wing-body
configuration
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-92] p 831 A84-44944
Analysis of transonic and supersonic flows around
wing-body-combinations p 831 A84-44945
A fast viscous correction method for full-potential
transonic wing analysis p 831 A84-44946
Numerical solutions of the Euler equations governing
axisymmetric and three-dimensional transonic flow
p832 A84-44959
Transonic shock-boundary layer interaction control
p 832 A84-44961
Validation of a transonic analysis code for use in
preliminary design of advanced transport configurations
. p 832 A84-44971
Efficiency of a top-mounted inlet system at
transonic/supersonic speeds p 833 A84-44980
Steady and unsteady pressure distributions on a NACA
0012 profile in separated transonic flow
p833 A84-44982
Design study of short range transport wing
p 834 A84-44997
Flutter calculation on a supercritical wing in the transonic
range - Comparison theory-experiment
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-108] p 872 A84-45010
Aerodynamic investigation on an adaptive airfoil for a
transonic transport aircraft p 835 A84-45024
Numerical computation of transonic flow past an
axisymmetric nacelle
[ONERA, TP NO. 1884-91] p 837 A84-45052
Effects of engine nacelles on transonic flow around
airplane configurations, calculations by TSP-method
p837 A84-45055
Analysis on an implicit Euler solver — for steady
transonic flow computation
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-62] p 838 A84-45203
Self-sustained oscillations of a shock wave interacting
with a boundary layer on a supercritical airfoil
p939 A84-45661
Calculation of inviscid transonic flow pastf a
wing-fuselage combination p 840 A84-45720
^ Transonic pressure distributions on a rectangular
supercritical wing oscillating in pitch p 842 A84-45959
A combined direct/inverse three-dimensional transonic
wing design method for vector computers
[AIAA PAPER 84-2156] p 843 A84-46102
Transonic cascade flow analysis using viscous/inviscid
coupling concepts •
[AIAA PAPER 84-2159] . . p 843 A84-46103
An experimental study of a supercritical trailing-edge
flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-2187] . p 843 A84-46105
Computation of transonic viscous airfoil, inlet, and wing
flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 84-1551] p 844 A84-46111
Unsteady wake measurements of an oscillating flap at
transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 84-1563] p 844 A84-46112
Application of NLR's numerical simulation methods to
the transonic potential flow about oscillating wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-1564] p 844 A84-46113
The aerodynamics and aeroacoustics of rotating
transonic flow fields p 940 A84-46364
Computation of transonic flows in and about turbine
cascades with viscous effects
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-18] p 950 A84-46885
Design of highly loaded blade profiles using an iterative
inverse-direct computational procedure
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-22] p 950 A84-46887
Solution of transonic S1 surface flow by successively
reversing the direction of integration of the stream function
equation
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-23] p 950 A84-46888
Transonic cascade flow solved by separate supersonic
and subsonic computations with shock fitting
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-24] p 951 A84-46889
Computation of potential flow on S2 stream surface for
a transonic axial-flow compressor rotor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-30] p 951 A84-46894
The influence of different geometries for a vaned diffuser
on the pressure distribution in a centrifugal compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-68] p 952 A84-46915
Holographic measurements and theoretical predictions
of the unsteady flow in a transonic annular cascade •
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-174] p 953 A84-46976
Investigation of the three-dimensional flow field within
a transonic fan rotor - Experiment and analysis
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-200] p 955 A84-46995
Common misconceptions in the calculation of transonic
full potential flows
•[ ASME PAPER 84-GT-211] p 955 A84-47000
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Accuracy and convergence characteristics of steady
transonic potential flow solutions
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-827] p 956 A84-47007
ExUma-2. an explicit time-marching method to calculate
transonic turbomachinery cascade flow
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A study of flow past straight and swept wings of high
aspect ratios at transonic speeds p 957 A84-47052
The effect of the Reynolds number and the position of
the transition point on transonic nonseparated flow past
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The theory of transonic flow of a viscous gas past a
• comer p 958 A84-47063
Bodies of revolution with minimum wave resistance in
sonic gas flow p 959 A84-47079
Two-dimensional gas-particle flow past thin bodies
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Transonic wing and wing/body flow computations on
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A study of transonic normal shock wave-turbulent
boundary layer interactions in axisymmetric internal flow
p 16 N84-10015
The calculation of steady and unsteady transonic flow
in cascades
[CUED/A-TURBO/TR-118] p 17 N84-10016
Effect of thrust vectoring and wing maneuver devices
on transonic aeropropulsive characteristics of a supersonic
fighter
[NASA-TP-2119] p18 N84-10025
Numerical computation of base flow for a projectile at
transonic speeds
[AD-A130293) p 18 N84-10027
LANN (Lockheed, AF=WAl_ NASA-Langley and NLR)
wing test program: Acquisition and application of unsteady
transonic data for evaluation of three-dimensional
computational methods
[NASA-CR-174466] ' p 19 N84-10032
Numerical calculation of the transonic potential flow past
a cranked wing
[NASA-TM-84391] p 51 N84-10049
. Special Course on Subsonic/Transonic Aerooynamic
Interference for Aircraft
[AGARD-R-712] p 87 N84-12072
Subsonic/Transonic Aerodynamic Interference for
Aircraft: Introductory remarks p 95 N84-12073
Subsonic/transonic viscous interactions
p95 N84-12075
Transonic empirical configuration design process
p 121 N84-12079
A theoretical and experimental investigation of a
transonic projectile flow field
[AD-A131938] p 97 N84-12094
XTRAN2L: A program for solving the general-frequency
unsteady transonic small disturbance equation
[NASA-TM-85723] • , p 105 N84-13150
A grid-embedding transonic flow analysis computer
program for wing/nacelle configurations
[NASA-CR-166529] p 106 N84-13158
Transonic flow over an isolated profile and through a
cascade of blade. Phenomenological analysis
p 175 N84-14118
Nonlinear oscillations of a fluttering panel in a transonic
airstream
[AD-A133918] p 175 N84-14124
Effects of wall interference on unsteady transonic
flows p 176 N84-15105
TAS: A Transonic Aircraft/Store flow field prediction
code
[NASA-CR-3721] p 177 N84-15114
Inlet flow field investigation. Part 1: Transonic flow
field survey
[NASA-CR-172239] • p 178 N84-15123
Computations of projectile magnus effect at transonic
velocities
[AD-A133212] p 179 N84-15127
Calculation of transonic flow around two wing-fuselage
combinations using a full potential equation method
[FFA-137] p 179 N84-15132
Unsteady pressure and force measurements associated
with transonic buffeting of a two-dimensional supercritical
airfoil
[AD-A133139] p 246 N84-15503
Explicit second order splitting schemes for solving
hyperbolic nonlinear problems: Theory and application
to transonic flow
[ESA-TT-768] p 252 N84-15855
Some new developments in exact integral equation
formulations for sub- or transonic potential flow
[NLR-MP-82024-U] p 252 N84-15860
Transonic noise generation by duct and profile flow
[AD-A129367] p 255 N84-15899
Self-sustained oscillations of a shock wave interacting
with a boundary layer on a supercritical airfoil
[NASA-CR-175338] p 269 N84-16131
The effect of discrete spanwise regions of bleed on
pseudo-two-dimensional base flow at transonic speeds
[ARL-AERO-NOTE-418] p 269 N84-16132
Comparison of calculated and measured pressures on
straight and swept-tip model rotor blades " '
[NASA-TM-85872] p 270 N84-16143
Application of an inviscid-viscous interaction method to
transonic compressor cascades p 300 N84-16190
Investigation of flow phenomena in a transonic fan rotor
using laser anemometry
[NASA-TM-83555] p 274 N84-17143
TWINTN4: A program for transonic four-wall
interference assessment in two-dimensional wind
tunnels
[NASA-CR-3777] p 307 N84-17189
La Recherche Aerospatiale bimonthly bulletin, number
1983-3, 214/May-June
[ESA-TT-822] p 322 N84-18014
Aerodynamic design for improved manueverability by
use of three-dimensional transonic theory
[NASA-TP-2282] p 335 N84-18161
Experiment of a shockless transonic airfoil
[NAL-TR-783] p 336 N84-18166
Calculation of three-dimensional frying object in
shockless transonic flow
[NAL-TR-782] p 336 N84-18167
Unsteady viscous transonic flow computations using
LTRAN2-NLR code coupled with Green's lag-entrainment
method
[NLR-MP-82052-U] p 338 N84-18181
Experimental determination of the relative flow at the
tip of a transonic axial compressor rotor
[AD-A137483] • p 339 N84-19288
Flow generation in a novel centrifugal diffuser test
device
[AD-A136874] p 386 N84-19754
Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady
transonic flow over wings including inviscid/viscous
interactions
[NASA-CR-166561] p 409 NB4-20478
Entropy condition satisfying approximations for the full
potential equations of transonic flow
[NASA-TM-85751] p 410 N84-20485
Two-dimensional wind tunnel wall interference
[AD-A138964] p412 N84-20499
A computational method for predicting the effects of
varying Reynolds number arid dynamic pressure on flexible
wings at transonic speeds p 412 N84-21508
Transonic flow calculations using triangular finite
elements p 509 N84-22529
Redesign and cascade tests of a supercritical controlled
diffusion stator blade-section
[NASA-TM-83635] p 510 N84-22533
More precise numerical simulation of transsonic flow
through passages in turbomachines p 512 N84-22786
Transonic flow around protruding corner with free
streamline p 513 N84-22796
Further development of XTRAN3S computer program
[NASA-CR-172335] p 516 N84-23608
• Artificial mass concept and transonic viscous flow
equation
[AD-P002946] p517 N84-24186
Calculation of transonic flow in a linear cascade
[NASA-TM-83697] p 581 N84-24539
Investigation of the behavior of axial compressor stages
with steady state inlet distortions
[DFVLR-FB-83-39] p 607 N84-24590
Implicit time dependent methods for the solution of the
Euler equations. Part 2: Application to transonic flows
p 627 N84-25990
Transonic aeroelastic stability and response of
conventional and supercritical airfoils including active
controls p 661 N84-26655
Calculation of transonic potential flow past
wing-tail-fuselage configurations using the multigrid
method p 661 N84-26657
The method of complex characteristics for design of
transonic compressors p 661 N84-26659
Integrating multigrid relaxation into a robust fast-solver
for transonic potential flows around lifting airfoils
[NLR-MP-83021-U] p 663 N84-26673
Transonic panel method for the full potential equation
applied to multi-component airfoils
[NLR-MP-83030-U] p 663 N84-26674
Numerical optimization design of advanced transonic
wing configurations
[NASA-TM-85950] p 688 N84-27718
A three-dimensional transonic, potential flow computer
program, its conversion to IBM FORTRAN and utilization
[AD-A140936] p 734 N84-28521
Three-dimensional transonic potential flow about
complex 3-dimensional configurations
[NASA-CR-3814] p 756 N84-28749
Study of asymptotic theory of transonic wind tunnel wall
interference
[AD-A141431] p756 N84-28751
Investigation of the mechanism of transonic shock
wave/boundary layer interactions using a Navier-Stokes
analysis
[AD-A141551] p757 N84-28752
Transonic interference flow-field analysis for
wing-body-pylon-store
[AO-A141811] p757 N84-28754
Acceleration to a steady state for the Euler equations
[NASA-CR-172398] p 758 N84-29852
Unsteady transonic aerodynamic and aeroelastic
calculations about airfoils and wings
[NASA-TM-85986] p 847 N84-31092
Comparison of the full potential and Euler formulations
for computing transonic airfoil flows
[NASA-TM-85983] p 847 N84-31094
Shock-free transonic airfoil design by a hodograph
method
[AD-A142752] p 848 N84-31098
Subsonic and transonic unsteady- and steady-pressure
measurements on a rectangular supercritical wing
oscillated in pitch — wind tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-85765] p 849 N84-32348
Improvements in the accuracy and stability of algorithms
for the small-disturbance and full-potential equations
applied to transonic flows
[NASA-TM-85970] p 849 N84-32350
Unsteady transonic flow in cascades
[NASA-TM-83780] p 849 N84-32351
Analysis of three-dimensional transonic compressors
[NASA-CR-166580] p 850 N84-32356
Simulation of transonic separated airfoil flow by finite
difference viscous-inviscid interaction
[NASA-TM-85980] p 850 N84-32358
Unsteady viscous-inviscid interaction procedures for
transonic airfoil flows
[AD-A143764] p 966 N84-33390
Flow-field measurements on an airfoil with an oscillating
trailing-edge using holographic interferometry
[NASA-CR-166604] p 967 N84-34430
TRANSONIC FLUTTER
Time-marching transonic flutter solutions including
angle-of-attack effects p 78 A84-11038
Computations and aeroelastic applications of unsteady
transonic aerodynamics about wings
p 153 A84-17405
Flutter analysis using nonlinear aerodynamic forces
p 268 A84-22170
Numerical calculation of unsteady transonic potential
flow over three-dimensional wings with oscillating control
surfaces p 405 A84-27132
A unified flutter analysis for composite aircraft wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-0906] p 556 A84-31692
Transonic calculation of airfoil stability and response with
active controls
[AIAA PAPER 84-0873] p 541 A84-31748
A practical method for predicting transonic wing flutter
phenomena p 834 A84-45008
Application of transonic codes to aeroelastic modeling
of airfoils including active controls p 901 A84-45966
Application of NLR's numerical simulation methods to
the transonic potential flow about oscillating wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-1564] p 844 A84-46113
Transonic flutter clearance for a supercritical transport
aircraft in the preliminary stage p 67 N84-11121
Numerical simulation of transonic flutter of a
high-aspect-ratio transport wing
[NAL-TR-776T] p 362 N84-18208
Experience with transonic unsteady aerodynamic
calculations
[NASA-TM-86278] p 849 N84-32353
Subsonic/transonic stall flutter investigation of a rotating
rig
[NASA-CR-174625] p 989 N84-33417
TRANSONIC NOZZLES
Instability of transonic nozzle flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0528] p 168 A84-18152
Well posedness of a certain formulation of the problem
of contouring a Laval nozzle p 641 A84-37089
The asymptotic analysis of wave interactions and
numerical calculations of transonic nozzle flow
p 742 A84-40775
Subsonic/supersonic aerodynamic characteristics for a
tactical supercruiser
[AIAA PAPER 84-2192] p 828 A84-44195
Transonic nozzle-afterbody flow field measurements
using a laser Doppler velocimeter p515 N84-23592
TRANSONIC SPEED
Store separation at transonic speeds
p9 A84-10106
The transonic interaction of a normal shock with a mildly
separated turbulent boundary layer p 261 A84-19593
On linear acoustic solutions of high speed helicopter
impulsive noise problems p 320 A84-21212
Experimental study of hinge moment in the subsonic
• and transonic speed range p 348 A84-25176
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Measurements of the flow from a high-speed
compressor rotor using a dual probe digital sampling
(DPDS) technique
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-215] P 532 A84-31288
Finite difference computation of pressure and wave-drag
of slender bodies of revolution at transonic speeds with
zero-lift P579 A84-35330
An experimental documentation of trailing^edge flows
at high Reynolds number
INASA-TM-84375] P 79 N84-10498
An experimental investigation of nacelle-pylon
installation on an unswept wing at subsonic and transonic
speeds
[NASA-TP-2246] P 335 N84-18162
Transonic calculation of airfoil stability and response with
active controls
[NASA-TM-85770J P413 N84-21513
Numerical simulation of the <ip vortex off a
low-aspect-ratio wing at transonic speed
[NASA-TM-85932] P 510 N84-22535
EET theoretical design techniques
p 687 N84-27666
Experiment versus theory p819 N84-29679
Unsteady transonic flow in cascades
[NASA-TM-83780] P 849 N84-32351
Computer studies of hybrid-slotted working sections with
minimum interference at subsonic speeds
[NASA-TM-86002] P 881 N84-32379
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Flow quality in the ETW rig P 70 A84-10556
Investigation of transonic test sections with comparison
of perforated and slotted walls P 70 A84-10557
Effect of increased turbulence Pn the flow around a
transonic profile P" A84-10560
Wind tunnel wall interference corrections for aircraft
models in the transonic regime P 231 A84-17408
Transonic airfoil and wing flowfield measurements
[AIAA PAPER 84-0100] P 159 A84-17882
Computed and measured wall interference in a slotted
• transonic test section
[AIAA PAPER 84-0243] P 163 A84-17971
Status of orifice induced pressure error studies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0245] P 163 A84-17973
An application of a finite spectrum assignment technique
to the design of control laws for a *ind tunnel
p251 A84-19143
Initial research program for the National Transonic
Facility
[AIAA PAPER 84-0585] P 364 A84-24177
Detailed flow direction measurements in a transonic test
section
[AIAA PAPER 84-0587] P 364 A84-24179
A study of dynamic measurements made in the settling
chamber of the Langley 0.3-meWr transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0596] P 365 A84-241B6
Investigation ol sidewall boundary layer removal effects
on two different chord airfoil models in the Langley
0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Turinel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0598] P 365 A84-24187
Wall pressure measurements for three-dimensional
transonic tests
[AIAA PAPER 84-0599] P 365 A84-24188
Three-dimensional testing in a flexible-wall wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0623] P 366 A84-24203
Application of laser velocimetry to unsteady flows in large
scale, high speed tunnels P 381 A84-25230
Status of three-dimensional adaptive-wall test section
development at AEDC
[AIAA PAPER 84-0624] • P 369 A84-25733
An experimental investigation of transonic wind tunnel
wall interference effect on airfoil testing
p 369 A84-25997
Investigations of transonic Ludwieg tubes. II • Starting
process in the case of a downstream valve
p 468 A84-26949
Experimental investigation of wall interference and
two-dimensionality of the flow in a transonic airfoil wind
tunnel • P 576 A84-35017
A fast viscous correction method for unsteady transonic
flow about airfoils P 638 A84-36478
Porosity effect on supercritical airfoil drag reduction by
shock wave/boundary layer control
[AIAA PAPER 84-1682) P 653 A84-38054
Base flow measurements in a transonic cascade using
a laser transit anemometer P 744 A84-40862
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of bodies having square cross-section at
transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 84-2091 ] P 750 A84-42344
Computational-experimental pressure distributions on a
transonic, low-aspecWatia wing
[AIAA PAPER 84-2092] P 750 A84-42345
The National Transonic Facility - A research
perspective
[AIAA PAPER 84-2150] P 904 A84-44189
Transonic wind tunnel wall interference minimization
p905 A84-44512
Measurement of convective heat transfer to solid
cylinders inside ventilated shrouds
[AIAA PAPER 84-1725] p 921 A84-46129
Developments in research stimulated by cryogenic wind
tunnel construction planning and projects
p 991 A84-46764
First cryogenic tests of an airfoil in ONERA/CERT T2
twid tunnel P943 0.84-46767
Selecting an optimum wall permeability for a transonic
wind tunnel p 958 A84-47065
Three-dimensional test experience with a transonic
adaptive-wall wind tunnel
[AD-A129858] p 72 N84-10102
Reynolds number tests of an NPL 9510 airfoil in the
Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TM-85663] p 20 NS4-11141
Video model deformation system for the National
Transonic Facility '
[NAS 1.15:85681] p 81 NS4-11457
Analysis of pressure distributions on a wing .with an
oscillating trailing edge flap in subsonic and transonic
flow . p 104 N84-13145
Three-dimensional effects on airfoils
[NASA-TM-77025] p 177 N84-15118
A quasi-continuous transonic wind tunnel for cryogenic
operation
[ROLLAB-MEMO-RM-096] p 232 N84-15161
Transonic cryogenic test section for the Goettingen tube
facility
[NASA-TM-77050] p 307 N84-16219
Tests on a CAST 7 two-dimensional airfoil in a
streamlining test section
[NASA-CR-172291] p 274 N84-17136
Evaluation of turbulence induced noise in coherent
anti-Stokes Raman scattering :
[NASA-CR-166544] p 322 N84-18015
Results of the test on ONERA calibration model MS in
NAL 2m x 2m Transonic Wind Tunnel.
[NAL-TR-774T] p 370 N84-18215
Development of a wind tunnel test section with adaptive
flexible walls for three-dimensional flow
[BMFT-FB-W-83-026] • p 387 N84-19776
The status of analytical preparation for 2-dimensional
testing at high transonic speeds in the University of
Southampton transonic self-streamlining wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-3785] p411 N84-20494
Two-dimensional wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-76963] p 468 N84-20602
Application of laser velocimetn/ to unsteady (lows in large.
. scale high speed tunnels
[NASA-CR-166575] p412 N84-21511
.Operational experience with the National Transonic
Facility p 545 N84-23565
The European Transonic Windtunnel (ETW)
p 545. N84-23566
A review and an update of the FOP Specialists Meeting
(London) on Wall Interference in Wind Tunnels
p513 N84-23570
A short note on recent advances in the adaptive wall
technique for 3D-model tests at the TU-Beriin
p 514 N84-23571
Turbulent diffuser flow studies related to the design of
the ETW diffuser p 562 N84-23572
Disturbances from ventilated tunnel walls in aerofoil
testing . p 514 N84-23573
High Reynolds number tests of the cast 10-2/OOA2
transonic airfoil at ambient and cryogenic temperature
conditions p514 N84-23575
Prediction of condensation onset and growth in the
European Transonic Wind Tunnel (ETW)
p 562 N84-23578
Design of advanced technology maneuvering 'aircraft
models for the National Transonic Facility
p 515 N84-23590
Design of a wind tunnel afterbody model for the
development of a transonic combat aircraft
p 515 N84-23591
The wind tunnel S2MA of the aerodynamic testing plant
in Modene-Avrieux, France
[ONERA-NT-1983-5] p 613 N84-25735
Half-model testing in the NLR High Speed Tunnel (HST):
Its technique and application
[NLR-MP-83036-U] p 663 N84-26675
Computation of imaginary-side pressure distributions
over the flexible walls of the test section insert for the
0.3-M transonic cryogenic tunnel
(NASA-CR-172363] p 666 N84-27678
Two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of an
airfoil designed for two
[NASA-TP-1965] p 668 N84-27694
Study of asymptotic theory of transonic wind tunnel wall
interference
[AD-A141431] p756 N84-28751
Hall-model testing in the NLR high speed wind tunnel
(HST)
[NLR-TR-82123-U] p 794 N84-28891
Description and validation of the two dimensional test
setup for multiple airfoils in the pressurized wind tunnel
HST
[NLR-TR-83031-U] ' . p 785 . N84-29892
Some factors affecting the selection of the type of new
transonic tunnel to best meet Australian needs
IAD-A1429S7) p907 N84-31222
Data from tests of a R4 airfoil in the Langley 0.3-meter
transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TM-85739] p 965 N84-33385
Design study of test models of maneuvering aircraft
configurations for the National Transonic Facility (NTF)
[NASA-CR-3827) . p 993 N84-33422
Cryogenic wind tunnel technology. A way to
measurement at higher Reynolds numbers
[NASA-TM-77481] p 993 N84-34451
TRANSPARENCE
New aircraft windshield applications using ion exchange
glass
[AD-P003187J . p711 N84-26600
A new and unique conductive element for aircraft
transparencies
[AD-P003188] p685 N84-26601
T-38 student windshield birdproofing efforts utilizing
metal and composite materials for aft arch reinforcement
[AD-P003189] p672 N84-26602
Fluroepoxy and fluroacrylic transparencies
.[AD-P003201] p712 N84-26614
Polycrystalline MgAI2O4 spinel for high performance
. windows
[AD-P003202] p712 N84-26615
Swedish Air Force maintenance programme for aged
transparent enclosures for jet trainer and jet fighter
aircraft . .
[AD-P003208] p 637 . N84-26621
Artificial aging of transparent aerospace materials
[AD-P003210] p713 N84-26623
Simulation of exposure of aircraft transparencies to flight
line environment .
[AD-P003212] p685 N84-26625
Aircraft transparency testing methodology
[AD-P003213] p685 N84-26626
A triangulation technique for obtaining deflections of
aircraft transparencies during bird impact testing
[AD-P003220] p723 N84-26633
The reduction of life-cycle costs through continuing
acrylic maintenance
[MJ-P0032241 .. p637 N64,-26637
The wiper, abrasion and rain erosion resistance of
transparent materials and coatings for aircraft glazing
[AD-P003227] p 713 N84-26640
Validation of the MAGNA (Materially and Geometrically
Nonlinear Analysis) computer program for nonlinear finite
element analysis of aircraft transparency bird impact
[AD-P003229] p 723 N84-26642
MAGNA (Materially and Geometrically Nonlinear
Analysis) computer simulation of bird impact on the F-15
aircraft canopy
[AD-P003230] p733 N84-26643
Parametric studies of the T-38.student windshield using
the finite element of code MAGNA (Materially, and
Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis)
[AD-P003232] p 723 N84-26645
.Current problems and progress in transparency impact
analysis
[AD-P003233] . p 724 N84-26646
Status of new aerothermodynamic analysis tool for
high-temperature resistant transparencies
[AD-P003Z36] p724 N84-26649
Method for dynamically, recording distortion in a
transparency
[AD-D011209] p1011 N84-34707
TRANSPONDERS
Precision distance measuring equipment for the
. microwave landing system p 521 A84-32340
Harmonic radar cross-section of bistatic. nonlinear
responder • p917 A84-43686
An application of DME for measuring real time field
performance . p 868 AB4-44481
• Video processor for air traffic control beacon system
[NASA-CASE-KSC-11155-1] p 244 N84-15395
Cost analysis of Mode S data link avionics system for
'the low-performance general aviation aircraft community
[DOT/FAA/PM-83/38] p 694 N84-27735
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
Demand and concepts for satisfying this demand in the
case of transport helicopters for the 1990s
' p2 A84-11054
Flight decks of tha future - Technology explodes
• p55 A84-11074
Flow visualteation from the ground up —-for aircraft
fuselages
[AIAA PAPER 83-2691) . p 89 A84-13377
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TRANSPORT PROPERTIES SUBJECT INDEX
The role of modifications in the development of aviation
equipment — Russian book p117 A84-13489
The rise and change in airborne GRP
• - p85 A84-13805
Selection of efficient landing gear arrangements for
heavy aircraft based on concrete runways
pi 18 A84-14267
APU operational efficiency •
[MBB-UT-14-83-OE) p 128 A84-15194
Digital avionics in transport aircraft
p 185 AM-15989
8V 234 Commercial Chinook • First year of operation
p 180 A84-15991
Large aircraft frying qualities . p 224 A84-16680
A novel fuel conservation system approach for today's
transport aircraft p216 A84-16684
Flow field studies of a transport airplane
[AIAA PAPER 84-0012] p 155 A84-17831
Computational requirements for efficient engine
installation "
[AIAA PAPER 84-0120] p 196 A84-17893
Model reference adaptive control for a relaxed static
stability aircraft p 227 A84-19178
Beyond V1 - The dangers of high speed aborted
take-offs p 278 A84-20081
PAN AIR applications to aero-propulsion integration
p330 A84-24101
A method for predicting low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of transport aircraft p 330 A84-24102
An investigation of civil transport aft body drag using a
three-dimensional wake survey method .
[AIAA PAPER 84-0614] . p 331 A84-24198
Analysis of the influence of the load factor in planning
aircraft transport capacity p 342 A84-25192
Altitude/path-angle transitions in fuel-optimal problems
for transport aircraft p 349 A84-25486
4-D aircraft flight path management in real time
p349 A84-25506
A310/A300-600 electronic flight instrument system
p 443 A84-26800
'CRT displays in air transport cockpits - Experience to
date '" p443 A84-26805
Electrically signalled flight-control for civil aircraft
• ' ' p457 A84-28022
Progress towards better simulation of transport aircraft
p 467 A84-28253
New-fireworthy composites for use in transportation
vehicles p 472 A84-28873
Technology developments for laminar boundary layer
control on subsonic transport aircraft
p432 A84-29473
Research-technology needs for transport airplanes
[SAE PAPER 831554) p 435 A84-29640
Unsteady aerodynamics of rapidly moving flaps and
spoilers for the active-control reduction of gust and
maneuver loads
IDGLR PAPER 83-107] • p 408 A84-29670
Innovation in aircraft structures - Fifty years ago and
today
[AIAA PAPER 84-0840] p 501 A84-31627
Energy Efficient Transport - Technology in hand
p 526 A84-32697
Technology developments for laminar boundary layer
control on subsonic transport aircraft
p527 A84-33137
Winglet effects on the flutter ol twin-engine-transport
type wing
[AIAA PAPER 84-0905] p 594 A84-34907
• Composites for large transports - Facing the challenge
p678 A84-36797
Aerodynamic performance of acoustically suppressed
exhaust nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 84-1173] p 696 A84-36954
Research and the future evolution of aircraft
p 679 A84-37026
The commercial aircraft cockpit in-the year 2000
p 679 AS4-37028
Citation III bonded structure
- [AIAA PAPER 84-2244] p 637 A84-39287
Twin engined commercial operations
p672 A84-39710
Application of the clearways concept to the
determination of the maximum take-off weight
p767 A84-40047
The role of pilots and automation in future transport
flight stations - p 768 A84-41059
Transport aircraft - Progress and problems. I - From
flying boats to jets p 739 A84-41246
Optimal low-order flight critical pitch augmentation
control law for a transport airplane -
[AIAA PAPER 84-1911] p 896 A84-43483
Transport aircraft - Progress and problems -
p865 A84-43811
• The National Transonic Facility - A • research
perspective
[AIAA PAPER 84-2150] p 904 A84-44189
Improving the efficiency of smaller transport aircraft
p869 A84-44928
Variable wing camber control for civil transport aircraft
p869 A84-44955
Validation of a transonic analysis code for use in
preliminary design of advanced transport configurations
p832 A84r44971
New drag reduction methods for transport aircraft
p833 A84-44974
Structural certification of Airbus fin box in composite
.fibre construction p 871 A84-44976
Landing approach handling qualities of transport aircraft
with relaxed static stability p 899 A84-44978
Design procedure of an active Load Alleviation System
(LAS) p899 A84-44979
Design, 'development and management of the
SAAB-Fairchild 340 program p 871 AB4-44984
Wind tunnel test of a twin, rear propeller transport aircraft
configuration at low speeds p 871 A84-44999
Aerodynamic investigation on an adaptive airfoil for a
transonic transport aircraft p 835 A84-45024
Climb speed and rating optimisation
p874 A84-45045
Low speed twin engine simulation on a large scale
transport aircraft model in the DNW p 906 A84-45056
Acoustical design economic trade off for transport
aircraft ' p 939 A84-45068
Design integration of laminar flow control for transport
' aircraft p 874 AB4-45964
Improved air shipment of fruit reported this year
- p27 N84-10005
Vertical drop test of a transport fuselage section located
forward of the wing
[NASA-TM-85679] : p 80 N84-10611
Aeroelastic design of civil transports at the project
stage . p 52 N84-11120
The initial design of active control systems for a flexible
aircraft ' p68 N84-11125
Computational vortex flow aerodynamics
p 101 N84-12117
Evaluation of a total energy-rate sensor on a transport
airplane
[NASA-TP-2212] ' p 126 N84-12164
Auxiliary power units for wide-body aircraft
p 131 N84-12174
Some thoughts concerning large load-carrying
vehicles
[NASA-TM-85701] p 87 N84-13139
Aerodynamic characteristics, including effect of body
shape, of a Mach 6 aircraft concept
[NASA-TP-2235] p 107 N84-13164
Two decades of air carrier jet operation
p203 N84-15080
Redesign of cargo mobility containers.
[AD-A137396] ' p 343 N84-19312
SKETCH: A computer program for plotting a transport
airplane configuration in conceptual design
[VTH-LR-388] p 353 N84-19348
Experimental and analytical investigation of active loads
control for aircraft landing gear p 354 N84-19886
Large aircraft handling qualities p 461 N84-20570
Fuel efficient engines for large transport — aircraft
(PNR-90196) p537 N84-22580
llyushin design bureau achievements profiled
p 503 NB4-235S4
Fluid dynamic aspects of turbine engine testing
p 538 N84-23586
Fuel system design concepts for broad property fuels
p530 N84-23645
The use of Aral! in fuselage skins
IAD-B080831] p 596 N84-24572
Statistical approach to damage tolerance assessment
[SNIAS-832-111-112] p 596 N84-24575
Carbon structures on the wing of the regional transport
plane ATR-42
[SNIAS-832-111-113] • p 598 N84-25704
Windshield problems on UK operated transport sized
jet aircraft 1976 to 1982
[AD-PO03228] . p 686 N84-26641
In-flight investigation of landing approach frying qualities
of transport aircraft with relaxed static stability
[DFVLR-FB-84-11] p 704 N84-26706
EET theoretical design techniques
P687 N84-27666
New world records set by AN-72 transport
p 687 N84-27672
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project:
Current and advanced act control system definition
study
[NASA-CR-3545] ' p 704 N84-27744
Pressure distribution data from tests of 2.29-meter
(7.5-ft) span EET high-lift research model in Ungley 4-
by 7-meter tunnel
[ NASA-TM-83111] p 754 N84-28739
Wind tunnel tests of high-lift systems for advanced
transports using high-aspect-ratio supercritical wings
[NASA-CR-3523] p 755 N84-28742
Study on transport airplane unplanned water contact
[AD-A142092] p 761 N84-28764
Improving the efficiency of smaller transport aircraft
[NASA-TM-85992] p 772 N84-28780
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project:
Current and advanced act control system definition study.
Volume 2: Appendices
(NASA-CR-165631-VOL-2) p 789 N84-28803
Energy efficient engine program contributions to aircraft
fuel conservation
(NASA-TM-83741) p 783 N84-29876
Minimum-fuel, 3-dimensional flightpath guidance of
transfer jets
[NASA-TP-2326] p 903 N84-32394
Aircraft, ships, spacecraft, nuclear plants and quality
[OE84-013262] p 943 N84-33166
The handling and performance trials needed to dear
an aircraft to act as a receiver during air-to-air refuelling
p 977 N84-34405
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
The three-dimensional turbulence transport properties
in the boundary layers of conical body configurations at
Mach 3
[AIAA PAPER 84-1528] p 743 A84-40815
TRANSPORT VEHICLES
Technical and economic problems related to the use
of new types of transport vechicles — Russian book
p498 A84-30007
TRANSPORTATION
Skyship demonstration between Paris airports
p669 A84-37924
Research activities at the Institute for Aerospace
Studies, 1982 p 498 N84-22492
TRANSPORTATION NETWORKS
An economic analysis of new transport technology (using
equipment in air transport as an example)
p26 A84-11961
TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS
' A strength analysis of a fan-shaped wing with an
allowance made for temperature deformations and creep
deformations p 523 A84-30424
Indicial aerodynamic coefficients for trapezoidal wings
p834 A84-45009
TRAVELING WAVES
Waves on vortex cores and their relation to vortex
breakdown p 103 N84-12128
Vibration and flutter of mistimed bladed-disk
assemblies
[NASA-TM-83634] . p 563 N84-23923
TRIANGULATtON
Triangular extrapolation
[AD-A144660] p 1015 N84-35025
TRIBOLOGY
Status of understanding for gear materials
p 623 N84-25061
Status of understanding for seal materials
p624 N84-25062
TRITIUM
Evaluation of arctic test of tritium radioluminescent
lighting
[AD-A139176] p 523 N84-23619
TROPOSPHERE
The high altitude pollution program (1976 -1982)
[AD-A144390] p 1012 N84-34800
TS-11 AIRCRAFT
Dynamics of longitudinal motion of an aeroplane with
a deformable control system p63 A84-11998
TU-134 AIRCRAFT
Maintenance center for the aircraft type Tu-134
p 257 A84-19574
TU-154 AIRCRAFT
Qualification of a TUPOLJEW TU-1548-2 for landings
of CAT II operation p 853 A84-45067
TUBES
Flame radiation and liner heat transfer in a tubular-can
combustor . . .
[NASA-TM-83538] p 133 N84-13188
TUMBLING MOTION
Rail, tumble and windblast — during ejection
p24 A84-10741
Preliminary results of experimental and analytical
• investigations of the tumbling phenomenon for an
advanced configuration — X-29 research aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2108] p 788 A84-42376
TUNABLE LASERS
Airborne tunable diode laser system for trace gas
measurements p 881 A84-43305
TUNGSTEN
High temperature electronics technology
[AD-A143571] p 928 N84-32714
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TUNING
Model development and statistical investigation of
turbine blade mistuning p 533 A84-31905
Effects of structural coupling on mistuned cascade flutter
and response
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-117] p 618 A84-33701
Optimal mistuning for enhanced aeroelastic stability of
transonic fans
[NASA-CR-173179] p 299 N84-16180
Vibration and flutter of mistuned bladed-disk
assemblies
[NASA-TM-83634) p 563 N84-23923
TUNING FORK GYROSCOPES
Strapdown inertia! systems for tactical missiles using
mass unbalanced two-axis rate gyros
p594 N84-25696
TUPOLEV AIRCRAFT
Sov Air - The new wave p 974 A84-48552
TURBIDITY
A test of electroluminescent panels for a helicopter
emergency escape lighting system
[AD-A139478] p518 N84-23616
TURBINE BLADES
A prediction method for characteristics of cooled
transonic turbines with low aspect ratio and high load
p59 A84-12043
Automated jet engine turbine blade repair
p217 A84-17110
Efficient grid generation for axial turbomachinery
cascades
[AIAA PAPER 84-0071] p 157 A84-17859
The use of tests of goodness of fit during.an analysis
of fatigue data — for gas turbine blades
p218 A84-19179
Compatibility of transonic flows at thick trailing edge in
turbine blade row p 260 A84-19413
An investigation of the flow in turbine cascades with
off-design inlet angles. The pulsation characteristics of the
flow p 268 A84-22001
Investigation of the thermocyclic life of ZhS6U alloy in
the nonuniform thermostressed state
p 309 A84-22406
Investigation of random vibrations of aircraft engine
blades p 298 A84-22410
Film cooling effectiveness on a turbine blade
p 355 A84-23915
Correcting the impression of a die for molding blade
blanks for gas turbine engines p 381 A84-25559
Calculation of heat transfer coefficients tor turbine
profiles with allowance for surface curvature and high flow
turbulence • p 381 . A84-25561 .
Blade-to-blade calculation by finite • element -
Comparison of various approaches p 333 A84-25870
The development of an ODS turbine blade alloy
(INCONEL alloy MA 6000) for use in small gas turbine
engines — Oxide Dispersion Strengthened
p 470 A84-28326
A systematic computational design system for turbine
cascades, airfoil geometry and blade-to-blade analysis
[ASME PAPER 83-JPGC-GT-7] p 407 A84-28980
Twin airfoil blade in double circulating gas turbine
processes p 553 A84-30055
Cooled blades of gas turbines /Thermal design and
profiling/ — Russian book p 554 A84-30997
Some considerations in the thermal design of turbine
airfoil cooling systems p 533 A84-31317
Vibration modes of packeted bladed disks
p533 A84-31902
Model development and statistical investigation of
turbine blade mistuning p 533 A84-31905
Effects of structural coupling on mistuned cascade flutter
and response
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-117] p618 A84-33701
Method for determining stress intensity factors in blades
of gas turbine engines p619 A84-34129
Estimation of vibrational stressed state for GTE blades
' under random vibrations p619 A84-34133
Supercritical shafting for advanced model 250-C34
engine
[AIAA PAPER 84-1501] p 697 A84-36987
On the design of horizontal axis two-bladed hinged wind
turbines p 730 A84-37127
Estimation of deformation kinetics of GTE blades in
conditions of low-frequency temperature and
high-frequency mechanical loads p717 A84-37369
Flow analysis in the exit plane of high turning-angle
turbine blades p 655 A84-38485
Improved design of subcritical and supercritical
cascades, using complex characteristics and
boundary-layer correction p 656 A84-38839
Performance of a high-work low aspect ratio turbine
tested with a realistic inlet radial temperature profile
[ AIAA PAPER 84-1161 ] p 777 AB4-40239
Base flow measurements in a transonic cascade using
a laser transit anemometer p 744 A84-40862
Three-dimensional structure and decay of vortices
behind an axial flow rotating blade row
[ASME PAPER 83-GTJ-21 ] p 748 A84-41631
On the theory of the Wells turbine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-5] p 748 A84-41636
Vibrations of bladed disk assemblies; Proceedings of
the Ninth Biennial Conference on Mechanical Vibration
and Noise. Dearborn, Ml, September 11-14, 1983
p806 A84-42415
Frequencies and mode shapes of rotating bladed
axisymmetric structures - Application to a jet engine
p780 A84-42416
Free and forced vibration of turbine blades
p 780 A84-42417
Electron Beam Physical Vapor Deposition process for
coating gas turbine airfoils p 798 A84-42652
Vapor phase aluminizing to protect turbine airfoils
p 798 A84-42653
. Application of streamline iteration and relative flow field
methods to the calculation of the subsonic flow field of
S1 stream surface of turbomachinery
p826 A84-43316
The time-dependent finite element method for
calculating transonic flow field in turbomachinery
cascade p 826 A84-43317
A simple method for solving three-dimensional inverse
problems of turbomachines flow and annular constraint
condition p 827 A84-43346
Structural dynamics of rotating bladed-disk assemblies
coupled with flexible shaft motions p 889 A84-44645
An analysis of trends in the development of blade cooling
systems for the high-temperature turbines of some
foreign-made gas-turbine aircraft engines
p891 A84-45823
The Integrated Blade Inspection System (IBIS) - Program
review and status p 922 A84-46345
Influence of adiabatic shear bands on the fatigue
strength of a titanium alloy p914 A84-46513
• Quasi-three-dimensional flow of a gas in the blade ring
of a turbo-machine p 950 A84-46850
• The prediction of flow through leading edge holes in a
film cooled airfoil with and without inserts
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-4] p 1000 A84-46876
The inverse design of internally cooled turbine blades
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-7] p 950 A84-46878
Computation of transonic flows in and about turbine
cascades with viscous effects
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-18] p 950 A84-46885
Numerical flow analysis of fully three-dimensional turbine
cascades
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-19] p 950 A84-46886
Design of highly loaded blade profiles using an iterative
inverse-direct computational procedure
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-22] " p 950 A84-46887
Film cooling on a gas turbine blade near the end wall
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-42] p 980 A84-46903
An inviscid blade-to-blade prediction of a
wake-generated unsteady flow
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-43) p 952 A84-46904
Cooling characteristics of film-cooled turbine blades
' [ASME PAPER 84-GT-73] p 1002 A84-46918
Recent progress in the understanding of basic aspects
of secondary flows in turbine blade passages
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-78] p 952 A84-46921
Effect of new blade cooling system with minimized gas
temperature dilution on gas turbine performance
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-89] p 1002 A84-46931
. Performance comparison between transpiration air
cooled turbine 3000 F (1649 C) stator vanes and solid
uncooled vanes
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-121] p 1003 A84-46953
The interaction between mistuning and friction in the
forced response of bladed disk assemblies
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-139] p 1003 A84-46957
Experimental studies of deposition by electrostatic
charge on turbine blades
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-159] p 1004 A84-46966
Use of an inverse method for the design of high efficiency
compressor and turbine blades with large change in
radius
[ASME.PAPER 84-GT-167] p 953 A84-46971
. An experimental investigation into the effect of wakes
on the unsteady turbine rotor flow
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-178] p 953 A84-46979
Boundary-layer transition and separation near the
leading edge of a high-speed turbine blade
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-179] p 954 A84-46980
Full coverage discrete hole wall cooling - Cooling
effectiveness
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-212] p 1005 A84-47001
Airfoil heat transfer calculation using a low.Reynolds
number version of a two-equation turbulence model
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-261] p 1005 A84-47032
Energy losses in multirow jet cooling of the leading edge
of turbine blades p 986 A84-47558
A study of the effect of transverse flow at the outlet of
perforations on heat transfer inside the perforations
p 1007 A84-47578
A combined method for solving the direct problem of
the hydrodynamics of the airfoil cascades of
turbomachines p 1007 A84-48000
Rotating-boom facility for evaluation of wind
characteristics approaching a wind-turbine blade
[DE83-013117] p73 N84-10107
Development of strain tolerant thermal barrier coating
systems, tasks 1 - 3
(NASA-CR-168251 ] p 140 N84-12312
' A graphics subsystem retrofit design for the bladed-disk
data acquisition system
[NASA-TM-83510] p 143 N84-12730
Blade loss transient dynamics analysis with flexible
bladed disk
[NASA-CR-168176] . p 134 N84-13193
Film cooling on a gas turbine blade near the end wall
[AD-A138794] p 536 N84-22569
Effect of rotation on thermal state of runner blade
through effect on heat transfer on coolant side
p 538 N84-22787
Performance of a high-work low aspect ration turbine
tested with a realistic inlet radial temperature profile
[NASA-TM-83655] p 607 N84-24589
The generation of higher levels of turbulence in the test
section of the high speed cascade wind tunnel at Brunswick
for simulation of turbomachinery conditions
[ESA-TT-815] • p 586 N84-25654
Estimating thermal fatigue strength of prototype blades
in gas turbine engine p 701' N84-26906
Energy efficient engine high-pressure turbine supersonic
cascade technology report
[NASA-CR-165567] p 701 N84-27739
Energy efficient engine high-pressure turbine detailed
design report
[NASA-CR-165608] p 781 N84-28788
Detailed flow measurements in casing boundary layer
. of 429-meter-per-second-tip-speed two-stage fan
[NASA-TP-2052] p 782 N84-28795
The initial mechanical design of hot gas turbine blading
using limited information
[PNR-90183] p 808 N84-29234
Nonlinear analysis for high-temperature composites:
Turbine blades/vanes p 927 N84-31699
Jet spoiler arrangement for wind turbine
[DE84-011303] p 932 N84-31787
Turbine blade and vane heat flux sensor development,
phase 1
(NASA-CR-168297) p 929 N84-32790
Potential of metal-matrix composites as superalloy
substitutes • p997 N84-33474
TURBINE ENGINES
Electronic control of aircraft turbine engine
p 128 A84-14095
Evolution of Turbomeca's turbine engines control
systems or Digital electronics - Why and how? •
p 296 A84-19627
Europeans stress turboshaft efficiency
p 296 A84-20139
The effect of the microstructure on slow crack
propagation and the mechanical properties of hot-pressed
silicon nitride between room temperature and 1500 C --
German thesis p 308 A84-22237
Application of laser anemometry in turbine engine
research . p315 A84-22872
The application of turbine bypass engines to high
performance V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2512] p 299 AB4-22925
Full authority digital control for a small turbine helicopter
engine
[SAE PAPER 831476] p 451 A84-29455
Small turbine technology - Challenges in the 80's
p 451 A84-29461
Designing reliability into an air turbine starter
[SAE PAPER 831541] p 452 A84-29466
Analysis and calculation of vibration response induced
by inflow distortion in the first-stage compressor blading
of turbo-engine p 533 A84-31784
Regenerative Interceded Turbine Engine (RITE) study
[AIAA PAPER 84-1267] p 602 A84-35153
Development of a supersonic turbine stage for the HM60
engine — to improve Ariane Launch' Vehicle
performance
[AIAA PAPER 84-1464] p 709 A84-36984
Surface layer activation technique for monitoring and
in-situ wear measurement of turbine components
[AIAA PAPER 84-1410] p 698 A84-37652
Hot isostatic pressing for the repair of hot section turbine
parts p 710 A84-38808
Performance of a high-work low aspect ratio turbine
tested with a realistic inlet radial temperature profile
[AIAA PAPER 84-1161 ] p 777 A84-40239
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Supersonic STOVL aircraft with turbine
bypass/turbo-compressor engines
(AIAA PAPER 84-1403] p 778 A84-40247
Optimization of fringe-type laser anemometers for
turbine engine component testing
[AIAA PAPER 84-1459) p 804 A84-40248
The aerodynamic design and performance of the
NASA/GE E3 low pressure turbine
[ AIAA PAPER 84-1162 ] p 888 A84-44186
The effect of secondary flow taps on the characteristics
of a two-stage section with partial stages
p 921 A84-4S821
Convertible engines for Fold Tilt Rotor aircraft and ABC
rotorcraft p 892 A84-46356
The MIT blowdown turbine facility
IASMEPAPER84-GT-116] p 992 A84-46950
Certain characteristics of the operation of bypass
engines with the afterburner on p 986 A84-47560
Energy efficient engine: Flight propulsion system,
preliminary analysis and design update
[ NASA-CR-167980 J p 61 N84-11170
Application of laser anemometry in turbine engine
research
[NASA-TM-83513] p 81 N84-11456
A generalized computer code for developing dynamic
gas turbine engine models (DIGTEM)
[NASA-TM-83508] p 130 N84-12166
Progress on ultrasonic flaw sizing in turbine-engine rotor
components: Bore and web geometries
(DE83-018081J p 130 N84-12167
Range and endurance of jet-engined airplanes at
constant altitude
[REPT-83-A1-SER-A] p 124 N84-13175
Blade loss transient dynamics analysis with flexible
bladed disk
[NASA-CR-168176) p 134 N84-13193
Characterization of ceramic vane materials for 10KW
turboaltemator
[AD-A13250S] p 134 N84-13196
PREWATE: An interactive preprocessing computer
code to the Weight Analysis of Turbine Engines (WATE)
computer code
[NASA-TM-83545] p 144 N84-13812
Aerothermal modeling. Executive summary
[NASA-CR-168330] p 220 N84-15152
Turbine engine lubricant reclamation
[AD-A135926] p 375 N84-18410
Variable staler radial turbine
[NASA-CR-174663] p 538 N84-22568
Fluid dynamic aspects of turbine engine tasting
p538 N84-23586
Lewis Research Center spin rig and Its use in vibration
analysis of rotating systems
[NASA-TP-2304] p 605 N84-24578
Rotorcraft contingency power study
[NASA-CR-174675] p 605 N64-24580
Supersonic STOVL aircraft with turbine
bypass/turbo-compressor engines
[NASA-TM-83686] p 606 N84-24582
Performance of a high-work low aspect ration turbine
tested with a realistic inlet radial temperature profile
[NASA-TM-83655] p 607 N84-24589
Optimization of fringe-type laser anemometers for
turbine engine component testing
(NASA-TM-83658) p 623 N84-25019
Study of effects of fuel properties in turbine-powered
business aircraft
[NASA-CR-174627] p617 N84-25854
Energy efficient engine high-pressure turbine supersonic
cascade technology report
[NASA-CR-165567] p 701 N84-27739
Energy efficient engine high-pressure turbine detailed
design report
[NASA-CR. 165608] p 781 N84-28788
Response of a small-turboshaft-engine compression
system to inlet temperature distortion
[NASA-TM-83765] p 988 N84-33414
Manufacturing developments to reduce strategic
materials usage p 1008 N84-33475
TURBINE EXHAUST NOZZLES
Selecting exhaust mixers for turbofan engines
p 358 A64-25579
Oxide dispersion strengthened materials in advanced
gas turbine engines - Inconel alloy MA 754 vanes
p 471 A84-28338
Medium speed V/STOL propulsion installation losses
Comparison of prediction and model test data
[SAE PAPER 831494] p 433 A84-29533
Experimental study of the flow field behind an annular
turbine nozzle guide vane with and without downstream
rotor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-15] p 950 A84-46884
TURBINE INSTRUMENTS
AIR 1828 - A guide to gas turbine engine oil system
monitoring
[SAE PAPER 831477] p 451 A84-29456
Measuring turbine engine inlet total temperature
problems and solutions
[AIAA PAPER 84-1457] p 604 A84-35222
TURBINE PUMPS
A study of pump cavitation damage — space shuttle
main engine high pressure oxidizer turbopump
[NASA-CR-170992] p 483 N84-20783
Industrial and marine engine derivatives: A spin-off from
aviation — gas turbine engines
[PNR-90197] p 537 N84-22581
TURBINE WHEELS
Compression structured ceramic turbine rotor concept
p58 A84-11668
Aerodynamic forces arising in the blade passages of
turbomachine impellers p 16 A84-12172
Rotor dynamical instability: Proceedings of the Applied
Mechanics, Bioengineering, and Fluids Engineering
Conference, Houston, TX, June 20-22, 1983
p 141 A84-13226
A study of the vibrations of the blower rotors of
gas-turbine engines during changes in the conditions at
the engine inlet p 128 A84-13958
Excitation of vibrations in the fan impellers of aircraft
gas turbine engines p 356 A84-24770
The effect of the setting angle of jet-cooling nozzles
on the temperature and stressed state of a turbine disk
p 357 A84-25572
NASTRAN forced vibration analysis of rotating cyclic
structures
[ASME PAPER 83-DET-20] p 480 A84-29103
Composite casting/bonding construction of an
air-cooled, high temperature radial turbine wheel
[SAE PAPER 831519] p 480 A84-29462
Ceramic application in gas turbine engines
[SAE PAPER 831520] p 451 A84-29463
Vibration modes of packeted bladed disks
pS33 A84-31902
Model development and statistical investigation of
turbine blade mistuning p 533 • A84-31905
Maximum resonant response of mistuned bladed disks
p557 A84-31907
The effect of cyclic overloads on the long-term strength
of a gas-turbine disk alloy p 711 A84.39488
The use of Image derotated holographic interferometry
in studying the resonant response of gas turbine engine
bladed-disk pB06 AS4-42406
Vibrations of bladed disk assemblies; Proceedings of
the Ninth Biennial Conference on Mechanical Vibration
and Noise, Dearborn. Ml, September 11-14, 1983
P806 A84-42415
Turborotor hybrid gas turbine two-phase engine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-231] p 1005 AS4-47011
Experimental determination of gap flow-conditioned
forces at turbine stages and their effect on the running
stability of simple rotors
[NASA-TM-77293] p 246 N84-15553
Optimal mistuning for enhanced aeroelastic stability of
transonic fans
[NASA-CR-173179] p 299 N84-16180
A fundamental study of relation between the velocity
fields far upstream of. at and far downstream of a a rotor
disk in a shear flow — wind turbine flow
[FFA-136] p 726 N84-27006
TURBINES
A new bench for calibration of nacelles equipped for
blowing turbines (IPS) and ejector trials
[ONERA. TP NO. 1983-118] p 138 A84-13631
Evaluation of the variable reluctance transducer/carrier
amplifier method of measuring low pneumatic pressures
in aerodynamic and propulsion testing
[AD-A130695] p 79 NB4-10546
A critical review of the short crack problem in fatigue
[AD-A131349] p81 N84-11516
Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board: Aeronautics
Assessment Committee
[NASA-TM-85594] p 559 N84-22771
Energy efficient engine: Low-pressure turbine subsonic
cascade component development and integration
program
[NASA-CR-165592] p 701 N84-27738
Energy efficient engine: Turbine intermediate case and
low-pressure turbine component test hardware detailed
design report
[NASA-CR-167973] p 781 N84-28789
Properties of aircraft fuels and related materials
[AD-A141068] p801 N84-29019
TURBOCOMPRESSORS
Three-dimensional flowfield inside a low-speed axial flow
compressor rotor p 90 A84-13574
Compressor response to periodic pressure fluctuation's
[ONERA, TP NO. 1983-136] p91 A84-13647
Acoustic resonances and blade vibration in axial flow
compressors . p 356 A84-24565
An evaluation of the effect of the circumferential
inhomogeneity of the total pressure field of the inlet flow
on the parameters of an axial-flow compressor
p332 A84-25565
An approach to the design of a surge protection device
for the compressor of a gas turbine engine
p 358 A84-25580
Broadband noise of turbofan compressors - Potential
role of inertia) waves due to rotating flows — French
thesis p393 A84-25816
The theory of aircraft engines: The theory of rotating
machines — Russian book p 449 A84-28699
Axial feedback in supersonic compressor stages with
constant and variable impeller geometry
[DGLR PAPER 83-151] p 408 A84-29688
A study on the between-stage flow pattern of an
axial-flow compressor with inlet distortion - Calculation
method for and experimental research on inlet distortion
transmission .'. p 576 A84-35018
Axial flow compressor performance deterioration
[AIAA PAPER 84-1208] p 601 A84-35133
Advanced turbofan concept with regenerator and
inter-cooled compressor
[AIAA PAPER 84-1270] p 602 A84-35154
Response of an axial compressor to distorted inlet
flow
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-13] p717 A84-37532
First stage stator vane unsteady aerodynamic response
in a multi-stage compressor
[AIAA PAPER 84-1209] p 643 A84-37634
Effects of compressor hub treatment on stator stall and
pressure rise p 699 A84-37930
Problems of failure analysis, taking into account the
example of a destroyed axial-flow compressor
p 722 A84-39498
Supersonic STOVL aircraft with turbine
bypass/turbo-compressor engines
[AIAA PAPER 84-1403] p 778 A64-40247
An experimental study of rotating stall in a multistage
axial-flow compressor
[ASME PAPER 83-GTJ-20] p 748 A84-41630
Influence of dihedral on the secondary flow in a
two-dimensional compressor cascade
[ASME PAPER 83-GTJ-12] p 748 A84-41632
Blockage in axial compressors p 748 A84-41643
Modal analysis and parameter Identification for twisted
compressor blades by means of impulse excitation
p807 A84-42419
Compressor response to periodic transients
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-94] p 890 A84-44992
Inlet distortion and compressor behaviour
p 836 A84-45037
Maximum loading capability of axial flow compressors
p 891 A84-45961
Study of supercharger turbocompressors — French
thesis p 1000 A84-46759
Computation of potential flow on S2 stream surface for
a transonic axial-flow compressor rotor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-30] p 951 A84-46894
A numerical study of three-dimensional flow separation
and wake development in an axial compressor rotor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-34] p 951 A84-46898
Inlet boundary layer effects in an axial compressor rotor.
I Blade-to-blade effects
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-84] p 953 A84-46926
Inlet boundary layer effects in an axial compressor rotor.
II - Throughflow effects
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-85] p 953 A84-46927
Axial compressor stator aerodynamics
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-90] p 953 A84-46932
Stalled flow performance 'for axial compressors. I
Axisymmetric characteristic
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-93] p 1003 A84-46935
Stalled flow performance for axial compressors. II -
Rotating stall characteristic
[ASME PAPER 64-GT-120] p 1003 A84-46952
Loss reduction in axial-flow compressors through
low-speed model testing
(ASME PAPER 84-GT-184] p 954 AB4-46985
Axial compressor performance restoration by blade
profile control
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-232] p 983 A84-47012
Mass flow limitation of supersonic blade rows due to
leading edge blockage
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-233] p 956 A84-47013
Relative flow structure at exit from an axial compressor
rotor in rotating stall
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-240) p 984 A84-47017
The effects of freestream turbulence on the profile
boundary layer and losses in a compressor cascade
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-242] p 956 A84-47019
Computation of secondary flows in an axial flow
compressor including invisctd and viscous flow
computation
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-244] p 957 A84-47021
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Comparison of controlled diffusion airioiis with
conventional NACA 65 airfoils developed for staler blade
application in a multistage axial compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-246] p 957 A84-47023
Simplified method for flow analysis and performance
calculation through an axial compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-250] p 957 A84-47026
Theoretical and experimental determination of the
transfer function of a compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-283] p 985 A84-47042
Certain characteristics of the operation of bypass
engines with the afterburner on p 986 A84-47560
A study of a (low control device in the form of a circular
groove in the casing of a compressor
p 986 A84-47572
Optical blade vibration measurements of axial-flow
compressor P 1008 A84-49585
Aerodynamics of advanced axial-flow turbomachinery
[AD-A131360] p60 N84-10073
Transonic flow over an isolated profile and through a
cascade of blade. Phenomenological analysis
p 175 N84-14118
Experimental methods in compressor noise studies —
jet engine tone noise p 254 N84-15028
• Design procedures for compressor blades
[NASA-TM-77085] p 246 N84-15552
Application of an inviscid-viscous interaction method to
transonic compressor cascades p 300 NS4-16190
A viscid inviscid interaction procedure for two
dimensional cascades p300 NB4-16191
End-wall boundary layer calculations in multistage axial
compressors P 301 N84-16205
Experimental and theoretical studies of parietal viscous
boundaries in a single stage transonic compressor
p301 N34-16206
Flow measurements in the staler row of a single-stage
transonic axial-flow compressor with controlled diffusion
stator blades p 302 N84-16209
Experimental verification of an endwall boundary layer
prediction method p302 N84-16211
Secondary flow spanwise deviation model for the stators
of NASA middle compressor stages
[NASA-CR-173360] p 358 N84-18202
Advanced turbocharger design study program
[NASA-CR-174633] p 486 N84-21879
Combustor liner construction
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14035-1] p 605 N84-24577
Supersonic STOVL aircraft with turbine
bypass/turbo-compressor engines
[NASA-TM-83686J p 606 N84-24582
Cold-air performance of compressor-drive turbine of
department of energy upgraded automobile gas turbine
engine. 3: Performance of redesigned turbine
[NASA-TM-83627] p 585 N84-25644
Theory of rotating stall of multistage axial
compressors P 625 N84-25964
Unsteady Flow in Turbomachines, volume 2
[VKI-LS-1984-02-VOL-2] p 626 N84-25965
Encounters With surge p626 N84-25966
Structure of rotating stall cells. Part 1: Absolute
motion p 626 N84-25967
Numerical aspects of unsteady flow calculations
p 626 N84-25968
Surge prediction in industrial compressors
p 626 N84-25969
Structure of rotating stall cells. Part 2: Relative
motion p 626 • N84-25970
Determination of the stable operating conditions of an
axial flow compressor p 626 N84-25971
Unsteady interactions in supersonic compressor
Stages p 626 N84-25972
Aerodynamic design and performance of a two-stage,
axial-flow compressor (Baseline)
[AD-A141796] p782 N84-28798
PURDU-WINCOF: A computer code for establishing
the performance of a fan-compressor unit with water
ingestion
[NASA-CR.168005] p 783 N84-29875
Positive displacement compounding of a heavy duty
diesel engine
[NASA-CR-168286] p 926 N84-31641
Investigation of the three-dimensional flow field within
a transonic fan rotor: Experiment and analysis
[NASA-TM-83739] p 850 N84-32357
Diesel engine catalytic combustor system — aircraft
engines
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12995-1] p 1010 N84-33808
TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
Electronic fuel controls for executive jet aircraft
[SAE PAPER 831478) p 451 A84-29457
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Response of a small-turboshaft-engine compression
system to inlet temperature distortion
• [NASA-TM-83765] p 988 N84-33414
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Status of wind-turbine wakes research in the federal
wind energy program
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The initial design of active control systems for a flexible
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Acoustic streaming 'as a mechanism of the
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Theoretical modelling of three-dimensional vortex flows
in aerodynamics p 101 N84-12116
Frequency-shaped estimation and robust controller
design for aircraft flight control in wind disturbances
p227 N84-14154
Some comments on the hazards associated with
manoeuvring flight in severe turbulence at high speed and
low altitude p 228 N84-15089
Reconfigurable multivariable control law for commercial
airplane using a direct digital output feedback design
[NASA-TM-65759] p 362 N84-18206
The cumulative exceedance distribution for
accelerations due to turbulence encountered by a CT/4A
air trainer
[AD-A135640] .. p 363 N84-18211
Numerical simulation of the tip vortex off a
low-aspect-ratio wing at transonic speed
[NASA-TM-85932] p 510 N84-22535
Definition, sources and lowest possible levels of
wind-tunnel turbulence p 562 N84-23576
' An evaluation of factors affecting the flow quality in wind
tunnels p 562 N84-23577
. Aeroacoustic noise measurements in wind tunnel
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Aerodynamic forces on an airship hull in atmospheric
turbulence
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A model for reaction rates in turbulent reacting flows
[NASA-TM-85746] p 540 N84-23650
Reynolds number effects on pressure loss • and
turbulence characteristics of four tube-bundle heat
exchangers
[NASA-TM-85807] p 585 N84-25645
The generation of higher levels of turbulence in the test
section of the high speed cascade wind tunnel at Brunswick
for simulation of turbomachinery conditions
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' Multi-length scale turbulence models
[AD-A140527] • p 627 N84-25997
Evaluation of aerodynamic admittance of a model bridge
oscillating with vertical motion
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The aerodynamic admittance of model bridges
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radar systems with ground-based doppler radar systems
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[NASA-CR-3791] '' p 758 N84-29854
A method for three-dimensional modeling of wind-shear
environments for flight simulator applications
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Flapping-torsional response of helicopter rotor blades
' to turbulence excitation p 878 N84-31110
Description and prediction of transition in
two-dimensional, incompressible flow.
p 1009 N84-33758
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Effects of wind tunnel turbulence on test results. I
Problematic, planned investigations, turbulence in level
flow: Discussion issue ' ' p 70 A84-10558
Effect of wind tunnel turbulence on model test results.
II Comparative tests in German 3-m wind tunnels
p70 A84-10559
Effect of increased turbulence on the flow around a
transonic profile ' p 11 A84-10560
Effects of atmospheric turbulence on a quadrotor heavy
lift airship p118 A84-14735
Visualization of gust gradients and aircraft response as
measured by the NASA B-57B aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0112] , p 181 A84-17888
Aircraft parameter estimation with non-rational
turbulence model . p 227 A84-18629
Performance comparison of straight and curved
diffusers . " p 171 A84-18648
The effect of turbulence on heat transfer near a
stagnation point ' ' p 260 A84-19556
An aircraft encounter with a tornado
p 487 A84-28251
Atmospheric turbulence: Models and methods for
engineering applications — Book p 487 A84-29006
Body-turbulence interaction
[AIAA PAPER 84-1527] p 647 A84-37953
The effect of freestream turbulence on pressure
fluctuations in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1581] p 649 A84-37984
Effects of small-scale, high intensity inlet turbulence on
flow in a two-dimensional diffuser p 654 A84-38360
Analysis of the nature and cause of turbulence upset
using airline flight records ' p 851' A84-44468
On the influence of atmospheric disturbances on aircraft
aerodynamics p 645 A84-46191
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The boundary layer on an axisymmetric body with and
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Computer solutions of Navier-Stokes equations for
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Calculation of the boundary layer of profiles for flows
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A theoretical and experimental investigation of a
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Three-dimensional turbulent boundary-layer
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interaction
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Experimental studies on two dimensional shock
boundary layer interactions
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boundary-layer interaction
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Noise intensity and spectrum in a turbulent boundary
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The spectrum of spatial correlations of turbulent
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Numerical simulation of 3-D shock-turbulent boundary
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Experimental and computational study of roughness
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Turbulent boundary-layer relaxation with application to
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The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model for
two-dimensional shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions
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boundary-layer interactions
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The three-dimensional turbulence transport properties
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Turbulent boundary layer behind constant velocity shock
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The influence of surface compliance on the production
of sound by a turbulent boundary layer
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Radiative and convective heat transfer interactions in
the three-dimensional compressible hypersonic turbulent
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p744 A84-41165
Structure of a high-Reynolds-number turbulent wake in
supersonic flow p 749 AS4-41806
Determination of the parameters of a boundary layer
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The structure of turbulence in a supersonic
shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction
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New drag reduction methods for transport aircraft
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Numerical simulation of unsteady flow in a ramjet inlet
. p836 A84-45038
Effect of Reynolds number on upper cowl flow
separation ' p 837 A84-45051
The interaction of a shock wave and a turbulent boundary
layer and its control
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-27] p 837 AS4-45177
Similarity criteria for the spectra of wall pressure
fluctuations in a turbulent boundary layer
p 921 A84-45983
Two dimensional turbulent boundary layers over rigid
and moving swept wavy surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-1530] p 843 A84-46110
Experimental studies of quasi-two-dimensional and
three-dimensional viscous interaction regions induced by
skewed-shock and swept-shock boundary layer
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 84-1677] p 845 A84-46126
An experimental study of the compressor rotor blade
boundary layer
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-193] p 954 A84-46991
- The effects of freestream turbulence on the profile
boundary layer and losses in a compressor cascade
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-242] p 956 A84-47019
• Airfoil heat transfer calculation using a low Reynolds
number version of a two-equation turbulence model
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-261 ] p 1005 A84-47032
A study of transonic normal shock wave-turbulent
boundary layer interactions in axisymmetric internal flow
p 16 N84-10015
Transonic airfoil development p 95 N84-12076
A theoretical and experimental investigation of a
transonic projectile flow field
[AD-A131938] p 97 N84-12094
Study of turbulent flow in a wing-fuselage type
juncture P 176 NS4-14128
A model of the trailing edge separation on an airfoil
[AD-A126703] P 179 NS4-15125
Turbulent shear flows — conferences
[VKI-LS-1983-03] p 245 N84-15448
Doppler lidar signal and turbulence study
[NASA-CR-170976] p318 N84-17574
An experimental study of the properties of surface
pressure fluctuations in strong adverse pressure gradient
turbulent boundary layers
[NASA-CR-175410] p410 N84-20488
The present calculation method of adhering layers on
aircraft wings
[AD-A137585] p411 N84-20496
Aerodynamic sound generation by turbulent boundary
layer flow along solid and compliant walls
[MPIS-116/1983] p566 N84-23239
Nonadiabatic model wall effects on transonic airfoil
performance in a cryogenic wind tunnel
p 562 N84-23579
The generation of higher levels of turbulence in the test
section of the high speed cascade wind tunnel at Brunswick
for simulation of turbomachinery conditions
[ESA-TT-815] p 586 N84-25654
Three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers at
bielliptical bodies in stream of compressible gas at some
angle of attack p 725 N84-26936
On the evaluation of boundary layer measurements on
boattailed bodies of revolution in axisymmetric
compressible subsonic flow
[DFVLR-FB-84-09] p 728 N84-28010
Experimental studies of flow separation of three airfoils
at low speeds
[NASA-CR-3530] p 754 NB4-28736
Numerical simulation of boundary-layer transition
[NASA-TM-85984] p 756 N84-28746
Three-dimensional unsteady viscous flow analysis over
airfoil sections
[NASA-CR-172368] p 808 N84-29152
Interference drag in a simulated wing-fuselage
juncture
[NASA-CR-3811] p 758 N84-29853
Calculation of boundary layers of oscillating airfoils
[NASA-TM-85943] p 926 N84-31554
Aerodynamic heating computations for projectiles.
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of the ABRES shape change code (PLNRASCC)
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TURBULENT FLOW
Measurements of attached and separated turbulent
flows in the trailing-edge regions of airfoils
p7 A84-10097
Numerical simulation of turbulent trailing edge flows
p 7 A84-10098
Numerical study of the turbulent flow past an airfoil with
trailing edge separation p 10 A84-10134
Applicability of the independence principle to subsonic
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Nose shape effects on turbulence in the separated and
reattached flow over blunt flat plates p 93 A84-14754
The engineering computational method for the pressure
and heat transfer distribution of supersonic turbulent flow
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p94 A84-15259
Experiments and computation on two-dimensional
turbulent flow over a backward facing step — for
solid-fueled ramjets
[AIAA PAPER 84-0013] p 155 A84-17832
Calculation of steady and oscillating airfoil flow fields
via the Navier Stokes equations
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Turbulence measurements in two
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Turbulence-shock wave and turbulence-expansion
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The structure of turbulence of a corner flow
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The effect of turbulence on heat transfer near a
stagnation point p 260 A84-19556
Pressure field induced on an airfoil by an unsteady
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Multidimensional turbulent combustion - Analysis,
applications and limitations
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Vortices and turbulence (The 23rd Lanchester Memorial
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in moving media. I - General theory. II - Noise from a
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A comparative study of the parabolized Navier-Stokes
code using various grid-generation techniques
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Close-coupled canard-wing vortex interaction
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Aeroacoustics of turbulent shear flows
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Turbulent flow over vehicles at angle of attack
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NASA's B-57B Gust Gradient Program
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Numerical studies of the deposition of material released
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The present calculation method ol adhering layers on
aircraft wings
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An investigation of turbulence mechanisms in V/STOL
upwash flow fields
[AD-A137775] p411 N84-20498
Numerical modeling of turbulent flow
p 482 N84-20538
Application of laser velocimetry to unsteady flows in large
scale high speed tunnels
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Effect of a rotor wake on heat transfer from a circular
cylinder
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Broadband rotor noise analyses
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Preliminary investigation of a two-zone swirl flow
combustor
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Turbulent diffuser flow studies related to the design of
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Physical aspects of computing the flow of a viscous
fluid
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A model for reaction rates in turbulent reacting flows
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A spatial model of wind shear and turbulence for flight
simulation
[NASA-TP-2313] p 564 N84-24044
A review of internal combustion engine combustion
chamber process studies at NASA Lewis Research
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The boundary layer on compressor cascade blades
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Fluid forces on a rigid cylinder in turbulent crossflow
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Multi-length scale turbulence models
[AD-A140527] p 627 N84-25997
Control of separated flowfields using forced
unsteadiness p 661 N84-26654
Solution of 3-dimensional time-dependent viscous flows.
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The aerodynamic admittance of model bridges
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Aerodynamic heating computations for projectiles.
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Experimental investigation of shock-cell noise reduction
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Control of jet flowfield dynamics
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An experimental study of local heat transfer in a turbulent
boundary layer at supersonic velocities
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A study of heat transfer in stall-free plane diffuser
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A conditional-sampling study of the interaction of two
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Turbulent heat transport in circular ducts with
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Numerical solutions for flow and heat transfer of a plane
turbulent oblique impinging jet p 804 A84-40667
Airfoil heat transfer calculation using a low Reynolds
number version of a two-equation turbulence model
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Effects of airplane flight speed on the turbulence and
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Interaction region of a two-dimensional turbulent plane
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noise
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noise . . . p320 A84-21161
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Turbulent jet flow in a duct with a circulation zone
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Triple correlation of the pressure fluctuations in a
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Aeroacoustic characteristics of acoustically excited
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aeroacoustic characteristics of a jet p 494 A84-28805
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swirling air flow
[NASA-CR-3832] p 988 N84-33412
TURBULENT WAKES
Three-dimensional wake of a swept wing
[ONERA, TP NO. 1983-9] p8 A84.10102,
The structure of a two-dimensional, supersonic, high
Reynolds number turbulent wake p 170 A84-18352
The turbulent wake behind an axisymmetric body and
its interaction with the external turbulence
p 170 A84-18358
Turbulent flow near the trailing edge of a plate at zero
angle of attack p 260 A84-19553
Disturbance of a planar turbulent wake by a compression
shock p 263 A84-20841
Periodic vortex shedding in the supersonic wake of a
planar plate p 263 A84-20842
The structure of the large eddies in fully developed
turbulent shear flows. II - The plane wake •
p266 A84-21393
Formation of coherent structures in a turbulent wake
under acoustic excitation p 378 A84-23319
Velocity characteristics in the turbulent near wakes of
confined axisymmetric bluff bodies p 403 A84-26883
Pressure and velocity fields induced by vortex shedding
in a turbulent wake p 406 A84-28147
A conditional-sampling study of the interaction of two
turbulent wakes p 557 A84-32600
First experimental evidence of vortex splitting
P580 A84-35876
Measurements of the 3D turbulent flow behind a
propeller in a shear flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1676] p 653 A84-38052
Numerical simulation of axisymmetric base flow on
tactical missiles with propulsive jet •
|AIAA PAPER 84-1658] p 658 A84-39307
Jet, wake and wall jet similarity solutions using a
k-epsilon turbulence model
[AIAA PAPER 84-15231 P 659 A84-39319
Structure of a high-Reynolds-number turbulent wake in
supersonic flow p 749 A84-41806
Unsteady vortical wakes over a prolate spheroid
[AIAA PAPER 84-0419] p 845 A84-46120
Experimental research on helicopter fuselage and rotor
hub wake turbulence p 846 A84-46384
Acoustic streaming as a mechanism of the
Ranque-Hilsch effect p 96 N84-12088
Three-dimensional wake of a swept'wing
p 245 N84-15458
TURNING FLIGHT
Flight dynamics of rotorcraft in steep high-g turns
P225 A84-17402
Bank-to-turn guidance performance analysis with
in-flight radome error compensation
[AIAA PAPER 84-1889] p 855 A84-43480
Suboptimal missile evasion through a sensitivity analysis
of proportional guidance to target evasion maneuvers
| AD-A136803] p 352 N84-19338
Minimum time turns with direct sideforce
[AD-A136958] p 352 N84-19342
Lecture notes on the principles and practice of airplane
performance prediction. Part 2: Point-performance in
steady symmetric and unsymmetric flight
(VTH-LR-385-VOL-2] p 353 N84-19346
TURRET
A formulation and analysis of combat games
[NASA-TM-85927] p 542 N84-22585
TWISTED WINGS
Design of a forward swept wing fighter aircraft
p 681 A84-38407
Automated coordinate measuring machine to measure
twist and contour of main rotor blades at Bell Helicopter
Textron p 923 A84-46347
TWISTING
An analysis of rotor blade twist variables associated with
different Euler sequences and pretwist treatments
[NASA-TM-84394) p 686 N84-26693
TWO BODY PROBLEM
Ballistic orbital motion in a rotating atmosphere
(AAS PAPER 83-416] . . p 547 A84-30593
TWO DIMENSIONAL BODIES
Well posedness of a certain formulation of the problem
of contouring a Laval nozzle p 641 A84-37089
The minimum induced drag, longitudinal trim and static
longitudinal stability of two-surface and three-surface
airplanes
[AIAA PAPER 84-2164] p 785 A84-41337
On the aerodynamic characteristics of two- and
three-dimensional concave bodies p 838 A84-45534
The effect of the nonsymmetry of a plane supersonic
flow of a nonviscous gas on the characteristics of a plane
nozzle under static conditions - p 960 A84-47083
The design and operational development of
self-streamlining 2-dimensional' flexible walled test
sections
[NASA-CR-172328] 'p510 N84-22534
TWO DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER . .
Supersonic compressive ramp without laminar
boundary-layer separation p 153 A84-17429
The effect of a short region of concave curvature on a
supersonic turbulent boundary layer
[AjAA PAPER 84-0169] p 161 A84-17927
On the breakdown of the Crocco temperature-velocity
relationship and the law of the wall in compressible
two-dimensional turbulent boundary layers
p 170 A84-18351
Decreasing the side wall contamination in wind
tunnels , p 306 A84-20043
A new turbulence closure model for boundary layer flows
with strong adverse pressure gradients and separation •
[AIAA PAPER 84-0175] p 313 A84-21854
Two dimensional turbulent boundary layers over rigid
and moving swept wavy surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-1530] p 843 A84-46110
The boundary layer on compressor cascade blades
[NASA-CR-173514] p 623 N84-25001
Solution of 3-dimensional time-dependent viscous flows.
Part 3: Application to turbulent and unsteady flows
[NASA-CR-166565-PT-3J p 726 N84-27003
TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW '
A direct method for the solution of unsteady
two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
... p5 A84-10078
A multigrid strongly implicit procedure for transonic
potential flow problems p9 A84-10126
Adaptive grid relocation algorithms for transonic full
potential calculations using one-dimensional or
two-dimensional diffusion equation p 13 A84-11581
A second-order Lagrangian-Eulerian method for
computation of two-dimensional unsteady transonic
flows
[ONERA; TP NO. 1983-126] p 91 A84-13641
Calculations of two-dimensional unsteady transonic
flows over aerofoils p 94 A84-15260
Sail theory , p 152 A84-16928
Rule of forbidden signals in a two-dimensional
supersonic compressor cascade p 154 A84-17455
Experiments and computation on two-dimensional
turbulent, flow over a backward facing step — for
solid-fueled ramjets
[AIAA PAPER 84-0013] p 155 A84-17832
A finite volume method for two dimensional transonic
potential flow through turbomachinery blade rows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0035] p 156 A84-17840
Experimental studies on two dimensional shock
boundary layer interactions
[AIAA PAPER 84:0099] p 159 A84-17881
Effect of sidewall suction on flow in two-dimensional
wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 84-0242]' p 162 A84-17970
Application of the Green's function method for 2- and
3-dimensional steady transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0425] p 167 A84-18085
The structure of a two-dimensional, supersonic, high
Reynolds number turbulent wake p 170 A84-18352
Nonlinear aerodynamic effects on bodies in supersonic
now . •-
[AIAA PAPER 84-0231] p 174 A84-19245
The inverse problem for supersonic airfoils
p267 A84-21520
Computational models of the interaction between
vortices and the permeable boundary of a subsonic flow
region P 267 A84-21732
Implicit treatment of the unsteady full potential equation
in conservation form
[AIAA PAPER 84-0262] p313 A84-218S7
Airfoil computation at high angles of attack, inviscid and
viscous phenomena
[AIAA PAPER 84-0524] p 268 A84-21876
Numerical solution of hypersonic flow near leading edge
of flat plate p329 A84-23903
Two-dimensional wake characteristics of inlet vanes for
open-circuit wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 84-0604] p 369 A84-25729
The stream-line iteration method for computing the
two-dimensional transonic flow in orthogonal stream-line
coordinates p 334 A84-25990
The boundary layer induced by a convected
two-dimensional vortex p 403 A84-26876
Numerical simulation of two-dimensional inlet
flowfields P404 A84-26954
• Navier-Stokes solutions for two-dimensional subsonic
base flow p 407 A84-29474
Two-dimensional wind-tunnel interference from
measurements on two contours p 574 A84-34459
Experimental investigation of wall interference and
two-dimensionality of the flow in a transonic airfoil wind
tunnel p 576 A84-35017
Sidewall boundary layer corrections in subsonic,
two-dimensional airfoil/hydrofoil testing
[AIAA PAPER 84-1366] p 620 A84-35195
A new and improved computational technique for
two-dimensional, unsteady, compressible flows
P639 A84-36484
Application of 20 and 3D criteria to the calculation of
the transition and the boundary layer of sweptback
wings
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-16] p 642 A84-37535
Compressible potential flows in arbitrary
two-dimensional and axially symmetric slender nozzles
p645 A84-37905
An adaptive grid scheme applied to two-dimensional
airfoil problems
[AIAA PAPER 84-1608] p 649 A84-38003
An analytical model for the vorticity associated with a
transverse jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-1662] p 652 A84-38042
Compressor cascade optimization based on inverse
boundary layer method and inverse cascade method. I -
An inverse cascade method for incompressible
two-dimensional potential flow p 653 A84-38081
Effects of small-scale, high intensity inlet turbulence on
flow in a two-dimensional diffuser p 654 A84-38360
Flow analysis in the exit plane of high turning angle
turbine blades p 655 AB4-38485
The effects of gusts on the fluctuating airloads of airfoils
in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1580] p 659 A84-39315
A numerical study of the two- and three-dimensional
unsteady Navier-Stokes equations in velocity-vorticity
variables using compact difference schemes
p 741 A84-39970
Numerical simulation of two-dimensional unsteady
transonic flows using the full-potential equation
p 743 A84-40828
Separation model for two-dimensional airfoils in
transonic flow p 743 A84-40832
Effect of upstream parallel flow on two-dimensional
wind-tunnel tests
[AIAA PAPER 84-2153] p 745 A84-41331
Unsteady aerodynamics of articulate lifting bodies
[AIAA PAPER 84-2184] p 746 A84-41343
Contouring of two-dimensional and axisymmetric
supersonic channels realizing discontinuous parameters
at the outlet and flow leveling p 753 A84-42536
Vortex induced lift on two dimensional low speed
wings
[AD-A146318] ' p 827 A84-44133
Aerodynamic characteristics of a two-dimensional
moving spoiler in subsonic and transonic flow
p829 A84-44511
Numerical simulation of unsteady flow in a ramjet inlet
p836 A84-45038
Characteristics of flow past an air intake with a sharp
cowl edge at Mach less than 1 ; 839 A84-45705
Transonic cascade flow analysis using viscous/inviscid
coupling concepts
[AIAA PAPER 84-2159] p 843 A84-46103
A method for the experimental investigation of plane
and axisymmetric nonswirling flows by means of a
cylindrical pressure head over a wide range of Mach
numbers p 958 A84-47058
Two-dimensional gas-particle flow past thin bodies
P962 A84-47777
Nonlinear aerodynamic effects on bodies in supersonic
How p963 A84-49094
A new method of estimating wind tunnel wall interference
in the unsteady two-dimensional flow
[AD-A130475] p 19 N84-10029
Numerical modeling of turbulent flow in a channel
[NASA-CR-168278] p 133 N84-13189
Row mechanism and experimental investigation of a
rotating stall in transonic compressors
[NASA-TM-77373] p 178 N84-15122
Ice formation in aircraft p 179 N84-15130
Compressor rotor aerodynamics p 302 N84-16210
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TWINTN4: A program for transonic four-wall
interference assessment in two-dimensional wind
tunnels
[NASA-CR-3777) p 307 N84-17189
The effect of the artificial far field boundary on a finite
different approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations for
a compressible fluid
[AD-A135152] p 317 N84-17536
Two-dimensional wind tunnel wall interference
[AD-A138964] p412 N84-20499
Study of large-scale mixing in developing wakes behind
streamlined bodies
[NASA-CR-173478] p 413 N84-21517
Numerical computation of vortical flows about wings
p587 N84-25987
High Reynolds number tests of a Boeing BAG I airfoil
in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
INASA-TM-81922] p 666 N84-27684
Description and validation of the two dimensional test
setup for multiple airfoils in the pressurized wind tunnel
HST
[NLR-TR-83031-U) p 795 N84-29892
Random-choice solutions for two-dimensional and
axisymmetric supersonic flows p 759 N84-30115
Unsteady transonic aerodynamic and aeroelastic
calculations about airfoils and wings
[NASA-TM-85986] p 847 N84-31092
Unsteady viscous-inviscid interaction procedures for
transonic airfoil flows
[AD-A143764J p 966 N84-33390
Description and prediction of transition in
two-dimensional, incompressible flow
p 1009 N84-33758
Laser velocimeter measurements of dynamic stall —
conducted in the Ames two foot wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-166603) p 967 N84-34429
TWO DIMENSIONAL JETS
Interaction region of a two-dimensional turbulent plane
jet in still air p 171 A84-18359
Calculations of a plane turbulent jet
p656 A84-38831
Numerical modeling of normal turbulent plane jet
Impingement on solid wall p 1008 A84-49440
TWO PHASE FLOW
Oblique shock waves in two-phase flow
p 476 A84-28377
Ignition of small panicles behind shock waves
p 471 AB4-28378
Dusty hypersonic flow past (hick wedges
p 508 A84-32620
A method for measuring skin friction drag on a flat plate
in contaminated gas flows p 646 A84-37943
Review - Turbomachinery performance deterioration
exposed to solid particulates environment
[AD-A146007] p 720 A84-38361
Hypersonic flow of a mixture past blunt bodies
p657 A84-39171
Investigation of the particle transport in compressible
vortices produced by shock diffraction
p 831 A84-44936
Two-dimensional gas-particle flow past thin bodies
p 962 A84-47777
Three-dimensional, two-phase supersonic nozzle flows
[AD-A138649] p510 N84-22538
Mixing of swirling flows and behavior of wet flows
[AD-A138697] p 559 N84-22915
TWO STAGE TURBINES
Development of a supersonic turbine stage for the HM60
engine — to improve Ariane Launch Vehicle
performance
[AIAA PAPER 84-1464] p 709 A84-36984
The effect of secondary flow taps on the characteristics
of a two-stage section with partial stages
p 921 A84-45821
Stator blade row geometry modification influence on
two-stage, axial-flow compressor aerodynamic
performance
[AD-A141793] p 782 N84-28797
TWO-WAVELENGTH LASERS
Application of laser velocimetry to unsteady flows in large
scale high speed tunnels
[NASA-CR-166575] p412 N84-21511
u
U.S.S.R.
Soviet aircraft design methodology
[AIAA PAPER 83-2459] p 117 A84-13390
. The structured world of the Soviet designer
p 327 A84-25803
Soviet design policy and its implications for U.S. combat
aircraft procurement p 501 A84-30474
The destruction of Korean Air Lines Boeing 747 over
the Sea of Japan, 31 August 1983 - A break-down of the
international legal order? p 737 A84-39702
Cost effectiveness of cargo transport by air — Russian
book p 820 A84-40119
The Soviet aircraft engines. I "p 892 A84-46415
Legal expert expounds on new civil air code
p569 N84-23553
USSR report: Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-016) p638 N84-26652
Achievements of Kamov helicopter design bureau
p 636 N84-26653
USSR report: Engineering and equipment
[JPRS-UEO-84-003] p 724 N84-26895
USSR report: Transportation
tJPRS-UTR-64-005] . p 638 N84-27668 •
Hungarian officials comment on performance of
Soviet-built aircraft p 687 N84-27670
Antonov Bureau developing new STOL turbofan for use
in far north p 687 N84-27710
Status, future plans for Aeroflot's meteorological
support p730 N84-27711
USSR report: Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-024] p 879 N84-31119
USSR report: Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-026] p 948 N84-33368
Civil aviation officials review ministerial concerns,
goals p 948 N84-33369
Aeroproyekt Institute's work in aviation facility design
p992 N84-33370
U-2 AIRCRAFT
Navigation and defensive systems simulation in the U-2
cockpit procedures trainer p 230 A84-16625
Severe storm electricity p 1013 N84-34851
UDIMET ALLOYS
Effects of long-time elevated temperature exposures on
hot-isostatically-pressed power-metallurgy Udimet 700
alloys with reduced cobalt contents
[NASA-TM-83632] p 799 N84-28917
UH-1 HELICOPTER
The demands of the Air Force with respect to the
helicopters of the 1990s p2 A84-11052
Pultrusion adaptation 1or helicopter component
manufacture p 78 A84-12276
Aerodynamic evaluation of a helicopter rotor blade with
ice accretion in hover
[AIAA PAPER 84-0608] ' . p 342 A84-24194
Documentation of ice shapes on the main rotor of a
UH-1H helicopter in hover
[NASA-CR-168332] p 274 N84-17139
Experimental blade vortex interaction noise
characteristics of a utility helicopter at 1M scale
[NASA-TM-84653] p 322 N84-18018
Evaluation of installation of Lightweight Doppler
Navigation System (LDNS) in Iroquois UH-1 H aircraft
[AD-A137815] p 427 N84-20510
Safety recommendation(s) A-84-16
p 589 N84-25679
UH-60A HELICOPTER
Army evaluating lessons learned in Grenada fight
p 278 A84-20140
Black Hawk hover infrared suppressor subsystem
p 767 A84-40788
Black Hawk - A logistics success story
p825 A84-46336
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the UH-60
helicopter with T700-GE-701A engines installed
[AD-A140882] p 686 N84-26696
Multivariable digital control laws for the UH-60A black
hawk helicopter
[AD-A141046] . p 705 N84-27746
ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCIES
Microwave airborne telemetry - Unusual problems,
unusual hardware p 970 A84-49193
A user's manual for the NASA/JPL synthetic aperture
radar and the NASA/JPL L and C band scatterometers
[NASA-CR-173209] p315 N84-16428
• Interface control document for RT-XXXX/ARC-164
UHF-AM radio
[AD-A136970] p 386 N84-19681
ULTRALIGHT AIRCRAFT
Frenzied pace for ultralight design
p 434 A84-29558
ULTRASONIC FLAW DETECTION
Acoustic emission in aircraft structural integrity and
maintenance programs p 238 A84-15928
The implementation of a computerized ultrasonic scan
system , p 379 A84-23925
ULTRASONIC MACHINING
Ultrasonics assists tough material machining
p806 A84-41938
ULTRASONIC RADIATION
Progress on ultrasonic flaw sizing in turbine-engine rotor
components: Bore and web geometries
(DE83-018081) p 130 N84-12167
ULTRASONIC SCANNERS
The implementation of a computerized ultrasonic scan
system p 379 A84-23925
ULTRASONIC TESTS
Application of elastic wave scattering theory to the
detection and characterization of flaws in structural
materials
[DE84-013729J p 930 N84-32852
ULTRASONICS
A review study of nondestructive test techniques for
residual stresses in aircraft transparencies
[AD-A138930] p 528 N84-22555
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
Advanced Ultra-Violet (UV) aircraft fire detection system.
Volume 3: Ground Support Equipment (GSE) for system
checX-oul
[AD-A130298] . p 28 N84-10039
Ultraviolet curable resin system for rapid runway repair
[AD-A130364] p 73 N84-10104
The effect o) accelerated ultra violet weathering on the
rain erosion resistance of coated aircraft transparencies
[AD-P003194] p711 N84-26607
Artificial aging of transparent aerospace materials
[AD-P0032tO] p713 N84-26623
Simulation of exposure of aircraft transparencies to flight
line environment
[AD-P003212] p685 N84-26625
UNCAMBEREO WINGS
Status review of a supersonically biased fighter wing
design study p 974 A84-49087
Body and canard effects on an attached-flow maneuver
wing atMach 1.62
[NASA-TP-2249] p 335 N84-18163
UNDAMPED OSCILLATIONS
A nonlinear analysis of the cushion stability of slowly
oscillating ACV'S p 646 A84-37941
UNDERCARRIAGES
A reconsideration of the tail-wheel in an actively
controlled, undercarriage management system
p290 A84-21798
Aircraft tests in the clearance program for the use of a
combat aircraft from a runway after damage repair
p 977 N84-34404
UNDERWATER BREATHING APPARATUS
Evaluation of a carbon dioxide scrubber in a 2-lock
recompression chamber
[AD-A141052] p 793 N84-28816
UNDERWATER OPTICS
A test of electroluminescent panels for a helicopter
emergency escape lighting system
[AD-A139478] p 518 N84-23616
UNIFORM FLOW
The effect of turbulence on heat transfer near a
stagnation point p 260 A84-19556
A method for calculating the pressure field about a ribbon
parachute canopy in steady descent
[AIAA PAPER 84-0794] p 400 A84-26562
UNIQUENESS THEOREM
The rigid wall boundary problem for aerodynamics
equations . p 151 A84-16070
UNITED KINGDOM
A review of UK developments in aircraft fuel
management systems p 55 A84-11171
The growth of the avionics industry in the UK
p 284 A84-20850
Aircraft accident enquiries - Whose interest prevails?
p 497 A84-27412
Accident investigation procedures as viewed by a
technician p417 A84-27413
U.K. aircraft accident investigation procedures
p417 A84-27414
UNITED STATES
Census of US Civil aircraft. Calendar year 1982
(AD-A133161] p 150 N84-15033
US energy: Aviation perspective
[AD-A137766] p 715 N84-27910
Modernization of the US national airspace system.
Foundation for the future
[AD-A144332) p 972 N84-34435
UNIVERSITIES
Studies of US universities' research equipment needs
inconclusive
[AD-A141784] p 793 N84-28821
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
The von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics • Teaching
and research p 709 A84-39715
Research reports: 1983 NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty
Fellowship Program
[NASA-CR-170942] p 256 N84-16022
Graduate engineering research participation in
aeronautics
[NASA-CR-173849] p 944 N84-32220
UNSTEADY FLOW
' Time-dependent finite-difference simulation of unsteady
interactive flows p4 A84-10077
A direct method for the solution of unsteady
two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
p 5 A84-10078
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Numerical viscid-inviscid interaction in steady and
unsteady (lows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1983-8] p 6 A84-10087
Unsteady viscous transonic flow computations using the
LTRAN2-NLR code coupled with Green's lag-entrainment
method p 7 A84-10095
Unsteady pressure on a cambered blade under periodic
gusts (Comparison with the experiments)
p 12 A84-10899
Isolation of discontinuities in computations of
one-dimensional unsteady gas flows p 12 A84-11352
Laser Doppler velocimeter measurements in unsteady,
separated, transonic diffuser flows p90 A84-13576
A second-order Lagrangian-Eulerian method for
computation of two-dimensional unsteady transonic
flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1983-126] p 91 A84-13641
Computations of unsteady transonic aerodynamics using
prescribed steady pressures
IAIAA PAPER 82-0956] p 92 A84-14736
Propagation of unsteady perturbations in a boundary
layer with self-induced pressure P 93 AM-14930
Calculations of two-dimensional unsteady transonic
flows over aerofoils p 94 A84-15260
Computations and aeroelastic applications of unsteady
transonic aerodynamics about wings
p 153 A84-17405
A uniformly valid asymptotic solution for unsteady
subresonant flow through supersonic cascades
p 154 A84-17454
An unsteady separated flow of an incompressible fluid
around an airfoil - Comparison between numerical and
experimental results p 154 A84-17597
Numerical Investigation of unsteady inlet flow fields
[AIAA PAPER 84-0031 ] p 156 AB4-17838
An implicit form for the Osher upwind scheme
[AIAA PAPER 84-0088] p 158 A84-17873
One-dimensional unsteady modeling of supersonic inlet
unstart/restart
[AIAA PAPER 84-0439] p 168 A84-18094
. Calculation of unsteady three-dimensional
subsonic/transonic inviscid flowfields by the method of
characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 84-0440] p 168 A84-18095
On the adequacy of modeling dynamic inflow for
helicopter flap-lag stability p 287 A84-19649
Practical computation of unsteady lift
p262 A84-19659
Invariance groups and reduction of the unsteady
transonic small disturbance equation
p263 A84-20215
Theory of hypersonic three-dimensional flow around a
slender wing of arbitrary aspect ratio by an unsteady stream
Of relaxing gas p 264 A84-21120
Three-dimensional hypersonic flow of a radiating gas
past a wing p 264 A84-21131
An actuator disc analysis of unsteady supersonic
cascade flow p 265 A84-21189
Implicit treatment of the unsteady full potential equation
in conservation form
(AIAA PAPER 84-0262] p313 A84-21857
Identification of longitudinal frying characteristics of an
aeroplane and the effect of nonstationary aerodynamics
p 304 A84-22322
A nonlinear hybrid vortex method for wings at large angle
Of attack p 329 A84-23353
A new method for calculating supersonic unsteady
aerodynamic forces and its application
p330 A84-23904
A numerical analysis of the flow arround structures by
the discrete vortex method p 381 A84-24976
Application ol laser velocimetry to unsteady flows in large
scale, high speed tunnels p 381 A84-25230
Supersonic nonstationary flow around flat and
axisymmetric tapered bodies p 333 A84-25617
A numerical analysis of unsteady separated flow by
discrete vortex model using boundary element method
p 382 A84-25882
Integral equations for lifting surfaces in unsteady flow
p 334 A84-26368
The unsteady wake behind slender lifting bodies in
incompressible flow p 403 A84-26590
' A numerical analysis of unsteady separated flow by
vortex shedding model. I - Flow around a square prism
p 403 A84-26948
A review of some recent research on time-dependent
aerodynamics p 406 A84-28015
Characteristics of the interaction of a supersonic jet
above the critical pressure with a finite obstacle
p 406 A84-28367
Shock-induced dynamic stall p 504 A84-30804
An efficient coordinate transformation technique for
unsteady, transonic aerodynamic analysis of low
aspect-ratio wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-0872] p 505 A84-31686
Separated flow unsteady aerodynamics for propfan
applications
[AIAA PAPER 84-0874] p 505 A84-31687
Modeling of unsteady small disturbance transonic flow
using parametric differentiation, pseudospectral analysis
and finite-differencing
[AIAA PAPER 84-0875] p 506 A84-31688
Unsteady aerodynamic characterization of a military
aircraft in vertical gusts
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-16] p 507 A84-32484
Unsteady Newton-Busemann flow theory. IV - Three
dimensional p 508 A84-32601
Unsteady pressures and forces during transonic
buffeting of a supercritical airfoil
[AO-A133139] P575 A84-34465
Steady and unsteady distorted inlet flow simulation for
engine ground tests
[AIAA PAPER 84-1490] p 577 A84-35234
On the use of several compact methods for the study
of unsteady incompressible viscous flow for .outer
problems. II p 620 A84-35327
Some new developments of the singularity-separating
difference method p 621 A84-35356
A new and improved computational technique for
two-dimensional, unsteady, compressible flows
p639 A84-36484
Vortices around airfoils p 639 A84-36940
A method for solving the unsteady heat transfer and
ablation problem for a body p 716 A84-37067
Response of an axial compressor to distorted inlet
flow
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-13] p 717 A84-37532
First stage stator vane unsteady aerodynamic response
in a multi-stage compressor
[AIAA PAPER 84-1209] p 643 A84-37634
Calculation of the boundary layer growth behind an
unsteady expansion wave in a tube p718 A84-37903
Three-dimensional unsteady Euler equations solution
using flux vector splitting
[AIAA PAPER 84-1552] p 647 A84-37968
An algorithm for unsteady transonic flow about tapered
wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-1567] ' p 649 A84-37976
Finite element approximation to Theodorsen's solution
for non-steady aerodynamics of an airfoil section
[ AIAA PAPER 84-1640 ] p 651 A84-38027
Influence of a periodical fluctuation on a profile loss of
a cascade. I - Determination of the total pressure loss
coefficient. II - Behavior of a boundary layer
p653 A84-38082
A semi-implicit and unsteady numerical method of
viscous-inviscid interaction for transonic separated flows
p 654 A84-38093
A numerical study of the-two- and three-dimensional
unsteady Navier-Stokes equations in velocity-vorticity
variables using compact difference schemes
p741 A84-39970
The asymptotic analysis of wave interactions and
numerical calculations of transonic nozzle now
p 742 A84-40775
Numerical simulation of two-dimensional unsteady
transonic flows using the full-potential equation
p 743 A84-40828
Numerical simulations of unsteady transonic flow in
diffusers' p 744 AB4-40842
Flow phenomena causing wing and body rock
[AIAA PAPER 84-2177] p 746 A84-41342
Unsteady aerodynamics of articulate lifting bodies
[AIAA PAPER 84-2184) p 746 A84-41343
A kinematic approach to unsteady viscous flows
p833 A84-44983
Relaxation and approximate factorization methods for
the unsteady full potential equation p 833 A84-44995
Numerical simulation of unsteady flow in a ramjet inlet
p 836 A84-45038
Unsteady flow concepts tor dynamic stall analysis
p 842 A84-45962
Application of NLR's numerical simulation methods to
the transonic potential flow about oscillating wings
[AIM PAPER 84-1564] p 844 A84-46113
Interactions of unsteady acoustic and vortical
oscillations in axisymmetric cylindrical cavity
[AIAA PAPER 84-1635] p 844 A84-46116
Unsteady vortical wakes over a prolate spheroid
[AIAA PAPER 84-0419] p 845 A84-46120
An inviscid blade-to-blade prediction of a
wake-generated unsteady flow
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-43] p 952 A84-46904
Holographic measurements and theoretical predictions
of the unsteady flow in a transonic annular cascade
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-174] p 953 A84-46976
An experimental investigation into the effect of wakes
on the unsteady turbine rotor flow
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-178] p 953 A84-46979
Unsteady losses in transonic compressors
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-183] p 954 A84-46984
A theoretical model for rotating stall in the vaneless
diffuser of a centrifugal compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-204] p 955 A84-46997
The dynamics of parachute opening
p 961 A84-47390
Effect of an entropy layer on the propagation of unsteady
perturbations in a boundary layer with self-induced
pressure p 961 A84-47482
Mathematical modeling of the operation of gas turbine
engines under transient conditions p 986 A84-47576
Numerical simulation of near-critical and unsteady,
SUbcritical inlet flow p962 A84-48131
Computational analyses of unsteady flow past airfoils
with flapping and/or pitching motion p 16 N84-10013
The calculation of steady and unsteady transonic flow
in cascades
[CUED/A-TURBO/TR-118] p 17 N84-10016
A new method of estimating wind tunnel wall interference
in the unsteady two-dimensional flow
[AO-A130475] p 19 N84-10029
Steady and unsteady flow models for airfoils with
spoiler p104 N84-12136
XTRAN2L: A program for solving the general-frequency
unsteady transonic small disturbance equation
[NASA-TM-85723] ' p 105 N84-13150
Effects of wall interference on unsteady transonic
flows P176 N84-15105
Unsteady pressure and force measurements associated
with transonic buffeting of a two-dimensional supercritical
airfoil
[AD-A133139] p 246 N84-15503
Special opportunities in helicopter aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-84396] p 270 N84-16138
Unsteady viscous transonic flow computations using
LTRAN2-NLR code coupled with Green's lag-entrainment
method
[NLR-MP-82052-U] p 338 N84-18181
Design and evaluation of a pulsating-flow wind tunnel
[PB84-116086] p371 N84-18223
Some . unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of
separated and attached flow
[AD-A137070] p 341 NS4-19300
Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady
transonic flow over wings including inviscid/viscous
interactions
[NASA-CR-166561 ] p 409 N84-20478
Theory of hypersonic three-dimensional flow of
nonsteady gas stream with relaxation past thin wing with
arbitrary aspect ratio p512 N84-22791
Interaction of unsteady spatial boundary layer with
hypersonic flow near rapidly heated portion of surface
p513 N84-22794
An algorithm for the prediction of unsteady potential flow
about an arbitrary aerofoil
[GU-AERO-8306] p 582 N84-24553
Behavior of cascaded airfoils under conditions of high
mean loading and flow unsteadiness
[AD-A139799] p 607 N84-24592
Unsteady Flow in Turbomachines. volume 1
[VKI-LS-1984-02-VOL-1] p 625 N84-25960
Unsteady flow in turbomachinery: An overview
p 625 N84-25961
Introduction to unsteady flow in turbomachines
p 625 N84-25962
Stability of pumps and compressors
p 625 N84-25963
Unsteady Flow in Turbomachines, volume 2
[VKI-LS-1984-02-VOL-2] p 626 N84-25965
Encounters with surge p 626 N84-25966
Structure of rotating stall cells. Part 1: Absolute
motion p 626 N84-25967
Numerical aspects of unsteady flow calculations
p626 N84-25968
Surge prediction in industrial compressors
p 626 N84-25969
Structure of rotating stall cells. Part 2: Relative
motion p 626 N84-25970
Determination of the stable operating conditions of an
. axial flow compressor p 626 N84-25971
Unsteady interactions in supersonic compressor
stages p 626 N84-25972
Aerodynamics of hovering p 664 N84-26923
Aerodynamic instability of cable-stayed bridges:
Theoretical experimental study of stall flutter
p669 N84-27700
Three-dimensional unsteady viscous flow analysis over
airfoil sections
[NASA-CR-172368] p 808 N84-29152
Unsteady aerodynamics of fast moving control
surfaces .
[BMFT-FB-W-84-020] p 879 N84-31117
Unsteady transonic flow in cascades
[NASA-TM-83780] p 849 N84-32351
Experience with transonic unsteady aerodynamic
calculations
[NASA-TM-86278] p 849 N84-32353
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Trends in computational capabilities for fluid dynamics
[NASA-TM-86012] p 965 N84-33383
Wake profile measurements of fixed and oscillating
flaps
[NASA-CR-166602] P 967 N84-34428
Laser velocimeter measurements of dynamic stall •-
conducted in the Ames two foot wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-166603] p 967 N84-34429
Flow-field measurements on an airfoil with an oscillating
trailing-edge using holographic interferometry
[NASA-CR-166604) p 967 N84-34430
UNSTEADY STATE
A study of unsteady pressures near the tip of a transonic
fan in unstalled supersonic flutter p 780 A84-42420
Influence of unsteady aerodynamics on aircraft
parameter identification p 987 A84-49548
Measurement of unsteady aerodynamic pressures
[ESA-TT-834] p 757 N84-28757
UNSWEPT WINGS
An experimental investigation of nacelle-pylon
installation on an unswept wing at subsonic and transonic
[NASA-TP-2246] p 335 N84-18162
UPGRADING
Modernization of the Breguet low-speed wind tunnel at
Velizy
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-ft] p 544 A84-32481
Rehabilitation of the Mauritius Island Plaisance airport
Upgrading the runway p 791 A84-40023
UPPER ATMOSPHERE
Investigation of the external flow analysis for density
measurements at high altitude — shuttle upper atmosphere
mass spectrometer experiment
[NASA-CR-173881] p 849 N84-32352
The high altitude pollution program (1976 -1982)
[AO-A144390J p 1012 N84-34800
UPPER SURFACE BLOWING
NASA's QSRA plane uses upper surface blowing
p430 A84-27948
USB applied to high-speed aircraft — upper surface
blowing p 595 A84-35024
Viscous-inviscid simulation of upper surface blown
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2200] p 747 A84-41349
An investigation of the effects of a thrust augmenting
ejector on the performance and handling qualities of an
upper surface blown research aircraft
p 867 A84-44460
A technique for determining powered-lift STOL aircraft
performance at sea level from flight data taken at
altitude p 867 A84-44461
Investigation of a pneumatic thrust deflector based on
circulation control technology
[AD-A128950] p 484 N84-20784
UPPER SURFACE BLOWN FLAPS
Variable geometry airfoils using inflatable surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-0072] p 157 A84-17860
Equivalent flap theory - A new look at the aerodynamics
of jet-flapped aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0335] p 165 A84-18028
Design and experimental verification of the USB flap
panel structure for NAL-STOL research aircraft
p 594 A84-34451
Leeside flows over delta wings at supersonic speeds
p829 A84-44510
Aerodynamic investigation oh an adaptive airfoil for a
transonic transport aircraft p 835 A84-45024
UPSTREAM
Effects of Mach number on upstream influence in sharp
fin-induced shock wave turbulent boundary layer
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 84-0095] p 159 A84-17878
Effect of upstream parallel flow on two-dimensional
wind-tunnel tests
[AIAA PAPER 84-2153] p 745 A84-41331
UPWASH
Investigation of the effects of a small centrally located
fence on two-jet upwash flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0533] p 168 AB4-18154
An investigation of turbulence mechanisms in V/STOL
upwash flow fields
[AD-A137775] p411 N84-20498
Effect of fuselage upwash on the supersonic longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of 2 fighter configurations
[NASA-TP-2330] p 665 N84-27676
URETHANES
Aircraft seat fire blocking layers. Effectiveness and
benefits under various scenarios
[AD-A140796] p674 N84-26681
URINE
Spacelab 4: Primate experiment support hardware
p 624 N84-25092
USER MANUALS (COMPUTER PROGRAMS)
MAGNA (Materially And Geometrically Nonlinear
Analysis). Part 2: Preprocessor manual
[AO-A129025] p 82 N84-10782
MAGNA (Materially And Geometrically Nonlinear
Analysis). Part 4. Quick-reference manual
| AD-A129026] p 82 NS4-10783
The NASTRAN theoretical manual
[NASA-SP-221(06>] p 384 N84-18677 .
POSTOP: Postbuckled open-stitfener optimum panels,
user's manual
[NASA-CR-172260] p 384 N84-18682
Description and analysis of PACAM 5 (Piloted Air Combat
Analysis Model) as a tactical decision aid with a user's
guide for operation at NPS
[AO-A136793] P 393 N84-20313
The NASTRAN user's manual
[NASA-SP-222(06)1 p 486 N84-21899
User manual for driver program
(AD-A139028] P 565 N84-23156
Turbofan engine technology evaluation system, user's
guide
(AD-A140781] p700 N84-26704
Airfield delay simulation model (ADSIM) users guide
[PB84-171552] : P707 N84-26715
PAN AIR: A computer program for predicting subsonic
or supersonic linear potential flows about arbitrary
configurations using a high order panel method. Volume
2: User's manual (version 1.1)
[NASA-CR-3252] p 668 N84-27698
COSAL: A black-box compressible stability analysis
code for transition prediction in three-dimensional
boundary layers
[NASA-CR-165925] p 728 N84-28002
NEMAR plotting computer program
[NASA-CH-165831] P 734 N84-28516
A numerical simulation of the dispersal of aerial
sprays
[NASA-CR-165816] p 808 N84-29151
Area equivalent method VISICALC (trade name). Users'
guide
[AD-A141430] p814 N84-29572
Extensions and modifications to the ARL
point-performance program
[AD-A142078] p 879 N84-31113
VORCAM: A computer program tor calculating vortex
lift effect of cambered wings by the suction analogy
[NASA-CR-165800] p 966 N84-33387
Software Implemented Fault-Tolerant (SIFT) user's
guide
[NASA-TM-86289] p 1015 N84-34199
USER REQUIREMENTS
Navigation systems performance versus civil aviation
requirements p 36 A84-10873
Testing to user's requirements - AMRAAM IOT&E —
Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile Initial
Operational Test and Evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 83-2684) p 48 A84-12303
National airspace data interchange network (NADIN)
p 141 A84-13329
Successful user involvement in trainer designs
p250 A84-16618
Passenger screening requirements - The view from
Europe p 182 A84-18696
Air Force Air Weather Service's requirements for global
meteorological data p 931 A84-43653
The SCOUT system - A real time intelligence and
surveillance system p 870 A84-44957
Integration of user requirements into the HH-60D cockpit
design • p 883 A84-46385
. Airport and air traffic control system. Executive
summary p114 N84-12144
The aircraft infrared measurements guide
[AD-A132598] p 254 N84-14905
Towards a modularity of software conceived for the
requirement of the user p 201 N84-15040
Technical information support for survivability
p396 N84-19868
Enhancement and verification of the Navy CASEE
. (Comprehensive Aircraft Support Effectiveness
Evaluation) model (calendar year 1983 task)
[AD-A138516] p 399 N84-21505
Multi-models to increase accuracy
p629 N84-25154
Satellite aided navigation (INNAVSAT)
[BMFT-FB-W-84-003] p 765 N84-28772
Development of Integrated Programs for
Aerospace-vechicle Design (IPAD). IPAD user
requirements: Implementation (first-level IPAD)
(NASA-CR-162713) p 772 N84-28776
Acoustic design criteria and validation
p817 N84-29663
UTILITIES
Integrated powerplant control systems and potential
performance benefits p 129 N84-12063
UTILITY AIRCRAFT
A test pilot's look at agricultural aviation
p 147 A84-16160
The AS 332 L Super Puma helicopter in offshore
transport and SAR missions p 276 A84-19605
Air rescue service in the Federal Republic of Germany
Requirements for the helicopter p 276 A84-19606
Sky Shark - A subsonic V/STOL utility aircraft
p865 A84-43895
Gust response of a light, single-engines, high-wing
aircraft
[AD-A131033] p64 N84-10081
UTILIZATION
Airship proof-of-concept evaluation
[AD-A141759] p 757 N84-28753
Proceedings of the Antenna Applications Symp., volume
2
[AO-A142754] p 925 N84-31467
V GROOVES
High speed braking of an aircraft tire on grooved wet
surfaces p 870 A84-44969
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
High angle-of-attack aerodynamics of a
strake-canard-wing V/STOL fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 83-2510] p 12 A84-10574
' Investigation of tangential blowing applied to a subsonic
V/STOL inlet p12 'A84-11042
Adaptable wind tunnel for testing V/STOL configurations
at high lift . p 71 A84-11048
Aircraft that fly backwards? - The application of forward
swept wings p 47 A84-11172
V/STOL for sea control
[AIAA PAPER 83-2436] ' p 85 A84-13389
An evaluation of supersonic STOVL technology
[AIAA PAPER 83-2493] ' p 117 A84-13392
AV-8B system identification results from full scale
development Night test program
[AIAA PAPER 83-2746] pi 18 A84-13749
Real-time Pegasus propulsion system model
V/STOL-piloted simulation evaluation
p217 A84-17362
A large-scale investigation of V/STOL ground effects
[AIAA PAPER 84-0336] p 166 A84-18029
Precision landing guidance for advanced V/STOL
[AIAA PAPER 84-0338] p 188 A84-18031
Boundary layer transition effects on flow separation
around V/STOL engine inlets at high incidence
[AIAA PAPER 84-0432] p 167 A84-18090
Investigation of the effects of a small centrally located
fence on two-jet upwash flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0533] p 168 A84-18154
Assessment of certain merits of FSW and effect of the
sign of the sweep angle on the stressing of a wing
Structure p 290 A84-21797
Flow visualization and interpretation of visualization data
for deflected thrust V/STOL nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 84-0102] p 297 A84-21852
The application of turbine bypass engines to high
performance V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2512) p 299 A84-22925
A significant improvement of an air supply/balance
cross-over system — for V/STOL wind tunnel model
[AIAA PAPER 84-0600] p 365 A84-24189
V/STOL propulsion control technology
p356 A84-24986
Information processing using helmet mounted displays
and voice interactive systems
[SAE PAPER 831448] p 445 A84-29490
Powered lift systems plus an overview of the JVX
. program; Proceedings of the Aerospace Congress and
'Exposition, Long Beach, CA. October 3-6, 1983
p433 A84-29526
Propulsion simulation lest technique for V/STOL
configurations
[SAE PAPER 831427] p 467 A84-29529
Nacelle design for Grumman Design 698 V/STOL
[SAE PAPER 831492] p 433 A84-29531
Cross-ducted propulsion systems for medium-speed
V/STOL applications
[SAE PAPER 831493] p 433 A84-29532
Medium speed V/STOL propulsion installation losses
Comparison of prediction and model test data
[SAE PAPER 831494] p 433 A84-29533
The hybrid tan vectored thrust engine
[SAE PAPER 831496) p 452 A84-29534
Vought ground effects and transition tests of a tandem
fan medium speed V/STOL configuration
[SAE PAPER 831547] p 434 A84-29537
A split fan concept for a medium speed V/STOL
[SAE PAPER 831548] . p 434 A84-29538
Handling characteristics of a simulated twin tilt nacelle
V/STOL aircraft
[SAE PAPER 831549] p 459 A84-29539
Thrust vector control of a V/STOL airship
p609 A84-34458
Progress towards a theory of jet-flap thrust recovery
p575 AB4-34695
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•V/STOL engine development
' [AIAA PAPER 84-1337) p 603 A84-35178
Study of an asymmetric flap nozzle as a vector-thrust
device
[AIAA PAPER 84-1360) p 576 A84-35190
Effect of variable inlet guide vanes on operating
characteristics of a tilt nacelle inlet/powered fan model
[AIAA PAPER 84-1398) p 697 A84-36975
Toward a supersonic vertical take-off and landing
aircraft -. • ' p 679 A84-37030
A comparison between forward and aft swept wings on
V/STOL combat aircraft p 681 A84-38409
V-530 V/STOL concept update p 682 A84-38463
Tandem fan applications in advanced STOVL lighter
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-1402) p 777 A84-40245
Supersonic STOVL aircraft with turbine
bypass/turbo-compressor engines
[AIAA PAPER 84-1403] p 778 A84-40247
Numerical simulation of controlled flow tunnel for
V/STOL testing
[AIAA PAPER 84-2152] p 791 A84-41330
Determination of AV-8B flying qualities by nonlinear
parameter identification
[AIAA PAPER 84-2086] p 787 A84-42341
Fluid dynamics of airfoils with circulation control for
V/STOL application
[AIAA PAPER 84-2090] p 750 A84-42343
Sky Shark - A subsonic V/STOL utility aircraft
p865 A84-43895
Analytical study of suction boundary layer control for
subsonic V/STOL inlets
[AIAA PAPER 84-1399] p 827 A84-44187
Supersonic V/STOL ready for technology push
p 987 A84-49353
Development of V/STOL methodology based on a
higher order panel method
[NASA-CR-166491] p.18 N84-10024
V/STOL (Vertical/Short Takeoff and Landing) low speed
and transition equivalent systems analysis
[AD-A131955] p 122 N84-12156
Flow visualization and interpretation of visualization data
for deflected thrust V/STOL nozzles
[NASA-TM-83554] p219 N84-14147
Analytical study of blowing boundary-layer control for
subsonic V/STOL inlets
[NASA-TM-83576] p 270 N84-16141
A lifting surface computer code with jet-in-crossflow
interference effects. Volume 1: Theoretical description
' [NASA-CR-166524] p 271 N84-16147
. An investigation o1 turbulence mechanisms in V/STOL
upwash flow fields
[AD-A137775J . . p411 N84-20498
V/STOL concepts in the United States: Past, present,
and future
[NASA-TM-85938J p 509 N84-22532
Assessment of aerodynamic performance of V/STOL
and STOVL fighter aircraft . .
[NASA-TM-85937] . p510 N84-22536
V/STOL maneuverability and control
[NASA-TM-85939). p 542 N84-22584
Use of helicopters to develop operational concepts for
V/STOL (vertical and short takeoff and landing) aircraft
in naval missions
[A&A139354] . p 529 N84-23624
V/STOL model fan stage rig design report
[NASA-CR-174688] p 538 N84-23629
High performance composites and adhesives for
V/STOL aircraft
[AD-A139168] p 552 N84-23702
V/STOL wind-tunnel testing
[NASA-TM-85936] p 571 N84-24528
Tandem fan applications in advanced STOVL fighter
configurations
[NASA-TM-836891 p 605 N84-24579
Supersonic STOVL aircraft with turbine
bypass/turbo-compressor engines
[NASA-TM-83686] p 606 N84-24582
Special Course on V/STOL Aerodynamics
[AGARD-R-710] . p 573 N84-25625
The influence of V/STOL on wing design and tailptane
.design p 597 N84-25627
V/STOL concepts in the United States: Past, present
and future p 597 N84-25628
V/STOL propulsion system aerodynamics
p 608 N84-25630
Jet flowfields ' p 583 N84-25631
V/STOL maneuverability and control
• ' p611 N84-25632
V/STOL wind-tunnel testing. . p 583 N84-25633
Ground based testing without wind tunnels
p 598 N84-25634
Aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft: Performance
assessment p 584 N84-25635
Assessment of aerodynamic performance of V/STOL
and STOVL fighter aircraft ' p 584 N84-25636
• Notes on special flight aspects, such as STO, ski-jump
and ODM ' ' p 598 N84-25637
A numerical study of the controlled flow tunnel for a
high lift model p 611 N84-25721
Advanced prediction technique for the low speed
aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft. Volume 1: Technical
discussion
[NASA-CR-166442-VOL-1) p 662 N84-26662
Study of aerodynamic technology for
singie-cruise-engine VSTOL lighter/ attack aircraft, phase
1 •
[NASA-CR-166268] ' p 668 N84-27693
Study of aerodynamic technology for single-cruise
engine V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft
[NASA-CR-166271] p 754 N84-28737
Study of • aerodynamic technology for
single-cruise-engine V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft
(NASA-CR-166270) p 754 N84-28738
Study of aerodynamic technology for
single-cruise-engine V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft
1NASA-CR-166269) p 765 N84-28767
VACUUM EFFECTS
The density distribution of a supersonic jet issuing into
a vacuum from a nozzle with a beveled exit section
p261 A84-19571
VALIDITY
The validity conditions in three-dimensional supersonic
linear aerodynamics p 505 A84-31122
VALVES
Investigations of transonic Ludwieg tubes. II - Starting
process in the case of a downstream valve
p466 A84-26949
Valve blocks - Crash fires p 481 A84-29582
VANELESS DIFFUSERS
Experimental study of centrifugal impeller discharge flow
in vaneless and vaned diffusers p505 A84-31290
Static pressure recovery characteristics ol some radial
vaneless diffusers p 720 A84-38484
A theoretical model for rotating stall in the vaneless
diffuser of a centrifugal compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-204] p 955 A84-46997
A new diffuser mapping technique
(ASME PAPER 84-GT-237] p 956 A84-47015
VANES
Two-dimensional wake characteristics of inlet vanes for
open-circuit wind tunnels
[AIM PAPER 84-O604] p 369 A84-25729
Oxide dispersion strengthened materials in advanced
gas turbine engines - Inconel alloy MA 754 vanes
p 471 A84-28338
Ceramic application in gas turbine engines
[SAE PAPER 831520] p 451 A84-29463
First stage stator vane unsteady aerodynamic response
in a multi-stage compressor
[AIAA PAPER 84-1209] p 643 A84-37634
The effect of blade tip vanes on helicopter rotor
performance p 657 A84-38899
Vane stagger angle and camber effects in fan noise
generation p 779 A84-40833
A computer aided design method for vaned diffusers
in centrifugal compressors
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-83] p 1002 A84-46925
Turbine heat flux measurements - Influence of slot
injection on vane trailing edge heat transfer and influence
of rotor on vane heat transfer
[ASMEPAPER84-GT-175] p 1004 A84-46977
Hot gas APU starter for advanced aircraft applications
p 131 N84-12178
Study of stator-vane fluctuating pressures in a turbofan
engine for static and flight tests •
[NASA-TP-2217] . . p 496 N84-22363
Investigation of the effects of pressure gradient,
temperature and wall temperature ratio on the stagnation
point heat transfer for circular cylinders and gas turbine
vanes
[NASA-CR-174667] p 539 N84-23649
Deposition of Na2SO4 from salt-seeded combustion
gases of a high velocity burner rig
[NASA-TM-83751] p 926 N84-31558
Nonlinear analysis for high-temperature composites:
Turbine blades/vanes p 927 N84-31699
VAPOR DEPOSITION
Electron Beam Physical Vapor Deposition process for
coating gas turbine airfoils p 798 A84-42652
• Materials research for advanced inertial instrumentation.
Task 2: Gas bearing material development
[AD-A130471] p42 N84-10044
Deposition of Na2SO4 from salt-seeded combustion
gases of a high velocity burner rig
[NASA-TM-83751] p 926 N84-31558
VAPOR PHASES
Vapor phase aluminizing to protect turbine airfoils
p798 A84-42653
VARIABILITY
Slotted variable camber flap
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12541-1] . p 527 N84-22551
V/STOL model fan stage rig design report
[NASA-CR-174688] p 538 N84-23629
VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES
Backup control for variable cycle engine
[SAE PAPER 831475] p 450 A84-29454
The hybrid fan vectored thrust engine
[SAE PAPER 831496) p 452 A84-29534
Convertible fan/shaft engine demonstration
p 892 A84-46357
VARIABLE GEOMETRY STRUCTURES
Variable geometry airfoils using inflatable 'surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-0072) p 157 A84-17860
Axial feedback in supersonic compressor stages with
constant and variable impeller geometry
[DGLR PAPER 83-151) p 408 A84-29688
Design and performance evaluation of a two-position
variable geometry turbofan combustor
[AIAA PAPER 84-1171] p 695 A84-36953
Laminar interaction processes at variable-geometry
wings in supersonic flow p 644 A84-37751
Variable wing camber control for civil transport aircraft
p 869 A84-44955
Design parameters and performance of
two-dimensional, asymmetric, 'sliding block', variable Mach
number, supersonic nozzles p 845 A84-46192
Variable stator radial turbine
[NASA-CR-174663] p 536 NS4-22568
VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
Applying slender wing benefits to military aircraft
• p 842 A84-45956
Application of near-term technology to a Mach 2.0
variable-sweep-wing, supersonic-cruise executive jet
[NASA-CR-172321] p 529 N84-23621
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES
A second variational theory for optimal periodic
processes ' p 491 A84-28864
VAX-11 SERIES COMPUTERS
Development of real-time ATC simulation facility
p73 N84-11106
VECTOR ANALYSIS
A vectorized solution for incompressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1534] p 718 A84-37956
Implementation and performance of algorithms on a
vector calculator
[SNIAS-832-111-104] p 734 N84-28519
VECTORS (MATHEMATICS)
Implicit, nonswitching, vector-oriented algorithm for
steady transonic flow p 10 A84-10147
Systematic computer aided control design
p 67 N84-10100
VELOCITY
Calculation of the pressure distribution on a pitching
airfoil with application.to the Darrieus rotor
[DE84-013571] p 851 N84-32363
Constant speed drive with compensation using
differential gears
[AD-D011156] p 1010 N84-33812
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
Three-dimensional turbulent boundary-layer
development on a fan rotor blade p 153 A84-17437 •
Structure of self-excited oscillations in transonic diffuser
flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-1636) p 651 A84-38023
Preliminary study on forward loaded cascades designed
with inverse method for low pressure turbine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-65] p 952 A84-46912
Experience with an integrated centrifugal compressor
design procedure
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-249) p 957 A84-47025
The break-up mechanism of a streamwise directed
vortex p 102 N84-12123
Design procedures for compressor blades
[NASA-TM-77085] p 246 N84-15552
Remarks on the layout of the subsonic free jet wind
tunnels
[NASA-TM-77326] p 370 N84-18214
Definition, sources and lowest possible levels of
wind-tunnel turbulence p 562 N84-23576
Natural laminar flow experiments on modern airplane
surfaces
[NASA-TP-2256] p 662 N84-26660
A fundamental study of relation between the velocity
fields far upstream of, at and far downstream of a a rotor
disk in a shear flow — wind turbine flow
[FFA-136] p726 N84-27006
Wake profile measurements of fixed and oscillating
flaps
[NASA-CR-166602) p 967 N84-34428
Laser velocimeter measurements of dynamic stall —
conducted in the Ames two foot wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-166603) p 967 N84-34429
VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Airspeed measurements p 206 A84-16552
. Flow improvements in the NASA Langley 4- by 7-meter
tunnel circuit
[AIAA PAPER 84-0603] p 330 A84-24191
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Velocity characteristics in the turbulent near wakes of
confined axisymmetric bluff bodies p 403 A84-26883
Compact pulsed IDA for airborne and windtunnel
applications p478 A84-28730
Profile drag from laser-Ooppler velocimeter
measurement p 575 A84-34467
Infra-red laser velocimetry p 600 A84-36299
Laser Doppler velocimeter measurement in the tip region
of a compressor rotor
[AIAA PAPER 84-1602] p 656 A64-39304
LDV measurements of three-dimensional flow
development in a curved rectangular duct with inlet shear
profile
[AIAA PAPER 84-1601] p 844 A84-46114
How in the inducer of a centrifugal compressor
measured with a laser velocimeter
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-74] p 1002 A84-46919
Row improvements in the circuit of the Langley 4- by
7-meter tunnel
[NASA-TM-85662] p 177 N84-15117
A laser velocimeter system for large-scale aerodynamic
testing
[NASA-TM-84393J p 270 N84-16144
Computer programs for helicopter high speed flight
analysis
[AD-A136376] p 350 N84-18191
Application of laser velocimetry to unsteady flows in large
scale high speed tunnels
(NASA-CR-166575] p412 N84-21511
Particle sizing in a fuel rich airbreathing engine
combustor p 547 N84-22634
Experimental investigation of shock-cell noise reduction
for dual-stream nozzles in simulated flight comprehensive
data report. Volume 2: Laser velocimeter data, static
pressures and shadowgraph photos
[NASA-CR-168336-VOL-2] p 567 N84-24324
An experimental and theoretical analysis of the
aerodynamic characteristics of a biplane-winglet
configuration
[NASA-TM-85815] p 772 N84-28779
An experimental and theoretical • investigation of
deposition patterns from an agricultural airplane
[NASA-TP-2348] p 965 N84-33379
Wake profile measurements of fixed and oscillating
flaps
[NASA-CR-166602] p 967 N84-34428
VENTILATION
Experimental investigation of curvature effects on
ventilated wall lets p 10 A84-10131
Experimental performance evaluation of ventilated
mixers - A new mixer concept for high-bypass turbofan
engines p891 A84-45958
Effects of ventilation and panel properties on
temperature rise from aircraft fires
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN83/63] p 280 N84-16157
Prediction of resonance frequencies lo'r ventilated wall
wind tunnels p 567 N84-23580
VERTEBRAL COLUMN
Design and development of an automatically controlled
variable-load energy absorber
[AD-A142683] p 774 N84-29868
VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS
Analysis of aircraft control strategies for microburst
encounter -- low altitude wind shear
[AIAA PAPER 84-0238] p 226 A84-17967
The numerical computation of airplane response to
arbitrary vertical gust distributions
[AIAA PAPER 84-2075] p 786 A84-42331
VERTICAL FLIGHT
Airspeed measurements p 206 A84-16552
A lifting line theory for curved helicopter blades in
hovering and axial flight p 261 A84-19655
Generation and evoluation of near-optimum vertical flight
profiles p 348 A84-25485
Operational aspects of the integrated vertical flight path
and speed control system
[SAE PAPER 831420] p 458 A84-29483
Optimal symmetric flight with an intermediate vehicle
model p291 N84-16117
Optimal symmetric flight with an intermediate vehicle
model
[NASA-CR-173181] p 292 N84-16167
VERTICAL LANDING
The anelaslic compliant rotor - An analytic and
experimental investigation p 287 A84-19652
VERTICAL MOTION
System modeling and identification of equivalent
systems with and without compensating time delay for
control-augmented aircraft
[DFVLR-FB-83-36] ' p 596 N84-24570
VERTICAL ORIENTATION
Time controlled descent guidance algorithm for
simulation of advanced ATC systems
[NASA-TM-84373] p 42 N84-10043
Utilization of double integration methodology to
determine an aircraft's vertical displacement
[AD-P002681] P447 N84-20818
VERTICAL TAKEOFF
The anelastic compliant rotor - An analytic and
experimental investigation • p 287 A84-19652
Aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft: Performance
assessment P 584 N84-25635
Calculation of vertical and ramp-assisted takeoffs for
supersonic cruise fighters
(NASA-TM-85818] P 662 N84-26668
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
Jet trajectories and surface pressures induced on a body
of revolution with various dual jet configurations
p 12 A84-11049
The potential impact of technology'on VTOL utilization
(The Third Nikolsky Lecture) p 257 A84-19741
Ship motion pattern directed VTOL letdown guidance
p 344 A84-25453
VTOL controls for shipboard operations
[SAE PAPER 831428] p 458 A84-29530
The Joint Services Advanced Vertical Lift Aircraft (JVX)
propulsion system
[SAE PAPER 831536] p 452 A84-29535
Research-technology needs for civil helicopters
[SAE PAPER 831557] p 436 A84-29642
VTOL aircraft control output tracking sensitivity design
p 541 A84-32291
An experimental investigation of VTOL flying qualities
requirements in shipboard landings p 609 A84-34453
Perturbation analysis of optimal integral controls
p629 A84-36131
Surface pressures on a flat plate with dual jet
configurations p 646 A84-37932
Ground-simulation investigation of VTOL instrument
flight rules airworthiness criteria
[AIAA PAPER 84-2105] p 760 A84-42353
The design of a turbofan VTOL aircraft for military
applications p 865 A84-43891
A variable structure approach to robust control of VTOL
aircraft p 900 A84-45612
The role of human factors in VTOL aircraft display
technology p 979 A84-48720
Nonlinear control of mismatched uncertain linear
systems and application to control of aircraft •
p989 A84-49186
The integration of flight and engine control for VSTOL
aircraft p 137 N84-12070
Assessment of aerodynamic performance of V/STOL
and STOVL fighter aircraft
[NASA-TM-85937] p 510 N84-22536
Independent cost estimates: A case study joint vertical
lift aircraft (JVX) program
[AD-P002797] • p 568 N84-23343
Axisymmetric thrust augmenting ejector with discrete
primary air slot nozzles
[AD-0011129] . p893 N84-32386
VERTIGO
Using the Peripheral Vision Horizon Display
[SAE PAPER 831473] p 446 A84-29505
VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES
A voice-compatible data link system on the aeronautical
VHP band p112 A84-14313
Expendable jammers prove indispensable
p970 A84-49194
VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO EQUIPMENT
Interface control document for AN/ARC-186
VHF-AM/FM radio
[AD-A136939] p 386 N84-19679
VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
Application of VLSI to strapdown p 207 A84-16557
New technologies and their logistics effects on
integrated CNI avionics'— Communication Navigation
Identification p 187 A84-16591
Algorithm implementation in a tactical communication
brassboard processor p 421 A84-26742
Directions in avionic data distribution systems
p 441 A84-26753
VERY LOW FREQUENCIES
Omega (Invited Paper) — global navigation system
p35 A84-10868
VLF data for aircraft navigation based on an extended
Kalman filter design p 188 A84-18627
Experimental determination of the propagation velocity
of VLF signals of the Omega navigation system on the
basis of phase measurements p519 A84-32145
East-West nonreciprocal propagation of Omega
Navigational VLF waves on the low latitude and
transequatorial paths p 590 A84-34648
CONUS (Continental United States) Omega/VLF data
collection: Flight test
[AD-A140252] p 593 N84-25688
VESTS
Position and restraint system for aircrewman
[AD-D011058] p853 N84-32364
VHF OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION . '
Feeding and decoupling of antenna elements in DVOR
navigation equipment p 111 A84-14302
Second generation Vortac equipment
pS19 A84-32327
System 4000 navigation aids p 520 A84-32329
Hardware and software structures for System 4000
navigation aids p 520 A84-32330
Evaluation of radio navigation systems and their
configuration with respect to minimum cost
[DFVLR-FB-83-32] p 347 N84-19329
VHSIC (CIRCUITS)
New technologies and their logistics effects on
integrated CNI avionics — Communication Navigation
Identification p 187 A84-16591
VHSIC in midcourse p716 A84-36794
VIBRATION
Vibration analysis of turbomachinery blades by shell
theory p 59 N84-10053
Low temperature behavior of fuels in simulated aircraft
tanks
[AD-A130267] p 76 N84-10336
Development and flight test of an active flutter
suppression system for the F-4F with stores. Parts. Flight
demonstration of the active flutter suppression system
[AD-A131972] p 137 N84-12191
Effect of blade structural parameters on helicopter
vibraUonal characteristics
[AD-A134547J p 293 N84-16174
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin. Part 2: Fluid-structure
dymanics and dynamic analysis
[AD-A134453] , p 387 N84-19881
A study of helicopter gust response alleviation by
automatic control
[NASA-TM-85870] p 543 N84-23655
Lewis Research Center spin rig and its use in vibration
analysis of rotating systems •
[NASA-TP-2304] p 605 NB4-24578
Subharmonic vibrations of rotor mounted in rolling
bearings p 725 N84-26943
Analysis of lateral and torsional vibration characteristics
of beams and shafts with end located rotational masses
[NASA-TM-84593] p 727 N84-27065
Activities report of the Institute of Sound and Vibration
Research p820 N84-29693
Improved methods of vibration analysis of pretwisted,
airfoil blades
[NASA-TM-83735] p811 N84-30329
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 16, no. 7
[AD-A143958] p 926 N84-31679
Passive line-of-sight stabilization for an infrared sensor
[AD-A143305) p 929 ' N84-32792
Refinement and evaluation of helicopter real-time
self-adaptive active vibration controller algorithms
[NASA-CR-3821] p 964 N84-33378
A formulation of rotor-airframe coupling for design
analysis of vibrations of helicopter airframes
[NASA-RP-1089] p 1010 N84-33832
Comparison of frequency-domain and time-domain
rotorcraft vibration control methods
[NASA-CR-166570] p 967 N84-34431
VIBRATION DAMPING
Optimal frequency response modification by added
passive structures — for helicopter design
p46 A84-11037
Control of aeroelastic divergence p 135 A84-14728
The synthesis of an active flutter suppression law based
on an energy criterion p 222 A84-16523
Adaptive flutter suppression as a complement to LOG
based aircraft control -- Linear Quadratic Gaussian
p227 A84-18628
A method for the design of the controller for active
flutter-suppression systems p302 A84-19594
Vibration damping for a hinged-blade helicopter rotor
p288 AM-19698
Investigation of random vibrations of aircraft engine
blades p298 A84-22410
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities on a
forward-swept wing p 360 A84-24106
Active vibration control of a single mass rotor on flexible
supports " p382 A84-26247
Shock-induced dynamic stall p 504 A84-30804
The modal approach to structural modification
p 524 A84-31308
Structures, Structural Dynamics and . Materials
Conference, 25th, Palm Springs, CA, May 14-16. 1984.
and AIAA Dynamics Specialists Conference, Palm Springs,
CA, May 17,18,1984, Technical Papers. Part 2
p556 A84-31684
Limit cycle oscillations of a nonlinear rotorcraft model
[AIAA PAPER 84-0923] p 525 A84-31695
A rapid approach for calculating the damped eigenvalues
of a gas turbine on a minicomputer • Theory
[ASME PAPER 83-DET-83] p 533 A84-31908
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The theoretical determination of the damping
coefficients of the surrounding medium by means of the
aerodynamical boundary-layer theory
p 718 A84-37724
Limit cycle oscillations of a nonlinear rotorcraft model
p683 A84-38841
Testing of a stall flutter suppression system for helicopter
rotors using individual-blade-control p 785 A84-42277
Vibrational stabilization of the Lagrange top
p816 A84-42553
Control law synthesis for active flutter suppression based
on trie modal cost analysis
[AiAA PAPER 84-1931] p 895 A84-43460
Recent developments in the F-16 flutter suppression
with active control program
[AIAA PAPER 83-0995] p 897 A84-44515
Hub loads reduction by modification of blade torsional
response p 876 A84-46342
On developing and flight testing a higher harmonic
control system p 878 A84^46375
Helicopter individual-blade-control and its applications
p 901 A84-46376
The importance of nonlinearity on the higher harmonic
control of helicopter vibration p 923 A84-46377
Optimum design of rotor blades for vibration reduction
in forward flight p 878 A84-46379
Measurements of squeeze' film bearing forces to
demonstrate the effect of fluid inertia
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-11 ] p 1001 A84-46882
The active magnetic bearing enables optimum damping
of flexible rotor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-117] p 1003 A84-46951
The interaction between mistuning and friction in the
forced response of bladed disk assemblies
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-139] p'1003 A84-46957
Optimization and mechanisms of mistuning in
cascades
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-196] p 983 -A84-46993
Experimental determination of gap flow-conditioned
forces at turbine stages and their effect on the running
stability of simple rotors
[NASA-TM-77293] p 246 N84-15553
Effect of structural flexibility on the design of
vibration-isolating mounts for aircraft engines
[NASA-TM-85725] p316 N84-16590
Squeeze-film damping of rotor-dynamic systems
p318 N84-17610
A vibration damping treatment for high temperature gas
turbine applications p 388 N84-19912
Eigerispace design techniques for active flutter
suppression p 462 N84-20581
Experimental modal analysis
[SNIAS-832-210-110] p 587 N84-25655
The SARIB vibration absorber
[SNIAS-832-210-104] ' p 628 N84-26058
Friction damping of flutter in gas turbine engines
p 700 N84-26701
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities for forward
swept wings
[AD-A141739] p 773 N84-28783
Design of a candidate flutter suppression control law
for DAST ARW-2
• [NASA-TM-86257] p 790 N84-29883
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities on a
forward swept wing using a linear optimal regulator.
[AD-A144561 ] p 978 N84-34442
VIBRATION EFFECTS
Vibration Conference 1982. Neu-Ulm, West Germany,
October 7, 8, 1982. Reports p 605 A84-40994
Measuring the flutter of plane model with dynamic
shadow moire topography p 919 A84-45517
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 15, no. 8
[AD-A133708] P 387 N84-19849
Stability problems of rotor systems
p387 N84-19851
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin. Part 1: Welcome,
keynote address, invited papers, pyrotechnic shock, and
shock testing and analysis
[AD-A134452] p 387 N84-19886
AVHADCOM research helicopter vibration
p353 N84-19867
Experimental study of uncentralized squeeze film
dampers
[NASA-CR-168317] p 388 N84-19927
Advanced turbocharger design study program
[NASA-CR-174633] p 486 N84-21879
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 16, no. 3
[AD-A139707] p 560 N84-22976
VIBRATION ISOLATORS
Design of RLG inertia! systems for high vibration — Ring
User Gyros p 41 A84-12465
Ground flight tests of a passive rotor isolation system
for helicopter vibration reduction p 287 A84-19643
Specification, design, and test of aircraft engine isolators
for reduced interior noise p 601 A64-34455
NASA-General Electric Energy Efficient Engine high load
squeeze .film damper-system analysts and test results
[AIAA PAPER 84-1217] p 696 A84-36961
Supercritical shafting for advanced model 250-C34
engine
[AIAA PAPER 84-1501 ] . p 697 A84-36987
Prediction of the life of all-metal vibration isolators made
of MR material p1007 A84-47553
Squeeze-film damping of rotor-dynamic systems
p318 N84-17610
Dual clearance squeeze film damper
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13506-1 ] p 535 N64-22562
The SARIB vibration absorber
[SNIAS-832-210-104] p628 N84-26058
Preliminary evaluation of waveguide vibration
absorbers
[AD-A140743] p727 N84-27070
Preliminary'experimental and theoretical results on
cantilever vibration absorbers applied for aircraft cabin
vibration
[SPER-8390] p 690 N84-27730
VIBRATION MEASUREMENT
Further application and development of. strain pattern
analysis p311 A84-19632
Holographic vibration measurment of a rotating fluttering
fan p'313 .A84-21511
Investigation of aerodynamic forces causing fan vibration
and noise p478 A84-28818
Experimental determination of the .natural modes of
swept-wing .. models .using . laser holographic
-. interferometry p619 A84-35022
Vibration Conference 1982. Neu-Ulm. West Germany,
October 7, 8. 1982. Reports p 805 A84-40994
Stress mapping of a low pressure compressor for an
advanced turbojet engine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-99] p 981 A84-46939
Optical blade vibration measurements of axial-flow
compressor p 1008 A84-49585
• An investigation into the probabilistic combination of
quasi-static and random accelerations
[NASA-TM-82584] p 729 N84-28111
VIBRATION MODE
Control of aeroelastic divergence p 135 A84-14728
On-line methods for rotorcraft aeroelastic mode
identification p200 A84-19177
Further application and development of strain pattern
analysis p311 A84-19632
Experimental modal analysis — of helicopter structural
vibrations p 286 A84-19633
Structure model refinement using reanalysis
techniques p 314 A84-22622
Analytical determination of real normal modes from
measured complex responses
[AIAA PAPER 84-0995] p 556 A84-31715
Vibration modes of packeted bladed disks
p533 A84-31902
Experimental determination of the natural modes of
swept-wing models using laser holographic
interferometry p619 A84-35022
Evolution of test methods for structural vibrations
p716 A64-37149
Frequencies and mode shapes of rotating bladed
axisymmetric structures - Application to a jet engine
p 780 A84-42416
Modal analysis and parameter identification for twisted
compressor blades by means of impulse excitation
p807 A84-42419
Twin mode analysis of aeroengine fan vibration and
flutter for use in design studies . p 780 A84-42421
Aeroelastic instabilities in labyrinth air seal systems
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-169] p 1004 A84-46973
Blade loss transient dynamics analysis with flexible
bladed disk
[NASA-CR-168176] p134 N84-13193
Experimental modal analysis -
[SNIAS-832-210-110] p 587 N84-25655
VIBRATION SIMULATORS
Lewis Research Center spin rig and its use in vibration
analysis of rotating systems
[NASA-TP-2304] p 605 N84-24578
Experimental modal analysis
[SNIAS-832-210-110] p 587 N84-25655
VIBRATION TESTS . . ..
Flight vibration test analysis - Methods, theory and
application
[AIAA PAPER 83-2752] p 50 A84-12340
Flight vibration testing with tip vane on Airbus A310
[AIAA PAPER 83-2753] p 50 A84-12341
Non-linearities encountered in the AH-1G helicopter
ground vibration test
[AIAA PAPER 83-2765] p116 A84-13385
Cat for ground vibration testing — Computer Aided Test
system u 138 A84-13399
An electromagnetic vibrator tor use in flutter testing
[AIAA PAPER 84-0086) p241 A84-17871
Vibration of a structure with a tank containing fluid
p311. A84-19645
Advanced gearbox health monitoring techniques
p 531 A84-31310
Measurements of self-excited rotor-blade vibrations
using optical displacements
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-132] p618 A84-33702
Vibrational behavior of coupled blade systems —
German thesis p 716 A84-36991
Evolution of test methods for structural vibrations
p 716 A84-37149
Compilation and application of a state-time spectrum
of aircraft ambient vibration p770 A84-41779
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 15, no. 8
' [AD-A133708] p 387 N84-19849
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
1983-6, 217/November-December
[ESA-TT-841] . . p625 N84-25870
Ground vibration test of F-16 airplane with initial
decoupler pylon
[NASA-TM-86259] p 978 N84-34439
VIBRATIONAL STRESS
A study of the vibrations of the blower rotors of
gas-turbine engines during changes in the conditions at
the engine inlet p 128 A84-13958
Vibration of impellers. V - Measurement of resonant
vibratory stresses of an impeller and pressure distribution
due to aerodynamic excitation p 558 A84-32764
Estimation of Vibrational stressed state for GTE blades
under random vibrations p619 A84-34133
Design of integrally damped compressor vanes
[AIAA PAPER 84-0867] p 601 A84-34905
Stress mapping of a low pressure compressor for an
advanced turbojet engine
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-99] p 981 A84-46939
Aerodynamically excited vibrations of a part-span
shrouded fan
(ASME PAPER 84-GT-172] p 1004 A84-46975
VIBRATORY LOADS
The vibratory airioading of helicopter rotors
p 875 A84-46273
Investigation of the effect of blade sweep on rotor
vibratory loads
[NASA-CR-166526] p351 N84-18196
An investigation into the probabilistic combination of
quasi-static and random accelerations
(NASA-TM-82584] p 729 N84-28111
VIDEO DATA
A dual digital to video converter for avionics symbology
and messages
[AD-A138383] p 448 N84-21547
Digital capability for cockpit television sensor
instrumentation systems
. [AD-A139432] p 531 N84-23628
Image generator architectures and features
[AD-P003449] p 907 N84-32226
On-line task analyses in maintenance simulation
- [AD-P003452] p 826 N84-32229
A dual digital to video converter and color video insetter
for avionics symbology and messages
[AD-A143772] p 979 N84-33408
VIDEO EQUIPMENT
An equipment for simulating airborne radar video
p 55 A84-10792
New video standards — for aircraft applications
p207 A84-16562
A video bus for weapon system integration
p 202 N84-15051
Preliminary experience with a stereoscopic video system
in a remotely piloted aircraft application
[NASA-TM-84909] p 531 N84-22557
VIRTUAL PROPERTIES
Further experimental determination of parachute virtual
mass coefficients
[AIAA PAPER 84-0797] p 401 A84-26565
VISCOELASTIC DAMPING
Design of integrally damped compressor vanes
[AIAA PAPER 84-0867] p 601 A84-34905
VISCOELASTICITY
The effect of fluid inertia and viscoelasticity in
squeeze-film damper bearings
[AD-A138054] p 486 N84-21880
Kinetic-elastic approach for time-dependent rheological
data on slurry fuels and polymers
[AD-A141210] p715 N84-27911
VISCOPLASTICITY
Viscoplastic fatigue in a superalloy at elevated
temperatures considering a zero mean stress
p548 A84-31654
Research and development program for the
development of advanced time-temperature dependent
constitutive relationships. Volume 2: Programming
manual
[NASA-CR-168191-VOL-2] p 80 NB4-10614
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La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
1982-2, 207/March-April 1982
IESA-TT-759] p 88 N84-13143
VISCOSITY
Effects of viscosity and surface tension on a jet plume
in supersonic crossflow p 405 A84-27128
Effects of viscosity and modes on transonic aerodynamic
and aeroelastic characteristics of wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-0870] p 505 A84-31685
Kinetic-elastic approach for time-dependent ideological
data on slurry fuels and polymers
[AD-A141210] p715 N84-27911
Blade endwall flows in an axial flow compressor stage
p893 NS4-31209
Flux-vector splitting and Runge-Kutta methods for the
Euler equations
[NASA-CR-172415] p 937 N84-31993
Boundary-layer linear stability theory
p 1009 N84-33759
VISCOUS DAMPING
NASA-General Electric Energy Efficient Engine high load
squeeze film damper-system analysis and test results
[AIAA PAPER 84-1217) p 696 A84-36961
VISCOUS DRAG
Viscous flow calculations of shock diffraction and drag
loads on arched structures
[AIAA PAPER 84-1680] p 722 A84-39316
VISCOUS FLOW
Numerical viscid-inviscid interaction in steady and
unsteady flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1983-8] p6 A84-10087
Viscous-inviscid matching using higher-order shear-layer
equations p 6 A84-10089
Unsteady viscous transonic flow computations using the
LTRAN2-NLR code coupled with Green's lag-entrainment
method p7 A84-10095
Viscous/inviscid interaction analysis of asymmetric
trailing-edge flows p7 A84-10096
An orthogonal coordinate grid following the
three-dimensional viscous flow over a concave surface
p14 A84-11598
Computation of three-dimensional viscous flows on
transonic wings by boundary layer-inviscid flow
interaction p 95 A84-15854
An unsteady separated flow of an incompressible fluid
around an airfoil - Comparison between numerical and
experimental results p 154 A84-17597
Viscous modeling and computation of leading and
trailing-edge vortex cores of delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-0082] p 158 A84-17867
Viscous/inviscid interaction analysis of separated
trailing-edge flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0266] p 164 A84-17985
A simple viscous-inviscid aerodynamic analysis of
two-dimensional ejectors
[AIAA PAPER 84-0281] p 164 A84-17995
A method for calculating subsonic and transonic flows
over wings or wing-fuselage combinations with an
allowance for viscous effects
[AIAA PAPER 84-0428] p 167 A84-18087
Supersonic viscous compressible gas flow past conically
blunted cylinders at low Reynolds numbers
p 171 A84-19002
Numerical study of self-similar problems concerning
viscous compressible gas flow in channels
p 172 A84-19004
Hypersonic flow of a viscous gas at the surface of a
blunt cone with strong injection near the blunt section
p264 A84-21133
Viscous hypersonic flow over complex bodies at high
angles of attack
(AIAA PAPER 84-0015J p 265 A84-21279
Three-dimensional viscous design methodology for
advanced technology aircraft supersonic inlet systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-0194] p 265 A84-21290
Calculations of viscous transonic flow over airfoils
p266 A84-21506
Computational models of the interaction between
vortices and the permeable boundary of a subsonic flow
region p 267 A84-21732
High altitude effects on three-dimensional
nonequilibrium viscous shock-layer flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0304] p 267 A84-21861
Airfoil computation at high angles of attack, inviscid and
viscous phenomena
1 AIAA PAPER 84-0524] p 268 AB4-21876
Analytic extrapolation to full-scale aircraft dynamics
p347 A84-24110
Numerical study of incompressible slightly viscous flow
past blunt bodies and airfoils '
[AD-A138396] p 331 A84-24737
Fundamental solutions and numerical methods for flow
problems p 475 A84-27423
An analysis of flow characteristics for the case of uniform
injection of a homogeneous gas at the rear of a body
p 506 A84-32156
Viscous-inviscid interactions on axisymmetric bodies of
revolution in supersonic flow p 508 A84-32599
Computation of transonic flow around airfoils with trailing
edge and shock/boundary layer interactions
p 574 A84-34454
Analysis of separated boundary-layer flows
p578 A84-35311
On the use of several compact methods for the study
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[AIAA PAPER 84-0600] p 365 A84-24189
Aerodynamic evaluation of a helicopter rotor blade with
ice accretion in hover
(AIAA PAPER 84-0608] p 342 A84-24194
Determination of non-linear loads on oscillating models
in wind tunnels p 368 A84-25218
Asymmetric blowing model design and testing
p 368 A84-25219
Two-dimensional wake characteristics of inlet vanes for
open-circuit wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 84-0604] p 369 A84-25729
Remotely controlled models slash tunnel time
p 467 A84-29576
Predicting dynamic instability boundaries using lattice
filters — for wind tunnel flutter models
(SAE PAPER 831432] p 468 A84-29630
Two-dimensional wind-tunnel interference from
measurements on two contours p 574 A84-34459
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Flow-field investigation ol a supercruise fighter model
[ AlAA PAPER 84-1331 ] p 576 A84-35175
Experimental documentation of the lifting surface wakes
of a canard and forward swept wing configuration
p655 A84-38418
Low speed twin engine simulation on a large scale
transport aircraft model in the DNW p 906 A84-45056
An experimental verification of heat flux measurements
using two-layer thermoindicating coatings
p 1006 A84-47071
•Wind tunnel models - A designer's tool
p 992 A84-49370
Video model deformation system for the National
Transonic Facility
[NAS 1.15:85681] . p 81 N84-11457
Engine/airframe interference drag at cruise conditions,
using propulsion simulation
[NLR-TR-82012-U] p 98 N84-12098
Effect of thrust reverser operation on the
lateral-directional characteristics of a three-surface F-15
model at transonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2234] - p 107 N84-13165
Wind tunnel tests on a model of a semisubmersible
platform and comparison of the results with full-scale
data
INLR-MP-82014-UJ p 176 N84-15113
Wake characteristics and interactions of the
Canard/wing lifting surface configuration of the X-29
forward-swept wing flight demonstrator
[AD-A133188) p 179 N84-15126
The effect of discrete spanwise regions of bleed on
pseudo-two-dimensional base flow at transonic speeds
[ARL-AERO-NOTE-418] p 269 N84-16132
Captive trajectory system test planning information for
AEDC supersonic wind tunnel (A) and hypersonic wind
tunnels (B) and (C)
(AD-A136439) p 370 N84-18217
Comparative force measurements on half and whole
models of a heavy lift wing in the large wind tunnel
Emmen
[F/W-50-1596] p341 N84-19301
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A137617] p 398 N84-20473
Using a commercial CAD system for simultaneous input
to Iheoretical aerodynamic programs and wind-tunnel
model construction p 492 N84-22223
A universal 3-dimensional wall pressure correction
method for closed rectangular subsonic wind tunnel test
sections (displacement. downwash, streamline
curvature)
[ESA-TT-800] ' p 545 N84-22588
A short note on recent advances in the adaptive wall
technique for 3D-model tests at the TU-Berlin
p 514 N84-23571
Half-model testing in the NLR high speed wind tunnel
HST: Its technique and application p 514 N84-23588
New methods of excitation, acquisition and data
reduction about unsteady wind tunnel tests
p515 N84-23599
Experience in engine face, non-steady, flow
measurements through a side and bottom engine air inlet
duct p 538 N84-23600
Fracture temperature and flaw growth in nitronic 40 at
cryogenic temperatures
[NASA-TP-2312] p 552 N84-23750
Wake visualization
(BU-282] p 581 N84-24542
The effect of perforation on the aerodynamics of a
spoiler
[BU-286] p 582 N84-24545
An investigation into anti-swirl devices for s-shaped air
intakes
[BU-293] p 582 N84-24549
Half-model testing in the NLR High Speed Tunnel (HST):
Its technique and application
[NLR-MP-83036-U] p 663 N84-26675
Support interference of wind tunnel models: A selective
annotated bibliography
[NASA-TM-81909-SUPPL] p 706 N84-26708
Evaluation of aerodynamic admittance of a model bridge
oscillating with vertical motion . .
INMI-R-175) p729 N84-28104
Design study of test models of maneuvering aircraft
configurations for the National Transonic Facility (NTF)
[NASA-CR-3827] p 993 N84-33422
A new method of evaluating the side wall interference
effect on airfoil angle of attack by suction from the side
walls
[NASA-TM-77722] p 967 N84-34432
Model mount system for testing flutter
INASA-CASE-LAR-12950-11 p 993 N84-34448
WIND TUNNEL NOZZLES
A new method of boundary layer correction in the design
of supersonic wind tunnel nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 84-0171 ] p 162 A84-17929
Nozzle optimization study for quiet supersonic wind
tunnels • .
[AIAA PAPER 84-1628] p 706 A84-38017
Design parameters and performance of
two-dimensional, asymmetric, 'sliding block', variable Mach
number, supersonic nozzles p 845 A84-46192
Laminarization of a boundary layer in a supersonic nozzle
by cooling of the surface
[NASA-TM-77341] p 175 N84-14119
Remarks on the layout of the subsonic free jet wind
tunnels
[NASA-TM-77326] ' p 370 N84-18214
Wind tunnel material test to quantify Space Shuttle
external tank insulation requirements
[AD-A141563] p 796 N84-28890
WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
Review of support interference in dynamic tests —' in
wind tunnels p 138 A84-13572
Free-flight and wind-tunnel data for a generic fighter
'configuration p 152 A84-17401
Clark-Y airfoil performance at low Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 84-0052] p 157 A84-17848
Wind tunneling testing and analysis relating to the
spinning of light aircraft
[AIAA PAPER L 4-0558] p 226 A84-18163
Determination of non-linear loads on oscillating models
in wind tunnels p 368 A84-25218
Free flight method in hypersonic impulse type tunnels
for static and dynamic stability study
p369 A84-25996
An experimental study of the performance of clustered
parachutes in a low speed wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0822] p 402 A84-26585
Axisymmetric approach and landing thrust reverser
concepts In-ground effects wind tunnel test results
[AIAA PAPER 84-1215] p 601 A84-35134
Direct derivative measurements in the presence of sting
plunging
[AIAA PAPER 84-2107] p 792 A84-42355
Wind tunnel tests on. a model of a semisubmersible
platform and comparison of the results with full-scale
data
[NLR-MP-82014-U) •. p 176 N84-15113
. New investigation of short wings with lateral jets
[NASA-TM-77347] p 178 N84-15124
La Recherche Aerospatiale bimonthly bulletin, number
1983-3, 214/May-June
[ESA-TT-822] p 322 N84-18014
WIND TUNNEL TESTS
Flow quality in wind tunnels; Meeting, Bremen, West
Germany, September 9, 10, 1982, Reports
p69 A84-10551
- Hot-wire anemometer measurements in large wind
tunnels . p 70 A84-10553
The DFVLR Goettingen high-pressure wind tunnel -
Tunnel characteristics and flow quality
p 70 A84-10555
Investigation of transonic test sections with comparison
of perforated and slotted walls p 70 A84-10557
Effect of wind tunnel turbulence on model test results.
II Comparative tests in German 3-m wind tunnels
p70 A84-10559
Wind tunnel effects in vehicle aerodynamics
. . . p 71 A84-10561
Adaptable wind tunnel for testing V/STOL configurations
at high lift p 71 A84-11048
Low level delivery test program.- Correlation of wind
tunnel/sled track test separation results
(AIAA PAPER 83-2761 ] p 72 A84-12347
Aerodynamic characteristics of bodies with star-shaped
cross sections at moderate supersonic velocities
p89 A84-13401
•New device for flow survey around models in large
wind-tunnels
[ONERA, TP NO. 1983-128) p 139 A84-13643
Preliminary study -of oil-flow technique and
separated-flow in hypersonic shock tunnel
p94 A84-15255
Excitation system for wind-tunnel unsteady tests on
half-vying models p 139 A84-15859
The' development of a three-dimensional wave packet
in a boundary layer p 240 A84-17704
Effects of streamwise variations in noise levels and
spectra on supersonic boundary-layer transition
[AIAA PAPER 84-0010] p 155 A84-17830
Experimental investigation of ice accretion on rotorcraft
airfoils at high speeds
[AIAA PAPER 84-0183] p 196 A84-17936
Comparison of measured and calculated airloads on an
energy efficient transport wing model equipped with
• oscillating control surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-0301] p 165 A84-18008
Optimization and application of riblets for turbulent drag
reduction
[AIAA PAPER 84-0347] • p 166 A84-18039
PAN AIR prediction of NASA Ames 12-foot pressure
wind-tunnel interference on a fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 84-0219] P 173 A84-19243
Some aerodynamic considerations for advanced aircraft
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0562] P 200 A64-19262
Electro-impulse deicing - Structural dynamic studies,
icing tunnel tests and applications
[AIAA PAPER 84-0022] p 288 A84-19886
Decreasing the side wall contamination in wind
tunnels p 306 A84-20043
An improved method of predicting anti-icing flow rates
for a fluid ice protection system
[AIAA PAPER 84-0023] p 279 A84-21280
The icing of an unheated, nonrotating cylinder. I • A
simulation model p 389 A84-23647
Analytic extrapolation to full-scale aircraft dynamics
p347 A84-24110
Aerodynamic Testing Conference, 13th. San Diego, CA.
March 5-7, 1984, Technical Papers p 363 A84-24176
• Transport configuration wind tunnel tests with engine
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0592] p 364 A84-24183
Civil turtoof an propulsion system integration studies using
powered testing techniques at ARA, Bedford
[AIAA PAPER 84-0593] p 355 A84-24184
A study of dynamic measurements made in the settling
chamber of the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0596] p 365 A84-24186
Modification of NASA Langley 8 Foot High Temperature
Tunnel to provide a unique national research facility for
hypersonic air-breathing propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-0602] p 365 A84-24190
Performance degradation of a model helicopter main
rotor in hover and forward flight with a generic ice shape
[AIAA PAPER 84-0609] p 348 A84-24195
Application of the adaptive wall to high-lift subsonic
aerodynamic testing - An engineering evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0626] p 366 A84-24204
Wind-tunnel tests on a high performance low-Reynolds
number airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 84-0628] p 331 A84-24206
Experimental study of hinge moment in the subsonic
and transonic speed range • p 348 A84-25176
Measured aerodynamic forces on three typical helicopter
tail boom cross sections p 348 A84-25194
Visualization of boundary layer transition on a cone with
liquid crystals p 332 A84-25203
Low pressure measurement techniques in a
hypervelocity wind tunnel p 367 A84-25213
Experimental measurements of the aerodynamic surface
pressures on spinning bodies p 332 A84-25214
Experimental design for calibration of wind tunnel
balances p 367 A84-25215
Design of high-Reynolds-number flat-plate experiments
in the NTF
[AIAA PAPER 84-0588] p 368 A84-25726
Aerodynamic characteristics of the 40- by 80-/80- by
120-ft wind tunnel at NASA-Ames Research Center
[AIAA PAPER 84-0601) p 368 A84-25728
Comparison of flight and wind tunnel data on the Dornier
TST configuration — transonic technology wing
[AIAA PAPER 84-0612] p 349 A84-25730
Effects of inlet spillage on store carriage loads and
launch trajectories
[AIAA PAPER 84-0615] p 349 A84-25731
High altitude maneuver control test in the NSWC
hypervelocity tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0616] p 369 A84-25732
Status of three-dimensional adaptive-wall test section
development at AEDC
[AIAA PAPER 84-0624] p 369 A84-25733
An experimental investigation of transonic wind tunnel
wall interference effect on airfoil testing
p369 A84-25997
New, high-performance rotating parachute — for reentry
vehicle recovery
[AIAA PAPER 84-0808] p 402 A84-26573
Transonic wind-tunnel investigation of the Galileo Probe
parachute configuration
[AIAA PAPER 84-0823) p 402 A84-26586
Experimental studies of the separated flow over a NASA
GA(W)-1 airfoil p405 A84-27144
Drag of a tubular projectile with internal blockage
p405 A84-27447
A'review of some recent research on time-dependent
aerodynamics p 406 A84-28015
Compact, pulsed LDA tor airborne and windtunnel
applications p 478 A84-28730
Propulsion simulation test technique for V/STOL
configurations
[SAE PAPER 831427] " p 467 A84-29529
Vought ground effects and transition tests of a tandem
fan medium speed V/STOL configuration
[SAE PAPER 831547] ' p 434 A84-29537
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The aeroballistic characteristics ol a slotted-square
parachute
[AIAA PAPER 84-07911 p 408 A84-29970
Wind tunnel correlation study of aerodynamic modeling
for F/A-18 wing-store tip-missile flutter
p524 A84-30806
Comparison of model helicopter rotor primary and
secondary blade/vortex interaction blade slap
p566 A84-30809
Cryogenic methods in wind tunnels
IAAAF PAPER NT 83-08] p 544 A84-32479
Unsteady aerodynamic characterization of a military
aircraft in vertical gusts
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-16] . p 507 AB4-32484
Unsteady hot-X-wire measurements in a schematic air
intake
IAAAF PAPER NT 83-17] p 507 A84-32485
Analysis of the apex vortex on a sweptback wing .
| AAAF PAPER NT 83-20] p 507 A84-32488
Application of laser velocimetry to the study of the flow
behind a spoiler
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-21 ] p 508 A84-32489
Ground-effect measurements at the CEAT
aerohydrodynamic tunnel
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-24] . p 544 A84-32491
The active and passive influencing of shock boundary
layer interference at supercritical aircraft wings
[OGLR PAPER 83-059] p 509 A84-33150
An advanced aerospike to minimize nose drag
p573 A84-33849
Measurements of ground effect for delta wings
p575 A84-34466
Experimental investigation of wall interference and
two-dimensionality of the flow in a transonic airfoil wind
tunnel . p 576 A84-35017
Flow-field investigation of a supercruise fighter model
[AIAA PAPER 84-1331] p 576 A84-35175
Hysteresis of supersonic separated flows
p 580 A84-35734
Wind tunnel test of a soft/stiff inpiane bearingless
rotor p 677 A84-36524
Test of a probe used to sense altitude through
measurement of pressure p 705 • A84-36552
Effect of variable inlet guide vanes on operating
characteristics of a tilt nacelle inlet/powered fan model
[AIAA PAPER 84-1398] p 697 A84-36975
Detailed study of the flow around a profile with high-lift
devices - Comparison with calculations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-17] p 643 A84-37536
Significant drag reduction results for twinpack turbofan
nacelle installations using combination of wind tunnel force
balance, flow visualization, and three dimensional
computational methods
I AIAA PAPER 84-1328) p 680 A84-37646
Flight effects on fan noise with static and wind-tunnel
comparisons p 699 A84-37928
Analysis of vortex development from visualization of
accelerating flow around an airfoil, starting from rest
[AIAA PAPER 84-1568] p 649 A84-37977
Measurements of the 3D turbulent flow behind a
propeller in a shear flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1676] p 653 A84-38052
Experimental arid computational study of roughness
effects at M = 6
(AIAA PAPER 84-1681] : p 653 A84-38053
Why credible propeller noise measurements are possible
in the acoustically untreated NASA Lewis 8 ft by 6 ft wind
tunnel ' p 735 A84-38091
Blade bending flutter in started supersonic flow
p 720 A84-38095
Experimental investigation into forward swept wings for
a light-weight combat aircraft p 681 A84-38406
Methodological aspects of the testing of aerodynamic
models with combustion in high-enthalpy blowdown wind
tunnels p 655 A84-38673
A summary overview of work on dynamic stall
P657 A84-38880
Flight and wind tunnel tests of an electro-impulse
de-icing system
[AIAA PAPER 84-2234] p 671 A84-39280
An asymptotic theory of wind tunnel wall interference
on subsonic slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 84-1625] p 706 A84-39303
Calibration and use of an ONERA miniature five hole
probe
[ONERA, TP NO! 1984-2] p 803 A84-39973
Effects of nozzle design parameters on the extent of
quiet test flow at Mach 3.5 p 742 A84-40025
Numerical simulation of controlled flow tunnel for
V/STOL testing
[AIAA PAPER 84-2152] p 791 A84-41330
Effect of upstream parallel flow on two-dimensional
wind-tunnel tests
[AIAA PAPER 84-2153) p 745 AB4-41331
Reynolds number effect on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an ogive-cylinder at high angles of
attack • .
[ AIAA PAPER 84-2176 ] p 746 A84-41341
• Impact of fuselage incidence on the supersonic
aerodynamics of two fighter configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2193] p 747 A84-41345
Experimental investigation of the aerodynamic effects
of distributed spanwise blowing on a Tighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 84-2195] p 747 A84-41347
Design, wind tunnel testing and rational analysis of a
ventral pilot-type air intake
[AIAA PAPER 84-2202] p 747 A84-41350
Reynolds number effects on the aerodynamics of a body
' with square cross-section p 749 A84-42249
Flight characteristics of a manned, low-speed, controlled
deep stall vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 84-2074] p 786 A84-42330
Transient aerodynamic. characteristics of a
two-dimensional low-speed wing at several angles of
attack
[AIAA PAPER 84-2076] p 749 A84-42332
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of bodies having square cross-section at
transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 84-2091 ] p 750 A84-42344
Active control of asymmetric vortex effects in circular
cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 84-2101] p 751 A84-42351
Experimental heating distributions for biconics at
incidence in Mach 10 air and comparison to prediction
[AIAA PAPER 84-2119) p 751 A84-42363
Cryogenic wind tunnels for high Reynolds number
testing p 904 A84-429OO
• -Aerodynamic characteristics of two general 'aviation
canard configurations at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 84-2198] p 866 A84-44190
Validation of a wall-interference assessment/correction
procedure for airfoil tests in the Langley 0.3-meter
Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-2151] p 905 A84-44191
Subsonic/supersonic aerodynamic characteristics for a
tactical supercruiser
[AIAA PAPER 84-2192) p 828 A84-44195
An investigation of the tabbed vortex flap i
[AIAA PAPER 84-2173] p 828 A84-44197
F-14 high angle of attack investigation with asymmetric
thrust and external stores p 867 A84-44465
Boundary layer characteristics of the Miley airfoil at low
Reynolds numbers p829 A84-44507
Recent developments in the F-16 flutter suppression
with active control program
[AIAA PAPER 83-0995] p 897 A84-44515
Design and operation of TU-Berlin wind tunnel with
adaptable walls p905 A84-44933
Deformable adaptive wall test section for
three-dimensional wind tunnel testing
p 905 A84-44934
Wind tunnel wall influence considering 2D high lift
configurations p 905 A84-44935
Efficiency of a top-mounted inlet system at
transonic/supersonic speeds p 833 A84-44980
Design study of short range transport wing
p 834 A84-44997
Wind tunnel test of a twin, rear propeller transport aircraft
configuration at low speeds p 871 A84-44999
An evaluation of the relative merits of wing-canard,
wing-tail, and tailless arrangements for advanced fighter
applications p872 A84-45013
Estimated low-speed aerodynamic parameters of an
advanced fighter from flight and wind tunnel data
p906 A84-45042
Effect of Reynolds number on upper cowl flow
separation p 837 A84-45051
The effect of air condensation on heat transfer and
certain characteristics of flow in a wind tunnel
p839 A84-45714
Similarity criteria for the spectra of wall pressure
fluctuations in a turbulent boundary layer
p 921 A84-45983
Unsteady wake measurements of an oscillating flap at
transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 84-1563) p 844 A84-46112
Considerations in the estimation of full-scale rotor
performance from model rotor test data
p875 A84-46329
High speed ice accretion on rotorcraft airfoils
p 853 A84-46330
Measured and calculated inpiane stability characteristics
for an advanced bearingless main rotor
p875 A84-46341
Helicopter individual-blade-control and its applications
p 901 A84-46376
A study of the aerodynamic interaction between a main
rotor and a fuselage p 846 A84-46381
An investigation of the aerodynamics of an RAE swept
tip using a model rotor p 846 A84-46382
First cryogenic tests of an airfoil in ONERA/CERT T2
wind tunnel p 949 A84-46767
Surface static pressures in an inlet vortex flow field
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-201] p 955 A84-46996
An experimental study of the conditions leading to the
generation of a vortex at the air intake of a gas-turbine
engine and vortex-induced perturbations
p985 A84-47066
A new aircraft design tool - Computational fluid
dynamics p 963 A84-49389
Experimental studies of boundary layer transition on a
spinning and non-spinning axisymmetric body
p 16 N84-10014
LANN (Lockheed, AFWAL. NASA-Langley and NLR)
wing test program: Acquisition and application of unsteady
transonic data for evaluation of three-dimensional
computational methods
[NASA-CR-174466] p 19 N84-10032
Experimental methods to determine. control
effectiveness in wind tunnels p 65 N84-10087
Control of the forefaody vortex orientation by asymmetric
air injection. Part A: Application to enhance departure/spin
recovery of fighter aircraft and Part B: Details of the flow
structure p 65 N84-10088
An experimental documentation of trailing-edge flows
at high Reynolds number
[NASA-TM-84375] p 79 N84-10498
. Parametric tip effects for conformable rotor
applications
[NASA-TM-85682] p 80 N84-10609
Fast flutter clearance by parameter variation
p68 N84-11135
Reynolds number tests of an NPL 9510 airfoil in the
Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TM-85663] p 20 N84-11141
Airloads on bluff bodies, with application to the
rotor-induced downloads on tilt-rotor aircraft
[NASA-TM-84401] p 20 N84-11142
' Rotor/body aerodynamic interactions
[NASA-TM-85844] p 21 N84-11143
Subsonic/Transonic Aerodynamic Interference for
Aircraft: Introductory remarks p 95 N84-12073
Engine/airframe interference drag at cruise conditions,
using propulsion simulation
[NLR-TR-82012-U] p 98 N84-12098
An experimental investigation of the vortex flow over
delta and double-delta wings at low speed
p99 N84-12106
Recent studies at NASA-Langley of vortical flows
interacting with neighboring surfaces
p 100 N84-12109
Tabulation of data from tests of an NPL 9510 airfoil in
the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
(NASA-TM-84579) p 105 N84-13151
An approximate method of estimating the aerodynamic
interference between two parallel bodies (normal force and
side force)
[NAL-TR-752] p 105 N84-13154
Flight testing the Rotor Systems Research Aircraft
(RSRA)
[NASA-TM-85852] p 124 N84-13177
Effects of wall interference on unsteady transonic
flows . p 176 N84-15105
An experimental study of airfoil-spoiler aerodynamics
p 180 N84-15133
Noise of the SR-6 propeller model at 2 deg and 4 deg
angles of attack
[NASA-TM-83515] p 322 N84-16946
Tests on a CAST 7 two-dimensional airfoil in a
streamlining test section
[NASA-CR-172291] p 274 N84-17136
IRAAM wind tunnel test, task 3
[AD-A135256] p 275 N84-17148
Airloads research study. Volume 2: Airload coefficients
derived from wind tunnel data
[NASA-CR-170410] p 294 N84-17174
Wind-tunnel free-flight investigation of a model of a
forward-swept-wing fighter configuration
[NASA-TP-2230] p 305 N84-17184
Air intakes for a probative missile of rocket ramjet
[NASA-TM-77407] p 336 N84-18170
Effects of blowing spanwise from the tips of low-aspect
ratio wings of varying taper ratio, with application to
improving STOL capability of fighter aircraft
[AD-A135688] p 337 N84-18175
Wind tunnel tests on a nonaxisymmetric projectile shape
at Mach numbers 2.5 to 6.0
[AD-A135784] p 337 N84-18177
High altitude maneuver control tests in the NSWC (Naval
Surface Weapons Center) hyperveloctty wind tunnel
[AD-A136105] p337 N84-18178
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Hover test of a full-scale hingeless helicopter rotor:
Aeroelastic stability, performance and loads data — wind
tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-85892] p 350 N84-18190
Review and assessment of USAF and US Army (HISS)
artificial icing cloud studies
[AD-A135720] p 390 N84-18814
A wind tunnel investigation to determine dominant
forebody strake design characteristics for an F-15
equipped with conformal fuel tanks
[AD-A136912] p 340 N84-19292
Continued experimental investigation of dynamic stall
[AD-A136920] p 340 N84-19294
Wind tunnel tests on an outer wing segment of the
ASW-19X sailplane
[VTH-LR-369] p 342 N84-19305
Use of adaptive walls in 2D tests
[NASA-TM-77380] p 371 N84-19359
Testing for severe aerodynamtcally induced vibration
environments p 342 N84-19905
Wing planform effects at supersonic speeds for an
advanced fighter configuration
[NASA-TP-2269] p 410 N84-20486
An experimental study of the properties of surface
pressure fluctuations in strong adverse pressure gradient
turbulent boundary layers
[NASA-CR-175410J
 P410 N84-20488
Two-dimensional wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-76963] p 468 N84-20602
Test-engine and inlet performance of an aircraft used
lor investigating flight effects on fan noise
[NASA-TP-2254] p 495 N84-21277
Application of laser velocimetry to unsteady flows in large
scale high speed tunnels
[NASA-CR-166575] . p412 N84-21511
Wind-tunnel investigation of an advanced general
aviation canard configuration
• [NASA-TM-85760] p 439 N84-21539
Body-freedom flutter of a 1 /2-scale forward-swept-wing
model, an experimental and analytical study
[NASA-CR-172324] p 464 N84-21553
Experimental investigation of the internal flow field in
STOL engine inlets p 511 N84-22544
Wind Tunnels and Testing Techniques
[AGARD-CP-348] p 503 N84-23564
A review and an update of the RDP Specialists Meeting
(London) on Wall Interference in Wind Tunnels
p 513 N84-23570
A short note on recent advances in the adaptive wall
technique for 3D-model tests at the TU-Berlin
p514 -N84-23571
Ground/flight test techniques and correlation
p528 N84-23574
High Reynolds number tests of the cast 10-2/DOA2
transonic airfoil at ambient and cryogenic temperature
conditions p 514 N84-23575
. Nonadiabatic model wall effects on transonic airfoil
performance in a cryogenic wind tunnel
p 562 N84-23579
Practical solutions to simulation difficulties in subscale
wind tunnel tests p 514 N84-23581
Recent developments and future directions in dynamic
stability research at NAE, Ottawa p 514 N84-23582
Propeller and rotor noise testing in aeroacoustic wind
tunnels p 567 N84-23583
Aeroacoustic noise measurements in wind tunnel
p 567 N84-23584
Use of a small scale wind tunnel and model shop at
Aeronautica Macchi as an industrial tool
p 546 N84-23585
The 310 airbus test in the ONERA wind tunnel:
Flight-wind tunnel comparison p 565 N84-23587
Recent developments in store separation and grid survey
techniques using the ARA Two-Sting Rig
p515 N84-23595
A self-contained captive trajectory system for a
blowdown wind tunnel p 546 N84-23596
The. accelerated light model technique of store
separation as developed and used at British Aerospace.
Brough p 528 N84-23597
Vortical flow exploration methods developed for the F1
wind tunnel p 563 N84-23598
New methods of excitation, acquisition and data
reduction about unsteady wind tunnel tests
p 515 N84-23599
Experience in engine face, non-steady, flow
measurements through a side and bottom engine air inlet
duct p 538 N84-23600
Recent developments in the measurement of
time-dependent pressures p515 N84-23601
Aerodynamic forces on an airship hull in atmospheric
turbulence
[UTIAS-277]
 P516 N84-23604
Aerodynamic characteristics of the 40- by 80/80- by
120-foot wind tunnel at NASA Ames Research Center
[NASA-TM-85946] p 529 N84-23622
Low-speed wind-tunnel study of the high-angle-of-attack
stability and control characteristics of a
cranked-arrow-wing fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-85776] p 543 N84-23654
Nozzle tests for simulating heavy rain in a wind tunnel
[AD-A139566] p 546 N84-23657
An aeroelastician's perspective of wind tunnel and flight
experiences with active contro' of structural response and
stability
[NASA-TM-857611 p 563 N84-23924
Acoustic measurements ol a full-scale rotor with four
tip shapes. Volume 1: Text, (.ppendices A and B
[NASA-TM-85878-VOL-1] p 567 N84-24327
V/STOL wind-tunnel testing
[NASA-TM-85936] p 571 N84-24528
Flight mechanical analysis of dynamic derivatives of the
Dornier variation wind tunne1 model
[DFVLR-FM-83-38] p 581 N84-24541
An investigation into the nature and control of vortex
flow round helicopter upsweep
[BU-285] p 582 N84-24544
The effect of perforation on the aerodynamics of a
spoiler
[BU-286] . p 582 N84-24545
An investigation into anti-swirl devices for s-shaped air
intakes -
[BU-293] p 582 N84-24549
The • structural and aerodynamic behaviour of a
semi-inflatable wing
•[BU-297] p596 N84-24574
Installation noise measurements of model SR and CR
propellers
[NASA-TM-85790] p 631 N84-25425
Acoustic measurements of a full-scale rotor with four
tip shapes. Volume 2: Appendices C, D, E and F
[NASA-TM-85878-VOL-2] p 631 N84-25426
V/STOL wind-tunnel testing p 583 N84-25633
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine general
aviation design for an angle-of-attack range of 20 to 90
deg. 3: Influence of control deflection on predicted model
D spin modes
[NASA-CR-3248] p 584 N84-25641
Wind tunnel investigation of the rolling moment of a
rectangular wind with some winglets on the left upper tip
[NAL-TR-788] p 586 .N84-25650
Aerodynamic characteristics of fan-jet STOL aircraft
[NAL-TR-790] p 586 N84-25651
Wind tunnel investigations on thin supercritical airfoils
in the high subsonic flow regime
[ESA-TT-774] p 586 N84-25652
A numerical study of the controlled flow tunnel for a
high lift model p611 N84-25721
The ONERA Aeronautics Research Establishment in
Cannes (France)
[ONERA-P-1983-2] p 633 N84-26455
Natural laminar flow experiments on modern airplane
surfaces
[NASA-TP-2256J p 662 N84-26660
Low-speed investigation of effects of wing leading- and
trailing-edge flap deflections and canard incidence on a
fighter configuration equipped with a forward-swept wing
[NASA-TM-85795] p 662 N84-26667
Measured transonic unsteady pressures on an energy
efficient transport wing with oscillating control surfaces
p665 N84-27663
Selected advanced aerodynamic and active control
concepts development •
[NASA-CR-3469] p 666 N84-27683
KC-135 Winglet Program Review
[NASA-CP-2211] p667 N84-27686
KC-135 winglet program overview
p 667 N84-27687
Comparison of flight measured, predicted and wind
tunnel measured winglet characteristics on a KC-135
aircraft P 667 N84-27691
Two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of an
airfoil designed for two
[NASA-TP-19651 p 668 N84-27694
Experimental investigation of elastic mode control on
a model of a transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-3472] p 688 N84-27721
Experimental studies of flow separation of three airfoils
at low speeds
[NASA-CR-3530] p 754 N84-28736
Study of aerodynamic technology for single-cruise
engine V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft
[NASA-CR-166271) p 754 N84-28737
Wind tunnel tests of high-lift systems for advanced
transports using high-aspect-ratio supercritical wings
[NASA-CR-3523] p 755 N84-28742
A preliminary design study on an acoustic muffler for
the laminar flow transition research apparatus
[NASA-CR-172374] p 756 N84-28748
A numerical simulation of three-dimensional flow in an
adaptive wall wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-2351] p 756 N84-28750
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic effects
of forward facing wedges on the upper surface and leading
edge of an aerofoil, with emphasis at high angles of
attack
[AD-A142053] p 757 N84-28755
Comparative measurements of the unsteady pressures
on three oscillating wing-tip models
[DFVLR-FB-84-O7] • p 758 N84-28758
Wind tunnel material test to quantify Space Shuttle
external tank insulation requirements
[AD-A141563] p 796 N84-28890
Real jet effects on dual jets in a crossflow
[NASA-CR-173817] p 808 'N84-29161
Fuel savings potential of the NASA Advanced Turboprop
Program
[NASA-TM-83736J p 783 N84-29878
Wall pressure signature wind-tunnel wall-constraint
correction methods
[BAE-ARG-188] p 794 N84-29887
Magnetic suspension and balance system study
[NASA-CR-3802] p 794 N84-29888
Half-model testing in the NLR high speed wind tunnel
(HST)
[NLR-TR-82123-U] p 794 N84-29891
Description and validation of the two dimensional test
setup tor multiple airfoils in the pressurized wind tunnel
HST
[NLR-TR-83031-UJ p 795 N84-29892
Effect of radial load distribution on the first-harmonic
inflow velocity of a helicopter rotor at transition speeds
[AD-A1428401 p 848 N84-31100
Aerothermodynamic data base, phase C
[NASA-CR-173862] p911 N84-31259
Results of the AFRSI detailed-environment test of the
0.035-scale SSV pressure-loads model 84-0 in the Ames
11x11 ft. TWT and the Lewis 8x6 ft. and 10x10 ft. SWT
(OA-310A, B, C), volume 2
[NASA-CR-167686] P 911 N84-31260
Results of the AFRSI detailed-environment test of the
0.035-scale SSV pressure-loads model 84-0 in the Ames
11x11 ft. TWT and the Lewis 8x6 ft. and 10x10 ft. SWT
(OA-310A, B, C), volume 1
[NASA-CR-167685] p911 N84-31261
Gasdynamic study of model with combustion in shock
tunnel ' p 907 N84-32061
Subsonic and transonic unsteady- and steady-pressure
measurements on a rectangular supercritical wing
oscillated in pitch -r wind tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-85765J p 849 N84-32348
JT15D simulated flight data evaluation
[NASA-CR-172322] p 893 N84-32387
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics Panel
Symposium on Wind Tunnels and Testing Techniques
[AGARD-AR-193] p 909 N84-32402
Aerothermodynamic data base
[NASA-CR-171807] p 912 N84-32415
Kasprzyk airfoil. The first wind-tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-77757J p 965 N84-33380
High Reynolds number tests of the cast 10-2/DOA 2
airfoil in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel,
phase 2
[NASA-TM-86273] p 965 N84-33382
Data from tests of a R4 airfoil in the Langley 0.3-meter
transonic cryogenic tunnel
(NASA-TM-85739) p 965 N84-33385
Sidewall boundary layer corrections in subsonic,
2-dtmensional airfoil-hydrofoil testing
[AD-A144002] . p 966 N84-33391
Design study of test models of maneuvering aircraft
configurations for the National Transonic Facility (NTF)
' [NASA-CR-3827] p 993. N84-33422
An experimental investigation of the effect of boundary
layer refraction on the noise from a high-speed propeller
[NASA-TM-83764] p 1016 N84-34230
Wake profile measurements of fixed and oscillating
flaps
[NASA-CR-166602] p 967 N84-34428
A new method of evaluating the side wall interference
effect on airfoil angle of attack by suction from the side
walls
[NASA-TM-77722] p 967 N84-34432
WIND TUNNEL WALLS
' Investigation of transonic test sections with comparison
of perforated and slotted walls p 70 A84-10557
Adaptable wind tunnel for testing V/STOL configurations
at high lift ' p 71 A84-11048
Wind tunnel wall corrections deduced by iterating from
measured wall static pressure p 138 A84-13573
Wind tunnel wall interference corrections for aircraft
models in the transonic regime p 231 A84-17408
Effect of sidewall suction on flow in two-dimensional
wind tunnels
(AIAA PAPER 84-0242] p 162 A84-17970
• Aerodynamic design of high contraction ratio, subsonic
wind tunnel inlets
[AIAA PAPER 84-0416] p 167 A84-18078
A-309
WIND TUNNELS SUBJECT INDEX
Decreasing the side wall contamination in wind
tunnels p 306 A84-20043
. Sidewall effects on airfoil tests p 306 A84-21521
Investigation of sidewall boundary layer removal effects
on two different chord airfoil models in the Langley
0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0590] p 365 A84-24187
Wall pressure measurements for three-dimensional
transonic tests
[AIAA PAPER 84-0599] p 365 A84-24188
Three-dimensional testing in a flexible-wall wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0623] p 366 A84-24203
Application of the adaptive wall to high-lift subsonic
aerodynamic testing - An engineering evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0626] p 366 A84-24204
A slotted test section numerical model for interference
assessment
[AIAA PAPER 84-0627] p 366 A84-24205
Status of three-dimensional adaptive-wall test section
development at AEOC
[AIAA PAPER 84-0624] p 369 A84-25733
An asymptotic theory of wind tunnel wall interference
on subsonic slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 84-1625] p 706 A84-39303
Validation of a wall-interference assessment/correction
procedure for airfoil tests in the Langley 0.3-meter
Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-2151] p 905 A84-44191
Transonic wind tunnel wall interference minimization
p905 A84-44512
Design and operation of TU-Beriin wind tunnel with
adaptable walls p 905 A84-44933
Deformable adaptive wall test section for
three-dimensional wind tunnel testing
p 905 A84-44934
Wind tunnel wall influence considering 2D high lift
configurations p 905 A84-44935
Plane, rectangular, axisymmetric convergent channels
p842 A84-45738
Selecting an optimum wall permeability for a transonic
wind tunnel p 958 A84-47065
A new method of estimating wind tunnel wall interference
in the unsteady two-dimensional flow
[AD-A130475) p 19 N84-10029
Three-dimensional test experience with a transonic
adaptive-wall wind tunnel
[AD-A129858] p 72 NS4-10102
Wind tunnel wall interference
[AD-A131396] p 22 N84-11149
Laminarization of a boundary layer in a supersonic nozzle
by cooling of the surface
[NASA-TM-77341] p 175 N84-14119
Tests on a CAST 7 two-dimensional airfoil in a
streamlining test section
[NASA-CR-172291] p 274 N84-17136
A cooperative program to stimulate student involvement
through the MIT Undergraduate Research Opportunity
Program
[NASA-CR-173300] p 324 N84-1B086
Development of a wind tunnel test section with adaptive
flexible walls for three-dimensional flow
[8MFT-FB-W-83-026] p 387 N84-19776
Potential flow through a cascade of alternately displaced
circular bodies: The rod-wall wind tunnel boundary
conditions
[NASA-TM-85750] p 410 N84-20487
The status of analytical preparation for 2-dimensional
testing at high transonic speeds in the University of
Southampton transonic self-streamlining wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-3785] p411 N84-20494
Two-dimensional wind tunnel wall interference
[AD-A138964] p 412 N84-20499
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly bulletin, number
1983-4, 215/July-August
[ESA-TT-823] p 545 N84-22589
The T2 cryogenic wind tunnel with self-adaptable walls
atONERA/CERT p 545 N84-23567
A review and an update of the FDP Specialists Meeting
(London) on Wall Interference in Wind Tunnels
p513 N84-23570
A short note on recent advances in the adaptive wall
technique for 3D-fnodel tests at the TU-Beriin
p 514 N84-23571
Disturbances from ventilated tunnel walls in aerofoil
testing p 514 NB4-23573
Nonadiabatic model wall effects on transonic airfoil
performance in a cryogenic wind tunnel
p 562 N84-23579
Prediction of resonance frequencies for ventilated wall
wind tunnels p 567 NB4-23580
Half-model testing in the NLR high speed wind tunnel
HST: Its technique and application p 514 N84-23588
New TPS calibration bench, and ejector tests — wind
tunnel turbines and powered models
p 546 N84-23594
Half-model testing in the NLR High Speed Tunnel (HST):
Its technique and application
[NLR-MP-83036-U] p 663 N84-26675
Computation of imaginary-side pressure distributions
over the flexible walls of the test section insert for the
0.3-M transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-CR-172363] p 666 N84-27678
Study of asymptotic theory of transonic wind tunnel wall
interference
[AO-A141431] p756 N84-28751
The influence of a wind tunnel on helicopter rotational
noise: Formulation of analysis
[NASA-TM-85982] p 820 N84-30887
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics Panel
Symposium on Wind Tunnels and Testing Techniques
[AGARD-AR-193] p 909 N84-32402
Aerodynamic design of the contoured wind-tunnel liner
for the NASA supercritical, laminar-flow-control,
swept-wing experiment
[NASA-TP-2335] p 964 N84-33377
A new method of evaluating the side wall interference
effect on airfoil angle of attack by suction from the side
walls
[NASA-TM-77722] p 967 N84-34432
WIND TUNNELS
Dynamic flow quality measurements in the Langley Low
Turbulence Pressure Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0621] p 366 A84-24201
Aerodynamic characteristics of the 40- by 80-/80- by
120-ft wind tunnel at NASA-Ames Research Center
[AIAA PAPER 84-0601 ] p 368 A84-25728
Ground-effect measurements at the CEAT
aerohydrodynamic tunnel
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-24] p 544 A84-32491
Design and performance of a new low turbulence wind
tunnel at Bristol University p 544 A84-32792
Experimental blade vortex Interaction noise
characteristics of a utility helicopter at 1 /4 scale
[NASA-TM-84653] p 322 N84-18018
Hot wire in low Reynolds number flow
p324 N84-18087
Row behavior in the Wright Brothers Facility
[WBWT-TR-1187] p 307 N84-18088
High altitude maneuver control tests In the NSWC (Naval
Surface Weapons Center) hyperveloclty wind tunnel
[AD-A136105] p337 N84-18178
Design and evaluation of a pulsatlng-flow wind tunnel
[PB84-116086] p371 N84-18223
Simulation applications at NASA Ames Research
Center
[NASA-TM-85846] p 371 N84-19362
Effects of a porous plug on orifice induced static pressure
error p 412 N84-21507
A wind tunnel database using RIM
P493 N84-22313
Wind Tunnels and Testing Techniques
(AGARD-CP-348J p 503 N84-23564
Ground/flight test techniques and correlation
p 528 N84-23574
Definition, sources and lowest possible levels of
wind-tunnel turbulence p 562 N84-23576
An evaluation of factors affecting the flow quality in wind
tunnels p 562 N84-23577
Prediction of resonance frequencies for ventilated wall
wind tunnels p 567 N84-23580
Propeller and rotor noise testing in aeroacoustic wind
tunnels p 567 N84-23583
Aerodynamic characteristics of the 40- by 80/80- by
120-foot wind tunnel at NASA Ames Research Center
[NASA-TM-85946] p 529 N84-23622
A numerical study of the controlled flow tunnel for a
high lift model
[NASA-CR-166572] p 584 N84-25642
A numerical study of the controlled flow tunnel for a
high lift model p 611 N84-25721
The ONERA Aeronautics Research Establishment in
Cannes (France)
[ONERA-P-1983-2] p 633 N84-26455
Langley aeronautics and space test highlights, 1983
[NASA-TM-85806] p 633 N84-26564
A preliminary design study on an acoustic muffler for
the laminar flow transition research apparatus
[NASA-CR-172374] p 756 N84-28748
A numerical simulation of three-dimensional flow in an
adaptive wall wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-2351] p 756 N84-28750
A comparison of wind tunnels suitable for rotorcraft noise
studies p 794 N84-29665
Facility requirements for helicopter noise research
p818 N84-29672
Computer studies of hybrid-slotted working sections with
minimum interference at subsonic speeds
[NASA-TM-86002] p 881 N84-32379
Refined methods of aercelastic analysis and
optimization — swept wings, propeller theory, and subsonic
flutter * •
[NASA-CR-173967] p 1010 N84-33835
WIND TURBINES
A general algorithm for quasilinearization in helicopter
dynamics p311 A84-19641
Optimum propeller wind turbines p 389 A84-24055
On the design of horizontal axis two-bladed hinged wind
turbines p 730 A84-37127
Vortex shedding by a Savonius rotor
p 932 A84-44000
Status of wind-turbine wakes research in the federal
wind energy program
[DE83-013828] p 19 N64-10033
Rotating-boom facility for evaluation of wind
characteristics approaching a wind-turbine blade
[DE83-013117] p73 N84-10107
Identification of airfoil characteristics for optimum wind
turbine performance p412 N84-21510
A fundamental study of relation between the velocity
fields far upstream of, at and far downstream of a a rotor
disk in a shear flow — wind turbine flow
[FFA-136] p726 N84-27006
Growian rotor blades: Production development,
construction and test
[NASA-TM-77479] p 781 N84-28793
Jet spoiler arrangement for wind turbine
[DE84-011303] p 932 N84-31787
WIND VELOCITY
Analysis of the nature and cause of turbulence upset
using airline flight records p 851 A84-44468
Worldwide experience of wind shear during 1981-1982
p249 N84-15087
Doppler weather radar applications to terminal and
enroute air traffic control p 731 N84-28324
Directional extreme wind speed data for the design of
buildings and other structures
[PB84-178847] p 809 N84-30139
The 6M x 8M low speed wind tunnel
p907 N84-31221
Aircraft liftmeter
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12518-1] p 887 N84-32383
WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
The Joint Airport Weather Studies Project - Current
analysis highlights In the aviation safety context
(AIAA PAPER 84-0111) p 247 A84-17887
NASA's B-57B Gust Gradient Program
[AIAA PAPER 83-0208] p 342 AB4-24103
An airborne wind shear detection system
[AIAA PAPER 84-1918] p 882 A84-43454
An on-line realization for precise wind vector
measurements on board the DO 28 research aircraft
p932 A84-45065
Doppler lidar signal and turbulence study
[NASA-CR-170976] p318 N84-17574
Aircraft liftmeter
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12518-1] p 887 N84-32383
Air data position-error calibration using state
reconstruction techniques
[NASA-TM-86029J. p 887 N84-32384
WINDING
A mathematical model for the doubly-fed wound rotor
generator, part 2
[ NASA-TM-83581 ] p 317 N84-17479
WINDOWS
Polycrystalline MgAI2O4 spinel for high performance
windows
[AD-P003202] p 712 N84-26615
Specialty coatings for increased sen/ice life of acrylic
aircraft transparencies, part 2
[AD-P003206] p713 N84-26619
WINDOWS (APERTURES)
Study of noise transmission through double wall aircraft
windows
[NASA-CR-172182] p 83 N84-11884
Some crazing experiments on As-cast acrylic to
MIL-P-8184
[AD-P003196] p 712 N84-26609
NASTRAN analysis of nuclear effects on helicopter
transparencies
[AD-P003234] p 724 N84-26647
Evaluation of an improved flame resistant aircraft window
system
(FAA-CT-83-10) p 674 N84-26680
Field repair of AH-16 helicopter window cutting
assemblies
[NASA-TM-85831] p 774 N84-29864
WINDPOWER UTILIZATION
Status of wind-turbine wakes research in the federal
wind energy program
[DE83-013828] p 19 N84-10033
Rotating-boom facility for evaluation of wind
characteristics approaching a wind-turbine blade
[OE83-013117] p73 N84-10107
A-310
SUBJECT INDEX WING NACELLE CONFIGURATIONS
WINDPOWERED GENERATORS
Aerodynamic characteristics of NACA 0012 aircraft in
relation to wind generators P 508 A84-32650
WINDSHIELDS
Analysis of an airplane windshield anti-icing system using
hot air p46 A84-11047
Development of a bird impact resistant T-3B instructor's
windshield P 975 A84-49579
Aircraft transparency testing methodology and
evaluation criteria. Part 2: Methodology development for
improved durability
[AD-A131928] P 122 N84-12157
Aircraft transparency testing methodology and
evaluation criteria. Part 1: Test methods and information
analysis
[AD-A131927] p 122 N84-12158
Alternate T-38 transparency development. Part 4:
Parametric studies
[AD-A131904] p 122 N84-12159
Optical interactions of aircraft windscreens and HUDs
(Head-Up Displays) producing diplopia
[AD-P003159J p736 N84-26590
Conference on Aerospace Transparent Materials and
Enclosures
[AD-A140701J p637 N84-26596
Pyrotechnic clear path egress system for the T-38 trainer
aircraft
[AD-P003184] p672 N84-26597
Windshield weight reduction through the use of high
strength glass and polyurethane interiayers
[AD-P003186] p684 N84-26599
New aircraft windshield applications using ion exchange
glass
[AD-P003187] p711 N84-26600
A new and unique conductive element for aircraft
transparencies
[AD-P003188] p685 N84-26601
T-38 student windshield birdproofing efforts utilizing
metal and composite materials for aft arch reinforcement
[AO-P003189) P672 N84-26602
Development of lightweight commercial aircraft
windshields with new high strength glasses
[AD-P003190] pB65 N84-26603
Transparency technology needs for military aircraft
[AD-P003191] p665 NS4-26604
Testing polycarbonate for utilization In the production
of transparent enclosures
[AD-P003192] p711 N84-28605
Degradation of the bird impact resistance of
polycarbonate
(AD-P003193J p711 N84-26606
The effect of accelerated ultra violet weathering on the
rain erosion resistance of coated aircraft transparencies
[AD-P003194J p711 NB4-26607
Some crazing experiments on As-cast acrylic to
MIL-P-8184
[AD-P003196] p712 N84-26609
New high performance windshield/canopy materials
[AD-P003199] p685 N84-26612
An industry test program for interiayer equivalency
[AD-P003200] p 723 N84-26613
Civil aircraft windscreen damage' due to birdstrikes
[AD-P003214] p673 N84-26627
USAF aircraft windshield/canopy bird strikes
[AD-P003215] p673 N84-26628
Investigations concerning improvements of the SAAB
37 windshield birdstrike resistance
[AD-P003217] p673 N84-26630
Bird impact evaluation of the F/RF-4 transparency
system
[AD-P003218] P673 N84-26631
Alternate T-38 transparency development
[AD-P003219] P686 N84-26632
Lufthansa German Airlines experience with cabin and
cockpit windows of Boeing 707, 727. 737. 747, Douglas
DC10 and Airbus A300
[AD-P003226] p 686 N84-26639
The wiper abrasion and rain erosion resistance of
transparent materials and coatings for aircraft glazing
(AD-P003227) p 713 N84-26640
Windshield problems on UK operated transport sized
jet aircraft 1976 to 1982
[AD-P003228] p 686 N84-26641
Validation of the MAGNA (Materially and Geometrically
Nonlinear Analysis) computer program for nonlinear finite
element analysis of aircraft transparency bird impact
[AD-P003229] p 723 N84-26642
MAGNA (Materially and Geometrically Nonlinear
Analysis) computer simulation of bird impact on the F-15
aircraft canopy
[AO-P003230] p 733 N84-26643
Simulation of T-38 aircraft student canopy response to
cockpit pressure and thermal loads using MAGNA
(Materially and Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis)
[AD-P003231) p733 N84-26644
Parametric studies of the T-38 student windshield using
the finite element of code MAGNA (Materially and
Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis)
[AD-P003232] p 723 N84-26645
Current problems and progress in transparency impact
analysis
IAO-P003233] p724 N84-26646
Theoretical evaluation of the structural performance of
Swedish fighter aircraft windshields subjected to bird
impact
[AD-P003235] p 673 N84-26648
Status of new aerothermodynamic analysis tool for
high-temperature resistant transparencies •
[AD-P003236] p 724 N84-26649
Improving the birdstrike resistance and durability of
aircraft windshield systems: Program technical summary
[AD-A143712J p 968 N84-33395
Method for dynamically recording distortion in a
transparency
[AD-0011209) p 1011 N84-34707
WING CAMBER
Change regarding the camber of the wing of the Airbus
A300-600 p11 A84-10563
Thickness and camber effects in slender wing theory
p 90 A84-13585
Automatic camber flap adjustment in gliders
[DGLR PAPER 83-113] p 436 A84-29676
Variable wing camber control for civil transport aircraft
p 869 A84-44955
The Concorde and aeronautical research
[NASA-TM-76973] p 328 N84-18153
Slotted variable camber flap
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12541-1] p 527 N84-22551
WING FLAPS
Theoretical and experimental investigations concerning
the ground effect on wings with flaps — German thesis
p15 A84-11980
The effect of a slipstream on the lift and drag
characteristics of a wing of finite span
p 152 A84-16917
Automatic camber flap adjustment In gliders
[ DGLR PAPER 83-113] p 436 A84-29676
Problems in the longitudinal dynamics of a flight vehicle
In a bounded flow p 702 A84-37234
An investigation of the tabbed vortex flap
[AIAA PAPER 84-2173] p 828 A84-44197
A numerical solution to the problem of flow past a plate
with a jet flap of finite width for various Bernoulli
numbers p840 A84-45728
Civil component program Integrated
Wing-Engine-System (IFAS), phase 1 — computational
methods
[BMFT-FB-W-83-018] p 353 N84-19343
Slotted variable camber flap
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12541-1] p 527 N84-22551
WINQ FLOW METHOD TESTS
Theory of hypersonic three-dimensional flow around a
slender wing of arbitrary aspect ratio by an unsteady stream
of relaxing gas p 264 A84-21120
Transonic oblique-wing flow computation
p 331 A84-24893
Experimental study of hinge moment in the subsonic
and transonic speed range p 348 A84-25176
Investigation of transition from laminar to turbulent
boundary layer flow by means of a thermal imaging
system p 581 A84-36460
Euler solutions of transonic vortex flows around the
Dillner wing - Compared and analyzed
[AIAA PAPER 84-2142] p 829 A84-44201
Leeslde flows over delta wings at supersonic speeds
p829 A84-44510
Separation jump and sudden stall over an ellipsoidal
wing at incidence p 830 A84-44647
New investigation of short wings with lateral jets
[NASA-TM-77347] p178 N84-15124
Calculation of transonic flow around two wing-fuselage
combinations using a full potential equation method
[FFA-137] p179 N84-15132
Theory of hypersonic three-dimensional flow of
nonsteady gas stream with relaxation past thin wing with
arbitrary aspect ratio p 512 N84-22791
WING LOADING
A method for predicting wing response to buffet loads
p 195 A84-17413
The influence of leading-edge load alleviation on
supersonic wing design
[AIAA PAPER 84-0138] p 160 A84-17906
A method for modeling finite-core vortices in wake-flow
calculations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0417) p 167 A84-18079
Assessment of certain merits of FSW and effect of the
sign of the sweep angle on the stressing of a wing
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AFB, Fla.
The use of fuel additives to control plume opacity of
turbine engine test cells
[AD-A130777J p 76 N84-10339
Aircraft generation equipment emissions estimator
(AGEEE)
[AD-A136829] p 390 N84-20031
FY85 technical objectives document
(AD-A1379S7] p498 N84-22493
Degradation of jet fuel hydrocarbons by aquatic rrdcrobfal
communities
[AD-A139791] p616 N84-24822
USAF aircraft windshield/canopy bird strikes
(AD-P003215) p 673 N84-26628
Evaluation of selected commerdal construction
equipment for bomb damage repair
[AD-A140907] p 707 N84-26714
Air Force EnvtrontnontBl Tocttnlcsl AppDcsttons
Center, Scott AFB, ID.
Revised Uniform Summary of Surface Weather
Observations (RUSSWO). Parts A-E: dark AFB,
Philippines
[AD-A141228] p 731 N84-28342
Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio.
Design and development of the multifunction flight
control reference system p 126 N84-12065
Proceedings of the Workshop on Muitivartabte Control
Systems
[AD-A139050] p 571 N84-24529
Multivariable control law theory p 609 N84-24530
Multhrarfable control laws for the AFTI/F-16
[AFIT/GE/EE/83S-4] p 609 N84-24531
Design of a complete multivariable digital flight control
system
[AFIT/GE/EE/82D-18] p610 N84-24532
Digital multivariable tracker control laws for the C-141-A
Stariifter aircraft
[AFIT/QE/EE/82D-47] p 610 N84-24533
High-gain error actuated flight control systems tor
continuous linear multivariable plants
[AFIT/GAE/EE/82D-1] p610 N84-24534
Reconfigurable digital control laws for the A-7D DIGITAC
2 aircraft with failed primary control surfaces
[AFIT/GE/EE/82D-59] p 610 N84-24535
Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, Calif.
AFTI/F-16 flight test results and lessons
p192 A84-16167
Hydraulic subsystems flight test handbook
[AD-A132633] p 201 N84-14137
Electrical subsystems flight test handbook
[AD-A139783] p 596 N84-24576
Stores weight and inertia system update: Cable
attachment redesign, flexible length parameter calibration,
data sheet revision
[AD-A141087] p 773 N84-2878I
High angle of attack test and evaluation techniques for
the 1980s p 976 N84-34399
F-18 and A-10 diffraction optics Head Up Display (HUD)
flight test evaluation p 979 N84-34411
Air Force Geophysics Lab, Hanscom AFB, Mass.
A balloon design for 9000 pounds at 90,000 feet
Recommendations based on heavy-toad balloon history
[AD-A131987] p 97 N84-12093
Analysis of AFGL aircraft icing data
[AD-A137197] p 390 N84-20087
Development of a command control and
communications system for light ait craft
[AD-A139474] p 563 N84-23831
Air Force Human Resources Lab, Brooks AFB, Tex.
Low altitude simulator training: A-10 aircraft
[AD-A130794] p 73 N84-10108
Surface-attack mission simulation: Preliminary scenario
evaluation
[AD-A135868] p 370 N84-18219
C-2
CORPORATE SOURCE Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laba, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
Aircraft simulator Multiple-cockpit combat mission
trainer network
[AD-A137182] P 371 N84-19363
Comparison of color versus black-and-white visual
displays as Indicated by bombing and landing performance
in the 2B35 TA-4J flight simulator
[AD-A144674] p 994 N84-34455
Air Force Human Resource* Lab, WUBams AFB, Ariz.
Training capabilities: The tedlity part of the equation
[AD-P003457) p 908 N84-32234
Data base generation: Improving the state-of-the-art
[AO-P003470] P944 NS4-32245
Fiber optic helmet mounted display: A cost effective
approach to full visual flight simulation
[AD-P003482] p886 N8442249
Air Force Inst of Tech, WrigM-Pitterson AFB, Ohio.
A model to investigate losses and exchange ratios In
large-scale air-to-air engagements
[AD-A131410] pS4 N84-11166
A O-OERT analysis of me effect of improved automatic
testing on F-16 aircraft availability
[AD-A134280] p 259 N84-16128
Aircraft svtonic system maintormnco c&nrtot dupltcsto
and Retest-OK analytical source analysis
[AD-A134449] p 259 N84-16129
Information needs and system specifications tor the
B-1B executive information system
[AD-A134424] p 324 N84-17054
Estimating the cost of composite material airframes
using the Rand Corporation Development and
Procurement Costs of Aircraft parametric model (DAPCA
III)
[AO-A134993] p 259 N84-17120
PrevsntivQ iriflJnton&nco intorvols for components of ttw
F-15/F100 aircraft engine
[AD-A135637] p 328 N84-18156
Experimental Investigation of dynamic stall
[AD-A135846] p 336 N84-18172
An Investigation of the effects of discrete wing tip lets
on wake vortex roll up
[AD-A135872] p 336 N84-18173
A cost prediction model for electronic systems flight test
[AD-A135598] p 351 N64-18195
MuWvariable control laws for the AFTI/F-16
[AD-A135B70] p 363 N84-18210
Comparison of the longitudinal flying qualities of an
optimal pilot model, a ground-based simulator and an
airborne simulator
[ AD-A135853] p 370 N84-18218
Accuracy and speed of response to different voice types
in a cockpit voice warning system
(AD-A135595] • p 383 N84-18503
A study of the aerodynamic Interference effects during
aerial refueling
[AD-A136895] p 339 N84-19290
Investigation of effects contributing to dynamic stall
using a momentum-integral method
[AD-A136897] p 339 N84-19291
A wind tunnel Investigation to determine dominant
lorebody strake design characteristics for an F-15
equipped with conlormal fuel tanks
[AD-A136912] p 340 NB4-19292
The effect of constant versus oscillatory rates on
• dynamic stability derivatives
[AD-A136913] p 340 N84-19293
Continued experimental investigation of dynamic stall
[AD-A136920] p 340 N84-19294
The effect of trailing vortices on the production of lift
on an airfoil undergoing a constant rate of change of angle
of attack
[AD-A136921] p 340 N84-19295
An investigation of new possibilities to simplify the
standard supersonic area rule
[AD-A137018] p 341 N84-19297
Suboptimal missile evasion through a sensitivity analysis
of proportional guidance to target evasion maneuvers
[AD-A136803] p 352 N84-19338
An open loop missile evasion algorithm for fighters
[AO-A136834] p 352 N84-19339
Minimum tirno turns with diroct stdof orco
[AD-A136958] p 352 N84-19342
Dynamic characteristics of a jet engine test facility air
supply
[AD-A136910] p372 N84-19365
Nonlinear modeling and Initial condition estimation for
Identifying the aerothermodynamic environment of the
Space Shuttle Orbtter
[AD-A136928] p 372 N84-19391
Evaluation of fatigue-creep crack growth in an engine
alloy
[AD-A136956] p 376 N84-19536
Roughness effects on compressor blade performance
in cascade at high Reynolds number
[AD-A138896] p 386 N84-19755
Predicting the onset of turbulence in the presence of
a pressure gradient
[AD-A138980] p 388 N84-19760
Numerical determination of the effects of boundary
conditions on the Instability of composite panels with
cutouts
[AD-A138772] p 388 N84-19931
Adaptive grid generation for numerical solution of partial
differential equations
[AD-A138985] p 392 N84-20289
Design of longitudinal control laws for the X-29A backup
Etn&loQ flight control systotn.
[AD-A137814] p 463 N84-20601
Evaluation of instrument landing system DOM
(Difference In Depth of Modulation) calibration
accuracies
[AD-A138301) p428 N84-21533
General Purpose Bus Interface Unit (GPBIU) system test
software design
[AD-A138005] p 447 N84-21543
A study of optimal computer network architecture for
digital avionics systems
[AD-A138151] p448 N84-21545
Multiple Input - multiple output flight control design with
highly uncertain parameters; application to the C-135
aircraft
(AD-A138011] p484 N84-21554
Development and flight test evaluation of an analytical
model of the air-to-air tracking task
[AD-A138058] p 464 N84-21555
Evaluation of a digital flight controller for a flexible-fighter
aircraft
[AD-A138269] p 464 N84-21558
Robust flight controllers
[AD-A138425] p 465 N84-21560
Repetitive switching for an electromagnetic-rail gun
[AD-A138380] p 485 N84-21814
Exploration of dose-response techniques with some
applications to a simulation problem
[AD-A138029] p 492 N84-22252
Placing hidden surface removal within the CORE
graphics standard: An example
[AD-A138239] p 493 N84-22266
Robust multivariable controller design via Implicit
model-following methods
[AD-A138309] p 493 N84-22268
Numerical aerodynamic analysis of a free falling
autorotatlng plate
[AD-A138900] p 517 N84-23612
An analysis of the implementation plan for the conversion
from the T-37 to the T-48 aircraft In undergraduate pilot
training
[AD-A141199] p689 N84-27726
A simulation mode) to evaluate aircraft survivabllity and
target damage during offensive counteralr operations
[AD-A141324] p 689 N84-27728
B-1B Avionics/ Automatic test equipment Maintenance
queueing analysis
[AD-A141175] p694 N84-27736
Multivariable digital flight control design of the X-29A
[AD-A140983] p 704 N84-27745
Multivariable digital control laws for the UH-60A black
.hawk helicopter
[AD-A141046] p705 N84-27746
An analysis of national aviation policy with respect to
America's strategic airlift capability
[AD-A141308] p 737 N84-28679
A SLAM (Simulation Language for Alternative Modeling)
airfield model for airlift operations
[AD-A141106] p761 N84-28762
Digital multivariable tracker control laws for the
KC-135A
[AD-A141118] p778 N84-28786
Response and performance of contingency airfield
pavements containing stabilized material layers
[AD-A141466] p 793 N84-28817
Shock-free transonic airfoil design by a hodograph
method
[AD-A142752] p 848 N64-31098
Active suppression of aeroelastic Instabilities on a
forward swept wing using a linear optimal regulator
[AD-A144561] p 978 N84-34442
Air Force Logistics Command, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio.
The effect of aircraft age and flying hours on
maintenance costs
[AD-A131534] p4 N84-11114
Air Force Occupational and Environmental Hearth Lab,
Brooks AFB, Tex.
Ozone survey of C-9A
[AD-A130632] p 51 N84-10052
Air Force Packaging Evaluation Agency,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
Redesign of cargo mobility containers
[AD-A137396] p 343 N84-19312
Air Force Systems Command, Boding AFB,
Washington, D.C.
Air Force Systems Command research planning guide
(research objectives)
[AD-A138851] p 568 N84-23384
Guide to Canadian aerospace related industries
[AD-A140608] p 638 N84-26650
Air Force Systems Command, Egtln AFB, Fla.
Weapons file
[AD-A142508] " p 774 N84-29867
Air Force Systems Command, EM AFB, Colo.
Porosity effect on supercritical airfoil drag reduction by
shock wave/boundary layer control
[AIAA PAPER 84-1682] p 653 A84-38054
Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio.
Uncertainty methodology for In-flight thrust
[SAE PAPER 831438] p431 A84-29452
Application of in-flight thrust determination uncertainty
[SAE PAPER 831439] p 432 A84-29453
An-32 transportation aircraft. USSR
[AD-A131013] pSV N84-10050
Solution of a minimum problem In aircraft wing theory
[AD-A131070] p21 N84-11147
Ouiang 5 attack aircraft of the PRC
[AD-A131058] p53 N84-11161
Journal of Engineering Thermophyslcs (selected
articles)
[AD-A129432] p 61 N84-11172
Ada Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinlca
[AD-A131828] p87 N84-12055
The first peek at China's new fighters for the eighties,
the Jian-eand Jian-12
[AD-A1 33785] p 149 N84-14113
Probing Into the secret of the Chinese Air Force
[AD-A135960] p 328 N84-1B157
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A137617] p 398 N84-20473
Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Slnlda (selected
articles)
[AD-A137150] p399 N84-2O475
For the sacred air space of our homeland
[AD-A137189] p 399 N84-20476
The present calculation method of adhering layers on
aircraft wings
[AD-A137585] p411 N84-2O498
JDF-1 small light-weight electric eddy current oscillator
[AD-A137572] p 483 N84-20761
Ada aeronautica et astronautica sinica (selected
articles
[AD-A138531] p 400 N84-21506
Swirl at gas-intake inlet
[AD-A1 39472] p 563 N84-23861
Journal of aeronautical materials (selected articles)
[AD-A140181] p572 N84-25611
Radomes for flight vehicles
[AD-A140174] p625 N84-25920
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A140895] p 683 N84-26671
Influence of temperature on the'Defta K sub th and da/dN
of LY-12CS aluminum alloy p 803 N84-30067
Using gas-turbine power stations with aircraft engines
for power-and-heat generation
[AD-A1 42084) p 932 N84-31786
Supersonic flows around a circular cone with or without
blowing on the surface
[AD-A143258] p 851 N84-32362
Dynamics of angular movements of a solid supporting
a rotating rotor with consideration of energy dissipation
(AD-A1 43349] p 931 N84-32881
Right operation manual for the MI-8 helicopter
[AD-A1 43860] p 976 N84-33407
Application of computational fluid dynamics in aircraft
design
[AD-A144323] p 978 N84-34441
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Labs, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio.
A portable x-ray analyzer for weamnetal particles In
lubricants p 240 A84-17543
Introduction to computational aerodynamics
[AD-A130717] p 19 N84-10031
Evaluation of the variable reluctance transducer /carrier
amplifier method of measuring low pneumatic pressures
in aerodynamic and propulsion testing
[AD-A130695] p 79 N84-10546
Statistics of crack growth of a superalloy under sustained
load
[AD-A130395] p 80 N84-10616
Development and flight test of an active flutter
suppression system for the F-4F with stores. Part 2:
Ground tests and subcrtdcal flight tests
[AD-A131402] p53 N84-11163
C-3
Air France, Paris. CORPORA TE SOURCE
YC-15 EBF (Externally-Blown Flap) STOL (Short Takeoff
and Landing) airplane fuselage and interior noise
environment
[AD-A131462] p54 N84-11164
Computer generated pictorial stores management
displays for fighter aircraft
[AO-A131412] p57 N84-11168
AFWAL FY8Z technical accomplishments
[AO-A131S39] p 87 N84-12054
A comparison of manual and vocal response modes
for the control of aircraft subsystems
[AD-A132048] p 115 NB4-12152
Fljghttine thermal environment testing of F-111
transparencies
[AD-A131642] p 123 N84-12163
Development and flight test of an active flutter
suppression system for the F-4F with stores. Parts. Flight
demonstration of the active flutter suppression system
[AD-A131972] p 137 N84-12191
AFT1/F-16: An integrated system approach to combat
automation p 203 N84-15063
Airborne lightning characterization
[ AD-A130627] p 249 N84-15733
Mach 0.6 to 3.0 flows over rectangular cavities
[AD-A134579] p 272 N84-16153
Experimental verification of an endwall boundary layer
prediction method P 302 N84-1621!
Data acquisition for evaluation of an airborne lightning
detection system
[AD-A135316] p 281 N84-171S3
Effects of JP-4 fuel on Graphite/Epoxy composites
[AD-A13S416] p310 N84-17296
Use of small crack data to bring about and quantify
improvements to aircraft structural integrity
[AD-A135012] p318 N84-17623
Investigation of the acoustic characteristics of
aircraft/engines operating in a dry-cooled jet engine
maintenance test facility p 360 NB4-19901
A vibration damping treatment for high temperature gas
turbine applications p 388 N84-19912
Air force technical objective document fiscal year
1S85
[AD-A136724] p 396 N84-20471
Military aircraft research opportunities for the future
P438 N84-20598
Digital capability for cockpit television sensor
instrumentation systems
(AO-A139432) p 531 N84-23628
Fuel property effects on USAF gas turbine engine
combustors and afterburners p 539 N84-23635
Application of multifunction strapdown inertia! system
p 594 N84-25698
Battle damage repair of birdstrike resistant laminated
transparencies
[AO-P003185] p684 N84-26598
Transparency technology needs for military aircraft
[AD-P003191] p685 N84-26604
Heat resistant copolyester-carbonate transparent
plastics
[AD-P003205] p712 N84-26618
In-flight measurement of pressure distribution over T-38
student canopy
[AD-P003207] p 660 N84-26620
Aircraft transparency testing methodology
[AD-P003213J . p685 N84-26626
Bird impact evaluation of the F/RF-4 transparency
system
[AO-P003218] p673 N84-26631
A triangulation technique for obtaining deflections of
aircraft transparencies during bird impact testing
[AD-P003220] p 723 N84-26633
Validation of the MAGNA (Materially and Geometrically
Nonlinear Analysis) computer program for nonlinear finite
element analysis of aircraft transparency bird impact
[AD-P003Z29] p 723 N84-26642
MAGNA (Materially end Geometrically Nonlinear
Analysis) computer simulation of bird impact on the F-15
aircraft canopy
[AD-P003230] P733 N84-26643
Simulation ol T-38 aircraft student canopy response to
cockpit pressure and thermal loads using MAGNA
(Materially and Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis)
[AD-P003231] p733 N84-26644
FY 1985 technical objective document
[AD-A140S81] p737 N84-275B6
MAGIC (Microcomputer Applications of Graphics and
Interactive Communications). 1: A study of manual versus
vocal control under heavy task loading
[AD-POO3320] p 734 N84-28456
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities for forward
swept wings
[AD-A141739] p 773 N84-28783
A data acquisition and real-time display system for
testing a jet engine compressor
[AO-A142696] p811 N84-30301
Effects of variations in coldworking repair procedures
on flaw growth and structural life
[AD-A141966] p 812 N84-30338
PAVE PILLAR: A maturation process for an advanced
avionics architecture
[AD-P003568] p 884 N84-31173
Integrated CM I (Communication Navigation and
Identification) avionics and future standardization
[AD-P003580] p885 N84-31185
Flight testing a digital flight control system Issues and
results p990 N84-34403
Decision recommendation board (ORB) report
—Transition.of.shale,JP--_4_to the_operalional validation
p999 N84-34633[AD-A144504]
Air France, Part*.
The analysis of records of parameters: An indispensable
tool in oversight and in operations control '
p 184 N84-15082
Air Pioducl* and Chemical*, Inc, AOeiiloivn, P&.
Solid state compressor
[ADA140498] p 627 N84-26032
Air Research and Development Command,
Washington, D.C.
Operation of a single-channel, sequential Navstar GPS
receiver In a helicopter mission environment
p862 A84-46350
Airbus Industrie, Btegnac (France).
Certification experience with methods for minimum crew
demonstration p 204 N84-15101
Alrcr&ft RftS6*vch &nd Dovotoptnofit Unit, EtflvtburQ
(Australia).
Evaluation of installation of Lightweight Doppler
Navigation System (LONS) in Iroquois UH-1H aircraft
[AD-A137815] p 427 N84-20S10
Aircraft Research Association Ltd, Bedford (England).
Aerodynamic Interference: A general overview
p 96 N84-12080
External stores interference p 96 N84-12083
Civil turbofan propulsion system integration studies using
powered testing techniques at AHA, Bedford
[ARA-MEMO-246] p 535 N84-22561
Recent developments in store separation and grid survey
techniques using the ARA Two-Sting Rig
p515 N84-2359S
AIReaearch Mfg. Co., Torrance, CaDf.
PGnridnont-fn&QnGt motors &nd Qonorstors for Aircraft
p 60 N84-10062
Advanced high-power generator for airborne
applications
(AD-A133290] p 244 N84-15398
Subatmospheric Brayton-cyde engine program review
p 731 N84-28247
Akron Unrv, Ohio.
Experimental study of uncentralized squeeze film
dampers
[NASA-CR-168317] p 388 N84-19927
Aktiebolaget Rollab, Stockholm (Sweden).
A quasi-continuous transonic wind tunnel for cryogenic
operation
[ROLLAB-MEMO-RM-096] p 232 N84-15161
Alabama Univ., Huntsvttte.
Research reports: 1983 NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty
Fellowship Program
[ NASA-CR-170942] p 256 N84-16022
Alberta Univ., Edmonton.
Hypersonic interactions with surface mass transfer. I -
Steady flow. II - Unsteady flow p 405 A84-27126
• Allied Chemical Corp, Morriatown, N J.
New high performance windshield/canopy materials
[AD-P003199] p6B5 N84-26612
American Defense Preparedness Association,
Washington, D. C.
Annual meeting of the Pyrotechnics and Explosives
Applications Section on the American Defense
Preparedness Association
[AD-A1431S7] p915 N84-31406
American Untv, Washington, D. C.
Clarification of environmental effects in stress corrosion
cracking
[AD-A138581] p 550 N84-22737
Ames Lab, Iowa
Progress on ultrasonic flaw sizing in turbine-engine rotor
components: Bore and web geometries
[OE83-018081] p 130 N84-12167
Application of elastic wave scattering theory to the
detection and characterization of flaws in structural
materials
[OE84-013729] p 930 N84-32852
Amtec Engineering, Inc, BeUevue, Wash.
An experimental and analytical study of flow through a
supersonic open channel with contoured floor
[AIAA PAPER 84-1179] p 643 A84-37629
Anacapa Science*, Inc, Santa Barbara, CaDf.
Trie integrated mission-planning station: Functional
requirements, aviator-computer dialogue, and human
engineering design cntena
[AD-A136909] p 355 N84-19352
Analytic Science* Corp, Reading, Mas*.
US military aircraft cost handbook
[AO-A136035] p 328 N84-18158
Logistics engineering design techniques for fault-tolerant
avionics systems
[AD-A137456] p 354 N84-19349
Analytic Service*, Inc, Arlington, Vs.
Explicit guidance of drag modulated aeroassisted
—transfer between elliptical orbits
[AIAA PAPER 84-1848] - p 909 A64-43415
Analytical Mechanic* Anodata*. Inc, Mountain View,
CafH.
Modeling to predict pilot performance during CDTI-based
in-traP following experiments
[AIAA PAPER 844517] p 250 A84-18145
Ship motion pattern directed VTOL letdown guidance
p344 A84-25453
Generation and evotuation of near-optimum vertical flight
prafik-s p 348' A84-25485
Sensitivity analysis of helicopter IMC decelerating steep
approach and landing performance to navigation system
parameters p862 A84-46352
VTOL shipboard letdown guidance system analysis
[NASA-CR-166519] p611 N84-25716
Analytical Method*, Inc, Beflevue, Wash.
Calculation of rotor/airframe interference for realistic
configurations p287 A84-19638
Predicting aerodynamic characteristics of vortical flows
on three-dimensional configurations using a
surface-singularity panel method p 100 N84-12112
Analytical Method*. Inc, Redmond, Wash..
The application of a second generation low-order panel
method - program Vsaero' - to powerplarrt Installation
studies
[AIAA PAPER 844122] p 196 A84-17895
The application of a low-order panel method - program
VSAERO to powerplant and airframe flow studies
[AIAA PAPER 84-2178] p 843. A84-46104
Analytic*, Inc, Widow Grove, Pa.
The role of simulation In high technology missile
applications
[AD-A138277] p 470 N84-21601
Applied Physic* Lab, Johns Hopkins Unrv, Laurel, Md.
Particle sizing in a fuel-rich ramjet combustor
[AD-A135632] p 359 N84-18204
Particle sizing in a fuel rich airbreathlng engine
combustor p 547 N84-22634
Ocsfln erwrgy systsnts
[DE84-005200] p 629 N84-25182
Applied Re*earch Lab, State College, Pa,
A study of pump cavrtatton damage
[NASA-CR-170992] p 483 N84-20783
Sidewall boundary layer corrections In subsonic,
2-dimenskmal airfoil-hydrofoil testing
[AD-A144002] p966 N84-33391
Arbeltsgemelnschaft Deutscher Verkehreftughaefen,
Stuttgart (West Germany).
Determination of the Pavement Classification Number
(PCN) of airfields
[ISBN-3-87977-0530] p 74 N84-11185
Argonne National Lab, IB.
Fluid forces on a rigid cylinder in turbulent crossflow
• [DE84-006364] p 623 N84-25012
Heat transfer with phase change in plate-fin heat
exchangers
[OE84-006405] p 929 N84-32771
Arlnc Reftearch Corp, AnnapoH*, Md.
Automated data base Implementation requirements for
the avionics planning baseline, Army
[AD-A135259] p 325 NB4-18103
Assessment of the NASA Flight Assurance Review
Program
[NASA-CR-173418] p 569 N84-23401
Evaluation of strategies to enhance departure
sequencing
[AD-A140710] p677 N84-26689
Cockpit data management requirements (current
technology aircraft)
[AD-A140643] p 694 N84-26699
Cost analysis of Mode S data link avionics system for
the low-performance general aviation aircraft community
[DOT/FAA/PM-83/38] p 694 N84-2T735
Standard avionics software: The future strategy for
cost-effective avionics
[AD-P003562] p 937 N84-31187
Arizona Start Unhr, Tempe.
A blade loss response spectrum for flexible rotor
systems
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-29J p 1001 A84-46893
C-4
CORPORA TE SOURCE Army Research and Technology Labs., fifloffett Reid, Calif.
Effect of nonuniform geometries on flow distributions
and heat transfer characteristics for arrays of impinging
jets
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-156] P 1004 A84-46963
Human factors issues associated with the use of speech
technology in the cockpit
[NASA-CR-166548] p 316 N84-17433
Approaches to automatic strategy analysis and
synthesis
[AD-A137067] p 393 N84-20312
Characteristics of inhomogeneous jets in confined
swirling air flows p 482 N84-20550
An experimental investigation of gas jets in confined
swirling air flow
[NASA-Cfl-3832] p 988 N84-33412
Arizona Univ., Tucson.
Identification of vortex-induced dear-air turbulence using
airline flight records
[AIAA PAPER 84-0270] p 248 A84-17989
Analysis of the nature and cause of turbulence upset
using airline flight records p 851 A84-44468
Effects of wall interference on unsteady transonic
flows > p 176 N84-15105
Arkansas Untv, Fayettevlue.
A method for determining if unequal shape parameters
are necessary in a bivarlate gamma distribution
p392 N84-20306
Analysis of wind gust data p 393 N84-20308
Army Aeromedlcal Research Lab, Fort Rucker, Ala
Helicopter In-flight Monitoring System second
generation (HIMS 2)
[AD-A132498] p 124 NS4-13179
Army Air Mobility Research and Development Lab,
Hampton, Va
Nonlinear response and failure characteristics of
clamped internally pressurized graphite-epoxy cylindrical
panels
[AIAA PAPER 84-0955] p 555 A84-31680
Helicopter anti-torque system using strokes
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13233-1] p 975 N84-33400
Army Armament Research and Development
Command, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Hd.
Boundary-layer trip effectiveness and computations of
aerodynamic heating for XM797 nose-tip configurations
[AD-A128036] p 271 N84-16148
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Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
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Boeing Military Airplane Development, Seattle, Wash.
Flow-field investigation of a supercruise fighter model
[AIAA PAPER 84-1331 ] p 576 A84-35175
Subsonic/supersonic aerodynamic characteristics for a
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[AIAA PAPER 84-2192] p 828 A84-44195
Aeroelastic tailoring of high-aspect-ratio composite
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Proposed revisions to MIL-F-8785C related to flight
safety of augmented aircraft Volume 1. Section 1 - 7
[AD-A131414] p29 N84-11153
Proposed revisions to MIL-F-8785C related to flight
safety of augmented aircraft Volume 2. Appendices A
-F
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Proposed revisions to MIL-F-8785C related to flight
safety of augmented aircraft Volume 3. Appendix G.
Pilot comments
[AD-A131416] p29 N84-11155
Inlet flow field investigation. Part 1: Transonic flow
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[NASA-CR-172239] p 178 N84-15123
Integrated aircraft fuel tank inerting and compartment
fire suppression system. Volume 2: Evaluation of
nitrogen-enriched air as a fire suppressant
[AD-A134883] p 281 N84-17157
Electrostatic safety with explosion suppressant foams
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Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady
transonic flow over wings including inviscid/viscous
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[NASA-CR-166561] p 409 N84-20478
Inlet flowfield investigation. Part 2: Computation of the
flow about a supercruise forebody at supersonic speeds
[NASA-CR-172315] p413 N84-21516
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[NASA-CR-172335] pS16 N84-23608
Multi-length scale turbulence models
[AD-A140527] p 627 N84-25997
Measurements of the fuel mileage of a KC-135 aircraft
with and without winglets p 687 N84-27690
Comparison of flight measured, predicted and wind
tunnel measured winglet characteristics on a KC-135
aircraft p667 N84-27691
PAN AIR: A computer program for predicting subsonic
or supersonic linear potential flows about arbitrary
configurations using a high order panel method. Volume
2: User's manual (version 1.1)
[NASA-CR-3252] p 668 N84-27698
PAN AIR summary document (version 1.0)
[NASA-CR-3250] p 755 N84-28741
Achieving the benefits of modular avionics design
[AD-P003562] p 884 N84-31167
Boeing Military Airplane Development, Wichita, Kans.
Uncertainty methodology for in-flight thrust
determination
[SAE PAPER 831438] p 431 A84-29452
Application of in-flight thrust determination uncertainty
[SAE PAPER 831439] p 432 A84-29453
Design and verification of electromagnetic compatibility
in airborne weapons systems p 244 N84-15066
Concurrency of design criteria: A key to trainer
readiness
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Performance degradation of propeller systems due to
rime ice accretion
[AIAA PAPER 82-0286] p 195 A84-17406
Helicopter rotor performance degradation in natural icing
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An investigation of side-stick-controller/stability and
control-augmentation system requirements for helicopter
terrain flight under reduced visibility conditions
[AIAA PAPER 84-0235] p 226 A84-17965
Simulator investigations of side-stick controller/stability
and control augmentation systems for night nap-of-earth
flight p277 A84-19744
Development of large rotorcraft transmissions
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controller/stability and control augmentation system
requirements for helicopter visual flight tasks
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A study of the aerodynamic interactions of the tail rotor
and fin
[AD-A130757] p 19 N84-10030
Helicopter flying qualities characteristics-CH-46E,
volume 1
[AD-A134320] p 293 N84-16170
Helicopter flying qualities characteristics-CH-46E,
volume 2
[AD-A134321] p 293 N84-16171
Helicopter flying qualities characteristics-CH-46E,
volume 3
[AD-A134322] p 293 N84-16172
Helicopter flying qualities characteristics-CH-46E,
volume 4
[AD-A134323] p 293 N84-16173
Investigation of the effect of blade sweep on rotor
vibratory loads
[NASA-CR-166526] p 351 N84-18196
Investigation of operational and design factors resulting
from main rotor and tail rotor interactions
[AD-A137710] p411 N84-20497
Research opportunities for rotorcraft
P438 N84-20596
Boeing Vertol noise reduction experience
p817 N84-29667
Role of empirical methods p 817 N84-29670
Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc, Cambridge, Mas*.
Fault tolerant navigation in a Microwave Landing System
environment p 39 A84-12433
Propeller tone bursts p 320 A84-21213
Self-sustained oscillations of a shock wave interacting
with a boundary layer on a supercritical airfoil
p 939 A84-45661
FINDS: A fault inferring nonlinear detection system.
User's guide
[NASA-CR-172199] p 44 N84-111S6
A pilot/vehicle model analysis of the effects of motion
cues on Harrier control tasks
[AD-A136291] p 363 N84-18209
F-14 modeling study
[NASA-CR-172336] p 598 N84-25701
Multisensor speech input
[AD-A140894] p 726 N84-26974
Preliminary evaluation of waveguide vibration
absorbers
[AD-A140743] p 727 N84-27070
Application of stiffened cylinder analysis to ATP interior
noise studies
[NASA-CR-172384] p 942 N84-33147
Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc., Canoga Park, Calif.
Aircraft interior noise models - Sidewall trim, stiffened
structures, and cabin acoustics with floor partition
p290 A84-21222
Studies to improve environmental assessments of sonic
booms produced during air combat maneuvering
[AD-A138254] p 496 N84-22368
A comparison of measured take-off and. flyover sound
levels for several general aviation propeller-driven
aircraft
[AD-A139901] p631 N84-25429
Propeller aircraft interior noise model
[NASA-CR-3813] p 819 N84-29687
Bonn Univ. (West Germany).
COMFLO: An experimental program for multigrid
treatment of subsonic potential flows past airfoil profiles
[PREPRINT-604] p 341 N84-19302
Boston Univ., Mass.
Self-sustained oscillations of a shock wave interacting
with a boundary layer on a supercritical airfoil
p 939 A84-45661
Self-sustained oscillations of a shock wave interacting
with a boundary layer on a supercritical airfoil
[NASA-CR-175338] p 269 N84-16131
An integral equation for the solution of nonlinear wave
equations p 849 N84-32347
Bristol Univ. (England).
Wake visualization
[BU-282] p 581 N84-24542
An investigation into the nature and control of vortex
flow round helicopter upsweep
[BU-285] p 582 N84-24544
The effect of perforation on the aerodynamics of a
spoiler
[BU-286] ' p582 N84-24545
The aerodynamic effects of cavities in a body
[BU-289] p582 N84-24547
An investigation into anti-swirl devices for s-shaped air
intakes
[BU-293] p582 N84-24549
A circulation meter for the measurement of discrete
vortices
[BU-300] p 582 N84-24551
The influence of a moving suspension on the behaviour
of modelled helicopter underslung loads
[BU-288] p 596 N84-24573
The structural and aerodynamic behaviour of a
semi-inflatable wing
[BU-297] p596 N84-24574
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Brough (England).
The integration of flight and engine control for VSTOL
aircraft p 137 N84-12070
Secondary power supplies for a small single engine
combat aircraft p 131 N84-12175
Techniques for interbus communication in a multibus
avionic system p213 N84-15050
The accelerated light model technique of store
separation as developed and used at British Aerospace,
Brough p 528 N84-23597
British Aerospace Aircraft Group,
Klngston-upon-Thames (England).
The influence of V/STOL on wing design and tailplane
design p 597 N84-25627
Ground based testing without wind tunnels
p598 N84-25634
Notes on special flight aspects, such as STO, ski-jump
and ODM p 598 N84-25637
Vortex lifted stone ingestion: The influence of stone
diameter
[BAE-KRS-N-GEN-276] p 673 N84-26676
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Preston (England).
Aeroelastic considerations in preliminary design of a
military combat aircraft p 53 N84-11132
C-7
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Warton (England). CORPORA TE SOURCE
Transonic configuration design (fighter)
p122 N84-12082
ErMine-aJrfrarne interference effects
pOS N84-12086
Optimization of engine power offtake by secondary
power system design P 131 N84-12177
The night test of an automatic spin prevention system
p990 N84-34398
British Aerospace Alrcrafl Group, Warton (England).
Wall pressure signature wind-tunnel wall-constraint
correction methods
[BAE-ARG-188] . p 794_N84r29887_
British Aerospace Alrcrafl Group, WeytwMge
(England).
Aeroelastic design of cMI transports at the project
stage p52 N84-11120
British Aerospace Dynamics Group, Bristol (England).
Bectro-Magnetic Compatabflity Test Facility. Bristol
[BAE-8T.10658] P544 N84-22586
Visualisation o) the vortendominated flow around a delta
wing-body combination using a water tunnel
[BAE-821/RES/6631] P 559 1484-22904
British Aerospace PubOc Ltd. Co, Bristol (England).
Developments In cabin safety and crashworthiness
p 282 N84-17161
British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co, Brough (England).
Advanced cockpit-systems Integration
IAO-P003569] P 880 N84-31174
British Aerospace PubUc Ltd. Co, Oodatmlng
(England).
Modem flight Instrument displays as a major military
aviation flight safety weakness p215 N84-15098
British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co, Lancashire
(England).
Integrated powerplant control systems and potential
performance benefits P 129 N84-12063
British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co, Preston (England).
Defect occurrences In the manufacture of large CFC
structures and work associated with defects, damage and
repair of CFC components p 76 N84-10223
CASCADE: A design environment for future avtonlc
systems P213 N84-15057
A practical approach to the design of a new avtonlc
system p213 N84-15058
Hardwara-in-the-loop simulation techniques used In the
development of the Sea Harrier avtonic system
p 214 N84-15071
A dynamic approach to military avionics systems
testing P215 N84-16075
Aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft Performance
assessment p584 N84-2S635
British Airways, Middlesex (England).
Cost of corrosion for commercial aviation
p573 N84-25624
Airline experience with avtonte software development
for aircraft integrated data systems p 893 N84-26581
Some crazing experiments on As-cast acryDc to
MIL-P-8184
[AD-P003196J p712 N84-26609
Brown Boverl Research Center, Baden (Switzerland).
Vortex breakdown: A two-stage transition
p102 N84-12124
Brown Untv., ProvMoncOt B- !•
Sound generated aerodynarrdcally revisited -
Large-scale structures in a turbulent let as a source of
sound P815 A84^0599
Bundesamt fuer Wehrtechrtk und Beschaffung,
Koblenz (West Germany).
Guidelines and criteria for the functional integration of
avtonic systems with crew members In command
p212 N84-15044
Bundeaanstalt tuer Ftugstoherung, Frankfurt am Main
(West Germany).
Activities report on air traffic control in the Federal
Republic of Germany p345 NB4-18182
Notice for airmen, part 2. Index of approved
manufacturing operations for aeronautical appliances
according to paragraph 18 of test procedures for
'aeronautical appliances
[NFL-ll-38/84] P 948 N84-34394
Notice for airmen, part 2. Index of approved aeronautical
engineering operations and of Independent Inspectors
according to paragraph 33 of test procedures for
aeronautical appliances
[NR.-IW9/84] p948 N84-34395
Bundesmlnlstertum der VerteMJgung, Bonn (West
Germany).
Auxiliary power requirements: Their rote In aircraft
performance P 130 N84-12169
Bunker-flamo Corp, Wedtake Wage, CaDI.
Symbotogy verification study
[AD-A131328] P 53 N84-11182
Bureau of Mines, BarttesvHle, OWa.
Aviation fuels, 1983
[DE84-011823] P 803 N84-30108
CaDfomla InsL of Tech, Pasadena.
Linear theory of pressure oscillations In liquid fueled
Ramjet engines
[AD-A130882] p60 N84-10071
Linear theory of pressure oscillations in liquid-fueled
ftmftfdl engines
[AD-A131610] p61 N84-10075
Mochflnisrns of oxcjting pressure oscfltotions in ramjet
onQlnos
—CAD-A133977] p 219-N84-141SO -
Numerical analysis of an unsteady shock in an Inlet
oTffuser p512 N84-22686
California Polytechnic State Untv, San Luis Oblsno.
Effects of small-scale, high Intensity inlet turbulence on
flow in a two-dimensional oTffuser p654 A84-38380
CaDfomla State Unlv, FuOerton.
Detonation wave augmentation of gas turbines
(AIAA PAPER 84-1268] p898 A84-37639
CaDfomla State Unhr, Northridge.
Preliminary study for the modeling of an artificial Icing
cloud
[AD-A135717] p389 N84-18813
Review and assessment of USAF and US Army (HISS)
artificial icing cloud studies
1AD-A13S720] p390 N84-1B814
CaDfomla Untv, Berkeley.
Investigation of supersonic separated flow in a
compression comer by laser Doppter anemometry
p94 A84-15080
Dynamic effects of combustion p472 A84-29128
Airborne far-infrared and submilllmeter spectroscopy
p499 A84-29259
Supersonic separated flow past a cylindrical obstacle
on a flat plate p508 A84-32606
Exp6rlrn6ntfl) snd thoorsticsJ study of combustion jst
ignition
[NASA-CR-168139] p 59 N84-10054
Fatigue behavior of long and short cracks in wrought
and powder aluminum alloys
[AD-A131324] p81 N84-11517
Combustion jet Ignition p133 N84-12188
Numerical modeling of turbulent flow In a channel
[NASA-CR-168278] p 133 N84-131B9
Aerodynamic features of flames In premixed gases
p 473 N84-20559
An integrated, optimization-based approach to the
design and coi^ tiul of large space structures
[AD-A141856] p 796 N84-28898
Fatigue behavior of long and short cracks in wrought
and powder aluminum alloys
[AD-A142609] p 802 N84-30024
California Unhr, Davte.
Automation effects in a stereotypical muttHoop manual
control system
[AIAA PAPER 84-1896] p 934 A84-43481
Evaluation of airborne lldar wind measurements
p 1013 N84-34885
CaOtomla Untv, Lhrermore. Lawrence Uvermore Lab.
Propeller tone bursts p320 A84-21213
Mathematical and physical scaling of triggered
lightning
[DE84-002480] p 249 N84-14648
Assessment methodology for the A-7E: Scale model
coupling experiments
[DE84-003139] p351 N84-18199
Rywheel rotor and containment technology
development
(DE84-005742J p 484 1484-20884
F-14 scale model measurements. Part 1: External
responso
[DE84-008201] p683 N84-24562
High-power RF compressor
[DE84-013118] p928 N84-32684
California Unlv, Los Angeles.
Improved finite difference schemes for transonic
potential calculations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0092] p 173 A84-19231
Aeromechartcal stability analysis of a multirotor vehicle
model representing a hybrid heavy Oft airship (HHLA)
[AIAA PAPER 844987] p540 AS4-31712
Unsteady aerodynamics in time and frequency domains
for finite time arbitrary motion of rotary wings in hover
end-forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 84-0988] p 525 A84-31713
An analytical model for the voracity associated with a
transverse jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-1662]
 P652 A84-38042
Optimum design of rotor blades for vibration reduction
In forward flight p878 A84-46379
Research on boundary feedback and control theories,
1978 -1983
[AD-A138531) p 392 N84-18987
A study of aeroetastic and structural dynamic effects
in multi-rotor systems with application to hybrid heavy lift
vehicles
[NASA-CR-173505] p 529 N84-23620
Aeroelastic effects in mutti-ratorvehides with application
to a hybrid heavy lift system. Part 1: Formulation of
equations of motion
[NASA-CR-3822] p 902 N84-31216
Calspan Advanced Technology Center, Buffalo, N.Y.
In-flight Investigation of large airplane flying qualities for
approach and landing p 225 A84-17364
An In-flight investigation of pilot-induced oscillation
suppression filters during the fighter approach and landing
task p 897 A84-44471
Mach number and density effects in the mixing of
supersonic jets p512 N84-22628
Studies of boundary layer transition and surface
roughness effects in hypersonic flow
[AD-A140803] p 662 N84-26670
Calspan Corp, Buffalo, N. Y.
Optimal state-rate feedback explicit model-following
[AIAA PAPER 84-1857] p 934 A84-43479
An In flight investigation of pitch rate flight control
systems and application of frequency domain and time
domain predictive criteria
[AIAA PAPER 84-1897] p 896 A84-43482
Calspan Corp, San Diego, Cam.
Command flight path display, phase 1 and 2
[AD-A140870] p 707 N84-26711
Command flight path display, phase 1 and 2. Appendices
A - E
[AD-A140871] p707 N84-26712
Calspan Field Services, Inc, Arnold Air Force Station,
Term.
A chimera grid scheme p 13 AE4-11582
Captive trajectory system test planning information for
AEDC supersonic wind tunnel (A) and hypersonic wind
tunnels (B) and (C)
[AD-A136439] p 370 N84-18217
A review and an update of the FDP Specialists Meeting
(London) on Wall Interference In Wind Tunnels
p513 N84-23570
Test techniques for jet effects on fighter aircraft
p 528 N84-23589
Transonic nozzle-afterbody flow field measurements
using a laser Doppler vetodmeter p 515 N84-23592
Wind tunnel material test to quantity Space Shuttle
external tank insulation requirements
[AD-A141S63] p798 N84-28890
Aerodynamic and Propulsion Test Unit (APTU)
performance with a vitiated air heater
p795 N84-29964
Unsteady vlscous-inviscid interaction procedures for
transonic airfoil flows
[AD-A143784] p 966 N84-33390
Cambridge Acoustical Associates, Inc, Mass.
Analytical model of the structurebome interior noise
induced by a propeller wake
[NASA-CR-172381] p 941 N84-32119
Cambridge Untv. (England).
The calculation of steady and unsteady transonic flow
in cascades
[CUED/A-TURBO/TR-118] p 17 N84-10016
A method of calculating fully three dimensional inviscid
flow through any type of turbomachine blade row
p245 N84-15479
A review of current research activity on the aerodynamics
of axial flow turbines p 245 N84-15480
Three-dimensional flow calculations on a hypothetical
steam turbine last stage p 246 N84-15481
The development of unsteady boundary layers on the
rotor of an axial-flow turbine p 300 N84-16197
Canyon Research Group, Inc, WestJake Village, Cain.
Development of speech Input/output interfaces for
tactical aircraft
[AD-A136485] ' p 350 N84-18193
Simulator design features for air-to-ground bombing.
Part 1: Performance experiment 1
[AD-A141190] p708 N84-27753
Carborundum Co, Niagara Fans, N. V.
Progress in net shape fabrication of alpha sic turbine
components
[ASME PAPER 84-GT.273] p 1006 A84-47038
Carnegie-Mellon Unhr, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Model development and statistical investigation of
turbine blade mtsturdng p 533 A84-31905
Formation and destruction of vortices In a motored
four-stroke piston-cyfinder configuration
p721 AB4-38838
The Interaction between mistunlng and friction In the
forced response of Waded disk assemblies
[ASME PAPER 84-GT.139] p 1003 A84-46957
Friction damping of flutter In gas turbine engines
p 700 N84-26701
C-8
CORPORA TE SOURCE Coors Porcelain Co., Golden, Colo.
Cam Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, Ohio.
Experimental studies on two dimensional shock
boundary layer interactions
[AIAA PAPER 84-0099] p 159 A84-17881
Symmetric linear systems p 391 A84-25538
Models and analysis for twin-fin helicopter systems
p362 A84-25553
An analytical model (or the vortitity associated with a
transverse jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-1662] p 652 A84-38042
Applications of photoacoustJc techniques to the study
of jet fuel residue
[NASA-CH-173322] p 375 N84-18420
Nonlinear/transient rotor dynamics analysis
p 560 N84-22977
Dilution jets in accelerated cross flows
[NASA-CR-174717] p 782 N84-28794
Interactive finite elements for general engine dynamics
analysis p 927 N84-31698
Environment and receptivity p 1010 N84-33760
Laminar flow control - viscous simulation
p 1010 N84-33764
Centre d'Essals Aeronauttque Toulouse (France).
Characterization of a sample of aluminum alloy longeron
in 7050 T73652 of Alcoa origin. Summary of test number
MO 570300 p 690 N84-27729
Material characterization by strain rate controlled low
cycle fatigue tests and by crack propagation velocity:
Summary of test number M3 430300
[IMI-679] p714 N84-27878
Centre d'Essals en Vol. Istres (France).
Aircraft operations from airfields with special
unconventional characteristics p 203 N84-15085
Centre National de la Recherche Sdenttflque, Portiere
(France).
A study of the fundamental problems of combustion in
the combustion chambers of turbojets using a tubular
reactor p616 NS4-24759
Cessna Aircraft Co, Wichita, Kara.
Flight and wind tunnel tests of an electro-impulse
de-icing system
[AIAA PAPER 84-2234] p 671 A84-39280
Natural laminar flow flight experiments on a swept-wing
business jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-2189] p 746 A84-41344
Chem Tronlcs, Inc., El Cajon, Calif.
Rigid closed-cell polyimide foams for aircraft applications
and foam-in-place technology
[NASA-CR-171805] p 916 N84-32535
Chlba Univ. (Japan).
Random-choice solutions for two-dimensional and
axisymmetric supersonic flows p 759 N84-30115
Chinese Aerodynamic Research and Development
Center, Mlanyang,
The 6M x 8M low speed wind tunnel
p907 N84-31221
Chrysler Corp, Huntsvllle, Ala.
Aerothermodynamic data base, phase C
[NASA-CR-173862] p911 N84-31259
Chrysler Corp, Mlchoud, La.
Results of the AFRSI detailed-environment test of the
0.035-scale SSV pressure-loads model 84-0 in the Ames
11x11 ft TWT and the Lewis 8x6 a and 10x10 ft SWT
(OA-310A. B, C). volume 2
[NASA-CR-167686] p911 N84-31260
Results of the AFRSI detailed-environment test of the
0.035-scale SSV pressure-loads model 84-0 in the Ames
11x11 ft TWT and the Lewis 8x6 ft. and 10x10 ft SWT
(OA-310A, B, C), volume 1
[NASA-CR-167685] p911 N84-31261
Chrysler Corp., New Orleans, La.
Aerothermodynamic data base
[NASA-CR-171807] p 912 N84-32415
Clba-Oelgy Corp, Ardsley, N.Y.
Development of a stable epoxy resin system for
composite repair
[AD-A135390] p310 N84-17395
Circuit Technology, Inc, Farmlngdale, N.Y.
MIL-STD-1553B Marconi LSI chip set in a remote
terminal application
[AD-P003538] p 924 N84-31142
Cincinnati Univ., Ohio.
A direct method for the solution of unsteady
two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
p5 A84-10078
Hybrid C-H grids for turtaomachinery cascades
p 13 A84-11591
Perturbation analysis of optimal integral controls
p629 A84-36131
Optimal short-range trajectories for helicopters
p 874 A84-45577
A conforms! mapping technique for nonsymmetric
potential flows with separation p 20 N84-11138
ChrO Aeromedlcal Irtst, Oklahoma City, Okla.
The 1980 and 1981 accident experience of civil airmen
with selected visual pathology
[AD-A134898] p 282 N84-17158
CM) Aeronautics Board, Washington, D.C.
Deregulating the airlines: An economic analysis
[PB83-250019] p 145 N84-14070
Economic cases of the Civil Aeronautics Board, Volume
101, April 1983 to May 1983
[PB84-127695] p 396 N84-19183
Economic cases of the Civil Aeronautics Board, Volume
102, June 1983 to July 1983
[PB84-127703] p 396 N84-19184
Airport activity statistics of certificated route air
carriers
[AD-A137418] p 343 N84-19313
Economic cases of the Civil Aeronautics Board, volume
104, October - November 1983
[PB84-209287] p 854 N84-32370
Civil Aviation Authority, Redhill (England).
The Civil Aircraft Airworthiness Data Recording
Programme p 244 N84-15079
Civil aircraft windscreen damage due to birdstrikas
[AD-P003214] p673 N84-26627
Windshield problems on UK operated transport sized
jet aircraft 1976 to 1982
[AD-P003228] p 686 N84-26641
Clemson Unlv, S.C.
Spinning mode acoustic radiation from the flight Inlet
[NASA-CR-172273] p 255 N84-15896
An automated airframe production cost model
[AD-P002787] p 568 N84-23334
Multi-variate acceptance plans for flexible airport
pavements p 906 N84-31220
Coast Quard Research and Development Center,
Qroton,Corm.
Analysis of US Coast Quard HU-25A visual and radar
detection performance
[AD-A133380] p 185 N84-15138
Airship proof-of-concept evaluation
[AD-A141759] p 757 N84-28753
Evaluation of U.S. Coast Guard forward-looking airborne
radars
[AD-A142417] p 809 N84-30156
College of William and Mary, Newport News, Vs.
A review of some Reynolds number effects related to
bodies at high angles ol attack
[NASA-CR-3809] p 848 N84-31097
College of William and Mary, Wllllamsburg, Va.
Numerical computations of turbulence amplification in
shock-wave interactions p 239 A84-17427
Colorado State Unlv, Fort Collins. •
Rotating-boom fadlity for evaluation of wind
characteristics approaching a wind-turbine blade
[DE83-013117] p73 N84-10107
The annular flow electrothermal ramjet
[NASA-CR-174704] p911 N84-31275
Investigation of arc cloud lines p 1013 N84-34885
Colorado Unlv, Boulder.
Finite area method for nonlinear supersonic conical
flows p266 A84-21510
Columbia Unlv, New York.
Noise transmission through aircraft panels
[AIAA PAPER 84-0911] p 566 A84-31648
Experimental study ol noise transmission Into a general
aviation aircraft
[NASA-CR-172357] p 820 N84-30888
Committee on Appropriations (U. S. House).
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
p 633 N84-25531
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
(U. S. Senate).
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Authorization Bill. 1984
[S-REPT-98-455J p 569 N84-24506
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Authorization Act
[S-REPT-98-455] p 569 N84-24507
Committee on Public Works and Transportation (U. 8.
House).
A review of US international aviation policy
[GPO-18-813] p324 N84-17070
Improvement needed in the Implementation of the United
States International Aviation Policy
[GPO-23-934] p324 N84-17072
Compilation of selected aviation laws
[GPO-99-811] p498 N84-21438
Committee on Science and Technology (U. S. House).
Aircraft maintenance and fire
[GPO-24-247] p4 N84-11112
Joint services advanced vertical wing (JVX) program
[GPO-22-771] p53 N84-11160
Technology of airport safety
[GPO-24-762] p74 N84-11183
Aircraft navigation technology and errors
[GPO-26-859] p115 N84-13170
NASA's five-year plan
[GPO-27-459] . p255 NS4-14964
Airport and aircraft safety research and technology
[GPO-2&497] p 281 N84-17152
Alternative fuels for general aviation
[GPO-27-618] p311 N84-17409
The 1985 NASA authorization
[GPO-31-453] p632 N84-25526
Future of aeronautics
[GPO-29-744] p633 N84-25529
The 1985 NASA authorization, volume 2
[GPO-34-202] p945 N84-33301
Oversight on the Federal Aviation Administration fiscal
year 1985 research, engineering and development budget
request •
[GPO-34-924] p945 N84-33302
Airport safety technology: Washington National
Airport
[GPO-34-406] p 993 N84-33423
Compass Systems, Inc, San Diego, CaOf.
Wake profile measurements of fixed and oscillating
flaps
[NASA-CR-186602] p 967 N84-34428
Laser vetotimeter measurements of dynamic stall
[NASA-Cfl-166603] p 967 N84-34429
Comptore, Inc, Palo Alto, Calif.
Application of laser velodmetry to unsteady flows in large
scale, high speed tunnels p 381 A84-25230
Nd:YAG holographic interferometer for aerodynamic
research p476 A84-28000
Application of laser velodmetry to unsteady flows in large
scale high speed tunnels
[NASA-CR-166575J p 412 N84-21511
Computer Dynamics, Inc^ , Virginia Deoch, Vs.
Improved finite difference schemes for transonic
potential calculations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0092] p 173 A84-19231
Computer Sciences Corp, Hampton, Vs.
Incorporating geometric and radiative effects into
infrared scanning computer analysis
p469 A84-28641
Computer Sciences Corp, Silver Spring, Md.
Software conversion history of the Flight Dynamics
System (FDS).
[NASA-CR-175257] p911 N84-32404
Computer Soflwvo MBnsQotiwnt find Information
Center, Athens, Qa
Twelfth NASTRAN Users' Colloquium
[NASA-CP-2328] p 930 N84-32864
Comtek, Oration, Va.
A preliminary design study on an acoustic muffler for
the laminar flow transition research apparatus
[NASA-CR-172374] p 756 N84-28748
Concordla Unlv, Montreal (Quebec).
Computer graphics techniques for aircraft EMC analysis
and design p 244 NS4-15055
Unbalance response of a single mass rotor mounted
on dissimilar hydrodynamic bearings
p388 N84-19919
Congressional Budget Office, Washington, D. C.
Improving the air traffic control system: An assessment
of the National Airspace System Plan
p 285 N84-16160
Connecticut Unlv, Storrs.
On-line methods for rotorcraft aeroelastic mode
identification p200 A84-19177
The importance of nonlinearity on the higher harmonic
control of helicopter vibration p923 A84-46377
Elevated temperature biaxial fatigue
[NASA-CR-173473] p 486 N84-21905
Continuum Dynamics, Inc, Princeton, N. J.
Computer program for prediction of the deposition of
material released from fixed and rotary wing aircraft
[NASA-CR-3780] p 409 N84-20482
Numerical studies of the deposition of material released
from fixed and rotary wing aircraft p 410 N84-20491
Control Data Corp, Minneapolis, Minn.
Temperature histories of commercial flights at severe
conditions from GASP data
(NASA-CR-168247] p 28 N84-11152
Control Dynamics Co, Huntsvllle, Ala.
Effects of bearing deadbands on bearing loads and rotor
stability
[NASA-CR-170986] p 387 N84-19814
Coordinating Research Council, Inc, Atlanta, Qa.
Low temperature behavior of fuels in simulated aircraft
tanks
[AD-A130267] p76 N84-10336
Handbook of aviation fuel properties
[AD-A132106] p 141 N84-13338
Electrostatic charging test lor aviation fuel filters
[AD-A136988] p 372 N84-19366
Coon Pofcolwn Co>t Qoldon, Goto.
Polycrystalllne MgAI2O4 spinel for high performance
windows
[AD-P003202] p712 N84-26615
C-9
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N.Y. CORPORATE SOURCE
Cornell Unlv, Ithaca, N.Y.
An cmplict LU scheme for the Euler equations appUod
to arbitrary cascades
(AIAA PAPER 84-0167) p 161 A84-1792S
Time-resolved density measurements In premixed
turbulent flames P 548 AS4-32612
Comparison of broadband noise mechanisms, analyses,
and experiments on rotors p 940 A84-45960
Vortex stability and breakdown p 102 N84-12122
Broadband rotor noise analyses
[NASA-CH-3797] p 496 N84-22385
Theory of rotating stall of multistage axial
compressors p 625-N84-25964-
CeJculation of transonic potential flow past
wing-tail-fuselaga configurations using the multigrid
method P 661 NB4-26657
Costmztonl Aeronautteh* Olovamd Agusta &pA, ,
Oauarate (Italy).
Advanced NO techniques for composite primary
structures P 75 N84-10216
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, Pretoria
(South Africa).
Work done to determine the source of errors on
conditioned pressure transduce signals in the JT9D-7F
turbofan engines used on SAA Boeing 747 aircraft
[NIAST-82/78) p 134 N84-13192
Economic use of CBN grinding tools In the production
of jet turbine components'
[CSIR-TRANS-1738] P 928 N84-32561
CranfleM Irnt of Tech, Bedford (England).
Experimental methods in fDght for the measurement of
control characteristics p68 N84-10091
On the generation and subsequent development of spiral
vortex flow over a swept-back wing p 99 N84-12105
The effects of wing tip devices on the performance of
the BAe Jetstream P 103 N84-12130
The effect of wing tip devices on the far-field wake of
a Paris Aircraft p 103 N84-12131
An evaluation of a mobile aerodynamic test facility for
hang glider wings
[COFA-8330] p 371 N84-19381
Ground effect on a rotor wake
[ISBN-0-902937-93-6] P 409 N84-20484
Effects of airblasl atomizer design upon spray quality
p622 N84-24744
Full scale wind tunnel tests on hang glider pilots
[CA-8416] pSBS N84-25643
A technique for optimizing the aerodynamic design of
a generalized combat aircraft with forward swept wings
for the purposes of stability and control investigation
[CA-8325] P 598 N84-2S700
Evolution of a heave control system for an amphibious
hovercraft
[CAR-8401] P624 N84-25664
A ring source method for predicting the aerodynamic
characteristics of bodies of revolution
[COA-8409] p755 N84-28744
Splash and spray from road vehicles and associated
topics: A bibliography
[CAR-8425] P926 N84-31557
Cummins Engine Co, Inc, Columbus, Ind.
Positive displacement compounding of a heavy duty
diesel engine
[NASA-CR-168286] p 926 N84-31641
Curtlaa-WrlgM Corp, Wood-nidge, NJ.
Multi-fuel rotary engine for general aviation aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-1340] p216 A84-16971
Dayton Unlv, Onto.
Wing contamination - Threat to safe flight
p25 A84-10893
Performance of a quantitative jet stream turbulence
forecasting technique - The Specific CAT Risk (SCATR)
index
[AIAA PAPER 84-0271] P 248 A84-17990
Three-dimensional test experience with a transonic
adaptive-wall wind tunnel
[AD-A129858] P 72 N84-10102
MAGNA (Materially And Geometrically Nonlinear
Analysis). Part 2; Preprocessor manual
[AD-A129025] P 82 N84-10782
MAGNA (Materially And Geometrically Nonlinear
Analysis). Part 4. Quick-reference manual
[AD-A129026] p 82 N84-10783
Aircraft transparency testing methodology and
evaluation criteria Part 2; Methodology development for
improved durability
(AD-A131928) P 122 N84-12157
Aircraft transparency testing methodology and
evaluation criteria. Parti: Test methods and uilmmaUon
analysis
[AD-A131927] P 122 N84-1215B
Alternate T-38 transparency development Part 4:
Parametric studies
[AD-A131904]
 P122 N84-12159
Long tenm evaluation of the effects of shale oO produced
JP-4 on aircraft construction materials
[AD-A131665] p 123 N84-12161
Nonlinear oscillations of a fluttering panel in a transonic
au stream
[AD-A133918] p 175 N84-14124
FDD (Foreign Object Damage) generation by aircraft
tires
[AP-A133319] p205 N84-15146
Aircrew training devices: Utility and utilization" of
advanced instructional features. Phase I: Tactical Air
Coffvnsnd
[AO-A135052] p 307 N84-17190
Instructor station display for use In T-37 flight simulation
training
[AD-A134854] p 307 N84-17191
Effect of suction on the wake structure of a
three-dimensional turret
[AD-A135897] p 337 N84-18174
A review study of nondestructive test techniques for
residual stresses in aircraft transparencies
[AO-A138930] p528 N84-22555
Nozzle tests for simulating heavy rain In a wind tunnel
[AD-A139568] p 546 N84-23657
Active suppression of aeroelastic Instabilities for forward
swept wings p584 N84-25638
Conference on Aerospace Transparent Materials and
Enclosures
[AD-A140701] p637 N84-26596
The effect of accelerated ultra violet weathering on the
rain erosion resistance of coated aircraft transparencies
[AD-P003194] p711 N84-26607
Simulation of exposure of aircraft transparencies to flight
line environment
[AD-P003212] p685 N84-26625
Altomflte T-38 trAnspsroncy dovotopfnont
[AO-P003219] p688 N84-26632
Parametric studies of the T-38 student windshield using
the finite element of code MAGNA (Materially and
Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis)
[AD-P003232] p 723 N84-26645
Current problems and progress in transparency Impact
analysis
[AD-P003233] p 724 N84-26648
Effects of surface flaws on impact resistance of uricoated
polycarbonate
[AO-A141364] pSOO N84-28998
Thrust augmentation study of high performance
ejectors
[AO-A142650] p759 N84-29856
Flaw detection reliability criteria. Volume 1: Methods
and results
[AD-A142001] p811 N84-30320
Improving the birdstrike resistance and durability of
aircraft windshield systems: Program technical summary
(AO-A143712) p968 N84-33395
Do Havftand Aircraft Co. of Canada Ltd, Downsvtow
(Ontario).
Aeroelastic design considerations for turboprop
powerplant Installations p61 N84-11123
Defence Materiel Administration, Stockholm (Sweden).
Swedish Air Force maintenance programme for aged
transparent enclosures for jet trainer and jet fighter
aircraft
[AD-P003208] p637 N84-26821
D0f0nct Roststfcn EfttsiMlsnjT)0fitt Ottswst* (Ontario)*
Effects of fuels on the physical properties of nitrite rubber
O-rings
[AD-A136647] p 377 N84-19599
Properties of fuels employed in a gas turbine combustor
program
[AD-A136663] p 377 N84-19600
Performance evaluation of a Magnavox GPS (Global
Positioning System) Z-set
[AO-A138569] p 522 N84-22547
Comparison of JFTOT (Jet Fuel Thermal Oxidation
Tester) and absorbance methods for determining Jet fuel
thermal stability
[AD-A138673] p 616 N84-24825
Rapid electrolyte exchange procedures for 22 AH
rocket-cadmium celgard cells
[AD-A142004] p 809 N84-30178
Defence Research EstabOshment Pacific, Victoria
(British Cohnnbto).
Application of FRACTOMAT/KRAK GAGES to crack
yiuwtli msastflflflKtaito In structur&l cornpoosnts
[AD-A130945) p 80 N84-10820
Delaware Univ., Newark.
Inlet flow Distortion In turbomacMnery - Comparison of
theory and experiment in a transonic fan stage
p90 A84-13592
Defco Systems Operations. Milwaukee, WIs.
Deteo performance management system flight test
evaluation . p692 N84-26579
Denver Research InsL, Colo
Ori-One task analyses in maintenance simulation
[AD-P003452) p826 N84-32229
Department of Energy, Washington, D. C.
Electropositive bivalent metallic Ion unsaturatad
polyester complexed polymer concrete
[DE84-011080] p802 N84-29979
Jet spoiler arrangement (or wind turbine
[DE84-011303] p 932 N84-31787
Department of-the Air Force, Washington, D.C.
The NASA F-106B Storm Hazards Program
p180 A84-16171
Finite element-integral acoustic simulation of JT15O
turbofan engine p816 A84-41132
Method of making compartmented, filament wound,
one-piece aircraft fuel tanks
[AD-O011144) . p880 N84-32376
Axlsyntmotrfc thrust fliiQrnontlng OfSCtor with discroto
prtfnsfy sir slot nozztes
(AD-O011129) p893 N84-32386
Thrust Reverser/Exhaust nozzle assembly for a gas
turbine engine
[AD-O011101] p894 N84-32392
Low cost thermal protection system processing
(AD-O011142) p915 N84-32434
Perfluoroalkylether substituted phenyl phosphtnes
[AD-D011122] p915 N84-32529
Laser beam duct pressure controller system
[AfXX>11102] p929 N84-32811
Direct lift command blending
[AD-O011178] p990 N84-33420
Damaged radar radome repair device
[AD-D011158] p998 N84-33528
System for the removal of airborne contaminants from
aircraft environmental control systems
[AD-D011172] p1008 N84-33615
Constant speed drive with compensation using
differential gears
[A040111S6] p1010 N84-33812
Self-deploying afterbody apparatus for an ejection
seat
[AD-O011205) p969 N84-34433
Airplane take-off system
[AD-D011204] p993 N84-34449
Mothod for dyn&ntic&ny recording distortion in 8
tr&nsp&roncy
[AD-O011209] p1011 N84-34707
DeuaiUiieiil of the Air Force, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Onto.
Two-dimensional wake characteristics of inlet vanes for
opervtircuit wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 84-0604] p 369 A84-25729
Dcpflrtmcnt of ttw Nsvy, W8SttlnQton,-D. C.
AnsJoQ fiber Qyro with oxtondod Dno&r r&ngo
[AD-O011009] p765 N84-28771
Position And rostrsint system for BiFcrowmsn
(AD-O011058) . p853 N84-32384
Aircraft loading adapter for use with ordnance lift
vehicle
(AD-O011147) p992 N84-33421
Pivotal mono wing cruise missile with wing deployment
and fastener mechanism
[AWM11192J p977 N84-34436
Deputy Chief of Staff for Research Development and
Acquisition (Air Force), Washington, D.C.
Justification of estimates for fiscal year 1985 submitted
to Congress February 1984. Aircraft procurement. Air
Force
[AD-A140837] p 737 N84-27610
Detroit Diesel Amson, IndJanapous. Ind.
Ceramic components for the AGT 100 engine
p315 A84-22878
Deutsche Forscnungs- und VersuchsanstaH fuer Luft-
und Haumfahrt, Berlin (West Germany).
Periodic flow noise reduction using flow-excited
resonators: Theory and application
[DFVLR-FB-83-29] p 245 N84-15409
Definition, sources and lowest possible levels of
wind-tunnel turbulence p 562 N84-23576
Deutsche roischungs* und Versuchstinstajl fuw Lint
und Raumfahrt, Brunswick (West Germany).
Mathematical modelling and theoretical methods for the
&6rodyn&rnic behflvtour of control devices
p 65 N84-10085
A Diagnosis scheme for sensors of a flight control system
using analytic redundancy p 126 N84-12067
Research towards and development of aerospace
vehicle noise certification with emphasis on propeller
aircraft and helicopters p 150 N84-15026
Flying qualities experiments of rate command/altitude
hold systems in the HFB 320 in-flight simulator
[DFVLR-FB-83-25] p 232 N84-15163
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CORPORA TESOURCE Ecole Royale Mllltalre, Brussels (Belgium).
Lectures of a Flight Mechanics Conference
(OFVUR-MITT-83-OS1 p 259 N84-16120
Contributions of flight mechanics to dvO air traffic
p 285 N84-16124
Estimation of flight-mechanical motion characteristics
with Katman fitters p292 N84-16126
Wake vortices and their aerodynamic alleviation: A
review of the literature
[DFVLR-MITT-83-07] p 272 N84-16154
Evaluation and analysis of experience reports
concerning wind shear problems
IDFVLR-FB-83-19] p 280 N84-16159
On the significance of unsteady surface pressures for
aerodynamicaUy induced Interior noise of automobiles
[DFVLR-FB-83-2B] p 341 N84-19303
Evaluation of radio navigation systems and their
configuration with respect to minimum cost
[DFVLR-FB-83-32] p 347 N84-19329
Field evaluation of proposed ICAO annex 18 takeoff
noise certification procedure for propeller-driven airplanes
not exceeding 5700 kg
[DFVLR-FB-83-34] p 496 N84-22378
Propeller and rotor noise testing in aeroacoustic wind
tunnels p 567 N84-23583
Flight mechanical analysis of dynamic derivatives of the
Domier variation wind tunnel model
[OFVLR-FM-63-38] p 581 N84-24541
System modeling and identification of equivalent
systems with and without compensating time delay for
control-augmented aircraft
[DFVLR-FB-83-36] p 596 N84-24570
Design and implementation of input signals for
identification of pilot/aircraft models
[DFVLR-FB-84-08] p 599 N84-25709
Proceedings of the 12th Symposium on Aircraft
Integrated Data Systems
[DFVLR-MITT-84-01] p 637 N84-26565
Analysing redundant flight path data on two Airbus A-300
aircraft p692 N84-26577
Pilot-aircraft interaction concerning a wind shear
indication system p693 NB4-26586
In-flight Investigation of landing approach flying qualities
of transport aircraft with relaxed static stability
(DFVLR-FB-84-11) p 704 N84-26706
Flight mechanics test with a restricted flying aircraft
model In a wind* tunnel
[DFVLR-FB-84-13] p 869 N84-27701
Regression analysis technique for air data sensor
calibration with an Inerttal navigation system
[DFVLH-MITT-84X»] p 677 N84-27718
On the evaluation of boundary layer measurements on
boattalled bodies of revolution In axisymmetnc
compressible subsonic flow
[OFVLR-FB-84-09] p 728 N84-28Q10
Development, set up and testing of a measuring system
for components of the Derived Azimuth System (DAS)
r.BMFT-FB-W-84-005] p 766 N84-28773
Wave propagation from moving singularities and a
unified exposition of the linearized theory for aerodynamics
• and acoustics
tDFVLR-FB-84-17] p 807 N84-29080
Definition and layout of a traffic generator for an air
traffic control simulation
[DFVLR-FB-84-15] p 766 N84-2S862
In-flight accuracy and coverage tests of ESM- and
ECM-systems p 1011 N84-34412
General Integrated Multipurpose Inflight Calibration
System (GIMICS) p 979 N84-34420
Deutsche Forschungs- und VersuchaaiwtaJt fuer Luft-
und Raurnfahrt, Cologne (West Germany).
Aerospace research activities in West Germany
p4 N84-11115
Flow measurements In the stator row of a single-stage
transonic axial-flow compressor with controlled diffusion
stator blades p 302 N84-16209
Effects on rail transport caused by air transport supply
alternatives within the Federal Republic of Germany for
the year 2000
[DFVLR-MITT-83-14] p 282 N84-17160
Investigation of the behavior of axial compressor stages
with steady state inlet distortions
[DFVLR-FB-83-39] . p 607 N84-24590
Hot corrosion in aircraft engines
[DFVLR-MITT-84-04] p 702 N84-27742
Deutsche Forachungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Qoettbtgen (West Germany).
Investigation of sidewall boundary layer removal effects
on two different chord airfoil models in the Langley
0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0598] p 365 A84-24187
Transonic-flow computation using an explicit-implicit
method p578 A84-35325
The vortex skeleton model for three-dimensional steady
flows p 98 N84-12101
Separation and vortical-type flow around a prolate
spheroid: Evaluation of relevant parameters
p100 N84-12113
Measurement of unsteady aerodynamic pressures
[DFVLR-MITT-83-08] p 272 N84-16155
The PrandU Hergesell project of a National Research
Establishment for Aeronautics
[OFVLR-MITT-83-10] p 260 N84-17123
The new calibration tank for engine simulators at DFVLR
Goettngen p 546 N84-23593
Comparative measurements of the unsteady pressures
on three oscillating wing-Up models
[DFVLH-FB-84-07] p 758 N84-28758
Deutsche Forschunga- und Verauehsanstatt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Oberpfaftenhofen- (West Germany).
Systematic computer aided control design
p 67 N84-10100
Results of a slant range visibility field test in
MunicMteim
[OFVLR-MITT-83-00] p 285 N84-17169
Status for knowledge: Meteorological affected icing on
aircraft in clouds
[OFVLR-MITT-83-12] p 319 N84-17763
First stage of equipment for aircraft Do 28 of DFVLfl
as a research aircraft for icing and first research results
(DFVLR-FB-83-40] p 596 N84-24571
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Lutt-
und Raumfahrt, Pen (West Germany).
The cryogenic wind tunnel Cologne
P545 N84-23568
Deutsche Forschunga- und Vereuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Stuttgart (West Germany).
Towards a cycle without loss: Cobalt in the aircraft
industry p996 N84-33469
Deutsche Lufthansa AktJengeseltschaft, Cologne (West
Germany).
Engine condition monitoring with aircraft integrated data
systems on Lufthansa A310 p 691 N84-26571
Deutsche Lufthansa Aktlengesellsehaft, Frankfurt am
Main (Wast Germany).
Activities report of the aerospace Industry In West
Germany p110 N84-12139
Deutsche Lufthansa A.O, Hamburg (West Germany).
First experience with ARINC 717 Aircraft Integrated Data
Systems (AIDS) on Airbus 310 for maintenance support
p682 N84-28572
Developmental Sciences, Inc, CHy of Industry, CUH.
Design of a remotely controlled hovercraft vehicle for
spill reconnaissance
(PB84-124064] p305 N84-17187
CMkewood Industries, me, Albuquerque, N. Hex.
Design of Incident field B-dot sensor for the nose boom
of NASA F-106B alrcrart
[AD-A141765] p776 N84-28787
Domler-Weilce am.b.H, Frtedrtchshafen (West
Germany).
Numerical solutions of the Euler equations simulating
vortex flows around wings p 101 N84-12120
Turbulent dlffuser flow studies related to the design of
the ETW ditfuser p 582 N84-23572
Intelligent flight data recorder A contribution to
on-conditton maintenance and optimization of operation
p 691 NB4-26568
Determination of external store drag
p978 N84-34397
Domler-Werke G.rrub.H, Munich (West Germany).
Prediction of condensation onset and growth in the
European Transonic Wind Tunnel (ETW)
p562 N84-23578
Experience in engine face, non-steady, flow
measurements through a side and bottom engine air inlet
duct p538 N84-23800
Douglas Aircraft Co, Inc., Long Beach, Calif.
DC-10-10 wlnglet flight test program management
pB66 A84-44452
The development of FAST-FLOW (a program for flutter
optimization to satisfy multiple flutter requirements)
p68 N84-11124
Douglas Aircraft Company Advanced Concept Ejection
Seat (ACES 2). revision c
[AD-A133828] p 183 N84-14131
Research opportunities for future commercial
transports p 438 N84-20594
Nonadlabatic model wall effects on transonic airfoil
performance In a cryogenic wind tunnel
p 562 N84-23579
Selected advanced aerodynamic and active control
concepts development
[NASA-CR-3469] p 666 NB4-27683
Experimental investigation of elastic mode control on
a modal of a transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-3472] p 688 N84-27721
Configuration design studies and wind tunnel tests of
an energy efficient transport with a high-aspect-ratio
supercritical wing
[NASA-CR-3524] p 740 N84-28727
Results of design studies and wind tunnel tests of
Wgtvaspect-ratjo supercritical wings for an energy efficient
transport
[NASA-CR-159332) p 754 N84-28735
Wind tunnel tests of high-lift systems for advanced
transports using high-aspect-ratio supercritical wings
[NASA-CR-3523] p 755 N84-28742
Propulsion In a life-saving role for ACES 2
p762 N84-29942
Results of design studies and wind tunnel tests of an
advanced high lift system for an Energy Efficient
Transport
[NASA-CR-159389] p 976 N84-33403
Dowry and Smith Industries Controls Ltd, Cheltenham
(England).
Full authority digital electronic engine controls and their
integration with flight control systems in VSTOL aircraft
p 130 N84-12O64
Draper (Charles Stark) Lab, Inc, Boston, Mass.
Optimizing the thrust deflecting surface for the
pneumatic thrust deflector
[AD-A140612] p700 N84-26703
Draper (Charles Stark) Lab, Inc, Cambridge, Mass.
The reliability analysis of a separated, dual fall
operational redundant strapdown IMU
p207 A84-16558
Materials research for advanced inertial instrumentation.
Task 2: Gas bearing material development
[AD-A130471] p42 N84-10044
Advances in strapdown inertial systems: Introduction
and overview p593 1484-25692
Modular strapdown guidance unit with embedded
microprocessors p 594 N84-25697
Fault-tolerant system considerations tor a redundant
strapdown Inertial measurement unit
[NASA-CR-172426] p 971 N84-33396
Orexel Univ., Philadelphia, Pa.
Optimization ol aircraft altitude and flight-path angle
dynamics p225 A84-17368
Piloted simulation of an onboard trajectory optimization
algorithm p521 A84-32714
Design of an optimal output feedback control system
with rnod&) insonsttivtty
[AIAA PAPER 84-1940] p 934 A84-43487
A variable structure approach to robust control of VTOL
aircraft p 900 A84-45612
Ducharme (Robert O.), me, DeerfltU, III
Airport noise and land use compatibility at dowratate
Illinois airports
[PB84-177377] p708 N84-26716
Durham Univ. (England).
Secondary Hows and losses In a turbine cascade
p301 N84-16203
Dynamic Control*, me, Dayton, Ohio.
A digital linear position sensor for flight control
actuation
[AD-A144283] p 991 N84-34446
DyTee Engineering, Inc, Long Beach, Calif.
Study of noise-certification standards for aircraft
engines. Volume 1: Noise-control technology for turbofan
engines
[AD-A133388] p 221 N84-15157
Study of noise-certification standards for aircraft
engines. Volume 2: Procedures for measuring far field
sound pressure levels around an outdoor Jet-engine test
stand
[AD-A133408] p 221 N84-15158
Study of noise-certification standards for aircraft
engines. Volume 3: Selection and evaluation of
engine-noise-certification concept
[AD-A137805] p454 N84-20S63
Eagle Technology, me, Orlando, Fla,
Cost-effective and efficient maintenance training
devices: A user accepted design process
[AD-P003456] p 908 NB4-32233
Ecole Centrale de Lyon (France).
Experimental and theoretical studies of parietal viscous
boundaries in a single stage transonic compressor
p 301 N94-162O8
Ecole Potytechnlque Federate de Lausanne(Switzerland).
Aeroelasticity In turbomachine-cascades
[AD-A141905] p 784 N84-29880
Two-dimensional and quasi three-dimensional
experimental standard configurations tor aeroelastic
investigations In turbomachine-cascades
[AD-A141904] p810 N84-30297
Ecole Royale Mllltalre, Brussels (Belgium).
Aero/thermodynamlc and acoustic considerations in the
design of test-beds for turbojets and turbofans
p612 N84-2S725
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Eidgenoessisches Flugzeugwerk, Emmen (Switzerland). CORPORA TE SOURCE
Eldgenoesslsches Rugzeugwerk, Emmen
(Switzerland).
Comparative force measurements on half and whole
models of a heavy lift wing in the large wind tunnel
Emmen
[F/W-SO-1596] p341 N84-19301
Electra Mfg. Co, Independence, Kara.
Aircraft seat fire blocking layers. Effectiveness and
benefits under various scenarios
[ACWM40796] p 674-N84-26681-
Electrical Research Association, Leatherhead
(England).
Investigation of the RF properties of carbon fibre
composite materials
[AD-A140261] p617 N84-25774
Electronic System* Dhr, Hanscom AFB, Mass.
AN/TPN-19 improvements program management plan
[AD-A140728] p 677 N84-26690
Electronics Engineering Group (1842nd), Scott AFB, ID.
Feasibility of remoting BRITE 2 via fiber optics
[AD-A135858] p 395 N84-19071
Electronlque Serge Dassault, SL Cloud (France).
Towards a modularity of software conceived for the
requirement of the user p201 N84-1S040
Elektronlk-System GJTLD.H, Munich (West Germany).
CAOAS: A computer aided design tool for avionic
systems p214 N84-1S065
Satellite aided navigation (INNAVSAT)
[BMFT-FB-W-84-003] p 765 N84-28772
Engineering and Economics Research, Inc., Vienna,
Va.
National airspace review benefits and costs
[FAA-AT-84-1] p 764 N84-28765
National Airspace Review: Implementation plan
[AD-A145379] p 863 N84-31107
Engineering Sciences Data Unit, London (England).
Validated Engineering Data Index, 1983-1984
P485 N84-217S8
Environmental Research Inst of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
The use of satellite and aircraft SAR to detect and chart
hazards to navigation
[AO-A141658] p812 N84-29296
European Space Agency, Paris (France).
Right tests for a strapdown system (MSS): The results
of a special flight test
f_ESA-rr-818] p115 N84-12153
Explicit second order splitting schemes for solving
hyperbolic nonlinear problems: Theory and application
to transonic flow
[ESA-TT-768] p 252 N84-15855
Developmental possibilities and restrictions in air
transport
[ESA-TT-744] p342 N84-19307
Development possibilities in commercial air transport in
the Federal Republic of Germany p 342 N84-19308
Transport infrastructure: Is planning still achievable
p 343 N84-19310
The supplier Constraints and prospects
p343 N84-19311
A universal 3-dimensional wall pressure correction
method for closed rectangular subsonic wind tunnel test
sections (displacement, downwash, streamline
curvature)
[ESA-TT-eOO] P545 N84-22S88
Wind tunnel investigations on thin supercritical airfoils
in the high subsonic How regime
[ESA-TT-774] p 586 N84-25652
The generation of higher levels of turbulence in the test
section of the high speed cascade wind tunnel at Brunswick
for simulation of turbomachinery conditions
[ESA-TT-815] P586 N84-25654
Comparison of a propfan/turbofan engine by
therrnodynamic cycle calculation
[ESA-TT-820] P 60S N84-25715
Propeller noise at subsonic blade tip speeds, torque and
thrust force
[ESA-TT-821] p632 N84-26385
Measurement of unsteady aerodynamic pressures
[ESA-TT-834] p 757 N84-28757
The Technical University of Denmark (TUD)-ESA
spherical near field antenna test facility, Lyngby,
Denmark
[ESA-BR-19] p794 N84-2S890
European Space Agency. European Space Research
and Technology Center, ESTEC, Noordwtjk
(Netherlands).
Derating requirements and application rules for
electronic components
[ESA-PSS-01-301-ISSUE.1] p 625 N84-25930
A thermal cycling test for the screening of space
materials and processes
[ESA-PSS-01-704-ISSUE-1] p 627 N84-26044
Exxon Research and Engineering Co, Linden, N J.
The effect of property changes on jet fuel produobilrty
and cost p 551 N84-23632
Failure Analysis Associates, Palo Alto, Calif.
Cost/risk analysis for disk retirement, volume 1
[AD-A141978] p 784 N84-29881
Falrchlld Camera and Instrument Corp, Palo Alto,
Calif.
MIL-STD-1750A microprocessor chip set development
[AD-P003548] p936 N84-31152
"Falrchlld Space and Electronics Co,-Germantown, Md.-
Consideratjon of MIL-STD-1760. aircraft/store electrical
interface standard on stores management system
architectures
[AD-P003529] p 883 NS4-31133
Falrchlld Weaton Systems, Inc, Sarasota, Fla.
The Fairchild Digital Right Recorder (DFR) F 800
p692 N84-26576
Federal Aviation Administration, Atlantic City, N J.
A laboratory test for evaluating the fire containment
characteristics of aircraft class D cargo compartment lining
material
[DOT/FAA/CT-83/44] p 27 N84-10035
Omega Data Bank
(AD-A131089) p42 N84-10046
Evaiution of retroreflective pavement markers for
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Extinguisher agent behavior in a ventilated small
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Marking and lighting of unpaved runways - inservice
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[AD-A140958] p 708 N84-27751
Federal Aviation Administration, Moffett Reid, Calif.
Ground-simulation investigation of VTOL instrument
flight rules airworthiness criteria
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Federal Aviation Administration, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Crasnworthiness: An illustrated commentary on
occupant survival in general aviation accidents
[AD-A130198] p28 N84-10038
Federal Aviation Administration, Washington, O.C.
Sixth Annual Workshop on Meteorological and
Environmental Inputs to Aviation Systems, 26-28 October
1982, Tullahoma, Tenn p389 A84-23424
Helicopter noise survey performed at Parker Center,
Pasadena, and Anaheim, California, on February 10-14,
1983
[AD-A130962] p 83 N84-11887
Census of US Civil aircraft Calendar year 1982
[AD-A133161] p150 NB4-15033
Establishment and discontinuance criteria for airport
traffic control towers
[AD-A133461] p 189 N84-15141
Airport noise control strategies
[AD-A133137] p255 N84-15900
Noise levels and data analyses for small prop-driven
aircraft
[AD-A134598] p 293 N84-16175
FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) statistical
handbook of aviation: Calender year 1982
[PB84-127323] p260 N84-17124
Semiannual report to Congress on the effectiveness of
the civil aviation security program
[AD-A134860] p 281 N84-17156
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landing systems
[AD-A135606] p 345 N84-18185
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Weather Observing Systems (AWOS)
[AD-A135674] p389 N84-18811
Airport activity statistics of certificated route air
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[AD-A137418] p 343 N84-19313
Automated en route air traffic control algorithmic
specifications. Volume 3: Right plan conflict probe
[AD-A136795] p 346 N84-19319
Automated en route air traffic control algorithmic
specifications. Volume 4: Sector workload probe
[AD-A136796] p 346 N84-19320
Automated en route air traffic control algorithmic
specifications. Volume 2: Airspace probe
[AD-A136850] p 346 N84-19324
Automated en route air traffic control algorithmic
specifications. Volume 5: Data specification
[AD-A136851] p 346 N84-19325
Operational .and functional description of the AERA
packages
[AD-A136852] p 346 N84-19326
Automated en route air traffic control algorithmic
specifications. Volume 1 : Trajectory estimation
[AD-A137088] p 346 N84-19328
FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) aviation forecasts
•Rscal Years 1984-1995
[AD-A 138759] p 522 N84-22549
Noise measurement flight test: Data/ Analyses Bell 222
twin jet helicopter
[AD-A1 39906] p 631 N84-25430
_CabjrLsaf ety subject jndex _
[AD-A140409] •"
Airfield delay simulation model (ADSIM) users guide
[PB84-171552] p 707 N84-26715
US energy: Aviation perspective
[AD-A137766] p715 N84-27910
Cockpit data management requirements (current
technology aircraft)
[FAA-PM-83-25] p 765 N84-28766
The performance of civil airport pavement with
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[FAA-PM-84-10] p792 N84-28815
Area equivalent method VISICALC (trade name). Users'
guide
[AD-A141430] p814 N84-29572
FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) air traffic activity
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[AD-A142493] p 766 N84-29861
Report of accomplishments under the airport
improvement program
[AD-A142444] p 794 N84-29889
Report to Congress on the effectiveness of the Civil
Aviation Security Program
[AD-A143023] p 853 N84-31103
Noise measurement flight test Data-analyses
Aerospatiale SA-365N Dauphin 2 helicopter
[AD-A143229] p 942 N84-33151
Modernization of the US national airspace system.
Foundation for the future
[AD-A144332] p 972 N84-34435
Introduction to the airport improvement program
[AD-A144556] p 994 N84-34454
The high altitude pollution program (1976 - 1982)
[AD-A144390] ' p 1012 N84-34800
Federal Aviation Agency, Atlantic City, NJ.
Evaluation of an improved flame resistant aircraft window
system
[FAA-CT-63-10] p 674 N84-26680
Study on transport airplane unplanned water contact
[AD-A142092] p 761 N84-28764
Identification of exit taxiways (retroflective markers
only)
[FAA-CT-83-5] p792 N84-28812
Modified reflex-percussive grooves for runways
[AD-A1 43569] p 909 N84-32400
Federal Aviation Agency, Washington, D.C.
The FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) air traffic
activity, fiscal year 1982
[PB83-228460] p 43 N84-10048
Census of US civil aircraft
[PB83-252460] p 88 N84-13147
The 8th FAA Forecast Conference Proceedings
[AD-A132646] p 149 N84-14114
Federal Ministry for Defence, Bonn (West Germany).
Integration of fire, flight and propulsion control systems:
An overview, retrospective and prospective
p 121 N84-12057
Federation of the German Aerospace and Equipment
Industry (West Germany).
The aerospace industry in Germany: Today and
tomorrow p 399 N84-21501
Ferranti Ltd, Edinburgh (Scotland).
Some aspects of flight trajectory control in future avionic
systems for combat aircraft p 126 N84-12066
Flight Dynamics Research Corp, Van Nuys, Calif.
High speed ejectors
[AD-A141562] p 701 N84-27741
Right Safety Foundation, Inc, Arlington, Va.
Two decades of air carrier jet operation
p 203 N84-15080
Flight Systems, Inc, Newport Beach, Calif.
Impact of flying qualities on mission effectiveness for
helicopter air combat
[AIAA PAPER 84-2106] p 787 A84-42354
Flight Transportation Associates, Inc, Boston, Mass.
Marine Air Traffic Control And Landing System
(MATCALS) investigation
[AD-A1 30309] p 42 N84-10045
Florida State Untv, Gainesville.
Centrifugal scaling laws for ground launch cruise missile
shelter
[AD-A141572] p 793 N84-28818
Florida State Unlv, Tallahassee.
Effects of Mach number on the development of a
subsonic multiple jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-1 656] p 852 A84-38038
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Progress toward a model to describe
jet/aerodynamic-surface interference effects
p638 A84-36481
A lifting surface computer code with jet-in-crossflow
Interference effects. Volume 1: Theoretical description
[NASA-CR-166524] p 271 N84-16147
The effect of the artificial far field boundary on a finite
different approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations for
a compressible fluid
[AD-A135152] p317 N84-17536
Flow Research, Inc, Kent Wash.
Wind tunnel wall interference corrections for aircraft
models in the transonic regime p 231 A84-17408
Flow Simulations, Inc, SunnyvUto, Calif.
Numerical simulation of the interaction of a vortex with
stationary airfoil In transonic flow
[AIM PAPER 94-0254] p 265 A84-21294
Flughaf en, Frankfurt am Main (West Germany).
The air traffic planning coordinator of the Federal
Republic of Germany
[FACHTHEMEN-5] p 259 N84-16130
Fluldyne Engineering Corp, Minneapolis, Minn.
A self-contained captive trajectory system for a
blowdown wind tunnel p 546 N84-23596
Forachunsslnstttut fuer Funk und Matnematfk,
Werthoven (West Germany).
Estimation of the flight parameters of low flying aircraft
using the radiated noise
[LFD-211] p595 N84-24569
FWG Associates, Inc., Tullahoma, Tenn.
Simulated flight through JAWS wind shear - In-depth
analysis results
[AIAA PAPER 844276] p 181 A84-17992
Incorporation of wind shear terms into the governing
equations of aircraft motion
[AIM PAPER 64-0275] p 304 A84-21860
Simulated flight through JAWS wind shear
p 966 A84-49092
Doppler lidar signal and turbulence study
[NASA-CR-170976] p318 N64-17574
GA Technologies, Inc, San Diego, Calif.
An Improved method for the prediction of centrifugal
compressor rotational-tone noise
[OE84-013345] p 930 N84-32842
Garret! Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.
Aircraft fuel tank inertlng system
[AD-A141863] p 773 N84-28785
Garrett Turbine Engine Co, Phoenix, Ariz.
Experiments in dilution jet mixing
p 1007 A84-48140
Advanced turbocharger design study program
[NASA-CR-174633] p 486 N84-21879
Dilution jet mixing program
[NASA-CR-174624] p 700 N84-26702
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT)
[NASA-CR-174694] p 821 N84-29805
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• Determination of elevator and rudder hinge forces on
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Gates Lear|et Corp, Wichita, Kara.
Aerodynamic canard/wing parametric analysis for
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Aerodynamic design optimization trim analysis of canard
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A brief review of aircraft controls research opportunities
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Computer aided modeling and post processing with
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General Accounting Office, Washington, D. C.
Air Force and Navy trainer aircraft acquisition
programs
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configurations for the National Transonic Facility (NTF)
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Gas turbine engine design considerations as related to
alloys of high critical element content
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C-13
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IAIAA PAPER 84-1383] p 888 AB4-44182
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[NASA-CR-167980] p 61 N84-11170
Aircraft gas turbine guide
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Rotorcraft contingency power study
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General Electric Co, Philadelphia, Pa.
Liner environment effects study p 454 N84-20556
General Electric Co- Schenectady, N. Y.
Multivariable frequency domain controller for magnetic
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Mechanical and physical properties of plasma-sprayed
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LOG/LTR methodology
[AIAA PAPER 84-1910] p 887 A84-43450
Development of sintered Si3N4 for high performance
thermomechanical applications
[AO-A140795] P 713 N84-26807
General Motors Corp., Indianapolis, Ind.
Combustor development for automotive gas turbines
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Advanced propfan drive system characteristics and
technology needs
[AIAA PAPER 84-1194] p 696 A84-36957
An analytical method to predict efficiency of aircraft
gearboxes
[AIAA PAPER W-1500] p 888 A84-44180
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) technology
development
[NASA-CR-168235] p 246 N84-15554
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) Technology Project
[NASA-CR-174629] p 729 N84-28089
General Research Corp- McLean, Va.
A view of future technology needs for space
transportation
[AIAA PAPER 84-1283] p 613 AB4-35156
Genoa Univ. (Italy).
Turbine aerodynamic design using through-flow theory.
Meridional through-flow calculation p 245 N84-1S474
George Washington Univ., Hampton, Va.
Transonic small disturbance calculations including
entropy corrections p 8 A84-10103
George Washington Untv, Washington, D.C.
A minimal residual method for transonic potential
Hows P 621 A84-35353
An analysis of shock coalescence including
three-dimensional effects with application to sonic boom
prediction p83 N84-11890
Research on nonsteady flow induction
[AD-A133894] P 243 N84-14468
Effects of a porous plug on orifice induced static pressure
error p412 N84-21507
A computational method for predicting the effects of
varying Reynolds number and dynamic pressure on flexible
wings at transonic speeds p412 N84-21508
Energetics of vortex ring formation
[AD-A138795] p511 N84-22539
The compressible aerodynamics of rotating blades using
an acoustic formulation p 587 N84-25670
Georgia Inst of Tech- Atlanta.
Viscous-inviscid interactive procedure for rotational flow
in cascades of airfoils p830 A84-44639
Marine Air Traffic Control And Landing System
(MATCALS) investigation
[AD-A130309] P 42 N84-10045
Study of an asymptotic method for helicopter rotor blade
aerodynamic loads p 104 N84-12135
A viscous-inviscid interactive procedure for rotational
flow in cascades of two dimensional airfoils of arbitrary
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[NASA-CR-174609] p 105 N84-13149
Study of turbulent flow in a wing-fuselage type
juncture P 176 N84-14128
A numerical analysis for blade tip loadings on a thick
bladed hovering helicopter rotor p 661 N84-26658
Interference drag in a simulated wing-fuselage
juncture
[NASA-CR-3811] P 758 N84-29853
Georgia Untv- Athens.
Twelfth NASTRAN Users' Colloquium
[NASA-CP-2328] P 930 N84-32864
Glasgow Untv. (Scotland).
An algorithm for the prediction of unsteady potential flow
about an arbitrary aerofoil
[GU-AERO-8306] p 582 N84-24553
An investigation of three-dimensional stall development
on NACA 23012 and NACA 0012 aerofoils
[GU-AERf>8300] p 582 N84-245S4
A simplified method of evaluating aircraft handling
qualities using a pilot transfer function model
[GU-AERO-8302] _ p 610 N84-24595
Fast estimation of~state feoibadrgain'for the design -
of aircraft autopilots
[GU-AERO-8305] p 610 N84-24596
Goodyear Aerospace Corp- Akron, Ohio.
System definition study of deployable, non-metallic
space structures
[NASA-CR-171090] p 796 N84-28887
Closing the gap between aircraft and simulator training
with Limited Field-OI-View (LFOV) visual systems
[AD-P003448] p 907 N84-32225
Goodyear Aerospace Corp- Utchfleld Park, Ariz.
NASTRAN analysis of nuclear effects on helicopter
transparencies
[AD-P003234] p 724 N84-26647
Gremll Systemdynamlk A.G., Abtwll (Switzerland).
Surge prediction in industrial compressors
p 626 N84-25969
Grenoble Univ. (France).
Waves on vortex cores and their relation to vortex
breakdown p 103 N84-12128
Grumman Aerospace Corp- Bethpage, N.Y.
Elements of computational engine-airtrame integration
[AIAA PAPER 84-0117] p 196 A84-17891
Transonic analysis of canted winglets
[AIAA PAPER 84-0302] p 165 A84-18009
Nonlinear aerodynamic effects on bodies in supersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-0231] p 174 A84-19245
Handling characteristics of a simulated twin tilt nacelle
V/STOL aircraft
[SAE PAPER 831549] p 459 A84-29539
Control of forward swept wing configurations dominated
by flight-dynamic/aeroelastic interactions
[AIAA PAPER 84-1886] p 694 A84-43424
Nonlinear aerodynamic effects on bodies in supersonic
flow p 963 A84-49094
A wing concept for supersonic maneuvering
[NASA-CR-3763] p 177 N84-1S115
Control definition study for advanced vehicles
[NASA-CR-3738] p 304 N84-16212
The COREL and W12SC3 computer programs for
supersonic wing design and analysis
[NASA-CR-3676] p 273 NB4-17130
An investigation of turbulence mechanisms in V/STOL
upwash flow fields
[AD-A137775] p411 N84-20498
Body-freedom flutter of a 1/2-scale forward-swept-wing
model, an experimental and analytical study
[NASA-CR-172324] p 464 N84-21553
Aircraft multiplexing system architecture and stores
compatibility
[AD-P003530] p883 N84-31134
Grumman Data Systems Corp- Catverton, N.Y.
Application of advanced parameter identification
methods for flight flutter data analysis with comparisons
to current techniques p 990 N84-34401
H
Hamilton Standard, Windsor Locks, Conn.
Propagation of propeller tone noise through a fuselage
boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 84-0248] p 253 A84-17975
Measurement and analysis of acoustic flight test data
for two advanced design high speed propeller models
[AIAA PAPER 840250) p 320 A84-20049
Technology and benefits of aircraft counter rotation
propellers
[NASA-CR-168258] p 133 N84-13186
Harry Diamond Labs- AdelphL Md.
Flukfics: Basic components and applications
[AO-A134046] p 243 N84-14465
Harvard Untv- Cambridge, Mass.
Computer modeling of aircraft cabin fires
[PB84-101153] p282 N84-17162
Numerical fluid dynamics
[AD-A135900] p 384 N84-1B593
The nature and origin of refractory inclusions in the
Allende meteorite p945 N84-3331B
Hetmatvertand fuer den Krels Stelnburg, Itzenhoe
(West Germany).
Aircraft over Steinberg (West Germany)
[REPT-5/1982] p 345 N84-19316
Helsinki Untv. of Technology, Espoo (Finland).
Range and endurance of jet-engined airplanes at
constant altitude
[REPT-83-A1-SER-A] P 124 N84-13175
Design of single component airfoils using an inverse
boundary element method
[REPT-83-A2-SER-A] p 413 N84-21512
High Technology Corp- Hampton, Va.
Nozzle optimization study for quiet supersonic wind
tunnels
[AIAA.PAPER.84-1628] p 706 A84-38017
Effects of nozzle design parameters on the extent 6f~
quiet test flow at Mach 3.5 p 742 A84-40025
COSAL: A black-box compressible stability analysis
code for transition prediction in three-dimensional
boundary layers
[NASA-CR-165925] p 728 N84-28002
Hochschule der Bundeswehr, Munich (West Germany).
Direct force control p 65 N84-10090
Design of transonic compressor cascades for minimal
shock losses and comparison with test results
p300 N84-16192
Honeywell, Inc- Clearwater, Fla.
Space shuttle descent flight control design requirements
and experiments Learned, PI 1 p 617-628
p74 N84-10142
Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
Performance and robustness aspects of digital control
systems p 67 N84-10098
Honeywell, Inc., St Louis Park, Minn.
NASA Demonstration Advanced Avionics System
(DAAS) p125 N84-12048
Honeywell Systems and Research Center, Minneapolis,
Minn.
Application of speech recognition and synthesis in the
general aviation cockpit
[AIAA PAPER 84-2239] p 676 A84-39282
Opportunities for aircraft controls research
p463 N84-20599
Interactive flight control system analysis program
[NASA-CR-172352] p 789 N84-28807
Houston Univ., Tex.
Jet noise modification by the 'whistler nozzle'
p393 A84-23355
Howard Unrv, Washington, D. C.
Navigation system and method
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12508-1] p 522 N84-22546
Hughes Aircraft Co., Long Beach, Calif.
Cost and performance analysis of visual and sensor
simulation systems using Defense Mapping Agency data
[AD-A135955] p 370 N84-18220
Hughes Helicopters, Culver City, Calif.
Synthesized airfoil data method for prediction of dynamic
stall and unsteady airloads p 846 A84-46328
Application of the kinetic energy calculation as an aid
in mode identification p 388 N84-19888
Noise reduction experience at Hughes Helicopter, Inc.
p817 N84-29666
Priority for empirical methods development
p 818 N84-29671
A designer's viewpoint: Requirements for reducing
helicopter noise p819 N84-296B4
Hughes Research Labs- Mallbu, Calif.
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SUN WORSHIPER: McCfeady's Solar Challenger flies
over the English Channel
[NASA-TM-77327] p 292 N84-16166
Transonic cryogenic test section for the Goetlingen tube
facility
[NASA-TM-77050] p 307 N84-16219
The start-up of a gas turbine engine using compressed
air tangentially fed onto the blades of the basic turbine
[NASA-TM-77021] p 316 N84-16563
Rotary wing aircraft and technical publications of NASA,
1970 -1982
[NASA-TM-85521] p 325 N84-18102
The Concorde and aeronautical research
[NASA-TM-76973] p 328 N84-18153
Air Intakes for a probative missile ot rocket ramjet
[NASA-TM-77407] p 338 N84-18170
Remarks on the layout of the subsonic free Jet wind
tunnels
[NASA-TM-77328] p 370 N84-18214
Remembered Images, NASA 1958-1983
[NASA-EP-200] p372 N84-18224
The NASTRAN theoretical manual
[NASA-SP-221(06)] p 384 N84-18677
Significant NASA Inventions available for licensing In
foreign countries
[NASA-SP-7038(05)J p 395 N84-19133
Significant NASA Inventions available for licensing In
forslfln countries
(NASA-SP-7038(07)] p 396 N84-19134
Aerospace bibliography, seventh edition
[NASA-TM-85438] p 398 N84-19136
Aeronautical engineering, a continuing bibliography with
indexes
[NASA-SP-7037(171)J p 328 N84-19279
National Aerospace Laboratory News (Japan)
[NASA-TM-76962] p 352 NB4-19335
Use of adaptive walls in 2D tests
[NASA-TM-77380] p 371 N84-19359
Kinematics, Influence functions and field quantities for
disturbance propagation from moving disturbance
sources
[NASA-TM-77410] p410 N84-20489
NASA control research overview p 461 N84-20568
Two-dimensional wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-76963] p 468 N84-20602
The NASTRAN user's manual
[NASA-SP-222(08)] p 486 NB4-21899
Computation of viscous flows over airfoils, including
separation, with a coupling approach
[NASA-TM-77079] p 516 N84-23807
Aerodynamic characteristics of the 40- by 80/80- by
120-foot wind tunnel at NASA Ames Research Center
[NASA-TM-85946] p 529 N84-23622
Development of MCAERO wing design panel method
with interactive graphics module
[NAS 1.60:3775] p 529 N84-23623
A study of helicopter gust response alleviation by
automatic control
[NASA-TM-85870] p 543 N84-23655
A spatial model of wind shear and turbulence for flight
simulation
[NASA-TP-2313] p 564 N84-24044
Astronautics and aeronautics, 1976. A chronology
[NASA-SP-4021] p633 N84-25602
Cold-air performance of compressor-drive turbine of
department of energy upgraded automobile gas turbine
engine. 3: Performance of redesigned turbine
[NASA-TM-83627] p 585 N84-25644
Growian rotor blades: Production development,
construction and test
[NASA-TM-77479] p 781 N84-28793
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Design of wind shear fitters
[NASA-TM-77460] p 790 N84-28808
The F2 wind tunnel at Fauga-Mauzac
[NASA-TM-77482] p 792 NS4-28814
Analysis of airfoil transitional separation bubbles
[NASA-CR-3791 ] p 758 N84-29854
Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches, 1983
[NASA-TM-85509] p 821 N84-31047
Aeronautics and space report of the President, 1983
activities
(NASA.TM-85538] p 946 N84-33364
Kasprzyk airfoil. The first wind-tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-77757] p 965 N84-33380
Experimental determination of the inertia constants of
• an airplane or of a missile
[NASA-TM-77767] p 965 N84-33381
Comparison of combustion efficiencies for ramjet
engines
[NASA-TM-77749] p 988 NB4-33411
A new method of evaluating the side wall interference
effect on airfoil angle of attack by suction from the side
walls
[NASA-TM-77722] p 967 N84-34432
GROB G-112: Flight testing fulfills expectations
[NASA-TM-77745] p 978 N84-34438
Cryogenic wind tunnel technology. A way to
measurement at higher Reynolds numbers
[NASA-TM-77481] p 993 N84-34451
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Ames
Research Center, Moftett Reid, Calif.
Time-dependent finite-difference simulation of unsteady
interactive flows p4 A84-10077
Numerical simulation of turbulent trailing edge flows
p 7 A84-10098
The efficient solution of transonic wing flow fields
p8 A84-10104
Implicit, nonswitching, vector-oriented algorithm for
steady transonic flow p 10 A84-10147
High angle-of-attack aerodynamics of a
straKe-canard-wing V/STOL fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 83-2510] p 12 A84-10574
Acoustics of rotors utilizing circulation control
p83 A84-11044
Jet trajectories and surface pressures induced on a body
of revolution with various dual jet configurations
p 12 A84-11049
A fundamental comparison of canard and conventional
configurations p 46 A84-11050
A chimera grid scheme p 13 A84-11582
Grid generation in three dimensions by Poisson
equations with control of cell size and skewness at
boundary surfaces p 14 A84-11594
In-flight acoustic testing techniques using the YO-3A
acoustic research aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2754] p 50 A84-12342
The role of spatial, spectral and.radiometric resolution
on information content • p 143 A84-13043
Fire resistant films for aircraft applications
p 140 A84-13375
Frequency-domain identification of XV-15 tilt-rotor
aircraft dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 83-2695] p 116 AB4-13378
An evaluation of supersonic STOVL technology
[AIAA PAPER 83-2493] p117 A84-13392
Transient decay times and mean values of unsteady
oscillations in transonic flow p 90 A84-13589
Effects of atmospheric turbulence on a quadrotor heavy
lift airship p 118 A84-14735
Preliminary results from the NASA general aviation
demonstration advanced avionics system program
p 185 A84-15987
Flight testing the Rotor Systems Research Aircraft
(RSRA) p222 A84-15997
Bifurcation analysis of aircraft pitching motions about
large mean angles of attack p 225 A84-17367
Right dynamics of rotorcraft in steep high-g turns
p225 A84-17402
Computations and aeroelastic applications of unsteady
transonic aerodynamics about wings •
p 153 A84-17405
A vortex-lattice method for calculating longitudinal
dynamic stability derivatives of oscillating delta wings
p225 A84-17426
Numerical Investigation of unsteady inlet flow fields
[AIAA PAPER 84-0031] p. 156 A84-17838
An implicit lorm for the Osher upwind scheme
[AIAA PAPER 84-0088] p 158 A84-17873
A conservative treatment of zonal boundaries lor Euler
equation calculations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0164] p 161 A84-17923
An incompressible Navier-Stokes flow solver in
three-dimensional curvilinear coordinate systems using
primitive variables
[AIAA PAPER 84-0253) p 163 A84-17977
Identification of vortex-induced dear-air turbulence using
airline flight records
[AIAA PAPER 84-0270) p 248 A84-17989
Transonic solutions for a multielement airfoil using the
futt-potential equation
[AIAA PAPER 844300] p 165 A84-18007
A large-scale investigation of V/STOL ground effects
[AIAA PAPER 8443338] p 166 A84-18029
Airborne infrared low level wind shear predictor
_[AtAAJIAPER844356] - p 210 A84-18043^
A method for modeling finite-core vortices in wake-flow
calculations
•[AIAA PAPER 84-0417] p 167 A84-18079
Wind tunneling testing and analysis relating to the
spinning of light aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 840558] p 226 A84-18163
A mathematical model for efficient estimation of aircraft
motions p226 A84-18614
Second-order-accurate spatial differencing for the
transonic small-disturbance equation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0091] p 172 A84-18230
Flowfield scaling of a swept compression corner
< interaction A comparison of experiment and computation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0096] 'p173 A84-19232
PAN AIR prediction of NASA Ames 12-foot pressure
wind-tunnel interference on a fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 844219] ' p 173 A84-19243
PAN AIR modeling studies. II - Sideslip option, network
gaps, three-fimensional forebody flow, and
tHck-trailing-edge representation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0220] p 173 A84-19244
Two recent extensions of the vortex method
[AIAA PAPER 844343] p 174 A84-19249
Toward a better understanding of helicopter stability
derivatives p303 A84-19664
Toward a better understanding of helicopter stability
derivatives p304 A84-19742
On the method of pseudo compressibility for numerically
solving incompressible flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0252] . p 262 A84-19889
Impact of computers on aerodynamics research and
development p262 A84-19903
Experimental determination of the boundary layer at
air-sample inlet positions on the NASA CV 990 aircraft
[AIM PAPER 84-0028] p 265 A84-21282
Air-sampling inlet contamination by aircraft emissions
on the NASA CV-990 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0029] p 279 A84-21283
Numerical simulation of the interaction of a vortex with
stationary airfoil in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-0254] p 265 A84-21294
Simulation of blunt-fin-induced shock wave and turbulent
boundary-layer interaction
[AIAA PAPER 84-0457] p 266 A84-21301
A comparative study of the parabolized Navier-Stokes
code using various grid-generation techniques
[AIAA PAPER 844459] p 266 A84-21302
A new turbulence closure model for boundary layer flows
with strong adverse pressure gradients and separation
[AIM PAPER 844175] p313 A84-21854
Airfoil computation at high angles of attack, inviscid and
viscous phenomena
[AIM PAPER 844524] ' p 268 A84-21876
Design and implementation of a multigrid code for the
Euler equations p380 A84-24726
Ship motion pattern directed VTOL letdown guidance
p344 A84-25453
Symmetric linear systems p 391 A84-25538
Models and analysis for twin-lift helicopter systems
p362 AB4-25S53
Aerodynamic characteristics of the 40- by 80-/8O- by
120-ft wind tunnel at NASA-Ames Research Center
[AIM PAPER 844601 ] p 368 A84-25728
Two-dimensional wake characteristics of inlet vanes for
open-circuit wind tunnels
[AIM PAPER 84-0604] p 369 AB4-25729
Transonic wind-tunnel investigation of the Galileo Probe
parachute configuration
. [AIM PAPER 844823] p 402 A84-26586
Development and flight test of an X-band precision
approach concept for remote-area rotorcraft operations
p420 A84-26707
Voice interactive electronic warning system (Views)
p420 A84-26708
Stress testing of digital flight-control system software
p489 A84-26728
Flight evaluation results from the general-aviation
advanced avionics system program p 440 A84-26732
Application of nonlinear transformations to automatic
flight control p456 A84-26891
Laser holographic interferometry for an unsteady airfoil
undergoing dynamic stall p474 A84-27136
Barriers and dispersal surfaces in minimum-time
interception p 457 A84-27395
Nd:YAG holographic interferometer for aerodynamic
research p 476 A84-28000
Extinction of in-flight engine fuel-leak fires with dry
chemicals p 472 A84-28404
New fireworthy composites for use in transportation
vehicles p 472 A84-28873
Propulsion simulation test technique lor V/STOL
configurations
[SAE PAPER 831427] p 467 A84-29S29
VTOL controls for shipboard operations
[SAE PAPER 831428] p 458 A84-29530
Tilt rotor technology thrusts
~[SAE PAPER 831537] p-434~A84-29538-
Handling characteristics of a simulated twin tilt nacelle
V/STOL aircraft
[SAE PAPER 831549] p 459 A84-29539
Effects of viscosity and modes on transonic aerodynamic
and aeroelastic characteristics of wings
[AIM PAPER 84-0870] p 505 A84-316S5
An efficient coordinate transformation technique for
unsteady, transonic aerodynamic analysis of low
aspect-ratio wings
[AIM PAPER 84-0872] p 505 A84.316S6
Supersonic separated flow past a cylindrical obstacle
on a flat plate p 508 A84-32606
Computational aerodynamics and supercomputers
P509 A64-33138
Two-dimensional wind-tunnel interference from
measurements on two contours p 574 A84-34459
Rap-lag damping of an elastic rotor blade with torsion
and dynamic inflow in hover from symboficalfy generated
equations
[AIAA PAPER 844989] p 619 A84-34909
Computational aerodynamics and design
p577 A84-35302
Transonic-How computation using an explicit-implicit
method p 578 A84-35325
Surface pressures on a flat plate with dual jet
configurations p 646 A84-37932
Applications of a conservative zonal scheme to transient
and geometrically complex problems
[AIM PAPER 84-1532] p 647 A84-37955
Numerical simulation of the viscous flow fields over
• three-dimensional complicated geometries
[AIAA PAPER 84-1550] . p 647 A84-37967
A computational study of complex three-dimensional
compressible turbulent flow fields
[AIM PAPER 84-1556] p 648 A84-37970
Effects of Mach number on the development of a
subsonic multiple jet
[AIM PAPER 84-1656] p 652 A84-38038
Prediction of transonic separated flows
P656 A84-38850
Computational aerodynamics and artificial intelligence
[AIM PAPER 84-1531] p 733 A84-39306
The effects of gusts on the fluctuating airloads of airfoils
in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1580] p 659 A84-39315
Problems of rate chemistry in the flight regimes of
aeroassisted orbital transfer vehicles
[AIM PAPER 84-1730] p 660 A84-39369
Aerothermodynamic environment and thermal
protection for a Titan aerocapture vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 84-1714] p 660 A84-39371
An experimental study of a vortex/mixing-layer
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 84-1543] p 660 A84-39425
Tandem fan applications in advanced STOVL fighter
configurations
[AIM PAPER 84-1402] p 777 A84-40245
Theoretical analysis of aircraft afterbody flow
[AIM PAPER 84-1524] p 743 A84-40814
A new consistent spatial differencing scheme for the
transonic full-potential equation p 743 A84-40827
New implicit boundary procedures - Theory and
applications p 743 A84-40836
Numerical simulations of unsteady transonic flow in
diffusers p 744 A84-40842
Analysis of axisymmetric body effects on rotor
aerodynamics using modified slender body theory
(AIM PAPER 84-2204] p 769 A84-41352
Modeling of the aerodynamic response to arbitrary
aircraft maneuvres - A numerical validation
[AIM PAPER 84-2079] p 750 A84-42335
Modeling dear-air turbulence with vortices using
parameter-identification techniques
[AIAA PAPER 84-2083] p 806 A84-42338
Computational-experimental pressure distributions on a
transonic, low-aspect-ratio wing
[AIAA PAPER 84-2092] p 750 A84-42345
Handling qualities related to stall/spin accidents of
supersonic fighter aircraft
[AIM PAPER 84-2093) p 787 A84-42346
Ground-simulation investigation ol VTOL instrument
flight rules airworthiness criteria
(AIM PAPER 84-2105) p 760 A84-42353
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Comparison of various drag coefficient expansions using
polynomials and splines
[AIAA PAPER 84-2113] p 751 A84-423S8
An evaluation of a parabolized Navter-Stokes (PNS)
code for cone-cylinder-flared configurations
(AIAA PAPER 84-21161 P 751 A84-42381
The design of a model-following control system for
helicopters
[AIAA PAPER 84-1941] p 896 A84-43468
Optimal state-rate feedback explicit model-following
[AIAA PAPER 84-1857] p 934 A84-43479
Right testing of unique aircraft configurations
p865 A64-43889
Application of panel method to wake vortex/wing
interaction and comparison with experiment
I AIAA PAPER 64-2182] p 627 AB4-44194
Numerical optimization of circulation control airfoil at high
subsonic spood
[AIAA PAPER 84-2162] p 828 A84-44198
A technique for determining powered-lift STOL aircraft
performance at sea level from flight data taken at
altitude p867 A84-44461
Analysis of the nature and cause of turbulence upset
using airline flight records p 851 A84-44468
Effects of viscosity on transonic-aerodynamic and
aeroelastte characteristics ol oscillating airfoils
p830 A84-44513
Improving the efficiency of smaller transport aircraft
p869 A84-44928
A fast viscous correction method for full-potential
transonic wing analysis p 831 A84-44946
Automatic helical rotorcraft descent and landing using
a microwave landing system p 860 A84-45576
Optimal short-range trajectories for helicopters
p874 A84-45577
Effects ol time delays on systems subject to manual
control p900 AS4-45580
Computation of optimal feedback strategies for
interception in a horizontal plane p824 A84-45613
An experimental study of a supercritical trailing-edge
flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-2187] p 843 A84-46105
Measured and calculated Inplane stability characteristics
for an advanced bearingless main'rotor
p875 A84-46341
Development and flight test of a weather radar precision
approach concept p862 A84-46349
Operation of a single-channel, sequential Navstar GPS
receiver in a helicopter mission environment
p862 A84-46350
Sensitivity analysis of helicopter IMC decelerating steep
approach and landing performance to navigation system
parameters p 882 A84-46352
A study of the aerodynamic interaction between a main
rotor and a fuselage p 846 A84-46381
Rotorcraft fHQht-propulsion control intogr&tion
p 901 A84-46524
Supersonic axisymmetrlc flow over boattails containing
a centered propulsive jet p962 A84-48129
Airborne infrared low-altitude wind shear detection test
p979 A84-49091
An experimental investigation of a free-tip rotor
configuration in a forward flight wind-tunnel test
[NASA-TM-84409] p 17 N84-10018
Subsonic high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic
characteristics of a cone and cylinder with triangular cross
sections and a cone with a square cross section
[NASA-TM-84377] p 17 N84-10019
Model helicopter rotor high-speed impulsive noise:
Measured acoustics and blade pressures
[NASA-TM-85850] p 17 N84-10020
Flight measurements of hinged-plate wing-spoiler hinge
moments
[NASA-TM-S4343] p 17 N84-10021
A simulation investigation of the effects of engine-and
thrust-response characteristics on helicopter handling
qualities
[NASA-TM-85849] p 27 N84-10034
Optimization of aircraft seat cushion fire blocking
layers
[NASA-TM-85430] p 28 N84-10037
Development and flight test of an X-band'precision
approach concept for remote-area rotorcraft operations
[NASA-TM-84398] p 41 N84-10041
Flight evaluation results from the general-aviation
advanced avionics system program
[NASA-TM-84397] p 42 N84-10042
Time controlled descent guidance algorithm for
simulation of advanced ATC systems
[NASA-TM-84373] p 42 NB4-10043
Numerical calculation of the transonic potential flow past
a cranked wing
[NASA-TM-84391 ] p 51 N84-10049
Application of an adaptive blade control algorithm to a
gust alleviation system
[NASA-TM-8584B] p 64 N84-10079
Control of the forebody vortex orientation by asymmetric
air injection. Part A; Application to enhance departure/spin
recovery of fighter aircraft and Part B: Details ol the How
Structure -p65 N84-10088
An experimental documentation of trailing-edge flows
at high Reynolds number
[NASA-TM-84375] p 79 N84-10498
Airloads on Muff bodies, with application to the
rotor-induced downloads on tilt-rotor aircraft
[NASA-TM-84401] p 20 N84-11142
Rotor/body florodynanuc tntorsctions
[NASA-TM-85844] p 21 N84-11143
Flight test results of the strapdown ring laser gyro tetrad
inertia! navigation system
[NASA-TM-S43S8] p 44 N84-11157
Simulation and evaluation of the Sh-2F helicopter In a
shipboard environment using the interchangeable cab
system
[NASA-TM-84387] p 69 N84-11176
Adaptive inverse control for helicopter vibration
reduction
[NASA-TM-64336] p 69 NB4-11177
A flight-test evaluation of a go-around control system
for a twin engine powered-lift STOL airplane
[NASA-TM-64408] p 69 N84-11178
An overview of the demonstration advanced avionics
system guest pilot evaluation conducted at Ames Research
Center p 126 N84-12049
On issues concerning flow separation and vortical flows
in three dimensions p98. N84-12100
Numerical simulation of vortex breakdown by the
vortex-filament method p 103 N84-12126
Augmentation of fighter-aircraft performance by
spanwise blowing over the wing leading edge
p 104 N84-12133
Rotor systems research aircraft Fixed-wing simulations
[NASA-TM-85863] p 124 N84-13176
Flight testing the Rotor Systems Research Aircraft
(RSRA)
[NASA-TM-85852] p 124 N84-13177
Preliminary results of the first static calibration of the
RSRA helicopter active-isolator rotor balance system
[NASA-TM-84395] p 124 N84-13178
Flight test and analyses of the B-1 structural mode
control system at supersonic flight conditions
[NASA-CR-170405] p138 N84-13197
Right-test of the glide-slope track and flare-control laws
for an automatic landing system for a powered-lift STOL
airplane
[NASA-TP-2128] p 138 N84-13198
The use of oil for In-flight flow visualization
[NASA-TM-84915] p 175 N84-14122
NASA B-57B severe storms flight program
[NASA-TM-84921] p 183 N84-14129
Comparison of flight results with digital simulation for a
digital electronic engine control in an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-84903] p 218 N84-14144
Design implications from AFD/F-16 flight test
[NASA-TM-B6026] p 228 N84-14157
Design, development and flight test of a demonstration
advanced avionics system p 214 N84-15067
Incident reporting: Its role in aviation safety and the
acquisition of human error data p 184 N84-15081
AFTI/F-16 flight test results and lessons
[NASA-TM-84920] p 229 N84-151S9
Special opportunities in helicopter aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-84396] - p 270 N84-16138
Computational aerodynamics and supercomputers
[NASA-TM-85887] p 270 N84-16139
. Comparison of calculated and measured pressures on
straight and swept-tip model rotor blades
[NASA-TM-85872] p 270 N84-16143
A laser vetocimeter system for large-scale aerodynamic
testing
[NASA-TM-84393] p 270 N84-16144
X-29 flight-research program •
[NASA-TM-86025] . p 292 N84-16168
Flight test experience with pilot-induced-oscillation
suppression filters
[NASA-TM-86028] p 305 N84-162I3
A helicopter flight investigation of roll-control sensitivity,
damping and cross coupling in a low altitude lateral
maneuvering task
[NASA-TM-84376] p 305 N84-16216
Simulator scene display evaluation
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11504-1] p 307 N84-16221
.Application of holography to flow visualization .
[NASA-TM-84325] p 316 N84-16S30
Bifurcation analysis of aircraft pitching motions near the
stability boundary
[NASA-TM-85881] p 274 N84-17137
Mathematical modeling of the aerodynamic
characteristics in flight dynamics
[NASA-TM-85880] . p 274 N84-17141
A recontoured, upper surface designed to Increase the
maximum lift coefficient of a modified NACA 65 (0.82) (9.9)
airfoil section
[NASA-TM-85855] P 275 N84-17144
Research end technology report, 1983
[NASA-TM-85865] P 325 N84-I8152
Hover test of a full-scale hingeless helicopter rotor:
Aeroelastic stability, performance and loads data
[NASA-TM-85892] p 350 N84-18190
Right evaluation of the DEEC secondary control air-start
capability
[NASA-TM-84910] p 359 N84-18203
Effect of creep in titanium alloy T1-6AMV at elevated
temperature on aircraft design and flight test
[NASA-TM-86033] p 385 N84-18685
Helicopter impulsive noise: Theoretical and
experimental status
[NASA-TM-84390] p 394 N84-19050
An assessment of the capability to calculate tilting
prop-rotor aircraft performance, loads and stability
[NASA-TP-2291] p 351 N84-19333
In-flight acoustic testing techniques using the YO-3A
Acoustic Research Aircraft
[NASA-TM-8589S] p 352 N84-19334
Simulation applications at NASA Ames Research
Center
[NASA-TM-85846] p 371 N84-19362
' Fire-retardant decorative inks for aircraft interiors
[NASA-TM-85876] p 376 N84-19475
Evaluation of a flow direction probe and a pilot-static
probe on the F-14 airplane at high angles of attack and
sideslip
[NASA-TM-84911] p 437 N84-20514
A review of recent developments in flight test techniques
' at the Ames Research Center, Dryden Right Research
Facility
[NASA-TM-86039] p 437 N84-20515
An automated stall-speed warning system
[NASA-TM-84917] p 446 N84-20520
The development of an airborne instrumentation
computer system for flight test
. [NASA-TM-86036] p 447 N84-20521
Flying qualities criteria for superaugmented aircraft
p 461 N84-20569
A summary of rotorcraft handling qualities research at
NASA Ames Research Center p 461 N84-20571
Practical aspects of modeling aircraft dynamics from
flight data p438 N84-20575
Mixing 4D-equipped and unequipped aircraft in the
terminal area p 427 N84-20577
Nonlinear systems approach to control system design
p 462 N84-2058S
AFTI/F-16 digital flight control system experience
p463 N84-20592
Numerical analysis of a variable camber rotor blade as
a lift control device
[NASA-CR-173452] p 439 N84-21538
Computer graphics in aerodynamic analysis
p492 NS4-22206
A collection of procedures for defining airplane surfaces
for input to PANAIR p492 N84-22220
Using a commercial CAD system for simultaneous input
to theoretical aerodynamic programs and wind-tunnel
model construction p 492 N84-22223
V/STOL concepts In the United States: Past, present,
and future
[NASA-TM-65938] p 509 N84-22532
Numerical simulation of the tip vortex off a
low-aspect-ratio wing at transonic speed
' [NAPA-TM-85932] p510 N84-22535
Assessment of aerodynamic performance of V/STOL
and STOVL fighter aircraft
[NASA-TM-85937] p 510 N84-22536
Preliminary experience with a stereoscopic video system
in a remotely piloted aircraft application
[NASA-TM-84909] p 531 N84-22557
Frequency encoded auditory display of the critical
tracking task
[NASA-TM-85869] p 531 N84-22558
V/STOL maneuverability and control
[NASA-TM-85939] . p 542 N84-22584
A formulation and analysis of combat games
[NASA-TM-85927] p 542 N84-22585
Physical aspects of computing the flow of a viscous
fluid
[NASA-TM-85893] p 516 N84-23605
Water-tunnel study of transition flow around circular
cylinders
[NASA-TM-85879] . p516 N84-23606
NASA-FAA helicopter Microwave Landing System
• curved path flight test
[NASA-TM-85933] p 523 N84-23617
A mathematical model of the UH-60 helicopter
[NASA-TM-85B90] p 542 N84-23653
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Acoustic measurements of a full-scale rotor with four
tip shapes. Volume 1: Text, appendices A and B
[NASA-TM-85878-VOL-1] p 567 N84-24327
V/STOL wind-tunnel testing
[NASA-TM-85936] p 571 N84-24528
Unsteady laminar boundary-layer calculations on
oscillating configurations including backflow. Part 2: Airfoil
in high-amplitude pitching motion. Dynamic stall
[NASA-TM-84319-PT-2] p 581 N84-24537
Navier^ Stokes calculations for the vortex of a rotor in
hover
[NASA-TM-85894] p 581 N84-24540
Development and flight test of a helicopter compact,
portable, precision landing system concept
[NASA-TM-85951] p 592 N84-24566
Highly integrated digital engine control system on an
F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-86040] p 606 N84-24587
Preliminary flight test results of the F100 EMD engine
in an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-85902] p 606 N84-24588
Acoustic measurements of a full-scale rotor with four
tip shapes. Volume 2: Appendices C, D, E and F
[NASA-TM-85878-VOL-2] p 631 N84-25426
V/STOL concepts in the United States: Past, present,
and future p 597 N84-25628
V/STOL maneuverability and control
P611 N84-25632
V/STOL wind-tunnel testing p 583 N84-25633
Assessment of aerodynamic performance of V/STOL
and STOVL fighter aircraft P 584 N84-25636
Nonlinear problems in flight dynamics
[NASA-TM-85940] P 585 N84-25648
An analysis of rotor blade twist variables associated with
different Euler sequences and pretwist treatments
[NASA-TM-84394] p 686 N84-26693
Application of supercomputers to computational
aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-85965] P 666 N84-27680
Numerical optimization design of advanced transonic
wing configurations
[NASA-TM-85950] p 688 N84-27718
Evaluation of HiMAT aircraft landing approach lateral
control gearing using simulation and a visual display
[NASA-TM-84916] p 704 N84-27743
A practical adaptive-grid method for complex fluid-flow
problems
[NASA-TM-85989] p 755 N84-28745
Numerical simulation of boundary-layer transition
[NASA-TM-85984J p 756 N84-28746
A numerical simulation of three-dimensional flow in an
adaptive wall wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-2351] P 756 N84-28750
Improving the efficiency of smaller transport aircraft
[NASA-TM-85992] p 772 N84-28780
Preliminary flight evaluation of F100 engine model
derivative airstart capability in an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-86031 ] P 781 N84-28792
A review of US Army aircrew-aircraft integration research
programs
[NASA-TM-85947] p 790 N84-28809
An efficient approximate factorization implicit scheme
for the equations of gasdynamics
[NASA-TM-85957] p 814 N84-29556
A comparison of wind tunnels suitable for rotorcraft noise
Studies p 794 N84-29665
Rotary wing aerodynamically generated noise
P817 N84-29668
Experiment versus theory p 819 N84-29679
Aerodynamic prediction I p819 N84-29680
Aerodynamic predictions II P819 N84-29681
A method for three-dimensional modeling of wind-shear
environments for flight simulator applications
(NASA-TM-85969] p 761 N84-29857
Flight characteristics of a manned, low-speed, controlled
deep stall vehicle
[NASA-TM-86041] p 773 N84-29863
Effect of control logic modifications on airstart
performance of F100 engine model derivative engines in
an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-85900] p 783 N84-29879
Right investigation of various control inputs intended
for parameter estimation
[NASA-TM-85901] p 790 N84-29884
Simulator evaluation of a remotely piloted vehicle lateral
landing task using a visual display
[NASA-TM-85903] p 791 N84-29885
The influence of a wind tunnel on helicopter rotational
noise: Formulation of analysis
[NASA-TM-85982] p 820 N84-30887
Computational aerodynamics and artificial intelligence
[MASA-TM-85994J p 847 AI84-310S9
Development and application of an analysis of
axisymmetric body effects on helicopter rotor
aerodynamics using modified slender body theory
[NASA-TM-85934] P 847 N84-31090
Unsteady transonic aerodynamic and aeroelastic
calculations about airfoils and wings
[NASA-TM-85986] p 847 N84-31092
Potential application of artificial concepts to
aerodynamic simulation
[NASA-TM-85976] p 847 N84-31093
Comparison of the full potential and Euler formulations
for computing transonic airfoil flows
[NASA-TM-85983] p 847 N84-31094
Software modifications to the Demonstration Advanced-
Avionics Systems (DAAS)
[NASA-TM-85942] p 862 N84-31105
Results of the first complete static calibration of the
RSHA rotor-load-measurement system
[NASA-TP-2327] p 879 N84-31111
Software control and system configuration management:
A systems-wide approach
[NASA-TM-85908] p 679 NB4-31112
Fuel conservative guidance concept for shipboard
landing of powered-life aircraft
[NASA-TM-85971 ] p 902 N84-31215
Calculation of boundary layers of oscillating airfoils
[NASA-TM-85943] p 926 N84-31554
Improvements in the accuracy and stability of algorithms
for the small-disturbance and full-potential equations
applied to transonic flows
[NASA-TM-85970] p 849 N84-32350
Simulation of transonic separated airfoil flow by finite
difference viscous-inviscid interaction
[NASA-TM-85980] p 850 N84-32358
Computer studies of hybrid-slotted working sections with
minimum interference at subsonic speeds
[NASA-TM-86002] p 881 N84-32379
A mathematical simulation model of the CH-47B
helicopter, volume 2
[NASA-TM-84351-VOL-2] p 881 N84-32380
NASA rotor system research aircraft flight-test data
report Helicopter and compound configuration
[NASA-TM-85843] p 881 N84-32381
Air data position-error calibration using state
reconstruction techniques
[NASA-TM-86029] p 887 N84-32384
A flight-test and simulation evaluation of the longitudinal
final approach and landing performance of an automatic
system for a light wing loading STOL aircraft equipped
with wing spoilers
[NASA-TM-85873] p 903 N84-32393
Minimum-fuel, 3-dimensional flightpath guidance of
transfer jets
[NASA-TP-2326] p 903 N84-32394
NASA Ames summary high school apprenticeship
research program, 1983 research papers
[NASA-TM-85931 ] p 946 N84-33365
Trends in computational capabilities for fluid dynamics
[NASA-TM-86012] p 965 N84-33383
Rre blocking systems for aircraft seat cushions
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11423-1] p 968 N84-33394
Hover test of a full-scale hingeless rotor
[NASA-TM-85990] p 975 N84-33401
Propulsion control experience used in the Highly
Integrated Digital Electronic Control (HIOEC) program
[NASA-TM-85914] p 988 N84-33415
The development of an airborne instrumentation
computer system for flight test p 980 N84-34421
Identification and verification of frequency-domain
models for XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft dynamics
[NASA-TM-86009] p 991 N84-3444S
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Hugh
L. Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, Calif.
The use of oil for in-flight flow visualization
[NASA-TM-84915] p 175 N84-14122
X-29 flight-research program
[NASA-TM-86025] p 292 N84-16168
Right test experience with pilot-induced-oscillation
suppression filters
[NASA-TM-86028] p 305 N84-16213
Flight evaluation of the DEEC secondary control air-start
capability
[NASA-TM-84910] p 359 N84-18203
Effect of creep in titanium alloy Ti-6AMV at elevated
temperature on aircraft design and flight test
[NASA-TM-86033] p 385 N84-18685
Evaluation of a flow direction probe and a pilot-static
probe on the F-14 airplane at high angles of attack and
sideslip
[NASA-TM-84911] p 437 N84-20514
Flying qualities criteria for superaugmented aircraft
p 461 N84-20569
Practical aspects of modeling aircraft dynamics from
flight data p 438 N84-20575
AFTI/F- (6 digital flight control system experience
p463 N84-20592
Preliminary experience with a stereoscopic video system
in a remotely piloted aircraft application
[NASA-TM-84909] p 531 N84-22557
Acoustic flight testing of advanced design propellers on
a JetStar aircraft p 736 N84-27661
F-111 TACT natural laminar flow glove flight results
p687 N84-27662
KC-13S Winglet Program Review
[NASA-CP-2211] p667 N84-27686
KC-135 winglet program overview
p 667 N84-27687
KC-135 wing and winglet flight pressure distributions,
loads, and wing deflection results with some wind tunnel
comparisons p 667-N84-27688~
In-flight lift and drag measurements on a first generation
jet transport equipped with winglets p 667 N84-27689
KC-135A winglet flight flutter program
p 668 N84-27692
Preliminary flight evaluation of F100 engine model
derivative airstart capability in an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-86031] p 781 N84-28792
Software control and system configuration management
A systems-wide approach
[NASA-TM-85908] p 879 N84-31112
The development of an airborne instrumentation
computer system for flight test p 980 N84-34421
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Flight
Research Center, Edwards, Calif.
AD-1 oblique wing research aircraft pilot evaluation
program
[AIAA PAPER 83-2509] p 45 A84-10573
Flight evaluation results for a digital electronic engine
control in an F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 83-2703] p 59 A84-12310
An automated stall-speed warning system
[AIAA PAPER 83-2705] p 56 A84-12311
X-29 flight research program
[AIAA PAPER 83-2687] p 117 A84-13724
Pre-flight transient dynamic analysis of B-52 carrying
Space Shuttle solid rocket booster drop-test vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 83-2698] p 117 A84-13725
Uses of parameter estimation in flight test
p118 A84-14734
Real-time pilot guidance system for improved flight-test
maneuvers
[AIAA PAPER 83-2747] p 113 A84-15188
A project management system for the X-29A flight test
program
[AIAA PAPER 83-2712] ' p 121 A84-15850
Real-time pilot guidance system for improved flight-test
maneuvers p 205 A84-16161
AFTI/F-16 flight test results and lessons
p 192 A84-16167
NASA B-57B Severe Storms Flight Program
p 180 A84-16174
Instrumentation and data processing for AFTI/F-16 flight
testing p 194 A84-16690
Formulation of a practical algorithm for parameter
estimation with process and measurement noise
p251 A84-18611
Measurement and analysis of acoustic flight test data
for two advanced design high speed propeller models
[AIAA PAPER 84-0250] p 320 A84-20049
NASA's B-57B Gust Gradient Program
[AIAA PAPER 83-0208] p 342 A84-24103
Software control and system configuration management
- A process that works p 488 A84-26713
Operational characteristics of the dispersed sensor
processor mesh p 440 A84-26737
Application experience with the NASA aircraft
interrogation and display system - A ground-support
equipment for digital flight systems p 466 A84-26777
Real-time data display for AFTI/F-16 flight testing
p 531 A84-32403
Highly integrated digital engine control system on an
F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 84-1259] p 602 A84-35149
Preliminary flight test results of the F100 EMD engine
in an F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 84-1332] p 602 A84-35176
Thermal response of Space Shuttle wing during reentry
heating
[AIAA PAPER 84-1761] p 742 A84-40813
More than you may want to know about maximum
likelihood estimation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2070] p 786 A84-42327
Right investigation of various control inputs intended
for parameter estimation
. [AIAA PAPER 84-2073] p 786 A84-42329
Flight characteristics of a manned, low-speed, controlled
deep stall vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 84-2074] p 786 A84-42330
Simulator evaluation of a remotely piloted vehicle lateral
landing task using a visual display
f AIAA PAPER 84-2095] p 771 A84-42348
An in flight investigation of pitch rate flight control
systems and application of frequency domain and time
domain predictive criteria
[AIAA PAPER 84-1897] p 896 A84-43482
C-22
CORPORA TE SOURCE NASA. Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.
Automated flight test maneuvers - The development of
a new technique p 897 A84-44464
An in-flight investigation of pilot-induced oscillation
suppression filters during the fighter approach and landing
task p897 A84-44471
Computer control for automated flight test
maneuvering P 974 A84-49088
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbett, Md.
Development of satellite position location system for
aircraft and boat distress beacons p 38 A84-12427
Analysis of a high-frequency Stirling Cycle compressor
for cryogenic cooling in space
[NASA-TM-85066] p 247 N84-15555
Navigation system and method
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12508-1] p 522 N84-22546
Experimental investigation of the low NO/sub x vortex
airblast annular combustor
[NASA-TM-83615] p 536 N84-22567
Spacelab 4: Primate experiment support hardware
p 624 N84-25092
Facilities for meteorological research at NASA
Goddtird/Wallops Flight Facility
[NASA-TM-84422] p 629 N84-2S223
Apparatus for and method of compensating dynamic
unbalance
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12550-1] p 729 N84-28082
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Tex.
The Shuttle Mission Simulator computer generated
imagery p 795 A84-40604
High altitude aerodynamic platform concept evaluation
and prototype engine testing
[NASA-TM-58256] p 299 N84-16I82
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. John
F. Kennedy Space Center, Cocoa Beach, Fla.
An experimental study of high contraction ratio, subsonic
wind tunnel inlets
[AIAA PAPER 84-0618] p 366 A84-24199
Video processor for air traffic control beacon system
[NASA-CASE-KSC-11155-1] p 244 N84-15395
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.
Conservative full-potential calculations for axisymmetric,
transonic flow p 10 A84-10129
Applicability of the Independence principle to subsonic
turbulent flow over a swept rearward-facing step
p 10 A84-10148
Flight management of advanced systems in the crew
station p55 A84-10668
Time-marching transonic flutter solutions including
angle-of-attack effects p 78 A84-11038
Experiences in the use of composite material for a wing
Skin p46 A84-11040
Trimming advanced fighters for STOL approaches
p63 A84-11046
An orthogonal coordinate grid following the
three-dimensional viscous flow over a concave surface
p 14 A84-11598
Cloud particle effects on laminar flow and
instrumentation for their measurement aboard a NASA LFC
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2734] p 56 A84-12327
Stability of shock waves attached to wedges and
cones P90 A84-13565
Supersonic flow over a rearward facing step with
transverse nonreacting hydrogen injection
p90 A84-13578
Observations and implications of natural laminar flow
on practical airplane surfaces p 92 A84-14727
Numerical predictions of residence times behind a
rearward facing step with transverse injection
p94 A84-15202
Operating safely In adverse weather environments
p 108 A84-15203
The NASA F-106B Storm Hazards Program
p 180 AB4-16171
Preliminary evaluation of large area bonding processes
for repair of graphite/poryimide composites
p 235 AB4-17202
Numerical computations of turbulence amplification in
shock-wave interactions p 239 A84-17427
Nonunique solutions to the transonic potential flow
equation p 153 A84-17448
A portable x-ray analyzer for wearmetal particles in
lubricants p 240 A84-17543
Algebraic grid generation for wing-fuselage bodies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0002] p 154 A84-17826
Effects of streamwise variations in noise levels and
spectra on supersonic boundary-layer transition
[AIAA PAPER 84-0010] p 155 A84-17830
The influence of leading-edge load alleviation on
supersonic wing design
[AIAA PAPER 84-0138] p 160 A84-17906
Application of a full potential method for computation
of three-dimensional supersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0139] p 161 A84-17907
Vectorized schemes for conical potential flow using the
artificial density method
[AIAA PAPER 84-0162] p 161 A84-17921
Subsonic/transonic prediction capabilities for
nozzle/afterbody configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0192] p 162 A84-17942
Effect of sklewall suction on flow in two-dimensional
wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 84-0242] p 162 A84-17970
Pre-existing seed particles and the onset of
condensation in cryogenic wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 84-0244] p 231 A84-17972
Status of orifice induced pressure error studies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0245] p 163 A84-17973
Effects of boundary layer refraction and fuselage
scattering on fuselage surface noise from advanced
turboprop propellers
[AIAA PAPER 84-0249] p 253 A84-17976
Comparison of measured and calculated airloads on an
energy efficient transport wing model equipped with
oscillating control surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-0301] p 165 A84-18008
An experimental investigation of surface pressure
measurements on an advanced winged entry vehicle at
Mach 10
[AIAA PAPER 84-0308] p 165 A84-18012
Approach and landing aerodynamic technologies for
advanced STOL fighter configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0334] p 197 A84-18027
Noise and performance characteristics of a model scale
X-wing rotor system in hover
[AIAA PAPER 84-0337] p 197 A84-18030
Performance of large-eddy breakup devices at
post-transitional Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 84-O345] p 241 A84-18037
Optimization and application of riblets for turbulent drag
reduction
[AIM PAPER 84-0347] p 166 A84-18039
Progress towards large wind tunnel magnetic suspension
and balance systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-0413] p 231 A84-18075
Conditions for lightning strikes to an airplane in a
thunderstorm
[AIAA PAPER 84-0468] p 181 A84-18110
A flight study of tone radiation patterns generated by
inlet rods in a small turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 84-0499] p 253 A84-18132
Analysis of electromagnetic fields on an F-106B aircraft
during lightning strikes p 198 A84-18519
On the determination of airplane model structure form
flight data p200 A84-18615
Improved finite difference schemes for transonic
potential calculations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0092] p 173 A84-19231
Low altitude wind shear statistics derived from measured
and FAA proposed standard wind profiles
[AIAA PAPER 84-0114] p 248 A84-19233
Nonlinear aerodynamic effects on bodies in supersonic
flow
[AIM PAPER 84-0231 ] p 174 A84-19245
Lightning attachment patterns and flight conditions
experienced by the NASA F-106B airplane from 1980 to
1983
[AIAA PAPER 84-0466] p 183 A84-19255
Use of a discontinuous wing leading-edge modification
to enhance spin resistance for general aviation airplanes
[AIAA PAPER 84-0559] p 227 A84-19261
Some aerodynamic considerations for advanced aircraft
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0562] p 200 A84-19262
Progress in rotor broadband noise research
p 320 A84-19899
Aircraft interior noise models - Sldewall trim, stiffened
structures, and cabin acoustics with floor partition
p 290 A84-21222
Finite area method for nonlinear supersonic conical
flows p 266 A84-21510
Incorporation of wind shear terms into the governing
equations of aircraft.motjon
[AIAA PAPER 84-0275] p 304 A84-21860
Effect of boundary layers on solid walls in
three-dimensional subsonic wind tunnels
p329 A84-23359
NASA's B-57B Gust Gradient Program
[AIAA PAPER 83-0208] p 342 A84-24103
Airfoil shape and thickness effects on transonic airloads
and flutter p 347 A84-24107
Initial research program for the National Transonic
Facility
[AIAA PAPER 84-0585] p 364 A84-24177
Cryogenic wind-tunnel model technology development
activities at the NASA Langley Research Center
[AIAA PAPER 84-0586] p 364 A84-24178
A study of dynamic measurements made In the settling
chamber of the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0596] p 365 A84-24186
Investigation of sidewall boundary layer removal effects
on two different chord airfoil models In the Langley
0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[AIM PAPER 84^598] p 365 A84-24187
Wall pressure measurements tor three-dimensional
transonic tests
[AIAA PAPER 84-0599] p 365 A84-24188
Modification of NASA Langley 8 Foot High Temperature
Tunnel to provide a unique national research facility for
hypersonic air-breathing propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-0602] p 365 A84-24190
Row improvements in the NASA Langley 4- by 7-meter
tunnel circuit
[AIAA PAPER 84-0603] p 330 A84-24191
Dynamic flow quality measurements in the Langley Low
Turbulence Pressure Tunnel
[AIM PAPER 84-0621 ] p 366 A84-24201
Application of laser anemometry to cryogenic wind
tunnels p368 A84-25226
Altitude/path-angle transitions In fuel-optimal problems
for transport aircraft p349 A84-25486
Design and flight testing of a digital landing approach
autopilot p 361 A84-25487
A study of altitude and flight path angle dynamics for
a singularly perturbed fuel optimization problem
p 349 A84-25507
Design of high-Reynolds-number flat-plate experiments
In the NTF
[AIM PAPER 84-0588] p 368 A84-25726
Transonic wind-tunnel investigation of the Galileo Probe
parachute configuration
[AIM PAPER 84-0823] p 402 A84-26588
The application of a color, raster scan, programmable
display generator In the generation of multiple cockpit
display formats p 444 AB4-26807
Analytical'comparison of two wing structures for Mach
5 cruise airplanes p429 A84-26958
Hypersonic interactions with surface mass transfer. I -
Steady flow. II - Unsteady flow p405 A84-27126
Incorporating geometric and radiative effects into
infrared scanning computer analysis
P469 A84-28641
A comparison of turbulence Intensity measurements
using a laser veloclmeter and a hot wire in a low speed
jet flow p478 A84-28741
Technology developments for laminar boundary layer
control on subsonic transport aircraft
p432 A84-29473
Navier-Stokes solutions for two-dimensional subsonic
base flow p 407 A84-29474
Validation methods for flight crucial systems
[SAE PAPER 831421] p 426 A84-29484
Vortex flaps - Advanced control devices for supercruise
fighters p435 A84-29559
The drive for Aircraft Energy Efficiency
P435 A84-29569
Creating competitive rotorcraft noise technology
p 435 A84-29570
Remotely controlled models slash tunnel time
p 467 A84-29576
Fresh attack on laminar flow p 407 A84-29577
Operational awareness In future space transportation
system concepts and technology selections
[MS PAPER 83-382] p 547 A84-30574
Noise transmission through aircraft panels
[AIM PAPER 84-0911 ] p 566 A84-31648
Nonlinear response and failure characteristics of
clamped internally pressurized graphite-epoxy cylindrical
panels
[AIM PAPER 84-0955] p 555 AS4-31660
Transonic calculation of airfoil stability and response with
active controls
[AIM PAPER 84-0873] p 541 A84-31748
A method for computing the kernel of the downwash
integral equation for arbitrary complex frequencies
[AIM PAPER 84-0983] p 506 A84-31754
Energy Efficient Transport - Technology in hand
p526 A84-32697
Piloted simulation of an onboard trajectory optimization
algorithm • p 521 A84-32714
Investigation of control law reconfigurations to
accommodate a control element failure on a commercial
airplane p 542 A84-33136
Technology developments for laminar boundary layer
control on subsonic transport aircraft
p 527 A84-33137
On the convergence of unsteady generalized
aerodynamic forces p 574 A84-34460
Propagation and radiation of sound from flanged circular
ducts with circumferentially varying wall admittances. I
Semi-infinite ducts. II - Finite ducts with sources
p 631 A84-34746
C-23
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Winglet effects on the flutter of twin-engine-transport
type wing
[AIAA PAPER 844905] p 594 A84-34907
Flow-field investigation of a supercruise fighter model
[AIAA PAPER 84-1331]- - . p 576 A84-35175
Numerical simulation of flow through inlets/drffusers with
terminal shocks
[AIAA PAPER 84-1362] p 577 A84-35192
Design of long-endurance unmanned airplanes
—incorporating solar and fuel cell propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 84-1430) p 595 A84-35215
Simulation of the fluctuating field of a forced jet
p578 A84-35309
A minimal residual method for transonic potential
flows p621 A84-35353
Experiments on sound radiation from a duct with a
drcumferentially varying Oner p.735 A84-36488
Composites for IBTQO transports • F&cinQ the cnsflsngo
p678 A84-38797
The all-electric aircraft - A systems view and proposed
NASA research Programs P695 A84-36913
Static internal performance evaluation of several thrust
reversing concepts for 2D-CD nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 84-1174] p 697 A84-37628
An experimental and analytical study of flow through a
supersonic open channel with contoured floor
[AIAA PAPER 84-1179] p 643 A84-37629
Right effects on fan noise with static and wind-tunnel
comparisons . p699 A84-37928
Design and flight test of a Kevtar acoustic liner
p 699 A84-37933
Parameter identification applied to the oscillatory motion
of an airplane near stall p 702 A84-37934
Noise transmission characteristics of advanced
composite structural materials p 735 A84-37938
Body-turbulence interaction
[AIAA PAPER 84-1527] . p 647 A84-37953
Hybrid approach to steady transonic normal-shock
compressible laminar boundary-layer interactions over
airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 84-1561]. p 648 A84-37973
Nozzle optimization study for quiet supersonic wind
tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 64-1628] p 706 A84-38017
Aero-thermal loads analysis for high speed flow over a
quilted surface configuration
[AIAA PAPER 84-1630] • p 651 A84-38019
- Broad-band half-wave dipde p676 A84-38123
Turbulent boundary-layer relaxation with application to
skin-friction drag reduction p 655 • A84-38827
Wing design for spin resistance
[AIAA PAPER 84-2223] p 684 A84-39278
Performance of two load-limiting subfloor concepts in
full-scale general aviation airplane crash tests
[AIAA PAPER 84-2225] p 684 A84-39279
Characteristics of lightning strikes experienced by the
NASA F-1068 airplane p 671 A84-39261
Application of speech recognition and synthesis in the
general aviation cockpit
[AIAA PAPER 84-2239] p 676 A84-39282
Acoustic prediction methods for the NASA generalized
advanced propeller analysis system (GAPAS)
[AIAA PAPER 84-2243] p 700 A84-39286
Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes calculations of
multiple interacting vortex rings
.[AIAA PAPER 84-1545] p 658 A84-39311
Numerical studies,of motion of vortex filaments -
Implementing the asymptotic analysis
[AIAA PAPER 84-1542] p 658 A84-39313
Numerical calculations of complex Mach reflection
[AIAA PAPER 64-1679] p 658 A84-39314
Aofothormodynflmic envrronmorrt and thorrnal
protection for a Tft&n aorocapturo vonido ' • •
[AIAA PAPER 84-1714] ' p 660 A64-39371
A numerical study of the two-' and three-dimensional
unsteady Navter-Stokes equations in velocity-vorticity
variables using compact difference schemes
p741 A64-39970
Effects of nozzle design parameters on the extent of
- quiet test flow at Mach 3.5 p 742 A84-40025
Commsnt on 'Derivation of the fund&msnt&l OQU&tion
of sound Qonor&ted by moving aerodynamic surfaces
p815 A84-40852
Aerodynamic characteristics of some lifting reentry
. concepts applicable to transatmospheric vehicle design
studies
[AIAA PAPER 84-2146] . p 744 A84-41326
Evaluation of a velocity-split solution of. the
Navier-Stokes equations for fighter forebbdies
[AIAA PAPER 84-2160] p 745 A84-41334
Impact of fuselage incidence on the supersonic
aerodynamics of two fishier,configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2193] p 747 A84-41345
Wing design with attainable thrust considerations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2194] p 769 A84-41346
Experimental investigation of the aerodynamic effects
of distributed soanwise blowing on a fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 64-2195] p 747 A84-41347
Assessment of preliminary prediction techniques for
wing leading-edge vortex flows at supersonic speeds
[AIM PAPER 64-2208] p 747- A84-413S3
An overview of some monoplanar missile programs
p739 'A84-42280
Maximum likelihood algorithm using an efficient scheme
for computing sensitivities and parameter confidence
intervals
[AIAA PAPER 84-2084] p 814 A84-42339
A preliminary analysis of flight data from the AFTI/F-16
airplane '
[AIAA PAPER 84-2085] p 787 A84-42340
On the prediction of auto-rotational characteristics of
Dgnt airplane fuselages
[AIAA PAPER 84-2112] p 788 A84-42357
Experimental heating distributions lor biconics at
-incidence in Mach 10 air and comparison to prediction
[AIAA PAPER 84-2119] . p 751 A84-42363
A preliminary look at the effects of coupled lateral modes
on aircraft handling qualities
[AIAA PAPER 84-2096] p 788 A84-42372
The aerodynamics of some guided projectiles
[AIAA PAPER 84-2097] p 752 A84-42373
Preliminary results of experimental and analytical
investigations of the tumbling phenomenon for an
advanced configuration
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Heficoptef rotor pen*of nisnce degradfltton in natursj icing
encounter p 195 A84-17412
Envl/oftivuHibiil ctnd high str&in rate effects on composites
'tor engine applications p238 A84-17444
SiDcon csfuide, B nigh temperature semiconductor
_ ^ P253AB4-17823
Experiments] studios on two dimensions) shock
boundsry Isyer uU&rttcuons
[AIAA PAPER 84-0099] p 159 AB4-17881
Comparison of full-scale engine and subscale model
performance of a mixed flow exhaust system for an energy
efficient engine (E3) propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 844283} p 217 A84-17997
Ceramic composite Oner material for gas turbine
oombustors
[AIAA PAPER 844363] p 238 AB4-1B044
Boundary layer transition effects on flow separation
around V/STOL engine Inlets at high Incidence
[AIAA PAPER 84-0432] p 167 AB4-18090
kmfmilmutift of muluvariable high uuifuiiiiance tuiuofan
engine dynamics from dosed loop data
p218 A84-18582
Phase distributions In plasma-eprayed ztrcorfa-yttna
p238 A84-18948
Comparison of . experimental and computational
compressible flow (n a &<fcjct
(AIM PAPER 844033] p 172 A84-19228
High frequency green function for aerodynamic noise
tn moving modlfi. I • Qonoro) theory. II • Noteo from Q
spreading Jet p321 A84-21273
Performance degradation of a typical twin engine
commuter type aircraft In measured natural Icing
[AIAA PAPER 844179] p 290 A84-21289
Three-dimensional viscous design methodology tor
advanced technology aircraft supersonic inlet systems
[AIAA PAPER 844194] p 265 A84-21290
Row visualization and Interpretation of visualization data
for deflected thrust V/STOL nozzles
(AIAA PAPER 844102] p 297 AB4-21852
Tone generation by rotor -downstream strut Interaction
p298 A84-22174
Aeroacoustlcs of turbulent shear flows
p321 A84-22584
Application of laser anemometry in turbine engine
research p315 A84-22872
Simpufled onslyticsl procedures for representing
material cyclic response p298 A84-22877
Sixth Annual Workshop on Meteorological and
Environmental Inputs to Aviation Systems. 26-28 October
1982, TuDahoma, Term p 389 A84-23424
NASA/General Electric Broad-Specification Fuels
Combustion Technology Program - Phase I.
P355 A84-24033
Steady state &lftuuuHt In ribbon parachute canopies
[AIAA PAPER 844816] p416 A84-26580
Heating experiments for ftowablllty Improvement of
near-freezing aviation fuel p470 A84-26955
The coupled response of turbomachinery btading to
aerodynamic excitations p44B A84-26959
Investigation of mixing In a turbofan exhaust duct II
Computer code application and verification
p448 AB4-27140
NASA advanced low emissions combustor program
[ASME PAPER 83-JPGC-GT-10] p 450 A84-28S82
Liquid chromaloBraphlc analysis of a formulated ester
from a gas-turbine engine test
[ASLE PREPRINT 83-LC-1A-1) p 472 A84-28995
Uncertainty methodology for in-fQght thrust
[SAE PAPER 831438) p 431 A84-29452
Application of In-flight thrust determination uncertainty
[SAE PAPER 831439] p432 A84-29453
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Aerodynamic effects of moveable sidewall nozzle
geometry and rotor exit restriction on trie performance of
a radial turbine
[SAE PAPER 831517] P 451 A84-29460
A rapid blade-to-blade solution for use in turbomachinery
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-67) p 505 A84-31289
Effects of structural coupling on mistimed cascade flutter
and response
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-117] p618 A84-33701
Measurements of self-exerted rotor-blade vibrations
using optical displacements
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-132] p616 A84-33702
Length to diameter ratio and row number effects in short
pin fin heat transfer
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-54) p618 A84-33706
Measurement of fluid properties using
rapid-double-exposure and time-average holographic
interterometry
[AIAA PAPER 84-1461] P 620 A84-35223
Preliminary investigation of a two-zone swirl flow
combustor
[AIAA PAPER 84-1169] p 695 A84-36951
Experimental investigation of the low NOx vortex airblast
flnnutftr cornbustor
[AIAA PAPER 84-1170] P 695 A84-36952
Determination of compressor In-stall characteristics from
engine surge transients
[AIAA PAPER 84-1206] P 696 A84-36959
Redesign and cascade tests of a supercritical controlled
diffusion stator blade-section
[AIAA PAPER 84-1207] p 639 A84-36960
Comparison between measured turbine stage
performance and the predicted performance using
quasMD flow and boundary layer analyses
[AIAA PAPER 84-1299] P 696 A84-36972
Analysis of inviadd and viscous flows in cascades with
an explicit multiple-grid algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 84-1663] p 652 A84-38043
Why credible propeller noise measurements are possible
in the acoustically untreated NASA Lewis 8 It by 6 ft wind
tunnel p735 A84-38091
Three-dimensional flow simulations for supersonic
mixed-compression inlets at incidence
p655 A84-38828
Formation and destruction of vortices In a motored
four-stroke piston-cylinder configuration
p 721 A84-38838
Improved design of subcrttical and supercritical
cascades using complex characteristics . and
boundary-layer correction p 656 A84-38839
Performance of a high-work low aspect ratio turbine
tested with a realistic inlet radial temperature profile
[AIAA PAPER 84-1161] P 777 A84-40239
Calculation of transonic flow in a linear cascade
[AIAA PAPER 84-1301] P 742 AB4-40241
A review of internal combustion engine combustion
chamber process studies at NASA Lewis Research
Center
[AIAA PAPER 84-1316] p604 A84-40242
An overview of NASA intermittent combustion engine
research
[AIAA PAPER 84-1393] p 777 A84-40244
Tandem fan applications in advanced STOVL fighter
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-1402] P 777 A84-40245
Supersonic STOVL ejector aircraft from a propulsion
point of view
[AIAA PAPER 84-1401] p 778 A84-40246
Supersonic STOVL aircraft with turbine
bypass/turbo-compressor engines
[AIAA PAPER 84-1403] p 778 A84-40247
Optimization of fringe-type laser anemometers.for
turbine engine component testing
[AIAA PAPER 84-1459] P 804 A84-40248
Powerplant design for one-engine-inoperative
operation P 778 AB4-40787
Rnite element-integral acoustic simulation of JT15D
turbofan engine P 816 A84-41132
A ptecewise linear state variable technique for real time
propulsion system simulation p 779 A84-42378
Application of a quasKSD inviscid flow and boundary
layer analysis to the hub-shroud contouring of a radial
turbine
[AIAA PAPER 84-1297] p 827 A84-44177
Development of dynamic simulation of TF34-GE-100
turbofan engine with post-stall capability
[AIAA PAPER 84-1184) p 887 A84-44178
An analytical method to predict efficiency of aircraft
gearboxes
[AIAA PAPER 84-1500] p 888 A84-44180
Application of an optimization method to high
performance propeller designs
[AIAA PAPER 84-1203] p 888 A84-44181
An advanced pitch change mechanism incorporating a
hybrid traction drive
[AIAA PAPER 84-1383] p 888 A84-44182
The aerodynamic design and performance of the
NASA/GE E3 low pressure turbine
[AIAA PAPER 84-1162] p 888 A84-44186
Analytical study of suction boundary layer control for
subsonic V/STOL inlets
[AIAA PAPER 84-1399] p827 A84-44187
Low flight speed fan noise from a supersonic inlet
p938 A84-44508
Vjscous-invisdd interactive procedure for rotational flow
in cascades of airfoils p830 A84-44639
Feasibility analysis of a spiral groove ring seal for
counter-rotating shafts p921 A84-45965
Velocity and temperature characteristics of two-stream,.
coplanar jet exhaust plumes
[AIAA PAPER 84-2205] p 891 A84-46106
Development of large rotorcraft transmissions
p892 A84-46354
NASA transmission research and its probable effects
on helicopter transmission design p 923 A84-46355
Rotorcraft flight-propulsion control Integration
p901 A84-46524
Investigation of the three-dimensional flow field within
a transonic fan rotor - Experiment and analysis
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-200] p 955 A84-46995
Experiments in dilution jot rnbdng
p 1007 A84-48140
Aircraft Electric Secondary Power
[NASA-CP-2282] p 59 N84-10055
Three-phase, high-voltage, high-frequency distributed
bus system for advanced aircraft p 79 N84-10058
Application of advanced materials to rotating
machines p 60 N84-10063
All-purpose bidirectional four-quadrant controller
p60 N84-10070
F100 mufttvariable control synthesis program. Computer
implementation of the F100 multivariable control
algorithm
[NASA-TP-2231] p 61 N84-11171
Overview of liquid lubricants for advanced aircraft
[NASA-TM-83529] p 77 N84-11296
Application of laser anemometry In turbine engine
research
[NASA-TM-83513] p 81 N84-11456
A generalized computer code for developing dynamic
gas turbine engine models (DIGTEM)
[NASA-TM-83508] p 130 N84-12166
A graphics subsystem retrofit design for the bladed-disk
data acquisition system
[NASA-TM-83510] p 143 N84-12730
A real-time implementation of an advanced sensor failure
detection, Isolation, and accommodation algorithm
[NASA-TM-83553] p 88 N84-13140
Performance degradation of a typical twin engine
commuter type aircraft in measured natural idng
conditions
[NASA-TM-83S64] p 123 N84-13173
Flame radiation and liner heat transfer in a tubular-can
combustor
[NASA-TM-83538] p 133 N84-131B8
Three-dimensional viscous design methodology for
advanced technology aircraft supersonic inlet systems
[NASA-TM-83558] p 134 N84-13190
PREWATE: An interactive preprocessing computer
code to the Weight Analysis of Turbine Engines (WATE)
computer code
[NASA-TM-83545] ' p 144 NS4-13812
Inverted velocity profile semi-annular nozzle jet exhaust
noise experiments
[NASA-TM-83525] p 144 N84-13924
Research and technology, 1983
[NASA-TM-83540] p 145 N84-14061
A review of NASA combustor and turbine heat transfer
research
[NASA-TM-83541] p 218 N84-14146
Flow visualization and Interpretation of visualization data
for deflected thrust V/STOL nozzles
[NASA-TM-83554] p219 N84-14147
Heat transfer distributions around nominal ice accretion
shapes formed on a cylinder in the NASA Lewis icing
research tunnel
[NASA-TM-83557] p 243 N84-14463
Fluid shielding of high-velocity jet noise
[NASA-TP-2259] p 254 N84-15894
Analytical study of blowing boundary-layer control for
subsonic V/STOL Inlets
[NASA-TM-83576] p 270 N84-16141
HYTESS: 'A hypothetical turbofan engine simplified
simulation
[NASA-TM-83561] p 299 N84-16184
Digital computer program for generating dynamic
turbofan engine models (DIGTEM)
[NASA-TM-83446] p 299 N84-16185
Design concepts for low-cost composite engine
frames
[NASA-TM-63S44] p 300 N84-16186
Effects of broadened property fuels on radiant heat flux
to gas turbine combustor liners
[NASA-TM-83537] p315 N84-16494
Flutter of swept fan blades
[NASA-TM-83S47] p316 N84-16S87
Bending fatigue of electron-beam-welded foils.
Application to a hydrodynamte air bearing in the
Chrysler/DOE upgraded automotive gas tubine engine
[NASA-TM-83539] P 316 N84-16589
Noise of the SR-6 propeller model at 2 deg and 4 deg
angles of attack .
. [NASA-TM-83515] p 322 N84-16946
Investigation of flow phenomena in a transonic fan rotor
using laser anemometry
[NASA-TM-83555] p 274 N84-17143
A mathematical model for the doubly-fed wound rotor
generator, part 2
[NASA-TM-83581] p 317 N84-17479
Hot-flow tests of a series of 10-percent-scale turbofan
forced mixing nozzles
[NASA-TP-226B] p 317 N84-17525
Effects ol different rub models on simulated rotor
dynamics
[NASA-TP-2220] p 318 N84-17590
Engine cyclic durability by analysis and material
testing
[NASA-TM-83577] p 385 N84-186B3
Simplified combustion noise theory yielding a prediction
of fluctuating pressure level
[NASA-TP-2237] p 394 N84-19049
Low frequency noise in a quiet clean, general aviation
turbofan engine
[NASA-TM-83520] p 395 N84-20320
Progress toward the development of an aircraft icing
analysis capability
[NASA-TM-83562] p 410 N84-20490
Experimental investigation of tangential blowing applied
to a subsonic V/STOL inlet
[NASA-TP-2297] p411 N84-20493
Combustion Fundamentals Research
[NASA-CP-2309] p 454 N84-20525
Numerical modeling of turbulent flow
p482 N84-20538
Formulation of blade-flutter spectral analyses in
stationary reference frame
[NASA-TP-2296] p 454 N84-20562
Vortex generating flow passage design for increased
film cooling effectiveness
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14039-1] p 483 N84-20782
Development of a simplified procedure for cyclic
structural analysis
[NASA-TP-2243] p 484 N84-20878
Analysis of a topping-cycle, aircraft, gas-turbine-engine
system which uses cryogenic fuel
[NASA-TP-2294] p 455 N84-21549
Overview of zircorda with respect to gas turbine
applications
[NASA-TP-2286] p 473 N84-21740
Effect of a rotor wake on heat transfer from a circular
cylinder
[NASA-TM-83613] p 485 N84-21832
Measurement of fluid properties using
rapid-double-exposure and time-average holographic
interterometry
[NASA-TM-83630] p 485 N84-21849
Simultaneous cabin and ambient ozone measurements
on two Boeing 747 airplanes. Volume 2: January to
October 1978
[NASA-TM-81733] p 498 N84-22488
Analysis of inviscid and viscous flows in cascades with
an explicit multiple-grid algorithm
[NASA-TM-83636] p 502 N84-22527
Redesign end cascade tests of a supercritical controlled
diffusion stator blade-section
[NASA-TM-83635] p 510 N84-22533
Real time pressure signal system for a rotary engine
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13622-1] p 534 N84-22559
Tip cap for a rotor blade
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13854-1] p 535 N84-22560
Dual clearance squeeze film damper
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13506-1] p 535 N84-22562
Oxidizing seal for a turbine tip gas path
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14053-1] p 535 N84-22563
Comparison between measured turbine stage
performance and the predicted performance using
quasi-3D flow and boundary layer analyses
[NASA-TM-83640] p 535 N84-22564
Preliminary investigation of a two-zone swirl flow
combustor
[NASA-TM-83637] p 535 N84-22565
Determination of compressor in-stall characteristics from
engine surge transients
[NASA-TM-83639] p 535 N64-22566
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[NASA-TM-65594] p 559 N84-22771
Vortex generating flow passage design for increased
film-cooling effectiveness and surface coverage
[NASA-TM-83617] p 559 N84-22909
Improved compliant hydrodynamic fluid journal bearing
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13670-1] p 560 N84-22959
Fan noise reduction achieved by removing tip flow
irregularities behind the rotor - forward arc test
Configurations
-[NASA-TM-83616] p 566_N84:23235_
Assessment of Alternative Aircraft Fuels
[NASA-CP-2307] p 538 N84-23630
Trends of jet fuel demand and properties
p 551 NB4-23631
NASA broad-specification fuels combustion technology
program p 551 N84-23637
Fuel system research and technology: An overview of
the NASA program p 530 N84-23641
Research on aviation fuel instability
p 552 N84-23642
In-flight atmospheric and fuel tank temperature
measurements p 552 N84-23643
Contingency power concepts for helicopter turboshaft
[NASA-TM-83679] p 539 NS4-23648
Vibration and flutter of mistuned bladed-disk
assemblies
[NASA-TM-83634] p 563 N84-23923
Calculation of transonic flow in a linear cascade
[NASA-TM-83697] p 581 N84-24539
Combustor liner construction
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14035-1] p 605 N84-24577
Lewis Research Center spin rig and its use in vibration
analysis of rotating systems
[NASA-TP-2304] p 605 N84-24578
Tandem fan applications in advanced STOVL fighter
configurations
[NASA-TM-83689] p 605 N84-24579
Supersonic STOVL aircraft with turbine
bypass/turbo-compressor engines
INASA-TM-83886] p 606 N84-24582
An overview of NASA intermittent combustion engine
research
[NASA-TM-83668] p 606 N84-24583
Combustion gas properties of various fuels of interest
to gas turbine engineers
[NASA-TM-83682J p 606 NS4-24584
Sensor failure detection for jet engines using analytical
redundance
[NASA-TM-83695] . p 606 N84-24585
Performance of a high-work low aspect ration turbine
tested with a realistic inlet radial temperature profile
[NASA-TM-83655] p 607 N84-24589
Research on aviation fuel instability
p615 N84-24734
Detailed fuel spray analysis techniques
p622 N84-24747
A review of internal combustion engine combustion
chamber process studies at NASA Lewis Research
Center .:
[NASA-TM-83666] p 623 N84-24999
Optimization of fringe-type laser anemometers for
turbine engine component testing
[NASA-TM-83658] p 623 N84-25019
Status of understanding for gear materials
p 623 NB4-25061
An advanced pitch change mechanism incorporating a
hybrid traction drive
[NASA-TM-83709] p 572 N84-25605
An analytical method to predict efficiency of aircraft
[NASA-TM-83716] p 572 N84-25606
Application of an optimization method to -high
performance propeller designs
[NASA-TM-83710] p 572 N84-25607
Application of a quast-30 inviscid flow and boundary
layer analysis to the hub-shroud contouring of a radial
turbine
[NASA-TM-83669] p 585 NS4-25647
Development of dynamic simulation of TF34-GE-100
turbofan engine with post-stall capability
[NASA-TM-83660] . p 608 N84-25712
Unsteady flow in turbomachinery: An overview
p 625 N84-25961
Numerical aspects of unsteady flow calculations
p626 N84-25968
Real-time simulation of an automotive gas turbine using
the hybrid computer
[NASA-TM-83593] ' p 633 N84-26484
P/M superalloys: A troubled adolescent?
[NASA-TM-83623] p713 .N84-26785
Coating with overlay metallic-cermet alloy systems
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13639-2] p714 N84-27855
Overview of advanced Stirling and gas turbine engine
development programs and implications for solar thermal
electrical applications p 729 N84-28231
Velocity and temperature characteristics of two-stream,
coplanar jet exhaust plumes
[NASA-TM-83730] p 781 N84-28790
An overview of the NASA rotary engine research
program
[NASA-TM-83699] . p 781 N84-28791
Detailed flow measurements in casing boundary layer
of 429-meter-per-second-tip-speed two-stage fan
[NASA-TP_-2052] P 782 N84-2879S
Effects of long-time elevated temperature exposures on
hot-isostatically-pressed power-metallurgy Udimet 700
alloys with reduced cobalt contents
[NASA-TM-83632] p 799 N84-28917
Chemical mechanisms and reaction rates for the
initiation of hot corrosion of IN-738
[NASA-TP-2319] p 799 N84-28958
Mode 2 fatigue crack growth specimen development
[NASA-TM-83722] p 809 N84-29248
Helicopter engine core noise . p818 N84-29676
Comparison of icing cloud instruments for 1982-1983
icing season flight program
[NASA-TM-83569] p 776 N84-29870
Energy efficient engine program contributions to aircraft
fuel conservation
[NASA-TM-83741] p 783 N84-29876
Fuel savings potential of the NASA Advanced Turboprop
Program
[NASA-TM-83738] p 783 N84-29878
Atomization of liquid sheets in high pressure airflow
[NASA-TM-83731] pB10 N84-30223
Transmission efficiency measurements and correlations
with physical characteristics of the lubricant
[NASA-TM-83740] p 810 N84-30293
Summary of drive-train component technology in
helicopters
[NASA-TM-83726] p810 N84-30294
Improved methods of vibration analysis of pretwisted.
airfoil blades
[NASA-TM-83735] p811 N84-30329
Feedback in separated flows over symmetric airfoils
[NASA-TM-83758] p847 N84-31091
Deposition of Na2SO4 from salt-seeded combustion
gases of a high velocity burner rig
[NASA-TM-83751 ] p 926 N84-31558
Nonlinear displacement analysis of advanced propeller
structures using NASTRAN
[NASA-TM-83737] p 927 N84-31663
Nonlinear Structural Analysis
[NASA-CP-2297] p927 N84-31688
Nonlinear analysis for high-temperature composites:
Turbine blades/vanes p927 N84-31699
Climatology of ozone at altitudes from 19,000 at 59,000
feet based on combined GASP and ozonesonde data
[NASA-TP-2303] p 933 N84-31865
Analysis of the effect on combustor noise measurements
of acoustic waves reflected by the turbine and combustor
inlet
[NASA-TM-83760] . p 941 N84-32122
Summary of recent NASA propeller research
[NASA-TM-83733] P 826 N84-32344
Unsteady transonic flow in cascades
[NASA-TM-83780] p 849 N84-32351
Investigation of the three-dimensional flow field within
a transonic fan rotor Experiment and analysis
[NASA-TM-83739] P 850 N84-32357
Analytical and experimental investigation of stator
endwall countouring in a small axial-flow turbine
[NASA-TP-2309] p893 N84-32388
A high energy stage for the National Space
Transporation System
[NASA-TM-83795] p912 N84-32411
Piezoelectric detaing device
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13773-2] p 929 N84-32782
Thermal analysis of a planetary transmission with
spherical roller bearings operating after complete loss of
oil
[NASA-TP-2387] p 930 N84O2824
Air modulation apparatus
[ NASA-CASE-LEW-13524-1 ] p 988 N84-33410
Response of a small-turboshaft-engine compression
system to inlet temperature distortion
[NASA-TM-83765] p 988 N84-33414
Understanding the roles of the strategic element cobalt
in nickel base superalloys p 997 N84-33471
Improved thermal barrier coating system
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14057-1] p 998 N84-33595
FTIR analysis of aviation fuel deposits
[NASA-TM-83773] p 998 N84-33608
Diesel engine catalytic combustor system
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12995-1] p 1010 N84-33808
An experimental investigation of the effect of boundary
layer refraction on the noise from a high-speed propeller
[NASA-TM-83764] p 1016 N84-34230
A theoretical model for the cross' spectra between
pressure and temperature downstream of a combustor
[NASA-TM-83671 ] p 1016 N84-34231
Identification of quasi-steady compressor characteristics
from transient data
[NASA-CR-174685] p 989 N84-34444
Supersonic jet shock noise reduction
[NASA-TM-83799] p 1017 N84-35085
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Marshall Space Right Center, Huntsvllle, Ala.
NASA B-57B Severe Storms Flight Program
p180 A84-16174
Visualization of gust gradients and aircraft response as-
measured by the NASA B-57B aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0112] p 181 A84-17888
Sixth Annual Workshop on Meteorological and
Environmental Inputs to Aviation Systems, 26-28 October
1982, Tullahoma. Tenn p 389 A84-23424
NASA's B-57B Gust Gradient Program
[AIAA PAPER 83-0208] p 342 A84-24103
An investigation into the probabilistic combination of
quasi-static and random accelerations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0908] p 555 A84-31646
Diffuser/ejector system for a very high vacuum
environment
[NASA-CASE-MRS-25791-1] p 708 N84-27749
An investigation into the probabilistic combination of
quasi-static and random accelerations
[NASA-TM-82584] p 729 N84-28111
Nighttime observations of thunderstorm electrical
activity from a high altitude airplane
[NASA-TM-86455] p 926 N84-31597
Warm fog dissipation using large volume water sprays
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25962-1 ] ' p 908 N84-32398
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Pasadena Office, Calif.
High dynamic global positioning system receiver
[NASA-CASE-NPO-16171-1-CU] p 115 N84-12151
Synthetic aperture radar target simulator
[NASA-CASE-NPO-15024-1] p 727 N84-27951
Centrifugal-reciprocating compressor
[NASA-CASE-NPO-14597-2] . p 728 N84-28081
System for indicating fuel-efficient aircraft altitude
[NASA-CASE-NPO-15351-2] p 980 N84-34443
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Wallops Flight Center, Wallops Island, Va.
Conditions for lightning strikes to an airplane in a
thunderstorm
[AIAA PAPER 84-0468] p 181 A84-18110
Characteristics of lightning strikes experienced by the
NASA F-1068 airplane p 671 A84-39281
Lightning strikes to an airplane in a thunderstorm
p 853 A84-45963
National Aerospace Lab, Amsterdam (Netherlands).
Experimental vortex analyzer
[NLR-MP-82006-U] p 22 N84-11151
Computational methods for subsonic and transonic
aerodynamic design p95 N84-12074
Application of computational procedures in aerodynamic
design p 121 N84-12078
Engine/airframe interference drag at cruise conditions,
using propulsion simulation
[NLR-TR-82012-U] p 98 N84-12098
Computational vortex flow aerodynamics
p101 N84-12117
Wind tunnel tests on a model of a semisubmersible
platform and comparison of the results with full-scale
data
[NLR-MP-82014-U] p 176 N84-1S113
Computational procedures in transonic aerodynamic
design
[NLR-MP-82020-U] p 179 N84-15131
Helix and Felix: Loading standards for use in the fatigue
evaluation of helicopter rotor components
[NLR-MP-82041-U] p 205 N84-15149
Some new developments in exact integral equation
formulations for sub- or transonic potential flow
[NLR-MP-62024-U] p 252 N84-15860
Unsteady viscous transonic flow computations using
LTHAN2-NLR code coupled with Green's lag-entrainment
method
[NLR-MP-82052-U] p 338 N84-18181
Trending of cruise drag
[NLR-TR-62078-U] p 351 N84-18200
Low-speed handling qualities of advanced transport
aircraft: A comparison of ground-based and in-flight
simulator experiments
[NLR-TR-82041-U-REV] p 363 N84-18212
New analytical methods for the prediction of fatigue
crack growth under realistic loading
[NLR-MP-82055-U] p 385 N84-18713
MuKJgrid methods for boundary integral equations
[NLR-MP-82059-U] p 392 N84-19011
Corrosion and corrosion prevention in gas turbines
(NLR-MP-82048-U) p 359 N84-19355
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An Infrastructure for computational fluid dynamics lor
computer aided design-
(NLR-MP-82046-U] P 387 N84-19774
Application of computational procedures in aerodynamic
design
[NLR-MP-83012-UJ p414 N84-21521
Computational vortex flow aerodynamics
[NLR-MP-83017-U] p 414 N84-21522
An interactive system for the analysis and constrained
minimization of induced drag of aircraft configurations
(SAMID)
[NLR-MP-82057-U] p 414 N84-21523
Computational methods for subsonic and transonic
aerodynamic design
[AD-B079994] p414 N84-21524
Airborne real time muMsensor navigation
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as a Stress-Absorbing Membrane Interiayer (SAMI)
[AD-A137412] p 385 N84-19608
New York Untv, New York.
Simulation of the fluctuating field of a forced Jet
p578 A84-35309
Numerical studies of motion of vortex filaments -
Implementing the asymptotic analysis
[AIAA PAPER 84-1542] p 668 A84-39313
The method of complex characteristics for design of
transonic compressors p 661 N84-26659
Study of transonic flow over swept wings
[NASA-CR-173799] p 754 N84-28734
Analysis of three-dimensional transonic compressors
[NASA-CR-166580] p 850 NB4-32356
New York Univ., Westbury.
Investigation of aerodynamics of non axlsymmetric
projectiles
[AD-A139107] p517 N84-23609
NewcastJe-upon-Tvne Univ. (England).
Numerical simulation of stalling flows by an Integral
equation method p 301 N84-16199
Nielsen Engineering and Research, Inc., Mountain
View, Calif.
Aerodynamic characteristics of missile controls
p66 N84-10092
Trlservice program for extending missile aerodynamic
data base end prediction program using rational
modeling
[AD-A132455] p 107 N84-13166
Determination of optimum fin planform and airfoil section
for minimizing fin hinge moment
[AD-A134523] p 272 N84-16151
Prediction of vortex shedding from circular and
nondrcular bodies in supersonic flow
[NASA-CR-3754] p 273 N84-17129
A study of prediction methods for the high
. angle-of-attack aerodynamics of straight wings and fighter
aircraft
[NASA-CR-3764] p 273 N84-17131
North Carolina State Univ., Raleigh.
Supersonic jet screech tone cancellation
p82 A84-10136
Transonic flow calculations using a flux vector splitting
method for the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 84-0090] p 158 A84-17875
Numerical and experimental determination of secondary
separation on delta wings in subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-2175] p 746 A84-41340
Effects of aircraft and flight parameters on
energy-efficient profile descents in time-based metered
traffic
[AIAA PAPER 84-1915] p 864 A84-43452
Analytical study of suction boundary layer control for
subsonic V/STOL inlets
[AIAA PAPER 84-1399] p 827 A84-44187
Model identification and parameter estimation of the
power, lift and drag of light aircraft from a single
maneuver p 527 N84-22552
Northern Research and Engineering Corp, Wobum,
Engineering research on positive displacement gas
expanders, phase 1
[DE84-008977] p811 N84-30310
Northrop Corp, Hawthorne, Cam.
Control of advanced fighter aircraft
p65 N84-10089
Application of flight controls technology to engine control
systems p136 N84-12061
Operational readiness and its impact on fighter avionics
system design p211 NS4-15037
Towards the functional partitioning of highly integrated,
fault tolerant avionics signal processors
p212 N84-15047
- Simulation requirements to support the development of
a fault tolerant avionic system p 214 N84-15072
Investigation of fatigue crack-growth resistance of
aluminum alloys under spectrum loading
[AD-A133206] p237 N84-15251
integration of flight test data into a real-time simulation
p370 N84-18216
Fighter aircraft flight control technology design
requirements p 463 N84-20597
Northrop Services, Inc, Moffett Field, Calif.
Airborne infrared low level wind shear predictor
[AIAA PAPER 84^)356] p 210 AS4-18043
Airborne infrared low-altitude wind shear detection test
p979 A84-49091
Northwestern Univ., Evanston, III.
A nonlinear structural concept for drag-reducing
compliant walls p 329 A84-23365
Mixed time integration schemes for transient conduction
forced-convection analysis p 804 A84-40656
Organic aides as jet fuel additives: Synthesis of azides
and micro-explosion characteristics of droplets
p 801 N84-29963
Notre Dame Untv., Ind.
An experimental study of high contraction ratio, subsonic
wind tunnel inlets
[AIAA PAPER 84-0618] p 366 A84-24199
The influence of laminar separation and transition on
low Reynolds number airfoil hysteresis
[AIAA PAPER 84-1617] p 650 A84-38010
An application of tensor ideas to nonlinear modeling
of a turbofan jet engine p 780 A84-42382
Experimental studies of boundary layer transition on a
spinning and non-spinning axisymmetric body
p 16 N84-10014
An experimental and analytic study of the flow subsonic
wind tunnel inlets
[AD-A138865] . p511 N84-22540
Oak Ridge National Lab, Tenn.
Status, needs, and opportunities for structural ceramics
in advanced heat engines
[DE84-003307] p 375 N84-18413
Electron spin resonance study of thermal instability
reactions in jet fuels
[NASA-CR-168333] p 375 N84-18418
Ceramic coatings for heat engine materials: Status and
future needs
[DE84-003401] p 377 N84-19590
Evaluation of arctic test of tritium radioluminescent
lighting
[AD-A139176] p523 N84-23619
OAO Corp, Qraenbelt, Md.
Dynamic spacecraft simulators in military space ground
systems
[AD-P002159] p 547 N84-23825
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospatiale*, Paris (France).
A nonlinear control law for piloting aircraft in the
air-to-ground attack phase p 137 N84-12071
Interaction between a shock-wave and a vortex flow
p 99 N84-12104
Visualization of vortical type flows in three dimensions
p 99 N84-12107
Simulation of turbulent flows with a point vortex
method p101 N84-12119
Experimentation with turbulent flows experiencing the
effects of an adverse pressure gradient
p103 N84-12127
Development of the basic methods needed to predict
the aeroelastic behavior of helicopters
p142 N84-12811
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Biomonthly Bulletin, no.
1982-4, 209/July-August 1982
[ESA-TT-781] p88 N84-13141
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
1982-5, 210/September-October 1982
[ESA-TT-785] p 88 N84-13142
C-31
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales CORPORA TE SOURCE
La Recherche Aerospatiale. Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
1882-2, 207/March-April 1982
[ESA-TT-759] p 88 N84-13143
Analysis of pressure distributions on a wing with an
oscillating trailing edge flap in subsonic and transonic
flow p 104 N84-13145
Helicopter noise p 254 N84-1S027
Experimental methods in compressor noise studies
p254 N84-15028
Instrumentation and signal analysis
J p 244 N84-15032
A systemafic~~characterization~of~the~eflect9~of~
atmospheric electricity on the operational conditions of
aircraft p 228 N84-15086
La Recherche Aerospatiale bimonthly bulletin, number
1983-3, 214/May-June
[ESA-TT-822] p 322 N84-18014
Aerospace research activities p 338 N84-18179
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly bulletin, number
1883-4, 215/July-August
fESA-TT-823] p 545 N84^22589
Ground/flight test techniques and correlation
p528 N84-23574
New IPS calibration bench, and ejector tests
p546 N84-23594
Vortical flow exploration methods developed for the F1
wind tunnel p 563 N84-23598
New methods of excitation, acquisition and data
reduction about unsteady wind tunnel tests
p 515 N84-23599
The wind tunnel S2MA of the aerodynamic testing plant
in Modene-Avneux, France
[ONERA-NT-1983-5J p613 N84-25735
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
1883-6, 817/November-December
[ESA-TT-841] p625 N84-25870
Robustness quantification for nonlinear sampled-data
systems with dynamic multiplicative perturbations
p 630 N84-25871
Implicit time dependent methods for the solution of the
Euler equations. Part 2: Application to transonic flows
p627 N84-25890
Contribution to the study of light aircraft propeller
noise
[AO-B073101] p632 N84-26386
Computation of noise radiating from a free jet
perpendicular to its axis via laser anenometry
measurements
[ONERA-NT-1983-6] p 632 N84-26387
The ONERA Aeronautics Research Establishment in
Cannes (France)
[ONERA-P-1983-2] p 633 N84-26455
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
1884-1, S18/ January - February
[ESA-TT-858] p 741 N84-29850
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospatiales, Toutouae (France). ' '
Three-dimensional wake of a swept wing
p245 N84-15458
Computing the three dimensional boundary layer in a
compressor p 301 N84-16200
The n cryogenic wind tunnel with self-adaptable walls
atONERA/CERT p 545 NS4-23567
An aerodynamic study of combustion in the combustion
chambers of turbo-machines: Experimental and theoretical
approaches p608 N84-24764
Description and prediction of transition in
two-dimensional, incompressible flow
p 1009 N84-3375B
Office of Technology Assessment, Washington. D.C.
Airport and air traffic control system
[OTA-STM75] . P114 N84-12143
Airport and air traffic control system. Executive
summary p 114 N84-12144
Airport and air traffic control system. Introduction and
overview p114 N84-12145
The National Airspace System p 114 N84-12146
Aviation growth scenarios p110 N84-12147
Technology and the future evolution of the'ATC
system p114 N84-12148
Airport capacity alternatives p 139 N84-12148
Policy implications p115 N84-12150
Onto State Unhr., Cohunbua,
Adaptive grid relocation algorithms for transonic full
potential calculations using one-dimensional or
two-dimensional diffusion equation p 13 A84-11581
Nontterative grid generation using parabolic difference
equations for fuselage-wing flow calculations
p579 A84-35334
Effect of geometry on airfoil icing characteristics
p670 A84-37935
The role of airfoil geometry in minimizing the effect of
insect contamination of laminar flow sections •
[AIAA PAPER 84-2170] - p 828 A84-44199
Experimental and analytical investigations into airfoil
icing p 852 A84-45054
Vibration analysts of turbomachinery blades by shell
theory p 59 N84-10053
Study to determine' the IFR operational profile and
problems to the general aviation pilot
p109 N84-12032
- A summary and integration of research concerning single
pOot IFR operational problems p 109 N84-12034
Analysis of electromagnetic backscatter from an inlet
cavity configuration
[AD-A133626] p 242 N84-14400
Analyst of airborne antenna pattern and mutual coupling.
and their effects on adaptive array performance
p243 N84-14416
Radiation patterns of an antenna mounted on the
mid-section of an ellipsoid
[AD-A133203] P244 N84-15365
Interacting boundary-layer solutions for laminar
separated flow past airfoils
[NASA-CR-172287] p 270 N84-16140
Results of an experimental program investigating the
effects of simulated Ice on the performance of the NACA
83A415 airfoil with flap .-
[NASA-CR-168288] p 271 N84-16145
Potential flow analysis of glaze ice accretions on an
airfoil
[NASA-CR-168282] ' p 271 N84-16146
Documentation of ice shapes on the main rotor of a
UH-'1 H helicopter in hover
[NASA-CR-168332] • p 274' N84-17139
Kinetic-elastic approach for time-dependent rheologteat
data on slurry fuels and polymers
[AD-A141210] ' p715 N84-27911
A numerical simulation of the dispersal of aerial
sprays .
[NASA-CR-165816] p 808 N84-29151
Ohio Unhr, Athens.
InvsstJQBtion of sir transportation toctinolOQy, At Ohio
University, 1882 . p28 N84-11100
Enhanced character sizes tor the VDM-1 video display
board . p57 N84-1110!
RF front end interface and AGO modification
p43 N84-11102
Preliminary description of the area navigation software
for a microcomputer-based Loran-C receiver
p43 N84-11103
Path discrepancies between great circle and rhumb
line
[NASA-TM-85522] p 285 N84-17168
Engineering and technical services to improve reliability
and maintainability of Instrument landing system
components •
[DOT/FAA/PM-84/7] p 427 N84-20503
' Instrument landing system critical area studies
[AD-A138228] p 428 N84-21530
Oklahoma Unhr, Norman.
Conditions for lightning strikes to an airplane in a
thunderstorm
[AIAA PAPER 84-0468] p 181 A84-18110
Characteristics of lightning strikes experienced by the
NASA F-1068 airplane . p671 A84-39281
Optimization of waverider configurations generated from
non-axisymmetric flows past a nearly circular cone
p 176 N84-15108
OM Dominion CoTL, Norfolk, Va.
Investigation of sidewall boundary layer removal effects
on two different chord airfoil models in the Langley
0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 84-0588] p 365 A84-24187
OM Dominion Unlv, Norfolk. Va,
On the determination of airplane model structure form
flight data p200 A84-18615
Instability of compressible boundary layers along curved
walls with suction or cooling p 268 A84-21507
A nonlinear hybrid vortex method for wings at large angle
Of attack . p329 A84-23353
Potential flow past axisymmetric bodies at angle of
attack p330 A84-24108
Numerical simulation of two-dimensional inlet
flowflelds p4D4 A84-26954
A numerical study of the two- and three-dimensional
unsteady Navier-Stokes equations in velocity-vorticity
variables using compact difference schemes .
p 741 A84-39970
Measurement of convective heat transfer to solid
cylinders inside ventilated shrouds
[AIAA PAPER 84-1725] p 921 A84-46129
Goertier instability of compressible boundary layers
p962 A84-48127
A 'modified lifting line theory for wing-propeller
' interference
[NASA-CH-173324} • p 338 N84-18171
An analytical design procedure for the determination of
effective leading edge extensions on thick delta wings
[NASA-CR-172351] p 338 N84-19284
Large deflection multimode response of clamped
rectangular panels to acoustic excitation, volume 1
[AD-A139622] p 624 N84-25107
An investigation of aerodynamic characteristics of wings
having vortex flow using different numerical codes
[NASA-CR-173586] • p 584 N84-25639
Design of multivartable feedback control systems via
spectral assignment using reduced-order models and
reduced-order observers
[NASA-CR-173448] p 734 N84-28537
Computer program documentation fora subcritical wing
-design—code—using—higher—order—far-field—drag-
minimization
[NASA-CR-3457] p 755 N84-28740
Implementation of uniform perturbation method for
potential flow past axisymmetric and two-dimensional
[NASA-CR-173829] p 758 'N84-29851
Graduate engineering research participation in
aeronautics
[NASA-CR-173849] p 944 N84-32220
Operational Research and Analysis Establishment,
Ottawa (Ontario).
Computer aided construction of ground attack mission
profiles over European terrain p 202 N84-15060
Operations Research, Ine, Silver Spring, Md.
Aeronautics systems technology studies
[NASA-CR-174572] p3 N84-11088
Oregon Graduate Center for Study and Research,
Beaverton,
Evaluation of turbulence induced noise in coherent
antf-Stokes Raman scattering
[NASA-CR-166544] p 322 N84-18015
Oregon State Unlv, Corvallls.
Laboratory evaluation of novel particulate control
concepts for jet engine test cells
[AD-A137641] p 468 N84-20603
Calculation of the pressure distribution on a pitching
airfoil with application to the Darrieus rotor
[DE84-013571] p 851 N84-32363
Pacfflc Northwest Lab, Rlchland, Wash.
Status of wind-turbine wakes research in the federal
wind energy program
[DE83-013828] p 18 N84-10033
Sputter-deposited metallic and ceramic coatings for heat
engines
[DE84-011401] . p803 N84-30030
Aircraft, ships, spacecraft, nuclear plants and quality
[DE84-013262] p 943 N84-33166
Pennsylvania State Unlv, State College.
The boundary layer on compressor cascade blades
[NASA-CR-173514] p 623 N84-25001
Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park.
Three-dimensional flowfield inside a low-speed axial flow
compressor rotor p 90 A84-13574
Three-dimensional turbulent boundary-layer
development on a fan rotor blade p 153 A84-17437
The application of vortex theory to the optimum swept
propeller
[AIAA PAPER 84-0036] p 156 A84-17841
Wind tunneling testing and analysis relating to the
spinning of light aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0558] p 226 A84-18163
Flowfield scaling of a swept compression corner
interaction A comparison of experiment and computation
[AIAA PAPER 844096] p 173 A84-19232
The fallacy of using Nil in analyzing aircraft operations
p280 A84-22176
Computation of three-dimensional viscous flows using
a space-marching method
[AIAA PAPER 84-1288] p 639 A84-36971
Laser Doppler veloci meter measurement in the tip region
of a compressor rotor
[AIAA PAPER 84-1602] p 658 A84-39304
The interaction between mistuning and friction in the
forced response of bladed disk assemblies
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-139] p 1003 A84-46857
An experimental study of the compressor rotor blade
boundary layer
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-193] p 954 A84-46991
A theoretical and experimental study of turbulent
particle-laden jets
[NASA-CR-168283] p 133 N84-13187
Experimental study using Nearfleld Acoustical
Holography of sound transmission fuselage sidewall
structures
[NASA-CR-173639] p 726 N84-27024
A theoretical and experimental study ol turbulent
nonevaporating sprays
[NASA-CR-174668] p 783 N84-29877
Blade endwall flows in an axial flow compressor stage
p 883 N84-31208
C-32
CORPORA TE SOURCE Queen Mary Coll., London (England).
Pennsylvania. Transportation Inst* Unhranlty PailL
Analytical and experimental study of grooved pavement
runoff
[AD-A141021] P 708 N84-27752
Pisa Univ. (Italy).
Aerodynamic computation method of airfoil cascades
subjected to viscous flow p300 N84-16198
Pittsburgh Untv, Pa.
Computational analyses of unsteady flow past airfoils
with flapping and/or pitching motion p 16 N84-10013
PoOteenlco dl Mtano (Italy).
The role of aeroelasticity In the preliminary design of
helicopter rotors p52 N84-11130
Fast flutter clearance by parameter variation
p68 N84-11135
Boundary layer segmentation on sharp highly swept
leading edges and its effects on secondary vortices
p 103 N84-12132
Roman Technical Univ. (Poland).
Transonic flow over an isolated profile and through a
cascade of blade. Phenomenologfeal analysis . .
p175 N84-14118
PPQ Industries, Inc, Pittsburgh, Pa.
New aircraft windshield applications using Ion exchange
glass
[AD-P003187] p711 N84-26600
T-38 student windshield birdproofing efforts utilizing
metal and composite materials for aft arch reinforcement
[AO-P003189] P872 N84-26602
Development of lightweight commercial aircraft
windshields with new high strength glasses
[AD-P003190] P685 N84-26603
Protective linear materials for transparent plastics
[AD-P003204] P712 N84-26617
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Conn.
Uncertainty methodology for in-flight thrust
dotornunstion
[SAE PAPER 831438] p 431 A84-29452
Application of in-flight thrust determination uncertainty
[SAE PAPER 831439] p 432 A84-29453
Program for development of strain tolerant thermal
barrier coating system
[NASA-CR-173214] p 309 N84-16337
Three-dimensional stress analysis using the boundary
element method p927 N84-31700
Turbine blade and vane heat flux sensor development,
phase 1
[NASA-CR-168297] p 929 N84-32790
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, West Palm Beach, Fla.
X-ray wear metal monitor
[AO-A1312S1] P61 N84-10076
Dynamic gas temperature measurement system, volume
1
[NASA-CR-168267-VOL-1] p316 N84-16529 .
Error reduction program: A progress report
P454 N84-20538
Fuel effects on gas turbine engine combustion
[AD-A138385] p 474 N84-21753
V/STOL model fan stage rig design report
[NASA-CR-174688] p 538 N84-23829
Fuel effects on gas turbine combustion systems
p615 N84-24737
Instrumentation techniques In sea level test facilities
p612 N84-25727
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford, Conn.
Simplified analytical procedures for representing
material cyclic response p 298 AB4-22877
Development of strain tolerant thermal barrier coating
systems, tasks 1 • 3
[NASA-CR-168251] . p 140 N84-12312
Parallel processor engine model program
[NASA-CR-174641] p 359 N84-19353
Propulsion control technology p 455 N84-20600
Status of understanding for seal materials
p624 N84-25062
Energy efficient engine fan component detailed design
report
[NASA-CR-165466] p 701 N84-27737
Energy efficient engine: Low-pressure turbine subsonic
cascade component development and Integration
program
[NASA-CR-165592] p 701 NS4-27738
Energy efficient engine high-pressure turbine detailed
design report
. [NASA-CR-165608] p 781 N84-28788
Energy efficient engine: Turbine intermediate case and
low-pressure turbine component test hardware detailed
design report
[NASA-CR-167973] p 781 N84-28789
Energy efficient engine component development and
integration program
[NASA-CR-173884] p 894 N84-32389
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, West Palm Beach,
Ra.
Real-time Pegasus propulsion
V/STOL-piloted simulation evaluation
p217 A84-17382
Low strain, long life creep fatigue of AF2-1 DA and INCO
718
[NASA-CR-167989]. p 76 N84-10268
Heat transfer and thermal stability of alternative aircraft
fuels, volume 1
[AD-A137404] p 377 N84-19597
Heat transfer and thermal stability of alternative aircraft
fuels. Volume 2: Appendices
[AD-A137405] p 377 N84-19598
Fuel property effects on USN gas turbine combustors
p 539 N84-23636
The NASA broad specification fuels combustion
technology program at Pratt and Whitney
• p551 N84-23640
Behavior of NK>-Si coating alloys in Na2SO4, V2OS
and mixed salt hot corrosion
[DE84-012388] p915 N84-31383
Manufacturing developments to reduce strategic
materials usage p 1008 N84-33475
Coating developments to restrict strategic materials
usage. p997 N84-33483
Investigation of thermal coking rates of Air Force let
fuels .
[AD-A144421] p999 N84-34631
Pratt and Whitney Alrcran of Canada Ltd, Mlssrisaugi
(Ontario). -
Fuel character effects on performance of small gas
turbine combustion systems p 607 N84-24738
Princeton Unhf, N. J.
Transient decay times and mean values of unsteady
oscillations In transonic flow p90 A84-13589
MultJgrid solution of the Euler equations for aircraft
coflnQur&tiortd
[AIAA PAPER 84-0093] p 158 A84-17876
The effect of a short region of concave curvature on a
supersonic turbulent boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 84-0169] p 161 A84-17927
Analysis of aircraft control strategies for microburst
encounter
[AIAA PAPER 84X1238]. . p 226 A84-17967
Turbulence measurements In two
shock-wave/shea;-layer Interactions
p169 A64-18349
Effects of displacement and rate saturation on the
control of statically unstable aircraft p360 A84-24988
Hot-wire investigation of an unseparated
shock-wave/turbulent boundary-layer interaction
P508 A84-32602
Turbulence measurements In a compressible
reattaching shear layer p 656 A84-38830
Investigation of air transportation technology at
Princeton University p28 N84-11108
Cockpit voice recognition program at Princeton
University p43 N84-11109
Distributed processing and fiber optic communications
in air data measurements p 43 N84-11110
Data acquisition for stall/spin flight research
p67 N84-11111
Wind tunnel wall interference
[AD-A131396] p 22 N84-11149
The Tracked Wing In Ground-Effect (TWIG)
p122 N84-12155
A study of helicopter rotor aerodynamics In ground-effect
at low speeds p 176 N84-15106
Aeroelastic analysis using nonlinear aerodynamic
methods -,
[AD-A135133] p 275 N84-17146
Transonic flow calculations using triangular finite
elements p 509 N84-22529
Data acquisition and aerodynamic coefficient estimation
at high angles of attack p 511 N84-22542
Investigation of the external flow analysis for density
measurements at high altitude
[NASA-CH-173881] p 849 N84-32352
In-flight Investigation of longitudinal flying qualities
critefifl
[AD-A143614] . p 990 N84-33419
Proprietary Software, Inc, Los Angeles, Calif.
Management overview of the benefits of efficient JOVIAL
J73/17SOA software tools
[AO-P003S19]
 P936 N84-31123
Prototyp Werke, Zell (West Germany).
Economic roughing and finish milling with end mills made
of high speed tool steel class HSSE: High cobalt
alloyed p383 N84-18442
Psycho-Linguistic Research Associates, Menlo Pan,
Calif. .
Voice interactive electronic warning system (Views)
p 420 • A84-26708
Purdue Urtv, Ufayette, Ind.
Dynamic stability of flexible forward swept wing
aircraft p 118 A84-14729
Integrated pilot - Optimal augmentation synthesis for
complex flight vehicles: Experimental validation
p223 A84-16670
Quadratic synthhests of Integrated active controls for
an aeroelastic forward-swept-wing aircraft
p360 A84-24987
Quadratic optimal cooperative control synthesis with
flight control application p360 A84-24989
The coupled response of turbomachlnery Wading to
aerodynamic excitations P 448 A84-26959
Effects of viscosity and modes on transonic aerodynamic
and aeroelastic characteristics of wings
[AIAA PAPER 84-0870] p 505 A84-31685
Transonic calculation of airfoil stability and response with
active conuds
[AIAA PAPER 84-0873] p 541 A84-31748
Aeroelastic stability of forward swept composite winged
aircraft p682 A84-38423
Three-dimensional flow simulations for supersonic
mixed-compression Inlets at incidence
P655 A84-38828
Application of an optimization method to high
perfonnance propeller designs
[AIAA PAPER 84-1203] p 888 A84-44181
Application of transonic codes to aeroelastic modeling
of airfoils including active controls p 901 A84-45966
SemielliptJcal cracks along holes In plates and lugs
[AD-A1307861 p 80 N84-10622
Light aircraft sound transmission study
[NASA-CR-174540] p 83 N84-10910
Evaluation of me crack gage as an advanced individual
aircraft tracking concept p 142 N84-12551
Research on aero-thermodynamlc distortion Induced
structural dynamic response of multi-stage compressor
Wading
[AD-A133853] p 219 N84-14151
Light aircraft sound transmission study
[NASA-CR-173175] p 321 N84-16941
Dynamics and control of forward swept wing aircraft
[NASA-CR-175389] p 294 N84-17172
The integrated manual and automatic control of complex
flight systems.
[NASA-CR-173308] p362 N84-18207
Cooperative pHot-optimal augmentation system
synthesis for complex flight vehicles
p437 N84-20511
Pilot modeling, modal analysis, and control of large
flexible aircraft p462 N84-20584
An optimal control approach to pilot/vehicle analysis
and NeaJ-Smtth criteria
[NASA-CR-170416] p463 N84-21551
Optimal cooperative control synthesis applied to a
control-configured aircraft
[NASA-CR-170411] p610 N84-24593
Transonic seroelastlc stability and response of
conventional and supercritical airfoils Including active
controls p661 N84-26655
Noise path Identification using face-to-face and
side-by-side microphone arrangements
[NASA-CR-173708] p 738 N84-28569
PURDU-WINCOF: A computer cods for establishing
the perfonnance of a fan-compressor unit with water
Ingestion
[NASA-Cfl-168005] p783 N84-29875
Interactive aircraft flight control and aeroelastic
stabilization
[NASA-CR-173886] p 902 N84-31214
Measurement of the absorption coefficient using the
sound-intensity technique
[NASA-CR-173848] p 941 N84-32115
Study of double wall panels for use In propeller driven
aircraft
[NASA-CR-173847] p 941 N84-32116
Prediction of light aircraft Interior sound pressure level
using the room equation
[NASA-CR-173840] p 941 N84-32117
Purdue Univ. School of Science at Indianapolis, Ind.
Application of a finite element algorithm to the solution
of steady transonic Euler equations p 10 A84-10133
Queen Mary ColL, London (England).
Introductory romance and review of 1979 symposium
p65 N84-10083
Dynamic effects of controls p65 N84-10086
C-33
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Washington, D. C. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautic*.
Washington, D. C.
Minimum operational performance standards for
arrboma radio communications equipment operating wflhin
the radio frequency range 117.975 -137.000 MQz
[RTCA/DO188] p 482 N84-20734
Minimum operational performance standards for traffic
alert and collision avoidance system (TCAS) airborne
equipment, volume 1
[RTCA/DO-185-VOL-1] p 583-N84-25685-
Minimum operational performance standards for traffic
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MERADCOM p615 N84-24739
Effects of wear metal on lubricant deposition
[AD-A142027] p 801 N84-29008
A research study of the assessment of escape
impairment by irritant combustion gases in postcrash
aircraft fires
[FAA-CT-84-16] ' p 854 N84-32366
Development of accelerated fuel-engine qualification
procedures
[AD-A143845] p 976 N84-33406
Space Ordnance Systems, Inc., Saugus, Calif.
Pyrotechnic dear path egress system for the T-38 trainer
aircraft
[AD-P003184] p672 N84-26597
Spectron Development Labs, Inc, Costa Mesa, CaDf.
Laser holographic interterometry for an unsteady airfoil
undergoing dynamic stall p 474 A84-27136
Nd:YAG holographic interferometer for aerodynamic
research p476 A84-28000
Spectrum Technology, Inc., Virginia Beach, Va
Single pilot IFR accident data analysis
p 109 N84-12031
Sparry Corp, dearwater, Fla.
Radio frequency distribution assembly, operations and
maintenance manual
[AD-A143864] p 1009 N84-33649
Sperry Gyroscope Co, Clearwater, Fla.
Radio frequency distribution assembly
[AD-A143575] p 928 N84-32658
Sperry Rand Corp, Phoenix, Ariz.
Performance validation of Sperry Flight Management
Systems (FMS) p 693 N84-26580
SRI International Corp, Menlo Park, Cain.
Investigation, development, . and evaluation of
performance proving for fault-tolerant computers
[NASA-CR-166008] p 629 N84-25307
STP: A mechanized logic for specification and
verification p 629 N84-25308
Specifying and verifying ultra-reliability and
fault-tolerance properties p 630 N84-25309
The use of a formal simulator to verity a simple real
time control program p 630 N84-25322
Fault tolerant architectures for integrated aircraft
electronics systems, task 2
[NASA-CR-172282] p 694 N84-27734
Basic study of fuel storage stability
[AD-A142194] p782 N84-28799
Distributed avkmic computers
[AD-A142140] p814 N84-29494
Artificial Intelligence-Robotics applications to Navy
aircraft maintenance
[AD-A143219] p 826 N84-32345
Stanford Univ., Calif.
A fundamental comparison of canard and conventional
configurations • p 46 A84-11050
A chimera grid scheme p 13 A84-11582
Grid generation in three dimensions by Poisson
equations with control of cell size and skewness at
boundary surfaces p 14 A84-11594
An incompressible Navier-Stokes flow solver in
three-dimensional curvilinear coordinate systems using
primitive variables
[A1AA PAPER 84-0253] p 163 A84-17977
Numerical simulation of the tip vortex off a
low-aspect-ratio wing at transonic speed
[AIAA PAPER 84-0522] p 168 A84-18149
Stress testing of digital flight-control system software
p489 A84-26728
Wave interactions in swept-wing flows
(AIAA PAPER 84-1678] p 659 A84-39320
Computation of optimal feedback strategies for
interception in a horizontal plane p 824 A84-45613
An experimental study of a supercritical trailing-edge
flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-2187] p 843 A84-46105
Unsteady wake measurements of an oscillating flap at
transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 84-1563] p 844 A84-46112
Fundamentals of analysis for digital control systems
p66 N84-10094
Direct digital design via pole placement techniques
p 67 N84-10099
On the structure of the turbulent vortex
p99 N84-12102
Steady and unsteady flow models for airfoils with
spoiler p 104 N84-12136
Analytical model of rotor wake aerodynamics in ground
effect
[NASA-CR-166533] p 106 N84-13157
An experimental study of airfoil-spoiler aerodynamics
p 180 N84-15133
Aerodynamics, aeroelasticity, and stability of hang
gliders p-180_N84J5134_
An analysis of wave interactions in swept-wing flows
[NASA-CR-173723] p 666 N84-27681
Algorithms for zonal methods and development of three
dimensional mesh generation procedures
[AD-A141692] p815 N84-29S92
Wing design for minimum drag with practical
constraints p 878 N84-31109
Studies in a transonic rotor aerodynamics and noise
facility
[NASA-CR-166588] p 908 N84-32399
An experimental investigation of an underexpanded
rectangular jet ejector p 964 N84-33374
Refined methods of aeroelastic analysis and
optimization
[NASA-CR-173967] p 1010 N84-33835
State Unix, of New York, Oneonta.
Hybrid approach to steady transonic normal-shock
compressible laminar boundary-layer interactions over
airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 84-1561] p 648 A84-37973
State Univ. of New York, Stony Brook-
Phase analysis of plasma-sprayed zirconia-yttria
coatings p 308 A84-19781
Stencel Aero Engineering Corp, Anton, N.C.
The Stencel S4S ejection seat: A study in new
pyrotechnic developments p 762 N84-29943
Stevens InsL of Tech, Hoboken, N. J.
The influence of gyroscopic forces on the dynamic
behavior and flutter of rotating blades
[NASA-CR-175444] p 454 N84-20524
Behavior of cascaded airfoils under conditions of high
mean loading and flow unsteadiness
[AD-A139799] p 607 N84-24592
Strapdown Associates, Inc., Mlnnetonka, Minn.
Advances in Strapdown sensors p 593 N84-25693
Structural Semantics, Palo Alto, Calif.
Linguistic methodology for the analysis of aviation
accidents
[NASA-CR-3741 ] p 185 N84-15135
Stuttgart Univ. (West Germany).
Viscous effects and heat transfer in a calculation method
for axialsymmetric flow in multistage turbomachines using
the stream function p 301 N84-16201
Sundstrand Advanced Technology Group, Rockford,
III.
Implementing microprocessor technology in aircraft
electrical power generating system control
p 132 N84-12185
Sundstrand Corp, Rockford, IIL
The 400-Hz aircraft power-generation systems:
Advancing the baseline p 79 N84-10056
Sussex Univ., Brighton (England).
Squeeze-film damping of rotor-dynamic systems
p3!8 N84-17610
Sverdrup Technology, Inc., Arnold Air Force Station,
Tenn.
One-dimensional unsteady modeling of supersonic inlet
unstanVrestart
[AIAA PAPER 84-0439] p 168 A84-18094
Status of new aerothermodynamic analysis tool for
high-temperature resistant transparencies
[AD-P003236] p 724 N84-26649
Swedlow, Inc, Garden Grove, Calif.
An improved acrylic sheet material with enhanced craze
resistance
(AD-P003203J p712 N84-26616
Specialty coatings for increased service life of acrylic
aircraft transparencies, part 2
[AD-P003206] p713 N84-26619
Synergy, Inc, Washington, D. C.
Develop a normative or descriptive model of the
international/domestic civil aviation industry, volume 3
[AD-A131878] p 86 N84-12051
Develop a normative or descriptive model of the
international/domestic civil aviation industry, volume 2
[AD-A131877] p 87 N84-12052
Develop a normative or descriptive model of the
international/domestic civil aviation industry. Volume 1:
Executive summary
[AD-A131876] p 87 N84-12053
C-36
CORPORA TE SOURCE Textron Bell Aerospace Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Systems and Applied Sciences Corp, Hampton, Vs.
Effects of streamwise variations in noise levels and
spectra on supersonic boundary-layer transition
[AIAA PAPER 84-0010] p155 AB4-17830
A numerical weather prediction system designed to
simulate atmospheric downburst phenomena
[AIAA PAPER 84-0352] P 319 A84-21865
Interaction of aerodynamic noise with laminar boundary
layers in supersonic wind tunnels
[NASA-CR-3621 ] p 483 N84-20781
Systems Associates, Inc., Long Beach, Cant.
Command flight path display, phase 1 and 2
[AD-A140870] p 707 N84-26711
Command flight path display, phase 1 and 2. Appendices
A - E
[AD-A140871] p707 N84-26712
Systems Control Technology.Ine, Palo Alto, Cam.
The Integrated Sensor System Data Enhancement
Package
[AIAA PAPER 83-2758] p 125 A84-13384
AV-8B system identification results from lull scale
development flight test program
[AIAA PAPER 83-2746] p 118 A84-13749
Systems Control Technology, me. West Palm Beach,
Fla.
CONUS Loran-C error budget Right test
[AD-A139871] p 592 N84-24568
CONUS (Continental United States) Omega/VLF data
collection: Right test
[AD-A140252] p 593 N84-25688
Systems Research Labs, Inc, Dayton, Ohio.
Electroluminescent formation lights for HC-130 P/N
special operations. 1: Right test candidates
[AD-A137662 J • p 437 N84-20516
Systems Technology, Inc, Hawthorne, Cam.
Effects of atmospheric turbulence on a quadrotor heavy
lift airship p118 A84-14735
Control/display trade-off study for single-pilot Instrument
flight rule operations p 125 N84-12044
Tentative STOL (short-takeoff-and-landing) flying
qualities criteria for MIL standard and handbook
[AD-A132857] p 201 N84-14138
Helistat simulation studies
[NASA-CR-166567] p 460 N84-20564
Flexible aircraft flying and ride qualities
p 481 N84-20572
Systems Technology, Inc., Mountain View, Calif.
Effects of displacement and rate saturation on the
control of statically unstable aircraft p 360 A84-24988
Tactical Air Command, Langley AFB, Va.
AQM-81A flrebott
[AD-A13589S] p 350 N84-18194
Technlon - Israel Inst of Tech, Haifa.
Dynamic load measurements with delta wings
undergoing self-induced roll oscillations
p225 A84-17404
Lateral aerodynamics of delta wings with leading-edge
separation p329 A84-23352
Using integrals of the state transition matrix for efficient
transient-response computations p 390 A84-24999
Tunnel display for four-dimensional fixed-wing aircraft
approaches p 531 A84-32716
Modeling of the aerodynamic response to arbitrary
aircraft maneuvres - A numerical validation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2079] p 750 A84-42335
Improved dynamic models for air combat analysis
[TAE-483] p252 N84-15876
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of wings with
thickness and camber by a new method based on the
modified vortex lattice method
[TAE-493] p 584 N84-25640
Technlsche Hochschule, Aachen (West Germany).
A contribution to the problem of vortex breakdown
p 102 N84-12125
Unsteady interactions in supersonic compressor
Stages p 626 N84-25972
Technlsche Hochschule, Darmstadt (West Germany).
Right simulation investigations for the problem of
flyability of noise optimal approach and takeoff paths
[IFD-3/83] p568 N84-24329
Experimental Investigations on airfoils with different
geometries in the domain of high angles of attack
[REPT-A-5/84-PT-1] p 966 N84-33393
Technlscho Hogescnool, Dent (Netherlands).
An experimental investigation of the vortex flow over
delta and double-delta wings at low speed
p99 N84-12106
A survey of the Control system Analysis and Synthesis
Program (CASPAR) package for Aerospace Research
[VTH-LR-338] p 341 N84-19304
Wind tunnel tests on an outer wing segment of the
ASW-19X sailplane
[VTH-LR-369] p 342 N84-19305
Centralized warning systems for the new generation of
airliners
[VTH-LR-373] p 343 N84-19315
Lecture notes on the principles and practice of airplane
performance prediction. Part 1: Basic elements
[VTH-LR-385-VOL-1 ] p 353 N84-19345
Lecture notes on the principles and practice of airplane
performance prediction. Part 2: Point-performance in
steady symmetric and unsymmetric flight
[VTH-LR-385-VOL-2] p 353 NS4-19346
Lecture notes on the principles and practice of airplane
performance prediction. Part 3: Path performance in quasi
steady and unsteady symmetric flight
[VTH-LR-385-VOL-3) p 353 N84-19347
SKETCH: A computer program for plotting a transport
airplane configuration In conceptual design
[VTH-LR-388] p 353 N84-19348
Lecture notes on airplane stability and control 1, part
1
[VTH-LR-384-PT-1 ] p 383 N84-19357
Lecture notes on airplane stability and control 1, part
2
[VTH-LR-384-PT-2] p 363 N84-19358
Fatigue crack growth in aluminum alloy sheet material
under constant amplitude and simplified flight simulation
loading
[ VTH-LR-38.1 ] p376 N84-19561
Airfield Noise Evaluation Program (ANEP)
[VTH-LR-370] p 730 N84-27342
Technlsche Univ., Berlin (West Germany).
Development of a wind tunnel test section with adaptive
flexible walls for three-dimensional flow
[BMFT-FB-W-83426] p 387 N84-19776
Simulation analysis and derivation of accuracy
requirements for future terminal area navigation. Part 1:
Single aircraft analysis
[BMFT-FB-W-63-035-PT-1] p 428 N84-21535
Simulation analysis and derivation of accuracy
requirements for future terminal area navigation. Part 2:
Mult! aircraft analysis
[BMFT-FB-W-834J36-PT-2] p 428 N84-21538
A short note on recent advances in the adaptive wall
technique for 3D-model tests at the TU-Beriin
p 514 N84-23571
Technlsche Univ., Brunswick (West Germany).
Influence of wlndshear on flight safety
p184 N84-15088
Investigation of the technology of the microwave landing
system Time Reference Scanning Beam (TRSB)
[BMFT-FB-W-84-008] p 766 N84-28774
Technlsche Untv, Munich (West Germany).
Gust alleviation p69 N84-11180
Tel-Aviv Univ. (Israel).
Simulation of the fluctuating field of a forced jet
p578 A84-35309
Teledyne CAE, Toledo, Ohio.
Aerodynamic effects of moveable sidewall nozzle
geometry and rotor exit restriction on the performance of
a radial turbine
[SAE PAPER 831517] p 451 A84-29460
A jet fuel starter for lowest system life cycle cost
p132 N84-12179
Variable stator radial turbine
[NASA-CR-174663] p 536 N84-22568
Teledyne Systems Co, Northrldge, Calif.
The application of standards to the TDY-750
(TIGERSHARK) mission computer
[AD-P003567] p 936 N84-31172
Tennessee Eastman Corp, Oak Ridge.
Structural analysis of the support system for a large
compressor driven by a synchronous electric motor
p 931 N84-32873
Tennessee Univ., Knoxvllle.
Measurements of local convective heat transfer
coefficients on ice accretion shapes
[AIAA PAPER 840018] p 240 A84-17835
Acoustic streaming as a mechanism of the
Ranque-Hilsch effect p96 N84-12088
Measurement of local connective heat transfer
coefficients of four ice accretion shapes
[NASA-CR-174680] p 585 N84-25648
Tennessee Unnr, Tullahoma.
Simulated flight through JAWS wind shear - In-depth
analysis results
[AIAA PAPER 84-0278] p 181 A84-17992
Comparison of experimental and computational
compressible flow in a S-duct
[AIAA PAPER 84-0033] p 172 A84-19228
Incorporation of wind shear terms into the governing
equations of aircraft motion
[AIAA PAPER 84-0275] p 304 A84-21860
Sixth Annual Workshop on Meteorological and
Environmental Inputs to Aviation Systems, 26-28 October
1982, Tullahoma, Term p389 A84-23424
Simulated flight through JAWS wind shear
p968 A84-49092
Tennessee Univ. Space Inst, TuUahoma.
Visualization of gust gradients and aircraft response as
measured by the NASA B-57B aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-0112] p 181 A84-17888
NASA's B-57B Gust Gradient Program
[AIAA PAPER 83-0208] p 342 A64-24103
The treatment of convected vortices in compressible
potential flow p 102 N84-12121
Transonic interference flow-field analysis tor
wing-body-pylon-store
[AD-A141811] p757 N84-28754
Texas MM Untv, College Station.
Perfocrnflnce degradation of propeller systems duo to
rlmfl ico secretion
[AIAA PAPER 82-0286] p 195 A84-17408
Helicopter rotor performance degradation In natural icing
encounter p 195 A84-17412
Experimental study of performance degradation of a
model helicopter main rotor with simulated ice shapes
[AIAA PAPER 844184] p 196 A84-17937
Performance degradation of a model helicopter main
rotor In hover and forward flight with a generic ice shape
[AIAA PAPER 84-0609] p 348 A84-2419S
Modified shielding jet model for twin-Jet shielding
analysis
[ASME PAPER 83-WA/NCA-2] p 565 A84-30648
Frequency dependence of coherent structures In a Madl
number 0.6 jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-1657] p719 A84-38039
A combined direct/Inverse three-dimensional transonic
wing design method for vector computers
[AIAA PAPER 84-2156] p 843 A84-46102
Perfonrmnce degradstion of fl rnodel helicopter rotor
wtth a generic tee shape p974 A84-49096
Phase averaged measurements of the coherent
structure of a mach number 0.6 jet
[NASA-CR-175359] p 269 N84-16134
Analytical study of the twin-jet shielding
[NASA-CR-175357] p 321 N84-16943
Rotordynamic forces developed by labyrinth seals
[AD-A136217] p 384 N84-18599
Mach number correlation for a twc-dimensional
helicopter rotor-blade analysis in the tip region
P412 N84-21509
Identification of airfoil characteristics for optimum wind
turbine performance p 412 N84-21510
Inverse transonic airfoil design methods including
boundary layer and viscous interaction effects
[NASA-CR-173449] p413 N84-21514
Design of a composite wing extension for a general
aviation aircraft
[NASA-CR-173832] p 880 N84-32377
Texas Technological Untv, Lubbock.
Analysis of electromagnetic fields on an F-106B aircraft
during lightning strikes . , p 198 A84-18519
Application of nonlinear transformations to automatic
flight control p 456 A84-26891
Dynamic-stall regulation of the Darrieus turbine
[DE83-017994] p 98 N84-12097
Nonlinear transformat
[NASA-CR-166506] p 252 N84-15877
Texas Unhr, Austin.
Transonic cascade flow analysis using viscous/lnvlscld
coupling concepts
[AIAA PAPER 84-2159] p 843 A84-46103
Suppression of. interference flutter by composite
tailoring p228 N84-14155
APO-102 Imaging radar digital image quality study
[NASA-CR-171738] p317 N84-17435
Quantification of subjective ratings through conjoint
measurement analysis
[AD-A138810] p528 N84-22554
Artificial mass concept and transonic viscous flow
equation
[AD-P002946] p 517 N84-24186
Texstar Corp, Grand Prairie, Tex.
Testing polycarbonate for utilization in the production
of transparent enclosures
[AD-P003192] p711 N84-26605
Textron Bed Aerospace Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
NASTRAN forced vibration analysis of rotating cyclic
structures
[ASME PAPER 83-DET-20] p 480 A84-29103
NASTRAN flutter analysis of advanced turbopropellers
[NASA-CR-167926] p219 N84-14148
NASTRAN documentation for flutter analysis of
advanced turbopropellers
[NASA-CR-167927] p 220 N84-15153
Btaded-shrouded-disc aeroelastic analyses: Computer
program updates in NASTRAN level 17.7
[NASA-CR-165428] p 220 N84-15154
C-37
Textron Bell Helicopter, Fort Worth, Tex.
Development of improved LACV-30 propeller blade
coalings for protection against sand and rain erosion and
marine environment corrosion
[AD-A132999] P 727 N84-27914
Textron Ball Helicopter, Fort Worth, Tex.
Right service evaluation of composite components on
the Bell helicopter model 206L, flight service report
[NASA-CR-172296) P 376 N84-19479
Textron, Inc, Irvine, Calif.
Foreign technology summary of flight crucial flight control
systems P462 N84-20587
Technology review of flight crucial flight controls
[NASA-eR-172332] P 542-N84-22583-
Theory and Applications Unlimited Corp., Los Gatos,
Calif.
Simulation and analysis of differential global positioning
system for civil helicopter operations
[NASA-CR-166534] P 345 N84-19317
Thermal Sciences, Inc, Sunnyvale, Calif.
Assessment of real gas effects on the prediction of the
aerodynamics of high velocity Army shells
[AD-A134739] P 276 N84-17150
Thomas Electronics Inc., Wayne N. J.
Manufacturing Methods and Technology (MM and T)
specifications for miniature cathode ray tuba
[AD-A132797] P243 N84-14439
Thomas (H. H. B. M.), Famborough (England).
Thfl aerodynamics of aircraft control: A general survey
in the context of active control technology
p 65 N84-10084
Toledo Untv, Ohio.
Predicted electrothermal deicing of aircraft blades
[AIAA PAPER 84-0110] p 279 A84-21286
Toronto Univ., Downsvlew (Ontario).
Design of a lateral ride comfort control system for STOL
aircraft
[UTIAS-TN-247] P 292 NS4-1616S
An approach to the design of airfoils with high lift to
drag ratios
[UTIAS-TN-245] P 335 N84-18160
Research activities at the Institute for Aerospace
Studies, 1982 p498 N84-22492
Toronto Univ. (Ontario).
Numerical analysis of dusty supersonic flow past blunt
axisymmetric bodies
[UTIAS-267] P 16 N84-10023
An experimental and numerical study of weak spherical
N^waves produced by exploding wires
[UTIAS-TECH-NOTE-248] p 483 N84-20779
Aerodynamic forces on an airship hull in atmospheric
turbulence
[UTIAS-277] P516 N84-23604
Response of a plaster-wood room subjected to simulated
sonic booms
[UTIAS-276] P927 N84-31701
Transmission Research, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.
An advanced pitch change mechanism incorporating a
hybrid traction drive
[AIAA PAPER 84-1383] p 888 A84-44182
Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge, Mass.
General aviation activity and avionics survey
[AD-A139936] P 571 N84-24536
Differential NAVSTAR GPS (Global Positioning System)
design concept for Harbor/Harbor entrance marine
navigation
[AD-A141665] P 765 N84-28769
Thunderstorm impact on Denver air traffic control
operations and the role of NEXRAD (Next Generation
Weather Radar)
tPB84-189729] P 863 N84-32374
Trondhelm Univ. (Norway).
The break-up mechanism of a streamwise directed
vortex P102 N84-12123
TRW Defense and Space Systems Group, Redondo
Beach, Cam.
Multibus Avionic Architecture Design Study (MAADS)
[AD-A138226] P 448 N84-21546
TRW, Inc, Redondo Beach, Calif.
Improved high temperature resistant matrix resins
[NASA-CR-168210] pSOO N84-28995
TRW Space Technology Labs, Redondo Beach, Calif.
Wall effects on combustion in an engine
[AD-A141418] p782 N84-28796
u
United Rewarch Corp, Santa Monica, Calif.
Nonperiodic fluctuations induced by stationary surface
waviness on a semi-infinite plate
[AD-A130820] p 21 N84-11146
United Technologies Corp, East Hartford, Conn.
Synthesized airfoil data method for prediction of dynamic
stall and unsteady airloads p 846 A84-46328
An assessment of the use of antimisting fuel in turbofan
[NASA-CR-16e081 ] p 76 N84-10332
Deformation studies in workable superalloys
[AD-A131606] p77 N84-11260
Combustor liner construction
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14035-1] p 605 N84-24577
Alternative fuel deposit formation p 615 N84-24735
Energy efficient engine high-pressure turbine supersonic
cascade technology report
(NASA-CR-165567] p 701 N84-27739
Materials for Advanced-Turbine Engines (MATE):-
Project 3: Design, fabrication and evaluation of an oxide
dispersion strengthened sheet alloy combustor liner,
volume 1
[NASA-CR-174691] p915 N84-32504
United Technologies Corp, West Palm Beach, Fla.
A piecewise linear state variable technique for real time
propulsion system simulation p 779 A84-42378
United Technologies Research Center, East Hartford,
Conn.
Progress in rotor broadband noise research
p320 A64-19899
Analysis of separated boundary-layer flows
p578 A84-35311
Analysis of airfoil transitional separation bubbles
[AIAA PAPER 84-1613] p 650 A84-38007
Inlet boundary layer effects in an axial compressor rotor.
I Blade-to-blade effects
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-84] p 953 A84-46926
Inlet boundary layer effects in an axial compressor rotor.
II - Throughflow effects
[ASME PAPER 84-3T-85] p 953 AS4-46927
Research and development program for the
development of advanced time-temperature dependent
constitutive relationships. Volume 2: Programming
manual
[NASA-CR-168191-VOL-2] p 80 N84-10614
Helicopter rotor wake geometry and its influence in
forward flight Volume 2: Wake geometry charts
[NASA-CR-3727] p 97 N84-12091
Compressor rotor aerodynamics p 302 N84-16210
Helicopter rotor wake geometry and its influence in
forward flight Volume 1: Generalized wake geometry
and wake effect on rotor airloads and performance
[NASA-CR-3726] p 275 N84-17149
Aviation-fuel property effects on combustion
[NASA-CR-168334] p310 N84-17407
ALESEP: A computer program for the analysis of airfoil
leading edge separation bubbles
[NASA-CR-172310] p510 N84-22537
Influence of fuel chemical properties on gas turbine
combustors p 538 N84-23634
Facility requirements for helicopter noise research
p 816 N84-29672
Refinement and evaluation of helicopter real-time
self-adaptive active vibration controller algorithms
[NASA-CR-3821] . p 964 N84-33378
Universal Energy Systems, Inc, Dayton, Ohio.
Multi-ducted inlet combustor research and
development
[AD-A135906] p 359 N84-18205
Universal Propulsion Co, Phoenix, Artz.
History of aircraft escape system propulsion
p 761 N84-29941
Universities Space Research Association, Columbia,
Md.
Improved design of subcritical and supercritical
cascades using complex characteristics and
boundary-layer correction p656 A84-38839
University of Southern California, Los Angeles.
Numerical aspects of control design computations
p66 N84-10097
University of Southern Colorado, Pueblo.
Distributed asynchronous microprocessor architectures
in fault tolerant integrated flight systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-2342] p 54 A84-10017
Redundant asynchronous microprocessor system for
fault tolerant flight control and navigation
p 442 A84-26798
University of Southern Illinois, Edwardsvine.
Design of helicopter rotor blades for desired placement
of natural frequencies p 876 A84-46380
Utah Unlv, Salt Lake City.
Some mathematical tools for a modeller's workbench
p 491 N84-22204
Carbon-13 and proton nuclear magnetic resonance
analysis of shale-derived refinery products and jet fuels
and of experimental referee broaden«4-soeciticatian jet
fuels
[NASA-CR-174761] p 916 N84-32552
CORPORATE SOURCE
V
Vanderbllt Unlv, Nashville, Tenn.
Substitution and conservation technology for
chromium P 997 N84-33473
VDO-Luftfahrtgeraete Werk Adolf Schlndllng Om.b.H,
Frankfurt (West Germany).
Computer symbol generator and control panel for an
integrated cockpit color display information system
[BMFT-FB-W-83-007] p 57 N84-11169
Verelnlgte Flugtechnlsche Werke G-mJj.H, Bremen
(West Germany).
__ Jnfluence of main design parameters on flutter behaviour
for aircraft configura6ons~with~heavy~ concentrated"
masses P 68 N84-11122
Modification of wing design to increase lift for future
Airbus derivatives (NEW)
[BMFT-FB-W-83-005] p 54 N84-11167
Ground and inflight operational effects of APU's
p 132 N84-12182
Civil component program Integrated
Wing-Engine-System (IFAS), phase 1
[BMFT-FB-W-83-018] p 353 N84-19343
Long term in-service evaluation of CFRP components
(spoilers) on Airbus A300. phase 1
[BMFT-FB-W-83-028] p 353 N84-19344
On improving the fatigue performance of a double-shear
lap joint
[VFW-29/83-O] p 628 N84-26431
Ground and inflight operational effects of APU's
[VFW-30/83-O] p 609 NB4-26438
Unsteady aerodynamics of moving control surfaces at
the Airbus wing
[BMFT-FB-W-84-001] p 790 N84-2S811
Verve Research Corp, Rockvflle, Md.
General aviation pilot and aircraft activity survey
[PB84-154301] p503 N84-23602
Vlgyan Research Associates, Inc, Hampton, Va.
An exploratory study of area-efficient vortex flap
concepts p 92 A84-14737
Vortical flow management for improved configuration
aerodynamics: Recent experiences p 103 N84-12129
Virginia Associated Research Center, Newport News.
A slotted test section numerical model for interference
assessment
[AIAA PAPER 84-0627] p 366 A84-24205
TWINTN4: A program for transonic four-wall
interference assessment in two-dimensional wind
tunnels
[NASA-CR-3777] p 307 N84-17189
Virginia Polytechnic Inst and State Unlv, Blacksburg.
Jet trajectories and surface pressures induced on a body
of revolution with various dual jet configurations
p12 A84-11049
An orthogonal coordinate grid following the
three-dimensional viscous flow over a concave surface
p 14 A84-11598
The computation of rotational conical flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0258] p 163 A84-17980
On-board near-optimal climb-dash energy
management p 349 A84-25488
Design of high-Reynolds-number flat-plate experiments
in the NTF
[AIAA PAPER 64-0588] p 368 AS4-2S726
Response of long shallow cylindrical panels to radial
line loads
[AIAA PAPER 84-0954] p 555 A84-31660
Nonlinear response and failure characteristics of
clamped internally pressurized graphite-epoxy cylindrical
panels
[AIAA PAPER 84-0955] p 555 A84-31680
Recovery of burner acoustic source structure from
far-field sound spectra
[AIAA PAPER 83-0763] p 566 A84-32609
Surface pressures on a flat plate with dual jet
configurations p 646 A84-37932
Classical and neo-classical cruise-dash optimization
[AIAA PAPER 64-2125] p 771 A84-42366
Aerospace engineering design by systematic
decomposition and multilevel optimization
p 872 A84-4502C
A dynamic model for aircraft poststall departure
p 64 N84-10077
Continued research on selected parameters to minimize
community annoyance from airport noise
[NASA-CR-174607] p 143 NS4-13688
On-board near-optimal climb-dash energy
management p291 N84-16116
Optimal symmetric flight with an intermediate vehicle
model P291 N84-16117
Energy state revisited p 291 N84-16118
Optimal symmetric flight with an intermediate vehicle
model
[NASA-CR-173181] p 292 N84-16167
Design and evaluation of a pulsating-flow wind tunnel
[PB84-116086] p371 N84-18223
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Calculation ot the now over a stalled airfoil
p 509 N84-22S31
Three-dimensional nonequilibrium viscous shock-layer
flows over complex reentry vehicles
p511 N84-22543
Experimental investigation of the internal flow field in
STOL engine inlets P 511 N84-22544
Large deformation behavior of long shallow cylindrical
composite panels
[NASA-CR-173286] p 560 NS4-22975
A fundamental approach to the sticking of insect
residues to aircraft wings
[NASA-CR-173721] p 688 N84-27717
Real jet effects on dual jets in a crossflow
[NASA-CR-173817] p 808 N84-29161
Analytical investigation of synchrophasing as a means
of reducing aircraft interior noise
[NASA-CR-3823] p 941 N84-32123
Analysis, testing, and evaluation of faulted and unfaulted
Wye, Delta, and open Delta connected electromechanical
actuators
[NASA-CR-171808] p 928 N84-32707
A comparison of experimental and theoretical results
for leakage, pressure distribution, and rotordynamic
coefficients for annular gas seals
[NASA-CR-174000] p 1011 N84-34765
Virginia Univ., Chartottesvllle.
The fallacy of using Nil in analyzing aircraft operations
p 280 A84-22176
Flowfield measurements in a model scramjet combustion
using laser-induced iodine fluorescence
[NASA-CR-175399] p 338 N84-19283
The use of novel processing procedures for improving
the overall fatigue resistance of high strength aluminum
alloys
[AD-A141107] pBOO N84-28966
Von Karrnan Inst for Ruld Dynamic*,
Rhode-Salnt-Oenese (Belgium).
Laser velocimetry study of compressibility effects on the
flow field of a delta wing p 100 N84-12108
Aeroacouslics: Ten Years of Research
[VKI-LS-1983-05] p 150 N84-15025
A model of the trailing edge separation on an airfoil
[AD-A126703] p 179 N84-15125
Turbulent shear flows
[VKI-LS-1983-03] p 245 N84-15448
Three dimensional/boundary layer interaction: Laminar
and turbulent behaviour
[AD-A137060] p 386 N84-19765
The study ot an idealized wing/body junction
[AD-A139933] p 583 N84-24559
Hypersonic Aerothermodynamics
[VKI-LS-1984-01] p587 N84-25656
Unsteady Flow in Turbomachines. volume 1
[ VKI-LS-1984-02-VOL-1 ] p 625 N84-25960
Unsteady Flow in Turbomachines, volume 2
[VKI-LS-1984-02-VOL-2] p 626 N84-25965
Structure of rotating stall cells. Part 1: Absolute
motion P 626 N84-25967
Structure of rotating stall cells. Part 2: Relative
motion P626 N84-25970
Computational Fluid Dynamics, volume 2
[VKI-LS-1984-04-VOL-2] p 627 N84-25986
Secondary Hows and endwall boundary layers in axial
turbomachines
[VKI-LS-1984-05] p 808 N84-29162
Vought Corp., Dallas, Tex.
Improved wave drag predictions using modified linear
theory
[NASA-CR-174494] p 98 N84-12096
Crew survrvable helicopter undercarriage
[AD-A137770] p 438 N84-20517
Design and manufacturing practices to minimize
corrosion in aircraft p 597 N84-25620
Advanced prediction technique for the low speed
aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft. Volume 1: Technical
discussion
[NASA-CR-166442-VOL-1] p 662 N84-26662
Advanced prediction technique for the low speed
aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft Volume 2: User's
manual
[ NASA-CR-166442-VOL-2] p 662 N84-26663
NEMAR plotting computer program
[NASA-CR-165831] p 734 N84-28516
Study of aerodynamic technology for single-cruise
engine V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft
[NASA-CR-166271] p 754 N84-28737
Aircraft-store Electrical Interconnection System (AEIS)
functional requirements
[AD-P003527] p923 N84-31131
Signal set standardization for the aircraft-store electrical
interconnection system
[AD-P003528] p924 N84-31132
Low temperature evaluation of advanced technology
hydraulic system (8,000 psi)
[AD-A143389] p 903 N84-32396
Vri)e Unhrersltelt, Brussels (Belgium).
A viscid inviscid interaction procedure for two
dimensional cascades p 300 N84-16191
End-wall boundary layer calculations in multistage axial
compressors p 301 N84-16205
w
Washington Univ., Seattle.
Transonic-flow computation using an explicit-implicit
method p 578 A84-35325
Numerical simulation of controlled flow tunnel for
V/STOL testing
[AIAA PAPER 84-2152] p 791 A84-41330
Instrument failure detection and isolation in a system
with variable plant parameters
[AIAA PAPER 84-1856] p 934 A84-43420
A study of transonic normal shock wave-turbulent
boundary layer interactions in axisymmetric internal flow
p 16 N84-10015
Investigation of axisymmetric confined turbulent jet
mixing in the near region with adverse pressure gradient
p104 N84-13148
Frequency-shaped estimation and robust controller
design for aircraft flight control in wind disturbances
p227 N84-14154
Mixing of swirling flows and behavior of wet flows
[AD-A138697] p 559 N84-22915
A numerical study of the controlled flow tunnel for a
high lift model
[NASA-CR-156572] p 584 N84-25642
A numerical study of the controlled flow tunnel for a
high lift model p611 N84-25721
Washington Univ., St Louis, Mo.
Design of helicopter rotor blades for desired placement
of natural frequencies p 878 A84-46380
Effect of blade structural parameters on helicopter
vibrational characteristics
[AD-A134547] p'93 N84-16174
Design of helicopter rotor blades for optimum dynamic
characteristics
[NASA-CR-175380] p 293 N84-17171
Waterloo Univ. (Ontario).
Bifurcation analysis of aircraft pitching motions about
large mean angles of attack p 225 A84-17367
Wayne State Unlv, Detroit, Mich.
Analysis of some acoustics-let flow interaction
problems
[NASA-CR-175340] p 322 N84-16944
Weapons Systems Research Lab., Adelaide (Australia).
Investigation into the internal aerodynamic design and
associated errors in a fast descent ducted sonde for the
measurement of atmospheric pressure and temperature
(AMPARS phase 2)
[AD-A143189] p 933 N84-32969
Autonomous surveillance in the visual spectral region
p 1016 N84-34786
West Virginia Univ., Morgantown.
Stall delay by boundary layer blowing and/or suction
p846 N84-31086
Westlnghouse Defense and Electronic Systems
Center, Baltimore, Md.
Westinghouse uses USAF-developed standards
[AD-P003572] p 924 N84-31177
Westlnghouse Electric Corp., Baltimore, Md.
Tactical requirements impact on avionics/weapon
system design p211 N84-15036
Westlnghouse Research and Development Center,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Degradation mechanisms of ceramic thermal barrier
coatings in corrosive environments p 799 A84-42668
Westland Aircraft Ltd., Yeovtl (England).
The interpretation of design requirements for
multi-market helicopters p 597 N84-2S617
Westland Helicopters Ltd., Yeovtl (England).
The influence ot aeroelastic stability requirements on
helicopter design p68 N84-11127
Wichita State Univ., Kans.
Design study of a dual-cycle turbofan-ramjet engine for
a hypersonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2484] p 58 A84-10572
Electro-impulse deicing - Structural dynamic studies,
icing tunnel tests and applications
[AIAA PAPER 84-0022] p 288 A84-19886
Flight and wind tunnel tests of an electro-impulse
de-icing system
[AIAA PAPER 84-2234] p 671 A84-39280
Natural laminar flow flight experiments on a swept-wing
business jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-2189] p 746 A84-41344
Low aspect ratio wing/body vortex interaction at large
angles of pitch and yaw p 20 NB4-11140
An experimental investigation of separated three
dimensional flow on general aviation twin-engine aircraft
p96 N84-12087
A study of wing-body aerodynamic interference ot a light
twin aircraft utilizing a panel method potential flow
program p 104 N84-12134
Analytical design of a liquid hydrogen fueled
turbofaivramjet engine for flight Mach numbers zero to
five p 133 N84-12187
Experimental studies of flow separation of three airfoils
at low speeds
[NASA-Cfl-3530] p 754 N84-28736
Wlggln Alloys Ltd, Hereford (England).
Oxide dispersion strengthened alloys
p997 N84-33472
Wisconsin Unlv, Madison.
Minimal drag for wings with prescribed lift, roll moment
and yaw moment
[AD-A134572] p 272 N84-16152
Design of mechanical joints in composites
p 727 N84-27038
Control theory of partial differential equations
[AD-A140945] p 734 N84-28541
Triangular extrapolation
[AD-A144660] p 1015 N84-35025
Wyle Labs, Inc., Huntsvllle, Ala.
Acoustic environmental accuracy requirements for
response determination
[NASA-CR-171003] p 566 N84-23234
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AUSTRALIA
Solitary waves - A low-level wind shear hazard to
aviation p 81 A84-11619
Time-split finite element method for compressible
aerofoil trailing-edge flows p 89 A84-13281
Neutral axis offset effects due to crack patching
p 147 A84-16899
Interaction region of a two-dimensional turbulent plane
jet in still air p 171 A84-18359
Adaptive flutter suppression as a complement to LOG
based aircraft control p 227 A84-18628
Communications-electronics in the RAAF
p 283 A84-204S8
Optimum propeller wind turbines p 389 A84-24055
Cascade aerodynamics p 407 A84-28824
Repair of cracked or defective metallic aircraft
components with advanced fibre composites - An overview
Of Australian work p 501 A84-31785
Australian airspace management p 571 A84-35377
Shock shape over a sphere cone in hypersonic high
enthalpy flow p 657 A84-38852
Crack closure and overload effects in fatigue
p 721 A84-39218
Forecasting maximum speed of aeroplanes - A case
study in technology forecasting p813 A84-40766
Off-optimum cure conditions for structural adhesives -
Some effects on performance p 797 A84-41854
Twin mode analysis of aeroengine fan vibration and
flutter for use in design studies p 780 A84-42421
Aircraft fatigue, with particular emphasis on Australian
operations and research
[AO-A131036] p51 N84-10051
Gust response of a light, single-engined, high-wing
aircraft
[AD-A131033] p64 N84-10081
A review of Australian investigations on aeronautical
fatigue during the period April 1981 to March 1983
| AD. A130968] p 142 N84-12532
Power effects on the longitudinal characteristics on
single-engine propeller-driven aircraft
[ARL-AERO-REPT-157] p 124 N84-13174
Engine performance monitoring: Rolls-Royce Dart and
Allison T56 turbo-prop engines
[ARL-MECH-ENG-NOTE-393] p 134 N84-13191
An application of the finite element method to the
solution of low Reynolds number, incompressible flow
around a Joukowski aerofoil, with emphasis on automatic
generation of grids
[AD-A133008] p 176 N84-14127
The effect of discrete spanwise regions of bleed on
pseudo-two-dimensional base flow at transonic speeds
[ARL-AERO-NOTE-418] p 269 N84-16132
Calculation of the aerodynamic flow field in the vicinity
of a Sea King helicopter
[ARL-AERO-REPT-158] p 273 N84-17128
The cumulative exceedance distribution for
accelerations due to turbulence encountered by a CT/4A
air trainer
[AD-A135640] p 363 N84-18211
Some aspects of the compatibility between strain gauge
readout equipment and multi-component wind tunnel
balances
[ARL-AERO-NOTE-417] p 384 N84-18606
The use of interference-fit bolts or bushes and hole cold
expansion for increasing the fatigue life of thick-section
aluminium alloy bolted joints
[AR-002-973] p 384 N84-18676
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic effects
of forward facing wedges on the upper surface and leading
edge of an aerofoil, with emphasis on high angles of
attack
[ARL-AERO-TECH-MEMO-356] p 408 N84-20477
Evaluation of installation of Lightweight Doppler
Navigation System (LDNS) in Iroquois UH-1H aircraft
[AD-A137815] p 427 N84-20510
A flow visualisation study of tip vortex formation
[ARL-AERO-NOTE-421 ] p 515 N84-23603
Digital control of flight simulator motion base actuator
[ARL-SYS-TM-69] p613 N84-25732
Interactions between F-111 fuselage fuel tank sealants.
Part 1: Characterisation of polyester sealants and their
hydrolytic degradation products
[MRL-R-657-PT-1] p617 N84-25828
NERF: A computer program for the numerical evaluation
of reliability functions-reliability modeling, numerical
methods and program documentation
[AR-00-984] p 627 N84-26048
Service-life induced failure of bird impact resistant
windshields
[AD-P003195] p672 N84-26608
Proposed crashworthiness requirements for the
Australian Basic Trainer
[AD-A140850] p 674 N84-26682
Report of an overseas visit to the USA, part 2
[AD-A142054] p 740 N84-28729
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic effects
of forward facing wedges on the upper surface and leading
edge of an aerofoil, with emphasis at high angles of
attack
[AD-A142053] p 757 N84-28755
Strains in an elastic plate containing an interference-fit
bolt near a free edge
[AR-003-012] p811 N84-30333
Simulated crash decelerations in a light aircraft cabin
[AD-A142B06] p 853 N84-31102
Extensions and modifications to the ARL
point-performance program
[AD-A142078] p 879 N84-31113
Fuselage torsion of a CT4 aircraft
[AD-A142753] p 879 N84-31114
Calibration of CT-4A fatigue test article, March 1983
[AD-A142880 J p879 N84-31115
Some factors affecting the selection of the type of new
transonic tunnel to best meet Australian needs
CAD-A142957] p 907 N84-31222
The need for biaxial fatigue testing at A.R.L.
[AD-A143203] p931 N84-32878
Investigation into the internal aerodynamic design and
associated errors in a fast descent ducted sonde for the
measurement of atmospheric pressure and temperature
(AMPARS phase 2)
[AD-A143189] p 933 N84-32969
Array processor utilization in the computation of real-time
images
[ARL-SYS-TM-73] p 938 N84-33058
Flight systems raster graphics software reference
manual
[ARL-SYS-TM-72] p 938 N84-33072
An assembly language program for calculating random
decrement signatures
[AD-A143908] p 1015 N84-34195
Improving the fatigue life of the Mirage IIIO wing main
spar
[ARL-STRUC-REPT-398] p 977 N84-34437
The use of adhesive-bonded rivets to lessen the
reductions in fatigue life caused by rivet holes
[ARL-STRUC-REPT-399] p 999 N84-34617
Autonomous surveillance in the visual spectral region
p 1016 N84-34786
AUSTRIA
Viscous-inviscid interactions on axisymmetric bodies of
revolution in supersonic flow p 508 A84-32599
Laminar interaction processes at variable-geometry
wings in supersonic flow p644 A84-37751
The incompressible flow at the stagnation point ol
slender bodies p 752 A84-42478
Evaluation of radargrammetric stereo
[AD-A139565] p 563 N84-23835
B
BELGIUM
Compopave thermal repaying in Belgium - Renewal of I
the runway of the military airfield at Goetsenhoven
p543 A84-31332 |
A survey of finite element methods for transonic flows
p 640 A84-37057 I
Instantaneous flow field measurements of stalled |
regions on an oscillating airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 84-1565] p 648 A84-37974 I
The von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics - Teaching
and research p 709 A84-39715 |
Influence of dihedral on the secondary flow in a
two-dimensional compressor cascade
[ASME PAPER 83-GTJ-12] p 748 A84-41632 |
Magnetic levitation - The track currents
p917 A84-43574
Recent progress in the understanding of basic aspects
of secondary flows in turbine blade passages
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-78] p 952 A84-46921
Laser velodmetry study of compressibility effects on the
flow field of a delta wing p 100 N84-12108
Aeroacoustics: Ten Years of Research
[VKI-LS-1983-05] p 150 N84-15025
A model of the trailing edge separation on an airfoil
[AD-A126703] p 179 N84-15125
Turbulent shear flows
[VKI-LS-1983-03] p 245 N84-15448
A viscid invtscid interaction procedure tor two
dimensional cascades p 300 N84-16191
End-wall boundary layer calculations in multistage axial
compressors p 301 N84-16205
Three dimensional/boundary layer interaction: Laminar
and turbulent behaviour
[AD-A137060] p 386 N84-19765
The study of an idealized wing/body junction
[AD-A139933] p 583 N84-24559
Hypersonic Aerothermodynamics
[VKI-LS-1984-01 ] p 587 N84-25656
Aero/thermodynamic and acoustic considerations in the
design of test-beds for turbojets and turbofans
p 612 N84-25725
Unsteady Flow in Turbomachines. volume 1
[VKI-LS-1984-02-VOL-1] p 625 N84-25960
Theory of rotating stall of multistage axial
compressors p 625 N84-25964
Unsteady Flow in Turbomachines, volume 2
[VKI-LS-1984-02-VOL-2] p 626 N84-25965
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Structure of rotating stall cells. Part 1: Absolute
motion p628 N84-25967
Structure of rotating stall cells. Part 2: Relative
motion P 626 N84-25970
Computational Fluid Dynamics, volume 2
[VKI-LS-1984-04-VOL-2] P 627 N84-25988
Secondary flows and endwafl boundary layers In axial
turbont&ctrinds
[VKI-LS-1984-06] P808 N84-29162
BRAZIL
VTOL aircraft control output tracking sensitivity design
. ^ r _
Experimental verification of the Leonhanf s criterium of
stability in rotor-dynamics pBOS A84^0922
CAD/CAM In the Brazilian aeronautical Industry
p918 A84-45018
Design study for a low density wtnd tunnel
[INPE-3072-TDL/160] . P 706 N84-26707
Pitch control of a satemte using stabilizing flaps
[INPE-3185-PRE/550] P910 N84-31246
PASCAL-MP: A language tor the algebraic and
numerical manipulation of polynomials
[INPE-3057-PRfj/477J P 1014 N84-341B3
CANADA
Effect of edge-tone noise on supercritical airfoD data
p82 A84-10145
CF-18 rigid seat survival kit (RSSK) • Global
philosophy P 22 A84-10714
Generic tracking radar simulator p32 A84-10789
Ground clutter suppression using a coherent duttar
map p35 A84-10837
Pre-simulator part-task training p7l A84-11061
Recent progress in the application of finite element
methods to transonic flow* P 15 AS4-118S6
Numerical solution of combustor flowfietds - A simple
approach p58 A84-11866
Finite element analysis Of a spot-flow particle
separator p89 A84-13278
In-flight acoustic emission monitoring of a wing
attachment component • P 189 A84-15935
Effect of cracK presence on In-flight airframe noises In
a wing attachment component p169 A84-15938
An optimally Integrated track recovery system (or aerial
bathymetry p205 A84-16120
The multi-mode matrix (MMM) multi-color LED flat panel
display P208 A84-16571
Bifurcation analysis of aircraft pitching motions about
large mean angles of attack p22S A84-17367
A method for predicting wing response to buffet toads
p19S AS4-17413
.Models for combining single channel NAVSTAR/GPS
with dead reckoning for marine positioning
p 168 A84-18317
Offshore positioning with an Integrated GPS/inerdal
navigation system P 188 A84-16318
VLF data for aircraft navigation based on an extended
Kalmari filter design P188 A84-18627
The damage tolerance approach to the Canadalr
CL-600 P288 A84-19672
The UTIAS Flight Test Facility p306 A84-19673
Air navigation 19SO-1980 - Canada's contribution
p283 A84-19674
A survey of serious aircraft accidents Involving fatigue
fracture P 279 A84-20446
Fuel control systems for hyttrogen-fueled automotive
combustion engines - A prognosis p314 A84-22721
The icing of <m unheated, nonrotating cylinder. I - A
simulation model P389 A84-23647
Determination of non-linear loads on oscillating models
In wind tunnels P388 A84-25218
Spraying for time - AbradaWe seals the key
p382 A84-26074
The dynamical behaviour of externally pressurized
gas-lubricated unloaded porous kxornal bearings
p383 A84-26374
Canadair CL-227 remotely piloted vehicle
p429 A84-27249
AN/USD-501 and AN/USD-502 airborne surveillance
drones p430 A84-27250
An INCOLOY alloy MA 956 combustor component for
a Westinghouse Canada Inc. industrial gas turbine
P476 A84-28327
Short, multi-step, afterbody fairings
pS04 A84-30810
Remarkable UD achieved by short-span tailless
saDplane.il pS06 A84-31608
Unsteady Nevrton-Busemann flow theory. IV - Three
dimensional PS08 AS4-32601
Dusty hypersonic flow past We* wedges
p508 A84-32620
Worldwide aviation outkMk p 587 A84-34456
Aerodynamics of pointed torebooTes at high angles of
attack p574 AS4-34481
Unsteady pressures and forces during transonic
buffeting of a supercritical airfoil
[AD-A133139] p 575 AS4-34465
The effects of unbalanced flow on the thermal
performance of collector arrays p730 A84-37126
Thijvwflflod structures in dorospsco dosJQn
p720 A84-38110
Flow analysis In the exit plane of high turning angle
turbine blades p855 A84-38485
. A Canadian Airport Traffic Analysis Model
p732 A84-38550
Use of 'marker blocks' as an aid In quantitative
fractography In full-scale aircraft fatigue testing - A case
Study p721 A84-39267
Acoustic emission due to crack growth, crack face
rubbing and structural noise In the CC-130 Hercules
aircraft p804 A84-40678
Manufacturing procedures and their relation to failures
In landing gear components p804 A84-40804
cluid dynamics of airfoils with circulation control for
V/STOL application
[AIAA PAPER 84-2090] p 750 A84-42343
Direct derivative measurements in the presence of sting
plunging
[AIAA PAPER 84-2107] p 792 A84-42355
Canadian Symposium on Atr Cushion Technology, 17th,
. Ottawa, Canada. October 4-6,1983, Preprints
p821 A84-42688
Simulation of air cushion heave dynamics with vent valve
relay control . p821 A84-42688
Steady-state response of vibrating systems to periodic
pulse excitation p917 AS4-44650
The Warsaw Convention - A discussion of the present
position p943 A84-44854
Performance monitoring on Gnome engines on
Canadian Coast Guard air cushion vehicles
p922 A84-46138
Aircraft design in Canada from Silver Dart to Challenger
and Dash 8 p 947 A84-46807
Hovercraft heave stability p 1017 A64-46B10
Full load operation of a gas turbine combustor with
acoustically controlled dilution-air mbdng
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-106] p982 A84-46944
An approach to selecting gas turbine engine ratings for
fixed wing airplanes
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-163] p 973 A84-46987
The effects of freestream turbulence on the profile
boundary layer and losses In a compressor cascade
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-242) p 956 A84-47019
Oscar satellites, amateur radio in space
p995 A84-48416
Canada boosts RPV and drone Investment
p948 A84-49390
Numerical analysis of dusty supersonic flow past blunt
axbymmetric bodies
[UT1AS-267] p18 N84-10023
A new method of estimating wind tunnel wall Interference
in the unsteady two-dimensional flow
[AD-A130475] p 19 N84-10029
Application of FRACTOMAT/KRAK GAGES to crack
growth measurements In structural components
[AD-A130945] p80 N84-10620
Aeroelastic design considerations for turboprop
powerplant Installations p61 N84-11123
viscous three-dimensional flow separations from
high-wing propeller-turbine nacelle models
p101 N84-f21t5
Evaluation of the effects of lateral and longitudinal
aperiodic modes on helicopter instrument flight handling
qualities
[AD-A134116] p201 N84-14135
Computer graphics techniques for aircraft EMC analysis
and design p244 N84-15055
Computer aided {XkfatUuction of ground attack mission
profiles over European terrain p202 N84-15060
The use of flight recorders In the investigation of aircraft
mishaps p184 N84-15078
Capabilities of the NRCC/NAE flight impact simulator
facility
[AD-A130849] p 185 N84-1S136
Unsteady pressure and force measurements associated
with transonic buffeting of a two-dimensional supercritical
airfoil
[AD-A133139] p 246 N84-15503
•Qesjgn of a lateral ride comfort control system for STOL
aircraft
[UTIAS-TN.247] p 292 N84-1616S
An approach to the design of airfoils with high lift to
drag ratios
(UT1AS-TN-245] p 335 N84-18160
The relationship between electrical conductivity and
temperature of aviation turbine fuels containing static
p375 N84-18421[AD-A135751]
Effects of fuels on the physical properties of rttrte rubber
Oflngs
[AD-A136647] p 377 N84-19599
Properties of fuels employed in a gas turbine combustor
program
[AD-A136663] p 377 N84-19600
Unbalance response of a single mass rotor mounted
on dissimilar hydrodynamic bearings
p388 N84-19919
An experimental and numerical study of weak spherical
N-waves produced by exploding wires
[UTIAS-TECH-NOTE-24B] p 483 N84-20779
Research activities at the Institute for Aerospace
Studies, 1982 p 488 N84-22492
Performance evaluation of a Magnavox GPS (Global
Positioning System) Z-set
[AD-A138569] p 522 N84-22547
Prediction of resonance frequencies for ventilated waP
wind tunnels p567 N84-23580
Recent developments and future directions in dynamic
stability research at MAE, Ottawa p 514 N84-23582
Aerodynamic forces on an airship hull in atmospheric
turbulence
[UTIAS-277] p516 N84-23604
Aviation fuel specification requirements: Their
significance and future trends p614 N84-24733
Fuel character effects on performance of small gas
turbine combustion systems p607 N84-24738
Corrosion control maintenance practices for Canadian
aircraft p573 N84-25821
Degradation of the bird Impact resistance of
polycarbonate
[AD-P003193] p711 N84-26606
Hygrothermal effects in continuous fibre reinforced
composites. Part V. Thermal and moisture diffusion in
[AD-A128228] p714 NS4-27837
Rapid electrolyte exchange procedures for 22 AH
nickel-cadmium celgard ceffs
[AD-A142004] p 809 N84-30178
Response of a plaster-wood room subjected to simulated
sonic booms
[UTIAS-276] p927 N84-31701
Transonic equivalence rule with lift
[AD-Af 43591] p 966 N84-33389
CHINA, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
Finite difference computation of wave drag and pressure
on slender bodies of revolution at transonic speeds with
zero-Oft p 15 A84-12037
Optimum estimation for accuracy of distance between
mounting holes for aircraft equipment by Kalman filtering
theory p82 A84-12040
Buzz In axisymmetrtc supersonic Inlet and its control
p16 A84-12042
A prediction method for characteristics of cooled
transonic turbines with low aspect ratio and high load
p59 A84-12043
The stability boundaries of rapid-rolling airacraft with
fuselage elasticity considered p 138 AS4-15252
Preliminary study of oil-flow technique and
separatad-flow in hypersonic shock tunnel
p94 A84-15255
A new method for calculating the pressure distribution
of supersonic thin wing p94 A84-15257
The engineering computational method for the pressure
and heat transfer distribution of supersonic turbulent flow
at a two-dimensional compression comer
p94 A84-15259
Calculations of two-dimensional unsteady transonic
flows over aerofoils p94 A84-15260
Mixed finite difference computation of external and
internal transonic flow field of inlets p 150 A84-15914
Design of the aircraft lateral-direction model-following
system p221 A84-15918
Analysis and testing of a nonlinear lateral fin servo
p 221 A84-15919
The rigid wall boundary problem for aerodynamics
equations p 151 A84-16070
Finite difference computation of the aerodynamic
interference of wing-pylon-store combinations at transonic
speeds p 151 A84-16839
Numerical computation of transonic flows over airfoils
and cascades p 151 A84-16849
A new method of boundary layer correction in me design
of supersonic wind tunnel nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 84-0171] p 162 A84-17929
The development and tests of Yan'an 2 Light
Helicopter p286 A84-19628
Numerical solution of hypersonic flow near leading edge
of flat plate p329 A84-23903
A new method for calculating supersonic unsteady
aerodynamic forces and Its application
p330 A84-23904
Reliability analysis for paired main wing components
p347 A84-23905
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Nondestructive experimental method for determining
critical loads of sheD structures under external pressure
p379 A84-23906
Effect of a shear layer on stability of an axisymmetric
external compression air Intake p 330 A84-23908
A terrain-aided navigation system p 344 A84-23909
Calculation for attitude angles of an all attitude aeroplane
strapdown system p360 A84-23910
Finlto element fln&tysts of transonic flow in nozzles with
small throat-wan radius of curvature p 332 A84-25425
Finite element method sppDed to soMnQ tho transonic
integral OQUfltions of three dirnensionflJ thin wings
p333 A84-25882
The stream-line iteration method for computing the
two-dimensional transonic flow in orthogonal stream-line
coordinates p334 A84-25990
Numerical and approximate methods for computing
steady inviscid supersonic flow over non-symmetrical body
wtth angle of side slip p334 A84-25993
An Improved second-order shock-expansion method
p 334 AS4-2S994
Froo flight iDethod in hyporsonic impulse typo tunnels
for static and dynamic stability study
p369 A84-25996
An experimental investigatibn of transonic wind tunnel
wall Interference effect on airfoil testing
p369 A84-25997
An engineering approximation of supersonic flutter for
overall missile configuration p382 A84-25999
Coupling technique of rotor-fuselage dynamic analysis
[ASME PAPER 83-OET-2S] p 431 A84-29107
Sequential quadratic programming approach In
engineering structural optimization p565 A84-31580
Longitudinal stability analysis of elastic vehicles
p525 A84-31776
Finite element analysis of transonic flow In nozzles with
small throat-wall radius of curvature p 506 A84-31777
Calculation of wall temperatures of afterburners with
convective and film cooling p 533 A84-31778
Optimization of stiffened panela under compression
pSS7 A84-31783
Analysis and calculation of vibration response Induced
by inflow distortion In the first-stage compressor bladlng
of turbo-engine p533 A84-31784
Singular propagation behavior of cracks In stiffened
cylindrical sheila p558 A84-32624
A study on the between-stage flow pattern of an
axial-flow compressor with Inlet distortion • Calculation
method for and experimental research on Inlet distortion
transmission p576 A84-3S018
Experimental determination of the natural modes of
swept-wlng models using laser holographic
Interferometry p619 A84-35022
An approximate analytical solution of incompressible
potential flow around a circular cylinder between two
parallel flat plates p576 AS4-35023
A linear multivariable dynamical model of supersonic
inlet-engine combination
[AIAA PAPER 84-1496] p 577 A84-35239
Finite difference computation of pressure and wave-drag
of slender bodies of revolution at transonic speeds wtth
zero-lift p579 A84-35330
Some new developments of the singularity-separating
difference method p 621 A84-35356
SoQuontis) Qu&dratic proQranuninQ &nd dynamic optimfll
design of rotating Mades p717 A84-37161
A boundary element technique In transonic flow
p 644 A84-37901
Calculation of the boundary layer growth behind an
unsteady expansion wave In a tube p 718 A84-37903
A numerical computation for the invi&cid supersonic flow
around bent cone p 645 A84-37904
Compressible potential flowa in arbitrary
two-dimensional and axlally symmetric slender nozzles
p645 AB4-37905
Theory of similarity and the profile of the mean density
distribution of hypersonic boundary layer
p645 AS4-37906
The engineering numerical technique for the
determination of the Inviscid flow field and heating rate
on ballistic re-entry vehicles p645 AS4-37907
visualization of three dimensional separated flows using
the smoke wire technique p645 AS4-37908
The application of surface hot film In aerodynamic
testing p718 A84-37909
Simplified Navter-Stokes equations and their numerical
solutions p 645 A84-37910
A calculation method for propeller-wing Interferences
p645 A84-37911
Experimental study of the behavior of 3D-turbulerrt
boundary layer In a simplified wing/body junction
[AIAA PAPER 84-1529] p 647 A84-37954
Scientific balloon in China p670 A84-38291
Distributed parameter system theory of autopilot design
of slender vehicle p704 A84-39740
An approximate solution of aircraft lateral-directional limit
cycle oscillation Induced by aerodynamic hysteresis
P785 A84-41777
Selection of SAS' longitudinal feedback coefficients to
improve riding qualities p785 A84-41778
Compilation and application of a state-time spectrum
of aircraft ambient vibration p770 A84-41779
Application of fracture mechanics to hub-arms of
helicopter p806 A84-41780
Investigation on integrated selection of optimum engine
cycte parameters p 779 A84-41783
Dynamical analysis of a two-glmbal mass-unbalanced
dynamically tuned gyroscope p806 A84-41785
The numerical computation of airplane response to
arbitrary vertical gust distributions
[AIAA PAPER 84-2075] p 786 A84-42331
Modal analysis and parameter Identification for twisted
compressor blades by means of Impulse excitation
p 807 A84-42419
Application of streamline iteration and relative flow field
methods to the calculation of the subsonic flow field of
S1 stream surface of turbomachinery
p826 A84-43316
The time-dependent finite element method for
calculating transonic flow field In turbomachinery
cascade p826 A84-43317
A study of blockage errors p904 A84-43318
A simple method for solving three-dimensional inverse
problems of turbomachlnes flow and annular constraint
condition p827 AB4-43346
Nondestructive test method for determining the critical
pressure on the inside panels of a fuselage fuel tank
p917 A84-45001
The experimental investigation of the spatial vortex
patterns of some slender bodies at high angle of attack
In low speed tunnel pB35 A84-45012
UHSH1 - An efficient three dimensional shape optimal
design program p935 A84-45017
Effect of nose/wing streke vortex on directional stability
characteristics p836 A84-45043
Measuring the flutter of plane model wtth dynamic
shadow moire topography p919 A84-45517
Calculation of trailing vortex sheet and downwash flek)
behind a aweptbaek wing p842 A84-46007
The prediction and analysis of the response of a turbojet
engine to the blast wave p891 A84-46016
Solution of transonic 81 surface flow by successively
reversing the direction of Integration of the stream function
equation
[ASME PAPER 84-QT-23] p 950 A84-46888
Transonic cascade flow solved by separate supersonic
and subsonic computations wtth shock fitting
[ASME PAPER 84-QT-24] p951 A84-46889
Computation of potential flow on S2 stream surface for
a transonic axial-flow compressor rotor
[ASME PAPER B4-GT-30] p 951 A84-46894
The effect of oxygen concentration on Ignition of fuel
spray In low pressure air flow
[ASME PAPER 84-QT-147] p982 A84-46958
Quasi-three-dimensional and full three-dimensional
rotational flow calculations In turbomachlnes
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-185] p 954 A84-46986
A simple method for solving three-dimensional inverse
problems of turtoomachine flow find tho ftnnul&r constraint
condition
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-198] p 954 A84-46994
Relative flow structure at extt from an axial compressor
rotor in rotating stall
[ASME PAPER 84-QT-240] p 984 A84-47017
Quiang s attack aircraft of the PRC
[AD-A131058] p53 N84-11161
Journal of Engineering Thermophysics (selected
articles)
[AD-A129432]' p 61 N84-11172
Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica
[AP-A131828] p 87 N84-1205S
The first peek at China's new fighters for the eighties,
theJian-8andJ!an-12 •
[AD-A133785] p 149 N84-14113
Flow mechanism and experimental investigation of a
rotating stall In transonic compressors
[NASA-TM-77373] p 178 N84-15122
Probing Into the secret of the Chinese Air Force
[AD-A135960] p 328 N84-18157
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A137617] p 398 N84-20473
Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinida (selected
articles)
[AD-A137150] p399 N84-20475
For the sacred air space of our homeland
[AD-A137189] p399 N84-20476
The present calculation method of adhering layers on
aircraft wings '
[AD-A137585] p411 N84-20496
JDF-1 small light-weight electric eddy current oscillator
[AD-A137572] p 483 N84-20761
Acta aeronautica et astronautics sinica (selected
articles
[AD-A138531] p 400 N84-21506
Journal of aeronautical materials (selected articles)
[AD-A140181] p572 N84-25611
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A140895] p 663 N84-26671
Influence of temperature on the Delta K sub th and da/dN
of LY-12CS aluminum alloy • p803 N84-30067
The 6M x 8M low speed wind tunnel
p907 N84-31221
Application of computational fluid dynamics in aircraft
design
[AD-A144323] p 978 N84-34441
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
The role of thermal motions of particles in gases of
firebaJIs p 248 A84-19274
Identification of longitudinal flying characteristics of an
aeroplane and the effect of nonstationary aerodynamics
p 304 A84-22322
Hinge moments of a control surface with a
serve-compensator or a two-part control surface with
allowance for the deformation of their kinematic
connection p 304 A64-22324
A strain-gage aerodynamic balance
p306 A84-22325
Antiidng fuel additives and their effect on the properties
of aviation kerosene p308 A84-22326
The reconstruction of the international airport at
Prague-Ruzyne p 543 A84-31333
Fatigue life of the Z-37 agricultural aircraft, ways of
gradual raising of it, operation, and maintenance without
overhaul p 502 A84-32961
A parachute opening shock ' p518 A84-32962
Simulation of the aeroelastic properties of aircraft
p527 A84-32964
Numerical solution of transonic shear flows past thin
bodies , p 578 A84-35326
Enhancement of the efficiency of the solution of
geometric problems In aircraft design and production
/ p770 A84-41644
Standard computer graphic output used at N.P. LET,
Uhereka Hradiste-Kunovlce p813 A84-41645
Mathematical methods used In a master-geometry
system pBOS A84-41846
The use of a master-geometry system and computer
techniques In technical production preparation and the
production of aircraft parts pBOS A84-41647
Automation of the Inspection of part shapes using
coordinate-measuring machines at N.P. LET
p739 A84-41648
System for the automatic computation of aircraft
loading p770 AB4-41649
Active effect on the aeroelastJctty of a lifting surface
p785 A84-41650
Possibilities of the SOFEM system from the viewpoint
of data generation p813 A84-416S2
Solution to the problem of the dynamic response of a
wing by direct Integration p770 A84-41653
Tho use of computer techniques in flircrfltt testing fit
NPLET p770 A84-41654
The use of computer techniques for aeroelastic
calculations at NP LET p805 A84-41655
Calculation of the optimal design parameters of a
stiffened panel by means of mathematical programming
p805 A84-41656
The use of computer techniques for aircraft reliability
analysis p770 A84-41657
Development of empirical models on the basis of
regression methods and their application in aviation
p813 A84-41658
Analysis of the critical stress for local Instability by the
method o< finite strips p806 A84-41659
The use of regression*flnfljysis methods to form Coons
patches p813 A84-41660
The VYZLE program package - Calculation of aircraft
service life p770 A84-41662
Calculation of the response of an aircraft to the failure
of one engine during the takeoff run
p770 A84-41663
Parameters estimation of a nonstationary aerodynamics
model for longitudinal motion of aeroplane from flight
measurements p898 A84-44948
Mathematical of linear unsteady aerodynamics of whole
aircraft p834 A84-44996
Dynamic control aspects of development of three shaft
turboprop engine p890 A84-45007
FINLAND
In situ indications of ductility evolution during
high-temperature fatigue testing with and without hold
times pS48 A84-30658
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Range and endurance of jet-engined airplanes at
constant altitude
[REPT-83-A1-SER-A] p 124 N84-13175
Design of single component airfoils using an inverse
boundary element method
[REPT-83-A2-SER-A] p413 N84-21S12
FRANCE
Numerical viscid-inviscid interaction in steady and
unsteady flows
—[ONERATTP NO.-1983-8] p 6-A84-10087-
A calculation method of leading edge separation
bubbles
[ONERA, TP NO. 1983-10] p 7 A84-10093
Three-dimensional wake of a swept wing
[ONERA. TP NO. 1883-9] p 8 A84-10102
Stratospheric hot-air balloon completes revolution
around the globe p 1 A84-10621
Fragilization systems for aircraft canopies
p23 A84-10731
European ideas on scout helicopter p 2 A84-11072
Numerical methods for three-dimensional inviscid flow
computations p 15 A84-11857
Structural flight load testing pre and post flight
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 83-2783] p 50 A84-12349
A new bench for calibration of nacelles equipped for
blowing turbines (TPS) and ejector trials
[ONERA, TP NO. 1983-118] p 138 A84-13831
Aerodynamic design of advanced rotors with new tip
[ONERA. TP NO. 1983-119] p 91 A84-13632
A new approach using vortex point method for prediction
of rotor performance in hover and forward flight
[ONERA. TP NO. 1983-120] p 91 A84-13833
A subdomain decomposition technique as an alternative
for transonic potential flow calculations around
wing-fuselage configurations
[ONERA. TP NO. 1983-124] p 91 A84-13839
Computation of three-dimensional transonic inviscid
flows on a wing by pseudo-unsteady resolution of the Euler
equations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1983-125] p 91 A84-13640
A second-order Lagrangian-Eulerian method for
computation of two-dimensional unsteady transonic
flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1983-126] p 91 A84-13841
New device for flow survey around models in large
wind-tunnels
[ONERA, TP NO. 1983-128] p 139 A84-13643
Fifty years of experience in the service of the propulsion
of tomorrow's aircraft p 128 A84-13844
Compressor response to periodic pressure fluctuations
[ONERA. TP NO. 1983-136] p 91 A84-13B47
A computerized flight plan p 111 A84-14299
Secondary radar systems p111 A84-14300
Thermal study of a wall |et p92 A84-14388
Design of a reverse-flow combustion chamber for small
gas turbines
[ONERA. TP NO. 1983-129] p 128 A84-15074
Computation of three-dimensional viscous flows on
transonic wings by boundary layer-inviscid flow
interaction p95 A84-15854
Calculation of transonic flows around wing-fuselage
combination by a subdomain decomposition approach
p95 A84-15855
Effects of airplane flight speed on the turbulence and
noise generation in jets p 144 A84-15858
Excitation system for wind-tunnel unsteady tests on
half-wing models p 139 A84-15859
A mixed finite element method for solving transonic flow
equations p 152 A84-16863
A revolutionary aircraft - The Grumman X-29A
p 194 A84-17014
Civilian-aircraft engines - Battle at ten tons
p217 A84-17015
The Fokker 50. successor to the F-27 Friendship
p194 A84-17016
Super Mirage 4000 graphite epoxy vertical stabilizer
p233 A84-17150
An inverse coupling algorithm for modelling a shook
wave-boundary layer interaction p 154 A84-17596
An unsteady separated flow of an incompressible fluid
around an airfoil - Comparison between numerical and
experimental results p 154 A84-17597
Two rapid distortions in supersonic flows -
Turbulence-shock wave and turbulence-expansion
p169 A84-18350
The structure of a two-dimensional, supersonic, high
Reynolds number turbulent wake p 170 A84-183S2
Coherent structures producing Machwaves inside and
outside of the supersonic jet p 170 A84-18353
Implementation of aircraft parameter identification
p200 A84-18610
Trends for future rotary wing aircraft
p276 A84-19604
The AS 332 L Super Puma helicopter in offshore
transport and SAR missions p 276 A84-19605
Ideal characteristics for a mountain rescue helicopter
p276 A84-19607
System concepts for helicopter air-to-air combat
p276 A84-19610
Aviation experience in helicopter night flying practice
p277 A84-19612
Digital automate flight control system for helicopters
p303 A84-19617
Strapdown inertial navigation systems for helicopteis
P283 A84-19618
Helicopter external noise - ICAO standards and
operational regulations ' p277 A84-19621
Pressure field induced on an airfoil by an unsteady
flow p261 AB4-19623
Theoretical and experimental study of infrared radiation
from helicopters p 283 A84-19624
Dynamic behavior of transmission systems
p286 A84-19626
Evolution of Turbomeca's turbine engines control
systems or Digital electronics - Why and how?
p296 A84-19627
Experimental modal analysis p 286 A84-19633
The influence of different inflow models on the coupled
flapping and torsion of helicopter rotor blades
p303 A84-19651
The F2 wind-tunnel at Fauga-Mauzac
[ONERA. TP NO. 1983-139] p 308 . A84-19928
A study of creep crack growth in 2219-T851 aluminum
alloy using a computerized testing system
p308 A84-20278
The evolution of the helicopter for me year 2000
p289 A84-20798
The American fighter Northrup F-20 Tigersnark
p290 A84-20799
Human factors in light-aircraft accidents during stunt
flying . p 279 A84-21021
Modem methods of technological progress in aircraft
engines p 298 A84-22572
Large titanium disc manufactured under the 65,000
metric ton press p 379 A84-23831
Fatigue crack initiation in aluminium alloys under
programmed block loading p 374 A84-24963
Aerodynamic balance for high altitude simulation
chamber p 368 A84-25217
Broadband noise of turbofan compressors - Potential
role of inerttal waves due to rotating flows
p 393 A84-25816
A310/A300-600 electronic flight instrument system
p443 AB4-26800
Aircraft accident investigation procedures - The French
system p416 A84-27409
Mirage 2000 p430 A84-28045
Mirage 2000 avionics in series production
p425 A84-28048
Which solution for the low-intensity lighting of aircraft?
p 445 A84-28047
Pressure and velocity fields induced by vortex shedding
in a turbulent wake p 406 A84-28147
Multivariabte analysis of obstacle noise
p4S3 A84-28148
Influence of a parabolic-velocity profile on the acoustic
attenuation In a lined rectangular duct
p494 A84-28149
Acoustic emission of structures excited by a turbulent
boundary layer - Influence of excitation-field modeling
p494 A84-28150
Turbulent combustion zone in a tubular reactor
p 471 A84-28393
Compact, pulsed LDA for airborne and windtunnel
applications p 478 A84-28730
A310 hydraulic power system
[SAE PAPER 831487] . p 434 A84-29545
Damage tolerance in aerospace components!
Colloquium on Steels and Special Alloys in Aeronautics,
10th, Le Bourget, Seine-Saint-Oenia, France, June 1983,
Proceedings p 473 A84-29959
The damage tolerance design philosophy
p437 AB4-29960
Metallurgical aspects of metallic materials and damage
tolerance in accessory gearboxes p 482 A84-29961
Applicable parameters in the manufacturing of parts
made of special steel for aircraft flight control systems
p482 A84-29962
Advances in case hardening technology
p 473 A84-29963
Resistance of gas turbine engine disks In superalloys
to creep and fatigue damage p 473 A84-29964
Evaluation and prognosis of the toxicity of aeronautical
materials at the .time of fires p 548 A84-31200
A successful experiment - The thermal repaying of the
runway at Cazaux air base. p 543 A84-31331
High-average-power exciplex laser system
p557 A84-32346
Application of laboratory free-flight experimental
techniques to aerodynamic identification
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-03) p 507 A84-32476
Cryogenic methods in wind tunnels
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-08] p 544 A84-32479
Modernization of the Breguet low-speed wind tunnel at
VeBzy
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-11] p 544 A84-32481
Unsteady aerodynamic characterization of a military
-aircraft in vertical gusts
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-16] p 507 A84-32484
Unsteady hot-X-wire measurements in a schematic air
intake
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-17] p 507 A84-32485
Analysis of the apex vortex on a sweptback wing
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-20] p 507 A84-32488
Application of laser vetodmetry to the study of the flow
behind a spoiler
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-21] p 508 A84-32489
Rotating aerodynamic exciter
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-22] p 526 A84-32490
Ground-effect measurements at the CEAT
aerohydrodynamic tunnel
[AAAF PAPER NT 83-24] p 544 A84-32491
Evolution of the combat aircraft p 571 A84-34171
Exhaust system for combat aircraft optimized for
supersonic cruise p 574 A84-34172
Towards a better understanding of helicopter external
noise p630 A84-34173
Modelling of an airfoil empirical flow field below and
through dynamic Stan p576 AB4-34832
Steady and unsteady distorted inlet flow simulation for
engine ground tests
[AIAA PAPER 84-1490] p 577 A84-35234
On the use of several compact methods for the study
of unsteady Incompressible viscous flow for outer
problems. II p620 A84-35327
Problems In air navigation at the North Pole. II
p590 A84-35589
Air navigation 1973-1983 p590 A84-35590
Research and the future evolution of aircraft
p679 AB4-37026
The commercial aircraft cockpit in the year 2000
p679 A84-37028
The M.88 - A fighter aircraft engine in the year 2000
p697 A84-37029
The status of helicopter technology in France
p679 A84-37031
Flight testing in the year 2000 p679 A84-37032
Fighter aircraft In the year 2000 p680 A84-37033
Aerodynamics and aerodynamicists in the year 2000
p635 A84-37034
Thoughts on the evolution of small gas turbines to the
year 2000 p697 A84-37035
From 1950 to the year 2000 - The dynamics of
aeronautical inertial navigation systems
p675 A84-37037
Voice control on military aircraft p676 A84-37038
The future evolution of CAD/CAM in the aerospace
industry p 635 AB4-37039
Materials in aeronautical research
P710 A84-37040
A new finite-volume method for the Euler equations with
applications to transonic flows p 640 A84-37059
Evolution of test methods for structural vibrations
p716 A84-37149
The introduction of generalized automate control in
avionics and flight safety
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-6] p 636 A84-37528
Response of an axial compressor to distorted inlet
flow
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-13] p 717 AB4-37532
A survey of recent ONERA experimental studies on
turbulent separated flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-14] p 642 A84-37533
Application of 2D and 3D criteria to the calculation of
the transition and the boundary layer of sweptback
wings
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-16] p 642 A84-37535
Detailed study of the flow around a profile with high-lift
devices - Comparison with calculations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-17] p 643 A84-37536
Skyship demonstration between Paris airports
p669 A84-37924
Experimental study and modelling of the influence of a
periodic wake on a fifUny surface
[AIAA PAPER 84-1660] p 652 A84-38040
A semi-implicit and unsteady numerical method of
viscous-inviscid interaction tor transonic separated flows
p654 A64-38093
Blade bending flutter in started supersonic flow
p720 A84-38095
Optimal conception of aerodynamic foim
p660 A84-39738
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Calibration and use of an ONERA miniature five hole
piobo
(ONERA. TP NO. 1984-2] p 803 A84-39973
Finite element model adjustment using experimental
vibration data
[ ONERA, TP NO. 1984-1] p803 A84-39975
Rehabilitation of the Mauritius Island Plalsance airport
Upgrading the runway p 791 A84-40023
Toulouse - The ATR-«2 begins its trials
p767 A84-40059
The SEMBB Mk 10 ejection seat p 759 A84-41233
Reynolds number effect on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an ogive-cylinder at high angles of
attack
[AIAA PAPER 84-2176] p 746 A84-41341
Structure of a high-Reynolds-number turbulent wake in
supersonic flow p749 A84-41806
Frequencies and mode shapes of rotating bladed
ajdsymmetric structures - Application to a |et engine
p780 A84-42416
Vapor phase alumlniang to protect turbine airfoils
p798 A84-42653
Modern meteorological radars for crvD aviation
p856 A84-43499
Mode S and T.CAS - The French design and program
p682 AB4-43500
Training fiorondutics) &nd ftstrftfffluticflt engineers in
France p943 A64-43897
Vortex shedding by a Savontus rotor
p932 A84-44000
Aerodynamic characteristics of a two-dimensional
moving spoiler in subsonic and transonic flow
p829 A64-44S11
The structure of turbulence in a supersonic
shock-wave/boundary-layer Interaction
p830 A84-44635
Engineering aspects of international cooperation In
aeronautics p 824 A84-44927
Flight control system on modern ovfl oircrsn
p898 A84-44929
Investigation of the particle transport In compressible
vortices produced by shock diffraction
P&31 A84-44938
Three-dimensional computational methods applied to
aerodynamic analysis of transonic flews past a wing-body
configuration
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-92] p 831 A84-44944
Lightning &nd composite nmterfsJs
p852 A84-44950
Certification problems for composite airplane
structures p824 A84-4497S
Frying the Mirage 2000 by wire p824 A84-44989
Review of aircraft-engine links as a consequence of
engine digital control p890 A84-44991
Compressor response to periodic transients
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-94] p 890 A84-44992
A new method of modal analysis - Multiple Input by
uncorrelated signals p906 A84-46004
Flutter calculation on a supercritical wing in the transonic
range - Comparison theory-experiment
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-108] p 872 A84-45010
Experimental and computational investigation of the
vortex flow over a swept wing
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-93] p 835 A84-45025
Damage tolerance evaluation of aircraft components
under spectrum loading p873 A84-45029
Turboshaft engine noise study
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-96] p 891 A84-4S036
Inlet distortion end compressor behaviour
P838 AB4-4S037
Climb speed and rating optimisation
p874 A84-4S04S
A new approach to mission management for combat
aircraft p899 A84-45046
Numerical computation of transonic flow past an
axtsymmetric nacelle
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-91 ] p 837 A84-45052
Structural QptirTifcBtrQn with non Une&r constraints
p918 A84-4S057
The interaction of a shock wave and a turbulent boundary
layer and its ooftUol
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-27] p 837 A84-45177
Advantage of internal bleed for the performance of a
two-dimensional air Intake In the extended Mach-number
range 1.8-3+
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-38] p 838 A84-4S183
Laboratory evaluation of lightning Induced transients In
aircraft electrical wiring
(ONERA, TP NO. 1984-51] p 874 A84-4S192
A sub-domain approach for the computation of
compressible tnvtsdd flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-61] p919 AB4-4S202
Analysis on an implicit Euter solver
[ONERA, TP NO. 198442] p 838 A84-45203
Application of pulsed laser holography to nondestructive
testing of aircraft structures p919 A84-45487
Towards & better underst&ndlng of hePcoptef extemaJ
noise p940 A84-46388
Experimental research on helicopter fuselage and rotor
hub wake turbulence p846 A84-48384
Study of supercharger turbocompressors
p 1000 A84-467S9
Fundamental studies on vortex flows
p949 A84-46763
Dovolopmenta In research stimulated by cryogenic wind
tunnel constiucllun planning and projects
p991 AB4-48764
First cryogenic tests of an airfoB In ONERA/CERT T2
wind tunnel p949 A84-46767
Design of highly loaded blade profiles using an Iterative
Inverse-dfrect computational procedure
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-22] p9SO A84-46887
The active magnetic bearing enables optimum damping
of flexible rotor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-117] p 1003 A84-46951
Use of an inverse method for the design of high efficiency
compressor and turbine blades with large change In
radius
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-167] p 953 AB4-46971
Comput&tion of secondmy flows in on sxisJ flow
compressor including tnviscid &nd viscous flow
computeDon
[ASME PAPER 84-QT-244] p 957 A84-47021
Simplified method for flow analysis and performance
calculation through an axial compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-QT-250] p 957 A84-47026
..Theoretical and experimental determination of the
transfer function of a compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-283] p885 A84-47042
Precision OME - Distance measurement In the MLS
p970 A84-48124
Probtemfl In Air nsvig&tion ot the North Polo • I.
pB70 A84-48125
AGARD Bulletin, technical programme. 1984
[AGARD-BUL-83/2] p3 N84-10010
Special Course on Aerodynamic Characteristics of
Controls
[AQARD-R-711] p64 N84-10082
Computer-Aided Design and Analysis of Digital Quldanoe
and Control Systems
[AGARD-LS-128] p66 N84-10093
Aeroel&stic Considerations In the Pn^ lmins/y Design of
Aircraft
[AGARD-CP-354] p4 N84-11116
Aerospatlal'es approach to the study of flutter at the
design stage of the project p67 N84-11118
Estimated analysis of the eeroelastic behavior of tall
rotors p52 N84-11129
Aeroelasticlty and optimization at the design stage
p53 N84-11131
Some trends in airship technology developments
[AGARD-R-717] p86 N84-12050
Integration of Fire Control, FQght Control and Propulsion
Control Systems
[AGARD-CP-349] p67 N84-12066
The relations between the numerical control of the
engine and other aircraft functions p138 N84-12062
Effects of Integrated maintenance on the deflnlllons of
onboard equipments p 121 N84-12068
A nonlinear control law for piloting aircraft In trie
air-to-ground attack phase p137 N84-12071
Special Course on Subsonic/Transonic Aerodynamic
Interference for Aircraft
[AQARD-R-712] p 87 N84-12072
Aerodynamics of Vortical Type Flows In Three
Dimensions
[AGARD-CP-342] p 98 N84-12099
Interaction between a shock-wave and a vortex flow
p99 N84-12104
vTsustiMtton of vortic&l typo flows In throe dimensions
p99 N84-12107
Simulation of turbulent flows with a point vortex
method p 101 N84-12119
Experimentation with turbulent flows experiencing the
. effects of an adverse pressure gradient
p103 N84-12127
Waves on vortex cores and their relation to vortex
breakdown p 103 N84-12128
Right tests for a strapdown system (MSS): The results
of a special fUght test
[ESA-TT-818] p115 N84-12153
Auxiliary Power Systems
[AGARr>CP-352] p 130 N84-12168
Auxiliary power systems with gas turbines
p 130 N84-12170
Auxiliary power units for wide-body aircraft
P131 N84-12174
Hydraulic generation of auxfltery power for the Mirage
2000 aircraft p 131 N84-12178
The 400 Hz generators evolution, effects on Installation
arrangements p 132 N84-121B6
Development of the basic methods needed to predict
the aeroelastic behavior of helicopters
p142 N84-12811
La Recherche Aerospatiale. Btomonthty Bulletin, no.
1982-4. 209/Jury-August 1982
[ESA-TT-781] pB8 N84-13141
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
1982-5. 210/Ssptsmber-October 1882
[ESA-TT-785] p 88 N84-13142
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
1982-2. 207/MardvAprfl 1982
[ESA-TT-759] p 88 N84-13143
Analysis of pressure distributions on a wing with an
oscillating trailing edge flap In subsonic and transonic
flow p104 N84-13145
Helicopter noise p254 N84-15027
Experimental methods In compressor noise studies
p254 N84-15028
Instrumentation and signal analysis
p244 N84-15032
Advanced Concepts for Avionics/Weapon System
Design, Development find Integration
[AGARD-CP-343] p 150 N84-15034
To words & modularity of softw&re conceived for the
requirement of the user p201 N84-15040
Combined visualization p212 N84-15043
Connecting aircraft and external loads
p202 N84-15046
First level Integrated maintenance In weapons
systems p202 N84-15054
Methods for developing the navigation and weapon
systems of the Mirage 2000 p 189 N84-15068
Flight Mechanics and System Design Lessons From
Operational Experience
[AQARD-CP-347] p 150 N84-1S076
The analysis of records of parameters: An Indispensable
tool In oversight and In operations ooiUiol
p184 N84-15082
Aircraft operations from airfields wtth special
unconventional characteristics p203 N84-15085
A systematic characterization of the effects of
atmospheric electricity on the operational conditions of
aircraft p228 N84-15086
The MIRAGE 200ft Fly by wire control and safety
p203 N84-15093
Certification experience with methods for minimum crew
demonstration p204 N84-15101
Three-dimensional effects on airfoils
[NASA-TM-77025] p 177. N84-15118
Helicopter btfujn tips
[NASA-TM-77370] p 178 N84-15118
Three-dimensional wake of a swept wing .
p245 N84-15458
Calibration of air-data systems and flo'w direction
sensors. AGARD Flight Test Techniques Series, volume
1
[AGARD-AO-300-VOL-1] p 246 N84-1S530
Explicit second order splitting schemes for solving
hyperbolic nonlinear problems: Theory and application
to transonic flow
[ESA-TT-768] p252 N84-15B55
The drag of magnetically suspended wind-tunnel models
with nose-cones of various shapes
[NASA-TM-77325] p 270 N84-16137
viscous Effects In TurbomacWnes
[AQARD-CP-351] p300 N84-18188
Computing the three dimensional boundary layer In a
compressor p301 N84-16200
ExpertniBiilul and theoretical studies of pttntttal viscous
boundaries In s single stage transonic compressor
p 301 N84-16206
La Recherche Aerospatiale bimonthly bulletin, number
1983-3, 214/May-June
[ESA-TT-622] p322 N84-1B014
The Concords and aeronautical research
[NASA-TM-76973] p328 N84-18153
Air Intakes for a probative missile ot rocket ramjet
[NASA-TM-77407] p 338 N84-18170
Aerospace research activities p338 N84-18179
Developmental possibilities and restrictions In air
[ESA-TT-744] p342 N84-19307
Development possibilities In commercial air transport In
the Federal Republic of Germany p342 N84-19308
Transport Infrastructure; Is pfenning stfll echlevflble
p343 N84-19310
The supplier Constraints and prospects
p343 N84-19311
Applications of composite materials In helicopter
construction
[AD-A138678] p 352 N84-19338
Use of adaptive wans In 2D tests
[NASA-TM-77380] p 371 N84-19359
. Prediction of critical speeds, unbalance and
nonsynchronous forced response of rotors
p388 N84-19918
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Two-dimensional wind tunnel wall interference
[AD-A138964J p 412 N84-2O499
Helicopter fatigue design guide
[AD-A138963J p 437 N84-20513
Calendar of selected aeronautical and space meetings
[AGARD-CAL-83/2] p 499 N84-21490
AGAHD highlights
[AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-83/1] p 399 N84-21493
AGARD Highlights. September 1983
[AGARD-HIGHUGHTS-83/2] p 399-N84-21494-
Report by the Chairman of the Right Mechanics Panel
p 438 N84-21495
AGARD Highlights. September 1982
[AGARD-HIGHLJGHTS-82/2] p 399 N84-21496
The corrosion-fatigue cooperative testing programme
p 473 N84-21497
AGARO Highlights, March 1984
[AGARD-HIGHUGHTS-84/1J p 399 N84-21498
Report by the Chairman of the Fluid Dynamics Panel
p 485 N84-21499
Aerospace research and technology in Germany
p498 N84-21500
Guides to aerospace research and development in
NATO countries. Bibliography
[AGARD-R-718] p 498 N84-22509
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly bulletin, number
1983-4, 215/July-August
[ESA-TT-823] p 545 NB4-22589
Wind Tunnels and Testing Techniques
[AGARD-CP-348] p 503 N84-23564
The T2 cryogenic wind tunnel with self-adaptable walls
at ONERA/CERT p 545 N84-23567
Producing a cryogenic gust in an Eiffel type atmospheric
wind tunnel with short gust p 545 N84-23569
Ground/flight test techniques and correlation
P528 N84-23574
The 310 airbus test in the ONERA wind tunnel:
Right-wind tunnel comparison p 565 N84-23587
New TPS calibration bench, and ejector tests
p 546 N84-23594
Vortical flow exploration methods developed for the F1
wind tunnel p 563 N84-23598
New methods of excitation, acquisition and data
reduction about unsteady wind tunnel tests
p 515 N84-23599
Computation of viscous flows over airfoils, including
separation, with a coupling approach
[NASA-TM-77079] p516 N84-23607
AGARD index of publications, 1980-1982
[ISBN-92-835-1462-9] p 569 N84-24502
Calendar of AGARD technical meetings 1984
p569 N84-24526
AGARD bulletin: Meetings, publications, membership
[AGARD-BUL-84/1] p 569 N84-24527
Statistical approach to damage tolerance assessment
[SNIAS-832-111-112] p596 N84-24575
Combustion Problems in Turbine Engines
[AGARD-CP-353] p 614 N84-24732
A study of the fundamental problems of combustion in
the combustion chambers of turbojets using a tubular
reactor p 616 N84-24759
An aerodynamic study of combustion in the combustion
chambers of turbomachines: Experimental and theoretical
approaches , p 608 N84-24764
Workshop on Requirements for Aircraft Corrosion
Control
[AGARD-R-714] p 573 N84-25613
Special Course on V/STOL Aerodynamics
[AGARD-R-710] p 573 N84-25625
Experimental modal analysis
[SNIAS-832-210-110] p 587 N84-25655
Advances in Strapdown Inertial Systems
[AGARD-LS-133] p 593 N84-25691
Strapdown inertial systems for tactical missiles using
mass unbalanced two-axis rate gyros
p 594 N84-25696
Renovation of the Helice
[SNIAS-832-111-109] p 598 N84-25703
Carbon structures on the wing of the regional transport
plane ATR-42
[SNIAS-832-111-113] p 598 N84-25704
System concepts for helicopter air-to-air combat
[SNIAS-832-210-102] p 598 N84-25705
The development of the Navy variant of the Dauphin 2
helicopter
[SNIAS-832-210-106] p 599 N84-25706
Aerospatiale's experience on helicopter flight in icing
conditions
[SNIAS-832-210-107] p 599 N84-25707
Operational and Performance Measurement on Engines
in Sea Level Test Facilities
[AGARD-LS-132] p612 N84-25723
The wind tunnel S2MA of the aerodynamic testing plant
in Modene-Avrieux, France
[ONERA-NT-1983-5] p613 N84-25735
Composite materials: The user and the producer
[SNIAS-832-111-108] p617 N84-25772
Influence of the environment on the application and
drying quality of organic paints
[SNIAS-832-551-102] p617 N84-25833
The industry's materials: SNIAS and general conditions
of its environment
[SNIAS-832-502-101] p624 N84-25865
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
-1983-6, 217/November-Oecember
[ESA-TT-841] p625 N84-25870
Robustness quantification for nonlinear sampled-data
systems with dynamic multiplicative perturbations
p630 N84-25871
Determination of the stable operating conditions of an
axial flow compressor p 626 N84-25971
Implicit time dependent methods for the solution of the
Euler equations. Part 2: Application to transonic flows
p627 N84-25990
Nondestructive testing of composite structures
[SNIAS-832-210-108] p627 N84-26045
The SARIB vibration absorber
[SNIAS-832-210-104] p628 NB4-26058
Single-pilot IFR flights and operations
[SNIAS-832-210-103] p630 N84-26374
Contribution to the study of light aircraft propeller
noise
[AD-B073101] p632 N84-26388
Computation of noise radiating from a free jet
perpendicular to its axis via laser anenometry
measurements
[ONERA-NT-1983-6] p632 N84-26387
Towards a better understanding of helicopter external
noise
[SNIAS-832-210-113] p632 N84-26388
The ONERA Aeronautics Research Establishment in
Cannes (France)
[ONERA-P-1983-2] p633 N84-26455
Protection equipment against high velocity ejections
[STPA/CIN-6] p675 N84-27705
Characterization of a sample of aluminum alloy longeron
in 7050 T73652 of Alcoa origin. Summary of test number
MO 570300 p690 N84-27729
Material characterization by strain rate controlled low
cycle fatigue tests and by crack propagation velocity:
Summary of test number M3 430300
[IMI-679] p 714 N84-27878
Implementation and performance of algorithms on a
vector calculator
[SNIAS-832-111-104] p 734 N84-28S19
The F2 wind tunnel at Fauga-Mauzac
[NASA-TM-77482] p 792 N84-28814
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin, no.
1984-1, 218/ January - February
[ESA-TT-858] p 741 N84-29850
The Technical University of Denmark (TUD)-ESA
spherical near field antenna test facility, Lyngby,
Denmark
[ESA-BR-19] p794 N84-29890
A survey of biodynamic test devices and methods
[AD-A142467] p 795 N84-29894
Modem structure materials: Present situation and
evolution perspectives
[SNIAS-841-551-103] p 879 N84-31118
A new concept for guiding missiles with an application
to the ground-air system p 910 N84-31253
Composite structure repair
[AD-A141456] p914 N84-31300
Calendar of selected aeronautical and space meetings
[AGARD-CAL-84/1] p 945 N84-32341
Future requirements for airborne simulation
[AGARD-AR-188] p 909 NB4-32401
Contribution of the industry to a better adaptation of
helicopters to military requirements
[SNIAS-841-210-102] p948 N84-33367
Experimental determination of the inertia constants of
an airplane or of a missile
[NASA-TM-77767] p 965 N84-33381
Materials Substitution and Recycling
[AGARD-CP-356] p 996 N84-33465
Problems presented to engine builders by the recycling
of metallic materials p 997 N84-33482
Special Course on Stability and Transition of Laminar
Row
[AGARD-R-709] p 1009 N84-33757
Description and prediction of transition in
two-dimensional, incompressible flow
P1009 N84-33758
Report of the working group on large-scale computing
in aeronautics
[AGARD-AR-209] p 1014 N84-34177
Flight Test Techniques
[AGARD-CP-373] p 949 N84-34396
Right testing and real time data processing for
development and integration of weapon systems
p977 N84-34415
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Theoretical and experimental dynamic stall
investigations on a rotor blade tip p8 A84-10100
Development of boundary layers and separation patterns
on a body of revolution at incidence p9 A84-10108
Flow quality in wind tunnels; Meeting, Bremen, West
Germany, September 9,10,1982, Reports
_p.69_A8W0551_
Hot-wire anemometer measurements in large wind
tunnels p 70 A84-10553
Improving the flow quality in an open wind tunnel
p 70 A84-10554
The DFVLR Goettingen high-pressure wind tunnel -
Tunnel characteristics and flow quality
p70 A84-105S5
Effects of wind tunnel turbulence on test results. I
Problematic, planned investigations, turbulence in level
flow: Discussion issue p 70 A84-10558
Effect of wind tunnel turbulence on model test results.
II Comparative tests in German 3-m wind tunnels
p70 A84-10559
Effect of increased turbulence on the flow around a
transonic profile p 11 A84-10560
Wind tunnel effects in vehicle aerodynamics
p 71 A84-10561
Transonic flow around a profile with heat input via
condensation p11 A84-10562
Change regarding the camber of the wing of the Airbus
A300-600 pit A84-10563
Aerodynamic improvements in wing and propeller design
as exemplified by the Do 28 TNT p 11 A84-10564
Aerodynamical design considerations for future
supersonic aircraft - Advantages and limitations of the
unstable design of military aircraft p 44 A84-10565
Investigations of the flight characteristics of airliners with
reduced static longitudinal stability
[DGLR PAPER 82-091] p 62 A84-10566
Realization of reduced stability in a modem transport
aircraft by controlling the center of gravity
[DGLR PAPER 82-092] p 62 A84-10567
Precision timing in commercial flight - A way to increase
efficiency through onboard and ground-based aids
[DGLR PAPER 82-095] p 29 A84-10568
Problems regarding flight characteristics in connection
with a performance-optimum design of future combat
aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 82-097] p 45 A84-10569
The performance of a subsonic combat aircraft witih
transonic wing and maneuver flaps
[DGLR PAPER 82-101] p 45 A84-10570
Leading edge flap systems for slim wings: 'vortex
flaps'?
[DGLR PAPER 82-103] p11 AB4-10571
In-flight rescue concept for combat helicopter
crews-development and groundtests p 23 A84-10722
An X-band microstrip phased-array antenna with
electronic polarization control p 34 A84-10822
A novel 35 GHz 3-D radar for flight assistance
p34 A84-10833
International Helicopter Forum, 14th, Bueckeburg and
Hanover, West Germany, May 20, 21,1982, Proceedings.
Part 1 - Military part Part 2 - Civil part pi A84-11051
The demands of the Air Force with respect to the
helicopters of the 1990s p2 A84-11052
Military demands concerning helicopters for the Navy
Of the 1990s p2 A84-11053
Demand and concepts for satisfying this demand in the
case of transport helicopters'for the 1990s
p2 A84-11054
Shaft propulsion systems for helicopters of the next
generation p 58 A84-11055
Rber composite structures for military helicopters
p46 A84-11056
Display-oriented cockpit for low-level night flight
(experimental program NSC) p 55 A84-11060
Mission-specific effects on helicopter flight mechanics
p63 A84-11062
BK-117 - A German-Japanese helicopter for the world
market p47 A84-11064
A fully automatic, temperature-regulated antiicing device
for rotor blades and engine intakes p 47 A84-11066
A new concept for a rescue helicopter to meet the needs
of emergency medicine, based on the BK-117
p25 A84-11067
The modem weapon systems BO 105M and BO 105P
p47 A84-11068
Legal protection in the planning of airports - The
contestability of the airport construction permit
p84 A84-11310
Product liability in aviation and its insurability
p84 A84-11311
Theoretical and experimental investigations concerning
the ground effect on wings with flaps p 15 A84-11980
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The influence of the Reynolds number on the
aerodynamic parameters of wing profiles near ground
p15 AS4-11981
Accuracy analysts in inertia! navigation systems
p37 AB4-11984
Fatal aircraft accidents and their causes
p26 A84-121S3
In-flight short field landing investigations on a combat
aircraft with thrust reverser
[AIAA PAPER 83-2693] p 48 A84-12306
Right test technique for the assessment of helicopter
mission demands
[AIAA PAPER 83-2735] p 48 A84-12328
Overcontrolling, residual oscillations, PIO, a feature of
high order, high gain, flight control systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-2740] p 63 A84-12332
The M.C. A.-method, a flight test technique to determine
thrust of jet aircraft in flight
[AIAA PAPER 83-2749] p 49 A84-12337
Flight vibration test analysis - Methods, theory and
application
[AIAA PAPER 83-2752] p 50 AM-12340
Right vibration testing with tip vane on Airbus A310
[AIAA PAPER 83-2753] p 50 A84-12341
Flight testing of the autopilot and terrain following radar
system in the Tornado aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2770] p 38 A84-12354
The modem fighter cockpit p 125 A84-14033
Strapdown inertial-navigation systems
p111 A84-14282
Feeding and decoupling of antenna elements in OVOR
navigation equipment p111 A84-14302
Studies on blade-to-blade and rotor-fuselage-tail
interferences p 119 A84-14761
Relationship between phenological phase data and the
seasonal distribution of birdstrike-induced incidents at
German civilian airports p 108 A84-14778
New flight deck design in the light of operational
capabilities
[MBB-FE-301/S/PUB/109] p 119 A84-15191
TORNADO autopilot measures to ensure survivability
after failures
[MBB-FE-325/PUB/TOR/007] p 135 A84-15193
APU operational efficiency
[MBB-UT-14-83-OE] p 128 A84-15194
Software testing of safety critical systems
[MBB-FE-352/S/PUB/106] p 135 A84-15195
Problems and development trends in general aviation;
Symposium, Friedrichshafen, West Germany, March 24,
25,1983, Reports
[DGLR BERICHT 83-01 ] p 85 A84-15406
The design of sport and touring aircraft
p119 A84-15407
The design of high-performance gliders
p 120 A84-15408
The design of light helicopters p 120 A84-15409
The problems of type certification p 120 A84-15410
Profile design for wings and propellers
p95 A84-15411
Industrial manufacture of light aircraft by a fiber
composite construction method p 86 A84-15412
Industrial manufacture of light aircraft by a fiber
composite construction method. II p 86 A84-15413
The design of control forces and their adaptation in a
flight test, taking into account the example of the DO
228 p 120 A84-15414
The development of costs in general aviation
p 145 A84-15415
Flight noise problems in general aviation
p 143 A84-15416
The reduction of the flight accident risk in general
aviation p 108 A84-15417
Analysis of incorrect human behavior in flight accidents
and possibilities for influencing this behavior
p 108 A84-15418
Systems for reducing the collision risk for general
aviation p113 A84-15420
Functional airport installations - A necessary condition
for aviation today and tomorrow p 139 A84-15421
Advances related to radio navigation aids for civil
aviation p113 A84-15422
Terrain following development testing on the Tornado
aircraft p 191 A84-15988
Flight simulation behaviour of aramid reinforced
aluminium laminates (ARALL) p 232 A84-16337
Computation of three-dimensional boundary layers on
fuselages p 153 A84-17403
Airfoil optimization
[AIAA PAPER 84-0053] p 157 A84-17849
Effects of local boundary layer suction on
shock-boundary layer interaction and shock-induced
separation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0098] p 159 A84-17880
Research towards and development of aerospace
vehicle noise certification with emphasis on propeller
aircraft and helicopters
[AIAA PAPER 84-0247] p 149 A84-17974
Flowfield and vorticity distribution near wing trailing
Flight-plan coordination in the Federal Republic of
Germany p 280 A84-22S99
Superplastic forming, an economical sheet-forming
[AIAA PAPER 84-0421) p 167 A84-18082
On the breakdown of the Crocco temperature-velocity
relationship and the law of the wall in compressible
two-dimensional turbulent boundary layers
p 170 A84-18351
Visual aids for future helicopters p 210 A84-18375
Local charge distribution and development on insulating
surfaces p 236 A84-18542
Application of charging effects - Ranging of aircraft
p 199 A84-18543
Development and test of the lightning protection system
for the CFRP rudder on A310 aircraft
p 199 A84-18549
Right test result of five input signals for aircraft parameter
identification p 200 A84-18613
A method for the design of the controller for active
flutter-suppression systems p 302 A84-19594
Air rescue s*"vice in the Federal Republic of Germany
Requirement-! :or the helicopter p 276 A84-19606
Low level flight and navigation at night in Central
Europe p276 A84-19609
Cockpit-design and systems management for light
helicopters p285 A84-19615
A digital system for higher harmonic control of a model
rotor p286 A84-19619
Helicopter noise certification and sensitivity studies
along the procedural lines of the new ICAO Annex
16/Chapter 8 regulations p 277 A84-19620
Fluctuating forces and rotor noise due to main rotor-tail
rotor interaction p319 A84-19622
Numerical analysis and experimental verification of
elastomeric bearings p311 A84-19635
Nonlinear helicopter stability p 303 A84-19639
A general algorithm for quasilinearization in helicopter
dynamics p311 A84-19641
Ground flight tests of a passive rotor isolation system
for helicopter vibration reduction p 287 A84-19643
Techniques in the assessment of helicopter flying
qualities p 303 A84-19644
Some aspects of optimizing Kiebitz/ARGUS flight
dynamics and control system by simulation and flight
testing P 303 A84-19646
New aspects on helicopter rotor dynamics
p287 A84-19650
Service life of sailplanes made of CFRP
p288 A84-19678
Invariance groups and reduction of the unsteady
transonic small disturbance equation
p263 A84-20215
Calculation of transonic inlet flows
p263 A84-20839
The calculation of the laminar boundary layer on a
wing-like ellipsoid with incidence p 263 A84-20840
Disturbance of a planar turbulent wake by a compression
shock p263 A84-20841
Periodic vortex shedding in the supersonic wake of a
planar plate p 263 A84-20842
Interaction between a turbulent planar plate boundary
layer and a planar cylinder wake p 264 A84-20843
Some remarks on source coherence affecting jet
noise p320 A84-21161
Sidewall effects on airfoil tests p 306 A84-21521
Computation of the flow around wings with rear
separation p 268 A84-22168
The effect of the microstructure on slow crack
propagation and the mechanical properties of hot-pressed
silicon nitride between room temperature and.1500 C
p308 A84-22237
Motion-induced aerial forces for detached flow and their
application to the study of structural response
p268 A84-22249
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Bereich wissenschaftlich-technische
Betriebseinrichtungen - Scientific-technical report: Status
1983 P325 A84-22253
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Annual report 1982 p 325 A84-22255
Airborne observatories - Astronomy at high altitudes
p259 A84-22348
Connecting elements for glass fiber-reinforced plastics
structures - Mechanical connections for highly-stressed
structures made of fiber-reinforced plastics
p314 A84-22475
Supercritical airfoil and wing design
p269 A84-22587
Comparative assessment of a monopulse SSR system
and conventional moving-window processing
p284 A84-22596
Recognition of measurement errors in DME by
estimation of impulse parameters p 284 A84-22598
[MBB-BB-555-83-OE] p314 AB4-22851
Transfer of aircraft technology into other industries
Examples from aerodynamics
[MBB-UT-20-83-OE] p 324 A84-22852
Access to maintenance data via AIDS - Future aspects
of the expanded AIDS
[MBB-UT-17-83-OE] p 295 A84-22860
Load-depending deformations of windtunnel models
[AIAA PAPER 84-0589] p 348 A84-24180
Transport configuration wind tunnel tests with engine
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0592] p 364 A84-24183
Procedure for working up a case of structural damage
p380 A84-24427
Adhesion between metals and nonmetals - Long applied,
but still not understood p 380 A84-24683
Methods for investigating polymer/metal bonded
layers p 374 A84-24685
Strength, quality, and lifetime in the case of hot engine
components p 380 A84-24714
Visualization of boundary layer transition on a cone with
liquid crystals p 332 A84-25203
The ground boundary-layer flow induced by an airfoil
section p 334 A84-26367
Four-bar mechanisms with two degrees of freedom and
prespecified input-output behavior p 383 A84-26369
Determination of the absolute humidity of air using a
Laval nozzle p369 A84-26370
The unsteady wake behind slender lifting bodies in
incompressible now p 403 A84-26590
Treatment of supersonic configurations by an updated
low-order panel method p 429 A84-26952
Triple correlation of the pressure fluctuations in a
turbulent free jet p476 A84-28183
Joining and coating of oxide dispersion strengthened
superalloys p 471 A84-28333
Sampled-data control. Volume 1 - Analysis and
synthesis. Volume 2 - Design of robust systems /2nd
revised and enlarged edition/ p 491 A84-28770
Aircraft de-icing performance analysis by an adapted
temperature field analyser program
[SAE PAPER 831141 ] p 431 A84-29069
Advanced, high-strength aluminum castings for airframe
construction
[DGLR PAPER 83-79] p 481 A84-29652
Determination of the air flight fitness of carbon
fiber-reinforced structural components using the Alpha jet
horizontal stabilizers and elevators as an example
[DGLR PAPER 83-080] p 472 A84-29653
Machining of fiber-reinforced synthetic materials in
aircraft construction
[DGLR PAPER 83-81 ] p 481 A84-29654
Flight-time extension in hot-air balloons by appropriate
surface characteristics
[DGLR PAPER 63-086] p 398 A84-29655
The experimental propulsion systems GNT1 and
WD1000 and their applications
[DGLR PAPER 83-096] p 453 A84-29660
The suitability of a propulsion system without afterburner
for future fighter aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 83-97] p 453 A84-29661
Recent contributions of the DFVLR Institute for
Propulsion Technology to propulsion system research
[DGLR PAPER 83-098] p 453 A84-29662
The extension of the Stuttgart altitude-test chamber for
an enlarged flow rate
[DGLR PAPER 83-099] p 468 A84-29663
New developments in aerodynamics
[DGLR PAPER 83-100] p 407 A84-29664
Supermaneuverability
[DGLR PAPER 83-106] p 460 A84-29669
. Unsteady aerodynamics of rapidly moving flaps and
spoilers for the active-control reduction of gust and
maneuver loads
[DGLR PAPER 83-107] p 408 A84-29670
Maximum-likelihood parameter estimation in nonlinear
flight-mechanics systems
[DGLR PAPER 83-108] p 491 A84-29671
Evaluation of angle of attack and sideslip angle using
a coupled nonlinear monitor for longitudinal and lateral
motions
[DGLR PAPER 83-109] p 460 A84-29672
Constructional possibilities for minimizing dangerous
flutter in gliders and light aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 83-111] p 460 A84-29674
Toward static stability in gliders and light aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 83-112] p 460 A84-29675
Automatic camber flap adjustment in gliders
[DGLR PAPER 83-113] p 436 A84-29676
Performance evaluation of a glider with constant span
width and variable aspect ratio
[DGLR PAPER 83-114] p 436 A84-29677
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Ten yeare Of development for TKF/J-90
[DGLR PAPER 83-122] p 436 A84-29682
The antitank helicopter of the second generation
[DGLR PAPER 83-125] • p 438 A84-29684
History and future of aircraft with supporting paytoad
cell p 398 A84-29685
Structural optimization of a landing flap with the aid of
RAE-STARS - MSC-NASTRAN
[DGLR PAPER 83-138] p 438 A84-29687
Axial.feedback in supersonic_compressof stages with_
constant and variable impeller geometry
[DGLR PAPER 83-151] • p 408 A84-29688
The experimental cockpit of the DFVLR flight-test
vehicle p 446 A84-29692
The DFVLF1 flight-test vehicle ATT AS
p437 A84-29693
Advances In the application of parameter identification
analysis techniques to parachute aerodynamic test data
[AIAA PAPER 84-0799] p 408 A84-29971
Robustness against sensor failures
p540 A84-30274
On the evaluation of Reynolds number and relative
surface roughness effects on centrifugal compressor
performance based on systematic experimental
Investigations
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-118] p 533 A84-31291
Analytical determination of real normal modes from
measured complex responses
[AIAA PAPER 84-0995] p 556 A84-31715
Developmental tendencies in aircraft control systems
[MBB-UA-754-83-OE] p 547 A84-31791
System 4000 navigation aids p 520 A84-32329
Hardware end software structures for System 4000
navigation aids p 520 A84-32330
Off-shore helicopter radio navigation using DME-based
positioning system p 521 A84-32337
Precision distance measuring equipment for the
microwave landing system p 521 A84-32340
Aeromechanical aspects in the design of
hlngeless/bearingless rotor systems
[MB8-UD-403-83-OE] p 525 A84-32471
Lateral-directional stability - Theoretical analysis and
flight test experience
[MBB-UD-402-83-OE] p 541 A84-32472
Helicopter performance evaluation for certification
[MBB-UD-401-83-OE] p 525 A84-32473
Structural and dynamic tailoring of
hmgetess/bearingless rotors
[MBB-UD-404-83-OE] p 525 A84-32474
Crack propagation behavior in plated sheet metal
consisting of AICuMg(2) and AIZnMgCu(I.S) In the case
of dynamic stresses
[MBB-VFW-44-63-OE] p 558 A84-33144
Comparative Investigations involving aircraft structural
components produced by different procedures from
high-strength aluminum materials
[MBB-VFW-42-83-OEJ p 550 AB4-33146
The active and passive influencing of shock boundary
layer Interference at supercritical aircraft wings
[DGLH PAPER 83-059] p 509 A84-33150
On the propagation of sound In nozzles of variable
cross-section containing low Mach number mean flow
p630 A84-3471B
Computation of the thrust vector of obliquely cut
supersonic nozzles p 575 A84-34719
Comparison of combustion efficiencies for ramjet
engines p 601 A84-34723
Experimental Investigation of wail interference and
two-dimensionality of the flow in a transonic airfoil wind
tunnel P576 A84-35017
Aspects of advanced fighter engine design on the basis
of equal technology
[AIAA PAPER 84-1271] p 602 A84-35155
International Conference on Numerical Methods in Fluid
Dynamics, 8th. Rheinisch-Westfaelische Technische
Hochschule Aachen, Aachen, West Germany, June 28-July
2. 1882, Proceedings p 620 A84-3S301
Computation of Invisrid transonic internal flow
p578 A84-35317
Mesh generation strategies for CFD on complex
configurations p 578 A84-35328
Euler solutions as limit of Infinite Reynolds number for
separation flows and flows with vortices
p579 AS4-35344
Shear stress distribution and shear stiffness in
transversely loaded, inhomogeneous cross-sections of
arbitrary form made of orthotropic materials
p 621 A84-35592
Improvement of the accuracy of Doppler direction finders
for general aviation by spectral signal analysis
p590 A84-35694
Survey lecture and special experiences in FRG
[MBB-UD-410-63-OE] p614 A84-35920
Autoclave - Curing of extremely thin HM CFC-skins
[MBB-UD-409-83-OE] p 622 A84-35921
A 60 GHz collision warning sensor for helicopters
p600 A84-36262
Position updating using a passive millimeter wave
sensor p591 A84-36263
New results of airborne measurements with a sensitive,
high resolution 90 GHz radiometer - First results for an
equivalent 140 GHz system p600 A84-36287
Trends in the development of eddy current equipment
for aircraft maintenance p 716 A84-36600
Vforational.behavior.of coupled blade systems
p716 A84-36991
The aerodynamic optimization of wings In the subsonic
speed range and the influence of the design of the wing
tips p639 A84-36992
Requirements, definition and preliminary design for an
EDdsymmetric vectoring nozzle, to enhance aircraft
maneuverability
(AIAA PAPER 84-1212] p 680 A84-37635
Mathematical developments regarding boundary layer
theory during the last 25 years p71B A84-37728
Transonic supersonic flow from a wedge
p644 A84-37746
Prediction of pressure distribution Cp on a long
rectangular wing in transonic-supersonic flow
p644 A84-37756
Steady transonic profile flow with addition of heat by
condensation p644 A84-37758
HISSS - A higher-order subsonic/supersonic singularity
method for calculating linearized potential flow
[AIAA PAPER 84-1646] p652 A84-38033
Design of a forward swept wing fighter aircraft
p 681 A84-38407
A comparative theoretical study of the boundary-layer
development on forward swept wings
p654 A84-38412
Configuration development of a highly-manoeuvrable
research aircraft with forward swept surfaces
p682 A84-38416
Passive divergence control with free-floating wing tips
p703 A84-38425
A contribution to the computation of rotor moments of
Inertia suitable for computer processing
p732 A84-38427
Testing structural integrity and service life
p706 A84-38618
The Dorrder Right Test Centre p 706 A84-38619
Wind determination on the basis of data measured during
the flight of an airliner p 730 A84-38774
Problems of failure analysis, taking Into account the
example of a destroyed axial-flow compressor
p722 A84-39498
Simulation of airborne pulse Doppler radars, taking into
consideration ground clutter p 762 A84-40011
Concept for a new radar data collection system of the
Federal Institute for Air Traffic Control
p763 A84-40378
Design and testing of an MTD subsystem for air traffic
control radars p 763 A84-40379
Digital SLAR of the DFVLR - System concept and
results p763 A84-40381
Calculation of the detection range of pulse-Doppler
airborne radar systems p 763 A84-40384
Simulation system for development tasks In radar data
processing p 763 A84-40390
A 60 GHz obstruction warning radar for helicopters
p775 A84-40393
A source-equality Kutta condition for panel methods
p744 A84-40846
Determination of accuracy requirements of future
navigation systems for terminal areas by means of a Monte
Cario simulation p 764 A84-40888
Water droplet trajectory computation around an air
intake p744 A84-40890
Structural optimization of an aircraft design with
consideration of aeroelastic flutter stability
p 766 A84-40891
Vibration Conference 1982, Neu-Ulm, West Germany,
October 7. 8,1982. Reports p 805 AS4-40994
Pulse-related increase in connection with the evaluation
of flight noise p815 A84-41038
Unanswered questions from those affected by aircraft
noise to science and regulation p815 A84-41039
Design, wind tunnel testing and rational analysis of a
ventral pilot-type air intake
[AIAA PAPER 84-2202] p 747 A84-413SO
Practical aspects of helicopter parameter identification
[ AIAA PAPER 84-2081] p 787 A84-42337
Crash performance of Al and fiber-reinforced-composite
structural elements p 760 A84-42567
The aeroelastic wing - Improved performance through
use of anisotropic materials p 771 A84-42569
Oscillating airfoils and their wake p 753 A84-42570
ATMOS - Simulation for the air traffic of tomorrow
p792 A84-42573
The route structure in the commercial air traffic of the
Federal Republic of Germany p 740 A84-42574
New simplified ways to understand the interaction
between aircraft structure and active control systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-1868] p 894 A84-43426
Terminal 1 opened at LAX p 904 A84-43622
Mountains cut down, land created to build new St
Thomas runway p904 A84-43623
Air transport recovering - Ben Gurion Airport to be
improved p904 A84-43624
Investigation of the triplet concept using a higher-order
supersonic panel method p 831 A84-44931_
Advanced numerical methods for analysis and "design"
in aircraft aerodynamics p 831 A84-44932
Design and operation of TU-Berlin wind tunnel with
adaptable walls p 905 A84-44933
Oeformable adaptive wall test section for
three-dimensional wind tunnel testing
p905 A84-44934
Effect of engine technology on advanced fighter design
and cost . p889 A84-44943
Analysis of transonic and supersonic flows around
wing-body-combinations p 831 A84-44945
Validation of design methods and data by flight test
p869 A84-44947
Variable wing camber control for civil transport aircraft
p869 A84-44955
Development and flight testing of a new amphibian
technology demonstrator p 869 A84-44956
Transonic shock-boundary layer interaction control
p832 A84-44961
Comparative investigations on friction drag measuring
techniques in experimental aerodynamics
p832 A84-44972
New drag reduction methods for transport aircraft
p833 A84-44974
Structural certification of Airbus fin box in composite
fibre construction p 871 A84-44976
Landing approach handling qualities of transport aircraft
with relaxed static stability p899 A84-44978
Design procedure of an active Load Alleviation System
(LAS) p899 A84-44979
Steady and unsteady pressure distributions on a NACA
0012 profile in separated transonic flow
p833 A84-44982
A kinematic approach to unsteady viscous flows
p833 A84-44983
A310 structural testing for certification philosophy and
application to meet current durability and damage tolerance
requirements P 872 A84-45000
Computer aided flight testing of a digital autopilot on
board a research aircraft p 899 A84-45002
Aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body-combinations
at high angles of attack p834 A84-45011
Wing design for delta-canard configuration
p 835 A84-45014
Aerodynamic investigation on an adaptive airfoil for a
transonic transport aircraft p835 A84-45024
Leading-edge flap systems for slender wings Vortex
flaps'? p836 A84-45027
A computer augmented procedure for commercial
aircraft Preliminary design and optimization
p 873 A84-45031
Robust back-up stabilization for artificial-stability
aircraft p 899 A84-45049
Composite elements in structural
optimization-investigations on optimality criteria and
mathematical methods p918 A84-45059
Simulation analysis of future terminal procedures with
respect to the required navigation accuracy
p860 A84-45062
A new concept of an integrated navigation,
communication, and surveillance system based on the
standard DME p 860 A84-45064
An on-line realization for precise wind vector
measurements on board the DO 28 research aircraft
p932 A84-4506S
Detection range of an airborne pulse-Doppler radar using
medium and high pulse frequencies p 860 A84-45134
Experimental studies involving sweptback corner
configurations in longitudinal flow of the hypersonic
range p 838 A84-45524
Longitudinal motion of aircraft in wind shears
p900 A84-45526
Application of estimation techniques for the evaluation
of sensor errors from flight tests with the experimental
strapdown system of DFVLR p 861 A84-45951
Real time gyro error compensation in strapdown
systems p 861 A84-45952
Calculation of turbulent flow about missile afterbodies
containing an exhaust jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-1659] p 844 A84-46117
Mast mounted visual aids p882 A84-46274
Thermoflukldyrvamic experiments with a heated and
rotating circular cylinder in crossflow
p922 A84-46320
Development of avtortc systems for future helicopters
p882 A84-46353
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Development and certification of the BK 117
multipurpose helicopter p 877 A84-46374
Model rotor high-speed impulsive noise - Parametric
variations and full-scale comparisons
p940 A84-46383
Thermal analysis of a high-pressure compressor rotor
of an aero-engine - Venting as a means for life
improvement p893 AS4-46502
The influence of different geometries for a varied diffuser
on the pressure distribution in a centrifugal compressor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-68] P 952 A84-4691S
Centrifugal compressor surge behaviour
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-91] p 1002 A84-46933
An experimental investigation into the effect of wakes
on the unsteady turbine rotor flow
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-178] p 953 A84-46979
Mass flow limitation of supersonic blade rows due to
leading edge blockage
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-233] p 956 A84-47013
• Extima-2. an explicit time-marching method to calculate
transonic turbomachinery cascade flow
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-243] p 957 A84-47020
Comparison of controlled diffusion airfoils with
conventional NACA 65 airfoils developed for stator blade
application in a multistage axial compressor
[ASME PAPER 84TGT-248] p 957 AB4-47023
Sea Eagle p 947 A84-48250
Structure of lift-generated rolled-up vortices
p962 A84-49083
Slender wings with leading-edge vortex separation - A
challenge for panel methods and Euler solvers
P963 A84-49085
Mathematical modelling and theoretical methods for the
aerodynamic behaviour of control devices
p 65 N84-10085
Direct force control .p 65 N84-10090
Systematic computer aided control design
p 67 N84-10100
Aerospace research activities in West Germany
p4 N84-11115
Influence of main design parameters on flutter behaviour
for aircraft configurations with heavy concentrated
•masses ' p 68 N84-11122
Aeroelastic design considerations in the development
of helicopters p 52 N84-11126
Preliminary design of aircraft using structural
optimization methods p 53 N84-11133
Influence of physical and air traffic conditions on aircraft
noise emission to the ground
[MPIS-11/1982] p44 N84-11159
Modification of wing design to increase lift for future
Airbus derivatives (NEW)
[BMFT-FB-W-83-005] p 54 N84-11167
Computer symbol generator and control panel for an
integrated cockpit color display information system
[BMFT-FB-W-83-007] p 57 N84-11169
Gust alleviation p69 N84-11180
Determination of the Pavement Classification Number
(PCN) of airfields
[ ISBN-3-87977-0530] p 74 N84-11185
Integration of fire, flight and propulsion control systems:
An overview, retrospective and prospective
p 121 N84-12057
A diagnosis scheme for sensors of a flight control system
using analytic redundancy p 126 N84-12067
An integrated AFCS for the "PROFILE"-mode
p 137 N84-12069
Transonic configuration design p 121 N84-12081
Engine/airframe interference p96 N84-12085
The vortex skeleton model for three-dimensional steady
flows p98 N84-12101
Separation and vortical-type flow around a prolate
spheroid: Evaluation of relevant parameters
p100 N84-12113
Vortex flow simulations past wings using the
Euler-equations p 101 N84-12118
A contribution to the problem of vortex breakdown
P102 N84-12125
Activities report of the aerospace industry in West
Germany p 110 N84-12139
Auxiliary power requirements: Their role in aircraft
performance p 130 N84-12169
Secondary power systems for fighter aircraft
experiences today and . requirements, for a next
generation ' p 130 N84-12171
Cost efficient on board power for airline operation
p 132 N84-12180
API! operational efficiency p 132 N84-12181
Ground and inflight operational effects of APU's
p 132 N84-12182
Connection of large Airbus components taking example
of control surfaces junctions
[MBB-UT-07-82-OE] p 201 N84-14134
Reduced stability in a modem commercial aircraft and
center of gravity control
[MBB-UT-22-82-OE] p 228 N84-14156
Research towards and development of aerospace
vehicle noise certification with emphasis on propeller
aircraft and helicopters p 150 N84-15026
Increasing significance of electromagnetic effects in
modem aircraft development p 202 N84-15O41
Guidelines and criteria for the functional integration of
avionic systems with crew members in command
p212 N84-15044
Concept of a fighter aircraft weapon delivery system
p 203 N84-15064
CADAS: A computer aidxj design tool for avionic
systems p 214 N84-15065
Concepts for avionic and wiapon Integration facilities
p232 N84-1S070
Software testing of safety critical systems
p 184 N84-15073
Influence of windshear on flight safety
p 184 N84-15088
Tornado autopilot measures to ensure sun/ivability after
failures p 229 N84-15094
New flight deck design in the light of the operational
capabilities p 204 N84-15097
Recognizing defects in carbon-fiber reinforced plastics
[NASA-TM-76947] p 204 N84-15143
Flying qualities experiments of rate command/attitude
hold systems In the HFB 320 in-flight simulator
[DFVLR-F8-83-25] p 232 N84-15163
Periodic flow noise reduction using flow-excited
resonators: Theory and application
[OFVLR-FB-83-29] p 245 N84-15409
Design procedures for compressor blades
[NASA-TM-77085] p 246 N84-15552
Experimental determination of gap flow-conditioned
forces at turbine stages and their effect on the running
stability of simple rotors
[NASA-TM-77293] p 246 N84-15553
Transonic noise generation by duct arid profile flow
[AD-A129367] p 255 N84-15899
Lectures of a Flight Mechanics Conference
[DFVLR-MITT-83-05] p 259 N84-16120
Contributions of flight mechanics to civil air traffic
p285 N84-16124
Estimation of flight-mechanical motion characteristics
with Kalman filters p292 N84-16126
The air traffic planning coordinator of the Federal
Republic of Germany
[FACHTHEMEN-5] p 259 N84-16130
Wake vortices and their aerodynamic alleviation: A
review of the literature
[DFVLR-MITT-83-07] . p 272 N84-16154
Measurement of unsteady aerodynamic pressures
[DFyLR-MITT-83-08] p 272 N84-16155
Evaluation and analysis of experience reports
concerning wind shear problems
[DFVLR-FB-83-19] p 280 N84-16159
Solar-cell airplane Solair 1
[NASA-TM-77061] p 292 N84-16164
SUN WORSHIPER: McCready's Solar Challenger flies
over the English Channel
[NASA-TM-77327] p 292 N84-16166
Design of transonic compressor cascades for minimal
shock losses and comparison with test results
p300 N84-16192
Viscous effects and heat transfer in a calculation method
for axialsymmetric flow in multistage turtaomachines using
the stream function p 301 N84-16201
Row measurements in the stator row of a single-stage
transonic axial-flow compressor with controlled diffusion
stator blades p 302 N84-16209
Transonic cryogenic test section for the Goettingen tube
facility
[NASA-TM-77050] . p 307 N84-16219
The Prandtl Hergesell project of a National Research
Establishment for Aeronautics
[DFVLR-MITT-83-10J p 260 N84-17123
Effects on rail transport caused by air transport supply
alternatives within the Federal Republic of Germany for
the year 2000
[DFVLR-MITt-83-14] p 282 N84-17160
Results of a slant range visibility field test in
Munich-Reim
[DFVLR-MITT-83-09] ' p 285 N84-17169
Status for knowledge: Meteorological affected icing on
aircraft in clouds
[DFVLR-MITT-83-12] p 319 N84-17763
Activities report on air traffic control in the Federal
Republic of Germany p 345 N84-18182
Remarks on the layout of the subsonic free jet wind
tunnels
[NASA-TM-77326] p 370 N84-18214
Economic roughing and finish milling with end mills made
of high speed tool steel class HSSE: High cobalt
alloyed p 383 N64-18442
COMFLO: An experimental program for multigrid
treatment of subsonic potential flows past airfoil profiles
[PREPRINT-604] p 341 N84-19302
On the significance of unsteady surface pressures for
aerodynamicalry induced interior noise of automobiles
[DFVLR-FB-83-28] p 341 N84-19303
Aircraft over Steinberg (West Germany)
[REPT-5/1982] p345 N84-19316
Evaluation of radio navigation systems and their
configuration with respect to minimum cost
[DFVLR-FB-83-32] p 347 N84-19329
Civil component program Integrated
Wing-Engine-System (IFAS). phase 1 •
[BMFT-FB-W-83018] p 353 N84-19343
Long term in-service evaluation of CFRP components
(spoilers) on Airbus A300, phase 1
[BMFT-FB-W-83-028] p 353 N84-19344
Development of a wind tunnel test section with adaptive
flexible walls for three-dimensional flow
[BMFT-FB-W-83 )^26] p 387 N84-19776
Kinematics, influence functions and field quantil/es for
disturbance propagation from moving disturbance
sources
[NASA-TM-77410] p410 N84-20489
The aerospace industry in Germany: Today and
tomorrow p 399 N84-21501
Initial experiments on profile vortex interaction
[MPIS-6/1983] p414 N84-21520
Simulation analysis and derivation of accuracy
requirements for future terminal area navigation. Part 1:
Single aircraft analysis
[BMFT-FB-W-83-035-PT-1] p 428 N84-21535
Simulation analysis and derivation of accuracy
requirements for future terminal area navigation. Part 2:
Multi aircraft analysis >
[BMFT-FB-W-83-036-PT-2] p 428 N84-21536
Reid evaluation of proposed ICAO annex 16 takeoff
noise certification procedure for propeller-driven airplanes
not exceeding 5700 kg
[DFVLR-FB-83-34] p 496 N84-22378
A universal 3-dimensional wall pressure correction
method for closed rectangular subsonic wind tunnel test
sections (displacement, downwash, streamline
curvature)
[ESA-TT-800] p545 N84-22588
Aerodynamic sound generation by tuibulent boundary
layer flow along solid and compliant walls
[MPIS-116/1983] p566 N84-23239
Development and demonstration of economic
production systems in airframe construction. Part 2:
Technological phase. Part 6: Review
p503 N84-23555
Alpha jet pylon , p 503 N84-23556
MRCA run-in floors p 503 N84-23557
Statistical and vibratory fatigue limit characteristics of
aluminum cast alloys p 561 N84-23558
Additionally compressed titanium fine cast
components p 551 N84-23559
Economic riveting: Different bore qualities, fittings,
connection elements p 561 N84-23560
Welding of components made of the aluminum cast alloy
A357 p 561 N84-23561
Superplastic transformation and diffusion welding of
titanium alloys p 561 N84-23562
Aluminum precision forging components
p 562 N84-23563
The cryogenic wind tunnel Cologne
p 545 N84-23568
A short note on recent advances in the adaptive wall
technique for 30-model tests at the TU-Beriin
p 514 N84-23571
Turtmlent diffuser flow studies related to the design of
the ETW diffuser p 562 'N84-23572
Definition, sources and lowest possible levels of
wind-tunnel turbulence p 562 N84-23576
Prediction ol condensation onset and growth in the
European Transonic Wind Tunnel (ETW)
p562 N84-23578
Propeller and rotor noise testing in aeroacoustic wind
tunnels p 567 N84-23583
The new calibration tank for engine simulators at DFVLR
Goettingen ' p 546 N84-23593
Experience in engine face, non-steady, flow
measurements through a side and bottom engine air inlet
duct p 538 N84-23600
Status report of the programs p 530 N84-23626
Modem helicopter development in Germany
[MBB-UD-395-83-O] p 530 N84-23627
Flight simulation investigations for the problem of
flyability of noise optimal approach and takeoff paths
[IFD-3/83] p568 N84-24329
Right mechanical analysis of dynamic derivatives of the
Domier variation wind tunnel model
[DFVLR-FM-83;38] p 581 N84-24541
Estimation of the flight parameters of low flying aircraft
using the radiated noise
[LFD-211] p595 N84-24569
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System modeling and Identification of equivalent
systems with and witnout compensating time delay for
control-augmented aircraft
[DFVLR-FB-83-36] P 596 N84-24570
First stage ol equipment for aircraft Do 28 of DFVLR
as a research aircraft for icing and first research results
[DFVLR-FB-83-40] P 598 N84-24571
Investigation of the behavior of axial compressor stages
with steady state inlet distortions
_tDFVLR-fM3-39J P607 N84-24590
Advanced combustor liner cbofing'concepts
p608 N84-24756
Devetopment of temperature-, velocity- and
concentration-profiles In a curved combustor
p608 N84-24757
Projects and programs as a reflection of the
performances of engineers in aircraft making by
Hans-Wocke
[MBB-UT-24-83-0] P 572 N84-2S608
Wind tunnel investigations on thin supercritical airfoils
in the high subsonic flow regime
[ESA-TT-774] P 588 N84-25652
The generation of higher levels of turbulence in the test
section of the high speed cascade wind tunnel at Brunswick
for simulation of turbomachinery conditions
[ESA.fT-615] P588 N84-25654
Initial alignment and augmentation of the ARINC 705
Strapdown AHRS LTR-81 P 594 N84-2S699
Design and implementation of Input signals for
Identification of pilot/aircraft models
[DFVLR-FB-84-08J P 599 N84-25709
Comparison of a proptan/turbofan engine by
thermodynamic cyde calculation
(ESA-TT-820) P608 N84-25715
Testing of turboshafl engines P 612 N84-25729
Unsteady Interactions in supersonic compressor
stages P626 NB4-25972
Propeller noise at subsonic Made tip speeds, torque and
thrust force
[ESA-TT-821] P632 N84-26385
Technical and scientific publication 1983: Research and
development P633 N84-26430
On Improving the fatigue performance of a double-shear
lap joint
[VFW-29/83-0] P628 N84-26431
Vortex flap system for thin wings
[MBB-FE-122/S/PUB/102] . P 587 N84-26435
The Airbus: The state-of-the-art today, and future
dovelopmenta
[MBB-UT-22-83-O] P 599 N84-26437
Ground and Inflight operational effects of APU's
[VFW-30/83-0] P609 N84-26438
Successful utilization of economic, light
alumtnum-casted structures In airplane construction
[VFW-31/83-0] P599 N84-26439
A principal rotor without joints and pillows, made of fiber
materials, for dynamic systems of future helicopters
[MBB-UD-384-83-O] P 628 N84-28440
A rear engine without Joints and pillows
[MBB-UD-383-83-O] P 628 N84-26441
Proceedings of the 12th Symposium on Aircraft
Integrated Data Systems
[DFVLn-MITT-84-01] P 637 N84-26565
Access to maintenance via Aircraft Integrated Data
System (AIDS): Future aspects of the expanded AIDS
p 691 N84-26567
Intelligent flight data recorder A contribution to
on-condition maintenance and optimization of operation
p 691 N84-26568
Operational loads on . B-747 aircraft: Design
assumptions, actual experience and maintenance
aspects ' P691 N84-26569
Engine condition monitoring with aircraft integrated data
systems on Lufthansa A310 p 691 N84-26571
First experience wtth ARINC 717 Aircraft Integrated Data
Systems (AIDS) on Airbus 310 for maintenance support
P692 N84-26S72
Failure Identification Module (FIM) for digital control
systems P 692 N84-26573
Analysing redundant flight path data on two Airbus A-300
aircraft p 692 N84-26577
Pilot-aircraft interaction concerning a wind shear
indication system p693 N84-26588
Lufthansa German Airlines experience with cabin and
cockpit windows of Boeing 707. 727, 737, 747. Douglas
DC10 and Airbus A300
[AD-P003226] P 686 N84-26639
In-flight investigation of landing approach flying qualities
of transport aircraft with relaxed static stability
[DFVLR-FB-84-11] P 704 N84-26708
Generation of marker lines by means of marker loads
p 727 N84-27074
Flight mechanics teat with a restricted flying aircraft
model in a wind tunnel
[DFVLH-FB-84-13] P 669 N84-27701
Regression analysis technique for air data sensor
calibration with an inertia! navigation system
[OFVLR-MITr^ -OS] p 877 N84-27716
Hot corrosion in cdrcfBft onQinos
(OFVLR-MITT-8404] p 702 N84-27742
On the evaluation of boundary layer measurements on
boattailed bodies of revolution in ansymmetric
compressible subsonic flow
[DFVLR-FB-84-09J p 728 N84-28010
Flexible manufacturing line tor aircraft structures of sheet
-metal •
(BMFT-FB-W-84-011] . p 740 N84-28731
Measurement of unsteady aerodynamic pressures
[ESA-TT-834] p 757 N84-28757
Comparative measurements of the unsteady pressures
on three oscillating wing-tip models
[DFVLH-FB-84-07] p 758 N84-28758
Satellite aided navigation (INNAVSAT)
[BMFT-FB-W-84-003] p 765 N84-28772
Development, set up and testing of a measuring system
for components of me Derived Azimuth System (DAS)
[BMFT-FB-W-84-005] p 766 N84-28773
Investigation of the technology of the microwave landing
system Time Reference Scanning Beam (TRSB)
[BMFT-FB-W-84-008] p 766 N84-28774
Growian rotor blades: Production development,
construction and test
(NASA-TM-77479] p 781 N84-28793
Unsteady aerodynamics of moving control surfaces at
the Airbus wing
[BMFT-FB-W-84-001] p 790 N84-28811
A 60 GHz pulse radar for detection of high voltage power
lines
[BMFT-FB-W-64-013] p 807 N84-29077
Wave propagation from moving singularities and a
unified exposition of the linearized theory for aerodynamics
and acoustics
[DFVLR-FB-84-17] p 807 N84-29080
Aeroelastlc problems caused by tornados and their
successful treatment with technologies that result from
experiences of precedent Intensive technologic
modernizing
[MBB-FE-294/S/PUB/110] p809 N84-29253
- Satellite Doppler point positioning using the Navy
Navigation Satellite System p766 N84-29281
Final results of Doppler point positioning at several
timekeeping laboratories In Europe p766 N84-29282
Doppler observation campaign In the Ivory Coast
Reconnaissance, measuring, Interpretation and
experience p 766 N84-29289
Simulation procedure tor the calculation ot aircraft
noise pB20 N84-29692
Definition and layout of a traffic generator for an air
traffic uOiil/ol simulation
[DFVLR-FB-84-15] p 766 N84-29862
Unsteady aerodynamics of fast moving control
surfaces
[BMFT-FB-W-84-020] p 879 N84-31117
Increase of efficiency In cooled high temperature
turbines
[BMFT-FB-W-84-019] p 893 N84-31212
Economic use of CBN grinding tools in the production
of jet turbine components
[CSIR-TRANS-1736] p 928 N84-32561
Experimental investigations on airfoils with different
geometries in the domain of high angles of attack
[REPT-A-5/84-PT-1] p 966 N84-33393
Comparison of combustion efficiencies for ramjet
engines
[NASA-TM-77749] p 988 N84-33411
Measures for. materials conservation in aero-engine
construction p989 N84-33468
Towards a cyde without loss: Cobalt In the aircraft
industry p 996 N84-33469
The effect of aircraft with noise certificates according
to class ICAO Annex 16 on the determination of noise
protection domains following the law on protection against
aircraft noise
[MPIS-117/1983) p 1016 N84-34234
Notice for airmen, part 2. Index of approved
manufacturing operations for aeronautical appliances
according to paragraph 18 of test procedures for
aeronautical appliances
[NFL-ll-38/84] p 846 N84-34394
Notice for airmen, parti Index of approved aeronautical
engineering operations and of independent inspectors
according to paragraph 33 of test procedures for
aeronautical appliances
[NFL-ll-39/84] p 948 N84-34395
Determination of external store drag
P976 N84-34397
A technique to determine Oft and drag peters in flight
p966 N84-34402
Aircraft tests in the clearance program for the use of a
combat aircraft from a runway after damage repair
p977 NB4-34404
In-flight accuracy and coverage tests of ESM- and
ECM-systems pt011 N84-34412
Flight test techniques used for proof of structural integrity
of Tornado when carrying external stores
p977 N84-34413
General Integrated Multipurpose Inflight Calibration
System (GIMICS) p979 N84-34420
OERMANY.PEOPLES DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF
Effort and benefit connected with a bad weather
landing p282 A84-19573
Maintenance center for the aircraft type Tu-134
p 257—A84^19574-
Problems regarding selective calling, giving particular
attention to air-ground communication
p344 A84-24749
Analysis of the effectiveness of various diagnosis
procedures for the assessment of the technical condition
of the NK-8-4 engines p356 A84-24750
Application of the clearways concept to the
determination of the maximum take-off weight
p 767 A84-40047
Selective-interrogation SSR - A future technique for
automating ATC p 763 A84-40048
Solution of 8 minimum probtem In flircrsft wing thoofy
[AD-A131070] p21 N84-11147
GREECE
A finite volume method for two dimensional transonic
potential flow through turbomachinery blade rows
[AIAA PAPER 84-0035] p 156 A84-17840
Thin turbomachinery blade design using a finite-volume
method
[AIAA PAPER 84-0438] p217 A84-18093
The transonic interaction of a normal shock with a mildly
separated turbulent boundary layer p 261 A84-19593
On the exploitation of the SSR mode S data link
capabilities towards improving ATC tracker performance
p424 A84-26794
Aerodynamic characteristics ot NAOA 0012 aircraft In
relation to wind generators p508 A84-32650
The theoretical determination of the damping
coefficients of the surrounding medium by means of the
aerodynamical boundary-layer theory
p718 A84-37724
Second-order accurate boundary conditions tor
compressible flows p830 A84-44630
An Investigation of the transverse velocity profile In the
case of Internal viscous aerodynamic problems
(ASME PAPER 84-QT-218] p 955 A84-47004
On the generation of vortical flow at hypersonic speeds
over elliptical cones p 101 N84-12114
H
HONQ KONO
Excited annular jets of large Inner diameter
p265 A84-21206
HUNGARY
Qualification ot a TUPOUEW TU-154B-2 for landings
of CAT II operation p853 A84-45067
INDIA
Computer solutions of Navler-Stokes equations for
shock wave turbulent boundary layer interactions far away
from the leading edge p88 A84-13266
Analysis of swept plates with structural reduction using
transition element concept p238 A84-16309
Throughflow analysis of axial flow turbines
p151 A84-16845
Performance comparison of straight and curved
ditfusere p 171 A84-18648
On the adequacy of modeling dynamic Inflow for
helicopter flap-lag stability p 287 A84-19649
On the development of plasma-sprayed thermal barrier
coatings P 374 A84-25019
Subsonic turbulent flow over a rearward facing
segmented step p334 A84-26052
Integral equations for lifting surfaces in unsteady flow
P334 A84-2636B
Microwave sensors (present and future)
p487 AB4-26826
On flows with vibrational relaxation behind an attached
Shockwave p403 A84-26844
A study of swept cantilever wings employing inter-phase
element concept for structural reduction
p475 A84-27936
Stress singularities in swept cantilever plates
p 475 A84-27937
End effects in coupled rectangular resonators in
unilateral fin line p 475 A84-27985
Position, velocity and acceleration estimates from the
noisy radar measurements p 476 A84-28159
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Hypersonic large-deflection similitude for quasi-wedges
and quasl-cones ' P 509 A84-32790
A simple estimation procedure at rod-fate derivatives
for finned vehicles P 702 AS4-36S67
Transonic full potential solutions by an integral equation
method p6S5 A84-38829
A study of axial turbine loss models In a streamline
curvature computing scheme p 748 A84-41633
On the prediction of auto-rotational characteristics of
light airplane fuselages
|AIAA PAPER 84-2112] p 788 A84-423S7
Free and forced vibration of turbine blades
p780 A84-42417
The role of NEXRAD in aircraft navigation and flight
safety enhancement p932 A84-44150
Current airworthiness requirements - A need to
reexamine P870 A84-44966
Experimental studies on subcritical Intakes flows
p838 A84-45040
Optimization of hybrid laminated composite plates
p918 A84-45058
Hall effects on MHO free-convection flow past an
accelerated vertical porous plate p939 A84-4S292
Aerodynamic characteristics of pretensioned elastic
membrane rectangular sailwings p842 A84-45988
Experimental analysis of damper behavior of squeeze
film dampers for gas turbine engines
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-8] p 1000 A84-46879
Experimental studies on chemical reactivity and
dimensional growth in machining of titanium alloys
(ASME PAPER 84-GT-276] p 1006 A84-47038
Cycle counting for fatigue crack growth analysis
p996 A84-48713
Analysis of a semi-levered suspension landing gear with
some parametric study P 974 A84-49187
INDONESIA
Balloon activities in Indonesia p670 A84-38290
Design parameters and performance of
two-dimensional, asymmetric, 'sliding block', variable Mach
number, supersonic nozzles p845 A84-46192
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
Flow quality In the 6TW rig p70 A84-10SS6
Accident survival - The airport and the aircraft
p26 A84-11617
A worldwide dvil satellite navigation system
[IAF PAPER 83-90] p 38 A84-11742
Airspace management can be Improved
p37 A84-12185
ATC design standards - Equipment orientation versus
systems orientation p37 A84-12186
Advances in design and testing for failure prevention
In aircraft P 148 A84-17S42
The aerodynamic design of the Airbus A300-600
[DQLR PAPER 83-129] P 438 A84-29883
Passenger aircraft In the year 2000
p679 A84-37027
The destruction of the KAL 007 (KE 007) - How did It
happen? . p671 A84-39701
Environment and factors Influencing optimum multi-radar
processing In air traffic control p762 A84-40012
Progress In the development of an Integrated air traffic
flow management system for Europe
p8S9 A84-44743
Air traffic control in a zone of convergence - Assessment
within Belgian airspace p8S9 A84-4S061
Experimental study of the flow field behind an annular
turbine nozzle guide vane with and without downstream
rotor
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-15J p 950 A84-46884
Calculation of the three-dimensional, steady, inviscid
flow in a transonic axial turbine stage
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-78] p 952 A84-46920
IRELAND
Passenger screening requirements - The view from
Europe P 182 A84-18696
Theoretical analysis of difluser performance with axial
flow and swirling flow p838 A84-45039
ISRAEL
Cellular patterns In poststall flow over unswept wings
P90 A84-13586
Dynamic load measurements with delta wings
undergoing self-induced roll oscillations
p225 A84-17404
Minimum induced drag of wings with curved planform
P153 A84-1741S
Fixed gain controller and finer design for stochastic
systems with application to aircraft p 251 AM-18600
An explicit feedback approximation for medium-range
interceptions in a vertical plane p 201 A84-19343
A lifting line theory for curved helicopter blades in
hovering and axial (light p 261 A84-1965S
Optimal second harmonic pitch control for a two-bladed
articulated rotor p304 A84-19900
Lateral aerodynamics of delta wings with leading-edge
separation P 329 A84-23352
Using integrals of the state transition matrix lot efficient
transient-response computations p 390 A84-24999
Implementation of failure-detection systems with
adaptive observers p392 A84-25540
Aerodynamics of wings In supersonic shear flow
p40S A84-27127
Methods of reference baste for Identification of linear
dynamic structures
[AIAA PAPER 82-0769] p 474 A84-27148
Experimental observation of the dynamic behavior of
noncontacting coned-tace mechanical seats
[ASLE PREPRINT 83-LC-3B-1] p 479 A84-28990
Horizontal variable-speed Interception game solved by
forced singular perturbation technique
p540 A84-31225
Tunnel display for four-dimensional fixed-wing aircraft
approaches p531 A84-32716
Efficient method for calculating the axial velocities
induced along rotating blades by trailing helical vortices
p574 A84-34462
Measurements of ground effect for delta wings
p575 AB4-34466
Aeroetestfc optimization of axisymmetric circular
cylindrical shells for supersonic flow p619 A84-34722
Numerical solution of viscous flow around arbitrary
airfoils in a straight cascade p579 A84-35340
Stochastic versus deterministic approach to the design
of the control law of moving flight simulators
p813 A84-40767
An approximate analysis of vortex breakdown
(AIAA PAPER 84-2078] p 749 A84-42334
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of bodies having square cross-section at
transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 84-2091] p 750 A84-42344
Two-dimensional spatial filtering for terrain correlation
enhancement
[AIAA PAPER 84-1884] p 855 A84-43437
The SCOUT system - A real time Intelligence and
surveillance system p870 A84-44957
The structural modelling of rotating blades
p889 A84-44963
Ground effect on slender wings at moderate and high
angles of attack p836 A84-45026
Determination of aircraft force model at high angle of
attack p873 A84-4S041
Weight minimization of orthotroplc rectangular flat
panels subjected to a flutter speed constraint
p918 A84-45060
Suppression of bkxJynamic disturbances and
pilot-Induced oscillations by adaptive filtering
p900 A84-46578
Combustor performance with alternative fuels
P892 A84-46412
The Soviet aircraft engines. I p892 A84-48415
High-lift airfoil design from the hodograph
p963 A84-49086
Motion of aircraft trailing vortices near the ground
P963 A84-49089
Improved dynamic models for air combat analysis
[TAE-483] p 252 N84-15876
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of wings with
thickness and camber by a new method based on the
modjfted vortox tatties method
[TAE-493] p584 N84-25640
ITALY
Multistatic tracking and comparison with netted
monostatic systems p 31 A84-10783
Decoding-degarbling In monopulse secondary
surveillance radar p3l A84-1078S
Evaluation of angular discrimination of monopulse SSR
replies In garble condition p 31 A84-10786
The multlradar tracking in the ATC-system of the Rome
FIR p32 A84-10802
Methods for radar data extraction and filtering In a fully
automatic ATC radar station p 33 A84-10803
A Kalman approach to Improve angular resolution In
search radars p 33 A84-10812
Air mobility end the Agusta A-129 'Mongoose'
p47 A84-11070
Evolution In flight test techniques - Application at
[AIAA PAPER 63-2744] p 49 A84-12335
Results of the Italian CNR project 'Navigation Aids and
Air Traffic Control' p111 A84-14306
A procedure for the European ATFM service
p111 A84-14307
Monopulse receivers for ATC beacon radar - Analysis,
comparison and selection criteria p111 A64-14308
Reply processing In monopulse SSR system with
improved degarbllng capability p112 A84-14309
Performance of a receive sidelobe suppression system
for secondary surveillance radar pH2 A84-14310
Angle estimation and discrimination of monopulse SSR
replies In the presence of synchronous interference
P112 AS4-14311
A packet switched data fink for aeronautical broadcast
channels P 112 A84-14312
A voice-compatible data link system on the aeronautical
VHFband P112. A84-14313
Integrated voice and data communications for
applications to air traffic control p112 A84-14314
Measurement set to evaluate primary ATC radar
performance in the presence of moving clutter
p112 A84-14316
SATCAS-80 - A new generation of air traffic control
systems p 112 A84-14321
An Integrated voice-data communication system for VHF
links p114 A84-15835
Aerodynamics of aircraft after body - Numerical
simulation
IAIAA PAPER 8442B4] p 164. A84-V7W8
Aero-thermo activities for the development of a 'passive
Infrared suppressor'for helicopter use
p286 A84-19825
Helicopter infrared signature and countermeasure
evaluation p283 A84-19629
STAHR - A program for stability and trim analysis of
helicopter rotors p303 A84-19837
Trade-off considerations for Environmental Control
System on board of helicopters p 287 A84-19648
Design of airfoils for a specified moment coefficient
p262 A84-19660
Performance analysis of monoputse receivers for
secondary surveillance radar p 344 A84-23260
A mathematical model for performance comparisons of
different types of tail units p381 A84-25191
Analysis of the Influence of the load factor in planning
aircraft transport capacity p342 AB4-2S192
Blade-to-blade calculation by finite element -
Comparison of various approaches p 333 A84-25870
High-speed data-acquisition system for aerodynamics
experiments p466 A84-27950
What an Italian study learned about airport planning in
other countries p467 A84-28368
Microprocessor adaptive control for aircraft ECS
[SAE PAPER 831139] p 431 A84-29068
Performance evaluation of the adaptive MTI canceller
for extended clutter, ACEC p554 A84-30517
Survey on data processing systems In netted radar
p554 A84-30519
The evolution of secondary surveillance radar
p519 A84-30520
Unambiguous range estimation In a pulse Doppler
airborne radar p519 A84-30521
New family of Tacan and DME equipment
p520 A84-32331
Crvil use of Tacan p 520 A84-32332
Further development of the DPS technique for precision
DME P520 A84-32334
RF subsystems for precision OME
p520 A84-32335
Survey of quality results obtained In serial production
of aerospace composite structures p558 A84-32993
A new and Improved computational technique for
two-dimensional, unsteady, compressible flows
p639 A84-38484
Composite materials response under low-velocity
Impact p797 A84-40374
Elastic behaviour of composite structures under low
velocity Impact p798 A84-42210
Experimental evaluation of the spherical near field test
range p 856 A84-43817
Harmonic radar cross-section of bistatic nonlinear
responder . p917 A84-436B6
Double-polarisation radar measurements
p856 A84-43742
Mutticornponent calculations of the aerodynamic
characteristics of aircraft after-bodies
p837 A84-45053
Doppler polarisation spectral resolution of radar
signals p860 A84-4S627
Validation of flow coefficients measurement by laser
vetodmeter In straight-through labyrinth seal models with
full size test rig results <
(ASME PAPER 84-QT-280] p 1006 A84-47040
Advanced NO techniques for composite primary
structures . p75 N84-10216
The role of aeroetastidty In the preliminary design of
helicopter rotors p 52 N84-11130
Fast flutter clearance by parameter variation
p68 N84-11135
Boundary layer segmentation on sharp highly swept
leading edges and its effects on secondary vortices
p 103 N84-12132
Critical factors and operational research In tactical fighter
avtonlc system development p 214 N84-15062
Flight parameters recording for safety monitoring and
investigations p 184 N84-15083
Turbine aerodynamic design using through-flow theory.
Meridional through-flow calculation p245 N84-15474
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Aerodynamic computation method of airfoil cascades
subjected to viscous flow p 300 N84-16198
Thermal control ol tethered satellite in a very tow altitude
aerodynamic mission p 373 N84-19444
Use ol a small scale wind tunnel and model shop at
Aeronautica Macchi as an industrial tool
p 546 N84-23585
Design of a wind tunnel afterbody model for the
development of a transonic combat aircraft
P515 N84-23591
Introduction to multiradar tracking systems
p 725 N84-26964
Aerodynamic instability of cable-stayed bridges:
Theoretical experimental study of stall flutter
p 669 N84-27700
Preliminary experimental and theoretical results on
cantilever vibration absorbers applied for aircraft cabin
vibration
[SPER-8390] p690 N84-27730
Theoretical and experimental results of dynamic
behavior of periodically stiffened cylindrical shell
P690 N84-27731
Experimental modal analysis of a partial full-scale
fuselage of turboprop aircraft p 690 N84-27732
On the stick-free longitudinal dynamic stability of a
general aviation aircraft equipped with an all-movable
horizontal tail p 705 N84-27748
Missile system for low altitude air defence
p910 N84-31255
Autopilot performance evaluation Tornado experience
and future applications p 990 N84-34407
JAPAN
Correlation of hypersonic stagnation point heat transfer
at low Reynolds numbers p 10 A84-10146
Analytical and experimental study of axisymmetric
underexpanded jets p11 A84-10504
Integral SSR antenna having independently optimized
sum and difference beams p 32 A84-10787
Unsteady pressure on a cambered blade under periodic
gusts (Comparison with the experiments)
p12 A84-10899
Numerical design of a shockless transonic
quasi-aircraft p 12 A84-11107
Air traffic control and collision avoidance system and
their application to ships p 111 A84-13847
Electronic control of aircraft turbine engine
p 128 A84-14095
Nose shape effects on turbulence in the separated and
reattached flow over blunt flat plates p 93 A84-14754
Quasi-doublet-lattice method for oscillating thin airfoils
in subsonic flow p 151 A84-16054
Note on the box method and the linear segment method
in the integral equation of thin aerofoil theory
p 151 A84-16830
The structure of turbulence of a comer flow
P170 A84-18354
Compatibility of transonic flows at thick trailing edge in
turbine blade row p 260 A84-19413
Application of the local circulation method to the flutter
analysis of rotary wings p311 A84-19642
Separated flow noise of a flat plate at large attack
angles p 321 A84-21221
Japan Titanium Society, Anniversary International
Symposium. 30th, Kobe, Japan, November 15-18, 1982,
Proceedings . p 373 A84-23826
Aircraft of the world - Trends of their development .
P347 A84-23827
Fabrication of titanium and its alloys for aircraft
components p 378 A84-23829
The role of titanium alloys in the history of jet engines
p 373 A84-23832
Machining of component parts of aircraft jet engine
p 379 A84-23834
The application of titanium alloys in jet engine
components p 373 A84-23835
Weak spherical shock-wave transitions of N-waves in
air with vibrational excitation p 379 A84-23871
A numerical analysis of the flow arround structures by
the discrete vortex method p 381 A84-24976
A numerical analysis of unsteady separated flow by
discrete vortex model using boundary element method
p382 A84-25882
A track correlation algorithm for multi-sensor
integration p 421 A84-26741
A numerical analysis of unsteady separated flow by
vortex shedding model, t - Flow around a square prism
p403 A84-26948
Investigations of transonic Ludwieg tubes. II - Starting
process in the case of a downstream valve
p466 A84-2694S
Numerical calculation of unsteady transonic potential
flow over three-dimensional wings with oscillating control
surfaces p 405 A84-27132
Aircraft accident investigation procedures in Japan
p417 A84-27410
Spring property of ball bearing p 475 A84-27455
Suppression of the residue of ground clutter after the
MTI p424 A84-27918
The probability of overlap in the vertical dimension
' p 424 _A84-27940
Aircraft longitudinal motion control by utilizing degrees'
of freedom in pole assignment p 460 A84-29752
Aerodynamic response of airfoils in sinusoidal oblique
gust p504 A84-30802
Weak nonlinear shock waves in steady two-dimensional
flow of a non-equilibrium gas along a curved wall
p504 A84-31117
Flow and heat transfer around a heated circular cylinder
in a rarefied gas p554 A84-31119
Experimental study of centrifugal impeller discharge flow
in vanefess and varied diffusere p 505 A84-3I290
Distributions of intensity and scale of turbulence around
rotor blades (in connection with turbulent noise from a
tan) p508 A84-32585
On vortex shedding from circular cylinder with step
p509 A84-32756
Possibility of various airfoil shape modes and their steady
state stability of single membrane sailwing
p509 A84-32758
Vibration of impellers. V - Measurement of resonant
vibratory stresses of an impeller and pressure distribution
due to aerodynamic excitation p558 A84-32764
Stability of a rigid rotor supported by. externally
pressurized gas journal bearings with a circular slot
restrictor p558 A84-32765
Design and experimental verification of the USB flap
panel structure for NAL-STOL research aircraft
p594 A84-34451
• Divergence boundary prediction from random responses
-NAL's method p619 A84-34463
East-West nonredprocal propagation of Omega
Navigational VLF waves on the low latitude and
transequatorial paths p590 A84-34648
Advanced turbofan concept with regenerator and
inter-cooled compressor
[AIAA PAPER 84-1270] p 602 A84-35154
Numerical computation of the Reynolds stress in
supersonic inlet flows
[AIAA PAPER 84-1384] p 577 A84-35193
Row simulation by discrete vortex method .
p 577 A84-35307
Transient ablation of blunt bodies at angles of attack
p716 A84-36555
Estimating the pressure altitude of aircraft by radar
p690 A84-37796
A nonlinear analysis of the cushion stability of slowly
oscillating ACVs p646 A84-37941
Breakdown phenomenon of the Karman vortex street
due to the natural convection
[AIAA PAPER 84-1547] p719 A84-37964
Computation of compressible flow around & circular
cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 84-1631] p 651 A84-38020
- Compressor cascade optimization based on inverse
boundary layer method and inverse cascade method. I -
An inverse cascade method for incompressible
two-dimensional potential flow p 653 A84-38081
Influence of a periodical fluctuation on a profile loss of
a cascade. I - Determination of the total pressure loss
coefficient II - Behavior of a boundary layer
p653 A84-38082
Residual thrust due to decomposition of insulator
materials p 709 A84-38150
Microgravity system by using stratospheric balloons
p636 A84-38288
Development of relay balloon system
p670 A84-38289
Meteroloojcal feasibility of transpacific balloons and
related problems p670 A84-38292
Feasibility studies on trans-oceanic flights from Japan
p670 A84-38293
Simple method for analysis of benzo(a)pyrene in exhaust
particles from jet engine by high-performance liquid
chromatography using extretut extraction
p710 A84-38500
Optimum design in distributed parameter systems
p 722 A84-39738
Theoretical prediction of roll moment on wing-controlled
missile
[AIAA PAPER 84-2148] p 745 A84-41328
Trtree-dimensionaf structure and decay of vortices
behind an axial flow rotating blade row
[ASME PAPER 83-GTJ-21] p 748 A84-41631 .
Flat spin of circular cylinders induced by artificial
roughness p 749 A84-42248
Transient aerodynamic characteristics ol a
two-dimensional low-speed wing at several angles ol
attack
[AIAA PAPER 84-2076] p 749 A84-42332
ActhfO control of flsymnwtnc vortex offsets in ctrouteir
cylinder
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wings p920 A84-45725
A study of crack growth rate In a notched strip under
biharmonlc loading p 920 AS4-45726
A method for calculating stress intensity factors in
structural elements with curvilinear cracks
p 921 A84-45727
A numerical solution to the problem of flow past a plate
with a jet flap of finite width for various Bernoulli
numbers p 840 A84-45728
Pressure distribution on a low-aspect-ratio wing in
hypersonic flow p 841 A84-45729
An investigation of a method for controlling a
three-dimensional separation zone p 841 A84-45730
An analysis of flow past axisymmetric intakes at tow
velocities p 841 A84-45731
Separated flow of a compressible gas past a
finite-aspect-ratio wing with a stroke
p 841 A84-45732
Hypersonic air flow past low-aspect-ratio wings and thin
bodies p 841 A84-45733
A similarity law for hypersonic flow of uniformly reacting
air past a low-aspect-ratio wing p 841 A84-45734
The effect of gas compressibility on the characteristics
of flow in the vicinity of the separation point of a laminar
boundary layer p 841 A84-45736
An asymptotic theory for the interaction between a
supercritical boundary layer and a hypersonic gas flow
p 841 A84-45737
Plane, rectangular, axisymmetric convergent channels
p842 A84-45738
An optimization of subsonic axisymmetric transition
channels p842 A84-45739
Determination of aerodynamic loads in supersonic flow
for the analysis of aircraft flutter at low Strouhal
numbers p 921 A84-45742
An experimental study of the flutter of a controlled
stabilizer with nonlinearities in the control mechanism
during the electromechanical modeling of aerodynamic
forces ' p874 A84-45743
A numerical determination of the characteristics of
supersonic air intakes on the basis of calculations of
conical flows of an Ideal gas p 842 A84-45744
A study of the spatial flow and aerodynamic
characteristics of two-dimensional intakes with various inlet
shapes and lateral surface dimensions
p 842 A84-45745
Improving the accuracy of a shear finite element used
In the NASTRAN program p 921 A84-45748
The effect of secondary flow taps on the characteristics
of a two-stage section with partial stages
p 921 A84-45821
An experimental study of the thermal state of the walls
of a combustion chamber with flame tubes under service
conditions p921 A84-45822
An analysis of trends in the development of blade cooling
systems for the high-temperature turbines of some
foreign-made gas-turbine aircraft engines
p891 A84-45823
Navigational Instruments and systems
p 861 A84-45921
Similarity criteria for the spectra of wall pressure
fluctuations in a turbulent boundary layer
p 921 A84-45983
Aircraft structural design p 874 A84-46047
The theoretical bases of methods for the in-flight
determination of the flight characteristics of aircraft:
Application of similarity theory p874 A84-46050
Heat transfer In a laminar boundary layer of an absorbing,
emitting, and scattering medium on a permeable plate
p922 A84-46236
Heat transfer in the nose section of axisymmetric objects
under conditions of nonseparated and separated flows
p845 A84-46237
Right and mechanical vibrations p947 A84-46848
Quasi-three-dimensional flow of a gas in the blade ring
of a turbomachine p950 A84-46850
Numerical solution of the Cauchy problem for
generalized equations of aeroelasticity
p 1000 A84-46875
Separated flow around a conic combination of a
low-aspect-ratio wing and a nonsymmetrical fuselage
p957 A84-47051
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A study of flow past straight and swept wings of high
aspect ratios at transonic speeds p 957 AS4-47052
An analysis of three-dimensional flow past a plane
supersonic air intake in a configuration with a delta wing
p 958 A84-47053
Numerical solution of the problem concerning the
focusing of shock waves produced by a supersonic
aircraft p 1016 AB4-47054
Calculation of a three-dimensional boundary layer In the
vicinity ol an isolated critical point p 958~AB4^47055~
A method for the experimental investigation of plane
&nd axisymmetnc nonswirling flows by means of &
cylindrical pressure head over a wide range of Mach
numbers p958 A84-47058
The effect of the Reynolds number and the position of
the transition point on transonic nonsepsrated now past
a body of revolution p958 A84-47062
The theory of transonic flow of a viscous gas past a
comer p858 A84-47063
An application of a gradient method to the minimization
of the drag of slender wings In supersonic flow
p958 A84-47064
Selecting an optimum wall permeability for a transonic
wind tunnel p958 A84-47065
An experimental study of the conditions leading to the
generation of a vortex at the air intake of a gas-turbine
engine and vortex-induced perturbations
p985 A84-47066
A more accurate calculation of the Induced drag of a
wing in subsonic flow using the method of discrete
vortices p 956 A84-47069
A linear problem concerning three-dimensionaJ
supersonic and hypersonic flows over a whig at angles
of attack and sideslip p959 A84-47070
An experimental verification of heat flux measurements
using two-layer thermoindicating coatings
P1008 A84-47071
Asymptotic theory of flow around the sharp comers of
a rigid body profile p959 A84-47072
Interaction between a pseudo-shock and an obstacle
p959 AB4-47073
A comparison between the limiting theoretical
characteristics of supersonic gas ejectors with Isobaric and
cylindrical mixing chambers p959 A84-47074
Unstable interaction between an underexpanded
supersonic let and a cylindrical cavity
p959 A84-47075
A comparison of the weight ratios of the alrframe designs
of aircraft with a cantilever wing and with a closed wing
system p973 A84-47076
Bodies of revolution with minimum wave resistance In
sonic gas flow p959 A84-47079
The method of separation of variables In a problem
concerning three-dimensional flow of an ideal fluid near
a sharp comer of a thin wing p959 A84-47080
Position of the center of pressure on a delta wing In
nonequilibrtum hypersonic air now p 959 A84-47081
Theoretical and experimental studies of gas flow In
collectors (nozzles) at low subsonic velocities
p960 A84-47082
The effect of the nonsymmetry of a plane supersonic
flow of a nonvtscous gas on the characteristics of a plane
nozzle under static conditions p 960 A64-47063
A criterion for comparing materials for a 'hot* structure
p 1006 A84-47084
An approximate determination of the critical Mach
number from the calculated pressure distribution
p960 A84-47086
Interaction between a boundary layer and an external
flow in flows over thin axisymmetric bodies
p960 A84-47087
The interaction of wan Jets with incoming flow and with
each other on a plane p960 A84-47090
Optimum distribution of the load-bearing material in a
swept wing with a strut p 1006 A84-47091
The 'dose' problem method and Its application to the
SL Venant torsion problem for a rod
p 1007 A84-47092
On the theory of a two-shell parachute
p960 A84-47097
The perturbation method in the nonDnear problem of
supersonic flow past delta wings P 960 A84-47098
Full-scale studies of the boundary layer structure
p1012 A84-47099
The effect of gasdynarrdc and geometrical parameters
of flow in a stepped pipe on the base pressure
p 960 A84-47100
Handbook for parachute Inductors
p 968 A84-47349
Simulation in civil-aviation planning
p947 A84-47375
The dynamics of parachute opening
p 961 A84-47390
Effect of an entropy layer on the propagation of unsteady
perturbations in a boundary layer with self-induced
pressure p 961 A84-47482
Flow characteristics of a vibratJonally relaxing gas in
nozzles with a_ region of constant ooss section in the throat
area p961 A84-47484
Analog-digital simulation of variable time lag
p1014 A84-47545
A lobe mixer for bypass engines p 985 AB4-47551
A study of the efficiency of algorithms for the gas-air
path diagnostics of gas turbine engines on the basis of
_thermonasoVnamic parameters p 985 A64-47552
Prediction of the Bfe of all-metal vibration isrtators'rnade
of MR material p 1007 A84-47553
Calculation of three-dimensional turbulent jet
propagation from a lobe nozzle in a slipstream
p961 A84-47554
Exergic analysis of the turbojet engine cycle
p986 A84-47557
Energy losses In multirow Jet cooling of the leading edge
of turbine blades p986 A84-47S58
An experimental determination of the optimum
outlet-inlet rotor blade height ratio for radial inward-flow
mteroturbines p 986 A84-47559
Certain characteristics of the operation of bypass
engines with the afterburner on p 986 A84-47560
Hydrodynanuc modeling of transient processes in the
feed system of aircraft engines during pump acceleration
to normal speed p 994 A84-47S61
Synthesis of an optimal orvooard electric powor
distribution system for aircraft using computer-aided
design p 986 A84-47564
Selecting air intake parameters without transition to
sonic velocity p 961 A64-47565
The effect of the injection of water into the cooling air
on the fuel economy of gas turbine engines during
operation with the afterburner on p986 A84-47570
A study of a flow control device In the form of a circular
groove In the casing of a compressor
P986 AB4-47572
A theoretical rationalization of an experimental study
of the effect of radiation on free convection
P1007 A84-47573
Mathematical modeling of the operation of gas turbine
engines under transient conditions p988 A84-47576
A study of the effect of transverse flow et the outlet of
perforations on heat transfer inside the perforations
P1007 A84-47576
An analysis of the natural vibrations of fuselage-type
complex structures as systems with Imposed constraints
P1007 A64-47579
Redesigning fuselage compartments by the special
contour method p973 A84-47580
The theory tor optimal lifting surfaces
p 961 A84-47622
The effect of service conditions on the
technical-economical characteristics of aircraft engines
p987 A84-47828
Gas flow and heat transfer In zones of shock
wave-boundary layer interaction p 961 A84-47631
Two-dimensional gas-particle flow past thin bodies
p962 A84-47777
Evaluation of the energy efficiency of bird flight
p947 A84-47788
Characteristics of steady hypersonic flow past blunt
bodies with discontinuities of the generatrix
p962 A84-47848
A combined method for solving the direct problem of
the hydrodynamics of the airfoil cascades of
turbomachines p 1007 A84-48000
The behavior of dynamic systems near the limits of the
stability region (2nd revised and enlarged edition)
p1016 A84-487S4
Air navigation p 971 ' A84-49320
Course-indicating systems and their operation aboard
aircraft (3rd revised and enlarged edition)
p 971 A84-49331
USSR report Transportation, no. 126
[JPRS-84457] p3 N84-10001
Mininster Bugayev promises improved Aeroflot
services p27 N84-10002
Deputy Minister Svechrtkov on dvfl aviation construction
projects p72 N84-10003
Start automated traffic control system operational at
Krasnodar p41 N84-10004
Improved air shipment of fruit reported this year
p27 N84-10005
Upgraded Yakutsk airport opens to IL-62 service
p72 N84-10006
Uzbek SSR city of Shakhrisabz opens new airport:
Tourism planned p72 N84-10007
Poor quality aircraft exterior surfaces cause greater fuel
expenditures p3 N84-11095
Polyurethane aircraft coatings for fuel savings
p3 N84-11096
Larrdnarizatton of a boundary layer in a supersonic nozzle
by cooling of the surface
[NASA-TM-77341] p 175 N84-14119
The start-up of a gas turbine engine using compressed
air tangemially fed onto the blades of the basic turbine
[NASA-TM-77021] p316 N84-16563
More precise numerical simulation of transsonic flow
through passages In turbomachines p 512 N84-22786
Effect of rotation on thermal state of runner blade
through effect on heat transfer on coolant side
p 538 N84-22787
Exact solution to problem of Interaction between wedge
- moving at supersonic velocity and interface of two gaseous
media p 512 N84-22790
Theory of hypersonic three-dimensional flow of
nonsteady gas stream with relaxation past thin wing with
arbitrary aspect ratio p512 N84-22791
Exdtatton of Tollrran-Schllchting waves in boundary layer
at vibrating surface of infinite-span sweptback wing
p513 N84-22792
Calculation of apparent masses In blade ring
pS38 N64-22793
Interaction of unsteady spatial boundary layer with
hypersonic flow near rapidly heated portion of surface
pS13 N84-22794
Hypersonic flow around flat body in case of intense
radiative heat exchange • p513 N64-22795
Transonic flow around protruding comer with free
streamline p513 N84-22796
Wave drag of elongated astrokt bodies at moderate
supersonic flight velocities p513 N84-22797
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-004] p 503 N84-23551
Ministry official on improving all-weather aviation
capabilities p523 N84-23552
Legal expert expounds on new civil air code
pS69 N84-23553
Ityushin design bureau achievements profiled
p503 NS4-23554
Swirl at gas-intake inlet
[AD-A139472] . p 563 N84-23861
Radomes for flight vehicles
[AD-A140174] p625 N84-25920
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-016] p638 N84-266S2
Achievements of Kamov helicopter design bureau
p638 NS4-26653
USSR report Engineering and equipment
[JPRS-UEO-84-003] p724 N84-26895
Estimating thermal fatigue strength of prototype blades
In gas turbine engine p 701 N84-26908
Aerodynamic and thermal characteristics of
3-dlmenslonal stellate bodies in rarefied gas
p663 N84-26915
Mathematical modeling of transient separation flow
around circular cylinder p724 N84-26916
Interaction of jet discharged from container and
opposing supersonic stream of rarefied gas
p664 N84-26917
Method of calculating strong viscous Interaction at delta
wing p664 N84-26918
Aerodynamics of hovering . p664 N84-26923
Effect of Injection into boundary layer on flow of
supersonic stream past oscillating cone
p664 N84-26925
Immersion of disk in compressible fluid at angle to free
surface p724 N84-26930
Magnetohydrodynamic flow past nonconducting
wedge p 736 N64-26931
Separation flow at concave conical wings
p664 N84-26933
Three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers at
bieniptical bodies in stream of compressible gas at some
angle of attack p725 N84-26936
Subharmonic vibrations of rotor mounted in rolling
bearings p 725 N84-26943
Effect of elastically suspended masses on stability of
elastic panels In supersonic stream p 665 N84-26949
Orientation and caHbfat*Qp of th/ee*diniQftS)ortal
tachometer with aid of available angle data
p725 N84-26954
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-005] p 638 N84-27668
Designer, scientist on projected developments In
aviation p638 N84-27669
Hungarian officials comment on performance of
Soviet-bunt aircratt p 687 N84-27670
Successful Arctic testing of KA-32 helicopter
p 687 N84-27671
New world records set by AN-72 transport
p687 N84-27672
IL-76 used successfully for Arctic cargo air drops
p674 N84-27673
Antonov Bureau developing new STOL turbofan for use
In far north p 687 N84-27710
Status, future plans for Aeroflot's meteorological
support p730 N84-27711
Spacecraft-aided aerial studies of atmosphere's
electrostatic zones p 731 N84-28184
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Night landing of 'Soyuz-23' cosmonauts In Lake Tengtz
recounted p796 N84-28837
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-024] p879 N84-31119
Advanced system for testing new helicopter
transmissions p880 N84-31120
Regulation of mechanical characteristic of Iron-powder
electromagnetic brake p925 N84-31444
Using gas-turbine power stations with aircraft engines
for power-and-heat generation
[AO-A142084] P 632 N84-31788
Qasdynarrdc study of model with combustion In shock
tunnel p907 N84-32061
Hypersonic three-dimensional flow of radiating gas
around wing p848 N84-32062
USSR report Physics and mathematics
[JPRS-UPM-84-005] p 941 N84-32081
Oscillations of elastic airplane due to wind gust
p880 N84-32O87
Supersonic Jet-cavity Interaction pulsation
p848 N84-32089
Dynamics of angular movements of a solid ffjfumtlrtg
a rotating rotor with consideration of energy dissipation
[AO-A143349] p 931 NB4-32681
USSR report Transportation[JPRS-UTR-64-026] p 948 N84-33388
Civil aviation officials review ministerial concerns,
goals p948 N84-33369
Aeroproyekt Institute's work In aviation facility design
p992 N84-33370
Right operation manual for the MW helicopter
[AD-A143860] p 976 N84-33407
USSR report Transportation[JPRS-UTR-84-027] p 949 N8444422
ARSSR dvil aviation chief on Aerflofs work In
Armenia p949 NS4-34423
More use of helicopters In construction work urged
p949 N84-34424
Improvements In work of aircraft repair plant no. 402
p949 N84-3442S
Role ol aerodynamics in Tupolev, llyushln aircraft
designs p967 N84-3442B
An approach for estimating the impact of
carbon-reinforced ptastlc p999 N84-34S15
UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC
An active control system for aircraft during landing
approach In wind shear
[AIM PAPER S4-0239] p 226 A84-17988
An on-line observer for sensor failure detection and
Isolation In nonlinear processes
[AIAA PAPER 84-0570] p 251 A64-18170
Configuration coiUiOi methodology for system
performance enhancement
[AIAA PAPER 84-1842] p 934 A84-43469
UNITED KINGDOM
The Interaction between a steady laminar boundary layer
and an oscillating flap - The condensed problem
p5 A84-10082
Measurements and calculations of a separating
boundary-layer and the downstream wake
pS A84-10084
Viscous-inviscld matching using higher-order shear-layer
equations p6 AB4-10089
A comparison between the predicted and experimental
characteristics of a NACA 64(3)-418 aerofoil at low
Reynolds numbers p 6 A84-10090
Development of the Tornado thrust reverser
p57 A84-10295
Basic failure mechanisms of laminated composites and
related aircraft design implications p 75 A84-10453
Development of helicopter underwater escape training
for aircrew and passengers p 23 A84-10720
Development of the Martin-Baker MK 1 2 high technology
escape system p46 A84-10727
Unassisted through canopy ejection experience
p23 A84-10728
Radar-82; Proceedings of the International Conference,
London, England, October 18-20, 1982
p78 A84-10751
Design and performance considerations In modem
phased array radar p30 A84-10755
A British AEW radar system p30 A84-10759
Instrumentation and analysis of airborne putse-Doppler
radar trials p30 A84- 10773
Optimising the integration aperture for a high PRF CW
surveillance radar p31 A84-10776
Active array receiver studies for bistatic/multlstatic
radar p 31 A84-10781
Monopulse secondary surveillance radar - Principles and
performance of a new generation SSR system
p 31 A84-10784
Secondary radar performance prediction
p32 A84-10788
An equipment for simulating airborne radar video
p55 AB4-10792
The automatic track while scan system used within the
Searchwater airborne maritime surveUance radar
p 32 A84-10793
ASMH8X an airport surface surveOanoe radar
p33 A84-10805
Land clutter study • Low grazing angles
(backscattering) p33 A84-10819
Cable radar for intruder detection p 34 A84-10826
An X^&nd fifr&y siQn&l pcocossing rsd&r for tracking
targets at low elevation angles p 34 A84-10829
Tracking radar electronic counter-countermeasures
against inverse gain jammers p34 A84-10830
The use of a multHevel quantiser In plot extraction
p35 A84-10839
The helicopter as an element of air transport systems
p25 AB4-11063
An analytical study of the Induced dreg of
canard-wing-tail aircraft configurations with various levels
of static stability p63 A84-11170
A review of UK developments In aircraft fuel
management systems pSS A84-11171
Aircraft that fly backwards? - The application of forward
swept wings p47 A84-11172
Avionics analysed. V - Aircraft brain power
p38 A84-11504
Computation of propeller nacelle Interference flows
using streamtube co-ordinates p 13 A84-115B6
ConvectJve violence and humility p26 A84-11615
Anatomy of a helicopter accident p26 A84-11616
The survrvabllity aspects of post crash fires
p26 A84-11618
Flight attendant training - How N Influences the success
or failure of emergency evacuations p26 A84-11620
Traffic-Watch p38 A84-11621
Airspeed and wind shear measurements with an airborne
CO2CWlaser pSS A84-11622
An alternative to airborne radar for thunderstorm
avoidance pSS A84-11624
Cockpit CRT display tyre pressure Indicating system
p56 A84-11625
The use of computational fluid dynamics In the solution
of a number of aerodynamic transonic flow problems
p15 A64-11655
Fatal gliding accidents In the United Kingdom -
1960-1980 p26 A84-12067
HF ground-air communications are still alive and well
p37 A84-12188
Flight testing of military ram air parachutes[AIAA PAPER 83-2787] p 27 AB4-12351
Some effects of high-rate springs In elevator control
systems p 64 A84-12492
Helicopter flight testing in natural snow and Ice
(AIAA PAPER 63-2786] p 108 A64-13387
The rise and change In airborne GRP
pBS A84-13805
Towards minimum weight structures by the use of
composites p 140 A84-13807
Manufacture of a composite main rotor blade
P118 A84-13808
JVX - "nn-rotor sets out to succeed
p118 A84-14101
International Conference on Electromagnetic
Compatibility, University of Surrey, Gujktford. England,
September 21-23, 1982, Proceedings
p141 AB4-15385
The design of the aeroplane p119 A84-15389
The accelerating pace of the advancing technology of
the aircraft engine p 129 A84-15904
Lear Fan 2100 progress report p 191 A84-15986
Tornado flight testing at high angles of attack
p191 A84-15990
BV 234 Commercial Chinook - First year of operation
p 180 A84-15991
The fly-tay-wlre Jaguar p 193 A84-16169
A multi-vortex model of leading-edge vortex flows
p 151 A64-16274
The synthesis of an active flutter suppression law based
on an energy criterion p222 A84-16S23
Standard Central Air Data Computer (SCADC) Into
production p206 A84-16549
Omnl-dlrectional air data systems for helicopters
P206 A84-16551
Display management In future military aircraft
P207 A84-16561
Implementation of broadcast messages and acyclic data
transfer techniques In a multibus based avionic system
p187 A84-16605
A review of United Kingdom airborne radar
P187 A84-16689
Technology advances In engineering and their Impact
on detection, diagnosis and prognosis methods:
Proceedings of the Thirty-sixth Meeting, Scottsdale. AZ,
December 6-10,1982 p240 A84-17531
Improvements in techniques for the numerical simulation
of steady transonic flows[AIAA PAPER 84-0089] p158 A84-17874
A method for calculating subsonic and transonic flows
over wings or wing-fuselage combinations with an
allowance for viscous effects
[AIAA PAPER 84-0426] p 167 A84-18087
The Interaction of a wake with a boundary layer
pITO AB4-18356
International Aerospace Conference on Lightning and
Static Electricity, Oxford University, Oxford, England,
March 23-25,1982, Proceedings. Volumes 1 & 2
P149 A84-18508
Design testing of composite main rotor blades for
lightning protection p 198 A84-18530
Recent exuerimofildl work on lightning
attachment-point-location tests p231 A84-18531
Static charging by collisions with Ice particles
p241 A84-18537
Electrostatic hazards In heUcoptar search and rescue
operallona p 182 A84-18539
Flashover voltage reduction by proximate conductors
p242 A84-18550
The calculation of diffraction effects of radome lightning
protection strip p 242 A84-18S51
A general adaptive scheme p 175 A84-19335
A navigation algorithm using measurement-based
extrapolation p 189 A84-19345
A performance monitoring system tor helicopters
p295 A84-19614
Helicopter ground resonance experimental validation ol
theoretical results by the use of a scale model
p288 A84-19630
Hearth monitoring of helicopter gearboxes
p257 A84-19631
Further application and development of strain pattern
analysis p311 A84-19632
Design and development of the Sea King composite
main rotor blade p286 A84-19636
Vibration of a stnjcture wim a tank containing fluk)
p311 A84-19645
Aerodynamics of the helicopter rear fuselage upsweep
p 261 A84-196S4
Practical computation of unsteady lift
p262 A84-19659
EH101 design - A collaborative programme
p288 A84-19661
Development of the Wesoand 30 p288 A84-19663
The effect 61 mode III loading on fatigue crack growth
In a rotating shaft p312 AS4-19747
Vortices and turbulence (The 23rd Lanchester Memorial
Lecture) p 312 A84-20024
Observations on the highly coned propeller
P29B A84-20025
The uncontrollable cabin fire p 278 A84-20076
New ICAO obstacle clearance requirements
p278 A84-20077
Survival aftsr helicopter ditching • A technical guide for
poOcy-makers p278 A84-20079
Beyond V1 - The dangers of high speed aborted
take-offs p278 A84-20081
Turbulence detection using weather radar
p283 A84-20083
CMI aircraft accident investigation In the U.S.
p 278 A84-20O85
Modification to an accident p 278 A84-20087
Fast jet aircrew safety - A challenge to Industry
p278 A84-20106
High energy Igniters - The development of materials
suitable for continuous Ignition p296 A84-20108
Pilot-induced factors In fatal light aircraft accidents in
the United Kingdom -1989-1981 p 279 AS4-20292
CT7 - Power for the new commuters
p297 A84-20400
The growth of the avionics Industry In the UK
p284 A84-20850
Were the Wrights right? p258 A84-209S1
An actuator disc analysis of unsteady supersonic
cascade flow p265 A84-21189
Scattering of sound by an elastic plate with flow
p320 A84-21216
The Fifteenth Sir Richard Fairey Memorial Lecture • The
quieter airport p258 A84-21228
An evaluation of some collision models used for Monte
Carlo calculations of diatomic rarefield hypersonic flows
P286 A84-21381
The structure of the large eddies In fully developed
turbulent shear flows. II - The plane wake
p266 A84-21393
Calculations of viscous transonic flow over airfoils
p266 A64-21506
Holographic vibration measurment of a rotating fluttering
fan p313 A84-21511
The giants of Georgia p290 A84-21549
Safety in numbers. VI - Avionics analysed
p2B4 A84-21550
The next 75 years In aerospace p258 A84-21721
So what's new? p258 A84-21723
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Recent advances in parachute technology
p280 A84-2179S
A simple method for the derivation of isolated and
installed store loads p287 AS4-21796
Assessment of certain merits of FSW and effect of the
sign of the sweep angle on the stressing of a wing
structure p290 AS4-21797
A reconsideration of the tail-wheel in an actively
controlled, undercarriage management system
p290 A84-21798
A vectored-thrust rotor for helicopter anti-torque
-applications p291_A84r21799_
The Increase in efficiency of high temperature gas
turbine plants with cooled turbines p 314 A84-22002
Flying hot-wire anemometry p 378 A84-23229
Data processing techniques for imaging air to air
guidance systems p343 A84-23243
The impact of increasing computer power on Rapier
system design p327 A84-23250
Flight management computer systems
p354 A84-23850
Civil turbof an propulsion system integration studies using
powered testing techniques at AHA, Bedford
[AIAA PAPER 84-0593] p 355 A84-24184
Acoustic resonances and blade vibration in axial Mow
compressors p 356 A84-24565
Comment on 'Noise transmission into semicylindrical
enclosures through discretely stiffened curved panels'
p 393 A84-24570
Transonic oblique-wing flow computation
p 331 A84-24893
The effect of a surface discontinuity on an ajdsymmetric
boundary layer p 331 A84-24894
Regular reflection of a weak shock wave from a rigid
porous wall p 331 A84-24896
A distributed computer system for control, data
acquisition and processing in a btowdown wind tunnel
p367 A84-25212
Velocity characteristics of the wake of an in-cylinder
projectile p332 A84-25225
Shaping the technology of aircraft propulsion
p356 A84-25413
Large turbofans to the year 2000 p356 A84-25414
The regeneration of the turboprop
p357 A84-2S415
The flow development in a shielding jet
p332 A84-2S416
Environmental testing for civil certificate of composite
propellers p 358 A84-2S598
The assessment of low level air defence weapon
effectiveness p327 A84-25783
A modified Trefttz method for fluid flow
p382 A84-258B6
535E4 - The inside story p 358 A84-26068
ACAP - Dawn of a new era p350 A84-26319
Rotors revolutionised p350 AB4-26320
Flight at the speed of light p 362 A84-26321
Further experimental determination of parachute virtual
mass coefficients
[AIAA PAPER 84-0797] p 401 A84-26565
Experimental determination of the input parameters to
the parachute equations of motion
[AIAA PAPER 84-0798] p 401 A84-26S66
A semi-empirical theory to predict the load-time history
of an inflating parachute
[AIAA PAPER 84-0814] p 402 A84-26578
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FAAPROJ. 156-410-01W p812 N84-29404
FAA PROJ. 181-350-400 p 27 NB4-10035
FAA PROJ. 181-350-420 p 280 N84-16158
FFWF PROJECT 4802 p 644 A84-37751
FMV-F-INK-82223-80-183-21-001 p 179 N84-15132
FMV-F-K-82223-78-003-21-001 p 338 N84-18180
FMV-F-K-82223-78-170-21-001 p 338 N84-18180
FMV-F-K-82223-80-183-21-001 p 338 N84-18180
F04611-80-&0011 p512 N84-22628
F04700-83-M-O052 p 390 N84-18814
F04700-83-M-0054 p 389 N84-18813
F04701-77-C-0126 p 380 A84-24208
F04701-82-C-0083 p 80S A84-40829
p21 N84-11148
F04701-83-C-0084 p719 A84-38028
pSIO N84-22S38
F08635-76-C-0306 p 594 N84-25697
F08635-BO-C-0206 p 73 N84-10105
E-2
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX NAG1-203
F08635-80-C-O389
F0863S-80-K-0340
F08635-81-C-0235
F08635-61-K-0003
F08635-81-R-0211 ....
p139 N84-12195
p797 AS4-402SO
p 158 A84-17870
p7S7 N84-28754
p468 N84-20603
pSSS A84-43439
F0883S-82-C-0130 P 995 A84-46945
F0863S-82-C-0131
F08635-82-CO187
F08635-82-C-0214
F08635-82-C-0315
p 61 N84-10074
p707 N84-26713
p 73 N84-10104
p 73 N84-10103
p543 A84-32024
p205 N84-1S146
p647 A84-37968
p995 A84-46962
F08635-82-K-0102
F08635-82-K-0409
F08635-83-C-0052
F08835-83-&0136 p 793 N84-2881B
F09603-77-A-0708 : p 376 N84-19S80
F12.152 p 929
F19628-60-&0002
N84-32792
p 127 N84-13181
p242 N84-14393
p255 N84-15903
p483 N84-20738
p523 N84-23618
p 1011 N84-34662
F19628-80-C-0056 p 242 N84-14400
F19828-80O0146 p 809 N84-30159
F19628-81-K-0002 p 931 AS4-43431
F19628-82-C-0001 p 32 A84-10798
F29601-81-C-0013 p 385 N84-19608
F29601-82-C-0027 p 776 N84-28787
F30602-81-C-0224 p 728 N84-27989
F30602-81-C-0263 p418 A84-29600
F30602-82-C-0064 _ p 726 N84-26974
F3381-77-C-5155 p 378 A84-23368
F33615-76O2086 p 450 A84-29454
F33815-76-C-2091 p 891 A84-45961
F33615-76-C-2148 p 131 N84-12178
F33S15-76-C-3103 p 62 N84-10782
p 82 N84-10783
p122 N84-12159
p723 N84-26645
F33815-77-C-2023 p 773 N84-28785
F33815-77-C-2029 p 28 N84-10039
F33815-77-C-2083 p 748 A84-41643
p953 A84-46926
p953 A84-46927
p302 N84-16210
F33815-77-C-3121 p917 A84-44516
F33615-77-C-3123 p 774 N84-29865
p774 N84-29868
F33815-77-C-3124 p 864 A84-42749
F33615-77-C-5005 p 235 A84-17204
F33815-77-C-5155 p 239 A84-17410
p123 N84-12160
F33815-77-C-5221 p 699 A84-37937
F33615-78-C-2001 p,479 A84-29095
F33815-78-C-2003
F33815-7&C-2041
F33815-78-C-3803
p62
p56
p29
p29
p29
p53
N84-11175
A84-11688
N84-11153
N84-11154
N84-11155
N84-11162F33815-78-C-3814
F33815-78-C-5005 p 784 N84-29881
F33815-7&C-5077 p 685 N84-26612
F33815-78-C-5095 p 922 A84-46345
F33615-79-C-2027 p 281 N84-17157
F33615-79-C-2052 p 375 N84-18410
F33815-79-C-2054 p 1004 A84-48975
F33615-79-C-2093 p 343 N84-19314
F33615-79-C-3026 p 165 A84-18026
F33615-79-C-3030 p 72 N84-10102
p 98 N84-12095
F33615-79-C-3203 P 797 A84-40913
F33615-79-C-3210 p 864 A84-42749
F33815-79-C-3412 p 198 A84-18522
F33815-79-C-3815 p 64 N84-10080
F33815-7»C-3818 p 225 A84-17364
p897 A84-44471
p707 N84-26711
p707 N84-26712
F33815-79-C-5122 p 149 N84-14112
F33615-80-C-2021 p715 N84-27911
F33615-80-C-2029 p 184 A84-17996
F33615-60-C-2071 p 240 A84-17543
F33615-80-C-2075 p 244 N84-15398
F33615-80-C-3005 p 265 A84-21279
F33615-80-C-3210 p 897 A84-44515
F33615-80-C-3213 p 19 N84-10032
F33615-80-C-3217 p 541 A84-32713
F33615-80-C-3401 p 683 A84-38896
p975 A84-49579
p122 N84-12159
p528 N84-22555
p637 N84-26596
p 723 N84-26645 '
pBOO 1484-28998
p968 N84-33395-
F33815-80-C-3403 ; p 82 N84-10782
p 82 N84-10783
F33815-80-C-3406 p 199 A84-18533
F33S1S-80-C-3804 p 225 A84-17365
p201 N84-14138
F33615-BO-C-3623 p 229 N84-15160
F33815-80-C-5106 „ : -. p 922 A84-46345
F33615-80-C-5109 p 815 N84-30774
p937 N84-31973
p 1015 N84-34991
F33815-80-C-5140 p 312 A84-21362
F33815-8O-C-5171 p 216 A84-16537
F33815-81-C-0005 p 307 N84-17190
p307 N84-17191
F33815-81-C-0006 _.. p 826 N84-32229
F33815-81-C-1433 p 186 A84-16578
F33815-81-C-1517 p 503 N84-22528
F33815-81-C-1520 p 448 N84-21546
F33615-81-C-2017 p 1004 A84-46977
F33615-81-C-2021 p 801 N84-29008
F33815-81-C-2035 p 801
F33615-81-C-2052
F33815-81-C-2065
F33615-81-C-2074
F33815-81-C-2092
F33815-81-C-3025
F33615-81-C-3412
F33615-61-C-3421 : p 122 N84-12157
p122 N84-12158
F33615-81-C-3801 p40 A84-12447
p224 A84-16683
p 82 N84-10784
N84-11162
N84-29019
p607 N84-29118
p 61 N84-10076
p359 N84-18205
p474 N84-21753
p 196 A84-17954
p724 N84-26649
p53
N84-34446
N84-30320
F33815-81-C-3612
F33615-81-C-3620
F33615-81-C-3622 p 350 N84-18193
F33815-81-C-5015 p 533 A84-31670
p601 A84-35136
F33615-«)-C-5051 p81 N84-11518
F33615-81-C-5096 p 435 AB4-29633
F33815-81-C-5119 p 1015 N84-34999
F33815-81-K-3008 p 167 A84-18078
p366 A84-24199
p511 NB4-22540
F33815-81-K-3020 p815 N84-29592
F33615-81-K-3034 p 747 A84-41351
F33615-81-K-3206 p 60 N84-10622
F33615-82-C-0002 p209 A84-16612
p3S4 N84-19349
F33815-82-C-0501 p 496 N64-22368
F33815-82-C-1785 p 370 N84-18220
F33815-82-C-1842 p 925 N84-31518
F33615-82-C-1904 p 209 AB4-16609
F33615-82-C-2210 p 999 N84-34631
F33615-82-C-3402 p 864 A84-43444
F33815-82-C-3403 p 731 N84-26346
F33615-82-C-3604 p895 A84-43465
F33815-82-C-3605 p 991
F33615-82-C-5030 p811
F33815-82-C-5039 p 123 N84-12161
F33615-82-K-3016 p 759 N84-29856
F33815-82-K-3021 p 337 N84-18174
F3381S-82-K-3603 p 703 AB4-38883
F3361S-83-C-0511 p 437 N84-20516
F33615-63-C-3215 p 649 A84-37975
F33615-83-C-3217 p 727 N84-27070
F33615-83-C-3401 p 782 N84-29945
F33815-83-K-3008 p 546 N84-23857
F338S7-72-C-0379 p 782 N84-29942
F33657-76-C-2055 p 132 N84-12179
F33857-81-C-0115 p 186 A84-16S88
F33657-81-C-2100 p 183 N84-14131
F33657-81-F-0125 p 855 A84-43432
F40600-79-C-0002 p 21 N84-11146
F4060O-82-C-0005 p 758 N84-26751
F41-400 p385 N84-18892
F41-422 pSSO N84-22703
F41-451 p588 N84-24565
F41000 p 205
F414OOOOO p 185
F49620-75-C-0004
F49620-78-C-0060 p 306 A84-20043
F4962O-78-C-0067 p 759 A84-41074
F49820-78-C-0069 p 575 A84-34695
F49620-78-C-0071 p 403 A84-26876
F49620-78-C-0084 p719 A84-38030
F49620-79-C-0003 p 267 A84-21851
p662 N84-26670
F49620-79-C-0054 p 153 A84-17451
F49620-79-C-0099 p 629 N84-253O8
F49620-79-O0135 p 540 AB4-31225
F49620-80-C-0030 p 237 N84-14297
F49620-8&C4043 p 243 N84-14468
p511 N84-22539
F49620-80-C-OOS3 p 253 A84-18069
p320 A84-20050
p321 A84-21504
N 84-15148
N84-15137
A84-44647
F49620-80-C-0081 p 429 A84-26956
F49620-81-C-0043 p 701 N84-27741
F49620-81-K-0018 p 159 A84-17878
p 169 A84-18349
P173 A84-19232
p 268 AB4-21505
pS08 A84-32602
p657 A84-39301
F49620-82-C-O013 p 155 A84-17832
F49620-82-C-0025 P411 N84-20498
F49620-82-C-0026 p 267 A84-21851
p845 A84-46126
F49620-82-C-0028 p 77 N84-11260
F49620-82-C-0032 p 627 N84-25997
F49620-82.C0035 p 216 A84-16535
P239 A84-16692
F4962042-&0053 p 563 N84-23835
F49620-82-C-0061 p 337 N84-18175
F49620-82-K-0002 p 699 A84-37930
P95S A84-46996
F49620-82-K-0083 p 384 N84-18599
F49620-83-C-0048 p 1009 N84-33750
F49620-63-&0055 p 713 N84-26797
F49620«W>0062 p 536 N84-22569
F496200-K-0023 p 782 N84-28797
p782 N84-28798
F49642-81-C-0237 p 86 N84-12051
p87 N84-12052
p 87 N84-12053
F49720-77-C-0082 p 405 A84-27130
F54-502 p 552 N84-23702
F60-433 p396 N84-20444
F61-542 p 399 N84-21504
P997 N84-33527
F61542 p 237 N84-14328
F65-571 p 916 N84-32553
HA-514/59 p 568 N84-24329
JPL-956416 p 909 A84-43415
MDA903-78C-0294 p 328 N84-18158
MDA903-79 -^0018 p 387 N84-19829
P563 N84-23919
P607 N84-29057
P766 N84-29860
P777 N84-29873
P777 N84-29874
P893 N84-31211
MDA903-81-O0166 p 150 N84-14115
p 761 N84-28763
MDA903-82<X)061 ; p 392 N84-18955
p863 N84-31108
MDA903-82-C-0434 p 800 N84-29000
MDA903-82-G-0055 p 294 N84-17177
MDA903-83O0103 p 529 N84-23625
MDA903-84-C-0031 p 1017 N84-35132
MIPR-CES-82-3A p 142 N84-12331
MIPR-CES-82-3 p 142 N84-12331
MIPR-FY1456-81-O0017 p 484 N84-20784
MIPH.FY1456-83-N0026 p 700 N84-28703
MIPR-r4-82-40 p793 N84-28819
MOD-AT/2170/085/XH P889 A84-44505
MOD-2048/026XH/STR p 582 N84-24554
MPI-10/02-1297 p333 A84-25870
MOO-97-PN P929 N84-32793
M00140-80O0097 p615 N84-24735
NAG-0226-52-1288 ..._ p321 N84-16941
NAGW-00218 P225 A84-17404
P329 A84-23352
NAQW-130 P225 A84-17387
P274 N84-17137
NAGW-240 p 161 A84-17927
p 169 A84-18349
P508 A84-32602
P656 A84-38830
N84-22365
A84-17427
NAQ1-107 p 496
NAQ1-109 p239
NAG1-112 p719 A84-38039
p269 N84-16134
NAG1-11 „ P565
P321
NAQ1-157 p118
NAQ1-171 P251
P391
P361
NAG1-173 P338
NAG1-184 P880
NAG1-186 P158
NAG1-198 p 394
NAG1-203 p 349
P771
P291
P291
P291
A84-30648
N84-16943
A84-14729
p360 A84-24987
P682 A84-38423
p902 N64-31214
A84-19085
A84-25491
A84-25505
N 84-19283
N84-32377
A84-17876
A84-25883
A84-25488
A84-42366
N84-16116
N84-16117
N84-16118
p292 N84-16167
E-3
NAG1-210 CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
NAG1-210 ............................................. p804 AB4-40656
.NAG1-216 ............................................. p726 N84-27024
NAG1-217 ...... ....................................... p894 A84-43425
NAG1-226 ............................................. p647 A84-37968
NAG1-243 ............................................. p934 A84-43467
NAG1-2SO ............................................. p878 A84-46380
p293 N84-17171
NAG 1-261 ............................................. p848 N84-31097
NAG1-26 ............................................... p 169 A84-18164
p291 A84-22172
p347 A84-24104
NAG1-300 ............................................. p 688 N84-27717
NAG1-305 ............................................. p~294~N84^17172-
NAG1-306 ............................................. P758 N84-29853
NAG1-330 ............................................. p653 A84-38054
p269 N84-16135
NAG1-337 ............................................. p 163 A84-17980
NAG1-342 ............................................. p828 AB4-44199
NAG1-345 ........... . ................................. p896 A84-43486
p292 N84-16163
p299 N84-16179
NAG1-379 ............................................. p815 A84-40599
NAG1-390 ............................................. p941
NAG1-3 .................................................. p49
NAG1-402 ............ . ................................ p6S9 A84-39320
p666 N84-27681
NAG1-S8 ....... . ........... : ........................... p83 N84-10910
p 321 N84-16941
p736 N84-28S69
p941 N84-32115
N84-32116
N84-32117
N84-32123
A84-12338
p941
p941
NAG1-60 p506 A84-31688
NAG1-75 p 17 N84-10017
NAG1-76 p274 N84-17140
NAG2-029 p 168 A84-18149
NAG2-105 p648 A84-37969
p317 N84-17526
NAG2-110 p413 N84-21517
NAG2-115 p662 N84-26661
NAG2-116 p540 A84-31712
p529 N84-23620
p 902 N84-31216
NAG2-175 p874 A84-45577
NAG2-179 p939 A84-45661
p269 N84-16131
NAG2-182 p94 A84-15201
NAG2-189 p456 A84-26891
p252 N84-15877
NAG2-203 P456 A84-26891
p252 N84-15877
NAG2-209 P525 A84-31713
NAG2-245 p 659 A84-39367
NAG2-256 p 808 N84-29161
NAG2-82 p391 A84-25538
p362 A84-25553
NAG2-8 p 900 A84-45612
NAG2-96 p 158 A84-17876
NAG3-102 P159 A84-17881
NAG3-109 .-. p195 A84-17406
p 195 A84-17412
NAG3-124 p566 A84-32609
NAG3-131 p472 A84-29128
p 59 N84-10054
p 133 N84-13189
NAG3-137 p472 A84-29128
NAG3-160 p486 N84-21905
NAG3-164 p308 A84-19781
NAG3-17 p410 N84-20488
NAG3-189 p82 A84-10138
NAG3-190 p 133 N84-13187
p783 N84-29877
NAG3-194 p 13 A84-11591
NAG3-198 p 393 A64-23355
NAG3-19 p 161 A84-17925
NAG3-204 p783 N84-29875
NAG3-205 p311 N84-17410
NAG3-212 p358 N84-18202
NAG3-214 p606 N84-24586
NAG3-22 p76 N84-10267
NAG3-231 p533 A84-31905
p 1003 AB4-46957
NAG3-233 p 172 A84-19228
NAG3-242 p 195 A84-17406
p195 A84-17412
p196 A84-17937
p348 A84-24195
p974 A84-49096
NAG3-260 p988 N84-33412
NAG3-273 p 274 N84-17139
NAG3-27 p916 N84-32552
NAG3-284 p 671 A84-39280
NAG3-28 p 670 A84-37935
p852 AB4-45054
p 271 N84-16145
p 271 N84-16146
NAG3-292 p 539 N84-23649
NAG3-317 p843 A84-46103
NAG3-37 : p 889 A84-44645
NAG3-47 p454 N84-20524
NAG3-50 p388 N84-19927
NAG3-61 p 159 A84-17881
NAG3-6 p 1001 A84-46893
NAG3-83 p240 AB4-17835
p585 N84-25646
NAG3-98 p375 N84ll8420
NAG3-9 p719 A84-38030
p 18 N84-10022
~NAG4 '^ —p 223-A84-16670-
p360 A84-24989
p382 N84-18207
p463 N84-21551
p610 N84-24593
NAG4-5 p360 A84-24998
NAG6-9 p 1012 A&4-46814
NAMRL PROJ. M0096 p 127 N84-13183
NASA ORDER H-59314-B p 247 A84-17887
p318 A84-21864
p 931 A84-43908
p1012 A84-46821
p968 AS4-49092
NASA ORDER H-59314-6 p 181 A84-17992
NASA ORDER L-26971-B p 200 A84-19177
NASA ORDER L-7965-B p 808 NS4-29151
NASW-3302 p390 A84-24999
p531 A84-32716
NASW-3455 p 613
NASW-3541
N84-24600
p 175 N84-14119
p177 N84-15116
p 178 N84-15122
p 178 N84-15124
p246 N84-15552
p270 N84-16137
p292 N84-16164
p292 N84-16166
p307 N84-16219
p328 N84-18153
p336 N84-18170
p37a N84-18214
p371 N84-19359
p410 N84-20489
p516 N84-23607
p 792 N84-28814
p965 N84-33380
p988 N84-33411
p978 N84-34438
NASW-3542 p 177 N84-15118
p 178 N84-15119
p204 N84-15143
p246 N84-15553
p352 N84-19335
p468 N84-20602
p 781 N84-28793
p790 N84-28808
p967 N84-34432
p993 N84-34451
N 84-11098
A84-35156
NASW-3554 p 3
NASW-3592 : p613
NASW-3787 p 569 N84-23401
NAS1-11525 p196 A84-17B91
NAS1-11621 p75 N84-10188
p914 N84-31287
NAS1-12308 p236 A84-17439
NAS1-13897 p915 N84-31343
NAS1-13985 p405 A84-27144
NAS1-14279 p376 N84-19479
NAS1-14471 p578 A84-35309
NAS1-14568 p97 N84-12091
p275 N84-17149
NAS1-14583 p854
NAS1-14605 p339
N84-32367
N 84-19286
NAS1-14700 p772 N&4-28776
NAS1-14717 p329 A84-23365
NAS1-14732 p 196 A84-17891
p 165 A84-18009
NAS1-14742 p704 N84-27744
p 789 N84-28802
p789 N84-28803
NAS1-14744 p666 N84-27683
p754 N84-28735
p976 NB4-33403
NAS1-14861 : p 601 A84-34455
NAS1-14952 p688 N84-27722
NAS1-15000 p734 N84-28516
NAS1-15025 p799 N84-28915
NAS1-15069 p 141 N&4-13223
p714 N84-27836
NAS1-15154 p320 A84-21213
NAS1-15214 p 168 A84-18150
NAS1-15325 p687 N84-27685
p688 N84-27720
p689 N84-27723
p704 N84-27744
p772 N84-28777
p772 N84-28778
p789 N84-28802
p789 N84-28803
p789 N84-28804
NAS1-15326 p789 N84-28805
p903 N84-32395
NAS1-15327 p688 N84-27721
p740 N84-28727
p755 N84-28742
NAS1-15345 p988 N84-33416
-NAS1-15351 _p.273_ N84-J7130_
NAS1-15357 p177 N84-15115
NAS1-15428 p937 N84-31955
NAS1-15434 p 134 N84-13195
NAS1-15472 p843 A84-46104
NAS1-15497 p348 A84-25485
NAS1-15528 p629 N84-25307
p629 N84-25308
p630 N84-25309
NAS1-15759 p64 N84-10078
p902 N84-31217
p902 N&4-31218
NAS1-15782 p290 A84-21222
p819 N84-29687
NAS1-15810 p239 A84-17427
p 621 A84-35353
NAS1-15820 p 13 A84-11588
p313 A84-21857
p268 A84-21871
p833 A84-44995
NAS1-15829 p943 N84-33181
NAS1-15949 p384 N84-18682
NAS1-15951 p404 A84-26954
NAS1-16000 p474 A84-26765
p274 N84-17136
p529 N84-23621
p666 N84-27678
p688 N84-27719
NAS1-16028 p409 N84-20481
NAS1-16031 p409 N84-20482
p410 N84-20491
NAS1-16117 p83 N84-11884
NAS1-16135 p250 A84-18145
NAS1-16199 p345 N84-18183
NAS1-16205 p584 N84-25641
NAS1-16219 p874 A84-45964
NAS1-16235 p874 A84-45964
NAS1-16262 p231 A84-17408
NAS1-16273 p 975 NS4-33402
NAS1-16303 p361 A84-25487
NAS1-16304 p295 N84-17178
NAS1-16394 p239 A84-17427
p578 A84-35309
p 621 A84-35353
p255 N84-15896
p758 N84-29852
p937 N84-31993
NAS1-16438 p789 N84-28807
NAS1-16521 p942 N84-33147
NAS1-16535 p646 A84-37951
p656 A84-38832
p962 A84-48135
NAS1-16542 p864 A84-42750
NAS1-16572 p483 N84-20781
NAS1-16579 p39 A84-12433
p44 N84-11156
NAS1-16585 p650 A84-38007
p510 N84-22537
p758 N84-298S4
NAS1-16612 p 178 N84-15123
p413 N84-21516
NAS1-16617 p100 N84-12110
NAS1-16636 p304 N84-16212
NAS1-16643 p562 N84-23577
NAS1-16644 p21 N84-11144
NAS1-16738 p598 NB4-25701
NAS1-16740 p 105 N84-13153
p409 N84-20479
NAS1-16772 p361 A84-25528
NAS1-16803 p846 A84-46326
NAS1-16839 p911 N&4-32410
NAS1-16848 p993 N84-33422
NAS1-16887 p207 A84-16558
p971 N84-33396
NAS1-16916 p339 N84-19285
p728 N84-28002
NAS1-16975 p 134 N84-13194
p598 N84-25702
NAS1-16978 p253 A84-18133
NAS1-17023 p864 A84-43452
p676 N84-2668S
NAS1-17026 p 273 N84-17131
NAS1-17027 p273 N84-17129
NAS1-17067 p694 N84-27734
E-4
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX NSF MCS-81-21750
NAS1-17070
NAS1-17072 p 518
NAS1-17099
NAS1-17102
NAS1-17130
NAS1-17138 p295
NAS1-17176
NAS1-17231
NAS1-17244
NAS1-17250
p239 A84-17427
p143 N84-13380
p338 N84-19282
p339 N84-19285
p937 N84-31993
p938 N84-33112
N84-23608
p338 N84-19284
p894 A84-43424
p464 NS4-21SS3
p 18 N84-I0022
p2S5 N84-15896
p758 N84-29852
p837 N84-31983
N84-16177
pS29 N84-23823
p820 N84-30888
p756 N84-2874B
p652 A84-38032
p827 AB4-44192
NAS1-17296 p 155 A84-17830
NAS1-17317 p 167 A84-18085
NAS1-17403 p462 N84-20587
p542 NS4-22583
NAS1-17409 p319 A84-2186S
NAS1 -17428 p794 N84-29888
NAS1-17570 p941 N84-32119
NAS1-17S73 pB08 N84-29152
NAS2-10016 p621 A84-35352
p726 N84-27002
p726 N84-27003
p733 N84-27503
NAS2-10060 p419 N84-20501
p674 N84-26679
NAS2-10184 p583 N84-25631
NAS2-10288 p 344 A84-25453
p611 N84-25716
NAS2-1033O p118 A84-14735
p460 N84-20564
NAS2-10437 p 12 A84-11049
NAS2-10592 p210 A84-18043
p979 A84-49091
NAS2-10620 p287 A84-19638
NAS2-10626 p789 NB4-28808
NAS2-10676 p 1014 N84-34187
NAS2-10762 p 409 N84-20478
NAS2-10859 p 562 N84-23577
NAS2-10880 p226 A84-17965
p277 A84-19744
p906 A84-46370
NAS2-11000 p668
NAS2-11001 p765
NAS2-11002 p754
NAS2-11003 p754
NAS2-11052 p 185
NAS2-11080 p381
N84-27693
N84-28767
N84-28738
N84-28737
N84-15135
A84-25230
p412 N84-21511
p562 N84-23577
p967 N84-34428
p967 N84-34429
p967 N84-34430
NAS2-11151 p351 N84-18196
NAS2-11156 p662 N84-26662
p662 N84-26663
NAS2-11161 p583 N84-25631
NAS2-11167 p18 N84-10024
NAS2-11169 p196 A84-1789S
p843 A84-46104
NAS2-11178 p787 A84-42354
NAS2-11260 p964 N84-33378
NAS2-11271 p967 N84-34431
NAS2-11277 p177 N84-15114
NAS2-11285 p106 N84-13158
p 106 N84-13159
NAS2-11325 p253 A84-17975
NAS2-11339 p345 N84-19317
NAS2-11391 p 125 A84-13384
NAS2-11555 p268 A84-21876
NAS2-8788 p 198 A84-17895
p287 A84-19638
p 100 N84-12112
NAS2-8104 p338 N84-19281
NAS2-9646 p 583 N84-25831
NAS2-9830 p668 1484-27698
p755 N84-28741
NAS3-20070 p954 A84-46985
NAS3-80072 p915 N84-32504
NAS3-20605
NAS3-20643
NAS3-20846
p61
p701
p701
p701
p781
N84-33417
N84-11170
N84-27737
N84-27738
N84-27739
N84-28788
P781 N84-28789
p894 N84-32389
NAS3-20662 p218 N84-14143
NAS3-20797 P 321 A84-21272
NAS3-21249 P 28 N84-11152
NAS3-21377 P 799 A84-42668
NAS3-21727 P 308 A84-19788
NAS3-21977 P 470 A84-26955
NAS3-22003 P 220 N84-15151
NAS3-22045 P 76 N84-10332
NAS3-22063 P 237 N84-15283
NAS3-22110 PTOO N84-26702
NAS3-22137 p 816 N84-29661
NAS3-22143 P 892 A84-48354
NAS3-22251 P156 A84-17841
NAS3-22387 P 76 N84-10268
NAS3-22514 p 942 N84-33148
p942 N84-33149
p942 N84-33150
NAS3-22533 P 480 A84-29103
p715 A84-36492
p219 N84-14148
p220 N84-15153
p220 N84-15154
NAS3-22548 P140 N84-12312
p309 N84-16337
NAS3-22750 p 486 N84-21879
NAS3-22763 p 888 A84-4418S
NAS3-22779 P 538 N84-23629
NAS3-22780 p715 N84-27908
NAS3-22827 p 530 N84-23846
p617 N84-25854
NAS3-23043 p 133 N84-13186
NAS3-23044 p 888 A84-44182
p572 N84-25605
NAS3-23046 p 698 A84-38957
NAS3-23053 p 650 A84-38004
NAS3-23056 p 603 A84-35204
NAS3-23154 p 316 N84-16529
NAS3-23157 p 953 A84-46928
p953 A84-46927
p302 N84-16210
NAS3-23163 p 538 N84-22568
NAS3-23166 p 587 N84-24323
p567 N84-24324
NAS3-23187 p310 N84-17407
NAS3-23273 p 80 N84-10614
NAS3-23274 p 600 N84-28995
NAS3-23281 p 134 N84-13193
NAS3-23283 p 359 N84-19353
NAS3-23525 p 220 N84-15152
p220 N84-15155
p220 N84-15156
NAS3-23529 p 929 N84-32790
NAS3-23S37 p989 N84-34444
NAS3-23682 p 168 A84-18094
NAS3-23888 p 454 N84-20536
NAS3-23697 P 927 N84-31700
NAS3-23705 P 605 N84-24580
NAS3-24095 P 698 A84-37840
NAS3-24098 p 698 A84-37639
NAS4-2651 p714 N84-27B60
NAS4-2769 p 294 N84-17173
p294 N84-17174
NAS4-2822 p 320 A84-20049
NAS4-2929 p118 A84-13749
NAS4-2932 p 138 N84-13197
NAS5-27343 p 247 N84-15555
NAS5-27888 p911 N84-32404
NAS7-100 p450 A84-29243
pTSS A84-42386
p115 N84-12151
p315 N84-16428
NAS8-27980 p 262 A84-19889
NAS8-33379 p 566 N84-Z3234
NAS8-33513 p 929 N84-32749
NAS8-33716 p 1011 N84-34766
NAS8-34535 p 483 N84-20783
NASB-35050 p387 N84-19814
NAS8-35185 p318 N84-17574
NAS8-35498 p 798 N84-28887
NAS8-35617 p910 N84-31225
NAS9-16281 .'. p928 N84-32707
NAS9-16283 p911 N84-31259
p911 N84-31280
p912 N84-32415
NAS9-16497 p317 N84-17435
NAS9-16657 p918 N84-32535
NAVSEA TASK 62R p 169 A84-18173
NAVY PROJECT RR-023-01 -01 p 648 A84-37952
NAVY PROJECT ZR-000-01 p9 A84-10110
NB81-NADA-2026 p 282 N84-17162
NCA2-OR-130-801 p 629 A84-36131
NCA2-OR-450-201 p 638 A84-36478
NCA2-OR-565-101 p 13 A84-11581
p579 A84-35334
NCA2-OR-850-301 p 934 A84-43420
NCCI-22 p 746 A84-41340
NCCI-46 p746 A84-41340
NCCW p819 N84-298B5
NCC1-15 pSSS- A84-31660
p555 A84-31680
p560 N84-22975
NCC1-17 „ p 656 A84-39314
NCC1-22 p158 A84-17875
NCC1-31 p58 A84-10S72
NCC1-41 p90 A84-13S78
p90 A84-13585
p160 A84-17904
p646 A84-37927
NCC1-58 p658 A84-39313
NCC1-65 p336 N84-18171
p758 N84-29851
NCC1-69 „ p 366 A84-24205
p307 N84-17189
NCC1-71 p 368 , A84-25726
NCC2-083 p 825 A84-46369
NCC2-091 P 54 A84-10017
NCC2-133 p 271 *N84-16147
NCC2-142 p 934 A84-43479
NCC2-191 p735 A84-38847
NCC2-28 p914 N84-31284
NCC2-89 p908 N84-32399
NCC2-91 p442 A84-28798
NCC2-92 p439 N84-21538
p668 N84-27695
NCCS-600 p181 A84-18110
p853 A84-4S963
NQL-05-020-243 p 1010 N84-33835
NQL-22-009-124 p 887 A84-43450
NGL-31-001-252 p 226 A84-17967
p43 N84-11110
NQL-33-018-003 p 310 N84-17293
NOR-05-003-451 p 508 A84-32606
NGR-05-003-511 p499 A84-29259
NGR-08-002-112 ; p911 N84-31275
NQR-16-002-038 p 659 A84-39367
NGR-17-003-021 p754 N84-28736
NGR-22-004-030 p 167 A84-18085
NGR-25-001-055 p 718 A84-37956
NGR-33-016-201 p 754 N84-28734
pBSO N84-32356
NGR-36-009-017 p 285 N84-17168
NGR-47-003-052 p 944 N84-3222O
NGT-01-005-021 p256 N84-16022
NGT-03-002-800 p 286 A84-21510
NQT-22-009-901 p 848 A84-37969
p317 N84-17526
NIVR-1743 p 998 N84-33583
NIVR-1745 p383 N84-18212
NIVB-1776 p385 N84-18713
NIVH-1777 p385 N84-18713
N1VR-1822 p 385 N84-18713
NIVR-1823 p385 N84-18713
NIVH-1853 p683 N84-26673
NIVH-1865 p663 N84-26672
NIVR-1866 p663 N84-26674
NIVR-1896 p820 N84-30898
NIVR-1943 p439 N84-21S41
NIVR-1945 p414 N84-21523
NIVR-1950 p 596 N84-24572
NMI-P/352029 p 729 N84-28104
NMI-P/352045 p 729 N84-28105
NR PROJ. F57-526 p 372 N84-19367
NR PROJ. Z08-38 p 377 N84-19597
p377 N84-19598
NR PROJECT 061-274 p 159 A84-17877
NRCA-1375 p917
NSERC-A-1080
NSERC-A-2181
NSERC-A-3662
NSERC-A-4484
NSERC-A-5625 ....
A84-44850
A84-43460
p574 A84-34461
p750 A84-42343
p643 A84-37830
p508 A84-32620
p895 A84-43460
NSERC-A-7801 p982 A84-46944
NSERC-A-8168
NSERC-PRAI-P-8219
NSF CME-77-27613
NSF CME-7S-06304
NSF CME-79-19817
p389 A84-23647
p643 A84-37630
p622 A84-36151
p287 A84-19849
p830 A84-44627
p102 N84-12122
NSF CPE-80-00026 p 656 A84-38831
NSFCPE-81-15163 p 472 A84-29128
p 59 N84-10054
p133 N84-13189
NSF DMR-79-23647 „. p 548 A84-306S6
NSF ECS-79-18246 p 491 A84-28884
NSF ECS-80-16173 p251 A84-19085
p391 A84-25491
NSF ECS-81-18138 p 547 A84-317S1
NSF ECS-82-19123 p 547 A84-31751
NSF ISP-79-2040 p 935 A84-44793
NSF MCS-79-04081 p 629 N84-25308
NSF MCS-81-20839 p 557 A84-31858
NSF MCS-81-21750 p 491 N84-22204
E-5
NSF MCS-82-01340 CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
NSF MCS-82-01340 p 557 A84-31856
NSFMCS-82-01719 p 251 A84-19143
NSF MCS-62-03692 p 491 N84-22204
NSF MEA-78-22127 p815 A84-40599
NSF MEA-80-18565 p 6 AS4-10092
NSF MEA-61-11676 p 393 A84-23355
NSF MEA-81-19883 p 525 A84-31695
p683 A84-38841
NSF OCE-76-20070 p 486 A84-26603
NSF OCE-80-18514 p 1012 A84-46B14
NSF OCE-80-19260 p 486 A84-26603
-NSG-1113~ p 322-N8406944-
NSG-1174 p413 N84-21514
NSG-1206 p324 N84-18086
NSG-1357 p330 A84-24108
p755 N84-28740
NSG-1419 p650 A84-38010
NSG-1450 p568 A84-31648
p820 N84-30888
NSG-1452 p646 A84-37943
NSG-1496 p225 A84-17368
NSG-1509 p280 A84-22176
NSG-1560 p329 A84-23353
NSG-1561 p584 N84-25639
NSG-1570 p575 A84-34468
NSG-1578 p878 A84-46379
NSG-1583 p94 A84-15201
p566 A84-30809
p940 A84-46365
NSG-1587 p360 A84-24988
NSG-1598-SUPPL-3 p 143 N84-13688
NSG-1605 p239 A84-17443
p86 N84-12028
NSG-1622 p270 N84-16140
NSG-1629 p966 N84-33387
NSG-1630 p 849 N84-32352
NSG-1645 p266 A84-21507
p962 A84-48127
NSG-1650 p734 N84-28537
NSG-2233 p844 A84-46112
NSG-2260 p 791 A84-41330
p584 NB4-25642
NSG-2266 p302 A84-19603
p 1012 N84-34771
NSG-2288 p638 A84-36481
NSG-2384 p391 A84-25538
p362 A84-25553
NSG-2387 p322 N84-18015
NSG-2391 p654 A84J8360
NSG-2400 p 106 N84-13157
NSG-3019 p548 A84-32612
NSG-3048 p780 A84-42382
NSG-3079 p983 A84-46993
NSG-3189 p90 A84-13592
NSG-3206 p782 N84-28794
NSG-3212 p658 A84-39304
NSG-3260 p105 N84-13149
NSG-3264 p623 N84-25001
NSG-3266 p90 A84-13574
p 153 A84-17437
p639 A84-36971
p954 A84-46991
NSG-3267 p5 A84-10078
NSG-3283 p388 N84-19927
NSG-3294 p10 A84-10133
NSG-3311 p655 A84-38828
NSG-389 p 827 A84-44187
NSG-4019 p241 A84-17871
NSG-4028 p689 N84-27724
NSG-7172 p411 N84-20494
p510 N84-22534
NSG-7523 p231 A84-18075
N00014-75-00249 p 333 A84-25894
p475 A84-27423
N00014-75-C-0596 p 384 N84-18593
N00014-75-C-0799 p 550 N84-22737
N00014-76-C-O182-POO06 p 830 A84-44626
N00014-76-C-O182 p 266 A84-21510
N00014-76-C-0316 p 331 A84-24737
N00014-76-C-0357 p 575 A84-34467
N00014-76-C-0364 p 650 A84-38008
N00014-76-C-1048 p 812 N84-29296
N00014-76-C-1136 p 456 A84-26891
N00014-77-OO033 p 14 A84-11595
N00014-77-C-O388 p 42 N84-10044
N00014-77-C-O642 p 934 A84-43467
N00014-78-C-0049 p917 A84-43615
N00014-78-C-0128 p 100 N84-12112
N00014-78-C-0257 p 541 A84-32715
p43 N84-11110
N00014-79-C-0010 p 71 A84-11048
N00014-79-C-0130 p 583 N84-25631
N00014-79-C-0849 p 92 A84-14690
P651 A84-38016
N00014-80-C-O324 p 658 A84-39313
N00014-80-C-O453 p 14 A84-11592
N00014-80-C-0700 p 107 N84-13166
N00014-81-C-0267 p 272 N84-16151
p611 N84-24597
N00014-81-K-0355 p 798 A84-42659
N00014-81-K-0379 p 15B A84-17876
N00014-81-K-0814 p 392 A84-25539
N00014-81-K-2036 p 174 A84-19258
p650 A84-38010
p829 A84-44507
N00014-82-C-0354 p 100 N84-12112
N00014-82-C-0690 p 660 A84-39424
p 271-N84-16149-
N00014-82-C-2147 p 928 N84-32658
p 1009 NB4-33649
N00014-82-C-2308 p812 N84-29298
N00014-82-G-0020 p 638 A84-38401
N00014-82-K-0084 p 103 N84-12128
N00014-82-K-0310 p 465 N84-21559
p583 N84-24561
N00014-82-K-0311 p 508 A84-31688
N00014-82-K-0351 p 491 N84-22204
N00014-82-K-0369 p 607 N84-24592
N00014-82-SR-20232 p 721 A84-38853
N00014-83-C-0394 p 627 N84-26032
N00014-83-C-2311 p715 N84-27912
N00014-83-K-0064 p 1014 A84-46964
N00014-83-K-0145 p 253 A84-18069
p320 A84-200SO
N00014-83-K-0207 p 801 N84-29963
N00014-83-K-0239 p 650 A84-38010
N00014-83-K-0306 p 801 N84-29963
N00014-83-K-0418 p 843 A84-46110
N000167-81-C-057 p8 A84-10105
N00019-78*0226 p 239 A84-17185
N00019-78-C-0411 p 239 A84-17185
N00019-80-C-0034 p 233 A84-17133
N00019-80-C-0126 p 867 A84-44460
N00019-80-C-0278 p 235 A84-17195
N00019-80-C-0299 p 313 A84-21366
N00019-80-C-0633 p 159 A84-17883
N00019-81-C-0178 p 900 A84-45612
N00019-81-C-0295 p 7 A84-10096
N00019-81-C-0315 p 434 A84-29537
N00019-81-C-0424 p 244 N84-15365
N00019-81-C-0508 p 165 A84-18028
p867 A84-44460
N00019-81-CO550 p 237 N84-15251
N00019-82-C-0087 p814 N84-29494
N00019-82-C-0330 p 421 A84-26742
N00019-82-C-0369 p 747 A84-41348
N00019-82-G-0009 p 878 A84-46378
N00024-79-C-6043 p 986 N84-33391
N00024-81-C-5301 p 38 A84-12429
N00024-83-C-5301 p 359 N84-18204
p547 N84-22634
N00039-80-C-0032 p 29 A84-10518
N00039-80-C-O082 p 42 N84-10045
N00039-82-C-0071 p 39 A84-12441
N0014-78-C-0182 p 92 A84-14736
N0014-82-K-0008 p 830 A84-44629
N00140^0-0-0097 p 377 N84-19597
p377 N84-19598
N00140-80-C-2269 p 450 A84-28981
N00140-82-C-9729 p 62 N84-11173
p62 N84-11174
N00163-82-C-0232 p211 N84-14141
N00167-61-O0078 p 843 A84-46102
N00167-82-C-0023 p 98 N84-12096
N00167-82-K-0085 p 845 A64-46120
N00173-79-C-0010 p 928 N84-32714
N00421-81-C-0289 p 118 A84-13749
N0060O-62-O-8362 p 826 N84-32345
N60530-82-C-0315 p 195 A84-17862
N60921-81-C-A221 p 705 A84-37995
N60921-82-C-0020 p 399 N84-21505
N61339-80-D-0014 p 363 N84-18209
N81339-81-C-0105 p 708 N84-27753
N61339-82-D-0006 p 546 N84-23856
N61339-82-M-0767 p 544 N84-22587
N61339-82-M-1131 p 994 N84-34452
N62269-76-C-0086 p 583 N84-25631
N62269-78-C-0043 p 609 A84-34453
N62269-80-C-0213 p 440 A84-26748
N62269-80-OO333 p 422 A84-26743
N62269-80-C-0704 p 329 A84-23353
N62269-80C-0720 p 990 N84-33419
N62269-80«-02024 p 158 A84-17887
N62269-81-C-0153 p 310 N84-17395
N62269-81-C-0268 p 385 N84-18692
N62269-81-C-0717 p 583 N84-25631
N62269-81-C-0726 p 122 N84-12156
N62269-82-O0254 p 774 N84-29868
N62269-82-C-0382 p 903 N84-32396
N622691-81-C-0534 p 119 A84-14738
N62271-82-M-2797 p 184 A84-17985
N66001-83-C-0237 p 564 N84-24017
N6S335-79-C-2055 p 804 A84-40667
ONH PROJ. W05-84 p518 N84-23615
ONR PROJ. Z08-29 p 564
PROJ. 83/5002 p 708
N84-24009
N84-26716
PROJECT SQUID p 532 A84-31288
RB-RLD-1882:1.1.2 p 791 N84-29886
RB-RLO/80.042 p 363 N84-18212
RB-RLD/81.014 p 383 N84-18212
RUE-T/R-421/A-0032/A-4468 p 503 N84-235S5
R02204001 p310 N84-17395
SERC-E.3131 p582 N84-24554
-SERC-GR/A/76894- -p 980-A84-46B83-
SERC-GH/B/0033,6 p 1005 A84-47001
SERC-GR/B/3691.5 p 231 A84-1B075
SERC-GR/B/92812 p 980 A84-46883
SERC-RS-7830S574 p 231 A84-18075
SRI PROJ. 7821 p 629 N84-25307
STPA-82,95,004 p 652 A84-38040
STU-81-4626B p 395 N84-19058
TRRL-CON/9158/23 p 729 N84-28104
USBR-7-07-83-V0001 p 851 A84-44514
W-31-109-ENG-38 p 623 N84-25012
p929 N84-32771
W-7404-ENG-48 p 331 A84-24737
W-7405-ENG-26 p 235 A84-17251
p375 N84-18413
p375 N84-18418
p377 N84-19590
p386 N84-19611
W-7405-ENG-38 p 998 N84-33529
W-7405-ENG-48 p 59 N84-10054
p 133 N84-13189
p249 N84-14646
p351 N84-18199
p484 N84-20884
p583 N84-24562
p928 N84-32664
W-7405-ENG-82 p 130 N84-12167
p930 N84-32852
WRO-2204 p550 N84-22703
W1100 p518 N84-22545
W33-59 p976 N84-33404
W7405-ENG-48 p 472 A84-29128
ZRO-0001 p 561 N84-22985
ZRO-2302 p340 N84-19296
Z0829 p 468 N84-21565
Z1259 p 337 N84-18178
023-1O01-01 p66B N84-27694
141-20-14-01-00 p413 N84-21515
324-01-00 p941 N84-32119
490-02-02-77-00 p 734 N84-28516
500-40-62 p623 N84-24999
503-31-83-01 p937 N84-31993
5054)2-21 p 781 N84-28792
505-O4-1A p926 N84-31558
505-07-10 p903 N84-32394
50548-22 p498 N84-22488
505-24-11 p567
p631
505-31-01-01 p847
505-31-01 p 79
N84-24327
N84-25426
N84-31094
N 84-104 98
p177 N84-15114
p270 N84-16139
p371 N84-19362
p510 N84-22535
p516 N84-23605
pS85 N84-25648
p688 N84-27718
p755 N84-28745
p756 N84-28748
p847 N84-31089
p847 N84-31092
p847 N84-31093
p849 N84-32350
p965 N84-33383
505-31-02 p581 N84-24539
505-31-03-01 p272 N84-17127
505-31-08 p849 N84-32351
505-31-11 p409 N84-20478
505-31-21 p51 N84-10049
p175 N84-14122
p275 N84-17144
p437 N84-20514
p516 N84-23606
p887 N84-32384
p967 N84-34428
p967 N84-34429
p967 N84-34430
505-31-23-O3 p 483 N84-20781
505-31-23-O6 p 270 N84-16140
p410 N84-20487
p665 N84-27675
505-31-23-07 p 17 N84-10017
p 106 N84-13160
505-31-23-08 p 107 N84-13161
p273 N84-17132
E-6
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX 532-03-11
505-31-23-10 p559 N84-22906
505-31-23 p728 N84-28002
p756 N84-28748
p964 N84-33377
505-31-3A P299 N84-16180
p510 N84-22533
505-31-3B PS66 N84-23235
p 781 N84-28790
p 941 N84-32122
p 1016 N84-34231
505-31-31 P816 N84-29661
505-31-32 p 144 N84-13924
p254 N84-15894
p322 N84-16946
p394 N84-19049
P395 N84-20320
p926 N84-31554
505-31-33-12 p631 N84-25422
505-31-33-13 P495 N84-21277
p4S6 NB4-22363
505-31-33 P755 N84-28743
505-31-42 p59 N84-10054
P133 N84-13187
p 133 N84-131S8
p 133 N84-13189
p218 N84-14143
p218 N84-14146
p315 N84-16494
p311 N84-17410
p375 N84-18418
p375 N84-18419
p485 N84-21832
p559 N84-22909
p539 N84-23649
p585 N84-25647
p715 N84-27908
p783 N84-29877
p916 N84-32552
p988 N84-33412
p998 N84-33608
505-31-43 p814 N84-29500
p966 N84-33387
505-31-51 P270 N84-16144
p316 N84-16530
p 447 N84-20521
p756 N84-28750
p 881 N84-32379
505-31-52 P 485 N84-21849
505-31-53-08 p848 N84-31097
505-31-53-09 p81 N84-11457
505-31-53-10 p 107 N84-13162
p274 N84-17136
p339 N84-19287
p411 N84-20494
p510 N84-22534
p706 N84-26708
p666 N84-27678
p965 N84-33385
505-31-53-11 P552 N84-23750
505-31-53 P 585 N84-25645
p794 N84-29888
p 965 N84-33382
505-31-83-01 p938 N84-33112
505-31-83 P758 N84-29852
505-32-01 P 502 N84-22527
505-32-2A P 783 N84-29875
505-32-21 P 850 N84-32356
505-32-22 p 782 N84-28795
505-32-32 p 535 N84-22565
505-32-52 P318 N84-17590
505-32-6A P 988 N84-33414
505-32-6B p88 N84-13140
p299 N84-16184
p606 N84-24585
505-33-1A P799 N84-28917
p799 N84-28958
p915 N84-32504
505-33-10 p77 N84-11296
505-33-12 P385 N84-18683
p713 N84-26785
505-33-22 p484 N84-20878
P809 N84-29248
505-33-23-02 p 561 N84-22979
505-33-33-05 p 376 N84-19565
p811 N84-30331
505-33-42 p316 N84-16587
p811 N84-30329
505-33-43-07 p 274 N84-17135
p563 N84-23924
p849 N84-32348
p978 N84-34439
505-33-43-09 p 105 N84-13150
p409 N84-20480
P410 N84-20485
p413 N84-21513
p 756 N84-28747
505-33-43-13 p 927 N84-31684
505-33-43 p849 N84-32353
505-33-52 p143 N84-12730
P300 N84-16186
p473 N84-21740
p605 N84-24578
505-33-53-O3 p 322 N84-16947
p394 N84-19052
505-33-53-05 p 80 N84-10611
p 142 N84-12S31
p486 N84-21901
505-33-53-09 p 294 N84-17175
505-33-53 p 83 N84-10910
p772 N84-28775
p820 N84-30888
505-33-54 p 138 N84-13197
p294 N84-17173
p294 N84-17174
505-344)18 p 134 N84-13190
505-34-01 p879 N84-31112
505-34-02 p61 N84-11171
p633 N84-26484
505-34-03-02 p316 N84-16590
505-34-03-03 p 137 N84-12190
505-344)3-05 p 790 N84-29883
505-34-11 p44 N84-11157
p69 N84-11176
p542 N84-22585
p611 N84-25716
p903 N84-32393
505-34-13-10 p362 N84-18206
505-34-13-30 p 461 N84-20567
505-34-13-57 p4 N84-11099
505-34-13 p971 N84-33396
p 1015 N84-34199
505-34-33-05 p 733 N84-27461
505-35-01 p 185 N84-15135
505-35-13-04 p 862 N84-31104
505-35-13-05 p 447 N84-21542
505-35-13-20 p P42 N84-32124
505-35-13 p394 N84-19051
505-35-23-10 p 295 N84-16178
505-35-23-30 p 127 N84-13182
505-35-23-31 p 86 N84-12029
505-35-33-01 p 350 N84-18189
505-35-33 p 598 N84-25701
505-35-73-02 p 305 N84-16215
505-36-21 p 106 N84-13157
p463 N84-21551
p610 N84-24593
p689 NB4-27724
505-36-22 p847 N84-31091
505-40-02 p 219 N84-14147
p317 N84-17525
505-40-1A p274 N84-17143
p850 N84-32357
505-40-12C p783 N84-29876
505-40-22 p606 N84-24584
p607 N84-24589
p810 N84-30223
505-40-32 p933 N84-31865
p826 N84-32344
505-40-42 p572 N84-25605
p572 N84-25606
p810 N84-30293
505-40-5A p454 N84-20562
p535 N84-22566
505-40-5B p 130 N84-12166
p299 N84-16185
p608 N84-25712
505-40-62 p606 N84-24583
505-40-82 p 144 N84-13812
p606 N84-24582
505-42-01 p325 N84-18102
505-42-11 p17 N84-10018
p64 N84-10079
p21 N84-11143
p270 N84-16143
p351 N84-19333
p 531 N84-22558
p542 N84-23653
p543 N84-23655
p 584 N84-25642
p686 N84-26693
p820 N84-30887
p847 N84-31090
p881 N84-32380
p964 N84-33378
505-42-13 p 1010 N84-33832
505-42-21 p 581 N84-24537
505-42-23-05 p 80 N84-10609
pBO N84-10610
505-42-23-07 p 144 N84-13923
505-42-23-09 p 177 N84-15117
505-42-23 : p774 N84-29864
505-42-51 p902 N84-31216
505-42-62 p539 N84-23648
505-4301 p 17 N84-10021
p 18 N84-10024
p271 N84-16147
p509 N84-22532
p510 N84-22536
P542 N84-22584
p529 N84-23622
p 571 N84-24528
p662 N84-26662
p662 N84-26663
p66B N84-27693
\ p754 N84-28737
P754 N84-28738
p765 N84-28767
505-43-02 p270 N84-16141
p411 NB4-20493
p605 N84-24579
505-43-034)1 p 123 N84-13172
505-43-11 p 17 N84-10019
p305 N84-18213
p790 N84-29884
505-43-12 p410 N84-20490
505-43-13-01 p305 N84-17184
p543 N84-23654
p584 N84-25641
505-43-23-01 p 105 N84-13152
p 107 N84-13165
505-43-23-02 p 273 N84-17134
p410 N84-20486
p665 N84-27676
505-43-234)3 p 335 N84-18163
p668 N84-27696
505-43-23-04 p 107 N84-13163
p335 N84-1B164
505-43-23-06 p 335 N84-18161
p 662 N84-26667
505-43-23-10 p 107 N84-13164
505-43-43-01 p 21 N84-11145
p87 N84-13138
p87 N84-13139
p528 N84-22553
p529 N84-23621
p662 N84-26668
p666 N84-27679
p688 N84-27719
p772 N84-28779
p741 N84-29847
505-43-43-04 p 18 N84-10025
p915 N84-31343
505-43-43-05 p 335 N84-18162
505-43-83-03 p 540 N84-23650
505-43-90 p850 N84-32354
505-43-93-07 p 581 N84-24538
505-44-21 p28 N84-10037
505-45-01 p 183 N84-14129
505-454)2 p 271 N84-16145
p 271 N84-16146
p585 N84-25646
505-45-1A p274 N84-17139
p776 N84-29870
505-45-11 p376 N84-19475
p 761 N84-29857
505-45-12 p243 N84-14463
505-45-13-01 p853 N84-32365
505-45-14 p880 N84-32378
505-45-23-01 p 930 N84-32827
505-45-33 p 776 N84-29871
505-45-43-01 :.... p 439 N84-21539
505-45-43-02 p 409 N84-20482
p410 N84-20491
p662 N84-26660
505-45-43 p 965 N84-33379
505-45-63-35 p 1013 N84-34828
505-45-63 p149 N84-14110
505-51-11-06 p666 N84-27680
506-51-13-06 p75 N84-10144
506-51-33-01 1 p911 N84-32410
506-53-53-07 p 485 N84-20880
506-53-64 p385 N84-18685
506-57-13-01 p727 N84-27065
506-63-23-02 p 789 N84-28807
532-01-11-01 p42 N84-10042
532-01-11 p41 N84-10041
p345 N84-19317
p523 NB4-23617
p592 N84-24566
p862 N84-31105
p902 N84-31215
532-02-21 p 359 N84-18203
532-03-11 p 124 N84-13176
p 124 N84-13177
p 124 N84-13178
p352 N84-19334
p668 N84-27695
p879 N84-31111
E-7
532-06-11 CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
p 881 N84-32381
532-06-11 p350 N84-18190
p903 N84-31219
p975 N84-33401
532-08-13-03 p 322 N84-18018
pBIB N84-29662
533-01-14 p714 N84-27860
533-02-21 p218 N84-14144
p606 N84-24587
p606 N84-24588
p783 N84-29879
~~ pT988~N84-33415-
533-02-50 p69 N84-11178
5334)2-61 p228 N84-14157
p229 N84-15159
533-02-81 p292 N84-16168
53343-11 p704 N84-27743
p 791 N84-28885
533-04-1A p81 N84-11456
p623 N84-2S019
53344-10 p538 N84-22567
533442-1A p220 N84-15156
534-01-13 p328 N84-18154
534-02-1301 p638 N84-27660
534-02-13-16 p20 N84-11141
p 105 N84-13151
p666 N84-276B4
534-02-14 p667 N84-27686
534-04-13-52 p 285 N84-17165
534-04-13-54 p 128 N84-12164
p902 N84-31217
p902 N84-31218
534-08-13 p801 N84-29969
534-06-23 p384 N84-18878
535-03-12 p631 N84-25425
p572 N84-25607
p 831 N84-26382
p783 N84-29878
p927 N84-31683
p942 N84-33147
p 1016 N84-34230
53545-12 p535 N84-22564
pB93 N84-32388
535-06-12 p28 N84-11152
54342-13 p 754 N84-28739
555-04-1E p927 N84-31688
561-8540-00-72 p 299 N84-16182
691-504341 p315 N84-16428
742-7341-14 p 638 N84-27687
74341-1242 p 105 N84-13153
p409 N84-20479
776^3-41 p317 N84-17479
778-32401 p316 N84-16589
778-3241 p585 N84-25644
778-34-12 p926 N84-31641
992-2141 p 17 N84-10020
p 27 N84-10034
p20 N84-11142
p335 N84-18159
p772 N84-28780
E-8
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A-83-40-66-7000 p 539
A-9199 p 138
A-9222 p 903
A-9282 p 17
A-9303-VOL-2 p 881
A-9315 p44
A-9372 p 42
A-9376 p 79
A-9392 p 17
A-9403 p 581
A-9411 p351
A-9431 p 305
A-9435 p 69
A-9441 p 42
A-9442 p 41
A-9452 p 51
A-9457 p 124
A-9463 p 17
A-9465 p 270
A-9469 p 27
A-9474 p 20
A-9477 p 394
A-9482 p 69
A-9485 '. p 17
A-9497 p 64
A-9500 p 21
A-9503 p 371
A-9507 p 686
A-9510 p 124
A-9514 p 275
A-9524 p 270
A-9533 p 903
A-9540 p 316
A-9549 p 124
A-9560 p 325
A-9573 p 350
A-9576 p 531
A-9578 p 543
A-9583 p 270
A-9584 p 270
A-9593 p 879
A-9597 p 376
A-9599 p 926
A-9602-VOL-1 p 567
A-9602-VOL-2 p 631
A-9603 p 274
A-9604 p 274
A-9606 p 516
A-9611 p581
A-9622 p 756
A-9648 p 542
A-9650 p 516
A-9660 '. p 352
A-9670 p 523
A-9675 p 529
N84-23648'#
N84-13198 ' #
N84-32393 • #
N84-10021 ' #
N84-32380 * #
N84-11157 ' #
N84-10043 * #
N84-10498 * #
N84-10019 * #
N84-24537 • #
N84-19333 ' #
N84-16216 ' #
N84-11176 ' #
N84-10042 * #
N84-10041 ' #
N84-10049 ' #
N84-13178 * #
N84-10020 ' #
N84-16138 * tt
N84-10034 ' #
N84-11142 • #
N84-19050 ' #
N84-11178 ' #
N84-10018 ' #
N84-10079 ' tt
N84-11143 '#
N84-19362 ' #
N84-26693 • #
N84-13177 ' #
N84-17144 * #
N84-16144 ' #
N84-32394 • #
N84-16530 ' #
N84-13176 * #
N84-18152 * ft
N84-18190 ' tt
N84-22558 * #
N84-23655 * #
N84-16139 '
N84-16143 '
N84-31111 '
N84-19475 '
N84-31554 '
N84-24327 '
N84-25426 '
N84-17141
N84-17137 ' #
N84-23606 • #
N84-24540 '
N84-28750 '
N84-23653 '
N84-23605 '
N84-19334 '
N84-23617 '
N84-23622 '
A-9678 p 542 N84-22585 • #
A-9689 p 946 N84-33365 * #
A-9690 p510 N84-22536 * #
A-9693 p 510 N84-22535 • #
A-9694 p 571 N84-24528 ' #
A-9695 p 509 N84-22532 • f
A-9697 p 542 N84-22584 • #
A-9704 p 847 N84-31090 • #
A-9707 p 585 N84-25648 • #
A-9713 p862 N84-31105 * tt
A-9717 p790 N84-28809 ' #
A-9725 p 688 N84-27718 • # '
A-9729 p 592 N84-24566 * #
A-9744 p 814 N84-29556 * #
A-9762 p 666 N84-27680 • #
A-9777 p 761 N84-29857 • tt
A-9778 p 849 N84-32350 • #
A-9783 p902 N84-31215 • #
A-9796 p 756 N84-28746 • #
A-9798 p 847 N84-31093 • #
A-9803 p 755 N84-28745 * #
A-9807 p 847 N84-31089 • #
A-9812 p 850 N84-32358 • tt
A-9815 p820 N84-308871 #
A-9816 p 847 N84-31094 • tt
A-9822 p847 N84-31092 • #
A-9827 p 975 N84-33401 • #
A-9831 p 772 N84-28780 • #
A-9845 p 881 N84-32379 • tt
A-9851 p 991 N84-34445 * #
A-9860 p 965 N84-33383 * #
AAAF PAPER NT 83 )^3 p 507 A84-32476 #
AAAF PAPER NT 83-08 p 544 A84-32479 #
AAAF PAPER NT 83-11 p 544 A84-32481 #
AAAF PAPER NT 83-16 p 507 A84-32484 #
AAAF PAPER NT 83-17 p 507 A84-32485 #
AAAF PAPER NT 83-20 p 507 A&4-32488 #
AAAF PAPER NT 83-21 p 508 A84-32489 #
AAAF PAPER NT 83-22 p 526 A84-32490 #
AAAF PAPER NT 83-24 p 544 A84-32491 #
AAE-84-1 p274 N84-17140 • #
AARL-TR-81-0 p 808 N84-29151 • #
AARL-TR-83-2 p 271 N84-16145 ' #
AAS PAPER 83-152 p1 A84-10885 #
AAS PAPER 83-382 p 547 A84-30574 • #
AAS PAPER 83-416 p 547 A84-30593 #
ABRL-IMR-684 p 175 N84-14126 #
ACEE-06-FR-9894 p 754 N84-28735 " #
ACEE-17-FR-1608 p 755 N84-28742 • #
ACEE-17-FR-1644 p 740 N84-28727 • #
ACT-350 p280 N84-16157 #
AD-A126703 p 179 N84-15125 #
AD-A128036 p 271 NS4-16148 #
AD-A128228 p 714 N84-27837 #
AD-A128950 p 484 N84-20784 #
AD-A129025 p 82 N84-10782 #
AD-A129026 p 82 N84-10783 #
AD-A129367 p 255 N84-15899 #
AD-A129432 p 61 N84-11172 #
AO-A129858 p 72 N84-10102 #
AD-A130144 p28 N84-10037 • #
AD-A130146 p82 N84-10784 #
AD-A130198 p28 N84-10038 #
AD-A130267 p 76 N84-10336 #
AD-A130293 p 18 N84-10027 #
AD-A130298 p 28 N84-10039 #
AD-A130309 p 42 N84-10045 #
AD-A130350 p 73 N84-10105 #
AD-A130364 p 73 N84-10104 #
AD-A130389 p 73 N84-10103 tt
AD-A130395 p 80 N84-10616 #
AD-A130398 p 18 N84-10026 #
AD-A130471 p42 N84-10044 #
AO-A130475 p 19 N84-10029 tt
AD-A130476 p 18 N84-10028 #
AD-A130627 p 249 N84-15733 #
AD-A130632 p 51 N84-10052 #
AO-A130695 p 79 N84-10546 #
AO-A130701 p 19 N84-10032 ' #
AD-A130709 p 64 N84-10080 tt
AD-A130717 p19 N84-1003A »
AD-A130726 p 79 N84-10430 #
AD-A130757 p 19 N84-10030 #
AD-A130777 p 76 N84-10339 #
AD-A130786 : p 80 N84-10622 #
AD-A130794 p 73 N84-10106 tt
AD-A130820 p 21 N84-11146 #
AD-A130849 p 185 N84-15136 #
AD-A130882 p 60 N84-10071 #
AD-A130945 p 80 N84-10620 #
AD-A130962 p 83 N84-11887 #
AD-A130968 p 142 N84-12532 f
AD-A131000 p77 N84-11321 #
AD-A131013 p51 N84-10050 #
AD-A131033 p64 N84-10081 #
AD-A131036 p51 N84-10051 #
AD-A131055 p60 N84-10072 #
AO-A131058 p53 N84-11161 #
AD-A131070 p21 N84-11147 tt
AD-A131089 p42 N84-10046 #
AD-A131141 p4 N84-11113 #
AD-A131167 p62 N84-11174 #
AD-A131168 p62 N84-11173 #
AD-A131207 p22 N84-11150 #
AD-A131234 p 43 N84-10047 #
AD-A131251 p61 N84-10076 #
AD-A131324 p 81 N84-11517 #
AD-A131328 p 53 N84-11162 #
AD-A131349 p 81 N84-11516 #
AD-A131360 p60 N84-10073 #
AD-A131384 p 21 N84-11148 #
AO-A131396 p22 N84-11149 #
AO-A131402 p53 N84-11163 #
AD-A131410 p54 N84-11166 #
AD-A131412 p57 N84-11168 #
AD-A131414 p29 N84-11153 #
AO-A131415 p29 N84-11154 #
AD-A131416 p29 N84-11155 #
AD-A131445 p 54 N84-11165 #
AD-A131457 p 69 N84-11179 #
AO-A131462 p54 N84-11164 #
AD-A131522 p 61 N84-10074 #
AD-A131534 p4 N84-11114 #
AD-A131575 p 62 N84-11175 #
AD-A131606 p77 N84-11260 #
AD-A131610 p61 N84-10075 #
AD-A131633 p 140 N84-12317 tt
AD-A131634 p 98 N84-12096 • #
AD-A131642 p 123 N84-12163 #
AD-A131660 p 123 N84-12162 #
AD-A131665 p 123 N84-12161 #
AD-A131666 p 109 N84-12138 #
AD-A131696 p 123 N84-12160 #
AD-A131725 p 109 N84-12137 #
AD-A131733 p 484 N84-20822 #
AD-A131746 p 126 N84-12165 0
AD-A131771 p 139 N84-12195 #
AD-A131828 p 87 N84-12055 #
AD-A131839 p 87 N84-12054 #
AD-A131851 p 142 N84-12331 #
AD-A131876 p 87 N84-12053 #
AD-A131877 p 87 N84-12052 #
AD-A131878 p 86 N84-12051 #
AC5-A131904 p 122 N84-12159 #
AD-A131917 p 98 N84-12095 #
AD-A131927 p 122 N84-12158 #-
AD-A131928 p 122 N84-12157 #
AD-A131938 p 97 N84'12094 #
AD-A131955 p 122 N84-12156 #
AD-A131972 p 137 N84-12191 #
AD-A131987 p 97 N84-12093 #
AD-A132046 p 127 N84-13183 #
AD-A132048 p115 N84-12152 #
AD-A132106 p 141 N84-13338 #
AD-A132143 p 138 N84-13199 #
AD-A132183 p 127 N84-13185 #
AD-A132210 p 140 N84-13202 #
AD-A132271 p 107 N84-13167 #
F-1
AD-A132281 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
AIXA132281 p115 N84-13171
AtVAl 32308 p 124 N84-13180
AD-A132329 p 127 N84-13184
AD-A132387 p 88 N84-13146
AD-At 32455 p 107 N84-13166
A&A132479 p 140 N84-13201
AD-A132498 p 124 N84-13179
AD-A132505 p 134 N84-13196
AD-A132598 p 254 N84-14905
AO-A132631 p237 N84-14301
-AD-A132633_ _p 201 N84-14137
AD-A132638 p211 N84-14141
AD-A132646 : p 149 N84-14114
AO-A132853 p 205 N84-15148
AD-A132797 p 243 N84-14439
AO-A132857 p 201 N84-14138
AO-A132871 p256 N84-15024
AD-A132927 p 150 N84-14115
AD-A132964 p 201 N84-14139
AD-A132982 p219 N84-14153
AD-A132999 p 727 N84-27914
AD-A133008 p 176 N84-14127
AD-A133137 p255 N84-15900
AD-A133139 p575 A84-34465
AD-A133139 p 246 N84-15503
AD-A133161 p150 N84-15033
AD-A133168 p 179 N84-15126
AD-A133203 p 244 N84-15365
AD-A133206 p 237 N84-15251
AO-A133212 p 179 N84-15127
AO-A133222 p215 N84-15150
AD-A133233 p 185 N84-15137
AD-A133250 p 255 N84-15903
AD-A133274 p 229 N84-15160
AD-A133290 p 244 N84-15398
AD-A133319 p 205 N84-15146
AD-A133350 p316 N84-16501
AD-A133380 p 185 N84-15138
AD-A133388 p 221 N84-15157
AD-A133408 p 221 NS4-1515B
AD-A133415 p 205 N84-15147
AO-A133461 p189 N84-15141
AO-A133626 p 242 N84-14400
AO-A133828 p 183 N84-14131
AD-A133675 p 87 N84-12072
AD-A133684 p 175 N84-14126
AD-A133708 p 387 N84-19849
AD-A133732 p 237 N84-14328
AD-A133755 _ p 175 N84-14125
AH-A133780 p 242 N84-14393
AD-A133785 p 149 N84-14113
AO-A133798 p 66 N84-10093
AO-A133802 p219 N84-14152
AD-A133804 p 242 N84-14355
AD-A133853 p219 N84-14151
AD-A133894 p 243 N84-14468
AD-A133918 p 175 N84-14124
AD-A133931 ! p149 N84-14112
AD-A133947 p 237 N84-14297
AD-A133950 p 64 N84-10082
AD-A133977 p219 N84-14150
AD-A133981 p4 N84-11116
AD-A133992 p219 N84-14149
AD-A133996 p 86 N84-12050
AD-A134046 p 243 N84-14465
AD-A134116 p201 N84-14135
AD-A134123 p211 N84-14140
AD-A134178 p271 N84-16149
AO-A134230 p 271 N84-16150
AQ.A134280 p259 N84-16128
AO-A134289 p 292 N84-16169
AD-A134320 p293 N84-16170
AD-A134321 p293 N84-16171
AD-A134322 p 293 NS4-16172
AD-A134323 p 293 N84-16173
AD-A134387 p 97 N84-12O89
AD-A134424 p 324 N84-17054
AD-A134449 p 259 N84-16129
AD-A134452 p 387 N84-19866
AD-A134453 p 387 N84-19881
AO-A134480 p315 N84-16384
AO-A134523 p 272 N84-16151
AO-A134547 p 293 N84-16174
AD-A134572 ; p272 N84-16152
ACM134579 p272 N84-16153
AD-A134598 .'. p 293 N84-16175
AD-A134612 p 80 N84-10610 •
AD-A134629 ; p 259 N84-17121
AO-A134633 p 80 N84-10609 •
AD-A134642 p 20 N84-11142 •
AO-A134739 p 276 N84-17150
AO-A134745 p 260 N84-17122
AO-A134833 p281 N34-17154
AO-A134834 p 281 N84-17155
AD-A134839 p 298 N84-17181
AB-A134843 p 302 N84-17182
AD-A134854 p 307
AD-A134860 _ p 281
AD-A134883 p 281
AD-A134898 „ p 282
AD-A134966 p 726
AD-A134993 p259
AD-A135012 p 318
AD-A135052 p 307
AD-A135072 p 295
AD-A135073 p 275
AD-A135133 p 275
• p16-
p 294
p 317
AD-A135150
AO-A135152
AD-A135157
AD-A135166
AD-A135251
AD-A135256
AD-A135259
AD-A135276
AO-A135315
P87
p275
p275
p325
p74
P44
AD-A135317 p371
AD-A135318 p 281
AD-A135369 p 351
AD-A135374 p 27
AD-A135390 p 310
AD-A135416 p 310
AD-A135521 p 294
AD-A135555 p 275
AO-A135595 p 383
AD-A135598 p 351
AD-A135603 p 351
AD-A135606 p 345
AD-A135632 p 359
AD-A135637 p 328
AD-A135640 p 363
AD-A135674 p 389
AD-A135688 p 337
AD-A135717 p389
AD-A135720 p 390
AD-A135751 p 375
AD-A135783 p 337
AD-A135784 p 337
AD-A135846 p 336
AD-A135853 p 370
AD-A135858 p 395
AD-A135868 p 370
AD-A135870 p 363
AD-A135872 p 338
AD-A135895 p 350
AD-A135897 p 337
AD-A135900 p 384
AD-A135906 p 359
AD-A135926 p 375
AD-A135955 p 370
AD-A135960 p 328
AD-A135981 p 383
AD-A136021 p 390
AD-A136026 p 351
AD-A136035 p 328
AD-A138105 p 337
AD-A136152 „ p 390
AD-A136182 p 370
AD-A138217 p 384
AD-A136220 p 130
AD-A136286 p 208
AD-A136288 p 383
AD-A138291 p 363
AD-A138376 p 350
AD-A138392 p 127
AD-A138415 p 385
AD-A136439 : p 370
AD-A138485 p 350
AD-A136527 p 392
AD-A136531 p 392
AD-A136643 p 372
AD-A138647 p 377
AD-A136663 p 377
AD-A136671 p 376
AD-A136678 '. p 352
AO-A136714 _ p 27
AD-A136724 p 396
AD-A136745 p 371
AD-A136772 p 388
AD-A136793 p 393
AD-A138795 p 346
AD-A138796 p 348
AD-A136803 p 352
AD-A136811 p393
AD-A136826 p 339
AD-A136B29 p 390
ff AD-A136834 p 352
ff AD-A136850 p 348
# AD-A136851 p 348
ff AD-A136852 p 346
ff AD-A138873 p 328
N84-17191 ff AD-A136874 p 386
N84-17156 ff AO-A136895 p 339
N84-17157 ff AO-A136896 p 386
N84-17158 # AD-A136897 p 339
N84-27007 ff AD-A136909 .._ p 355
N84-17120 ff AD-A136910 p372
N84-17823 ff AD-A136912 p 340
N84-17190 ff AD-A136913 p 340
N84-17179 ff AD-A136920 p 340
N84-17145 ff AD-A136921 p 340
N84-17146 ff AD-A138928 p 372
N84-10023 -f AD-A138939-=i............... p 388
N84-17176 ff AD-A13694 7 p 340
N84-17538 ff AD-A136956 p376
N84-12099 ff AD-A136958 p 352
N84-12056 ff AD-A136970 p 386
N84-17147 ff AD-A136980 p 386
N84-17148 ff AD-A136985 p392
N84-18103 ff AD-A138988 p372
N84-11184 # AD-A137018 -... p 341
N84-11158 AD-A137047 p 376
N84-18222 AD-A137060 _ p 386
N84-171S3 AD-A137067 p393
N84-18198 AD-A137070 p 341
N84-10035 AD-A137088 p 348
N84-17395 AO-A137150 '. p399
N84-17296 ff AD-A137155 p 183
N84-17177 ff AD-A137177 p 377
N84-17149 ' ff AD-A137182 : p371
N84-18503 ff AD-A137189 p 399
N84-18195 ff AD-A137197 p 390
N84-18196 • ff AD-A137331 p 387
N84-18185 ff AD-A137351 p 396
N84-18204 ff AD-A137387 p 246
N84-18156 ff AD-A137398 p 343
N84-18211 ff AD-A137404 p 377
N84-18811 ff AD-A137405 p 377
N84-18175 ff AD-A137412 p 385
N84-18813 # AD-A137418 p 343
N84-18814 ff AD-A137456 p 354
N84-18421 ff AD-A137483 p339
N84-18176 ff AD-A137503 p343
N84-18177 ff AD-A137550 : p 484
N84-18172 ff AD-A137572 p483
N84-18218 AD-A137585 p411
N84-19071 AD-A137607 p150
N84-18219 AD-A137617 p 398
N84-18210 AD-A137641 p 468
N84-18173 AD-A137647 p447
N84-18194 AO-A137657 p280
N84-18174 AD-A137662 p437
N84-18593 AD-A137670 p398
N84-18205 ff AD-A137710 p411
N84-18410 ff AD-A137766 p715
N84-18220 # AD-A137770 p 438
N84-18157 # AD-A137775 p411
N84-18517 ff AD-A137780 p 495
N84-18816 ff AD-A137788 p 273
N84-18197 ff AD-A137805 : p454
N84-18158 ff AO-A137814 p463
N84-18178 ff AD-A137815 _ p 427
N84-18818 ff AD-A137837 p310
N84-18221 ff AD-A137852 p 309
N84-18599 ff AD-A137860 p 134
N84-12168 ff AD-A137885 p 438
A84-16569 ff AD-A137896 p 124
N84-18584 ff AD-A137912 p 309
N84-18209 ff AD-A137987 p 498
N84-18191 ff AD-A138005 p 447
N84-13181 ff AD-A138011 p 464
N84-18692 ff AD-A138029 p 492
N84-18217 ff AD-A138054 p 486
N84-18193 ff AD-A138058 p 464
N84-18955 ff AD-A138151 p 448
N84-18987 ff AD-A138211 p 464
N84-19367 ff AD-A138212 p 485
N84-19599 ff AD-A138226 p 448
1484-19600 ff AD-A138228 p 428
N84-19580 ff AD-A138239 p 493
NB4-19338 # AD-A138254 p 496
N84-10034 ' ff AD-A138267 p 428
N84-20471 ff AD-A138269 p 464
N84-19384 ff AD-A138277 p 470
N84-19931 ff AD-A138301 p 428
N84-20313 ff AD-A138309 p 493
N84-19319 ff AO-A138347 p 260
N84-19320 ff AD-A138360 p 485
N84-19338 ff AD-A138379 p 465
N64-20314 f AD-A138383 p 448
N84-19289 ff AD-A138385 p 474
N84-20031 ff AD-A138396 p 331
N84-19339 ff AD-A138425 p 465
N84-19324 ff AD-AI38495 . . .. _ p318
N84-19325 ff AD-A138496 p 468
N84-19326 ff AD-A138515 p 399
N84-19280 ff AD-A138516 p 399
N84-19754
N84-19290
N84-19755
N84-19291
N84-19352
N84-19385
N84-19292
N84-19293
N84-19294
N84-19295
N84-19391
N84-19679
N84-19296
N84- 19536
N84-19342
N84-19681
N84-19760
N84-20289
N84-19366
N84-19297
N84-19486
N84-19765
N84-20312
N84-19300
N84-19328
N84-20475
N84-14130
N 84-1 9596
N84-19363
N84-20476
N 84-20087
N84-19829
N84-20444
N84-15530
N84-19312
N84-19597
N84-19598
N84-19608
N84-19313
N84-19349
N84-19288
N84-19314
N84-20786
N84-20761
N84-2O498
N84-15076
N84-20473
N84-20603
N84-20523
N84-16158
N84-20516
N84-20474
N84-20497
N84-27910
N 84-2051 7
N84-20498
N84-21279
N84-17128
N84-20563
N84-20601
N84-20510
N84-16354 •
N84-16351 *
N 84-13191
N84-2O519
N84-13174
N84-16353 •
N84-22493
N84-21543
N84-21554
N64-22252
N84-21880
N84-21555
N84-21545
N84-21557
N84-21760
N84-21546
N84-21530
N84-22266
N84-22368
N 84-21531
N84-21558
N84-21601
N84-21533
N84-2226B
N 84-1 71 24
N 84-21814
N84-21559
N84-21547
NB4-21753
A84-24737
N84-21560
N84-17590 '
N84-21565
N84-21504
N 84-21505
»
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
»
#
ff
tt
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
#
#
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
»
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
F-2
REPORT NUMBER INDEX AD-A143712
AD-A138529 P 225 A84-17363 »
AD-A13853I P 400 N84-21506 »
AD-A138569 P 522 N84-22547 »
AD-A138581 P 550 N84-22737 t
AD-A138587 P 503 N84-22528 #
AD-A138600 P 150 N84-15034 #
AD-A138649 P 510 N84-22538 #
AD-A1386S8 p 550 N84-22703 #
AD-A138673 p618 N84-24825 #
AD-A138674 ..: P 522 N84-22548 #
AD-A138697 p 559 N84-22915 #
AD-A138759 p 522 N84-22549 #
AD-A138794 p 538 N84-22569 #
AD-A138795 p511 N84-22539 #
AD-A138810 P528 N84-22554 #
AD-A138844 P 518 N84-22545 #
AD-A138851 P 568 N84-23384 #
AD-A138865 p511 N84-22S40 #
AD-A13888 7 p 529 N84-23625 #
AD-A138896 p 568 N84-24328 #
AD-A138900 p 517 N84-23812 #
AD-A138907 P 569 N84-23403 #
AD-A138930 P 528 N84-22555 #
AD-A138963 p 437 N84-20513 #
AD-A138964 p412 N84-20499 #
AD-A138972 P 544 N84-22587 #
AD-A138991 P 522 N84-225SO »
AD-A139004 p 499 N84-21490 #
AD-A139028 P 565 N84-23156 #
AD-A139042 P 561 N84-22985 #
AD-A139050 p 571 N84-24529 #
AD-A139090 P 528 N84-22556 #
AD-A139096 P 565 N84-24231 tf
AD-A139107 P517 N84-23609 #
AD-A139136 P517 N84-23610 #
AD-A139145 P 523 N84-23618 #
AD-A139166 P 552 N84-23702 #
AD-A139176 P 523 N84-23619 #
AD-A139222 p 564 N84-24017 #
AD-A139320 p 569 N84-24502 #
AD-A139354 P 529 N84-23624 #
AD-A139388 P 498 N84-22509 #
AD-A139392 P 548 N84-23656 #
AD-A139416 P518 N84-23614 #
AD-A139432 P 531 N84-23828 #
AD-A139435 P 518 N84-23615 #
AD-A139457 p 564 N84-24009 #
AD-A139472 P 563 N84-23861 #
AD-A139474 P 563 N84-23831 #
AD-A139478 P 518 N84-23616 #
AD-A139484 p 563 N84-23919 #
AD-A139499 p 269 N84-16132 #
AD-A139565 P 563 N84-23835 #
AD-A139568 P 546 N84-23657 #
AD-A139591 p517 N84-23811 #
AD-A139622 P 624 N84-25107 #
AD-A139707 P 560 N84-22978 #
AD-A139726 p611 N84-24597 #
AD-A139743 : p 583 N84-24557
AD-A139749 P 300 N84-16188
AD-A139783 P 598 N84-24576
AD-A139791 P 616 N84-24822
AD-A139799 p 607 N84-24592
AD-A139807 p 588 N84-24564
AD-A139871 P 592 N84-24568
AO-A139901 ~ P631 N84-25429
AD-A139906 P 631 N84-25430
AD-A139928 P 588 N84-24565
AD-A139933 p 583 N84-24559
AD-A139936 P 571 N84-24536 #
AD-A139961 p616 N94-24824 #
AD-A139976 p 611 N84-24598 »
AO-A139998 p614 N84-24715 #
AD-A140008 P583 N84-24561 #
AD-A140103 P613 N84-24698 #
AD-A140143 P611 N84-25719 #
AD-A140174 p625 N84-25920 #
AD-A140181 p572 N84-25611 #
AD-A140204 p593 N84-25687 #
AD-A140252 P 593 N84-25688 #
AD-A140261 P617 N84-25774 #
AD-A140268 P 628 N84-26059 #
AD-A140358 p 590 N84-25682 #
AD-A140409 P590 N84-25683 tt
AD-A140465 P 572 N84-25612 #
AD-A140488 P 627 N84-26032 #
AD-A140527 p 627 N64-25997 tt
AD-A140581 p737 N64-27586 tt
AD-A140596 p 725 N84-26967 tt
AD-A140606 p 638 N84-26650 #
AD-A140612 p700 N84-26703 #
AD-A140643 P 694 N84-26699 #
AD-A140657 p 707 N84-26709 #
AD-A140700 P614 N84-24732 #
AD-A140701 P637 N84-26596 #
AD-A140710 p677 N84-26689 #
AD-A140728 p 677
AD-A140743 p 727
AD-A140765
AD-A140781
AD-A140795
AD-A140796
AD-A140797
AO-A140803
AD-A140825
p 700
p 713
p 674
p 427
p 662
p 725
AD-A140832 p 713
AD-A140837 p 737
AD-A140850 p 674
AD-A140870 p 707
AD-A140871 p 707
AO-A140882 p 686
AD-A140894 p 726
AO-A140895 p 663
AD-A140902 p 707
AD-A140907 p 707
AD-A140936 p 734
AD-A140945 p 734
AO-A140958 p 708
AO-A140983 p 704
AD-A140986 p 669
AD-A141021 p 708
AD-A141046 p 705
AD-A141052 p 793
AO-A141068 p 801
AD-A141087 p 773
AD-A141106 _ p761
AD-A141107 p800
AD-A141108 p162
AD-A141118 p776
AD-A141147 p728
AD-A141175 p694
AD-A141190 p708
AD-A141199 p689
AO-A141210 p 715
AD-A141228 p 731
AO-A141252 p 689
AD-A141279 p 701
AD-A141283 p 731
AD-A141287 p715
AD-A141303 p728
AD-A141308 p737
AO-A141324 p 689
AD-A141333 p728
AD-A141341 p 689
AD-A141364 p 800
AD-A141418 p 782
AD-A141430 p 814
AD-A141431 p 758
AD-A141435 p 765
AD-A141448 p 557
AD-A141456 p 914
AD-A141466 p 793
AD-A141474 p 607
AD-A141492 p 761
AD-A141524 pSOO
AD-A141534 p 808
AD-A141551 p 757
AD-A141552 p812
AD-A141560 p800
AD-A141562 : p 701
AD-A141563 p 796
AD-A141564 p 740
AD-A141572 p 793
AD-A141658 p 812
AD-A141665 p 785
AD-A141872 p790
AD-A141687 p793
AD-A141692 p815
AD-A141702 p793
AD-A141725 p 773
AD-A141739 p 773
AD-A141759 p 757
AD-A141762 p812
AD-A141765 p 776
AD-A141784 p 793
AD-A141793 p 782
AD-A141796 p 782
AD-A141811 p757
AD-A141815 p773
AD-A141B27 p 794
AD-A141850 p 796
AD-A141856 p 798
AD-A141863 p 773
AD-A141904 p810
AO-A141905 p 764
AD-A141949 p815
AD-A141965 p 776
AD-A141968 p812
AD-A141974 p 758
AD-A141978 p 784
AD-A142001 p811
AD-A142004 p 80S
#
tt
#
#
tt
tt
#
tt
#
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
It
N84-26690
N84-27070
N84-26695
N84-26704
N84-26807
N84-26681
N84-20503 #
N84-26670 #
N84-26973 • #
N84-26797 tt
N84-27610 ff
N84-26682 #
N84-26711 #
N84-26712 tt
N84-26696 #
N84-26974 #
N84-26671 tt
N84-26713
N84-26714
N84-28521
N84-28541
N84-27751
N 84-27745
N84-27725
N84-27752
N84-27746
N 84-28816
N84-29019
N84-28781
N84-28762
N84-28966
A84-17930
N84-28786
N84-27989 tt
N84-27736 #
N84-27753
N84-27726
N84-27911
N 84-28342
N84-27727
N84-27740
N84-28346
N84-27912
N84-27965
N84-28679
N84-27728
N84-27967
N 84-27699
N 84-28998
N84-28796
N84-29572
N84-28751
N 84-28768
A84-31858
N84-31300
N84-28817
N84-29043
N84-28763
N84-29000
N84-29173
N 84-28752
N 84-29404
N 84-28972
N84-27741
N 84-28890
N84-28728
N84-2B818
N84-29296
N84-28769
N 84-28810
N 84-28819
N84-29592
N84-28820
N84-28782
N84-28783
N64-28753
N84-29369
N 84-28787
N 84-28821
N 84-28797
N 84-28798
N84-28754
N84-28784
N84-28822
N84-28886
N84-28896
N84-28785
N 84-30297
N84-29880
N84-30742
N84-29872
N84-30336
N64-29855
N 84-29881
N 84-30320
N84-30178
AO-A142027 p 801 N84-29008
AD-A142053 p 757 N84-28755
AO-A142054 p 740 N84-28729
AD-A142071 p777 N84-29873
AD-A142072 p 766 N84-29860
AD-A142075 p 777 N64-29874
AD-A142078 p 879 N84-31113
AD-A142083 p 384 N84-18676
AD-A142084 p 932 N84-31786
AD-A142092 p 761 N84-28764
AD-A142103 p807 N84-29057
AO-A142118 p807 N84-29118
AD-A142131 p 765
AD-A142139 p 384
N84-28770
N 84-18606
AD-A142140 p814 N84-29494
AD-AU2194 p 782 N84-28799
AD-A142259 p 740
AD-A142277
AO-A142295
p741AD-A142399
AD-A142400
AD-A142417
AO-A142423 p 503
AD-A142424 p 774
AD-A142444 p 794
N 84-28730
p 159 A84-17877
p 741 N84-29848
N84-29849
P774 N84-29865
p809 N84-30156
N84-23602
N84-29866
N84-29889
AD-A142447 p815 N84-30774
AD-A142487 p 785
AD-A142477 p 761
AD-A142478
AD-A142493
N84-29894
N84-29859
N 84-30159
p766 NS4-29861
AD-A142508 p 774 N84-29867
AD-A142510 p784 N84-29882
AD-A142561 p 933 N84-31848
AD-A142609 p 802 N84-30024
AD-A142649 p 925 N84-31518
AD-A142650 p 759 N84-29856
AD-A142683 p 774 N84-29868
AD-A142693 p810 N84-30233
AD-A142696 p811 N84-30301
AD-A142752 p 848 N84-31098
AD-A142753 p879 N84-31114
AD-A142754 p925 N84-31487
AD-A142773 p848 N84-31099
AD-A142776 p883 N84-31121
AD-A142777 p 684 N64-31166
AD-A142778 p 885 N84-31201
AD-A142779 p 885 N84-31202
AD-A142780 p886 N84-31203
AD-A142781 p888 N84-31204
AD-A142782 p886 N84-31205
AD-A142783 p886 N84-31206
AD-A142784 p886 N84-31207
AD-A142806 p853 N84-31102
AD-A142811 p617 N84-25828
AD-A142840 p848 N84-31100
AD-A142846 p515 N84-23603
AD-A142880 p879 N84-31115'
AD-A142918 p 932 N84-31768
AD-A142943 p 825 N84-31085
AD-A142957 p 907 N84-31222
AD-A143023 p 853 N84-31103
AD-A143072 p 937 N84-31973
AO-A143104 p893 N84-31211
AD-A143157 p915 N84-31408
AD-A143168 p 863 N84-31108
AD-A143189 p 933 N84-32969
AD-A143203 p 931 N84-32878
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AFOSR-84-0418TR p 782 N84-28797
AFOSR-84-0430TR p 701 N84-27741
AFOSR-84-0448TR p 798 N84-28896
AFOSR-84-0509TR p 802 N84-30024
AFOSR-84-0540TR p 933 N84-31848
AFOSR-84O551TR p 1009 N84-33750
AFOSR-84-0556TFI p 863 N84-32372
AFSC-TR-82-01 p 568 N84-23384
AFSC-TR-84^»1 p638 N84-26650
AFSC-TR-84-02 p 568 N84-23384
AFSCOM-TR-83-C-8 p 318 N84-17590
AFSR-9 p 75 N84-10188
AFWAL-TM-83-170-FIBE . p54 N84-11164
AFWAL-TR-80-3132-PT.4 p 122 N84-12159
AFWAL-TR-81-3180 p 82 N84-10782
AFWAL-TR-82-2049 p 244 N84-15398
AFWAL--m-82-2062-VOL-3 p 28 N84-10039
AFWAL-TR-82-2100 p 79 N84-10548
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AFWAL-TR-82-3000 p 396 N84-20471
AFWAL-TH-82-3014-VOL-1 p 29 N84-11153
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AFWAL-TR-82-3014-VOL-3 p 29 N84-11155
AFWAL-TR-82-3030 p812 N84-30338
AFWAL-TR-82-3031 p 19 N84-10031
AFWAL-TR-82-3040-PT-2 p S3 N84-11183
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AFWAL-TR-82-3096 p 82 N84-10784
AFWAL-TH-82-30984T-2 p 82 N84-10782
AFWAL-TR-82-3098-PT-4 p 82 N84-10783
AFWAL-TR-82-3108 p 64 NB4-10080
AFWAL-TR-82-3112 p 272 N84-16153
AFWAL-TR-82-4063-VOL-4 p815 N84-30774
AFWAL-TR-82-4063-VOL-6 p 937 N84-31973
AFWAL-TR-e2-4063-VOL-7 p 1015 N84-34991
AFWAL-TB-82-4102 p 80 N84-10616
AFWAL-TR-83O001 p 87 N84-12054
AFWAL-TR-83-1141 p 448 N84-21546
AFWAL-TR-83-1156 p 531 N84-23628
AFWAL-TR-83-1183 p 503 N84-22528
AFWAL-TR-83-1184 p 370 N84-18220
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AFWAL-TR-63-2015 P 343 N84-19314
AFWAL-TR-63-2021-VOL-2 P 281 N84-17157
AFWAL-TR-63-2029 p61 N84-10076
AFWAL-TR-63-2039 p 62 N84-11175
AFWAL-TR-83-2042 p 375 N84-18410
AFWAL-TR-83-2048 p 474 N84-217S3
AFWAL-TR-83-2070 P 607 N84-29118
AFWAL-TR-83-2078 P 601 N84-29008
AFWAL-TR-83-2081 p 359 N84-18205
AFWAL-TR-83-2085 p715 N84-27911
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AIAA PAPER 844048 p 156
AIAA PAPER 844051 p 156
AIAA PAPER 844052 p 157
AIAA PAPER 844053 p 157
AIAA PAPER 844068 p 157
AIAA PAPER 844071 p157
AIAA PAPER 844072 p 157
AIAA PAPER 844075 p 195
AIAA PAPER 844077 p 157
AIAA PAPER 844082 p 158
AIAA PAPER 844085 p 158
AIAA PAPER 844086 p 241
AIAA PAPER 844088 p 158
AIAA PAPER 844089 p 158
AIAA PAPER 844090 p 158
AIAA PAPER 844091 p 172
AIAA PAPER 844092 p 173
AIAA PAPER 844093 p 158
AIAA PAPER 844094 p 159
AIAA PAPER 844095 p 159
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AIAA PAPER 844139 p 161
AIAA PAPER 844161 p 225
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AIAA PAPER 844167 p 161
AIAA PAPER 844169 p 161
AIAA PAPER 844171 p 162
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AIAA PAPER 844175 p 313
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AIAA PAPER 844194 p 265
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AIAA PAPER 844219 p 173
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AIAA PAPER 844231 p 174
AIAA PAPER 844232 p 231
AIAA PAPER 844235 p 226
AIAA PAPER 844238 p 197
AIAA PAPER 844237 p 227
AIAA PAPER 844238 p 228
AIAA PAPER 844239 p 226
AIAA PAPER 844242 p 162
AIAA PAPER 844243 p 163
AIAA PAPER 844244 p 231
AIAA PAPER 844245 p 163
A84-13388 #
A84-17826 * #
A84-17827 ff
AB4-19227 tt
AB4-17829 tt
A84-17830 ' ff
A84-17831 ff
A84-17832 tt
A84-21279 tt
-A84-21851__#_
A84-17835 * #
A84-19885 #
A84-19886 * tt
A84-21280 tt
A84-21262 * tt
A84-21283 ' tt
A84-17838 ' tt
A84-19228 ' #
A84-17839 tt
A84-17840 tt
A84-17841 ' tt
A84-17845
A84-17847
A84-17848
A84-17849
A84-17857
A84-17859
A84-17860
A84-17862
A84-17864
A84-17887
A84-17870
A84-17871
A84-17873
A84-17874
A84-17875
A84-19230
A84-19231
A84-17876
A84-17877
A84-17878
A84-19232
A84-17880
A84-17881
A84-17882
A84-17883
A84-21852
A84-17886
A84-21286
A84-17887
A84-17888
A84-19233
A84-17890
A84-17891
A84-19234
A84-17892
A84-17893
A84-17894
A84.17895 * tt
A84-17903 #
A84-17904 * #
A84-17905 tt
A84-17906 ' tt
A84-17907 ' tt
A84-17920
A84-17921
A84-17922
A84-17923
A84-17925
A84-17927
A84-17929
A84-17930
A84-21854
A84-21289
A84-17935
A84-17936
A84-17937 • tt
A84-17942 • tt
A84-17943
A84-21290 •
A84-17953
A84-19242
A84-19243 *
A84-19244 *
A84-17954
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A84-179S2
A84-17965 •
A84-17966
A84-19246
A84-17967 •
A84-17968
A84-17970 *
A84-17971
A84-17972 •
A84-17973 •
AIAA PAPER 844247 p 149
AIAA PAPER 844248 p 253
AIAA PAPER 844249 p 253
AIAA PAPER 844250 p 320
AIAA PAPER 844251 P 321
AIAA PAPER 844252 p 262
AIAA PAPER 844253 p 163
AIAA PAPER 844254 p 265
AIAA PAPER 844255 P 163
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AIAA PAPER 844259 p 163
AIAA PAPER 844261 p 174
AIAA PAPER 844262 p 313
AIAA PAPER 844265 p 163
AIAA PAPER 844266 p 164
AIAA PAPER 844268 p 164
AIAA PAPER 844269 p 248
AIAA PAPER 844270 p 248
AIAA PAPER 844271 p 248
AIAA PAPER 844273 p 210
AIAA PAPER 844275 p 304
AIAA PAPER 844276 p 181
AIAA PAPER 844278 p 181
AIAA PAPER 844281 p 164
AIAA PAPER 844282 p 164
AIAA PAPER 844283 p 217
AIAA PAPER 844284 p 164
AIAA PAPER 844285 p 217
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AIAA PAPER 844353 p313
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AIAA PAPER 844383 p 236
AIAA PAPER 844385 p 297
AIAA PAPER 844374 p 242
AIAA PAPER 84-0381 p 197
AIAA PAPER 844385 p 197
AIAA PAPER 844386 p 166
AIAA PAPER 844387 p 267
AIAA PAPER 844399 p 166
AIAA PAPER 844400 p 166
AIAA PAPER 844401 p 320
AIAA PAPER 844403 p 253
AIAA PAPER 844412 p910
AIAA PAPER 844413 p 231
AIAA PAPER 844416 p 167
AIAA PAPER 844417 p 167
AIAA PAPER 844419 p 845
AIAA PAPER 844421 p 167
AIAA PAPER 844425 p 167
AIAA PAPER 844427 p 268
AIAA PAPER 844428 p 167
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AIAA PAPER 844525 p 168
AIAA PAPER 844526 p 174
AIAA PAPER 844527 p 168
AIAA PAPER 844528 p 168
AIAA PAPER 844533 p 168
AIAA PAPER 844539 p 169
AIAA PAPER 844540 p 174
AIAA PAPER 844541 p319
A84-17974 tt
A84-17975 • #
A84-17976 • ff
A84-20049 • ff
A84-21858 ff
A84-18889 • ff
A84-17977 • ff
A84-21294 • ff
A84-17978 ff
A84-17981
A84-19247
A84-21857
A84-17984
A84-17985
A84-17987
A84-17988
A84-17989
A84-17990
AB4-17991
A84-21860
A84-17992
A84-17993
A84-17995
A84-17996
A84-17997
A84-17998
A84-17999
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A84-18007
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AIAA PAPER 84-0603 p 330 A84-24191 ' #
AIAA PAPER 84-0604 p 369 A84-25729 • #
AIAA PAPER 84-0605 p 366 A84-24192 #
AIAA PAPER 84-0608 p 342 A84-24194 tt
AIAA PAPER 84-0609 p 348 A84-24195 • tt
AIAA PAPER 84-0611 p 348 A84-24197 tt
AIAA PAPER 84-0612 p 349 A84-25730
AIAA PAPER 84-0614 p 331 A84-24198
AIAA PAPER 84-0615 p 349 A84-25731
AIAA PAPER 84-0616 p 369 A84-25732
AIAA PAPER 84-0618 p 366 A84-24199
AIM PAPER 84-0621 p 366 A84-24201
AIAA PAPER 84-0623 p 366 A84-24203
AIAA PAPER 84-0624 p 369 A84-25733 #
AIAA PAPER 84-0626 p 366 A84-24204 ft
AIAA PAPER 84-0627 p 366 A84-24205 • #
AIM PAPER 84-0628 p 331 A84-24206 #
AIM PAPER 84-0631 p 380 A84-24208 #
AIM PAPER 84-0634 p 367 A84-24210 • #
AIM PAPER 84-0779 p 419 A84-29968 #
AIM PAPER 84-0780 p 398 A84-29969 #
AIM PAPER 84-0783 p 400 A84-26554 #
AIM PAPER 84-0784 p 400 A84-26S55 tt
AIM PAPER 84-0786 p 400 A84-26556 tt
AIM PAPER 84-0787 p 400 A84-26557 #
AIM PAPER 84-0789 p415 A84-26558 #
AIM PAPER 84-0790 p415 A84-26559 tf
AIM PAPER 84-0791 p 408 A84-29970 #
AIM PAPER 84-0792 p415 A84-26560 tt
AIM PAPER 84-0793 p 415 A84-26561 tt
AIM PAPER 84-0794 p 400 A84-26562 #
AIM PAPER 84-0795 p 401 A84-26563 #
AIM PAPER 84-0796 p 401 A84-26564 tt
AIM PAPER 84-0797 p 401 A84-26565 #
AIM PAPER 84-0798 p 401 A84-26566 #
AIAA PAPER 84-0799 p 408 A84-29971 tt
AIM PAPER 84-0801 p415 A84-26567 #
AIM PAPER 84-0803 p 401 A84-26569 #
AIM PAPER 84-0805 p415 A84-26570 #
AIAA PAPER 84-0808 p 416 A84-26571 #
AIAA PAPER 84-0807 p 401 A84-26572 tt
AIM PAPER 84-0808 p 402 A84-26573 tt
AIM PAPER 84-0810 p 416 A84-26574 #
AIM PAPER 84-0814 p 402 A84-26578 #
AIM PAPER 84-0815 p 402 A84-26579 #
AIM PAPER 84O816 p 416 A84-26580 • #
AIM PAPER 840818 p 429 A84-26582 #
AIAA PAPER 84-0820 p 402 A84-26583 #
AIAA PAPER 84-0821 p 416 A84-26584 tt
AIM PAPER 84-0822 p 402 A84-26585 tt
AIAA PAPER 84-0823 p 402 A84-26586 • #
AIAA PAPER 84-0826 p416 A84-26587 tt
AIM PAPER 84-0827 p 398 A84-29975 tt
AIAA PAPER 84-0829 p416 A84-265B8 tt
AIM PAPER 84-0830 p 397 A84-26589 tt
AIM PAPER 84-0840 p 501 A84-31627 #
AIM PAPER 84-0847 p 555 A84-31628 #
AIM PAPER 84-0850 p 533 A84-31670 #
AIM PAPER 84-0867 p 601 A84-34905 #
AIM PAPER 84-0870 p 505 A84-31685 ' tt
AIM PAPER 84-0872 p 505 A84-31686 • #
AIM PAPER 84-0873 p 541 A84-31748 ' tt
AIM PAPER 84-0874 p 505 A84-31687 #
AIAA PAPER 84-0875 p 506 A84-31688 ' #
AIM PAPER 84-0903 p 556 A84-31749 #
AIAA PAPER 84-0904 p 524 A84-31691 ft
AIM PAPER 84-0905 p 594 A84-34907 * #
AIM PAPER 84-0906 p 556 A84-31692 tt
AIAA PAPER 84-0908 p 555 A84-31648
AIM PAPER 84-0911 p566 A84-31648
AIM PAPER 844)912 p 555 A84-31675
AIM PAPER 84-0923 p 525 A84-31695
AIM PAPER 844)935 p 548 A84-31678
AIM PAPER 844)954 p 555 A84-31660
AIM PAPER 844)955 p 555 A84-31680
AIM PAPER 844)961 p 556 A84-31681
AIAA PAPER 844)983 p 506 A84-31754
AIAA PAPER 844)986 .-. p 556 A84-31711
AIAA PAPER 844)987 p 540 A84-31712 '
AIM PAPER 844)988 p 525 A84-31713 '
AIM PAPER 844)989 p 619 A84-34909 '
AIM PAPER 844)995 p 556 A84-31715
AIM PAPER 84-1022 p 547 A84-31751
AIM PAPER 84-1065 p613 A84-34915 '
AIM PAPER 84-1161 p 777 A84-40239 '
AIM PAPER 84-1162 p 888 A84-44186 '
AIM PAPER 84-1168 p 697 A84-37627
AIM PAPER 84-1169 p 695 A84-36951 '
AIM PAPER 84-1170 p 695 A84-36952 '
AIM PAPER 84-1171 p 695 A84-36953
AIM PAPER 84-1173 p 696 A84-36954
AIM PAPER 84--174 p 697 A84-37628 '
AIM PAPER 8<-1175 p 694 A84-36829
AIAA PAPER 84-1176 p 696 A84-36955
AIM PAPER 84-1178 p 696 A84-36956
AIM PAPER 84-1179 p 643 A84-37629 '
AIM PAPER 84-1182 p 643 A84-37630
AIM PAPER 84-1184 p 887 A84-44178 '
AIM PAPER 84-1185 p 601 A84-35128
AIM PAPER 84-1194 p 696 A84-36957 '
AIM PAPER 84-1195 p 604 A84-35651
AIM PAPER 84-1196 p 698 A84-37632
AIM PAPER 84-1197 p 698 A84-37633
AIM PAPER 84-1203 p 888 A84-44181 '
AIM PAPER 84-1206 p 696 A84-36959 '
AIM PAPER 84-1207 p 639 A84-36960 '
AIM PAPER 84-1208 p 601 A84-35133
AIM PAPER 84-1209 p 643 A84-37634
AIM PAPER 84-1212 p 680 A84-37635
AIM PAPER 84-1214 p 604 A84-35652
AIM PAPER 84-1215 p 601 A84-35134
AIAA PAPER 84-1216 p619 A64-35135
AIM PAPER 84-1217 p 696 A84-36961
AIAA PAPER 84-1220 p 601 A84-35136
AIM PAPER 84-1246 p 580 A84-35653
AIM PAPER 84-1248 p 622 A84-35654
AIM PAPER 84-1252 p 708 A84-38965
AIM PAPER 84-1255 p 695 A84-36832
AIM PAPER 84-1257 p 635 A84-36966
AIM PAPER 84-1258 p 680 A84-37638
AIM PAPER 84-1259 p 602 A84-35149 '
AIM PAPER 84-1266 p 698 A84-37639 '
AIM PAPER 84-1267 p 602 A84-35153
AIM PAPER 84-1268 p 709 A84-36967
AIM PAPER 84-1269 p 698 A84-37640 '
AIM PAPER 84-1270 p 602 A84-35154
AIM PAPER 84-1271 p 602 A84-35155
AIM PAPER 84-1272 p 643 A84-37641
AIM PAPER 84-1274 p 639 A84-36968
AIM PAPER 84-1275 p 641 A84-37216
AIM PAPER 84-1276 p 642 A84-37217
AIM PAPER 84-1277 p 604 A84-35655
AIAA PAPER 84-1280 p717 A84-37642
AIAA PAPER 84-1282 p 604 A84-35656
AIAA PAPER 84-1283 p613 A84-35156 '
AIM PAPER 84-1297 p 827 A84-44177 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1298 p 639 A84-36971 '
AIM PAPER 84-1299 p 696 A84-36972 '
AIM PAPER 84-1300 p 643 A84-37644
AIM PAPER 84-1301 p 742 A84-40241 '
AIM PAPER 84-1316 p 804 A84-40242 '
AIM PAPER 84-1328 p 680 A84-37646
AIM PAPER 84-1329 p 576 A84-35173
AIM PAPER 84-1330 p 595 A84-35174
AIAA PAPER 84-1331 p 576 A84-35175 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1332 p 602 A84-35176 '
AIM PAPER 84-1333 p 644 A84-37647
AIM PAPER 84-1335 p 602 A84-35177
AIM PAPER 84-1337 p 603 A84-35178
AIM PAPER 84-1338 p 700 A84-39423
AIM PAPER 84-1339 p 605 .A84-35659
AIM PAPER 84-1360 p 576 A84-35190
AIM PAPER 84-1362 p 577 A84-35192 '
AIM PAPER 84-1364 p 577 A84-35193
AIAA PAPER 84-1366 p 620 A84-35195
AIM PAPER 84-1381 p 603 A84-35199
AIM PAPER 84-1382 p 698 A84-37650
AIM PAPER 84-1383 p 888 A84-44182 '
AIM PAPER 84-1393 p 777 A84-40244 '
AIM PAPER 84-1395 p 603 A84-35204 '
AIM PAPER 84-1398 p 697 A84-36975
AIM PAPER 84-1399 p 827 A84-44187 '
AIM PAPER 84-1401 p 778 A84-40248 '
AIM PAPER 84-1402 p 777 A84-40245 '
# AIM PAPER 84-1403 p 778 A84-40247 • tt
ft AIM PAPER 84-1409 p 603 A84-35207 #
0 AIAA PAPER 84-1410 p 698 A84-37652 tt
# AIM PAPER 84-1411 p 605 A84-35668 #
# AIM PAPER 84-1412 p 697 A84-36976 #
# AIM PAPER 84-1413 p 635 A84-36977 tt
# AIM PAPER 84-1414 p 603 A84-35208 tt
ff AIM PAPER 84-1429 p 571 A84-35214 #
ff AIM PAPER 84-1430 p 595 A84-35215 • »
ff AIM PAPER 84-1431 p 603 A84-35216 tt
ft AIM PAPER 84-1454 p 699 A84-37657 tt
ff AIM PAPER 84-1455 p 888 A84-44185 • tt
ff AIM PAPER 84-1457 p 604 A84-35222 #
ff AIM PAPER 84-1459 p 804 A84-40248 * tt
# AIM PAPER 84-1461 p 620 A84-35223 * tt
ff AIM PAPER 84-1464 p 709 A84-36984 tt
AIM PAPER 84-1486 p 604 A84-35232 tt
AIM PAPER 84-1488 p 705 A84-38986 #
AIM PAPER 84-1490 p 577 A84-35234 tt
AIM PAPER 84-1491 p 604 A84-35235 #
AIM PAPER 84-1494 p 620 A84-35237 #
AIM PAPER 84-1496 p 577 A84-35239 tt
AIM PAPER 84-1498 p 709 A84-37663 tt
AIM PAPER 84-1500 p 888 A84-44180 • tt
AIAA PAPER 84-1501 p 697 A84-36987 #
AIAA PAPER 84-1523 p 659 A84-39319 tt
AIM PAPER 84-1524 p 743 A84-40814 • tt
AIM PAPER 84-1525 p 646 A84-37951 ' tt
ff AIM PAPER 84-1526 p 646 A84-37952 tt
ff AIM PAPER 84-1527 p 647 A84-37953 * #
ff AIM PAPER 84-1528 p 743 A84-40815 tt
ff AIM PAPER 84-1529 p 647 A84-37954 #
ft AIM PAPER 84-1530 p 843 A84-46110 tt
ft AIM PAPER 84-1531 p 733 A84-39306 • tt
ft AIM PAPER 84-1532 p 647 A84-37955 * #
ff AIM PAPER 84-1534 p718 A84-37956 • #
# AIM PAPER 84-1542 p 658 A84-39313 • tt
ff AIM PAPER 84-1543 p 660 A84-39425 • tt
tf AIM PAPER 84-1544 p 647 A84-37982 tt
ff AIM PAPER 84-1545 p 658 A84-39311 •#
# AIM PAPER 84-1547 p 719 A84-37964 #
ff AIAA PAPER 84-1549 p 719 A84-37966 #
ft AIM PAPER 84-1550 p 647 A84-37967 * #
tt AIM PAPER 84-1551 p 844 A84-46111 tt
# AIM PAPER 84-1552 p 647 A84-37968 • #
tf AIM PAPER 84-1554 p 648 A84-37969 • #
ff AIM PAPER 84-1556 p 648 A84-37970 • tt
ff AIM PAPER 84-1557 p 657 A84-39301 #
# AIM PAPER 84-1559 p 648 A84-37971 tt
ff AIAA PAPER 84-1560 p 648 A84-37972 ff
ff AIAA PAPER 84-1561 p 648 A84-37973 * #
tf AIM PAPER 84-1563 p 844 A84-48112'*
tf AIM PAPER 84-1564 p 844 A84-46113 #
tf AIM PAPER 84-1565 p 648 A84-37974 #
ft AIAA PAPER 84-1566 p 649 A84-37975 tt
ft AIM PAPER 84-1567 p 649 A84-37976 #
# AIM PAPER 84-1568 p 649 A84-37977 #
# AIM PAPER 84-1578 p 649 A84-37983 #
ft AIM PAPER 84-1579 p 660 A84-39424 tt
ft AIM PAPER 84-1580 p 659 A84-39315 • #
tf AIM PAPER 84-1581 p 649 A84-37984 tt
ff AIM PAPER 84-1596 p 705 A84-37995 #
tf AIAA PAPER 84-1599 p 722 A84-39302 tt
ft AIAA PAPER 84-1600 p 722 A84-39309 ' #
ft AIM PAPER 84-1601 p 844 A84-46114 #
ff AIM PAPER 84-1602 p 658 A84-39304 • #
ff AIM PAPER 84-1608 p 649 A84-38003 #
ff AIM PAPER 84-1609 p 650 A84-38004 • #
f/ AIM PAPER 84-1612 p 844 A84-46115 #
ff AIM PAPER 84-1613 p 650 A84-38007 • #
ff AIM PAPER 84-1614 p 650 A84-38008 #
tf AIM PAPER 84-1617 p 650 A84-38010 * tt
ff AIM PAPER 84-1618 p 650 A84-38011 #
ff AIM PAPER 84-1625 p 706 A84-39303 tt
ft AIM PAPER 84-1626 p 650 A84-38015 tt
ft AIAA PAPER 84-1627 p 651 A84-38016 tt
ft AIAA PAPER 84-1628 p 706 A84-38017 * #
ft AIAA PAPER 84-1630 p 651 A84-38019 * tt
# AIM PAPER 84-1631 p 651 A84-38020 #
ft AIM PAPER 84-1635 p 844 A84-46116 #
tf AIM PAPER 84-1636 p 651 A84-38023 #
ff AIM PAPER 84-1640 p 651 A84-38027 tt
ft AIM PAPER 84-1641 p 719 A84-38028 tt
ft AIM PAPER 84-1643 p 719 A84-38030 * tt
ft AIM PAPER 84-1644 p 651 A84-38031 tt
ft AIM PAPER 84-1645 p 652 A84-38032 * tt
ft AIM PAPER 84-1646 p 652 A84-38033 #
ff AIM PAPER 84-1648 p 719 A84-38034 tt
ft AIM PAPER 84-1656 p 652 A84-38038 * #
tt AIM PAPER 84-1657 p 719 A84-38039 * #
ff AIAA PAPER 84-1658 p 658 A64-39307
ff AIAA PAPER 84-1659 p 844 A84-48117
ff AIAA PAPER 84-1660 p 652 A84-38040
tt AIAA PAPER 84-1682 p 652 A84-38042 *
tf AIAA PAPER 84-1663 p 652 A84-38043 *
# AIAA PAPER 84-1664 p 659 A84-39317
F-7
AIAA PAPER 84-1665 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
AIAA PAPER 84-1665 p 653 A84-38044
AIAA PAPER 84-1676 p 653 A84-38052
AIAA PAPER 84-1677 p 845 A84-46126
AIAA PAPER 84-1678 p 659 A84-39320 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1679 p 658 AB4-39314 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1680 p 722 AB4-39316
AIAA PAPER 84-1681 p 653 A84-38053
AIAA PAPER 84-1682 p 653 A84-38054 •
AIAA PAPER 84-1683 p 659 A84-39318
AIAA PAPER 84-1714 p 660 A84-39371J
AIAA PAPER 84-1724 p 722 A84-39368
AIAA PAPER 84-1725 p 921 A84-46129 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1730 p 660 A84-39369 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1747 p 659 A84-39367 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1761 p 742 A84-40813 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1766 p 732 A84-37492
AIAA PAPER 84-1819 p 865 A84-43487 •
AIAA PAPER 84-1829 p 934 A84-43406
AIAA PAPER 84-1844 p 855 A84-43411
AIAA PAPER 84-1845 p 855 A84-43412
AIAA PAPER 84-1847 p 894 A84-43414
AIAA PAPER 84-1848 p 909 A84-43415 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1856 p 934 A84-43420 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1857 p 934 A84-43479 •
AIAA PAPER 84-1859 p 943 A84-43421
AIAA PAPER 84-1866 p 894 A84-43424 •
AIAA PAPER 84-1867 p 894 A84-43425 •
AIAA PAPER 84-1868 p 894 A84-43426
AIAA PAPER 84-1869 p 895 A84-43427
AIAA PAPER 84-1875 p 931 A84-43431
AIAA PAPER 84-1876 p 855 A84-43432
AIAA PAPER 84-1877 p 855 A84-43433
AIAA PAPER 84-1884 p 855 A84-43437
AIAA PAPER 84-1887 p 855 A84-43439
AIAA PAPER 84-1889 p 855 A84-43480
AIAA PAPER 84-1892 p 895 A84-43442
AIAA PAPER 84-1893 p 851 A84-43443
AIAA PAPER 84-1894 p 864 A84-43444
AIAA PAPER 84-1895 p 864 A84-43445
AIAA PAPER 84-1896 p 934 A84-43481 •
AIAA PAPER 84-1897 p 896 A84-43482 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1910 p 887 A84-43450 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1911 p 896 A84-43483
AIAA PAPER 84-1915 p 864 A84-43452 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1916 p 897 A84-43488 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1917 p 895 A84-43453 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1918 p 882 A84-43454
AIAA PAPER 84-1931 p 895 A84-43460
AIAA PAPER 84-1937 p 895 A84-43464
AIAA PAPER 84-1938 p 895 A84-43465
AIAA PAPER 84-1939 p 934 A84-43466
AIAA PAPER 84-1940 p 934 A84-43467 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1941 p 896 A84-43468 '
AIAA PAPER 84-1942 p 934 A84-43469
AIAA PAPER 84-1956 p 896 A84-43485
AIAA PAPER 84-1958 p 896 A84-43486 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2026 p 909 A84-44219 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2038 p 909 A84-44222
AIAA PAPER 84-2039 p 910 A84-44223
AIAA PAPER 84-2070 p 786 A84-42327 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2073 p 786 A84-42329 '
AIAA PAPER 84:2074 p 786 A84-42330 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2075 p 786 A84-42331
AIAA PAPER 84-2076 p 749 A84-42332
AIAA PAPER 84-2077 p 749 A84-42333
AIAA PAPER 84-2078 p 749 A84-42334
AIAA PAPER 84-2079 p 750 A84-42335 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2080 p 786 A84-42336
AIAA PAPER 84-2081 p 787 A84-42337
AIAA PAPER 84-2083 p 806 A84-42338 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2084 p814 A84-42339 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2085 p 787 A84-42340 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2086 p 787 A84-42341
AIAA PAPER 84-2088 p 771 A84-42371
AIAA PAPER 84-2090 p 750 A84-42343
AIAA PAPER 84-2091 p 750 A84-42344
AIAA PAPER 84-2092 p 750 A84-42345 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2093 p 787 A84-42346 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2094 p 787 A84-42347
AIAA PAPER 84-2095 p 771 A84-42348 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2096 p 788 A84-42372 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2097 p 752 A84-42373 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2098 p 750 A84-42349
AIAA PAPER 84-2099 p 752 A84-42374
AIAA PAPER 84-2100 p 750 A84-42350
AIAA PAPER 84-2101 p 751 A84-42351
AIAA PAPER 84-2102 p 792 A84-42352
AIAA PAPER 84-2104 p 788 A84-42375
AIAA PAPER 84-2105 p 760 A84-42353 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2106 p 787 A84-42354 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2107 p 792 A84-42355
AIAA PAPER 84-2108 p 788 A84-42376 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2112 p 788 A84-42357 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2113 p 751 A84-42358 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2114 p 751 A84-42359
AIAA PAPER 84-2116 p 751 A84-42361 '
AIAA PAPER 84-2118 p 751 A84-42362 #
AIAA PAPER 84-2119 p 751 A84-42363 * tt
AIAA PAPER 84-2124 p 752 A84-42365 tf
AIAA PAPER 84-2125 p 771 A84-42366 * #
AIAA PAPER 84-2127 p 814 A84-42368 #
AIAA PAPER 84-2128 p 740 A84-42369 #
AIAA PAPER 84-2130 p 771 A84-42370 if
AIAA PAPER 84-2142 p 829 A84-44201 #
AIAA PAPER 84-2143 p 827 A84-44192 * #
AIAA PAPER 84-2144 p 829 A84-44200 #
"AIAA'PAPER 84^2146 p 744-A8*41326-'-|f-
AIAA PAPER 84-2147 p 745 A84-41327 #
AIAA PAPER 84-2148 p 745 A84-41328 #
AIAA PAPER 84-2149 p 769 A84-41329 tt
AIAA PAPER 84-2150 p 904 A84-44189 * tt
AIAA PAPER 84-2151 p 905 AB4-44191 * #
AIAA PAPER 84-2152 p 791 A84-41330 * #
AIAA PAPER 84-2153 p 745 A84-41331 if
AIAA PAPER 84-2155 p 745 A84-41332 #
AIAA PAPER 84-2156 p 843 A84-46102 * if
AIAA PAPER 84-2157 p 828 A84-44196 #
AIAA PAPER 84-2158 p 745 A84-41333 tt
AIAA PAPER 84-2159 p 843 A84-46103 * #
AIAA PAPER 84-2160 p 745 A84-41334 ' #
AIAA PAPER 84-2161 p 769 A84-41335 #
AIAA PAPER 84-2162 p 828 A84-44198 • #
AIAA PAPER 84-2163 p 769 A84-41336 tt
AIAA PAPER 84-2164 p 785 A84-41337 if
AIAA PAPER 84-2165 p 827 A84-44193 #
AIAA PAPER 84-2166 p 746 A84-41338 If
AIAA PAPER 84-2170 p 828 A84-44199 * If
AIAA PAPER 84-2173 p 828 A84-44197 If
AIAA PAPER 84-2174 p 746 A84-41339 If
AIAA PAPER 84-2175 p 748 A84-41340 * tf
AIAA PAPER 84-2176 p 748 A84-41341 tt
AIAA PAPER 84-2177 p 748 AB4-41342 If
AIAA PAPER 84-2178 p 843 A84-46104 * #
AIAA PAPER 84-2182 p 827 A84-44194 * if
AIAA PAPER 84-2184 p 746 A84-41343 #
AIAA PAPER 84-2187 p 843 A84-46105 • #
AIAA PAPER 84-2189 p 746 A84-41344 • #
AIAA PAPER 84-2192 p 828 A84-44195 • #
AIAA PAPER 84-2193 p 747 A84-41345 • #
AIAA PAPER 84-2194 p 769 A84-41346 * #
AIAA PAPER 84-2195 p 747 A84-41347 • #
AIAA PAPER 84-2196 p 747 A84-41348 tt
AIAA PAPER 84-2198 p 866 A84-44190 * tt
AIAA PAPER 84-2200 p 747 A84-41349 #
AIAA PAPER 84-2202 p 747 A84-41350 #
AIAA PAPER 84-2203 p 828 A84-44202 if
AIAA PAPER 84-2204 p 769 A84-41352 • #
AIAA PAPER 84-2205 p 891 A84-46106 * if
AIAA PAPER 84-2206 p 747 A84-41351 #
AIAA PAPER 84-2208 p 747 A84-41353 • #
AIAA PAPER 84-2221 p 684 A64-39277 If
AIAA PAPER 84-2222 p 807 A84-42617 • tt
AIAA PAPER 84-2223 p 684 A84-39278 * #
AIAA PAPER 84-2225 p 684 A84-39279 • tt
AIAA PAPER 84-2229 p 780 A84-42707 tt
AIAA PAPER 84-2234 p 671 A84-39280 * tt
AIAA PAPER 84-2235 p 676 A84-39288 tt
AIAA PAPER 84-2239 p 676 A84-39282 • #
AIAA PAPER 84-2240 p 691 A64-39283 tt
AIAA PAPER 84-2242 p 703 A84-39285 tf
AIAA PAPER 84-2243 p 700 A84-39286 * tt
AIAA PAPER 84-2244 p 637 A84-39287 tt
AIAA-83-2107 p 305 N84-16213 '
AIAA-83-2221 p 790 N84-29883 '
AIAA-83-2705-REV p 446 N84-20520 '
AIAA-84-0192 p 134 N84-13190 '
AIAA-84-0991 p 563 N84-23923 '
AIAA-84-1161 p607 N84-245B9 '
A1AA-84-1184 p 608 N84-25712 '
AIAA-84-1203 p 572 N84-25607 '
AIAA-84-1297 p 58S N84-25647 '
AIAA-84-1383 p 572 N84-25605 * #
AIAA-84-1452 p 606 N84-24585 * #
AIAA-84-1459 p 623 N84-25019 * #
AIAA-84-1500 p 572 N84-25606 • #
AIAA-84-2205 p 781 N84-28790 • #
AMA-82-43 p611 N84-25716 • tt
AMMRC-TR-83-18 p 134
AMMRC-TR-84-1 p 438
AMMRC-TR-84-4 p 713
AR-00-984 p 627
AR-002-911 p134
AR-002-925 p 124
AR-002-954 p 273
AR-002-966 p 384
AR-002-967 p 269
AR-002-973 p 384
AR-002-976 p 408
N84-13196
N 84-2051 7
N84-26807
N84-26048
N84-13191
N84-13174
N84-17128
N84-18606
N84-16132
N84-18676
N84-20477
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
AR-002-988 p515 N84-23603 #
AR-003-004 p977 N84-34437 #
AR-003-006 p613 N84-25732 tt
AR-003-011 P999 N84-34617 #
AR-003-012 p811 N84-30333 #
AR-003-298-PT-1 p617 N84-25828 #
AR-003-939 p 938 N84-33072 #
AR-003-953 p 938 N84-33058 #
AH-1 p81 N84-11517 #
AR-1 p 141 N84-13223 * tt
~AR-1 p 376-N84M9479 ''tt~
AR-1 p411 N84-20498 #
AR-2 p255 N84-15899 tt
AR-2 p794 N84-29889 tt
AR-79-2 p 754 N84-28738 • tt
ARA-MEMO-246 p 535 N84-22561 if
ARBRL-CR-00517 p 276 N84-17150 #
ARBRL-CR-00527 p 850 N84-32359 tt
ARBRL-CR-00528 p 850 N84-32360 ft
ARBRL-CR-00529 p 850 N84-32361 tt
ARBRUMH-694 p 175 N84-14126 tf
ARBRL-IMR-706.E p 175 N84-14126 tt
ARBRL-IMR-712 p 97 N84-12094 if
ARBRL-IMR-74 p179 N84-15127 tt
ARBRL-IMH-778 p517 N84-23610 if
ARBRL-MH-03262 p 271 N84-16148 tt
ARBRL-MR-03291 p 97 N84-12094 #
ARBRL-MR-03308 p 337 N84-18177 if
ARBRL-MR-03334 p517 N84-23810 #
ARBRL-MR-03341 p 707 N84-26709 #
ARBRL-MR-03353 p 669 N84-27699 tt
ARBRL-MR-03355 p 808 N84-29173 tt
ARBRL-TR-0249S p 18 N84-10027 tt
ARBRL-TR-0251S p 179 N84-15127 tt
ARBRL-TR-02523 p 175 N84-14126 tt
ARBRL-TR-02525 p 175 N84-14125 tt
ARBRL-TR-02532 p 337 N84-18176 #
ARBRL-TR-02535 p 339 N84-19289 if
ARBRL-TR-02550-REV p 628 N84-26059 if
ARDU-TI-760 p 427 N84-20510 if
ARINC-RES-PUBL-3104-01-TR-310
0 p 569 N84-23401 ' if
ARINC-1481-11-1-3216 p694 N84-2773S tt
ARL-AERO-NOTE-417 p 384 N84-18608 tt
ARL-AERO-NOTE-418 p 269 N84-16132 if
ARL-AERO-NOTE-421 p515 N84-23603 if
ARL-AERO-REPT-157 p 124 N84-13174 if
ARL-AERO-REPT-158 p 273 N84-17128 if
ARL-AERO-TECH-MEMO-356 p 408 N84-20477 if
ARL-AERO-TM-345 p 64 N84-10081 if
ARL-AERO-TM-349 p176 N84-14127 if
ARL-AERO-TM-356 p 757 N84-28755 If
ARL-AERO-TM-359 p 907 N84-31222 if
ARL-MECH-ENG-NOTE-393 p 134 N84-13191 tt
ARL-STRUC-MEMO-369 p 1015 N84-34195 #
ARL-STHUC>NOTE-490
ARL-STRUONOTE-491
. p384 N84-18676
. pB53 N84-31102
ARL/STRUC-TM-359 p 142
ARL/STRUC-TM-381 p 51
ARL/STRUC-TM-362 p 205
ARUSTRUC-TM-364
ARL/STRUC-TM-366
ARUSTRUC-TM-368
ARL/STRUC-TM-373
ARL/STRUC-TM-374
p363
p674
p879
p879
p 740
N84-12532
N84-10051
N84-15147
N84-18211
N 84-26682
N 84-31114
N84-31115
N84-28729
AHL-STRUC-REPT-398 p977 N84-34437 #
ARL-STRUC-REPT-399 p 999 N84-34617 if
ARL-STRUC-REPT-400 '. p811 N84-30333 If
ARL-STRUC-397 p 627 N84-26048 tt
ARL-SYS-TM-67 p 879 N84-31113 If
ARL-SYS-TM-69 p613 N84-25732 If
ARL-SYS-TM-72 p 938 N84-33072 if
ARL-SYS-TM-73 p938 N84-330S8 if
ARL-TR-82-68 p317 N84-17435 * tt
ARL/PSU/TM-84-43 p 966 N84-33391 if
F-8
REPORT NUMBER INDEX CERL-TR-M-351
AHL/STRUC-TM-380 p 931 N84-32878 #
ARO-14585.4-EG p 293
ARO-15710.2-EG p 19
ARO17048.1-EG p 757
ARO-17062.5-EG p 782
ARO-17064.7-EG p 486
ARO-17067.8-EG p 293
ARO-17698.4-EG p517
ARO-19305.2-EG p517
ARO-19972.4-EG p 782
ASD(ENA)-TR-82-5031-VOL-1
ASD(ENA)-TR-82-5031-VOL-2
ASD(£NA)-TR-82-5031.VOL-3
ASD(£NA)-TR-82-5031-VOL-4
ASD(ENA)-TR-82-5031 -VOL-5
ASD(ENA)-TR-fl2-5031 -VOL-6
ASD(ENA)-TR-82-5031 -VOL-7
ASD(ENA)-TR-82-5031 -VOL-8
ASD(6NA)-TR-82-5031 -VOL-9
ASLE PREPRINT 83-LC-1A-1 .
ASLE PREPRINT 83-LC-1B-1 .
ASLE PREPRINT 83-LC-3B-1 .
p 883
p884
p885
. p885
. p886
. p886
. p886
. p886
. p886
N 84-16174
N 84.10030
N84-28752
N84-28799
N84-21880
N84-16174
N84-23611
N 84-23609
N84-28796
N84-31121
N 84-31165
N 84-31201
N84-31202
N84-31203
N84-31204
N84-31205
N84-31206
N84-31207
p 472 A84-2899S * #
p479 A84-28994 tt
p479 A84-28990 #
ASME PAPER 82-WA/DE-34 p 238 A84-15951 ' tt
ASME PAPER 83-DET-20 p 480 A84-29103 * tt
ASME PAPER 83-DET-25 p 431 A84-29107 tt
ASME PAPER 83-DET-73 p 480 A84-29109 tt
ASME PAPER 83-DET-82 p 480 A84-29110 tt
ASME PAPER 83-DET-83 p 533 A84-31908 #
ASME PAPER 83-DET-84 p 480 A84-29111 #
ASME PAPER 83-GT-117 p 618 A84-33701 ' tt
ASME PAPER 83-GT-118 p 533 A84-31291 tt
ASME PAPER B3-GT-132 p 618 A84-33702 ' #
ASME PAPER 83-GT-215 p 532 A84-31288 #
ASME PAPER 8343T-54 p618 A84-33706 ' #
ASME PAPER 83-GT-67 p 505 A84-31289 ' #
ASME PAPER 83-GTJ-12 p 748 A84-41632 #
ASME PAPER 83-GTJ-20 p 748 A84-41630 #
ASME PAPER 83-GTJ-21 p 748 A84-41631 #
ASME PAPER 83-HT-102 p 479 A84-29095 #
ASME PAPER 83-HT-8 p 479 A84-29078 tt
ASME PAPER 63-JPGC-GT-10 .... p 450 A84-28962 ' #
ASME PAPER 83^JPGC-GT-14 .... p 450 A84-28983 tt
ASME PAPER 83-JPGC-GT-6 p 449 A84-28979 tt
ASME PAPER 83-JPGC-GT-7 p 407 A84-28980 tt
ASME PAPER 83-JPGC-GT-8 p 450 A84-28981 tt
ASME PAPER 83-WA/FE-15 p 504 A84-30629 tt
ASME PAPER 83-WA/NCA-2 p 565 A84-30648 " #
ASME PAPER 83-WA/TS-4 p 532 A84-30651 tt
ASME PAPER 84-APM-4 p 622 A84-36160 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-102 p 995 A84-46940 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-103 p 981 A84-46941 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-104 p 981 A84-46942 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-105 p 982 A84-46943 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-106 p 982 AB4-46944 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-108 p 995 A84-46945 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-116 p 992 A84-46950 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-117 p 1003 A84-46951 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-11 p 1001 A84-46882 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-120 p 1003 A84-46952 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-121 p 1003 AB4.46953 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-132 p 982 A84-46955 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-139 p 1003 A84-46957 ' #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-13 p 980 A84-46883 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-147 p 982 A84-46958 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-151 p 1003 A84-46961 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-153 p 995 A84-46962 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-156 p 1004 AB4-46963 ' tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-157 p 1014 A84-46964 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-159 p 1004 A84-46966 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-15 p 950 A84-46884 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-163 p 973 A84-46967 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-164 p 973 A84-46968 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-166 p 982 A84-46970 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-167 p 953 A84-46971 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-168 p 1004 A84-46972 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-169 p 1004 A84-46973 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-172 p 1004 A84-46975 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-174 p 953 A84-46976 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-175 p 1004 A84-46977 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-178 p 953 A84-46979 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-179 p 954 A84-46980 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-182 p 1005 A84-46983 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-183 p 954 A84-46984 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-184 p 954 A84-46985 '#
ASME PAPER 84-GT-185 p 954 A84-46986 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-188 p 982 A84-46987 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-18 p 950 A84-46885 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-190 p 982 A84-46989 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-192 p 983 A84-46990 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-193 p 954 A84-46991 '#
ASME PAPER 84-GT-194 p 1005 A84-46992 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-196 p 983 A84-46993 * tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-197 p 779 A84-41642 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-198 p 954 A84-46994 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-19 p 950 A84-46886 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-200 p 955 A84-46995 ' tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-201 p 955 A84-46996
ASME PAPER 84-GT-202 p 748 A84-41638
ASME PAPER 84-GT-204 p 955 A84-46997
ASME PAPER 84-GT-210 p 983 A84-469S9
ASME PAPER 84-GT-211 p 955 A84-47000
ASME PAPER 84-GT-212 p 1005 A84-47001
ASME PAPER 84-GT-214 p 1005 A84-47002
ASME PAPER 84-GT-216 p 983 A84-47003
ASME PAPER 84-GT-218 p 955 A84-47004
ASME PAPER 84-GT-222 p 955 AB4-47005
ASME PAPER 84-GT-226 p 992 A84-47006
ASME PAPER 84-GT-227 p 956 A84-47007
ASME PAPER 84-GT-228 p 996 A84-47008
ASME PAPER 84-GT-229 p 956 A84-47009
ASME PAPER 84-GT-22 p 950 A84-46887
ASME PAPER 84-GT-230 p 983 A84-47010
ASME PAPER 84-GT-231 p 1005 A84-47011
ASME PAPER 84-GT-232 p 983 A84-47012
ASME PAPER 84-GT-233 p 956 A84-47013
ASME PAPER 84-GT-237 p 956 A84-47015
ASME PAPER 84-GT-238 p 956 A84-47016
ASME PAPER 84-GT-23 p 950 A84-46888
ASME PAPER 84-GT-240 p 984 A84-47017
ASME PAPER 84-GT-241 p 956 A84-47018
ASME PAPER 84-GT-242 p 956 A84-47019
ASME PAPER 84-GT-243 p 957 A84-47020
ASME PAPER B4-GT-244 p 957 A84-47021
ASME PAPER 84-GT-245 p 984 A84-47022
ASME PAPER 84-GT-246 p 957 A84-47023
ASME PAPER 84-GT-247 p 984 A84-47024
ASME PAPER 84-GT-249 p 957 A84-47025
ASME PAPER 84-GT-24 p 951 A84-46889
ASME PAPER 84-GT-250 p 957 A84-47026
ASME PAPER 84-GT-255 p 984 A84-47028
ASME PAPER 84-GT-256 p 984 A84-47029
ASME PAPER 84-GT-257 p 984 A84-47030
ASME PAPER 84-GT-258 p 1015 A84-47031
ASME PAPER 84-GT-261 p 1005 A84-47032 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-262 p 985 A84-47033 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-264 p 985 A84-47035 #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-26 p 951 A84-46891 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-273 p 1006 A84-47036 • tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-276 p 1006 A84-47038 tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-277 p 996 A84-47039
ASME PAPER 84-GT-27 p 951 A84-46892
ASME PAPER 84-GT-280 p 1006 A84-47040
ASME PAPER 84-GT-282 p 985 A84-47041
ASME PAPER 84-GT-283 p 985 A84-47042
ASME PAPER 84-GT-286 p 1006 A84-47044
ASME PAPER 84-GT-29 p 1001 A84-46893
ASME PAPER 84-GT-30 p 951 A84-46894
ASME PAPER 84-GT-33 p 980 A84-46897
ASME PAPER 84-GT-34 p 951 AB4-46898
ASME PAPER 84-GT-35 p 951 A84-46899
ASME PAPER 84-GT-42 p 980 A84-46903
ASME PAPER 84-GT-43 p 952 A84-46904
ASME PAPER 84-GT-46 p 1001 A84-46905
ASME PAPER 84-GT-4 p 1000 A84-46876
ASME PAPER 84-GT-50 p 1001 A84-46907
ASME PAPER 84-GT-51 p 981 A84-46908
ASME PAPER 84-GT-58 p 1001 A84-46909
ASME PAPER 84-GT-5 p 748 A84-41636
ASME PAPER 84-GT-64 p 952 A84-46911
ASME PAPER 84-GT-65 p 952 A84-46912
ASME PAPER 84-GT-67 p 1001 A84-46914
• ASME PAPER 84-GT-68 p 952 A84-46915
ASME PAPER 84-GT-69 p 995 A84-46916
ASME PAPER 84-GT-70 p 995 A84-46917
ASME PAPER 84-GT-73 p 1002 A84-46918
ASME PAPER 84-GT-74 p 1002 A84-46919
ASME PAPER 84-GT-76 p 952 A84-46920
ASME PAPER 84-GT-78 p 952 A84-46921
ASME PAPER 84-GT-79 p 952 A84-46922
ASME PAPER 84-GT-7 p 950 A84-46878
ASME PAPER 84-GT-81 p 1002 A84-46924
ASME PAPER 84-GT-83 p 1002 A84-46925
ASME PAPER 84-GT-84 p 953 A84-46926 ' #
ASME PAPER 84-GT-85 p 953 A84-46927 • tt
ASME PAPER 84-GT-86 p 1002 A84-46928
ASME PAPER B4-GT-87 p 981 A84-46929
ASME PAPER 84-GT-88 p 981 A84-46930
ASME PAPER 84-GT-89 p 1002 A84-46931
ASME PAPER 84-GT-8 p 1000 A84-46879
ASME PAPER 84-GT-90 p 953 A84-46932
ASME PAPER 84-GT-91 p 1002 A84-46933
ASME PAPER 84-GT-92 p 995 A84-46934
ASME PAPER 84-GT-93 p 1003 A84-46935
ASME PAPER 84-GT-95 p 992 A84-46936
ASME PAPER 84-GT-99 p 981 A84-46939
ASME PAPER 84-GT-9 p 1001 A84-46880
ATC-115 p523 N84-23618 #
ATC-117 p483 N84-20736 #
ATC-118 p115 N84-13171 #
ATC-120 p428 N84-21S31 #
ATC-123 p 127 N84-13181 #
AVRADCOM-TR-81-B-6 p 668 N84-27694 • #
AVRADCOM-TR-81-C-28 p 782 N84-28795'
AVRADCOM-TR-82-B-2 p 755 N84-28743 •
AVRAOCOM-TR-83-A-12 p 20 N84-11142 •
AVRADCOM-TR-83-B-4 p 80 N84-10609 •
AVRADCOM-TR-83-B-5 p 80 N84-10610 "
AVRADCOM-TR-84-C-6 p 535 N84-22564 •
AVSCOM-TM-84-A-1 p 516 N84-23606 • tt
AVSCOM-TR-83-A-17 p335 N84-18159 • If
AVSCOM-TR-83-B-1 p 322 N84-180'i8 • tt
AVSCOM-TR-83-B-7 p 294 N84-17175 • #
AVSCOM-TR-84-C-5 p 893 N84-32388 ' tt
AVSD-0343-83-RR p 275 N84-17148 f
B-197116 p420 N84-21526 tt
B-197119 p761 N84-29858 #
B-209123 p3 N84-10012 0
B-213889 p854 N84-32371 tt
B-214677 p795 N84-29893 tt
BAE-ARG-188 p 794 N84-29887 #
BAE-BT-10658 p 544 N84-225B6 tt
BAE-KRS-N-GEN-276 p 673 N84-26676 tt
BAE-821/RES/6631 p 559 N84-22904 #
BBN-5058 p819 N84-29687 '
BBN-5322 p 496 N84-22368
BBN-5358 p 44 N84-11156'
BBN-54SO p 631 N84-25429
BBN-5527 p 727 N84-27070
BDM/W-82-592-TR-VOL-2 p 73 N84-10105
BDM/W-82-770-TR p 139 N84-12195
BDM/W-83-319-TR p 529 N84-23825
BMFT-FB-T-83-111 p 781 N84-28793 • tt
BMFT-FB-W-83-005 p 54 N84-11167 t
BMFT-FB-W-83-007 p 57 N84-11169 tt
BMFT-FB-W-83-018 p 353 N84-19343 f
BMFT-FB-W-83-026 p 387 N84-19776 #
BMFT-FB-W-83-028 p 353 N84-19344 #
BMFT-FB-W-83-035-PT-1 p 428 N84-21535 tt
BMFT-FB-W-83-036-PT-2 p 428 N84-21536 tt
BMFT-FB-W-84-001 p 790 N84-28811 #
BMFT-FB-W-84-003 p 785 N84-28772 tt
BMFT-FB-W-84-005 p 766 N84-28773 tt
BMFT-FB-W-84-008 p 766 N84-28774 tt
BMFT-FB-W-84-011 p 740 N84-28731 tt
BMFT-FB-W-84^>13 p 807 N84-29077 tt
BMFT-FB-W-84019 p 893 N84-31212 tt
BMFT-FB-W-84-020 p 879 N84-31117 tt
BR88700 p97 N84-12089 tt
BR88809 p 998 N84-33562 tt
BR89099 p 726 N84-27007 #
BR89306 p383 N84-18484 tt
BU-282 p 581 N84-24542 tt
BU-285 p 582 N84-24544 tt
BU-286 p 582 N84-24545 tt
BU-288 p596 N84-24573 tt
BU-289 p582 N84-24547 #
BU-293 ! p 582 N84-24549 tt
BU-297 p596 N84-24574 tt
BU-300 p582 N84-24551 tt
B8402121 p937 N84-32018 tt
C.44.593 p617 N84-25833 tt
CA-8325 p598 N84-25700 #
CA-8416 p585 N84-25643 #
CAA-SR-84-12 p 740 N84-28730 tt
CALSPAN-6430-A-5 p 662 N84-26670 tt
CALSPAN-8645-F-12-APP-A-E p 707 N84-26712 tt
CALSPAN-6645-F-12 p 707 N84-26711 #
CAR-8401 p624 N84-25864 #
CAR-8425 p926 N84-31557 tt
ASRL-TR-198-1 ... p 123 N84-12160 tt CERL-TR-M-351 p 994 N84-34453 tt
F-9
CERL-TR-N-162 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
CERL-TR-N-162 p 565 N84-23156 #
CERL-TR-N-166 p 495 N84-21279 ff
CERL-TR-N-167 p812 N84-29389 #
CFD/84/4 p758 N84-28759 #
CFDL-TR-83-2 p 682 N84-26661 ' ff
CFDL-TR-83-5 „ p317
CFDL-TR-83-7 p 319
N84-17526
N84-18090
CGR/OC-3/83 p 185 N84-15138 »
CGH/DC-4/84 p 757 N84-28753 #
COA-8409 p 755 N84-28744 #
COFA-8330 p 371 N84-19361 ff
CONF-8205268-1
CONF-8304 129-1
CONF-8304 129-2
CONF-830622-16
CONF-830811-9
CONF-8310183-3
CONF-831 174-43
CONF-840496-1
CONF-840496-9
CONF-8406100-2
CONF-840647-20
CONF-840804-22
CONF-840816-2
CONF-640818-4
CONF-841201-5
CRC-530
CRC-532
CRC-534
CRINC-FRL-426-2
CRINC-FRL-467-2
CRREL-SR-83-24
CRREL-SR-83-27
CRREL-83-18
CRREL-83-26
CSC/TM-84/6059
CSDL-R-1647
CSDL-R-1717
CSIR-NIAST-82/72 '...
CSIR-TRANS-1736
CTB-0748-84003
CUED/A-TURBO/TH-118 ..
D-49355
D/ 1984/0238/283
D/1984/0238/294-VOL-2
DC-63
DDR- 1099
DE83-013117 .
DE83-013828 ..
OE83-017994
DE83-018081
DE84-001540
DE84-0024SO
DE84-002731
OE84-003139
DE84-003217
DE84-003307 .. . ...
DE84-003401 ..
OE84-005083
OE84-005200
OE84-005742
DE84-006016
DE84-006364
OE84-006405
DE84-006464 .
DE84-O07340 ..
OE84-0082O1
DE84-008977
DE84-009065
DE84-01 1080
DE64-011303
OE84-011401
DE84-01 1823
OE84-012386
OE84-013118
p943
p 179
p 414
p 19
p 130
. p377
.. p 375
p511
p 583
p810
p930
p 930
p 998
p 929
p623
p 141
p76
. p372
p966
p 17
p 390
p 315
p 142
p351
p911
p42
p971
p 106
p 928
p926
p 17
p772
p587
p 626
p 295
P808
p73
... p 19
.... p88
p 130
p414
p 249
p 179
p 351
P323
P375
. p377
p386
p629
p 484
p 998
p 623
P929
P511
. f583
p 583
p811
p810
p802
p 932
P803
p803
P915
P928
N84-33166
N84-15128
N 84-21 51 8
N84-10O33
N84-12167
N84-19590
N84-18413
N84-22541
N84-24563
N84-30211
N84-32852
N84-32842
N 84-33529
N84-32771
N84-25012
N 84-1 3338
N84-10336
N84-19366
N84-33387
N84-10017
N84-18818
N84-16384
N84-12331
N 84-1 81 98
N84-32404
N 84-1 0044
N84-33398
N84-13156
N84-32561
N84-31641
N84-10018
N84-28778
N84-25656
N84-25965
N84-17179
N84-29234
N84-10107
N84-10033
N84-12097
N84-12167
N84-21518
N84-14646
N84-15128
N84-18199
N84-18045
N84-18413
N84-19590
N84-19611
N84-25182
N84-20864
N84-33529
N84-25012
N84-32771
N84-22541
N 84-24563
N84-24562
N84-30310
N84-30211
N84-29979
N84-31787
N84-30030
N84-30106
N 84-31 383
N84-32684
#
ft
ft
ff
* #
' ff
ff
ft
#
ff
' #
ft
' If
#
f/
' #
#
' ff
#
f
ft
#
ff
ft
ff
tf
ft
ff
ft
ff
ff
ff
ff
(f
ff
ff
$
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
DE64-013345
DE84-013571
DE84-01 3729
DFVLR-FB-82-06
DFVLR-FB-82-19 ...
DFVLR-FB-82-25 ...
DFVLR-FB-83-01 ...
DFVLR-FB-83-19
DFVLR-FB-83-28
DFVLR-FB-83-29
DFVLR-FB-83-32
DFVLR-FB-83-34
DFVLR-FB-83-38 ....
DFVLR-FB-83-39
DFVLR-FB-83-40
DFVLR-FB-84-07
OFVLR-FB-84-08
DFVLR-FB-84-O9
OFVLR-FB-84-1 1
OFVLR-FB-84-13
DFVLR-FB-84-15
DFVLR-FB-84-17 ....
p930
p851
. p930
... p588
p 545
p 586
p 410
p280
p341
p245
p347
p 496
p 596
p 607
p 596
p 758
p 599
p 728
p 704
p 669
p766
D807
N84-32842
N 84-32363
N84-32852
N84-25652
N84-225S8
N84-25654
N84-20489
N84-16159
N84-19303
N84-15409
N84-19329
N84-22378
N84-24570
N84-24590
N84-24571
N84-28758
1484-25709
N84-28010
N84-26706
N84-27701
N84-29862
N84-29080
#
f
ff
ft
ff
ff
' ff
ft
tf
f
#
#
#
ft
tf
#
#
ft
#
ft
ft
tt
OOE/JPL-1060/75 p 933 N84-32919 • ff
DFVLR-FM-83-38 p 581 N84-24541 ff
DFVLR-MITT-81-19
DFVLR-MITT-82-17
DFVLR-MITT-82-18
DFVLR-MITT-83-02
DFVLR-MrTT-83-05
DFVLR-MITT-8347
DFVLR-MITT-83-08
DFVLR-MITT-83-08
DFVLR-MnT-83-09
DFVLR-MrTT-83-1 0
DFVLR-MnT-83-12
DFVLR-MITT-83-14
DFVLR-MITT-8441
DFVLR-MITT-84-03
DFVLR-MITT.8444
DG-501-79-SUPPL-2
DG-501-84-SUPPL-2 . ..
DGLR BERICHT 83-01 ...
DGLR PAPER 82-091
DGLR PAPER 82-092
DGLR PAPER 82-095
DGLR PAPER 82-097
DGLR PAPER 82-101
DGLR PAPER 82-103
DGLR PAPER 83459
DGLR PAPER 83480
DGLR PAPER 83-088
DGLR PAPER 83-096
DGLR PAPER 83498
DGLR PAPER 83499 ....
DGLR PAPER 83-100
DGLR PAPER 83-108
DGLR PAPER 83-107
DGLR PAPER 83-108
DGLR PAPER 83-109
DGLR PAPER 83-1 11
DGLR PAPER 83-1 12
DGLR PAPER 83-113
DGLR PAPER 83-1 14 .. .
DGLR PAPER 83-122 .. .
DGLR PAPER 83-123
DGLR PAPER 83-125
DGLR PAPER 83-138
DGLR PAPER 83-151
DGLR PAPER 83-79
DGLR PAPER 83-81
DGLR PAPER 83-97
DGLR-61457 .
DGLR-82492 ..
p 342
P632
P608
p 115
P259
P272
P272
p757
p 285
P260
P319
. p282
P637
P677
p702
p 796
p796
P85
p 62
p62
, p 1 1
p509
P472
p398
P453
P453
p468
p407
p460
P408
p 491
p 460
p460
p460
P438
p 436
p436
p 438
p 436
p436
p408
p 481
. p 481
p 453
... _ p204
p 228
N84-19307
N 84-26385
N84-25715
N84-12153
N84-16120
N84-16154
N84-16155
N84-28757
N84-17169
N 84-1 71 23
N84-17783
N84-17160
N64-26565
N84-27716
N 84-27742
NS4-28886
N84-28886
A84- 15406
A84-10566
A84-10567
A84-10568
A84-10569
A84-10570
A84-10571
A84-33150
A84-29653
A84-29655
A84-29660
A84-29662
A84-29663
A84-29664
A84-29669
A84-29670
A84-29671
AS4-29672
AB4-29674
A84-2967S
A84-29676
A84-29677
A84-29682
A84-29683
A84-29684
A84-29687
A84-29688
A84-29652
A84-29654
A84-29661
N84-15143
N84-14156
ff
ff
ft
#
ff
ff
ft
ff
ft
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ft
ff
ft
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ft
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ft
ft
#
ft
ft
#
ff
ft
ff
' #
DME-OM-1 P375 N84-18421 ff
DMS-OFR-2098
DMS-OFR-2098
P911
p 912
OMS-OR-1459-VOL-2 p911
DMS-DR-2459-VOL-1 P911
N84-31259 '
N84-32415 '
N84-312601
N84-31261 '
DOC-84SRD026
DOE/CE-40652/1
DOE/ET-15322/T6 .....
p713 N84-26807 tf
. P811
P915
N84-3O310
N84-31363
DOE/NASA/0131-1 p 59
DOE/NASA/0131-2 p 133
DOE/N ASA/0167-7 p 821
DOE/NASA/0168-6 p 248
DOE/NASA/0168-7 p 729
DOE/NASA/20320-S7-PT-2 p317
DOE/NASA/4936-3 p 926
DOE/NASA/50194-39 p 585
- DOE/NASA/51040-51 - - p 316 -
DOE/NASA/51040-52 p 633
N84-10054
N84-13189
N84-29805
N84-15554
N84-28089
N 84-17479
N 84-31641
N84-25644
N84-_16589_
N84-26484 ft
DOT-TSC-CG-83-5 ....
DOT-TSC-FAA-B3-2 ...
DOT-TSC-RSPA-84-1
p765
P503
P863
DOT/FAA-ACS^3-1(18) p 281
DOT/FAA/ACS-63-2(19) p 853
N84-28769 tt
N84-23602 #
N84-32374 ft
N84-17156 tf
N84-31103 ff
DOT/FAA/CT-TN83/63 p 280 N84-16157 ff
DOT/FAA/CT-82/132 p 28 N84-10037 ' ff
DOT/FAA/CT-82/149 p 310 N84-16354 •
DOT/FAA/CT-82/150 p 309 N84-16353 •
DOT/FAA/CT-82/97 p 42 N84-10048
DOT/FAA/CT-83/38 p 309 N84-16351 •
DOT/FAA/CT-83/44 p27 N84-10035
DOT/FAA/CT-84/3 p 761 N84-28764
DOT/FAA/CT-84/7 p 909 NS4-32400
DOT/FAA/CT-84/8 p 761 N84-29859
DOT/FAA/ES-83/10 p 348 N84-19326
DOT/FAA/ES-83/12 p 741 N84-29848
DOT/FAA/ES-83/4 p 346 NS4-19328
DOT/FAA/ES-83/5 p 346 N84-19324
DOT/FAA/ES-83/8 p 348 N84-19325
DOT/FAA/ES-84/1 p677 N84-26689
DOT/FAA/PM-83/17 p 428 N84-21531
DOT/FAA/PM-83/21 p 765 N84-28768
DOT/FAA/PM-83/22 p 371 N84-1B222
DOT/FAA/PM-83/25 p 694 N84-26699
DOT/FAA/PM-83/34 p 708 N84-27752
DOT/FAA/PM-83/36 p 522 N84-22548
DOT/FAA/PM-83/38 p 694 N84-27735
DOT/FAA/PM-83/39 p 428 N84-21530 #
DOT/FAA/PM-83/6 p 483 N84-20738 ff
DOT/FAA/PM-84-9.1 p 993 N84-34450 tt
DOT/FAA/PM-84/2 p 707 N84-26715 ff
DOT/FAA/PM-84/3 p 807 N84-29043 ff-
DOT/FAA/PM-84/6 p 725 N84-26973 • ff
DOT/FAA/PM-84/7 p 427 N84-20503 #
DOT/FAA/PM-84/8 p 909 N84-32400 ff
DOT/FAA/RO82/86 p 523 N84-23618 ff
DREO-TN-82-41 p 377 N84-19599 ff
DREO-TN-82-42 p 377 N84-19600 ff
DREO-TN-83-25 p 809 N84-30178 ff
DREO-TN-83-34 p616 N84-24825 ff
DREO-TN-83-3 p 522 N84-22547 ff
DREP-82-3 P80 NB4-10620 tt
ORIC-BR-84464 p6t7 N84-25774 #
DRL-01B p 799 N84-28915 ' ff
DRSMI/RD-CR-83-23 p470 N84-21601 ff
DTNSRDC-76/0043
DTNSRDC-83/081 ..
p976
. P340
N84-33404
N84-19296
DTNSRDC/ASE&CR-1-83 ...
DTNSRDC/ASED-83/01
DTNSRDC/ASED-83/07
DTNSRDC/ASE&83/09
DTNSRDC/ASED-83/10
DTNSRDC/ASED-84/02
DTNSRDC/ASED-84/03
DTNSRDC/CMLD-CR-53-84 .
DYTEC-8204-VOL-2
p98 N84-12096 • #
P484
. P529
P773
p848
p700
. P848
N84-20784
N84-23624
N 84-28782
N84-31099
N84-26703
N84-31100
P826 N84-32345 tt
P221 N84-15156 #
0180-24910-1 p 755 N84-28741 • #
D180-24910-2 p 668 N84-27698 • #
D180-27265-2 p 281 N84-17157 #
D180-27738-1 p 178 N84-15123 * #
D180-27939-2 p413 N84-21516 • ff
D2538-941006 p 220 N84-15154 • ff
F-10
REPORT NUMBER INDEX FTD-ID(RS)T-0296-84
02538-941009 p219 N84-14148
D2536-941010 p 220 N84-15153
D6-IPAD-70016-O-1 p 772 N84-28776
06-47113 p338 N84-19281
D6-48673-VOL-1 p 789 N84-28802
06-48879 p 688 N84-27720
06-49352 p 704 N84-27744
06-49356 p689 N84-27723
06-49360 p667 N84-27685
D6-51141 p772 N84-28777
06-51148 p789 N84-28804
06-52046 p915 N84-31343
DB-52134 p 105 N84-13153
D6-52135 P409 N84-20479
06-52329 p756 N84-28749
E-1296 p810 N84-30294
E-1496 p61 N84-11171
E-1585 p335 N84-18159
E-1626 p933 N84-31885
E-1632 p59 N84-10055
E-1705 p254 N84-15894
E-1726 p473 N84-21740
E-1735 p455 N84-21549
E-1740 p77 N84-11296
E-1746 p317 N84-17525
E-1748 p299 N84-16185
E-1760 p 143 N84-12730
E-1801 p318 N84-17590
E-1829 p605 N84-24578
E-1847 p799 N84-28958
E-1853 p 130 N84-12166
E-1855 p484 N84-20878
E-1886 p394 N84-19049
E-1860 p81 N84-11456
E-1864 p 322 N84-16946
E-1878 p538 N84-23630
E-1879 p395 N84-20320
£.1888 p 454 N84-20562
E-1890 p 144 N84-13924
E-1903 P927 N8M1688
E-1905 P243 N84-14483
E-1906 ... p315 N84-16494
E-1907 p411 N84-20493
E-1809 p 133 N84-13188
E-1910 p316 N84-16589
E-1912 p218 N84-14146
E-1918 p300 N84-161B6
E-1917 p 144 N84-13812
E-1921 p316 N84-16687
E-1928 p88 N84-13140
E-1933 p219 N84-14147
E-1934 p274 N84-17143 #
E-1936 p 134 N84-13190 #
E-1940 p299 NB4-16184
E-1941 P410 N84-20490
E-1943 p 123 N84-13173 tt
E-1950 p776 N84-29870 #
E-1963 p270 N84-16141 #
E-1964 p385 N84-18683 #
E-1972-PT-2 : p317 N84-17479
E-1994 p633 N84-26484 tt
E-2008 p930 N84-32824 #
E-2029 p 535 N84-22565 #
E-2039 P485 N84-21832 tt
E-2044 P585 N84-25644 #
E-2046 p536 N84-22567 #
E-2047 p 566 N84-23235 #
E-2048 p559 N84-22909 #
E-2050 p893 N84-32388 #
E-2057 p713 N84-26785 t>
E-2062 P 454 N84-20525
E-2065 p535 N84-22564 #
E-2067 P485 N84-21849 tt
E-2071 p 799 N84-28917
E-2074 p 563 N84-23923
E-2077 p510 N84-22533
E-2078 p 502 N84-22527
E-2082 p 535 N84-22566
E-208S p623 N84-24999
E-2086 P572 N84-25607
E-2098 p607 N84-24589
E-2099 p623 N84-25019
E-2104 p608 N84-25712
E-2108 p 809 N64-29248
E-2111 P606 N84-24583
E-2112 p585 N84-25647
E-2114 p 1016 N84-34231
E-2123 p 606 N84-24585 tt
E-2128 pS39 N84-23648 #
E-2132 p818 N84-29661 tt
E-2133 p606 N84-24584 tt
E-2137 p 572 N84-25605 tt
E-2138 - P606 N84-24582 tt
E-2140 p605 N84-24579
E-2150 p 850 N84-32357 * #
E-2155 p 581 N84-24539 * #
E-2157 p 781 N84-28791 f
E-2187 p 810 N84-30293 #
E-2189 p 572 N84-25608 #
E-2175 p811 N84-30329 tt
E-2198 p988 NB4-334U tt
E-219 p 782 N84-28795 #
E-2200 p998 N84-33608 tt
E-2205 p781 N84-28790 #
E-2207 p810 N84-30223 tt
E-2216 p826 N84-32344 #
E-2218 p 783 N84-29878 tt
E-2222 p927 N84-31683 #
E-2226 p 783 N84-29876 #
E-2237 p926 N84-31558 tt
E-2246 p847 N84-31091 #
E-2250 p941 N84-32122 #
E-2257 p 1016 N84-34230 tt
E-2272 p849 N84-32351 tt
E-2292 p912 N84-32411 tt
E-2299 p 1017 N84-35085 tt
E-2470 p617 N84-2S854 tt
E-789 p 498 N84-22488 tt
EDR-11443 p246 N84-15554 tt
EDR-11577 p729 N84-28089 #
EOARD-TB-83-7 p 179 N84-15125 tt
EOARD-TH-84-11-1 p 583 N84-24557 tt
EOARD-TR-84-13 p 583 N84-24559 #
EPA-600/2-83-118 p 305 N84-17187 #
EPFL/LTA-TM-3-84 p 784 N84-29880 #
EPFL/LTA-TM-83-2 p810 N84-30297 #
ERA-81-109 p817 N84-25774 #
# ERIM-163000-2-F p812 N84-29296 tt
ESA-BR-19 : p794 N84-29890 tt
ESA-PSS-01-301-ISSUE-1 p 625 N84-25930 tt
ESA-PSS-01-704-ISSUE-1 p827 N84-26044 #
ESA-TT-744
ESA-TT-7S9
ESA-TT-788
ESA-TT-774
ESA-TT-781
ESA-TT-785
ESA-TT-800
ESA-TT-815
ESA-TT-818
ESA-TT-820
ESA-TT-821
ESA-TT-822
ESA-TT-823
ESA-TT-834 ...
ESA-TT-835
ESA-TT-841
ESA-TT-847
ESA-TT-852
ESA-TT-854
ESA-TT-858
ESA-TT-882
ESA-TT-865 1
ESA-TT-870
ESA-TT-880
ESA-TT-883
ESA-TT-885
ESA-TT-886
ESA-TT-887
ESA-TT-888
ESD-TR-83-028
ESD-TR-83-037
ESD-TR-84-OU
p342
P8B
p 252
p 588
p 88
p88
P545
P588
P115
p608
p632
p322
p545
p 757
p 260
p 625
p347
p 596
P 581
p 741
p613
p 632
p632
p599
p728
p669
P677
P702
P768
p255
P242
P1011
N84-19307
N84-13143
N84-15855
N84-25652
N 84-13141
N 84-13142
N 84-22588
N84-25654
N84-121S3
N 84-25715
N84-26385
N84-18014
N 84-22589
N84-28757
N84-17123
N 84-25870
N 84-1 9329
N84-24570
N84-24541
N 84-29850
N84-25735
N84-26386
N84-26387
N 84-25709
N84-28010
N84-27701
N84-27716
N84-27742
N84-29862
N84- 15903
N84-14393
N 84-34682
tt
#
#
#
#
#
#
tt
tt
#
#
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
*tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
ESG-OOE-13414 p 323 N84-18045' tt
ESL-712661-4 p 242 N84-14400 tt
ESL-714215-2 p 244 N84-15365 tt
ETL-0354 p 932 N84-31768 »
F/W-50-1596 p341 N84-19301 #
FAA-AES-320 p 348 N84-19320 tt
FAA-AM-83-18 p 282 N84-17158 tt
FAA-AM-83-8 p 28 N84-10038 tt
FAA-AM-64-1 p 590 N84-25683 tt
FM-AMS-220 p88 N84-13U7 #
FAA-AMS-220 p 150 N84-15033 tt
FAA-AP-83-16 p 522 N84-22550 #
FAA-APO-83-10 p 345 N84-18185 tt
FAA-APO-83-2 p 189 N84-15141 tt
FAA-APO-83-6 p 389 N84-18811 ft
FAA-APO-83-7 p 149 N84-14114 #
FAA-APO-84-1 p522 N84-22549 #
FAA-ARP-84-2 p 794 N84-29889 #
FAA-AT-84-1 p 764 N84-28765 tt
FAA-CT-82-115-VOL-1 p215 N84-15150 tt
FAA-CT-82-134 p 183 N84-14130 tt
FAA-CT-82-152 p 123 N84-12160 #
FAA-CT-82-164 p 74 N84-11182 tt
FAA-CT-83-10 p 674 N84-26680 tt
FAA-CT-83-29 p 109 N84-12138 #
FAA-CT-83-30 p 280 N84-16158 tt
FM-CT-83-43 p 674 N84-26681 #
FAA-CT-83-5 p792 N84-28812 #
FAA-CT-84-11 p708 N84-27751 #
FAA-CT-84-16 p 854 N84-32366 #
FAA-DF-84-001A p 707 N84-26715 #
FAA-EE-83-10 p715 N84-27910 #
FAA-EE-83-1 p293 N84-16175 tt
FAA-EE-83-5 p 83 N84-11887 #
FAA-EE-83-7-VOL-2 p 498 N84-22488 ' #
FAA-EE-84-1 p631 N84-25430 tt
FAA-EE-84-2 p 942 N84-33151 #
FAA-EE-84-8 p 814 N84-29572 tt
FAA-EE-84-9 p 631 N84-25429 #
FAA-ES-83-6 p 346 N84-19319 #
FAA-ES-83-7 p 348 N84-19320 #
FAA-MS-83-1 p503 N84-23602 tt
FAA-MS-83-5 p 571 N84-24536 #
FAA-PM-83-25 P765 N84-28766 #
FAA-PM-63-27 p 44 N84-11158 tt
FAA-PM-83-30 p 127 N84-13181 #
FAA-PM-83-31 p74 N84-111B4 #
FAA-PM-83-32 p 592 N84-24568 #
FAA-PM-83^3 p81Z N84-29404 #
FAA-PM-83-9 p 116 N84-13171 #
FAA-PM-84-10 p792 N84-28815 tt
FAA-RD-82-91 p 792 N84-28812 tt
FAA-83^-1-VOL-1 p 784 N84-29881 tt
FAA/EE-82-11-VOL-1 p 221 N84-15157 tt
FAA/EE-82-11-VOL-2 p 221 N84-15158 #
FAA/EE-82-11-VOL-3 p 454 N84-20563 tt
FAA/EE-83J p 255 N84-15900 tt
FAA/EE-84-10 p 1012 N84-34800 #
FAA/PM-83/35 p 593 N84-25688 tt
FACHTHEMEN-5 p 259 N84-18130 #
FAFSR-10 p914 N84-31287 • tt
FFA-TN-1983-45 p 395 N84-190S8 #
FFA-138 p 726 N84-27008 #
FFA-137 p 179 N84-15132 #
FFA-138 p 106 N84-13155 #
FFA-138 P338 N84-18180 tt
FJSRL-TR -^0010 p 271 N84-18150 tt
FJSRL-TR-84«)02 p 700 N84-26704 tt
FOA-C-20506-E4 p 323 N84-18025 tt
FOA-C-20507-O1 p 282 N84-17159 tt
FOA-C-40189-EI4-PT-1 p 999 N84-33611 tt
FOA-C-53016-H2 p 675 N84-27706 »
FOA-C-53017-H2 p 675 N84-27707 #
FOA-C-59008-H1 p 757 N84-28756 tt
FOA-C-59010-H1 p675 N84-27708 tt
FR-15852 p 78 N84-10268 • #
FR-15738 p915 N84-31363 tt
FR-1 ..:. p237 N84-14297 #
FR-3 p293 N84-18174 #
FR-683101-VOL-1 p 902 N84-31217 • #
FH-683111-VOL-2 p 902 N84-31218 • tt
FTD-ID(RS)7-0041-84 p 683 N84-26671 #
FTD-ID(RS)T-0072-84 p 932 N84-31786 #
FTD-ID(RS)T-0222-83 p 53 N84-11161 tt
FTO-IO(RS)T-0268-83 p 87 N84-12055 #
FTD-ID(RS)T-0296-84 p 931 N84-32881 #
F-11
FTD-ID(RS)T-0320-84 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
FTD-ID<nS)T-032(W4
FTWD(RS)T-O377-83
FTD-ID(RS)T-0398-84
FTD-ID<HS)T-0452-83
FTD-ID(RS)T-0731 -64
FTIWD(RS)T-0741-84
FTEHD(RS)T-082O-83
FTD-ID(RS)T-0853-83
FTIMD(RS)T-1 08943
FTD-fD(RS)T-1691-83
FTEMD(RS)T-1692-83
FTD-ID(RS)T-1 693-83
FTD-ID(RS)T-171&«J
FTD-ID<RS)T-1 738-83
FTtMD(RS)T-1 752-83
FTOID<RS)T-iaoi-83
FTD-ID(RS)T-187(M3
FZM-7151
GA-A-17545 ...
GAC-19-1815
GAO/MASAD43-22 .
GAO/NSIAO84-74 ...
GAO/RCED-83-1 79
GAO/RCED-84-105 ..
GAO/RCED-84-124 ..
GAO/RC6D-84-154 ..
GAO/RCED-84-2
GARRETT-21-4804 ...
GARRETT-31 -3725(7)
GE-AEG-€07R(10/80)
GIT/EES-A-2550-FTn
GPO-18-813 ...
GPO-22-771 ...
GPO-23-934
GPO-24-247 ...
GPO-24-762
GPO-28-497
GPO-28-859
GPO-27-459
GPO-27-618
GPO-2S-744
GPO-31-010
GPO31-453 ..
GPO-34-202
GPO34-406
GPO-34-924
GPO-99-811
GT/PDL-170
GTEC-21-4498
GTL-176
GU-AERO-8300
GU-AERO-8302
GU-AERO8305
GU-AERO-8306
p 976
p81
p 625
p 149
p 851
p978
p 21
P 51
-77^ :. p 328-
p 398
p 41 1
p 399
p 483
p 399
p 400
p 563
p 572
p925
p 930
p798
p3
p 945
p 761
p 793
p 795
p 854
.. p420
p TOO
p 821
p 299
p 42
p 324
p 53
p 324
p4
p 74
p 281
p 115
p 255
p 311
P633
p 569
p632
p 945
p 993
:... p 945
p 498
P606
p488
p 299
p 582
p 610
p 610
n 5A2
N84-33407
N84-11172
N84-2S920
N84-14113
N84-32382
N84-34441
N84-11147
N84-10050
-N84-18157
N84-20473
1484-20496
N84-20475 .
N84-20761
N84-20476
N84-21506
N84-23881
N84-25611
N84-31518
N84-32842
N84-28887 *
N84-10012
N84-33254
N84-29856
N84-28821
N84-29893
N84-32371
N84-21526
N84-26702 *
N84-29805*
N84-18163
N84-10045
N84-17070
N84-11160
N84-17072
N84-11112
N84-11183
N84-17152
N84-13170
N84-14964
N84-17409
N84-25529
N84-24507
N84-25526
N84-33301
N84-33423
N84-33302
N84-21438
N84-24586 *
N84-21879 *
N84-16180 *
N84-24554
N84-24595
N64-24596
N84-24553
f
if
ff
#
ft
#
ft
U
*
*
*
*
#
#
ff
#
#
ft
#
#
ft
#
ff
ff
(f
ft
ft
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
GWU-SEAS-TR-83-R-3 p 243 N84-14468 #
H-1165 P667 N84-27686*#
H-1185 P531 N84-22557 * #
H-1186 P359 N84-18203'*
H-1189 P437 N84-20514 • ft
H-1195 P175 N84-14122 • #
H-1196 p 183 N84-14129 * ff
H-1200 p781 NS4-28792 * #
H-1205 p 704 N84-27743 * ff
H-1209 P446 N84-20520 * #
H-1213 P228 N84-14157 • ff
H-1213 .'. p 292 N84-16168 * ft
H-1216 P305 N84-16213 • ft
H-1217 p 887 N84-32384 • ff
H-1228 p 385 N84-18685 • ff
H-1233 p 447 N84-20521 ' ff
H-1237 P437 N84-20515 * ff
H-1240 p 606 N84-24587 ' ff
H-1242 p 773 N84-29863 * ff
H-1243 P783 N84-29879 • ff
H-1245 p 790 N84-29884 * ff
H-1246 p 791 N84-29885 " ff
H-1247 p 606 N84-24588 • #
H-1256 P879 N84-31112'*
H-1267 p 988 N84-33415 • ff
HDL-SR-83-9 P 243 N84-14465 ft
HEL-TN-5*4 P 593 N84-25687 ff
HL-83-40 .' p321 N84-16941 • ff
HL-64-12 '. P941 N84-32115 • ft
HL-84-13 p941 N84-32116 • ff
HL-84-14 P 736 N84-28569 • ft
HL-84-15 p941 N84-32117 * ft
HOME-F1RE-PROJECT-TB-57~~P 2B2-N84-17162- ff ISBN-951-753-158-3-
ISBN-92-835-1462-9 p 569 N84-24S02 #
ISBN-92-835-1463-7 p 412 N84-20499 ff
ISBN-92-835-1465-3 p 498 N84-22509 #
ISBN-92-83S-1466-1 p 914 N84-31300 ft
ISBN-92-835-1467-X p 573 N84-25613 ft
ISBN-92-835-1471-8 p 909 N84-32401 ff
ISBN-92-835-1472-6 p 573 N84-25625
ISBN-92-835-1473-4 p 909 N84-32402
ISBN-92-83S-1474-2 p 1014 N84-34177
ISBN-951-752-966-X p 124 N84-13175
ft
#
...-p 413_N84721512_#_
HR-78500037 : P 542 N84-22583 • It
HSER-88S6
HTC-1
H1206
. p 133 N84-13188 • #
p 728 N84-28002 * #
. p229 N84-15159 ' #
IAF PAPER 83-90 : p 38 A84-11742 ff
IAF-84-15 p912 N84-32411 • ff
ICASE-84-27 p 937 N84-31993 • ff
ICASE-84-32 : ' p 758 N84-29852 • ff
ICASE-84^9 p938 N84-33112 • ff
ICASE-84-5 p 339 N84-19285 • ff
IDA-0-19 P 777 N84-29873 ff
IDA-O-20 P 807 N84-29057 ff
IDA-D-21 p777 N84-29874 ff
IDA-O-22 p893 N84-31211 ff
IDA-D-23 p 766 N84-29860 ff
IDA-O-31 p 387 N84-19829 ff
IOA-O-37 p563 N84-23919 ft
IDM>-1733 P1017N84-35132 ff
ISBN-0-7988-2606-1 p 134 N84-13192
ISBN-0-7988-2610-X p 269 N84-16133
ISBN-0-902937-93-6 p 409 N84-20484
ISBN-0-947767-05-3 p 755 N84-28744
ISBN-0-947767-10-X p 926 N84-31557
ISBN-0902-937-92-8 p 371 N84-19361
ISBN-0902937-97-9 p 624 N84-25864
ISBN-3-87977-0530 p 74 N84-11185
ISBN-90-6196-260-9 p 937 N84-32018
ISBN-92-835-0332-5 P 87 N84-12072
ISBN-92-835-0334-1 p 98 N84-12099
ISBN-92-835-0335-X p 87 N84-12056
p 150 N84-15034
p4 N84-11116
p 130 N84-12168
p300 N84-16188
p437 N84-20513
p150 NS4-15076
ISBN-92-835-0337-6
ISBN-92-835-0338-4
I SB N-92-83 5-0339-2
ISBN-92-83 5-0340-6
ISBN-92-835-0341-4
ISBN-92-835-0342-2
ISBN-92-835-0344-9 p 499 N84-21490
ISBN-92-835-0346-5 p 614 N84-24732
ISSN-92-635-034B-1 p 503 N84-23564
IS8N-92-835-0350-3 p 612 N84-25723
ISBN-92-835-03S1 p 593 N84-25691
ISBN-92-835-0352-X p 996 N84-33465
1SBN-92-835-0355-4 p 1009 N84-33757
ISBN-92-835-0356-2 p 945 N84-32341
ISBN-92-835-0359-7 p 949 N84-34396
ISBN-92-835-145M p 66 N84-10093
ISBN-92-835-1457-2 p 64 N84-10082
ISBN-92-835-1458-0 p86 N84-12050
IDA/HQ-83-25682 p 1017 N84-35132 ff
IDA/HO-83-25894 p 777 N84-29873
IDA/HO-83-25895 p 777 N84-29874
IDA/HQ-83-25897 p 387 N84-19829
IDA/HQ-83-25921 p 563 N84-23919
IDA/HO83-25930 p807 N84-29057
IDA/HQ-83-25935 p 766 N84-29860
IDA/HQ-63-25969 p 893 N84-31211 ff
IFD-3/83 P 568 N84-24329 ff
IL-ENR/RE-83/27 p 708 N84-26716 ff
IMI-679 p714 N84-27878 ff
INPE-3057-PRE/477 p 1014 N84-34183 ff
INPE-3072-TDL/160 p 706 N84-26707 ff
INPE-3185-PRE/550 p910 N84-31246 ff
IR-1 p 764 N84-28765 ff
IR-2 p359 N84-16205 ff
IR-36 p 560 N84-22975 • ff
IR-3 : p 107 N84-13166 ff
IS-M-445 p 130 N84-12167 ff
IS-M-48S p930 N84-32852 ff
ISI-V-1891-02 p399 N84-21505 ff
ISI-V-3835-04 p294 N84-17177 ft
ISSN-SW-0081-5640 p 179 N84-15132 ff
ISSN-SW-0081-5640 p 338 N84-18180 #
ISSN-0078-3781 p 632 N84-26386 #
ISSN-O078-3781 p632 N84-26387 #
ISSN-0078-379X p 633 N84-26455 ft
ISSN-0082-5255 p 18 N84-10023 ft
ISSN-0082-5255 p516 N84-23604 ft
ISSN-0082-5255 : p 927 N84-31701 ft
ISSN-0082-5263 p 292 N84-16165 tt
ISSN-0082-5263 p 335 N84-18160 ft
ISSN-0082-5263 p 483 N84-20779 ft
ISSN-0170-1339 p54 N84-11167 ft
ISSN-0170-1339 p57 N84-11169 ff
ISSN-0170-1339 p 353 N84-19343 ft
ISSN-0170-1339 p353 N84-19344 ft
ISSN-0170-1339 p387 N84-19776
ISSN-0170-1339 p428 N84-21535
ISSN-0170-1339 p 428 N84-21536
ISSN-0170-1339 p 740 N84-28731
ISSN-0170-1339 p765 N84-28772
ISSN-0170-1339 p766 N84-28773
ISSN-0170-1339 p 766 N84-28774
ISSN-0170-1339 p 790 N84-28811
ISSN-0170-1339 p807 N84-29077 ff
ISSN-0170-1339 p 879 N84-31117 ff
ISSN-0170-1339 p893 N84-31212 ff
ISSN-0250-1589 p 794 N84-29890 ff
ISSN-0309-6521 p 17 N84-10016 ff
ISSN-0347-2124 p 999 N84-33611 ff
ISSN-0347-3694 p 282 N84-17159 ff
ISS/W347-3694 p 323 N84-18025 ff
ISSN-0347-7665 p 675 N84-27706 ff
ISSN-0347-7665 p 675 N84-27707 ff
ISSN-0347-7665 p 675 N84-27708 ff
ISSN-0347-7665 p 757 N84-28758 ff
ISSN-0358-2620 p 124 N84-13175 ff
ISSN-0358-2620 p 413 N84-21512 ff
ISSN-0379-4059 p 625 N84-25930 ff
ISSN-0379-4059 p627 N84-26044 ff
ISSN-0389-4010 p 105 N84-13154 ff
ISSN-0389-4010 p 139 N84-13200 ff
ISSN-0389-4010 p 338 N84-18166 ff
ISSN-0389-4010 p 336 N84-18167 ff
ISSN-0389-4010 p 336 N84-18168 ff
ISSN-0389-4010 p 362 N84-18208 ff
ISSN-0389-4010 p370 N84-18215 ff
ISSN-0389-4010 p 394 N84-19053 ff
ISSN-0389-4010 p 586 N84-25649 ff
ISSN-0389-4010 p 586 N84-2S650 ff
ISSN-0389-4010 p 586 N84-25651 ff
ISSN-0436-1199 p 44 N84-11159 ff
ISSN-0436-1199 p414 N84-21520 ff
ISSN-0549-3811 p315 N84-16374 ff
ISU-ERI-AMES-84178 p 782 N84-28798 ff
ISU-ERI-AMES-84179 p 782 N84-28797. ff
ISU-EHI-AMES*4414 p 86 N84-12028 • ff
IZF-1983-8 p 496
JHU/APL/COR-83-1 p629
JHU/APL/TG-1339 p 359
JPL-O-1371 p 725
JPL-PUB-83-38 p315
JPL-PUB-83<5 p 413
JPL-PUB-83-96 p309
JPL-PUB-84-48 p 933
JPRS-UEO84403
JPRS-UPM-84X»5
p724
. p941
JPRS-UTR-84^04 p 503
JPRS-UTR-84-005 p 638
JPRS-UTR-84-016 p 638
JPRS-UTR-84-024 p 879
JPRSUTH-84^ >26 p 948
N84-22371 #
N84-25182 ff
N84-18204 ff
N84-26973 * ff
N84-16428 ' #
N84-21515 • #
N84-163S1 ' ft
N84-32919 ' ft
N84-26895 tt
N84-32081 #
N84-23551 ft
N84-27668 #
N84-26652 ft
N84-31119 ft
N84-33368 ff
F-12
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JPRS-UTFI-84-027 p 949 N84-34422 »
JPRS-84457 p3 N84-10001 #
JTCG/AS-81-C-002 p254 N84-14905 ff
J06532/C06554 p 183 N84-14130 #
KU-FRL-417-23 p819 N84-2988S *
KU-FRL-6135-1 p 299 N84-16179 •
KU-FHL-6135-2 P 292 N84-16163 •
L-14243 p 1010 NB4-33632 •
L-1482S p 668 N84-27694 •
L-14861 p 733 N84-27481 •
L-14949 p 638 N84-27660 •
L-1495S p 755 N84-2B743 *
1-15011 p666 N84-27684*
L-15408 p 816 N84-29662 •
L-15461 p 126 N84-12164 •
L-15505 p 137 N84-12190 •
L-15521 p 964 N84-33377 *
L-15526 p 18 N84-10025 *
L-15552 p 682 N84-26660 •
L-15559 p 350 N84-1S189 •'
L-15S82 p 107 N84-13161 •
L-15585 p20 N84-11141 '
L-15589 p 335 N84-18162 *
L-15602 p 305 NS4-17184 •
L-15609 p 105 NS4-13152 •
L-15617 p 410 N84-20487 •
L-15619 p 123 N84-13172 •
L-15827 p335 N84-18164 •
L-15829 p 107 N84-13183 •
L-15631 p 177 NB4-15117 •
L-15632 p 127 N84-13182 •
L-15639. P273 N84-17132 •
L-15643 p 305
L-15648 p 107
L-15649 p se
L-15650 1 p 788
L-15652 p 144
L-15653
L-15857
N84-16215 *
N84-13165 '
N84-12029*
N84-28801 •
N84-13923 *
p 495 N84-21277 *
p 496 N84-22363 •
L-15659 p485 N84-20880 '
L-15660 p559 N84-22906 '
L-15673-PT-2 p 75 N84-10144 •
L-15675 p 107 N84-13164 •
L-15677 p 335 N84-18163 *
L-15879 p 540 N84-23650 *
L-15881 p335 N84-18161 *
L-15685 p 107 N84-13162 *
1-15687 : P272 N84-17127 • #
L-15688 p4 N84-11099'*
L-15692 p295 N84-16178 • ff
L-1S697 p294 N84-17175 • #
L-15699 p 394 N84-19052 • ff
L-15702 p 106 N84-13160 ' ff
L-15704 p 316 N84-16590 * #
L-15705 p273 N84-17134 • #
L-15706 '. p 410 N84-20486 * #
L-15708 p409 N84-20480 ' #
L-15711 p285 N84-17165 '
L-15713 p439 N84-21539.'
L-15718 p965 N84-33379 •
L-15721 p585 N84-25645 *
L-15722 p 552 N84-23750 •
L-15724 p 581
L-15728
L-15730 p 481 N84-20567 •
L-15736 P447 N84-21542 •
L-15740 p665 N84-27674 •
L-15746 p 662 N84-26667 •
L-15755 p 850 N84-32354 '
L-15757 p486 N84-21901
L-15758 .' p665 N84-27876'
L-15760 p631 N84-25422 '
NB4-24538'
p 665 N84-27675 *
L-15762
L-15773 : p 849
L-15782 p978
p 543 N84-23654 •
N84-32348*
N84-34439'
LQ82ER0184 p 409 N84-20481 * t
LG83ER0075 p 19 N84-10032 * ff
LG83ER0163 p 106 N84-13159 ' ff
LG83ER0164 p 106 N84-13158 • ff
MRL-n-657-PT-l p617 N84-25828
LMI-AF201 p 150 N84-14115 ff
LMMML214 p 761 N84-28763 ff
LMSC-O878711 p 598 NS4-25702 ' #
LR-29819 p 903 N84-32395 ff
LR-29911 p714 N84-27836 ff
LR-300OO _ p 975 N84-33402
LR-30208-2 p 789 N84-28805
LR-30279 : : p345 N84-18183 #
LR-30438 p21 N84-11144 ff
LR-30555 ; p 141 N84-13223
LTRI-765 p731 N84-28348 #
M/T3B-9201-VOL-1 p784 NB4-29881 #
MAE-1594 p990 N84-33419 #
MATH-CENTRE-TRACTS-163 p 937 N84-32018 #
MBB-BB-5S5-83-OE p314 A84-22851 #
MBB-FE-1/S/PUB/120 ................. p460 A84-29669 ff
MBB-FE-1/S/PUB/123 ................. p436 A84-29682 #
MBB-FE-112/S/PUB/122 ............. p 453 A84-29661 ff
MBB-FE-122/S/PU8/102 ......... .... p 587 N84-26435 ff
MBB-FE-122/S/PUB/121 ............. p 407 AB4-29664 ff
MBB-FE-294/S/PUB/110 ............. p 809 N84-29253 tt
MBB-FE-301/S/PUB/109 ............. p119 A84-15191 ff
MBB-FE-325/PUB/TOR/007 ....... p 135 A84-15193 ff
MBB-FE-352/S/PUB/106 ............. p 135 A84-15195 #
MB8-UAT754^3-OE ....................... p 547 A84-31791 ff
MBB-UD-383-83-O
MBB-UO-384-83-O
MBB-UD-395-83-O
MBB-UD-401-83-OE
MBB-UD-402-83-OE
MBB-UD-403-83-OE
MBB4JD-404-83-OE
MBB-UD-409-83-OE
MBB-UD-410-83-OE
MBB-UT-07-82-OE
MBB-UT-14-83-OE
MBB-UT-17-83-OE
MBB-UT-19-83-OE
MBB-UT-20-83-OE
MBB-UT-22-82-OE
MBB-UT-22-83-O
MBB-UT-24-83-O
:.... p628
P828
p530
p525
P 541
p525
p525
p 622
p614
p 201
p 128
p295
p 408
P324
p 228
p 599
p572
N84-26441
NM-26440
N84-23627
A84-32473
A84-32472
A84-32471
A84-32474
AB4-35921
A84-3S920
N84-14134
A84-15194
A84-22860
A84-29670
A84-22852
N84-14156
N84-26437
N84-25608.
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
. f f
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
L-15789-VOL-1 : p 1013 N84-34828 •
L-15796 p942 N84-32124 •
L-15807 p 880 N84-32378 •
L-15834 p 801 N84-29969 • ff
L-2178 p 988 N84-33412 * ff
L-5552 p 942 N84-33147 • ff
L-8173 p 638 N84-27667 • ff
LA-UR-84-166 p 998 N84-33529 ff MRC-OA-1120 .... p 375 N84-18410
LC-82-600545 p114 N84-12143 ff
LC-84-601008 pB09 N84-30139 ff
LD-10-901-164 p 484 N84-21553 ' ff
LFD-211 p595 N84-24569 ff
MBB-VFW-34/83-OE ..................... p 481 A84-29654 ff
MBB-VFW-37/83-OE ..................... p 436 A84-29687 #
MBB-VFW-42-83-OE ...................... p 550 A84-33146 ff
MBB-VFW-44-83-OE ...................... p 558 A84-33144 ff
MBB-VFW-45-83-OE ...................... p 509 A84-33150 #
MBB/FE 122/S/PUB/102 ............ pn A84-10571 ff
MCR-84-2140 ................................. p 910 N84-31225 • #
MDC-IR0285 ................................... p 765 N84-28767 • ff
MDC-J457frREV-C ........................ p 183 N84-14131 . ff
MDC-O1214 ........... . ........................ p 1009 N84-33750 ff
ME-RT-82006 .................... . ............ p 454 N84-20524 * ff
ME-RT-83007 ................................. p607 NB4-24592 ff
ME-TSPC-Tli-83-04 ....................... p 219 N84-14151 ff
MISC-804 ........................................ p 538 N84-22574 ff
MPIS-11/1982 .................. .. ............
 P44 N84-11159 #
MPIS-116/1983 ..: ........................... p566 N84-23239 #
MPIS-117/1983 .............................. p 1016 N84-34234 #
MPIS-6/1983 .................................. p414 N84-21520 .#
#
MRC-TSR-2573 .............................. p 272 N84-16152 #
MRC-TSR-2707 .............................. P 1015 N84-35025. #
MROP-6297-1 ................................. P140' N84-12317 ff
MRI-7014-2 .....................................
 P375 N84-18419 ' #
MSNW-13.213.01.70-VOL-1 .
MSNW.13.213.01.70-VOL-2 .
p62
p62
N84-11174
N84-11173
MTR-82W238 p 44 N84-11158 ff
MTR-83W00091 p 765 N84-28768 ff
HfTR-83W203 p 295 N84-16177 • ff
MTH-83W241 p 522 N84-22548 #
NA-76-562 ....: p 294 N84-17173 * #
NA-7B-563 p 284 NS4-17174 • ff
NA-79-492-2 p 64 N84-10080 ff
"NA-81-649 p 714 N84-27860 • ff
NAC-TR-2329 p211 N84-A4141 #
NADC-80157-60 p 990 N84-33419
NADC-81104-60 p 122 N84-12156
NADC-81108-60 p310 N84-17395
NADC-81118-60-VOL-1 p 293 N84-16170
NADC-81118-60-VOL-2 p293 N84-16171
NADC-81118-60-VOL-3 p 293 N84-16172
NADC-81118-60-VOL-4 p 293 N84-16173
NADC-81189-60 p 185 N84-15137
NADC-81190-60 p205 N84-15148
NADC-82025-60 p 774 N84-29868
NADC-82132-60 p 903 N84-32396
NADC-82227-60 p 997 N84-33527
NADC-83048-60 p219 N84-14149
NADC-63059-60 :. p 237 N84-14328
NADC-83096-60 p 275 N84-17147
NADC-83098-60 p 590 N84-25682
NAO&83111-60 p516 N84-22545
NADC-83116-60 p 790 N84-28810
NADC-83126-60-VOL-2 p 385 N84-18892
NADC-83133-60 p 561 N84-22985
NADC-83138-60 .'. p 518 N84-23615
NADC-84002-60 p 399 N84-21504
NADC-84009-60 p 518 N84-23814
NADC-64039-60 p 800 N84-28972
NAE-AN-13 p 185 N84-15138
NAE-AN-14 p 575 A84-34465
NAE-AN-14 p246 N84-15503
NAE-AN-15 p201 N84-14135
NAE-AN-19 p 758 N84-29855
NAE-AN-4 p 714
NAE-AN-9 p 19
N 84-27837
N84-10029
NAE-LR-613 p 18 N84-10028 ff
NAE-LR-614-PT-2 p 966 N84-33389 ff
NAEC-92-184 p1011 N84-34678 ff
NAL-TR-680 p 967 N84-34432 • ff
NAL-TR-752 p 105 N84-13154 ff
NAL-TR-765 p 139 N84-13200 ff
NAL-TR-770 p 394 N84-19053 #
NAL-TR-774T p 370 N84-18215 ff
NAL-TFI-776T p 382 N84-18208 ff
NAL-TR-781-PT-1 p 336 N84-18168 ff
NAL-TH-782 p 338 N84-18167 #
NAL-TR-783 p 336 N84-18168 ff
NAL-TR-785^T-2 p 586 N84-2S649 ff
NAL-TR-788 p 588 N84-25650 ff
NAL-TR-790 p 588 N84-25651 ff
NAMRL-1297 p 127 N84-13183 ff
NAPC-PE-87-C-VOL-1 p 377 N84-19597 ff
NAPC-PE-87-C-VOL-2 p 3/7 N84-19598 ff
MAS 1.12/6:222(06) p 488 N84-21899
NAS 1.15:2532 p 638 N84-27667
N AS 1.15:58256 p 299 N84-16182
NAS 1.15:76947 p 204 N84-15143
NAS 1.15:76962 p 352 N84-19335
NAS 1.15:76983 p 468 N84-20602
NAS 1.15:76973 p 328 N84-18153
NAS 1.15:77021 p316 N84-16583
NAS 1.15:77025 p 177 N84-15118
NAS 1.15:77050 ; p 307 N84-16219
NAS 1.15:77061 p 292 N84-16164
NAS 1.15:77079 p516 N84-23607
NAS 1.15:77085 p 246 N84-15552
NAS 1.15:77293 p 246 N84-15553
NAS 1.15:77325 :.. p 270 N84-16137
NAS 1.15:77326 p 370 N84-18214
NAS 1.15:77327 p 292 N84-18168
NAS 1.15:77341 p 175 N84-14119
NAS 1.15:77347 p 178 N84-15124
NAS 1.15:77370 p 178 N84-15119
NAS 1.15:77373 p 178 N84-15122
NAS 1.15:77380 p 371 N84-19359
NAS 1.15:77407 p 336 N84-18170
F-13
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NAS 1.15:77410 p 410 N84-20489 •
NAS 1.15:77460 p 790 N84-28808 •
NAS 1.15:77479 p 781 N84-28793 *
NAS 1.15:77481 p 993 N84-34451 •
NAS 1.15:77482 p 792 N84-28814 •
NAS 1.15:77722 p 987 N84-34432 •
NAS 1.15:77745 p 978 N84-34438 •
NAS 1.15:77749 p 988 N84-33411 •
NAS 1.15:77757 p 965 N84-33380 •
-NASJ.15:77767 j^> 965 N84-33381 *
NAS 1.15:81733 p 498 N84-224S8"
NAS 1.15:81909-SUPPL p 706 N84-26708 •
NAS 1.15:81922 p 666 N84-27684 •
NAS 1.15:82584 p 729 N84-28111 *
NAS 1.15:83111 p754 N84-28739 •
NAS 1.15:83218 p 668 N84-27696 •
NAS 1.15:83304 p814 N84-29500 •
NAS 1.15:83446 p 299 N84-16185 •
NAS 1.15:83508 p 130 N84-12166 •
NAS 1.15:83510 p 143 N84-12730 *
NAS 1.15:83513 p 81 N84-11456 •
NAS 1.15:83515 p 322 N84-16946 •
NAS 1.15:83520 p 395 N84-20320 •
NAS 1.15:83525 p 144 N84-13924 •
NAS 1.15:83529 p 77 N84-11296 '
NAS 1.15:83537 p 315 N84-16494 •
NAS 1.15:83538 p 133 N84-13188 •
NAS 1.15:83539 p 316 N84-16589 •
NAS 1.15:83540 p 145 N84-14061 •
NAS 1.15:83541 p 218 N84-14146 •
NAS 1.15:83544 p 300 N84-16186 '
NAS 1.15:83545 p 144 N84-13812 '
NAS 1.15:83547 p 316 N84-16587 '
NAS 1.15:83553 p 88 N84-13140 '
NAS 1.15:83554 p219 N84-14147 '
NAS 1.15:83555 p 274 N84-17143 '
NAS 1.15:83557 p 243 N84-14463 '
NAS 1.15:83558 p 134 N84-13190 '
NAS 1.15:83561 p 299 N84-16184 '
NAS 1.15:83562 p 410 N84-20490 '
NAS 1.15:83564 p 123 N84-13173 '
NAS 1.15:83569 p 776 N84-29870 '
NAS 1.15:83576 p 270 N84-16141 '
NAS 1.15:83577 p 385 N84-186B3 '
NAS 1.15:83581 p 317 N84-17479 '
NAS 1.15:83593 p 633 N84-26484 '
NAS 1.15:83813 p 485 N84-21832 '
NAS 1.15:83615 p 538 NB4-22567 '
NAS 1.15:83616 p 566 N84-23235 '
NAS 1.15:83617 p 559 N84-22909 '
NAS 1.15:83623 p713 N84-26785 '
NAS 1.15:83627 p 585 N84-25644 '
NAS 1.15:83630 p 485 N84-21849 '
NAS 1.15:83632 p 799 NB4-28917 '
NAS 1.15:83634 p 563 N84-23923
NAS 1.15:83635 p 510 N84-22533
NAS 1.15:83636 p 502 N84-22527
NAS 1.15:83637 p 535 N84-22565
NAS 1.15:83639 p 535 N84-22566
NAS 1.15:83640 p 535 N84-22564
NAS 1.15:83855 p 607 N84-24589
NAS 1.15:83858 p 623 N84-25019
NAS 1.15:83660 p 608 N84-25712
NAS 1.15:83666 p 623 N84-24999
NAS 1.15:83668 p 606 N84-24S83
NAS 1.15:83669 p 585 N84-25647
NAS 1.15:83871 p 1016 N84-34231
NAS 1.15:83879 p 539 N84-23848
NAS 1.15:83682 p 606 N84-24584
NAS 1.15:83686 p 606 N84-24582
NAS 1.15:83689 p 605 N84-24579
NAS 1.15:83695 p 606 N84-24E85
NAS 1.15:83697 p 581 N84-24539
NAS 1.15:83699 p 781 N84-28791
NAS 1.15:83709 p 572 N84-25605
NAS 1.15:83710 p 572 N84-25607
NAS 1.15:83716 p 572 N84-25608
NAS 1.15:83722 p 809 N84-29248
NAS 1.15:83726 p810 N84-30294
NAS 1.15:83730 p 781 N84-28790
NAS 1.15:83731 p810 N84-30223
NAS 1.15:83733 p826 N84-32344
NAS 1.15:83735 p811 N84-30329
NAS 1.15:83736 p 783 N84-29878
NAS 1.15:83737 p 927 N84-316B3
NAS 1.15:83739 p 850 N84-32357
NAS 1.15:83740 p810 N84-30293
NAS 1.15:83741 p 783 N84-29876
NAS 1.15:83751 p 926 N84-31558
NAS 1.15:83758 p 847 N84-31091
NAS 1.15:83760 p 941 N84-32122
NAS 1.15:83764 p 1016 N84-34230
NAS 1.15:83765 p 988 N84-33414
NAS 1.15:83773 p 998 NB4-33608
NAS 1.15:83780 p 849 N84-32351
NAS 1.15:83795 p 912 N84-32411
NAS 1.15:83799 :.
NAS 1.15:84319-PT-2
NAS 1.15:84325 p316
NAS 1.15:84338 p 69
NAS 1.15:84343 p 17
NAS 1.15:84351-VOL-2 p 881
NAS 1.15:84358 p 44
NAS 1.15:84373 p 42
NAS 1.15:84375 p 79
NAS 1.15:84376 p 305
-NAS-1.15:84377
NAS 1.15:84387
NAS 1.15:84390 p 394
NAS 1.15:84391 p 51
NAS 1.15:84393 p 270
NAS 1.15:84394 p 688
NAS 1.15:84395 p 124
NAS 1.15:84398 p 270
NAS 1.15:84397 p 42
NAS 1.15:84398 p 41
NAS 1.15:84401 p 20
NAS 1.15:84408 p 69
NAS 1.15:84409 p 17
NAS 1.15:84422 p 629
NAS 1.15:84579 p 105
NAS 1.15:84593 p 727
p 1017 N84-35085
.... p 581 N84-24537
N84-16530
N84-11177'
N84-10021
N84-32380
N84-11157
N84-10043
N84-10498
N84-16216 '
N84-10019'
N84-11176 '
N84-19050'
N84-10049 '
N84-16144 '
N84-26693 '
N84-13178 '
N84-16138 '
N84-10042'
N84-10041 '
N84-11142 '
N84-11178 '
N84-10018 '
N84-25223'
N84-13151 '
N84-27085
NAS 1.15:84594 p 178 N84-15120 '
NAS 1.15:84618 p 106 N84-13160 '
NAS 1.15:84653 p 322 N84-16018 '
NAS 1.15:84903 p 218 N84-14144 '
NAS 1.15:84909 p 531 N84-22557 '
NAS 1.15:84910 p 359 N84-18203 '
NAS 1.15:84911 p 437 N84-20514 '
NAS 1.15:84915 p 175 N84-14122 '
NAS 1.15:84916 p 704 N84-27743 '
NAS 1.15:84917 p 446 N84-20520 '
NAS 1.15:84920 p 229 N84-15159 '
NAS 1.15:84921 p 183 N84-14129 '
NAS 1.15:85066 p 247 N84-15555 '
NAS 1.15:85430 p 28 N84-10037 '
NAS 1.15:85438 p 396 N84-19138 '
NAS 1.15:85454 p 84 N84-11093 '
NAS 1.15:85474 p3 N84-10011 '
NAS 1.15:85509 p 821 N84-31047 '
NAS 1.15:85521 p 325 N84-1810Z '
NAS 1.15:85522 p 285 N84-17168 '
NAS 1.15:85538 p 946 N84-33384 '
NAS 1.15:85550 p 662 N84-26661 '
NAS 1.15:85594 p 559 N84-22771 '
NAS 1.15:85655 p 107 N84-13161 '
NAS 1.15:85662 p 177 N84-15117 '
NAS 1.15:85663 p 20 N84-11141 '
NAS 1.15:85667 p 305 N84-16215
NAS 1.15:85668 p 123 N84-13172
NAS 1.15:85679 p 80
NAS 1.15:85681 p 81
NAS 1.15:85682 p 80
NAS 1.15:85683 p 80
NAS 1.15:85691 p 87
NAS 1.15:85696 p 21
NB4-10611 '
N84-11457 '
N84-10609 '
NB4-10610 '
N84-13138 '
N84-11145 '
N84-16178 '
N84-13139 '
N84-12026 '
N84-12531 '
N84-14110 '
N84-17134 '
N84-19052 '
N84-16947 '
N84-13150 '
N84-16590'
N84-19287 '
N84-19137 '
NAS 1.15:85699 p 295
NAS 1.15:85701 p 87
NAS 1.15:85702 p 84
NAS 1.15:85706 p 142
NAS 1.15:85712 p 149
NAS 1.15:85713 p 273
NAS 1.15:85716 p 394
NAS 1.15:85722 p 322
NAS 1.15:85723 p 105
NAS 1.15:85725 p 316
NAS 1.15:85732 p 339
NAS 1.15:85735 p 396
NAS 1.15:85739 p 965 N84-33385
NAS 1.15:85740 p 274 N84-17135
NAS 1.15:85743 p 485 N84-20880
NAS 1.15:85744 p 394 N84-19051
NAS 1.15:85746 p 540 N84-23650
NAS 1.15:85748 p 384 N84-18678
NAS 1.15:85749 p 328 N84-18154
NAS 1.15:85750 p410 N84-20487
NAS 1.15:85751 p410 N84-20485
NAS 1.15:85753 p 376 N84-19565
NAS 1.15:85759 p 362 N84-18206
NAS 1.15:85760 p 439 N84-21539
NAS 1.15:85761 p 563 N84-23924
NAS 1.15:85765 p 849 N84-32348
NAS 1.15:85768 p 714 N84-27835
NAS 1.15:85770 p413 N84-21513
NAS 1.15:85776 p 543 N84-23654
NAS 1.15:85777 p 528 N84-22553
'MAS 1.15:85787 p 561 N84-22979
NAS 1.15:85790 p 631 N84-25425
NAS 1.15:85794 p 631 N84-26382
NAS 1.15:85795 p 662 N84-26667
NAS 1.15:85802 p 930 N84-32827
NAS 1.15:85806 p 633 N84-26564
NAS 1 15-85607
NAS 1 15-85815
NAS 1.15:85817
NAS 1.15:85818
NAS 1.15:85823
NAS 1.15:85825
NAS 1 15-85828
NAS 1 15-85829
NAS 1 15*85831
NAS 1 15-85835-VOL-1
NAS 1.15:85843
NAS 1.15:85844
NAS 1.15:85846
NAS 1 15-85848
NAS 1.15:85649
NAS 1 15-85850
NAS 1 15-85852
NAS 1.15:85855
NAS 1.15:85863
NAS 1.15:85885
NAS 1.15:85869
NAS 1.15:85870
NAS 1 15-85872
NAS 1.15:85873
NAS 1 15-85876
NAS 1.15:85878-VOL-1
NAS 1.15:85B78-VOL-2
NAS 1 15-85879
NAS 1.15:85880
NAS 1 15-85881
NAS 11 5-85887
NAS 1 15-85890
NAS 1 15-85892
NAS 1 15-85893
NAS 1 15-85894
NAS 1.15:85895
NAS 1 15-85900 .. ..
NAS 1 15-85901
NAS 11 5-85902
NAS 1 15-85903
NAS 1 15-85908
NAS 1 15-85914
NAS 1 15*85927
NAS 1 15*85931
NAS 1 15*85932
NAS 1 15*85933
NAS 1 15*85934
NAS 1 15*85936
NAS 1 15*85937
NAS 1 15*85938
NAS 1 15*85939
NAS 1 15*85940
NAS 1 15*85942
NAS 1 15*85943
NAS 1 15*85946
NAS 1.15:85947
NAS 1 15*85950
NAS 1 15*85951
NAS 1 15*85957
NAS 1 15*85965
NAS 1 15*85969 . .
NAS 1 15*85970
NAS 1 15*85971
NAS 1 15*85976
NAS 1 15*85980
NAS 1 15*85982
NAS 1 15*85983
NAS 1 15*85984
NAS 1 15-85986
NAS 1.15:85989
NAS 1 15*85990
NAS 1 15*85992
NAS 1 15*85994
NAS 1 15*86002 ,
NAS 1 15*86009
NAS 1 15*86012
NAS 11 5*86025
NAS 1 15*86026
NAS 1 15*86028
NAS 1 15*86029
NAS 1 15*86031
NAS 1 15*86033
NAS 1 15*86036
NAS 1 15*86039
NAS 1 15*86040
NAS 1.15:86041
NAS 1 15*86257
NAS 1 15*86258
NAS 1 15*86259
NAS 1.15:86264
NAS 1 15:86269
NAS 1 15*86273
NAS 1 15*86275
NAS 1 15*86278
NAS 1 15*86279
NAS 1.15:88289
p 565 N84-25645 * 1
p 772 N84-28779 " I
p 756 N84-28747 • (
p 662 N84-26668 • !
p 772 N84-28775 • (
P811 N84-30331 " <
P 809 N84-29245 • j
p 666 N84-27679 * t
p 774 N84-29864 * i
p 1013 NB4-34828 * 1
p 881 N84-32381 " I
p 371 N84-19362 • i
p64 • N84-10079 " -i
p 27 N84-10034 • I
p 17 N84-10O20 ' t
p 124 N84-13177 * t
p 275 N84-17144 • t
p 124 N84-13176 • t
p 325 N84-18152 " /
P 531 N84-22558 • /
P 543 N84-23855 • i
p 270 N84-16143 * t
p 903 N84-32393 * it
p 376 N84-19475 * *j
p 567 N84-24327 * t
p 631 N84-25426 * t
p 516 N84-23606 * t
p 274 N84-17141 • t
p 274 N84-17137 * t
p 270 N84-16139 ' t.
p 542 N84-23653 * I
p 350 N84-18190 * i
p 518 N84-23605 * t
p 581 N84-24540 " /
p 352 N84-19334 • i
p 783 N84-29879 * /
p 790 N84-29884 * /
p 606 NB4-24588 * 1
p 791 N84-29885 * 1
p879 N84-31112*!
p 988 N84<33415 * •
p 542 N84-22565 * I
p 946 NB4-33365 * I
p 510 N84-22535 * 1
p 523 N84-23617 * 1
p847 NB4-31090 * 1
.. p 571 N84-24528 * {
.... p 510 N84-22538 * )
p 509 N84-22532 • /
p 542 N84-22584 * 1
p 585 N84-25648 * 1
p862 N84-31105 • <
p 926 N84-31554 * i
p 529 N84-23622 * t
p 790 N84-28809 * /
p 688 N84-27718 * t
p 592 N84-24566 * 4
p 814 N84-29556 * i
p 666 N84-27680 * t
p 781 N84-29857 * i
.... p 849 NB4-32350 * t
p902 N84-31215 ' rf
p 847 N84-31093 * t.
p 850 N84-32358 " t
p 820 N84-30887 * t
p 847 N84-31094 * fj
p 756 N84-28746 * t
p 847 N84-31092 * i
p 755 N84-28745 " t
. p 975 N84-33401 * t
. ... p 772 N84-28780 * t
p 847 N84-31089 * i
p 881 N84-32379 * i
p 991 NB4-34445 * t
p 965 N84-33383 * t
p 292 N84-16168 * i!
p 228 N84-14157 " t
p 305 N84-16213 * t
p 887 N84-32384 ' f!
p 781 N84-28792 * i
p 385 N84-16685 * i
p 447 N84-20521 * j{
p 437 N84-20515 * i
p 606 N84-24587 ' fj
,., p 773 N84-29863 • t,
.... p 790 N84-29883 * t
p 741 N84-29847 * /
p 978 N84-34439 * t
p 882 N84-31104 • t
p 927 N84-31684 * t
p 965 N84-33382 * t
p 776 N84-29871 * t
p 849 N84-32353 " *!
p 653 N84-32365 * f!
R 1015 N84-34199 * t
p
p
K
H
t
t
t
f
if
p
t
Pp
r<f
t
t
t
tf
ti
tF
t
t
P^t
'tP$
PP
fp
p
f
y
y
p
jt
y
y
y
$
y
f
p
jt
jt|t
jt
t
jt
p
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f
t
jt
p
t
f
p
t
f^
f
t
f
'f
jt
jt
•t
t
jt
t
t
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f
p
t
jt
•t
tjt
jt
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}
f
f
jt
f
f
t
F-14
REPORT NUMBER INDEX NAS 1.26:3621
NAS 1.15:88455 P 928 N84-31597 • #
NAS 1.19:200 P 372 N84-18224 • #
NAS 1.21:221(06) P 384 N84-18677 • #
NAS 1.21:4021 P 633 N84-25602 * »
NAS 1.21:462 P 204 N84-15144 • »
NAS 1.21:7037(171) p 328 N84-19279 • #
NAS 1.21:7038(05) P 395 N84-19133 * #
NAS 1.21:7038(07) P 396 N84-19134 • #
NAS 1.26:152186 P 338 N84-19281 '#
NAS 1.26:157639 P 799 N84-28915 ' #
NAS 1.26:158927 P 854 N84-32387 • #
NAS 1.26:159332 P 754 N84-28735 • #
NAS 1.26:159389 P 976 N84-33403 •
NAS 1.26:161983 p 929 N84-32749 '
NAS 1.26:162713 p 772 N84-28776 '
NAS 1.26:163114 p 714 N84-27B80 '
NAS 1.26:165428 P 220 N84-15154 '
NAS 1.26:165466 p 701 N84-27737 •
NAS 1.26:165567 p 701 N84-27739 '
NAS 1.26:165592 p 701 N84-27738'
NAS 1.26:165608 p 781 N84-28788 '
NAS 1.26:165631-VOL-1 p 789 N84-28802 '
NAS 1.26:165631-VOL-2 P 789 N84-28803 ' #
NAS 1.26:165800 p 966 N84-33387 • #
NAS 1.26:165807 p 667 N84-27685 • #
NAS 1.26:165816 p 808 N84-29151 * #
NAS 1.26:165831 p 734 N84-28516 • #
NAS 1.26:165874 p 937 N84-31955 • #
NAS 1.26:165920 p 789 N84-28804 • #
NAS 1.26:165925 p 728 N84-28002 * #
NAS 1.26:165928 p 772 N84-28778 • ff
NAS 1.26:165949 p 988 N84-33416 • #
NAS 1.26:165951 p 789 N84-28805 • ft
NAS 1.26:166008 p 629 N84-25307 • #
NAS 1.26:166018 p 409 N84-20481 '#
NAS 1.26:166055 P 64 N84-1007B '
NAS 1.26:166085 P 75 N84-10188 '
NAS 1.26:166268 p 668 N84-27693 '
NAS 1.26:166289 p 765 N84-28767 '
NAS 1.26:166270 p 754 N84-28738 '
NAS 1.26:166271 p 754 N84-28737 • #
NAS 1.26:166309 p 789 N84-28806 • #
NAS 1.26:166317 p 1014 N84-34187 • #
NAS 1.26M86442-VOL-1 p 662 N84-26662 • #
NAS 1.26:166442-VOL-2 p 662 N84-26663 * #
NAS 1.26:166462 p419 N84-20501 ' #
NAS 1.26:166491 p 18 N84-10024 • #
NAS 1.26:166508 p 252 N84-15877 • #
NAS 1.28:166519 p611 N84-25716 • #
NAS 1.28:166524 p 271 N84-16147 • #
NAS 1.26:166526 P 351 N84-18196
NAS 1.26:166528 P 106 N84-13159
NAS 1.26:166529 p 106 N84-1315B
NAS 1.26:166533 p 106 N84-13157
NAS 1.26:166534 p 345 N84-19317
NAS 1.26:166542 p317 N84-17526
NAS 1.26:166544 p 322 N84-18015
NAS 1.26:166548 p316 N84-17433
NAS 1.26:166561 p 409 N84-20478
NAS 1.26:166585-PT-1 p 733 N84-27503
NAS 1.26:166565-PT-2 P 726 N84-27002
NAS 1.28:168565-PT-3 p 726 N84-27003
NAS 1.28:166567 p 460 N84-20564
NAS 1.26:166570 P 967 N84-34431
NAS 1.26:166572 p 584 N84-25642
NAS 1.26:166573 p 674 N84-26679
NAS 1.26:166575 p412 N84-21511
NAS 1.26:166580 p 850 N84-32356
NAS 1.26:166588 P 908 N84-32399
NAS 1.26:166594 p 903 N84-31219
NAS 1.28:166597 p 914 N84-31284
NAS 1.26:166602 p 967 N84-34428
NAS 1.26:166603 P 987 N84-34429
NAS 1.26:166604 p 987 N84-34430
NAS 1.28:166607 p 1012 N84-34771
NAS 1.28:167685 p911 N84-31261
NAS 1.28:187688 p911 N84-31260 • It
NAS 1.26:167926 p219 N84-14148 • #
NAS 1.26:167927 p 220 N84-15153 • #
NAS 1.26:167973 p 781 N84-28789 • #
NAS 1.26:187980 P 61 N84-11170 ' #
NAS 1.26:167989 P 76 N84-10268 ' #
NAS 1.26:168005 p 783 N84-29875 ' #
NAS 1.26:166081 p 76 N84-10332 ' #
NAS 1.26:168139 p 59 N84-10064 • #
NAS 1.26:168176 p 134 N84-13193 ' #
NAS 1.26:168179 p 237 N84-15283 • #
NAS 1.26:168191-VOL-Z p 80 N84-10614 • #
NAS 1.26:168210 p 800 N84-28995 • #
NAS 1.26:168234-VOL-1 p 942 N84-33148 * #
NAS 1.28:168234-VOL-2 p 942 N84-33149 • #
NAS 1.26:168234-VOL-3 p 942 N84-33150 • #
NAS 1.26:168235 p 246 N84-15554 • #
NAS 1.26:168247 p 28 N84-11152 * #
NAS 1.26:168251 p 140 N84-12312 • #
NAS 1.26:168258 p 133 N84-13186 '.f
NAS 1.26:168267-VOL-1 p 316 N84-16529 * #
NAS 1.26:168278 p 133 N84-13189 • t>
NAS 1.26:168279 P 218 N84-14143 '
NAS 1.26:168282 p 271 N84-16146 '
NAS 1.26:168286 p 926 N84-31641 '
NAS 1.26:168288 p 271 N84-16145 '
NAS 1.26:168293 p 133 N84-13187 '
NAS 1.26.-168296-VOL-1 p 220 N84-15155 '
NAS 1.26:168296-VOL-2 p 220 N84-15156 '
NAS 1.26:168297 p 929 N84-32780 '
NAS 1.26:168305 p 375 N84-18419 '
NAS 1.26:168317 p 388 N84-19927 '
NAS 1.26:168323 p 220 N84-15151 '
NAS 1.26:188330 p 220 N84-15152 '
NAS 1.28:168331 p311 N84-17410 '
NAS 1.26:166332 p 274 N84-17139 '
NAS 1.26:168333 p 375 N84-18418 '
NAS 1.26:168334 .„ p 310 N84-17407 '
NAS 1.26:168338-VOL-1 p 567 N84-24323 '
NAS 1.26:168336-VOL-2 p 567 N84-24324 '
NAS 1.26:170405 p 138 N84-13197 '
NAS 1.26:170409 p 294 N84-17173 '
NAS 1.26:170410 p 294 N84-17174 '
NAS 1.26:170411 p610 N84-24593 '
NAS 1.26:170414 p 689 N84-27724 '
NAS 1.26:170416 p 463 N84-21551 '
NAS 1.26:170942 p 256 N84-16022 '
NAS 1.26:170954 p 796 N84-28890 #
NAS 1.26:170976 p 318 N84-17574 * #
NAS 1.26:170986 p 387 N84-19814 * #
NAS 1.26:170992 p 483 N84-20783 • #
NAS 1.26:171003 p 566 N84-23234 • #
NAS 1.26:171090 p 796 N84-28887 • #
NAS 1.28:171124 p910 N84-31225 • #
NAS 1.28:171738 p317 N84-17435 ' »
NAS 1.28:171805 p916 N84-32535 ' #
NAS 1.26:171807 p912 N84-32415 • #
NAS 1.26:171808 p 928 N84-32707 • #
NAS 1.28:172182 p 83 N84-11884 • #
NAS 1.26:172199 p 44 N84-11156 • #
NAS 1.26:172200 p 105 N84-13153 • #
NAS 1.26:172217 p 18 N84-10022 ' »
NAS 1.26:172233 p 17 N84-10017 • #
• NAS 1.26:172239 p 178 N84-15123 • #
NAS 1.26:172248 p 141 N84-13223 • #
NAS 1.26:172253 p 143 N84-13380 • #
NAS 1.26:172258 p 295 NS4-16177 • #
NAS 1.26:172260 p 384 N84-18682 ' #
NAS 1.26:172273 p 255 N84-15896 • #
NAS 1.26:172282 p 694 N84-27734 * #
NAS 1.28:172287 p 270 N84-16140 ' #
NAS 1.28:172291 p 274 N84-17136 • #
NAS 1.26:172296 p 376 N84-19479 ' #
NAS 1.26:172297 p 338 N84-19282 • #
NAS 1.26:172300 p 339 N84-19285 * #
NAS 1.26:172310 p510 N84-22537 • #
NAS 1.26:172313 p 598 N84-25702 * #
NAS 1.26:172315 p413 N84-21516 • #
NAS 1.26:172321 p 529 N84-23621 • #
NAS 1.26:172322 p 893 N84-32387 • #
NAS 1.26:172324 p 484 N84-21553 * #
NAS 1.26:172328 p 510 N84-22534 • #
NAS 1.26:172332 p 542 N84-22583 ' #
NAS 1.26:172335 p516 N84-23808 • #
NAS 1.26:172336 p 598 N84-25701 • #
NAS 1.26:172338 p 676 N84-26685 ' #
NAS 1.26:172344 p914 N84-31287 • #
NAS 1.26:172351 p 338 N84-19284 • #
NAS 1.26:172352 p 789 N84-28807 * #
NAS 1.26:172357 p 820 N84-30888 • #
NAS 1.26:172361 p688" N84-27719 • #
NAS 1.26:172362 p911 N84-32410 • #
NAS 1.26:172363 p666 N84-27678 • #
NAS 1.26:172368 p808 N84-29152 * #
NAS 1.26:172371 p 915 N84-31343 • #
NAS 1.26:172374 p 756 N84-28748 • »
NAS 1.26:172381 p 941 N84-32119'*
NAS 1.26:172384 p 942 N84-33147 ' #
NAS 1.26:172386 p 820 N84-30886 * #
NAS 1.28:172398 p 758 N84-29852 * #
NAS 1.26:172415 p 937 N84-31993 * #
NAS 1.26:172426 p 971 N84-33396 * #
NAS 1.26:172429 p 943 N84-33181 •#
NAS 1.28:172434 p938 N84-33112*#
NAS 1.26:173175 p 321 N84-16941 * #
NAS 1.26:173179 p 299 N84-16180 • #
NAS 1.26:173181 p 292 N84-16187 • #
NAS 1.26:173209 p 315 N84-16428 • #
NAS 1.26:173214 p 309 N84-16337 • #
NAS 1.26:173259 p310 N84-17293 • #
NAS 1.26:173276 p 269 N84-16135 • #
NAS 1.26:173286 p 560 N84-22975 • f
NAS 1.26:173294 p 274 N84-17140 • #
NAS 1.26:173300 p 324 N84-18086 * #
NAS 1.26:173308 p 362 N84-18207 • #
NAS 1.26:173322 p 375 N84-18420 • #
NAS 1.26:173324 p 338 N84-18171 '
NAS 1.26:173360 p 358 N84-18202 '
NAS 1.26:173418 p 569 N84-23401 '
NAS 1.26:173448 p 734 N84-28537 '
NAS 1.26:173449 p413 N84-21514 '
NAS 1.26:173452 p 439 N84-21538 '
NAS 1.26:173468 p413 N84-21515 '
NAS 1.26:173473 p 486 N84-21905 '
NAS 1.26:173478 p413 N84-21517 '
NAS 1.26:173505 p 529 N84-23620 '
NAS 1.26:173514 p 623 N84-25001 '
NAS 1.26:173529 p613 N84-24600 '
NAS 1.26:173555 p 606 N84-24586 '
NAS 1.26:173596 p 584 N84-25639 '
NAS 1.26:173639 p 726 N84-27024 '
NAS 1.26:173644 p 725 N84-26973 '
NAS 1.26:173708 p 736 N84-28569 '
NAS 1.26:173721 p 688 N84-27717 '
NAS 1.26:173723 p 666 N84-27681 '
NAS 1.26:173784 p 819 N84-29685 '
NAS 1.26:173799 p 754 N84-28734 '
NAS 1.26:173817 p 808 N84-29161 '
NAS 1.26:173829 p 758 N84-29851 '
NAS 1.26:173832 p 880 N84-32377
NAS 1.26:173840 p 941
NAS 1.26:173847. .'. p 941
N84-32117'
N84-32116'
NAS 1.26:173848 p 941 N84-32115 •
NAS 1.26:173849 p 944 N84-32220 •
NAS 1.26:173882 p911 N84-31259'
NAS 1.26:173866 p 902 N84-31214 •
NAS 1.26:173880 p 903 N84-32395 •
NAS 1.26:173881 p 849 N84-32352 '
NAS 1.26:173884 p 894 N84-32389 '
NAS 1.26:173911 p 933 N64-32919 *
NAS 1.26:173987 p 1010 N84-33835 •
NAS 1.26:174000 p 1011 N84-34765 '
NAS 1.26:174466 p 19. N84-10032 '
.NAS 1.26:174494 p 98 N84-12096 •
NAS 1.26:174507 p 309 N84-16353 '
. NAS 1.26:174508 p 310 N84-16354 '
NAS 1.26:174509 p 309 N84-16351 •
NAS 1.26:1745*4 p 76 N84-10267 '
NAS 1.26:174540 p 83 N84-10910 '
NAS 1.26:174572 p3 N84-11098 •
NAS 1.26:174585 p 86 N84-12028 '
NAS 1.28:174607 p 143 N84-13688 •
NAS 1.26:174809 p 105 N84-13149 •
NAS 1.26:174824 p 700 N84-26702 •
NAS 1.26:174825 p 989 N84-33417'
NAS 1.26:174827 p 817 N84-25854 •
NAS 1.26:174829 .- p 729 N84-28089 '
NAS 1.26:174833 p 488 N84-21879 '
NAS 1.26:174641 p 359 N84-19353 '
NAS 1.26:174642 p 715 N84-27908 '
NAS 1.26:174663 p 536 N84-22568 '
NAS 1.26:174867 p 539 N84-23849 '
NAS 1.26:174668 p 783 N84-29877 '
NAS 1.26:174675 p 605 N84-24580 '
NAS 1.26:174680 p 585 N84-2S648
NAS 1.26:174685 p 989 N84-34444 '
NAS 1.26:174688 p 538 N84-23629
NAS 1.26:174891 p915 N84-32504
NAS 1.26:174894 p 821
NAS 1.26:174704 p911
N84-29805
N84-31275
NAS 1.26:174717 p 782 N84-28794
NAS 1.26:174761 p 916 N84-32552
NAS 1.26:175257 p911
NAS 1.28:175338 p 269
N 84-32404
N84-16131
p322 N84-16944NAS 1.26:175340
NAS 1.28:175354 .:. p 299 N84-16179
NAS 1.26:175358 p 292 N84-16163
NAS 1.28:175357 p 321 N84-16943'
NAS 1.26:175359 p 269 N84-16134 •
NAS 1.26:175389 p 294 N84-17172 *
NAS 1.26:175380 p 293 N84-17171 •
NAS 1.28:175399 p 338 N84-19283 •
NAS 1.26:175410 p410 N84-20488 •
NAS 1.26:175444 p 454 N84-20524 •
NAS 1.28:3248 P 584 N84-25641 '
NAS 1.26:3250 p 755 N84-28741 •
NAS 1.28:3252 p 668 N84-27698 •
NAS 1.26:3290 p 688 N84-27722 *
NAS 1.26:3457 p 755 N84-28740 •
NAS 1.26:3488 p 888 NB4-27720 •
NAS 1.26:3469 p 666 N84-27683 *
NAS 1.28:3472 p 688 N84-27721 •
NAS 1.28:3503 p 668 N84-27695 •
NAS 1.28:3517 p714 N84-27836 •
NAS 1.28:3519 p 689 N84-27723 *
NAS 1.28:3523 p 755 N84-28742 *
NAS 1.28:3524 p 740 N84^28727 •
NAS 1.28:3530 p 754 N84-28736 *
NAS 1.26:3545 p 704 N84-27744 *
NAS 1.28:3585 p 772 N84-28777 *
•NAS 1.26:3586 p 975 N84-33402 *
NAS 1.28:3621 p 483 N84-20781 *
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NAS 1.26:3700 ............................... p 345
NAS 1.26:3721 ............................... p 177
NAS 1.26:3726 ............................... p 275
NAS 1.26:3727 ............................... p 97
NAS 1.26:3730 ............................... p 409
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NAS 1.26:3822 ............................... p 902
NAS 1.26:3823 ............................... p 941
NAS 1.26:3827 ......................... ..... p 993
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NAS 1.26:3829 ............................... p 902
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NAS 1.60:2286 ............................... p 473
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NAS 1 60*2312
NAS 1 60*2313
NAS 1.60:2319
NAS 1.60:2326
NAS 1.60:2327
NAS 1 60*2328 ...1
NAS 1 60-2330
NAS 1 60*2333
NAS 1.60:2335
NAS 1 60*2340
NAS 1.60:2348
NAS 1 60*2351
NAS 1 60*2353
NAS 1 60*2356
NAS 1.60:2387
NAS 1 60*3775
NAS 1.61:1089
NAS 1.61:1117 .*
NAS1.71-ARC-11423-1
NAS 1.71:LAH-12518-1
NAS 1.71:LAH-13230-1
NAS 1.71:LAR-13233-1
NAS 1. 71 :LEW-1 2995-1
NAS 1. 71 1EW-1 3524-1
NAS 1. 71 :LEW-1 3773-2
NAS 1.71:LEW-14057-1
NAS 1.71:MFS-25962-1
NASA-CASE-ARC- 1 1423-1
NASA-CASE-ARC- 1 1504-1
NASA-CASE-GSC-12508-1
NASA-CASE-GSC-1 2550-1
NASA-CASE-KSC-11155-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-1 1903-2
NASA-CASE-LAR-12396-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-1 251 8-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-12541-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-12615-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-12630-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-12786-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-1 2807-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-12843-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-12950-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-1 2984-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-1 301 9-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-13230-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-13233-1
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NASA-CASE-LAR-1 3255-1
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NASA-CASE-LEW-1 3506-1
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NASA-CASE-LEW-1 3654-1
NASA-CASE-LEW-1 3870-1
NASA-CASE-LEW-13773-2
NASA-CASE-LEW-14035-1
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NASA-CASE-LEW-14057-1
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NASA-CASE-MRS-25791-1 ....
NASA-CASE-NPO-14597-2
NASA-CASE-NPO-15024-1
NASA-CASE-NPO-15351-2
NASA-CASE-NPO-1 61 71 -1 -CU
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NASA-CP-2211
NASA-CP-2234
NASA-CP-2279
NASA-CP-2282
NASA-CP-2283-PT-2
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NASA-CR-166565-PT-1 p 733 N84-27503 '
NASA-CR-166565-PT-2 p 726 N84-27002 '
NASA-CR-166565-PT-3 p 726 N84-27003 '
NASA-CR-166567 p 460 N84-20564 '
NASA-CR-166570 p 967 N84-34431 '
NASA-CR-166572 p584 N84-25642 '
NASA-CR-166573 p 674 N84-26679 '
NASA-CR-166575 p412 N84-21511 '
NASA-CR-166580 p 850 NB4-32356 '
NASA-CR-166588 p 908 N84-32399 '
NASA-CR-166594 p 903 N84-31219 '
NASA-CR-166597 p 914 N84-31284 '
NASA-CR-166602 p 967 N84-34428 '
NASA-Cfl-166603 p 967 N84-34429 '
p 987 N84-34430 '
p 1012 N84-34771 '
p911 N84-31261 '
p911
. p61
. p 76
NASA-CR-166604
NASA-CR-166607
NASA-CR-167685
NASA-CR-167686
NASA-CR-167926
NASA-CR-167927
NASA-CR-167973
NASA-CR-167980
NASA-CR-167989
NASA-CR-168005
NASA-CR-168081
NASA-CR-168139 p 59
NASA-CH-168176
NASA-CR-168179
NASA-CR-168191-VOL-2 p 80
NASA-CR-168210
NASA-CR-168234-VOL-1
NASA-CR-168234-VOL-2
NASA-CR-168234-VOL-3
N84-31260
p219 N84-14148
p220 N84-15153
p 781 N84-28789
N84-11170
N84-10268
p783 N84-29875
p 76 N84-10332
N84-10054
p134 N84-13193
p237 N84-15283
N84-10614
pBOO N84-28995
p942 N84-33148
p942 N84-33149
... p942 N84-33150
... p246 N84-15554
NASA-CR-168247 p 28 N84-11152
NASA-CR-168251 p 140 N84-12312
NASA-CH-168258 p 133 N84-13188
NASA-CH-168267-VOL-1 p316 N84-16529
NASA-CH-168278 p 133 N84-13189
NASA-CR-166279 p 218 N84-14143
NASA-CR-168282 p 271 N84-16146
NASA-CR-168286 p 926 N84-31641
NASA-CR-168288 p 271 N84-16145
NASA-CR-168293 p 133 N84-13187
NASA-CR-168296-VOL-1 p 220 N84-15155
NASA-CR-168296-VOL-2 p 220 N84-15156
NASA-CR-168297 p 929 N84-32790
NASA-CH-168305 p 375 N84-18419
NASA-CR-168317 p 388 N84-19927
NASA-CR-168323 p 220 N84-15151
NASA-CR-168330 p 220 N84-15152
NASA-CR-168331 p311 N84-17410
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NASA-CR-168332 p 274
NASA-CR-168333 p 375
NASA-CR-168334 p 310
NASA-CR-168338-VOL-1 p 567
NASA-CR-168336-VOL-2 p 567
NASA-CR-170405 p 138
NASA-CR-170409 p 294
NASA-CR-170410 p 294
NASA-CR-170411 p610
NASA-CR-170414 p 689
NASA-CR-170416 p 463
NASA-CR-170942 p 256
NASA-Cfl-170954 p 796
NASA-CH-170976 p 318
NASA-CR-170986 p 387
NASA-CR-170992 p 483
NASA-CR-171003 p 568
NASA-CR-171090 p 796
NASA-CR-171124 p910
NASA-CR-171738 p317
NASA-CR-171805 p 916
NASA-CR-171807 p 912
NASA-CH-171808 p 928
NASA-CH-172182 p 83
NASA-CR-172199 p 44
NASA-CR-172200 p 105
NASA-CR-172217 p 18
NASA-CR-172233 p 17
NASA-CR-172239 p 178
NASA-CR-172246 p 141
NASA-CR-172253 p 143
NASA-CR-172258 p 295
NASA-CR-172260 p 384
NASA-CR-172273 p 255
NASA-CR-172282 p 694
NASA-CR-172287 p 270
NASA-CR-172291 p 274
NASA-CR-17229B p 376
NASA-CR-172297 p 338
NASA-CR-172300 p 339
NASA-CR-172310 p510
NASA-CH-172313 p 598
NASA-CR-172315 p413
NASA-CR-172321 p 529
NASA-CR-172322 p 893
NASA-CR-172324 p 464
NASA-CR-172328 p 510
NASA-CR-172332 p 542
NASA-CR-172335 p 516
NASA-CR-172336 p 598
NASA-CR-172338 p 676
NASA-CR-172344 p 914
NASA-CR-172351 p 338
NASA-CR-172352 p 789
NASA-CR-172357 p 820
NASA-CR-172361 p 688
NASA-CR-172362 p911
NASA-CR-172363 : p 666
NASA-CR-172368 p 808
NASA-CR-172371 p915
NASA-CR-172374 p 756
NASA-CR-172381 p 941
NASA-CR-172384 p 942
NASA-CR-172386 p 820
NASA-CR-172398 p 758
NASA-CR-172415 p 937
NASA-CR-172426 p 971
NASA-CR-172429 p 943
NASA-CR-172434 p 938
NASA-CR-173175 p 321
NASA-CR-173179 p 299
NASA-CR-173181 p 292
NASA-CR-173209 p315
NASA-CR-173214 p 309
NASA-CR-173259 p 310
NASA-CR-173276 p 269
NASA-CH-173286 p 560
NASA-CR-173294 p 274
NASA-CR-173300 p 324
NASA-CR-173308 p 362
NASA-CR-173322 p 375
NASA-CR-173324 p 336
NASA-Cfl-173360 p 358
NASA-CR-173418 p 569
NASA-CR-173448 p 734
NASA-CR-173449 p413
NASA-CR-173452 p 439
NASA-CR-173468 p 413
NASA-CR-173473 p 486
NASA-CR-173478 p413
NASA-CR-173505 p 529
NASA-CR-173514 p 623
NASA-CR-173529 p613
NASA-CR-173555 p 606
NASA-CR-173596 p 584
NASA-CR-173639 p 726
N84-17139 * tt
N84-18418 * #
N84-17407 ' #
N84-24323 * ff
N84-24324 • #
N84-13197 ' tt
N84-17173 * #
N84-17174 • #
N84-24593 ' tt
N84-27724 • tt
N84-21551 * ft
N84-16022 ' #
N84-28890 ft
N84-17574 • #
N84-19814 • tt
N84-20783 * tt
N84-23234 • tt
N84-28887 ' tt
N84-31225 * tt
N84-17435 ' tt
N84-32535 * tt
N84-32415 • #
N84-32707 • tt
N84-11884 ' tt
N84-11156 * tt
N84-13153 * tt
N84-10022 * tt
N84-10017 ' tt
N84-15123 * tt
N84-13223 * tt
N84-13380 ' #
N84-16177 ' #
N84-18682 * #
N84-15896 • g
N84-27734 * tt
N84-16140 ' tt
N84-17136 * #
N84-19479 * #
N84-19282 * tt
N84-19285 • tt
N84-22537 • tt
N84-25702 • tt
N84-21516 *
N84-23621 *
N84-32387 *
N84-21553 •
N84-22534 *
N84-225B3 *
N84-23608 *
N84-25701 '
N84-26685 *
N84-31287 •
N84-19284 • tt
N84-28807
N84-30888
N84-27719.
N84-32410
N 84-27678
N84-29152
N84-31343
N 84-28748
N84-32119
N84-33147
N84-30S86
N84-29852
N84-31993
N 84-33396
N84-33181
N84-33112
N84-16941
N84-16180
N84-16167
N84-16428
N84-16337
N 84-17293
N84-16135
N84-22975
N84-17140
N84-18086 * tt
N84-18207 ' tt
N84-18420 * tt
N84-18171 * tt
N84-18202 ' #
N84-23401 ' tt
N84-28537 • #
N84-21514 ' #
N84-21538 * tt
N 84-21515
N84-21905
N84-21517
N84-23620
N 84-25001
N 84-24600
N 84-24586
N84-25639
N84-27024
NASA-CR-173644 p 725 N84-26973 '
NASA-CR-173708 p 736 N84-28569 '
NASA-CR-173721 p 688 N84-27717 '
NASA-CR-173723 p 666 N84-27681 '
NASA-CR-173784 p819 N84-29685 '
NASA-CR-173799 p 754 N84-28734 '
NASA-CR-173817 p 808 N84-29161 '
NASA-CR-173829 p 758 N84-29851 '
NASA-CR-173832 p 880 N84-32377 '
NASA-CR-173840 p 941 N84-32117 '
NASA-CR-173847 p 941 N84-32116'
NASA-CR-173848 p 941 N84-32115 '
NASA-CR-173849 p 944 N84-32220 '
NASA-CH-173882 p911 N84-31259 '
NASA-CR-173866 p 902 N84-31214 •
NASA-CR-173880 p 903 N84-32395 '
NASA-CR-173881 p 849 N84-32352 '
NASA-CR-173884 p 894 N84-32389 '
NASA-CR-173911 p 933 N84-32919 '
NASA-CR-173987 p 1010 N84-33835 '
NASA-CR-174000 p 1011 N84-34765 '
NASA-CR-174466 p 19 N84-10032 '
NASA-CH-174494 p 98 N84-12096 '
NASA-CR-174507 p 309 N84-16353 '
NASA-CR-174508 p310 N84-16354 '
NASA-CR-174509 p 309 N84-16351 '
NASA-CR-174534 p 76 N84-10267 '
NASA-CR-174540 p 83 N84-10910 '
NASA-CR-174572 p3 N84-11098 '
NASA-CR-174585 p 88 N84-12028 '
NASA-CR-174607 p 143 N84-13688 '
NASA-CR-174609 p 105 N84-13149 '
NASA-CR-174624 p 700 N84-26702 '
NASA-CR-174625 p 989 N84-33417 '
NASA-CR-174627 p 617 N84-25854 '
NASA-CR-174629 p 729 N84-28089 '
NASA-CR-174633 p 486 N84-21879 '
NASA-CR-174841 p 359 N84-19353 '
NASA-CR-174642 p 715 N84-27908 '
NASA-CR-174663 p 538 N84-22568 '
NASA-CR-174667 p 539 N84-23649 '
NASA-CR-174668 p 783 N84-29877 '
NASA-CR-174675 p 605 N84-24580 '
NASA-CR-174680 p 585 N84-25646 '
NASA-CR-174685 p 989 N84-34444 '
NASA-CR-174688 p 538 N84-23629 '
NASA-CR-174691 p 915 N84-32504 '
NASA-CR-174694 p 821 N84-29805 '
NASA-CR-174704 p911 N84-31275 '
NASA-CR-174717 p 782 N84-28794 '
NASA-CR-174761 p916 N84-32552 '
NASA-CR-175257 p911 N84-32404 '
NASA-CR-175338 p 269 N84-16131 '
NASA-CR-175340 p 322 N84-16944 '
NASA-CR-175354 p 299 N84-16179 '
NASA-CR-175356 p 292 N84-16163 '
NASA-CR-175357 p 321 N84-16943 '
NASA-CR-175359 p 269 N84-16134 '
NASA-CH-175389 p 294 N84-17172 '
NASA-CR-175380 p 293 N84-17171 '
NASA-CR-175399 p 338 N84-19283
NASA-CR-175410 p410 N84-20488
NASA-CR-175444 p 454
NASA-CR-3248
NASA-CR-3250 p 755 N84-28741
NASA-CR-3252 p 668 N84-27698
NASA-CR-3290 p 688 N84-27722
NASA-CR-3457 p 755 N84-28740
NASA-CR-3468 p 688 N84-27720
NASA-CR-3469 p 666 N84-27683
NASA-CR-3472 p 688 N84-27721
NASA-CR-3503 p 668 N84-27695
NASA-CR-3517 p 714 N84-27836
NASA-CH-3519 p 689 N84-27723
NASA-CH-3523 p 755 N84-28742
NASA-CR-3524 p 740 N84-28727
NASA-CR-3530 p 754 N84-28736
NASA-CR-3545 p 704 N84-27744
NASA-CR-3585 p 772 N84-28777
NASA-CR-3588 p 975 N84-3340Z
NASA-CR-3621 p 483 N84-20781
NASA-CR-3676 p 273 N84-17130
NASA-CR-3699 p 134 N84-13194
NASA-CR-3700 p 345 N84-18183
NASA-CR-3721 p 177 N84-15114
NASA-CR-3726 '. p 275 N84-17149
NASA-CR-3727 p 97 N84-12091
NASA-CR-3730 p 409 N84-20479
NASA-CR-3738 p 304 N84-16212
NASA-CR-3741 p 185 N84-15135
NASA-CR-3742 p 134 N84-13195
NASA-CR-3743 p 21 N84-11144
NASA-CR-3754 p 273 N84-17129
NASA-CR-3758 p 816 N84-29661
NASA-CR-3763 p 177 N84-15115
NASA-CR-3764 p 273 N84-17131
N 84-20524
p5B4 N84-25641
NASA-CH-3776 p 295
NASA-CR-3777 p 307
NASA-CR-3780 p 409
NASA-CR-3785 p411
NASA-CR-3791 p 758
NASA-CR-3797 p 498
NASA-CR-3802 p 794
NASA-CR-3809 p 848
NASA-CR-3811 p 758
NASA-CR-3813 p819
NASA-CR-3814 p 756
NASA-CR-3821 p 964
NASA-CR-3822 p 902
NASA-CH-3823 p 941
NASA-CR-3827 p 993
NASA-CR-3828 p 902
NASA-CR-3829 p 902
NASA-CR-3832
N84-17178 '
N84-17189 '
N84-20482 '
N84-20494 '
N84-29854
N84-22365'
N84-29888 '
N84-31097 '
N84-29853 '
N84-296B7 '
N84-28749 '
N84-33378'
N84-31216 '
N84-32123 '
N84-33422 '
N84-31217 '
N84-31218
N84-33412 '
NASA-EP-200 p 372 N84-18224 * tt
NASA-RP-1089 p 1010 N84-33832 • #
NASA-RP-1117 p665 N84-27674 • tt
NASA-SP-221(06) p 384 N84-18677 * tt
NASA-SP-222(06) p 488 N84-21899 • tt
NASA-SP-4021 p 633 N84-25602 ' tt
NASA-SP-462 p 204 N84-15144 • #
NASA-SP-7037(171) p 328 N84-19279 ' #
NASA-SP-7038(05) p 395 N84-19133 • #
NASA-SP-7038(07) p 396 N84-19134 • #
NASA-TM-X-2532 p 638 N84-27667 • tt
NASA-TM-56256 p 299 N84-16182 • #
NASA-TM-76947 p 204 N84-15143 * #
NASA-TM-76962 p 352 N84-19335 • tt
NASA-TM-76963 p 468 N84-20602 ' #
NASA-TM-76973 p 328 N84-18153 * #
NASA-TM-77021 p 316 N84-16563 * #
NASA-TM-77025 p 177 N84-15118 • #
NASA-TM-77050 p 307 N84-16219 • #
NASA-TM-77061 p 292 N84-16164 • #
NASA-TM-77079 p 516 N84-23607 • #
NASA-TM-77085 p 246 N84-15552 • #
NASA-TM-77293 p 246 N84-15553 • #
NASA-TM-77325 p 270 N84-16137 * tt
NASA-TM-77326 p 370 N84-18214 * tt
NASA-TM-77327 p 292 N84-16166 * tt
NASA-TM-77341 p 175 N84-14119**
NASA-TM-77347 p 178 N84-15124 • tt
NASA-TM-77370 p 178 N84-15119 • #
NASA-TM-77373 p 178 N84-15122 • tt
NASA-TM-77380 p 371 N84-19359 • tt
NASA-TM-77407 p 336 N84-18170 • #
NASA-TM-77410 p410 N84-20489 * #
NASA-TM-77460 p 790 N84-28808 • tt
NASA-TM-77479 p 781 N84-28793 • tt
NASA-TM-774B1 p 993 N84-34451 • #
NASA-TM-77482 p 792 N84-28814 • tt
NASA-TM-77722 p 967 N84-34432 " #
NASA-TM-77745 p 978 N84-34438 " #
NASA-TM-77749 p 988 N84-33411 • #
NASA-TM-77757 p 965 N84-33380 • #
NASA-TM-77767 p 965 N84-33381 • #
NASA-TM-81733 p498 N84-22488 • tt
NASA-TM-81909-SUPPL p 706 N84-26708 • #
NASA-TM-81922 p 666 N84-27684 * #
NASA-TM-82584 p 729 N84-28111
NASA-TM-83111 p 754 N84-28739
NASA-TM-83218 p 668 N84-27696
NASA-TM-83304 p 814 N84-29500
NASA-TM-83446 p 299 N84-16185
NASA-TM-83508 p 130 N84-12166
NASA-TM-83510 p 143 N84-12730
NASA-TM-83513 p 81 N84-11456
NASA-TM-83515 p 322 N84-16946
NASA-TM-83520 p 395 N84-20320
NASA-TM-83525 p 144 N84-13924
NASA-TM-83529 p 77 N84-11296
NASA-TM-83537 p315 N84-16494
NASA-TM-83538 p 133 N84-13188
NASA-TM-83539 p 316 N84-16589
NASA-TM-83540 p 145 N84-14081 •
NASA-TM-83541 p218 N84-14148 •
NASA-TM-83544 p 300 N84-16186 •
NASA-TM-83545 p 144 N84-13812 •
NASA-TM-83547 p 318 N84-16587 •
NASA-TM-83553 p 88 N84-13140 •
NASA-TM-83554 p 219 N84-14147 •
NASA-TM-83555 p 274 N84-17143 • #
NASA-TM-83557 p 243 N84-14463 * tt
NASA-TM-83558 p 134 N84-13190 * tt
NASA-TM-83561 p 299 N84-16184 • #
NASA-TM-83562 p 410 N84-20490 ' tt
NASA-TM-83564 p 123 N84-13173 • tt
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NASA-TM-83569 p 776 N84-29870 * f
NASA-TM-83576 p 270 N84-18141
NASA-TM-83S77 _ p 385 N84-18683
NASA-TM-83581 p 317 N84-17479
NASA-TM-83593 p 633 N84-26484
NASA-TM-83813 p 485 N34-21832
NASA-TM-83815 p 538 N84-22567
NASA-TM-83816 p 566 N84-23235
.-p 559_N84r22909_#
.... p 713 N84-26785
p585 N84-25644
p485 N84-21849
.... p 799 N84-28917
N84-23923
-NASA-TM-83817
NASA-TM-83823
NASA-TM-83627
NASA-TM-83630
NASA-TM-83632
NASA-TM-83634 p 563
NASA-TM-83635 p 510 N84-22533
NASA-TM-83636 p 502 N84-22527
NASA-TM-83637 p 535 N84-22565
NASA-TM-83639 p 535 N84-22566
NASA-TM-83640 p 535 N84-22564
NASA-TM-83655 p 607 N84-24589
NASA-TM-83858 p 623 N84-25019
NASA-TM-83660 p 608 N84-25712
NASA-TM-83666 p 623 N84-24999
NASA-TM-83668 p 606 N84-24583
NASA-TM-83669 p 585 N84-2S647
NASA-TM-83871 p 1016 N84-34231
NASA-TM-83679 p 539 N84-23848
NASA-TM-83682 p 606 N84-24584
NASA-TM-83686 p 606 N84-24582
NASA-TM-83689 p 605 N84-24579
NASA-TM-83695 p 606 N84-24585
NASA-TM-83897 p 581 N84-24539
NASA-TM-83699 p 781 N84-28791
NASA-TM-83709 p 572 N84-25605
NASA-TM-83710 p 572 N84-25607
NASA-TM-83716 p 572 N84-25606
NASA-TM-83722 p 809 N84-29248
NASA-TM-83726 p810 N84-30294
NASA-TM-63730 p 781 N84-28790
NASA-TM-83731 p810 N84-30223
NASA-TM-83733 p 826 N84-32344
NASA-TM-83735 p811
NASA-TM-63736
NASA-TM-83737
NASA-TM-83739
NASA-TM-83740
NASA-TM-83741
NASA-TM-83751
NASA-TM-83758
, p941
N84-30329
p 783 N84-29878
... p927 N84-31683
... p 850 N84-32357
... p 810 N84-30293
... p 783 N84-29876
... p 926 N84-31558
... p847 .N84-31091
NASA-TM-83760  941 N84-32122
NASA-TM-83764 p 1016 NB4-34230
NASA-TM-83765 p 988 N84-33414
NASA-TM-83773 p 998 N84-33608
NASA-TM-83780 p 849 N84-32351
NASA-TM-83795 p912 N84-32411
NASA-TM-83799 p 1017 N84-35085
NASA-TM-84319-PT-2 p 581 N84-24537
NASA-TM-84325 p 316 N84-16530
NASA-TM-84338 p 69, N84-11177
NASA-TM-84343 p 17 N84-10021
NASA-TM-84351-VOL-2 p 881 N84-32380
NASA-TM-84358 p 44 N84-11157
NASA-TM-84373 p 42 N84-10043
NASA-TM-84375 p 79 N84-10498
NASA-TM-84376 p 305 N84-16216
NASA-TM-84377 1 p 17 N84-10019
NASA-TM-84387 p 69 N84-11176
NASA-TM-B4390 p 394 N84-19050
NASA-TM-84391 p 51 1484-10049
NASA-TM-84393 p 270 N84-16144
NASA-TM-84394 p 686 N84-26893
NASA-TM-84395 p 124 N84-13178
NASA-TM-84396 p 270 N84-16138
NASA-TM-84397 p 42 N84-10042
NASA-TM-84398 p 41 N84-10041
NASA-TM-84401 p 20 N84-11142
NASA-TM-84408 p 69 N84-11178
NASA-TM-84409 p 17 N84-10018
NASA-TM-64422 p 629 N84-25223
NASA-TM-84579 p 105 N84-13151
NASA-TM-84593 p 727 N84-27065
NASA-TM-84S94 p 178 N84-15120
NASA-TM-84618 p 106 N84-13160
NASA-TM-84653 p 322 N84-18018
NASA-TM-84903 p218 N84-14144
NASA-TM-84909 p 531 N84-22557
NASA-TM-84910 .•: p 359 N84-18203
NASA-TM-84911 p 437 N84-20514
NASA-TM-84915 p 175 N84-14122
NASA-TM-84916 p 704 N84-27743
NASA-TM-84917 p 446 N84-20520
NASA-TM-84920 p 229 N84-15159
NASA-TM-84921 p 183 N84-14129
NASA-TM-85066 p 247 N84-15555
NASA-TM-85430 p 28 N84-10037
NASA-TM-85438 p 396 N84-19138
NASA-TM-85454 p 84 N84-11093
NASA-TM45474 p3 N84-10011
NASA-TM-85509 p 821 N84-31047
NASA-TM-85521 p 325 N84-18102
NASA-TM-85522 p 285 N84-17168
NASA-TM-85538 -... p 948 N84-33364
NASA-TM-85550 p 662 N84-26681
NASA-TM-85594 p 559 N84-22771
_NASA-TM-85655 p 107 N84-13181
NASA^TVW5662 p 177~N84i15117-
NASA-TM-85663 p 20 N84-11141
NASA-TM-85667 p 305 N84-16215
NASA-TM-85668 p 123 N84-13172
NASA-TM-85679 p 80 N84-10611
NASA-TM-85681 p 81 N84-11457
NASA-TM-85682 p 80 N84-10609
NASA-TM-85683 p 80 N84-10610
NASA-TM-8S691 p 87 N84-13138
NASA-TM-85696 p 21 N84-11145
NASA-TM-85699 p 295 N84-16178
NASA-TM-85701 p 87
NASA-TM-85702 p 84
NASA-TM-85706 p 142 N84-12531
NASA-TM-85712 p 149
NASA-TM-85713
NASA-TM-85716
NASA-TM-85722
NASA-TM-85723
NASA-TM-85725
NASA-TM-85732
NASA-TM-8S735
NASA-TM-85739
NASA-TM-85740
NASA-TM-85743
N84-13139
N84-12026
N84-14110
p273 N84-17134
p394 N84-19052
p322 N84-16947
..... p 105 N84-13150
p316 N84-16590
p339 N84-19287
p396 N84-19137
p965 N84-3338S
p274 N84-17135
p485 N84-20880
p394 N84-19051
p540 N84-23650
p384 N84-18678
NASA-TM-85744
NASA-TM-85746
NASA-TM-85748
NASA-TM-85749 p328 N84-18154
NASA-TM45750 p410 N84-20487
NASA-TM-85751 p410 N84-204B5
NASA-TM-85753 p 376 N84-19565
NASA-TM-85759 p 362 N84-18206
NASA-TM-85760 p 439 N84-21539
NASA-TM-85761 p 563 N84-23924
NASA-TM-85765 p 849 N84-32348
NASA-TM-85768 p714 N84-27835
NASA-TM-85770 p413 N84-21513
NASA-TM-85776 p 543 N84-23854
NASA-TM-85777 p 528 N84-22553
NASA-TM-85787 p 561 N84-22979
NASA-ThM5790 p631 N84-2542S
NASA-TM-85794 p631 N84-26382
NASA-TM-85795 p 662 N84-26667
NASA-TM-85802 p 930 N84-32827
NASA-TM-85806 p633 N84-26564
NASA-TM-85B07 p 585 N84-25645
NASA-TM-85815 p 772 N84-2B779
NASA-TM-85817 p 756 NB4-28747
NASA-TM-85818 p662 N84-26668
NASA-TM-85823 p 772 N84-28775
NASA-TM-85825 p811 N84-30331
NASA-TM-85828 p809 N84-29245
NASA-TM-85829 p666 N84-27679
NASA-TM-85831 p 774 N84-29864
NASA-TM-85835-VOL-1 p 1013 N84-34828
NASA-TM-85843 p 881 N84-32381
NASA-TM-85844 p 21 N84-11143
NASA-TM-85846 p 371 N84-19362
NASA-TM-85848 p 64 N84-10079
NASA-TM-85849 p 27 N84-10034
NASA-TM-85850 p 17 N84-10020
NASA-TM-85852 p 124 N84-13177
NASA-TM-85855 p 275 N84-17144
NASA-TM-85863 p 124 N84-13176
NASA-TM-85865 p 325 N84-18152
NASA-TM-85869
NASA-TM-85870
NASA-TM-85872
NASA-TM-S5873
NASA-TM-85876
NASA-TM-85878-VOL-1
NASA-TM-85878-VOL-2
p 531 N84-22558
p543 N84-23655
p270 N84-16143
p903 N84-32393
p376 N84-19475
p 567 N84-24327
p631 N84-25426
NASA-TM-85879 p 516 N84-23806
NASA-TM-65880 p 274 N84-17141
NASA-TM-85681 p 274 N84-17137
NASA-TM-85887 P 270 N84-16139
NASA-TM-65890 p 542 N84-23853
NASA-TM-B5892 p 350 N84-18190
NASA-TM-85893 p516 N84-23605
NASA-TM-85894 p 581 N84-24540
NASA-TM-85895 p 352 N84-19334
NASA-TM-85900 p 763 N84-29879
NASA-TM-85901 p 790 N84-29884
NASA-TM-85902 p 606 N84-24588
NASA-TM-85903 p 791 N84-2S885
NASA-TM-85908 p 879 N84-31112
NASA-TM-85914 p 988 N84-33415 '
NASA-TM-85927 p 542 N84-22S85 '
NASA-TM-85931 p 946 N84-33365 '
NASA-TM-85932 p 510 N84-22S35 '
NASA-TM-8S933 p 523 N84-23817 •
NASA-TM-85934 p 847 N84-31090 •
NASA-TM-85936 :. p 571 N84-24528 •
NASA-TM-85937 p 510 N84-22538 •
NASA-TM-85938 p 509 N84-22532 '
~NASA-TM-85939— ..^ r^...^ t^> 542-N84-225B4-!
NASA-TM-85940 p 585 N84-25648 •
NASA-TM-85942 p 862 N84-31105'
NASA-TM-65943 p 928 N84-31554 '
NASA-TM-85946 p 529 N84-23622 '
NASA-TM-85947 p 790 N84-28809 '
NASA-TM-85950 p 688 N84-27718 '
NASA-TM-85951 p 592 N84-24566 '
NASA-TM-85957 p 814 N84-29556 '
NASA-TM-8596S p 666 N84-27680 •
NASA-TM-8S969 p 761 N84-29857 •
NASA-TM-85970 p 849 N84-32350 •
NASA-TM-85971 '. p 902 N84-3121S •
NASA-TM-85976 p 847 N84-31093 '
NASA-TM-85980 p 850 N84-32358 '
NASA-TM-85982 p 820 N84-30887 '
NASA-TM-85983 p 847 N84-31094 '
NASA-TM-85984
NASA-TM-85886
NASA-TM-85989
NASA-TM-85990
NASA-TM-85992
NASA-TM-85994 . ...
NASA-TM-86002
NASA-TM-86009
NASA-TM-86012
NASA-TM-86025
NASA-TM-86028
NASA-TM-66028
NASA-TM-86029 .-
NASA-TM-88031
NASA-TM-86033
NASA-TM-86036
NASA-TM-86039
NASA-TM-66040
NASA-TM-66041
NASA-TM-88257
NASA-TM-8625B
NASA-TM-88259
NA8A-TM-86264
NASA-TM-86269
NASA-TM-86273
NASA-TM-86275
NASA-TM-86278
NASA-TM-66279
NASA-TM-86289
NASA-TM-B6455
NASA-TP-1965
NASA-TP-2000
NASA-TP-2052
NASA-TP-2119
NASA-TP-2122
NASA-TP-2128
NASA-TP-2165
NASA-TP-2183
NASA-TP-2197
NASA-TP-2205
NASA-TP-2212
NASA-TP-2214
NASA-TP-2217
NASA-TP-2220
NASA-TP-2228
NASA-TP-2230
NASA-TP-2231
NASA-TP-2234
NASA-TP-2235
NASA-TP-2237
NASA-TP-2243
NASA-TP-2246
NASA-TP-2247
NASA-TP-2249
NASA-TP-2250 ....
NASA-TP-2251
NASA-TP-2254
NASA-TP-2256
NASA-TP-2259
NASA-TP-2282
NASA-TP-2265 . . .
NASA-TP-2268
NASA-TP-2269
NASA-TP-2270
NASA-TP-2273
NASA-TP-2281
NASA-TP-2282
NASA-TP-2288
NASA-TP-2291
p 75Q
p 847
p 755
. p 975
p 772
p847
p 881
p 991
p 965
p 292
p 228
p 305
p 887
p 781
p 385
p 447
p 437
p 606
p 773
p 790
p 741
p 978
p862
p 927
p 985
p 778
p 849
p 853
p 1015
p 926
p 668
p755
p782
p 18
p 127
p 138
p 733
p 137
p 144
p 105
p 126
p559
p 498
p 318
p 107
p 305
p 61
p 107
.' p 107
p394
p 484
. p 335
p 350
p 335
p 335
p 107
p 495
p 862
p 254
p 294
p272
p 317
p 410
p 335
p 285
p335
p 473
p 351
N84-28746 * #
N84-31092 * tt
N84-28745 • #
N84-33401 '#
N84-28780 • #
N84-31089 * f
N84-32379 * #
N84-34445 * #
N84-33383 * #
NB4-1616B ' #
N84-14157 * #
N84-16213 • tt
N84-32384 ' #
N84-28792 • #
N84-18685 * #
N84-20521 * #
N84-20515 * #
N84-24587 • tt
N84-29863- #
N 84-29883 '#
N84-29847 ' #
N84-34439**
N84-31104' #
N84-31684**
N84-33382'#
N84-29871 • tt
N84-32353 ' #
N84-32385'*
i N84-34199 * #
N84-31597 ' D>
N84-27894 * #
N84-28743 • »
N84-28795 * #
N84-10025 * #
N84-13182 ' #
N84-13198 * #
N84-27461 * #
N84-12190 • #
N84-13923 * #
N84-13152 * #
N84-12164 • #
N84-22906 ' #
N 84-22363' 1C
N84-17590 ' #
N84-13163 ' #
N84-17184 ' »
N84-11171 ' #
N84-13165 ' »
N84-13164 • #
N84-19049 ' f
N84-20878 * tt
N84-18162 * #
N84-18189 * tt
N84-18163 * t
N84-18164 * tt
N84-13162 ' tt
N84-21277 • «
N84-26660 * #
N84-15894 •#
N84-17175 ' «
N84-17127 ' #
N84-17525 • »
NS4-20486'*
N84-17132 * ft
N84-18159 ' ff
N84-17165 * tt
N84-18161 * tt
N84-21740 * tt
N84-19333 • tt
F-18
REPORT NUMBER INDEX PB84-178847
NASA-TP-2292
NASA-TP-2294
NASA-TP-2296
NASA-TP-2297
NASA-TP-2298 .
NASA-TP-2300 ....:
NASA-TP-2303
NASA-TP-2304
NASA-TP-2306
NASA-TP-2308
NASA-TP-2309
NASA-TP-231 2
NASA-TP-2313 ..
NASA-TP-2319
NASA-TP-2326
NASA-TP-2327
NASA-TP-2328
NASA-TP-2330
NASA-TP-2333
NASA-TP-2335
NASA-TP-2340 .
NASA-TP-2348
NASA-TP-2351
NASA-TP-23S3
NASA-TP-2356
NASA-TP-2387
NASA-TP-3775
NATC-TM-83-1-SY „
NATICK/TR-64/001
NAUFP-202-2
NAVTRAEQUIPC-TN-66
NAVTRAEOUIPC-80-D-0014-0019-
1
NAVTRAEQU1PC-81-C-0105-4
NAVTRAEQUIP&82-M-0767-1 ....
NAVTRAEOUIPC-82-M-1131-1 ....
NAVWESA-1-63-VOL-1
N A VWESA- 1 -83-VOL-2
NBDL-84R002
NBS-BSS-160
NBS-GCR-83-431
NBSIR-84-2817 ....
NCEL-TN-1679
NCEL-TN-1684
p409
p4SS
p454
p411
p486
p447
p933
p605
pSSI
p631
p893
p552
pS64
p903
p879
p665
p66S
p850
p864
p788
p965
p7S6
D880
p 942
pB30
p529
p 127
o 569
P388
p372
p363
p708
P544
p994
D 201
p 201
p929
p809
p282
p761
pS64
D468
N84-20480 * ff
N84-21549 * t
N84-20S62 *
N84-20493 *
N84-21901 *
N84-21S42 *
N84-31865 *
N84-24578 *
N84-24538 *
N84-25422 *
N84-32388 *
N84-23750 *
N84-24044 *
N84-28958 *
NS4-32394 *
N84-31111 *
N84-27675 *
N84-27678 '
N84-32354 * tt
N04-33377 * #
N84-28801 * #
N84-33379 * #
N84-287SO * tt
N84-32378 * #
N84-32124 ' ff
N84-32824 * tt
N84-23623 * #
N84-13184 #
N84-23403 #
N84-19927 * #
N84-19367 ff
N84-18209 ff
N84-27753 ff
NS4-22587 #
N84-34452 »
N64-171S4 tt
N84-1715S ff
N84-32793 9
N84-30139 ff
N84-17162 ff
N84-298S9 tf
N84-24009 ff
N84-21566 if
NDU/ICAF-83/047 p 259 N84-17121 #
NEAR-TR-268 p611 N84-24597 ff
NEAR-TR-288 p 272 N84-16151 ff
NEAH-TR-294 p 337 N84-1817S ff
NEAH-TR-305 p 107 N84-13166 #
NEAR-TR-307 p 273 N84-17120 * ff
NEDU-6-84 p 793 N84-28816 ff
NFL-ll-38/84 p 948
NFL-ll-39/84 p 948
NtAST-82/78 p 134
NlAST-82/80 p 269
NIPER-134-PPS-84/2 p 803
NISC-THANS-7224 p 352
NLR-MEMO-SM-63-050-U
NLR-MP-82006-U p 22
NLR-MP-82014-U p 176
NLR-MP-82020-U p 179
NLR-MP-82024-U p 252
NLR-MP-82041-U p 205
NLH-MP-62046-U p 387
NLR-MP-82048-U p 359
NLR-MP-82052-U p 338
NLR-MP-82055-U p 385
NLR-MP-82057-U p 414
NLH-MP-820S9-U p 392
NLR-MP-83001-U p 663
NLR-MP-83002-U p 623
NLR-MP-83003-U p 497
NLR-MP-83006-U p 414
NLH-MP-63010-U p 455
NLR-MP-83012-U p414
NLR-MP-83013-U p 428
N84-34394
N84-34396
N84-13192
N 84-16133
N84-30106
N84-19336
N 84-33583
N84-11151
N84-15113
N84-15131
N84-15860
N84-15149
N84-19774
N84-19355
N84-18181
N84-18713
N84-21523
N84-19011
N 84-26672
N 84-24929
N84-22379
N84-21524
N84-21550
N84-21521
N 84-21534
NLR-MP-8301 7-U
NLR-MP-83021-U
NLR-MP-83026-U
NLR-MP-830304J
NLR-MP-83031-U
NLR-MP-830384)
NLR-MP-83043-U
NLR-MP-83044-U
NLR-MP-83051-U
NLR-MP-83052-U
NLH-MP-83060-U
NLR-MP-83070-U
NLR-TR-61120-U
NLR-TR-82012-U
NLH-TR-82041-U-REV
NLfl-TR-82054-U-ADD
NLR-TR-82075-U
NLR-TR-82078-U
NLR-TR-62081-U
NLR-TR-82088-U-PT-1
NLR-TR-82088-U-PT-2
NLR-TR-82123-U
NLR-TR-82134-U
NLR-TR-83031-U
NLR-TR-83048-U
NMAB-412
NMERI-TA5-11
NMI-R-175
NMI-R-176
NOAA-TM-ERL-ESG-2
NOAA-TM-OAO-2
NOAA-TH-NESDIS-e
NOAA-83062206
NOAA-83090106
NOAA-64020701
NOR-83-84 ....:
NOSC-CR-224
NOSC/TD-690
NPS-01 2-83-004 PR
NPS54-83-014
NPS55-83-013
NPS67-83-O03CR .
NPS69-84-004
NRC-20974
NRC-21230
NRC-21274
NRC-21379
NRC-22448 . ...'
NRC-22576
NRC-22648
NRC-23412
NRC-33184 '.
p414
P663
P937
p663
p734
p663
p730
p733
p687
p774
p820
p972
p561
p98
p383
p998
p439
p351
p596
p972
p972
p794
p791
p795
p 979
pSOO
p385
p729
p729
p 28
p 677
p693
p28
p249
p677
p237
p 564
p 765
p2S8
p396
p60
p616
p810
p714
p 18
p 19
p 185
p246
p201
p375
p966
P758
1484-21522 #
N84-26673 #
N84-31984 #
N84-26674 tt
N84-28530 tt
N84-26675 #
N84-27343 #
N84-27482 #
N84-26697 #
N84-29869 #
N84-30898 #
NM-33399 #
N84-22990 tt
N84-12098 #
N84-18212 tt
N84-33583 tt
N84-21541 tt
N84-18200 tt
N84-24572 tt
N84-33397 tt
N84-33398 tt
N84-29891 #
N84-29886 tt
N84-29892 tt
N84-33409 #
N84-29000 #
N84-19608 tt
N84-28104 tt
N84-28105 tt
N84-10040 #
N84-26692 tf
N84-26698 tt
N84-10040 #
N84-14650 tt
N84-26692 tt
N84-15251 tt
N84-24017 ff
N84-28770 tf
N84-1 5024 tf
NB4-20444 #
N84-10072 tt
N84-24824 tt
N84-30233 tt
N84-27837 tt
N84-10028 #
N84-10029 tt
N84-15136 tt
N84-15503 tt
N84-14135 tt
N84-18421 tt
N84-33389 tt
NS4-29855 tt
NTSB-AAR-84-05 p 760 N84-28760 ff
NTSB-AAR-84-07 p 854 N84-32368 £
NTSB-SR-83-01 P110 N84-12142 #
NRL-MR-5231 p 552 N84-23702 ff
NRL-MR-5253 p 377 N84-19596 ff
NRL-MR-5357 p916 N84-32553 ff
NRL-8892 p 77 N84-11321 ff
NRL-8828 p 929 N84-32792 ff
NR81H-100 p754 N84-28738 ' tf
NR83H-20 p211 N84-14141 #
NSMRL-1018 p518 N84-23616 tt
NSWC/MP-83-82 p 337 N84-18178 ff
NSWC/TR-83-374 p 550 N84-22703 tt
NT-81-19 p178 N84-15119 • #
NTS/ARG-84/01 p588 N04-25672 #
NTSB-AAR-83-03 p 27 N84-10038 tt
NTSB-AAR-83-05 p110 N84-13169 #
NTSB-AAR-83-06 p419 N04-20500 #
NTSB-AAR-83-07 p110 N84-13168 ff
NTSB-AAR-84-01 p 674 N84-27702 tt
NTSB-AAR-84-02 p 419 N84-20502 #
NTSB-AAH-84-03 p 420 N84-21525 #
NTSB-AAR-04-04 p 518 N84-23613 tt
NTSB-SS-84-02 p 760 N84-28761
NTSB-SS-84-03 p 589 N84-25681
ONERA-TP-1981-117
NWC-TP-6098 p 588 N84-24565 ff
NWC-TP-6508 p 784 N84-29882 ff
OEHL-TR-82-5 P 51 N84-10052 ff
ONERA-NT-1881-10 p 252 N84-15855 #
ONERA-NT-1982-8 p 632 N84-26386 ff
ONERA-NT-1983-5 p613 N84-25735 ff
ONERA-NT-1983-6 p 632 N84-26387 ff
ONERA-P-1983-2 p 633 N84-26455 tt
... p177 N84-15118- tt
ONERA-1982-5
ONERA. TP NO. 1983-10
ONERA, TP NO. 1983-118 ....
ONERA, TP NO. 1983-119 ....
ONERA. TP NO. 1983-120 ....
ONERA. TP NO. 1983-124 ....
ONERA, TP NO. 1983-125 ....
ONERA, TP NO. 1983-126 ....
ONERA, TP NO. 1983-128 ....
ONERA, TP NO. 1983-129 ....
ONERA. TP NO. 1983-136 ....
ONERA, TP NO. 1983-139 ....
ONERA. TP NO. 1983-6
ONERA, TP NO. 1983-9
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-108 ....
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-13
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-14
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-16
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-17
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-1
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-27
ONERA. TP NO. 1984-28
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-29
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-2
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-35
ONERA. TP NO. 1984-38
ONERA. TP NO. 1984-51
ONERA. TP NO. 1984-61
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-62
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-6
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-74
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-91
ONERA. TP NO. 1984-92
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-93
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-94
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-96
OHNL/SUB-78-7229/4
OSURF-762084/712747
OT/R/176
OTA-STI-175
OU/AEC/EER-59-3
OU/AEC/EER-62-1
PB83-222562
PB83-228460
PB83-231076
PB83-250019
PB83-252460
PB83-2S7139
PB83-910403
PB83-91 0405
PB83-91 0406
PB83-910407
PB83-917004
PB84-101153
PB84-1 16086
PB84-1 24064
PB84-1 27323
PB84-127695
PB84-1 27703
PB84-1 42033
PB84-1 54301
PB84-154913
PB84-1 55738 ....'.
PB84-171552
PB84-1 77377
PB84-178847
p88
P 7
p 138
P 91
P 91
P 91
P 91
p91
p 139
p 128
p 91
p306
P 6
P 8
p872
p 717
p642
p642
p643
p803
p837
p953
p985
p803
P577
p838
p874
p919
p838
p636
p746
p837
p831
p835
p890
p891
p386
p715
p729
p114
p428
p427
P28
P 43
P 3
p 145
pee
p 249
P 27
p 110
p419
p110
p 110
p282
p371
p305
p260
p396
p396
p 420
p 503
p632
p677
p 707
p 708
p809
N84-13142
A84-10093
A84-13631
A84-13632
A84-13633
A84-13639
A64-13640
A84-13641
A84-13643
A84-15074
A84-13647
A64-19928
A84-10087
A84-10102
A84-45010
A84-37532
AB4-37533
A84-37535
A84-37538
A84-39975
A84-45177
A84-46971
A84-47042
A84-39973
A84-35234
A84-45183
A84-4S192
A84-45202
A84-45203
A84-37528
A84-41341
A84-45052
A84-44944
A84-45025
A84-44992
AB4-45036
N84-19611
N84-27911
N84-28105
N84-12143
N84-21530
N 84-20 503
N84-10040
N84-10048
N 84-10012
N84-14070
N84-13147
N84-14650
N 84-10038
N84-13169
N84-20500
N 84-13168
N84-12142
N 84-17162
N 84- 18223
N84-17187
N84-17124
N 84-19183
N84-191B4
N84-21526
N 84-23602
N84-25525
N84-26692
N84-26715
N84-26716
N 84-301 39
tt
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
tt
ff
#
tt
tt
tt
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
tt
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
tt
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
F-19
PB84-181650 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
PB84-181650
PB84-182914
PS84-189729
PB84-209287
PB84-210103
PB84-217082
PB84-219674
PB84-910401
PB84-910402
PB84-910403
PRB19104O5
PB84-910407
PB84-917002
PB85-102135
PNL-SA-10999
PNL-SA-12287 '
PNL-3960
PNL-5013
PNR-90167
PNR-90168
PNR-90171
PNR-90172
PNR-90174
PNR-90175
PNR-90176
PNR-90178
PNR-90179
PNR-90181
PNR-90182
PNR-90183
PNR-90184
PNR-90185
PNR-90187
PNR-90189
PNR-90190
PNR-90191
PNR-90192
PNR-90193
PNR-90194
PNR-90195
PNR-90196
PNR-90197
PNR-90198
PNR-90189
PREPRINT-604
PTI-8318
PWA-5574-1 75- VOL-1
PWA-5594-142
PWA-5594-152
PWA-5594-165
PWA-5594-167
PWA-5594-171
PWA-5594-191
PWA-5697-65
PWA-5777-29
PWA-5777-30
PWA-5896-21
PWA-5914-21
p 795
p588
p863
p854
p854
p761
p693
p674
p419
p420
p760
p854"
.... p 760
p 849
p 19
p 943
p73
p803
p564
p 536
p551
p536
p536
p 550
p536
p536
p537
. p537
p 550
p 808
p 559
p560
p560
p 559
p540
. p537
p 580
p 537
p 559
p 537
p537
p537
p537
p560
p341
.. p708
p 915
p 894
p701
p701
p701
p781
. p781
p 76
p 140
p309
p359
P929
N84-29893
N84-25672
N84-32374
N84-32370
N84-32371
N84-29859
N84-26698
N84-27702
N84-20502
N84-21525
N84-28760
~N8*32368~
N84-28761
N84-32348
N84-10033
N84-33166
N84-10107
N84-30030
N84-23037
N84-22570
N84-22767
N84-22571
N84-22572
N84-22742
N84-22573
N84-22574
N 84-22575
N84-22576
N84-22743
N84-29234
N84-22813
N84-22956
N84-22971
N84-22814
N84-23651
N84-22577
N84-22972
N84-22578
N84-22815
N84-22579
N84-225BO
N84-22581
N84-22582
N84-22973
N84-19302
N 84-27752
N84-32504
N84-32389
N84-27739
N84-27737
N84-27738
N84-28788
N84-28789
N84-10332
N84-12312
N84-16337
N84-19353
N84-32790
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
RAE-TM-RAD-NAV-224
RAE-THANS-2108
PWA/FR-17211 p999 N84-34631 ff
PWA/QPD-FR-16816 p 474 N84-21753 ff
PWA/GPD-FR-16823 p 61 N84-10076 ff
PWA/GPD-FR-17145-VOL-1 p 316 N84-16529 • ff
PWA/GPD-FR-17404-VOL-1 p 377 N84-19597 ft
PWA/GPt>FH-17404-VOL-2 p 377 N84-19598 ft
PWA/GPD-FH-17826 p 538 N84-23629 • ff
QR-11 p 243 N84-14439 ff
RAND/N-2031-ARPA
RAND/N-2139-ARPA
p383 N84-18484 ff
p998 N84-33562 #
.... p392 N84-18955 ff
.... p863 N84-31108 ff
RE-667 p411 N84-20498 ff
REPRINT-751 p 537 N84-22578 ff
REPR1NT-758 p 559 N84-22815 ff
REPRINT-870 P564 N84-23037 ff
- REPRINT-871 - p 538_N84£2570_#
REPRINT.873 p 551 N84-22767 ff
REPRINT-875 p 536 N84-22571 ff
REPRINT-877 p 536 N84-22572 ff
REPRINT-878 p 550 N84-22742 ff
REPRINT-879 p 538 N84-22573 ff
REPRINT-891 p 537 N84-22577 ff
REPRINT-892 p 537 N84-22575
REPRINT-894 p 537 N84-22576
REPRINT-895 p 550 N84-22743
REPR1NT-896 p 808 N84-29234
REPRINT-897 p 559 N84-22813
REPRINT-898 p 560 N84-22956
REPRINT-900 p 560 N84-22971
REPRINT-902 P559 N84-22814
REPRINT-903 P540 N84-23651
REPRINT-904 P560 N84-22972
REPRINT-913 p 537 N84-22580
REPHINT-914 p 537 N84-22581
REPHINT-916 p 537 N84-22582
HEPRINT-917 p 560 N84-22973
REPRINT-919 p 537 N84-22579 ff
REPT-A-5/84-PT-1 . p966 N84-33393 ff
REPT-0226-10 p 941 N84-32116 ff
REPT-0226-11 p736 N84-28569 ff
REPT-0226-12 :. p941 N84-32117
REPT-0226-7 p 321 N84-16941
REPT-0226-9 p 941 N84-32115
REPT-1080-33-VOL-4 p815 N84-30774
REPT-1080-35 p937 N84-31973
REPT-1378-03-8-3150 p 694 N84-26699
REPT-1378-03-8-3150 p 765 N84-28766
REPT-1378-11-9-3244 p 677 N84-26689
REPT-1514-2 p811 N84-30310 '
REPT-155 p4 N84-11113
REPT-1842-EEG-TR-83-18-EX p 395 N84-19071
REPT-2-20150/4R-2 p 1015'N84-34999
REPT-2-52300/2R-53020 p 754 N84-28737 *
REPT-2-55110/2R-53299 p 98 N84-12096 •
REPT-2-55110/3R-53463-VOL-1 . p 662 N84-26662 • ff
REPT-2-55110/3R-53463-VOL-2 . p 662 N84-26663 * #
REPT-2846-01-TR-3082 p 325 N84-18103 ff
REPT-38945«>12-UT-00 p 800 N84-28995 * ff
REPT-3 p83 N84-11884'#
REPT-4-83 p 595 N84-24569 ff
REPT-474.145/83 p 598 N84-25703 'ff
REPT-475 p 355 N84-19352 ff
REPT-5/1982 p 345 N84-19316 ff
REPT-7487-928028 p 242 N84-14355 ff
REPT-82-18823 p 244 N84-15398 ff
REPT-83-A1-SEH-A p 124 N84-13175 ff
REPT-83-A2-SER-A p413 N84-21512 ff
REPT-83-47 p 18 N84-10022 ff
REPT-83-63 p 255 N84-15696 ff
REPT-83F0228 p 247 N84-155S5 ff
REPT-84-6 p338 N84-19282 ff
REPT-84SRC10 '. p 789 N84-28807 ff
REPT-8404-1 p 903 N84-31219 ff
ROLLAB-MEMO-RM-096 p 232 N84-15161 #
RR-41 R259 N84-17121 ff
QTPR-4 p799 N84-28915 • # RRM3-4-905 P 62 N84-11175 ff
RADC-TR-83-274
RADC-TR-83-291
RADC-TR-83-293
RADC-TR-83-5 ....
RADC-TR-84-52-VOL-2
p726
p728
p728
p242
p925
RADC-TR-84-91 p809
RAE-STRUCT-ACC-245
RAE-STRUCT-ACC-248
... p674
... p 674
RAE-STRUCTS-A4/11129/AJA/10
9 p 674
RAE-STRUCTS-A4/11183/WB .... p 674
RAE-TM-AERO-1963 p 726
RAE-TM-FS(F)-514 p 97
ff RTCA/DO-139 p 482 N84-20734 ff
ff RTCA/DO-156 P482 N84-20734 ff
ff RTCA/DO-157 p482 N84-20734 #
ff RTCA/DO-165-VOL-1 p 593 N84-25685 #
ff RTCA/DO-185-VOL-2 p 593 N84-25686 ff
ff RTCA/DO-188 p482 N84-20734 ff
ff RTI/2095/00-01-F p 295 N84-17178 • ff
ff RTI/2487 p 678 N84-26685 • ff
R81AEG282 p989 N84-33417 • ff
N84-26678 ff R82AEB438 p 988 N84-33416 • ff
N84-26677 ff R82AEB491-VOL-1 p 942 N84-33148 * ff
R82AEB491-VOL-2 p 942 N84-33149 * ff
N84-27007 ff R82AEB491-VOL-3 p 942 N84-33150 ' ff
R82AEB494 p 818 N84-29661 ' #
N84-12089 ff R82AEB532 p 61 N84-11170'*
N84-26974
N84-27989
N84-27987
N84-14400
N84-31467
N84-30159
N84-26678
N84-26677
R83-491-APP-A-E p 707 N84-26711 ff
R83-49-APP-A-E p 707 N84-26712 #
R83-912666-58 p 97 N84-12091 • ff
R83-956077-2 p 80 N84-10814 • ff
R83-956149-16 p 964 N84-33378 • ff
R83AEB35B-VOL-1 p 567 N84-24323 • ff
R83AEB358-VOL-2 p 567 N84-24324 • ff
R83AEB637 p 928 N84-32714 ff
R84-900027F p 808 N84-29152 • ff
R84AEB012 p 605 N84-24580 • ff
S-REPT-98-455 p 569 N84-24506 ff
_S-REPTJMM55 p 569 N84-24507 ff
S-1585 p 134 N84-13195 • ff
S-530 p 299 N84-16182 • ff
SAALC/MM-8149 p438 N84-20519 ff
SAE PAPER 831103 p 479 A84-29038 ff
SAE PAPER 831104 p 430 A84-29039 ff
SAE PAPER 831105 p 479 A84-29040 ff
SAE PAPER 831106 p 430 A84-29041 ff
SAE PAPER 831107 p 431 A84-29042 ff
SAE PAPER 831139 p 431 A84-29068 ff
. SAE PAPER 831141 p 431 A84-29069 ff
SAE PAPER 831385 p 458 A84-29498 ff
SAE PAPER 831405 p 397 A84-29626 #
SAE PAPER 831406 p 397 A84-29627 ff
SAE PAPER 831411 p 468 A84-29628 #
SAE PAPER 831412 p 418 A84-29477 ff
SAE PAPER 831413 p418 A84-29478 #
SAE PAPER 831414 p418 A84-29479 #
SAE PAPER 831420 p 458 A84-29483 ff
SAE PAPER 831421 p 426 A84-29484 • ff
SAE PAPER 831425 p 433 A84-29527 ff
SAE PAPER 831426 p 452 A84-29528 #
SAE PAPER 831427 p 467 A84-29529 • »
SAE PAPER 831428 p 458 A84-29530 • ff
SAE PAPER 831431 p 419 A84-29629 ff
SAE PAPER 831432 p 468 A84-29630 ff
SAE PAPER 831438 p 431 A84-29452 * ff
SAE PAPER 831439 p 432 A84-29453 ' ff
SAE PAPER 831441 p 435 A84-29633 ff
SAE PAPER 831443 p 498 A84-29634 ff
SAE PAPER 831445 p 445 A84-29488 #
SAE PAPER 831446 p 445 A84-29489 #
SAE PAPER 831448 p 445 A84-29490 ff
SAE PAPER 831451 p 445 A84-29492 ff
SAE PAPER 831455 p 432 A84-29493 ff
SAE PAPER 831456 p 445 A84-29494 ff
SAE PAPER 831462 p 446 A84-29497 ff
SAE PAPER 831466 p 432 A84-29499 ff
SAE PAPER 831467 p 418 A84-29500 ff
SAE PAPER 831469 p 458 A84-29502 ff
SAE PAPER 831471 p 432 A84-29503 #
SAE PAPER 831472 p 432 A84-29504 ff
SAE PAPER 831473 p 446 A84-29505 #
SAE PAPER 831475 p 450 A84-29454 ff
SAE PAPER 831476 p 451 A84-29455 ff
SAE PAPER 831477 p 451 A84-29456 ff
SAE PAPER 831478 p 451 A84-29457 ff
SAE PAPER 831480 p 451 A84-29458 . ff
SAE PAPER 831482 p 458 A84-29459 ff
SAE PAPER 831483 p 459 A84-29541 ff
SAE PAPER 831484 p 459 A84-29542 ff
SAE PAPER 831485 p 459 A84-29543 ff
SAE PAPER 831488 p 459 A84-29544 ff
SAE PAPER 831487 p 434 A84-29545 f
SAE PAPER 831488 p 434 A84-29546 ff
SAE PAPER 831489 p 460 A84-29547 tf
SAE PAPER 831492 p 433 A84-29531 ff
SAE PAPER 831493 p 433 A84-29532 #
SAE PAPER 831494 p 433 A84-29533 #
SAE PAPER 831496 p 452 A84-29534 #
SAE PAPER 831497 p 418 A84-29506 ff
SAE PAPER 831507 p 426 A84-29511 ff
SAE PAPER 831513 p 481 A84-29638 ff
SAE PAPER 831517 p 451 A84-29460 • ff
SAE PAPER 831519 p 480 A84-29462 * ff
SAE PAPER 831520 p 451 A84-29463 ff
SAE PAPER 831521 p 426 A84-29513 ff
SAE PAPER 831522 p 446 A84-29514 ff
SAE PAPER 831524 p 433 A84-29516 ff
SAE PAPER 831533 p 446 A84-29521 ff
SAE PAPER 831536 p 452 A84-2953S ff
SAE PAPER 831537 p 434 A84-29538 ' #
SAE PAPER 831539 p 452 A84-29484 ff
SAE PAPER 831540 p 452 A84-29465 ff
SAE PAPER 831541 p 452 A84-29466 ff
SAE PAPER 831542 p 481 A84-29467 ff
SAE PAPER 831547 p 434 A84-29537 ff
SAE PAPER 831548 : p 434 A84-29538 ff
SAE PAPER 831549 p 459 A84-29539 • ff
SAE PAPER 831550 p 452 A84-29468 ff
SAE PAPER 831554 p 435 A84-29640 #
F-20
REPORT NUMBER INDEX US-PATENT-CLASS-428-76
SAE PAPER 831556
SAE PAPER 831557
SAI-83-01-APP-A-E ......
SAI-83-01-APP-A-E
SAND43-0432C
SAND-63-1753C
SAND43-2013C
SAND-83-2254C
SAND-83-7029
SAND44-0348C
SAND-84-7001
SAPR-45
SAPR-7
SAR-7
SASR-4
SASR-5
SC-147-VOL-1
SC-147-VOL-2
SCS254.2FR
SC5332.6FR ..
SC5358.2AR
SO-TR-83-SO
SER-70452
SJ-8230-36063-2
SNIAS-832-1 11-104
SNIAS-832-1 11 -108
SNIAS-832-1 11 -109
SNIAS-832-111-112
SNIAS-832-1 11-1 13
SNIAS-632-210-102
SNIAS-832-210-103 ..
SNIAS-632-210-104
SNIAS-832-210-106
SNIAS-832-210-107
SNIAS-832-21 0-1 08
SNIAS-832-210-110
SNIAS-832-210-113
SNIAS-832-502-101
SNIAS-832-551-102
SNIAS-841-210-102
SNIAS-841-551-103
SPER-8390
SR-14
SR-2
SRA-R83-930006-F
SRI-490S
SR83-R-4663-30
STI-TR-1151-3
STI-TR-1 163-3
STPA/ON-6 ...
SVIC-BULL-53-PT-1
SVIC-BU U--53-PT-2
SWR 1-01-6745
SWRI-6721
SWRI-6797/4
S82-03-APP-A-E
S82-O3-APP-A-E
T-129
TAE-483
TAE-493
TAMRF-3224-84-01
TASC-TR-8203-1
TBA-7467-927063
TCRL-23
TCRL-24
TCRL-25
TOCK-77951
p 435
p436
p707
p707
p414
p 51 1
p 179
p810
p98
p 583
p851
p310
p821
... . p729
p293
pB94
p593
p593
p 237
p756
p 713
p21
p789
p 1008
p 734
p617
p598
p598
p598
p598
p630
p 628
p599
p 599
p627
p587
p632
p 624
p617
p948
p 879
p 690
p613
p627
p757
p826
p218
p460
p201
p675
p387
p387
p854
p801
.... p 976
p 707
p 707
p295
p 252
p 584
p 413
p 328
p727
... p60
p 782
p782
p498
A84-29641
A84-29842
N 84-26711
N84-26712
N84-21518
N84-22541
NM-1S128
N84-30211
N84-12097
N84-24S63
N84-32363
N84-17293
N84-29805
N84-28089
N84-17171
NB4-32389
N84-25685
N84-25686
N84-14297
N84-28751
N84-26797
N84-11148
N84-28806
IN84-33649
N84-28519
N84-25772
N84-25703
N84-24575
N84-25704
N84-2S705
N84-26374
N84-26058
N84-25706
N84-25707
N84-26045
N84-25655
N84-26388
N84-25B65
N84-25833
N84-33367
N84-31118
N84-27730
N84-24600
N84-26032
N84^28752
N84-32345
N84-14143
N84-20564
N84-14138
N84-27705
N84- 19866
N84-19881
N84-32366
N84-29008
N84-33406
N84-26711
N84-26712
N84-17179
N84-15876
N 84-25640
N84-21514
N84-18158
N84-27914
N84-10073
N84-28798
N84-28797
N84-22371
ft
ff
ff
»
ff
»
»
ff
#
t
It
• f f
' ff
• #
' ff
•»
ff
<t
•~ff
ff
ff
«
• f f
.ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
»
ff
• f f
. f f
ff
ff
•ff
•f f
ff
»
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
9
ff
ff
#
•f f
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
TEI-A009-1 1
TELAC-83-11
TELEDYNE-CAE- 1 987
TF21 1/1 52-08-83
TM-84-A^
TM-69
TN-1 06-010
TOP-6-2-013
TOP-7-3-507
TR-OQ83(3785}-1
TR-0084(9975)-2
TR-296
TR-653
TR -6821 01
TR-683
TR -83-423
TR-83412
TROSCOM-TR-84-1
TRR-5
TRW-S/N-41354 000
TSC-FAA-83-3
TTD1 10513000
UCB/RP / IE/ A1 01 3
UCB/R P/84/A 1 02 1
UQD-19655
UQ 0*19650
UQD-19944-PT-1
UCID-20054
UCRL-53448
UDR-TR-82-112
UDR-TR-82-114
UDR-TRJMM36
UDR-TR-82-25-PT-4
UDR-TR-82-74
UDR-TR-83-1 37-VOL-1
UDR-TR -63-20
UOR-TR-63-25-PT-1
UDR-TR-83-25-PT-2
UDR-TR-83-37
UDR TR-83-43
UDR-TR-83-64
UDR-TR-83-70
UDR-TR-84-12
UILU-ENQ-84-0501 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-017889
US»PATENT APPL-SN^371 &4
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-053465
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-1 36652
US-PATENT APPL-SN 157150
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-224231
US-PATENT.APPL-SN-238257
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-238791
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-238888
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-245571
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-263829
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-266253
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-280155
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-284287
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-309292
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-315588
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-339258
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-341459
i ttPATFNT APPI GM_fl<VU7'3
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-363349
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-370233
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-372870-82
UfrPATENT-APPL-SN-383384
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-386488
USJ>ATENT-APPL-SrW92096
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-401163
US-PATENT-APPL-SM-401288
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-409878
US-PATENT-APPL-SM-412039
US-PATENT.APPL-SN-418115
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-418117
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-425201
USJ'ATENT-APPL-SN-452486
p243 N84-14439
p376 N84-19486
p 538 N84-22568 '
p740 N84-28731
p 991 N84-3444S '
p285 N84-17168*
P470 N84-21601
p126 N84-1216S
p 88 N84-13146
p21 N84-11148
p510 N84-22S38
p 273 N84-17131 •
P242 N84-14393
p 64 N84-10078 •
P1011 N84-34662
p774 N84-29868
P294 N84-17176
p398 N84-20474
p 42 N84-10044
p782 N84-28798
p571 N84-24538
p 1015 N84-34999
p81 N84-11517
p802 N84-30024
p249 N84-14646
p351 N84-18199
p583 N84-24562
p928 N84-32664
p484 N84-20864
p 82 N84-10782
p 82 N84-10783
p205 N84-15146
p122 N84-12159
p800 N84-28998
p811 N84-30320
pt23 N84-12161
p122 N84-12158
p122 N84-12157
p759 N84-29856
p 175 N84-14124
p337 N84-18174
p528 N84-22555
p98B N84-33395
p274 N84-17140-
p753 N84-28732*
p 728 N84-28081 *
p853 N84-32364
p605 N84-24577-
p 1010 N84-33808 *
p980 N84-34443 *
p 988 N84-33410 '
p 254 N84-14873 '
p 729 N84-28082 '
p535 N84-22560'
p 122 N84-12154 '
p 522 N84-22S46 •
p77 N84-11214'
p 727 N84-27951 *
p 729 N84-28085 *
p 527 N84-22551 '
p880 N84-32376
p993 N84-34449
p 534 N84-22559 *
p992 N84-33421
p915 N84-32434
p977 N84-34436
p 694 N84-27733 '
p1011 N84-34707
p20 N84-11138'
p893 N84-32386
p728 N84-28081 '
p 708 N84-27749 •
p980 N84-34443 *
p915 N84-32529
p969 N84-34433
p244 N84-15395 •
o 968 N84-33394 •
tt
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
It
ff
ff
ff
»
ff
ff
ff
It
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
»
tt
»
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
#
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-456460 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-481108 ....
US-PATEWT-APPL-SN-494484 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-532430 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-539352 ....
US-PATEHT-APPL-SN-S48584 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-550681 ....
US-PATEMT-APPL-SN-551S38 ....
US4>ATENT-APPL-Sf4-565481 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-573162 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-576308 ....
US-PATEHT-APPL-SN-578387 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-578388 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-580419 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-583549 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-596960 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-601514 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-602050 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-603374 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-610897 ....
US-PATENT-APPU-SN-611041 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-614904 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-616454 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-633180 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-638541 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-640712 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-649329 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-753971 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-156-172
US-PATENT-CLASS-228-157
US-PATENT-CLASS-228-181
US-PATENT-CLASS-228-212
US-PATENT-CLASS-239-Z65.17
US-PATENT-CLASS-239-Z65.17
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-119 ......
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-122
US-PATENT-CUSS-244-122
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-123
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-13
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-212
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-215
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-216
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-219
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-35A
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-35R
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-35R
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-45R
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-53R
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-55
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-63
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-91
US-PATENT-CLASS-264-270
US-PATENT-CLASS-297-DIG.5 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-30-180
US-PATENT-CLASS-30-188
US-PATENT-CLASS-30-228
US-PATENT-CLASS-30-249
US-PATENT-CLASS-30-272R
US-PATENT-CLASS-340-705
US-PATENT-CLASS-340-971
US-PATENT-CLASS-340-975
US-PATENT-CLASS-340-978
US-PATENT-CLASS340-980
US-PATENT-CLASS-343-17.7 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-343-3S6
US-PATENT-CLASS-343-357
US-PATENT-CLASS-356-239
US-PATENT-CLASS-364-558
US-PATENT-CLASS-414-589
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-115
US-PATENT-CLASS-416-223R ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-416-223H ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-416-224
US-PATENT-CLASS-416-233
US-PATENT-CLASS-416-242
US-PATEWT-CLASS-416-242 •
US-PATEMT-CLASS-416-92
U&PATENT-CLASS-416-97R ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-417-159
US-PATEMT-CLASS-417-328
US-PATENT-CLASS-417-392
US-PATENT-CLASS-417-462
US-PATENT-CLASS-427-34
US-PATENT-CLASS-427-405
US^ATENT-CLASS-427-419.2 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-248
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-280
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-287
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-304.4 ...
US^ATENT-CLASS-428-319.1 ...
U&PATENT-CLASS-428-423.5 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS428-593
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-632
US-PATENT-CUSS-428-71 .".
U&PATENT-CLASS-428-76
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A84-13724 * ff
A84-1372S •#
A84-13749 •#
A84-13805 ff
A84-13807 #
A84-13S08 ff
A84-13847 ff
A84-13957 ff
A84-13958 #
A84-14033 ff
A84-14046 ff
A84-14048 ff
A84-1409S ff
A84-14101 ff
A84-14S51 '#.
A84-14253 ff
A84-14854 ff
A84-14Z55 ff
A84-14264 ff
AB4-14867 ff
A84-14J69 ff
A84-14273 ff
A84-14282 »
A84-14299 ff
A84-14300 ff
A84-14302 #
A84-14304 ff
A84-14306 #
A84-14307 ff
A84-14308 ff
A84-14309 ff
A84-14310 ff
A84-14311 ff
A84-14312 ff
A84-14313 #
A84-14314 ff
A84-14316 #
A84-14321 ff
A84-14386 #
A84-14388 ff
A84-14392 ff
A84-14690 #
A84-14727 'ff
A84-14728 ff
A84-14729 'ff
A84-14732 ff
A84-14734 'ff
A84-1473S '»
A84-14738 ff
A84-14737 • ff
A84-14738 #
A84-14754 ff
A84-14761 »
A84-14765
A84-14768
A84-14769
A84-14778
A84-14887
A84-14888
A84-14889
A84-14929 ff
A84-14930 #
A84-14939 f
AB4-1S074 f
AS4-1S080 '#
p117
p 135
p 117
p117
p117
p135
p138
p89
p89 *
P90
p.128
p 117
p90
p138
p138
P90
p90
p90
p90
p90
P90
P90
p138
p91
p91
p91
p91
p91
p 139
p128
p91
p 117
p117
p118
p85
p 140
p 118
p111
p141
p128
p125
P144
P144
p128
p118
p85
p8S
p 118
P91
p92
p118
p118
p92
p111
p111
p111
p 111
p 145
p111
p111
p111
p112
P112
p112
p112
p112
p112
p 112
p112
p92
p92
P92
p92
P92
p135
p118
p108
p118
p118
p92
p92
p119
p93
p119
p119
p119
p119
p108
p93
p93
P93
p93
p93
p93
p128
P94
A84-15099
A84-15188
A84-15191
A84-15193
A84-15194
AB4-1S19S
A84-1S201
A84-1S202
•A84-1S203
A84-1S204
A84-15205
A84-15206
A84-15207
A84-152S2
A84- 15255
A84-1S257
A84-15259
A84-15260
A84-15385
A84-15389
A84-15393
A84-15402
A84-1S406
AB4-15407
A84-15408
A84-15409
A84-1S410
A84-1S411
A84-15412
A84-15413
A84-1S414
A84-15415
A84-15416
A84-15417
AS4-15418
A84-15420
A84-15421
A84-15422
A84-15624
A84-1S62S
A84-15647
A84-15649
A84-15652
A84-15653
A84-15654
A84-1S763
A84-15768
A84-15835
A84-15850
A84-15B54
A84-15855
A84-15858
AS4- 15859
A84-15904
A84-15909
A84-1S914
A84-15918
A84-15919
A84-15928
AB4-1S935
A84-15938
A84-15951
A84-15976
A84-15977
A84-15978
A84-15979
A84-15980
A84-15981
A84-15982
A84-15983
A84- 15984
A84-15985
A84-15988
A84-1S987
A84-15988
A84-15989
A84-15990
A84-15991
A84-1S992
A84-1S994
A84-1599S
A84-15996
A84-15997
A84-16054
A84-16070
A84-16120
A84-18157
A84-16158
A84-16I59
A84-16160
AB4-16161
' A84-16162
A84-16163
A84-16164
A84-16165
A84-16166
#
•ff
ff
ff
ff
f
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
-#
#
.ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
»
#
ff
ff
ff
»
»
»
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
'#
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
#
ff
•ff
ff
•
. »
ff
#
ff
p14S
p113
p119
p'135
p12S
p135
p94
p94
ptOS
p129
p129
P12B
p129
p 138
p94
p94
p94
p94
p141
p119
p113
p139
p8S
p119
p120
p120
p120
p95
p86
p88
p120
p145
p143
p108
p108
p 113
p139
p113
P120
p113
p113
p 142
p138
p 142
p114
p95
p142
p 114
p121
P95
P95
p144
p139
p129
p237
p150
p221
p221
p238
p189
p189
p238
p189
p190
p190
p221
p190
p190
p190
p190
p205
p190
p 191
p185
p191
p 185
p191
p1BO
p191
p 181
p191
p221
p222
p151
p 151
p205
p191
p192
p1S2
p147
p205
pISO
p192
p192
p192
p192
A84-18167 '# p192
A84-16168 ff p206
A84-16169 # D 193
AB4-16170
A84-16171 '
A84-16172
A84-16173
.A84-16174 '
A84-16260
A84-16261
A84-18274
AQj4 <gQAQ
AD4-1DOW9
A84-16337
A84-16523
A84-16526
A84.16527
A84-18528 •
A84-16529
A84-16530
A84-16531
A84-16532
A84-16534
A84-16S35
A84-16538
A84-16537
A84-16538
A84-16539
A84-16540
A84-16541
AB4-16549
AB4-165SO
A84-16551
A84-16552
A84-16556
A84-16557
A84-165S8 *
A84-16559
A84-16560
A84-16561
A84-16562
A84-16563
A84-16S64
A84-16569
A84-16570
A84-16571
A84-16S72
A84-16573
AB4-16574 t
A84-16578 t
A84-16S78 1
A84-16S79 1
A84-16580 i
A84-16582 t
A84-16588
A84-16588
A84-16S91
A84-16603
A84-16605
A84-16608
A84-16609
AB4-16610
A84-16612
A84-16613
A84-16615
A84-16616
AS4-16818
" A84-16619
A84-16624
A84-16625
A84-18626
A84-16627
A84-16628
A84-16629
A84-16638
A84-16638
AB4-16640
A84-16647
A84-1668S *
. A84-16668
. A84-16667
A84-16668
A84-16669
A84-16670 *
A84-16671
A84-16674
A84-16875
' A84-16676
A84-16678
A84-16679
A84-16680
A84-1S681
'A84-16882
A84-16683
A84-16684
AS4-16685
A84-16688
p222
p180
p147
P193
pISO
p2S2
p247
P151
A 94fl
P £4O
p232
p222
p147
p215
p215
p 193
p 193
p193
p193
p194
p216
p216
p218
pise
pise
pzoe
p194
p206
p206
p2oe
p206
p206
p207
p207
p207
p207
p207
p207
p207
p208
p208
p208
p208
p208
p208
t P208
H p209
I" pise
f P238
r pise
t P186
P186
p188
p187
p238
p187 .
p209
p209
p238
p 209
p209
p249
p2SO
p2SO
p229
p230
p230
p187
p230
p230
p187
p2SO
p 230
p230
p250
p222
p222
p222
p223
p2SO
p223
p223
p223
p223
. P223
p223
p224
p224
p224
p209
p224
p216
p194
p210
A84-16687
A84-166S9
A84-16690 *
A84-16691
A84-16692
A84-16693
A84-16694
A84-1669S
A84-16698
A84-18700
A84-16830
A84-16839
A84-16845
A84-16849
A84-168S4
A84-16863
A84-1B899
A84-16910
A84-16913
A84-16916
A84-16917
A84-16918
A84-16928
A84-16951
A84-169S4
A84-16971 •
AB4-17014
A84-17015
A84-17018
A84-17110
A84-17118
A84-17119
A84-17121
A84-17130
A84-17133
A84-17148
A84-17149
A84-171SO
A84-17155
A84-17156
A84-17157
A84-17187
A84-17169
A84-17170.
A84-17171
A84-17180
A84-17181
A84-17185
A84-17191
A84-17192
A84-17195
A84-17198
AS4-17202 '
AB4-17204
A84-17205
A84-17208
A84-17207
A84-17251
A84-17362 *
A84-17363
A84-17384 *
A84-17385
A84-17386
A84-17387 •
A84-17388 •
A84-17401
A84-17402 *
A84-17403
A84-17404 '
A84-1740S '
A84- 17406 '
A84-17407
A84-17408 *
A84-17409
A84-17410
A84-17411
A84-17412 '
A84-17413
A84-17414
A84-17415
A84-17426 *
A84-17427 •
A84-17428
A84-17429
A84-17430
A84-17437 •
A84-17439 *
A84-17442
A84- 17443 •
A84-17444 •
A84-17448 *
AB4-17451
A84-174S4
A84-174S5
A84-17458
A84-17S31
p210
p187
p 194
p224
p239
p224
p225
p239
p210
p194
P151
P151
— p-ISI
p151
P151
p152
p147
p152
p152
p152
p152
p1S2
P1S2
P1S2
pzie
P216
P194
P217
p194
P217
p147
p148
p233
p233
P233
p233
P148
P233
P233
P234
P239
p148
P234
P195
P234
P234
P234
P239
P234
P148
P23S
P235
P235
P235
P195
P23S
p 195
p235
P217
p225
p225
P225
P22S
P22S
P22S
P1S2
P225
P1S3
P225
P153
P195
P1S3
p231
P22S
P239
P238
P195
P195
p210
p1S3
p225
P239
P153 -
P153
p153
P1S3
P236
P239
P239
P238
p153
p153
P154
P154
P1S4
P240
A84-17537
A84-17542
A84-17543 '
A84-17S44
Aa4-1754S.
A84-17596
A84-17597
A84-17651
A84-17675
A84-17704
A84-17707
A84-17R93 *
A84-17828"'
A84-17827
A84-17829
A84-17830 •
A84-17631
A84-17S32
AB4-17835 *
A84-17838 *
A84-17839
A84-17840
A84-17841 *
AB4-17845
A84-17847
A84-17848
A84-17849
A84-17857
A84-178S9
A84-17B60
A84-17862
A84-17864
A84-17887
A84-17870
A84-17871 '
A84-17873 •
A84-17874
A84-17875 •
A84-17876 •
A84-17877
A84-17878
A84-17880
A84-17881 '
A84-17882
A84-17883
A84-17888
A84-17887 •
A84-17888 •
A84-17890
A84-17891 *
A84-17892
A84-17893
A84-17894
A84-17895 •
A84-17903
A84-17904 *
AB4-1790S
A84-17906 '
A84-17907 •
AB4-17920
A84-17921 '
A84-17922
A84-17923 *
A84-17925 •
A84-17927 •
A84-17929
A84-17930
A84-17935
A84-17938
A84-17937 *
A84-17942 *
A84-17943
A84-17953
A84-17954
A84-17962
A84-17965 •
A84-17966
A84-17967 •
A84-17968
A84-17970 •
A84-17971
A84-17972 •
A84-17973 •
A84-17974
A84-1797S '
A84-17976 •
A84-17977 *
A84-17978
A84-17S80 *
A84-17S81
A84-17884
A84-1788S
A84-17987
A84-17988
AB4-17989 *
A84-17990 '
P148
P148
p240
p240
p240
p154
p154
p187
p217
p240
P154
p 253
~~p"154 :
p 155
p155
p155
pISS
p155
p240
p156
p156
P156
p156
p156
p156
P157
P1S7
p157
p157
P157
p195
p157
p158
p158
p241
p158
pISS
p158
pISS
p159
p159
p159
p 159
p159
p159
p181
P247
p181
p247
p196
P160
p196
p160
P198
p160
p160
P160
p160piei
p22S
p161
p241
p161
p161
p161
p162
p162
p247
p196
p196
p162
p162
p162
p196
p231
p226
p197
p228
p226
p162
p163
p231
pies
p149
p253
p253
p183
p163
p163
p163
p183
P164
p164
p248
p248
p248
G-2
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX A84-23871
A84-W991 •#
A84-17992 • ff
A84-17993 tt
A84-1799S tt
A84-17996 tt
A84-17997 *#
A84-17998 #
A84- 17999 #
AM- 18006 tt
A84-18007 •#
A84-18008 *#
A84. 18009 •#
A84-18012 '#
A84-18026 tt
AS4-18027 '#
A84-18028 #
A84-18029 '#
A84-18030 '#
A84-18031 tt
A84-1B037 ' #
A84-18039 • tt
A84-18042 #
A84-18043 •#
A84-18044 '#
A84-18052 #
A84-180S4 #
A84-18055 #
A84-18067 tt
A84-18068 #
A84-18069 tt
A84-18075 '#
A84-18078 tt
A84-18079 •#
A84-18082 ff
A84-18085 '#
A84-18087 #
A84-18090 * tt
A84-18093 tt
A84-18094 * tt
A84-18095 tt
A84-18108 tt
A84-18110 '#
A84-18132 •#
A84-18133 •#
A84-18134 ff
A84-18145 '#
A84-18146 ff
A84-18147 #
A84-18149 ' #
A84-18150 *#
A84-18151 #
A84-18152 #
A84-18154 tt
A84-18168 tt
A84-18163 '#
A84-18164 •#
A84.18165 #
A84-18166 tt
A84-18170 #
A84-18173 ff
A84-18240 #
A84-18249 #
A84-18317 tt
A84-18318 tt
A84-18349 * tt
A84-18350 tt
A84-18351 tt
A84- 18352 #
A84-18353 #
A84-18354 tt
A84-18356 tt
A84-18358 tt
A84-18359 #
A84- 18375 #
A84. 18506 tt
A84-18508 tt
A84-18512 ff
A84-18513 ff
A84-18S1S tt
A84-18518 tt
A84-18519 '#
A84-18S22 ff
A84-18524 • tt
A84-18527 tt
A84-18S28 tt
A84-18529 ff
A84-18530 tt
A84-18S31 tt
A84-18532 tt
A84-18533 #
A84-18534 #
A84-18535 tt
A84-18536 tt
A84-18537 tt
A84-18539 tt
A84-18542 tt
p210
p 181
p 181
p 164
p 164
p217
p 164
p217
p164
p165
p165
p165
p165
p16S
p197
p 165
p166
p 197
p 188
p241
p166
p166
p210
p236
p 197
p 197
p 166
p166
p166
p253
p231
p 167
p 167
p167
p167
P167
p167
p217
p 168
p 168
p197
P181
P253
p253
p254
p250
P149
p231
p168
p168
p168
p 168
p 168
p169
p226
p169
p226
p198
p2S1
p169
p188
p169
p 188
P188
p169
p169
p170
P170
p 170
p170
p170
p170
p 171
p210
p236
pU9
p181
p248
p211
p 182
p 198
p198
p241
p241
p198
p198
p198
p231
P198
p199
p199
p 199
p 182
p241
p182
p236
A84-18543
A84-18545
A84-18546
A84-18549
A84-18S50
A84-18551
A84- 18552
A84-18S82
A84-18600
A84-18810
A84-18611
A84-18613
A84-18614
A84-18615
AS4-18627
A84-18628
A84-18629
A84-18648
A84- 18662
A84-18692
A84-18694
A84-18695
A84-18696
A84-18722
A84-18748
A84-18749
A84-18807
A84-18948
A84-18996
A84-19001
A84- 19002
A84-19003
A84-19004
A84- 19005
A84-19007
A84-19085
A84-19113
A84r19123
A84-19124
A84-19138
A84-19143
A84-19153
A84-19154
A84-19175
A84-19177
A84-19178
A84-19179
A84-19183
A84-19227
A84-19228
A84-19230
A84-19231
A84-19232
A84-19233
A84-19234
A84-19242
A84-19243
A84-19244
A84-19245
A84-19246
A84-19247
A84-19248
A84-19249
A84-19251
A84-19255
. A84-19256
A84-192S7
A84-19258
A84-19261
A84.19262
A84-19274
A84-19322
A84-19335
A84-19343
A84-19345
A84-19413
A84- 19553
A84-19555
A84-19556
A84-19562
A84-19571
A84-19573
A84- 19574
A84-19582
A84-19592
A84-19593
A84-19S94
A84-19603
A84-19604
A84-1960S
A84-19606
A84-19607
A84-19609
A84-1961Q
A84-19611
A84-19612
ff
tt
ft
tt
ff
ft
tt
•ft.
tt
ft
'ft
tt
•ft
•ft
tt
tt
tt
tt
ft
ft
ft
tt
tt
tt
tt
ft
ft
•ft
tt
ft
tt
ft
tt
tt
tt
•ft
ft
tt
ft
•ff
tt
ff"
tt
tt
'ff
ff.
ft
ft
tt
•ft
•ft
•tt
•tt
•ff
tt
ft
'it
'#
•ft
ft
tt
tt
•ft
ft
'#
tt
tf
tt
'ft
'tt
#
tt
tt
tt
ft
tt
tt
ft
' f t
tt
tt
tt
ft
tt
It
ft
ft
•It
ff
tt
tt
tt
tt
ft
' ft
tt
p199
p199
p241
p 199
p242
p242
p200
P218
p251
p200
p251
p200
p226
p200
P188
p227
p227
p171
p254
p182
p 182
p182
p182
p238
p218
p171
p183
p236
p171
p171
p171
p 171
p172
p172
p172
P251
p251
p251
p 188
p232
p2S1
p'252
p227
p255
p200
p227
P218
p242
p172
P172
p172
p173
p173
p248
p173
p173
p173
p173
p174
p227
p 174
p 174
p174
p242
p183
p232
p174
p174
p227
p'2OO
p248
p 183
P175
p201
P189
P260
p260
p260
p260
p260
p261
p282
p257
p308
p261
p261
p302
p302
P276
P276
P276
P276
P276
P276
p277
p277
A84-19614
A84-1961S
A84-19616
A64-19617
A84-19618
A84-19619
A84-1962O
A84-19621
A84-19622
A84-19623
AS4-19624
A84-19625
A84-19626
A84-19627
A84-19628
A64-19629
A84-19630
A84-19631
A84-19632
A84-19633
A84-19635
A84-19636
A84-19637
A84-19638
A84-19639
A84-19641
A84-19642
A84-19643
A84-19644
A84-19645
A84-19646
A84-19648
A84-19649
A84-196SO
A84-19651
A84-19652
A84-19653
A84-19654
A84-19655
A84-19657
A84-19658
A84-19659
A84-19660
A84-19661
A84-19662
A84- 19663
A84-19664
A84-1966S
A84-19672
A84-19673
A84-19674
A84-19678
• A84-19698
A84-19741
A84- 19742
A84-19743
AB4-19744
A84-19747
A84-19781
A84-19786
A84-198S8
A84-19885
A84-19886
A84-19889
A84-19891
A84-19899
A84-19900
A84-19903
A84. 19928
A84-19952
A84-19968
A84-19969
A84-19987
A84-20024
A84-20025
AB4-20043
A84-20049
A84-20050
A84-20076
A84-20077
A84-2O079
A84-2O081
A84-20083
A84-20085
A84-20087
A84-20106
A84-20108
A84-20134
A84-20135
A84-20136
A84-20137
A84-20138
A84-20139
A84-20140
A84-20141
A84-20142
tt
ft
ft
tt
»
#
tt
ft
ft
ft
ft
It
tf
'It
tt
tt
tt
ft
tf
tt
tt
ft
tt
•ft
tt
It
tt
<t
tt
ft
tt
ft
tt
tt
It
ft
tt
#
#
tt
•tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
•ff
ft
'ft
tt
•tt
•ff
tt
tt
'If
•ft
tt
'tt
tt
•It
tt
ff
•ff
ft
tf
ff
ff
tt
•tt
tt
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
' ff
tt
tt
tt
ff
ff'
tt
tt
tt
ft
ff
ff
ff
p295
p285
P285
P303
p283
P286
p277
p277
p319
p261
p283
p286
p286
p296
P286
p283
p286
p257
p311
p286
p311
p286
p303
p287
p303
p311
p311
p287
p303
p311
p303
p287
p287
p287
p303
p287
p287
p261
p261
p261
p261
p262
p262
p288
p277
p288
P303
p262
p288
p306
p283
p288
p288
p2S7
p304
p262
p277
p312
p308
P308
p257
p288
p288
p262
p296
p320
p304
p262
p306
p262
p257
p323
p263
p312
p296
p306
p320
p320
p27B
p278
p278
p278
p283
p278
p278
p278
p296
p289
p289
p289
p289
p296
p296
p278
p289
p283
A84-20150
A84-20178
A84-20215
A84-20278
A84-20292
A84-2029S
A84-20372
A84-20373
A84-20400
A84-20446
A84-204S3
A84-204S4
A84-204S5
A84-20458
A84-20555
A84-20599
A84-20600
A84-2072S
A84-20798
A84-20799
A84-20839
A84-20840
A84-20841
A84-20842
A84-20843
A84-208SO
A84-20869
A84-2O991
A84-21021
A84-21117
A84-21120
A84-21121
A84-21129
A84-21131
A84-21133
A84-21137
A84-21161
A84-21189
A84-21206
AB4-21212
A84-21213
A84-21216
A84-21217
A84-21221
A84-21222
A84-21228
A84-21272
A84-21273
A84-21279
A84-21280
A84-21282
A84-21283
A84-21286
A84-21289
A84-21290
A84-21294
A84-21297
A84-21301
A84-21302
A84-21306
A84-21332
A84-21360
A84-21362
A84-21364
A84-21366
A84-21367
A84-21381
A84-21393
A84-21504
. A84-21505
A84-21506
A84-21S07
A84-21510
A84-21511
A84-21514
A84-21520
A84-21521
A84-21549
A84-21550
A84-21571
A84-21574
A84-21578
A84-21579
A84-21700
A84-21721
A84-21722
A84-21723
A84-21732
A84-21795
A84-21796
A84-21797
A84-21798
A84-21799
A84-21851
A84-21852
A84-21854
# p323
# p263
ft p263
tt p308
tt p279
P279
p2S7
P283
P297
p279
p323
p323
p324
P283
p284
p289
p284
P312
p289
tt p290
tt p263
tt p263
tt p263
tt p263
tt p264
tt p284
tt p297
ff p258
tt p279
ff P264
ff p264
ff p264
ff p264
ff p264
# p264
ff P312
tt P320
tt p265
ff p26S
# p320
•tt p320
ff p320
tt p297
ff P321
'» P290
# P258
•ft p 321
•ft p 321
tt p265
tt p279
•ff p265
•ff P279
' ff P 279
•ff P290
'It P265
•ff p265
ff p297
•ff p266
' f f - P266
ff p'290
' f f P312
ff P312
tt p312
tt p313
ff P313
tt p313
ff P266
ff P266
tt p321
ff P266
ff P266
•ff p266
?ff p266
tt p313
tt p297
tt p267
tt P306
p290
p284
p284
p325
P284
p297
p267
p258
p258
p258
p287
p280
ff p287
ff P290
tt p290
ff P291
# P267
•tt P297
•tt p313
A84-21857 •#
A84-218S8
A84-21860 •
A84-21861
A84-21864 '
A84-21865 '
A84-21866
A84-21870
AS4-21871 '#
A84-21876 •#
A84-21879 tt
A84-21880 tt
A84-21887 ff
A84-218S8 tt
A84-21889 #
A84-22O01 tt
A84-22002 tt
A84-22168 tt
A84-22169 tt
A84-22170 tt
A84-22171 ff
A84-22172 • ff
A84-22173 ff
A84-22174 • ff
A84-2217S tt
A84-22176 *#
A84-22177 ff
A84-22237 #
A84-22249 tt
A84-22253 tt
A84-22255 tt
A84-22322 ff
A84-22324 ff
A84-22325 #
A84-22326 tt
A84-22348 tt
' A84-22400 #
A84-22406 tt
A84-22407 tt
A84-22410 #
A84-22415 tt
A84-22475 ff
A84-2249S tt
A64-22572 ff
A84-22576 ff
A84-22584 • ff
A84-22587 ff
A84-22S94 tt
A84-22596 ff
A84-22598 tt
A84-22599 tt
A84-22622 tt
A84-22721 tt
A84-22747 ff
A84-22851 tt
A84-228S2 ff
A84-22860 If
A84-22872 * ff
A84-22877 ' ff
A84-22878 ' ff
A84-22924 tt
A84-22925 * tt
A84-23222 ' tt
A84-23229 tt
A84-23248 #
A84-23250 tt
A84-23256 tt
A84-23260 tt
A84-23319 tt
A84-23351 #
A84-233S2 ' tt
A84-23353 ' tt
A84-23355 ' tt
A84-23357 tt
A84-233S8 tt
A84-23359 ' tt
A84-23361 tt
A84-23385 * ff
A84-23368 ff
A84-23374 ff
A84-23424 * ff
A84-23504 ff
A84-23647 ff
A84-23745 ff
A84-23828 tt
A84-23827 tt
A84-23S28 tt
A84-23829 tt
A84-23831 tt
A84-23B32 tt
A84-23833 ff
A84-23834 tt
A84-23835 ff
A84-23849 tt
A84-23850 ff
A84-23871 #
P313
p321
p304
P267
p318
p319
p313
P267
P268
P268
p319
p297
p258
P258
p288
p268
p314
p268
P268
p268
p298
p291
p268
p298
p268
p280
p314
p308
p268
p325
p32S
p304
P304
p306
p308
p259
p291
p309
p309
p298
p298
p314
p291
p298
p314
p321
p269
p309
p284
p284
p280
p314
p314
p298
p314
p324
p295
P315
P298
p315
p306
p299
p327
p378
p343
p327
p378
p344
p378
p328
p329
p329
p393
p329
p378
p329
p329
p329
p378
p378
p389
p347
p389
p329
p373
p347
p373
P378
p379
p373
p373
p379
p373
p355
p354
p379
G-3
A84-23B94
A84-23894
A84-23896
A84-23900
A84-23901
A84-23903
A84-23904
A84-23905
A84-23906
A84-23908
A84-23908
A84-23910
A84-2391S
A84-23925
A84-23967
A84-24033
A84-24042
A84-240SS
A84-24057
A84-24101
A84-24102
A84-24103
AB4-24104
AB4-24106
A84-24107
A84-24108
A84-24108
A84-24110
AS4-2417B
A84-24177
A84-2417B
A84-24179
A84-2418D
A84-24181
A84-24182
A84-24183
A84-24184
A84-24185
A84-24186
A84-24187
A84-24188
A84-24189
A84-24190
A84-24191
A84-24192
A84-24194
A84-24195
A84-24187
A84-24198
AB4-24199
A84-24201
A84-24203
A84-24204
A84-24205
A84-24206
A84-24208
A84-24210
A84-24427
A84-24561
A84-24S6S
A84-24569
A84-24570
A84-24683
A84-2468S
A84-24714
A84-24726
AB4-24737
A84-24744
A84-24749
A84-247SO
A84-24770
AS4-24831
A84-24893
A84-24894
A84-24896
A84-24961
A84-24983
A84-24978
AB4-24986
A84-24987
A84-24988
A84-24989
A84-24996
A84-24998
A84-24999
A84-25019
A84-25032
AB4-25176
A84-2S177
A84-25178
A84-25179
A84-25181
A84-25192
A84-25193
A84-2S194
A84-2S201
tt
tt
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
I*
ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
P344
p'344
p344
p379
p329
p330
p347
p379
p 330
p344
p360
P3S5
p379
p330
p355
p355
p389
p373
p330
p330
p342
p347
p360
P347
p330
p330
p347
p383
p364
p364
p364
p34S
p364
p364
p384
p355
p385
p385
p365
p365
p365
p365
p330
p366
p342
p348
p346
p331
p368
p366
p366
p366
p366
p331
p380
p387
p380
p380
p3S6
p348
p393
p380
p374
p380
p380
p331
p381
p344
p356
p356
p381
p331
p331
p331
p395
p374
p381
p356
p360
p380
p360
p348
p360
p390
p374
p395
p348
p360
p327
p356
p361
p342
p374
p348
p387
A84-2S203
A84-25211
A84-25212
A84-25213
A84-25214
A84-25215
A84-25217
A84-2S218
A84-2S219
A84-25225
A84-25226
AB4-25230
A84-25413
A84-25414
A84-25415
A84-25416
A84-25425
A84-2S441
A84-2S451
A84-2S452
A84-25453
A84-25462
A84-2548S
A84-25486
A84-25487
A84-25488
A84-2S489
A84-25490
A84-25491
A84-25505
A84-25506
A84-25507
A84-25508
A84-25509
A84-25510
A84-25513
A84-25519
A84-25528
A84-25S34
A84-25538
A84-2S539
A84-25540
A84-25549
A84-2SS53
A84-25S5S
A84-25559
A84-25561
A84-25564
A84-25565
A84-25567
A84-2SS68
A84-25569
A84-25570
A84-2SS72
A84-25573
A84-25576
AS4-25S7B
A84-25579
A84-25580
A84-25582
A84-25583
A84-2S584
A84-25589
A84-25590
A84-25591
A84-25598
A84-25615
A84-2S617
A84-25623
A84-25726
A84-25728
A84-25729
A84-25730
A84-25731
A84-25732
A84-25733
A84-25783
A84-2S802
A84-2S803
A84-25816
A84-25862
A84-25863
A84-25870
A84-25876
A84-25882
A84-25883
A84-25886
A84-25894
A84-25902
A84-2S990
A84-25993
A84-25994
AS4-25996
A84-25997
A84-2S999
A84-26052
ff
ff
ff
I
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
ff
'ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
#
ff
ff
p332
p367
p367
p387
p332
p367
p368
p388
p368
p332
p368
p381
p356
p356
p357
p332
p332
p354
p390
p391
p344
p34S
p348
p349
p361
p349
p361
p361
p391
p381
p349
p349
p34S
p381
p391
p391
p39)
p361
p362
p391
p392
p392
p362
p382
p357
p381
p381
p3S7
p332
p357
p357
p357
p357
p357
p3S8
p332
p3S8
p358
p358
p358
p381
p381
p374
p374
p374
p358
p333
p333
p382
P368
P368
p369
p349
p349
p369
p369
p327
p382
p327
p393
p333
p394
p333
p389
p382
p333
p382
p333
p354
p334
P334
P334
p369
p389
p382
p334
A84-26068
A84-26074
A84-26247
A84-26319
' A84-28320
A84-26321
A84-26330
A84-26333
A84-26387
A84-26388
A84-28369
AB4-26370
AB4-28SS1
A84-28SS4
A84-28SSS
A84-26556
A84-26557
A84- 26558
A84- 26559
A84-26560
A84-26561
A84-26582
A84-26S63
A84-26S64
A84-2656S
A84-26568
A84-26567
A84-26569
A84-26570
A84-26571
A84-26S72
A84-26S73
A84-26574
A84-26578
A84-26579
A84-26580
A84-26582
A84-26S83
A84-26584
A84-26585
A84-26586
A84-26587
A84-265B8
A84-28S89
A84-26590
A84-26591
A84-28603
A84-26625
A84-26688
A84-26701
A84-26702
A84-26703
A84-26704
A84-2670S
A84-26706
A84-26707
A84-26708
A84-26709
AB4-26711
A84-26712
A84-28713
A84-26714
A84-26715
A84-26716
A84-26717
A84-26719
A84-26720
A84-26721
• A84-26722
A84-26723
A84-26724
A84-26725
A84-26726
A84-26727
A84-26728
A84-26729
A84-26730
A84-26731
A84-26732
A84-26733
A84-26734
A84-26735
A84-26736
A84-26737
A84-26738
A84-26740
A84-26741
A84-26742
A84-26743
A84-26744
A84-26745
A84-26746
A84-26747
A84-26748
AS4-267S1
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
'ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
'ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
p3S8
p382
p382
p350
p350
p362
p334
P334
P334
P334
p383
p369
p414
p400
p400
p400
p400
p415
p415
p415
p41S
p400
p401
p401
p401
p401
p415
p401
p415
p416
p401
p402
p416
p402
p402
p416
p429
p402
p418
p402
p402
p418
p416
p397
p403
p403
p488
p470
p487
p439
p420
p469
p487
p455
p420
p420
p420
p421
P488
p488
p488
p488
p465
p488
p469
p465
p465
p455
P488
p455
p455
p489
p489
P489
p489
p439
p456
p429
p440
P440
p440
P448
p421
p440
p421
p421
p421
p421
p422
p456
p456
p456
p440
p440
p441
A84-267S2
A84-267S3
A84-26754
A84-267SS
A84-26756
A84-267S7
A84-26758
A84-26759
A84-26760
A84-26761
A84-26762
A84-26763
A84-2S784
A84-26765
A84-26766
A84-26767
A84-26768
A84-26769
A84-26770
A84-26771
' A84-26773
A84-26774
A84-26776
A84-26777
A84-26778
A84-26780
A84-26782
A84-26783
A84-26787
A84-26788
A84-26790
AB4-26791
A84-26792
A84-26793
A84-26794
A84-26795
A84-26796
A84-26798
AB4-26799
A84-26800
A84-26B01
A84-26802
A84-26803
A84-26804
A84-26805
A84-26806
A84-26807
A84-26826
A84-26844
A84-26876
A84-26883
A84-26891
A84-26896
A84-26897
A84-26898
A84-26927
A84-26948
A84-26949
AS4-269S2
A84-26953
A84-269S4
A84-26955
A84-26956
A84-26957
A84-26958
A84-26959
A84-26960
A84-26980
A84-27056
A84-27057
A84-27062
A84-27063
A84-27069
A84-27071
A84-27128
A84-27127
A84-27128
A84-27129
A84-27130
' A84-27132
A84-27136
A84-27137
A84-27140
A84-27144
A84-27145
A84-27148
A84-27174
A84-271SO
A84-27182
A84-27188
A84-27241
A84-27249
A84-27250
A84-27252
A84-27268
A84-27361
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
'ff-
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
^ff
tt
#
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
tt
ff
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX'
p441
P441
p422
p422
p422
p422
p422
p423
p441
p423
p423
P441
p423
-p 474
p441
p441
P442
p489
P442
P442
P442
p489
p489
p466
p466
p466
p490
p490
p466
p442
p423
p423
p423
p424
p424
p490
p490
p442
p443
p443
p424
p443
P443
P443
P443
p444
P444
p487
p403
p403
p403
p456
p424
p429
p444
p469
p403
p466
p429
p448
P404
p470
p429
p404
p429
p448
p429
p469
P404
P404
p404
p404
p404
p405
p40S
p40S
p405
p493
p405
p40S
p474
p474
p*48
p40S
p474
p474
p487
p474
p444
P444
p490
P429
p430
p474
p456
p470
A84-27395 * # P457
A84-27409 tt P416
A84-27410 D417
A84-27411 p497
A84-27412 p 497
A84-27413 p417
A84-27414 p417
A84-27415 . p497
A84-27416 p 497
A84-27417 p 497
A84-27423 # p 47S
A84-27426 tt p 475
A84-27447
A84-274S5
A84-27471
A84-27864
AB4-27873
A84-27883
A84-27898
A84-27897
A84-27918
A84-27925
A84-27938
AB4-27937
A84-27940
A84-27941
A84-27942
A84-27944
A84-27946
A84-27948
A84-27949
A84-27950
A84-27985
A84-27992
A84-27997 /
A84-28000'
A84-28012
A84-28013
A84-28014
A84-28015
A84-28017
A84-28018
AS4-28019
A84-28020
A84-28021
A84-28022
A84-28045
A84-28046
A84-28047
A84-28060
A84-28061
A84-28141
A84-28147
A84-28148
A84-28149
A84-28150
A84-28159 /
A84-28183 t
A84-28196 t
A84-28197 t
A84-28198 t
A84-28199 t
A84-28200 (
A84-28240 /
A84-28251 t
A84-28253 t
A84-28254 t
AB4-28256 (
A84-28258 t
A84-28260 t
A84-26262 t
A84-28284 t
A84-28286 t,
A84-28294 t,
A84-28326 t
A84-28327 t
A84-28333 /
A84-28334 /
A84-28336 t
A84-28338 I!
A84-28367 t
A84-28368 t
A84-28377 f
A84-28378 t
A84-28385 j!
A84-28393 t
A84-28400 t
A84-28404 '(
A84-28441 I
AB4-28442 t.
A84-28445
A84-28448
A84-28448
A84-28501
A84-28639
f p405
» p475
t p408
t P397
(1 p490
f p475
» p430
p444
p424
p449
p475
P475
p424
<f p424
<f p425
If p425
f p425
jt p430
» .p444
t P468
t p475
t P475
t p478
p476
p449
P449
p476
p406
p457
p457
p476
p457
p444
p457
p430
p42S
p445
p417
p425
p425
p406
p493
p494 '
p494
t p 478
t P478
t p397
t p430
t p467
t p457
t p449
t p470
r P487
t p487
t p42S
t P417
t P417
t p426
t p417
t p4oe
t p406
' p406
f p470
t p476
t p471
t p471
t p471
f p471
t p406
1 p467
1 p476
1 p471
f p477
1 p471
t P471
f P472
f P467
t p467
p426
p477
p426
p477
p477
G-4
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX A84-35017
A84-28641 '
AS4-28664
A84-28870
A84-28699
A84-28701
A84-2S730
A84-28741 *
A84-28770
A84-28802
A84-2B804
A84-2B805
A84-28806
A84-28808
AB4-2B809
AB4-2S810
A84-28811
A84-28812
A84-28813
A84-28814
A84-2881S
A84-28817
A84-28816
A84-2S819
A84-28820
A84-28822
A84-28823
A84-28824
A84-28826
A84-28827
AB4-288SO
A84-28864
A84-28873 •
A84-28979
A84-28980
A84-28981
A84-28982 '
A84-2B983
A84-28990
A84-28994
A84-2899S *
A84-29001
A84-29006
A84-29010
A84-29038
A84-29039
A84-29040
A84-29041
A84-29042
A84-29068
A84-29069
A84-29078
A84-29095
A84-29103 •
AB4-29107
A84-29109
A84-29110
A84-29111
A84-29128 *
A84-29243 *
A84-29259 •
A84-29283
A84-29400
A84-294S1
A84-29452 *
A84-29453 *
A84-294S4
A84-294SS
A84-294S6
A84-29457
A84-29458
A84-29459
A84-29460*
A84-29461
A84-29462 '
AB4-29463
A84-29464
A84-2946S
A84-29466
A84-29487
A84-29468
A84-29473 *
AS4-29474 •
A84-29477
A84-29478
A84-29479
AS4-29483
AS4-29464 '
AS4-29488
A84-29489
A84-29490
A84-29492 /
A84-29493 1
A84-29494 /
A84-29497 1
A84-29498 t
A84-29499 *
p469
p490
p477
p449
p477
p478
p478
p491
p494
p494
p494
p494
p407
p478
P494
p495
p495
p49S
p495
p478
p495
p478
P49S
P449
p478
p407
p407
p426
p430
p418
p491
p472
p449
p407
p450
P4SO
p450
p479
p479
p472
p4S7
P487
P497
p479
p430
p479
p430
p431
p431
P431
p479
p479
p480
p431
P480
p480
p480
p472
p4SO
p499
P480
p431
p450
p431
p432
p4SO
p4S1
p4S1
p451
p451
p4S6
P451
p4S1
p480
p451
p4S2
p452
p452
p481
p452
p432
p407
p41S
p418
p418
p458
p426
p445
P445
p445
t p44S
t p432
t p445
t p448
t p4S8
t p432
A84-29500 t
A84-295Q2 t
A84-29503
A84-29504
A84-29505
A84-29506
A84-29511
A84-29513
A84-29514
A84-29S16
AB4-29521
AB4-29526
A84-29527
A84-Z952B
A84-29529 '
AB4-29530 •
AS4-29S31
A84-29532
A84-Z9533
A84-29S34
A84-2953S
A84-29538'
A84-29537
A84-Z9538
A84-29539'
A84-W540
A84-29541
A84-29S42
A84-29543
A84-29544
A84-29545
A84-29546
A84-29S47
A84-29551
A84-29552
A84-29553
A84-2955S
A84-295S8
A84-29559 *
A84-Z9660
A84-Z9562
A84-29566
A84-29567
A84-Z9568
A84-29S69 •
A84-29570 •
A84-29571
A84-29576 •
A84-29577 •
A84-29560
A84-29582
A84-29626
A84-29627
A84-29628
A84-29629
A84-29630
A84-29633
A84-29634
AM-29638
A84-29640
A84-29641
A84-29642
A84-29652
A84-29653
A84-29654
A84-29655
A84-Z9660
A84-29661
A84-29662
A84-29863
A84-29664
A84-29669
A84-29870
A84-Z9671
AB4-29672
A84-29674
A84-29675
A84-29676
A84-29677
A84-29682
A84-29683
A84-29684
AB4-2968S
A84-29687
A84-28688
AB4-29692
AB4-29893
A84-29728
A84-29752
A84-29791
A84-29959
A84-29960
A84-29961
A84-29962
A84-29963
A84-29964
I p418
' p4S8
p432
P432
p446
p418
p426
p426
p446
p433
p446
P433
p433
P4S2
p487
p4S8
p433
p433
p433
p452
P4S2
p434
P434
p434
P459
p4S9
P459
p459
p4S9
p4S9
p434
p434
p460
p427
p419
P434
p469
p434
p435
p4S3
p397
p499
p481
p427
p435
p43S
p41S
p487
P407
p472
p481
p387
p397
p468
p419
P468
P435
p488
p481
p435
p435
p438
p4B1
p472
P481
p398
p4S3
P453
P4S3
p468
p407
P460
p408
p491
p460
p460
P460
P436
p438
P438
p436
p438
P398
p438
p408
P446
p437
p481
p480
p453
p473
p437
p4S2
p482
• p473
p473
A84-29988
A84-29969
A84-29970
A84-29971
A84-29975
A84-30007
A84-30055
A84-30064
A84-30074
A84-300S2
A84-30116
A84-30118
A84-30148
A84-30274
AS4-30410
A84-30415
A84-30418
A84-30418
AB4-30420
A84-30424
A84-30429
A84-30431
A84-30447
AB4-30474
AB4-30S17
AS4-30519
A84-30520
A84-30S21
A84-30574 •
A84-30593
A84-30629
A84-30648 *
A84-30661
A84-30658
A84-30701
A84-30797
A84-30801
AS4-30802
A84-30803
A84-30804
A84-3080S
A84-30806
A84-30807
AB4-30808
A84-30809 *
A84-30810
A84-30860
AS4-30912
A84-30918
A84-30948
A84-30949
A84-30972
A84-30997
A84-3101S
A84-31117
A84-31119
A84-31122
A84-31123
A84-31167
A84-31200
A84-31225
A84-31288
A84-31289 '
A84-31290
A84-31291
A84-3)307
A84-3130S
A84-31309
A84-31310
A84-3131S
A84-31316
A84-31317
A84-31331
A84-31332
A84-31333
A84-31334
A84-3133S
A84-31336
A84-31547
A84-31549
A84-31580
A84-31826
A84-31627
A84-3162B
A84-31648 '
A84-3164a •
A84-31654
A84-31660 '
A84-31670
A84-31675
A84-31878
A84-31680*
AB4-31681
A84-31684
A84-31685 •
A84-31886 '
p4t9
p398
p408
p408
p398
p498
p5S3
p553
p553
p565
p532
pS32
p547
pS40
pS53
pS32
p553
pSS3
p532
p523
pS64
p«23
pS64
pSOl
pS54
p554
p619
p519
pS47
pS47
p5O4
p665
P532
pS48
pS64
p5S4
pS40
p504
pS04
p604
pS04
pS24
pS48
pS32
p666
P504
p654
pS66
PS04
p524
pS17
p564
pSS4
p504
p504
p554
pSOS
pS48
p519
pS4«
pS40
pS32
pSOS
pSOS
pS33
p524
pS24
p531
pS31
p654
pS24
pS33
pS43
p543
p543
p524
pS24
pS19
pS19
pS19
p565
pS54
pSOl
pSSS
pSSS
p566
P548
pSSS
P533
pSSS
pS48
pSSS
psse
psse
pSOS
pSOS
A84-31687
A84-31688 •
A84-31691
A84-31692
A84-31695
A84-31711
A84-31712 •
A84-31713 •
A84-3171S
A84-31748 *
A84-31749
A84-31751
AB4-317S4 '
A84-31762
A84-31765
A84-31769
A84-31776
A84-31777
A84-31778
A84-31783
A84-31784
A84-31785
A84-31791
A84-31808
A84-31S56
A84-31901
A84-31902
A84-31905 *
A84-31907
AB4-31908
A84-32024
A84-32145
A84-321SS
A84-32157
A84-32158
AS4-32159
AS4-32291
A84-32315
A84-32326
A84-32327
A84-32328
A84-32329
A84-32330
A84-32331
AB4-32332
A84-32333
A84-32334
A84-32335
A84-32337
A84-32340
A84-32341
A84-32346
A84-32403 •
A84-32405
A84-32443
A84-32471
A84-32472
A84-32473
A84-32474
A84-32476
A84-32479
A84-32481
A84-32484
A84-3248S
A84-32488
A84-32489
A84-32490
A84-32491
A84-32S31
A84-32532
A84-32585
A84-32599
A84-32600
A84-32601
A84-32602 •
A84-32606 •
A84-32607
A84-32608 *
A84-32612 '
AS4-32614
A84-32617
A84-32620
A84-32624
A84-32650
A84-32676
A84-32684
A84-32685 /
A84-32689 1
A84-32690 1
A84-32691 f
A84-32692
AB4-32693
A84-32694
A84-32695
A84-32698
A84-32697 •
pSOS
pS06
p524
p556
pS25
p556
p540
p525
p556
p541
psse
pS47
psoe
p501
pS01
psoe
pS2S
psoe
pS33
p5S7
pS33
pSOl
pS47
psoe
p557
pSS7
p533
pS33
pSS7
pS33
p543
pS19
psoe
psoe
pS07
pS34
pS41
pS07
p519
p519
p520
p520
p520
p520
pS20
p520
pS20
pS20
pS21
P521
p521
p557
pS31
pS21
p544
p525
pS41
p525
p525
p507
P544
P544
pS07
p507
pS07
p508
p526
p544
P534
pS34
p508
psoa
p557
p508
pSOS
pS08
pSOS
p566
P548
p557
psse
p508
psse
pSOS
p549
' pS49
t P501
f p526
t p502
f p528
p526
pS02
p521
pS26
p534
p526
A84-32698 /
AB4-32709 /
AS4-32711
A84-32713
A84-32714 •
A84-3271S
A84-32716 •
A84^2756
A84-327SB
A84-32764
AS4-32765
A84-32788
AS4-32789
AB4^2790
A84-32791
A84-32792
A64-328S1
A84^2855
A84-32858
A84-328S9
A84-32874
A84-32875
A84-32961
AB4-32962
A84-32964
A84-32967
A84-32968
A84-32977
A84-32980 t
A84-32983 /
A84-32993 t
A84-3299S (
A84-32997 )
AS4-33022 1
A84-33025 1
AS4-33138 •/
A84-33137 '
A84-33138 •
A84-33144
A84-33146
A84-33150
A84-33160 '
AB4-33S2S
A84-33701 •
A84-33702 *
A84-33706 *
A84-33707
A84-33829
A84-33830
A84-33847
A84-33849
A84-33850
A84-34129
A84-34133
A84-34134
A84-34171
A84-34172
A84-34173
A84-34342
A84-34347
A84-344S1
A84-34452
A84-34453
A84-344M
A84-34455 *
A84-34456
A84-34457
A84-34458
A84-34459 *
A84-34460 •
A84-34461
A84-34462
A84-34463
A84-34464
A84-34465
AS4-34466
A84-34487
A84-34488-
A84-34500
A84-34508
A84-34848
A84-34691
A84-34895
A84-34718
A64-34719
A84-34722
A84-34723
A84-34746 •
A84-34773
A84-34832
AS4-34905
A84-34907 '
A84-34909 *
A84-34915 •
A84-349SO
A84-35017
f p541
f p521
pS41
pS41
p521
p541
p531
p509
p509
P558
p558
P542
p502
p509
pSSB
p544
p549
pS49
p549
pS49
p526
p526
pS02
pS1S
p527
p527
p527
pSSO
t pSSO
t P502
t pSSS
> P534
t p558
f p521
t P522
t pS42
P527
p509
p558
p550
p509
pS02
pSB7
p61S
p618
p618
p618
p618
pS99
p609
pS73
p618
p619
p619
p600
p571
pS74
peso
p574
pS74
pS94
pS94
p 609
pS74
p601
p587
p601
p609
pS74
pS74
p574
pS74
p619
p575
pS75
pS7S
p575
p575
p575
p628
pS90
p575
p575
p630
p575
p619
p601
p631
p629
p576
p601
p594
p619
If p613
f P595
!> p576
G-5
A84-35018 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A84-35018 #
A84-35022 tt
A84-35023 ff
A84-3S024 ff
A84-35025 ff
A84-35128 ff
A84-35133 ff
A84-35134 ff
A84-35135 ff
A84-35136 ff
A84-35149 ' ff
A84-35153 ff
A84-35154 ff
AS4-35156 ' ff
A84-35173 ff
A8*-35174 ff
A84-35175 ' #
A&4-35176 '#
A8A-35177 ff
A84-35178 ff
A84-35190 ff
A84-35192 • ff
A84-35193 ff
A8A-35195 ff
A84-35199 ff
A84-35204 'ff
A8A-35207 ff
A84-35208 ff
A8A-35214 ff
A84-35215 • ff
A84-35216 tt
A84-35222 #
A84-35223 '#
AW-35232 #
A84-35234 #
A84-3523S tt
AW-35237 #
A84-35239 ff
A84-35250 #
A84-35301 #
A84-35302 '#
A84-35307 #
A84-35309 •#
A84-35311 '#
A84-35317 #
A84-35325 • ff
A84-35326 #
A84-3S327 #
A84-35328 #
A84-35330 ff
A84-35334 • #
A84-35340 ff
A84-35341 ff
A84-35344 ff
A84-35351 ff
A84-35352 • ff
A84-353S3 '#
A84-35354 ff
A84-35356 ff
A84-35359 ff
A84-35360 ff
A84-35361 ff
A84-3S377 ff
A84-35497. ff
A84-35535 ff
A84-35537 #
A84-35589 ff
A84-35590 #
A84-35592 ff
A84-35651 ff-
A84-35652 ff
A84-35653 ff
A84-35654 ff
A84-35655 ff
A84-35656 ff
A84-35659 ff
A84-35666 tt
A84^S682 ff
A84-35687 ff
A84-35694 ff
A84-35724 ff
A84-35730 ff
A84-35734 #
A84-35735 ff
A84-35738 #
A84-35742 '#
A84-35761 ff
A84-35862 ff
A84-35863 ff
A84-35878 #
A84-35899 #
A84-35920 ff
A84-3S921 ff
A84-36131 *#
A84-361S1 ff
p576
p619
pS76
pS9S
p595
P601
p601
p601
p619
p601
p602
p602
p602
p613
pS76
p595
pS76
p602
p602
p603
p576
p577
p577
p620
p603
p603
p603
p603
p571
p595
p603
p604
p620
P604'
p577
p604
p620
p577
p628
p620
pS77
p577
p578
P578
P578
p578
p578
p620
p578
p579
p579
p579
p620
pS79
P579
p621
p621
p579
p621
p588
p588
p588
p571
p579
p621
p621
p590
p590
p621
p604
p604
pSBO
p622
p604
p604
p605
p605
pSBO
p595
p590
p614
pSSO
pSSO
p580
p580
pSSO
p614
p590
p591
pSBO
p599
p614
p622
p629
p622
AB4-36160
A84-36175
A84-36229
A84-36230
A84-36232
A84-36240
A84-36259
A84-36261
A84-36262
A84-36263
A84-36264
A84-3626S
A84-36266
A84-36281
A84-38Z87
A84-36291
A84-36292
A84-36298
A84-36299
A84-36460
A84-36476
A84-36477
" A84-36478
A84-36481
A84-36482
A84-36483
A84-36484
A84-36487
A84-36488
A84-36492
A84-36499
A84-36521
A84-36522
A84-36524
A84-3652S
A84-36552
A84-36554
' A84-36555
A84-36567
A84-36574
A84-36600
A84-36793
A84-36794
A84-36795
A84-36796
A84-36797
' A84-36800
A84-36829
A84-36832
A84-36905
A84-36906
A84-36907
A84-36908
A84-36909
A84-36910
A84-36911
A84-36912
A84-36913
A84-36914
A84-36915
A84-36940
A84-36942
A84-36943
A84-36951
A84-36952
A84-36953
AB4-369S4
A84-36955
A84-36956
A84-36957
A84-36959
A84-36960
A84-36961
A84-3696S
A84-36966
A84-36967
A84-36968
A84-36971
A84-36972
A84-36975
• A84-36976
A84-36977
A84-36984
1
 A84-36986
A84-36987
A84-36991
A84-36992
A84-37026
A84-37027
A84-37028
A84-37029
AB4-37030
A84-37031
. A84-37032
A84-37033
A84-37034
tt
ff
I
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
'."
#
'tf
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
tf
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
#
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
'ff
•ff
ff
#
ff
ff
'ff
'ff
'#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
'ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
#
#
p622
p614
p591
p591
pS91
p591
pSOO
pSOO
p600
p591
p591
p591
p592
pS92
ptjOO
p592
p592
p622
pSOO
pS81
p638
p638
p638
p638
p639
p735
p639
p639
p'735
p715
p715
p710
p710
p677
p716
p705
p677
p716
p702
p702
P716
p677
p716
p716
p677
p 678
p710
p694
p695
p69S
p678
p678
p678
p678
p 676
p 678
p679
p695
p675
p675
p639 '
P669
p669
p695
p695
p695
p696
p696
p696
p696
p696
p639
P696
p708
P63S
p709
p639
p639
p696
p697
p697
p635
p709
p705
p697
p716
p639
p679
p679
p679
p697
p679
p679
p679
peso
p635
A84-37035
A84-37036
A84-37037
A84-37038
A84-37039
A84-37040
A84-37051
A84-370S2
A84-37055
A84-37056
A84-37058
A84-370S9
Aiu-97nfin
A84-37082
A84-37063
A84-37064
A84-3706S
A84-37067
A84-37070
A84-37077
A84-37081
A84-37089
A84-37126
AB4-37127
A84-37149
A84-37161
' A84-37216
A84-37217
A64-37226
A64-37227
A84-37228
A84-37229
A84-37230
A84-37231
A84-37233
A84-37234
A84-37298
A84-37369'
A84-37378
A84-37379
A84-37492
A84-37S21
A84-37523
A84-37528
A84-37532
A84-37533
A84-37535
A84-37538
A84-37627
A84-37628
A84-37629
A84-37630
A64-37632
AS4-37633
A84-37634
A84-37635
A84-37638
A84-37639
A84-37640
A84-37641
A84-37642
A84-37644
A84-37646
A84-37647
A84-37650
' A84-37652
A84-37657
A84-37663
A84-37682
A64-37702
A84-37724
A84-37728
A84-37746
A84-37751
A64-37756
A84-37758
A84-37796
A84-37797
A84-37901
A84-37903
A84-37904
A84-37905
A84-37906
A84-37907
A84-37908
A84-37909
A84-37910
A84-37911
A84-37923
A84-37924
A84-37925
A64-37926
A84-37927
A84-37928
A84-37929
tt
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ft
ff
ff
ff
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
tt
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
'ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
tf
#
ff
•ff
• f f
ff
p697
p635
p675
p676
p635
p710
p640
p540
p640
p640
p640
P&40
p640
p640
p641
p641
p641
p641
p716
p641
p716
p641
p641
p730
p730
p716
p717
p641
p642
p732
p732
p642
p642
p717
p842
p702
p702
p717
p717
p642
p717
p732
p705
p717
p636
p717
p642
p642
p643
p697
p697
p643
p643
p698
p698
p643
p680
peso
p698
p698
p643
p717
p643
p680
p644
p698
p698
p699
p709
p644
p718
p718
p718
p644
p644
P644
p644
p690
p690
p644
p718
p645
p645
p645
p645
p645
p718
p645
p645
p702
p669
p 670
p64S
p646
p699
p699
AB4-37930 tt
A84-37931 #
A84-37932 ' ff
A84-37933 '#
A84-37934 *#
A84-37935 • ff
A84-37936 ff
A84-37937 ff
A84-37938 'ff
A84-37939 tt
A84-37940 ff
A84-37941 ff
A84-37942 ff
A84-37943 * ff
A84-37948 ff
A84-37951 'ff
A84-37952 ff
A84-379S3 'ff
A84-37954 ff
A84-37955 • ff
A84-37956 * ff
A84-37962 ff
A84-37964 ff
A84-37966 ff
AB4-37967 • ff
A84-37968 • ff
A84-37969 ' ff
A64-37970 ' tt
A64-37971 ff
A84-37972 ff
A84-37973 'ff
A84-37974 ff
A84-37975 ff
A84-37976 ff
A84-37977 'ff
A84-37983 'ff
A84-37984 ff
A84-37995 ff
A84-38003 ff
A84-38004 ' tt
A84-38007 '#
A84-38008 ff'
A84-38010 ' ff
A64-38011 ff
A84-38015 ff
A84-38016 ff
A84-38017 *#
A84-38019 *#
A84-38020 ff
A84-38023 ff
A84-38027 ff
A84-3802B ff
A84-38030 • ff
AS4-38031 ff
A84-38032 * ff
A84-38033 ff
A84-38034 ff
A84-38038 ' ff'
A84-38039 ' tt
A84-38040 tt
A84-38042 ' tt
A84-38043 *#
AB4-38044 tt
AB4-38052 tt
A84-3BOS3 tt
A84-38054 • ff
A84-38081 ff
A84-38082 ff
A84-38091 't>
A84-38093 ff
A84-3809S ff
A84-38110 ff
A84-38111 ff
A84-38123 '#
A84-38124 ff
A84-38150 ff
A84-38151 ff
A84-38288 ff
A84-38289 ff
A84-38290 #
A84-38291 ff
A84-38292 ff
A84-38293 ff
A84-38360 ' ff
A84-38361 #
A64-38368 tt
A84-38401 ff
A84-38402 ff
A84-38403 ff
A64-38404 ff
A84-38405 ff
AS4-36406 ff
A84-36407 ff
A84-38408 ff
A84-38409 ff
p699
P646
p646
P699
p702
p670
p670
p699
p735
p670
p646
p646
p732
p646
p680
p646
p646
p647
p647
p647
p718
p647
p719
p719
P647
P647
p648
p648
p646
p648
p648
p648
p649
p649
p649
p649
p649
p70S
p649
peso
peso
peso
peso
peso
peso
p651
p706
p651
p651
p651
p651
p719
p719
p651
p652
p652
p719
p652
p719
p652
p652
p"652
P653
P653
p6S3
p653
p6S3
p653
p735
p654
p720
p720
p720
p676
p676
p709
p709
p636
p670
p670
p670
p670
P670
p6S4
p720
p720
p636
p636
p680
p681
p681
p681
p681
p681
p681
A84-38410 tt
A84-38411 ff
A84-38412 ff
A84-38413 ff
A84-38414 ff
A64-38415 ff
A84-38416 ff
A84-38417 #
A84-38418 ff
A84-38419 ff
A84-38420 ff
A84-38421 ff
A84-38422 ff
A64-38423 • ff
A84-38424 ff
A84-38425 ff
A84-38427 ff
A84-38463 tt
A84-3846S ff
A84-38482 ff
A84-38464 ff
A84-38485 ff
A84-38486 ff
A84-38493 #
A84-38SOO ff
A84-38560 ff
A84-38574 ff
A84-38618 ff
A84-38619 ff
A84-38625 ff
A84-36670 ff
A84-38671 ff
AS4-38672 tt
A84-38673 ff
A84-38674 tt
A84-3S714 tt
A84-38715 tt
A84-38720 tt
A84-38721 tt
A84-387S1 tt
A84-38756 ff
A84-38774 ff
A84-38808 tt
A64-38826 tt
A84-38827 • tt
A84-38828 • tt
A84-38829 #
A84-38830 ' ff
A84-38831 ff
A84-38832 'ff
A84-38834 ff
A84-38836 ff
A84-38838 ' tt
A84-38839 ' #
A84-38841 tt
A84-38844 tt
A84-38846 ff
A84-38847 ' tt
A84-38848 #
A84-38850 '#
A84-38852 tt
A84.38853 tt
A84-38876 tt
A84-38878 tt
A84-38879 tt
A84-38880 tt
A84-38881 #
A84-38882 tt
A84-38883 #
A84-38884 tt
A84-38889 tt
A84-38891 tt
A84-38894 ff
A84-38896 ff
A84-38898 ff
A84-38899 ff
A84-38902 ff
A84-39030 tt
A84-39085 tt
A84-39171 tt
A84-39212 tt
A84-39218 tt
A84-39267 tt
A84-39276 • #
A84-39277 ff
A84-39278 ' ff
A84-39279 • ff
A84-39280 ' ff
A84-39281 ' ff
A84-39282 * ff
A84-39283 ff
A84-3928S ff
AB4-39286 ' tt
A84-39287 ff
A84-39288 tt
A84-39299 tt
p681
P682
P654
P6S4
P654
p654
p682
p703
p655
p703
p65S
p682
p682
p682
P682
p703
p732
p682
P683
P699
p720
P6S5
P683
p720
P710
p732
P683
p706
p706
P699
p730
p721
pess
p655
p72A
P636
P636
P721
p699
p691
p676
p730
p710
p655
p655
P655
p6S5
pese
p656
pese
pese
p656
p721
pese
p683
pese
p721
p735
pese
pese
p657
p721
p636
p683
p671
p657
p657
p735
p703
p703
p710
p706
p732
p683
p657
p657
p683
p683
p671 .
p657
p711
p721
p721
p637
P684
p684
p684
p671
p671
p676
p691
p703
p700
p637
p676
p700
G-6
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX A84-44472
A84-39301
A84-39302
A84-39303
A84-39304 *
A84-38306 *
A84-39307
A84-39309 *
A84-39311 *
A84-39313 •
A84-39314 •
A84-3931S *
A84-39316
AS4-39317
A84-39318
AS4-39319
AB4-39320 •
A84-39367 *
A84-39388
A84-39389 '
A84-39371 •
A84-39423
A84-39424
A84-39425 *
AB4-39488
A84-39497
A84-39498
A84-39701
A84-39702
A84-39703
A84-39705
A84-39706
AB4-39708
AB4-39709
A84-39710
A84-39711
A84-39713
A84-39715
A84-39716
A84-39719
A84-39720
A84-39721
A84-39736
A84-39738
A84-39740
A84-39872
A84-39874
A84-39970 *
A84-39973
A84-3997S
A84-39997
A84-40011
A84-40012
A84-40023
A84-40024
A84-40025 *
A84-40047
A84-40048
A84-400S2
A84-40059
A84-40074
A84-40117
A84-40119
A84-40134
A84-40137
A84-40140
A84-40143
A84-40239 *
A84-40241 '
A84-40242 *
A84-40244 '
A84-4024S *
A84-40246 *
A84-40247 •
A84-40248 *
A84-40250
A84-40251
A84-40374
AB4-40378
A84-40379
A84-40381
A84-40384
A84-40390
A84-40393
A84-40569
A84-40570
A84-40571
AB4-40572
A84-40574
AB4^ 0575
AS4-40S99 *
A84-4060I
A84-40604 '
A84-40607
A84-40613
A84-40644
AS4-406S6 '
p6S7
P722
p706
p658
p733
P6S8
p722
P658
P658
P658
P6S9
P722
P6S9
P659
P659
p6S9
p6S9
P722
P680
P680
pTOO
P660
P680
p711
p711
p722
P871
P737
. P684
p671
P691
P671
p672
P672
P672
P672
P709
P704
P737
p660
p73S
P660
P722
P704
p741
P803
P741
P803
p803
P742
P762
P762
P791
P791
P742
P767
P763
P796
P767
p742
P791
PS20
P77S
P739
p777
P612
P777
P742
P804
p777
p777
P778
p778
P804
P797
P763
P797
p763
p763
P763
P783
P763
P775
P767
P767
p767
p764
P784
P767
P815
P795
P79S
P813
P797
P784
P604
A84-40667
A84-40678
A84-40682
A84-40766
A84-40767
A84-40775
A84-40786
AB4-40787 •
AS4-40788
A84-40789
A84-40790
A84-40791
A84-40792
A84-40799
AB4-40804
A84-40813 •
A84-40814 *
A84-40815
A84-40826
A84-40827 •
A84-40828
A84-40829
A84-40S30
A84-40831 *
A84-40832
AB4-40833
A84-40838 •
A84-40842 *
A84-40843
A84-40846
A84-40852 *
A84-40858
A84-40862
A84-40869
A84-4Q888
A84-40890
A84-40891
AB4-40913
A84-40922
A84-40994
A84-41038
A84-41039
AB4-410S8
A84-410S9
A84-41061
A84-41062
A84-41063
A84-41065
A84-41066
A84-41068
A84-41069
A84-41071
A84-41072
A84-41074
A84-41075
A84-41077
A84-41078
AS4-41079
A84-41080
AS4-41129
AB4-41130
A84-41132 *
A84-41165
A84-41225
A84-41233
A84-41241
A84-41242
A84-4124S
A84-41246
A84-41326 *
A84-41327
A84-4132B
A84-41329
A84-41330 '
A84-41331
A84-41332
A84-41333
AB4-41334 •
A84-41335
A84-41338
A84-41337
A84-41338
A84-41339
A84-41340 *
A84-41341
A84-41342
A84-41343
A84-41344 *
A84-4134S •
A84-41346 *
A84-41347 *
A84-41348
A84-41349
AS4-41350
A84-413S1
A84-413S2 •
p804
P804
P804
p813
p813
p742
p778
pTTS
p767
pTTB
pTTB
p797
p 778
p742
p804
p742
p743
p743
p743
p743
p743
p80S
p743
p743
p743
p779
p743
p744
p805
0744
p815
p744
p744
p775
p764
p744
p768
p797
pBOS
pBOS
p81S
p815
p768
p768
p77S
p768
p77S
p77S
p739
p775
p778
p768
p784
p7S9
p764
p764
p764
p759
P768
pBOS
p816
p818
p744
p779
p7S9
p769
p760
p779
p739
P744
p745
p74S
p769
p791
p74S
p74S
p745
p74S
p769
p769
p785
p748
p746
p748
p746
p746
p746
p746
p747
p769
p747
p747
p747
p747
p747
p 769
A84-413S3 '
A84-41388
AB4-41630
A84-41831
AB4-41632
A84-41633
A84-41838
A84-41638
A84-41641
A84-41642
A84-41643
A84-41644
A84-41645
A84-41648
A84-41647
A84-41648
A84-41649
A84-41650
A84-416S2
A84-416S3
A84-41654
A84-41855
A84-416S6
A84-416S7
A84-416S8
A84-4ie$9
A84-41860
A84-41662
A84-41663
A84-41697
A84-41698
A84-41777
A84-41778
A84-41779
A84-41780
AB4-41783
A84-41785
A84-418M
A84-41808
A84-41B54
A84-41938
A84-42148
A84-42206
A84-42209
A84-42210
A84-42248
A84-42249
A84-42277 *
A84-42278
A84-42279
AB4-42280 *
AB4-42301
A84-42314
A84-42326
A84-42327 •
A84-42329 *
A84-42330 •
A84-42331
A84-«2332
A84-42333
A84-42334
A84-42335 •
A84-42338
A84-42337
AB4-42338 •
A84-42339 '
A84-42340 '
AB4-42341
AB4-42343
AS4-42344
A84-42345 *
A84-42348 •
A84-42347
A84-42348 *
A84-42349
A84-42350
A84-423S1
A84-423S2
A84-42353 '
A84-423S4 •
A84-42355
A84-42357 •
A84-42358 *
AS4-42359
AB4-42361 *
A84-42362
A84-42363 •
A84-42365
A84-42366 •
A84-42368
A84-42389
A84-42370
A84-42371
A84-42372 *
AB4-42373 *
A84-42374 1
p747
p769
p748
p748
p748
p748
p748
P748
p779
p 779
p748
p770
p813
pBOS
pBOS
p739
p770
pTSS
p813
p 770
pTTO
pSOS
P805
p770
p813
p806
p813
p770
p770
pTTO
p760
p785
p785
pTTO
p806
p779
p806
p749
p749
p797
P806
p785
p806
p797
p798
p749
p749
p78S
p771
p785
p739
p813
p786
p739
p786
p788
p786
p788
p749
p749
p749
p7SO
p786
p787
P808
p814
p787
p787
p7SO
p7SO
p7SO
p787
p787
p771
p7SO
p7SO
. p751
p792
p760
p787
p792
p788
p7S1
p751
p751
p751
p7S1
p752
p771
p814
p740
p771
p771
p788
p752
I p752
A84-4237S 1
AB4-42376 '1
A84-42378 *
A84-42380
A84-42381
AB4-42382 *
AB4-42386 '
A84-42406
A84-4241S
A84-42418
A84-42417
A84-42419
A84-42420
A84-42421
A84-42478
A84-42S26
A84-42S33
A84-42S3S
A84-42538
A84-42540
AB4-42542
A84-42S53
A84-42S54
A84-42567
A84-42S69
AB4-42570
AB4-42573
A84-42574
A84-42617 •
A84-42651
A84-42S52
AB4-42653
A84-42659
A84-42662
A84-426B3
A84-42664
A84-42666
A84-42668 •
A84-428B6
A84-42688
A84-42707
A84-42746
A64-42747
A84-42748
A84-42749
A84-427SO •
AS4-42751
A84-42757
A84-42761
A84-4276S
A84-42768
A84-42778
A84-42778
A84-42881
A84-42884
A84-42886
A84-42900 *
A84-4330S*
A84-43316
A84-43317
A84-43318
A84-43339
A84-43348
A84-43368
A84-43401
A84^3406
A84-43411
A84-43412
A84-4341-I
AB4-4341S '
A84-43420'
A84-43421
A84-43424 "
A84-4342S *
A84-W426
A84-43427
A84-43431
A84-43432
AS4-43433
AS4-43437
A84-43439
A84-43442
A84-43443
A84-43444
A84-43445
A84-4345Q '
A84-43452 •
AB4-43453 *
A84-43454
A84-43460
AB4-43484
A84-4348S
A84-43468 4
A84-43487 ' i)
AB4-43468 • fi
A84-43489 li
f P788
f pTBS
p779
P764
p788
pTBO
P795
P806
peoe
p780
P780
p807
P7BO
p760
P7S2
p7S2
P7H
p7S3
p7S3
p753
p753
PB18
p753
P760
p771
p753
p792
p740
p807
p798
p798
p798
P798
p798
P788
p799
p799
p799
p821
p821
pTBO
P883
p863
p884
PB84
P884
P884
p816
p918
p912
p912
p912
P912
p913
pB23
p913
p904
p881
PB28
P826
p904
p826
p827
p854
p933
p934
p856
p86S
p894
P909
p934
P943
p894
P894
p894
p895
p931
p86S
p855
p855
pass
p895
p851
p864
p8M
P887
p884
pB95
pB82
pB95
p89S
p89S
p934
pB34
p898
p934
AB4-43479 '
A84-43480
A84-43481 *
AB4-43482 •
A84-43483
A84-4348S
A84-43488 •
A84-43487 •
A84-43488 *
A84-43499
A84-43SOO
A84-43544
A84-43S74
A84-43815
A84-43817
A84-43822
A84-43623
A84-43824
A84-43825
A84-436S3
A84-43888
A84-43893
A84-43742
A84-43809
A84-43810
AB4-43811
A84-43812 *
A84-43887
AS4-43889 •
A84-43891
A84-43892 *
A84-43893
A84-43895
A84-43897
A84-43908 •
A84-43911
A84-43920
A84-43921
A84-43935
A84-44000
A84-44042
A84-44044
A84-44046
A84-44133
A84-44149
A84-44150
A84-44173
A84-44177'
A84-44178 •
A84-44180 *
A84-441B1 *
A84-44182*
A84-4418S *
A84-441861
A84-44187 •
A84-44189 '
A84-44190 *
A84-44191 '
A84-44192*
A84-44193
AB4-44194 •
A84-44195 '
AB4-44196
A84-44197
A84-44198 '
AS4-44199*
A84-44200
A84-44201
A84-44202
A84-44219 '
A84-44222
A84-44223
A84-44314
A84-44429
A84-444S1
A84-444S2 *
A84-44453
A84-444S4
A84-44455
A84-44456
AB4-44457
A84-44458
A84-44459
A84-44480
A84-44481 *
A84-44482
A84-44463
A84-44484 '
A84-4446S
A84-44486
A84-44487 I
A84-44468 ')
A84-44469 I
A84-44470 1
A84-44471 *l
A84-44472 1
P934
P855
P934
P898
P896
peas
P896
pees
p897
p8S6
p882
p913
p917
p917
p8S8
p904
p904
P904
p904
pB3t
p917
p938
pese
P687
P865
p866
P885
pese
pees
pees
p823
p913
pees
P943
p931
peee
pea?
P687
p917
p932
p886
psee
p917
p827
pese
p932
p913
pB27
p887
pB88
p888
pese
P888
pBB8
p827
p904
p868
p905
p827
pB27
p827
p828
p828
p828
p628
p828
p829
p829
p829
p909
p909
p910
peee
P932
p823
peee
p866
P887
pese
pBB8
p889
p889
p889
P887
P887
pB87
P887
p897
P867
pB97
p887
pBS1
peee
pees
p897
p8B2
G-7
A84-44474 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A84-44474
A84-44475
A84-44476
AB4-44477
A84-44480
A84-44481
A84-44488
A84-44505
A84-44506
A84-44507
A84-44508
A84-44509
A84-44510
A84-44511
A84-44S12
A84-44S13
A84-44514
A84-44515
A84-44S16
A84-44518
A84-44626
A84-44627
A84-44828
A84-44629
A84-44830
A84-44631
A84-44635
A84-44639
A84-44645
A84-44647
A84-44849
A84-44650
A84-44691
A84-44707
A84-44713
A84-44714
A84-44726
A84-44727
A84-44728
A84-44729
A84-44730
A84-44731
A84-44732
A84-44733
A84-44734
A84-44735
A84-44736
AB4-4473«
A84-44739
A84-44740
A84-44741
A84-44742
A84-44743
A84-44744
A84-4474S
A84-44746
A84-44747
A84-44748
A84-44750
A84-44752
A84-44754
A84-44793
A84-44854
A84-44926
A84-44927
A84-44928
A84-44929
A84-44930
A84-44931
A84-44932
A84-44933
A84-44934
A84-44935
A84-44938
A84-44940
A84-44941
A84-44943
A84-44944
A84-4494S
AB4-44946
A84-44947
A84-44948
A84-44949
A84-449SO
A84-44952
A84-44954
A84-4495S
A84-44956
A84-449S7
A84-44958
AB4-44959
A84-44961
A84-44962
AB4-44963
A84-4496S
A84-44966
tt
ff
tt
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
tt
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
#
'#
ff
•ff
•ff
ff
•ff
»
ff
ff
'ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
'ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
'#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
p868
p856
p857
p90S
p868
P868
p868
p889
p829
p829
p938
p829
p829
p829
p90S
P830
p851
p897
p917
p869
p830
p830
p938
p830
p830
p938
p830
p830
p889
p830
p830
p917
p857
p945
p897
p898
p8S7
p857
p857
p857
p905
p857
p858
p858
p858
p858
p858
p852
p852
p852
p858
p858
p859
p859
p935
p859
p859
p859
p823
p882
p859
p93S
p943
p823
p824
p869
p898
p913
p831
p831
p905
p905
p905
p831
p935
p935
p889
p831
p831
p831
P869
p898
p869
p852
P898
p898
p869
P869
p870
p832
p832
p832
p832
p889
p870
p870
A84-44967
A84-44968
. A64-44969
A84-44970
A84-44971
A84-44972
A84-44974
A84-44975
A84-44976
' A84-44977
A84-44978
AM-44979
AR4-4408O
A84-44981
A84-44982
A84-44983
A84-44984
A84-44985
A84-44886
A84-44989
A84-44990
AB4-44991
A84-44992
A84-44994
A84-44995
A84-44996
A84-44997
A84-44998
A84-44999
A84-45000
A84-45001
A84-45002
A84-45003
A84-45004
A84-45005
A84-45006
A84-45007
A84 -45008
A84-45009
A84-45010
A84-45011
A84-45012
A84-45013
A84-45014
A84-4501S
A64-45017
A84-45018
A84-45019
A84-45020
A84-45021
A84-45022
A84-4S023
A84-4S024
A84-45025
A84-4S026
A84-45027
A84-45028
A84-45029
A84-45031
A84-45032
A84-45033
A84-45034
A84-4S035
A84-45036
A84-45037
A84-45038
A84-45039
A84-45040
A84-4S041
A84-45042
A84-45043
A84-45044
A84-45045
A84-45046
A84-45047
A84-45048
A84-45049
A84-45050
A84-45051
A84-45052
A84-45053
A84-45054
A84-45055
A84-45056
A84-4S057
A84-45058
A84-45059
A84-45060
A84-45061
A84-45062
A84-45063
A84-45064
A84-4506S
A84-*506&
A84-45067
A84-45068
ff
ff
ff
ff
'ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
p870
p870
p870
p890
p832
p832
p833
p824
p871
p898
p899
DfiSfl
ff DB33
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
•ff
ff
'#
ff
ff
ff
tt
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
tt
ff'
ff
ff
'ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
p890
p833
p833
p871
p871
p871
p824
p899
p890
p890
p833
p833
p834
p834
p871
P871
P872
p917
p899
p872
p906
p834
p890
p 890
p834
p834
p872
p834
p835
p872
p835
p913
p935
p918
p872
p872
P938
p835
p835
p83S
p835
p836
p836
p873
P873
p873
p873
p873
p939
p939
p 891
p836
p836
p838
P836
p873
p906
p836
p874
p874
p899
'p882
p918
p899
p939
P837
P837
p837
p852
p837
p906
p918
p918
p918
p918
p859
peso
p860
p860
p932
p8S2
p853
p939
A84-45069
A84-45134
A84-45161
A84-45177
A84-451S3
A84-45192
A84-45202
A84-45203
A84-45292
A84-45491
A84-45497
A84-45517
A84-4S524-
A84-45S26
A84-45534
A84-45576
A84-45577
A84-4SS78
A84-45579
A84-4S580
A84-45584
A84-45598
A84-4S606
A84-45611
A84-45612
A84-45613
A84-45627
A84-4S647
A84-4S661
A84-4S663
A84-45664
A84-45681
A84-45698
A84-45700
A84-45701
AB4-45702
A84-45703
A84-45704
A84-45705
A84-45706
A84-45707
A84-45708
A84-45710
A84-45711
A84-45712
A84-45713
A84-45714
AB4-45715
A84-45717
A84-4S718
A84-45719
A84-45720
A84-45721
A84-45722
A84-45723
A84-45724
A84-45725
A84-45726
A84-45727
A84-4S728
A84-45729
A84-45730
A84-45731
A84-45732
A84-45733
A84-45734
A84-45736
A84-45737
A84-45738
A84-45739
A84-45742
A84-45743
AB4-45744
A84-45745
A84-45748
A84-45821
A84-4S822
A84-45823
A84-45900
A84-45901
A84-45909
A84-45921
A84 -45932
A84-45951
A84-459S2
A84-45956
A84-45957
A84-459S8
A84-45959
A84-45960
A84-45961
A84-4S962
A84-4S963
A84-45964
A84-4596S
A84-45966
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
tt
ff
'ff
tt
tt
'ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
'ff
•ff
p837
p860
p906
p837
p838
p874
p919
p838
p939
p919
p919
p919
-p838
p900
p838
p860
p874
p900
p900
p900
p919
p900
p935
p900
p900
p824
p860
p935
p 939
p932
P940
p860
p919
p920
p838
p838
p839
p839
p839
p839
p920
p920
p920
p839
p839
p839
p839
p891
p920
p920
p840
p840
p840
p840
p840
p840
p920
p920
p921
p840
p841
p841
p841
p 841
p 841
p 341
p 641
p 841
p 842
p 921
p853
p921
p901
A84-45967
A84-45968
A84-45983
A84-45988
A84-46007
A84-46013
A84-46015
A84-46023
A84-46030
A84-46047
A84-46050
A84-46102
A84-46103
A84-46104
A84-46105
A84-46106
A84-48110
A84-46111
AB4-46112
A84-46113
A84-46114
A84-48115
A84-46116
A84-46117
A84-46119
A84-46120
A84-46122
A84-46126
A84-46129
A84-46138
A84-46189
AB4-46190
A84-46191
A84-46192
A84-46196
A84-46197
A84-46238
A84-46237
A84-46273
A84-46274
A84-46320
A84-46326
A84-46327
A84-46328
A84-46329
A84-46330
A84-46331
A84 -46332
A84-46333
A84-48334
A84-46335
A84-46338
A84-46337
A84-46338
A84-46339
A84-46340
A84-46341
AS4-48342
A84-46343
A84-46344
A84-46345
A84 -48346
A84-46347
A84-46348
A84-46349
A84-45350
A84-46351
A84-46352
A84-46353
A84-48354
A84-4835S
A84-46356
A84-46357
A84-46358
A84-46359
A84-46360
A84-46361
A84-46362
A84-46363
A84-46364
A84-46365
A84-46366
A84-46367
A84-46368
A84-46369
A84-46370
A84-46371
A84-46372
A84-46373
A84-46374
A84-46375
A84-46376
A84-46377
A84-4B378
A84-46379
A84-4S380
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
•'ff
•ff
•ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff .
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
tt
tt
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
ff
•ff
ff
•ff
•tt
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
•tt
tt
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
tt
ff
ff
#
tt
•ff
•ff
#
•ff
•ft
p901
p906
p921
p842
p842
p940
p891
pB43
p861
p874
p874
p843
p843
p g43~
p843
p891
p843
p844
p844
p844
p844
p844
p844
p844
p910
p845
p936
p84S
p921
p922
p84S
p922
p845
p845
p875
p824
P922
p845
p875
p882
p922
p824
p875
p846
p87S
pBS3
p846
p824
P824
p891
p825
p82S
p922
p922
p914
p875
p87S
p876
p876
p914
p922
p923
p923
p944
p862
p862
pB62
p862
p882
p892
p923
p892
P892
p892
p876
p876
p876
p876
p877
p940
p940
p940
p877
p901
p825
p906
p877
p877
p877
p877
p878
p901
p923
p878
p878
p878
A84-46381 " #
A84-46382 tt
A84-46383 ff
AB4-46384 ff
A84-46385 ff
A84-46411 ff
A84-46412 ff
A84-46413 #
A84-46415 ff
A84-46476 ff
A84-46484 tt
A84-46485 #
A84-48499 tt
P848
p846
P940
p846
p883
p892
p892
p923
p892
p846
p923
p878
n 0-9C
A84-46S02 tt p 893
A84-46513 tt
A84-46520 #
A84-46521 tt
A84-48522 tt
A84-46523 ff
A84-46524 ' ff
A84-46S76 ff
A84-46579 ff
A84-46582 ff
A84-46601 ff
AB4-46604 #
AB4-46614 ff
A84-46624 ff
A84-46635 tt
A84-46639 tt
A84-46640 ff
A84-46641 ff
A84-46642 #
A84-46667 tt
A84-46670 ff
A84-46694 ff
A84-46724 ff
A84-46759 »
A84-48763 ff
A84-48764 ff
A84-46767 #
A84-46807 If
A84-46810 #
AB4-46814 *#
A84-46821 'ff
A84-46846 ff
A84-46848 ff
A84-46850 ff
A84-48875 tt
• A84-46876 ff
A84-46878 #
A84-46879 #
A84-46880 tt
A84-48882 ff
A84-46883 ff
A84-46884 ff
A84-46885 #
A84-46888 ff
A84-46887 #
A84-46888 ff
A84-46889 #
A84-46891 if
A84-46892 ff
A84-46893 ' ff
A84-46894 tt
A84-46897 #
A84-46898 tt
A84-46899 tt
A84-46903 tt
A84-46904 tt
A84-46905 tt
A84-46907 #
A84-46908 tt
A84-46909 ff
A84-46911 tf
A84-46912 tt
A64-46914 ff
A84-46915 ff
A84-46916 ff
A84-46917 #
A84-46918 ff
A84-46919 ff
A84-46920 ff
A84-46921 ff
A84-46922 ff
A84-46924 ff
A84-46925 ff'
A84-46926 '#
A84-46927 • ff
A84-46928 #
A84-46929 ff
A84-46930 #
A84-46931 ff
A84-46932 tt
A84-46933 tt
A84-46934 tt
A84-46935 tt
p914
P82S
p825
p 825
p825
p901
p 1013
p973
p947
p 1000
p969
p969
p969
p978
p991
p969
p991
p969
p973
p970
p 1014
P1000
P1000
p949
p991
p949
p947
p 1017
p 1012
p 1012
p991
p947
p950
P1000
P1000
p950
p 1000
p 1001
p 1001
p980
p950
p9SO
p950
P9SO
p950
P951
p951
p9S1
p 1001
p951
p980
p951
p951
p980
p9S2
p 1001
P1001
p981
P1001
p9S2
p9S2
p 1001
p952
p995
p995
p 1002
p 1002
p9S2
p9S2
p9S2
P1002
P1002
p953
P953
P1002
p981
p981
p 1002
p953
p 1002
p995
p 1003
G-8
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX N84-12049
A84 -46936
A84-46939
A84-46940
A84-46941
A84-46942
A84-46943
A84-46944
A84-4694S
A84-46950
AB4-46951
A84-46952
A84-46953
A84-46955
A84-46957
A84-469S8
A84-46961
A84 -46962
A84 -46963
A84-46964
A84-46966
A84-46967
A84-46968
A84-46970
A84-46971
A84-46972
A84-46973
A84-46975
A84-46976
A84-46977
A84-46979
A84-46980
A84-46983
A84-46984
A84-46985
A84 -46986
A84-46987
A84-46989
A84-46990
A84-46991
A84-46992
A84-46993
A84-46994
A84-46995
A84-46998
A84-46997
A84-46999
A84-47000
A84-47001
A84-47002
A84-47003
A84-47004
A84-47005
A84-47006
A84-47007
A84-47008
AS4-47009
A84-47010
A84-47011
A84-47012
A84-47013
A84-47015
A84-47018
A84-47017
A84-47018
A84-47019
A84-47020
A84-47021
A84-47022
A84-47023
A84-47024
A84-47025
A84-47028
A84-47028
A84-47029
A84-47030
A84-47031
A84-47032
A84-47033
A84-47035
A84 -47038
A84-47038
A84-47039
A84-47040
A84-47041
A64-47042
A84-47044
A84-47051
A84 -47052
A84 -47053
A84-47054
A84-47055
A84-47058
A84-47062
AB4-47063
A84-47064
A84-47065
tt
tt
#
»
ft
tt
tt
tt
#
ft
#
tt
#
•#
#
»
ft
'«
#
»
tt
»
#
tt
#
#
ft
ft
ft
#
tt
tt
ft
'tt
#
tt
tt
ft
'#
#
'#
tf
'#
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
#
tt
tt
ft
tt
tt
tt
#
#
tt
tt
ft
#
tt
#
tt
#
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
ft
#
tt
tt
ft
#
'#
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
ft
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
p992
p981
p99S
p981
p981
p982
p982
p995
p992
P1003
p 1003
P1003
p982
P1003
p982
P1003
p995
P10O4
p 1014
P1004
p973
p973
p982
p953
P1004
P1004
P1004
p953
p1004
p953
p954
P1005
pSS4
p954
p954
p982
p982
p983
p954
P1005
p983
p954
p955
p955
p955
p983
p955
P1005
P1005
p983
p955
p955
p992
p956
p996
p956
p983
P100S
p983
p956
p956
p956
p984
p956
p956
p9S7
p957
p984
p957
P984
p957
p957
p984
p984
P984
p 1015
P1005
p985
P98S
P1006
P1006
p996
P1006
p985
p985
p 1006
p957
p957
p9S8
p 1016
p958
P9S8
p958
p958
p9S8
p9S8
A84-47066 tt
A84-47069 ft
A84-47070 tt
A84-47071 tt
A84-47072
A84-47073
A84-47074
A84-47075
A84-47076
A84-47079
A84-47080
A84-47081
A84-47082
A84-47083
A84-47084
A84-47086
A84-47087
A84-47090
A84-47081
A84-47092
A84-47097
A84-47098
A84-47099
A84-47100
A84-47132
A84-47260
A84-47261
A84-47271
A84-47349 tt
A84-47375 tt
A84-47390 tt
A84-47482 tt
A84-47484 tt
A84-47S45 tt
A84-47551 ft
A84-47552 ft
A84-47553 tt
A84-47554 tt
A84-47557 ft
A84-47558 tt
A84-47559 ft
A84-47560 tt
A84-47561 tt
A84-47564 ft
A84-47565 tt
A84-47570 ft
A84-47572 ft
A84-47573 tt
A84-47S78 tt
A84-47578 tt
A84-47579 tt
A84-47580 tt
A84-47622 tt
A84-47628 tt
A84-47631 tt
A84-47690 tt
A84-47693 'ft
A84-47777 tt
A84-47788 tt
A84-47846 tt
A84-48000 tt
AS4-48124 ft
A84-48125 ft
A84-48126 ft
A84-48127 'ft
A84-48129 'ft
A84-48131 ft
A84-48132 tt
A84-48135 'ft
A84-48140 •#
A64-482SO tt
A84-48416 tt
A84-48516 tt
A84-48517 tt
A84-4B51B tt
A84-48521 ft
A84-4653B tt
A84-48538 tt
A84-48551 tt
A84-48552 tt
A84-48553 tt
A84-48713 tt
A84-48720 ft
A84-48754 ft
A84-48766 tt
A84-49082 tt
AB4-49083 tt
A84-49084 tt
A84-49085 ft
A84-49086 tt
A84-49087 'ft
A84-49088 ' tt
A84-49089 tt
AB4-49091 'ft
AS4-49092 * tt
A84-49093 tt
p985
P958
p959
P1006
p959
P959
p959
p959
p973
p959
p959
p959
p960
p960
P1008
p960
p960
p960
p1008
P1007
p960
p960
P1012
p960
p961
p973
p968
p947
P968
p947
p961
p961
p961
p 1014
p985
p985
p1007
P961
p986
P988
p994
p986
p961
p986
p988
p1007
p986
P1007
P1007
p973
p961
p987
p961
p 1017
p970
p962
P947
p962
P1007
p970
p970
p962
p962
p962
p962
p962
P982
P1007
p947
p995
p948
p948
p968
p968
p970
p973
p974
p974
P996
p979
P1016
p996
P1007
p962
p992
p963
p963
p974
p974
p963
p979
p968
p963
A84-49094 't
A84-49095 t
A84-49096 */
A84-49097
A84-49107
A84-49113
A84-49124 •
A84-49186
A84-49187
A84-49190
A84-49193
A84-49194
A84-49285
A84-49320
A84-49331
A84-49352
A84-49353
A84-49354
A84-49355
A84-49356
A84-49357
A84-49369
A84-49370
A84-49371
A84-49385
A84-49387
A84-49388
A84-49389
A84-49390
A84-49396
A84-49397
A84-49399
A84-49440
A64-49444
A84-49503
A84-49545
A84-49S46
A84-49548
A84-49579
A84-49585
N 84-10001
N 84-10002
N84-10003
N84-10004
N84-10005
N84-10006
N84-10007
N84-10009
N84-10010
N84-10011 *{j
N84-10012 t
N84-10013 t
N84-10014 <
N84-10015 t
N84-10016 t
N84-10017*)!
N 84-10018 •«
N84-10019'll
N84-10020 * t
N84-10021 *|
N84-10022 't
N84-10023 |j
N84-10024 't
N84-10025 '/)
N84-10026 t
N84-10027 t,
N84-10028 l!
N84-10029 i(
N84-10030 fl
N84-10031 |
N84-10032 ' t
N84-10033 t,
N84-10034 • f,
N84-10035 it
N84-10036 j)
N84-10037-I)
N84-10038 ii
N84-10039 0
N84-10040 ft
N84-10041 •(
N84-10O42 '/
N84-10043 ')
N84-10044 *
N84-10045 «
N84-10046 ft
N84-10047 i)
N84-10048 t
N 84-10049'))
N84-10050 It
N84-10051 «
N84-10052 *
N84-10053 ft
N84-10054 • ft
N84-10055 ')
N84-10056 • f
t p963
t p963
H P974
p963
p963
p963
P1007
p989
p974
P1008
p970
p970
p971
p971
p971
p987
p987
p987
P987
p974
p971
P987
p992
p97S
P1014
p975
P979
p963
p948
p971
p971
p971
P1008
p996
p964
p1008
P984
P987
p975
P1008
p3
p27
p72
p41
p27
p72
p72
p3
p3
t p3
t p3
t p16
i pie
t p16
> p17
• p17
> p17
1 p17
1 p17
p17
p18
p18
p 18
p18
p 18
p18
p18
p19
p19
p19
p19
p19
p27
p27
P27
p28
p28
p28
p28
p41
p42
p42
p42
p42
p42
p43
p43
pS1
p51
p51
p51
p59
p59
p59
p79
N84-100S7 '
N84-10058'
N84-10059
1484-10060
N84-10061
N84-10062
N84-10063
N84-10069
N84-10070
N84-10071
N84-10072
N84-10073
N84-10074
N84-10075
N84-10076
N84-10077
N84-10078 *
N84-10079 '
N84-10080
N84-10081
N84-10082
N84-10083
N84-10084
N84-10085
N84-10086
N84-10087
N84-10088'
N84-10089
N84-10090
N84-10091
N 84-10092
N84-10093
N84-10094
N84-10095
N84-10096
N84-10097
N 84-1 0098
N84-10099
N84-10100
N84-10101
N84-10102
N84-10103
N84-10104
N84-10105
N84-10106
N 84-1 01 07
N84-10U2 •
N84-10144 *
N84-10188 •
N84-10216
N84-10219
N84-10221
N 84-10222
N84-10223
N84-10267 •
N84-10268 •
N84-10332*
N 84-1 0338
N84-10339
N84-10430
N84-10498 *
N84-10546
N 84-10609'
N84-10610 •
N84-10611 •
N84-10614 *
N84-10616
N 84-10620
N84-10622 t
N84-10782 f,
N84-10783 t
N84-10784 t
N84-10910 't
N84-11093'l!
N84-11095 «
N84-11096 t
N84-11098 *
N 84-1 1099 '
N84-11100 *
N84-11101 •
N84-11102 •
N84-11103 •)
N84-11104 *{
N84-11105 *l
N84-11106'*
N84-11107')!
N84-11108'if
N84-11109'!)
N84-11110'|)
N84-11111 '*
N84-11112 ij
N84-11113 /)
N84-11114 1
N84-11115 f
N84-11116 it
N84-11117 f,
t P79
p79
p79
p60
p60
p60
p60
p79
p60
p60
p60
p60
p61
p61
P61
P64
p64
p64
p64
p64
p64
p65
p65
P6Spes
p65
p65
p65
pes
pee
pee
pee
pee
pee
pee
p66
p67
pB7
p67
p67
p72
p73
p73
P73
p73
p73
p74
p75
p75
p75
p75
p7S
P76
p76
p76
p76
p70
p76
p76
p79
p79
p79
p80
p80
pBO
p80
p80
pSO
t p80
t p82
I p82
( p82
* p83
* p84
» p3
» p3
P3
P4
p28
p57
p43
p43
p28
p57
p73
p43
p28
p43
p43
p67
p4
P 4
P 4
P 4
P 4
p51
N84.11118 f
N84-11119 ft
N84-11120 ft
N84-11121 tt
N84-11122 tt
N84-11123 tt
N84-11124 If
N84-11125 ft
N84-11126 ft
NS4-11127 #
N84-11128 tt
N84-11129 tt
N84-11130 tt
N84-11131 tt
N84-11132 tt
N84-11133 tt
N84-11134 ft
NS4-11135 tt
N84-1113e*#
^484-111^7 #
N84-11138 tt
N84-11139 ft
N84-11140 tt
N84-11141 'tt
N 84-11 142 '#
N84-11143'*
N84-11144'#
N84-11145*#
N84-11146 ft
N84-11147 tt
N84-11148 ft
N84-11149 ft
N84-111SO tt
N84-11151 ft
N84-11152*#
N84-11153 tt
N84-11154 ft
N84-11155 ft
N84-11156 •#
N 84-11 157 •#
N84-11158 tt
N84-11159 tt
N84-11160 tt
N84-11161 ft
N84-11162 If
N84-11163 ft
N84-11184 tt
N84-11165 tt
N84-11166 tt
N84-11187 ft
N84-11168 tt
N84-11169 ft
N84-11170 'ft
NS4-11171 'if
N84-11172 tt
N84-11173 tt
N84-11174 tt
N84-11175 tt
N84-11176'#
N84-11177 'ft
N84-11178'#
N84-11179 ft
N84-11180 tt
N84-11181 tt
N84-11182 tt
N84-11183 ft
N84-11184 tt
N84-11185 tt
N84-11214 "ft
N84-11260 #
N84-11296*#
N84-11321 ft
N84-11456 '#
N84-11457'#
N84-11516 ft
N84-11517 ft
N84-11884 'If
N84-11887 ft
N84-11890 ft
N84-12026'#
N84-12028'#
N84-12029 * tt
N84-12030*#
N84-12031 '#
N84-12032 * tt
N84-12033'*
N 84-12034'ltl
N84-12035-#
NS4-12036 ' tt
N84-12037 * tt
N84-1203B-*
N 84-1 2039 '#
N84-12042 ' #
N84-12044 * ft
N84-12048 ' ft
N 84-1 2049 '#
p67
PS2
P52
P67pes
p61
pea
p68
p52
p68
P52
P52
p52
pS3
p53
p53
p68
p68
p20
p20
p20
p20
p20
p20
p20
p21
p21
p21
P21
P21
p21
p22
p22
p22
P28
p29
p29
P29
p44
p44
p44
p44
p53
P53
P53
P53
P54
pS4
pS4
pS4
p57
p57
pei
pei
p61
p62
p62
p62
peg
P69
p69
p69
p69
P74
P74
p74
p74
p74
p77
p77
p77
P77
p81
p81
p81
p81
p83
p83
p83
pB4
P86
pee
pee
P109
p109
p109
p109
P136
P136
P114
p138
p125
p125
p125
p125
p126
G-9
N84-120SO ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
N84-12050
N84-12051
N84-12052
N84-12053
N84-120S4
N84-12055
N84-12056
N84-120S7
N84-12060
N84-12081
N84-12062
N84- 12063
N84-12064
N84-12065
N84-12086
N84-12O67
N84-12068
N84-12069
N84-12070
N84-12071
N84-12072
N84-12073
N84-12074
N84-12075
N84-12076 *
N84-12077
N84-12078
N84-12079-
N84-12080
N84-12081
N84-12082
N84-12083
N84-12084
N84-12085
N84-12086
N84-12087
N84-12088
N84-12089
N84-12091 •
N84-12092 '
N84-12093
N84-12094
N84-12O95
N84-12096'
N84-12097
N84-12098
N84-12099
N84-12100 '
N84-12101
N84-12102
N84-12103
N84-12104
N84-12105
N84-12106
N84-12107
N84-12108
N84-12109 •
N84-12110*
N84-12111
N84-12112 •
N84-12113
N84-12114
N84-1211S
N84-12116
N84-12117
N84-12118
N84-12119
N84-12120
N84-12121 •
N84-12122
N84-12123
N84-12124
N84-12125
N84-12128
N84-12127
N84-12128
N84-12129 •
N84-12130
N84-12131
N84-12132
N84-12133 *
N84-12134
N84-12135
N84-12138
N84-12137
N84-12138
N84-12139
N84-12142
N84-12143
N84-12144
N84-12145
N84- 12146
N84-12147
1484-12148
N84-12149
NS4-12150
p86
p88
p87
P87
P87
p87
P87
p121
P126
p138
p138
p_129
p130
P128
p126
P126
p121
p137
p137
P137
p87
p9S
p95
p95
p95
p121
P121
P121
P96
p121
p122
P96
p98
p98
p96
p96
p96
p97
P97
P97
P97
P97
P98
p98
p98
p98
p98
p98
p98
p99
p99
p99
p99
P99
P99
plOO
P100
P100
plOO
plOO
plOO
p101
p101
p101
plOI
plOI
p101
p101
p102
. P102
p102
p102
p102
p103
p103
plOS
P103
p103
p103
p103
p104
p104
p104
p104
p109
p109
pllO
pllO
p114
p114
p114
p114
p 110
P114
P139
P11S
N84-121S1 '
N84-121S2
N84-121S3
. N84-121S4 *
N84-121SS
N84-121S6
N84-12157
N84-121S8
N84-121S9
N84-12160
N84-12161
N84-12162
MfW_1?1 ft*$I o4>1«lOi9 —
N84-12184 *
N84-1216S
N84-12188 •
N84-12167
N84-12168
N84-12169
N84-12170
N84-12171
N84-12172
N84-12173
N84-12174 •
N84-12175
N84-12176
N84-12177
N84-12178 •
N84-12179
N84-12180
N84-12181
• N84-12182
N84-12183
N84-12184
N84-121B5
N84-12188
N84-12187
N84-12188
N84-121B9
N84-12190 •
N84-12191
N84-1219S
N84-12312 *
N84-12317
N84-12331
N84-12S31 *
N84-12532
N84-12551
N84-12730'
NS4-12811
N84-13138 *
N84-13139 '
N84-13140 *
N84-13141
N84-13142
N84-13143
N84-1314S
N84-13146
N84-13147
N84-13148
N84-13149
N84-13150
N84-13151
NS4-131S2
N8*13153
N84-13154
N84-1315S
N84-13156
N84-13157
N84-13158
N84-13159
N84-13160
N84-13161
N84-13182
N84-13163
N84-13164
N84-1316S
N84-13166
N84-13167
N84-13168
N84-13169
N84-13170 .
N84-13171
N84-13172 *
N84-13173 *
N84-13174
N84-13175
N84-13176*
N84-13177 *
N84-13178 *
N84-13179
N84-13180
N84-13181
N84-13182 *
N84-13183
N84-13184
pllS
p115
p11S
p122
P122
P122
P122
p122
p122
p123
P123
P123
p 12?
p126
P126
piso
p130
piso
pISO
pISO
pISO
p131
P131
p131
D 131K '" •
D 131K it* i
D 131P •" •
p131
P132
p132
p132
P132
p132
p132
p132
p132
P133
P133
p137
p137
p137
P139
P140
p140
p142
P142
P142
p142
p143
p142
p87
p87
p88
p88
p 39
D 88v *•*•
P104
o 88p ****
D 88p ****
p104
P10S
p105
plOS
plOS
plOS
D 105p IVO
p106
pioe
p 106
pioe
pioe
p ioe
p107
P107
P107
P107
p107
p107
P107
pllO
pllO
P11S
D 115K • "*
p 123
p 123
p124
p 124
p124
p 124
p 124
P124
P124
P127
p127
p127
p127
N84-1318S
N84-13186 '
N84-13187 '
N84-13188 '
N84-13189 •
N84-13190 *
N84-13191
N84-13192
N84-13193 *
N84-13194 •
N84-13198 •
N84-13196
N84-13197'
N84-13198 '
N84-13199
N84-13200
N84-13201
N84-13202
N84-13223*
N84-13338
N84-13380
N84-13888
N84-13812
N84-13923
N84-13924
N84-14061
N84-14070
N84-14110*
N84-14112
N84-14113
N84-14114
N84-14115
N84-14118
N84-14119 *
N84-14122 •
N84-14124
N84-14125
N84-14128
N84-14127
N84-14128
N84-14129 *
N84-14130
N84-14131
N84-14134
N84-14135
N84-14137
N84-14138
N84-14139
N84-14140
N84-14141
N84-14143
N84-14144
N84-14148
N84-14147
N84-14148
N84-14149
N84-14150
N84-141S1
N84-141S2
N84-141S3
N84-141S4
N84-14155
N84-14156
N84-141S7 *
N84-14297
N84-14301
N84-14328
N84-14356
' NB4-14393
N84-14400
N84-14416
N84-14439
N84-14463*
N84-14465
N84-14466
NB4-14646
N84-146SO
N84-14873*
N84-1490S
N84-14984
N84-15024
N84-15025
N84-15026
N84-1S027
N84-1S028
N84-1S032
N84-1S033
N84-15034
N84-1S03S
N84-15038
N84-15037
N84-15038
N84-15040
N84-1S041
N84-15042
N84-1S043
p127
p133
P133
p133
P133
P134
p134
P134
P134
p134
p134
p134
-pise-
pise
pISB
P139
p140
P140
p141
p141
p143
p143
P144
P144
P144
P14S
P145
p149
P149
P149
p149
p150
p175
p17S
P175
p17S
p175
p175
pITB
P17B
p183
p183
p183
p201
p201
p201
P201
p201
p211
p211
p218
p218
p218
p219
p219
p219
P219
p219
P219
p219
p227
p228
p228
P228
p237
p237
p237
p242
p242
p242
p243
p243
p243
p243
p243
p249
p248
P2S4
p2S4
p2SS
p2S6
P1SO
p150
p254
p2S4
p244
pISO
p150
p211
p211
p211
p212
p201
r202
p212
p212
N84-15044
N84-1S04S
N84-1S048
N84-1S047
N84-1S048
N84-1S049
N84-15050
N84-15051
N84-15052
N84-1SOS3
N84-1SOS4
N84-1S05S
N84-15057
N84-1SOS8
N84-150S9
N84-15060
N84-15061
N84-1S062
N84-15063
N84-1S064
N84-1S065
N84-1S066
N84-15067'
N84-1S068
N84-15069
N84-1S070
N84-1S071
N84-1S072
N84-1S073
N84-1507S
N84-15076
N84-15077
N84-15078
N84-1S079
M84-15080
N84-1S081 *
N84-15082
N84-15083
N84-1S084
N84-1S085
N84-16088
N84-15087
N84-15088
N84-1SOS9
N84-15090
N84-15091
N84-1S092
N84-1S093
N84-15094
N84-15095
N84-15097
N84-15098
N84-15100
N84-15101
N84-1S10S
N84-1S106
N84-1S108
N84-15113
N84-1S114'
N84-1S115'
N84-15116'
N84-15117 •
N84-15118 •
N84-1S119*
N84-1S120 *
N84-15122 *
N84-15123 •
N84-15124 •
N84-15125
N84-1S126
N84-1S127
N84-1S128
N84-15130
N84-15131
N84-15132
N84-15133
N84-15134
N84-15135 •
N84-15138
N84-15137
N84-15138
NS4-15141
N84-15142
N84-15143 '
N84-15144 '
N84-1S148
N84-1S147
N84-15148
N84-15149
N84-15150
N84-15151 •
N84-1S1S2 *
N84-15153 *
N84-151S4*
N84-151S5*
N84-15166'
p212
p 202
p 202
p212
p212
p202
P213
P202
p213
p213
p 202
p244
p213
p213
p214
p202
p214
p214
p203
p203
p214
P244
p214
p169
p232
p232
p214
p214
p184
p215
P1SO
P184
P184
p244
p203
p184
P164
p184
p203
p203
p228
P249
P184
p228
P184
p228
p229
p203
p229
p229
P204
p215
p204
p204
p176
p176
p178
p176
p177
p177
P177
p177
p177
p178
p178
Pl78_
p178 s
p178
p179
p179
P179
P179
p179
p179
p179
p180
P180
p185
P18S
P18S
p185
p189
P204
P204
P204
p20S
p2OS
P205
P205
P21S
p220
p220
p220
p220
P220
p220
N84-15157 f
N84-15158 ff
N84-15159 'ff
N84-15160 f
N84-15161 f
N84-15163 9
N84-15251 g
N84-15283 'g
N84-15365 #
N84-15395'*
N84-1S398 «
N84-15409 ff
N84-15448 g
N84-15458 f
N84-15463 g
N84-15474 g
N84-15479 ff
N84-15480 ff
N84-1S481 f
N84-15503 ff
N84-1SS30 ff
N84-15552 '#
N84-15553 ' #
N84-15554 '#
N84-15555 '#
N84-15604'*
N84-15733 g
N84-1S8SS ff
N84-15860 9
N84-1S876 f
N84-15877'*
N84-15894 '#
N84-15898*#
N84-15899 #
N84-15900 ff
N84-15903 ff
N84-16022 * ff
N84-16116 '#
N84-16117 '#
N84-16118 ~ff
N84-16120 ff
N84-16124 #
N84-16126 #
N84-18128 ff
N84-16129 ff
N84-16130 ff
N84-16131 •#
N84-16132 ff
N84-16133 ff
N84-16134 '#
N84-16135 ' #
N84-16137'#
N84-16138 '#
N84-16139*#
N84-18140 * #
N84-16141 "ff
N84-16143'*
N84-16144'#
N84-18145'#
N84-16148 •#
N84-16147 ' If
N84-16148 ff
N84-16149 ff
N84-16150 ff
N84-16151 ff
N84-161S2 ff
N84-161S3 t
N84-16154 ff
N84-16155 f
N84-16157 ff
N84-16158 ff
N84-16159 ff
N84-16160 ff
N84-16163*#
N84-16154'#
N84-16165 ff
N84-16168'#
r484-16167'#
N84-16168 • ff
N84-16169 ff
N84-16170 ff
N84-18171 ff
N84-16172 ff
N84-18173 ff
N84-16174 ff
N84-16175 ff
N84-16177'*
N84-16178 '#
N84-16179'#
N84-16180 '#
N84-16182-'#
NS4-16183 ff
N84-16184'*
N84-16185'*
1484-16186 'ff
N84-16188 ff
P221
p221
p229
p229
p232
p232
p237
p237
P244
P244
p244
p245
n 245
P245
p245
p245
p245
p245
P246
P246
p246
p248
p246
p246
p247
p247
p249
p2S2
p252
p252
p252
p254
p255
p255
p2S5
p255
p256
p291
p291
p291
p259
p2B5
P292
p259
p2S9
p259
p269
p269
p269
P269
p269
p270
p270
p270
p270
p270
p270
p270
p271
p271
p271
p271
p271
p271
p272
p272
p272
p272
p272
p280
p280
p28D
p2B5
p292
p292
p292
p292
p292
p292
p292
p 293
p293
p 293
p 293
p293
p 293
p295
p295
p 299
p 299
p 299
p299
p 299
p 299
p300
p300
G-10
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX N84-21513
N84-16190 ff
N84-16191 ft
N84-16192 ft
N84-16197 #
N84.16188 ft
N84-16199 ff
N84-16200 ff
N 84-16201
N 84. 16203
N84-16205
N84.16206
N84-16209
N84-16210
N84-16211 ff
N84-16212 '#
N84-16213 '#
N84-16215 '#
N84-16216 *#
N84-16219 *#
N84-16221 '#
N84-16337 ' #
N84-16351 •#
N84-16353 ' ff
N84-16354 ' ff
N84-16374 ft
N84-16378 ft
N84- 16384 ff
N84- 16428 *#
N84- 16494 *#
N84-16501 #
N84-16529 * #
N84-16530 *#
N84-16563 • #
N84-16587 • #
N84-16S89 '#
N84-16590 '#
N84-16941 '#
N84- 16943 *#
N84- 16944 • ft
N84- 16946 *#
N84-16947 * #
N84- 17054 #
N84-17070 #
N84-17072 #
N84-17120 #
N84-17121 ft
N84-17122 ft
N84-17123 ft
N84-17124 #
N84-17127 '#
N84-17128 ft
N84-17129 '#
N84-17130'#
N84-17131 'ff
N84-17132 *#
N84-17134 •#
N84-17135 '#
N84-17136 'ff
N84-17137 '#
N84-17139 '#
N84-17140'#
N84-17141 'ff
N84-17143 '#
N84-17144 '#
N84-17145 #
N84-17146 #
N84-17147 #
N84-17148 #
N84-17149 '#
N84-17150 #
NS4-17152 #
N84-17153 #
N84-17154 #
N84-17155 #
N84-17156 ff
N84-17157 ff
N84-17158 #
N84-17159 #
N84-17160 ft
N84-17161 ff
N84-17162 ff
N84-17165 '#
N84-17168 '#
N84-17169 ft
N84-17171 'ff
N84-17172 'ff
N84-17173 '#
N84-17174 '#
N84-17175 '#
N84-17176 #
N84-17177 #
N84-17178 '#
N84-17179 #
N84-17181 #
N84-17182 #
N84-17184 '#
p300
p300
p300
p300
p300
p301
p301
p301
p301
P301
p301
p302
p302
P302
P304
p305
p305
p305
p307
p307
p309
p309
p309
p310
p315
p272
p315
p315
p31S
p316
p316
p316
p316
p316
p316
p316
p321
p321
p322
p322
p322
p324
p324
p324
p259
p2S9
p260
p260
p260
p272
p273
p273
p273
P273
p273
p273
p274
p274
p274
p274
p274
p274
P274
p275
p275
p275
p275
p275
p275
p276
p281
p281
p281
p281
p281
p281
p282
p282
P282
p282
p282
p285
p285
p285
p293
P294
p294
p294
p294
p294
p294
p295
p295
p296
p302
p305
N84-17187 ff
N84-17189 'ff
N84-17190 ft
N84-17191 ff
N84-17293'*
N84- 17296 ft
N84-17395 tt
N84-17407 'ff
N 84.1 7409
N84-17410 *
N84-17433 '
N84-17435 *
N84-17479 *
N84-17525 *#
N84-17526'#
N84-17536 ft
N84-17574 '#
N84-17590 ' ff
N84-17610 ff
N84-17623 ff
N84-17763 ft
N84-18014 ft
N84-18015 'ff
N84.18018 'ff
N84-1802S #
N84-18045 tt
N84-18086 ' #
N84-18087'*
.N84-18088'#
N84-18090 '#
N84-18102 •#
N84-18103 ft
N84-18152'#
N84-18153 'ff
N84-181S4 ' ff
N84-18166 ff
N84-181S7 tt
N84-18158 ff
N84-18159'*
N84-18160 tt
N84-18161 *#
N84-18162 •#
N84-18163 '#
N84-18164 *#
N84-18166 ff
N84-18167 tt
N84-18168 ft
N84-18170 '#
N84-18171 'ff
N84-18172 tt
N84-18173 tt
N84-18174 tt
N84-18175 ff
N84-18176 ff
N84-18177 tt
N84.18178 #
N84-18179 tt
N84-18180 tt
N84-18181 tt
N84-18182 tt
N84-18183 '#
N84-18185 tt
N84-18189 'ft
N84-18190 '#
N84-18191 tt
N84-18193 tt
N84-18194 tt
N84-18195 #
N84-18196 •#
N84-18197 ft
N84-18198 tt
N84-18199 ft
N84-18200 tt
N84-18202 ' tt
N84-18203 ' tt
N84-18204 tt
N84-16205 tt
N84-18206 ' ff
N84-18207 ' ff
N84-18208 tt
N84-18209 tt
N84-18210 tt
N84-18211 #
N84-18212 tt
N84-18214 '#
N84-18215 #
N84-18216 tt
N84-18217 tt
N84-18218 tt
N84-18219 tt
N84-18220 tt
N84-18221 ft
N84-18222 tt
N84-18223 tt
N84-18224 • #
N84-18410 tt
p305
p307
p307
p307
p310
p310
p310
p310
p311
p311
p316
p317
p317
p317
p317
p317
p318
p318
p318
p318
p319
p322
p322
p322
p323
p323
p324
p324
p307
p319
p32S
p325
p325
P328
p328
p328
p328
p328
P335
p335
p335
p335
p335
p335
p336
p336
p336
p336
p336
p336
p336
p337
p337
p337
p337
p337
p338
p338
p338
p345
p345
p345
p350
p3SO
P3SO
p350
p3SO
p3S1
p351
p3S1
p351
p351
p3S1
p358
p359
p3S9
p359
p362
. p362
p362
p363
p363
p363
p363
p370
p370
p370
p370
p370
p370
p370
p370
p371
p371
p372
p375
N 84-18413
N 84-18418
N 84-18419
N 84-18420
N 84-18421
N84-18442
N84-18461
N84-18484
N84- 18503
N84-18517
N84-18584
N84.18593
N84-18599
N84-18606
N 84-18676
N 84-18677
N 84-18678
N84-18682
N 84-18683
N 84- 18685
N84-18692
NB4-18713
N84-18811
N84-18813
N84-18814
N84-18816
N84-1S818
N 84- 18955
N84- 18987
N84-19011
N 84-19049
N 84- 19050
N 84-19051
N 84-19052
N 84-19053
N 84-1 9058
N 84-19071
N84-19133
N 84-19134
N84-19136
N84-19137
N84-19183
N84-19184
N84-19279
N84-19280
N84-19281
N84-19282
N 84-1 9283
N 84-1 9284
N 84-1 9285
N 84-1 9287
N 84-1 9288
N 84-1 9289
N 84-1 9290
N 84-1 9291
N 84-1 9292
N 84- 19293
N 84- 19294
N 84- 19295
N84- 19296
N 84-1 9297
N84-19300
N84-19301
N84-19302
N84-19303
N84-19304
N84-19305
N84-19307
N84-19308
N84-19310
N 84-1 9311
N 84-1 931 2
N 84-1 931 3
N 84-1 931 4
N84-19315
N84-19316
N 84-1 931 7
N 84-19319
N 84-19320
N 84-19324
N 84- 19325
N84-19326
N 84-19328
N 84-19329
N 84-19333
N 84- 19334
N 84-1 9335
N84-19336
N 84-1 9338
N84-19339
N 84-1 9342
N 84- 19343
N 84-1 9344
N84-19345
N 84-1 9346
N84-19347
•
•
•
tt
tt
tt
ff
ff
»
#
#
ff
'ff
'ff
'ff
•ff
'#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
'ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
'ff
'ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
'ff
ff
ff
#
ff
. ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
p375
p375
p375
p375
p375
p383
p372
p383
p383
p383
p383
p384
p384
p384
p384
p384
p384
p384
p385
p385
p385
p38S
p389
p389
p390
p390
p390
p392
p392
p392
p394
p394
p394
p394
p394
p395
p39S
p395
p396
p396
P396
p396
p396
p328
p328
p338
P338
p338
p338
p339
p339
p339
p339
p339
p339
p340
p340
p340
p340
p340
p341
p341
p341
p341
p341
p341
p342
. p342
p342
p343
p343
p343
p343
p343
p343
p345
p345
p346
p346
p346
p346
p346
p346
.p347
p351
p352
p3S2
p352
p3S2
p352
p352
p353
p353
p353
p3S3
p353
N84-19348 tt
N84-19349 #
N84-19352
N84-19353 '
N84- 19355
N84-19357
N84-13358
N84-193S9 '
N84-19361
N84-19362 •
N 84-1 9363
N 84-19364
N84-19365
N84-19366
N84-19367
N84-19391
N84-19444
N84-19475 'ff
N84-19479 ' tt
N84-19488 tt
NS4-19538 tt
N84-19561 tf
N 84-19565 '#
N84-19580 ft
N84-19590 tt
N84-19596 tt
N84-19597 ff
N84-19598 tt
N84-19599 ff
N84-19600 ff
N84-19808 ff
N84-19611 ff
N84-19679 tt
N84-19681 ff
N84-19754 ff
N84-19755 ff
N84-19760 ff
N84-19765 ff
N84-19774 ff
N84-19776 tt
N84-19814 '#
N84-19829 ff
N84-19849 tt
N84-19851 tt
N84-19866 ff
N84-19867 ff
N84-19868 ff
NS4.19869 ff
N84-19881 ff
N 84-19886 '•
N 84-1 9888
N 84-1 9901
N84-19905
N 84-1 991 2
N 84-1 991 8
N 84-1 991 9
N84-19927 '
N84-19931
N84-20031
N84-20087
N84-20289
N84-20306 'ft
N84-20308 * ft
N84-20312 #
N84-20313 ft
N84-20314 ft
N84-20320 * tt
N84-20444 tt
N84-20471 tt
N84-20473 tt
N84-20474 tt
N84-20475 #
NS4-20476 ft
N84-20477 ff
N84-20478 " ff
N84-20479 • ff
N84-20480 • ff
N84-20481 •#
N84-20482 * tt
N84-20484 tt
N84-20485 ' ff
N84-20488 * ff
N84-20487 • tt
N84-20488 • tt
N84-20489 • tt
N84-20490 • tt
N84-20491 '#
N84-20493 ' tt
N84-20494 • ff
N84-20495 ' ff
N84-20496 ff
N84-20497 ff
N84-20498 ff
N84-20499 ff
N84-20500 tt
N84-20501 •#
p353
p354
p355
p359
p359
p363
p363
p371
p371
p371
p371
p371
p372
p372
p372
p372
p373
p376
p376
p376
p376
p376
p376
p376
p377
P377
p377
p377
p377
p377
p38S
p386
p386
p386
p386
P386
P386
p386
p387
p387
p387
p387
p387
p387
p387
p353
p396
p354
p387
p354
p388
p360
p342
p388
p388
p388
p388
p388
P390
p390
p392
p392
p393
p393
p393
p393
p395
P398
p396
p398
p398
p399
p399
p408
p409
p409
p409
p409
p409
p409
p410
p410
p410
p410
p410
p410
p410
p411
p411
p411
p411
p411
p411
p412
p419
p419
N84-20502 ft
N84-20503 ft
N84-20510 ft
N84-20S11 ft
N84-20S13 tt
N84-20514 •#
N84-2O515 'ft
N84-20516 ft
N84-20517 ft
N84-20519 ft
N84-20520 *#
N84-20521 '#
N84-20522 * ft
N84-20523 tt
N84-20524 'ft
N84-20525 ' tt
N84-20536 ' tt
N84-20538 * tt
N84-20550 • ff
N84-20556 * tt
N84-20559 * tt
N84-20562 ' tt
N84-20563 tt
N84-20564 'ff
NS4-20567 •#
N84-20568'#
N84-20569 ' ff
N84-20570 * ff
N84-20571 'ff
N84-20572 •
N84-20573 *
N84-20574 '
N84-20575 *
N84-20577 *
N84-20578 •
N84-20579 •
N84-20581 '
N84-20582 *
N84-20583 •
N84-20584 •
N84-20585 *
N84-20587 *
N84-20588 • tt
N84-20591 'ft
NS4-20592 * ff
N84-20593 ' ff
N84-20594 • tt
N84-20595 ' ff
N84-20596 * ff
N84-20597 * ff
N84-20598 * ff
N84-20599 * ff
N84-20600 * ft
N84-20601 tt
N84-20602 • #
N84-20603 ff
NS4-20666 ff
N84-20734 ff
N84-20736 ff
N84-20761 ff
N84-20779 ff
NS4-20781 'ff
N84-20782 • tt
N84-20783 * ff
N84-20784 ff
NS4-20786 tt
N84-20818 tt
N84-20822 tt
N84-20859 • tt
N84-20864 tt
N84-20878 • ff
N84-20880 ' ff
N84-21277 • ff
N84-21279 ff
N84-21438 ff
N84-21490 ff
N84-21493 ff
N84-21494 ff
N84-21495 ft
N84-21496 ft
N84-21497 #
N84-21498 tt
N84-21499 ft
N84-21500 ff
N84-21501 ff
N84-21503 tt
N84-21504 ff
N84-21505 ft
N84-21506 ff
N84-21507 ff
N84-21508 ff
N84-21509 tt
N84-21510 #
NS4-21511 'tt
N84-21512 ff
N84-21513 '#
p419
p427
p427
P437
P437
p437
p437
P437
P438
p438
p446
p447
p447
P447
P454
p4S4
p454
p482
p482
P454
p473
P454
p454
p460
p461
p4S1
p461
p461
p481
p481
p461
p482
p438
p427
p427
p438
P462
p462
p482
p462
p462
P462
p463
p463
p463
p463
p438
p463
p438
p463
p438
p463
p455
p463
p468
p468
p473
p482
p483
p483
p483
p483
p483
p483
p484
p484
p447
P484
P484
p484
p484
P485
P495
p495
p498
p499
p399
p399
p438
p399
p473
p399
P485
P498
P399
P439
P399
p399
P400
p412
P412
P412
P412
p412
p413
p413
G-11
N84-21514 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
N84-21514
1484-21515
N84-21516
N84-21517
N84-21518
N84-21520
N84-21521
N84-21522
N 84-21523
N 84-21524
N84-21525
N84-?1S26
N84-21530
N84-21531
N84-21533
N84-21534
N84-21535
N84-21536
N84-21538
N84-21539
N 84-21541
N84-21542
N 84-21 543
N 84-21 545
N84-21548
N84-21547
N84-21549
N84-21550
N84-215S1
N84-21553
N84-21554
N84-21555
N 84-21 557
N84-21558
N 84-21 559
N 84-21 560
N84-21565
N 84-21601
N 84-21 740
N 84-21 753
N84-21758
N84-21760
N84-21814
N84-21832
N84-21849
N84-21879
N 84-21 880
N84-21899
N 84-21 901
N84-21905
N84-22186
N84-22202
N84-22204
N84-22206
N84-22219
N 84-22220
N 84-22221
N84-22222
N84-22223
N84-22252
N84-22266
N84-22268
N84-22313
N84-22363
N84-2236S
N84-22368
N84-22371
N84-22378
N84-22379
N84- 22488
N84-22492
N84-22493
NS4-22509
N 84-22527
N 84-22528
N84-22529
N84-22531
N 84-22532
N84-22533
N84-22534
N84-22535
N84-22538
N84-22537
N 84-22538
N 84-22539
N 84-22540
N84-22541
N84-22542
N84-22543
N84-22544
N84-22545
N84-22546
N84- 22547
N84-22548
N 84-22549
N 84-22550
'It
'It
•ff
ff
ff
ff
»
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
'ff
'ff
ff
•ff
ff
»
ff
• f f -
ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
#
ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
ff
•ff
'#
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
p413
p413
p413
p413
p414
p414
p414
p414
p414
p414
p420
P420
p428
p428
p428
p428
P428
p428
p439
P439
p439
P447
P447
P448
P448
p448
P45S
p455
p463
P464
P464
P464
P464
P464
P46S
p46S
p468
p470
p473
p474
p485
p485
p485
p485
p485
p486
p486
P486
p486
p486
p491
p491
p491
p492
p492
p492
p492
p492
p492
p492
p493
p493
p493
p496
p496
p496
p496
p496
p497
p498
p498
p4S8
p4S8
p502
pS03
p509
pS09
p509
p510
p510
p510
p510
pS10
p510
p511
p511
p511
p511
p511
p511
p518
p522
p522
p522
p522
p522
N84-22551
N84-22552
N84-22553
N84-22554
N84-22555
N84-22556
N84-22557
N84-22558
N84-22559
N84-22560
N84-22561
N84-22562
N84-22564
N84-22565
N84-22566
N84-22567
N84-22568
N84-22569
N84-22570
N84-22571
N84-22572
N84-22573
N84-22574
N 84-22575
N84-22576
N84-22577
N84-22578
N84-22579
N84-22580
N84-22581
N84-22582
N84-22583
N84-22584
N84-22585
N84-22586
N84-22S87
N84-22588
N84-22589
N84-22627
N84-22628
N84-22634
N84-22686
N 84-22687
N84-22703
N84-22737
N84-22742
N84-22743
N84-22767
N84-22771
N84-22786
NS4-22787
N84-22790
N84-22791
N84-22792
N84-22793
N84-22794
N84-22795
N84-22796
N84-22797
N84-22813
N84-22814
N84-22815
N84-22904
N84-22906
N84-22909
N84-22915
N84-22956
N 84-22959
N84-22971
N84-22972
N84-22973
N84-22975
N84-22976
N84-22977
N84-22979
N84-22985
N 84-22990
N84-23037
N84-23156
N84-23234
N84- 23235
N84-23239
N84-23334
N84-23343
N84-23382
N 84-23384
N84-23401
N84-23403
N84-23551
N84-23552
N84-23553
N84- 23554
NB4-23555
N 84-23556
N84-23557
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
^ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
§
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff'
ff
'#
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
•ff
tt
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
p527
p527
p528
p528
p528
p528
p531
p531
pS34
p535
p535
pS35
p535
p53S
p535
p53S
p538
p538
pS36
pS36
pS36
pS36
pS36
p538
p537
pS37
p537
pS37
p537
p537
p537
PS37
p542
p542
p542
P544
p544
p54S
p545
pS37
p512
P547
p512
p512
pSSO
pSSO
pSSO
P550
p551
p559
p512
P538
p512
p512
pS13
p538
p513
p513
p513
P513
p559
p559
p559
pS59
p559
p559
p559
p560
p560
p560
p560
p560
p560
p560
p560
p561
pS61
p561
pS64
pS65
p568
p566
P566
PS68
p568
p568
P568
pS69
p569
pS03
p523
pS69
pS03
p SCO
p503
pS03
1484-23558 t
N84-23S59
N84- 23560
N84-23561
N84- 23562
N84-23563
N84-23564
N84-23565-
N84-23566
N84-23567
N84-23S68
N84-23569
N84-23570—
N84-23571
N84-23572
N84-23573
N84-23574
N84-23575 ?
N84-23576
N84-23577-
N84-23576
N84-23579
N84-23580
N84-23581
N&4-23562
N84-23S83
N84-23584
M84-23585
N84-23588
N84-23587
N84-23588
N84-23589
N84-23590 *
N84-23591
N84-23592
N84-23593
N84-23594
N84-23595
N84-23596
N84-23597
N84-23598
N84- 23599
N84-23600
N84-23601
N84-23602
N84-23603
N84-23604
N84-23605'
N84-23606 *
N84-23607 •
N84-23608 *
N 84-23609
N84-23810
' N84-23611
N84-23612
N84-23613
N84-23614
N84-2361S
N84-23616
N84-23617 •
N 84-2361 8
N84-23819
N84-23620 *
N84-23621 '
N84-23622 *
N84-23623 •
N84-23624
N84-23625
N84-23826
N84- 23627
N84-23628
N84-23629 *
N84-23630 *
N84-23631 *
N84-23632 *
. N84-23834 •
N84-23635 *
. N84-23638-
N84-23837 •
N84-23638-
N84- 23839-
N84-23640 '
N84-23641 •
N84-23642 *
N84-23643 *
N84-23644 •
N84-23845 *
N84-23848 *
N84-23647 *
N84-23648 •
N84-23649 *
N84-23650 •
N84-23651
N84-23653 •
N84-23854 •
- N84-23655'
t p561
pSSI
p561
pS61
p561
p562
' p503
P545
p545
p545
p545
p545
— p513-
p514
p562
p514
p528
p514
p562
pS62
pS62
p562
» P587
t p514
» pSU
0 PS67
0 P567
t pS46
t p538
t p565
0 pS14
0 p528
0 p515
0 P515
0 pSIS
0 P546
0 p546
0 P515
0 PS46
0 P528
0 pS63
0 pSIS
0 p538
0 p515
tt pS03
tt p515
tt p516
tt p516
0 p516
tt p516
ff psie
* P517
ff P517
ff P517
ff p517
0 P518
ff P518
ff p518
ff P518
ff p523
ff p523
ff p523
tt p529
tt p529
0 P529
ff P529
ff P529
f pS29
ff p530
tt pSSO
0 p531
ff P538
ff P538
ff pSSI
# P551
tt -P538
# P539
tt p539
tt p551
# p551
tt p539
tt p551
ff p530
ff P552
ff p552
ff p530
ff P530
tt p530
tt p552
0 P539
0 P539
ff P540
ff p540
ff P542
ff P543
# P543
N84-236S6 ff
N84-23657 tt
N84-23702 tt
N84-23750 * tt
N84-23825 f
N84-23831 ff
N84-23835 »
N84-23881 tt
N84-23919 ff
N84-23923 * tt
N84-23924 * f
N84-24009 #
N84-24017 tt
N84-24044 " ff
N84-24186 #
N84-24231 tt
NS4-24323 • tt
NB4-24324 • tt
NB4-24327 • ff
N84-24328 ff
N84-24329 #
N84-24502 ff
N84-24S06 ff
N84-24507 #
N84-24526 #
N84-24S27 #
. N84-24S28 * ff
NS4-24S29 ff
N84-24S30 ff
N84-24531 #
NB4-24532 ff
N84-24533 ff
N84-24534 ff
N84-2453S #
N84-24538 ff
N84-24537 • ff
N84-24538 * tt
NS4-24S39 * tt
N84-24540 ' #
NB4-24S41 tt
N84-24542 ff
N84-24S44
N84-24S45
N84-24547
N84-24S49
N84-24SS1
N84-24S53
N84-24SS4
N84-24557
N84-24559
N84-24561
N84-24562
. N84-24563
N84-24S64
N84-24565 ff
N84-24S66 * ff
N84-24568 ff
N84-24569 #
N84-24570 tt
N84-24571 tt
N84-24572 tt
N84-24573 tt
N84-24574 tt
N84-2457S tt
N84-24576 tt
N84-24577 • #
N84-24578 • tt
N84-24579 • ff
N84-24560 * ff
• N84-24S82 * tt
N84-24583 * tt
• N84-24584 •* tt
N84-2458S * ff
N84-24S86 * tt
N84-24587 • tt
N84-24588 • tt
N84-24S69 * tt
N84-24S90 tt
N84-24592 tt
N84-24593 ' tt
NS4-24595 tt
N84-24596 ff
N84-24S97 ff
N84-24S98 ff
N84-24600 • ff
N84-246S8 ff
N84-24715 ff
N84-24732 ff
• N84-24733 tt
N84-24734 • #
N84-2473S tt
N84-24736 tt
N84-24737 #
N84-24738 #
N84-24739 tt
NB4-24741 tt
P548
pS46
p552
p5S2
p547
p563
p563
p563
pS63
p563
p563
pS64
PS64
p564
p517
p565
pS67
p567
p567
pS68
pS68
pS69
p569
p569
p569
p569
p571
p571
p609
p609
p610
p610
p610
p610
p571
P581
pS81
p581
p581
p581
pS81
p582
p582
p582
p582
p582
p582
PS82
p583
p583
P583
pS83
pS83
pS88
pS88
p592
p592
p-595
p596
P596
p596
p596
p596
pS96
p596
p605
p605
p605
p605
p606
p606
p606
p608
p606
p606
p606
p607
p607
p607
p610
p610
p610
p611
p611
p613
p613
p614
p614
p614
p615
p615
p615
p615
p607
p615
p615
N84-24744 #
N84-24747 • #
N84-2475S tt
N84-24756 tt
N84-24757 tt
N84-24758 tt
N84-24759 tt
N84-24764 tt
N84-24822 tt
N84-24824 ff
N84-24825 ff
N84-24929 ff
N84-24999 * ff
N84-25001 •#
N84-25012 #
N84-25013 ff
N84-25019 '#
N84-25060 • ff
N84-2S061 ~ff
N84-25082 • ff
N84-25088 * ff
N84-25092 • ff
N84-2S107 ff
N84-25154 ff
N84-25162 #
N84-25223 * tt
N84-25307 • ff
N84-25308 • f
N84-25309 • ff
N84-25322 • ff
N84-25422 * ff
N84-25425 • #
N84-2S426 • ff
N84-25429 #
N84-25430 ff
N84-25525 tt
N84-2S526 tt
N84-25529 tt
N84-25531 tt
N84-25602 * tt
N84-25605 • tt
N84-25606 • #
N84-25607 * tt
N84-25608 tt
N84-25611 tt
N84-25612 tt
N84-25613 tt
N84-25614 tt
N84-25615 tt
N84-25616 tt
N84-25617 #
N84-25618 tt
N84-25619 tt
N84-25620 tt
N84-25621 tt
N84-25623 tt
N84-25624 ft
N84-25625 tt
N84-25627 tt
N84-25628 • tt
N84-25630 tt
N84-25631 ' tt
N84-2S632 ' tt
N84-2S633 * #
N84-25634 tt
N84-2S635 tt
N84-25636 • tt
N64-25637 tt
N84-25638 #
N84-25639 * tt
N84-2S640 tt
N84-25641 ' tt
N84-25642 • tt
NS4-25643 #
N84-25644 ' #
N84-2S645 * tt
N84-2S646 * tt
N84-25647 • tt
N84-25648 • #
N84-2S649 tt
N84-25650 tt
NS4-2S651 tt
N84-256S2 tt
N84-25654 ff
N84-25655 #
N84-2S656 tt
N84-25670 tt
N84-25671 tt
N84-25672 ff
N84-25673 ff
N84-25674 ff
N84-25675 ff
N84-25676 ff
N84-25678 ff
N84-2S679 ff
N84-2S680 ff
p622
p622
p607
p608
p608
p616
p616
p608
p616
p616
p616
p623
p623
p623
p623
p623
p623
p616
p623
p624
p624
p624
p624
p629
p629
p629
p629
p629
p630
p630
p631
p631
p631
p631
p631
p 632
p 632
p833
p633
p633
pS72
p572
p572
p572
p572
p572
pS73
p617
p596
p597
p597
p597
p573
p597
pS73
pS73
p573
p573
pS97
p597
p608
pS83
p611
p583
p598
p584
p584
pS98
pS84
p584
p584
p584
p584
pSBS
pS65
psas
psas
psas
p585
psee
pS86
p586
p588
p586
p587
p587'
p587
p587
p588
psea
psaa
P589
p589
p589
pS89
p589
G-12
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX N84-28972
N84-25681
N84-25682
N84-25683
N84-25685
N84-25688
N 84-25687
N84-25688
N84-25691
N84-25692
N84-2S693
N84-25695
N84-25686
N84-25697
N 84-25698
N84-25699
N84-25700
N84-25701
N84-25702
N84-2S703
N84-25704
N 84-25705
N 84-25706
N84-25707
NS4-25709
N84-25712
N84-25715
N84-25716
N84-2S719
N84-25721
N 84-25723
N84-25724
N84-25725
N84-25727
N84-25728
N84-25729
N 84-25731
N84-25732
N84-25735
N84-25772
N84-25774
N84-25828
N84-25833
N84-25854
N 84-25864
N 84-25885
N84-25870
N84-25871
N84-2S920
N84-25930
N84-25960
N84-25961
N84-25962
N84-25963
N 84-25964
N84-2S965
N 84-25966
N 84-25967
N 84-25968
N 84-25969
N84-25970
N84-25971
N84-25972
N84-25986
N84-25987
N84-25990
N84-25997
N84-26032
N 84-26044
N84-26045
N84-26048
N 84-26057
NS4-26058
N84-26059
N84-26374
N84-26382
N84-26385
N84-26386
N84-26387
N84-26388
N84-26430
N 84-26431
N 84-26435
N84-26437
N84-26438
N84-26439
N84-26440
N84-26441
N84-26455
N84-264B4
N84-26564
N84- 26565
N84- 26567
N84-26568
N 84- 26569
N 84-26570
N 84-26571
tt
<t
tt
»
»
If
»
»
#
tt
It
»
#
tt
#
It
•It
•tt
It
It
It
If
If
It
•tt
#
•
#
tt
#
ft
It
*
•
•tt
It
It
It
If
It
#
tt
tt
#
tt
•
#
#
tt
#
tt
It
tt
tt
*
#
tt
tt
p569
pS90
pS90
PS93
pS93
P593
P593
P593
pS93
P593
P593
p5S4
p594
P594
p594
PS98
p5S8
P5S8
P598
P59S
P5S8
P599
P599
P599
P6Q8
p6Q8
P611
P611
p611
P612
P612
p612
P612
p608
p612
P612
P613
P613
P617
p617
P817
p617
p617
p8S4
P6J4
p62S
P630
peas
p6ZS
P8Z5pegs
p625
p6Z5
p625
P626
P6»
p828
peae
peae
P6M
peaa
p6ae
P627
p587
p6Z7
P6Z7
P627
p627
P627
P627
P687
peag
peas
P630
P631
P632
P632
P632
P632
P633
p6aa
P567
pS99
P609
P599
peas
p6as
P633
P633
p633
P637
P691
P691
p691
p691
P691
N84-26572 t
N84-26573 t
N84-26574 t
N84-26575 t
N84-26576 li
N84-26577 l!
N84-26578 li
N84-26579 t
N84-26580 t,
N84-26S81 t,
N84-26583 t,
N84-26584 t
N84-26586 <
N84-26588 t
N84-26S90 t
N84-26594 t
N84-26596 |
N84-26597
 ;
N84-26598 t
N84-2659S t
N84-26600 /
N84-26601 t
N84-26602 t
N84-26603 t.
N84-26604
N84-26605
N84-26606
N84-26607
N84-26608
N84-26609
N84-26610
N84-26612
N84-26613
N84-26614
N84-26615
N84-26616
NS4-26617
N84-26618
N84-26619
N84-26620
N84-26621
N84-26623
N84-26824
N84-26625
N84-26826
N84-26627
N84-26628
N84-26629
N84-26630
N84-26631
N 84-26632
N 84-26633
N84-26635
N 84-26637
N84-26639
N84-26640
N84- 26641
N84-26642
N64-26643
NS4-26644
N84-26645
N84-26646
N84-26647
N84-26648
N84-26649
N84-26650
N84-26652
N 84-26653
N84-26654 f
N84-26655 /
N84-266S6 /
N84-26657 /
N84-26658 t
N84-26659 1
N84-26660 /
N84-26661 f
N84-26662 /
N84-26663 (
N84-26667 )
N84-26668 (
NS4-26670 /
N84-26671 /
NS4-26672 t
NS4-26673 t
NS4-26674 t
N84-26675 t
N84-26676 /
N84-26677 1
N84-26678 /
N84-26679 • 1
N84-26680 /
N84-26681 t
N84-26682 /
N84-26685 * t
N84-26689 1
N84-26690 t
» P692
» p692
t p892
1 p692
' P692
' p692
' p692
' p692
* P693
' p693
> p693
» p693
» p693
• p735
» p738
t peas
t p637
t p672
f P684
f p684
t p711
» p68S
t p672
> pBBS
p685
p711
p711
p711
p672
p712
p723
p68S
p723
p712
p712
P712
p712
p712
p713
peso
p837
p713
p723
p685
p685
P673
p673
p673
p673
p673
peee
p723
p736
p637
P686
p713
p686
p723
p733
p733
p723
p724
p724
p673
p724
P638
P638
p638
t p661
t P661
t P661
t p661
t p661
t p661
t P662
II P662
f P662
P P662
t P662
t P662
f P662
t p663
t P663
t p6B3
t P663
t P6e3
t P673
t P674
1 P674
t p674
t pS74
t p674
t p674
t P676
t P877
t P877
N84-26692
N84-26693'
N84-26695
N84-26696
N84-26697
N84-26698
N84-26699
N84-26701
N84-26702 *
N84- 26703
N84-26704
N84-26706
N84-26707
N84-26708 •
N84-26709
N84-26711
N84-26712
N84-26713
N84-26714
N84-26715
N84-26716
N84-26785'
N84-26797
N84-26807
N84-26895
N84-26906
N84-26915
N84-26916
N84-26917
N84-26918
N84-26923
N84-26925
N84-26930
N 84-26931
N84-26933
N84-26938
N84-26943
N84-26949
N84-26954
N84-26964
N84-26967
N84-26973 •
N84-26974
N84-27002')
N84-27003 • f
N84-27006 1
N84-27007 1
N84-27024 ' 1
N84-27038 f
N84-27065 • 1
N84-27070 1
N84-27074
N 84-27342
N84-27343
N84-27461 *
N84-27482
N84-27503 •
N84-27586
N84-27610
N84-27660 • /
N84-27661 •(
N84-27662 • /
N84-276631/
N84-27665 • /
N84-27666 * /
N84-27667 * t
N84-27688 1
N84-27669 1
N84-27870 (
N84-27671 1
N84-27672 1
N84-27673 <
N84-27674 • t
N84-27675 • f
N84-27676 • (
N84-2767B • f
N84-27679 •
N84-27680'
N84-27681 ••
N84-27683 *
N84-27684 •
N84-27685 *
N84-27686 •
N84-27687 •
N84-27688 •
N84-27689-)
N84-27690 • /
N84-27691 * /
N84-27692 * /
N84-27693 * I
N84-27694 • |
N84-27695 • (
N84-27696 • /
N84-27698 * 1
N84-27699 )
N84-27700 /
p677
p688
p688
p688
p687
p693
p694
pTOO
p700
p700
p700
p704
p706
p706
p707
p707
p707
p707
p707
p707
p708
p713
p713
p713
p724
p701
p663
p724
p664
p664
p684
p664
p724
P738
p664
p725
p725
p665
p725
p725
p725
p725
p726
H p72fl
H p726
t P726
t p728
t P726
H P727
I" P727
t P727
p727
p730
p730
p733
p733
p733
p737
p737
t p638
r p736
t P687
n pees
t pees
t P667
t p638
t p638
t p638
t p687
t P687
t P687
t P874
t pees
t pees
t pees
t peee
p666
peee
p666
peee
peee
p667
p667
p667
p667
K p687
t P887
t P667
t p668
t pees
t peee
t P668
1 pees
t pees
t p669
» p669
N84-27701 »
N84-27702 #
N84-27705 #
N84-27706 #
N84-27707 #
N84-27708 tt
NB4-27710 #
N84-27711 #
N84-27716 #
N84-27717 #
N84-27718 #
N84-27719 #
N84-27720 #
N84-27721
N84-27722
N84-27723
N84-27724
N84-2772S
N84-27726
^W«-27727
Ne4-27728 #
N84-27729 tt
N84-27730 #
N84-27731 #
N84-27732 #
N84-27733 • #
N84-27734 • tt
N84-27735 #
N84-27736 #
N84-27737 •
N84-27738 •
N84-27739 *
N84-27740
N84-27741
N84-27742
N84-27743 '#
N84-27744 * ff
N84-27745 tt
N84-27748 tt
N84-27747 #
N84-27748 lt>
N84-27749 • #
N84-27751 #
N84-27752 tt
N84-27763 #
N84-27835 • tt
N84-27838 * f
N84-27S37 tt
N84-278SS • tt
N84-27860 • #
N84-27878 #
N84-27908 • tt
N84-27910 tt
N84-27911 tt
N84-27912 tt
N84-27914 tt
NS4-27951 • tt
N84-27965 #
K484-27S67 tt
NS4-27989 tt
N84-28002'#
N84-28010 tt
N84-28081 •#
N84-28082 * tt
N84-2808S * tt
N84-28089 ' tt
N84-28104 tt
N84-28105 tt
N84-28111 •#
N84-28184 tt
N84-28230 ' tt
N84-28231 • tt
N84-28245 • tt
N84-28246 • tt
N84-28247 • #
N84-28324
N84-28342 tt
N84-28346 tt
N84-28456 tt
N84-28516 ' tt
N84-28519 tt
N84-28S21 tt
N84-28S30 tt
N84-28537 • tt
N84-28541 tt
N84-28569 • tt
N84-28679 tt
N84-28727 • #
N84-28728 tt
N84-28729 tt
N84-28730 #
N84-28731 tt
N84-28732 * tt
N84-28734 • #
N84-28735 • tt
N84-28736 * tt
P669
P674
P675
P67S
P675
P675
P687
P730
P677
P688
pess
P688
P688
pees
pess
P689
P689
P689
P689
P689
P689
P690
P690
P690
P690
P694
P694
P694
P694
P701
P701
P701
()701
P701
P702
P704
P704
p704
P705
P70S
P70S
P708
P708
P708
P70S
P714
p714
P714
P714
P714
P714
P715
p715
P715
P715
P727
P727
P728
P728
P728
p728
P728
P728
p729
P729
P729
P729
P729
P729
P731
P731
P729
P731
P731
P731
P731
P731
p731
p734
p734
p734
P734
P734
p734
P734
p738
p737
p740
p740
p740
p740
p740
P753
P754
p754
p754
N84-28737 tt
N84-28738 tt
N84-28739 tt
N84-28740 tt
N84-28741 tt
N84-28742 tt
N84-28743 tt
N84-28744 #
N84-28745 tt
N84-28748 tt
N84-28747 tt
N84-28748 #
N84-28749 tt
N84-28750 tt
N84-28751 tt
N84-28752 tt
N84-28753 tt
N84-28754 tt
N84-28755 tt
N84-28756 tt
N84-28757 #
N84-28758 #
N84-287S9 #
N84-28760 tt
N84-28761 tt
N84-28762 tt
N84-28763 tt
N84-28764 tt
N84-28765 tt
N84-28786 tt
N84-28767 • tt
N84-28768 tt
N84-28769 tt
N84-28770 tt
N84-28771 tt
NB4-28772 tt
N84-28773 tt
N84-28774 tt
N84-28775 • #
N84-28776 • If
N84-28777 • #
N84-28778 • »
N84-28779 * tt
N84-28780 * #
N84-28781 #
N84-28782 tt
N84-28783 tt
N84-2B7S4 tt
N84-2878S tt
NS4-28786 tt
N84-28787 tt
N84-287S8 #
N84-28789 tt
N84-28790 tt
N84-28791 #
NS4-2B792 tt
N84-28793 tt
N84-28794 tt
N84-28795 tt
N84-28796 tt
N84-28797 tt
N84-28798 tt
NS4-28799 tt
N84-28800 tt
N84-28801 •#
N84-28802 • tt
N84-28803 ' tt
N84-2B804 •#
N84-28805 * tt
N84-28808 • #
N84-28807 '#
NS4-28808 ' tt
N84-28809 * tt
N84-28810 tt
N84-28811 tt
N84-26812 tt
NS4-28813 tt
N84-28814 • tt
N84-28815 tt
N84-28816 tt
N84-28817 tt
N84-28818 tt
N84-28819 tt
N84-28820 tt
N84-28821 tt
N84-28822 tt
N84-28837 tt
N84-28886 tt
N84-28887 * tt
N84-28890 tt
N84-28896 tt
N84-28915 * tt
N84-28917 • ft
N84-289S8 ' tt
N84-28966 tt
N84-28972 tt
p754
p7S4
p754
p755
p755
p7S5
p755
p7S5
p755
p7S6
p7S6
p7S6
p756
p7S6
p756
p757
p757
p757
p757
p757
p757
p758
p7S8
p760
p760
P761
p761
p761
p764
p76S
p765
p765
p765
p765
P765
p765
p766
p766
p772
p772
p772
p772
P772
p772
p773
p773
p773
P773
P773
P776
p778
p781
p781
p781
p781
p781
p781
p782
p782
p782
p782
p782
p782
p783
p788
p7S9
p789
p789
p789
p789
p789
p790
p790
p790
p790
P792
p792
p792
p792
p793
p793
p793
p793
p793
p793
p794
p798
p798
p796
p798
p796
p799
p799
p799
pSOO
pSOO
G-13
N84-28995 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
N84-2899S • #
N84-28998 #
N84-29000 ft
N84-29008 #
N84-29019 ff
N84-29043 ft
N84-29057 ft
N84-29077 ft
N84-29080 ft
N84-291S1 'ft
N84-29152 '#
N84-29161 •#
N84-29162 #
N84-29169 #
N84-29173 #
N84-29234 #
N84-29245 * tt
N84-29248 ' tt
N84-29253 tt
N84-29281 tt
N84-28282 #
N84-29289 #
N84-29296 tt
N84-29369 tt
N84-29404 #
N84-29466 " ft
N84-29477 • #
N84-29494 ft
N84-29500 ' ft
N84-29SS6 ' #
N84-29572 tt
N84-29S92 ft
N84-29661 '#
N84-29662 • #
N84-29663 '#
N84-29664 • ft
N84-29665 " tt
N84-29666 ' #
N84-29667 • tt
N 84-29668 '#
N84-29669 • tt
N84-29670 ' #
N84-29671 • tt
N84-29672 • ft
N84-29673 ' ft
N84-29674 • ft
N84-29675 * ft
N84-29676 * ft
N84-29677 • tt
N84-29678 * tt
NB4-29679 • ft
N84-29680 • tt
N84-29681 'ft
N84-29682 * tt
N84-29683 * tt
N84-29684 • tt
N84-29685 • ft
N84-29887 • tt
N84-29692 tt
N84-29693 ft
NB4-29805 * tt
N84-29847 • tt
N84-29848 tt
N84-2S849 tt
N84-29850 tt
N84-29851 '#
N84-29852 * tt
N84-29853 ' tt
N84-29854 'f
N84-2985S tt
N84-29856 tt
N84-29857 • ft
N84-29858 #
N84-29859 ft
N84-29860 tt
N84-29861 tt
N84-29862 tt
N84-29863 ' tt
N84-29864 • tt
N84-29865 ft
N84-29866 ft
N84-29867 ft
N84-29868 tt
N84-29869 tt
N84-29870 * tt
N84-29871 'ft
N84-29872 tt
N84-29873 tt
N84-29874 #
N84-29875 • ft
N84-29876 ' tt
N84-29877 • ft
N84-29878 ' tt
N84-29879 • tt
N84-29880 tt
pSOO
p800
pSOO
p801
p801
p807
p807
p807
p807
p808
p808
p808
p808
p808
P808
P808
P809
p809
p809
p766
p766 .
p766
p812
p812
p812
p816
p816
p8U
p814
p814
p814
p81S
p816
P816
p817
p817
p794
p817
p817
p817
p817
p817
p818
p818
p818
p818
p818
p818
p818
p819
p819
p819
p819
p819
P819
p819
p819
p819
p820
p 820
p821
p741
p741
p741
p741
p758
p758
P758
p758
p758
p759
p761
p761
p761
p766
P766
p766
p773
p774
p774
p774
p774
p774
p774
p776
p776
p776
p 777
p 777
p783
p783
p7S3
p783
p783
p784
N84-29881 tt
NS4-29882 tt
N84-29883 * ft
N84-29S84 *#
N84-29885 * tt
N84-29886 tt
NS4-29887 tt
N84-29888 * tt
NS4-29889 tt
N84-29890 ft
N84-29891 ft
N84-29892 ft
N84-29893 tt
N84-29894 ft
N84-29923 ' tt
N84-29941 ft
N84-29942
N84-29943
N84-29944
N84-29945
N 84-29963
N84-29964
N84-29969 * tt
N84-29970 * #
N84-29971 'ft
N84-29972 ' tt
N84-29973 ' tt
N84-29975 * ft
N84-29976 * ft
N84-29977 ' ft
N84-29979 ff
N84-30024 tt
N84-30030 tt
N84-30067 tt
N84-30106 tt
N84-30115 tt
N84-30139 tt
N84-301S6 tt
N84-30159 tt
N84-30178 tt
N84-30211 ft
N84-30223 ' tt
N84-30233 tt
N84-30293 * tt
N84-30294 • ft
N84-30297 tt
N84-30301 tt
N84-30310 #
N84-30320 tt
N84-30329 * tt
N84-30331 'ft
N84-30333 tt
N84-30336 #
N84-30742 tt
N84-30774 tt
N84-30886 * tt
N84-30887 *#
N84-30888 ' #
N84-30898 tt
N84-31047 '#
N84-31085 tt
N84-31086 tt
N84-31089 'ft
N84-31090'*
N84-31091 '#
N84-31092 * ft
N84-31093 * tt
N84-31094 * tt
N84-31097 * tt
N84-31098 tt
N84-31099 tt
N84-31100 tt
N84-31102 tt
N84-31103 tt
N84-31104 'ft
N84-31105 '#
N84-31107 ft
N84-31108 tt
N84-31109 ff
N84-31110 ft
N84-31111 '#
N84-31112 'ft
N84-31113 tt
N84-31114 tt
N84-31115 tt
N84-31117 tt
N84-31118 #
N84-31119 ft
N84-31120 tt
N84-31121 tt
N84-31123 tt
N84-31126 ft
N84-31128 ft
N84-31129 ft
NB4-31130 ft
N84-31131 #
P784
P784
p790
p790
p791
p791
p794
p794
p794
P794
p794
p795
p795
p795
p801
p761
p762
p762
p762
p762
p801
p79S
p801
p801
p802
p802
p802
p802
p802
p802
p802
p802
p803
p803
p803
p759
p809
p809
p809
p809
p810
p810
p810
p810
p810
p810
p811
p811
p811
P811
p811
p811
p812
p81S
p815
p820
p820
p820
p820
p821
P825
P846
p847
p847
p847
p847
p847
p847
p848
pB48
p848
p848
p853
p853
p862
p862
p863
p863
p878
p878
p879
p879
p879
p879
p879
p879
p879
p879
p880
p883
p936
p936
p883
p901
p883
p923
N84-31132
N84-31133
N84-31134
N84-31142
N84-31146
N84-31148
N84-31150
N 84-31 152
N 84-31 165
N 84-3 11 67
N 84-3 11 69
N 84-3 11 70
N 84-31 171
N 84-31 172
N84-31173
N84-31174
N84-31175
N84-31176
N84-31177
N 84-31 180
N 84-31 182
N84-31183
N84-31185
N84-31187
N84-31189
N84-31201
N84-31202
N84-31203
N84-31204
N84-31205
N84-31206
N84-31207
N84-31209
N 84-31 211
N 84-31 21 2
N 84-31 21 4
N 84-31 21 5
N 84-31216
N84-31217
N84-31218
N84-31219
N 84-31 220
N84-31221
N84-31222
N84-31225
N84-31246
N84-31253
N84-312S5
N 84-31 259
N84-31260
N 84-31 261
N84-31275
N 84-31 284
N 84-31 287
N 84-31 300
N84-31343
N 84-31 363
N84-31406
N 84-31444
N84-31467
N84-31477
N 84-31518
N 84-3 1554
N84-31557
N 84-3 1558
N84-31597
N 84-31641
N 84-3 1679
N 84-3 1683
N 84-3 1684
N84-31688
N 84-3 1698
N84-31699
N84-31700
N84-31701
N84-31768
N 84-31 786
N84-31787
N 84-31848
N84-31865
N 84-31955
N 84-31973
N 84-3 1984
N 84-31993
N 84-32018
N84-32061
N 84-32062
N 84-32081
N84-32087
N 84-32089
N84-32115
N84-32116
N84-32117
N84-32119
N84-32122
tt
tt
tt
tt
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
tt
ft
ft
tt
tt
tt
tt
ft
ft
tt
ft
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
ft
tt
tt
tt
ft
tt
tt
tt
• ft
•ft
•ft
•ft
•ft
•ft
•tt
tt
tt
tt
•ft
tt
tt
ft
•ft
•ft
•ft
•ft
•ft
'ft
tt
•ft
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
ft
•ft
tt
•ft
•ft
'ft
tt
•tt
•ft
•tt
•tt
•ft
'ft
tt
ft
ft
tt
ft
'ft
"ft
ft
ft
•ft
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
•ft
•ft
•ft
•ft
•ft
p924
p883
p883
p924
p924
p924
p883
p936
p884
p884
p924
P884
p884
p936
p884
peso
p937
p884
p924
p885
p925
p885
p885
p937
p885
p885
p885
p886
p886
p886
p886
p886
p893
p893
p893
p902
p902
p902
p902
p902
p903
p906
p907
p907
p910
p910
p910
p910
p911
p911
P911
p911
p914
p914
p914
p915
p915
p91S
p92S
p925
p925
p925
p926
p926
p926
p926
p926
p926
p927
p927
p927
p927
p927
p927
p927
p932
p932
p932
p933
p933
p937
p937
p937
p937
p937
p907
p848
p941
p880
p848
p941
p941
p941
p941
p941
N84-32123 'ft
N84-32124 •#
N84-32220 • #
N84-32225 tt
N84-32226 ft
N84-32229 tt
• N84-32230 ft
N84-32231 ft
NB4-32233 tt
N84-32234 ft
N84-32240-#-
N84-32243 ft
N84-32245 tt
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